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From Oxford Town
/ saw the spires of Oxford
As 1 was passing by,

The gray spires of Oxford
Against a pearl-gray sky

;

My heart was with the Oxford men
Who went abroad to die.

The years go fast at Oxford,

The golden years and gray.

The hoary colleges look down
On careless boys at play,

But -when the bugles sounded war
They put their games away.

They left the peaceful river,

The cricket field, the quad,

The shaven lawns of Oxford,

To seek a bloody sod.

They gave their merry souls away
For country and for God.

God rest you, happy gentlemen,

Who laid your good lives down;
Who took the khaki and the gun,

Instead of cap and gown. '

God bring you to a fairer place

Than even Oxford town.
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HAPPY New Year! As we begin the

second year of World Call, we waul,

to express our appreciation for the pa-

tience and longsuffering of our loyal friends

during this first year. We realize the eauses

yon have had for complaint about delays ami

mistakes. We hope you will continue In lei

us know whenever you think we have made a

mistake. If we have not made the mistake,

we want a chance to explain; if we have, we

want a chance to correct it. In your New
Year's resolutions may we suggest the fol-

lowing:

1. 1 will read World Call every month

of 1920.

2. 1 will keep in mind that on account, of

the advance in cost of paper and other sup-

plies it is now costing nearly $1.50 to pro-

duce WORLD ('all; and when I receive notice,

of my expiration, I will renew the, month in

advance in order to save extra expense; and

any delay in receiving the next copy on time.

3. I will send my renewal direct to World
Call. 222 Downey avenue, Indianapolis, and

not wait to send it through the local com-

mittee. 1 will just report to the committee

that I have sent my renewal to the office.

4. If I change my address during the year,

I will plainly write my former address and

my new address and send them at once to

World CAll office, 222 Downey avenue, In-

dianapolis.

5. I will try to secure subscriptions for

World Call by talking about it to friends

and helping them to realize the interesting

reading there is in the magazine; in fact, I

will tell them it is the most interesting news

I read for it tells of the growth of Chris-

tianity throughout the world.

Our January Cover

THROUGH the courtesy of the Art De-

partment of the New York Public Library

we are enabled to show on the cover of

this number of World Call a picture of the

Bell Tower of Magdalen College, Oxford Uni-

versity, England, from "The Old Colleges of

Oxford," by Aymer Vallance, a splendid

volume published in 1912 by Scribners.

Magdalen College was founded in 1458 on
plans projected in 1448. The tower was be-

gun in 1492 and completed in 1505. Its height

is 125 feet to the top of its battlements and
145 feet to the top of its pinnacles. In out-

side measurements it is 33 by 36 feet. Inside

it is 18 by 21 feet. It is pronounced "A
monument perfect in proportion and exquisite

in detail."

Binders for World Call

MANY of our readers have been asking

for binders for the preservation of the

successive numbers of World Call.
We are now glad to announce that we can

supply binders at $1.50 each, postpaid. The
binders are both convenient and durable and
each one will hold the twelve issues of a

year. The numbers can be inserted by anyone
without difficulty. If desired, at the end of

the year, they can be taken out and perma-
nently bound by a book-binder and the original

binder used again for preserving the file

through the year, or the year's issues can be

left in the handy binder and a new one pur-

chased for preserving current numbers.
To encourage our readers to preserve their

files of World Call and to facilitate their

use, we are furnishing without charge a com-
plete index of the 1919 volume with a title

page. A postal card request will bring it.
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Answering the Call

ON this and thirty-three succeeding pages appear photo-

graphs of students who are now in colleges of the

Disciples of Christ and who are definitely committed to

and preparing for service as ministers or missionaries.

A fine spirit of cooperation and devotion to the common
cause was shown by both the schools and the students in having

the photographs made promptly and according to specifica-

tions. Considerable expense and no little inconvenience were

involved, and all understood that no names would appear in

the magazine. Each school may well be proud of its section

of the line, but all, cheerfully consented to merge their par-

ticular interests in the cause as a whole.

The representation of the colleges of the brotherhood that

are engaged in preparing young people for Christian service

is about as complete as human cooperation ever gets to be,

almost unanimous, in fact. We regret that the same cannot

be said of each school's line, for in some instances only half

of the eligible students are shown in the photographs. But

there are enough, 616 out of a possible thousand, if we have

counted correctly, to emphasize the idea that we had in mind:

the embodiment of God's will for the world's redemption in

joyous and vigorous young men and young women of our day.

Of course we would not for a moment intimate that there

is no service of God outside of the ministry and the mission

field. The training of these is only a small part of the work

of our church colleges. Complete figures for this year are

not at hand. We know, however, that the number attending

our colleges is much larger than last year, aside from the

S. A. T. C. Then the twenty-six schools that are cooperating

in the Board of Education had 8,398 students, of whom 980

were preparing for the ministry or for missions. Counting

all the schools of the brotherhood this year there must be an

attendance of not less than nine thousand; and including

students in eastern universities and other outside institutions,

there are probably over twelve hundred of our young people

getting ready for definite Christian service.

This is a great host of thrice-picked students. But, as is

explained later, and will appear more fully in February World
Call, it is only a fraction of the number that a vigorous body

of a million and a half American Christians ought to be giving

to God's service. But the rest are coming as certainly as two

million American soldiers followed Pershing's headquarters

regiment to France! And their schoolmates who take up other

callings will give those who go to the front just as loyal

support as Americans at home gave their soldiers abroad. It

took the whole nation to do America's part toward winning

the war. It will take the whole Church to win the world.

Turn the pages and see these hundreds of America's choicest

youth march in review. Extend the line to include the hun-

dreds who have completed their school days and taken up their

tasks, all over America and unto the uttermost parts of the

earth. Extend it at the other end with not hundreds but thou-

sands who are coming after these, as the actual calls of all

the fields and the clear voice of the Lord of the Harvest reach

the souls of high school boys and girls. These are thev who
are to make good forever, and in all the world, the glorious

ideals for which four and a half millions of young men in

Canada and the United States took up arms. These are to

plant and propagate these ideals, and to cultivate good will

among men until war between any two peoples on earth shall

become as impossible as it is now between Canada and the

United States; or even between any two of these states or any

two of those provinces.

Hats off to these cadets of the Kingdom of God, soon to

be the commissioned officers of His increasing reign!

Hats off to the homes that have given them to God and to

humanity

!

Hats off to the schools that are training them for their

holy tasks!

Hats off to the devoted teachers whose labor of love has

never been worthily recognized with either wage or plaudit!

Hats off to the men and women of vision who have given of

their money—God's money in their hands—that these schools

might live and serve!

"I feel the earth move sunward,
I join the great march onward,
And take by faith while living

My freehold of thanksgiving."

The Son of God goes forth to war, A kingly crown to gain
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The Teacher Come from God
TEACHING is essentially a divine service. It is not so

much an informing of the mind as a forming of the

character. Parents instinctively recognize this as their

chief duty. The most common title of the Son of God on earth

was Teacher. Anyone who comes in between the parent and the

Christ to teach must partake somewhat of the character of

each—must come from God—or fail in his mission.

The most glorious annals of mankind, mostly unwritten on

earth, but fully recorded in heaven, tell of fathers and mothers

who were the parents of their children's souls and not merely

of their bodies, of public school teachers who were employed

to give instruction in arithmetic and grammar, but also in-

stilled honor and grace into the minds of their pupils, of

Sunday school teachers in whom again the Word became

flesh, of preachers who "lured to brighter worlds and led

the way," of college and university professors who conducted

their students up to the very gates of heaven.

Since this generation's chief task is the training of the next

generation, these notable examples must be made the common
rule. This will not come to pass by chance. Only by con-

scious and concerted effort have we doubled the yield of corn

and made the common run of cattle better than the best of fifty

years ago. So in this infinitely more important business the

whole process of Christian education must be standardized and

systematized from infancy to maturity.

Does the task seem too large to be undertaken? Witness

hpw, under systematic education the entire German people

grew into a fighting organism, a war machine. To make a

people wholly Christian would be far easier, since man was

created in the image of God; it would be infinitely less ex-

pensive, since only the normal processes of life are involved

and these would be made more productive rather than less.

Militarism took years of time from millions of men; perfected

Christianity would save years for millions by eliminating idle-

ness and dissipation. Militarism required vast quantities of

arms and munitions; Christianity only improves the skill with

which the tools of productive peace are used.

The task is as necessary as it is feasible. Nothing but thor-

oughgoing Christianity can save the world from falling again

into a welter of blood—and the time is now.

For the whole vast undertaking the Christian college occupies

the same place of vital and strategic importance that the agri-

cultural college does in the improvement of farming and the

military school in preparation for war. Here the processes

are to be perfected and the leaders trained. For instance:

Since the public schools are forbidden to teach religion, and

since one hour a week is utterly inadequate, however efficient

the Sunday school, some sort of week-day Bible school is

immediately necessary. The way has been pioneered at Gary,

Indiana. Methods and men and women to make the experi-

ment a movement, and to make the movement universal, must

be supplied by our Christian colleges.

Our investment of life and of money in these colleges must

at once be scaled up to the Christian redemption of the whole

of life and the whole of the world.

His blood-red banner streams afar Who follows in His train?
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Let There Be Li^ht
By H. O. PRITCHARD

THE progenitors of the Restoration Movement were in-

tellectual giants. They were likewise men who had a

passion on the subject of education and placed a high

estimate on colleges. Of that quartet whose names are more

closely associated with the beginnings of the Current Reforma-

tion than any others, three were educators and the fourth was

a distinguished scholar. Their appeal was always to a sancti-

fied intellect. They were continually accused of having more

head than heart. They considered ignorance to he the enemy
of truth and light. They stood for a rational interpretation

of Scripture as opposed to the vagaries, superstitions and

emotionalism of their time. They were intellectual pioneers,

blazing out new pathways of light in the midst of sectarian

darkness and ecclesiastical ignorance.

Thomas Campbell—the father of the Reformation—was dis-

tinguished for his scholarly attainments. He was educated at

Glasgow University and Divinity Hall. Although he won dis-

tinlion as a preacher, he was preeminently an educator. In

Ireland he was head of Rich Hill Academy, and upon coming

to America he became a schoolmaster in western Pennsylvania.

He was one of the first to see the vital and inseparable relation

between the Restoration Movement and education. Alexander

Campbell followed in the footsteps of his illustrious father.

He was the intellectual equal of any man of his time. He, too,

was educated at the University of Glasgow. He was a great

scholar in every sense of the term. Furthermore, he was a

wise man and knew that the cause to which he gave his life

could never succeed without colleges—hence Bethany College.

In establishing that institution of higher learning, he said, "The

cardinal thought in this scheme is our beautiful ideal of

education, viz. : that the formation of moral character, the cul-

ture of the heart, is the supreme end of education, or rather is

education itself. With me education and the formation of

moral character are identical expressions." Every intelligent

Disciple knows the vital importance which Mr. Campbell

attached to Christian education and how he gave the best of

his wonderful powers to the building of Be'thany College.

Walter Scott, too, was an educator. The popular imagina-

tion has pictured him only as a magnetic evangelist. He was

that, but he was more. He was a scholar and college presi-

dent as well. Educated at the University of Edinburgh he was
a man of exceptional attainments. There may be some who
do not know that he was president of our first college. Bacon
College was founded at Georgetown, Kentucky, in 1336

—

four years prior to Bethany—and of all the men then asso-

ciated with the Restoration, Walter Scott wa? chosen to head

the enterprise. He was associated with a number of institu-

tions of learning during his lifetime. Barton W. Stone—the

fourth member of that immortal quartet—was an honor grad-

uate of Guilford College. As a student he distinguished him-

self for studiousness. He slept only six or seven hours out of

twenty-four, denied himself strong food, living chiefly on milk

and vegetables, that he might become a scholar. The last

article which ever came from his pen—a letter of advice to a

young man entering the ministry, and which was published.

in the paper which he edited—displays scholarship which for

the clay in which he lived was trulv remarkable. Yes, the

fathers of the Restoration Movement were intellectual giants.

And what shall we say of the contemporaries of those men?
What of James Shannon, educator and university president,

who as a student at Belfast Royal Academy won prizes for

scholarship in Latin, Greek, mathematics, moral and natural

philosophy? What of John T. Johnson, who founded our

first college, who could have gone to the United States senate

had he not chosen to be a humble messenger of Christ, and
who was fitted by nature and culture to stand before kings?

What of Dr. Robert Richardson, thinker, scientist, critic and

exegete, whose Jife of Alexander Campbell is a masterpiece

of pure English? What of Philip S. Fall, who founded a

college for girls at Frankfort, Kentucky, and who was one

of the first trustees of Bethan\r College? \^ hat of W K. Pen-

dleton, refined, intellectual, scholarly, a graduate of the Lni-

versity of Virginia, and later college president?

And what shall we say of that long list of immortals who
followed in their train? What of Robert Milligan, J. K.

Rogers, Isaac Errett, B. A. Hinsdale, S. K. Hoshour, 0. A.

Burgess, H. W. Everest, J. M. Allen. George T. Carpenter.

Charles Louis Loos, Addison Clark, Allen R. Benton, Charles

Who best can drink his cup of woe, in (I triumph over pain

:x2-«e,as»5^
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Carlton, J. W. McGarvey, E. V. Zollars and a host of others?

What of those still living—Randolph Clark, B. J. Radford,

D. R. Dugan, E. B. Wakefield and William Prince Aylsworth?

These are the illustrious whom we delight to honor. These

are they who have made the Disciples of Christ what they are.

And they were all educators—every man in the category was at

one time a college president.

We quote them; we praise them; we revere them; hut we

forget what they were. They were educators. Without their

labors in the field of education we would not be what we

are. They were the true prophets among us. By their labors

we have as our heritage our colleges of today. We cannot

be true to these men and to the genius of the Restoration

Movement unless we support our colleges in a magnificent

way. They literally burned themselves out to make these

colleges what they are; and yet we have allowed them to

go in penury and want, in poverty and neglect. Dr. W. T.

Moore in his "History of the Disciples of Christ" says, "It

ought to be stated that the truth of history compels the further

statement that the Disciples as a whole do not seem to realize

the importance of their colleges. The most fundamental thing

in their plea is mainly education."

The history of our people in the field of education is inter-

esting—even fascinating. During the early years of our move-

ment the leaders exhibited a very passion on this important

matter. Colleges were founded in every state where we had

made progress. Many of these have since died for lack of

support, but we have left to our heritage Bethany, Transyl-

vania, Hiram, Butler, Eureka, Culver-Stockton, Christian, Ken-

tucky Female Orphan School, Missouri Christian, and Milli-

gan—all founded before I860 (Milligan, 1867). Then there

came a time of neglect and indifference. We turned back into

the wilderness and during the next forty years we started only

two colleges which are alive today—Texas Christian Univer-

sity, 1873, and Drake University, 1881. Our other colleges

and the work at state universities have been founded since that

time. Indeed, it may be said that not until the beginning of

the present century was there a revival of interest in this fun-

damental issue. Practically all the endowment which our col-

leges now have has been received since 1900. We came up

to our hundredth anniversary at Pittsburgh with a total for all

our colleges in buildings of $3,936,304, and for endowment,

$2,067,749. Since 1909 we have more than doubled these

amounts. In the past ten years we have done more for the

endowment and equipment of our colleges than we did in the

previous century. These latter figures do not include the

pledges of the Men and Millions Movement. If these be in-

cluded the showing for the past decade is magnificent. Cer-

tainly it all bespeaks the dawning of a new and triumphant day.

But let it be remembered and never forgotten that the present

endowment, equipment and support are pitifully inadequate.

When single institutions are receiving single gifts from single

individuals for larger amounts than we—a great people—have

given in all our history to all our colleges and university

chairs; when other religious bodies are pouring their millions

into their colleges—the Southern Baptists raising twenty-five

million, the Southern Methodists twenty-six million, the North-

ern Methodists fifty-five million, the Congregationalists and

Presbyterians even larger amounts—when there is such a re-

vival of interest in education as our nation has never seen and

the colleges and universities are taxed to their utmost capacity

with eager, wistful students, when the shattered, tattered nations

of the earth are crying out in the night of their despair for

light and leading; when the harvest fields of the world are

ripe and the Master of all good workmen stands in the market

places and cries aioud for reapers; is it not time that the

Disciples of Christ were entering into their birthright? Is it

not time that we were proving true to the fathers and fulfilling

their labors by providing amply for the institutions for which

they so heroically lived and in many instances heroically died?

Is it not time that we were putting first things first, and seeing

with the clear-eyed vision of those intrepid prophets who per-

ceived that without education the Restoration Movement could

never succeed; that no religious people will ever be truly great

that does not possess great institutions of learning where great

leaders are produced?

The words of Alexander Campbell, appearing in the preface

of the "Millennial Harbinger of 1840," read like a prophecy

for this hour: "We have been dreaming for ages, and are

only just now awakening to the importance of education, not

merely to its importance, but to the rationale, the philosophy

of the thing called education. ... To this subject, as

essentially connected with the speed and progress of the cur-

rent reformation, a more full and marked attention shall be

paid." Shall we fulfill those words? Shall we enter into our

heritage? Shall we complete the work which they so nobly

began? Shall we take as our watchword the motto of the

Campbells, Scott, and Stone
—

"Let there be light"?

Who patient bears his cross below— He follows in His train.
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The Healing of China
By DR. G. L. HAGMAN

THE part our Christian Church has had in the healing of

China began thirty-three years ago, when Dr. Macklin

started his medical work in Nanking. Our Mission now
has hospitals in Nanking (Union), Luchowfu and Nantung-

chow. The last, being the most recently established hospital,

is under the joint control of the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society and the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

Would you like to spend a day seeing the work of our

Mission Hospital at Nantungchow? If you do you will have

to walk fast because there is a full day's work ahead. It is

a bright June morning, good for traveling, and so we know
there will be many patients coming from long distances. But

it is only twenty-five minutes to eight. We will have to go

into the garden and gather some flowers to take to the patients

before the little prayer service with the Christian helpers.

Please take the scissors and gather some of those snapdragons

—get a big armful of the red ones, the children like them best.

They call them dragon heads and love to cause them to open

their mouths by pressing on the sides of their jaws. I will

get some of the red roses. Mrs. Hagman will bring some more

when she comes as soon as she has finished with the household

duties. It is only a three or four minute walk to the hospital

—

you can see the large gray brick building over there. Yes, it

looks just like a building in America. It was planned by a

missionary and built with money from Mr. C. C. Chapman,

but all of the work was done by Chinese workmen.

A Full Day in the Hospital

There is no time to look around the place now as we must

go right in to the little prayer service. The nurses are all

there, also our Chinese assistant, Dr. Yang, and the little

service is helpful to us all. After that we must hurriedly look

the patients all over before we start operating. See how glad

they are to have the flowers we have brought them.

We operate regularly three times a week and these are

always full days. The instruments are already sterilized and

everything has been made ready for the operations. The

Chinese boy-nurses made these preparations before the prayer

service. It was a long and tedious process to train them up

to this responsibility but now they can do it with a little

supervision. Miss Du Pee, our new nurse from California, is

now in Nanking, spending a year at language study. How
gladly shall we give into her hands the supervision of the

nurses when she comes to the hospital next year. The operat-

ing room is much the same as those seen in hospitals in Amer-
ica except that white paint is used instead of tile and marble.

But all of the careful precautions for cleanliness and sterili-

zation observed in American operating rooms are practiced

here.

The first patient to be operated on todav is a woman with

a large abdominal tumor. She thinks she has had it only two

years, but has felt badly for three years. She was hardlv able

to walk when entering the hospital because of the great size

of her tumor. Because of her poor physical condition noro-

cain is used as a local anesthetic instead of ether. Her father

and mother and husband are seeing everything that is going

on. from the observer's corner, as we always allow the pres-

ence of some relative. This tumor contained over three buck-

ets of thick, gelatinous fluid. At the close of the operation,

when the tumor is being delivered from the abdomen, she

asks her father if we are starting to cut. She had felt no pain

up to this point though she was conscious during the whole

operation. The tumor and fluid contained in it weigh over

fifty pounds. On the completion of her operation, after see-

ing the large tumor, she is returned to her bed in good condi-

tion. Her relatives return to the ward with her and discuss

with the other patients there what to them was an awe-inspir-

ing spectacle. This patient before coming to the hospital had

been treated without relief by manv native practitioners who,

of course, know nothing of modern surgery.

While the final preparations are being made for the second

operation, Mrs. Hagman begins the administration of the

ether. This patient, as shown by the accompanying snapshot,

has elephantiasis of the leg, and his last question before he

is rendered unconscious is "Will it hurt?" \ou will see his

leg is swollen to about six times the normal size. He has

been afflicted for many years and is hardly able to walk. He
has come a distance of over two hundred miles—traveling by

Lead on, O King Eternal, The day of inarch lias come;
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small boat most of the way. He has

used up most of his substance, by the

way, and is not even able to pay the

customary two dollars for operation

and twenty cents daily for food, cloth-

ing, medicines, dressings and attention.

We are going to perform on him a new

operation recently devised by a Greek

surgeon. The disease is caused by a

microscopic parasite inhabiting the

blood stream which obstructs the lym-

phatic circulation. He will be operated

on twice after which he will probably

be cured, his limb returning to normal

size. His friend, who witnesses the op-

eration, marvels that the patient sleeps

quietly on while his limb is cut wide

open from top to bottom. The opera-

tion is completed and the patient re-

turns to his bed in the ward.

The third case for operation today

is a woman with a tumor of her eye.

The whole eyeball has been destroyed

by the fungoid growth and her only

hope is for its complete removal. This

is quite a simple operation, but she

has suffered much at the hands of Chi-

nese physicians and is afraid the opera-

tion may be very painful. She says

she has been in constant pain for two

years. She has been in the hospital

several times imploring us to cure her

with medicine. Too many times has

she heard lies from the native practi-

tioners to believe us when we say her

operation will be painless. Finally she

has mustered up enough courage to

come into the hospital, and tomorrow

she will probably be filled with grati-

tude, for the operation was without

pain. She, too, is accompanied by
many relatives, but only three are allowed to

operating room.

The next case is a young man with a deep

thigh. This, too, requires ether anes-

thesia. A quick incision is made and a

pint of pus gushes forth. Drainage

tubes are inserted and he is bandaged

up as he awakens from the anesthetic.

His friends stand amazed to see the pus

and in such quantity, as they only half

believed, before the operation, when we

asserted that without doubt the pus was

present. This young man will go home

cured within a week. He lives in a

village many miles away. His friends

will gather from far and near to hear

him tell of his wonderful visit to the

foreign hospital, of new and strange

things he has seen and heard. They

will want to see the gospels and tracts

telling about the religion of Jesus which

he heard about from the doctors and

nurses.

Now it is past time for lunch and we

must hurry to get back to see the out-

patients who are waiting to be treated.

Some of them have traveled by wheel-

barrow since early dawn and they are

anxious to get back home before late

night. Just as we are passing through

the back gate we hear the calling of the

front gate keeper. As he approaches

he says there is a young woman to be

seen who has attempted suicide by eat-

ing match heads. This is an urgent

case, so we return to the hospital to see

her. There we find a pouting young

woman surrounded by a dozen or more

relatives and neighbors all talking. It

appears that the mother-in-law, with

whom she lives, has become so tyran-

nical that life has become unbearable

to this young woman who has borne

three daughters, but no son. The

young woman, in desperation, swallowed the heads of ten

boxes of matches. The irate mother, on finding the match

abscess in the sticks without heads surmised the daughter-in-law's intent

—

Woman Relieved of 50-Pound Tumor

remain in the

Henceforth in fields of conquest Thy tent shall be our home.
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hence the visit to the hospital. After

a hasty examination the appropriate

remedy produced prompt relief and the

poor young woman had to return to her

former condition.

As we again proceed homeward, pur

journey is interrupted by the mason who
has come to repair the kitchen stove and

wants to know my idea of the new de-

sign before he can go on working; the

carpenter who has just finished a repair

job wants to be settled with; a nurse

reports that a tubercular patient is hav-

ing a large hemorrhage and will I

please see him immediately. Then the

washerman brings a wornout washboard

stating that it tears the clothes and that

he can't work any further without he

has a new one.

Afternoon Clinic for Out-Patients

After these things are settled more or

less satisfactorily, we arrive home for

lunch, quite late. After lunch we return

immediately to the clinic and find that

seventy-four patients have already reg-

istered. Dr. Yang, the Chinese assis-

tant, and I each see half of them. Over

two-thirds of the patients are to be seen

for the first time. The first case has

a bad tooth. It takes a number of sentences to convince him
that we can pull it without pain. A Chinese doctor has already

tried to get that tooth out with a nail and a pair of tweezers.

The patient hasn't slept for three nights. With the aid of a

little anesthetic injected and a good pair of forceps the tooth

is out in less time than it takes to tell about it. His gratitude

is unbounded. He enthusiastically proclaims that he did not

feel it pulled.

Next is a little boy of nine years with tubercular disease

of the hip joint. His father must go home and talk it over

with the mother and grandmother and perhaps inquire the

pleasure of the idols before he can be brought into the

hospital.

Then there is a boy with a little brother and sister—all

Man with Elephantiasis

three have scabies—a bad case of itch.

With a number on their slips for the dis-

penser, they are sent off in a jiffy with

a jar of ointment each, which will effect

a cure within a few days and they will

be delivered from the itching torment.

Now comes a man with a very much
enlarged abdomen. He has Bright's

disease. He doesn't want to stay in the

hospital but has heard that we can give

relief by draining off the fluid. He is

seated on a bench at the side of the

room—a trocar is inserted and the asci-

tic fluid gushes out for fifteen or twenty

minutes, filling three large buckets. The

seeing of this spectacle causes a pro-

found effect on some of the other pa-

tients following him.

The next is a young woman who has

been here several times. She is a teach-

er in one of the government schools—

a

very bright young woman. She has

pulmonary tuberculosis. The Chinese

doctors told her that she must avoid

fresh air at all times. Her condition

continued to decline until, very much
discouraged, she came to us. She ac-

cepted our advice to give up her school

for the time, to open Avindows in her

sleeping room and follow other instruc-

tions. She improved rapidly and is now well along the road

to recovery. Mrs. Hagman will accompanv her into the little

private examination room and get her ready for a chest ex-

amination, while we see the next case. This is a little girl

who has trachoma. You see her eyelashes are turned in so that

every time she blinks the hairs rub on the surface of the eye-

ball and scratch it. Before she can be cured an operation will

have to be performed to turn the eyelashes out and remove

the irritation. This condition is very common following tra-

choma, a severe infectious disease of the eyelids. W e operate

on many of these cases. The gratitude shown by patients with

this disease, after their relief, is sometimes pathetic.

Mrs. Hagman calls out that the tubercular patient has a sheet

draped about her and is ready to be examined. I find that the

Through days of preparation Thy grace has made us strong,
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diseased process has continued lo improve so lhat she will

probably be able to lake her school again after the summer.

Mrs. Hagman has visited her home a number of times to see

that our instructions are being observed. They have estab-

lished a very friendly relationship.

You ask whose voice that is which we constantly hear on the

other side of the partition in the big waiting room? It is the

Bible woman. She is explaining the Jesus religion to the

woman who has never before heard the name of One who loves

them and is anxious to give them a new life.

This old man, you see, has a large ulcer on his leg. He says

it has not healed in fourteen years. He can be cured by a stay

in the hospital, when we will graft some new skin onto it.

But he is a farmer and says he will wait to be cured until next

winter when he will have less work to do. He couldn't be

taken into the hospital anyway today, because all of the beds

for men are occupied and there is a list of names ahead of him

waiting to be admitted.

The next is a morphine habitue who has smoked opium for

fifteen years and used the morphine needle for two years. He
comes to be cured of the dreadful habit that is rapidly bring-

ing him to ruin. He, too, must be turned away to wait until

there is an unoccupied bed in the hospital. Since the police

commissioner of this district has been enforcing the imposition

of heavy fines upon the users of opium or morphine not a few

of these unfortunate victims come to us to be cured. Many
were successfully treated last year.

Now we see a woman with large ulcerated swellings on both

sides of her neck. It is due lo tuberculosis. She has heard of

ihe reputation of the Christian Hospital from a distance of

almost three hundred miles and has traveled thai far in a

houseboat. She knows she will have to be operated on and is

quite enthusiastic about it because she has also heard about

the wonderful "dream medicine" (ether) lhat will prevent her

from feeling pain during her operation. A neighbor treated

here before has told her all about it and her confidence is

implicit. She has come prepared to stay and will enter the

hospital now.

Next are two soldiers with venereal diseases. The woman
seated on the bench, whose little girl is now being treated by

Dr. Yang, has lost her entire nose from the same cause. These

cases are all too numerous. The loathsomeness of this disease

continually reminds us how terrible all sin is in the sight of

our Heavenly Father.

There are three cases of leprosy in lor treatment today.

They come for an injection of medicine once a week. We will

not undertake to treat them unless they agree to come for at

least a year. Short courses of treatment are of no value.

Several cases that have been treated over eight months show
definite improvement.

This old woman has cataract in both eyes. She cannot see

enough to walk. Her son has led her here. I have told her

that she may see again after an operation. She can hardly

believe it but is willing to try. But first she must consult with

her children at home and the idols.

We daily see many varieties of eye diseases. Unfortunately

they do not all respond to treatment as readily as does the

cataract. Many cases that come are beyond any help whatso-

ever. They must be turned away to continue in their darkness.

But we do have a message of salvation that can bring light

into their darkened souls.

This woman has a cancer of the breast. One can almost

make the diagnosis from the odor. After examination in the

private room I have told her that we have no method to cure

her. She has come too late. But, she argues, one of her neigh-

bors had the same disease and just returned home cured last

week after being operated on here. Her neighbor came before

the disease had gone too far.

I see you are growing weary of seeing all these poor sick

folks. They aren't very attractive to look at. But they are

real folks and each one has a soul. We have learned to love

them, too. We see in each one the latent possibility of a re-

generation, the becoming a child of Cod. How we do long

lo make Jesus Christ real lo each one of lliem. You have seen

lhat most of these clinic patients are carrying little books and

papers in their hands. A gospel and several Christian tracts

are sold for a copper. If purchased they are more likely to

be read than if received free. We continually pray that the

Word sent out in ihis way may bear some fruit.

Seeing the Patients in the Wards

Let us now look aboul ihe building a bit and make ward

rounds while Dr. Yang continues seeing the out-patients. You
will notice that one of the two big wards on the first floor

has been fitted up temporarily by partitions to accommodate

the out-patients. This arrangement is being rapidly outgrown

however, so that a separate building will soon be needed for

this department.

w«*e3fc. ~jsa*mb#. 'r.'.y.-Lv;^:* ^c,»wk^ vrix^ri^^''^^

And now, King Eternal, We lift our battle song.
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At the farther end of the corridor,

passing the laboratory, office and private

patient's room, is another large ward. At

present there are no beds and other

equipment and this ward is being used

as a Sunday school room in the after-

noon. We hope that money may be

available to equip it for use as a men's

ward by next year. It will not be neces-

sary to turn away so many patients

when this ward is in use as it will ac-

commodate sixteen more beds.

We will now go up the stairway to the

second floor. Passing the operating

room, where we were this morning, we
come to the women's and children's

ward. In the first bed is an old lady

with bound feet. She fell and fractured

both bones of her leg. She has been

in the hospital for two weeks. She

seems quite interested in the gospel and

said she believed in Jesus. When I

asked her the other day why she did

not accept Him as her personal Savior

she replied that she was afraid her rela-

tives would laugh her to scorn for par-

taking of the foreign religion. She lives

in the city. We expect to keep track

of her. Perhaps some day her faith

may become strong enough to withstand

the test of her home folks. In the next bed is the woman
operated on for the fifty-pound tumor this morning. Her con-

dition is good. Although still somewhat uncomfortable from
the operation, one sees that the look of fearfulness on her face

has been replaced by one of contentment. She is very grateful

to be relieved of her burden. In true Oriental style she

apologizes for having been so troublesome to us at the opera-

tion this morning.

In the bed beside her is a woman who had her breast ampu-
tated two days ago for cancer. She has come from across the

great Yangtze river, where a different dialect is spoken. Al-

though our spoken language is not very intelligible to her she

does understand the language of kindness. The look of appre-

hension which was so manifest a few days ago has been re-

placed by one of complete confidence.

Woman with Tumor on Eye

Lying in the next bed is the woman
operated on for the eye tumor. Her

son, w7ho witnessed the operation this

morning, as an expression of their grati-

tude, prostrates himself on the floor be-

fore we can stop him. He has brought

her some long cucumbers and ancient

eggs for a delicacy.

The adjacent bed will be occupied by

the woman with the tubercular swell-

ings in her neck. She is now in the

bath having an initial scrubbing. The
bed, you will see, is an American-made

iron one, painted black. White is the

mourning color in China and so is to

be avoided. Sheets are white, but the

coverings are of blue cloth. The gar-

ments worn in the hospital are furnished

by the institution. They are made lo-

cally and are of Chinese pattern. \^ e

propose to conform as much as possible

to the native customs, endeavoring to

change these only insofar as they are at

variance with the laws of hygiene or

the teachings of Christ.

The woman in the next bed has hook-

worm. She has already had the treat-

ments for expelling the worms and will

be dismissed tomorrow. She will take

with her a tonic to restore her blood.

Soon her feeling of dizziness and laziness will be replaced by

normal energy. Every patient who enters the hospital is ex-

amined for this infection. Many cases are diagnosed and

treated who enter on account of other diseases.

Here is a boy of twelve years who came with a "sore leg."

At operation, three weeks ago, we removed over two-thirds of

one of his leg bones, which was decayed. By the aid of the

Carrell-Dakin treatment, which was devised during the war,

his wound healed very rapidly. After the bone regenerates

he will have a good leg. He is the only child, and being a

son, is especially precious to his parents. They live across the

river. It is a very inconvenient trip but the father comes to

visit his boy very frequently.

In the next bed is a boy of ten years. He has tuberculosis

of the spine. He has been in the hospital just over a year,

Lead on, King Eternal, Till sins fierce war shall cease,
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lying flat on his back all the while. The hump in his back

has straightened out a great deal, so that now only a little

knuckle is to be seen. He has grown very fat and rosy. He
is a very patient little fellow and is contented to remain on his

back without moving. And yet he is busy all the day long.

He helps the nurse prepare dressings, and sews. When he

came he did not recognize a character. The nurse and Bible

woman have taught him, day by day, so that now he can read

the New Testament and miss but very few characters. His

mother is a very poor widow. She pays fifty cents a month
for all that he gets. One of the prized possessions of this

little fellow is a picture book sent to Miss Abbott by a little

Sunday school girl in Chicago. She made it herself. And how
he does enjoy it! The Bible woman conducts a daily gospel

service in the ward and teaches the women and children some
truths about Jesus.

The Men's Ward

Now let us go over to the men's ward, which is on the other

side, entirely separate from the women. In passing we see

patients in two of the private rooms. These are well-to-do

people, who are able to pay more. In one room is a woman
with a breast abscess, in the other a victim of that common
daughter-in-law's disease—hysteria. This young woman tried

to commit suicide by swallowing her golden jewelry.

But we must hurry on to see the men's department. In the

first private room is the tubercular patient who had the hemor-

rhage this noon. He is better now, but I fear he will not make
an ultimate recovery.

In the next room are two brothers who are breaking the

opium habit. They have been in the hospital a week, and all

is smooth sailing with them now.

Now we must hurry through the large room with the six-

teen beds. It opens onto the south veranda and is very pleas-

ant. The floors are of Oregon pine, covered with Ningpoo

varnish and nicely polished. The windows are numerous and

the ventilation good.

In the first bed is a young Buddhist priest, with tubercular

glands of the neck. He has been operated on and will be

ready to go home soon. Lying beside him is a young soldier

with beri-beri. Both of his legs are paralyzed and his heart

is affected. His cure is a tedious process. The chief factors

required are change of diet and atmosphere. The next is also

a soldier. He was operated on three weeks ago for gall stones.

He will be dismissed next week. This unfortunate boy was

very badly burned two days ago. The burns are so extensive

that his recovery is doubtful. He was burned in the act of try-

ing to rescue some goods from his burning home.

This is the elephantiasis case operated on this morning. He
has recovered from the anesthetic and seems quite contented.

He will be surprised tomorrow when his dressings are removed

to see how much the size of his leg has been reduced.

Here is another victim of the morphine habit. This is his

second day in and he is somewhat uncomfortable. He implores

me to give him some medicine to make him sleep tonight.

What he requests is part of the regular treatment.

This young man in the blue gown is taking orders for each

case. He is the nurse in charge of the ward just now. He is

a Christian boy. The nurses and Dr. Yang take turns at

preaching in the ward. I speak to the patients in a personal

way as opportunity arises.

This is a case of dysentery; young man who is just recover-

ing. Yesterday he asked if he could be baptized. He will first

have to enter a Bible class and learn more of the Scripture

and demonstrate his earnestness before he will be considered

as a candidate for baptism.

In the next two beds are two neighbors who have come in

together to be cured of hookworm disease. This old man was

operated on two days ago for hernia. The rupture was as

large as a child's head. He is reading a Gospel of John now.

The poor young man in this bed was a worker in the cotton

mill. His hand was so badly crushed when he came that it

required amputation. Here is the fellow operated on today for

the abscess of his thigh. He is very grateful for the relief

already obtained.

Last week we amputated this man's leg because of a large

tumor. This affection, by the intense pain it caused, has made
life almost unbearable to the poor fellow. And yet he was un-

willing to part with the afflicted member. It was only after he

had come up to the ward and had talked with other operated

patients that he was persuaded to have cut off and cast from him
the offending member. So often do we meet with the cir-

cumstance of patients who could be cured by an operation

but who are afraid or unwilling, that it is ever an apt illustra-

tion in presenting the Gospel. Often we use it to show how
the patient's cure depends upon his willingness to submit to

treatment. And we try to make him realize that Jesus is even

more willing to forgive confessed sin and to cure the soul of

its disease than we are to treat the diseases of the body.

• : .._;;,_..,:.:..:.
. . .
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And holiness shall whisper The sweet Amen of peace:
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Called Out by Diphtheria

I must now take the daily accounts with the druggist and

registrar and give out supplies from the store room. Now that

is finished, we have just an hour before supper time. Mrs.

Garrett has invited us to have the evening meal at their home.

In the meantime we may do a little work in the garden. While

we are dressing for supper the house boy appears and says

there is a call for me to go to one of the wealthy homes on the

other side of the city. He says a young woman there has a

very acute disease of the throat and the family requests my
immediate presence. The sedan chair is already waiting at

the door. Mrs. Hagman will explain to the Garretts why I

cannot come for supper.

We have recently seen a case of diphtheria in the city. This

may be another so I must stop at the hospital on the way and

get some antitoxin. 1 usually prefer to walk but Chinese cus-

tom decrees that a physician visiting a patient should ride i:i

a sedan chair. The house is about four miles away. At

the front door the chair is quickly set upon the ground, and

while I am still seated in the chair, one man runs inio the

house to present my card. The father of the sick girl las I

learn later) comes to the front door and very politely invites

me in. I pass through a courtyard and am seated, with a cer-

tain necessary formality, in the guest room. I note by the

character of the furnishings and size of the house that this

is a wealthy home. Boiling hot tea is immediately set beside

me on a small tea table. On entering the front door I saw

just inside of it a small sedan chair similar to the one in which

I had come, made of paper and reeds, with two paper men to

carry it. Knowing the superstitious custom, I realized that the

patient was expected to die very soon, at which time the paper

chair would be burned so that it might be used to carry her

soul in state, into the spirit world. Upon all sides incense

was burning. In one side room there were a number of Bud-

dhist priests ready to perform their riles. In another room
five or six tailors were busily plying their needles to make the

mourning clothes for all the family. This all makes plain to

me that many Chinese doctors had been called in, one after

another, to see the patient, without avail. And now, as a last

resort and with small hope, the foreign doctor, too, is called in,

if perchance he might be able to do something.

After some polite conversation and tea sipping, I ask about

the patient and am told about her. She is a young woman,

who for five days has had a very severe sore throat and high

fever, and is unable to eat and can hardly breathe. After in-

quiring carefully into the history I ask to see her. I pass

pass through two court yards and several rooms. Everywhere

there is burning incense. In one room I saw an image of a

woman laid out as if for burial. This is an effort on the part

of the family to fool the evil spirits, supposedly afflicting our

patient. If they see this image, which represents their victim

as already dead, will they not feel that they have already

accomplished their evil purpose and leave her in peace?

I see the patient. She is held up in bed in a sitting posture

by two women. There are ten or twelve servants and relatives

in the room, all anxious and excited. The patient is examined
and found to have a very malignant case of diphtheria. The
throat is treated and then we withdraw again to the guest room
to discuss the situation. They are told of the antitoxin. Bui

this case is so far gone and the infection so severe that even

with the uce of antitoxin there is little hope of recovery. I

have only one tube left. The dose should be ten time;- this

strength. The men are told how antitoxin is made and how
it combats the disease. Though I tell them the case is prac-

tically without hope yet the husband is very anxious that the

remedy be tried. And so it is injected. Then disinfectants

are given and their use demonstrated, the necessity of quar-

antine urged and I start homeward.

The house calls are never very satisfactory. It is onlv the

well-to-do who can afford to call us to their homes. Thev are

able to command the services of many physicians and so we
are called only in the last extremity.

On the way home I stop at the telegraph office to wire

for more antitoxin from Shanghai. There will certainlv be

more cases of diphtheria in the near future. \^ e hope they

may apply for treatment before it is too late.

It is 9:30 p. m. when I arrive home. After a hasty supper

we retire, tired, but glad that we have heard the Master's call

to "go about doing good/'

Just three days before the armistice was signed. Dr. Bout-

well was shot while attending wounded soldiers in r ranee.

He died six days later. Dr. Boulwell was appointed to China

and we expected him to be with us as a colleague at Nantung-

chow. Our China Mission is calling for three doctors to fill

an immediate need. One each to be located at Nanking. Lu-

chowfu and Nantungchow. But even more urgently do we
need Nurses. Three should come this year and two to follow.

Who will come over and help us?

For not with swords' loud clashing Nor roll of stirring drums:
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Education and Missions
EDUCATION and Missions—they arc inseparable. They

belong together by divine decree. The founder <>l ( .hi is-

tianity was its first great educator. The pioneer mission-

ary to the Gentiles was an illustrious scholar. The outstand-

ing names that adorn the pages of the history of the Church

have all been scholars and many of them distinguished edu-

cators. In no age has the Church been able to travel far on

enthusiasm and zeal alone. In every age it has been found

necessary to have information and knowledge also. \n these

days of high educational standards, no religious body is going

to get very far which neglects education and no missionary

society is going to ultimately succeed which looks askance at

colleges and universities. God is not going to reverse the

rules of divine economy.

Education and missions—they are equal in importance. The

key words of Christ's parting orders are go—leach. Thise

words form the two sides of the holy equation. The problem

of the world's redemption will never be solved without either.

It is not enough to go. We must teach—teach all the things

which hath been commanded. The missionaries find it immedi-

ately necessary to establish schools—Sunday schools, primary

schools, secondary schools, colleges and universities. They

can make no adequate and lasting impress upon the heathen

world without them. But before the missionary can teach

he himself must be trained. Before the preacher can preach

most effectively he must be trained. The preacher is more

important than the pulpit. The missionary is more necessary

than the mission station. Hence the Christian college which

trains lay leaders, ministers and missionaries is absolutely

fundamental to every local church and the whole missionary

enterprise. To try to build great missionary organizations

without great colleges is to seek to invert the pyramid. It

never has been done. It never can be done. To try to build

great churches without great colleges is to walk in a fool's

paradise. Unless the Christian colleges survive, the Christian

Church will perish.

Education and missions—they deserve equal support. Three

things are urgently needed in our own brotherhood just now.

First, our colleges need to be surcharged with missionary

enthusiasm. They need to understand that the primary pur-

pose of their existence is to train leaders l<»r the bringing in

of the Kingdom of God. All other reasons for existence arc

secondary. Our colleges must give themselves to this task

with greater abandonment. They must consecrate all their

resources to this high aim. Second, our missionar) societies

must have an educational vision. They need an educational

background and an educational outlook. The missionary cause

has all too often sought to travel by means of merely the

sentimental and emotional appeal. Those communions and

missionary societies which have made most impress on the

unconverted world are those which have had the educational

perspective. There is need of an infusion of an educational

enthusiasm in our whole missionary enterprise. Third, our

great brotherhood needs both a missionary conscience and an

educational consciousness. The churches of Christ need to

be made keenly aware that education and missions are essen-

tially one. That to neglect the one means the defeat of the

other; that to neglect both means disobedience to Christ's last

and greatest command; that inadequate support of either

means ultimate defeat for both. Other great bodies are seeing

this and are literally pouring millions into their colleges and

missionary societies. How can our colleges keep pace unless

given equal support? To make them strong means to under-

gird every missionary and benevolent society and fortify every

local church.

To cultivate and exhibit a missionary spirit is, from all our

premises, the superlative, if not the paramount duty of every

man and woman in the present kingdom of the Lord Jesus,

Himself the christed missionary of Jehovah Elohim.

When we think of the untold millions of our species,

participants with us of a common humanity, who are starving

for the want of the bread of the life everlasting, how can we
withhold from them that which we appreciate as our super-

lative glory, honor, and happiness! The best, the greatest,

and the strongest proof of our appreciation of the gospel of

our salvation, is our ardent desire and effort to send it with

all speed and with all liberality to those who are perishing

for lack of this paramount necessity—the glorious gospel of

our eternal salvation!

—

Alexander Campbell.

With deeds of love and mercy, The Heavenly Kingdom comes.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
O Ghiyo San

By STELLA LEWIS YOUNG

OCHIYO SAN had a pretty home, a father,

mother, brother and sister, plenty of

dainty clothes and as much as she

wanted to eat. But Chiyo San wasn't at all

happy and one reason why she was not happy

was Chiyo San herself.

For she certainly was naughty. Even before

she started to school she would run away from

home and get into all kinds of mischief out on

the street and have to be locked up in a room

for punishment.

When she finally did go to school it was the

same old story. She wouldn't listen to a single

thing the teachers said—they were Japanese

teachers, you know—and was so terribly naughty

they just had to say she couldn't come any more.

The Kind Policeman

Living right near Chiyo San was a very kind

policeman. He had been watching the little girl

for a long time and so when he learned that she

was going to be sent away from school he was

very, very sorry. He thought about it a great

deal and one day he walked up to the door of the

Foreign School (you wouldn't have called it a

"foreign" school at all, for the folks who had

charge of it were Americans and looked just like

the teachers you see every day ) and gave a loud

knock. The Foreign lady came to the door and

asked him what he wanted.

The Foreign School

"We have heard," said the Policeman, "about

your school, and what good success you have had

with your pupils. There is a little girl in one of

our schools near here who is very bad. Her

mother can do nothing with her and now her

teachers say they cannot have her in the school.

Do you not think you can take her? You are a

Christian. We would like for you to take her."

So Chiyo San came to us. She was the

youngest child in the school and it wasn't any

time till the teachers and older pupils began to

make quite a pet of her.

The Sick Child

One day Chiyo San became ill, oh. verv ill.

and everyone in the school was sad about it. Her

Lead on, King Eternal, We follow, not with fears;
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mother came to see

her and sat beside the

little bed, while doc-

tors and nurses did

everything they knew

to make Chiyo San

better. At last, one

day, she opened her

shining black eyes and

smiled at her mother

and then they knew

she was better.

"0 Chiyo San," said

her mother, "you know

I do not know much

about this school and

I really did not know what you would need. So

I forgot to bring many things. But one thing I

did not forget was this little picture of Jizo, the

children's god. You may need it, so I will leave

it with you."

The True God

Chiyo San smiled and said, "Mother, I

remember the stories you used to tell me when

I was so naughty, before I came here. How
if I was not good, the gods would be angry,

and how if I died I must walk through the

river bed and from morning until night carry

stones and pile them up, day after day, day

after day.
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Japanese Sunday School

"But, mother, since I

have been here I have

learned many things.

There is just one true

God. We cannot see

Him, but He is here

in this room with us

now and He loves us.

He kept me all the

time I was sick. Jesus,

His Son, is the friend

of little children. I

want you to tell my
little brother and sis-

ter and all my play-

mates what I have told

you about the one living and true God."

The New Sunday School

So the mother took the picture of Jizo home

with her, but never again was it seen upon the

mantel shelf. And will you believe it? Because

of what Chiyo San said to her mother a

Sunday school was started in that neighborhood

and all the girls and boys were asked to go. And

many of them are going to this day.

One of the songs they love to sing is:

"Jesus loves me, this I know
For the Bible tells me so.

Little ones to Him belong,

They are weak but He is strong."

For gladness breaks like morning Where'er Thy face appears,
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Reliable Light on Mexico
THE Association Press (International Y. M. C. A., 347

Madison Avenue, New York) has issued a book, "Inter-

vention in Mexico," by S. G. Inman, price $1.50, that

ought to be read and studied in every home in the United States.

No man living is better qualified than Mr. Inman to speak

on this vital and vexing subject. Thorough training in college

and university, with Christian culture and consecration, enables

him to deal with facts, conditions and principles, without

prejudice, passion or self-interest.

For a number of years he lived in Mexico as a missionary

of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions, learned to speak

the Spanish language with readiness and came to know the

soul of the Mexican, whether Spanish, peon or Indian. He
was .eminently successful in dealing with the people of his

community and state and through his efficient and sympathetic

leadership became intimately acquainted with Carranza, then

governor of Coahuila.

When the Protestant missionary boards began to awake to

the necessity of more aggressive and concerted effort in all

Latin America, Mr. Inman was called to promote a congress

in Panama to study the problems of Latin America as the Edin-

burgh Conference had considered those of other mission lands.

Since this epoch-making congress in 1916 Mr. Inman has

been secretary of the Committee for Cooperation in Latin

America. He has spent much time on "the neglected conti-

nent," acquired large funds of first-hand information and come
into close relations with the missionaries of practically all

Protestant churches in all Latin American republics. You can-

not know Mexico without knowing its sister republics.

The book deals with conditions up to the summer of 1919

and so is fresh as well as authoritative.

To most Americans both Mexico and President Carranza

are puzzles. We have tried to ignore them but cannot; they

are too near and there is too much insistence from some
quarters that the United States must forcibly take possession

and straighten out our neighbor's affairs. Mr. Inman gives

us a clear and reliable statement of the essential facts and the

only practical, just and Christian solution of the problem that

has been offered; a statement and a solution which are en-

dorsed by practically all the missionary and educational work-

ers of Mexico.

"This is a question not of slopping a fight, but of solving

a problem. It is not a revolution to be crushed, but an evolu-

to be guided."

For the United States to make war on Mexico would be the

same as if the Good Samaritan had fallen upon the man by
the Jericho road who had been wounded and robbed, and given

him another beating; a course which we cannot imagine as

possible even if the injured man had been delirious and abusive

to his benefactor. In the judgment of all fair historians the

record of our Mexican War of 1846 is an everlasting blot upon
our national honor. The war which an insidious, widespread
and determined propaganda is now trying to drag or drive us

into would be an unspeakably greater crime.

In contrast with the folly, as well as the crime, of an armed
intervention Mr. Inman gives this graphic suggestion of the

way out of our dilemma:

"The United States Government spent enough on guarding

the border and the Pershing expedition into Mexico, during

the year of the Columbus raid, to build in every town in Mexico
of more than 4,000 people, a college, a communitv center, a

hospital, and a church, and to equip them magnificentlv. and
there would be left over' a sufficient amount to endow the public

school system of each of these towns with some S 700.000.

There would still be left a tidy little sum of 815,000.000 for

other parts of the program of education and the production

of good literature.

"Our Mexican neighbors, if we will fullv recognize their

own national life and their peculiar culture, will be onlv too

glad to accept the help of a friendly neighbor, and America is

big enough to undertake this help in a reallv big way."

Christianity comes best at a moment like this. It is the

only religion in the world that has as a distinctive note the

message of hope in the darkest hour. New molds, emphatically

Christian, must be found for this wornout civilization and I

do not know of a harvest field of men, where there has been

sowing, where it is not possible todav. to have a reaping on a

scale the like of which Christianity has never known.

—

John

R. Mott.

Thy cross is lifted oer us; We journey in its light:
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Francis Marion Rains
By ARCHIBALD McLEAN

And they buried him in the city of David among the kings, because

he had done good in Israel, both toward God, and toward his house

(11 Chron. 24:16).

JEHOIADA, the hero of this passage, was not a king but

a priest. In a time of national apostasy he was a political

and a religious reformer. He overthrew the idolatrous

and murderous queen that had usurped the throne, and placed

the rightful sovereign upon it. In this same chapter we read

of a degenerate king who died. They buried him in the city

of David, but they did not bury him in the sepulchres of the

kings. Because of his high crimes he was deemed unworthy

of the burial given the good priest.

The text fitly describes the ministry of the good man whom
God has taken to himself. Francis Marion Rains did good

in our Israel, both toward God and toward His house. On
his graduation forty-one years ago he began his public life.

He taught for two years in the academy in Corinth, Kentucky,

and preached for the church in the town. Then he was called

to the church in Winfield, Kansas. After two years in Winfield

he was called to serve the church in Leavenworth in the same

state. Because of his ability and his efficiency in the pastorate

he was called, after one year in Leavenworth, to serve the Kan-

sas Christian Missionary Society. He made his home in Topeka

and from Topeka he went out all over the state planting

churches in destitute fields, and fostering churches that had

been planted but were still weak. He served the Kansas So-

ciety for three years, and then was called by the newly organ-

ized Board of Church Extension as its secretary. By his elo-

quent and powerful advocacy he got the claims of that great

cause before the churches to such an extent that the work of

his successor, George W. Muckley, was somewhat easier than

otherwise it would have been.

Mr. Rains labored with the Board of Church Extension for

three years, and then became associated with the Standard

Publishing Company. Part of the time he served the company
as field agent, and part of the time in the office as business

manager. He was called from the Standard Publishing Com-
pany to the Foreign Society. He began his work for the So-

Born near W'illiamstown, Ky.
tober 24, 1919.

May 1S54; died in Norwood, Ohio, Oc-

ciety on the first day of September, 1893, and continued in its

employment until the twenty-fourth day of October, 1919,

when his ransomed spirit went home to God.

In the twenty-six years that he served the Society he did

many things, but the work in which he specialized was that

of increasing its receipts. This was a work for which he was
eminently qualified because of his resourcefulness, his un-

quenchable enthusiasm, and his boundless optimism. Men
speak of the "demonic energy" of Lloyd George. With equal

propriety we can speak of the "demonic energy" of Francis

Marion Rains. He was a source of perpetual wonder to his

associates. In the time he was with the Society the receipts

increased from seventy thousand dollars a year to seven hun-

dred and fifty-seven thousand dollars last year. To be sure,

all this increase was not due to him; other men did what
they could; but until his health began to fail he was the

principal factor. Besides increasing the receipts for the gen-

eral fund he raised money for hospitals," for schools and col-

leges, for chapels, for orphanages and for homes. These

buildings, scattered all over the world, are some of his mon-
uments. He introduced the Annuity Plan and the Living Link

idea among our people, and was the first man to lay stress

on bequests.

As secretary of the Society Mr. Rains spoke much before

churches and conventions. He visited all parts of the conti-

nent where we have churches; he visited the Orient twice, and
Europe and Australia each once. He spoke everywhere and
always with marvelous power. His voice was as clear as a bell

and rang out like a trumpet. The largest audiences heard

every word with perfect ease. God gave him wit and humor as

well as pathos and passion, and the people drank in his mes-

sages as the thirsty land drinks in water. What is more,

they remembered and acted upon what he said. The churches

in Australia said that they never heard such missionary appeals

as fell from his lips.

Mr. Rains knew the value of the printed page and made
large use of literature in his propaganda. He assisted in edit-

ing The Intelligencer, and The Voice, and The March Offering

Manual, and The Children s Day Manual, and other publica-

The crown awaits the conquest, Lead on, God of might.
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tions. On his foreign tours he reported what he saw and

heard. He wrote much, and he wrote well. Like Luther's,

his words were half battles; they were living things with

hands and feet. He knew by instinct what the people wanted,

and he gave them that. He insisted that every circular letter,

every leaflet, every booklet, and every magazine that left the

mission rooms should not only be instructive as regards

substance, but attractive in appearance as well; good paper,

good ink, good press work and good illustrations.

While in the service of the Society Mr. Rains, as a side line,

dedicated more than a thousand church buildings and raised

large sums of money to pay church debts. He was in constant

demand for work of this nature. Had there been three Sun-

days in the week instead of one, he could have dedicated a

church in every one throughout the year. LIsually, all the

money needed was secured in the morning. In that event the

afternoon and the evening services were of a missionary char-

acter. These dedicatory services afforded him unrivaled op-

portunities for enlisting tens of thousands of men and women
in support of the missionary cause. When the work of the day

was done he took a train for home, when that was possible,

and was at his desk the next morning as fresh as if he had

been off on a holiday. The money he received for his services

went into the treasury of the Society. The greater part of his

salary was raised in this way.

Mr. Rains was what the Scriptures call a "true yoke-fellow."

Though his was a positive and aggressive nature, and though

he had strong convictions, he could do teamwork. He and
his associates did not always see eye to eye on questions of

policy and method. But once a question was decided, even

though the decision was contrary to his best judgment, that

was an end of the matter. There was no resentment or cold-

ness because his view did not prevail. There was not a trace

of envy or jealousy in his nature. He was loyal to his fellow

workers and always spoke well of them. He was quick to

recognize and to applaud good work by whomsoever done.

He cared little for credit for himself; he had the approval of

his own conscience and that was enough. If the work went

forward and prospered he was satisfied.

While the work of the Society had the first claim upon him,

Mr. Rains was interested in every department of the work of

the Kingdom. He was an advocate of every political and

every social and every moral reform. He was an advocate of

nation-wide and world-wide prohibition, of universal suffrage

Francis Marion Itains

and of every other cause that had as its objectives the welfare

of humanity and the glory of Christ. In increasing the re-

ceipts of the Foreign Society he made it easier for every other

society to increase its receipts.' The methods he invented were

borrowed by others, and with good results, \ears ago Presi-

dent McGarvey asked him to become a trustee of the College

of the Bible. His hands were full, and he was unwilling to

assume any additional obligations; but his former teacher

and friend pressed the matter upon him, saying that he needed

his counsel and assistance. He accepted the trust and served

the institution faithfully and helpfully.

Mr. Rains was "given to hospitality." And what a genial

and gracious host he was! He was never happier than when

Onward, Christian soldiers! Marching as to war.
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he had friends under his roof and at his table. Most of the

missionaries of the Society and missionaries of other societies

were entertained by him and Mrs. Rains. He wanted to know

the missionaries more intimately, to learn of their problems

and needs, and what the Society could do to meet their needs

and increase their influence. To missionaries on furlough and

to missionary candidates, a visit in his home was like rivers

of water in a dry place, like the shadow of a great rock in a

weary land. And because of his hospitality there are men
and women in the fields who were refreshed and heartened

by him in his home who will mourn with us when they hear of

his departure to be with the Lord.

No one saw Mr. Rains at his best who did not see him in his

home. It was there that all the gentleness and tenderness and

chivalry of his nature found expression. He loved his wife

and children with a surpassing love. When he crossed his

own threshold the cares and perplexities and annoyances of

the mission rooms were left behind. Canon Kingsley used to

say that there was more laughter in his home than in any ofher

home in England. It is safe to say that there were few homes

in America in which there was more contagious laughter and

more riotous mirth than in the home of our friend. There a

guest found what Milton called "jest, and youthful jollity."

Mr. Rains was a boy to the last, and it was in his home that

the boy side of his nature was seen to best advantage. But

there was another side; his life was not all mirth and gaiety.

There was a serious element, and that was in evidence also.

On the breakfast table there was the New Testament. Before

partaking of food the Word of God was read and prayer was

offered. When the Daily Altar was published he procured a

copy and was delighted with it. He used it as long as he was

able to go to the table. More than that, he spoke to his friends

and visitors of this book and urged them to use it in their

family worship. Not only so, but he went before his children

in the way of holiness and said to them, "This is the way, walk

you in it."

Mr. Rains was not a scholar in the technical sense of that

word; but he was an educated man. He attended the common
schools of his native state, the academy in Columbia conducted

by W. K. Azbill, and the College of the Bible. But he

always regretted that he did not have a university training, and

said that if he could begin life over again he would not enter

upon his public career without a thorough course in some
first-class university. Abraham Lincoln and Isaac Errett were

not university men, but they were the peers of most university

men. Mr. Rains spoke accurately and most effectively. His

native ability, his studious habits, his extensive travels with

eyes and ears open, his intercourse with people of all classes

compensated in large measure for the lack of training which

he deplored, and made him the equal, if not the superior, of

the average university man. It may not be generally known,

but Mr. Rains read more than most professional men. He
read on the trains, and at home, and whenever he had a few

leisure moments. He had a good library and knew what it

contained. Within three months of his death his friend, Judge

Swing, told him that if he wished to know what was going on

in the world he should read a New York paper in addition to

the Cincinnati papers. He subscribed for the New York World

and read it till he could read no more.

It should be said, and said with emphasis, that Mr. Rains

was a genuinely religious man. He was educated by Robert

Graham, Isaiah B. Grubbs and John W. McGarvey, and was

by them instructed in the fundamentals of our holy religion,

and from these fundamentals he never departed by so much
as a hair's breadth. He held the sovereignty of God, the Deity

and Saviorhood and Lordship of Christ, the agency of the

Holy Spirit in conversion and sanctification, the inspiration

and all-sufficiency of the Scripture, the observance of the or-

dinances as given to us, the church as God's instrument to

bring in the Kingdom. His reading and his experiences broad-

ened his horizon and modified some of his early opinions and

views, but they did not affect the fundamentals. He kept his

mind open to truth from all sources; he was a forward-looking

man; in the best sense he was a modern man; but he was as

loyal to the faith once for all delivered to the saints as any

of his illustrious teachers in the College of the Bible. As the

end approached he could make Paul's words his own, "I have

fought the good fight; I have finished my course; I have kept

the faith."

Mr. Rains loved the Lord, and the Lord's house, and the

Lord's people, and the Lord's day. He loved the church, he

honored the church, he supported the church. As long as he

was able he attended the morning service, the evening service

and the midweek service. He was ever the stanch and loyal

friend of the minister in charge. Mr. Rains was a man of

faith and prayer. He read the Bible and guided his life and
conduct by its teaching. One of the last things that he asked

for was his Bible. Because of the "mortal mist" that covered

With the cross of Jesus, Going on before.
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his eyes he could not read a word of it, but it was a satisfaction

to handle the Book of God, the Book whose teaching had

made him wise unto salvation through faith in Christ Jesus,

the Book he had read and preached for so many years; the

Book whose precepts were more precious to him than gold,

yea, than much fine gold, that were sweeter than honey, and

the honeycomb. He fondled and caressed the Holy Book as

lovingly as he did his little grandchild a few days before.

Honor and love, and the good repute that follows faithful

service as its fruit, were his portion. He was loved and he

loved in return. He was proud of the religious people of

which he was a member. He rejoiced in the principles for

which they stood, and believed in their ultimate triumph. A
week before his translation, when speaking was difficult, he

kept murmuring the phrase, "I love the brethren," and after

a pause he added, "with an unceasing love." That was his

thought as the splendors of eternity fell upon him thick and

fast, and he caught glimpses of the King in His beauty. He
loved the missionaries and wore himself out in his efforts to

provide them the equipment they needed for the most success-

ful prosecution of their work. All through his life he loved

our ministers and maintained that they constituted the finest

body of preachers in the world. He had been in hundreds of

their homes, and he spoke what he believed to be God's truth

concerning them.

Four years ago, because of the great service which he had

rendered, and because of the condition of his health, the So-

ciety in convention assembled elected him secretary emeritus

for life. It was understood that he was free to come and go

as he pleased, to do much or little or nothing at all as it suited

his taste and convenience. He was grateful for this honor, but

he was unwilling to be idle. He wished to live and serve for

at least ten years longer. He thought that all that had been

done thus far was preparatory, that we are living in the rich

dawn of an ampler day, and that we are to see larger things,

and it was his ambition to have a share in bringing these larger

tilings to pass. While he was weak he was not an old man
either in spirit or in appearance. His father died within three

years, and he saw no reason why he might not live as long

as his father. He had no organic diseases; he had done the

work of three ordinary men, and he died from sheer ex-

haustion. Measured by the calendar Mr. Rains was compara-

tively a young man; measured by his achievements he lived

longer than the oldest of the Patriarchs. He was eager to live

on and to assist in the work of the Society: at the same time

he realized that he was in God's hands, and that God knew
what is best. At noon on Friday God called him and, like

Valiant-for-truth in Bunyan's immortal allegorv, he passed

over, and all the trumpets sounded for him on the other side.

"And they buried him in the city of David among the kings,

because he had done good in Israel, both toward God, and

toward His house." When Livingstone's body was brought to

England the nation wished to pay him the highest honor of

which it was capable. The supreme honor was a burial in

Westminster Abbey. The sentiment of the people expressed

itself in the lines,

"Open the Abbey doors, and bear him in.

To sleep with king and statesman, chief and sage.

The missionary come of weaver kin.

But great by work that brooks no lower wage."

And so the sacred dust of Livingstone rests in ^ estminster

Abbey, the pantheon of the British Empire, among kings and

statesmen, among the greatest men the empire has produced.

the men that fertilized the world with their inventions and

discoveries and services.

If among the Disciples of Christ there were a \^ estminster

Abbey, or a pantheon, or a hall of fame, undoubtedly Francis

Marion Rains would be assigned a place of highest honor in

it, a place among the kings. We have no roval sepulchres.

How then can we show our regard for this heroic servant of

the King, this mighty missionary leader? \\e shall deposit

his wasted form in beautiful Spring Grove cemetery, beside

those whom he loved long since and lost a while: and we

shall enshrine him in our hearts and keep him there till the

walls thereof shall molder and crumble to dust away, because

he did good in Israel, both toward God and toward His house.

The truly earnest Christian must of necessity take a para-

mount interest in the extension and enlargement of the king-

dom of the Lord Messiah. This is, indeed, humanity, in the

superlative degree. If any nation or country in amity with

us is in a state of physical starvation, in want of the bread

of this present life, does not our humanity superlatively

awaken into an efficient relief and contribution in its behalf?

And how much more important is the supply of the true bread

of the life everlasting than of that which perishes in the using

of it.

—

Alexander Campbell.

Christ, the royal Master, Leads against the foe;
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Fulfilling His Promise
Hy FRANK V. STIFF

EVERY Irue missionary has been thrilled by llie promise

of Jesus, "And lo, 1 am with you always, even unto the

end of the world." During the first eentury, His disci-

ples did go and they were confident indeed that God was di-

recting them. "Peter hy a specific vision was shaken out of

his narrow provincialism" and led to extend the circle of the

gospel beyond the confines of the Jewish family. Paul and

his companions as (hey journeyed by land and sea continually

looking for new places for Christian endeavor, were confident

of the guidance of the Holy Spirit. But the past century and

the present, as well as the first, are centuries of evangelism,

and His promise must apply again.

Let us notice first that God is not in the work of foreign

missions to the exclusion of man.

The marvelous manifestation of missionary enthusiasm

which was the mother of modern missions had its origin in

the deepened spiritual life of the people and in their fuller

appreciation of the person and mission of the Christ. The
British and American missionary movements alike were born

in the spirit of prayer. The Wesleyan revival in England had

much to do in preparing the churches of that country for the

great awakening of interest in world evangelization. In

America the prayers that came in response to the impressive

call of Jonathan Edwards in 1747 aroused the churches from

their lethargy to face the great task. This 1 call which was

sounded forth from New England found its echo in old Eng-

land in the person of William Carey, who after years of

prayerful meditation on the world's needs, was led by the

Spirit into the foreign field. The story of the first definite

steps toward foreign missions in America is too familiar to

require retelling. But Mills and his little hay stack band re-

veal a most vivid picture of the faith of man and the leading

of God and we cannot but recognize the hand on their shoul-

ders guiding them as they revealed to the Church the necessity

and the possibility of world-wide evangelization.

The history of the past century also shows upon its pages

the finger marks of God. It is not my purpose to tell how the

walls of opposition which surrounded the various heathen

countries of the world fell before the faithful ones of God.

Bui one after another these great countries were successively

and successfully entered. True enough, nol without martyr-

dom in most cases and never without a great expenditure of

patience and energy. The fact that within five years about

ihe middle ol the century, new facilities were found to aid in

the opening and occupation of seven different countries, to-

gether comprising one-half the world's population, is most

striking testimony. Sometimes forces outside the Church were

used in the opening up of new lands to the messengers of

Christ. Today we find practically the whole non-Christian

world earnestly inviting and anxiously awaiting the number of

missionaries sufficient to give them the gospel and all its

blessings.

God has also been at work in an internal way preparing the

hearts of the people for the message that is to come. Some-

times this may be through the marvelous workings of nature

and sometimes through their ancient religions. The missionary

lo a country where one of these great ethnic, faiths is in vogue

has a powerful instrument at hand if he has a sympathetic

understanding of that faith and can show wherein Christian

principles are similar but better. I am convinced that this

same policy is best in the conflict between Protestantism and

Catholicism as we know it in the Philippine Islands.

This review of the past makes clear the nearness of God
to the proposition of foreign missions, both at home and on

the field.

Now let us examine some of the institutions of the mission

field and some of the achievements of the world to see if these

do not bear the marks of the Master's approval. Let us see

if these are not a part of the contribution of God to the cause

of missions, if they are not a part of His promise to be always

with those who go out to do His will.

The great art of printing is one of these contributions, has-

tening the evangelization of the world: but perhaps some of us

are unwilling to grant that printing is a gift of God. If it had

anticipated the Reformation by a few centuries then perhaps

the world and the minds of the people would have been filled

by a literature lacking the note of the true religion of Christ.

If it had come much later, it could not have served so ad-

Forward into battle, See His banners go.
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mirably as the vessel to disseminate the enthusiasm and vigor

of the great religious revival of the time.

To imagine the missionary propaganda being conducted

without printing would be like imagining an army fighting its

battles without powder. First of all there would be no printed

Bibles. How often do missionaries of all lands find the soil in

a certain district all mellow and receptive because a Bible has

preceded them! We would have no tracts and periodicals

with which to give the people in the far away districts the

bread of life or free their minds of harmful prejudices or

superstitions. We, ourselves, would have few of the books and

periodicals with which to keep our minds alert.

Someone has said that "the printing and circulation of the

Bible in a hundred different tongues is the reverse of the

miracle of Babylon and the repetition of the miracle of Pente-

cost." Can we not see the hand of God aiding in the prepara-

tion of these translations? True enough, the great transla-

tions have been produced only by years of patient and tedious

toil. Yet God was there making bright the hours of language

study and enlightening the mind of the translator during pe-

riods of labor. We can see Him standing over and directing

this work even as He did the selection of the canon in the days

of old. Truly the idea of the Bible society was born in the

mind of God in answer to the imperative need of His people

and He has fostered it from the beginning.

The contribution of the improved means of travel is too

familiar to need more than a mention. Just as the old Roman
roads made lighter the work of the first missionaries, so the

improved means of travel and communication serve us today.

The foreign field is only a tenth as far from the homeland

as when the first American missionaries set sail. In these

days when we are covering our fields by train, automobile and

motor boat, we should thank God that such things are avail-

able.

The great institutions that have sprung up show in a special

way the marks of the Master's approval. The marvelous growth

of some of these schools starting with nothing a few decades

ago and now exerting a great influence and enjoying an en-

viable standing among the schools of the world indicate to us

that an agency is at work greater than those of man. The
men who have built up these schools are not such intellectual

giants or experienced administrators as to warrant such tri-

umphs alone. What is it then? Simply the fulfillment of

Jesus' promise of companionship. Likewise we can see the

medical and the purely evangelistic institutions going forward,

extending their influence wider and wider, wherever men are

working under the Master Workman.

The third plane, we should be able to distinguish the voice

of Jesus speaking words of wisdom in our council meetings

and in all the councils of the true forces of evangelization.

The distribution of the various missionary agencies through-

out the world has back of it a plan and system that seems to

be beyond the mind of man. This fact is especially remarka-

ble when we remember the number of units participating. A
century ago the workers were few in number and located at

widely separated points. Reports of years ago show about

six thousand principal mission stations with 22.000 out-sta-

tions, each occupying a place of strategic importance and

wielding an influence in most cases over a wide expanse of

territory, penetrating into the very heart of the non-Christian

lands. In most places, notably central Africa, the stations are

so located as to best withstand the onslaught of the enemies

of the gospel.

We need but a glance at the lives of the early pioneers, such

as Livingstone, Judson, Carey, Verbeck and others, to prove

that they were located according to the will of God. Each

was one in ten thousand for the work to which he was sent.

Guided by the Holy Spirit, they were all able to find that place

where they could the best serve in the largest way.

The native Christians as well, are becoming firmly estab-

lished in their own lands. With a force of over two million

communicants and a hundred thousand religious workers, thev

are preaching the gospel in an effective manner. \^ e can see

God helping the people through that difficult period of transi-

tion from heathenism and worldliness to Christianity. The

sacrifice that is usually incurred and the great mental and re-

ligious adjustment that is always a part of the process often

require a force of will above that of the coverts in Christian

lands. Such an authority as John R. Mott confidently makes

the statement that Christianity is so firmly fixed in the minds

and hearts and lives of the native people that should it be

blotted out in America and Europe, it would spring up anew

in the mission field as a self-propagating force and again cover

the earth.

This leads us on to another point where the wisdom of God
is manifest and that is in the power of the native churches.

In the Philippines the native church can boast of nothing

extraordinary in this respect, but we can see the dawning of a

Like a mighty army Moves the Church of God:
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brighter day. Throughout the world the day of self-support,

self-propagation and self-government is coming nearer and

nearer. Churches that can support their own pastors and work

are no longer a rarity. I am convinced also that in the Philip-

pines when the Protestant work becomes self-supporting it will

be through the quickening of the souls of the people by the

Spirit of God rather than by the urging of the missionary.

Christian union on the mission field is the final testimony

that Jesus is speaking words of wisdom in our mission coun-

cils. The missionaries have realized from the first that the

difficulties and urgency of the task demand the most efficient

use of all the available resources. Besides this the elemental

needs of the people call for what is fundamental and essential

in Christian doctrine. Not many years ago, at a meeting of all

the Protestant forces in China, it was unanimously declared,

"We are one in regard to the great body of doctrine of the

Christian faith."

This vital and spiritual unity often takes expression in the

various lines of evangelistic activity. Union colleges are now
considered by far the most economical and practical, and have

been established in most mission fields. This unity on the

mission field is coming to exert a beneficent influence on our

churches at home. Perhaps our Master's prayer for Christian

unity will come to the world as a gift from the churches on the

foreign field, which the Holy Spirit has shielded in a large

measure from the evils of division.

Now lastly, can we not see the face of the Master as he goes

along the way with us, smiling a kind benediction upon all

our sincere efforts? It is that smile which calls the young

student volunteer out from his home and friends. Only this

can give him power to bid farewell to an aged mother, per-

haps for the last time. Later he must again catch sight

of this smile as he faces the choice of separation from his

children or taking them to a place where they will lack the

things necessary for their proper development. It is this smile

of benediction which causes the missionary to stick to his task.

He often faces difficulties, loneliness, ill health, or sometimes

disagreeable work, and yet the smile of the Master and His

"'Well done" are sufficient to make the true missionary victor-

ious over all. He is sometimes tempted to give up his work, by

large salaries offered by commercial firms. Sometimes it is the

desire to be freed from the most exacting responsibility which

would call him away. Sometimes the temptation comes more

insidiously in the form of an influential pulpit or place of

service at home. But if he keeps his eyes on the Master's face,

he can stand up to his every duty and do it.

The missionary sometimes finds himself out on a lonely

march, the stars overhead, and the indistinct path at his feet.

His lone human companion is a man of another race and color,

with little in common except the same God and the same faith.

It is not a setting which would of itself make buoyant the

spirits of the traveler. Yet the missionary tells himself again

and again that he is the most fortunate being in the world.

He has a strange desire to shout his joy to heaven. Whence
comes this contentment and joy? Certainly not from worldly

conditions or environment. It is simply the joy that the Chris-

tian experiences when he is on the mountain top with Jesus;

it is the promise of Jesus being fulfilled in all its reality. It

comes again as he stands before a hungering group of people

and tells them for the first time of the rich promises of God.

It comes as he stands in the midst of his people whom he has

seen gradually emerging year after year from heathenism and

worldliness to that perfect standard set for all men. It is this

joy, this smile of the Master, His words of benediction, which

make the life of the missionary tolerable.

What then shall we say? Can we see God in the work of

foreign missions? We can scarcely see anything else. Yet

man is there, an important factor, doing his bit and always

realizing that his efforts are being multiplied by that same

hand that multiplied the offering of the little lad on the shore

of Galilee. The creature working with the Creator, the servant

working with his Master, man working with his God. Let us

then watch anew for the footprints of the Master beside our

own, for the marks of His approval upon our work, for His

voice as He sits with us in council and for that loving smile

which calls us on to greater and better lives. Let us claim

anew for ourselves that rich promise of Jesus, "Lo, I am with

you always, even unto the end of the world."

Laoag, Philippine Islands.

Regarding the missionary spirit as of the essence of the

spirit of the gospel, let us, then, cultivate, cherish, and dis-

play it in the labor of love, and in the perseverance of hope.

Let us bear in mind, that God is with us in this great work,

and that he has ordained that they that water others, shall

themselves be watered out of the river of life; and that those

who are blessings to others, shall be blessed of God them-

selves.

—

Alexander Campbell.
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Brothers, we are treading Where the saints have trod:
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Penalizing the Preacher
By F. E. SMITH

PENALIZING the preacher is so a reality that often it has

had the effect of paralyzing him. We have piled the work

on our servants in the gospel until many of them have been

broken—not on the ancient wheel of torture—but as effectively

by the heartbreak caused by lack of support and the body-

break of trying to do three men's work. How many mission-

aries of the cross now fill untimely graves because of their

early exhaustion. How many a preacher has been compelled

to quit before—and not always before—the collapse came.

Many of our most effective workers who are lost to the cause

of Christ, should today be at their best service had we not

thoughtlessly failed them and allowed them to break under

the awful load.

The effect of it all is most unhappy in its tendency to keep

the young man out of the ministry. The handicap placed on

the preacher he feels is unfair and he is not willing to be so

subjected. We thus penalize the ministry by keeping out the

choicest of our youth just when they are sorely needed and

greatly called of God.

Another way the preacher is penalized is by the inadequate

support given him in his work. The early returns of the

surveys of the Interchurch World Movement indicate that the

per capita now paid for ministerial support is less than it was

in 1850. The Church, her numbers and resources have in-

creased greatly since then, but the increase in the preacher's

support has not kept pace. There is scarcely left a profession,

trade or task that does not average much higher in support than

the ministry. The condition has been chronic so long that

we take it for granted. We have lost our sense of self-respect

in the support of our preachers. The striking miners average

double the annual support of the preacher in America.

The man of God cannot strike, He can wear himself out,

bear the burden of sin and conscience as none other, fall at

his task and glory in the cause that so consumes him, but he

cannot strike. Yet, a more deadly thing is going on. Quietly

and almost unnoticed he is leaving the ministry. It is hard

for us to believe that any true minister ever quits and yet

there are times when the pressure is so- great that one cannot

wholly condemn them when sorely needed workers leave the

ranks. They seldom come back, whatever be the cause of

their leaving and many, too many times, they cease to count

in Kingdom usefulness in any way. In one single day there

came to our office the information of four men leaving their

places in the gospel. In everv case their names were known
well beyond the borders of their state.

Again, it sometimes seems that we say to our preachers,

"Well, if you are bound to preach we will make it as hard

for you as we can." The amount of unpaid salaries due min-

isters that never will be paid would make a good start toward

a competency for old age. We have often made the preacher

play banker and extend credit to a whole church on his salary

overdue, for weeks and even months. This is going out of

fashion. Most self-respecting churches now pay their bills to

their preachers and if credit has to be used they go to the

proper place, the bank, which does this as a business. Regu-

lar payment of the salary promised is onl\r the decent and ex-

pected thing, but does much to relieve anxietv at the manse.

A church we recently visited has a pride in the custom, and

preserves it as a matter of sentiment, to hand the minister his

check in advance payment, just before he enters his pulpit.

I presume that they reason that they get better preaching that

way. At any rate they have a live preacher and a growing

church.

Perhaps the most shameless is the last possible penaltv

that can be imposed for being a preacher, that of neglect in

old age. This bitter burden is reserved for the time when
he is defenseless and cannot even quit. He must drink the

last unwelcome dregs of such a cup. The suffering, heartache

and agony of mind caused him and his loved ones can never

be put into words. He can suffer, but he cannot complain,

and because he goes on in silence the churches too often take

it for granted that all is well. For himself it does not matter

so much, but to see those who are dearer to him than life

compelled to suffer privation brings an anguish that has in it

the essence of an exquisite torture.

And yet for all this, with the handicap and penaltv imposed.

he is the eyes of our soul. We can never reach higher in the

spiritual than he leads us. It is often heartless, the way we

We are not divided, All one body we,
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treat him by our thoughtlessness, bul the greater damage is

not to him but to the church, to the souls of men. We will

awake some day, and we should see the plain fact now, that

all the time we have been doing injustice to our own and our

children's souls. We save our money and equipment from our

leaders, but in doing so blight our own souls and blind the

future.

The Board of Ministerial Relief gives the widest publicity

to the recommendations of the Cincinnati Convention regarding

the ministry. Few are the churches that cannot heed the sug-

gestion and all be richer for so doing. It is recommended

that,— (1) All salaries under $1,500 per year be increased 25

per cent; (2) All salaries between .$1,500 and $2,000 be in-

creased 20 per cent; (3) All salaries between $2,000 and

$3,000 be increased 15 per cent; (4) All salaries above $3,000

be increased 10 per cent. It will soon be that a church dare

not be unjust in the matter of a living support any more than

any other institution. What irony in the statement when by

all the rights of her place she should lead, here as in all else.

The convention also recommended that all Bible schools

use the Christmas service with an offering for Ministerial

Relief. Further, and more than in a missionary sense, that

every church pay 6 per cent on the minister's salary and that

all ministers enroll in the Pension System. The 6 per cent

goes to the support of the twofold task of this Board—the

Relief roll and the Pension department. This has to do not

only with the ministry, but back of that with the whole success

of the church.

The Yellow God
By CHARLES LLOYD GARRISON

One of the most, interesting articles I have ever read, un-

usual and splendid. .1 think we should publish it in

World Call and should also consider its publication in tract

form. A. E. Cory.

CONCEIVED of old in the womb of Time, the Yellow Cod
was born, not fair and goodly, but a foul, misshappen,

monstrous creature. If one would think of him in

material and tangible form, perhaps this fanciful portrait of

the Yellow God will serve:

Picture to your imagination a massive hunchback with thin

legs and long, gorillalike arms, ending in fingers unusual for

length and grasping qualities. Sitting in the sag between

hideous shoulders, visualize a head with a big, dome-shaped

forehead, prominent nose and cheek-bones, the face tapering

down suddenly to a narrow, peaked chin. Deep-seated under

hairless, bulging brows are eyes that fairly thrust at you with

rapierlike precision—small, restless, preternaturally crafty,

cruel eyes—eyes that pierce even to the discernment of the

secret places of the human spirit wherein dwell man's loved

and cherished ideals, his ardent hopes, his master passions.

Skimp and drawn appears the sallow leather of the Yellow

God's beardless face, and under the cheek-bones it is sunken.

His mouth is wide. His lips are thin. And the Yellow God
cannot smile. When he laughs, the Yellow God parts his thin

taut lips and reveals rows of immense, yellow teeth, and the

cackle he emits is harsh, dry, and devoid of mirth.

Richly and gaudily appareled is the Yellow God, yet can-

not the genius of his designers and tailors camouflage his

deformities. Bedecked is he with sparkling gems of fabulous

price; still is he repulsive. Art can do much admittedly,

but no art or device of man or demigod can transform

the ugliness of the \ellow God into attractiveness of form.

Green and gold and purple are woven into the texture of his

kingly robe; but it is written in the volume of the Book that

no investiture of the Yellow God, however recent or gorgeous,

shall be altogether free from traces of corrosion. Therefore

are all the costly things of his imperial wardrobe pitted with

moth bites and slightly tarnished by rust.

Richer far than earthly kings and famed plutocrats of old;

richer far than multimillionaires of today; richer even than

all the rich men who have possessed from time to time the

lion's share of this world's goods—the Yellow God fairly

gloats and gluts on earthly treasure. All wealth in all forms

he claims, and all the crude materials of wealth. His holdings
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embrace stocks and bonds and vast estates. His ships traverse

the seven seas, and his railway lines criss-cross the continents.

His coffers are fairly bursting. Heaps and piles of silver and

gold he has hoarded, and diamonds and pearls and flashing

sapphires.

Temples and palaces in many lands have been erected and

dedicated to the service of the Yellow God, and the fame of

him has gone forth to the ends of the earth. The audience

chamber in the grand temple of the Yellow God is a vast

apartment paved with gold. Ivory and ebony, carved by cun-

ning craftsmen, compose the material of its furniture and

fittings. Tapestries of priceless worth hang upon the gilded

walls. The rare, costly yellow jewels in the massive chande-

liers impart a strange, yellowish tint to the quality of the light.

Yet is not this as it should be? Is not this the throne-room of

the Yellow God?
Upon a dais at the far end of the spacious chamber, crowned

and sceptered and sprayed with sickly, yellowish light, seated

high upon a colossal throne of tarnished ivory and gold,

behold him—the incarnation of human greed, the spirit of

cupidity, the embodiment of covetousress—the Yellow God,

who barters with men for their souls, giving them—or rather

promising to give them—material possessions in exchange

therefor.

Thrones have fallen, idols have tarnished and crumbled, and

nameless rites and ceremonies whereby the devotees of other

days sought to placate the spirit of the Untoward have perished

from the minds of men, but the kingdom of the Yellow God
has increased with the passing centuries. Wide is his rule,

and popular; and as for the power wielded by the Yellow God,

how shall we, with limited words, define its vast reaches? In

comparison with his imperial power the influence and pre-

rogatives of presidents, prime ministers, and kings of states,

are limited and trivial. The great ones of the earth rise and

fall, and their days pass as a tale that is told; but the Yellow

God reigns on, unmindful of human woe, unmoved by the

solemn flight of time. Of the lesser gods he is supergod; and

he is yellow through and through!

The Yellow God embitters brother against brother, and

causes the son to filch from the cash register in his father's

store. In the service of the Yellow God, men lie, steal, defraud,

and commit murder. At his behest all law, both human and

divine, is trampled under foot. Through the subtle influence

of the Yellow God, individuals, groups, classes and nations

are led to defy inspired legislation and to infringe upon the

most vital principles of justice and fair play. By him the

workingman and the capitalist are alienated, so that each be-

comes to the other an Ishmaelite. Because of him come strikes

boycots, lockouts, walkouts, riots, wars, and Bolshevism. He
fills sanitariums with nervous wrecks, he peoples our insane

asylums with the mentally unbalanced, he oversows our jails

and penitentiaries with criminals. He undermines the strong

foundation of youthful ambition. He spoils "the twilight and

the evening star." He seduces genius and leads unnumbered
multitudes astray.

And the Yellow God laughs!

Cunning, heartless, insatiable in his passion for human
worship, the Yellow God proffers his tawdry wares in ex-

change for the finer stuffs of the spirit; and men bargain with

him to their eternal hurt. The golden pomegranates that

grow in the garden of the Yellow God are full of deadly poi-

son. Instead of finding happiness and immunity, power and

prestige, glory and honor, the dupes of the bellow God are

mocked at last by the emptiness of false promises and the

obvious vanity and vexation of misdirected energies. Great

men and small, and all sorts and conditions of men in be-

tween, fall down and worship before the throne of the lellow

God. Wise men and fools are amongst his followers. Kings,

princes, priests, statesmen, men of letters, men of affairs, and

men of common and inconspicuous mold—all kinds, all types

—go up to the temple of the Yellow God to avow their fealty.

And the Yellow God laughs!

Men moil and toil for the Yellow God. For him thev do and

dare. For the Yellow God men brave the perils of the sea and

the wilderness—the burning glare and deadly fevers of the

tropics and the treacherous ice floes and eternal cold of the

frigid zones! For the Yellow God the candle of life is burned

at both ends. No task is too hazardous, no sin too black, to be

undertaken it the behest of the Yellow God.

I'll go where you want me to go, Yellow God.

Over land or over sea

!

I'll do what you want me to do, Yellow God!

I'll be what you want me to be!

In palace and hovel the Yellow God is worshiped. To the

Yellow God altars are reared in high places, and the peans of

his praise sound like the voice of many waters.

And the bellow God laughs!

WOOLS'.

Crowns and thrones may perish, Kingdoms rise and wane,
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The Master Teacher—whose words were as flashes of white

light—warned men time and again to beware of the sin of

cupidity. "Take heed, and beware of covetousness," he ad-

monishes, "for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance

of the things which he possesseth." (Luke 12:15.) "Labor not

for the meat which perisheth," he pleads, "but for that meat

which endureth unto everlasting life." (John 6:27.) He would

have men put the major emphasis upon the paramount value,

the supremely wordiful. Therefore: "Seek ye first the king-

dom of God, and his righteousness, and all these things shall

be added unto you." (Matt. 6:33.) In the parable of the sower

(Matt. 13:3-9; 18-23.) "the deceitfulness of riches" is men-

tioned as a prolific source of unfruitfulness, in that it "chokes

the word," and defeats its growth and development in the heart,

and its full fruition in personal redemption.

Mammon—a term designating the Syrian god of riches

—

was often upon his lips, and always he used it in connection

with some solemn warning or withering rebuke. "No man can

serve two masters; for either he will hate the one, and love the

other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other.

Ye cannot serve God and mammon. Therefore I say unto you,

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye

shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is

not the life more than meat, and the body than raiment?

Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do

they reap, nor gather into barns: yet your heavenly Father

feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they?" (Matt.

6:24-26.)

Jesus recognizes the fact that man is incurably acquisitive;

that he must seek, because it is his nature to seek; but he lays

great stress on the what and the wherefore of man's seeking.

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth

and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through and

steal; but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where

neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not

break through nor steal : for where your treasure is, there

will your heart be also." (Matt. 6:19-21.)

Joseph of Arimathea and Zacchaeus the publican were rich

men. And Joanna, the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward, must

have been a woman of means. And it is quite possible that

there were other consistent disciples of our Lord whom he

personally won from the ranks of the rich and the well-to-do.

At the same time we cannot fail to note that, in the teaching

of Jesus, wealth is regarded as an hindrance, if not indeed a

serious handicap or peril. "Woe unto you that are rich; for

ye have received your consolation!" (Luke 6:24.) "How
hardly shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom of

God!"—a statement which He himself elucidates by adding:

"How hard is it for those who trust in riches to enter into the

kingdom of God! It is easier for a camel to go through the

eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom
of God." (Mark 10:23-25.)

Full of human interest and pathos is the classic instance of

the rich young ruler who came running to Jesus with the fine,

manly inquiry: "Good Master, what shall I do that I may
inherit eternal life?" (Mark 10:17-22.) We can easily picture

the scene. The Master halts, turns about and looks into the

clean-cut features of this clear-eyed, high-born young man.

"Thou knowest the commandments, do not commit adultery,

do not kill, do not steal, do not bear false witness, honor thy

father and mother."

"All these have I observed from my youth," he replies

—

not boastfully, but as a modest statement of fact. "What
lack I yet?"

It was an unusual case. "Jesus beholding him, loved him."

He was evidently a fine specimen of manhood both physic-

ally and mentally. He must have walked with shoulders back

and head erect, looking the whole world in the face, for he

had nothing of which to be ashamed.

Jesus must have yearned to enlist him for life service in

the Kingdom. Having looked into the soul of that young

man and discerned all, Jesus speaks—not abruptly, we must

suppose, but with calm, purposeful deliberation: "Go and

sell all that thou hast, and distribute unto the poor, if thou

wilt be perfect, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and

come and follow me."

It was a hard saying, and when he had heard it the light

faded from the eyes of the young man, and his countenance

fell. He was surprised and disappointed, and sorrowfully he

goes his way, "for he had great possessions."

Had the young man inherited an estate which had been

acquired by some species of profiteering whereby the poor

had been robbed in order that the young man's father or

grandfather might be enriched? Did the wealth, into the

possession of which the young man had come, belong in

reality to the poor? Or was it that the Master, who needed

not to be told what is in the mind of man, in that the secrets

of the human heart were as an open book to him—did Jesus

But the Church of Jesus Constant will remain:
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detect in the heart of this man an inclination to covetousness,

which could be checked for all time only by the one complete

sacrifice? One or the other it must have been: which of the

two we cannot know.

Anyhow the soul of the rich young ruler was jeopardized by

the power of the Yellow God.

There was just one chance of saving him from the snares

and pitfalls of riches; one chance of winning him from the

subtle power of the Yellow God, whose meat and drink it is to

damn the souls of men. Jesus took that chance—and lost.

With no further inquiry, with no word of comment, the

rich young ruler makes his sorrowful exit from the presence

of our Lord. When the better impulses of his heart prompted

him to seek the Kingdom and its life and fellowship, the hand

of the Yellow God reached out and held him back so that he

could not enter in.

The parable of the rich fool is notable also. Some one

appealed to Him: "Master, speak to my brother that he divide

the inheritance with me."

Jesus declines to arbitrate this difference, saying: "Man,

who made me a judge or divider over you?" Then follows a

warning against covetousness, then comes the parable.

"The ground of a certain rich man brought forth plenti-

fully: and he reasoned within himself, saying, What shall I

do, because I have not where to bestow my fruits? And he

said, This will I do: I will pull down my barns, and build

greater; and there will I bestow all my grain and my goods.

And I will say to my soul: Soul, thou has much goods laid

up for many years: take thine ease, eat, drink, be merry. But

God said unto him, Thou foolish one, this night is thy soul

required of thee; and the things which thou hast prepared,

whose shall they be?" (Luke 12:16-20.)

This man is pronounced a fool because he defies God. God
says: "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word

that proceedeth out of my mouth." This man proposes to

subsist on an earthly diet.

A fool is he because he has lost the true sense of life's

values. He deliberately invites his soul to feast and fatten, as

a hog takes on weight by eating corn!

This man is a fool, because he is a moral slacker. He dares

to say, "Soul, take thine ease!" Don't fight! Whats the use?

Give up! Compromise! Have peace at any price! The con-

sistent follower of Jesus Christ must say: "Lnconquered soul,

fight on!"
"My soul, be on thy guard!
Ten thousand foes arise;

The hosts of sin are pressing hard
To draw thee from the skies."

This man is a fool because he is a sensualist; because he
reduces the supremely worthful in life to the pursuit of selfish

pleasures. He is carnally-minded. He is a materialistic

hedonist, who cannot rise higher in thought and aspiration

than the level of his bodily desires. Any world-theorv, in-

dividual or national, resting upon such a false, unworthv, and
sinful basis, carries within itself the fruitful germs of death.

But most of all, this man is a fool, because he is an egoist:

he is attempting to live to himself alone. Aotice the significant

recurrence of the personal pronouns "I" and "mine."

Our Lord did not condemn the rich fool because he hap-

pened to possess broad acres; nor yet because he seeded the

soil in season and garnered a large harvest: but rather be-

cause of the selfish and sinful use he deliberately sought to

make of these things.

This comes out in his own striking comment on this parable.

"So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich

toward God."

If one is rich towards God, it matters little whether he has.

or has not, succeeded in laying up treasures on earth. One
may be rich in both earthly and heavenly treasures; in both

heavenly and earthly treasures one may be poor: one may be

rich in earthly treasures and poor in heavenly: or one mav
be poor in this world's goods, yet rich toward God.

When one comes to examine carefully the various kinds of

franchise by which wealth in any of its outward forms is

held among men, one must confess that possessions of all

kinds are, in reality, only species of stewardship. Inheritance

from others, purchase by gradual accumulations, invention or

discovery—how can any. of these accredited methods of ac-

quiring an equity perpetuate that equity beyond the lifetime

of the present holder? The sleazy greenbacks and the worn
silver coins that pay a man's weekly wage have passed through

a thousand hands. At different times in the history of the

country scores of different men have possessed deeds to a

given tract of land. Stocks and bonds in the strong box of the

safety vault belong to a man only while he lives. And so

with all other forms of eardily treasure. "^ hose shall those

Gales of hell can never Gainst that Church prevail;
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things be, which thou hast provided?" Somebody else's; not

yours. And on and on goes the unending procession—

a

limited tenure, temporary holding, a transient equity. We
are living souls, but these temporary holdings are other stuff.

Straight into the heart of this matter goes the parable of

the unjust steward. (Luke 16:1-9.) "The lord commended the

unjust steward because he had done wisely: for the children

of this world are wiser in their generation than the children

of light." Neither the rich man nor our Lord commended the

steward because he was dishonest, but rather because he had

sense enough to look beyond ihe limited lenure of his steward-

ship. Being unable to dig, and too proud to beg, he faced

the day when he should still require food and shelter. So he

gave—incidentally out of somebody else's abundance—in order

that he might acquire lasting favor. "And I say unto you,

Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness;

that, when ye fail, they may receive you into everlasting habi-

tations."

"Will a man rob God?" exclaims Malachi, the last of

Israel's illustrious preachers of righteousness who pioneered

the way for the Great Prophet. Then follows a startling,

scathing indictment of a whole nation. "Ye have robbed me.

But ye say, Wherein have we robbed thee? In tithes and
offerings. Ye are cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed

me, even this whole nation. Bring ye all the tithes into the

storehouse, that there may be meat in my house, and prove

me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open

you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,

that there shall not be room enough to receive it!" (Malachi

3:8-10.) But the influence of Jehovah's impassioned and

anointed prophet was not great enough to stem the tide of

Israel's apostasy. Fascinated and enthralled were they by
the lies and wiles of the Yellow God.

Stewardship was both a vital doctrine and a general practice

among believers in the early days of the Christian Church.

Then its nature, scope, and function were clearly understood

by all those who came into the Kingdom. Christ's Apostles,

who had themselves given up all to follow their Lord, placed

proportionate emphasis upon a thing which had loomed so

large in the mind of their Master. One result of this teaching

appears to have been the voluntary formation of a communis-

tic group by members of the church at Jerusalem. (Acts 2:24;

4:32-35.) Luke's condensed account of this experience does

not give us any intimation as to how it worked out in practice.

But whether the experiment was successful or not, from an

economic standpoint, the very fact that it was tried at all

proves that the Apostles, evangelists, and teachers of the

Church, in the classic period of its doctrinal purity, emphati-

cally proclaimed the gospel of stewardship.

From time to time, in the long centuries separating the

Apostolic Age from our day, stewardship has received only

local or transcient emphasis. In the building of the doctrinal

temple, stewardship was the stone the builders rejected. And
lo, it was a chief corner stone.

It is a pity that the pioneers of our own religious movement,

who had a passion for New Testament precedents, categorical

commands, and even implicit, but unstated, corollaries, should

have strangely overlooked this vital matter. In the Book they

thumbed so dexterously stewardship was there, sunclear and

emphatic; but they seem not lo have seen it.

Giving is more than an essential condition of spiritual

growth and development; giving is a spiritual exercise. Giv-

ing is a means of grace,, and a grace. Giving is worship.

One of the most heartening symptoms of our day is the

growing interest in the gospel of stewardship. In many local

groups of believers new recruits to the Kingdom are being

instructed and trained in giving. The Every-Member Canvass

is helping to bring the obligation and privilege of systematic,

proportionate, and scriptural giving home to the hearts and

minds of increasing numbers. Many gifts of our day un-

doubtedly represent the fine spirit of sacrifice, and along with

the material substance, there goes the sweet incense of prayer;

but who will say that we have begun to measure up to the

stature of fulness in this holy thing? The Yellow God has

so popularized the heresy of absolute ownership; so insidious-

ly has he instilled it into the thought-life, institutions, and

customs of our age (and all ages) that the error yields slowly.

But, as truth will, in the end, prevail; and as the strong

Captain of our salvation will not cease to lead onward till

all evil principalities are overthrown and transformed, we
may be well assured that the scepter ultimately will be stricken

from the hand of the Yellow God. Until that time men may
talk social justice, but the practice of it on any wide scale

will not appear. Neither will wars cease. Nor will we have

here or elsewhere an end of profiteering.

The millennium doth not appear till the worship of the

Yellow God shall have yielded to the full-orbed worship of

the God of heaven and earth.

We have Christ's own promise, And that cannot fail.
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Facing the New Year in the Bible School
New Conditions—New Demands

THE Bible schools of the brotherhood have faced some

exacting years in times gone by, but none so strenuous

in its demands as 1920 will be.

We are facing changing conditions, and with them changing

demands. Recent development all point clearly and unmis-

takably to the fact that what this old world needs most of

all is that society shall be permeated with the spirit of Jesus

Christ. The world doesn't know it yet, but what it is clamor-

ing for in these days of industrial unrest and strife is the ap-

plication of the principles of social justice as advocated by

the Son of God, the use of which will solve its problems and

bring social peace. The demand of 1920 is for the Christian

reconstruction of society.

Nineteen twenty will demand that the Bible school adopt

a policy that squares with the changed conditions under which

it is working.

Nineteen twenty will demand that the Bible school give itself

a thorough overhauling, and that its outworn, traditional meth-

ods and inadequate ideals be scrapped.

Nineteen twenty will demand that the Bible school give

larger place in its curriculum to the teachings of the prophets

and the teachings of Jesus as they affect our social life.

Nineteen twenty will demand of the Bible school that it

enter upon quantity production of Jesus-minded boys and

girls with a passion for justice and fair play.

Nineteen twenty will demand the highest type of leadership

in the Bible school that has yet been produced. Men and

women in numbers will need to go into training for positions

of rare opportunity for service.

As we face 1920 it is apparent that we shall have to adopt

some new working principles if the demands of the next decade

are to be met.

If the Bible school has caught the spirit of this new day

1920 will find it no longer placing reliance upon schemes

that have nothing whatever in common with the aims and

purposes of Christian education, in order to hold its people

together or attract new people, but will abandon all irrelevant

schemes and place itself on a thoroughly educational basis.

If the Bible school has caught the spirit of this new day

1920 will find it working shoulder to shoulder with all the

Sunday schools of its locality to get the combined childhood

and youth into the combined church schools of the community.

Take any community—it matters not where it happens to be

—

and the chances are you will find less than 50 per cent of

the school children of that community receiving religious

instruction of any kind. Can we hope for a great national

religious life under such conditions?

If the Bible school has caught the spirit of this new day

1920 will find it more than ever consecrated to the purpose of

helping its pupils,

—

1. To know God as He has revealed Himself to us in His

Word, in nature, in the heart of man, and in Christ.

2. To exercise toward God the Father, and His Son, Jesus

Christ, our Lord and Savior, Trust, Obedience, and Worship.

3. To know and do our duty to others.

4. To know and do our duty to ourselves.

If the Bible school has caught the spirit of this new day

1920 will find it investigating the possibilities of extending

the work of Christian education into the week, and even making
the first modest attempts to maintain a fuller educational pro-

gram. Take any community you will and the chances are

that the childhood and youth of that community are getting

only a fraction of the religious instruction that is fairlv due

them. Lesson materials are now available and instructions

are to be had for carrying on a week-day extension of the Bible

school.

If the Bible school has caught the spirit of this new day

1920 will find it launching a real program of social service

that aims at relieving distress in the community, righting social

wrongs and injustices, cleansing the cities of civic corruption

and vice and the Americanization of the foreign-born in our

midst. Much of the social distress of the times is due to mis-

guided immigrants and their second-generation offspring who
do not understand our American ideals and have never had

the chance to learn.

Here is a program that challenges our heroic qualities as

the war never did. Here is something like a "moral equiva-

lent of war," which a late philosopher declared we need. Shall

Onivard, then, ye people 1

. Join our happy throng!
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we get ready next year for the most signal advance in the

history of the Bible school?

Kansas City, Missouri. Myron C. Settle.

Possibilities and Responsibilities

With our backs to the past, its failures and successes, we

face a new year with greater opportunities for service.

If our Bible schools are to really function as the "Teaching

Service of the Church" or "The Church School," we must en-

large our vision of their possibilities and responsibilities; and

the responsibilities must be considered individually, not col-

lectively.

We must face the new year with optimism, but with the

realization that a changing world presents the greatest chal-

lenge to service that the Bible schools have ever faced.

It is a sad fact that a very small percentage of the member-

ship of any Bible school have a sense of their responsibility

in that work. One of the grave problems facing the local

church and the Bible school is that of impressing its individual

members with a proper sense of their personal responsibilities.

Unless this can be done we need not hope for unusual success.

Bible school work is not a "one-man's job." The slogan

should be, "A Job for Everybody and Everybody on the Job."

Every member, teacher and officer has a definite responsibility

not only in the way of financial assistance, but in a contribution

of personal service; a responsibility that cannot be discharged

by mere attendance or by a passive interest in the work of

the school or church; a responsibility limited only by the

extent of each individual's ability—and everyone has some

ability for doing something for the Kingdom.

The trouble has always been that too few folks were willing

to pay the price of personal service; a small percentage have

carried the load, while others have criticized but done nothing.

Of course, some superintendents, pastors and workers may
and do make mistakes; but this is the Lord's business, and

the least every member can do is "get in under" and help

push; be a "booster," not a "knocker"; ask for something

to do, and do it

—

well.

Because some superintendents, teachers and members have

traveled the lines of least resistance in their efforts to build

up the interest and influence of our Bible schools, they have

been handicapped in their effectiveness. The degree of success

we enjoy in the work during the new year will be measured

only by the amount of "plus" we add to our efforts of the past.

Chicago, Illinois. 0. A. RoSBORO.

Growth, Bible, Evangelism, Soul

No more imperative challenge can come to us as we face

the new year than that of the Bible school. It lies at the very

heart of the Christian enterprise as foundation precedes build-

ing or seed the harvest. How necessary, therefore, that we be

lured on by large vision in this most fertile and fruitful of

all fields of religious activity. There are four ideals as re-

gards the Bible school commanding our interest at this season

—ideals at once transcendent and far-reaching in character

and results.

The first is growth. It is true that bigness does not always

mean greatness. Rome was big, but Bethlehem was great;

Germany was big, but Belgium was great; John L. Sullivan

was big, but Theodore Roosevelt was great. Greatness then is

a thing of quality, of character, of ideals and of service. Hence

a Bible school of one hundred scholars, thoroughly organized

and consecrated to a high task, may be greater far than one

of several hundred who come simply to be counted.

But, be this as it may, a Bible school should aspire to be

as large as possible if it may thereby render greater service

to the community and the world. Life is not static, but dy-

namic and progressive. Indeed, the law of life—its very soul

and genius—is growth, always growth. The stone has no

life—neither does it grow; but the acorn is a-throb with life

—hence the growing sprout and spreading tree.

Too many Bible schools are like a toy train running round

and round on a circular track—there is much of the noise

and rattle of machinery, but it gets nowhere. Every school

should inaugurate a well-planned program and then bend its

entire energy to attain a worthy goal.

Secondly, teaching the Word of God. The Bible school, if

it means anything, is a school for teaching and learning the

Bible, and the school which substitutes something else for the

Book of books—however interesting or cultural—ceases there-

by to function as a Bible school.

In these days of social, economic and political unrest—crisis

days that try men's souls—nothing will put iron into the blood

and courage into the heart, or conduce to moral stability and

idealism, like the Holy Scriptures faithfully presented and

Blend with ours your voices In the triumph song!
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rightly interpreted. If Queen Victoria, pointing to the Bible,

could say to a distinguished guest, "That book is the secret of

England's greatness," or President Jackson declare that "The

Bible is the rock on which the republic rests," surely we need

today as never before—confronted by the staggering task of

a world's rebuilding—to set forth with unceasing fidelity the

principles and ideals of the Sacred Volume.

Moreover, that is what people come to the Bible school for.

They can hear lectures and music from lyceum platform and

in concert hall, but when they come to the house of God they

hunger for the bread of life. The Bible school hour, therefore,

is the one opportunity for imparting, both to children and

adults, the health-giving truth of the gospel.

In the third place, evangelism. Gone forever is a certain

type of evangelism, with its cheap jokes, sloppy sentimental-

ism, vulgar hysterics and emphasis on noses and dollars. May
Ichabod be inscribed above its grave forever. But the church

of our Lord must remain an evangelistic institution or else

surrender its divine credentials and mission.

While not discounting special evangelistic campaigns and

efforts—for without them must be torn away many of the

brightest pages of the Church's history and triumphs—yet we
insist that the Bible school is our greatest evangelistic agency

and opportunity. This not only accords with Biblical teach-

ing, but it is based upon the soundest laws of psychology as

well. Gather the people into the Bible school and the work is

done. They come into the church as naturally and normally

as harvest follows seedtime or as the bud unfolds into blossom.

Finally, spirituality must be accented. Is this indeed not

the end of all Christian teaching and endeavor? The great,

deep yearnings of the soul—yearnings for reality and truth

and satisfaction—must be drawn out and fulfilled in God.

Let our Bible schools then by tender sympathy, personal

oversight and faithful teaching of the Word lead the multitudes

up to higher altitudes of spiritual communion and realization,

for if we fail in this we have failed in the supreme thing of

life. For what matters it if the Bible school grows in num-

bers, in evangelistic passion and pedagogical accuracy if human
hearts and lives are not attuned to the Infinite?

All this means a deepening and growing experience of vital

religion
—

"the life of God in the soul of man." Such a spirit

of reverence and worship must be created and maintained in

the Bible school—environing the whole service like an ozone-

laden atmosphere—as shall at once quicken and strengthen

spiritual insight and appreciation. Thus every song and prayer

and admonishment, whether in opening exercise or classroom

instruction, should feed the higher nature, thereby developing

virile and positive Christian character.

This, then, should be our vision and task as we face the com-
ing year—God's year and ours—and surely it is great enough
to call out the best thought and highest resolve of every min-

ister, superintendent and teacher in the land. Let us go forth

sowing, cultivating and reaping and we shall witness such

constructive achievement in our Bible schools in 1920 as shall

send a thrill of joy throughout our great and beloved brother-

hood. Thus the Kingdom in radiant and conquering glorv

shall move forward,

—

"Fair as the moon,
Bright a.s the sun,

And terrible as an army with banners."

Mayfield, Kentucky. J. J. Castleberry.

Roosevelt's Estimate of the Ministry

THE Literary Digest quotes from Dr. Ferdinand C. Igle-

hart's biography of Theodore Roosevelt the statement

which he made when told that Dr. Iglehart's son was about

to start as a missionary to Japan. After a heartv "God bless

him and bless you," he said:

"I have told you many times that I consider the Christian

ministry as the highest calling in the world, most intimately

related to the most exalted life and service here and destiny

beyond, and I consider it mv greatest jov and glorv that, oc-

cupying a most exalted position in the nation. I am enabled,

simply and sincerely, to preach the practical moralities of the

Bible to my fellow countrymen and to hold up Christ as the

hope and savior of the world. I believe down deep in my
soul, as you know, my friend, that I have preached the same

gospel that you and your boy are called to preach.

"As high an estimate as I have of the ministry, I consider

that the climax of that calling is to go out in missionary serv-

vice, as your son is doing. It takes mighty good stuff to be a

missionary of the right type, the best stuff there is in this

world. It takes a deal of courage to break the shell and go

twelve thousand miles away to risk an unfriendly climate, to

master a foreign language, perhaps the most difficult one on

earth to learn; to adopt strange customs, to turn aside from

earthly fame and emolument and, most of all, to say good-bye

to home and the faces of the loved ones virtually forever.'"

Glory, laud, and honor,

sssmm

Unto Christ the kina:
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Long Live Those Early Voices
By FRED S. NICHOLS

THE three outstanding words of these days are democracy,

internationalism and social service. But these words did

not spring full-orbed from the Great War. Here and

(here throughout the world wilderness voices had long cried

out for such a brotherhood order. Among these early voices

none has been clearer and more effective than that of the

missionary of the cross. In its immediate environment effects

and in its invigorating reaction upon the home land, this voice

has been of incalculable force in ushering in the new day.

Moreover, the continuance of this voice is necessary to the

more complete realization of these ideals.

This Voice and Democracy

The meaning of democracy is becoming clearer each day,

and with it the consciousness that only some of the first fruits

of democracy have been tasted. As the emphasis in democracy

gradually shifts from simply political theories and govern-

mental concepts to that of spiritual values, the democratic

spirit is recognized as the conscious and constant effort to

organize all life on such a basis that every human being may
have within his reach the most abundant experience.

Now, just how has the missionary voice been significant

here? For the missionary has not been a political theorist or

propagandist as such; his primary concern has not been the

immediate political structure. But his voice has sounded the

fundamental principle upon which all enduring democracies

must rest, namely, the divine rights and worth of the individual

as such. This is the dynamic that will in lime develop, either

by peaceful evolutions or cataclysmic revolutions, the satis-

fying and effective organisms. To deny or attempt to abort

this idea in its growth will bring on an "irrepressible conflict."

The missionary discovers the individual to himself in the way
of his rightful sonship. If "religion is the discovery of per-

sons," it is no less true that the discovery of persons is the

beginning of democracy.

This has been the voice of the missionary in the great world

wilderness. What of the future? His voice must be sustained.

It must be sustained in order to make the world safe for the

democracy already attained. Competitive armament will jeop-

ardize il. The League of Nations will help, but only as it

rests upon something more basic; an ultimate basis other than

an enforcing army and navy. The league's effectiveness will

be found in the spirit that promotes the gradual democratiza-

tion of the world. But world democratization will not become

a reality by enforced forms of government, by commercial

relationships, nor even by systems or processes of education.

It will come by a universally insistent emphasis upon the

principle of individual worth until all the people have a flam-

ing conscience upon the matter.

Nor can the world long be safe for a democracy which is

in fact only a fractional democracy within the country itself.

There must be a going on to a complete democratization of all

things. The sphere of democracy must be enlarged; and the

vvider the area of the elemental democratic idea of individual

worth as a religious faith, the more dynamic will it be to

reach its goal in all realms.

This Voice and Internationalism

Internationalism is another of the great words today. The
menace of an arrogant, overriding nationalism has been un-

masked. But the alternative of this is not an undesirable and

unrealizable internationalism. Between these extremes there

is what might be termed a well balanced national international-

ism—the strongest surety of world peaceful progress.

What is the voice of the missionary here? His voice has

sounded and will continue to sound, two principles without

which internationalism can be only the dream of visionaries.

These principles are the spirit of active good will and an ap-

preciative recognition of national characteristics and senti-

ments. Take the first, that of active good will. Our fear has

too often been that of the physical and commercial dangers of

isolation. As a result, a minimum cooperation is bargained:

a cooperation that insures against military aggression and
commercial exploitation. The missionary, concerned not only

about the physical dangers of isolation, but more especially

in the soul dangers of such a position, interprets international-

ism in terms of active good will. It is a sharing process; a

sharing of all the good discovered on the way, along with

This through countless ages Men and angels sing.
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a continued effort to discover in a cooperative way greater

good ahead.

Not only has the missionary condemned violation of the

rights of weaker nations, whether this violation be through di-

plomacy or militarism, but he has sounded the positive inter-

national note of the continued natural right of the weaker to

share in the strength of the strong. This active free will sharing

must be the basis of any desirable or effective internationalism.

Just as we can never have a peaceful and elevated Americanism

without active good will toward the mountaineer, the Negro,

the immigrant, or the present economic slave, neither can we
hope for the best fruits of internationalism unless back of

our diplomatic maneuvering and interdependent trade rela-

tions we are represented by a group whose religion of universal

brotherhood is made natural and passionate in Jesus of the

democratic and international mind.

No less significant has been the voice of the missionary in

regard to the principle of nationalism. Some Utopian dream-

ers feel that the two members, Nationalism and International-

ism, cannot compatibly occupy the same house; it is a house

divided against itself. They believe the two things are eter-

nally contradictory. Nationalism built upon the fictitious will

always be inimical to world brotherhood. But these dreamers

apparently leave human nature out of account. Brutal out-

breaks are not the inevitable conclusions of a normally de-

veloped personality. The revival of Polish ambitions and

Zionist dreams are surely not entirely of the devil.

The missionary is anxious for nationalism to develop a

strong individuality, feeling that the service of such develop-

ment is indispensable to the best interests of the entire world.

It is true he curbs and helps to overcome the spirit and habit

of thought that are domestically anti-social and in opposition

to the sacred rights of the family of nations. But at the same

time he feels that an appreciation of the traditional and his-

toric national background and a discriminating encouragement

of strong national sentiments and characteristics will make for

a more vigorous and permanent internationalism. The mis-

sionary has long looked for the day when the advent of the

child Internationalism should be announced. Now that its

birth is, we hope, to be recorded, no one can do more than he

to give the child a strong, symmetrical growth. Surely we
cannot claim an enthusiastic interest in the birth of a child

without strengthening the conditions insuring a healthy, nor-

mal growth.

This Voice and Social Service

Before the war a few prophetic spirits in this country were
calling intelligently, fewer still both intelligently and passion-

ately, for a kind of social service that would be the validation

of religious belief. The war experience has popularized this

religion of the spirit. Religious war agencies made their ap-

peal to the extent they represented the Galilean peasant who
went about doing good. The tragedy of the whole affair is

in the fact that this religion of the spirit seemed to manv an

entirely new brand of religion. The religion of brotherlv

service, amplified, of course, by wider social concepts and
energized by spiritual forces, wTe hail as a return to the Christ

spirit. Now the curious part of this is, that the thing so novel

to the soldier and so disconcerting to others, has been the

regular matter-of-fact program of the missionary. That which

has been considered adventitious at home, has been at the very

heart of the missionary's labors. The cadaverous fellow with

one lone book under his arm is only a comic cartoon. The
missionary's ambition has not been simply to substitute one

abstract creedal philosophy for another. He has gone as a

preacher, a teacher, a doctor, an engineer, and an agriculturist;

in fact, as the promoter of a larger present life in every way.

The stories of our doctors who voluntarily gave up large

practices in the homeland and with a cheerful unselfishness

gave themselves completely to fallen comrades, fill us with a

humble pride; it is an inspiring chapter in the glories of the

trenches. But this glory is not eclipsed when we recall that

this is no new service. For long the missionaries have thus

served on the foreign field. Foregoing the pleasures of a

home practice they have given themselves through the long

days of the long years. Risking life, they have comrade-

shipped with untold thousands in their suffering. Theirs has

been a social service raised to the highest power. The mili-

tary doctor's unusual is the medical missionary's normal. And
what is said of his intense heroism in the religion of brotherlv

love, is equally true of his fellow comrades in other branches

of the service.

Since we now more clearly discern the summum bonum
of religion, we will be true to our light only as we, with a

religious passion, intensify and enlarge the fields of serving

comradeship. But the temptation to the unsocial meets and
conquers many in the doldrums of peace; for then the social

urge is apt to weaken. We forget there are other wounds than

those of shrapnel, bayonet, or poison gas. And the wounds

MM-mmmmmmmmMmMmsmm
Onward, Christian soldiers, Marching as to war W ith the cross
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of peace are awful; awful because so often there is no minis-

try of relief, nor a watchman to call "the morning cometh."

With no bugle sounding we fall back to the beggarly elements

of individualism. Not seeing the seriousness of the wounds

of peace, naturally there is no thought to inquire into the

causes, nor a heroism to abolish the reason for the conditions.

In the foreign field the sound and suffering of battle are

always on with such force they cannot be ignored. The wounds

are so awful, the missionaries are driven to causes and reme-

dies. They are not so easily tempted to build tabernacles of

rest and satisfaction.

As the dramatic action of the military inspired a deeper

religion of humanity in the homeland, so the persistent heroism

of the missionary will not only irrigate foreign deserts, but

the influence will always animate in a very telling way all

forms of social service at home.

Niantic, Illinois.

Thomas Ellsworth Cramblet
Seventh President of Bethany College

BORN in Harrison county, Ohio, September 17, 1862,

educated in the public schools, Scio College, Ohio State

University, Mt. Union College and the College of the

Bible at Lexington, Kentucky, Thomas E. Cramblet married

Miss Delia S. Weaver of his native county in 1887, and in

the same year entered upon his career as a minister of the

gospel at Mentor, Ohio. Successful pastorates followed at

Salem, Ohio, Omaha, Nebraska, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

His leadership of the East End Church in Pittsburgh showed

such marked executive ability that he was insistently called to

the presidency of Bethany College, which he finally accepted in

1901 and from which he was released by death June 15, 1919.

The first Mrs. Cramblet died in 1910. Their children, Har-

old W., assistant secretary of the Pittsburgh Board of Educa-

tion; Wilbur H., dean of the School of Arts and Sciences of

Bethany College, and Mrs. Dorothy Gray of New Philadelphia,

Ohio, with the devoted second wife, Mrs. Grace E. Cramblet,

survive.

His last illness was brief and he was conscious to the last.

In talking with his family he directed that the remainder of

his pledge to the Men and Millions Movement be paid as

promptly as possible, admonished them to keep the faith and

to be loyal to the church and to the sacred trusts of life;

chose A. McLean to preach his funeral sermon with Cloyd

Goodnight to assist him and selected his funeral hymns, re-

peating the following lines of one:

"Were the whole realm of nature mine,

That were a present far too small."

of Jesus Going on before!

President Cramblet did a work for Bethany on its physical

side such as none of his predecessors had been able to do,

and such a work as probably no other living man could have

done. For this work he deserves to be held in everlasting

remembrance and honor by the friends and lovers of dear

old Bethany. He was able to secure the cooperation of

M. M. Cochran, Earl W. Oglebay, the Phillips family, the

Oliver family, the Irvin family of Big Run, Pennsylvania,

R. A. Long, and many others. It is well known that Mr.

Cochran, Mr. Phillips, the Oliver family and others were

friends and supporters of the college long before the acces-

sion of Mr. Cramblet. Had it not been for them the college

would have closed its doors long ago. But even these gave on

a larger scale during the incumbency of President Cramblet.

Augustus boasted that he found Rome brick and left it mar-

ble. A change somewhat similar was effected in Bethany by

President Cramblet. He found the college at a low ebb. The

buildings were dilapidated; the endowment was a negligible

quantity; the debts were overwhelming; the outlook was

anything but bright. Those who were familiar with the Beth-

any of eighteen years ago can hardly recognize that the Bethany

of today is one and the same.

Forty years ago the main building was partially destroyed

by fire. The part that was destroyed contained the halls of

the literary societies. There was much talk from time to time

of rebuilding that part, but nothing was done. No one ever

visited Bethany in those years who did not regard the burnt

part as an eyesore, and who did not regret that the building

had not been restored as it was originally. With funds pro-

vided by Mr. Oglebay the Oglebay Hall of Science and Agri-

culture has taken the place of that part of the college building

that had been destroyed. The -handsome Oglebay gate and
the cement walks supplied by the same generous donor make
the approach to the college most attractive. The corridor, that

favorite promenade of the students, and the entire building

have been put in thorough repair.

The Carnegie library is one of the conspicuous buildings

on the campus. Mr. Carnegie gave twenty thousand dollars

for a library on the condition that a like amount be added to

the endowment of the college. The condition was met and
the library building was erected. There are graduates of Beth-

any still living who can remember when there was neither

library nor reading room connected with the college. There

were some books from Mr. Campbell's library, but they were

kept under lock and key in a small cloak room adjoining

Professor Loos's classroom. That day belongs to the distant
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past. It is possible for students now to keep posted on current

events if they so desire.

The Percy B. Cochran Dormitory, built by Mr. Cochran as a

memorial to his brilliant son, who died soon after entering

upon his professional career, has taken the place of the ram-

bling and unsightly Ranch. Such parts of the Ranch as were

deemed worthy of preservation were moved across the street

and fitted up as quarters for married students. The Percy

B. Cochran Dormitory is a modern fireproof structure, heated

by steam, lighted with electricity and supplied with hot and

cold water.

In the administration of President Cramblet a system oi

water works and sewerage, an electric plant, a heating and

power plant, and a telephone exchange were installed. There

are those still living who can remember when there was only

one bathtub in Bethany. Now the dormitories are supplied

with abundant bathing facilities, and every home in the town

can have a tub or a shower or both. In die olden time coal

was carried into the classrooms by Mark Fowler and Henry

Sommerville and fed into the stoves. The lecture or recitation

was interrupted while the janitor was doing his duty. Now
all the college buildings are supplied with heat from the cen-

tral plant, and class and janitor are relieved and thankful for

the change.

The interurban car line connecting Bethany and Wellsburg

is an improvement of enormous value to the college. Formerly

if one wished to go from Bethany to Wellsburg or from Wells-

burg to Bethany, it was necessary to hire a horse and buggy at

a cost of a dollar and a half. It took from an hour to two

hours, according to the disposition of the horse and the con-

dition of the roads, to make the trip. Now one can go from

Bethany to Wellsburg or from Wellsburg to Bethany in twenty

minutes and at a cost of twenty cents or less. It has been

estimated that this car line was worth to the college as much

as an addition of a hundred thousand dollars to the endow-

ment. It brought Bethany into direct touch with the rest of

the world, and gave the college mail twice a day instead of

twice a week or once a week as it had been in the time of

President Campbell and President Pendleton.

Two gymnasiums were built while Mr. Cramblet was presi-

dent of the college. One was of frame and was burned. Its

loss was not greatly lamented. The second is of brick and

was erected by the Irvin family of Big Run. This gymnasium
is modern in every respect, and is not surpassed by any similar

institution in the state. Many years ago a waggish student

closed a chapel oration with this sentence, "Let the Buffalo be

dammed and give us a gymnasium." The Buffalo has not yet

been dammed, but it may be some day and the college pro-

vided with boating facilities; but the gymnasium has been

given, and the students are making good use of it in providing

the sound body for the sane mind.

Through the bounty of Mr. Oglebay the farm once owned

by Alexander Campbell was boughl and presented to the

college. This farm contains two hundred and fifty acres.

Within its borders are the Campbell mansion, the Campbell

study, the Brush Run Church (restored and removed from its

original site), and the Campbell cemetery. Mr. Oglebay built

two dairy barns on the farm and loaned the college a herd of

fine Guernsey cattle. From ibis farm I lie town is supplied

with milk and cream of the best quality. Besides, the farm

gives employment to a number of students who are working

their way through school. Through Mr. Oglebay's munificence

a school of agriculture has been established in Bethany. The
state and the nation will prolil by the work done in this school.

The Parkinson farm on the hill overlooking Bethany has been

acquired by a gift. This farm contains two hundred and fiftv

acres and joins the Campbell farm. Both are operated as one.

President Cramblet was instrumental in having erected thirty-

two dwellings in Bethany. Most of these are occupied by
college people. Through his efforts the streets of Bethanv

were paved with brick. Those who can recall what the streets

of Bethany were like in years gone by will be able to form

some conception of the change that has taken place. The
town has a different appearance, and the citizens have increased

pride in it because of these improvements.

The new church building is an addition of great value. The
old building answered its purpose in its day. It was built

before the Sunday school came into prominence, before the

Fndeavor Society came into being, and before the dav of the

adult Bible classes. It was an auditorium and nothing else.

The pulpit was between the doors and those who came late

faced the audience and diverted attention from the speaker and
the service. In this primitive building many eloquent sermons

were preached and many confessions were heard. Because

of its history and sacred associations Mr. Long has made pro-

vision for its permanent preservation. The new7 building is

adapted to the new day in which we are living. It is a memo-
rial building and reminds the worshiper of some of the illus-

trious men who were identified with Bethany in other days.

It is a model building in every sense of the word. It was

erected and dedicated while J. J. Morgan was the minister in

charge.

In the eighteen years that Mr. Cramblet was president the

college came into the possession of property consisting of land

and buildings worth about six hundred thousand dollars. In

the same period, through the gifts of Mr. Cochran, the Phillips

family, the Oliver family, Mr. Long and others, the endow-

ment increased from a trifling sum to about the same amount.

Meanwhile the floating debt of the college and debts of all

kinds were liquidated. These debts amounted to about seventy-

five thousand dollars. Some time after Bethany was founded

Mr. Campbell said, "Give me a hundred thousand dollars and

I will ask no more." One hundred thousand dollars was con-

sidered sufficient for all purposes; for buildings, librarv. ap-

paratus, endowment and everything else. Mr. Campbell was

prepared to guarantee his friends that if thev would furnish

this amount of money he would undertake to educate five

hundred students each year, and to supply an abundance of

professors and tutors and of the best sort. No doubt a dollar

went much farther then than it does now. But a hundred thou-

sand dollars now, even if equal in purchasing power to what

they were then, would not go very far in supporting an insti-

tution like Bethany. The chances are that Bethany will need

and will have an annual income of a hundred thousand dollars

and more before many years go by.

President Cramblet sleeps in "God's Acre"" facing the col-

lege he loved and served. His worn body rests not far from

where Thomas Campbell, Alexander Campbell, \\ . K. Pen-

dleton. Robert Richardson. W. H. \\ oolerv. John M. 1'rihlc.

and many others of the saints of God sleep their lasl sleep.

For all time his name shall be written high among Bethany's

presidents because of the invaluable service he rendered her.

President Cramblet, by his contribution to the physical side

of the college, made it possible for President Goodnight to

strengthen the faculty, to multiply and enrich the courses of

study, to increase the number of laboratories, to add to the

apparatus, and to make Bethany the equal of any school of its

class in America.
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President (iramhlet and Some Monuments of

His Work at Bethany

Offlebaj Uall of Science mid Agriculture

Carnegie Library
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

"At the Pool of Bethesda."

John 5:1-9.

^HE Apostle John, in looking back from
the high vantage ground of long years

of service for his Lord, in writing his

Gospel chose six miracles from the many
signs which Jesus did, and recorded them,

that "men might believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God, and that believing

they might have life in His name."

To these six miracles then, the disciple

who lived near to the heart of Jesus must
have attached special importance, as they

stood out through the varying and often

tragic scenes of the long years that had
passed since the death and resurrection of

his Lord.

No doubt, during the passing of the years,

some of the details surrounding the miracles

had been forgotten, as in staging the scenes

for the present "sign" John simply states,

"There was a feast of the Jews and Jesus

went up to Jerusalem."

No doubt, through all the years of His

life on earth from the time of His visit to the

beautiful Temple, "His Father's House," had
been the dearest of all places to Him. Not
for its present pomp and show and glitter of

hypocrisy, but for what it had meant in

the history of His people, over whom He
yearned with a love unspeakable.

So to this "unknown feast" He had gone,

no doubt, with the hope that by some word
or sign He might so appeal to those who were

His own, that they would receive Him as

their long-expected Messiah.

Long hours He spent watching the crowds

as they passed through the "Beautiful Gate"

and mingling with them in the Temple courts.

But He did not feel at home in the atmos-

phere of selfishness and hypocrisy of those

who there held rule, and turned away to

the streets of the city. Here among the poor

and suffering, the sheep having no shepherd,

He found His real work, His home.

As He was walking He came to a locality

apparently well known in John's day, desig-

nated as the "pool of Bethesda, having five

porches, near by the sheep gate." Here was

crowded a great multitude of sick people,

blind, lame, withered, such a group as would

stir with a loving compassion the heart of

the Great Physician.

It was a scene made more pathetic because

of the hope of every sufferer in the healing

power of the "troubled water" to make him
well. It was a scene made most pathetic

because of the belief that at certain times

an angel descended into the water, causing

it to bubble up, and that only he who first

stepped into the pool would be cured.

One can picture the straining eyes of the

multitude, crowding, pushing, hoping for the

one chance, while the Great Healer walked
in their midst unheeded. Out of the throng

He noted one that seemed the most helpless,

hopeless and alone of all, and to him He
said, "Wouldst thou be made whole?" The
watching, selfish crowd with eyes fastened

on the pool gave no heed as he answered, "Sir,

I have no man, when the water is troubled,

to put me into the pool: but while I am
coming another steppeth down before me."

Jesus said to him, "Arise, take up thy bed

and walk."

At the word of command this man, who had
been helpless for thirty-eight years, and who
no doubt had spent many hopeless days at

the pool of Bethesda, forgot all about the

troubling of the waters, and straightway feel-

ing the strength of the healing power, arose,

rolled up his bed and walked.

Then the multitude gave heed, and won-
dered that this most wretched man of them
all, had by some means been healed without

the troubling of the waters, and that there-

fore there must be some help in Israel of
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which they had not learned. But there were

some of the Jews who forgot the miracle of

healing in the fact that the man was carrying

his bed on the Sabbath day, which was not

lawful! To their rebuke he replied with

new courage and loyalty born out of his

relief from suffering, "He that made me
whole, the same said unto me, 'Take up thy

bed and walk'." Neither was he able to tell

them who the Great Physician was, for He
had passed quietly through the multitude and

gone His way.

It is interesting to note that the man
made whole soon went to the Temple, where

Jesus saw him and, talking with him, gave

him good counsel to "sin no more." Realiz-

ing who it was that had healed him, the man
went at once and made known to the Jews
that it was Jesus who had made him whole.

Unheeding the love and healing power of

the Great Physician the Jews began a perse-

cution of Jesus because He performed His
gracious acts of mercy on the Sabbath, and

when in justification of His ministry He said

to them, "My Father worketh even until now
and I work," the Jews sought the more to

kill Him, because He not only brake the Sab-

bath, but also called God His own Father,

making Himself equal with God.

No wonder John remembered this miracle

as the occasion of the beginning of that op-

position to his Lord which never rested until

the cross stood high on Calvary and the

Great Physician gave up His own life in the

supreme effort to draw all men unto Himself.

For the healing of the nations today the

Master waits. Multitudes, too, are waiting

by Bethesdas that never can heal, while mes-

sengers of mercy tarry long.

"Who will answer, gladly saying,

'Here am I, Lord, send me'?"

Ellie K. Payne.

Facts for the Busy Woman
"1~XURING a visit to Canton I one day

I I accompanied a medical missionary on

a visit to a patient in a small village

some miles from the city. It was an un-

attractive village, dirty, squalid and isolated.

But in that little village were erected, in

a prominent position, three long slender

poles, widening at the top, which I was
told were the pride of the village, the

visible evidence that three of its residents

had received the coveted literary degrees

which gave them a place among the "literati,'"

the only aristocrats in democratic China."

Mrs. Ing. a missionary in Kiukiang. wrote

home in 1S74, "When we came to Kiukiang
three years since, we could not by diligent

inquiry find a woman who could read. There

was indeed a vague rumor of one thus dis-

tinguished, but where we could not learn."

Miss Howe, telling of her visits to the homes
of the same city, wrote. "Having seated my-
self I open my book and remark. "These are

Chinese characters. Can any of you read?"

Some appear amused, others surprised at the

question, while one or two put on an air of

offended dignity, intended to very impressive-

ly convey the impression, 'No, indeed: I am
not so strong-minded as that.'

"

The testimony of the Chinese themselves is

to the same effect, from the Chinese gardener

in San Jose, who when asked by his mistress

what seemed to him the most remarkable of

all the new things he had seen in America,

replied, "The women leadee. litee" (the wom-
en read and write)—to one of the gent lemon

of the Chinese commission to the Philadelphia

Centennial in lS7ti. who lamented the fact

that the education of Chinese women had

"fallen into disuse" and attributed America's

progress to the fact that the mothers Mere

able to train their sons and daughters in-

telligently.

At a boys' school in Chefoo some years ago

the subject of a debate was. '"Which Has
More Inllucnce. Father or Mother?" and the

hoys decided in favor of the mother on the

ground that she understood the children bet-

tor and was more patient than the father."

Dr. Williams says. "It is probably safe to
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say that no country, not Christian, can show

in its legislation more care in guarding the

sacredness of family ties, defending the purity

of the weaker sex, and providing for the

maintenance of widows."

Confucius, China's great seer, says that it

is "a law of nature that woman should be

kept under the control of man and not al-

lowed any will of her own," and that "In the

other world the condition of affairs is exactly

the same, for the same laws govern there as

here." Such sentiments were common enough

among all nations in those days, but the gen-

eral immobility of China has perpetuated

their influence on the position of the Chinese

woman. "Eighteen goddess-like daughters

are not equal to one son with a limp" is a

common proverb. "It is impossible to be

more malevolent than a woman," "Nothing

will frighten a willful woman but a beating,"

and other similar sayings, show how much
less highly women are regarded than men.

Doubtless one of the chief reasons why one-

half of the nation has been left uneducated

is because the other half placed so low an

estimate on the rights and value of the for-

"Mary will not give up," said the mother

of Mary Lyon, in the days when her daughter

was making the brave struggle which finally

ended triumphantly in the establishment of

Mount Holyoke College. "She just walks the

floor and says over and over again, when all

is so dark, 'Commit thy way unto the Lord,

trust also in Him and He shall bring it to

pass. Women must be educated—they must

be.'
"

"Our native patrons have shown almost

from the first a reliance upon their sisters

which has surprised me. Rarely will they

insist on seeing the foreigner when the native

physician is at hand. In the out-calls they

occasionally send for the native doctor in

preference to the foreigner."

While many have distinguished themselves

as teachers and physicians, the great ma-

jority of the graduates of the schools have

married, some as soon as they left school,

many of them after a few years of teaching.

The supreme ideal of the mission schools has

been to put educated, capable women into

the centers of the homes.

"While the girls are getting a good footing

intellectually, and their spiritual life is care-

fully watched, the practical side of their na-

ture is not forgotten," one of the missionar-

ies wrote. "Our greatest hope is that they

may be model homemakers."

"You do not know of others because their

training has been received at home. But can

we who know of such cases debate their ca-

pability? We know them to be patient, per-

severing, to have wonderful endurance, quick-

ness of perception, keen appreciation, and un-

excelled deftness of touch."

It is an old unwritten rule in China that it

is a breach of etiquette even to ask a man
concerning his wife's health. It is a rare

tribute to a wife, therefore, to have her hus-

band publicly speak of her assistance to him
in his work, in terms of highest praise, as did

a Chinese pastor in Shaowu not long ago.

A story is told of the late General Ma. He
was calling on one of the older missionaries

on one occasion. During the conversation he

said, "Dr. S , I want to ask you a ques-

tion. In your honorable country is the wom-
an the head of the home or is the man the

head of the home ?" "Why, General, it is this

way. If the man is a stronger character than

the woman he is the head of the home, but

if the woman is stronger than the man, she

rules." The General pushed back his chair

and said with a smile, "In my miserable coun-

try it is exactly the same!"

The Christmas present recently sent by a

wealthy student in a mission college to his

young wife in their distant home is signifi-

cant of the influence which Christian ideals

are exerting upon the marriage relationship.

Neither the young man nor his wife is a

Christian, but both read the Bible and are

open-minded to new truth. The gift was a

Hidden Answers

1. What is the amount now re-

quired for a Living Link in the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions or

the Foreign Christian Missionary So-

ciety ?

2. What is the schedule of increase

in salaries of ministers recommended
by the Cincinnati convention?

3. What three great words of our

day were voiced long ago by the mis-

sionaries ?

4. Are the medical missionaries

hopeful of curing leprosy?

5. Name the three "Ministers of

Reconciliation" presented this month.

6. What did Alexander Campbell

say was identical with formation of

moral character?

7. What were the six miracles of

Jesus recorded by John?
8. On what day of the week should

the Church School of Missions be

held and who should attend?

9. What missionary has been in

the service of the Disciples of Christ

longest?

gold bracelet, on the inner side of which was
engraved, Ephesians 5:25 ("Husbands, love

your wives, even as Christ also loved the

church and gave himself up for it.") "My
wife will be pleased with that sentiment,"

the young husband said, and well she

might be.

One of the chief factors in the renewal and

regeneration of Chinese life is the Chinese

woman. Long the victim of repression and

ignorance, she is still splendidly endowed, of

undiminished vigor, and wields an immense
influence over Chinese society. It is quite

possible when the defects of Chinese life so

far as they affect women are pictured that

American women gain a wrong impression,

and have a feeling of mingled pity and con-

tempt for those so downtrodden. Nothing
can be more unfortunate. While the condi

tions surrounding the life of Chinese women
are far from ideal, and while the conception

of womanhood presented in Confucian thought

is doubtless inadequate, yet it is probable

that no woman of a non- Christian land has

had greater influence or dignity than the

Chinese woman. Certainly no woman is to-

day more important to reach and educate.

The testimony of Dr. Madge Mateer, that

school life, instead of spoiling the Chinese

girls for home duties, has made them more
helpful, is one of the truest tributes which
could have been paid to the wisdom and skill

of those who have guided the course of wom-
an's education in China. "I have heard no
one complain that her daughter was unwill-

ing to take up less congenial work at home,"

Dr. Mateer says.

Home is woman's realm. In it she is the

accredited ruler. She is supposed to prepare

her husband's food, care for his clothing, bear

and care for the children, call a teacher for

her son and place him in school, teach her

daughter fancy work and cooking, and

—

"If from fancy work and cooking

You can save some precious hours,

You should spend them in embroidering

Ornamental leaves and flowers."

But as a matter of fact, in the country and
among the poor farmer folk the wife is some-

times hitched up with the husband and the

donkey to the plow, the handle of which the

son holds. The girls and women often go out

in the fields in the busy season of planting,

hoeing and harvesting and work beside the

men, and you will rarely find a man who
cannot cook.

Much has been written of the Chinese cus-

tom of binding the feet of the girls, and very

much has been done by the Manchus, who
never bind their feet, to break up this cus-

tom. Whatever may be said as to the origin

of the custom, and there are several stories

current among the Chinese as to its origin,

it has been practiced for the most part be-

cause it is a custom, because everybody liked

to have small feet and because it adds to

their beauty.

This is the reason given in the "Classic for

Girls," where we find the following stanza:

"Have you ever learned the reason

For the binding of your feet ?

'Tis from fear that 'twill be easy
To go out upon the street.

"It is not that they are handsome
When thus like a crooked bow,

That ten thousand wraps and bindings

Are thus bound around them so."

Perhaps the worst of all domestic condi-

tions in China are poverty, the inability of

the woman to go out into service of any kind

and help herself, and concubinage. Shut up

in the common family home, in which live

several families and as many generations, if

she is poor, she has little to do; for she has

nothing to work with, no separate home of

her own to keep clean and neat, no clothes to

give her an appearance of respectability;

while on the other hand she. has other women
to quarrel or gossip with her. with constant

complaints and jealousies. Congenial em-

ployment, which would bring her some in-

come of her own. is one of her real needs.

"One-fifth of all the women of the world

are found in the homes of China. One baby

girl out of -every five is cradled in. a Chinese
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mother's arms, unwelcomed and unloved; un-

less by that poor mother's heart. One little

maiden out of every five grows up in igno-

rance and neglect, drudging in the daily toil

of some poor Chinese family, or crying over

the pain of her crippled feet in the seclusion

of a wealthier home. Among all the youth-

ful brides, who day by day pass from the

shelter of their childhood's home, one out of

every five goes weeping in China to the

tyranny of the mother-in-law she dreads, and
the indifference of a husband she has never

seen. Of all the wives and mothers in the

world, one in every five turns in her longing

to a gilded goddess of mercy in some Chinese

temple, counting her beads and murmuring
her meaningless prayer. Of all the women
who weep one out of every five weeps alone,

uncomforted in China. Out of every five who
lie upon beds of pain, one is wholly at the

mercy of Chinese ignorance and superstition.

One out of every five at the close of earthly

life, passes into the shadow and terror that

surround a Chinese grave, never having heard

of Him who alone can rob deatli of its sting.

One-fifth of all the women are waiting, wait-

ing in China, for the Savior who so long has

Avaited for them. What a burden of re-

sponsibility does this day lay upon us—the

wromen of Christendom."

Mrs. F. Howard Taylor.

Now this is not to say that there is noth-

ing good in Chinese medicine. The Chinese

began 2,700 years B. C. to experiment with

herbs in the treatment of disease, and have

discovered and used for centuries, many of

the common physics, astringents and other

household remedies which our mothers and
grandmothers used. Chinese medicine is what
our medicine would be without medical col-

leges or systematic instruction.

"The amount of disease and suffering in

China," says Dr. Stewart in the Chinese Re-

corder of October, 1896, "is very great, and
the methods of native medical practice tend

rather to increase than to lessen it. The rich

and the poor alike suffer. Ignorance, super-

stition and filth are as apparent and potent

among the wealthy as among the poverty-

stricken. Scientific diagnosis and rational

treatment are an impossibility even to the

most wealthy for the reason that a requisite

knowledge of medicine cannot be said to

exist in China at the present time."

"It is not always the telling of the story

of Christ and his love that counts most. A
woman was carried from her home to the

hospital on a stretcher. For weeks she had
been suffering with inflammatory rheuma-
tism, and the slightest movement seemed to

cause intense pain. For weeks she had lain

on her kang, or warm brick bed, without bath,

and without change of clothing. Naturally, a
bath was the doctor's first order; and Miss
Powell, wishing to give her nurses an object

lesson, determined to carry out the order
herself. It was a difficult and unpleasant
task, but proved well worth while. I am
sure that woman will never cease to speak
of Miss Powell's gentleness and kindness.

'Why,' she said, T have many dear friends

and relatives, but there is no one who would
do for me what you have done today!' She
went home several weeks later, impressed
with the thought that there is power in the

Christian religion to change the human
heart!" '

One of the first graduates from the school

of medicine in Peking University was Dr.

Wang. When the Boxer trouble reached Pe-

king he was arrested, his little son with
him. The Boxers were ordered to put to

death anyone who would not give up Ins

faith and burn, incense to the gods in the

temple. But educated men were few in China,

so t hey said to him:

"Dr. Wang, you are an educated man; we
do not want to put you to death, but we have
no liberty in the matter. You go with us

and burn some incense and we will let you
go."

"No," said he, "I will burn no incense."

Miss Mary Kingsbury

TO this devoted missionary belongs the

honor of having given more years of

service than any other in our history on
the foreign field.

She was one of the four pioneer mission-

aries who were sent to India by the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions in September,

1SS2. She located with the others first in

Harda, and then a few years later went with

a group to open a new station two hundred
miles farther east at Bilaspur.

Here she has labored ever since, for most
of the time in charge of the orphanage with
the exception of one year in Jhansi. After

the death of Miss Ada Boyd in June, 1915,

she took over the zenana work in the station.

Thirty-seven years of consecrated service in

India, crown this woman with glory and
honor.

"Well, we want to make it easy for you,"

they continued, "you just get some one to

go and burn incense in your place and it will

be all right."

"No, I will not get anyone to burn incense

for me," he persisted.

"Well, we will get some one to burn incense

for you." they continued. "You just go over

to the temple w il h us."

"No," he answered. "I will not do that."

"Then," they continued, "we must kill you."

"You may kill me." hi" answered, "but I

will not worship your gods. How could I

look my teachers in the face if I burned in-

cense in that temple, to say nothing of my
Christ ! We are four generations of Chris-

tians, my grandfather, my father, myself and
this little boy. Do you think I could allow
this child to see his father deny his Savior?
Kill me if you will, but I will not deny my
Lord."

They ran him through with a spear.

Standing as she does, the first Chinese

woman physician educated in a foreign land.

Dr. Hu King Eng is an honor to her race and
a joy to the society under whose auspices

she works. Her life. too. is well expressed
in her own words.—"I just 'look up' and 'lend

a hand'."

"While in tin.- country her influence was
very helpful to others. One grateful mother
exclaimed, 'Little did I dream when giying
money for the work in China that a Chinese
girl would lead my daughter to Christ!' God
is faithful to His promises. As we send the
joy and blessing to the far-away ones. He
gives us back joy and blessing—'good meas-
ure, pressed down and running over'."

"The Memory of the Just Is Blessed''

AT various times we have spoken of the

/A Mr. and Mrs. .Tosiah Coe Memorial,
which is our girls' school at-Luehowfu.

China, built by a gift of Mrs. -Tosiah Cod and
her children, as a memorial to her husband
and to herself. At Pendra Road. India, we
have the Amy Kinnis Coe Memorial, which
is a home for missionaries at the sanitarium
station. This also was built by Mrs. Coe. a

few- years ago', in memory of a loved and lost

daughter. A letter has just been received

from Mrs. Jennie Coe Jordan, who has been
for a long time secretary of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions in Montana. We
believe that many friends who were person-

ally acquainted with Mrs. Jordan's mother,
or who knew her for her work's sake, will

be interested in the following letter from
Mrs. Jordan's pen, under date of Novem-
ber 14:

"In the gray dawn of the early morning,
last Sunday, our mother's beautiful spirit

passed out to the God who gave it. The Sun-
day night preceding, while sitting before the

fireplace she repeated from memory the first

and fourth chapters of St. John. 'Lead. Kind-
ly Light' and 'Crossing the Bar' were her

favorite poems, and often she repeated them,
in the twilight before retiring.

"It was our prayer that there might be
'no moaning of the bar' when mother 'put

out to sea' and it came so quietly that we
did not know she was on the brink until

she had met her "pilot face to face.'

"Her old pastor, B. Franklin Hall, of Au-
burn. Nebraska, had charge of the funeral

service, on Wednesday morning, assisted by
the resident pastor. Brother Elston.

"The seven of us are all here for the last

time in the old home, but we have the most
blessed memories to carry with us through all

the days, and the power of His abiding pres-

ence. The Scripture lesson on Wednesday
was the Twenty-third Psalm, and Revelation
22:1-5, and also the fourteenth verse. What
a tower of strength mother has been, and
what a great vision of the program of our
Lord Jesus!"
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Fnterchurch World Movement of North America

National Leaders' Training Conference, Atlantic City, November 5-8, 1919, Preparing to Conduct the Sixty-Six State and Regional
Conferences that Have Since Been Held.
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Two Protestant Conferences—One National and the

Other Ecumenical

CHRISTIAN" unity affairs are moving with

increasing interest, and in this article

I wish to speak of two movements in

which the Association for the Promotion of

Christian Unity is actively engaged, and
which must have back of them the thought

and prayer of every Disciple of Christ. These

two movements are the Conference of Evan-

gelical Protestants for Organic Union, which

will meet in the Witherspoon Building. Phila-

delphia, February 3-6, 1920, and the Ecumen-
ical Congress of all Protestants, which will

meet in Europe perhaps in the summer of

1920, or not later than 1921.

In 1918 the General Assembly of the Pres-

byterian Church in the U. S. A. sent out an

invitation to the evangelical bodies of Prot-

estantism in America for a conference on

organic union. Sixteen bodies responded and

met in Philadelphia, December 4-6, 1918. The

Disciples of Christ were represented in this

body by fifteen delegates. The president of

our General Convention that year, Edgar De-

Witt Jones, presided over one of the sessions

and other delegates were active in the pro-

ceedings of the conference. An ad interim

committee was appointed to work on a plan,

etc. They have met every month since their

appointment and have given much time to the

plan and general work of the conference.

Through the Association for the Promotion

of Christian Unity the Disciples have had

full representation on this committee and

have been as active in this work as the mem-
bers of other churches. At the February

meeting the plan will be presented and it

is hoped that there will be such readiness of

response that evangelical Protestantism in

America will be able to get closer together

in this work than ever before. We must un-

derstand that these movements cannot go too

rapidly lest multitudes of reactionary think-

ers in all communions will break with the

forward movement. For myself I should like

to see in this Philadelphia conference a long

step forward for this union, and there are

scores of others anxious for it and ready to

go a long step toward freedom from the

past, with the basis upon Christ and Christ

alone. But there are multitudes who would

not stand for radical changes; consequently

there is work of education to be done and

much time should be given to prayer.

In the work of Christian unity we are all

coming to learn that we do not progress if

we criticize, if we find fault, if we hold

aloof, if we take the position that we are

always right and others are always wrong,

if we are arrogant, if we are dogmatic. To

be teachable we have got to find the humble

mind, the willing spirit, and maintain the

sense of veracity and fairness in dealing

with all others, for long ago He said, "One

is your Teacher and all ye are brethren."

The other conference referred to is that

which grew out of the recent meeting of the

International Committee of the World Alli-

ance at The Hague, seeking for foundations

upon which to found a permanent basis of

international friendship, and at the same time

seeking to remove barriers that hinder that

friendship. It was a meeting of the greatest

importance and the problems we had to han-

dle were of the most delicate character, for

here were Englishmen and Germans, French-

men and Italians, Swedes and Americans, and
so on, including the fourteen nations—men
whose viewpoints necessarily were different

because of training and environment, but
men whose one passion was to find a basis

for international friendship and to help in re-

moving the barriers to that friendship.

It was not a conference of wrangling and
insinuations and charges and countercharges,

but every man who took part in that con-

ference sought to maintain that fine principle

that he was brother to all the nations repre-

sented in that group, and consequently he

approached all the subjects with humility and
due deference to the other man's point of

view. The result was a conference of unusual
fraternity and courtesy which at the same
time made a long step forward towards re-

tying the broken ties of friendship which had
been severed by the disastrous war.

It was the consensus of the conference that

there could be no permanent international

friendship unless its basis were Christian and
that one of the first barriers to Christian

friendship was the division in the Church.

Consequently the first move was a plan

toward lessening those divisions and making
possible the unity of the Protestant forces

of the world by holding a congress at an
early date somewhere in Europe next year or

the year following. The chief voice in this

cause was the Archbishop of Upsala, a man
of unusual grace and power. Since there are

so many divergent Protestant elements and
such unripeness in many instances in the

entire Protestant household for unity, it was
thought best and finally so recommended that

this ecumenical congress should represent the

church federations of the various countries

instead of the various Protestant churches.

It is a pity that it could not be a representa-

tion of the churches, but there are many
churches that would have wrangled over it

and refused to send delegates. To avoid that

the church federations in the various coun-

tries in the world, which have worked to-

gether so long and have seen the need of

union by practical, every-day observance, and
therefore furnish the ripest forces in the

Protestant household for friendly conference

and irenic approaches, have taken up this

task. So this congress will not only be made
up of representatives of the church federa-

tions in all the countries of the world, but

likewise all associated Protestant work, such

as the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.

This ecumenical congress ought to give an
understanding in the Protestant household

certainly for closer affiliation, if not organic

union, and help toward the great work that is

being done under the plan of the World Con-

ference on Faith and Order. The whole world

wearies of our divisions. The Association for

the Promotion of Christian Unity is active

in both of these organizations, so that the

movement of the Disciples is seeking to make
its contribution and is helping to increase the

passion that God put into the heart of Thom-
as and Alexander Campbell for the unity of

His Church.

Every man and woman among the Disciples

of Christ is pledged to a definite interest in

the unity of the Church of God. Plans will

take care of themselves, but there must be

a sincere passion among our own brethren

for the fulfillment of the prayer of Jesus. I

close this article with the following declara-

tion, which was unanimously passed by The
Hague Conference and was forthwith pub-
lished in the papers throughout Europe in

many languages:

"We meet at a time when the disunion of

Christians, and of different churches, nations,

and classes has been and is painfully con-

spicuous. This disunion has brought upon
the Christian name great reproach, and has

to a large extent paralyzed Christian power
for good in the general life of humanity.
But yet we rejoice in the assurance that un-

derneath this disunion there is a real force of

unity which it is our duty gratefully to rec-

ognize. We must labor for its increase, and
that its power may be brought to that in-

creasing in the life of the future. Leaving
entirely aside all question of denominational

differences, their nature and importance, we
are united in believing in the Fatherhood of

God and the brotherhood of men as funda-

mental truths of our faith. We believe that

they were revealed by our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ, who lived and died and rose

again that they might be realized in the

Kingdom of God. Together we pray that

God's name may be hallowed, His Kingdom
come and His will be done on earth as it is

in Heaven. Neither in the social conditions

nor in the conditions of people to each other

have these convictions prevailed. Therefore,

the existing order of society has come to con-

fusion. From this it follows that the one

hope for society is that it should now be

rebuilt on Christian foundations and that the

mind of Christ should be expressed in every

human relationship, overcoming the forces of

disintegration and rebuilding civilization on

a higher plane.

"We maintain that the consciousness of

right and wrong, and the system of law and

political order which spring from that con-

sciousness are good gifts from God to man.

Therefore we are bound as Christians to as-

sert the authority of justice and law, and to

fight against any glorification of violence and

force alike in the social and the international

spheres. At the same time we believe that

every existing system of law and justice is

incomplete, and will have to be continually

renewed as the moral sense becomes more per-

fect. It is therefore our duty as Christians

to help on that renewal in every social and
international relationship. We therefore are

convinced that the time has come when a

strenuous effort should be made by all Chris-

tians to realize all that is implied in Christ's

teaching of the brotherhood of mankind, and
to impress alike upon themselves and upon
others that here alone lies the hope of per-

manent peace among the nations, and of any
true solution of social and industrial prob-

lems. But we would go further. Wo believe

that in the good providence of our God He
will bring out of all the darkness of the last

years a new and fuller understanding of His

redeeming purpose. Out of this day of the

Lord there is being revealed to all. as is wit-

nessed by the thoughts of many hearts, a

quite new understanding that His holy will

is not only the salvation of individuals, bu;

the transformation of the whole life of hu-

manity and of all its corporate activities, by
the Redeemer's kingly law of Love."

Peter Aixslie.

Baltimore.
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5,000 From the Annuity Fund of the Board of Church Extension Enabled the Richmond, California, Church to Build Adequately

The Best in the City

AMONG the congregations of Disciples of

l\ Christ, all of which are struggling val-

iantly to bear witness to the truth of

the gospel in that most difficult of all fields,

the San Francisco Bay region, there are per-

haps none that have given more challenging

accounts of their stewardship during the past

three or four years, than has the one that is

located in Richmond, one of the most rapidly

growing and promising centers across the

bay from San Francisco.

The origin of the church in Richmond goes

back some fifteen years to almost the begin-

ning of the city itself, at which time, in order

to secure some lots that had been proffered

them by a realty company a few brethren got

together and ran up a shack on the rear of

a couple of these lots.

The church somehow failed to grow up
with the city, but there were a few souls of

the more heroic mold who never lost heart

and hope. Thus, a little more than four

years ago, soon after the beginning of the

present administration, a program of advance

was formulated, and presented, and the con-

gregation committed itself to a task that was
commensurate and worthy of the cause for

which the little unsightly shack had stood all

these years. A campaign was carried on both

in the congregation and the community at

large for funds with the result that we are

today, not only the best housed congregation

in the whole city, but also are being accorded

a place of leadership that is commensurate
in every way with our building.

The building, which is hereby reproduced,

is of the French bungalow style of architec-

ture, and is of such character as to attract

universal attention in its favor. Dr. H. 0.

Breeden, who was master of ceremonies at

its dedication spoke of it as being "so beauti-

ful as to be almost dainty." It is spacious,

covering an area 84 by 112 feet. It is so

arranged that the main auditorium and a

series of departmental Sunday school rooms,

which are separated by a series of glass doors,

may be thrown together with a seating ca-

pacity of a thousand people.

The general equipment includes, besides the

auditorium and Sunday school rooms referred

to above, a choir assembly room, a modernly

equipped kitchen, a dining room, which will

seat 150 persons and which may easily be en-

larged to twice that size, a ladies' parlor with

a fireplace, men's parlor, ladies' cloak room,

men's cloak room and pastor's study. The
church is heated by a furnace. It is equipped

with a two-manual Johnston pipe organ,

which was pronounced by Mr. Clarence Eddy,

the world famous master, who gave three re-

citals for vis, as an unusually fine organ.

Of course, it goes without saying that there

were problems of various kinds to be encoun-

tered by the wayside, the biggest and ugliest

of all the problem of inadequate finances,

which loomed larger and larger above the

horizon as the work neared completion. When,
however, we had exhausted our resources, and

were strained in our perplexities to the break-

ing point, along that way came a good Sa-

maritan by the name of George W. Muckley,

of the Board of Church Extension; so it was
that we were heartened and helped in the

hour of our extremity, and here we are ready

by as much as in us is, to cooperate with

these agencies of the Almighty in manifesting

the same spirit of helpfulness to others who
may be in like distress.

Thomas A. Boyer, Minister.

Adult Mobilization Week, January
4-11

HUNDREDS of adult classes in all parts

of America are taking the next step

in aggressive service. The next step

is to bring our adult classes to the point

where they represent our whole available

strength.

It is not unreasonable to expect every

Christian to spend at least an hour a week

in Christian training and Bible study; I

mean every Christian, Those who refuse to

serve or even train for service can hardly

claim the name Christian in this critical hour
of history.

The organized adult class is a place above
all others where every Christian can really

enter the service. We have long sung about

the task that awaits every hand, we have
preached about it and grown sentimental

over it; but the adult class is the place

where we face it.

Inasmuch as the church depends largely

upon its Bible school for progress, and the

Bible school looks to the adult department
for its solidity and its leadership, we may
say without exaggeration that the Kingdom
of God is waiting upon a new forward move
on the part of our adult Bible classes. The
service is both reasonable and necessary; it

is also not difficult if we face the program
seriously. The same methods that apply for

any other successful enterprise will do won-
ders for the church through the organized

adult classes.

There is no enterprise of any Christian

character that will not be benefited by ade-

quate mobilization of our adults in organized

classes; such classes will vastly promote the

task of foreign missions, of home missions, of

Christian betterment in social, economic or

citizenship conditions. Here may well be

brought the serious problems of making our

churches more efficient, our educational policy

more comprehensive and far-reaching as well

as more permanent, and our home life more
full of meaning for the generation which is

to come. The adult class is at the root of the

Christian enterprise. It is the work of God
because it is God's church at work.

Mobilization for service is in the air. In

every state our schools are taking it up.

The movement needs you, but much more you
need the movement. It is the next step for-

ward and now is the time.

Charles Darsie,

Superintendent Adult Division.
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The House Beautiful

HAVENS HOME at East Aurora is indeed

a haven of rest for many a weary soul.

In the last thirty years the shadows of

sleep have fallen on many, and they rest i?i

the homeland, in the House Beautiful, that

needs no sound of hammer nor repair of the

workman.

For many months during the summer
time some of us who live a short distance

from East Aurora have dropped in for a chat

with the dear old people of the home. Many
times we saw- the need of renovating. Since

Xew York State has taken the work over in

a more definite way and appointed a sub-

committee we, too, have taken our work up in

a very definite way.

When we went to inspect the home we lis-

tened to the requests of the cook, housekeeper

and nurse and saw how anxious they were to

get the things most needed. They Mere pa-

thetically afraid of asking too much. With
pencil and paper in hand we wrote, and

wrote down actual needs; cooking utensils, a

new bathtub, foot tubs, table linen, towels

—

and oh, so many things thai I have not taken

i ime to enumerate.

When the committee reached home we won-
dered if we dare ask 1 he churches of the Ni-

agara frontier for .$300. We apportioned
every church according to her numerical

strength. We gave them just two weeks to

raise the amount, and asked them to report

at a general meeting of the frontier churches.

We had the largest meeting of the frontier

churches we ever had, ami almosi every

church that reported exceeded their appor-

tionment. Mrs. Miller and I went hack to

the home and look another look. We again

inspected and again made a memorandum of

things needed.

The tearing up has been a stupendous task.

We told them things would he worse before

they were heller. But—the result! Old rugs

have heen replaced by new ones not cheap
ones for your committee loves the beautiful.

ami we counted we were spending money for

our Havens Home. We aim to make ii the

House Beautiful for the spirits beautiful to

dwell in. We have papered nine rooms, and

through Mr. and Mrs. Mead the three halls

have been papered.

Interest and enthusiasm have grown, do-

nations have come in through other sources.

A new carpet replaced the old one downstairs

in the hall. A new" stair carpet makes the

old one move up a flight. Xew mattresses

have made the beds more inviting. Xew
blankets, bed spreads, dresser scarfs, table

napkins, oil shades, twenty new pairs of mar-

quisette curtains give a new aspect to the

home. Xew furniture has been added, new-

table and chairs, a bed complete, new lino-

leum for the second and third hall floors.

One of our ladies who formerly lived in

a very large home and recently moved into

an apartment, donated to us a load of fur-

niture, dining room chairs and table, small

tables, a rug and some very lovely pictures.

Saturday last we went out again to the

home. We hung the pictures and curtains

and again inspected. We have spent all of

our money— all of it. And still rooms arc

nut oiiched. Still more rooms need papering,

carpets or rugs, dresser scarfs, curtains,

shades and all the things I have enumerated.

The nurse of the home told me of this little

expression of gratitude of Auntie Cook, 84

summers old. After her room had heen

freshly papered) at the evening bedtime hour
nurse went quieth into her room to see her

roommate, Mrs. foster. Auntie Cook was
kneeling at her bedside, audibh praying.

Can'1 you see the picture, in ni'iht cap and

while nighl robe thanking the Giver of all

good gifts for the beautiful wallpaper on her

room.' 1 1 seems to me if she dared lo open

her eyes and looked at her carpet, patch

upon patch, siie uevT could have finished

her note of thanksgiving.

There is a humorous side to all that is

pathetic. We were beckoned by a wink or

nod from room lo room when in the halls.

and when (he door had been tightly closed.

we hear. "I haven't asked lor a single thing."

Then the bad spots are uncovered. "1 am so

tired of this" or "that," "can't you do some-

thing to make my room a little brighter?"

Mr. Scott thanked me twice last Saturday
and told me he slept till five o'clock in the

morning after he <_rot his new- mattress. An-
other old lady told me her yellow paper

brought sunshine into her room—but her old

rag carpet frowned in her face every time

she looked down. I could enumerate case

after case of expressed gratitude, and yet if

you people went through the home after all

our hard work—which we have counted a

pleasure—you would say. "Well, while you

were doing it. why didn't you put a new car-

pet on at least eleven other rooms, put a

new roof on, fix up the radiators so they

won't leak and spoil your paper':" We know-

where we could use $1,200 more to put things

in proper shape. Xiagara frontier churches

have given us $695. What will the rest of

the state do to help us complete the work

begun? Mrs. S. B. Lixdsat.

Porto Rico IVovs

ANEW chapel was dedicated in Sonadora,
Porto Rico, on October 26. This was
built from funds raised on the field ex-

cept for the use of some lumber purchased
from the camp b\ the mission a few months
ago. We have a group of faithful members
there ami also received considerable help from
friends in i he ,-c immunity. The day nursery

for children of working mothers has heen

started in Uayainon. li seems to meet one

of the needs lonu frit, and has called forth

ilie support and approval of many of the

townspeople. Tlie mothers pay ten cents per

day for each child, (hie oi the Bible women,
who is a former orphanage girl, has charge

of the nursery. Her salary is paid by the

mission. We have a monthly subscription

from merchants and oilier friends <>\ more
than thirty dollars, for the maintenance oi

the enterprise. We have been unusually bus\

the past months. The Perrys will receive a

most heartv welcome. We lone- tor their

coming t
See note elsewhere oi their arrival.)
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The Church School of Missions
By EVA N. DYE

What It Is

THE Church School of Missions is not a

theory. It is a clearly conceived, and

successfully operated plan of missionary

education which seeks to include the whole

church in its classes. It, therefore, commends

itself to those who would exalt the church

above its subsidiary organizations. It has

also the advantage of having passed beyond

the experimental stage, having been success-

fully used and enthusiastically commended

by many scores of churches.

To Mrs. Royal J. Dye, of Pomona, Califor-

nia, was given the vision of the plan and

possibilities of the Church School of Mis-

sions. It was she also who conducted the

first school. Thoroughly consecrated to the

missionary cause, led by the spirit of God,

Mrs. Dye has given to the churches a scheme

of missionary education which will aid

mightily in the extension of the Kingdom.

The Church School of Missions is the mem-
bership of the church organized into classes,

studying a graded course of missions, hold-

ing its sessions preferably in connection with

the Sunday night preaching service. The

classes meet in separate rooms just as they

do in Sunday school. The school runs

through a period of eight weeks.

Its Origin

The Church School of Missions is the re-

sult of an effort in an individual church to

get the entire church to study the world task.

The church to which this honor belongs is the

First Christian Church of Pomona, Califor-

nia. For years a plan of missionary educa-

tion had been sought that would reach the,

whole church. A system of graded mission-

ary instruction had been introduced in the

Bible school, mission study classes had been

held among women and young people. None
of these proved adequate, being necessarily

limited to certain sections and organizations.

In the summer of 1916, a new plan was pro-

posed which was heartily endorsed by the

missionary spirited pastor, Charles Rollin

Hudson. A United Missionary Committee

was formed, representing every missionary

interest and organization in the church, that

a thorough promotion campaign might lie

carried out. In October of that year the

"Church School of Missions" opened, two

hundred and sixty-seven out of a member-

ship of six hundred and fifty being enrolled

for eight weeks of definite study.

The Schedule

The best results have been obtained when
these schools have met once a week for eight

weeks, preferably on Sunday evenings. Some
have met on a week night, however, (dosing

with a prayer service. When the school

meets on Sunday night there may be an open-

ing musical program or vesper service

planned for each week. This induces the

whole school to lie on time for the study
period.

Such a plan has met with splendid success

in several instances. On the other hand the

(lasses may go at once to the rooms pre-

viously announced and plainly indicated by
placards. At the close of the hour's study a

processional hymn will call the assembling made throughout the three or four weeks of

school together for reports of (lasses and the promotion campaign. Suggested enroll-

short dramatizations, followed by a unified ment card:

evening service. Young people's societies

i li j j-t •
i- -4. i;„„ +»,„„ +i,„ Studies ix World Problems—C tit-rid

should meet thirty minutes earlier than the
, , ii i -4i 4i „ „„„ School—rort the Entire Family

study hour or simultaneously with the open-

ing exercises of the school. Place Church

Time, 0:00. Every for eight weeks.
Schedule

beginning
6:00-6:25—Music.
6:25-7:30—Study Period.

7:30-7:45—Reports and Dramatization. Dean of School _

7:45-8:30—Evening Service. r„ T , m ., ito Classes Leaders textbooks

Organization and Promotion

The United Missionary Cabinet

The one factor essential to a unified mis- Classification
sionary program in any church is a central The niimber of classes will depend on the
group representing its varied missionary in- probable attendance and leaders procurable,
terests. This may be variously called a com- It is best not to have . large classes as the
mittee, council or cabinet, but the working method best adapted to their use is that of
plan remains the same. It may be composed free diacussion . Classes should be provided
of two officers or representatives of each or- for all ages Parents may then enrollj know _

ganization of the church, ouch as the Bible ing their children are being cared for by
school, Woman's Missionary Society, Junior, 'specially prepared leaders. In large churches
Intermediate and Young People's societies. with many c iasses , there mav be a director
Others may be added as may seem advisable, chosen for eaeh department in addition to the
the pastor always being a member. In this dean for the whole school
unit the world-wide work of the whole _., „ ,, . .

, , ,

, , . ,. , , , i . i mi Che following is a suggested classification,
church is co-ordinated and correlated. I he .. °

.

.

°°,
. .

s . ,, . .. , ti , .. small congregations combining classes as
formation of this cabinet should be author- , , ,.

, , ,, , , , , , ,• i - L i ii necessary and large congregations providing
ized by the church board, to winch it should '

.
° . , ,

,
'

, in i i i j. i
' as manv classes m each department as seems

regularlv report. Each church must make ,.-,,-,, , • ,-, , ,

, ,, . advisable, fifteen being the suggested enroll-
its own program; however, the few sugges-

, „ . , . . ° °°
,, ,. ... c ,, TT ., , , r . ment tor an ideal class:

tions on the activities of the United Mis-

sionary Cabinet at the close of this article Primary—Story Hour,

may be found helpful. Junior.

Intermediate.

Promotion Senior—Young People.

The United Missionary Cabinet should Adult—Men and Women,
have charge of the Church School of Missions.

They choose a dean and faculty, together

with whom they decide upon the course of

study for all ages. They then institute a

promotion campaign throughout the church

continuing for several weeks in every depart-

mental assembly of the Bible school, and in

every meeting of the various organizations.

The cabinet and faculty may follow effec-

tively the plan of "Four Minute Men." A
booster meeting is advisable, a basket, box

or cafeteria lunch being served to all church

leaders when the Church School faculty pre-

sents brief spicy reviews of the books to be

taught and the whole evening is filled with

inspiration for the coming campaign. Much
should be made of advertising by newspaper,

posters and slides. Other plans will readily

suggest themselves to the cabinet. Even
though a church has held one or more ses-

sions of the School of Missions, the same
active promotional work is necessary each

year to maintain and increase the interest

and attendance.

Curriculum

General Theme and Courses of Study
1919-1920

There is one general theme for this year's

study, Christianity and Human Conservation.

Following is the suggested curriculum:

Primary

Story Hour—"Mook." by Evelyn Worth-
ley Sites. True tales about a Chinese boy

and his friends. Price, cloth, 60c; paper, 40c.

Junior

Foreign- --"The Honorable Crimson Tree.
- '

by Anita B. Ferris. Stories for hoys and

girls of the New China. Price, cloth, 60c;

paper, 40c.

Home—"Americans All." by Augusta II.

Seaman. Ten stirring stories of Americani-

zation—stories to tell to children. Price,

paper, 40c.

Intermediate

Enrollment

After interest, has been aroused in every

department of church activity, enrollment

cards may be passed to every class in the

Bible school- After the canvass is made in

the Bible school it should be followed up in

the homes as an Every Member Canvass cam-
paign. A continuous enrollment may be

"Brother Van," by Stella W. Brummitt.
The life of a pioneer home missionary in

Montana. Price, cloth, 75c; paper, 50c.

Senior and Young People

"Ministers of Mercy," by James H. Frank-

lin. Ten biographical sketches of famous
medical missionaries. Price, cloth, 75c;

paper, 50c.
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Adults

Foreign—"New Life Currents in China,"

by Mary Ninde Gamewell. Owing to the

present interest in China, this book comes at

an opportune time. Informing chapters on

public health, general and medical education,

and Christian missions. Price, cloth, 75c;

paper, 50c.

Home—"Christian Americanization,*' by

Chas. A. Brooks. An outline of the "After-

the-War" task that awaits the' Christian

forces of our country ; the outcome of exten-

sive European investigation by a man rarely

qualified for his task. Price, cloth, 75c;

paper, 40e.

In primary classes only the leader should

have a textbook, while in all other classes

every member should be urged to buy a book.

These may all be ordered from College of

Missions, 222 Downey Avenue, Indianapolis,

Ind.

Supplemental Material

There are many books which bear directly

on the themes of this year's study. Several

of last year's study books are splendid helps

for this year's course, notably "Men and

Things" for use in connection with "Chris-

tian Americanization." "Foreign Magic," by

Jean Carter Cochran, cloth, $1.50, may be

used as supplemental reading by seniors and

young people's classes. An extended list is

suggested at the close of each study book.

Every magazine and newspaper will furnish

fresh material daily on these great topics of

the day, China and Americanization. Lead-

ers should watch closely for these. The fol-

lowing magazines will be valuable for refer-

ences :

World Call $1.00

Everyland 1.50

World Outlook 2.00

National Geographic 2.00

Asia 3.00

Missionary Eeview of the World 2.50

Leadership

The leaders should be chosen with respect

to their adaptability to the various ages.

Those who have shown qualities of leadership

should be selected wherever possible. The

city library is a valuable aid and will pro-

vide books and lists of references if pre-

viously requested. If possible, leaders should

be sent to the educational conferences of the

Interchurch World Movement. These inter-

denominational conferences are held for ten

days each summer. Normal classes are con-

ducted for the training of effective leader-

ship, especially with respect to Church

Schools of Missions.

Besides these inter-denominational confer-

ences, several communions hold training

schools or institutes in connection with their

annual conventions in which a similar work
is done. The joint committee on Missionary

Education of the Christian Church, through

its Pacific Coast representative and her co-

workers, this year held normal classes for

the training of leaders in connection with the

state conventions of Arizona, Montana,

Idaho, East Washington, Northern and South-

ern California. Its value has been demon-

strated, and this year the Board of Southern

California, under the leadership of Secretary

F. M. Eogers, voted two hundred dollars to-

ward defraying the expenses of a chosen fac-

ulty to attend the Asilomar Missionary Con-

ference, to prepare for leadership in the

training school during every afternoon of the

state convention held in Long Beach. North-

ern California paid the expenses of the same
faculty to do a like service at Santa Cruz.

This practical training of leaders is recom-
mended to every state board. Such a pro-

gram would undergird the whole missionary
enterprise and assure its success.

Dramatization

The value of this element in the Church
School of Missions cannot be overestimated.

By impersonation, tableau, drama or pag-

eant, the lessons can be more deeply driven

home. One class may be made responsible

for a short demonstration each evening.

These will often be suggested by the chapter

studied. Every chapter of "Mook" may be

readily dramatized.

Life Decision Service

Every church holding a Church School of

Missions this year is urged to make the final

study hour a Life Decision Service for the

groups of young people. A definite pro-

gram should be planned for this service. The
leaders should themselves be prepared. Two
leaflets have been written by J. Campbell
White, of the Life Work Department of the

Interchurch World Movement, one for pas-

tors and leaders, the other for young men
and women. These are recommended for use

in this closing session. "The world will be

evangelized in that generation in which the

Christian teachers of its youth determine

that it shall be done." This is the only gen-

eration we can ever reach and there was
never a needier one. After such definite

study of world fields in the Church Schools

of Missions, the leaders of our youth have an
unprecedented opportunity. The Master mis-

sionary is still heard saying, "Lift up your

eyes and look on the fields" . . . "Pray ye

the Lord of the harvest" . . . "Go ye into

all the world."

Tangible Results

There have been certain outstanding and
far-reaching results of this educational cam-

paign that will commend it to other churches.

Many have enrolled in these schools who
have never been interested in the missionary

work of the church. The Commission of

Christ has been interpreted in terms of today

and a new conception of the work of His

Church has resulted. The dissemination of so

much definite missionary information has

revitalized whole churches. A deepened sense

of personal stewardship has followed as

shown by the increased offerings and dedica-

tion of lives to Christian service. Prayer

has become intelligent, heartfelt intercession.

City-Wide Campaign

Churches in large cities will find it advan-

tageous to conduct a city-wide campaign,

holding schools simultaneously.

The city-wide campaign should be under

the general supervision and direction of an

inter-denominational committee, representing

all communions and missionary organizations

in the city. One interested person may begin

by presenting the plan to the missionary com-

mittee of the Church Federation, or to the

Federation of Women's Missionary Societies

or the Ministerial Association, or by giving

personal invitation to a called meeting where

the subject may be freely discussed.

The interest and cooperation of even two

or more churches being secured, then the best

trained leaders should be selected for the
community normal classes. Each church par-
ticipating would proceed exactly as though
carrying on an individual campaign, only
that the chosen leaders would attend the com-
munity classes for training. The "Schools"
would be held simultaneously, closing with a

pageant, if desired, each church preparing a

definite part. The value of such a united
educational campaign in a community can-

not be estimated.

The United Missionary Cabinet

Committee of Cou/nctl

1. Choose representatives of every mis-

sionary interest in the church. The pastor

will always be a member. Correlate the

whole work of the church.

2. Make a written report regularly to the

church board. These reports should be kept
on file.

3. Take a church missionary inventory.

Include every church activity as a basis for

an intelligent program of work.

4. Use missionary literature liberally.

Put a missionary magazine in every home.
Have a display table with sample copies.

Unify all books in one library. Keep it up-

to-date.

5. Plan a challenging program of mission-

ary finance. Estimate and apportion the

missionary budget of the church. Strive to

increase this budget every year. Make a list

of all non-givers and cultivate them individ-

ually. Launch a tithing campaign.

6. Have a unified program of missionary
education. Plave graded missionary instruc-

tion in the Bible school. See that the young
people have the special helps provided for

twelve missionary meetings yearly. Make a

calendar of special days. Hold a Church
School of Missions annually.

7. Help young people find their lifework.

Life decisions are mostly made in the teen-

age. Use "Making Life Count," by Eugene
C. Foster, as textbook on Christian Voca-
tional Guidance. "How Pastors and Other
Christian Leaders Can Help Young People
Find Their Life Work" and "How To Find
Your Life Work" are the titles of two leaflets

written by J. Campbell White, director of

Life Work Department of the Interchurch
World Movement of North America. Ill

Fifth Avenue, New York City. Order a

number of these; study and use wisely.

S. Pray. Undergird the whole program
with prayer. Be a medium of uninterrupted

power between Christ and the waiting world.

This program of the Church School of

Missions is sent forth with the tmqualified

endorsement of the Joint Committee on Mis-

sionary Education.

American Christian Missionary Society.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

Indianapol is. India no.

FOREIGN Christian Missionary Society.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

National Benevolfxt Association.

8/. Louis. Missouri.

Board of Church Extension.
Kansas City, Missouri.

Board of Ministerial Belief.

Indianapolis. Indiana.
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Chinese Mission of Metropolitan Church, Chicago

"The Stranger in Our Midst"

THE Master's injunction to "go into all

the world and preach the gospel to every

creature" is being obeyed with ever in-

creasing enthusiasm by the men and women
who have caught the vision of the world re-

deemed through the good news which Christ

brought to this sin-cursed world of ours. But
there are sections in our own large cities

which are just as truly "all the world" as

the crowded river section where a quarter

of a million Chinese live and die without

ever stepping foot on land, or the banks of the

swiftly running Congo. These people have

come to us and are anxious to learn the source

of America's greatness.

Among the nations represented in Chicago

there are about five thousand Chinese. To
minister to their needs, work was .started a

number of years ago and carried on largely

by the churches which are doing mission

work in South China. After working in-

dependently these missions united in a cen-

tral church, called the First Chinese Evangel-

ical Church, which has a resident native pas-

tor and carries on to a limited degree the

activities of any American church. Their

work is supplemented by the Sunday schools

conducted by the local churches, which are

supporters of the union church.

We have two Chinese missions in Chicago,

one at the Jackson Boulevard Church and

one at the Metropolitan Church. The mission

at the Jackson Boulevard Church has been

organized for years and has taken an active

part in the union work.

The work at Metropolitan, with which we
are particularly concerned, was started about
six years ago by Miss Lillie F. Abbott, now
one of our missionaries in China. For months
the Chinese manifested little interest in the
mission, and it seemed doomed to failure.

Only a few attended, for they are a cautious
people and probably wished to assure them-
selves that there was no ulterior motive in

this apparently unselfish effort. Gradually
the tide turned and the men commenced to

conic.

The purpose of the mission, as announced
on the printed cards which the teachers and
pupils distributed, was to teach English to

the Chinese, and a number of consecrated men
and women gladly gave their Sunday after-

noons. But English was not the only study

undertaken. The opening service consisted

of gospel songs—sung in Chinese by the pu-

pils and in English by the teachers—Bible

reading and prayer. Then there was a study

period of an hour, during which every pupil

learned a verse from the Bible. The Chinese-

English Testament was used, so that the pupil

had an opportunity to read in Chinese what
he was learning in English. If he knew only

a little English, perhaps his first verse was
"God is love," or "We love Him because He
first loved us." English songs were learned,

and how they did love to sing, although in

some cases the melody had to be imagined

rather than heard.

Slowly they became interested in the things

of the Kingdom, and how carefully and
prayerfully they were led until one—perhaps

braver than the rest—asked for baptism. He
had never seen anyone go down into the water

grave, but his faith was sufficient. After the

first others came, until now many of the

men in the school are Christians.

After a number had become Christians they

asked for the privilege of having a study

hour in Chinese, when they could discuss the

Bible school lesson, and this hour before the

regular study is their own. The talks are all

m Chinese, and the pianist is the only Eng-

lish-speaking person present. (For this study

Bible school lessons are sent from China.)

The results of the work have been more
than gratifying. The men come in stolidly

at first and seem absolutely lifeless, but slow-

ly the smiling greeting of the teacher brings

forth a like response, and they become in-

terested in what is going on. Christianity

is not forced on them, but the verses bearing

on salvation, the gospel songs, the influence

of the Christian men, silently do their work,
until one of the Christians will come to the

superintendent and say, " wants to be

baptized." Then come the confession and
baptism the following Sunday—itself an ob-

ject lesson to those who have not given their

lives to the Savior.

After they decide that the teachers are

truly their friends, the Chinese consult them
on matters of business, and the teacher must
say that the lease is in proper form, or the

application for gas is all right, or the per-

sonal property schedule should be filled out;

for too often have our shrewd American busi-

ness men taken advantage of their lack of

knowledge.

They are invited into the American homes
occasionally and they do not soon forget the

lessons in Christian family life and American
courtesy they receive there.

A native worker has been employed (and

her salary is paid by the school) to visit

in the homes in China of these men, and to

teach the women and children, and help them
to grow as their husbands are developing

while here. The men wrrite back home of

their new-found joy, but it seems so strange

to the people there, and the Bible woman, one

of their own race, can explain it and open

the heart to the same message.

One of the men, who has become a Chris-

tian since he left home, is planning for his

son in China to become a minister. The
daughter of another is looking forward to

a life given to the Christian medical service.

One of the pupils is now in China studying

for the ministry.

Does it pay? Oh, the joy of bringing a

soul to Christ and setting in motion influ-

ences which will go on down through the ages,

of men and women redeemed

!

Elva L. Abbott.

A Satisfied Annuitant

THE National Benevolent Association's

annuitants constitute a numerous, well

satisfied family. It is growing very rap-

idly. Doubtless one of the secrets of the
gratifying enlargements of this department
of the Association's work is the prompt and
efficient way in which this phase of the work
is conducted. The annuity checks go out

with such regularity and promptness as to

occasion frequent and favorable comment
from the annuitants. The following letter

is a sample of the many commendatory let-

ters received

:

"Dear Brother Mohorter: Thank you for

the check for $12 interest on bond No. 153,

which was received yesterday. If all who
handle the Lord's money were as prompt as
you of the National Benevolent Association,
much more work could be done. Of course
most of the delay is before it leaves the hands
of those who consider themselves the owners.
I am very glad indeed that more and more.

Christians are coming to realize their duty
to the homeless and lonely ones. S. A. Sum-
my, Washington, D. C."
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Made Possihle by $10,500 of Annuity Money from the Board of Church Extension, Chestnut Avenue Church, Ft. Worth, Texas

Church Extension Our Good
Samaritan

PHILOSOPHERS tell us that without

struggles, tribulations and anguish of

spirit there is no development of char-

acter. If that he true with the individual, it

is also true with the Church of the Firstborn.

The Chestnut Avenue Christian Church of

Forth Worth. Texas, ought some day to lie

a shining gem in the crown of our Lord, for

it has had trials, tribulations and setbacks

that would have discouraged some congrega-

tions to the giving up point. But there are

no such words as "give up" in the vocabulary

of this congregation.

Some ten years ago a small band of "Chris-

tians only" met in a private home. They bad

no preacher, nor bad they money to hire one.

Kill those few saints loved New Testament

Christianity and taught il to their children.

Qradually the tiny band grew. Then the,\

met in a lodge ball, a lenl . a tabernacle, and

in an abandoned Methodist church building.

Three years ago the leaders of the congl'C

galion. catching a vision of Lite tremendous

opportunity here, began to formulate plans

for the erection of a suitable bouse of wor

ship. They bad been meeting in shacks.

But shacks are not attractive to the thinking

people of any community, so our people re-

alized that if they were to really command
respect and attention they must build a

church that would not have to be apologized

for. Some wanted to build a small church

to meet present needs (strange it is. but that

element always seems to be present). But

the wiser ones knew it would be sheer folly

to erect a building too small for future needs

as well as present needs. Finally, after much
discussion it was agreed to erect a structure

that would accommodate a thousand mem-
bers.

And then entered the ghost, the financial

bogey man. Architects said the building

would cost at least $20.00(1. Even the most

optimistic members trembled at the gigantic

undertaking. The money was not in sight

nor in the pockets of the brethren either.

Nor could il.be procured at the banks. For

the number of banks that will not take church

notes is legion.

And then cometh the good Samaritan.

( lunch Extension. They granted us a loan of

$10,500 on a building that cost $27,000. Had

it not been for the promise of that loan even

before we let i be contract, we could never

have erected Ibis beautiful and commodious

temple of worship. Every man and woman
of Ibis congregation breathes a prayer of

thanksgiving for the timely help of the Hoard

of ( 'biircli Extension.

Chestnut Avenue Christian Church has an

ideal location. It is situated just twelve

blocks west from the great Swift and Armour
packing plants, which employ more than 5,000

persons. Tt is on the corner lot of Chestnut

Avenue at 25th Street, which is destined to

become one of the great highways of traffic

in Fort Worth. In the summer it is a con-

servative estimate indeed to say that at

least 20.000 people pass our building every

day. On special events, such as the Fourth

of July at Lake Worth, probably 50,000 peo-

ple pass our corner in one day. The parish

in which we have to work as the sole Chris-

tian Church is a residence district "f at Least

.'lo.oiio people.

September Bible school average. 107. Bible

school collections for the entire year will av-

erage above $11. Audience- at the preaching

services will average at present between 125

and 150. three to four limes a- many as in

the little church. The pastor ha- had Hie

joy and privilege of adding 71 new members

to the church during llic past eleven months.

The future of this church is briglit, and

fraught with possibilities. Ml members arc

elated over the growth made (hi- year and

the minister and his congregation turn with

joyous face- i" greet the new year.

Robert P. Ylu>li;.u.\>. Minister.
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Development of ihe Home Base

JESUS is calling to His Church today for

the consummate work of world recon-

struction, lie calls in the challenge of

conditions among all the nations, lie cries

to ns from every devastated land. He has

ilung wide the doors of opportunity through-

out the earth. He prescribes the principles

of brotherhood and peace for clashing races

and classes. By His eternal power and au-

thority the Church is commanded out across

the world to inaugurate Christ's program
among men.

Through the scourge of war our dead con-

sciences have been lashed to life, our hearts

have responded to the cry of crushed hu-

manity, and our hands have learned to let

go their hold of wealth and to fling forth God-

intrusted bounty to heal a wounded and dy-

ing world. The Spirit of God is moving
mightily upon the whole Church today, and a

new sense of responsibility and stewardship

is being born. The Interchurch World Move-
ment is marshaling the armies of God as they

have never before been marshaled, while new
potentialities of prayer are being released

and the voice of intercession is carrying the

throbbing heart of the world to the great God
of the universe for His healing touch.

Untouched Resources for Service

One of the most significant lessons from
our war experience is found in the response

given by women to all patriotic and humani-
tarian appeals. As we think of the multi-

tudes of devoted and capable women who ren-

dered such important auxiliary service, we
realize the tremendous resources latent in

the Christian womanhood of Canada -and the

United States.

Women are peculiarly responsive to appeals
of human need. Their deep capacity for re-

ligious experience, tlieir sympathetic nature,
their relationship to childhood and to the

homes of the world, their faithfulness to duty
and their capacity for love fit them in unique
ways for service of Christ in the work of

world uplift and redemption.

The Christian womanhood of the world,
with its measureless sources of service, love,

gifts and prayers only waits the impelling
vision and the practical leadership to be ef-

fectively marshaled for the world's uplift.

When the Red Cross organized for enlisting

and utilizing the energies of the womanhood
of America thousands of thoughtless and self-

centered women found a new significance in

life as they lost themselves in service for

others. Conclusive demonstration has been
given of the response that may be expected
when leaders in missionary work develop the
organization, adopt the practical plans, train

themselves for fullest efficiency, dedicate their

time and strength to this supreme task and
vitalize their work through prayer.

Responsibilities of Leadership
When a woman is elected to any official

position in Christian activity it is not only
an expression of confidence on the part of

others, but every such opportunity for service

is an invitation from God. With the invi-

tation comes the command, and with the

command the power, if we seek it, to ef-

fectively perform our appointed tasks.

Xo one should accept an office without \x\v-

in^ to the responsibilities assumed the very

best service of which she is capable, and no

Christian can decline such a call until as-

sured that the call is not of Christ. Appeals

for consecration have become trite, neverthe-

less, consecration is the first step in the

Christian life following the burial of the old

body of sin in the baptismal grave with

Christ. We rise to walk and serve in a new
life—a Spirit filled life, an abounding life of

love, and joy, of gentleness and humility, of

service, and peace, and victory and power.

If the women of our churches are not won
and held for the work of world uplift, this

most important of all undertakings, with the

very presence and power of Christ promised

for it all, is not the failure to be found in

the leadership? Surely it is not in the mes-

sage, nor the Power.

Women are much given to group activity.

They respond to all calls for organization

that seem to them worth while. They listen

with eager interest whenever the calls and
opportunities for missionary service are

brought to them convincingly. Is it not a
first and fundamental duty of every officer

and field worker to prepare herself to present

The work convincinglj/f The tremendous serv-

ice given through Red Cross and other war
activities is an earnest of the response that

will come whenever equally imperative duties

and responsibilities are convincingly brought
to the womanhood of our churches, together

with practical expressional opportunities.

May we not, as laborers together with Him,
enter into such a dedicated and prayer-

empowered service as our past has not known ?

All the resources of Christ are ours if we
can but wholly leave the lowlands of self-

interest and desire, and climb to the heights

of life with Him. For He is able to do for

us exceedingly abundantly beyond all that

we ask or think.

Preparation for Leadership

In this little message to state and provin-

cial officers and field workers, we would sug-

gest three essential phases of preparation

for effective service:

First, we must realize that no service can
be strong and fruitful until there is complete
and constant surrender to God, and conse-

cration to service. Are not daily communion
and power in intercessory prayer prerequisite

for such service? Do we not all need the

same devotion, the same enduement, and
guidance that we expect to find in the lives

of missionaries? Assuredly our first prep-

aration must be spiritual.

Second, we must know the Book. We must
be able to quote and read those passages from
the Bible that reveal the great plan and
program of God. We must vitalize our pres-

entation of the Scriptures with understand-
ing and enthusiastic faith on our own part,

knowing that. the Spirit will not fail to con-

vince and bring conviction to those who hear.

Third, we must "look upon the fields"

until our hearts burn for their entry and
development. Our messages, spoken and
written, must bring vision and realization to

the women of our churches. Much reading,

careful selection and preparation of infor-

mation to be presented, then the whole vital-

ized through prayer will make our messages
richly fruit ful.

The last phase of preparation lies in mas-
tery of plans for expression^ work on the

part of those who are reached and enlisted

through our messages and appeals. Women
must be led to see that there is worth-while
work to which their time and money are to

be given; and further, that plans are ade-

quate to accomplish the desired results. We
must master plans and methods as outlined

and adopted if our army of development
workers, state and provincial, district, county
and local, are inspired and instructed for

attaining their objectives. Electric power,

no matter how great, is ineffective unless

applied to the necessary machinery designed

to produce desired results. The machinery
of organization is as essential in Christian

work as in Red Cross work, war campaigns,

or any form of cooperative activity, while the

divine sources of power available to us as-

sure immeasurable remits if we but rightly

make the connection^.

Our Home Base Task
As a people we have about 8,000 churches

in the United States and Canada. Fewer
than 1,000 of these congregations are giving

worthily for missions. Thousands of mem-
bers in our inert churches have no realization

of the importance of Christ's commission, or

vision of the waiting world. In about 5,000

of these churches there are no missionary so-

cieties, but in all these visionless churches

there are earnest-hearted Christians who must
be enlisted for cooperation in the missionary

cause. The cause needs their love, their

prayer, their gifts.

Churches that have had a woman's mission-

ary society for a few years are not visionless

and non-cooperating. Wherever groups of

women are earnestly banded together "to cul-

tivate a missionary spirit; to disseminate

missionary intelligence; to encourage mis-

sionary effort in the church, and to secure

systematic contributions for missionary pur-

poses" the church will be brought into touch

with the great missionary movements of the

day and will gradually come into cooperation

with all lines of missionary enterprise.

It is estimated that there are at least

600,000 women and girls in our churches,

while but 100,000 are as yet actively enlisted

in missionary work.

The aims of the Five-Year Campaign con-

stitute our immediate Home Base task. The
General Aims for 1920-21 are as follows:

Organizations 10.000

Enrolled Members 2.50,000

World Call 100,000

King's Builders 25,000

Offerings 1 $1,000,000

Departmental Aims for 1920-21 are as fol-

lows :

W. M. S. Y.W.M.C. Bs &Gs
Organizations ___ 4.500 1.500 4,000

Members 175.000 25,000 50,000

Subscriptions .100.000 25.000

Offerings $500,000 $50,000 $30,000

Cultivation of Churches
Careful study should be made of all church-

es of the state or province, planning for all
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of them something of missionary information;

cultivating a missionary spirit in at least a

few women in every church, and carefully

fostering any awakening interest until the

time comes for organization. This program
will involve a systematic study and classifi-

cation of churches, preserving information

in a usable form. Such information should

be secured and tabulated concerning all

churches lifted in the Year Book. As infor-

mation is secured churches should be listed as:

1. Waiting for organization.

2. Indifferent toward missionary work.

3. Opposed to missions.

Methods to be used in opening the doors

of non-missionary churches can be adapted to

the attitude of the congregation. Correspond-

ents should be found in all churches who will

undertake to circulate missionary literature.

Stereopticon presentations will often win a

hearing, overcome prejudice and awaken in-

terest. Some churches will require cultiva-

tion through a period of years before a mis-

sionary society should be organized.

A definite number of non-cooperating

churches should be reached each year. Lists

of churches should be carefully studied to

determine the form of field work best adapted

to meet local needs. Itineraries should be

planned for the holding of efficiency insti-

tutes, rallies, missionary schools, stereopti-

con lectures, visits by returned missionaries

or field workers, and house to house calling

by county committee women.

Young Woman's Missionary Circles and

Triangle Clubs

The Circle Department is entering upon

the growth in its work for which it is plan-

ning, working, and praying. Between Octo-

ber 1st and December 1st there were reported

twenty-six newly organized circles. This is

a splendid beginning and we confidently ex-

pect the rate of increase to advance so that

we shall really be able to have 1,200 organ-

izations by October, 1920.

Circle girls will be interested to know
what has recently happened in the District

of Columbia. Something over a year ago,

they had only one circle. Now they have

eleven, and one more about to be organized

will place one in practically every church in

the District. They have made a very fine

record and are enthusiastic, loyal girls. They

hold quarterly meetings for the whole Dis-

trict, which is a plan more Circles might

follow to advantage.

A new Circle play has just come in to

headquarters. It is called "The Pill Bottle"

and is as interesting as its title suggests,

being a presentation of medical missions.

Any Circle wanting something new to give

should secure this. Its price is fifteen cents

a copy.

The annual Board meeting of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions at Cincinnati

took action to place the Triangle Clubs in

the Circle Department. Since the Clubs are

made up of teen age boys and girls it seems

fitting that they should enter the Young
People's ranks. The Circles are glad to wel-

come the 315 Clubs and hope they will like

their new associates.

The state secretaries who have charge of

Circle work will now direct Triangle Clubs

also.

New Triangle Club programs are now

available from the Literature Department,

College of Missions Building, Indianapolis,

and all Clubs which have not yet secured them
should do so at once. They are for use from
January to June and are studies about China,

in accordance with the United Missionary
Study work. We want to see Triangle Clubs

grow this year, just as Circles are going to.

Our Boys and Girls

Are the boys and girls of your church re-

ceiving any missionary instruction? Why?
If they are it is because somebody is realiz-

ing that in your boys and girls there are

future church leaders, and preachers and mis-

sionaries and that the training for this im-

portant work must be begun in the impres-

sionable years of life. If they are not it is

probably because everybody thinks it should

be done and nobody says, "Here am I, Lord."

The clearness with which we see the task

which is to be laid upon the Church fifteen

years hence, and the alacrity with which we
respond to the call for the foundation work
today is a good index to our faith that the

"knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth

as the waters cover the sea."

If there is "no place" in the program of

the church to show the need of the world to

its young life there is every reason to expect

that when full growth has been attained

there will be "no place" in that life for world

service.

In every primary and junior department of

every Sunday school there should be mission-

ary instruction. Aside from this in every

church there should be an additional meeting

of the same juniors at least once each month
for instruction and training along missionary

lines. If the instruction in the Primary De-

partment of the Sunday school is properly

given that is perhaps adequate, but not so

with the juniors. This is the age for the

assembling and the memorizing of facts. Defi-

nite studies of the great fields of service

should be given and memory work required.

This cannot be done in the time allotted for

Sunday school work.

The obligation upon the church for the

training of the young is as certain as that

which rests upon our nation for the education

of its youth in the public schools.

Beginning with January and continuing for

six months the Juniors will study China. In

the Sunday schools it will be "The Flag of

Five Colors." In the King's Builders, mis-

sionary studies for the Junior Societies and
Mission Bands will be in the form of special

study of our stations in China with hand-

work as an interetsing feature. Additional

articles on "Chinese Boys and Girls at Home,"
"Chinese Boys and Girls in School" and "How
Chinese Children Worship" will appear, also

pictures of Chinese life and other interesting

bits of information.

Picture sheets of Chinese life and of our

own stations may be secured from headquar-

ters. "Waiting for the Doctor" is a good

play for Juniors. "Mai-ling's Adventure," a

chapter of "The Honorable Crimson Tree,"

has been dramatized and can be put on by

Juniors with the assistance of one or two

older ones. These are available now. A list

of Chinese stories and where they are to be

found will be sent upon request to the Boys'

and Girls' Department.

Literature

Lord Bacon wrote long ago that "Beading

maketh a full man." and we are finding it

difficult today to keep pace with the "filling

pVocess" our missionary women are de-

manding.

The uncertainties of the printing business

these days caused a delay of a month in the

delivery of the program leaflets for January-
June, 1920. However, these are now ready
and may be secured from the Literature De-
partment, College of Missions Building, In-

dianapolis, Indiana, price 50 cents per set;

single leaflets, 3 cents.

January—Sunderi, Experiences in India

(Dr. Ada McNeil Gordon) ; Sanitarium at

Pendra Road (Dr. Mary Longdon) ; Three

Autobiographical Sketches and Personal

Experiences (Dr. Zoena M. Rothermel. Dr.

Bertha M. Thompson, Dr. Jenny Crozier).

February—The Healing of China (Mrs.

Eva Baw Baird) ; How the Medical Mission-

ary Works (Dr. Osgood) ; Six Hobbies and a

Family ( Bert Wilson )

.

March—Opening Tibetan Doors: The Heal-

ing of Tibet (Bert Wilson) : A Life for Tibet

(Ellie K. Payne).

April—Women and Children of the Phil-

lippines ( Mrs. Myrtle Wilson Stipp )

.

(Mrs. Pickett kindly consented to prepare

a leaflet, but was hindered by illness. We
are hoping for one later.)

May—Paraguay (Mrs. C. Manly Morton) ;

Spiritual Healing of Latin America ( Miss

Elma Irelan, Mr. Y. C. Carpenter). Three

leaflets on Mexico will be available January 1.

June—Medical Missionary Versus Witch
Doctor (Dr. .laggard) ; "Old School Doctors"

of Africa (Lucy King De Moss).

In addition to these leaflets, a special pro-

gram article will be featured in every issue

of World Clal. The one for the month of

February is "The Healing of China," by Dr.

Hagman. Do not fail to read it, and have it

presented at the meeting. The article for

the January meeting, "The Healing of India."

by Dr. Mary McGavran, will be found in the

December number of World Call.

At a conference of state officers in con-

nection with the Cincinnati convention it

was decided to have the News Letter issued

quarterly this year.

The issuing of the campaign leaflets has

been delayed for a number of good reasons.

Five of these are now ready: Aims and Rec-

ommendations for 1919-1920; The Circle Spe-

cial; State and Provincial Development

Work; Facts and Figures of Forty-Five

Years; The Individual Member and Local

Missionarv Societv.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920

January

7. A New Beginning. Gen. 1:1; John 1:1-

1S; 3:3.^

14. Christian Internationalism. The need of

a world inclusive program. Acts 1:8;

Luke 24:27: Rom. 1:8-17.

21. The Searcher of Hearts. Ps. 139.

2S. Limitations of God. Rom. S:19; Matt.

13:54-58: Heb. (5:S.

FeRRVARY

4. The Supremacy of Love. I Cor. 12:31-

13:13.

11. Christian Internationalism. The world

hunger for the Christ Spirit. Acts 16:

6-10; 17:22-23; Ps. 42:1-6.

18. Pure Hearts in Holy Places. Ps. 24.

25. The Right Use of Money. Luke 16:1-13.
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New Home for the Aged in Florida

THE National Benevolent Association has

just acquired the property of the bank-

rupt Florida Military Academy at Murry
Hill, a beautiful suburban community of

Jacksonville, Florida. This property consists

of six acres of land under cultivation, and

a very substantial, ornate brick and stone

building. With comparatively little altera-

tion it will accommodate from eighty-five to

one hundred persons. It has a capacity al-

most equal to all of the Association's other

homes for the aged combined.

The opportunity to secure it seemed provi-

dential. The Association was confronted with

a long and constantly growing list of waiting

applicants. Daily messages were being re-

ceived from churches and ministers begging

us in mercy's name to admit some worthy
Disciple of Christ in dire distress. Often

and often before the request could be granted

the applicant had to be sent to the poorhouse,

to the humiliation of the church. The neces-

sity for enlargement was great, but there

was the prohibitive cost of building standing
squarely across the way. The Board was
perplexed and distressed. Immediate enlarge-

ment was a necessity and the per capita cost

of a new building was staggering. Then
came the word from John T. Boone, minister

of the First Church, Jacksonville, Florida,

that the creditors of the Florida Military

Academy would take their equity, $30,000,
for the property. A careful appraisement
places its present valuation at from $60,000
to $75,000. With an outlay of about $10,000
for alterations and $5,000 for furnishings, it

will give us an ideal home for the aged and
enable us to give relief almost immediately
to that long line of travel-worn pilgrims
who stand waiting outside our doors.

Florida furnishes a delightful climate for
old people. The winters are mild, indeed they
are often so mild as to scarcely require any
fuel. Vegetation is abundant. Flowers bloom
almost every month in the year. Here, fanned
by the sea breezes in summer, secure from the
rigors of our northern winters, they will find

the largest degree of comfort.

Within three months' time the Association

hopes to be ready to throw open the doors

of this beautiful home with a cordial wel-

come to our aged, needy brethren. Here they

will find each a room for himself with hot

and cold water. Here they will find a reading-

room, spacious social rooms, a good chapel

and a hospital. We need $10,000 at once

for alterations. Who will be the first to

subscribe? We will need $500 to furnish

the hospital. Who would like to furnish it

as a memorial? We will need $100 apiece

for at least 50 rooms we desire to open at

once. A gift of $100 will entitle the donor
to name the room. We should have $500 for

the dining room.

Brethren, here is an opportunity to have
fellowship with Christ in His sufferings. Re-

port at once to the National Benevolent As-

sociation, 2955 Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, Mis-

souri.

John T. Boone

Living Links

THE scale of advance for missionary sal-

aries, beginning with October 1, 1919, the

high cost of exchange on money of for-

eign countries and added expense in upkeep
of stations, demand an increase in cost of

Living Links. The Foreign Christian Mis-

sionary Society and Christian Woiuan's Board

of Missions are submitting the following in-

crease to all individuals, organizations and
churches in the Living Link class:

Where an individual missionary is assigned

to a church, organization or an individual,

they are asked to give $1,000 annually.

Some churches and organizations support-

ing missionaries in the past may be unable

to meet this increased amount. Any such

are requested to assume support of a Sus-

taining Link.

The Sustaining Link provides support for

the activities of a certain Local Station, or

may be divided among two or more stations.

In every mission station there are current

expenses on property, repairs and upkeep;
supplies for schools, orphanages, hospitals,

dormitories, native churches, relief and evan-

gelistic work, support of native evangelists,

Bible women, teachers, hospital assistants,

helpers and wards.

Support for Sustaining Links will be as-

signed to churches, or organizations or indi-

viduals contributing $800 annually for such

work. Those supporting Sustaining Links

may designate the station in which they wish

their funds used.

Churches and organizations providing $600
annually will be listed for support of Living
Link Standards and may be assigned to a
unit in some station.

All leaders are urged to bring their church-
es and organizations up to the required
amount necessary for the Living Links this

missionary year. All churches, organizations

and individuals who have been assigned an
individual missionary will be given due time
in which to reach the required amount of

$1,000 annually. No individual missionaries
will be assigned from this time on for less

than $1,000 annuallv.
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New Plan for Handling Education Offerings

The Board of Education Suggests This Allotment of Territory to Its Institutions in Order That an Intensive

Cultivation of the Whole Field May Be Assured
The Board Desires in No Way to Hamper the Promotional Work of Institutions Which Are at Present Not Represented on the Board.

The recent International Convention held

at Cincinnati, Ohio, adopted certain recom-

mendations regarding the handling of offer-

ings from the churches to the colleges for

defraying current expenses. The recommenda-
tions were presented to the Convention on

Friday afternoon, October 17, J919, by the

Committee on Recommendations and were
adopted practically unanimously by the Con-

vention.

The new plan differs very materially from
the apportionment plan of the Men and Mil-

lions Movement and also from the former
method of handling the educational offerings

rohieh form part of the missionary budget of

the local church. It is believed that the new
plan meets all the objections which, have been

urged against the former methods. Every

effort possible has been put forth to formulate
a plan which will be just and satisfactory.

The new plan concerns only those institu-

tions which, are members of the Hoard of

Education but, inasmuch as twenty-six of our

colleges, universities, and Bible chairs are

members, and only two or three institutions

do not hold membership in the Board of Edu-

cation, the new. plan is well-nigh universal in

its application. If offerings are designated

to those institutions which are not members

of tin' Hoard, they should lie .sent direct to

those institutions and not to the o/)iee of lite

Board of Education.

Recommendations Adopted at Cincinnati,

Ohio, Friday Afternoon, October

17, 1919

We recommend:

1. That the Board of Education be made
the clearing house for all gifts to current ex-

penses, for the colleges and institutions be-

longing to the Board.

2. That the territory allotted to the re-

spective colleges and institutions for cultiva-

tion be observed, and that it be taken for

granted that the gifts from a given territory

are to go to the institution or institutions of

said territory unless otherwise specified.

3. That where there is more than one Dis-

ciple college in a given territory, a basis for

the distribution of gifts from said territory

shall be mutually agreed upon; and in case

of failure of such colleges to reach an agree-

ment, the Board of Education shall determine

(he ratio.

4. Thai the right of solicitation of gifts

for current expenses by the colleges, from

churches and individuals, be recognized and

encouraged; but that institutions shall urge

I lie churches in their territories to remit all

moneys to the treasurer of the Board of Edu-

cal ion.

5. That there be the closest cooperation be

I ween the colleges and the Board of Educa-

tion in this matter, and that monthly reports

be made to the Board bv the colleges, and by

the Board to the respective colleges, of all

gifts received during the month.

6. That a fidl and complete account and
report be made each year by the Board of

Education to the International Convention of

all moneys received during the year by the

Board and each of its constituent members.

7. That, as the offerings are sent in, the

Board of Education shall deduct such pro-

portionate amount per month as is appor-

tioned to meet its budget. The balance shall

be remitted to the colleges monthly. (It has

been agreed that the small sum of one penny
per year per church member will be tolled

for budget of Board.)

Reasons for Plan

1. Because of mistakes and misunderstand-

ings regarding the disposition of offerings, it

seems necessary to have a plan so simple and
dear that no one can misunderstand. The
new plan is easilj understood.

'2. Because in -tales such as Missouri.

where we have more than one college, many
churches have nut desired to designate any
one college: hence, in man\ instances, no

offerings have been made. The new plan

solves this problem.
.*!. Because it i- desirable that a complete

report of gift- to education be made each

year lor the International Convention. l"n-

der the old plan ibis has been impossible.

f. Because it is important that churches
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making offerings to education be given proper

credit in the Year Book. The new plan takes

care of this for the twenty-six members of

the Board.

5. Because a more equitable method of

financing the Board of Education is needed.

Under the old plan the colleges have borne

the expense by direct assessments. This has

worked a hardship on the weaker institutions.

6. Because the Board of Education is not

included in the United Christian Missionary

Society. The Society will have a central

treasury. It is necessary that the educa-

tional interests have a central treasury also.

7. Because there is needed a strong and

efficient Board of Education which can help

our struggling colleges to secure adequate

support. Unless the Christian colleges sur-

vive, the Christian church will perish.

Points to Remember

•1. Do not confuse this plan with the Men
and Millions Movement apportionments. They

are entirely distinct propositions.

2. Definite territory has been assigned the

institutions that hold membership in the

Board of Education for cultivation and sup-

port.

3. The offerings from each territory go to

support the institutions in that territory un-

less otherwise specified.

4. No money is sent from one state or ter-

ritory to another except by special request.

5. The small sum of one penny per year

per church member will be assessed against

each state or territory for the expenses of the

Board of Education.

6. This plan applies only to offerings for

current expenses. It does not include gifts

for buildings, equipment, and endowments.

7. All offerings should be sent to the Board
of Education. After they have been properly

credited and receipted, the money will be

sent to the institution or institutions for

which it is intended.

Send offerings to the Board of Education,

222 Downey Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

Members of the Board
Atlantic Christian College

Raymond A. Smith, President, Wilson, N. C.

Bethany College

Cloyd Goodnight, President, Bethany, W. Va.

Bible College of Missouri

G. D. Edwards, Dean, Columbia, Mo.

Butler College

Thomas C. Howe, President, Indianapolis, Ind.

Christian College

Mrs. I,. St. Clair-Moss, President, Columbia, Mo.

Cotner University

A. D. Harmon, President, Bethany, Nib.

Culver-Stockton College

John II. Wood, President, Canton, Mo.

Disciples Divinity Home
Herbert L. Willett, Dean, Univ. of Chicago, III.

Drake University
Arthur Holmes, President, Des Moines, Iowa.

Drury School of the Bible
W. J. Lhamon, Dean, Springfield, Mo.

Eureka College

L. O. Lehman, President, Eureka. Ill

Hiram College

Miner Dee Bates, President, Hiram, O.

Illinois Disciples Foundation
Stephen E. Fisher, Minister, Champaign, 111.

Indiana School of Religion

Joseph C. Todd, Dean, Bloomington, Ind.

Kentucky Female Orphan School

Miss Ella Johnson, President, Midway, Ky.

Midland College

P. G. Jones, President, Midland, Tex.

Milligan College

H. J. Uerthick, President, Milligan College, Tenn.

Missouri Christian College

R. L. Thorp, President, Camden Point, Mo.

Phillips University

I. N. McCash, President, East Enid, Okla.

Southeastern Christian College

J. H. Wood, President, Auburn, Ga.

Spokane University

A. M. Meldrum, Chancellor, Spokane, Wash.

Texas Christian University

E. M. Waits, President, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Transylvania and College of the Bible

R. H. Crossfield, President, Lexington, Ky.

Lynchburg College

J. T. T. Hundley, President, Lynchburg, Va.

William Woods College

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.

College of Missions

(Cooperating)

Charles T. Paul, President, Indianapolis, Ind.

These All Died in the Faith

Miss Elizabeth Eay, November 26, 1919;

Manhattan, Kansas. For forty-five years an

active church worker.

Mrs. Charlotte M. S. Hosking, November
30, 1919; Baltimore, Maryland.

Mrs. S. C. Pierce, November 11, 1919; North

Fairfield, Ohio. Age eighty-one years.

Mrs. Alma Allen, October 14, 1919. Age
sixty years.

Mrs. Flora Ross Hatfield, September 21,

1919; DuQuoin, Illinois.

Mrs. Adda Naylor, October 8, 1919; Barnes-

ville, Ohio. Member of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions forty-three years.

Mrs. Elizabeth Clark Haley, August 29,

1919; Santa Cruz, California. Wife of J. J.

Haley, sister of Champ Clark.

Mr. R. G. White, minister; Washington,
Pennsylvania. Age eighty-three years.

Mrs. Clarinda A. Hardesty, October 5, 1919;

Santa Rosa. California. Age seventy years.

Mrs. W. B. Kerns, October 3, 1919; Bunce-

ton, Missouri.

Mrs. F. M. German, October 3, 1919; Bon-

ham, Texas.

aWhite Goal' in the Church
THERE'S a lot of beautiful water loosing

its power over the waterfalls of America

—loosing and losing. They call it white

coal. There's a lot of honest energy in the

church today foaming over the rocks of pay-

the-d.ebt and buy-the-coal and rescue-the-per-

ishing with chicken pie suppers at half price.

They call it the Ladies' Aid Society. Good

and loyal to the core, this home guard of the

church has been treated more like a body of

marines that were just naturally expected to

land anywhere that trouble was and not only

carry the job to a finish, but do it well—any-

thing from cleaning up the cemetery to buy-

ing a new hood for a smoking chimney, and

pay for it stitch, stitch, stitch!

Oh, what a waste of the ministry of wom-
en! Oh, that one might free them from the

task of the smoke-hood and set a child before

them. Give them the things their hearts re-

joice in, the tasks of ministry and mercy.

What a world of "white coal" ready to move
the machinery of love!

The other day we saw this wish come true.

It was at Princeton. Illinois, where the teach-

er of a class of young married women who
had been using their needles for war needs,

proposed that since the war need was past

they go right on, but switch their activities

into the established program of the church.

Specifically, she proposed that they sew for

the orphanages of the National Benevolent

Association of the Christian Church. This

met with instant approval. But this teacher

was a general and overlooked nothing. She
saw at once that her class comprised but part

of the women (and girls) of the church. She
proposed to the rest that they form an organ-

ization with directors that would enlist every

woman. It was done. Each member of the

league or guild was to make two articles

(from washrags to dresses). All material

was to be new. An experienced seamstress

amongst them guided them, especially in the

cutting. A letter was written to one of our

orphanages inquiring just what items would

be most acceptable. Now they could act in-

telligently and do nothing at random—a val-

uable point to be remembered. Fingers began

to fly and hearts to tingle with the thought
that they were not only rendering a loving

service to a host of little folks, but were
helping the church to honor its Christ right

in its own land and country. In all this

cutting and sewing and talking and imagining
do you think these folks had a good 'time?

And what do you estimate was the value to

the younger members of joining with their

elders in this fervor of service?

Well, bye and bye the garments were com-

pleted and they brought them to the church
for an evening of happiness. They hung them
on the walls and over the rostrum and laid

them on the tables, a great multitude of them.

Then they invited their friends, and these

modern Dorcases, improving a bit upon the

model, refused to leave the exhibition of

their work to any posthumous agents, how-
ever well intentioned. but insisted on them-

selves showing to their friends the garments
that they themselves had made. Little Mary
Alice conducted many a friend (and with

what pride you may imagine) to see the two
washrags she had made. Matron Nimble-

fingers showed the two dresses she had made
for girls of ten, and Grandma Goodheart
showed two each of pillowslips and sheets

for single beds. The evening ended with very

light refreshments at five cents a plate to

provide money for more new material. Do
you think that evening was a success for

solid enjoyment? Moreover, there were some
outsiders who caught the idea and hurried

home to plant the seed in another church.

So when that happy evening was over they
took all those pretty garments from the walls

and packed them in a very large box—there

was two hundred dollars' worth of finished

garments, made mostly of laughter and good
times, having cost much to nobody.
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In due time the box arrived at one of our

orphanages, and then what? Nothing but

more good times. And when it came to try-

ing on there were laughter and looking-

glasses ( what's a new dress without a looking-

glass and a wry neck?), giggles of joy and
blushes of pride and—oh, joy!—best of all,

they fit, and they were new!
Then, last of all and maybe best of all,

there came back to these needlewomen of

Princeton, Illinois, a goodly letter of gentle

and genuine gratitude for the big box of love.

And in a public place they read the letter,

and every one knew that Christ comes into

the hearts of men "that their joy might be

full." Fred Kline.

As an addendum to Brother Kline's article

on "White Coal in the Church," I wish to

say a few words to that same loyal "home
guard of the church" who have been losing

their power, so to speak, in doing things

that ought to be done in other ways.

Brother Kline tells of how the loyal home
guard of the Princeton, Illinois, church have

decided to use this white coal of energy in

children or old people, and help the govern-

ing boards in their problems of how they

shall be clothed and fed and made com-

fortable. Mrs. J. K. Hansbrough.

The Princeton Plan

THE guild was born in the hearts of a few
women who wished to enlist the interest

and efforts of the women of our church in

clothing the children in our Christian orphan-

age in St. Louis. Their enthusiasm was con-

tagious and in a few weeks most of the women
and girls of the church were organized in

groups of ten, with a leader for each group,

and all had promised to furnish two new gar-

ments annually as their membership fee in the

guild. Wednesday afternoon was set aside as

guild afternoon when the women were to meet
and sew for the orphanage. Twice each year an
exhibition of goods made and contributed is

held at the church when the membership of

the church is invited to look at the display of

garments and supplies.

The effect of the guild upon the church has

Willing: Workers Guild, Princeton, Illinois

making garments and providing the things

necessary for the comfort and support of

the children in the orphanages of the Na-
tional Benevolent Association of the church.

That is well, very, very well, and we rejoice

with Brother Kline over their happy work.

But now, this is what I would like to add

:

We have some of the dearest old people in our
havens of rest for the aged and they, too,

need comforts and support, they, too, are

made to laugh and be happy over the opening

of a box of nice new and pretty tilings.

Why not include them in the proposed activi-

ties? Of course, there are more children and
more articles must go in their box, but might
not the old people have one article from each

loyal home guard, or even a third of the num-
ber of articles for their box? Dear friends,

do not forget the old people. Their delight,

their happiness and appreciation of what you
may do will surely abundantly repay you
for all you may do.

We hope many of our ladies' aid societies

will follow the example of this fine society of

Princeton. It will do them good as it will

do good to the family in our homes whether

been marked. It lias resulted in increased

liberality of time and money on the part of

the women and many of the men are making
cash gifts who were not interested in benevo-

lence prior to the organization of this guild.

The entire membership has a sense of pride

in the work the women are doing and the

cash offering to the National Benevolent As-

sociation more than doubled during the past

year.

Socially this organization is reacting fa-

vorably. It furnishes a worth-while outlet

for the social energy of the women. It takes

the place of Wednesday clubs, thimble clubs

and other social clubs of a. purely social na-

ture, for in the guild meetings this side is

kept alive and light refreshments are served

at the close of the work period. Every care

is taken to create a splendid social atmos-

phere in the guild meetings.

The guild has appealed to several splendid

women who are not members of our church,

and they have been added to the list of the

friends of the church through this work.

They arc naturally becoming more and move
concerned with the work of the church and

especially of the Willing Workers' Bible

class, under whose auspices the guild work
was instituted and is being carried on.

As a pastor I am delighted with the way
in which this organization has linked us

with those who need our help. We cannot

serve without being helped ourselves, for

bread cast upon the water will return in

many ways. The growing feeling of friend-

ship that comes from a comradeship in a

worthy cause is one of the by-products of this

helpful service and I can heartily commend
the Willing Workers Guild to every church

and minister in the brotherhood. I will be

glad to answer any inquiries in regard to

the details of the organization and conduct

of the guild. Cecil C. Carpenter.
Princeton. Illinois.

Great Survey Conference at Atlantic

City in January

INVITATIONS have been sent to more than

a thousand leaders in home and foreign

missions, and other church activities for

the World Survey Conference to be held at

Atlantic City January 7 to 10 next. Those

who attend will be the representatives of

the evangelical denominations and boards,

numbering nearly a hundred, which are co-

operating in the Interchurch World Move-

ment of North America.

The conference will consider the prelimi-

nary results of the world-wide surveys the

Interchurch Movement has been carrying on

for many months and decide on a joint pro-

gram. The surveys will make it possible for

the first time to visualize the whole task of

the Church and to know approximately what

it will cost in men and money for American

Protestantism to undertake its fair share of

responsibility for world evangelization. The

various denominations will lie asked to deter-

mine their individual responsibility, to frame

their own budgets and to decide by mutual
agreement on a date in the spring of next

year for a united, simultaneous financial ap-

peal both to their own constituencies and to

American Protestantism as a whole.

The Interchurch Movement has made public

the following tentative program of its activi-

ties next year:

Spiritual emphasis during .January, begin-

ning with Week of Prayer Conference. Field

Department, Atlantic City, January 6-7.

World Survey Conference, January 7-1".

Atlantic City.

Ministers' State Conferences, January 20

to March 1.

National Household Visitation under the

auspices of the Home Missionary Survey.

January-March.

Laymen's Conference. January 31. Febru-

ary 1-2.

Christian Stewardship: February 22. Stew-

ardship; February 20. Life Enrollment.

County Conferences. February-March.

Metropolitan Conferences. February. March.
April.

Township Conferences. March-April.
Life Service and Evangelism. March, cul-

minating in a great ingathering on Easter

Sunday. April 4. 1920.

Financial Campaign, probably last of April.

Date to be determined by World Survey Con-

ference.

May to September. Conservation confer-

ences, also Missionary Education and General

Interchurch World Movement Conferences.
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Panther Attacks Dr. Mary Longdon
INDIA is the paradise of all sorts of wild

animals. Even in India, however, it is not

very often that the missionary has a per-

sonal encounter with any of the more danger-

ous inhabitants of the jungle, such as tiger or

panther. In all the years since the Disciples

of Christ began their mission work in India

until now, no missionary had ever had even

a scratch from a wild animal, or been bitten

by a snake. When at last the fateful day

arrived, it was not one of the men, who some-

times go out with guns to challenge the beasts

—and take their skins as trophies—but one

of the women who went out with empty hands

to protect her homestead, to whom the lot fell.

This introduces the story of Doctor Mary
Longdon's nearly fatal encounter with the

panther. Doctor Longdon lives all alone on

the edge of the jungle near the tuberculosis

sanitarium at Pendra Road. In the small

hours of the morning of October 14 the doctor

heard something- tearing down the little house

near her bedroom door, where she kept some

fine fowls on which she depends for nourish-

ing food for the sick folks in the sanitarium.

Without stopping to think much about it, she

went out alone in the dark, just in time to

see the shadowy form of a panther sneaking

away toward the jungle. The intruder had

fled on her approach, but no sooner had she

tucked herself in bed again than the fowls

were attacked a second time. This time .she

rushed out and caught the thief inside the

chicken house. She tried to drive him out

with a stick. At first he refused to run away.

Then, having escaped from a hole in the rear

of the house, he came around to the front

and suddenly threw his huge form upon the

unsuspecting doctor. He seized her arm in

his teeth, which passed entirely through the

arm, and with his claws he tore her skin in

a dozen places, scratching her badly from

head to foot. The doctor's screams brought

a patter of bare feet from cottages and hos-

pital, for all the people knew she was alone

with nobody but themselves anywhere near.

At the sound of voices and flash of lights the

panther reluctantly released his hold and

again fled, growling, into the jungle.

Now here was the doctor at four o'clock in

the morning, terribly wounded, and the near-

est doctor many hours away—it was sixty

hours belore a doctor finally reached her.

So, suffering from pain and shock and fright,

she proceeded to tell Harri Singh, one of the

old Damoh orphanage boys, how to clean the

wounds and sew up the worst of them; and

he did it.

As soon as might be, they telegraphed to

Doctor Mary McGavran at Damoh. There is

no other doctor at Damoh except the govern-

ment surgeon. The native hospital assistant

was very ill with fever and there was no one

who could carry on the treatment of the one

hundred and twenty-five to one hundred and

fifty patients a day who were coming to the

hospital, so it had to be closed. Doctor Mc-
(Javran reached Pendra Road by the quickest

possible way, sixty hours after Doctor Long-

don had been mauled. She took the doctor

to Bilaspur and there, Doctor Crozier helping

in every way possible, they kept up the fight

against infection and death day and night for

weeks. Mrs. Penner, from the Mejmonite

i\lission, a trained nurse, left her home and

work in answer to a telegram and took the

night work in caring for Doctor Longdon.

After some days the fever began to abate,

some of the wounds healed and at last reports,

though still very weak and ill, Doctor Long-

don was out of danger.

This story points several morals. First,

when they took the doctor away from Pendra
Road, Ivalu Andrus, one of the new mission-

aries from the College of Missions, went to

Pendra and alone took entire charge of the

hospital and sanitarium. The panther came
back and prowled around the house as usual,

and later killed a child, and still threatens

the neighborhood for all anyone here knows.

There is not an extra nurse or even another

extra missionary to send to Pendra Road to

be with Miss Andrus in this somewhat lonely

place. There is no competent native assist-

ant, either man or woman, to help with the

care of the people in the tuberculosis sani-

tarium or in the hospital. Do we here at

home believe that this is even good business,

or that it is worthy of our people? The
tuberculosis sanitarium, which serves our own
and several other missions, and is a very

haven of salvation to multitudes of Indian

young people, is located at Pendra and is a
great example from which other folks judge

as to just what sort of people the Disciples

really are.

Second. The Mennonite friends, our near-

est and good Christian neighbors, had to crip-

ple their own work and send one of their most
needed workers to help out our overtaxed

and undermanned Bilaspur station. No one

out in India has yet suggested that these

good friends are either "sectarians" or "de-

nominationalists." The missionaries out there

call them brethren in Christ and thank the

Lord that they are there.

Th ird. The Damoh hospital for women and
children, treating an average of one hundred
and thirty a day, had to be closed for three

weeks or more, because it is normally under-

manned and inadequate, and has to close

whenever an accident calling the doctor away
happens, the doctor herself breaks down, or

supplies run out. In that three weeks nearly

three thousand treatments that ought to have
been given—some of them matters of life

and death—were not given. Is it any wonder
that missionaries and native helpers alike,

grow discouraged and fall ill under such

circumstances ?

Since the above account went to the print-

ers further and worse news has come from Dr.

Longdon. The wounds refused to heal. Tet-

anus set in and for four days her life was in

momentary danger from lockjaw. The doc-

tors had done all they could to anticipate

this danger and had used serum as soon as it

could be procured. On the twenty-third day,

after five days of tetanus, she seemed to be

out of danger for the time being.

The Board is compelled to make many in-

creases owing to the continually rising costs.

Many new names are added at each Board
meeting. This necessitates a much larger

gain in receipts. We have faith to believe

that when the churches know of the great

and urgent needs they will respond to meet
them.

The Board congratulates itself on the elec-

tion of G. I. Hoover, evangelist of the Eastern
District of Indiana, as a trustee to fill the

place left vacant by the death of W. S. Dick-

inson. Mr. Hoover is deeply interested in

all the enterprises of the churches and be-

cause of his wise counsel and discernment
will be a very valuable addition to tin;

Board.

Since the removal of W. S. Dickinson as

vice-president, his place had been vacant. At
this meeting President T. C. Howe was elect-

ed to this position.

Receipts for the year thus far make a good
showing, the total gain over the same date

last year is $2,893.67, indicating the con-

tinually larger place this sacred ministry

has in the affections of the churches.

Going and Growing

AT the last meeting of the Board of Min-
/A isterial Relief five names were added

to the relief roll, two preachers, two
missionaries and one widow. Increases were

made to four, making the total per month
allowed at this one meeting $130. This

brings the total number on the roll up to

22!) and the payments are now at the rate

of $54,304 annually.

Is Their Fight Our Fight?

"TET no man suppose that progress can
I . be divorced from religion, or that there

is any platform written for the minis-

ters of reform other than the platform writ-

ten in the utterances of our Lord and Savior."

—Woodrow Wilson.

As has been said before, the Board of Tem-
perance and Social Welfare is now launching
its new and enlarged program, and in the

future will stress and labor for the enforce-

ment of law, for world prohibition, and for

social welfare. Lincoln said regarding law
enforcement: "Let reverence for the law be
breathed by every American woman to the
lisping babe that prattles on her lap; let it

be taught in schools, in seminaries and in

colleges; let it be written in primers, spelling

books and in almanacs; let it be preached
from the pulpits, proclaimed in legislative

halls and enforced in courts of justice, and
in short, let it become the political religion

of the nation, and let the old and the young,
the rich and the poor, the grave and the gay,

of all the sexes and tongues and colors and
conditions sacrifice unceasingly upon its al-

tars."

A recent Methodist Temperance Bulletin

under the heading of "Their Fight. Our
Fight," says: "The war has cast a lightning-

vivid flash of illumination upon the fact that
all of the world's eggs are in one basket.

What is produced in England and France
and Scotland, and all Europe, goes into one
pantry with the production of the United
States." If this is true commercially, should
it not be true socially, morally and spir-

itually? Are the people of our country to

shut their eyes to the proceedings and hap-
penings of the rest of the world?

Dr. C. W. Saleeby. an Englishman, has
written to the "British Journal of Inebriety,"

concerning prohibition in the United States:

"It is not the monomania of a few so-called

fanatics, but the general consensus of public

opinion in all classes that has added the pro-

hibition amendment to the Federal Consti-

tution of the United States. The results of

the drastic measures of prohibition already
taken in wide areas, both urban and rural,
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have widely convinced many, from governors

of states downwards, who were opposed to

such measures until they had been enforced.

1 was in twelve states, most of them 'dry,'

and nowhere did I find any appreciable or

respectable body of opinion asking for a re-

turn to the old conditions. I was enabled to

compare the vital, criminal and industrial

statistics in many states and cities before and

after prohibition—in cases both of recent and

of more remote enactment. Their evidence

conforms to more than the most sanguine

expectations, and it is particularly to be ob-

served that the contrast was between pro-

hibition and extensive measures of control.

I had the advantage of personal conversation

with several governors of states, and with

more mayors, chiefs of police, medical officers

and so forth, than I can remember. Their

testimony was unanimous and enthusiastic.

"There is a general determination amongst

American people everywhere to make the

eighteenth constitutional amendment as ef-

fective as the rest of the Federal Constitution

in increasing degree from January 16, 1920."

The following paragraph shows the readi-

ness and willingness of representatives from

other countries to cooperate with us in the

suppression of the manufacture and sale of

alcoholic drinks: "At the conclusion of a

recent Washington Temperance Conference,

representatives from Australia, Canada, Den-

mark, England, France, Ireland, Japan, Mex-

ico, New Zealand, Scotland, Switzerland and

the United States assented (subject to the

confirmation of their respective organiza-

tions) to the constitution of a World League

for the suppression of the manufacture and

sale of alcoholic drinks. The United Kingdom
Alliance of England, in its organ, The Alliance

News, says: 'America has begun to think in-

ternationally, and the initiation of the pro-

posal for a World League was the outcome of

the recognition that only a co-ordination of

all the forces working for the suppression

of alcoholism could make the world safe for

prohibition.'
"

The Board of Temperance and Social Wel-
fare.

First Report on the $100,000

THE Bible schools are striving to raise

$100,000 this year as their offering to

the Bible School Department of the

American Christian Missionary Society. The
campaign opened most auspiciously on

Thanksgiving Sunday. Previous requests had
so demanded copies of "Building the Church,"

the exercise for the day, that a second edition

of this popular program had to be run.

Record-breaking offerings are reported for

the first week of the campaign, November 23

to 30. The schools are multiplying in en-

thusiastic fashion all previous offerings for

this cause. Cynthiana, Kentucky, last year

giving $250, this year reaches the new mark
of $633, the largest single Bible school offer-

ing ever made to the American Society. Ken-
tucky also holds another record with North
Middletown, a rural school, giving $350.

Most encouraging reports are coming from

every seel ion. Fort Smith, Arkansas, dou-

bles last year's gift with $125; Jackson Av-

enue, Kansas City, Missouri, reports $120;

Evanston, Cincinnati, goes from $226 to $311 ;

Hopkinsville, Kentucky, raises $550; Hous-

ton. First, Texas, breaks the record for the

Lone Star State with $316; Mansfield, Ohio,

from $100- to $171; Pine Bluff, Arkansas,

makes a century offering. Spokane. Central,

with $400, Seattle, First, with $250. and

Twin Falls, Idaho, with $500. assure victory

in the Northwest. Atlanta. Georgia, First

Church, wired $367, one dollar for every day
in the new year. St. Charles Avenue, New
Orleans, Louisiana, enters the century list.

Paris, Kentucky, makes it an even half thou-

sand dollars, and First Church, Jacksonville,

Florida, $250. Reno county, Kansas, led by

the great First Church Bible school of Hutch-
inson, makes a Living Link offering of six

hundred 'ollars and w.Tl probably watch and
help the good church at Palo Alto, California,

come to self-support. The Indianapolis

schools send nineteen offerings in one bunch,

maki it unanimous and every one showing

increase.

The total for this first week in actual

money received is nearly five thousand dol-

lars, just about double the receipts for this

week a year ago. In all, one-tenth of the

$100,000 has been received by November 30.

It is hoped that December will be used to

round out and forward all possible offerings.

Let none of them go astray for every dollar

is needed. By December 31 fully two-thirds

of the $100,000 should be cash in hand.

The Bible schools are going over the top

this year. Your school will delight to join

in this Victory Campaign for building the

ehnrch, in the life of America.

Robert M. Hopkins,
Bible School Secretary.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Dependent Child the Victim

of Politics

II'

1 THERE is any phase of social service

that should be kept above and beyond the

influence of politics it is the case of the

orphan and dependent child. With our theory

and practice of government, the state insti-

tution, as a rule, is not the place for a child

deprived of the benefit and protection of his

parental home. The fortunes of state insti-

tutions are influenced by party considerations

and are too often used by politicians for

private or party ends. Consequently these

institutions and their helpless wards are often

the victims of the gravest abuses. A special

committee appointed to investigate the con-

dition of a certain state orphanage reported

that they found it in a generally demoralized

condition. Abnormal children and children

with infectious diseases were found mixing
freely with those in normal health. There

were some children in a condition to menace
the health of every orphan in the institution.

The bathroom, the report says, "beggars

description." Only two bathtubs and four

washbowls were maintained for all the chil-

dren in tlie main building. "The practice of

allowing mentally deficient children to mingle

with normal children should not be toler-

ated," the report says. And il further de-

clares (hat "the mentally weak are not re-

ceiving proper medical attention."

There was no milk, because the cows of the

institution had been condemned by a state

inspector as being tubercular.

The slate health board declares il IS the

fault of the state policy. Tho\ do not speak

sparingly of the stale board of control. This

state institution is not worse than other in-

stitutions. Indeed, we suspect that it is

equal to, if not better than the average. The
condition that existed in this particular home
is inevitable, sooner or later, to all institu-

tions that must depend upon party politics

for their support and direction. Until we
have learned to render state service to our
social wards, free from personal or party
interest, the dependent child is far better

provided for under the care of the Church
of Christ.

The child's greatest need is love, constant
love. The Church's largest asset is love.

Her motives are of the highest. Her service

the most unselfish. She is giving her life

to save the lives of others. J. H. M.

What Answer Shall We Give?

A
MINISTER of one of our smaller churches

came to us recently seeking advice as

to what to do with a man over eighty

years of age, an active member of the church

from boyhood. He has no kinfolks but his

brothers and sisters in Christ. He has grown
so feeble that it is unsafe for him to live

alone. He has enough income to sustain

him, but not enough to enable him to employ
someone to care for him.

A woman seventy-five years old. a pioneer

in one of our small town churches, lias just

written in, saying: "I am getting too old

to live alone. I could pay the full cost of

my living in one of the homes of the church,

but not enough to enable me to board in a

private family. I would like to spend my
few remaining days in the company of my
brethren."

A young deacon in one of our western

churches has provided a home for years for

his aged father-in-law. The increased cost

of living and the failing health of his wife

have made the burden more than the young
people can hear.

She was a bright, promising little girl. A
severe illness left her with a frail body and

perhaps a mind that hail lost its fine edge.

After the death of her parents she made
her home with a married sister. The sister

and her husband, both of the richest cream

of our brotherhood, are now both old and in

rapidly declining health. They have asked

the Association to take over their ministry

of love and with it property to meet her

modest needs.

What answer should the Association make
to these and scores of appeals like them ? It

has not been its policy to admit anybody
with anything like sufficient means for self-

support. We have penalized property and

put a premium upon poverty by declining to

admit any but the most desperately poor.

From experience we have learned that there

are many persons in our churches, both men
and women, with a little income, whose great-

est need is a home, (are and companionship

and who. if admitted to one of our homes.

would come more properly as boarders than

as wards.

What shall we do! Shall we enlarge our

facilities for the care of the aged and modify
our rules so as to receive such as these into

our fellowship and under our loving care!

We need your counsel. We await your reply.

Nation \t Benevolent Association,

2955 N. Euclid Ave. St. Louis. Mo.
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Mies Marie Beall's Sunday school class of boys gave $5.00
to Grandvlew's Contingent Fund last Sunday, so Bro. Gray reports.

Our oity papers gave us 34 inches of space announcing
the reception to Br. and Mrs. Maoklin and Mrs. Meigs. That's fine.

All enjoyed the duet with guitar accompaniment by Bro.
& Sister Muro Sunday night.

Pairview's Sunday-school promised rejuvenation last
Sunday as result of personal work by two teachers. Good. Someone
has suggested that if the minister is at Pairview Sunday mornings
there ought to be an adult class. What say you?

The Kirkwoods have bought a home at 2734 - W. 5th Ave.
Call on them.

More than 30 boys from 3 or 4 Bible- schools were at the
Conclave in our Grandview Churoh last Thursday night and enjoyed
Mr. Miller's talk on Mountain Flowers. Mrs. McLean, Miss Chitten-
den and Mrs. Ely surprised them by serving cocoa and doughnuts.
The boys have written expressing their thanks.

We enjoyed Bro. Roadruok's report of the Cincinnati Con-
vention and were glad to have his visit.

An expert house-mover has informed us that to move the
Pairview Churoh building as has been proposed is not practical.
Therefore, until we can sell our property or some other way opens,
we must make the best of present conditions. With everyone seek-
ing to win soule for Christ and trying to edify saints in the
faith we can do a great work even now. That's our business under
the great Commission of our Lord. That does not wait on buildings
but on persons. "To the work, to the work, we are servants of
God".

To obey the Great Commission, that is the supreme thing
for every Christian. Go, preaoh. Baptize, (those who believe, re-
pent and confess), Teach, And God's promise then is "Lo , I am
with you always, even unto the end of the world."

Miss Maud Williams presents you with the bulletin this
week.

Our chorus practice at Grandview the other night was fine.
Let's try it again tonight.

The Mission Band in Grandview started off in fine style,
18 ohildren were present the first day. Marie Beall is leader.

Miss Doris Brealey is putting in some good work on the
Christmas program, beginning in time is half the task.

Grandvlew's Board Meeting is Tuesday night. The King's
business again.

Miss Minnie Vautrin writes' "Please give my greetings to
the members of your ohurch, especially to the Women's Missionary
Society". She tells of a restful, pleasant voyage, over 50 of
the 94 first class passengers aboard were missionaries. Read in
the November Ladies' Home Journal "- And 45 Missionaries". We
hear that Miss Vautrin is to be Aoting president of Gtnling College
for girls in Nanking.

Bro. Bert Wilson writes from Hong Kong, "Neither Mother-
sills nor newspapers, nor height nor depth, nor any other creature
is of any avail when the Equinox gets her baok up. But I lived
through it. Thanks for all your kindness".

A letter from Bro. Geo. W. Knepper of Spokane has this
line in it: I do glory in the Vanoouver churches and their fid-
elity and as for oity, you Canadians will admit it is a wonder!"

On Thursday Br. W. E. Maoklin and wife and Mrs. P.E. Meigs
sailed on the Empress of Russia for China. Aboard the vessel were
Prof. John A* Williams and wife. Prof. Williams is Vice-President
of Nanking University. All our people enjoyed the visit of the
Macklins and their interesting addresses. The reception on Wednes-
day evening brought together not only our own people from Grandview
and Pairview, but also a goodly number from Hastings St. Church of
Christ and others. We were glad to welcome the Hastings St. people
and hope they will come again.

The Pairview Aid society which met with Mrs. Chittenden on
Wednesday appointed a committee to complete arrangements for a rum-
mage sale soon. It was felt that such a sale would not only prove
a source of revenue but would also give opportunity for a worthy
community service. Mrs. Kirkwood was enrolled as a member of the
Aid.

Enterprise in Home Missions
The Literary Digest idols not the original

typewritten publication! Noie also the con-

tents of this Bulletin, then consider the fol-

lowing :

VANCOUVER, British Columbia, is a city

of lOO.ODO people. Greater Vancouver,
which includes a number of municipali-

ties, has a population approximating 200,000.
It covers an area 13 by 17 miles in extent.

We have two churches here. They are

three miles apart. The writer is the mission-

ary pastor of both. Both churches are about

three miles from the post office, which is the

center of the downtown section. Our members
are widely scattered over the entire area of

the greater city.

Our missionary societies are investing this

year $900 in the support of our Vancouver

work. They have been supporting the work

nearly eight years, and the Church Extension
Board has invested $10,000 in the two prop-

erties. If this investment is worth while

year after year, then surely the expenditure

of a few hundred dollars (about $1,000 in

Canada) in an automobile would make the

other investments more effective, bringing in

larger returns. Marcelltjs R. Ely.

N". B. This is a worthy appeal. We know
several people who will help, but not enough
to provide the car. Shall Vancouver have it?

F. W. Burnham,
Pres. American Christian Missionary Society.

Roy N. Cloyd

THE Bible School Department of the

American Christian Missionary Society

is happy to introduce to our Bible schools

a fine new worker among young people. He
will be' associated with Garry L. Cook in the

Central Regional District of Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan and Wisconsin. Mr. Cloyd comes
to his task well prepared for a great life

service as this brief statement furnished by
Mr. Cook will indicate.

Roy N". Cloyd was born near Clinton. In-

diana. His early life was spent near and in

Clinton. He graduated from the Clinton

High school, received his A. B. degree from
Wabash College, then spent four years in

the College of the Bible, Lexington, Ken-
tucky, receiving a B. D. degree and doing a

year's post-graduate work.

Mr. Cloyd did four years' student preaching

while in college and was prominent in ath-

letics, especially football and basketball. He
holds a record in athletics.

For nearly two years Mr. Cloyd served as

chaplain in the United States army, eleven

months overseas, in England. France and Ger-

many. He began his duties as Secondary
Division Superintendent for the Central Re-

gional District of the Bible School Depart-

ment of the American Christian Missionary

Society on November first. Mr. Cloyd is

well fitted for work among young people, and

has already made a fine impression. He will

be located in Indianapolis with the Central

Regional District offices at S21 Occidental

Building.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Two Months Ending November 30, 1919

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department.)

1918 1919 Gain

Churches $3,826.57 $5,279.34 $1,452.77

Sunday Schools 2,754.67 5,786.90 3,032.23

Christian Endeavor Societies— 69.50 154.10 84.60

Individual Offerings 97.39 233.00 135.61

Annuities 100.00 500.00 400.00

Bequests 103.90 100.00 3.90*

Special Offerings 438.23 438.23*

Interest 2,324.14 3,276.64 952.50

Men and Millions Movement— 2.331.30 27,446.51 25,115.21

Subscriptions and Literature— 214.83 1S0.20 34.63*

Miscellaneous 1,687.03 1,648.60 38.43*

$13,947.56 $44,605.29 $30,657.73

Bible School Department for November

Number Schools Contributing- 163

Offerings from Sunday Schools $2,064.24

Offerings from Individuals 24.00

Miscellaneous Receipts 3.055.SI

218 55

$4,846.73 $2,782.49

29.00 5.00

2,932.43 123.38

Total for month $5,144.05

Previous Receipts 1,101.12

$7,SOS. 16 $2,664.11

1.280.49 179.37

Total for Two Months. $6,245.17 $9,088.65 $2,S43.48

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $1,251.86 $6,081.93

Missionary Societies, Circles,

Etc. 1 8,240.32 37,886.25

Children's Organizations 972.39 796.99

Individual Gifts 3,250.00 6.793.18

Men and Millions Movement __ 2,213.89 1.752.6S

Bequests 353.90 4,883.73

Interest 7,801.29 7,993.90

Literature and Subscriptions- 5,041.80 2,146.45

Mission Fields and Institutions 1,960.66 1,820.89

Sale of Property 3.569.25

Miscellaneous 939.58 1,531.95

$4,S30.07

29,645.93

175.40*

3.543.18

461.21*

4.529.83

192.61

2,895.35*

139.77*

3.569.25

592.37

$32,025.69 $75,257.20 $43,231.51

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Contributions from Churches 180 306

Cont. from Sunday Schools 69 87

Cont. from C. E. 'Societies 143 114

Cont. from Individuals 81 127

Churches $7,555.46 $11,817.33

Sunday Schools

Christian Endeavor Societies-

Individuals (General Fund) —
Individuals (Special Fund) _.

Men and Millions Movement-
Bequests

Miscellaneous

Annuities

1.262.54

1,066.07

3,430.09

2,506.50

1,404.03

103.90

4,144.71

1,600.00

1,859.79

1,606.18

2,S51.27

2,454.50

693.50

662.2S

2.200.00

126

IS

29*

46

$4,261.87

597.25

540.11

578.82*

52.00*

710.53

103.90s

3.4S2.43*

600.00

$23,073.30 $24,144.S5 $1,071.55

On in in General Fund Receipts

Loss in Special Fund Receipts—
(Jain in Annuity Fund Receipts-

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches $119.09 $138.39

Sunday Schools 7.10

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 6.60 1.9S3.33

Miscellaneous 60.00 64.28

$730.22

25S.67

600.00

$19.30

7.10

1.976.73

4.2S

National Benevolent Association

(For October Only)

1918 1919

Churches $2,815.57 $6,033.61

Sunday Schools 677.29 1,480.92

Societies 115.00 304.29

Individuals 2,494.13 6,127.79

Lodges and Welfare . 90.00 910.41

Patients, Board, Administration 2,432.58 999.50

Annuities 1.100.00 2,942.57

Trust Funds 1,850.00

Bequests . 7.750.00

Interest Earned 5.59 1,004.98

Men and Millions Movement— 9,103.17 1,944.75

Misc., Rents and Rummage 202.61 184.5S

$26.7S5.94 $23,783.40

Board of Church Extension

Churches $4,566.10 $6,428.95

Sunday Schools 24.50 229.59

Individuals 83.18 240.06

Annuities 820.00 2.100.00

Bequests 103.90 40.00

Men and Millions Movement 6.992.15 1.267.05

Gain

$3,218.04

803.63

1S9.29

3,633.66

820.41

1,433.08*

1.S42.57

1.850.00

7.750.00*

999.39

7.15S.42*

18.03*

$3,002.54*

$1,862.85

205.09

156.SS

1,280.00

63.90*

5.725. 10*

$12,589.83 $10,305.65 $2,2S4.1S*

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches

Bible Schools

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement
Bequests

Interest and Rent
Miscellaneous

SI. 50.95

50.00

475.82

300.00

1..47S.54

15.3S

$2,766.23

27.36

364.00

543.97

S4S.70

2.414.10

$1,015.28

22.64*

111.82*

243.97

629.S4*

2.39S.72

$4,070.69 $6,964.36 $2,S93.6;

Pension Fund October 1. 1919-

Dues Paid by Ministers

52.5 13.05

1.1S9.99

Balance in Pension Fund December 1, 1919 $53,703.04

Churches

Colleges

Miscellaneous

Board of Education

$627.26

350.00

9.7S

$1,894.15 sl.266.S9

700.00 350.00

655.20 645.42

$9S7.04 $3,249.35 $2,262.31

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools. ->96.2S $118.64 $22.36

Individuals 316.50 173.00 143.50*

Literature 16.40 1.25 15.15*

$429. IS $292.89 $136.29*

Grand Totals for All Boards

Churches $22,609.14 $40,558.57 $17,949.43

Sunday Schools 4,769.00 9.391. 66 4.622.66

Christian Endeavor Societies.- 1,135.57 1.760.28 624.71

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions .Movement 34.704.75 54,324.62 19,619.S7

Bequests S,715.60 5,567.70 3,147.90*

Annuities 3.620.00 7.742.57 4,122.57

Interest and Rent 11.609.56 13.124.22 1,514.66

Missionary Societies. Circles— S.240.32 37.SS6.25 29,645.93

Children's Organizations 972.39 7W.99 175.40*

Mission Fields and Institutions 1.960.66 1,S20.S9 139.77

Subscriptions and Literature— 5.273.03 2.327.90 2.945.13'

Miscellaneous 10.4S4.90 15.494.44 5.009.54

$114,094.92 $190,796.09 $76,701.17

$185.69 $2,193.10 $2,007.41 Loss.
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Man Needed to Manage Sawmill

in Africa

THE church at Ionia, Michigan, lias re-

cently given, through the presentation of

Dr. and Mrs. Royal J. Dye, $10,000 for

a sawmill and equipment for the African mis-

sion. This is one of the finest things which

has happened for the African work in many a

year. a11 of the lumber for the new hospitals,

schools, churches and missionary homes must

be gotten out of the forest. The old process

of sawing by hand took endless time and the

attention of the missionaries when they

should be free for the distinctly missionary

service. We need now an experienced man
who can manage the sawmill, direct the

native workers and the whole lumber and ma-
terial supply for the African Mission in the

Ten-year Advance program. Such a person

would not necessarily have to have the full

collegiate work usually necessary for mis-

sionary service. A married man is preferable.

A man of this type of preparation who is

looking for a great place of service could not

find a rarer opportunity to help advance the

Kingdom of Christ than to undertake this

work in Central Africa.

The Woman's Missionary Society

THE early months of the new year should

be busy months for the women of the local

missionary society. As we look back over

the year just closing we realize there will

never be an opportunity to do the things that

were left undone in 1919. The new year
opens with the greatest opportunity in his-

tory for women to render a mighty service for

Christ and the world. There are no less than
live hundred thousand women in our churches

today who should be led to enlist in the joy-

ful service of saving a world.

The Enlistment Campaign should be pushed
to the limit. Every woman and young wom-
an in the local church should be visited re-

peatedly and made to feel her responsibility

to the great world task. Mothers need to be

faithful to some definite work for the sake

of their own children. One little girl down
in Arkansas, whose mother was president of

the local missionary society and a member of

1he State Board, prayed one night. "Dear
Lord, bless mother in her missionary work.

Dear Lord, bless her in her Board of Mis-

sions. Dear Lord, help her in her B. W.
C. M." The prayer of that little girl is

being answered. The missionary spirit will

ever be in her life. Women who are sharing

in the organized missionary work, are con-

tributing as mighty an influence in the home
and local church as to the farther-reaching

H. C. Combs

THE subject of this sketch was born in

New Franklin, Ohio. October 8, 1S66. He
was educated at Mt. Union College, Al-

liance, Ohio, and the Bible College of Lexing-

ton, Kentucky, receiving a classical diploma
from each institution. His first pastorate

began in 1S92 at Macon, Georgia, where he
began with no building and only thirty-five

members. After seven years' ministry he

left a membership of one hundred fifty, with

property of their own.

In February, 1899, he accepted a position

as state secretary of Georgia, in which he

served until December, 1901, when he ac-

cepted a like position in Virginia, coming to

Virginia in January, 1902. He served as

state secretary until January, 1916. Among
the outstanding features of this work in Vir-

ginia are the following:

1. He succeeded in removing to a very large

extent the anti-missionary spirit among our

churches.

2. He advocated and succeeded in a meas-

ure in the grouping of county churches and
placing pastors in fields so grouped.

3. He advised the building of parsonages

for country groups of churches, so that the

pastors of said groups could be centrally lo-

cated.

4. He increased the Trust Fund of Virginia

Christian Missionary Society from $6,000 to

$17,000.

5. He encouraged the people throughout the

H. C. Combs

state to invest money with the society under
the Annuity Plan. In this he was also suc-

cessful.

In the fall of 1915 he resigned as state

secretary of Virginia and accepted the pasto-

rate of the Portsmouth, Virginia, church.

This church had just passed through a very

strenuous time, and by his wise leadership

and Christian bearing, he succeeded in re-

uniting a divided congregation, and has done

a splendid work. Early in 1919 he began to

show signs of breaking health, but, unwilling

to give up, he forced himself by his inde-

fatigable energy to push forward even with

greater vigor, until finally he was forced to

resign.

So great has been his service to the people

of Virginia that they deemed it their privi-

lege to raise a fund sufficient to grant him a
twelve months' leave of absence on full pay,

with the hope that this might be the means
of restoring his health and sparing him for

many years of useful service to our brother-

hood.

At the recent State Convention a resolution

was passed calling upon the churches of Vir-

ginia to respond to this appeal, and they have
done so magnificently, thus showing to the

world at large that we as a people are dealing

honestly with those who serve in the ministry.

Subscriptions already amount to two thou-

sand dollars. Payments are made to the Vir-

ginia Christian Missionary Society, which
passes the money on to the Board of Minis-

terial Relief, that we may not only honor
the man, but also honor the agency which
represents the brotherhood in such cases.

J. G. Holladay.

Mission Study Classes

Mission study classes open up a vast and,

to most people, heretofore undiscovered world.

Someone recently said, "Our grandfathers

were citizens of a state, our fathers citizens

of a nation, but we are citizens of the world."

If this be true, which it is. the women need

to know something about the people and con-

ditions of the world. The Christian litera-

ture of today affords great opportunities for

busy women to inform themselves through
mission study classes. Leaders in missionary

societies should present the urgent necessity

for the whole church to acquaint itelf with

the work of Christian missions. The neces-

sity and the value of mission study, both to

the individual and to the cause, should be

strongly and enthusiastically presented.

Women of the local women's missionary

society are urged to cooperate with the

church in holding a Church School of Mis-

sions. Where the church does not hold such

a school, mission study classes should be

formed under the direction of a capable lead-

er. The book being used at this time, ''A

Crusade of Compassion for the Healing of

the Nations," is one of the greatest study

books ever published, and should be studied

by every Christian.

Day of Prayer for Missions February

20, 1920

"rFlOGETHER" surely is the key word of

I this era. We have witnessed nations

doing mighty things together, things

impossible attempted separately. And we
have seen the conquering power of a united

front attacking sin citadels. Councils and
federations have been born and waxed strong.

An international mind and interdenomina-

tional vision have become existent. The line

of demarcation between Jerusalem. Judea.

Samaria and the uttermost part of the earth

is fast ceasing to be a line of cleavage.

For many years missionary societies have

been observing interdenominationally a day
of prayer for foreign missions and a day of

prayer for home missions. Now. at last.

tor/etlicr the thanksgiving petition and inter-

cession for home and foreign missions Mill

arise. The first Friday in Lent has been

chosen by the Federation of Woman's Boards

of Foreign Missions and the Council of Wom-
en for Home Missions for the annual observ-

ance of this united day of prayer.

Together these two organizations have pre-

pared a program for February 20, 1920, based

on the happily-inspired theme, "The World
to Christ We Bring." Copies may be secured,

one cent each, from the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions, College of Missions Build-

ing, Indianapolis, Indiana.

This program will he ready and on sale

January 1. "A Call to Prayer," a two-page

card, contains topics for preliminary, pre-

paratory prayer. These cards, which fit an

ordinary correspondence envelope, should be

widely distributed. They are now ready and

may be secured free.
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Notes and News
Word from the Northwestern home at

Walla Walla announces forty on the waiting

list. They demand the immediate enlarge-

ment of the building.

Mrs. Casselberry, t lit* newly elected treas-

urer of the California home, recently cele-

brated the birthday of her good mother, who
a number of years ago went to her final re-

ward, by entertaining thirty-five of her friends

at Massie I fall.

The American Christian Missionary So-

ciety has added to her corps of workers Chap-

lain Karl Borders, late of the U. S. S. North

Carolina. Mr. Borders has been called to

become superintendent of the Community
House in Chicago.

And the Floridians not to be outdone by

the Carolinians went on record in their con-

vention at Tampa for an immediate cam-

paign that should include a substantial sum
for the work of the National Benevolent As-

sociation in the South.

The South Carolina brethren are not one

whit behind their brethren of North Carolina

in their devotion to the Association's minis-

try of mercy. They pledged themselves to

a campaign for $25,000. $10,000 for the build-

ing of the Southern Christian Orphanage.

The State Convention at Robersonville,

North Carolina, recently passed resolutions

calling for an immediate campaign for a
quarter of a million dollars, $25,000 of this

amount to be used in providing a new, mod-
ern building for our children's home in At-

lanta.

The campaign in the South for funds with

which to erect a new building for the South-

ern Christian Orphanage at Atlanta is pro-

gressing with a gratifying degree of success.

The campaign in Georgia yielded nearly $00,-

000. The campaign in Mississippi promises

to reach $40,000 if not $50,000.

C. W. Houston writes of the work in Glov-

ersville, New York : "The church at Glovers-

ville is pressing forward and will, without a

doubt, be absolutely self-supporting after this

year. The additions have not been many, but

are of the sturdy sort and mean very much to

us who are the only living organization of

Disciples in the county."

A few days ago the National Benevolent

Association received a. check from the. Tom-
linson Company of Wilson, North Carolina,

for $100. It was sent through J. E. Stuart,

minister of the church. The donors said that

they wished to express their gratitude for

a year of blessing and prosperity and se-

lected the orphan children of our home at

Atlanta as the object of their grateful ex-

pression.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Davis of India have
been visiting among the churches since the

Cincinnati Convention. Mr. Davis reports

that the Missionary Conference in Yonkers,

New York, under the Interchurch World
Movement was an inspiring meeting. lie.

writes, "The "Lack of Missionaries' was a note

too often struck to leave us overly happy, but

we know Hie boards are doing their best to

change that.*' Mr. and Mrs. Davis expect to

attend the Student Volunteer Convention in

Des .Moines. December 31 to January 4. After

that the College of Missions is anticipating

a visit from them. They hope there will lie

new missionaries to go with them to India

next fall.

Guy V. Ferguson writes thus encouragingly
of the work in Rockford, Illinois: '"Attend-

ance and interest increasing. Additions al-

most every week. Primary obedience keeps

the baptistry filled all the time. Our En-

deavor is doing good work. One volunteer for

the mission field. Miss Beulah Thomas leaves

in February for the College of Missions. The
work is moving on in an encouraging man-
ner."

Word has come of the safe arrival in Porto
Rico of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Perry. Just be-

fore the gangplank went up our missionaries

on the dock thought they recognized their new
co-laborers. Miss Mills held up a copy of

World Call, the new arrivals nodded assent,

and no further introduction was necessary.

They were soon happy on their way to Baya-
mon together.

A recent mail brought two very urgent
applications from two aged ministers, both
receiving pensions from the Board of Minis-

terial Relief, but still both sorely in need
of a home. Either we must make it possible

for the Board of Ministerial Relief to pay
larger pensions or we must cordially welcome
these aged ministers of the Word into our
homes for the aged.

The Florida State Convention at Tampa ex-

pressed its great delight over the prospect of

having a home for the aged located in their

midst. They appointed the following named
persons to serve as a committee to assist in

the direction of the home to be located at

Jacksonville: John T. Boone, chairman ; C. W.
Zaring, treasurer; C. G. Sneed, Mrs. Fred
Bowen, Mrs. Jennie Clarkson, R. A. Russell.

Mrs. Petei's, Jacksonville; C. O. Woodward,
W. G. Brorien, Tampa; I. E. Adams, Miami;
G. W. Mershon, Lakeland, and Mrs. A. O.

Smith, Lake Butler.

A fine report from Alameda. California.

W. C. Jones, pastor, follows: "As a result

of a short evangelistic campaign we have
evoked considerable interest in the commu-
nity and eighteen were added to the church.

A Christian Endeavor Society of thirty mem-
bers has been organized. Last Sunday one

hundred and sixty scholars attended our

Bible school and ere long an evangelistic

effort will be launched on behalf of our chil-

dren. All departments of the work are show-

ing valuable improvement."

S. T. Willis of Duluth. Minnesota, says:

"The work is starting nicely this fall. Our
annual meeting October 7 showed all depart-

ments in fine, condition and growing. A total

of something over $5,500 was put into cir-

culation to the account of the church. Of

that amount $1,500 was paid on the principal

of the debt, nearly $200 for interest, and $425
for missions. The spirit of the meeting was
happy and hopeful and the outlook is proni-
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'training for /Tuthorship
HoW to w'vrre, -What to Write,

and Where to sell.

Cultivate your mind. DeVelop
your literary aifts. Master Ike

art of self-expression.Make
your spare rime profitable.

Turn your ideas into dollars.

Courses in Short- Story Writ-
ing, Versification, Journalism,

Play Writing, Photoplay
Writing, etc., taught person-

Dv.EsenWein. ally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and

a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.

Frank, honest helpful advice. Real teaching.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and

articles written mostly in spare tune—"play work," he

calls it Another pupil received over $1,000 before

completing her first course. Another, a busy wife

and mother, is averaging over $75 a week from

photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution or agency'doing so much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize

this, for over one hundred members of the English

faculties of higher institutions are studying in oiir

Literary Department The editors recognize it, for

they are constantly recommending our courses.

We publish The Writer's Library, 13 volumes: descriptive

booklet free. We also publish The Writer's Monthly, the lead-

ing magazine for literary workers ; sample ccpy 23 cer.ts ar-r,'iaj

subscription $2.00. Besides our teaching service,_ we offer a

manuscript

150-Page illustrated catalogue free. Pletue AJJi

Trie Home Correspondence School
Dep't 91 Springfield, Mass.
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HIRAM
Ji Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

BINDERS FOR
WORLD GALL
TV TOST of the- material appearing in

**-* World Call is of permanent value.

The magazine should be kept for ref-

erence. To facilitate its use an index;

and title page have been prepared and

Mill be mailed free to subscriber- re-

questing them.

The binder is strong, convenient and

attractive. It is made to hold twelve

numbers of World Call, which can be

inserted easily by anyone.

Prior, §1.50, Postpaid

World Call. 222 Downey Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana
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GO TO EUROPE AT OUR EXPENSE
A few tours to organizers of small parties. Write today for

plan and programs.
UNIVERSITY TOURS, Box C 426, Wilmington. Delaware

RAZOR BLADES re-sharpened 2%c
each. An edge that satisfies. Blade

Shop, Room 115AR, Bible House, New
York City, New York.

r-CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews. Pnlpits, Chairs, Altars, Book

Racks.Tables, Desks—EVERYTHING. The
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac-
tory to your church. Catalog free-

DeMoolinBros&Co.Dept. 8 Greenville, III.

Individual Cups
church should use. Clean

sanitary. Send for catalog

lind special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima, Ohio

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

Scholarly "

Comprehensive
Condensed
Practical

The World's Best
Commentary for

Sunday School
Teachers and

Workers

^ W. A, WILDE COMPANY
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

William Woods
College

fl
A junior college for young women,

fully accredited and standardized.

fl Endowed as but few colleges are
through the munificence of the late

Dr. W. S. Woods.
Jf Equipped with most modern facili-

ties for education, including gymna-
sium and natat'orlum. New conserva-
tory of music building and new
academic building in course of con-

struction.

ff
Faculty of twenty-four well trained

and qualified teachers.

If Courses in junior college, prepara-
tory, art, commerce, expression, music
and physical education. Campus of

fifty acres, five dormitories.

For Catalog and Picture Book address

Joseph A. Serena, President
Fulton, Missouri

ising, but everything in the way of success

depends on the completion of our church

plant. That must be accomplished in 1920,

lm i the Church Extension Board will have
to give us $20,000 and also make a loan in

enable us to do it."

The work in Rochester, New York, under
the pastorate of Harold E. Dickins, has taken

on new life. From the October report we
read: "During the past month we have

voted to purchase the five- room cottage ad-

joining the church on Columbia- Avenue. We
will get possession just as soon as we make,

the necessary financial arrangements. This

cottage we will use this winter in order to

relieve our Bible school congestion. We air

at the present time too crowded for good

work. Last Lord's day morning we had 40

children- two different departments and two
sets of lessons crowded into a, room about

20x28. Our attendance for the morning was
114. No special effort was put forth ami no

special program, just interest. Next Lord's

day will mark the beginning of the second

year of the present ministry. We are look-

ing for an attendance of at least 150 to be

crowded into an auditorium seating 100."

November 27, 1010.

The Canadian Pacific Ocean

Services, Limited, R. M. S. Empress

of Russia.

We have finished our furlough and spent

most of the time among the churches. We
wish to express our appreciation of the kindly

reception we experienced everywhere. We
now realize that we are representatives of the

Church of Christ sent to China to do the work
of the Church. In the early days it seemed

that we were doing our mission work and
that the churches were merely encouraging

and helping us. Now we serve the Church
in her work. We thank the brethren and sis-

ters everywhere for their cordial reception

and treatment.

Our feeble efforts are made effectual by

the encouragement and prayers of the saints.

We are setting sail on Thanksgiving day
and we have gratitude in our hearts that we
are again permitted to work in such a great

field. W. E. Macklin.

H. L. Patterson, Kingsport, Tennessee, re-

porting his October work, says: "I held a

ten-day meeting at Butler, Tennessee, com-
mencing .September 29. The audience the

first night numbered 40. It increased to 200
and closed out the last night in a rain with
150 present. Butler is a small town of 800.

Our membership there is 15 with no house
of worship. We held services in the Metho-
dist Church. There was one confession. As
a result of my visit they will arrange with
some professor to preach there once a month.
The Corning Glass Works of New York have
purchased the shell plant and will remodel
and build with a view to employing .300

workmen. They are now grading for the new
buildings. The dye plant, which has been
closed down aboui four months, lias an-

nounced that they will resume operations the

middle of the month with a force of .300. Mr.
Johnson, manager of the Improvement Cor-

poration, has agreed -to point out our building

site this week. High pressure must be put

on to get a building as soon as possible as

we are too crowded in our present place for

our Bible school work."

Culver-Stockton College
(.Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missouri

Making Missions Real

Interpretations and Map -Talks

for Teen-Age Groups

By JAY S. STOWELL
and others

"A fine book, which should be help-

ful to all Sunday School superintend-

ents."—W. N. Wiggins, General Su-
perintendent, Texas Sunday School
Association.

Net, 75 cents, postpaid

THE ABINGDON PRESS
New York (Founded 1789) Cincinnati

The History of

The Foreign Society

Written by President McLean

Is Now Ready for

Delivery

This is a handsome volume of 444

pages of printed matter, and 16 pages

of illustrations.

The printed matter contains an ac-

count of the formation of the Society,

the work on the field, and the work

at the home base. The History covers

a period of forty-four years.

The illustrations are portraits of

Founders and Leaders, of Substantial

Friends, of the Missionaries who have

served longest, and of the Men and

Women who have fallen while in the

service, and Mission Scenes.

The History is sold at cost. The

price is $1.50 postpaid. Orders should

be addressed as follows:

Foreign Christian Missionary
Society

P. O. Box 884 Cincinnati, Ohio
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Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MEN AND WOMKN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.

Exceptional location in the Bluegrass
Adequate and well trained faculty.
Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine, Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B. B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, mini»terial
and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

WHAT A MAN SAYS WHO HAS
PROVED THE PUDDING

"If the 'proof of the pudding is in

the eating,' the proof of your Class

Pooks and Records is in the using;

and since I have eaten the pudding
and used the books, I know about
both.

"I have tried, and seen tried, all

sorts of plans, schemes, contests, etc.,

for building up a Sunday school, but
among them all I put your system at

the very head, for increasing and sus-

taining a continuous interest and con-

stant, steady, sturdy growth.

'The method of marking attendance
and giving credit for faithful work
has given our school a long list of

"Honor Roll" members, of which we
are all justly proud. I am glad to

commend the books, and do it most
heartily."

This man is only one of the lum-
dreds of satisfied users sending us
similar appreciations.

No. N S. S. Record. 4S pages—_$ .65

No. 1 S. S. Record, 96 pages 1.25

No. 1 Class Book. 14 pupils .05

No. 2 Class Book, 25 pupils .10

No. 3 Class Book, 60 pupils .15

Order S. S. Record and a Class

Book for each class and we will in-

voice them with privilege of return

if not satisfied. Address

Meigs System of Records
Occidental Building, Indianapolis.

F. E. Livmgood, Jubbulpore, India: My
chief business this month, as in all the

months I have been in India, has been the

study of the language. I expect to take my
first Hindi examination, and my first Urdu
examination, next month. The first of the

month Mrs. Livengood and I returned to

Jubbulpore from Landour, where we had
spent the hot weather. On the way down we
stopped to see the sights in Delia and Agra
and to see the work in Bina and Damoh. We
shall both be glad when we have enough of

the language to do some real work.

Br. A. L. Shelton, Batang, West China:
It appears to us from reports from every-

where that the church is developing and that

things will go forward now. I was just

discussing the world situation with our evan-

gelist, whose name is Lee Gwa Gwang, the

other day -and at the close he, in his quaint

Chinese way of saying things, said, "Well

!

I guess the devil must have palpitation of the

heart these days." We watch with deep in-

terest the things that are being done and my
one regret is that I am not twenty-five years

old instead of forty-five. The opportunities

are so great, and are growing greater day by
day, and a man's ability to ride a mule over

mountains 17,000 feet high declines rapidly

after he is fifty years old. But I thank God
the man and the opportunity came together

when you sent MacLeod. He can't be beat.

W. E. Erskine, Osaka, Japan: We have
been greatly cheered and blessed by a flying

visit from Bert Wilson. He had a hard day
in Osaka, but did us much good. We used

every minute of his time. He gave three ad-

dresses, and we had conferences with him be-

tween times. We hope that some one will

come to Japan and study the field and work-

ers as he plans to do in India. The Institute

continues to prosper and we are kept busy.

Prices have risen again in Japan and strikes

are taking place everywhere. In Osaka the

street car men are off today.

Herbert Swanson, Vigan, P. I. : Every-

thing is going as well as usual with the work
in the evangelistic field, and in the dormitory

and the Bible college as well. It is keeping

us pretty busy, even when we slight every-

thing that can be slighted, but we hope for a

relief pretty soon for we are looking for Mr.

Saunders about the first of the month.

Mrs. George E. Miller, Mungeli, India : We
are finding plenty of work since returning.

We went out to Fosterpur and spent a couple

of days there with the Christians. Mr. Shalt

and his family are doing a splendid work.

His house is just about finished and they are

pleased with it. The government has famine

relief work there and we went to see that.

They have a big rock quarry and over two

hundred workers, half of whom are children.

They had about fifty non-workers at that

time, that is, those who are not able to work
any more. There were deaths every day.

The workers receive from four to six cents a

day for breaking rock. This is the first time

I have seen famine conditions. These poor

people were nothing but skin and bones, and

the wonderful thing to me is that many of

them seemed rather happy.

Dr. O. C. Drummond, Harda. India: We
have had excellent meetings with the pa-

tients and have had a chance to speak to a

large number of people. The month's sta-

tistics are as follows: New patients. 1,228;

treatments, 2.574; in-patients. 7; operations.

22; visits to homes, 141. This makes an

Crannell's Pocket Lessons
. for 1920 =====
Contains all of the International Sunday School

Lessons for 1920 with References, Daily Bible
Readings, and Analysis. Vest-pocket size—about
two hundred pages, clearly printed on good opaque
paper—size, 271X0=4 inches. Substantially bound
in cloth. Just the thing for the busy teacher or
scholar. Price, 30 cents.

THE JUDSON PRESS
1701 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

At Home in Every Country

Jlammond

"Many Typewriters In One**

TWO STYLES OP TYPE, or
tuo to five di ff er ent
language s, carried on
the machine AT ONCE.
"JUST TURN THE KNOB"
and change instantly
from Roman Type, to
Italics, or Miniature
Roman, O-^t OU'l/ w-e-au't'l'f'U^

^cvlfct 3^^-e, or from En-
glish to Greek, Russian,
German, French, etc.
Any other type or lan-
guage can be substituted
in a feu, seconds.

Writes Every Language
Missionaries, Clergymen and

Teachers everywhere praise the
versatility of the Multiplex—find

it invaluable for class work, for
notes, for sermons and for re-
ports, as well as for personal cor-
respondence.

This "Many typewriters in one" writes
every language from Eskimo Indian to Kata-Kana
Japanese and Chinese, Phonetic.

Actually over 365 different type styles.
from the smallest script for notes to extended
type for head lines, including every language.

Imagine, if you can, ONE typewriter
accommodating all the languages of the world,
changeable, from one to the other, at will.

Other Typewriter

Can Do This

PORTABLE
Aluminum Model
About 11 lbs-

Full Capacity

Write forSpecial Folder
and special rales to

^1 issionarics. Clergy-
men and Teachers

The Hammond Typewriter Co.

536-A East 6°th Street New York Citv
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average daily attendance at the dispensary of

99. We feel that we have the good will of

the people and the attention they give to the

preaching of the gospel is encouraging. In

our medical work we have a great variety of

diseases to treat and yet many cases have sim-

ilar symptoms. Among the cases we are

treating now there is a woman about thirty-

five years of age who has leprosy. I am giv-

ing her a new treatment—Sodium Gynocar-

date by intravenous injection. She is of good

family and lives in a village not far from

Harda. She comes three times a week for

treatment. I am hoping for good results in

this case. This is the season for malarial

fever and we are having many cases of it.

A. F. Hensey, Bolenge, Africa: In spite of

many absences, I have been able to help in

the evangelistic work at Bolenge, and we are

having a good year. There have been 509

baptisms, and the offerings for the first six

months are about $900, or some $200 more

than for the same period of last year.

C. E. Robinson, Osaka, Japan: The re-

modeling and rebuilding of the Tennoji Mis-

sion Home and the Tennoji kindergarten,

necessitated by a new electric car line, have

been completed. The Erskine family are hap-

py in their new location and the kindergar-

ten is flourishing. A splendid young woman
was baptized in the Tennoji church since the

last report.

Mrs. Lillian Johnston, Nearing Boma,
Africa: We get to Boma today. We ought

to get up-country in ten more days. We have

made excellent time and have had an un-

usually cool voyage. Even now in the Congo

River it is cool. The rains have not begun

yet, so the river is so low that it was neces-

sary to unload cargo to lighten the ship so

that she could get over the sand bar. The

baby has done well. If he continues to do

well, we shall have solved a great problem

for ourselves and others regarding children

in the Congo.

Miss Edith Eberle, Laoag. P. I.: When
cholera is everywhere; when people are dying
all around you; when you have 45 girls to

keep, girls who by their carelessness and in-

difference might well say, "I will have cholera,

no one shall help me"; when it is your turn

at running the dormitory mess, you don't get

much further in your missionary work than

boiling water, scalding dishes just before

using, dipping the everpresent banana in boil-

ing water, keeping fresh antiseptic for wash-
ing hands, and seeing that it is used, asking

continually, ceaselessly, "Did you wash your
hands?" "Was it boiling?" "Did you scald

it?" watching what they eat and where they

eat it, keeping jars of boiled water covered,

teaching new girls and different squads to

boil, scald and wash, when they think it's

"foolishness," incidentally teaching your six

or seven periods daily, trying to do a few

other things, too—well, did it accomplish

much for Him?
Miss Rose T. Armbrnster, Akita, Japan:

"Busy" hardly describes the past month of

September, it was more a grand rush from
morning till night. Thirty meetings of va-

rious kinds with a total attendance of over

750, with 10 persons taught in my home, and

7 women taught at their homes is my personal

record, while the Bible women made many
more calls. The kindergarten opened Sep-

tember 10 and by the 15th had full attend-

ance with yet a waiting list. Miss Garst

returned to Akita on the 2.3rd and took charge

of the kindergarten a few days later, so this

relieves me of that responsibility, and I hope
to have time to do some other long-planned-

for things. September 19 the Akita City Sun-
day School Union met with me to reorganize

for work after having had no meeting for

over a year. They re-elected me president.

More literature is being bought and read than
ever before, especially by women. Septem-
ber 15 being the annual city religious festival

we had street preaching that afternoon and
until late at night, and also sold many New
Testaments, hymnals and other Christian lit-

erature.

R. A. MacLeod, Batang, West China: Av-
erage attendance in Sunday school, 222; in-

quirers' class, ten. Our building is too small
to accommodate the school and we are plan-

ning to move into larger quarters.

Ray E. Rice, Damoh, India: July was a
month of new beginnings in the Boarding
School. The old boys came back to school,

and we have a lot of new boys. We never
had such an enrollment. We now have 234
boys. Mr. Hopper has always urged us to

get more boys, for support could be had for

more, and we are getting the boys. The fact

is that the rooms and hostels are filled and
we have few places for more. If the number
goes over 250, measures will have to be taken
to house the boys. The outside Sunday school

1855 1919

Butler College
A standard coeducation college, well

located. Indianapolis is the capital of

the State of Indiana and is near the
center of the great brotherhood of Dis-

ciples of Christ. Four of our National
Boards have offices at Indianapolis.
Butler College is co-ordinated with the
College of Missions, where missionaries
for Home and Foreign fields are being
trained.

A College of Liberal Arts.
Courses may be taken leading
to academic degrees—as A. B.,
A. M., B. S., M. S.

A Christian College. A school
of ministerial education is main-
tained.

A College for Teachers. Ac-
credited by the State Board of
Education of Indiana for the
training of teachers.

Second Semester Begins

February 3, 1920

For Information Address

BUTLER COLLEGE
Indianapolis, Indiana

^HILLIPS UN1VERSITV
Co-educational. Member North Central Association

Colleges. Full courses Bible, Liberal and Pine Arts,

Voice, Piano, Violin, Pipe Organ, Hahn School Music
consolidated with Phillips Fine Arts. Dunning System,
Ministerial, Educational, School of Expression ; com-
bined courses in law, medicine, journalism and engi-

neering ; tractor and automobile school. Strong faculty,

1035 students. Athletics, domestic science and art, ac-

credited high school courses. Fourteen buildings, two
new dormitories, beautiful campus, spacious stadium,
boating and swimming in lake. Pure water, healthful

climate, low expense. Catalogue sent on application.

Address

:

I. N. McCASH, President
EAST ENID, OKLAHOMA

BETHANY COLLEGE
HISTORY—Chartered in 1840 by the legislature of Virginia. One of the oldest colleges of the

West. 1,431 graduates. Many are the prominent leaders of the world's work.

LOCATION—Situated among the beautiful hills of the Western Panhandle of West Virginia.
Connected with Wellsburg, Wheeling and Steubenville by interurban.

STANDARDS—Bethany is fully accredited by the universities. Graduates taking education work
receive teachers' certificates without examinations, in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virgina and
other states.

COURSES—The usual college course, departments of Ministerial Training, Education, Agricul-
ture, Domestic Science, and Music. Young men and women are admitted on equal conditions.

BUILDINGS—PROPERTY—Ten college buildings, rooming houses, dairy barns, 555 acres of land
for Agricultural Department. New $40,000 gymnasium with swimming pool and all other
accessories. Central heating plant.

OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF HELP—Many young men and women earn their expenses in whole
or in part. There are opportunities for students to earn part of their expenses.

EXPENSES—With the products of the College farm and dairy, and the fuel from the College
mines, expenses of board and room are kept at the lowest possible mark.

—For Catalogue and Illustrated Bulletin, address

CLOYD GOODNIGHT, President, Bethany, West Virginia.
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THE BIBLE COLLEGE OF MISSOURI
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

Though young,

has furnished pastors to churches all the way from Missouri to California. Its students

have located with such Missouri Churches as Centralia, Bowling Green, Paris, Nevada.
Independence, Carthage, etc.

About three dozen of its students have gone to foreign fields since 1904,—the

"Living Links" of such Missouri Churches as Columbia, Chillicothe, Carrollton, First

Church in Kansas City, etc.

IT WILL DO A STILL BIGGER WORK WHEN THE CHURCHES
PROVIDE THE FUNDS FOR ITS LARGER DEVELOPMENT

It trains for the ministry, mission field, and for lay leadership in the home churches.

Our school is affiliated with the University of Missouri—with mutual interchange
of credits.

For information, catalogue, etc., write

G. D. EDWARDS, Dean

THE MISSIONARY

Review ?L COorld

An Interdenominational Magazine

ATTRACTIVE INFORMATIONAL AUTHORITATIVE

$2.50 a year $.25 a copy

Special Combination Offer

Missionary Review of the World \ For One Year

World Call
) $3.00
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work lias gone on very well. Someone in

Washington had a lot of picture cards sent
out from the Christian Board of Publication,

and they are doing wonders in the village

schools. A grant of rupee* 1.135. or about

$375, has been granted by the government
for the rebuilding of McLean Hall. This is

much appreciated. All are well in the sta-

tion. Dysentery is our pest at this time
among the boys.

/. E. Moody, Bilaspur. India: We
organized our Sunday school this morning
There were over three hundred present in

the Central school and nearly seven hundred
in the outside schools. Many of our teachers!

have taken training courses. Five sat last

month, three getting honor certificates from
the India Sunday School Union, and two get-

ting first-class certificates. I have had ten}

in another class called "Bible Knowledge."
They are now ready for their examination.

Recently six girls from the boarding school

and four boys were baptized. Several are

under training and are nearly ready for bap-

tism in Moripar, Savatal and Amora.

Dr. Mary T. McGavrnv. Damoh. India: The
attendance at the mission dispensary ran high
last month, there being 105 a day. We find

more people suffering from digestive disturb-

ances due to famine conditions than for many
years. These patients are usually children,

and the death rate among them is high.

Deaths in the boarding school have been

many from this cause. We are having to re-

fuse children on account of the lack of money.

A paper published in Jamaica gives an ac-

count of what was called a miraculous escape

from sudden death of one of the workers of

the Christian Woman's Board of Missions:

"Mr. C. S. Shirley was returning from the

outstations in Portland, and was riding home
across the mountains. In going over one of

the narrow footpaths along the steep hill-

sides he overtook a party of women with

donkeys traveling in the same direction, and
would have passed by. He had just .not

abreast the first donkey when the whole plat-

form of earth overhanging an awful precipice

gave way beneath the weight of his horse.

The next instant both horse and rider were
falling to certain death into the awful abyss

below. Providence intervened, and not far

below the brink of the precipice they were

caught by a growth of withes that thickly

clothe the side of the descent, the horse's feet

upwards and the rider with his foot fastened

in one of the stirrups, dangling in space.

"The plucky women immediately came to

the rescue. Though a perilous undertaking,

they managed to extricate the parson and
pulled him up to safety. Getting the ropes

round the neck of the animal they succeeded

in getting it up, looking more dead than

alive. Fortunately, it revived and not long

after plunged to its feet, not much the worse

for its terrible experience. Had the support

failed in the least the story would have been

entirely different."

Miss Edith Parker, missionary to Tokyo.

Japan, was recently made very happy by her

Living Link Church at Carrollton, Missouri,

when lhe\ presented her with a new Corona
typewriter, which she is taking back with her

to her field. The usefulness of every mission-

ary is greatly increased by having a type-

writer.
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MINISTERS OF RECONCILIATION

(Photographs copyright—Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.)

While America Was Entertaining the British Prince, England Was Electing an American Woman to

the House of Commons. In the War British Ships Carried and Convoyed
60 Per Cent of the American Troops and Supplies
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Dr. Shelton Held for Ransom
[Associated Press Dispatch]

PEKING, Jan. 7 (Associate Press).

—

Dr. R. A. L. Shelton, a Christian mis-

sionary, was captured by bandits at La-

ovaknan, near Yunnan-fu, on Saturday, Jan-

nary 3, and is being held for ransom, accord-

ing to reports received here.

The wife and two daughters of the mis-

sionary have arrived at Yunnan-fu, the former

declaring that the kidnappers acted under

orders of Yang Tien-fu, a notorious outlaw,

who has been operating, with 5,000 followers,

in the Kochin Mountains. It is said that the

object of his lawless act has been to discredit

the local governor for the hitter's refusal to

accept the terms of surrender laid down by

the band. The brigands said that they would

treat their prisoner as a guest unless the mili-

tary was employed to effect his release.

Yang Tien-fu is reported to have been edu-

cated as a military officer in Japan.

Officials of the American Legation here and

Chinese authorities are actively investigating

the case.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 12.—The American

Legation at Peking has been directed by the

State Department to request the co-operation

of the French Consul at Yunnan-fu in efforts

to obtain the release of Dr. Shelton. It was
explained at the department today that this

action was taken because there was no Ameri-

can consul nearer than Canton.

The legation has also been instructed to

take up the matter directly with the Gov-

ernor of the Province of Yunnan, in which

Dr. Shelton is held.

On seeing the above dispatch in the daily

papers President A. McLean and Stephen J.

Corey of the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society, who were attending the annual In-

terdenominational Foreign Missions Confer-

ence at New Haven, Connecticut, went imme-

diately to Washington city to make sure that

no effort should be spared in promptly se-

curing our beloved and famous missionary's

release.

A telegram dated Cincinnati, January 17,

reads as follows:

"No new developments regarding Dr. Shel-

ton's capture in China, but the state depart-

ment is pushing the matter through the

American Legation at Peking. Dr. Tenney,

head of the legation, understands the situa-

tion in China well and will use every means
for quick relief and safety. All indications

point to Dr. Shelton's ample protection.

"Stephen J. Corey."

A Correction

THE name of Mrs. C. R. Pierce was in-

cluded by mistake in the January list

of -These All Died in the Faith."' We,

are very glad to correct this error and to

notify our readers that Mrs. Pierce is alive

and well.

A Splendid Report

ROBERT M. HOPKINS, our Bible school

secretary, sends this encouraging word
with his financial statement, which ap-

pears elsewhere in this issue: "Here is the

best financial statement for any month that

the Bible School Department of the American
Society has ever had. Indeed, the receipts for

Decpiuber. 1919, surpass the total receipts for

the twelve months five years ago."
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Man, What a Chance!
THIS exclamation of Ralph Connor (Charles W. Gordon)

in his great sermon on the call of Jesus to the rich young

ruler may well be repeated to every young man of our day

who in any way becomes aware of God's challenge to his soul.

The need is so vast and so imminent that the war situation is

repeated. Something like universal divine conscription of both

young men and young women must be recognized. One who

will not answer the call must prove his exemption or forever

stand among those who failed their hour.

The call of God used to be the exception. "There were

many widows in Israel, but to only one was Elijah sent."

There were many cobblers in England, but only one William

Carey; many weavers in Scotland, but only one David Living-

stone; many West Point graduates, but only one Charles E.

Garst; many penniless foreign boys landing in America, but

only one Sam Higginbottom; many Japanese schoolboys thirty

years ago, but only one Paul Kanamori.

Universal Divine Conscription

The young man or young woman of good mind and physique

who is not taking up definite Christian service as a life work,

must answer to his own soul, as well as to the Lord of the

harvest, with something more than an excuse.

God's call cannot be put aside lightly; cannot be put aside

at all except to add another to the list of eternal tragedies in

which the rich young ruler stands hard by Judas Iscariot.

What if Moses had chosen to enjoy the pleasures of sin rather

than to share ill treatment with the people of God? What if

Saul of Tarsus had been disobedient to the heavenly vision?

What if Florence Nightingale had offered any one of fifty

excuses that were at hand? What if Frances E. Willard had

chosen enjoyment rather than service? What if William E.

Macklin had rejected God's call to Nanking? Such conjec-

tures are simply impossible. To reverse the course of Martin

Luther is as inconceivable as to obliterate the sun.

Every Life a Plan of God

But my life is just as important to me as Alexander Camp-
bell's was to him. I can no more afford to miss going where

God wants me than Mr. Campbell could afford to stay away

from America or from Bethany. His success, his joy, his

eternal destiny were there.

We cannot imagine what disaster, starvation and defeat

might have followed if Herbert Hoover had not been where

God had appointed him to be. But the Christian transforma-

tion of India, or of China, or of Africa, will save more lives,

because it will go on forever. It involves also, not merely the

relief of physical hunger and suffering, and that in the whole-

some and permanent way of leaching the people to help them-

selves, but of vastly more importance, the moral and religious

redemption of the people.

Behold the joy of Dr. Shellon in witnessing thirty baptisms

on the border of Tibet, and hear God calling you to the

three million Tibetans that wait beyond.

See the Scudder mission in India receiving more members
last year than the entire Reformed Church of America that

sent out the missionaries; hear Sherwood Eddy tell of preach-

ing to thirty thousand eager hearers in one audience; witness

the tragic loneliness of our own scattered missionaries, Dr.

Mary Longdon's narrow escape from death, G. L. Wharton
dying at his post, and conclude that God is assuredly calling

you to come over and help in the harvest of millions, the

deliverance of a race.

When the crisis in Africa constrains Dr. Jaggard to return

to the Congo though he has buried his wife in the homeland;
when our missionaries as captains of twenties and hundreds of

native evangelists are successfully withstanding the Mohamme-
dan advance, but seeing the lines break beyond their reach;

when the Eldreds counted not their own lives dear into them-

selves; how can you ignore the zero hour of God's largest

continent, but one of the neediest and readiest of all?

Hear Inman testify that all of Latin America spends less

on education than New York City alone; see Taylor's photo-

graphs of thousands of Mexican children eagerly accepting the

teaching of American Christians whenever they have the chance

and realize that not by war nor by diplomacy nor by commerce,
but by Christian education Mexico and all Latin America may
be transfigured into a very garden of God; and answer, why
not through you?

Mark the glorious success of our Christian institutes for

the physical, mental, moral and religious training of the Amer-
ican Negro, read the fascinating story of Jennie Porter proving
in Cincinnati's blackest belt that "black is just as good a color

as white, and brown is a perfectly beautiful shade," and then

calculate, if you can, how many thousand chances there are

for you among these eleven million of your fellow citizens to

win the same sort of victories for God and humanity!
Ray Manley and C. Jaroshevich, Frank Butchart and Basil

Keusseff have demonstrated that our foreigners—and there

are fifteen million of them—will accept Christ as readily as

they will go after Lenine, if given a fair chance. Here is your
chance at once to save them and to safeguard your own country.

Greatest of All

If none of these calls "find" you, review the American babies

on daily parade along Riverside Drive in New York, Green
Street in Augusta, or a thousand other places, count the mil-

lions of their older brothers and sisters in our non-religious

public schools and claim the glorious privilege of somehow
bringing Christ into their lives. If God permits you to serve

here, as pastor or as teacher, you haven't time to be president

of a bank, a railroad or a nation!
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A Sunday at Sea in the United States Navy
By LIEUT. FRANK H. LASH

FOUR strokes on the ship's bell. The mellow tones of A well ordered ship has several such musical instruments.

the most musical bugle call of the navy. The measured The sailors file in and take their seats. Perhaps a group clad

beat of the bell tolling in rhythm with the notes sounded

by the bugler. A furled pennant raised on a halyard to the

peak of the flagstaff, above the national colors. A blue Latin

cross emblazoned on a field of white broken to the breeze, as

the Stars and Stripes are lowered slowly by the quartermaster,

and Old Glory takes its place beneath another flag—the church

pennant—the only flag that ever floated above the national

in "liberty blues," with knotted neckerchiefs, and hat bands
bearing the name of another ship enters. It is a "church

party" from a neighboring ship. Several such may attend.

The chaplain, wearing the uniform of his rank, or if he
desires, the vestments of his church, nods to the bandmaster
seated at the piano. The orchestra plays the prelude, which
is usually a sacred selection from the score of a classic oratorio.

ensign on an American man-o'-war. The Banner of the Cross, The chaplain rises and says the words of the call to worship,

and the Banner of the Free. The emblem of our country and announces the first hymn. It is usually "Onward. Chris-

crowned with the emblem of our Faith. tian Soldiers," "Stand Up, Stand Up, for Jesus," or some' other

This seen by the casual observer on the shore of the harbor well-known hymn of the church militant. The invocation and

in which the battleships of the United States are anchored, reading of the morning lesson follows with the resonant bass

means that it is ten o'clock and divine worship is being con- voices of the men blending in the responses. Another hvmn
ducted on board. and all heads are bowed for the morning praver. As the

Within the ship this is the signal for other steps in promoting chaplain concludes the petition for Divine forgiveness and

this feature of the week's routine. As the bugle call announces guidance all voices unite softly in the immortal words of the

the hour of public worship the boatswain's mate on watch Lord's prayer. The softly sounded strains of "Nearer. My
strides through the ship blowing his shrill pipe and passing the God, to Thee" or "Rock of Ages" played by the orchestra as

word in each compartment, "The smoking lamp is out. Di- a response follows as a period of silent communion with God.

vine worship on board. All hands pipe down."

This vernacular of the sea translated into the words of the

landsman means that it is time for church and no smoking,

boisterous conduct, games, or irreverence will be allowed until

the chaplain has notified the officer on watch that church is

over, and the church pennant is lowered after the colors have

been hoisted to the place they shall occupy each day until

Then perhaps a bluejacket quartet rises and sings. "Throw Out
the Life line," or "Lead, Kindly Light," or a clear-voiced

young tenor in navy blue sings, "Eternal Father. Strong to

Save." If the spirit of general participation seems to be lack-

ing the chaplain may have the men hum and whistle the air

of some hymn.

After this period of worship the chaplain rises and an-

another week has passed, when they shall again do deference nounces that all are invited to avail themselves of a copv of

to the faith which gave them birth. the New Testament at the close of the service, and if any would

Meanwhile blue-clad sailors wend their way through the like to talk over personal relationship with God the chaplain

decks of the dreadnaught to the large gun casemate where will be in his room to consult with them after church. This

church has been "rigged." This means that a working party done he gives his message for the day. He does not preach

in charge of a petty officer has been busy transforming part a long, dogmatic sermon, neither does lie merelv tell jokes to

of the ship into a chapel. It is peculiar how readily the en- entertain. Instead he tries to speak a clear, forceful message

closed spaces of a ship lend themselves to a multiplicity of

uses. Housing great modern guns, each one is a scene of busy

activity during the week as men hurry to their battle stations

for drill in obedience to the general alarm sounded on the

clanging gongs. Three times each day the folding mess tables

and benches are lowered from the racks where they are slung

overhead between meals, and the space becomes a dining

room. Each night on the blare of the bugle hammocks are

taken from their nettings and slung on little hooks secured to

the steel beams running athwartships on the overhead, and

the compartment is transformed into a dormitory. But on

Sunday morning the working party rapidly changes the en-

closed deck used for the purpose into a very presentable

church.

The space is enclosed with signal flags of varied hues, draped

over the bulkheads, and across the openings. The folding

pulpit is brought out from its storage space, and set up in front

with a starry Navy Jack draped over it. Chairs are brought

from the wardroom for the officers, and mess benches are put

in place for the enlisted men. Hymn books are distributed by

the librarian, who is usually one of the chaplain's enlisted

assistants. To the sightseeing passerby the scene is reminiscent

of a brilliantly decorated auditorium housing a religious con-

vention.

The ship's orchestra takes its place grouped about the piano.

on some matter connected with the problems of a sailor, phras-

ing it iearlessly, and yet wisely considerate of the needs and

opportunities of his youthful congregation. It is not a mixed

audience, and he is speaking to virile, manly men whose per-

ception will not permit insincerity, platitudes, or emptv aphor-

isms. They have been schooled in the halls of common experi-

ence and are living in a little closely packed community where

pretense is stripped clear in a day. Thev detest nothing so

much as cowardly selfishness and bigotrv. And no one ad-

mires fair play, unselfishness and upright Christian manliness

more than they.

The sermon over, another hymn i? Ming and die benediction

pronounced. As the orchestra plays the post hide thev prob-

ably pause long enough to shake hand? with the chaplain or

greet a "buddy" from another vessel, and then go back to

their part of the ship ready for a "fight or a frolic" or tor

anything their duly may bring.

In response to a request from one of the editors of World
Call I have endeavored to describe a religious service on

board ship. It is not far different from church at home. Cer-

tainly not, for the men participating are the products of your

homes and communities and are changed only by their varied

experiences and uniform attire.

The foregoing description is that of a service on board a

large, well organized superdreadnaught such as I am attached
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lo, and is lypical of church services on all larger ships lo

which chaplains are attached. Less ideal circumstances have

attended services 1 have conducted on smaller craft, such as

destroyers, supply ships, mine sweepers, and airplane mother

ships. There I have often gone taking a small folding organ,

my communion outfit, and a few hymn books. These services

have been without elaborate preparations, but usually with

gratifying results. I have found many Christian men in the

navy and the attendance, conduct, and reverence has been equal

or superior to the best that could be expected ashore. Almost

three years have been spent at sea and I count them among the

best years of my life.

Once each month, or more often if opportunity affords, the

Lord's Supper is observed at the close of the hour of public

worship. All are invited to participate. The response has

been above my most sanguine expectations. I have had as

many as one hundred and fifty men, representative of all

denominations, share in the holy ordinance. In addition,

communion has been administered to many sick men at the

bedside. During the influenza epidemic last winter I spent

several hours each day on board the fleet hospital ship, min-

istering to those ill with the disease. I talked to them, joked

a bit, took letters home from their dictation, read to them,

prayed with them, broke the b'read of communion, and min-

istered to their welfare as I could. I found them greatly ap-

preciative and very responsive.

I have had the pleasure of baptizing several men during my
months at sea, and have had some very fine Bible classes at

different times.

Opportunity is given all men in the naval service to attend

church. If a ship has a Catholic chaplain, church parties are

sent to another ship or station having a Protestant chaplain,

and vice versa. The relationship between chaplains of the

different faiths of Christendom is very cordial, and the cooper-

ation has been close. Prior to the war for many years there

were only about twenty-four chaplains in the navy. During

recent years the size and scope of the chaplain corps has re-

ceived considerable attention, and now there are over a hun-

dred being retained in the corps. Practically all large ships,

flotillas and stations are furnished with chaplains, chosen after

a very careful examination from the representative religious

bodies of the land.

In addition to his religious duties the chaplain has much

to do in promoting welfare, education, amusement, athletics,

and general morale agencies and organization. These duties

alone would require much space to describe and I shall not

mention them at this time.

Not the least among my pleasant personal experiences has

been meeting and enjoying companionship with several of

our pastors and workers. 1 recall many such fraternal oc-

casions. The kind advice and assistance of E. B. Bagby,

George A. Miller, and Earle Wilfley at Washington has been

of great value. At New York with Finis Idleman, Norfolk

with C. M. Watson and his fine people, also B. S. Ferrall of

Buffalo, who did camp pastor work there. And since my ship

has been transferred from the Atlantic through the Panama
Canal to the Pacific fleet I have had the happy experience of

meeting several of our pastors on the west coast. I arrived

just in time to attend the Southern California Convention at

Long Beach and met many old friends besides having the

opportunity to worship with George P. Taubman and his great

church. My ship has had two young officers who are sons of

well-known ministers, namely, W. G. Conley of Ontario, Cali-

forna, and A. R. Adams, formerly of Buffalo, New York. I

have met many men in uniform from our churches, and have

enjoyed the friendship of many noble Christian workers in

different ports and countries.

I feel that I must speak appreciation of the assistance ren-

dered by the American Christian Missionary Society through

its War Work Committee. It has supplied me with a portable

typewriter that has been very useful. It also furnished a large

individual communion service as well as a hospital outfit.

These kind remembrances have done much to aid in my work

and I rejoice to know that our great brotherhood is standing

behind its chaplains in the service. No religious body is

better fitted to minister to men in uniform, and nothing is

craved so much as the sympathetic interest of those who are

serving by doing their bit to "keep the home fires burning."

The Recent International Assembly of Christians at The Hague
The Group of Sixty Delegates Representing Fourteen Nations

From France the delegates were Pastor Louis David Parker and M. Jules Faivret. The German delegates were Professor Deissman, the famous New
Testament scholar; Dr. Richter, the great missionary leader, and Drs. Spiecker, Scheirer and Siegmund-Schultze. Great Britain was represented by the
Bishop of Winchester, Sir Willoughby Dickinson, Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin, Mrs. Creighton, Prof. D. S. Cairns and others. The American delegates were
Dr. Nehemiah Boynton, Dr. A. J. Brown, Dr. Peter Ainslie, Dr. H. A. Atkinson, Dr. "Worth M. Tippy, Dr. C. S. Macfarland and Dr. Frederick Lynch.
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Opening the Great Closed Land
Petrus Rijnhart: Pilgrim and Pioneer of Tibet

By CHARLES T. PAUL

Exalted dome of Asia, where eternal snows are gleaming,

Where the crystal crowns of Kwen-lun and of Karakorum rise;

Strong citadel of Buddha, where the golden gods are dreaming

Of the blissful * Sukhavati shining through the sapphire skies—
Thou hast kindled from thy hidden heart the fire of far emprise!

THIS article deals briefly with the pioneer mission work

in Central Asia, which preceded and largely occasioned

the establishment of the Disciples' mission at Ta-chien-lu

in 1913, which was transferred to Batang, their present base,

on the confines of western Sze-chwan and of K'amdo, the

principal province of Eastern Tibet. Particularly, the story

presents some of the immediate and conditioning antecedents

of the enterprise recorded in the late Dr. Susie Rijnhart's

book, "With the Tibetans in Tent and Temple."f

A summary of the chief events leading up to the point

where Dr. Rijnhart's narrative begins is necessarily biographi-

cal, for it partakes of that picturesque sort of history "with

the purple touches," which James Anthony Froude described

as "always personal." This is the tale of a Dutchman's dar-

ing deeds to extend the far-flung borders of Christendom. It

is a short chapter from the life of the intrepid Hollander,

Petrus Rijnhart, Dr. Susie's husband.

Born in Rotterdam, the son of a major in the Dutch army,

Petrus was educated in a Netherlands war college, where for

a time he fell into the customary turbulent ways of the con-

tinental soldier-student. In the midst of his careless career

he was checked and transformed by a marvelous conversion,

which issued in an unwithholding surrender to Christ. Warm
and generous in temperament, he was seized forthwith by a

passion for pilgrimage and proclamation—a modern efflores-

cence of that burning missionary spirit which Holland an-

ciently knew in the Frisian and Frankish students of the

cathedral school at Utrecht, under the spell of the English

Willibrord, first proclaimer of the gospel to the lowland

pagans. From the very beginning of his new-found life Petrus

felt he would go far afield for his Lord.

After a period of fruitful witness-bearing in Rotterdam he

set out for America, reaching Toronto, Ontario, in 1888. Fair

as a Goth, of tall, lithe and powerful frame, with frank, wistful

countenance, with eyes blue as the Zuyder Zee and lit by an

almost leaping radiance, he arrived dressed in a military cloak

and cap, presenting a bizarre combination of the chivalric dash

of a Henry of Navarre, the cheerful asceticism of a David

Brainerd, and the propagandist zeal of a Raymond Lull.

In his preliminary announcements, made in Dutch and in

French, the newcomer ventured some vague hints about faring

forth on a distant Christian mission. Adding that he wished

to learn English and Chinese, he was received at the School

of Languages, where the present writer taught him the English

tongue. So amply did he sustain the reputation of his country-

men in linguistic acquirement that, six months after reaching

Canada, he was eloquently addressing public audiences in

grammatically faultless Anglo-Saxon. He became known as a

persuasive evangelist in the missions of Toronto, often preach-

"Western Paradise of Northern Buddhism.

ing to crowds on the street corners and in the open spaces of

the city squares.

Was this tall stranger, importuning people about their souls,

a poser or a prophet, a "crank" or a genius, a charlatan or

a saint? Even the pious wondered. Then came the fuller

revelation of his life-purpose, and of that reserve of spiritual

dynamic which had mysteriously fascinated even those who
were puzzled by the modes of its expression, and which now
disclosed itself in an outburst of heroic self-dedication. Here

was a great soul who had been greatly exercised for a task

that transcended even the dreams of the valiant. There was

little in Toronto to generate or nourish the incomparable en-

terprise which had been born in his secret broodings. It was

like a mighty river suddenly springing from the silence of

the hills. Those who knew him best felt that on the head of

Petrus Rijnhart rested invisible hands of consecration to a

venture, which none but a specially chosen knight of the Lord

could so ardently conceive and so willingly embrace. There

was an inner circle of acquaintances who eventuallv caught

with him the vision, at least the dim outlines, of other invisible

bands—invisible to the unsympathetic—hands of human, un-

met need, stretched toward the sunrise from the faint shadows

of a land so distant that it lay beyond the common con-

sciousness of the Christian world.

It was in the spring of 1889, in a classroom at the School

of Languages, that the said revelation of purpose and power

was vouchsafed to a little group of his friends, when Mr.

Rijnhart first unbosomed in choice English his decision to

invade the impossible, to penetrate the inaccessible, to beat a

path "behind the beyond"—in short, to go as a missionary to

Tibet. To his friends the announcement sounded at first like

a message from the dead. It was a shock from the unknown.

Had he declared his baggage checked for Mars the little com-

pany would scarcely have been more astounded. All the

canons of common sense, all the conventional conceptions of

extraordinary exploits seemed for a moment to collapse in

the minds of the young Dutchman's professors, who thought

themselves reasonably au courant of Tibetan matters in fliose

days; for, did they not know that nobodv was supposed to

know anything about Tibet, since it was the great Buddhist

hermitage of impenetrable isolation, closed against loreign

ingress, labeled alike by geographies, histories and books of

travel "The Forbidden Land." The project seemed so much

the more presumptuous since its proposer cherished no illu-

sions as to its difficulty. What soon dispelled the doubt of his

friends and won some to cooperation was the contagion of his

own conviction of a divine call, and his faith that the call

could and would be obeyed.

Mr. Rijnhart knew that the last European up to that time to

t Fleming H. Revell Company. Eighth Edition. 1911.
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sojourn in Lhasa, the Tibetan capital, was Thomas Manning,

who through disguise ingratiated himself with some lama offi-

cials there in loll. He knew that, since the days of the Roman
Franciscan missionaries, Desideri, Freyre, and Orazio del la

Penna, who for brief periods in the eighteenth century had

lived and labored in Ulterior Tibet, no white foreigner had

secured the right of permanent residence in that mountain-

guarded zone. Aware also of the unsuccessful attempts to

reach the capital, made during the latter half of the nineteenth

century by such capable and dauntless explorers as Prjevalsky,

Kishen Singh, Bonvalot, Bower and Prince Henri d'Orleans,

he vividly appreciated how nature, diplomacy, racial antagon-

ism, priestly conservatism, primitive custom and popular su-

perstition had conspired to close the country to the "barbar-

ians of the West." He knew that, for political reasons, chiefly

fear of British encroachment from India, the Himalayan passes

on the south were rigidly sealed and sentineled by Tibetan

guards against all pale-faced travelers—an exclusion policy

due to the instigation of the late Manchu government of China,

which, as a reward for crushing a Tibetan insurrection by

Chinese troops in 1708, had, since that date, exercised a tribute-

bearing protectorate over the rulers of Lhasa. The western

border between Kashmir and the Lhasa territory was likewise

officially defended and, moreover, was physically impassable

by all but the stoutest and best equipped expeditions, on ac-

count of the gigantic ice-laden altitudes of the Karakorum and

other mountain ranges which flank the Indus river. Wilder-

ness, marshland, robber districts, and again formidable moun-

tain walls blockaded the north, from the sand-duned desert

of Gobi and the mountains of Altyn Tagh to the far-reaching

heights of the Kwen-lun. On the eastern, i. e., the Chinese

frontier, where the altitudes descend, where the border lines

are somewhat vague and shifting, where the Chinese and

Tibetan populations tend to merge and coalesce, there might

be a chance to get a foothold and an entrance. This was the

chance that Petrus Rijnhart had chosen. Just when he was

about to start came report of the journey of the American

traveler, William Woodville Rockhill (later United States min-

ister at Peking) through Kansu and Eastern Tibet, emerging

on the Sze-chwanese highlands. Yet he realized that a mis-

sionary would probably meet greater obstacles than an ex-

plorer, for he was aware of the official hostility to Christianity.

The hierarchs of half a million Buddhist lamas were bent

on keeping the gospel from 4,000,000 people. So far as was

known there was not a single Christian within the confines of

Tibet proper. A few lone missions hung about the fringes of

Sketch Map of Tibet and Contiguous Territories Showing: (1) Mr. Rijnhart's Route by the Dotted Line Ending- at Taslii Gomba (marked X) Where He
was Killed; (2) The Relative Positions of Kumbum and Batangr, Both of Which are Underscored.
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Petrus Rijnhart

the land—the Roman Catholics and two lone outposts- of the

China Inland Mission on the east, two or three small stations

in Sikkim and Almora on the Indian side of the Himalayas,

and, hest established of all, the Moravians in Ladakh on the

west, where since 1885, the indomitable Redslob, Francke and

Marx were carrying forward at Leh and Nubra the work of

the veteran Jaeschke, though still thwarted in their desire to

penetrate the interior. The Moravians had translated the

Bible into the Lhasa vernacular and had prepared the first

Tibetan grammar and dictionary for the use of foreigners.

What human torch had been used to light the imagination

and kindle the conscience of the young Dutchman to the lure

of this remote, secluded, inhospitable and neglected region, so

that, with a yearning which scorned all barriers known and

unknown, he regarded it as his divinely appointed goal? It

was a book. A piece of literature has lit the way to a life

work for many a missionary and led him to his field. What

Cook's Voyages did for William Carey was done for Petrus

Rijnhart by a copy of the Abbe Hue's Souvenirs d'un Voyage

dans la Tartarie et le Thibet, a rare old volume even in its

English translation by Hazlitt, the English essayist, until the

publication of the American edition in 19004* This book is an

account of the remarkable journey of the Lazarist fathers, Hue

and Gabet, across southern Mongolia to northwest China,

whence from Kansu province, under extraordinary circum-

stances they succeeded in entering Tibet, even reaching Lhasa

in 1846. They were arrested soon after their arrival in the

lama capital, were falsely accused of political espionage, and

sent back as prisoners to Peking. The last Europeans whose

eyes had looked on the holy city, the narrative of their experi-

ences, containing vivid descriptions of the regions through

which they passed and of the tribes which they encountered,

not only stirred Mr. Rijnhart's ambition to take the gospel to

the Tibetans, but to enter, if possible, by the same gate which

these Catholic missionary travelers had found ajar more than

half a century before; and to witness for Christ in Lhasa.

The manner in which the fulfillment of this missionary

ambition was wrought out in action was quite as unusual as

the personality of Mr. Rijnhart. He was "a born original,"

an individualist in temperament, a dynamo of aggressive

energy, an establisher of new precedents, a blazer of new trails

—in short, a leader. And he was a difficult man to follow

—

not indeed because of a disagreeable disposition—on the con-

trary he was wonderfully tender and winsome—but because

of his daring faith and his uncompromising fidelity in the

performance of what he believed was his duty in his Master's

service. "God uses irregular men in irregular ways for ex-

traordinary work." We can best follow the young pathfinder

from this point onward—in memory—by thinking of him as

Christian pilgrim and pioneer.

Three things made Petrus Rijnhart a pilgrim on the way to

his goal. They were conviction, necessity and faith. Three

compelling facts confronted him. Ill No Canadian or Ameri-

can missionary society was working exclusively among Tib-

etans. (2) One society under which he sought an appoint-

ment for Tibet could give him no encouragement for that field.

(3) God, he felt sure, had«called him for Tibet: to Tibet, there-

fore, he would have to go.

From the circumstance that no missionary" society could send

and support him, he drew the simple conclusion that he must

start out himself, that God would provide his maintenance and

open a path for him beyond human foresight or customary

devising. Then he launched forth on the great adventure. In

August, 1889, he set out from Toronto on foot, determined

to walk to the Pacific coast, convinced that there a way would

be found for his transport across the ocean. The first stage,

a hot day's tramp over a dusty road, brought him at dusk to

a little town west of Toronto, where he surprised the writer

during a vacation visit. The announcement of die pedestrian

program was another revelation of the unconventional initia-

tive of a resourceful spirit. Both appearance and apparatus

were unique. The pilgrim looked as if he might have walked

out of the pages of John Bunvan. He wore a broad-brimmed

hat, and carried on his back a long black patent-leather knap-

sack, on which he had painted in large white letters Mark's

form of the missionary command, "Go ye into all the world

and preach the gospel to every creature." An umbrella and

a modest valise containing his personal belongings, reduced

to the minimum, completed his outfit. In die knapsack was die

remainder of a supply of New Testaments and Christian tracts

which he had distributed to persons he had met as he walked.

This use of knapsack and literature he had deliberately adopted

to create opportunities for "personal evangelism. ' He had

preached Christ to many persons that day. In the evening,

under the clear Canadian moon, he conducted a meeting with

some newly made friends on the shore of Lake Ontario. The

following morning prayers and farewells were said near a

willow-shaded stream up the western highway. The pilgrim

left the writer standing on a bridge to watch him disappear

in the distance around the last visible bend in the road. Except

the ferry across the Detroit river he covered on foot the whole

distance between Toronto and Chicago, about 512 miles. The

nights he spent in city. town, village or farmhouse, though he

had not a single acquaintance west of the place where he halted

on the first day.** Of cash he had only a few dollars when he

left Toronto. There was. as already indicated, no missionarv

society behind him. He had no guarantee or promise ot sup-

port from any human source. He believed that his essential

X Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago. Oakville, Ontario.
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needs would be supplied in answer lo his prayer. In this

expectation he was not disappointed. Toronto friends, with

whom he had left an itinerary of his proposed journey, were

deeply stirred by his departure and sent to several addresses

in advance of him letters containing small remittances of

money to help him onward. As he proceeded he made other

friends, many of whom voluntarily contributed to his little

fund. Invited to make addresses in churches and Y. M. C. A.'s

he solicited no money, nor did he even mention his financial

situation. Enough and more than enough was contributed to

meet his daily necessities. From Chicago he completed an ad-

ditional walk of about 500 miles lo Kansas City, where he

arrived in time to attend a missionary convention, at which he

made an address telling ot his plans lor Tibet. The conven-

tion was so warmly impressed that an offering was taken up

and presented lo Mr. Rijnhart, with insistence thai he should

walk no farther but should use the money to travel by train

lo San Francisco. Interpreting this as a divine expedition ol

his course, he accepted the gift and purchased the ticket, which

took him lo the coast. He reached San Francisco with in-

sufficient funds to pay his ocean passage, but firm in the

faith that God would "get him across." After a brief time

of prayerful waiting, during which he delivered a series of

Bible readings at the Y. M. C. A., enough money came to

enable him to sail for Shanghai.

The pilgrimage was at an end, so far as the footsore jour-

neying was concerned, and the weary itinerant was now steam-

ing across the Pacific. What experiences awaited him in

China? He knew not a single soul, either Chinese or foreign,

among the 400,000,000 inhabitants of that vast empire. No
missionary society or missionary associate would be waiting

to welcome him. No arrangements had been made for him.

No one, so far as he knew, had been apprised of his coming.

But he set foot in the Orient with a faith in God confirmed by

all the gracious guidance which had attended him and "made

straight his path" since the clear August morning when he

first struck out on the trail in far-away Ontario.

With his arrival in China the pilgrim entered upon the

preparatory stage of his work as a pioneer. That would

really begin only when he got to the Tibetans. He was yet

2,000 miles from his objective. But, realizing that experience

in China and "things Chinese" was indispensable for a wise

approach to Tibet, he accepted an opportunity for service

under the China Inland Mission, in whose school for language

study he was soon enrolled. Before leaving Toronto he had
mastered the 214 radicals of the Chinese language. After six

months of intensive study in China he had made phenomenal
progress in the most difficult of tongues; and then turned his

face northwestward toward Central Asia. From Hankow (600
miles from the mouth of the Yangtze) his route lay up the

Han river 400 miles by houseboat to Fan-cheng in northern

Hupeh, where the Han divides into the Pai and the Tan;
thence by mule and cart another stage of 200 miles overland

into Shen-si province to its capital, Hsi-ngan-fu. The third

stage of 350 miles—the most laborious of all, over rough roads

and many rivers, brought him to Lan-chou-fu, the capital of

Kansu, on the upmost reaches' of the Hwang-ho. At Lan-chou-

fu, the most remote provincial capital in north China, and 150

miles from Tibetan country, he remained nine months, contin-

uing his Chinese studies, preaching in Chinese, gathering in-

formation about Tibet, getting a start in Tibetan colloquial,

and otherwise preparing for his future task. In 1891, with a

Chinese traveling-servant who spoke Tibetan, he traversed the

120 miles of wild country west of Lan-chou-fu, between the

Hwang and the Hsi-ning rivers, and finally, despite wolves and

robbers (successfully warded off) he arrived at the first des-

tination of his 12,000 miles journeyings from Toronto, viz.,

the great Buddhist sanctuary of Kumbum, of which he had

first read in the Souvenirs of Hue.

At last he was among Tibetans. The pioneer enterprise had

begun. The base of his labors was the former Tibetan prov-

ince of Amdo, in Chinese, or Outer, Tibet, but now politically

included within the extreme western border of the province of

Kansu. The population comprises Tibetans, Mongols, Chinese

and Turkeslanese; but the Tibetans predominate. They are

distinguished from other Tibetans as Amdo-wa and are divided

into a number of tribes under hereditary chiefs now responsi-

hle to the Chinese amban (official) at Hsi-ning. From the

purely religious viewpoint no more strategic outpost could

have heen chosen. Next to the Lhasa district, Amdo is the

greatest stronghold of Itimaistic Buddhism in Central Asia.

It is far-famed for its holiness throughout Tibet and Mongolia,

and in western China vies in sanctity with the region about

Wu-tai-shan in the province of Shen-si. Out of a total popu-

lation of less than 100,000 Amdo has from 25,000 to 30,000

lamas resident in its 24 lamaseries. With the foremost of

these lamaseries, or monastic colleges, Mr. Rijnhart by ex-

traordinary tact and by his medical knowledge succeeded in

establishing relations, even gaining the friendship of the

k'anpo, or abbot. Kumbum with its gold-tiled roofs and

golden images of Buddhist saints, its 4,000 resident lamas,

its throngs of pilgrims from many Buddhist countries, its

halls of learning, its spinning prayer-wheels, and its ascending

columns of juniper incense, actually became the headquarters

of a Christian mission! This lamasery, which arose in the

fourteenth century, marks the birthplace of the Tibetan Luther,

Tsong-K'apa, the great reformer, and founder of the Geluk-pa,

or "Yellow School," now the strongest Buddhist sect numeri-

cally, and the most orthodox, in all Tibet. At and near this

sanctuary, 500 miles north of Batang and 750 miles from
Lhasa, Mr. Rijnhart remained ten months, winning the con-

fidence of the lamas, teaching Christianity, distributing por-

tions of the New Testament, making short trips beyond the

Kansu frontier, westward among the robber Panak'a of the

Koko-nor, and southwestward toward the Ts'aidam. He ac-

quired a working knowledge of Tibetan and Mongolian, made
acquaintance of travelers and officials from Lhasa, and re-

Mr. Rijnhart and a Traveling: Companion
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ceived delegations of nomadic chiefs with their retinues from

the interior, who had heard of the white teacher with "the

new doctrine and the healing medicine." He was dreaming

of further ingress when in the autumn of 1892 important per-

sonal matters called him home to Holland. His financial needs

up to the present had not failed to be met. Even the amount

for the long journey to Europe was supplied. Reaching home
he stirred Holland by his lectures, and in the winter of 1893

arrived again in Toronto, where he visited the writer and

spoke of his larger hopes and plans for Tibetan work. As a

result of an interview with him published in the Toronto Globe,

describing his extraordinary experiences among the Kumbum
lamas, invitations for public addresses began to arrive. The

last $20 in his possession he paid for rental of a Toronto hall

in which he told his thrilling tale. This resulted in an increase

of invitations. Interest multiplied, so that for several months

he traveled in Ontario and in the United States presenting the

call of Tibet. He announced that he would return to Tibet

with other workers, but made no appeal for funds. For the

supply of finance, of the missionary associates and of the

necessary equipment, he chose to rely wholly upon his secret

prayer to God. To be brief, in the autumn of 1894 he stood

again on the Californian coast with all the co-workers for

whom he had prayed—a man associate, Mr. W. N. Ferguson;

a medical missionary and a wife all in one, in the person of

her who became known to the Christian world as Dr. Susie

Rijnhart. The party was well equipped with things needful

and had behind it a Tibetan council, organized to administer

the new mission. The party crossed the Pacific, followed Mr.

Rijnhart's former route across China, and in April, 1895,

arrived at his already established base, the lamasery town of

Kumbum.

It is at this point, with some slight recapitulation, that the

story is resumed in the volume, "With the Tibetans in Tent

and Temple/' That book tells finally of the tragic journey

toward Lhasa in 1898, of Mr. Rijnhart's disappearance, of

Dr. Susie's escape to China, and of her return to America.

The book is silent on one interesting fact, namely, that before

leaving San Francisco Mr. and Mrs. Rijnhart united with the

Disciples of Christ. With his Bible open upon his mule's back,

as he itinerated over the hills of Amdo Mr. Rijnhart had

worked his way alone to the scriptural position distinctive of

that body of Christians. Dr. Susie followed him in her con-

victions. When through their travels in the Lnited States they

discovered the Disciples, they realized and rejoiced that thev

had found the household of their faith. To the Churches of

Christ, therefore, Dr. Susie turned with all the yearning of

her heart, after the collapse of the memorable expedition be-

yond the Dang La mountains of Inner Tibet. Their response

was the establishment by the Foreign Christian Missionary So-

ciety, of the Disciples Mission with its present headquarters

at Batang. The vanguard of the new venture consisted of Dr.

and Mrs. Shelton, and Dr. Susie, who under the Foreign So-

ciety's appointment left America in 1902.

That the career of Petrus Rijnhart, pilgrim and pioneer, was

crowned with martyrdom, is a fact to be faced in the light of

his own oft-repeated declaration, "It matters not whether by
my life or my death, provided only Tibet is opened to the

gospel." Only by faith even at last did he behold from the

heights of Nagchuka—150 miles away—the golden domes of

Lhasa, when he was beaten back to Tashi Gomba, there to pav

"the last full measure of devotion." His sepulcher was the

restless Tsa-Chu, the upper-water of the mighty Meekong which,

bursting from the Tibetan gorges, across \ unnan and Burma,

sweeps onward through Siam to the sea. The dauntless Dutch-

man's dream did not die with his demise. Rather is it ful-

filled in the Dalai Lama's recent permission to Dr. Shelton to

open a hospital in Lhasa.

The Loudest Call of All—The Gall for Leadership
By J. CAMPBELL WHITE

(Director, Life Work Commission of the Interchurch World Movement)

IN
the rapidly expanding programs of the evangelical

churches of America, the greatest unsolved problem is how

to secure an adequate supply of qualified leaders. It seems

probable that we are now entering into the greatest era of

Christian activity which the Church has known since apostolic

days. All churches are being moved with a common convic-

tion that the hour has come for a world-wide expansion of

Christianity. To do this will require hundreds of thousands

of employed leaders and multiplied millions of volunteer

workers.

It is estimated that at least 100,000 new employed leaders

will be required in the next five years for the ministry and

the foreign mission fields, to carry forward the types of work

that are already developed. In addition to these needs there

are many indications that new types of work are sure to be

found useful and necessary. If the Church develops a large

number of community centers, both at home and abroad,

where physical, medical, recreational, social and educational

Avork will be carried on as well as distinctly spiritual work,

a large staff of trained workers will need to be employed.

If week-day Bible instruction for school children is to be

greatly extended by the co-operation of the churches, tens of

thousands of trained Bible teachers will be needed. For the

bulk of this new work, ordained ministers will probably not be

required, but consecrated laymen and women who are willing

in a spirit of sacrifice to devote their lives to building the

Kingdom of Christ.

Where and how shall all this host of new leaders be found?

1. Many of them must be led out of positions they new
occupy in business or other work. When the war came it

led to all sorts of readjustments in order that the nation's

needs might be met. Thousands of recent college graduate-

and other well-educated younger men and women should now
be confronted with the Church's need of leaders, and should

be led to offer their services to help organize and direct a

comprehensive campaign for Christianizing America and the

world.

The Interchurch W orld Movement is asking that a meeting

of such young men and women be arranged in every county

seat in America, in connection with the county conventions to

be held throughout the nation in February. March and April.

It is hoped in this way to discover thousands of well educated

men and women, who will be available in the near future to

meet emergency needs at home and abroad.
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2. Many thousands of these needed leaders of the future

are now students in the colleges, universities and professional

schools. To get the case clearly and strongly hefore this

large and promising group, a series of meetings is being

planned for about 500 of the leading institutions of America

during February, March and April. It will require 315

speakers to give an average of one month each to carry

through this series of meetings among students. It is espe-

cially hoped that all pastors and parents who have young men
and women from their churches or homes in attendance at

these institutions will cooperate by prayer, conference and

correspondence in getting them to face this new call of the

Church.

3. As most of our present church leaders received their

first strong impulse to give their lives to such work in their

teens, it seems imperative that the young people of high

school age and younger throughout the nation should also

be cultivated in some broad and challenging way. Pastors,

parents, Sunday school and young people's leaders have here

one of their greatest opportunities and responsibilities.

Following state conventions of all Protestant ministers to

be held in all states during January and February, it is being

arranged to hold a county convention in each county in

America—some three thousand of them—during February,

March and April. In connection with each of these county

conventions, it has been decided to hold some special meetings

for young people—high school students especially—to lay

before them the wonderful opportunities for the investment

of life in the varied work of the Church. If each of these

county conventions reaches an average of 500 young people

the total number confronted with the call in this way should

be at least one million and a half. But, in addition to this, it

is most earnestly hoped that the same call will be made in

every Sunday school, young people's society and church in

America February 29, when many millions of young people

may be faced with the specific needs of the Church for em-

ployed leaders and workers. February 29 is to be observed

as a nation-wide Life Enlistment Day by the various churches.

February 29 falls on the Lord's day only once in forty years.

We should now plan so thoroughly that before another forty

years go by the message of Christ shall have been carried

to all people on the planet.

There never has been a time when the whole world was so

open as it is now to Christian truth. Part of this preparation

has come as the result of one hundred years of successful

modern missionary work. The strain and suffering of the

war has still further prepared the hearts of multitudes to

respond to the call of God. "When Thy judgments are in

the earth," said Isaiah, the prophet, "the inhabitants of the

world will learn righteousness." Isaiah 26:9. In these last

years God has been running His plowshare of judgment across

the minds and hearts of whole nations, races and continents.

This should be regarded by the Church as providential prepa-

ration for the greatest seed-sowing of truth that the world has

ever known.

It is impossible to switch a motionless engine, but one

which is moving already may be easily directed. This is

one reason why the world today is so readily influenced by
new and often wild theories of government, economics and

religion. Three-quarters of humanity is already in motion.

From Vladivostok to Petrograd, from Shanghai to Constanti-

nople, from Cairo to the Cape, people are groping for new
life, new leadership. India's veins are tingling with the wine

of nationalism. China has destroyed the foundations of her

government and is trying to build a new structure. The break-

down of Islam's political power has brought hunger and chaos

to the leaderless Near East. Lhasa, the forbidden city, has

asked a mission doctor to come in and establish a hospital.

Kabul, where one stream is used for both water supply and

sewer, is becoming interested in sanitation. Arabia is asking

for railroads to the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina. The

old world is gone and someone from the western nations will

lead in the development of a new world. The only question

is, shall this leadership be Christian?

Everywhere child races are assuming manhood. But only

as this manhood is directed into channels of brotherhood will

a permanent basis for peace be possible.

The type of moral and political leadership developed in

these nations during the next decade will largely determine the

trend of world history. And the problems of developing

leadership which will advance rather than retard civilization

are primarily spiritual problems. They are largely a matter

of races and classes learning to live peaceably and helpfully

together—a distinctly missionary problem. Missionaries are

pioneers in establishing proper relationships between men of

different races, classes and creeds. The secret of this is in

the fact that they first get men into right relations with God.

Christ summarized all duty into two fundamental command-
ments. 1. Love God. 2. Love your fellowmen. When the

perpendicular relationships are made right, the horizontal

relationships will also be adjusted into harmony with Divine

standards.

Every gift is wanted in Kingdom service. Sam Higgin-

bottom learned how to farm scientifically and with his farming

he is making an important contribution toward the feeding of

hundreds of millions of people in India as well as their educa-

tion and evangelization. He is the agricultural adviser to

native princes and kings who can help mightily to make a

new India.

Joseph Bailie, who began by planting trees, is now training

government-appointed forestry students from eight of the

provinces of China.

Fred Hope in Africa is demonstrating western methods

of building, tailoring and farming to the natives of the Congo,

and through his school is influencing a hundred and twenty

thousand Bulus in the building up of civilization.

Two young men graduated in the same class at medical

college. One located in a large American city and waited

months for his first patient. The other went to Africa and

within fifteen minutes after his boat landed was performing

his first major operation.

In these days of turmoil the call for Christian leadership

is even more insistent than it was when Higginbottom and

Bailie began to make their mark on the new life of the Orient.

The opportunity for leadership awaits every qualified man or

woman who is willing to pay the price—the price of hard

work, self-effacement, loneliness, and utter devotion to Christ

and His Kingdom.

Do you say you are not fitted for leadership?

Moses, Livingstone, and Dwight L. Moody felt the same way.

But no one ever knows what God can do through him until

he has given Him a chance. If we are ready to give "our

utmost for the highest," the undreamed of and "impossible"

will be accomplished through us.
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Why I Am Glad to Be a Preacher
Six Prominent Ministers of the Day Set Forth Their Reasons

A Spokesman lor God

HAPPY as I was in the business life which occupied the

years of my early young manhood, it is a joy to go on

record, after twenty-seven years of active pastoral ex-

perience, in relation to the infinitely greater joys of the life of

the ministry.

The laws of men may well occupy great minds, but the

laws of God are a loftier challenge. It is hard to name a

more sacred service than ministry to the human body in all

its lines of needed help and healing, but ministry to the human

soul is a greater thing. Business life, especially in this day

when the promotion of great enterprises and the problems of

salesmanship have been reduced to a science, makes a vital

appeal, but still the business of God with all its ramifications,

moves thoughtful human life even more deeply. It is great

to work for a local community's uplift in splendid lines of

civic service. It is incomparably greater to work every hour

in the light of the whole world's need. It is a big thing to be

concerned deeply as to any group of people. It is a perfectly

amazing thing to be constantly under the constraint of service

for all peoples. It is a notable thing to build for long years

of time. But what shall be said of a work that has eternal

reaches! Such is the ministry and such were the thoughts

that turned me from one line of work to another. Others

have the same obligations and in their exalted souls they give

large place to them. But they are not permitted, as is the min-

ister, to cry out, "this one thing I do." They themselves, the

more they grow in Christian graces, almost envy the man

whose whole time may be given to the unfolding of the things

of faith. Nothing that is said here involves the least disparage-

ment of those who make their contribution through channels of

expression other than the ministry. God needs them where

they are. Such men constitute the great reserve. In unselfish-

ness they uphold the hands of the heralds of the cross. But

they themselves will agree with me that happy beyond all men

is he who is permitted freedom of time and strength for daily

and hourly toil in the absolutely basic realm of the human soul.

Spiritual motives should be first and foremost in impelling

a man to choose the ministry. But these motives do not ob-

scure the perfectly legitimate motive of human leadership.

The preacher is asked to be a leader—a leader in service, a

leader in friendship, a leader in practical counsel, a leader in

inspirational effort of every type and a leader in the shepherd-

ing of souls. There is not a great cause that does not turn

to him for advocacy. If he lives the life he should, he has

the opportunities of a prophet on the one hand, and the call

for the patience and tact and wisdom of a diplomat on the

other. He is the manager of a great spiritual plant. He works

with the boundless resources of God. All fields of research

and life pay tribute to him. The great of the earth are his

hearers. And if he stays within his own realm and is indeed a

spokesman for God, high and low alike will be moved by

his utterances. His exaltation is not in titles nor position nor

wealth, but in his lowliness of service. Doors open to him
that are closed to every other man, love is given that none

other knows and joys are his that no other service in the earth

yields. This is why I am glad to the depths of my soul that

I am a minister of the gospel of Christ.

Des Moines, Iowa. Charles S. Medrury.

The Greatest of All Callings

The ministry, so some wise man has said, is the greatest

of all callings, and the worst of all trades. If a man
belongs there, called of God, and fitted in spirit for the

task, there is no life, I think, so self-rewarding, so full of

opportunity for vital service, so rich and fruitful in its human
relationships, so full of challenge to a man's whole nature.

For myself, if I had a thousand lives I should like in this

generation to go into the ministry with every one of them. I

glory in the life and work of a Christian teacher and preacher,

and I have no ambition ever to be anything beside.

Because men must have religious faith, unable ever .to

think deeply without thinking religiously; because all the

elemental factors of human life, work, love, joy, service, death,

are truncated and incomplete until their spiritual interpreta-

tion comes, until divine horizons are around them and divine

motives are within; because the wreckage of sin in individual

and social life can never be repaired without the creative

power of a vital spiritual life; because the high ideals of a

better world for God to rear His children in can never be con-

vincingly believed in nor effectively worked for without a

reasonable and vigorous faith; because the one unshaken

thing in all the shaken world today is the ideals and purpose

and personality of Jesus Christ; because the churches which

represent all this are only half adequate; crying for leader-

ship, ready to welcome light and guidance, bravely trving to

achieve an ideal task with unideal instruments: because it

takes courage to be a true minister, fearlessness of the face of

mortal clay, willingness to fight when necessarv, unwilling-

ness to compromise the truth ever; because with all the limi-

tations, difficulties, handicaps, and hardships of the minister's

life the opportunities are so great that even a whole man can

never fill them—I am glad that it is my lot to try to be a

Christian minister. Harry Emerson Fosdick.

New York City.

Unlimited Opportunities

I am glad I am a minister:

1. Because of the unlimited opportunities which are af-

forded to help others in the name of Christ.

2. Because a preacher of the gospel can give his entire

time and thought to the things which relate to religion and

truth, and can sidetrack many of the individual and personal

desires of life on the ground of his service to His master.

3. Because it helps a man over a great many littlenesses,

as he has before him the great purpose and plan of redemp-

tion and his relation to it.

4. Because there are chances, regular and irregular, to

testify of the love of Christ and the meaning of a genuine re-

ligion and relate this testimony to the needs of others.

5. Because his life is filled with problems, difficulties, hard-

ships and misunderstandings, which throw him back upon

Christ, who, when He was reviled, reviled not again: when

He was misunderstood, just let it go.

6. Because there is an ever-growing realization thai one

cannot work in his strength, but must depend upon God to

help him, and above all. one is glad because he is intimately

associated in his life work with the one who. above all others,

is his ideal and friend. John Timothy Stone.

Chicago. Illinois.
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Building a Better World

It was hard for me to decide to become a preacher, and

for a long time I declared I would not be one. I have now
been preaching for many years, and I have never seen the

day on which I was sorry for my final choice. My joy in-

creases with the years. I am glad I am a preacher because

a preacher has the chance to do the thing which the world

most needs to have done. He can unfold and enforce the

principles of human life, and interpret the significance of the

things which come to pass. A preacher is a teacher, and man-

kind is in sore need of moral instruction. Men are readily

confused and easily discouraged, and they need continuous

inspiration and guidance. Human strength is small, and the

capacity for losing the way is boundless, and unless there are

guides humanity is lost. The preacher is a guide. He throws

light upon men's path. He braces the heart when the road is

rough and steep, he kindles a fire when the world grows grim

and cold. He is every man's friend. His ambition is to help.

His supreme joy is doing good. He cannot make a fortune,

but he can make many rich. He cannot shine in the papers,

but he can cause many a heart to glow. He cannot do spectacu-

lar and thrilling things, but he can be useful. He can inter-

pret God to men, and he can induce men to become reconciled

to God.

I am glad I am a preacher because it gives me constant op-

portunity to develop the best that is in me. All my higher

powers are called into vigorous exercise by the work I have to

do. Every ounce of my strength is needed, and not a talent

is allowed to remain unused. Preaching demands the forth-

putting of the energies of the entire man.

And then the preacher has daily opportunity of making

a contribution toward the building of a better world. Every-

body admits that we cannot get on with the world as it is, and

millions are longing for a world which is happier and better.

That is the supreme mission of the preacher—building a

better world. He moulds human hearts by the words which

he speaks; he transforms character and determines destiny

by unfolding and glorifying the truth. God has a favorite

Son, and that Son when on the earth was a preacher.

Charles Edward Jefferson.

Broadway Tabernacle, New York Cily.

Belated to Christ's Personal Program

There are many reasons "Why I am glad I am a minister."

Some of them are incidental reasons, some of them are funda-

mental. I have been at it nearly forty years, and am glad

that I have been a preacher during this lifetime, for these

reasons, among others:

First, because I have and have had such a person as Jesus

Christ to talk about, to preach, to introduce to men, to interpret

to men, and to live with through this long ministry. The
best thing that life has given me has been its personal fellow-

ships. And the best of these fellowships has been my fellow-

ship with the Master. I know of n'o other occupation in which

I could have had such privileges as the ministry has offered

me. Other men might find these possible in other professions.

But for me they have come through the ministry, and I am glad.

Second, I am glad I am a minister and have been, because

through these four decades, with their strain, perplexity, diffi-

culty, discouragement and almost baffling confusion, I have

never lost confidence in the gospel of Jesus Christ, or the

preaching of that gospel to the world. To use Moffatt's fine

translation, "I have not lost heart in it." And today, when
every man's personal life is subject to unusual strain, and

every man's relation to his own work tested as never before, I

thank God devoutly that the value of the ministry of Jesus

Christ seems sure and steadfast and unshakable.

Third, I am glad I am and have been a minister because

WotncD at the Well in India
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being a minister I have had chance to be related to a part

of Jesus Christ's personal program in the world and His

total program for the world, in supreme measure. There

have been no distractions. There have been no other interests

to dispute with this. Life has not suffered division of interest

or share of devotion. And for a life like mine, for a mind

like mine, this has been of incalculable benefit.

Fourth, I suppose, after all, all the reasons head up into one.

I am glad I am a minister because in my heart I believe that

this has been the will of God concerning me. And it is some-

thing to be thankful for, that after forty years of it the will

of God in this matter seems good and only good and that

continually. BlSHOP WlLLIAM FRASER McDowell.

Washington, D. C.

A Growing Conscience

WHAT is more interesting than a boy? There came last

year to our Southern Home in Atlanta, Georgia, a twelve-

year-old boy. Motherless since six years of age, he had been

neglected. Running the streets, uncontrolled and uncared

for, he was vile-mouthed and immoral. But he had a winning

smile that drew you to him. He needed not pity but help. I

fell in love with him. I talked with him. I talked to him

kindly, told him why he should be obedient and helpful in

the home, and endeavored to arouse aspirations by ideals of

future greatness and usefulness. Eight months later when I

went into the home, I saw that the wood-work of the interior

had been painted. He had done much of the work. I com-

mended him and took notice of his appreciation. When no -one

was listening he whispered, "Mr. White, I have been good."

Such a joy to know that his heart had been touched, and his

conduct changed. And such a joy to know that the church

through the National Benevolent Association, is saving many

such boys and girls!

Is it not strange that the Christian Church has been so slow

in reaching out the helping hand to such? We scan her his-

tory. It seems her conscience has been asleep, that it is just

now v/aking up to the glory of this ministry. Until the work

begun in 1886 by the National Benevolent Association, our

only home was in Louisville, Kentucky, and was wholly sup-

ported by that state. For years the National Benevolent Asso-

ciation did very little and was given little consideration as an

organization of the church. Even now where we care for

hundreds, others care for thousands. We have been content to

give some of our money to help support the homes of other

churches, and of secret organizations, and the Christian Church

often begs entrance, for even our own, into their institutions.

Great honor is accorded them, and the Christian Church is

robbed of her beauty, glory and power.

A lady of means, and a member of the Christian Church

once said to me, "I love the Catholics because I have been in

one of their hospitals and because I have seen what they are

doing in a home in Nashville for aged men. When they come

to this town asking for aid I have my daughter take them in her

car and visit all in the community for funds for their work."

Money put into the homes of the Christian Church where the

aged dependent are tenderly loved and cared for, and where

little children are trained to be Christians would win for the

church a place in the hearts of thousands. Little children

would be saved from institutions where they are trained to be

Catholics. Protestants cannot consistently condemn Catholic

doctrines and send their children to Catholic institutions; nor

put their money into such, for they are the life and power

of the Catholic Church.

Our campaign in the south in the interests of our Orphans'

Home in Atlanta, and our college at Auburn, Georgia, has

proved to us that the church has a growing conscience along

these lines. Possibly we have been dormant for the lack of

opportunity. Our people are proving bv their gifts that thev

see the need of an institution in the south that will be worthy

the Christian Church, and that will have prestige among a

people that will gladly respond to its call.

We believe the church to be the Lord himself, upon the

earth; still loving the helpless children; still seeing the hidden

possibilities wrapped up in their little souls; still readv to

take- them in His arms and bless them. The homes of the

National Benevolent Association are the arms of our Lord.

Belt White.

Roanoke, Alabama.

The Grand Work of This Age

THE missionary field is, indeed, as broad and as long as the

terraqueous globe. Every unconverted human being on

this earth, capable of understanding and believing the gospel.

is .found in the missionary field. Hence the Lord Himself

commanded his prime missionaries to traverse the whole

world, and to preach the gospel to the whole human race.

But this commission is not given specially nor formally

to any class of persons amongst us, but to the whole church.

Every member of the church is embraced in this commission.

properly interpreted. We must either go in person, or send

by our own means those that can go, and will go. into fields

of evangelical labor. We cannot ask any one to go on his

own charges. We must all be fellow-helpers of the truth.

This is not a painful or onerous necessity. It is a blessing

and an honor above all that time or earth affords, to have a

part in the great work of saving men from ruin, and in bring-

ing many sons to glory and blessedness, through Him who is

the way, the truth, and the life eternal.

The missionary enterprise is, bv universal concession, as

well as by the oracles of God, the grand work of this age;

the grand duty, privilege, and honor of the church of the

19th century. God has Himself, in His providence and moral

government, opened up the way for us. He has given us

learning, science, wealth, the arts of acquiring and communi-

cating all knowledge of the conditions of the living world

—

of the Pagan nations, their languages, customs, rites and

usages. He has given to us the oceans of the earth, with all

its seas, lakes, rivers and harbors. He has. in the inventions.

arts, and improvements of the age. almost annihilated dis-

tance, contracted time, annihilated the mountain barriers: and

by our trade, our commerce, our arts and our science, we

have, in his providence, arrested the attention and com-

manded the respect of all heathen lands, of all barbarous

people, of all creeds and of all customs. Our national fag

floats in every breeze: our nation and our language command
the respect, and almost the homage, of all the nations and

the peoples on earth. God, in his providence and moral gov-

ernment, has opened the way for us—a door which no man.

nor nation of men. can shut. Have we not. then, as a people.

a special call, a loud call, a Divine call, to harness ourselves

for the work, the great work—the greatest work of man—the

preaching of the gospel of eternal life to a world dead,

spiritually dead, in trespasses and sins? And shall we lend to

it a cold, a careless, an indifferent ear?

—

Alexander Campbell,
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Interchurch World Movement
A Report of the World Survey Conference, Held in Atlantic City, January 7-9.

THE Worla Survey Conference in Atlantic City, January

7-9, was attended by 1,732 representative men and women
from all parts of the United States and from forty-two

religions. Disciples of Christ present numbered ninety-five,

and came from seventeen states.

Thorough consideration was given to the surveys of fields

and departments of work presented and to plans for the ad-

vancement of the movement. Four large commissions first

took these matters under consideration and made reports, which

were debated, revised and adopted by the conference. These

commissions dealt with the program of the movement, its field

work, its financial campaign and its budget of expenses.

The Board of Review, composed of the following eminent

men and women, E. D. Burton, C. E. Burton, Mrs. F. S. Ben-

nett, Hubert C. Herring, Alfred E. Marling, Alexander R.

Nicol, F. W. Padelford, Cornelius H. Patton, Mrs. H. W. Pea-

body, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Robert E. Speer, James M.

Speers, David W. Teachout, Charles R. Watson, spent two

days and nights in December examining the plans of the move-

ment and unanimously adopted the following statement written

by Mr Rockefeller:

The Board of Review having had an opportunity to hear from

the leaders of the Interchurch World Movement a summary of

their plans, and to look over a statement of expenditures in-

curred and proposed, begs to report that in its judgment:

1. The plans are wisely and conservatively drawn and not

more extensive than necessary in view of the stupendous and

unparalleled undertaking contemplated.

2. The expenditures are carefully and judiciously planned,

and though amounting to important sums, are relatively small

when compared with the results in accomplishment, spiritual,

educational and financial, which are justly to be anticipated.

3. Had the leaders, through lack of vision or fear of present

criticism, dared less, and prepared a less adequate foundation,

they would have subjected themselves eventually to far greater

censure because of their failure to have constructed a founda-

tion sufficiently broad and strong for the great structure which

alone will be in any sense worthy of the United effort of so

large an aggregation of the Christian people of the land.

When Professor Burton as chairman of the commission on

the program of the Movement read the following preamble

to the commission's report the conference rose spontaneously

and unanimously in expression of its enthusiastic approval of

the statement:

We desire, first of all, to express our belief in the provi-

dential character of the Interchurch World Movement. We
gratefully note its origin, its growth, its widening areas of

usefulness, and, above all, its spirit of devotion to the advance-

ment of Christ's Kingdom throughout the world.

In spite of mistakes necessarily incident to inaugurating an

unprecedented movement of so extensive a character, and in

spite of the many unsolved problems and even perils that must

yet be faced, we are confident that the movement is of God
and that, under Divine guidance and with the Christian co-

operation of the Protestant forces of America, errors will be

corrected and difficulties overcome.

We are impressed by the response of the great organizations

which have entered into this united endeavor to win the world

for Christ. That 140 different boards representing 34 Prot-

estant denominations, covering the entire range of Christian

activity, should affiliate themselves for studying, planning and

accomplishing their tasks, we consider to be one of the most

glorious achievements in the history of the Church, the proper

and inevitable response of God's people to the appalling needs

of our age.

Since there is no other agency of the churches, as at present

constituted, capable of understanding the task forced upon us

by the present world situation and outlined by the Interchurch

World Movement, this organization was called into being.

We believe the time is fully ripe for such unity of action

on the part of united Protestantism.

The ideal of the whole Church facing the whole task appeals

to us as scriptural and practicable.

Profoundly grateful for what God has already wrought in

bringing the Movement to its present position of prominence,

we cordially invite such Christian bodies as have not already

taken favorable action, to cooperate in a movement which

offers the promise of presenting a Church undivided in its

purpose and plan to make Christ regnant throughout the

nations.

Foremost in the Movement's program is a great, simulta-

neous evangelistic effort culminating on Easter Sunday as

Decision Day, with campaigns for deepening prayer life, in-

culcating stewardship and enlisting young people for life

service running parallel with the evangelistic preparations and

the financial campaign following April 21 to May 2, for se-

curing the funds needed for the current year as the first unit

in a five-year program.

Why Not You?
THERE is a hollow in, front of every man's shoulder where

a sweet child's head should nestle. There are depths of

tenderness in every man's nature which only the care of little

children can develop. One's purposes must be nobler who
feels a child's soft hand clasped confidingly in his own.

Where you go he will fearlessly attend, for to every child

his real or foster father is something superman. A little girl

phrased it the other day in this way, "Say, mamma, is papa

a giant?" Who would not lead a better life knowing himself

to have such pure confidence? Whose conduct would not be

more circumspect when consciously privileged to train precious

children for glorious manhood and womanhood—to fashion

souls to enjoy two worlds?

Thousands of homeless children need sheltering care and

thousands of childless men and women are missing life's rich-

est experience, for verily, "A little child shall lead them."'

The Son of God says, "Whosoever receiveth one such little

child in my name receiveth me." Why not you?

If your affairs are so arranged that you cannot do this your-

self, would you not be greatly blessed by furnishing full sup-

port for a child in one of the homes of the National Benevolent

Association? As the average stay of a child is only a few

months, $100 annually will take one child each year out of

poverty and place him in a good Christian home. Why not

do it now? Chas. E. Smith.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
The Boy Who Found His Mother

By ABRAM DURYEE

Abdul Lateef , eight years old, who lives

at the Children's Shelter in Beirut, is as

happy a little boy as one could find in all

Syria, today.

That isn't saying a great deal, of course.

Syria and the other lands of the Near
East aren't the

home of the hap-

piest children in

the world, since
the Turkish out-

rages against the

Armenians. Since

the Near East
Relief, the Red
Cross, and other

relief organiza-

tions began look-

ing after these

homeless, hungry

boys and girls, however, they are less

wretched than they used to be. But few
of them have any hope of seeing their

families, or any members of their fami-

lies, again. When the Turks got through

with the Armenians, there were no such

things as families left in Syria.

Abdul, however, through a lucky acci-

dent, has just found his mother. This

brings us back to the story of why he is

such a happy boy.

Abdul came to the Children's Shelter in

January, 1919. He had been picked up on

the street delirious from fever induced by

starvation. The Near East Relief worker
who found him tried to discover from
what place the boy had come. Abdul told

him his name, but did not know where he

had lived, or whether he had a family.

The little boy was brought to the Chil-

*-"*'*

dren's Shelter, which is conducted by Near
"East Relief in Beirut. Formerly it was a

school for Mohammedan girls. The Turks
took it over during the war. When the

British Army drove them away, they left

a scene of ruin behind them, windows
broken out, furni-

ture destroyed,

even the trees up-

rooted. Neve r-

theless, it was as

good as the other

buildings of Beir-

ut, and Near East

Relief asked to

have it for a Chil-

dren's Shelter.

One day as Ab-

dul stood leaning

over the fence,
peering wistfully down the street, and
wondering what had become of his moth-

er, whom he had remembered after he re-

covered from the fever, a little girl passed.

She turned her head, and stared at him.

Then she ran back.

"Abdul !" she cried. "It's Abdul Lateef !"

She told him that his mother had re-

turned to their former home, and prom-

ised to send her at once to see her little

son. The little girl departed running, and

soon after Abdul's mother appeared.

"Abdul !" she cried. "My own little son
!"

And that was how Abdul found his

mother again. The Near East Relief Com-
mittee wishes that the hundreds and hun-

dreds of other sorrowful youngsters of

these lands might find their parents, also.

But this is impossible, so America must
play father and mother to them.
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The Mother Half of the World
By MRS. W. A. MONTGOMERY

IN
one respect all llie great non-Christian faiths of the world

have failed. That failure they share with all other teachers

of religion in every country and in every age, save one.

All the great technic faiths of the world do not know how lo

admit the mother of men to the spiritual parliament of man,

and they never have known how.

There is just one Teacher who has looked at men and women
with level eyes and summoned them all to stand with Him for

the building of the Kingdom of God. It is not necessary to make

any indictment. It is not neces-

sary to give any specifications.

The history of that failure is

written in every language and

in every sacred book that man
has written save one.

Dr. Zwemer has spoken to

us of the failure of the great

prophet of Arabia to write a

gospel for women. Any one

who has seen those hundred

of Moslem spires and min-

arets against the blue of the

sky in Cairo and known that

there was only one Moslem
temple and mosque where

women were either expected

or permitted to worship God,

knows that you are dealing

with a faith that expatriates

half of its world, and no

one need to live long in India,

and no one can read the holy

books of India, and no one

can listen to the great authori-

ties, the Indian authorities,

and not realize that the great-

est failure of Hinduism is the

degradation of its woman-
hood. I heard Ramabai say that the first time that she ever

read from the Vedas she nearly fainted with awe; that she,

an impure woman, should dare to read those sacred texts that

are forbidden to women and outlaws with terrible forbiddings.

And no one can live long in India and not realize that that

great son of India was right when he said that child marriage

and child motherhood and perpetual widowhood and seclusion

were the roots of India's weakness. And all those failures are

fastened on the women of India not by evil custom, but by
the sanction of the strongest codes and the holy scriptures of

the Hindu faith.

And Buddhism—Lord Buddha was asked whether a woman
could tread that noble eight-fold path, and it is a noble path.

He said, "No," that a woman's foot was too weak to tread that

path and he held out to women through the writings of die

Buddhist faith itself, one hope, that was that the women by
austerity, by prayers, by offerings to the priests, might in

some far distant turn of the great wheel of existence, come
back as a man to earth and then be subject for salvation.

I am not going to go on. There is not one faith under heaven

in which there is any hope for the social salvation of this

world except Jesus. For here is the mother and the child.

Prayer at Des Moines Convention

(Offered by Robert E. Speer at close of first meeting.)

Our Father, we thank Thee lhal Thou art here so near
to us today, lhal Thou art nearer to us Uidn our need of

Thee, closer to us than our own sin and weakness. Oh, help

us, ice pray Thee, to feel Thy nearness and to yield ourselves,

our wills, our lives to Thy glorifying and enriching oioner-

ship. Reveal to us, toe pray Thee, in this first meeting, Thy
glory in the face of Jesus Christ, Thy son. We thank Thee
that He is living in the world today and in our hearts, that

Ee is ivaiting to come with larger power and dearer fellow-

ship into the possession and, occupancy of our lives. And now
we ask Thee, O Lord Jesus Christ, to take as a prayer

what ive have just been hearing. Whether by water, or by

fire, oh, make us clean. Make us clean. Cleanse us now, at

the beginning, from all unworthiness and selfishness of am-
bition and desire. Cleanse us from evil thought. Cleanse us

from unfriendly interest, from racial prejudice, from all pride

and wrong feeling. Cleanse us, Lord Jesus Christ, from
everything that makes us unlike Thee, and unfit to be trusted

as Thou ivert trusted by the power and the joy of God. Quiet

our hearts in these closing moments, that toe may hear Thee
at the door. "Behold I stand and knock. If any man will

open the door I loill come in and will sup with him and
he with me." Bring us into this still and holy fellowship and
speak to us this day and all these days, shoioing us Thy will

for our lives and in us reveal Thyself as the strength and
the poicer of Thy God and our God, Thy Father and our

Father. We ask it in Thy name Amen.

Where is the citadel oi human life? Where is the hope of

the future? Where is the most important place lo guard in

our far-flung bailie lines? It is where a woman sits with her

baby in her arms. Now look at Jesus.

Only one Teacher ever put one law of morality for men and

women, and the world that we call Christian is just dimly

beginning to see in the distance the law of Christ which shall

yet triumph with free, beautiful, perfect homes by men and

women who walk under one law of pure living before the

Lord of life. And as Dr.

Zwemer told you, there is only

one Teacher who lets in the

child—Jesus discovered child-

hood. When His disciples

were disputing about who
should be greatest, He reached

and took a little child (Jesus

never had to reach far to find

a child) and said, "Except

you turn and become like this

little child you cannot enter

my kingdom. Suffer little

children to come to me and

forbid them not," and in that

word you have one of the

most profoundly original, un-

forgettable sentences that
dropped from the lips of our

Lord, and in that sentence you

have the Magna Charta of

childhood. You can look

through Greek literature, and

you can count on the fingers

of your two hands all the chil-

dren that flit through its pages

and they are simply interest-

ing because they are attached

to some adult. Froebel could

not have lived in India or China or Japan or any country that

hadn't been for centuries under the discipline of Jesus, and
the kindergarten that goes around the world is His advance

agent for a new world in which dwells righteousness.

Jesus discovered the spiritual capacity of woman. There is

not a greater sentence in the New Testament than that one in

the fourth chapter of John, when Jesus sits, wearied, by the

side of the well that Jacob digged, and His disciples coming
back, are surprised that he talks with a woman, and while

they were gone, Jesus had told to that woman spiritual truths

that He had not to that moment revealed to one of His

followers.

God is spirit. "They that drink of this water that I shall

give them shall never thirst. I that speak unto Thee am He."

And Jesus, the morning of His resurrection, gave to women
the first commission for the missionary message. In Jesus'

law of marriage, in Jesus' foundation of the home, in Jesus'

law of love, in Jesus' sharing of His gospel with men and

women, in one great fellowship of humanity, we have the pos-

sibilities of building a new world and in no other teaching

have we that possibility, for there is not spiritual dynamic

enough, there is not spiritual democracy enough, there is not
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an appreciation of motherhood enough, in all the great re-

ligions of the world put together, to huild that new foundation

except Jesus builds it.

I wish, as we sit here tonight we could get a picture of the

womanhood of the world, the womanhood of the world

—

that half of the world, that half of the world which has to

do the greatest task, which has to do the one task without

which all their other undertakings are futile, that half of the

world—is the most ignorant and the most superstitious, and

the least privileged—that half of the world, the mothers of

men, three out of four of them who stand under God's sky

tonight are illiterate. For even in Christian countries there

are great sweeps of territory where the woman of the common
people who reads in anything except the poorest, stumbling,

unsatisfactory way, is exceptional, and when you step out from

that diminishing light of Christ, into the disciplines of these

other religions, it is the privileged woman only who is let out

of that prison of illiteracy.

Men, men of the convention, remember that for milleniums,

the mothers of men have been shut out of the kingdom of

books; the mothers of men have been shut out of the free

intercourse, the ennobling, enlightening, illuminating inter-

course with those outside their own families. The mothers of

men who must take for the first six years of its life every child

that comes into this world have done their task without training.

There is not a group of men, there is not a guild of men that

does not know that it needs training to do its work well, but

mothers from the time of the cave men till now, the mothers

of men, have had to work without tools, have had to work
without the training of the schools, have had to work shut out

from temples, shut out from Bibles, shut out from spiritual

fellowship because they were thought unworthy.

Women of the convention, it isn't an inspiring sight to see

a man who in this land that Christ built and Christ set free

and Christ ungirded, who does not believe in Christ, but what

shall we say of the women who are careless and flippant and

who with luxury-loving hands would tear down Christ's in-

fluence? There is not a girl that came through on a Pullman
sleeper to this place that does not owe her safety to Jesus

Christ. There is not a land under the shining sun where that

would be possible, where Jesus Christ has not walked before

it and made it safe. There is not a woman who steps into an

elevator in a hotel, as American women do, who does not owe
that advance of hers to Jesus Christ, ft isn't for youth, it

isn't for charm—there is youth and charm everywhere in the

world—it is because the lover of mankind has set us free that

we women walk as we walk and talk as we talk and live our

lives as we live them. And I submit to you there isn't so un-

lovely a sight in the world as a Godless woman in a Christian

country.

What are you going to do for these other sisters of ours who
need schools and hospitals and friends, who need to give the

training to them that they can take up the great work in their

own land for the Son of God who died for men and women and

little children, to make of this earth a home where Gods chil-

dren will find it a safe, blessed, beautiful place to be born?

The Student Volunteer Convention
Held at Des Moines, Iowa, December 31, 1919—January 4, 1920

THE Eighth International Student Volunteer Convention,

which assembled in Des Moines, Iowa, on the closing

day of the old year, was one of profound significance

because of several elements which entered into it. The first,

and to some the most striking thing, was the personnel of this

gathering. There within the Coliseum were assembled 5,909

students and professors from more than 906 institutions. Nor

was this all. In addition to the collegians there was an addi-

tional group of 949 student pastors, Young Men's and Young
Women's Christian Association secretaries, furloughed mission-

aries, representatives of mission boards and speakers, a total

registration of 6,858 delegates. In this tremendous gathering

there were representatives of forty different nationalities.

The second great element was the purpose of the gathering.

It is not an easy task, under the most effective handling of

convention procedure, to weld so great a mass of vigorous

young life into an effective spiritual unity within a period of

five days. And yet the spirit of unity was present to a marked

degree. Even the usual barriers between races were conspic-

uously absent. The purpose of the convention is daringly ex-

pressed in the watchword of the movement—"The Evangeliza-

tion of the World in this Generation." Such a great purpose

as this slogan implies gives evidence of the knowledge that

the world needs more than anything else it is the gospel of

Jesus Christ. Added to this was the new world situation,

urgent and baffling in its problems. Never before did the

need of the nations for an adequate solution of their difficulties

seem greater, and never did it appear more plainly that such

a solution must have a religious rootage. James I. Vance of

the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ, said:

"If the broken world is to be mended, something more than

the human power over nature will be needed. There must

be a vision of spiritual values, passion for service, a cross on

the hill-crest. When we can look into the face of Christ and see

our fellowmen, then, and only then, will the world be mended."

The third element was the spirit of the convention. It must

be remembered that not all of those present were student vol-

unteers, although over two thousand of the delegates had

definitely pledged themselves to become missionaries of the

Cross. The others were leaders in college life, with a large

variety of interests, and probably many of them were un-

acquainted with the great ideals of the movement. \et all

showed a most responsive appreciation of the great problems

of the day, and a readiness to respond to the great challenge-

which were made. With each succeeding session came the feel-

ing of a strong spiritual kinship which left its impress upon

all. Near the close of the convention one of the students

remarked: "I cannot conceive how anyone can be unchanged

after such messages as these.'' The movement should receive

fresh impetus as these thousands go back to their respective

institutions and relate what they have seen and heard.

The presence of the very large group of students from

foreign lands constituted an element in the convention at once

picturesque, inspiring and truly significant. In no previous

convention were foreign students present in such numbers and

strength, and their addresses from the main platform and in

section conferences were so vigorous in stvle and so clear in

presentation that the wayfaring man could see plainly enough

thai the missionary task of the world is not solely the white

man's burden.
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An account of the convention would be incomplete without

a glimpse into the history of the Student Volunteer Movement,

which had its rise at Mount Hermon, Massachusetts, in the

summer of 1886. Out of this gathering of students came a

number of well established purposes, which have been held in

prominence and steadfastly adhered to through all the years:

(1) to awaken and maintain among all Christian students of

the United States and Canada intelligent and active interest

in foreign missions; (2) to enroll a sufficient number of prop-

erly qualified volunteers to meet the successive demands of

the various Mission Boards of North America in their effort

to give all living men the opportunity to know the Living

Christ; (3) to help all such intending missionaries in pre-

paring for their life work and to enlist their cooperation in

developing the missionary life of the colleges and of the home
churches; (4) to lay an equal burden of responsibility on all

students who are to remain at home as ministers and lay

workers, that they may actively promote the missionary enter-

prise by their intelligent advocacy, by their gifts and by their

prayers.

This movement is a recruiting agency and summons students

to a world-wide crusade. It is not, however, an organization

to send missionaries nor does it assume the functions of a

missionary-sending agency. It is unswervingly loyal to the

churches. It exists primarily to serve the Foreign Missionary

Societies of the North American Churches. It is a student move-

ment. The field for which it has ever held itself responsible has

been and is the universities, colleges, theological seminaries,

medical schools, normal schools, advanced training schools; in

short, all institutions of higher learning in the United States

and Canada. The field embraces fully 1,000 institutions, which

have in them today approximately 300,000 students.

The report of the Executive Committee of the Student Vol-

unteer Movement, read by Dr. Mott on behalf of the committee,

at one morning session, indicated that during the lifetime of

the Movement—a generation of thirty-three years—8,140

student volunteers from North American institutions had

reached the field, going out under sixty-six foreign missionary

agencies; last year, in the student field of North America,

47,666 students in nearly 3,000 classes were engaged in the

study of missionary subjects under trained leadership; and

missionary giving in the colleges has risen from less than

$5,000 a year to over $300,000. The most distinctive con-

tributions of the Movement were set forth as (1) the Volunteer

Declaration
—

"It is my purpose, if God permit, to become a

foreign missionary;" (2) the solidarity which the movement

has developed among its members and the members of kindred

movements throughout the world; (3) the Watchword—"The

Evangelization of the World in this Generation." Dr. Mott

said of the Watchword:

"The history of the movement shows that there are great

advantages in having such a Watchword as a commanding
ideal. The fact that it is a startling phrase, calling for ex-

planation, has arrested the attention of earnest men and stimu-

lated their thought regarding Christ's great program for the

evangelization. It constantly reminds men that the missionary

problem is a living one—one which living men have to face

on behalf of men now living. It.is a stirring reminder that our

plan must embrace the whole world and that we must act

without delay."

The morning and evening sessions were devoted to a survey

of the various non-Christian lands, and the needs which were

peculiar to each. The speakers were chosen for their knowl-

edge of the particular field, and all were deeply spiritual.

Aside from the main sessions of the convention our after-

noons were devoted to section conferences, the divisions on

one day being by fields, on another day by types of mission

work, such as educational, medical, evangelistic and agricul-

tural; on the third by denominations, and on the fourth by men
and by women students. On two afternoons the foreign stu-

dents had sectional meetings of their own, gathered each time

at first together and then separating for meetings by national

or racial groups. Not least in importance and interest was the

exhibit held in the auditorium, where the needs and the oppor-

tunity were presented in a graphic way.

The meeting of the Disciples of Christ was held at the Uni-

versity Christian Church, and was presided over by President

McLean. The needs of the various fields occupied by the

church were presented by missionaries and missionary leaders.

The roll call revealed the fact that seventy colleges were pres-

ent at this conference.

The convention as a whole placed an emphasis upon the

power of educated leadership, which is too often absent from

the programs of our church conventions. It is not the purpose

of this article to discuss the indifference of any religious body

toward the colleges which are maintained in its interests. It

is essential that the source of leadership be considered. The

following statement is quoted from an editorial which appeared

in the Des Moines Tribune on the opening day of the session:

"Let us not miss the significance of the fact that it is col-

legians who are being entertained in Des Moines. That it is

collegians who are going abroad to carry the message of good

cheer to the less favored parts of the earth.

"When the war of might was on the military men went to

the colleges to supply the training camps. Today, when the

war of right is on, the training camps again look to the colleges.

Why did the military camps go to the colleges? Why do the

missionary leaders go to the colleges? The answer ought not

be lost on a single American.

"The military camps went to the colleges because both

physically and mentally college men were more alert, more
quickly adaptable, could care for themselves better.

"The great religious leaders go to the colleges because

spiritually college men and women are as much more alert as

they are mentally and physically."

There have been eight conventions of the Student Volunteer

Movement for Foreign Missions, beginning with that of Cleve-

land in 1891, and these conventions have "literally marked

epochs in the missionary and religious life of the students of

Canada and the United States." They have been unique in that

the leaders of that first gathering have been the leaders in

each successive convention. Remembering the long years of

service which they have rendered, one is surprised to note the

appearance of youth on the part of many and the freshness

which characterizes every message. This is all the more re-

markable as the leaders come forward not once, but many
times, to voice the message of the hour. All have exemplified

in their lives the challenge that he who would be the greatest

must become the servant of all.

The Volunteer Movement at the end of thirty-three years is

strong and vital and never more so. Although the passing

of the years must mean a changing leadership, the great prin-

ciples of the movement will perpetuate its worth. The recog-

nition of prayer as the source of power and life, which was

present in all the sessions, will keep its idealism true. It will

grow because of the boldness of its purpose which confronts

the students of the world and calls out their latent capacities

and commands their supreme devotion. Such an enterprise as

this has done more than any other one thing to make vivid

and commanding the world-wide program of Christianity.
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Shall "Youn£ America" Preach?
By COLBY D. HALL

WHEN he was a little fellow he was a regular "Buster

Brown," always in the midst of things doing; keen

and snappy, with his talents fully appreciated hy all

the family. He smashed many things, among them the old

adage that "children should be seen and not heard." Now
he is "Young America," saturated with the great expectations

of his family, nerved by the undaunted self-confidence of

a high school career, and pitching like a young colt to get

into these tremendous affairs of American life and show the

old men how things should be run. Young America wants

to put his life only where it will count in a big way in the

big affairs of the big world.

And now that he—or his big brother—has had an actual

physical part oversea, in a real world job, Young America is

more than ever discontent to tie his life to anything that does

not really and truly help to "turn the world upside down."

Blessings on the young man. Why, indeed, should any youth

seek or accept a soil place in lliis day ol hard and manly

tasks? He is righl

!

The work of preaching the gospel is one o( those big. com-

pelling, world-building tasks that should challenge the ambi-

tion and ability of Young America. II the youth in our

churches has not so seen it, thai is because we have not pre-

sented it to him in this light. It is lime for repentance in

this matter.

There has been loo much tendency lo consider the ministry

as not only an unattractive and sacrificial life, bul even as

uninfluenlial. The preacher has been regarded as a man
apart; a cloistered iheologue in a day when theology is un-

popular; an unproductive dreamer when success is measured

by productive power. In the avalanche of criticism against the

church these false charges are fostered. And no one catches

them so quickly as "Young America."

To be sure, there have been types of preachers who were so

priestly that they were not much preachers, depending on

dignity and dress for distinction, and out of touch with life.

There are some of them remaining. But this is not the typical

preacher of today, and the tendency is altogether away from

this type. Why burden the work of today with a conception

that is dead?

The real preacher is the most influential man in society.

His work is at the fountain of life. Frederick Lynch, in his

book, "New Opportunities of the Ministry," says: "The in-

fluence of kings or statesmen or great warriors has been little

compared with the transformation wrought in the world's

history by these preachers of the Gospel and teachers of

Christian ethics."

At the Roots of Things

A study of history will vindicate this position with reference

lo the past. And it is true with manifold emphasis in the

present world crisis. The transforming process no longer

moves at the rale of the ox cart; it sails with the speed of the

airship and wireless. So is the influence of the preacher mul-

tiplied.

World peace wails on lire preaching of the Gospel,—right

now. The barbarism we whipped in Europe was anti-Christian

at heart. The Oriental nations are imperialistic and must be

Christianized or become a peril. Africa swings between Mo-

hammed and Christ and will decide in this generation. Unless

the heathen nations are made fit for brotherhood by the gospel,

before they are made efficient for fighting by civilization, thev

will become a danger more horrible than the Huns. All the

statesmanship of the earth cannot prevent a future clash unless

these nations are evangelized.

The success of the League of Nations depends on the preach-

ers. That league has been constructed as a wonderful bodv:

but into it yet must be breathed the breath of life. There is

no breath—no spirit—that can function through that body

except the spirit of brotherhood. And there is no way to get

that spirit into the nations that have it not, other than by the

preaching of the Gospel.

Industrial peace, in America and beyond, depends on the

preaching of the gospel. The long oppressed people of all

lands are seething in menacing rebellion; even America must

face seriously the possibility of a class war. Political expedi-

ent may postpone, but only a Christian program can prevent a

serious catastrophe, and construct a permanent, satisfactory

program. It was nothing less than the idealism of a Christian

slatesman, reared in a preacher's home, that was able to light

the peoples out of the darkness of the world war: nodiing

less than the much preaching of that same Christian idealism

will lead America to inward peace. Industrial rest and justice

can come only through the planting of the gospel in the hearts

of labor and capital alike.

The preacher, after all, is tlie fundamental statesman. The
reconstruction of national and international life by statesmen

always waits on the regeneration of the individual and social

ideals by the preacher. The statesman keeps his ear to the

ground. He must do it. Why? That he may hear the verdict

of the people and enact it. He can lead a little, but not far.

beyond the average sentiment of the people. So the statesman

of today can make the best nation out of the material he has

today. It is the business of the preacher to make better citi-

zens, higher ideals; so that the statesman of tomorrow may
have better material out of which to construct a better world.

Progress therefore moves by the measure of the preacher's

work.

"Except the Lord build the house

They labor in vain who build it."

The New Age Welcomes the Preacher

Some timid souls have feared that because the church did

not officially prevent or close the war the influence of states-

man and soldier would eclipse the influence of the preacher.

Some of us also feared that the pride in military glory would

fa:ten upon us a permanent policy of universal military train-

ing. But, a week after the armistice, it was clear that America

had no heart for militarism. And even this soon after the

war it is just as clear that the whole world has awakened to

a new appreciation for the power of idealism over materialism.

This is the age. therefore, for the leader whose whole task

is based on the conception thai "not by might nor by power,

but by my spirit." is the world to be reconstructed. The old

giant militarism lies chained in the dungeon oi universal con-

tempt; new-born liberty walks the upper air. intoxicated b\

its freshness, and blinded by the unaccustomed dazzle, and

seeking for some one lo lead. The new day is tired of material-

ism, and is shot through with idealism. It calls from the
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heart, for the prophet who can .study to know the mind of

God and interpret it to the groping people.

The new day calls for the preacher because it has lasted

the joy of unselfishness. "The only nation trusted by all other

nations is thai one which poured out its millions ol men and

billions of treasure" with no selfish end to gain. II there

is one outstanding hero today it is the man who dared to

lead a peace-loving people into war, vowing they would

receive no indemnity, no conquest, no remuneration, but only

to make the world safe for democracy. Such unselfishness

has melted the hearts of the world. The blackest crime today

is self-seeking, and the badge of the world's hero is service.

Such an age welcomes the true preacher of that One who first

taught and most completely lived this ideal.

Every Church Musi Have Its Timothy

If the power of the preacher were better known there would

be more boys in the churches aspiring to preach. Oh, pastors,

as you believe that God's program is the solvent of the world's

troubles, put on that program in your community with such

zeal and bigness that the boys will burn to be ministers instead

of millionaires. You business men, as you know now that

force is helpless before the power of truth, that building ideals

is a bigger task than piling wealth, teach your boys that a

life of service is not only happier, but more useful to the

world; and see that a due portion of them give themselves to

this foundation work of preaching.

You parents, who gladly yielded your sons and treasure

to stem the tide of barbarism in an emergency, go pray that

your sons may give their lives to the only work that can

complete this task, by planting the gospel so that emergencies

like this may not come again.

You churches, whose walls bear proudly the stars of your

service flags for boys who risked their lives, go make you

another service roll for your sons who will invest their lives

in the fundamental task of world reconstruction. "Pray ye

the Lord of the harvest that he send forth laborers into His

harvest."

Yes! Call Young America to preach. The task will engage

his greatest powers, the career will reward him with the great-

est wealth of the enduring kind.

James W. Lanham
JAMES W. LANHAM, true Disciple of Christ, minister of

the gospel, author, teacher, friend to man, was laid to

rest December second in God's Halfacre at Manville, Jefferson

county, Indiana, on a hillock back of the church where he

ministered sixty-three years—in sight of his home, which, also

eighty-seven years ten months before was the place of his

birth. Mr. Lanham was stricken while attending the Interna-

tional Convention in Cincinnati. He was cared for at the

Methodist hospital, rallied sufficiently to be taken home, lived

a few weeks in which to greet his friends and comfort his

loved ones, and fell to sleep December first.

The funeral services were largely attended. John W. Moody,
minister at Madison, President W. A. Millis of Hanover Col-

lege, and the writer gave appreciation of his life and strength

to his friends.

Beginning his higher education at Hanover College, he car-

ried his searchings after truth all the years. His public utter-

ances were always well received, while his book of sermons
attest to his literary ability and logical power. To the end he
held his keen mind; some even claiming that his last sermons
three months ago were the best they had heard from him.

His ministry to the churches at Manville, Salem, Shelby,

Madison, Edinburg, Lexington, and Indianapolis (this last

while serving in the legislature) was productive of untold good.

In these days when so many of our ministers are seeking

other vocations it is refreshing to dwell on the long ministry

closed here. At considerable sacrifice of place and prestige

this preacher of righteousness refused offers of preferment

time and again, but the denial was worth while as indicated

by the widespread and genuine sorrowr caused by his last call.

Without children in the flesh, he was father in the gospel to

thousands. There is not a home for scores of miles in all

directions but that he had entered as joy bearer and sorrow

sharer. His homes were legion. His Master's words were ful-

filled in him: "There is no man that hath left house, or breth-

ren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife or lands, for my
sake and the gospel's, but he shall receive an hundredfold

now in this time, houses and brethren, and sisters, and mothers

and children, and lands, with persecutions; and in the world to

come eternal life."

True reflection in him of his loved hills about him and the

rippling stream that flowed by his door, his faith was steadfast

and his hope serene. We met on the train going to Cincinnati.

Picking up the thread of former discussions the question was
asked: "What is your pet heresy now?" "Ah! in these pres-

ent days it is, T believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the

Living God.' " A friend calling near the end said: "We can't

spare you." "Spare me! You don't spare me; there will be

but a cloud between." Fred R. Davies,

Stale Evangelist, Southeastern District.

Charlestown, Indiana.

For several years the name of James W. Lanham has been

among the most honored on the roll of the Board of Ministerial

Relief. What the brotherhood did for him in this way was
an honor to the veteran and a credit to the church.
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Our Army Chaplains in the Great War
By JASPER T. MOSES

(Formerly Assistant Secretary of the General War-Time Commission of the Churches)

THE Church has reason to be proud of the men who
represented her in caring for the spiritual welfare of the

soldiers in the great war. Both with the A. E. F. and

in the training camps at home, strong, kindly men of God
were ever at hand to speak the needed word of exhortation or

of comfort to our lads in khaki and, as opportunity was

afforded, to bring to them the message of religion.

Full statistical information regarding the work of the chap-

lains in the army is not yet available. For the War Depart-

ment, the Statistics Branch of the General Staff reports that

of the 1,263 chaplains who went overseas, probably two-thirds

of whom saw actual fighting, there were eleven killed in action

or died of wounds soon after. Search through the official

records of the department shows that about forty were wounded

and recovered, while eighteen died from other causes, by dis-

ease or accident, making a total unofficial casualty list of

approximately seventy. The rate per thousand of battle

deaths for the chaplains of 8.7 is only slightly lower than the

ratio of 10.3 for all the field officers of the A. E. F., and

this is in spite of the fact that a chaplain bears no arms and

going into action is not required of him. The battle death rate

for enlisted men overseas was 21.9 per thousand and for all

officers of the A. E. F., 26.5.

Many chaplains went far beyond their routine military

duties, being constantly with their men in the front line

trenches and even going over the top when advances into

enemy territory were made. Several chaplains are known to

have taken the place of other officers killed or disabled in

action and to have led groups of enlisted men, and in some

cases to have operated machine guns to protect wounded men
under their charge and, by so doing, to have successfully routed

the enemy. This, however, was in no wise expected of them,

the usual place for chaplains during action being with the

aid and dressing stations or at the field hospitals with the

dying, duties less dashing and romantic than "going over the

top," but none the less vitally necessary to the welfare of the

men whom they were set to serve and certainly not devoid of

danger. It was here the minister's vocation made him invalu-

able, though many venturesome spirits could not resist the

call of "no man's land." Indeed, the records show the case of

one chaplain to whom the fighting end of the job made such

appeal that he was, in military parlance, "transferred to the

line," exchanging his cross for an officer's bars. Several cler-

gymen, notably those who had previous military training,

served through the war as line officers.

The number of chaplains cited for conspicuous bravery and
receiving decorations from our own government and from our

allies is very large. Instances of new citations are constantly

coming to light, a few of the men having received repeated

decorations from our government, which is far less generous

in this form of recognition than are the military departments

of most European nations. More than fortv individual chap-

lains have been cited, several of them more than once. Records

of the War Department show reports from the commanding
officers of these chaplains praising in the highest terms their

helpfulness and efficiency in maintaining the morale of the

troops.

An example of the military language in which their deeds

are mentioned is the following posthumous award of the dis-

tinguished service cross to Chaplain Charles D. Priest: "For

extraordinary heroism in action near Les Huit Chemins.

France, September 20, 1918. He disregarded personal danger

by going six hundred yards beyond the front lines and. with

the aid of a soldier, carried back a wounded man to shelter."

Another chaplain, more fortunate in escaping with slight

wounds, was a former missionary to Mexico, 0. J. Cohee. who
received the distinguished service cross "for extraordinary

heroism in action near Rombercourt, France, November 1-2,

1918. He worked untiringly under constant artillery fire for

two days in charge of the stretcher bearers, personally assist-

ing and carrying wounded men to safety."

There were many types of men represented in the chap-

laincy; among them were such honored leaders of the Church

as Bishop Charles H. Brent, Senior Headquarters Chaplain
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of the A. E. F., who went into the army direct from his Prot-

estant Episcopal diocese and whose splendid executive ability

soon won for him the direction of the activities of all of the

chaplains in France. Another man who has rendered dis-

tinguished service is Major John T. Axton, chaplain of the

port of embarkation, Hoboken, New Jersey, a Congregational-

ist veteran of the regular army service, whose one consolation

for his failure to see overseas duty is the wonderful oppor-

tunity that has been his to work out the problems and direct

the activities of the chaplains incident to the sailing and to

the return of the millions of men who passed through the great

harbor of New York and the camps contiguous thereto, with

the splendid welfare activities developed under his charge.

Major Axton had also direction of all the welfare workers on

the home-bound transports during the return of the A. E. F.

Along with these occasional veterans of the service and with

those more conspicuous in church life were hundreds of young

men from their first pastorates or just out of college and

seminary, who rose to the occasion and made up the rank and

file of the American army chaplains in foreign service. It

is of interest to recall that the \oung Men's Christian Asso-

ciation, with splendid initiative, went ahead immediately upon
the proclaiming of our entry into the war to recruit its person-

nel for foreign service. While military red tape was being

unwound finally to allow the enlisting of chaplains, the "Y"
secured the pick of the mature ministry and the experienced

laymen of the American churches for its overseas secretaries.

The great mass of the younger ministers, men of military

age, who enlisted as chaplains, speedily adjusted themselves

to the new and exacting duties of a calling which had few

precedents, but whose obligations knew no limits. We have

had pictured to us in graphic stories and in cartoon the be-

wilderment of the average doughboy in the unfamiliar sur-

roundings of military life. But who has written the epic tale

of the young parson, thrust into uniform, to wrestle with the

unfamiliar exactions of military etiquette, working out his own
salvation and winning for himself an honored place in the

economy of an organization that has no mercy for incompe-

tents and small praise even for respectable mediocrity.

The war was no Sunday school picnic. The young theologue

in 0. D. must have had some decided misgivings as he first

edged into the group at the officers' mess wondering whether

he would be taken in by the self-important young shavetails

and the cynical older officers who eyed the silver cross on his

collar and wondered how on earth a parson was going to fit

into their scheme of things. But adjustments were soon made
and most of the fledgling "padres" made good, not only with

the officers, but with the enlisted men, not all of whom by
any means were of that "hard-boiled" type which adorns the

pages of recent war fiction.

The Disciples of Christ furnished an even hundred chap-

lains for the army. All but thirty-three of these had been dis-

charged by September 1, 1919, and probably not a third of

these remain now. Besides Chaplain Priest, already mentioned,

who died from wounds received in action, two other of our

chaplains were wounded, Miles E. Hoon, on November 1, 1918,

and Harry F. MacLane on September 29, October 7 and No-

vember 1, 1918, the three entries on the casualty list indicating

that Chaplain MacLane had a persistent habit of keeping

close to the fireworks.

Three distinguished service crosses were awarded to our

"fighting parsons." The posthumous award to Charles D.

Priest was recorded in Ceneral Orders for March 11, 1919.

0. J. Cohee was cited in General Orders for March 8, 1919,

and Captain Winfred E. Robb, for bravery in the campaign

on the River Ourq, was cited November 11, 1919.

A search of the records in the office of the adjutant-General,

made by Edward B. Bagby, of the Committee on Army and
Navy Chaplains of the Disciples of Christ, revealed the fol-

lowing names of chaplains reported as especially commended
by their commanding officers: Joel R. Benjamin, "A fine chap-

lain"; Claude M. Finnell, William L. Fisher, Charles Henry
Frick, Fernando H. Groom, Percy M. Kendall, "Gives evidence

of marked ability and adaptability"; Edward E. Lane, Robert

C. Lehmon, "An interested worker for welfare"; James Henry
McCallum, "Excellent man"; Edward S. Priest, "Has done

very efficient work, always pleasing and congenial"; Harvey F.

Risse, Walter Lee Thompson, Frank B. Ward, "Excellent chap-

lain"; Gladstone H. Youell.

The recruiting of the two thousand or more chaplains needed

for the war emergency in the American army was no easy

task. It was made possible on the part of the Protestant

churches by the splendid work of the General Committee on

Army and Navy Chaplains, constituted by the Federal Council

and the General War-Time Commission of the Churches.

Through its office at Washington over seven thousand applica-

tions were investigated and about one-third of this number
were recommended to the War Department, which granted
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more than one thousand commissions to chaplains from the

Protestant bodies thus represented. Legislation to increase

the number of chaplains in the army was secured through

the efforts of the committee in arousing the public sentiment

that brought the necessary pressure to bear upon Congress.

The committee also was influential in the matter of securing

the establishment of a training school for chaplains which

did such splendid work at Camp Zachary Taylor. The same

idea was carried out also by Bishop Brent in his training

school for the overseas chaplains in France.

Our own representatives on the General Committee were

Edward B. Bagby and George A. Miller of Washington and

Peter Ainslie of Baltimore. It was largely through their co-

operation with the General Committee that the Disciples had

for the first time a full proportionate representation of

chaplains.

The experience of the American Expeditionary Force has

demonstrated beyond a question that the corps organization

for the chaplains makes for the efficiency of the service. Gen-

eral Pershing has testified to this in his statement that "under

the efficient leadership of Bishop Brent and his assistants a

strong organization was developed which assured the most

effective individual effort, and also the proper correlation of

the work of all." It is now proposed to carry out this same

idea, giving the chaplains who are to serve our new army
a form of organization which will promote the efficiency of

their work and have some central, authoritative body responsi-

ble for their welfare. We cannot afford to appoint a man to

the spiritual oversight of our soldiers and then cut him adrift

to shift for himself. In the corps, with its directing body, the

chaplains in isolated posts will be kept in frequent touch with

experienced men who will inspect and criticise their work and

make helpful suggestions. They will be brought together in

occasional schools of methods and in every way the welfare of

the service will be promoted through expert advice and man-

agement. Our churches should follow up the action of the

Cincinnati convention and insist upon it that the bill now
before Congress, providing for a chaplains' corps, be passed

at the present session.

There is no wealth but life; Life, including all the powers

of love, of joy, and of admiration. That country is the richest

which nourishes the greatest number of noble and happy

human beings; that man is richest who, having perfected the

functions of his own life to the utmost, has also the widest

helpful influence, both personal and by means of his posses-

sions, over the lives of others.

—

John Ruskin.
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Little Journeys in the Land of Tomorrow
By DR. PAUL STEVENSON

ATRIP through China, although devoid of many of the

thrills of former pioneer days, is still filled with count-

less items of interest. Like a pilgrim setting out on

a long anticipated pilgrimage to a sacred shrine, I was recently

able to make an excursion into the interior of this great coun-

try, where 1 saw for the first lime that particular part of the

country that is to be our future home and the scene of our

humble life's work for the Master. Twice before had I at-

tempted to start out on my journey to Luehowfu. Once my
plans were interrupted by the ever existing uncertainty of

travel which characterizes China in these days of transition

from stability of the old empire to the still hoped for republic,

and I was compelled to give way to a local quarrel between

some of the irresponsible generals whose armies are in reality

but bands of brigands, plundering and pillaging the country

and making the roads impassable for travelers. A few weeks

later I was compelled to abandon my plans for a second time,

this time because of the arrival of the plague in Nanking.

For months we had been praying that the plague that was

ravaging the country to the north of us would not come nigh

unto our city, but at last it came. Fortunately the warmer
weather rendered the disease more or less self-limiting by the

time it arrived in Nanking and after a few weeks of strict

watchfulness and isolation of contact cases, we escaped with

a relatively small number of deaths. At last with no plague

to prevent my leaving the city and with only the faintest

rumors of a band of brigands still operating in the country

two or three days ahead, I started on my way.

One of the outstanding features of interest on a trip of

any considerable length in China is the variety of conveyances

used in the different stages of the journey. Early one morning
1 loaded myself and my baggage into a large antiquated and
dilapidated foreign carriage drawn by a diminutive white

Chinese pony. This is the acme of Nanking style. If I had
been riding down Fifth avenue in a Packard limousine I could

not, comparatively speaking, have been more in style or rela-

tive comfort. The fact that this same carriage might a few

minutes before have been the means of hauling a dead donkey
to the butcher was not allowed to bother me any more than

the fact that the last human occupant might have had small-

pox, which is so prevalent at this time of the year. Why
worry? Contrary to expectation and custom, all lour wheels

and the bottom of my carriage remained in their respective

places until we reached the end of the four-mile journey to

the boat landing, and with great relief I got out and stretched

before boarding the steamer for Wuhu.

The Yangtze river at Nanking is broad and deep, and the

steamers that ply back and forth are large and comfortable.

Ocean steamers can navigate to Wuhu and load with rice, or

even on to Hankow, where some of the largest iron and steel

mills of the world are located. Although not as long, the

Yangtze on account of its width and depth gives the impression

of being greater than our own Mississippi.

The transition from my dilapidated carriage to the Japanese

steamer that I found waiting at the dock was as from the

ridiculous to the sublime. The style and comfort of my late

equipage had been only relative; this of the steamer was in-

deed real. Inasmuch as I was to be on the boat but a few

hours I had taken Chinese passage at a great saving of money

but a considerable expenditure of nervous energy. Here I

was for the first time alone among these celestials with their

heathenish language. I had been in language school for sev-

eral months; had even been told that I already spoke Chinese

like a native (of Illinois), but this strange talk around me
seemed to be the original confusion of tongues. As breakfast

lime drew near I thought that of the two alternatives, one of

eating a breakfast of Chinese food, Chinese style, ordered in

Chinese, and the other, starving until I arrived in Wuhu in

the afternoon, I could do the latter with more success. It

is hard to reason with hunger and I soon found my
natural fear of the possible results of poorly cooked food

as well as my unnatural but acquired professional respect

for trematodes, cestodes, entameba hystolytica and the like

slowly giving way to the desire for food. It was while casting

about in my mind and trying to decide between sea slugs, eels,

duck's duodenums, and ancient (hundred day) eggs that I

suddenly became aware of a foreign face looking out of the

door of one of the cabins. Seeing me and evidently appre-

ciating my difficulty, the owner of this face stepped out and

with a fraternal spirit that binds all foreigners together in

this far-off land, invited me to share the breakfast that he and

his wife were about to eat in their cabin. Would I accept? As
I look back now upon the incident it seems to me that I did.

My surprise and pleasure were beyond words when this couple

introduced themselves as Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Plopper of our

own mission. I had expected to spend the night at their home
in Wuhu, but did not dream of meeting them on the boat. In

their company the hours passed quickly and before we realized

it the late afternoon found us in Wuhu.

Wuhu is one of the richesl cities in the Yangtze valley. Its

great wealth has also made it one of the most wicked cities in

all China. It is not my intention to describe in detail the work

in this place of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Paul, the Ploppers,

Miss Dale and Miss Gray as they handle the school, evange-

listic, and women's work respectively. Suffice il to say

thai as I passed through the reading room, which was

filled to capacity by the very finest young men, and looked

into the classrooms in which night school classes were in

session at the time of our visit, and sal in the prayer meeting

room, which was comlortably filled with clean Christian men
in spite of the bad, rainy night, I could not but express my
conviction that of all our stations thai I had so far seen this

was certainly one of the most efficient and gave very definite

evidence of tangible results in the execution of our Master's

great commission. I left Wuhu with an inward assurance of

the ultimate victory that is to be our Lord's among this great

awakening people.

It rained all night. A rather prosaic and commonplace
occurrence unless you happened to be planning a trip inland

on a dirty little houseboat, wet and foul even on a nice, bright

day. Very early the next morning I went down to the river,

anxious to see for the first time one of these towboats that are

destined to become a very familiar mode of travel to this

young medical missionary. Even though I had risen before

daylight and it was barely light at the time that I arrived,

still I found the boat crowded beyond description. The whole

boat seemed to be one mass of humanity, swarming on it and

over it like bees on their hive. In spite of the strong protest
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of my olfactory nerve I climbed on and edged my way along

a narrow ledge that served as a deck. Finally arriving at a

designated place, I turned around and backed down into a dark

hole that had been pointed out to me as my "stateroom."

The only opening into the place in which I found myself was

the hole through which I had entered, and that was immedi-

ately and completely obstructed by many Chinese heads and

twice as many eyes, all bulging with curiosity to see this "for-

eigner" at close range. As my eyes were slowly becoming

accustomed to the subdued light, and my nose to the unsub-

dued smells, I began to make a survey of my cabin.

The room was practically a cube, about six or eight feet on

a side. Approximately two-thirds of the room was below the

level of the deck outside. The only standing room was in a

very narrow space between the two wide shelves that projected

from either side and served as bunks. I thought at first that

it was a rather uninteresting interior. I was soon to discover,

however, the hidden possibilities of the place. The first dis-

covery that greeted my exploring eyes was a series of little

streamlets of water merrily trickling down through the ceiling.

As I moved from place to place in order to interfere as little

as possible with the merry trickling of these streamlets, 1 dis-

covered quite accidentally that the floor was composed of mov-

able boards, thus forming an easy and rapid means of exit

from the cabin into the space below. The ease with which T

made this last discovery quite surprised me, and, although

the sudden and unexpected nature of my descent precluded

a very careful scrutiny of the space below my cabin floor. I

nevertheless made a mental note of the fact thai the mud and

water covering the bottom of the boat reached to about two

inches over my left shoe-top. These interesting observations,

all made in such rapid succession and with no effort at all

on my part, emphasized the oft-repeated statement that life

in China is anything but dull.

Having returned to my cabin, I selected the shelf upon

which the least water was dripping at the time. I spread out

my bedding and prepared to make myself as comfortable as

possible, and at the same time hold myself in readiness to

make new discoveries. First, I tried to read. For some reason

or other I was unable to concentrate my mind, so I soon gave

it up and took out the small portable typewriter that I hap-

pened to have along. For the same reason I soon gave up

typewriting. I finally attributed the cause of my failures to

the audience before me. So irresistibly did they attract and

hold my attention, that I soon gave up all else and just sat

looking at the faces at my little door.

From the first, the Chinese people either repel or attract

you. Long ago I noticed that the foreigners in China either

really loved the Chinese and enjoyed the life among them, or

despised them and endured for a season their necessary con-

tact with them. Happily it seems that foreigners of the latter

type are greatly in the minority, although unfortunately there

is to be found among them here and there a missionary. As

I sat and studied the faces at my little door I was compelled

to acknowledge an unusually strong attraction for them, an

attraction that continues to grow as my days among them

increase.

Looking into a Chinese face might be likened to peering into

a great jungle or thicket, alive with interest, filled with sur-

prises at every turn, inviting and alluring you into its very

depths, and yet defying and successfully baffling your efforts

to thoroughly conquer and explore. The puzzle with which

you begin is the puzzle with which you end. That is one reason

that I never tire of the study of the Chinese face. The first

thing that impresses you about the Chinese face is how dif-

ferent it really is from your preconceived idea concerning it.

The two words, "slant eyes," to most people epitomize their

conception of the Chinese people, and yet I have seen very, very

few eyes among them that slant anyr more than do our own.

"The typical Chinese eye differs from ours in that it is not set

as deeply in its socket and therefore is much more prominent.

One only has to try to fit glasses to their eyes to have this

difference brought to his attention. But the thing that im-

pressed itself upon my mind about their eyes on this trip as it

had never done before was the fact that practically three out

of every four were infected and many blind. Although

warned by statistics, I have never yet been able to face calmly

the startling prevalence of diseased eyes in this country. The

fact that the correction of this and other conditions among the

masses must wait upon the slow process of education and the

adoption of a higher plane of existence would be most dis-

couraging if visible though slow7 progress were not seen in

this direction. The blindness of these eyes is but an indication

of the deeper blindness in the minds as well as the souls of this

great people. The Master once said. "If therefore the light

that is in thee be darkness, how great is the darkness?" In

China it is the inner light that is dark: and how great is that

darkness? How long are they yet to wait for that Life that

shall be their Light?

Passing from the physical features you find even more of

interest in the expressions on the Chinese face. There are

two dominant impressions that have been made upon me as

I have time and time again studied their facial expressions. In

the first place, one does not have to study these faces very
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long to understand the oft-repeated statement that the Chinese

are a contented people. The beggar women in their tubs,

rowing out to the side of the boat whenever we stop, and push-

ing their baskets on the ends of long bamboo poles up into

your face, are contented and smiling in spite of the rags, sores,

filth and the other regalia of their calling. The rustics huddled

together on the flat roof above me are singing and gambling

with utter abandon, though unsheltered from the drizzling rain.

The men and boys walking the tow-path on the dike, pulling

the heavily loaded rice boats down to Wuhu are jovial and

joking, content with their lot as beasts of burden. The rich

man in his silks, scrambling out of his cabin next to mine and

stopping five or ten minutes, adds his face to those already at

my little door. He gazes with the same open, childish gaze,

though I imagine that I can see a carefully veiled expression of

condescension and tolerance toward all things foreign, but

above all, every face seems to be a contented face, and it is

this contentment, stoically enduring famine, pestilence and

floods, indifferent to new or easier ways, suspicious of any

instrument or method that does not have the sanction of cen-

turies of usage, that constitutes one of the greatest obstacles

to progress among the masses.

The second characteristic that finds almost universal reflec-

tion in the Chinese face is that of childishness. Their curious,

all inclusive gaze and their intense interest in the most minute

detail of my clothes and luggage, the absolute wonder with

which they watched me open up a small portable typewriter

and cover sheets of paper with strange looking characters,

their amusement and laughter at my strange method of eating

my still stranger food, their freely voiced arguments and spec-

ulations concerning me and my things, all emphasize the child-

ishness of these people. And what is true of these people in-

dividually is also true of them collectively. The Chinese

nation of today is a childish nation. When one stops to con-

sider that China was an old nation and possessed a mature

civilization at the time when our own ancestors were living in

caves, killing the wild beasts with clubs, and then eating them

raw because they knew not how to cook their food, he finds

himself speculating as to whether this might not be China's

second rather than her first childhood. Some less optimistic

do indeed consider it so, and there are many of little faith

and still smaller vision who imagine that we are now witness-

ing the last feeble pulsations of the life of a great nation,

dying of senility. But to him who seeks to look through the

Master's eyes, and who is willing to contemplate the poten-

tialities of lives in contact with the living God, this very child-

ishness is the basis of great hope for the new nation that is

yet to be. The childishness of the China of today is nature's

promise of a stronger, steadier, and wiser China of tomorrow.

So engrossed had I become in the contemplation of the faces

at my little door that the second day had passed almost before

1 knew it. In spite of the constant rain, I had crawled out

of my cabin several times to get a glimpse of the country

through which we were passing. A beautiful country! Up
over the dikes on either side spread miles and miles of fertile

rice fields. At intervals along the bank were small villages,

often built around an old imperial granary where the tribute

grain used to be stored. Along late in the afternoon the flat

river plain gave way to hills among which our stream wound

and wound like a silver ribbon. These hills are merely the

foothills of quite a little range of mountains that makes this

particular part of the country noted for its beauty. The

rain had stopped, and a weak, apologizing sun had crept

out. Little by little the hills began to rise higher and higher

as if to catch the last rays of the setting sun, and in a little

while darkness had quickly settled over a scene the equal of

which I could not remember, not even in my own native land.

We were scheduled to arrive in Chaohsien a little after dark.

From here on my mode of travel would be uncertain. A small

sailboat, taking anywhere from a day and a half to seven days,

a chair carried by four men and taking about two days, a

horse, a wheelbarrow, or my own legs—all these were possi-

bilities. My present abode became now a stateroom, indeed, in

comparison to the uncertainties of a strange Chinese city. In

this city lived a medical missionary to whom I had written, but

I had not been able to give him the exact date of my visit and

I hardly expected him to meet me. All sorts of doubts arose

in my mind. Further, it came to my mind that this was the

first day that I had passed entirely out of sound of the English

language. I began to long for the sound of an English word.

Several months before I had laughed at a sign over a door

which said, "We speak English, and can understand American,
'

and now I began to yearn for someone who could understand

my "American." As soon as we had made the landing, hov\-

ever, all my doubts were dispelled by a foreign face with a

hearty smile of welcome, a welcome that only one who lives in

an inland station knows how to give and only one who is

traveling through a strange country knows how to appreciate.

A good supper and a hot bath were adequate preliminaries to

a sound sleep and even the wildest of my tired dreams did not

warn me of the events of the next two days.

The bridges of China are most remarkable. They have stood for centuries,
held not by cement, for there is none used in their construction,

but merely by the skill with which the stones were
shaped and placed one upon another.
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How Can the Church Reach the Lumberjack?
By E. BIGELOW THOMPSON

f/l/r. Thompson, now identified with the Interchurch World

Movement, has worked in. the most primitive lumber camps

and lived the rough life he describes.)

DESPITE his bearish habits—and surroundings—the jack

has a religion. Those who have traveled through the

northern forests know his hospitality—the meal and the

bed overnight and no questions asked. They know, too, that

this man of the forest simply does not understand the ways

of the city man, nor the city religion. Really, he is just a

lusty youngster. His romping at night in the bunkhouse is

horseplay similar to the pranks of the boy released from re-

straint in recess at school.

The Interchurch survey reveals living conditions in the

woods and logging camps and all data on the well-being of

the man who signs up for the winter. It also includes infor-

mation on the jack's employer. Its most important phase is to

put the finger on the religious pulse of the jack, to find out

what he believes, what his spiritual needs are.

The lumber districts have been divided into three areas,

Pacific, South Central, and South Atlantic. In the Pacific

section are included the states of Washington, Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Nevada, Idaho, and Montana; the South Central section

covers Southeast Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,

Georgia, and Florida, and the South Atlantic takes in Arkansas,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and North and

South Carolina. From these areas the lumber industry, in a

normal year, turns out more than forty billion board feel ol

lumber.

The task of the Interchurch surveyor is not an easy one.

By his nature and life in the woods the jack is a solitary chap,

slow to mix with "outsiders." Labor troubles in recent months

have made him suspicious. Experiences in the little towns on

the fringe of the woods have made him distrustful of his city

brother. The Church, to dale, has meant little in his life and

now that he has joined organizations which really are exploit-

ing him, he has an added suspicion of any organization or

institution which promises "uplift."

Like the man of the Western plains, he is a silent man; he

does not ask questions of his bunkmate. Many of the men
are listed on the pay sheets only by a first name. Hence the

jack is difficult of approach for information.

But there's a romance in the woods. Follow the surveyor

on a trip. He makes his way into the forest. It is supper

time, really late afternoon. With the camp foreman he enters

the cook shack, a one-room, dingy log hut. The table napery

is oilcloth, scarred by slips of knife and fork. There enters

with much noise of feet a chain of men, big men, whose eyes

look down, not ahead. They take places at the table.

Then comes a surprise. There is no conversation other than,

"Pass me that," "Gimme some beans," and similar demands.

The surveyor learns here, often after he has been pointedly

told so by the cook, long knife in hand, that "one comes to the

table to eat, not talk." He eats what is set before him in tins.

Dinner bolted—and remarkable are the feats some of these

men perform with fork and knife—ihe men troop noisily to

the bunkhouses and light pipes. Should the surveyor penetrate

this cabin he may literally be overcome by the absence of fresh

air. The men seem to get all the air they want working out-

doors by day. They avoid it by night. The churchman's nose

would tell him, loo, that the men smoke "men's" tobacco, and

scores of damp socks hanging on wires stretched from the

rafters add to the stench.

Day after day thi.-^ routine holds. The men work, eat, sleep

—a drear existence, punctuated by trips to towns on the edge

of the forest. It is to learn how the Church can make this

life less drear that the Interchurch survey is being made. Many
of the reports coming from the logging camps are appeals that

touch the heart. There is a great deal to be done by the Church

in this field and these men can be reached.

In some places an effort is being made to give them some
form of entertainment for the long evenings, to give them

books, to have men go into the woods and tell them of right

living.

But here comes the point which makes the survey so difficult.

There is a standing prejudice against ministers. The remarks

of the jacks on ministers they have met are classics of pic-

turesque expression. When visiting pastors were suggested

in several camps there was an instant suspicion that this was

only one more trick to get a dollar from the jack.

From another camp came a voice supporting the pastor.

This jack was most outspoken in his sympathy for the men
who come into the woods to serve the lumbermen, especially

on the average ministerial salary.

One Oregon jack welcomed the coming of a' local church for

a rather unusual reason. "We are glad the church is coming

here," he said. "There's a bootlegger around that we can't

find. We think the church will be able to."

The surveyor will have to feel his way among the jacks. He
will have to take into consideration this boy-mentality in the

man-body. He will have to understand how these big rough

men can play "Hawkie fly in, Birdie fly oul" Saturday nights

in ihe bunkhouse and revel in a winter dance on the rough

board floor. The dancers at these gatherings wear their calked

shoes and those selected to be "ladies" are made charming

by their hats of wool stockings with a sprig of pine trimming,

wind-tanned faces and heavy beards notwithstanding.

He will have to understand, too, that the jack likes to argue

and that when he does read a paper, often weeks old, he

remembers what he reads. All these things must be taken into

consideration before recommendations can be made.

But with this army of workers in the United States, quite out

of touch with the Church, something must be done, to spread

the Word in these camps.

This make-up of the jack, his remoteness from the outside

world, gives him what is necessarily a simple and uncompli-

cated religious sense. There's not one of them, Swede, Dane.

Russian, Pole, Latin or Irishman, who has lived since boyhood

in the woods, who doesn't have a bit of the fear in him which

characterized the early nature worshiper; in many, the ad-

miration and the mental calmness which comes from living

close to big things and the silence of the forest.

The work the missionaries have done in India exceeds in

importance all that has been done by the British government

in India since its commencement. 1 ask myself what has been

the mosl potent influence which has been working among the

people since annexation fifty-four years ago? And to that

question I feel there is but one answer—Christianity, as set

forth in the lives and teachings of the missionaries.

—

Sir

William Hunter.
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The Imminent Demand of the Churches upon
the Colleges and Universities of North America

By DR. JAMES ENDIGOTT, Toronto, Canada

{Delivered at the Student Volunteer Convention, Des Moines, Iowa)

THE Church of God has always made great demands upon

the youth and always will make great demands upon

believing youth. We can say at least this morning, with

regard to Canada, that the Canadian churches, after our

wonderful and unexpected experience in this war, are facing

the future with the settled purpose that we will not limit in

any single particular our claims upon the life service of the

young women and the young men of our country because of

any sacrifices which have been made in the war.

We are going forward to the future with an absolutely un-

limited program. We believe that it is our business and our

right to assume our fair proportion of all the burdens which

now rest upon universal Christianity. We believe, moreover,

that this is a day of special obligation for Anglo-Saxon Chris-

tendom. We believe that in the days to come, please God,

there may arise great multitudes of students, say in Russia or

in China, or in Japan or in Africa, to lead the great move-

ments of God in the after days. But we think we see very

clearly today, that if there is to be an advance in the imme-

diate future, the men and women who are to lead the advance

must necessarily come mainly from the Anglo-Saxon Christian

churches. It is not that we believe that we are better than

other men, but we believe that there has been a providence

shaping our ends and bringing us to this day of tremendous

crisis in the world, and that if we fail, then we shall look in

vain to any other part of the earth for the kind of men and

women who can do the work which the world so sorely needs

to have clone today.

Now, we are not under any delusions with regard to our

strength in Canada, but we believe this, that any estimates we
may have made in the past are altogether too low, that there

are resources of character, of mind, of body; resources of

courage, of faith, of vision, which have not yet been drawn

upon. I say then we are going into the future with the ex-

pectation of speaking home to the consciences of the living

men in our universities and colleges especially, and asking

them that they will go forward to the great work which the

churches desire to do. But in any event, no matter how large

the contribution, no matter how we shall speak home to the

consciences of the young men of today, we shall not ask of

them any more than the Church fifty years ago asked of her

sons and daughters in that great land of Canada.

Canada shows us on a large scale in many ways the romance

of building up a great and noble world order. If you take

put the work of the churches in Canada, you impoverish in a

peculiar sense her history, for, in brief, this is the story: It

goes back to those heroic days when men from France wended

their way up in the old sailing ships, up the great St. Lawrence

river. When the adventurers, the fur traders, the voyagers

came, side by side with them, and often in advance of them,

but always ready to take their share with them, came those

heroic sons of the old Roman Catholic Church of Europe.

They have given us a great heritage. They have set us an

example of heroism, of courage, of life devotion. And in

later years, what a wonderful picture we have up there, that

vast land in those days only fifty years ago, great forces with

their corduroy roads, with their log cabins, poor people, with

church unendowed, with a church without universities, with

a church without churches, a great scattered people coming
out from the old lands, bringing their faith, but not the or-

ganization, not the institutions by which that faith could be

established, and it is a wonderful story, what the old heroes

of the Canadian churches have done, how the saddle-back

riders went forth as flaming heralds of a great gospel. Thev
had no doubts in their hearts. A great faith, a great pitv. a

great purpose, my friends.

It was my privilege, some thirty years ago to go out to the

far western plains, and there I saw the bones of the buffalo

still scattered over those plains, and I had the inestimable

privilege of meeting the old order of pioneer, men who could

fire a rifle with deadly accuracy, who had brought down scores

and hundreds of buffalo, but who had never shot an Indian.

men who had loved the Indians, who had taken up their abode

among them, men who were there establishing Christianitv

on virgin soil. I think of some of these men that I have met,

of one man for example, in those days when Christianity was

not taken for granted.

(We hear much in these days of Canada as a sober and a

moderately righteous nation, but these things have not come
by accident. They have been won for us. They have been

fought for.)

When he got off the train, a body of cowboys and gamblers

were the first to speak to him, and they said, "We understand

what you have come for. We give you fortv-eight hours to

get out of the city." They wanted a few hundred square miles

where the Ten Commandments didn't obtain, and that man
stood there under the clear sky, widiout a church, without

any support of organized Christianity, and in the name of

God he spoke to them. Ah! What a gentle heart he had. and

a fist like a sledge. Oh, bless you, he could bring down an ox.

that man, and this is what he said in his quiet, gentle way of

speaking: "Gentlemen, my church, the Presbvterian church

of Canada,"—he was a Highlander
—

"has sent me here to

establish the Christian church, and on Sunday morning next,

here where I am standing, we will have a service, and I invite

you to come." Oh, he never left the place, and he established

the gospel. And then one day the prize boxer of the town,

who ran the saloon, came along, and he was driving along in

his buggy and he said, "Mr. McKillam. what is this I hear

you have been saying about me?" And he said. "Archie,

what did ye hear?" He said. "I hear that you said that my
place was the gate of Hell."

"And, Archie, isn't it true?"

He said, "If it wasn't for vour coat. I would get out ol my
rig and give you a thrashing." "Archie, don't let the coat

trouble you, I will take it off."

Ah, my friends, by such men as these we live today in Can-

ada by the faith and the love and the endurance and the light-

ing qualities of the saints of God. That is why today we have

men ride across our plains, and wherever they go they have

established churches, built schools, put up universities, great

seats of learning. We haven't drawn a cent in many, many
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years from Europe, and we never come down here with a col-

lection plate, this great hunting ground of the distressed.

We have our pioneers today right up into the Arctic Circle,

camping out there on the Hudson Bay. We have them going

up to Labrador. We have them going up the Pacific Coast,

and wherever they go they never retreat. They hold the

ground for the Kingdom of God. So then, young men of

Canada, and you young men of the United States, take my
word for it, that if you will investigate, you will find that

heroism has not been waiting until now to be discovered, or

to be manifested. You have a big job ahead of you, if you

live up to the glorious conditions which great and good men
and women have set us in other days.

I have another reason for thinking that we shall not call

upon our youth in vain in Canada. I am not going to speak

of the war as such. I am not going to speak of what happened
in France and Flanders, but there are things which have hap-

pened in Canada five years ago, and they lasted no longer

—

the things I am thinking about—than this one convention

will last. What a wonderful thing happened up in Canada,

a religious thing! Now mark it. Don't forget this, that up
to five years ago, we Canadian folk had no Valley Forge in

our history. We had no Gettysburg in our history. I wonder,

I wonder if there are any pilgrim souls here belonging to the

United States who still go back to those old places to kindle

afresh in your hearts something like lofty and religious pa-

triotism. Well, I confess myself, my friends, a pilgrim at

your shrines. I shall never forget the days I have spent on

these old battlefields of yours and mine. Down there where

my countrymen got a taste of what was coming to them, I

remember the day I spent down at Saratoga. I came away
with a bullet, not in me, gentlemen, but safely in the pocket.

But I shall never forget, and I wonder if you all go there.

In a sense you have no right here until you go to those places.

The vision of that empty niche, for example, where a good

man might have been remembered had he not been a traitor

later.

I think of the day I spent at Valley Forge. I think of my
ride down by old Boston, where Paul Revere rode on that

wonderful night. I have lit my lamp too at your shrines and
stood uncovered before the old Liberty Bell in Philadelphia.

But up to five years ago, we Canadian people had no similar

experiences in our history. You say we had Quebec. That

is true but Quebec did not belong to us except by inheritance.

We were spectators, in a sense, of that. Quebec! Why we
always link that name up with Trafalgar and Egypt and the

Battle of the Nile, and a few things like that, when France

and old England were fighting out on that colossal scale the

drama of the mighty centuries.

No, that didn't really belong to us, but a day came five years

ago which, will never be sufficiently appreciated, which will

never be even understood by a man who is irreligious. I

know there were men who came from the swine troughs at

the call of the mother land. I know there were men haunted

with bad pasts who said, "Let us go at least and endeavor to

make amends for a misspent life," but the thing that I am
thinking about is the thing that happened in our pulpits and
in our parsonages and manses. Oh, you young men, can you
imagine what happened there? Because it came upon us all

of a sudden, like a bolt out of the blue, and this is what hap-

pened: Fathers stood with their sons, not thinking of victory,

not thinking of extending the empire—we had nothing of that

in our system, we hadn't anything of that in our hearts. We
did not believe in the supposed evil plans of Germany even.

We were a simple folk. But this is what we did, instinctively.

A great light seemed to smite the consciences oJ our people,

and we for hours and hours watched the bulletins for fear,

if you please, that Edward Gray would make a mistake, that

England would fail, that she lacked courage, that she would
not enter that wide open pathway to honor. And then what
happened? Oh, my friends, 1 am not talking about the pool
rooms, but the churches. How our young men's classes walked
out! There was no draft, no compulsion, and in hundreds of

square miles, this is the thing to notice, that there were hun-
dreds of parsonages with not a single young man left in them,

hundreds of square miles where that was the rule. Our
churches emptied themselves. Our parsonages emptied them-

selves; the sons of our foreign missionaries same forward;
our universities emptied themselves.

That is the story that comes to me today as I think of the

future. If we could do these things (and thank God we did

them), if in that spirit, the soul of Canada leaped to its great

task, walked out into her Gethsemane and did the things she

knew she ought to do, what is the need of wondering whether

we can get men to work in the days that are to be?

Ah, this is the feeling that we have today, that we are not to

ask exemption because we have made great sacrifices. No, I

say to you young men, if you were a little orphan today, where
would you go to be mothered? Would you go to a woman
with a poodle dog in her arms? Would you go to the mother
with one or two little children? I would not. I would seek

me out a mother with ten children. I would go to the mother
who was distracted and burdened and weighed down, for one
little extra orphan will not make much difference to her big

heart. The worst thing you can do for England today is to

let her off. The worst thing you can say to England today is,

"You are weary, you are tired, you have made great sacri-

fices." That is not the road of the Kingdom, and we are not

going to take that road, please God, in Canada. It was not

when Christ was rich that he saved the world, but he became
poor that we, through his poverty, might be made rich.

And so, young men and women of my beloved land, and
of this great Republic, make no mistake. You in the United
States, with your larger responsibilities of manhood, with

your greater numbers and your greater wealth, there is a great

need for you to meet, but wherever you go, please God, you
shall find the Canadians all about you doing their share too.

The Best Seller

The American Bible Society reports the biggest year in

history for the Bible.

In 1918 over 35,000,000 Bibles were sold and distributed in

the United States and the 1919 circulation will exceed that

number.

A Bible can be bought for 25 cents. We know no better

bargain. In its three or four thousandth year it is still the

most popular book.

When we were a boy we lived in a house with a wonderful
old attic in which were stored old toys and old books and old

letters. And though we had explored the place time and again,

we were always surprising ourself by finding some forgotten

thing. So that the old attic seemed always new to us.

Thus, the other day a friend of ours, wandering through his

Bible, discovered a rich treasure of wisdom in Ecclesiastes.

Like the boy, searching among the treasures of the old attic,

he had overlooked it in previous explorations.

Suppose you treat yourself to a chapter of Ecclesiastes

before you go to bed tonight. It's greatly worth your while.—Des Moines News.
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Efficiency in the Care of Dependent Children

THE present age is requiring efficiency in

almost every line of human activity,

In the business world, the leading or-

ganizations are holding themselves rigidly

to a standard of efficiency in every depart-

ment. The spirit of the age has not neglected

the charitable societies. We have reached the

day in this work when experts are called in

from the outside to studj the methods, the

expenditures, the results of charitable or-

ganizations, in order to determine the edu-

cational, social, moral and economic value

to the community.

The human contact being a very vital pari

of the successful method, the observer, in

studying the institution and organization,

looks particularly to see thai ii is present

and judges of the efficiency accordingly. The
critical scientific method is the one that

should prevail. While the emotions should

be engaged in all charitable work, it is de-

cidedly unfair and unwise to inaugurate or

carry if on in an emotional May. It is no
longer considered unkind to question the effi-

ciency of a charitable institution. Every
institution should set for itself a certain

standard whereby it may be judged and by
following which it may attain to the highest

degree of efficiency in its chosen work. No
institution should he without a fixed idea

and should know just what it wants to ac-

complish. If the organization is caring for

children, it must determine what classes and

ages of children are to be selected and how
that particular group should be cared for.

The object of the organization having been

determined there should be an adequacy -of

means for the accomplishment of the desired

results. i

Granting that the organization lias selected

as its beneficiaries dependent normal chil-

dren, what is (he special element in life which
these children need? Because they are nor-

mal, their chief needs would seem to be a

home and a school. Opinions as to the -hest-

methods to satisfy the needs vary. In this

work of conserving the child, the adjusting

of any good system to fit the needs of the

child, not the survival of a particular system

should he considered. It is a difficult prob-

lem to develop individuality when the popula-

tion of an institution numbers into the hun-

dreds. This difficulty has been met by the

establishing of a cottage system. The smaller

institutions on the congregational plan are

the ones to which we must appeal to give the

children in their care that freedom of thought,

of expression and action which is essential

to childhood. Having . accepted a child as

one's ward nothing must be left undone' to

assure it a happy and better directed life

than it would have received in its old en-

vironment. There should be a standard of

efficiency for material equipment as follows:

(a) At least 350 cubic feet of space should

lie allotted to each child for dormitories.

All beds should be single. Not more than

fifteen to a dormitory.

(b) Proper bathing facilities should be

installed • and children should have their

clothing changed each day, or as often as is

necessary.

(c) All children should have individual

fiiushes, combs, towels, wash cloths, and tooth

brushes.

A standard of efficiency in the selection of

beneficiaries. It is always wise to conserve

(lie interest of the family group when possi-

ble. One method by which this can be done
i> by introducing vocational training and
;jivin<r the parents employment in the insti-

tution with their children. In cases where
it is judged best to separate the child from
the parent, financial contributions should be

made by the parents for the care of their

children. Parents should not be assisted in

escaping the material responsibility of their

children.

Adequate records must 1,.- kept. One of

the first limits in learn when considering an
application i- whether other charitable agen-

cies are or have been dealing with the family.

This information can be either secured di-

rectly from the applicant or through a cen-

tral registration bureau. Full reports should

be obtained at once from any other agency
knowing the family. This makes reinvesti-

gation unnecessary or very simple.

Legal residence of the applicant is an im-

portant factor. Each locality should be held

legally responsible for its own dependents and
families should not be encouraged to migrate
for the purpose of finding easy charitable

support.

The institution must have the exact age

of each child; the date of birth, in order to

comply with the laws governing school at-

tendance and factory employment. Apart

Young America in Action

Under the careful Cliristkui supervision of <!><• Church homes the children lend a happj life. Wlml n contrusl i<> Ihe grroup on the opposite pngei
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In marked contrast to the children shown on the
the coming of the

from the legal side, the institution tliat fails

tu observe birthdays is losing an opportunity
to strengthen the personal touch between the
management and the children. In an insti-

tution which 1 have in mind each child looks
forward to the celebration of its birthday.

When a child is admitted to an institution

a medical examination should be most thor-

ough. Even then no child should be admitted
to the family circle without having spent ten

days in the detention annex under observa-
tion. 1 have in mind an institution that

lakes the temperature of each child before

starling (hem out to school in the morning.
How should records be kept? The better

plan is the vertical filing system with a fold-

er or envelope for each child. On the printed
History card, preferably eight by eleven

inches in size, should be answered the more
important questions about the applicant. All

additional information, reports of visits, let-

ters received, copies of letters sent, medical
examinations, school reports, etc., should be
kept on the back of this card, [t is conceded
that in small institutions, the alphabetical

method of filing is probably the better. Every
institution should keep a careful physical

record of each child. If any are found to be

under weight, for their age they should re-

ceive special attention and special diet. In

addition to the daily visil of the doctor in

charge, children should have the services of

.oculists, dentists and neurologists.

The aim of every institution is thai each

child should grow up to he a part of the

peaceful and industrial community. The in-

"Please Play Just One More Piece"

opposite pagre, these little ones know little of the meaning' of home. Their playground is the street;
street musician one of the few bright spots in their drab existence.

stitution is fortunate when located within

the district covered by the public schools

where the children should attend. Institu-

tional children need to be better equipped

than the average boy and girl. Their various

activities should be directed with a view of

determining in what particular direction each

child might best be developed. This auxiliary

training may be provided in most satisfac-

tory Avay in many lines by volunteer workers
of the various churches, especially if the in-

stitution is located in the city. The workers
all conduct embroidery classes, fancy work
and plain sewing classes for girls.

If is possible to interest friends in a. com-
munity in the social life of the institution

and obtain their services in conducting and

directing work. For example, several young
ladies from the various .Sunday school classes

are selected each month to act as hostesses

at the birthday parties. They bring in out-

side interests and in this way the children

form new acquaintances and gain the knowl-
edge of conducting themselves properly when
among other people. Vacations spent in fam-
ly homes are most helpful in the development
of the child. This can be done through co-

operation of the various churches in I he

county, the pastor together with his corps

of assistants in each community being re-

sponsible for the homes selected for (he chil-

dren. Sometimes a. representative from I he

institution may visil in the same county dur-

ing (he slay of the children. The best homes
arc always open to the children and many
times the winning personality of the child

secures for it a permanent home. The trinity

of happy, useful childhood is food, play and

work. Indoor play rooms should he provided

with plenty of toys and games for amuse-

ment during inclement weather. Outdoor ap-

paratus is necessary to physical development
and should be provided.

Any system of education which neglects

any part of the fourfold nature of a child's

education is incomplete. Religious instruc-

tion should he as char and intelligent to the

child as instruction in any particular study,
of the school curriculum. The niosl modern
way of teaching today is teaching objectively

and correlatively; mechanically memorizing
the truths of the Scriptures amounts to little.

It is when these

'

truths are applied to some
act or incident in the life of the child that
they ought to be memorized. Then the task
becomes a pleasure, and the knowledge a part
of the child himself. There is nothing more
important in institutional life than the moral
development of the people employed in the
institution. If the employes are in sympathy
with the ideas of the institution much can
be accomplished in training children. Hut.

above all other tasks, this is one thai ''spe-

cially needs trained and capable men and
women. There must be a native endowment
of gifts aside from a liberal education to fit

one for such work. If your duly to the child

has been faithfully and conscientiously dis-

charged, no criticism can be made of institu-

tions for the rearing and education of the
child without the proper parental care.

Mrs. B. R. Brown.
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How Lon£ till Christian Union?

THE movement for the unity of the

church goes steadily and irresistibly

forward. The World Conference on

Faith and Order is now in sight. Arrange-

ments are made for a preliminary meeting

at Geneva, Switzerland, August next. The

Federal Council of Churches has just com-

pleted the most constructive year in its his-

tory and is stronger and greater than ever.

Its Commission on Interchurch Federations,

City and State, has organized some fifteen

city federations during the year and now has

federations with employed executives in

nearly forty cities. It is most gratifying to

note that of these secretaries nearly a dozen

are Disciples. The Interchurch World Move-

ment is developing daily with really wonder-

ful rapidity and efficiency. Now comes the

report from Australia of the launching of an

Interchurch World Movement there. All

of these movements and the vigor with which

they are progressing indicate what "tides are

running in the hearts of men."

Nevertheless those who advocate and work

for Christian union have necessarily to think

in terms of long programs and permanent

financial foundations. Christian union is a

consummation not to be realized in a day. We
who live now will be like those worthy men
and women of faith named in the eleventh

of Hebrews and of whom it is written:

"These all died in the faith, not having re-

ceived the promises, but having seen them
and greeted them from afar."

So will it be with us. Christian unity is

certain. It is God's purpose. It is the will

of Christ. But like "the promises" it is

"afar." We "greet" it by faith. In the

words of Thomas Campbell:

"It is our consolation, in the meantime,

that the desired event, as certain as it will

be happy and glorious, admits of no dispute,

however we may hesitate or differ about the

proper methods of promoting it."

Preparation must be made for long years

of testimony and labor. Provision must be

made for the next generation to take up the

task where we lay it down.
To this end larger permanent endowments

must be created to provide for an uninter-

rupted program for the promotion of this

supreme cause through the years. Educa-
tional and benevolent movements of many
kinds are now being made possible and are

being carried forward by great permanent
financial foundations. Certain of these move-
ments are thus enabled to undertake and
carry on vast and thorough programs of re-

search and service which would lie wholly
impossible without the security and suffi-

ciency of means afforded by permanent funds.

The Association for the Promotion of Chris-

tian Unity faces its stupendous task with no
permanent funds whatever. Certain other

religious movements which have for their

purpose the publication and distribution of

books and papers for the promotion of dis-

tinctive religious tenets which divide Chris-

tians have large endowments, but as yet no

movement which has for its aim the distri-

bution of literal ure and the carrying on of

endeavors for the uniting of Christians has

been provided for in this .permanent and

By H. G. ARMSTRONG
adequate way. Here the Disciples have the

opportunity "to blaze a new trail."' The
Association for the Promotion of Christian

Unity should begin at once to build up an
adequate permanent financial foundation.

For the next five years $25,000 a year, at

least, should be given for this purpose, in

addition to the amount needed for the current

prosecution of the work. This cause is ab-

solutely supreme. The salvation of a lost

and ruined world waits on it. Christians

should give for it as conscientiously and
earnestly as Jesus prayed for it.

The vast magnitude and vital importance
of this task must not be underestimated. Nor
must the mistake be made of supposing that

union is "about to appear." A little while

ago a contributor to one of the weekly jour-

nals made the statement that within the next
two or three years some kind of union is

sure to come. Possibly so, but the indica-

tions of the present time are quite to the

contrary. Indeed there is nothing to indicate

that real union is likely to come within the

next twenty or thirty years. Doubtless there

will be unions of kindred Christian bodies,

between which the differences are not great.

It ought to be expected that "denominational

families" should be getting together in "fam-
ily reunions," thus paving the way for the

greater reunion of all. Indeed such unions
should be fostered and encouraged. But
great labors are to be wrought and great
sacrifices are to be made before the great
union comes. Literally millions of dollars

will have to be raised and expended and lit-

erally thousands of consecrated lives will

have to be invested in programs of education
and cooperation if there is ever to be any
real Christian union. The walls of denonii-

nationalism are deep and strong. The divi-

sions of the church are of long standing and
have to do with things exceedingly precious.

Sectarianism has become second nature in all

of us. The habit of separation has become
so thoroughly wrought into our religious

consciousness that it is now a normal reli-

gious instinct. Nothing less than the total

re-education of all Christendom in every
phase of religious faith and conduct will

avail to remove the barriers and bring us
together. Education, much more re-education,

is a long, patient and costly program.

A recent writer was looking in the right

direction when he said, "Christian unity can-
not be forced through, nor fought through.

It must be thought through." This is a true

word indeed, but perhaps a truer Moid is

that spoken by a minister at the Ohio Con-
vention at Akron in comment on this state-

ment. His comment was that Christian unity
is not so much to be "thought through" as

"worked through." That is by working to-

gether we may in time come together. This
is indeed the one hopeful aspect of the whole
problem at this time. We are learning to

work together and there is so much for us
to do together that we all have ample oppor-
tunity to make our contribution to the pro-

gram of "working Christian union through."
Now of all this the point is Hint Christian

union is a tremendous task requiring stu-

pendous labors and stupendous sums of

money. It is the supreme issue, and exceed-

ingly urgent. It demands large permanent
financial foundations as well as large volumes
of current contributions. Moreover the prin-

ciple holds in this as in every great cause

that those who believe most and care most
will have to give most and work most. And
belief and faith are measured by gift and
labor. "By their fruits ye shall know them."
The Disciples of Christ believe fundamentally
in the necessity, and possibility of Christian

union. They of all peoples are committed
to it. For a hundred years the passion for

it has characterized their whole life. It is

but right and fair therefore, that the Disci-

ples of all people should undertake most, give

and sacrifice most for it now. The amount
apportioned to this work through the united

budget this year is $20,108.59. To fall below
this amount Mould be nothing less than
tragedy in this critical hour of the world's

life. Certainly God expects every Disciple

and every congregation to give, work, and
pray for the union of the broken Church,

"that the world may believe," and "believing,

have life in His name."

A Missionary at Seventy

FRANK BAIPvD, though more than three

score and ten, is a missionary to China.

"Uncle Frank" has been a lifelong Dis-

ciple of Christ. He has always been deeply

interested in the extension of the Kingdom
of Christ to the ends of the earth. In his old

age he found himself dependent upon his

daughter, Mrs. Edwin Marx. Mrs. Marx and
her husband were deeply interested in foreign

missions. The Foreign Society was in great

need of a man and his wife for China. The
young people were willing to go, but there

was the question of a home and the care of

the aged father. Uncle Frank's heart re-

sponded to the cry of need from the Celestial

Empire. He volunteered to go to one of our

homes for the aged that these strong young
people might go as their own and his repre-

sentatives with the gospel to those who "lie

in darkness." Arrangements were soon made
for a home for the aged father in our Home
for the Aged at Jacksonville. Illinois. His

children are now in China. That he has the

true missionary spirit is clearly evidenced

by the following letter written to S. J. Corey:

"My dear brother: I want to acknowledge

receipt of the Call of China, and I appreciate

it very much. I thought it was pretty hard

to give up my daughter and son-in-law. Mr.

and Mrs. Edwin Marx, but since they have

got over in China and are so well pleased

with their work and I have such a good
home I am very well satisfied. We have

a good home here with forty-three members.

but we need more room. I think lots of the

officers and the matron: don't see how the

brethren could do better. My health has

been poor since 1 had a stroke of paralysis

and I am very thankful for the home. Ex-

cuse me for taking your valuable time with

Ihis. and that God will bless your good work
is my prayer."

A recent picture of Mr. Baud may be found

on page ">t of the November World Call.
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The First Lord's Day in March
ABOUT a thousand churches make the

i\ Every Member Canvass and give for

self-support and education and missions

every week in the year. It is confidently

believed that some time in the future every

church in our fellowship will adopt this meth-

od of financing its share of the work of the

Kingdom. But it may be, a dozen years or

more before that time comes.

Until that time does come it will be neces-

sary for the churches to observe the first

Lord's day in March as the time for the

offering for foreign missions. Forty-one years

ago the churches were asked to observe

the day for this purpose, and for forty-one

years they have made their offerings for

Foreign Missions on this day. Sermons were;

preached, prayer was offered, and offerings

were made. Millions of dollars were given

for Foreign Missions on the first, Lord's day

in March. As a result the day lias a, place

in the thought of the people somewhat as

Christmas, as Easter, and as Thanksgiving

have a place in the thought of the nation.

The churches that do not make the Every
Member Canvass and do not give for missions

on the first day of every week, should by all

means continue to observe the first, Lord's

day in March as Foreign Missionary day.

Otherwise there is grave danger that they

will not give at any time in the year, and
that would be a loss to them and to the mis-

sionary cause. The one task that our Lord

assigned His disciples was that of preaching

the gospel to the whole creation. They were

to be His witnesses both in Jerusalem, and
in all Judea and Samaria, and unto the ut-

termost part, of the earth. His gracious word
of promise was that Pie would be with them
till the consummation of the age, provided

they obeyed His parting command. No con-

gregation of believers can afford to miss the

blessing He has promised to those who give

as they have been prospered to carry the

gospel into the regions beyond. What is

more, the Society needs and must have the

offerings of the churches if it is to maintain

and enlarge the work entrusted to it.

As illustrative of the fact that there is

danger of omitting entirely to take the offer-

ing if it is not taken on the first Lord's day
in March, let this fact be considered: Last-

year there was a falling off in the number of

contributing churches of 258, as compared
with the year before. Unquestionably the

main reason for this falling was that these

churches had not made the Every Member
Canvass, and did not observe the first Lord's

I day in March as they had done in previous

years. It may be that these churches in-

tended to adopt the Budget and Every Mem-
ber Canvass plan, but for one reason or

another failed to do so. Not only so, but

they did not observe the day appointed and,

as a consequence, they gave nothing.

Whether the Every Member Canvass has
been made or not, and whether the churches

are giving every week for Missions as they

give for self-support or not, the first Lord's

day in March should be observed for educa-

tional purposes. The day affords an unrivaled

opportunity for emphasizing the Evangeliza-

tion of the World. To be sure, this cause is

to be kept, before the people in the pews
throughout the entire year. There must be

line upon line, line upon line, precept upon
precept, precept upon precept, here a little,

and there a little. One sermon a year on

Miss Winona Wilkinson, Miss Delia Less, Miss Lillian Collins, Miss Laura Lynn Major,
sent to China under the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

Missionaries

the subject will not suffice. But while the

duty of Christians to give the gospel to the

Christless nations is to be kept before them
continually, special emphasis can be laid on
the duty on this day. Because the people

have been accustomed to hear of Foreign Mis-
sions in connection with the first Lord's day
in March, they will expect that the songs,

the prayers, and the sermons of the day will

have to do with the spreading of the gospel

in all lands. The missionary instruction of

the year may reach a climax on this day.

Those who have pledged and are giving regu-

larly need to have their pure minds stirred

up by way of remembrance. Those who have
recently been added to the number of the

saved need to be instructed and enlisted.

Those who are not members but wdio are in-

terested in the work of the church will wel-

come an opportunity to give.

In every church of the brotherhood the

missionary cause should be presented and

stressed on the first Lord's day in March, and

all present should be told that it is their

privilege to make special offerings to assist

in giving the gospel of the glory of the

blessed God to all creation under heaven for

the obedience of faith.

I am convinced that there never has been

such a responsibility laid on the churches

generally and upon the various missionary

movements as at the present time. The
task that will confront these bodies, espe-

cially during the period following the war.

will be a tremendous one. but I am convinced

that they will welcome it rather as an oppor-

tunity, and that every effort will be made
notmerely to sustain the record of past years,

but to meet the crying need of today.

—

Sir

Robert Borden.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

"We never saw it on this fashion." Mark

2:1-5.

The year nineteen hundred and nineteen

closed one hundred years of history of medi-

cal missions. '-Christianity in Action," as this

great work has been called.

We should not forget, however, that the

first great medical missionary was the Son

of God Himself, whom the Father sent into

the world of men to be the healer for both

their souls and bodies, as t lie incident of OUT

lesson so fully reveals. This miracle of heal-

ing is one that impresses itself even from

childhood on our minds because of the diffi-

culties surmounted in getting the sick man

into the presence of Jesus. Not long before,

m this same city of Capernaum, He had

passed a busy Sabbath day, 'healing many

after the sun did set," and no doubt many

others had been anxiously awaiting His re-

turn. So when "it was noised that lie was

in the house" the crowds began to gather

until there was no room to receive them, no,

not so much as about the door.

We can appreciate .Mark's graphic picture

of the crowd, and we all know how hopeless

it is to push one's way through a mass of

In in beings even without any handicap oi

burdens. So, we can understand 1 he feeling

of despair which must have seized upon the

group of four as they approached the place

where .lesus was. bearing upon a pallet a

man too sorely stricken by disease to walk.

After a hurried consultation upon "ways

and means" the determined men uncovered

the roof where -lesus was and, after they had

broken it up, they lei down the bed upon

which their friend lay info the very presence

of the Great Physician himself. This ex-

pression of their faith was to .lesus a miracle

and its appeal brought swift response in His

heart of infinite compassion and love.

Seeing through the disease. He recognized

that the first great need of the man was

the forgiveness of his sins, and that was His

first gift of healing. Then in answer to the

criticism and contention of some of the crowd

he added the further demonstration of his

right and power to forgive sins in the healing

of the poor, helpless body before Him.

Today, through incredible hardships our

missionaries are taking the gospel of Christ

to the far land of Tibet. Through the min-

istry of healing our medical missionaries are

breaking through the sin and superstition of

this "roof of the world." and bringing men

and women into Hie presence of the love and

mercy and forgiving power of Jesus.

The story is told of an old Chinese woman
who had been healed by the medical mission-

ary in Hie cily to which she had walked long

miles from her country home. On her return

she was asked by a Christian teacher if she

knew of Hie one true God. "No." she replied,

"bill I know the doctor al the Christian

hospital."

"As the Father hath sent mc, so send I

you."

"Give of thy sons to bear the message

glorious,

Give of thy wealth to speed them on their

way.

Pour out thy soul for them in prayer vic-

torious,

And all thou spendest Jesus will repay."

Ellie K. Payne.

March

The Healing of Tibet

Song.

Invocation.

Business.

Devotional Period.

Song.

Bible Study: Mark 2:1-5.

Prayer.

Music.

Talks ok PAPERS.

Opening Tibetan Doors.

The Healing of Tibet,

The Papilia its—Pioneers.

A Life for Tibet—Dr. Loftis:

Round Table: Facts for the Busy
Woman. Personal impressions of

a new mission held.

Intercession.

Benediction.

Program Helps:

Leaflets: Opening Tibetan Doors,

:; cts.

;

The Healing of Tibet, ?, cts.;

The Rijnharts—Pioneers, 3 cts.;

A Life for Tibet- Dr. Loftis, .1 cts.:

The special article,' "Opening the

Great Closed Land." by President

Charles T. Paul, will be found in this

number of WORLD Call. It will not be

available in leaflet form at present.

Facts for the Busy Woman
''[ | "^1 1 E Tibetan women were to us an es-

pecial object of interest, conspicuous

in their long, bright colored dresses

fastened around the waist by green or red

sashes, their clumsy top-boots and their elab-

orate head dress. The hair was done up in

a number of small plaits which hung down
and were fastened together with wide strips

of gay colored cloth, or by a heavy band of

pasteboard or felt covered with silver orna-

ments, shells and beads, and on top of it all

was a hat with white fur brim and red tassels

hanging from the pointed crown. From the

ears were pendent great rings, to which were

all ached strings of beads hanging in loops

across the breast. The Chinese women witli

no hats, their black hair shining with lin

seed water, I heir common blue dresses and

deformed feel, were not nearly so attractive

as their neighbors, the Tibetans."

given by the native doctors generally means
an increase of agony to the sufferer. For
headache large sticking plasters are applied

to the patient's head and forehead: for rheu-

matic-^ often a needle is buried in the arm
or shoulder; a tooth is extracted by tyinjr

a rope to it and jerking it out, sometime-
bringing out a part of the jaw at the same
time: a sufferer with stomachache may be

subjected to a good pounding or to the appli-

cation of a piece of wick soaked in burning
butter grease; or if medicine is to be taken

internally it will consist probably of a piece

of paper on which a prayer is written, rolled

up into a form of a pellet, and if this fails

to produce the desired effect another pellet

is administered, composed of the bones of

some pious priest."

"Although the natives appear to have great

faith in the native doctors, yet they were

quick to bestow their patronage upon us.

Among the common ailment - we were called

upon to treat were diphtheria, rheumatism,
dyspepsia, besides many forms of skin and
eye disease. One morning a woman brought

to us her husband, who was suffering from

diphtheria, and asked us to give him medi-

cine. After explaining that the disease was
very fatal, and that her husband was so ill

that he would probably die. adding that we
would not be responsible if he did, we gave
him what treatment we could including some
medicine to be taken at home. The next

morning his wife came to announce that he

could not take the medicine. I then offered

to go to the house, proposing to clear away
some of the membrane and relieve the suf-

erer, but on our arrival we found that the

lama had pasted a notice on the door forbid-

ding anyone to enter the house because, he

said a devil had taken possession of the house.

We were obliged to turn away and our hearts

were saddened to hear two days later that

the man and also one of his little children

had died."

"When peace had been declared. Mr. Rijn-

hart, to the consternation of both Tibetans

and Chinese, went to the Mohammedan quar-

ters at Topa to treat the Mohammedan
wounded. It had been understood that be-

cause we had helped the Chinese and Tibetan

soldiers, therefore we shared their hatred of

their enemies and could not possibly have

a kind thought for them. When they saw-

that Hie missionary was just as kind and
tender to the Mohammedans as to themselves,

they were utterly amazed. The law of Chris-

tian kindness and mercy even for one's ene-

mies was vividly broughl to their attention,

and some, as they pondered the lesson,

thought again of the colored Bible pictures

on the wall of our house in Lusar— the pic-

ture of the Good Samaritan. There they

had learned the lesson in story—the mission-

ary had translated it into action."

"The 'libel, ins themselves Inning no luedi

al science worth's the name, the treatment

"The work of Christian Missions is hin-

dered b\ antagonizing lhe non-Christian peo-

ples through dogmatic assertion of doctrines

and the failure of the Christian missionary

lo recognize and rejoice in the great under-
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lying truths of all religions. Only as he

appreciated the light, however dim, that

gleams amid the darkness and superstition

of the heathen systems, can he hope to turn

men's eyes to Him who is (lie Sun of Right-

eousness and (he Light of (he World."

'"Tea is the most important item in Tibe-

(an culinary art, and any one who can make
i( to suit the fastidious is indeed clever. The
tea used is the brick tea, made of the coarse

leaves and small twigs of the tea plant in

China, pressed into bricks bound around by

basket work and sent up to (he Tibetan bor-

der on (he backs of coolies, and then into (he

interior of Tibet on (he backs of oxen. There

are three principal grades and (he best grade
goes in very large quantities to Lhassa."

Dr. Loftis, upon Hearing Tibet, wrote:
"Near (he little stream a shorl distance lie-

low (he miserable huts is a solitary grave.

II bears the single inscription on (he, marble
slab: 'William Soulier. Missionary to (he

Tibetans, died November, 1898.' This is also

repealed in Chinese and Tibetan. The grave
is Imill up with sod and stones, three or four

feet high. The grave looks pathetic in its

loneliness, and in (his dreary wilderness. It

(ells (lie final chapter of a life given to (he

Master's cause in Tibet. In company with

another he was taken sick with fever while
en route from Batang. They stopped in a

miserable, dirty, filthy, gloomy Tibetan house
where his life at last ebbed out. I visited

the house, and am not surprised that a sick

man died there. The lone companion buried

his friend as best be could, and went on his

way. I could not help feeling a sense of

loneliness and sadness come over me as I

stood by this lonely grave. It is one of the

outposts of the conquering army of our Mas-

ter, and marks the resting place of one of

His pioneers. All honor to those who perish

in attempting to clear the way that others

may follow them, to lay the foundation for

others to build upon."

'"Today is a great feast day with the Tib-

etans. So Mrs. Shelton's Tibetan woman in-

vited us out to see them a while. We went
across the river to a tent among many, half

hidden among the trees and bushes. There
were six Tibetan women, dressed in their

holiday clothes. Their hair hung down their

backs in long black braids, tipped at the end
with tassels of silk and gold. They wore
gowns, the necks of which were profusely

decorated with red, blue, green and yellow

bands. The waist was usually a bright red.

They wore long, coarse, blue skirts; aprons
of woollen cloth, brown, red and black trim-

med with a kind of gold cloth, were also

worn. Gaily colored, heavy cloth Tibetan

boots completed the costume. Long silver

earrings and bracelets were worn in the way
of jewelry, also rings and neck clasps. We
were seated on rugs and cushions, at a low
table about twelve inches high. Buttered tea

and parched wheat were brought to us, and
we indulged mildly, remembering that mi-

crobes do not readily succumb to the tem-
perature obtained by boiling water at this

altitude. A leatherheaded drum hung in the

tent door. A servant beat this and clanged

cymbals at the same time, while the women
danced for us. It was an odd step, and the

hands and body were peculiarly graceful as

they kept motion to the time of the music.''

"Another interesting thing today was the

visit of the Da Kagi, the chief ambassador
to Pekin from Nepal. This small country

was conquered some one hundred and thirty

years ago by the Chinese, and now they force

them to carry tribute to the emperor every

twelve years or so. The journey by sea and
rail could be done in a very short time, but,

the long march across the Chinese dominion

is to treat them as captives, impress them
with the littleness of their own country and
the vastness of China. The last ambassador

made the journey in seven years, and lost

Hidden Answers

1. When and where was the Pro-

hibition party organized?

2. Describe I he method of prepar-

ing for a, Sunday service at sea.

3. What are some of the presenl

hindrances to (ravel in China'.'

4. Why did one Oregon lumber-
man welcome the church?

5. In what way is one man a mis-

sionary at. seventy?

(J. Why are state homes inferior

lo chinch institutions in caring for

children?

7. How are missionaries in India

keeping people from falling into Hie

hands of the money lenders?

S. Describe the route taken by Mr.
Rijnhart on his first journey to Tibet.

!). What hope does the Buddhist
give to women?

10. When and where was the Stu-

dent Volunteer Movement organized?

How many representatives are now on
the various mission fields?

11. What is the "Best Seller," and
why ?

one-half of his men on the way. So far only

one of his retinue of fifty Nepaulese have
died in this the third year."

"A week in Batang and still getting on
fine. Everything quiet. My Tibetan landlady
has been on a drunk, and been trying to

talk Chinese. A fellow who evidently had an

ax to grind came around today with a horse
which he wanted to give Dr. Shelton to let

him join the church. He was told that we
didn't do business that way, and he went
away sorrowing. One of our patients is a

fellow with tuberculosis, who has come
twenty-four days' journey for treatment. Poor
fellow, I fear he won't get much medicine
that can do him any good."

"Last night I wras called to a case of opium
suicide. 1 took my hypodermic and small

electric battery, and went. It was a Tibetan

who had been drinking and his mother was
also, drunk. They bad raised some kind of

a row, and lie had taken opium. She was
crying when 1 got there, and he was appar-

ently unconscious. The battery soon caused
him to cry "quit." Apomorphine brought out

the opium, and when 1 left him (wo hours
later he was a sicker and sadder man. and

doubtless wiser. The old lady did some fancj

kotowing to me for my work. This morning
the fellow was up, sober and repentant. An-
other life saved by my being here.''

"I am also reminded of a poor little slave

boy who came to the dispensary last Mondaj
or Tuesday. He complained of his back hurt-

ing him, saying he bad been beaten by his

master, but there did not seem to be anything
serious the matter. S(i)l I cannot forget the

appealing look which seemed to mean ap-

proaching danger. I called the little fellow

back as be wen! down the steps, and gave
linn a Sunday school card. I never saw him
again. Thai was Tuesday; Saturday he was
dead; smallpox, lie lived just opposite my
door. My heavenly Father, can it not lie

(hat that picture brought some message to

him in his last hours? Sonic thought thai

was comforting! God, help me before it

is too late to be instrumental in saving some
of these struggling souls who are sinking in-

to a hopeless death, while we are helpless

excepl m Thine own strength."

"The tomb of Dr. Loftis is built on the
main road leading to Lhassa. a few steps to

the side, and all passing may read in Eng-
lish. Tibetan and Chinese."

"Tibet is the highest country in (be world,
comprising tablelands averaging over 16,500

feet above the sea, the valleys being 12,000

to 17.40(1 (vci, and peaks at 20,000 to •24,(»ihi

feet, and the passes at 16,000 to 19,000 feet.

It is bounded on the north by Turkestan, on

the east by China, on the west by Kashmir
and Ladak, and on the south by India, Nepal
and Bhutan. It has an average of over

1.000,000 square miles and an estimated pop-

ulation of about, 3,000.000, being very sparsely

inhabited."

"The principal cereals raised are barley

and buckwheat, wheat in small quantities,

and a little oats. A few localities in the

extreme southern portions of the country,

and around Lhassa possibly, are said to pro-

duce a non-glutinous variety of rice. A va-

riety of mountain bamboo is found in south-

ern parts of eastern Tibet, and is much used

for basket work."

"Tibet produces a large number of medic-

inal plants much prized by the medical pro-

fession in China and Mongolia. Rhubarb is

also found in great quantities in eastern

Tibet and Amdo. It is largely exported for

European use, but does not appear to be used
medicinally in the country."

"The trees most commonly found are the

plane, poplar, maple, walnut, oak. Some
valuable plants are obtained in the mountains
of south and southwestern Tibet, yielding the

excellent yellow and red colors used to dye
the native cloths."

"Among the domesticated animals' are to

be found the horse, mule, donkey, cattle,

sheep and goats, dogs, fowls and pigs, ducks
and geese. Probably no country in the

world, excepting perhaps inner Africa, so

abounds in wild animals as the cold altitudes

of the northern plateau.'
5
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Meal Time at the Adana Orphanage

Many of these little Armenian refugees are enjoying: their first square meal in many months because of the offerings from American Bible Schools.

The Offering for Relief in Bible Lands

OX the first Sunday in February our

Bible schools are urged to make gen-

erous offerings for the relief of the

destitute Christians living in the lands of the

Bible. There is something peculiarly fitting

in urging such an offering among the Disci-

ples of Christ. It is only necessary to read

Acts 11 :29, to find Scriptural precedent. "And

the disciples, every man according to his

ability, determined to send relief unto the

brethren that dwelt in Jud'ea." It is hoped

that every school will respond.

Our first offerings for Relief in the Near

East were made on the Christmas Sundays

during the war. Because this was begun as

a war measure, the American Committee sent

a Sunday School Commission to Western Asia

last winter charged with the double responsi-

bility of finding out whether previous offer-

ings bad been worthily administered, and*

whether subsequent offerings would be needed.

It was my privilege to serve upon this com-

mission which for four months traveled

through almost all sections of the Turkish

Empire, visiting hundreds of places made sa-

cred by the early happenings in Bible times

and by the later happenings during this awful

war. Suffice it to say that every man of the

eighteen Sunday school leaders who composed

this commission was most thoroughly con-

vinced of the wise administration of the

meager offerings which had been made by

American Sunday schools and the entire

party came home determined that we would

use our utmost endeavors to secure for Ibis

cause (Ids wilder the largest offering ever

made for any charitable purpose.

The Armenian Christian refugees at the

time of our visit were just returning from

their long and cruel exile in the deserts.

Scantily clad in filthy rags, with diseased

and starved bodies, these poor souls were re-

luming in a most fearful condition. Fami-

lies had been scattered never more to be re-

united. Hundreds of thousands had been

mercilessly slaughtered or left to die on the

sands of the deserts. Worse than death had

been the experience of the majority of the

women and older girls.

We talked by means of our interpreters

with hundreds of these survivors. We heard

their heart-breaking stories and saw at first

hand their mutilated bodies. We witnessed

some sad reunions and were present when

others had their fears verified regarding those

from whom they had been separated in their

wanderings. We saw the orphan children by

the tens of thousands pleading for food and

shelter. Their outstretched hands and long-

ing eyes were turned in piteous appeal to-

ward us as the representatives of America's

Sunday schools. Their strange tongues, when

interpreted to us, made known their urgent

need. Again and again was the eleventh

chapter of Hebrews retold to us by those who
had thus so recently experienced its catalogue

of sorrows.

Our Bible schools should make the most

generous offerings possible on the first Sun-

day in February or the very earliest date

thereafter. This appeal will not continue in-

definitely, but it is most urgent now. All

the good work of the past will be lost if we
slacken this year. The Turks tried to mur-

der the whole Christian nation of Armenia.

A faithful remnant has been saved, but they

are utterly helpless and will perish this win-

ter from exposure and hunger if we fail them.

Give them a chance to get back into their

homes. Make the offering a big one. for even

the two million dollar offering of last winter

could not go far among these million poor

and needy. It was less than a dollar a

person. How many of us could think of ex-

isting through the cold months of winter on

less than one dollar?

They suffered in Christ's name in the very

land in which He lived. It was always possi-

ble for them to escape if they would but

deny the Christ and accept Mohammed as the

prophet of God. They were true to their

Lord and ours. Their very faith challenges

us to be true to Him and in His name to

come to their ministry.

Supplies for assisting in the raising of a

worthy offering may be had for the asking.

But regardless of supplies, by proper prepa-

ration and prayer, let every school make a

worthy offering on February the first and

send it promptly to Near East Relief. Num-
ber One Madison Avenue, New York City. It

may be sent payable to me, 10S Carew Build-

ing, Cincinnati, Ohio, if preferred.

Robert M. Hopkixs.

State Homes for Children Under Fire

DR. FLOREXCE SHERBURNE recently

startled a company of social workers

gathered in Topeka. Kansas, by an-

nouncing that there were 5.000 homeless chil-

dren in the state homes of Kansas. She said

that in many of these homes the children

were not given sufficient food, that their

quarters were rat infested, that in some in-

stitutions the children were forced to kneel

on cold floors and go to bed hungry in pun-

ishment for offences. Dr. Sherburne criti-

cised the legislature for failure to appropri-

ate sufficient funds for the care of the home-

less children of the state. The fact that

state institutions are subject to political in-

fluence, are under the control of politicians,

disqualifies them for proper service to de-

pendent children. Nine limes out of ten the

people in charge of such institutions are

appointed as a reward for party service ren-

dered, not for any qualification they have for

moulding a child's character. Often state

institutions are victims of party quarrels.

The one thing thai the dependent child need-

above everything els«—lov<— is usually lack-

ing in llie stale institution. The only insti-

tution thai can properly care for a child

deprived of parental affection is the Church

of Christ.
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The Place of the Church in the Movement
for World Prohibition

IN
looking beyond the borders of our be-

loved land, and surveying ilie need of a

world for prohibition, it might be helpful

to refresh our minds by recounting the part

played by the- Chimb in achieving prohibition

in the United .States. To the mind of the

writer the annals of the activities of the

Church furnish no more heartening record

than the pages now closing which tell of the

victory of Christ and His Church in America
over the liquorites.

To completely trace from the beginning

the struggle which has gone on between the

agencies of the Church and the liquor forces

Avould require a volume of large dimensions.

This cannot be done here, nor is it necessary,

but each should visualize some of the out-

standing steps in the struggle.

In America the movement for prohibition

arose during the early part of the 19th cen-

tury. The objective in those days was total

abstinence from the use of distilled spirits.

The effort began in pledge signing. Among
the first temperance society was one organized

at Saratoga, New York, in 1808. Then the

Massachusetts Society for the Suppression

of Intemperance organized in 1813, and the

American Society for the Promotion of Tem-
perance was founded in Boston in 1826. These

organizations grew and '"the movement made
rapid progress mainly under the influence of

the Church."

By 1833 there were 6,000 local societies

distributed among several states with a total

membership of one million. Let it be re-

peated that this campaign was against dis-

tilled spirits, and the crest of this wave was
reached about 1845 to 1851. At this time
the leaders of the movement began to differ

as to the objectives of the movement, some
insisting that total abstinence of all drinks

having any percentage of alcohol should be

the standard for the individual, others in-

sisting that less effort should be made at

moral suasion and more for political action.

This dissension in the ranks dissipated en-

thusiasm and the movement subsided and
was lost sight of in the problems before the

people with reference to slavery. Soon the

Civil war came on and the exigencies for

money in 1862 caused the government to

levy upon the liquor traffic. This made the

liquor traffic a matter for political action, as

many did not believe in receiving money
from such an agency of corruption. So soon

after the war, as the result of a call sent

out by the Good Templars, the Prohibition

Party was organized in Chicago, September
1. 1869. In the selection of delegates to this

convention all churches and Sunday schools

were requested to send delegates, and the

immediate call for the convention was signed,

among others, by sixteen pastors.

The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
arose directly out of the desire for prohibi-

tion on the part of woman Sunday school

workers, and began to take definite form at

the sessions of the National Sunday School

Assembly at Chautauqua Lake, New York,

August, 1874. There was another organization

whose early history begins in the winter of

1887 and 1888 at Oberlin, Ohio, and whose be-

ginning was due to the efforts of Dr. Howard

II. Russell, pastor of a church at Berea, Ohio.

This effort culminated in 1895 in the organi-

zation of the American Anti-saloon League.

My purpose in reviewing briefly the early

beginnings of these (luce outstanding tem-

perance and prohibition organizations has

been to impress the fact that they were con-

ceived in the desire of the church, and were

directed in their early policies almost wholly

by church leaders. A careful scrutiny of a

century's history, as it relates itself to the

temperance movement, reveals the fact that

the church has furnished very largely both

the passion and the direction in this move-

ment which has been the subject matter of

social reform for the past one hundred years.

World prohibition is God's task, to be ac-

complished through His agency, the Church;

hence she should commit herself to it. He
has blessed His servants in this beloved land

of ours by crowning their efforts with suc-

cess.

For the realization of this blessed hope a

great responsibility rests upon us, a responsi-

bility which we are able to bear if we carry

it in the fear of God and in the love of those

beyond. What a blessing the church has se-

cured for America. What joy has come to

many a hearthstone. How little boys and

girls poorly clothed and poorly fed have been

blessed. How crushed women have had the

burdens taken from their bowed bodies. What
resources of food have been conserved to feed

the hungry; of money to finance useful tasks

in industry.

All this has happened that the church, the

angel of light, might move to the task be-

yond. The church is the pillar and ground
of the truth. It cannot be held responsible

for wrong governmental action unless the

church fails as a moral agent to swing the

full force of her constituency back of a great

moral issue, and by so doing sets back the

time when the government will take a stand

which is in harmony with the Kingdom of

God. The church is an agency of light and
persuasion. Those that sit in darkness need

to see the light. If the church fails to turn

on the light in the issues involved in moral

warfare she is derelict in her plain duty.

Some one asks "What can the church do
among the different governments to bring

prohibition into the world?" Your writer

answers "Two things." First, we should see

that the church constituency built up through
the mission stations have an intelligent grasp

of the truth involved in the struggle against

alcoholism. This means that some one con-

versant with the scriptural, scientific, and
political truths involved in this struggle

must go among these people and in a pur-

poseful way turn on the light. America's

success has justified the wisdom of sending

such leaders into the world who are capable

of carrying on the temperance work.

Second. In many countries today the

church needs representatives to do the thing

Paul did before Felix, "To reason of right-

eousness, temperance, and judgment to

come." We cannot wait until a majority of

the non-Christian world has been converted

(o Christianity. Representatives of this

greediest institution on earth are seeking

advantage among the rulers of the nations.

They are seeking to profit by the ignorance

of these people as to the real nature of their

nefarious business.

Shall the messenger of Christ "come late"?

The Disciples of Christ ought to have fifteen

or twenty men in as many nations telling

the rulers and chief men of those lands of the

blessings of prohibition in America, anil

warning them of the snares of those who lie

in wait to debauch them. When we do this

we are preparing the way for the day when
the Kingdom of God can come into power.

Milo d. Smith.

Church Work in Border Towns

THE Gulf Coast District No. 10 is all

missionary territory. The towns that

are a little farther away from the

border have more Americans, hence more

members of the evangelical churches. These

wield enough influence to make more desira-

ble, social and religious customs. As District

Evangelist I have visited the following fields.

At Mercedes we have some members and

there is a good opening to organize a church

soon. Missions need some special attention

to put them in shape to locate a pastor. We
expect to visit them again the first of Octo-

ber. A. R. Adams is doing aggressive work at

McAlien, and work on their church building

will be started at once. Their old building

has already been sold to the Lutherans. At

Donna, L. C. Swan is doing just the kind of

work that is needed and we may expect soon

to hear of decided forward steps. Harlingen

has had half-time preaching, sharing with

Donna the services of L. C. Swan, and they

have made steady progress. John C. Myrick,

the attorney-preacher, lives at Harlingen, and

has done a great deal for the cause in other

parts of the valley as well as his home field.

Under the efficient care of D. G. Wagner, San
Benito has grown rapidly and is still pros-

pering, with prospect of many more people

that are soon to come from the north.

The conditions are different at Brownsville,

it being right on the border. It is practically

a "foreign mission field." With a popula-

tion of 17,000, only about 3,000 are Ameri-

cans, the rest being Mexican or Spanish.

There are only about 1,000 non-Catholic

persons.

Our greatest hope of success is through

immigration. There can be but few if

any places in the United States with equal

promise of future development. Well-in-

formed people from California say this valley

is ahead of the states on the Pacific Coast

for citrus fruits, and the climate is more
healthful. The other products that can be

produced in two or three crops a year are a

real encouragement for people to settle on

these small farms. The deep river channel

recently assured to Point Isabelle will give

better freight rates and improve the markets

for the entire valley. Large tracts have

recently been taken by agents who will bring

settlers from the North. This in turn will

lead to additional commercial and industrial

enterprises. The incomers will help to Ameri-

canize, and also bring those of the evangeli-

cal churches in larger numbers. We must

provide a home for those of the New Testa-

ment Church, evangelize to win others to

Christ, and we surely believe encouraging

success will come to the entire district, even

including Brownsville. Lewis P. Korr.
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Up-to-Date Questions anil Answers

1. Ts the united budget the budget of the

United Christian Missionary Society?

No. The united budgei was the plan for

cooperation of all (lie societies and hoards

that began with the budget for 1918-1919.

The same plan applies for L919-1920.

2. Where do we send (be funds for the

different societies?

Remit all funds to the same treasurers of

local organizations and I he same headquar-

ters as formerly.

3. What does the united budget include?

It includes ten causes. It includes all

funds for the American Christian Missionary

Society. Foreign Christian Missionary Soci-

ety Christian Woman's Board of Missions

(except state dues). Church Extension, Min-

isterial Relief, National Benevolent Associa-

tion for Promotion of Christian Unity, Board

of Education and State Missionary Societies.

4. When will we begin to send funds to

the United Christian Missionary Society?

Probably not before the end of this mis-

sionary year. Certainly all money included

in the' united budget of $3,000,000 for 1919-

1920 is to go to the different society head-

quarters.

5. When will there be a budgei for the

United Christian Missionary Society?

The first budget of the United Christian

Missionary Society will be a pari of the tn-

terchurch World Movement.

6. What will be included in the budget

of the Disciples of Christ in the [nterchurcli

World Movement?

Everything outside of the local church.

7. Will there be budgets for the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions, Foreign

Christian Missionary' Society, etc., in the

Interchurch World Movement?

No. There will be just two parts to the

budget in the Interchurch World Movement

—

the budget of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society and the budget of the Board of

Education.

S. What will the budgei of the United

Christian Missionary Society include?

A certain proportion for foreign missions,

for home missions, for ministerial pension

and relief, for religious education (which

includes the Sunday school work) and a cer-

tain portion for benevolence.

9. Tf there are only two parts to the

budget in the [nterchurcli World Movement,
namely, that of the United Christian Mis-
sionary Society and Board of Education,

where will the state societies be included?.

The budgets of the state organizations,

both the slate missionary society and the

state Christian Woman's Board of Missions,

will be included under home missions in the

amount for the United Missionary Society.

10. When will the cam-ass for the Inter-

church World Movement be made?

11 is planned to make this canvass the last

of April in order that we may unite in a

simultaneous campaign. Ii will he the mis-

sionary budget for 1920-1921 that will be

pledged at thai lime and does not at all

affect this year's plans in the united budget.

The new platform hook of missionary

stories for the Sunday school is now ready.

compiled by Miss Lucy King DeMoss and

entitled "The flag with Five Colors." Send
lor it at once ami. if you do not have mis-

sionary instruction in your Sunday school,

present the material to your pastor and Sun-

day school superintendent and urge its use

for the next six months. Cooperate in every

way possible.

Woman's Missionary Societies

Perhaps among your New Year's resolu-

tions there was one that you would "Win a

new member" for the Woman's Missionary

Society. If so, now is the time to put it into

practice. Every woman should count it her

duty as well as a privilege to bring at least

one new woman into the work before the close

of the missionary year. Officers and Division

Leaders should press forward with the Con-

tinuous Calling Campaign. Greater plans

are being made and more literature published

than ever before, in the interest of organized

missionary work for women, young women,
and children in our churches.

As plans for the new United Christian Mis-

sionary Society are being perfected and pro-

grams of work outlined, the need for more

Woman's Missionary Societies in the local

churches and more members in those already

organized is imperative.

The topics suggested for the first six months
<>\ 1920 arc exceedingly interesting and in-

structive. With the splendid new leaflets on

the medical work in different fields to he

studied and the material found in World
Call, there need he no excuse for not having

interesting programs each month. Much time

and thought should always be given to prep-

aration for the monthly meeting, and espe-

cially so if the average attendance in the local,

society is less than forty per cent of its mem-
bership.

Societies that do not have a copy of the

Manual should order at once a set of Manual
leaflets. They are excerpts from the Manual
and will aid very materially in the develop-

ment of the local society.

During the spring months a Missionary
School should he held in each church, or if

there are two or more societies in the same
town or community, they could spend a day
together, studying the fields and forms of

work being carried on. Order the leaflet,

"Look on the Fields," for the Missionary

School.

Efficiency Institutes should be attended by
every officer and as many of the members as

possible. District and County Conventions

will he a great stimulus to a society that

has a good representation in attendance.

All who have accepted leadership will need

to spend much time in conference and prep-

aration, if they are to render efficient, valu-

able service to the local church as well as

to the great world task.

Young Woman's Missionary Circles

The Circle Department is busy at work
these days. Report* of new organizations

continue to come in and letters from all over

the country indicate interest and enthusiasm
n. the work.

Circles which desire to do hand work may
write to headquarters for detailed informa-

tion about pieces that are needed.

A circle in Washington. D. C, recently

sent a Christmas box of pictures, papers, etc..

to some of our missionaries on the Congo for

use in the school of little African tots. Kin-
dergarten equipment is often needed on the

fields. A gift of this nature would always
he acceptable if any circle i- seeking some-

thing special to do.

Circles at Louisville. Somerset. Frankfort
and Cynthiana, Kentucky, gave a shower of

needed articles to the dormitory at Morehead.
Kentucky, recently.

The circles of Dayton, Ohio, and Duluth.
Minnesota, gave annual Christmas gifts to

Morehead and Hazel Green.

Fourteen circles have decided to direct

their funds toward scholarship support. \rc

there not others who wish to join -them?

The Triangle Clubs arc assuming their new
place in the Circle Department with enthu-

siasm. They arc planning to give $2,500 in

1920 to remodel and equip the home into

which our twenty-five girls of the Mexican
Orphanage have gone in Aguascalientes, Mex-
ico. This is in be their own distinctive work
and is surely a gift worthy of them.

The new program published distinctively

for the Triangle Clubs appeared the first of

the year. It is entitled "China by Airplane"'

and is a "flight" to our various stations in

China, lasting from January until .Tune.

Clubs which have not yet secured this new

material should do so at once as it is the
only program provided for 1 hem.

Two new plays for Triangle Clubs arc just

in! They are both splendid little presenta-

tions about China and nothing could he finer

than for a club f" give one of ihese while

actually si inlying about this interesting

country. One is entitled "Sun-Shi-Ning" and
is about a Chinese hoy and the changes thai

came in his home and among other peopls

because he got interested in a mission school.

It has speaking parts for boys and girls both.

Its cost is five cents. The other is. "How
Chinese Children Learn the Jesus Doctrine."

Its parts are taken by eight girls. Price,

five cents. These plays are both short and

so good that every Triangle Club ought to

give one. Send for a copy and see how in-

teresting it is!

Boys' and Girls' Departiueut

Many calls have come to the Boys' and

Girls' Department f"i additional material

tor programs and general reading. The fol-

lowing list will he of value to all Junior

workers

:

Looks

1. "The Flag with Five Colors." by Do

Moss. A book lei with twenty lessons on

China, prepared especially for use in the
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Leslie Wolfe and family of our Philippine Mission.

Sunday school. Price with a map of China
and a picture sheet, "Snapshots of China,"
25 cents.

2. "The Honorable Crimson Tree," hy
Ferris. Delightful stories of Chinese hoy
and girl life in the present day. Paper, 40

cents; cloth, 60 cents.

3. "Mook," by Sites. A story of a Chi-

nese hoy and his experiences. Paper, 40

cents; cloth, 60 cents.

4. "Friends of Ours," hy Colson. A beau-

tifully hound book and well illustrated. Con-

tains twelve stories of boys and girls of other

lands. Cloth, 75 cents.

5. "Giovanni," by Ferris. Stories of an

Italian boy. Good reading for Juniors. Cloth,

50 cents.

6. "Children at Play in Many Lands." by
Hall. A book of games. Good for the social

hour. Cloth, 75 cents.

7. "Missionary Program Material," by
Ferris. A book of much value in the prepara-

tion of programs. Cloth, 50 cents.

8. "Junior Mission Stories," by Apple-

garth. A series of fifty-two short stories of

child life in other lands. Splendid material

for Junior Societies, using one story each

week. Cloth, $1.00.

°. "Primary Mission Stories," by Apple-

garth. A companion book to Junior Mission

Stories and equally good for children from
six to eight.

10. "Junior Hymns and Carols," by Leyda.
A book of excellent songs selected and written

expressly for Juniors. Cloth, 35 cents.

Plays

1. "Waiting for the Doctor," by Cronk.
A dialogue for Junior girls. Good. Price, 5

cents each.

2. "Mai-ling's Adventure." by Ferris. A
dramatization of one of the chapters of "The
Honorable Crimson Tree." Price, 15 cents.

3. "Livingstone Hero Plays," by Ferris.

Good plays to use during the month of March,
Livingstone's birth month. Price, 15 cents.

Stories to Tell

1. "Our Far Away Friends." by Viels. A
set of six excellent stories for children of

primary age. Price, 15 ecu Is.

2. "Mere and There Stories." Two stories

each month, one on home missions and one

mi foreign missions, printed in attractive

form. Single stories, .'i cents each. Price per

year, except -Inly and August, 20 cents.

Picture Sheets

(Fifteen Cents Bach)

I. Africa, 2. Child Lit'' of the World,

3. The Italians, 4. South Americans, 5. Mex-

icans in the United Slates, (i. Orientals in the

United States. 7. Chinese Boys and Girls,

S. Chinese Snapshots, !». The Armenians and

Syrians, 10. The People of Japan. 11. The

Eskimos, 12. Work Around the World.

Work Among the Depressed Classes

I
MADE a short trip into the Savatal Dis-

trict, where we have several families of

Christians. I am glad to say I can give

a most favorable and encouraging report from

i he work and workers out there. \\c are

widening out and trying to link up our work

with that of Mungeli. I had the pleasure of

baptizing three on this trip, and if the rains

will hold off for a few days I will baptize

three more at least, who are ready in other

villages.

We hear and read of the dark stories of

heathenism in lands like China and Africa.

As dark as some of these have been painted

I think I have never heard or read of any-

thing to compare with conditions here in

this land where the law for thousands of

years has been "the survival of the fittest."

Dense ignorance and superstition are as prev-

alent here anmng the lower castes as they

could be anywhere. Great numbers subsist

on the bodies of dead animals; it matters

not of what disease they may have died. I

once saw a little girl eat raw carrion, and

she was dead of cholera in a few hours. This

dead flesh is sometimes not found until it is

in a putrid condition. I baptized seventeen

in a village not long ago, and the men smelled

so you could scarcely sit near them. I am
glad to report that no carrion has since been

allowed in the village. The people are all

happy, and one or two more families are

ready for baptism. I have since eaten rice

prepared by these people, and it seemed clean.

The religion and customs of the higher castes

are such that any meritorious work is just as

heinous to them as any immoral act or cruel

deed is to us. This statement is hard to

understand without some understanding of

their religion, but it is nevertheless the case.

Another thing that makes it difficult for the

low caste man is the prevalent belief among
high caste men that had not this low being

incurred the special .wrath of the gods for

some former sin. he would not have been born

in such a low estate; hence anyone who at-

tempts to lift him up or help him is working

against the gods and runs the risk of being

born into that very same caste in his next

birth. A building fell in one of our mission

stations, and several workmen were caught

under the fallen wall. One of our mission-

aries was the only person who would attempt

to free them until force was brought to bear

on those who stood looking on.

Yesterday, as it was pouring rain, an elder-

ly man and middle-aged woman came up to

my veranda. The man had a dirty black rag

thrown over his head and a strip of cloth

six inches wide tied 1o a string that run

around his waist. The cloth was pulled up
quite tighl ami tied behind. The woman
was a little belter dressed, but very ragged.

Their story was a long one. but one that we
hear very often. Before telling me what they

wanted they lay pros' rate on the ground and

pushed their foreheads into the mud. I told

them to get up and tell me what they wanted,

as I was only a man dike themselves. Thej

called me "great king." In their younger

days they were quite well-to-do farmers.

Now in their old age. owing to the oppression

of the headman of the village, they had lost

their home and all their property, and had

been turned out to starve. There is a law

here that after three years of neglecting to

pay taxes, the property falls into the hands
of the headman of the village. It is the In-

itial! habit to wait as long as possible to pay
a debt. The third year their crop may fail,

or the one animal they are saving for this

very purpose gets sick and dies, after being

given something on the sly by this same
scheming headman of the village, who has

always been encouraging the poor man that

he could wait another year. And when the

third year comes something either naturally

happens, or is caused to happen. When the

third year passes, if there is not a minor
son. there is no law that can procure the land

again. This may not be known to the ignor-

ant villager, and he may not find it out until

his son has become of age. Well, this poor
old fellow's papers showed that the mala-

f/arjar (headman of a village) had been

scheming for the past twelve years to pro-

cure this land, and had finally succeeded. 1

told the old man that there was no hope of

regaining his land. He possessed papers to

show that almost all that could have been

realized from the farm for the past twelve

years had been paid out in exorbitant interest

to the malagazar. This is not a rare case,

but one in thousands. We have taken these

Tliree of the children of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Wolfe in the picturesque native costume

of the Philippines.
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people in. They have two little girls and

are worth saving.

This poorer class among whom we work

have but little sense of morality, and are

almost, if not totally, devoid of spirituality.

The most of them have the minds of children

about eight years of age, consequently we
have to reach them through some physical

channel. If asked at what time any event

happened they always point to the direction

of the sun at the time of the happening.

Like most Orientals they do almost every-

thing backwards. It is interesting to see how
dexterously they use their toes. For exam-

ple, the knife is held firmly with the toes

and feet when cutting their meat. In making

rude country shoes they sit down and use

their feet and toes as a vise.

We are now starting a Christian loan as-

sociation to help those who are heavily in

debt, loaning at a very low rate of interest

through the church. In this manner we are

aide to keep many from falling into the hands

of money-lenders, who take such high interest

as an anna or two on the rupee to he com-

pounded monthly. As there are only sixteen

annas in a rupee, you can readily figure out

the high rate of interest. For keeping these

people from being turned out of their homes

and lending money at low interest, we are

being accused of engaging in secular work

instead of evangelistic.

The money-lenders ridicule us and say we

are leaching only the scum. We do not try

to produce any arguments, but pray and

trust that our religion will speak for itself

in a few short generations. By the trans-

forming power of redeeming love these babes

and sucklings will teach the wise and prudent

high caste men not to worship idols of wood
and stone, which make them so much like

the objects they worship. I wish we had

some good Christian lawyers that could take

the part of these poor moneyless creatures,

and give them justice. As it is, the poor,

ignorant things can do nothing in court. No
one will go on the witness stand for them
for fear of being beaten by the malayazar,

who can get all of the false witnesses he de-

sires. They are as helpless as animals, and
yet they are deeply human. They love their

children and relatives as much as we. and
sometimes apparently more. When relatives

meet after a long absence there is much
wailing and a great profusion of tears.

J. E. Moody.
Bilaspur, India.

Missionary Education Movement Definitely Identified

with Interchurch World Movement
ANNOUNCEMENT has now been made of

l\ the completion of the transfer to the

Interchurch World Movement of North

America of the Missionary Education Move-

ment, the latter becoming the Missionary Ed-

ucation Department of the Interchurch World

Movement, with Dr. Miles B. Fisher, formerly

Secretary of Missionary Education for the

Congregational Educational Society, as di-

rector.

The Board of Managers of the Missionary

Education Movement last April went on rec-

ord as approving "the desire and purpose of

the Interchurch World Movement of North

America to take over as a unit the work and

organization of the Missionary Education

Movement at the proper time." At the same

time it was made clear that during the period

of organization of the Interchurch World
Movement the Missionary Education Move-

ment should continue its work without

charge.

This program was followed. On May 14

last it was voted that the Missionary Educa-

tion Movement should definitely become a

part of the Interchurch World Movement.
Since then the transfer lias been accomplished

smoothly and without interference with the

work of the former organization.

In joining forces with the larger organiza-

tion it is felt that the Missionary Education

Movement is taking a logical step in its de-

velopment. In a sense it has been the pro-

totype of the Interchurch World Movement,
for it has been actively practicing the prin-

ciples of interdenominational cooperation for

the past seventeen years. It was founded in

1902 as the Young People's Missionary Edu-

cation Movement, by the missionary boards

of the principal denominations, and its board

of managers has ever since been composed of

the representatives—over twenty in number

—

of various denominations.

Latterly, as the Missionary Education

Movement—for it enlarged its scope in 1011,

so as to appeal to adults as well as to young
people—it lias furnished service to no less

than 77 different missionary boards in the

United States and Canada.

Its activities have included the planning

and publishing of graded textbooks on mission

study for young people adolescents and adults,

besides other interdenominational literature

and the holding of summer conferences and
conducting of leaders' training institutes,

which have been largely attended by poten-

tial church leaders who come for training in

the conduct of their own mission study

classes.

In addition, the Missionary Education

Movement has distributed lantern slide lec-

tures on topics connected with mission study,

has conducted a department of mission en-

tertainment which lias involved the provision

of hundreds of costumes drawn from all quar-

ters of the globe, has made a large collection

of curios for exhibition at missionary meet-

ings, and has produced numerous maps, charts

and posters illustrating the missionary en-

terprise. It has also conducted Everyland,

a boys' and girls' magazine.

All of these various activities it is pro-

posed to continue and intensify under the new
form of organization. Certain phases of the

work have been transferred to corresponding
departments in the Interchurch World Move-
ment. The large collection of lantern slides,

for instance, goes to increase the scope and
usefulness of the Interchurch Lantern Slide

Department, while the costume and curios

will form part of the resources of the Inter-

church Exhibits Department. The publica-

tion of Everi/land is taken over by the Period-

ical Department of the Interchurch Move-
ment and it will be enlarged and conducted on
the same lines as before. In the main, how-
ever, relieved only of the conduct of the ac-

cessory features mentioned, the Missionary
Education Movement will continue, on be-

coming a department of the Interchurch

Movement, to function as a unit, retaining its

own editorial, publishing and distributing or-

ganization.

The Missionary Education Movement by
careful and efficient management has reached

a point at which it is a self-supporting or-

ganization, doing a business of $100,000 a

year and selling its publications at exactly

cost price.

Progress at >"antungchow

MISS Lillie Abbott, who went to China
under the Christian Woman's Board
of Missions, in the fall of 1918, has

finished her first year of language study in

Nanking, and is teaching in the boys' school

in Nantungchow, the joint station of the

Foreign Society and the Woman's Board.
She has written of her enjoyment of the work.

She says : "The school opened with twenty-

four boys, and the number Mr. Lee wanted
was twenty-five. Now that people know that

a foreigner is teaching the English, he is

being urged to admit others. As yet, I have
not learned much about the families of the

boys, but there is one interesting case I

know of. Two of the boys come from a family

where the father has four wives, so they have
the same father but different mothers. Every
one of the boys in the school is from a hea-

then family. Mr. Lee is talking to them
about God and preparing them for real chapel

services later in the year. The boys now at-

tend Sunday school and church. It does me
good to see them on Sunday in their uni-

forms.

"The other day when I was late to school

I took a 'ricksha, although as a rule. I walk
the mile and a half. Of course you know
how narrow the streets are and how few
foreigners live in Tungehow. To my horror,

as I rode down the crowded street, the 'rick-

sha coolie called out in no gentle tone. 'Get

out of the way, the foreign devil is coming."

I have been so called several times since my
arrival, but have never had it announced in

such a public way. Needless to say the peo-

ple got out of the way and I reached school

on time.

"Many of the people are petting used to

seeing me pass every day. and are willing to

make friends. I cannot understand their talk

much yet. but I can understand their smiles

and invitations to come in and drink Tea.

and gradually I shall come to understand
what they say."

William Woods College

THE visit of W. D. Macklin of China to

the girls of William Woods will long be

remembered by many of the teachers and
students, lie spoke several limes at chapel

and held informal conferences in which he

answered numerous questions regarding the

mission fields of China. His visit and that of

Stephen J. Corey will do much to win stu-

dent volunteers for the foreign fields.

The new conservatory of music building was
formally opened Tuesday evening. Decem-
ber '2. It is specially constructed, sound-

proof throughout, and one of the most satis-

factory plants of its kind in the west. Every
one of its twenty-six practice rooms and five

teachers' studies contains a new Nuder grand

piano. With such equipment great work in

music ought to be accomplished.

Joseph A. Serena.

President.
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Educated Indians Hear

LEADING Hindus and Mohammedans who
. were consulted said that it could not lie

done and some of the missionaries were

doubtful about it, yet the Jubbulpore Mis-

sionary Union went right ahead and made
plans for a series 'of lectures in English on

Christianity for educated Indians. Mr. Stan-

ley Jones, an- able evangelist, was secured

and the meetings were well advertised. Lead-

ing Hindu and Moslem gentlemen were per-

suaded to preside at the meetings and lists of

the subjects and chairmen were distributed

throughout the city.

Mr. Jones gave five lectures on such sub-

jects as '•What Is Christianity ?" "Who Is

Jesus Christ?" "The Meaning of Christ's

Death," and he did it without making any
attack upon the religion of those present.

He simply preached Christ and Him crucified

in a very clear and earnest way. His fairness

won the hearts of most of those present the

first night, so the hall was filled at each

lecture with eager and earnest listeners, who
had lost all fear that some one was trying to

put something over on them. It had been

announced beforehand that there would be

no discussion or debating, but at the close

of each lecture there was an opportunity for

questions. Each evening they asked questions

until the chairman stopped them and the

questions kept getting more and more spir-

itual. Even the smart young Moslem who
came the first night with a long written lisl

of objections and quibbles finally began to

show a serious interest in what was said.

One night the chairman was a retired law-

yer, the head of the Mohammedan community.
When he got up to make the closing remarks
he said something like this: "We all thank
the learned lecturer for his interesting expo-

sition of Christianity. The time for quarrel-

ing about religion is past. We Moslems give

Jesus Christ almost as high a place as do the

Christians and we consider Him one of the

greatest of the prophets. Of course, every

man thinks his own religion the best, but we
cannot think it right that a good God should

condemn to hell all who do not belong to our
little religious group." Strange words for a
Moslem. Another evening the Hindu gentle-

man who held the chair closed the meeting
with these words: "The learned lecturer will

soon go from our midst, but I hope you will

all remember what he has said. I am a Hin-
du and proud of it, but I have been a lifelong

student of Christianity and it has helped me.

If it had not been for Christianity my life

would have been far different. I would ad-

vise you all to study the Christian Scriptures

because of the good it will do you and be-

cause it will help you to \inderstand the

English people with whom we are so inti-

mately associated and to appreciate their

great literature which is full of references

to the Bible."

After the last lecture thirty-five men signed
cards expressing a desire to take up a course
of Bible study. Many of these men had heard
the real claims of Christianity for the first

time and they showed that it had appealed
to them. Throughout the meetings there was
a growing feeling of fellowship between Chris-

tians and non-Christians and every man
seemed to gain a more kindly attitude to-

wards his neighbor. All of those who signed

cards are being interviewed and asked wheth-
er they wish to study alone or with a teacher.

Margaret (Brown) Oliver Henry \V. Oliver

Honor to Whom Honor

ANOTABLE memorial, and one that other

families would do well to emulate, has

been established by the children of the

late Henry W. and Margaret Oliver. On the

suggestion of Mrs. Margaret B. Evans and
Mrs. Mary F. Holbrook, the two daughters,

Mrs. Henry W. Oliver, Jr., Mrs. James B.

Oliver, Mrs. Henry R. Rea, David B. Oliver,

and United States Senator George T. Oliver,

joined them in giving $18,000 to the Board
of Ministerial Relief, as a Named Fund in

the Permanent Fund of the Board. A minister

and wife in whom they were especially inter-

ested were named as the first beneficiaries.

The Olivers came to America in 1834 and
made their home in Pittsburg, where their

children have attained distinction. At once

they united with the church on the bank of

the Allegheny river under the leadership of

Samuel Church. Years before they had taken

their stand on the Bible alone, he having

been reared in the Anglican Church and she

in the Presbyterian. When eighteen years of

age she traveled twenty miles to hear Alex-

ander Carscm of Tubbermore. County Deny,
and to be baptized by this reformer who an-

ticipated the Campbells by several years.

Their loyalty was steadfast and lifelong.

After they had helped to build up what is

now the First Church, North Side (Alle-

gheny), through change of residence they bore

a leading part in the organization of the

Hazelwood and East End Churches. Mrs.

Oliver survived her husband and was espe-

cially interested in the Western Pennsyl-

vania Christian Missionary Society under the

presidency of her countryman. Robert S. Lat-

imer, whose grandfather had been baptized

by Alexander Carson in 1804. She was also

deeply concerned in the organization of the

Board of Ministerial Relief. "Her children

rise up and call her blessed."

Those who wish a teacher will be gathered

into classes or will study privately with one

of the missionaries.

These meetings have been a revelation to

the Christian workers here. Similar results

and often greater have been attained in all

parts of India wherever the Christ has been

fairly presented to the educated classes. For

some time the work among low caste people

has been growing and has developed into a

mass movement in many places. There are

now many indications that the way of ap-

proach to the intellectual leaders is open.

We need more and better equipped workers

at once to take advantage of this great op-

portunity. F. E. Livengood.

Plan Great Drive for Christian

Workers

THE Life Work Department of the Inter-

church World Movement, which is en-

deavoring to co-ordinate all evangelical

agencies having to do with the discovering,

enlisting and training of the employed work-

ers, required for the Christian program at

home and abroad, plans countrywide activi-

ties for the first quarter of 1920.

At a meeting of the advisory committee of

the department, with Dr. J. Campbell White
director, recently, plans were laid to hold

2.500 county conferences, besides a series

of meetings for high school students. Be-

tween January 15 and April 15 it is also

hoped to hold interdenominational student

conferences in 500 or more colleges and some-

time between January 1 and May 1 there will

be a number of conferences for men who have

been out of college two to five years. More
detailed plans will be announced later.

All denominations report an almost critical

need of the right sort of human material.

Hundreds of thousands of devoted and capa-

ble young men and women must be enlisted

in Christian work in the next five years. The
Interchurch surveys will show quite accurate-

ly the exact numbers needed, but it is already

known that the need is extraordinarv.
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I lie Highest Mountain in Landoui

The Hills of God
"Unto the hills will I lift mine eyes,"

The tale of Ihe Book is told;

And unto the hills I will haste to arise

Even as they of old:

And the strength of the hills is given me,

And a far-flung vision is granted me:

And I rest in the quiet enfolding me
When unto the hills I arise.

Down from the hills / soon must go,

Bach to the world again:

Down from the hills I hasten to go

To the task of the day again:

For the strength 1 have is given of God,

And the vision I caught is a vision of God

:

And I walk with my hand in the hand of God
As down from the hills I go.

—Margaret Deiter.

Through many years and at heavy cost we have learned the wisdom as well as the

justice and grace of conserving the strength of our missionaries. So we not only call them
home on furlough every seven years, but send some of them each year to the hills in

midsummer—those of China to Kuline, those of India to Landour.

The Win One Campaign
By Jesse M. Bader

EVERYONE who ail ended the great Cin-

cinnati convention could no) help but

be deeply impressed with the evan-

gelistic note that was sounded in almost every

address of every session. The brethren seemed

to feel that it was the need of the hour and

that some way should be found for our

churches to move forward together upon

some worthy program that would put the

whole brotherhood behind an evangelistic cam-

paign in a united way. Among the various

recommendations that were ottered in the

convention along the lines of evangelism there

came a set of recommendations before the

International Convention session which were

considered and passed unanimously. These

recommendations provided for a Win One
Campaign, to begin six weeks before Easter

and to culminate on Easier Sunday. The
campaign was put in charge of the American
Christian Missionary Society. They were in-

structed to employ a man In direct this cam-

paign throughout (lie whole brotherhood. The
goal set was for Km,000 new members added

to our churches by letter, statement, and

primary obedience, during the six weeks. This

goal is not quite ten per cent of our mem-
bership and, considering (lie evangelistic pas-

sion and zeal of our people, and also consid-

ering the significant lime of the year the

campaign is held, Hie number should lie in

excess of 100.1 KID.

This plan is not new and untried, neither is

it an experiment. The Kansas State Chris-

tion Missionary Society has used the plan

each year at the Easter time since 101(5, and

lias averaged over 2,000 additions to the

Kansas churches each year. In some in-

stances a regular evangelist was called in

to hold a meeting, which is in perfect accord

with the plan, but the large per cent of the

churches and pastors used home forces and

organized Hie church as outlined in the plan.

In the Sunflower State the campaign has

proven to he a source of spiritual life and

power to the churches. Hundreds who never

had the great joy of leading another to

Christ, learned how through the personal

work (dasses. and succeeded in winning others,

which always brings its reward of joy and

blessing. All the ministers, evangelists, and

members of this stale believe in and are con-

tinuing in this glorious work each year.

Christ preached by the shores of Hie sea

and the mountain sides. He preached in Hie

open country, in private homes and public

places of worship. He spoke to the individual

with Hie same enthusiasm as to the multitude.

lie speaks to Hie fishermen and says. "Follow

nie and T will make vou fishers of men. and

straightway they leave their nets and followed

linn." He comes upon Matthew at the seal

of custom and -aid. "Follow me," and Mat-
thew obeys. The Savior holds a midnight

conversation with Nicodemus and explains to

him that "ye must be horn again." Again
we sec this Master soul winner holding con-

versation with i lie Samaritan woman at the
well. She finds the Messiah and goes hack
to her city and her message i-. "Come, see

a man who told me all thing- that ever 1

did." The apostles were quick to follow Him
in I lis example. Andrew find- Christ and
immediately find- his brother, Simon Peter,

who is used of the Holy Spirit later to

preach Hie Pentecostal sermon, which resulted

in its .3.000 converts. Christ find- Paul and
Paul with Silas converts the Philippian jail-

er: Paul talks to the women at the riverside

and Lydia and her household become Chris-

tians. Peter talk- in the home of Cornelius
and wins 1he entire household for Christ.

Philip becomes a personal worker and wins
the Ethiopian eunuch to ('lirist. Stephen
witnesses for (lirist. i- -toned to death, after

which the disciple- are scattered through per-

secution and "they therefore that were scat-

tered abroad went about preaching the word."
These incidents just related are not all the

precedents in the New Testament by any
means to show Christians of today their rela-

tionship and obligation to the unsaved. The
evangelism of the New Testament was a pas-

sion for souls on the part of the whole church.

The "won immediately began to win one."

then another and another until the church

grew in a marvelous and an amazing way.

As we read our New Testament with open

minds and hearts and understand anew the

passion for soul winning as it- story is told

we wonder if we as a people have been going
back far enough in our teaching and practice

of this divine task. Our evangelists have
been and are godly, sincere, earnest and true

men. and beyond the question of a doubt they
have been responsible to a great degree for

the growth of the Disciples of Christ.

Hut too long our people have depended too

much upon the evangelist and the pastor to

do the "soul winning" that each church mem-
ber should do and i- obligated to do in the

divine plan of the gospel. This world will

never be evangelized by the pastors and the

evangelists working alone. It is a most lam-

entable fact that there are literally thou-

sands of our elders and deacons, not to say

anything about the balance of our laymen.
who have never personally won another in-

dividual to Christ.

"Must T go and. empty handed.

Must I meet my Savior so:

Not one soul with which to greet Him.
Must I empty handed go?"

The church will move out into the "Win
One Campangn" as her ministers move, for

he is ever the key man in all leadership of

the church life. If there is to he a consuming
passion for this movement in the pew it must

be in the pulpit first. Each minister among
us should begin now to plan his personal

workers classes where the workers are trained

carefully and praverfulh in this "lost art.

It's not only a lost art. but when a Christian

i- in Hie business of personal work it becomes

the finest of fine arts. The life insurance

companies train their men in the art of their

business. The agent is trained to study his

prospect, lie -joes to them one by one. telling
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them of the certainty of death and the un-

certainty of life; the wisdom of preparedness

and the folly of procrastination. But few

men seek the life insurance agent though they

realize the value of insurance. So it is that

tew men seek the Christ who are not first

sought by some one who knows the Christ,

and is trying to follow His example. If then

it is so necessary today in the business world

in all lines to know the facts of the business

men represent and then to know the customer

to whom the man goes, how much more neces-

sary it is for the Christian to intelligently

and worthily represent his firm and to under-

stand the individual whom he is anxious to

interest, and to lead, to Christ.

After the Christian workers are trained

and even during their training the prospect

lists should be prepared and each worker as-

signed the names of those prospects they can

best win. Prayer lists should be made and

carried daily and each name remembered
before the throne in earnest petition.

Every organization among us should be in-

terested in this movement for all will be

affected and benefited by it. Our national

officers on all our boards can give the cam-

paign a good word, urging it upon the church-

es as they go in and out among our brethren.

The state missionary societies will be glad

to throw their best plans and efforts by states-

into the movement, to strengthen our churches

both spiritually and numerically. The evan-

gelists, we hope, will arrange to put forth

their greatest efforts to hold the best meet-

ings of their ministry. The "Win One" or-

ganization lends itself in the very nature of

the plan to great meetings. Every pastor

with his whole church, using his Bible school

forces, his Christian Endeavor young people,

his elders and deacons, will throw himself

into the leadership of the Christlike ministry

with a new passion. The writer has used

the plan for five years as a pastor, and his

appreciation of the worth and influence on
the church is of inestimable value. The last

"Win One" held on Easter resulted in 75 ad-

ditions to the church Easter Sunday and 100

in the entire six weeks with just the home
forces.

This great movement of soul winning must
be immersed in prayer. John Eliot, the mis-

sionary to the Indians, said, "Prayer and
pain through faith in Jesus Christ will do
anything." Prayer will set our hearts on
fire and we shall be filled with a mighty
desire to save the unsaved. Prov. 2:30, "He
that winneth souls is wise."

Kansas City, Missouri.

The question of assimilation, largely a
question of contact between the newcomer and
the native-born population, is primarily a

matter of distribution. Crime, pauperism,
disease, the standard of living, education—all

to a. greater or less extent depend upon dis-

tribution. No practical program for the

treatment of immigrants which is not calcu-

lated directly to improve distribution, can

hope for -any considerable measure of success.

—

Fairchild.

If immigration to Hie United States Men-
si opped one of two things would happen in

Europe: Either a voluntary remedying of

political, religious and economic evils, or else

those countries would soon be confronted by
revolutions springing from this unrest of the

people.

Our School at Morehead

EARLY in January Professor W. 0.

Lappin, principal of our Morehead
Mountain School, wrote us of the in-

creased attendance after the Christmas holi-

days, as follows:

"We have four boys in each room in

Withers Hall. One more enrolled this eve-

ning and there are many more to come. I

will prepare two small storerooms, which

have never been used for students. These

two rooms will make space for four more

boys. We have room for five more girls at

Hodson Hall by making full use of the sleep-

ing porch, and there are seven girls wanting

room tomorrow. In enrolling new students

this last half I have had them all come
through the office and have questioned as

to their chances for an education without

us, and find that they must come here or get

no schooling at all this year. All state nor-

mal schools are full, and it begins to look

like we are more than full. Our schoolrooms

are crowded until the primary grades can

only come half a day at a time, and Miss

Hart had seventy- four in her room last Sat-

urday. I have two or three more for her

today. She has 7th and 8th grades except

three subjects, which Miss Whitenack carries

in the normal. We are going to do the best

we can. I shall always be grateful to the

Christian Woman's Hoard of Missions for

giving me a problem like this to work on,

but if we go on trying to supply this need

until the state steps in we must have equip-

ment. I have set an age limit this last half

of fourteen years and have turned many
away. I never did a thing in my life which
came so nearly breaking my heart as to turn

young people away who are seeking an edu-

cation, and Avho are willing to occupy a cold

room both day and night to secure it. This

school is held in high esteem by all. I am
surprised each day by the amount of pres-

tige the school has and the width of territory

over which it is known. All that I have

written but makes our work the more inter

esting, but you can sec the sad features

Last year, at this time, the enrollment wa
235. Now it is 285. They closed last yea

with a total of 313, which was an increase

of 78 from January to the close of school

It is a safe guess that we will have no Ies

increase this year, as more people are goin;

to school. This increase is made up aluios

entirely of teachers preparing for the sprin

examination."

The Centenary of Medical Missions

THE Committee of Reference and Counsel

of the Foreign Missions Conference of

North America has appointed a special

committee of one hundred to arrange a suit-

able celebration of the one hundredth anni-

versary of the establishment of medical mis-

sions.

In 1819 Rev. John Scudder, M. 1)., sailed

for India and began his work as a medical

missionary. Fifty years later, in January,

1870, Clara Swaim, M. D., went to India to

begin medical work for women and children.

We celebrate therefore a jubilee as well as

a centennial.

The celebration will no! lake the form of

a drive or a campaign, but. will be educa-

tional. Interesting ileitis and articles will

appear in the press and an attractive pro-

gram has been arranged for union meetings

which it is hoped may be held throughout the

country during the latter part of March. The
complete program may be obtained after Feb-

ruary first from Mr. F. P. Turner, 25 Madi-

son avenue, New York City. It will include

valuable historical material arranged by Mrs.

Caroline Atwater Mason, a telling interview

with C. H. Patton, L\ D., who has just

returned from the Orient, a capital dramatic

presentation, "The Doctor's Dilemma," by

Mrs. E. C. Cronk, and an appeal to young
men and women for service, by Helen Barrett

Montgomery, with other interesting features.

CLASS LN ENC.L1SH ATTENDED BY FIFTY-FOUR RUSSIANS
Aji example of the work conducted by the Disciples Missionary Union of New York City under the

supervision of the American Christian Missionary Society.
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The First Quarter Century

THIS is the twenty-fifth year of the Board

of Ministerial Relief. This gracious min-

istry has grown from nothing to a large

and increasingly greater place in the affec-

tions of the churches. Indications are that

before long the aged ministers and mission-

aries with their loved ones will have a real

place of comfort and satisfaction in the fel-

lowship of their brethren.

At a recent meeting the maximum monthly

payment was increased from $30 to $40.

This one action will cost $5,000 during the

year. The rising costs have made it impera-

tive. The maximum of $30 was begun in

April of 1913j when the amount per quarter

was made the amount for the monthly pay-

ment. If look courage to make such a radi-

cal change. We have faith to believe the

churches will supply the support for our

aged veterans when they know the condition.

The early returns from the White Gifts

.service at Christmas are very encouraging.

Many schools which before gave only a nomi-

nal offering are sending amounts up to $-50.

A Ward of the Brotherhood —Through the Board of

Ministerial Relief

WHEN" this daughter of Missouri and

Kentucky was a baby her father was
accidentally killed in the Texas church

for which he was preaching. He and his

twin brother followed their father in the

ministry, were educated in the College of the*

Bible at Lexington and had given twelve

years of fruitful service when he was killed.

The widowed mother has had a long, hard

struggle which could *not have come to the

happy issue that is now in sight without the

monthly pension paid by the Board of Minis-

terial Relief.

High school has been finished now and a

college course is being undertaken. By the

mother's redoubled effort, the daughter's

working between study hours and the Board's

increasing its payments it seems possible

to carry this through.

In a fine letter expressive of her reverence

for the memory of her father and grand-

father and her appreciation of the brother-

hood's unfailing fellowship, she says:

"I am very enthusiastic over the idea of

being a university student and have almost

lost my appetite as the day for my departure

draws near. I know that I am undertaking

something that is most serious and without

my trust in Him who lias power over every-

thing I would fear the result."

What nobler work can we do than to

cherish such children—and there are a num-
ber more under the Board's care—and where

can we get larger dividends on our Lord's

money thai lie has entrusted to us''

There are twenty-five schools in the first

reports that have reached the $100 mark
and more, some going as high as $300. Many
successful services were held. Many schools

are sending in descriptions and some include

photographs.

Among the cities. Indianapolis has given

the best support so far received. Five of the

schools have gone up to and over the $100
mark, totaling $700. The receipts from
schools already equals the whole of last year

while the entire receipts for the quarter show
a gain of 100 per cent over the same period

last year.

The First Anniversary Tension Campaign
seeks to push the enrollment up to -500. Every
eligible minister and missionary should at

once take the necessary steps to enroll. Good
things are ahead for the Pension System;
now is the time to get ready for them.

F. E. Smith. Secretary.

A Pastor's Call for a Tubercular

Sanitarium

DEAR Brother Mohorter—I have just re-

turned from a visit to a woman who
has tuberculosis. She is a young mar-

ried woman of perhaps twenty-five years,

with a boy of eight. Her husband works a-

a barber, which necessitates his being away
from home the greater part of the time and
she is left to receive callers alone and care

for the house, which deprives her -of the abso-

lute rest and quiet that her case demands.

They have been in Albuquerque with the

view of getting her in a sanitarium, but

found that they could not pay the $35 that

was demanded.

She is discouraged raid the doctor says that

she cannot possibly recover unless conditions

are changed so that her mind can be at rest.

What is to be done? She is too young to

be left to die, she does not want to die. and

made me promise that I would rind out from

the doctor just what she must do to live.

That is the tragedy that we see here

—

they come here for a new lease on life, but

there is no place to care for them—many
live, but some die and what have we done

more than others ?

I think that we need not put our ear to

the ground to hear this call : it is loud and

insistent and if not heard sometime we may
hear that I was sick and ye visited me not.

W. F. Wills.

10.

17.

-24.

31.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920

February
The Supremacy of Love. I Cor. 12:31-

13:13.

Christian Internationalism. The world

hunger for the Christ Spirit. Acts lti:

6-10; 17.••22-23: Ps. 42:1-0.

Pure Hearts in Holy Places. Ps. 24.

The Right Use of Money. Luke 16:1-13.

March
Christian Internationalism. New op-

portunities in mission fields. John 4:

34-3S.

Wonders of the Gospel. Rem. 11:33-36;

John 1:50; 5: 20-20: 3:16.

A Prayer for Beauty. Ps. 00:10-17.

The Right Use of Opportunity. Luke

13:6-9; Mark 11 : 15-18.

Showing One's Colors. Pan. 6:10-13;

Xeh. 6:10-13; Mark 14:66-72.
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Victory for Oldest Church of the

Disciples of Christ in

Washington

JT.
ESHELMAN", of Tacoma, Washington,

is authority for the statement that the

• First Church of Christ of Sumner is

the oldest continuous organization of our

brotherhood in the state, dating back to the

days of the old Oregon Territory.

The first unit of the present building was
erected some forty-five years ago. It was a

typical church building for its day; a long,

narrow, high-ceiled room, with a tall steeple

in front. Some twelve or fifteen years ago

enlargement became necessary to meet the

needs of the growing community, and wings

were added to either side of the auditorium,

just about doubling the seating capacity. A
baptistery and robing rooms were also added.

When this good year of our Lord, 1919,

was just in its infancy it became quite ap-

parent to almost every one that enlargement

was again necessary. So after much planning

it was decided to raise the building and put

a basement beneath it, since we did not have

enough vacant ground for as much room as

was thought necessary.

The task would have been too much for

the Sumner brethren, had they had to carry

the entire burden alone. But thanks to the

Board of Church Extension for a loan of

$2,250 from the general fund, they now have
perhaps the nicest appearing and best

equipped working plant of any church or-

ganization in the community.
Thomas N. Plunkett.

All Honor to Church Extension

IX
1877 a few disciples moved to New

Sharon, Iowa. They called J. K. Cornell

to visit them that with their cooperation,

if possible, a Church of Christ might be es-

tablished in this city. Success attended
every effort . G. T. Carpenter of Oskaloosa
was called to assist in the work. After

the morning service it was found that

twenty-six persons were ready to enter into

such an organization. That was the begin-

ning. The church was homeless. Halls, Pres-

byterian and Baptist churches were in turn

rented. That proved very unsatisfactory, but
Mas continued for a number of years.

In 1SS9 the church purchased a building

from the Universalis! society. This was re-

paired and refurnished, making a comfortable

place of worship for many years. The church

grew and prospered. This made necessary

the enlargement of their house of worship in

moo. For a period of fifteen years the work
of the church was carried on with varied

degrees of success, sometimes full of energy

and pushing on for larger things in the

Kingdom of God, sometimes discouraged as

the membership changed or conditions be-

came unfavorable.

In 1915, because of the giving way of the

foundation of the old church it became neces-

sary to put the building on a new foundation.

Here trouble began. The building fell into

the basement before the walls were completed.

The church became discouraged, disheartened

and a division of forces followed. Still the

work of rebuilding went on. The building

was so far completed that the church could

have the use of the auditorium.

Pay day came and all available funds were

exhausted. The tide had turned somewhat
against the church. Some were ready to give

up and let the building be taken over by other

parties.

A. M. Haggard, state secretary, came and
brought cheer to the lagging forces. Seeing

the helplessness of the church, also the de-

termination of the workers, he intervened in

their behalf and obtained the needed aid from
the Church Extension Board. This revived

their drooping spirits and with united forces

they will yet come out victorious. 'Thanks to

Church Extension.

1. It is an expression of brotherhood.

2. The strong are bearing the burdens of

the weak.

.3. It houses the church, the church lifts

up the Christ as the Savior of men.

4. The terms of the loan are not grievoiis

and under normal conditions are easily met.

5. It enables the church to provide better

equipment, which means larger service and
greater gains for the cause of Christ.

6. It is the agent of the brotherhood, keep-

ing the funds committed to it as a sacred

trust, never losing but ever using the same
for the glory of God.

Church Extension is ever helping the

weaker churches to solve their problems in

church construction. A. B. Cornell.

The Newspaper Puts a Question to

the Church

IX
the present social conflict the Christian

Church has ;i clear duly to perform, says

the New York Herald.

It considers the crisis "entirely a matter
of ideas," anil declares hot li radical and rc-

actionary "seem to incline toward force as

a remedy, which is an ominous symptom."
It continues:

"Two great agencies operate continuously

to shape the minds of the people—the school

and the Church. If both function adequately,

public thinking should be sound.

"The Church especially has to do with
determining men's attitude toward one an-

other. . . . Many persons are listening

for some clear, constructive word from her.

"Far be it from a secular newspaper to

tell the Church what she should do. Never-

theless, we venture to point out that in

Russia, amid analogous conditions, the

Church proved voiceless and impotent, the

instrument of a discredited system, and so

became herself discredited by the people

—

though we by no means regard as identical

the Russian Church's loss of leadership and

her profanation at the hands of impious Bol-

sheviks. Clearly the Christian Church in

America, in all of its denominations, must
stand for something greater than partisan-

ship. Proclamation of the eternal verities is

her mission. Therein she should be a real

social solvent, a softener of acerbities, an
interpreter of brotherhood and a steadfast

champion of sheer justice.

"Which may sound simple; but is the

Church equal to it? That question strikes

deeper than all pending ecclesiastical prob-

lems, such as interchurch federation and or-

ganic church union, the raising of vast sums
for religious endowments, and the whole col-

lection of questions which commonly engage

the thought of assembled churchmen. Is

the Church equal to the day's crisis?"

Christian Music Gains Great Favor

in Orient

THE use of Christian hymns is causing

a revolution in the music of the Orient,

according to reports received from Amer-
ican missionaries. Fantastic eastern ideas of

orchestration are giving place to the strains

of "Rock of Ages" and "Onward, Christian

Soldiers." Christian hymns are sung and
even played by Orientals who are not Chris-

tianized. Missionaries say it is always easy

to draw a crowd with a baby organ, no matter

how antagonistic the members may be toward

the Christian faith.

Growing popularity of Occidental hymns
is found in Japan, China and India. The
recent coronation procession of a maharajah
marched to the stirring strains of American
gospel hymns played by the potentate's brass

band. Christian music is said to have reached

its highest development in Burmah, where

Baptist converts among the natives have been

trained for the past century in vocal and

instrumental Work.

An Englishman traveling in the foothills of

Burmah, during the Burmese robber wars,

told of sighting the torchlight flares of a

large crowd of natives. He and his com-

panions were preparing for an attack, when
they heard the familiar strains of "Lead,

Kindly Light," coming from the natives, who
turned out to be Burmese Christians.
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Healthy, Happy Childhood at the Child Saving Institute, Omaha

The Child Saving Institute

THE Child Saving Institute held the an-

nual election of the Association last

night at eight o'clock in the Child Sav-

ing Institute Building. We were pleased to

have Dr. McClanahan with us. He had been

seriously ill for five months, and had a num-

ber of operations performed. We had about

given up hope of his being with us any more,

but he seems to have recovered and feels so

happy over bis recovery that be will be a

better help in the future than in the past.

He seems to think that the institute is that

place where he has been so long, that it is bis

pet place for service.

The meeting was a very harmonious one.

There were three new persons added: Mrs.

George Bushman, Mr. F. D. Wead. and Mr.

Robertson of this city. It appears that the

persons added will be active members.

After the annual meeting of the Associa-

tion and the election of the Hoard of Trus-

tees, immediately the members of the board

met as provided in the Articles of Incorpora-

tion, and chose the same officers as were

elected last year. I felt that as my duties

were not as strenuous in behalf of the county

as I supposed they would be, and as the riot

situation is clearing up nicely, that I would

accept the presidency for another year.

We seem to have a very competent matron

in Airs. Carlson, I wish that you might visit

the institute and see bow beautifully it has

been repaired and decorated and what a nice

si one wall we have now in front of il willi

steps leading up to the building.

Judge Slabaugh's Verdict

I
believe that in our lis! of benevolent in-

stitutions you will find none that is do-

ing a better work lor the orphan and

homeless child than the Child Saving Insti-

tute of Omaha; none that has a corps of

officers and assistants who have a deeper de-

sire to serve the interest and welfare of their

wards; none that has a more harmonious

board; none whose work and results prove

greater efficiency of service; none where the

whole community feels it is heller served;

none where there is a more capable field

superintendent ; none where the rale of mor-

tality is lower; none where the work stands

higher in the estimation of national experts

in such work. The spirit of the age and the

spirit of our brotherhood is working in har-

mony with all good people, and we are en-

deavoring to illustrate that spirit here and
are succeeding, and all the more credit is

due our brotherhood if it is able under the

circumstances as we find them here to do such

splendid service. And I can say that results

here are due to the harmonious cooperation

of all good Christian people who have but

one object in view, and that is to care for

God's orphans and little ones.

W. W. Slabatjgh.

Items of Interest from the

Havens Home

I
HAVE just received the following letter

from Mr. G. 11. Cowdery of Geneva. Ohio:

"I am writing in behalf of Mrs. Brunei',

a sister in the church, who is about 7.'^ years

old and almost blind, yet able to sew a little.

She is of a cheerful disposition and very ap-

preciative. Is there a chance for her to make
or find a home with you? The writer is an

elder in the Church of Christ here and was
well acquainted with Mrs. Haven, who was
formerly Mrs. G. W. Bennett of Geneva. Ohio.

Kindly mail me an application blank.*'

After making my three-minute talk at the

Cincinnati Convention, when the benediction

was pronounced, a man came to see me and

said, "I may have to come to Havens Home
some time; when you get ready to build your

new old people's home let me know and I

will give $1,000. He lunched with Mr. Hert-

zog and me and I mentioned the church work

here and he said. "I'll give you 850 to help

with a meeting."

I have sent out over 700 empty fruit jars,

which have been asked for and will be filled

with fruit and returned. There were 10 bar-

rels of empty jars. These were cleaned, new
rubbers put on them and each one carefully

wrapped in paper and packed. One church

in Iowa asked for 100 jars. Canton. Penn-

sylvania, is sending potatoes, apples, onions

and other things. They are also sending

canned fruit. R. A. Bfrriss.

One ol' uiimy who look to the Church for suppor

A Cry of Need from Cleveland

YOUR letter reached me some days ago

and 1 have been slow because I was

worn out. I have more help now. and

trust in a short time 1 will feel a little more
rested, and perhaps he a little more my old

self.

You asked about the bed sheets. We would

certainly like to have more, and will -end

you the dimensions. The small beds require

sheets 36 inches wide and (iS incites long:

the larger beds. 58 inches wide and S:! inches

long.

Then when if comes to towels, we do not

use roller towels. We would like at least

100 yards, which would give us two apiece

for each child in the home. We could make

use of :>o tablecloths, two yards and a half

long. Two hundred yards of scrim for cur-

tains. At least 100 yards of unbleached mus-

lin for bed pads. About 100 yards of gingham

in pieces ranging from 12 to 15 yards. Add

anything more to this list you think of. We
are always pleased to receive anything for

the children. Mas. J. C. B. Stivers.
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The Pool of Pathariya

OUT in the midst of flat fields, and away
from any good road, lies the oiitstation

of Bhulan, and two miles beyond that,

Pathariya. Bhulan is now a most hopeful

place, but those of us who were here in its

beginning can well remember how discourag-

ing it seemed. Ohe rainy season Mr. Rioch

and I had been wondering whether it should

be kept open or not. The whole country

from here (Mungeli, India) to Bhulan, four-

teen miles of it, was one broad field of marsh

and flood, and it was almost impossible to get

there. During Mr. Rioch's vacation in the

hills, however, I had persuaded the Taliasil-

dar, who had become friendly through our

medical ministrations, to help us in securing

a school site. He called in the head man of

the village, and the land was secured. This

is the only thing that persuaded us to keep

the station open. Well it is that we did, for

a few sturdy converts were won soon after,

and now that section is one of our most hope-

fid fields.

Just before returning home on my furlough

in 1912 I rode out with Mr. Grainger to see

this place which held so much of hope. As

my work does not lie in that direction, and

because my hospital work keeps me in the

station most of the time, I had never seen

Bhulan from that day. But, early yesterday

morning I struck the old Bhulan trail once

more. There were some people wanting bap-

tism, and Mr. Saum had a bad ankle which

prevented his going. I started a little after

sunrise, and reached home after sunset, and

I can well say "there was morning and there

was evening, a full day."

The road is a country one, with paths

through the fields in places, but the horse

could get along without any great trouble.

A rather cold breeze swept from rain clouds

hanging in the north, and the peepul trees

sounded like cataracts as the wind rushed
through and shook them. 1 worked through
fields of waving wheat, now in head. 1 tried

to imagine what its rustling was like, and
finally gave it up, realizing that it was like

nothing in the world but wheat. The flax-

blossoms were as blue as Friga's eyes, and
the fields of lintels were a beautiful green,

with little pink blossoms hidden away here

and there, and the rial plants, with a medley
of green pods and yellow blossoms, were like

forests of diminutive trees. A part of the

road lies amid small sand and gravel hillocks

and ridges, through which a river flows.

These hillocks remind one of those imagina-

tive chromos of the road from Jerusalem to

Jericho, and I could almost imagine robbers

ready to spring out at any moment.

At 10:30 T reached Bhulan. School was
in session, and bright-faced little boys and
girls were learning to read and write and
work out sums. Six years ago darkness and
ignorance; today intelligence and light. Our
mission plant there reminds one of a light-

house, and our helpers and converts and the

school children are the beacons which shine

through the windows. It is true that some
of them sputter and almost go out. but it is

the only lighthouse there. From Bhulan we
walked over to Pathariya. This is a place of

importance, with police headquarters and a

government school. The government has pur-

chased and set apart a roadway from Mungeli
to Pathariya, and some day it will be graded
and graveled. It is a strategic center. We

have over fifteen converts there, to say noth-

ing of the Bhulan Christians. A dispensary

there would be one of the wisest investments

the mission could make.

The converts had been waiting for me at

the home of a former convert, but having
given up my coming, had left for home just

before I arrived. We went right after them
before their tracks were cold. We had a little

meeting, then went to the pool, which has al-

ready been the baptismal scene of a number
of converts. There was a house near by

used for a cattle shed, and in this I changed

my clothes—not the most desirable place, but

a campaigner must make use of the things at

hand. •

It was high noon when the candidates and
I stepped out into the water. Many spec-

tators were there, some to grin in a depre-

cating way, others thoughtful and sympa-
thetic. After the baptisms I was telling the

converts that they were now shining lights

and must show it by their conduct. Konda,

a black-whiskered earlier convert, said, "Oh,

yes, I will teach them.'' We are glad for

his zeal, and will let him think he is doing

the teaching, but will incidentally do a little

ourselves! Sometimes the teaching bump be-

comes overdeveloped at the expense of the

heeding bump.

We trudged back to Bhulan. my football

toe giving me pain at every step, and I ate

lunch about half-past one. I lay down on a

bed and rested awhile, my saddle for a pillow,

as I read. Then I visited with the Chris-

tians, and at three o'clock Tihari Masihdas
and 1 started home. Tihari is one of our

evangelists, and had gone out the day before

to visit with and prepare the people. He
has since been located in Bhulan-Pathariya.

The coltl air of morning was gone, ami the

sun shone rather warmly. The wheal and

lintel fields now had a half-harvest odor

which had been distilled by the heat of the

day. The sun sank lower and lower, and went
down behind a line of trees along a distant

road, a glory of red tire glowing under and

through the branches and reaching up in the

sky. Jackals began to call to each other.

One was just a few yards away from us, and

we could see all his contortions as he poured

forth his creepy, blood-curdling yells, those

yells which so work on one's feelings in the

dead hours of night.

If you ask me why T take time to tell of the

scenery along the way, I will say that it is

part of the missionary's life, and woe is lie

for whom nature lias no call. When one slow-

ly rides fourteen miles in the morning, then

slowly rides back again in the evening, he

has no company but nature and his thoughts.

Last evening nature was my company as

usual, and my thoughts went back to the

pool of Pathariya, and to the fact that I,

a plain, simple man, am a builder of empire!

Nations have conquered India and gone, and

every vestige of their empire, save crumbling

ruins, has gone with them. Buildings crum-

ble and fall, canals choke up and dry away,

and even codes and statutes are forgotten.

India is hard to change; but a force is

now at work which will change her, the power
of the Great Teacher, the true Guru, who
works on the heart and not on externals.

These little pools of water all over India, of

which the Pool of Pathariya is one, are the

scenes of the beginning of this transforma-

tion. The people are finding that not in long

journeys, not in sacred rivers and places is

heart ease and a new life impetus to be found,

but rather in the streams and pools at hand
where one may dedicate himself to Him who
said, "Neither in this mountain, nor in Jeru-

salem, shall ye worship, but the true worship-

er shall worship the Father in Spirit and in

Truth." Geo. E. Miller.

Are the Lumber Camps Neglected?

IN
a county of the State of Washington not

far from Centralia, where I. W. W.s re-

cently directed a murderous fire into the

Armistice Hay parade of ex-service men, the

Interchurch survey shows a population of

45,000, of whom three thousand are church

members, with forty-four churches. But in

sixty-four logging camps of the county, em-

ploying about live thousand men, fifty-six of

the camps are entirely without religious in-

struction and some 500 children are also with-

out the benefits of even a school.

A family in the Circle of Service-

W.
G. Waggoner, his daughter, Mrs. Melvin Menses, and Ms sons,

at the left, H. G. at the right.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Three Months Ending December 31, 1919

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1918 1919

Churches $6,386.78 .$9,109.39

Bible Schools 20,239.15 38,458.75

Christian Endeavor Societies— 96.50 231.32

Individual Offerings 472.50 313.00

Annuities 5,100.00 1,000.00

Bequests 1,462.29 233.05

Special Offerings 1,307.93 60.00

Interest 4.022.69 5,292.33

Men and Millions Movement... 2,578.65 41,154.84

Subscriptions and Literature— 408.35 646.51

Miscellaneous 3,077.93 2,694.73

Gain

$2,722.61

18,219.60

134.82

159.50 s

4,100.00 s

1,229.24"

1,247.93
s

1,269.64

38,576.19

238.16

383.20 s

$45,152.77 $99,193.92 $54,041.15

Bible School Department for December

Number Schools Contributing. 773 1,088 315

Offerings from Sunday Schools $17,314.95 $32,674.85 $15,359.90

Offerings from Individuals 42.00 40.00 2,00'

For Near East Relief 274.34 60.00 214.34 s

Miscellaneous Receipts 727.95 466.97 260.98 s

Total for month $18,359.24 $33,241.82 $14.882.5S

Previous Receipts 6,245.17 9,088.65 2,843.48

Total for Three Months. $24,604.41 $42,330.47 $17,726.06

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $4,836.06 $15,671.57 $10,835.51

Missionary Societies, Circles,

Etc. 47,865.92 96,187.41 4S.231.49

Children's Organizations 1,957.35 1,846.74 110.61*

Individual Gifts 7,450.00 10,563.83 3.113.83

Men and Millions Movement-. 2,634.81 4,452.68 1,817.87

Bequests 353.90 5JS3.73 4.829.83

Interest 10,035.76 10,438.33 402.57

Literature and Subscriptions.- 11,767.32 3,139.61 8,627.71*

Mission Fields and Institutions 4,437.67 2,935.32 1,502.35

Sale of Property 3,711.25 3,711.25

Miscellaneous 1,384.40 2,170.41 7S6.01

$92,723.19 $156,300.88 $63,577.69

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Contributions from Churches— • 242 429 1S7

Cont. from Sunday Schools— 91 121 30

Cont. from 0. E. Societies 185 161 24 s

Cont. from Individuals 127 ISO 53

Churches $10,189.85 $17,737.32 $7,547.47

Sunday Schools 1,658.23 2.975.00 1,316.77

Christian Endeavor Societies— 1,480.97 2,342.12 861.15

Individuals (General Fund)— 4,558.08 5,257.07 698.99

Individuals (Special Fund)— 3,656.50 2,654.50 1,002.00 s

Men and Millions Movement— 1,459.03 1,835.17 376.14

Bequests 1,462.29 1,662.36 200.07

Miscellaneous 4,267.01 932.91 3,334.10*

Annuities 3,700.00 5,600.00 1,900.00

$32,431.96 $40,996

Gain in General Fund Receipts

Gain in Special Fund Receipts

Gain in Annuity Fund Receipts

National Benevolent Association

(For two months only)

Churches $6,096.19 $8,508,

Sunday Schools 2,079.96 2.(141

Societies 224.00 481

Individuals 4.736.75 7.577

Lodges and Welfare 1S4.00 1,013

Patients, Hoard and Admis-
sions 4.553.19 2.125

Annuities 1,600.00 5,542

45 $S,564.49

$5,692.80

971.69

1,900.00

63 $2,412.44

78 3S.1S

34 257.34

02 2.S40.27

32 829.32

00 2.428.19

57 3,942.57

1918

Trust Funds 80.00

Bequests 7,910.70

Interest Earned 1.579.36

Men and Millions Movement 10,697.86

Miscellaneous 587.67

1919 Gain

2.391.69 2.311.69

7.910.70

3.604.65 2.025.29

2,206.52 8,491.34

448.50 139.17

$40,329.68 $35,941.02

Board of Church Extension

Churches $5,698.80

Sunday Schools 129.50

Individuals 97.95

Annuities 2,620.00

Bequests 9,103.90

Men and Millions Movement— 6,992.15

$7,708.31

255.36

360.07

10,700.00

40.00

1,408.72

$4,388.66*

82,009.51

125.86

262.12

8,080.00

9,063.90s

5.583.43"

$24,642.30 $20,472.46 $4,169.84"

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches $4,157.98

Bible Schools 450.19

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 1,314.07

Bequests 658.39

Annuities

Interest and Rent 1,849.04

Miscellaneous 31.71

$7,008.66

3,518.87

1,024.50

1,043.97

100.00

1.199.40

2.S09.51

$2,850.6S

3,068.68

2S9.57"

3S5.5S

100.00

649.64*

2.777.S0

Pension Fund October 1, 1919.

Dues Paid by Ministers

$8,461.3S $16,704.91 $S,243.53

, $52,513.05

4,358.63

Balance in Pension Fund January 1, 1920 $56,S71.6S

Board of Education

Churches $778.09 $2,754.53 $1,976.44

Colleges 750.00 700.00 50.00

Miscellaneous 46.78 75S.S0 712.02

$1,574.87 $4,213.33 $2,63S.46

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches $2S6.07 $56S.34 5282 27

Sunday Schools 33.19 33.19

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 14.22 2.S16.66 2.S02.44

Miscellaneous _ 64.65 662.75 59S.10

$364.94 $4,080.94 $3,716.00

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools. $591.87 $650.54 $58.67

Individuals 1 597.35 220.60 376.75 s

Literature 16.40 9.00 7.40
:'

Miscellaneous S.50 S.50*

$1,214.12 $SS0.14 $333.9S

Grand Totals for All Boards

Churches $3S,449.55 $69,717.29 $31,267.74

Sunday Schools 24.557.03 47.2S2. 95 22.725.92

Christian Endeavor Societies 1,577.47 2,573.44 995.97

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 47.250.92 S1.S45.1S 34.5S5.26

Bequests 20.951.47 8,163.11 12,7S8.36*

Annuities 13.020.00 22.942.57 9.922.57

Interest and Rent 17,4S6.S5 20.534.71 3,047.S6

Missionary Societies and Circles 47.S65.95 96.1S7.41 48.321.49

Children's Organizations 1,957.35 1.S46.74 110.61
s

Mission Fields and Institutions 4.437.67 2.935.32 1,502.35

Subscriptions and Literature— 12.192.07 3.795.12 8,396.95*

Miscellaneous 16.567.77 20.960.21 4.392.44

$246,323.07 $37S.7S4.05 $132,460.98

Loss.
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Members of the Board of Managers of the United Christian Missionary Society in Attendance at the St. Louis Meeting

Board of Managers' Meeting
THE Board of Managers of the United

Christian Missionary Society held its

initial meeting in the Union Avenue
Christian. Church of St. Louis, Missouri, on

Tuesday, December 30, 1919.

The meeting was called to order by F. W.
Burnham, president of the United Christian

Missionary Society, who was then elected

temporary chairman.

The following responded to the roll call:

Kansas—W. S. Priest, J. N". Haymaker,
Mrs. R. A. Schell, Mrs. George Lyons.

Arizona.—Mrs. R. E. Dunlap.

Oklahoma—M. E. Dutt.

Arkansas—B. P. Kidd. Mrs. Clio Harper.

Louisiana—Mrs. Brown Funk.

Alabama—R. N". Simpson, Mrs. J. H. Craw-
ford.

Georgia—Mrs. Stanley Grubb.

West Virginia—W. E. Sheffer.

Florida—J. T. Boone.

Maryland-Delaioare-Washington, D. €.—E.

B. Bagby, Mrs. Earl Wilfley/

Pennsylvania—I. S. Chenoweth, Mrs. Wal-
ter Kidd

New York and New Jersey—A. U. Chaney,
B. S. Ferrall, Mrs. Laura A. Craig, Mrs. P. F.

Jerome.

New England—F. A. Higgins.

Michigan—Mrs. F. T. Hicks.

New Mexico—A. 0. Kuhn.
North Carolina—0. E. Stuart, Mrs. Rich-

ard Bagby.

Tennessee—Mrs. Lee Glass, Mrs. JST. L.
Carney.

Ohio—M. Y. Cooper, A. M. Harvout, C. M.
Rodefer, Mrs. F. A. Cramer, Mrs. L. C. Fill-

more, F. A. Henry, L. X. D. Wells.
Kentucky— I. J. Spencer, J. T. Brown, J. W.

Porter, Joseph Hagin, Mrs. Ida W. Harrison,
W. Hume Logan.
Indiana—A. B. Philpuft, Z. T. Sweeney,

Mrs. L. 0. Hamilton, Mrs. T. W. Grafton,
Mrs. E. A. Cole.

Illinois—W. F. Rothenberger, Edgar De-
Witt Jones. Stephen Fisher, Mrs. P. J. Rice,

Mrs. Maude Ferris, Mrs. C. S. Weaver.

Ioira—Keith Vawter, Mrs. Letta P. Ashley.

Missouri—C. M. Chilton, George A. Camp-
bell, Langston Bacon, Fletcher Cowherd, Mrs.

Frank Scott, Mrs. R. S. Latshaw, Mrs. E. E.

Elliott, W. P. Clarkson.

Nebraska—Mrs. Henry Fishback, Mrs. Wil-

liam Oeschger, W. A. Baldwin.

Colorado.—C. L. Dean.

Minnesota—Dr. D. 0. Thomas.
North and South Dakota—George 0. Marsh,

Mrs. W. U. Smith.

Idaho—W. A. Moore.

Washington—Russell Thrapp.

Oregon—Mrs. D. C. Kellems.

Utah—Chester Snyder.

Texas—Graham Frank.

An agenda was adopted, the first item of

which was the appointing of a nominating
committee. The following were appointed

by the chair to serve on this committee:

George A. Campbell, L. N". D. Wells, M. Y.

Cooper, Mrs. Maud Ferris, Mrs. Clio Harper,

Mrs. Ida W. Harrison.

This committee in a partial report brought
in the following names: For chairman, Judge
F. A. Henry of Cleveland; for clerk, Mrs.
R. F. Latshaw of Kansas City.

Upon election Judge Henry took the chair

and at once directed the proceedings of the

conferees into the constitutional channel, de-

claring that when the board had organized

and appointed the executive committee, the

object of its initial meeting was fulfilled.

The following names were presented by the

nominating committee and these to fill va-

cancies occurring in the Board of Managers:

Mrs. Mary Carpenter Craig, Des Moines,
Iowa, one year; Mrs. J. D. Case, Rushville,

Indiana, two years; R. A. Long, Kansas City,

Missouri, three years.

And the following to fill vacancies caused
by resignations:

Mrs. 0. C. Barnes, Rockville, Maryland;
Mrs. Elizabeth Gish Seargent, Hopkinsville,

Kentucky; Mrs. Fred O'Bannon,. Greenville,

Mississippi; Mrs. B. B. Kirkland, Columbia,
South Carolina; Judge T. 0. Hathcock, At-

lanta, Georgia; Mrs. Eugene Cranberry, Am-
arillo, Texas; J. D. Haymaker, Strasburg,

Virginia.

All of these were unanimously elected.

By permission of the chair the Budget Com-
mittee presented the proposed budget of the

United Society in the Interchurch World
Movement. The chair ruled that this was a
subject for the consideration of the Executive

Committee and by vote it was so referred.

After adjournment of the Board of Mana-
gers a joint meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee and the Executive Committee of the

International Convention, and then a meeting
of the Executive Committee alone was held,

President Burnham presiding. Mrs. Latshaw
was elected as secretary. All members were
urged to attend the Interchurch Conference
at Atlantic City, and it was voted to meet
there at the call of the chair. It was voted
to hold the first regular meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee in Indianapolis January 27,

1920. The following persons comprise the

Executive Committee

:

The names of those representing the sev-

eral societies in the merger:

Myers Y. Cooper, Cincinnati, Ohio, Foreign
Society; E. M. Bowman, New York City,

New York, American Society; Mrs. Maud D.
Ferris, Taylorville, Illinois, C. W. B. M.; W.
Palmer Clarkson, St. Louis, Missouri. Benevo-
lent Association; Fletcher Cowherd, Kansas
City, Missouri, Church Extension ; A. B. Phil-

putt, Indianapolis, Indiana, Ministerial Re-
lief.

The other members are: Carey E. Morgan,
Nashville, Tennessee; W. Hume Logan, Louis-

ville, Kentucky; A. R. Teachout, Cleveland,

Ohio; Edgar DeWitt Jones, Bloomington. Il-

linois ; C. M. Chilton, St. Joseph, Missouri

;

Mrs. Ida W. Harrison, Lexington, Kentucky;
Mrs. John E. Pounds, Hiram, Ohio; Mrs.
T. W. Grafton, Indianapolis, Indiana; Mrs.
L. C. Fillmore, Cincinnati, Ohio; Mrs. Ralph
S. Latshaw. Kansas City, Missouri ; Mrs.
J. D. Case, Rushville, Indiana; Mrs. 1ST. L.

Carney. Tennessee; Mrs. Mary Carpenter
Craig, Des Moines, Iowa; Mrs. Elizabeth
Seargent, Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
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Report of Life Call Committee
AT the Congress held in Lexington last

l\ spring, the Executive Committee of the

International Convention requested

Z. T. Sweeney, as Chairman of the Adminis-

trative Committee of the International Con-

vention, to appoint a committee who should

make a study of the question of life service

and enlistment of life and substance in the

work of the Kingdom.
The chairman of the Administrative Com-

mittee accordingly appointed Allan B. Phil-

putt of Indianapolis as chairman of this Life

Service Committee. The members of the com-

mittee are as follows: W. C. Morrow, T. C.

Howe, Hilton U. Brown, T. W. Grafton, C. G.

Baker, Will E. Sweeney, John G. McGavran,
A. L. Ward, D. L. Milligan, L. E. Brown,

Joseph Keevil, Lee Tinsley, E. E. Moorman,
Judge U. Z. Wiley, and Jabez Hall.

This large committee was divided into five

sub-committees, to treat the general subject

under five different aspects, as follows:

"The Importance of Inspiring Young Men
with a Desire to Enter the Ministry." T. W.
Grafton, chairman.

"The Importance of Inculcating a Passion

for Service in the Foreign Field." John G.

McGavran, chairman.

"The Importance of Service in the Home
Field." L. E. Brown, chairman.

"The Importance of Cultivating the Spirit

of Self-Denial on the Altar of Christ." E. E.

Moorman, chairman.

"The Importance of Parents Educating
Their Children for Citizenship in the King-

dom of God." W. C. Morrow, chairman.

The following is a digest of the reports of

these several committees woven together, tak-

ing the subjects in the order named

:

Importance of Inspiring Young Men with a

Desire to Enter the Minitrsy

In the world crisis through which we are

passing, the Church faces the greatest oppor-

tunity with inadequate forces. The failure

of the Church to properly support those who
serve it and the lure which attractive busi-

ness offers has depleted the ministerial sup-

ply and hindered the cause of righteousness

in this crucial hour. The gravest problem,

therefore, that confronts the Church of God
is that of inspiring her young men to enter

the ministry and fit themselves for the lead-

ership in this new day. This can never be

accomplished through a lukewarm church or

a worldly membership.

The first need is a revival in I lie church

that will enkindle altar fires in the home. and
restore the church of the living God to its

rightful place of prestige and power. It

young men see that the church has a purpose
and a program big enough to test their su-

preme effort and to command their unwaver-
ing loyalty. Ihev will not shrink Prom her

service at whatever cost.

Tile church on her part tnusl assure the

minister of a living salary if she expects to

command the services of those who have

ability and training to lead her to victory.

II is no relied ion on the sincerity of the

young man. that lie shrinks From a career

thai tails lo secure for him and his family

a decent living and protection against de-

pendent old age, while those he serves arc

amassing fortunes. II is not to he wondered

al. that when untrained labor is heller paid

than the man who invests lime and monc\

in training himself for efficient service in the
greatest cause that ever engaged men. lie

should hesitate at the threshold, or turn
aside to some more remunerative calling.

Then some measure should be employed to

lengthen the tenure of office. The itinerate

ministry may have served a purpose in the

pioneer days, with its simple forms of life,

hut in the complex organization of society

that confronts the minister today, he hesi-

tates to enter a calling where most of his

energy is wasted because forced to abandon
fields liefore his plans have been brought to

fruition, and before a worthy program can be

carried to completion. When churches learn

that the minister's value increases with the

length of his term of service, and provide for

his continuance through a term of years, the

ministry will become attractive to those who
have the talent to make it effective.

Finally the problem is one which the Chris-

tian College must help to solve. Altogether
too often the young man finds the chill of

intellectualism rather than the glow of Chris-

tian fervor in the college halls, and the half-

formed purpose to give his life to religious

work, with which he entered, is stifled, and
he goes out to fill some already overcrowded
profession. It should be the business of the

Christian college to select out its choicest

spirits and fill them with enthusiasm for the

church and the ministry. This can only be

done when a great Christian purpose and a

Christian atmosphere pervade the college.

To meet the need of the hour and provide

a. ministry that will adequately equip the

church with leadership for these coming days
of responsibility, the Christian home, the

church and the college must combine in hold-

ing before the young manhood of today the

bigness of the task to which God calls them
in the ministry, and assure them of the sup-

port and cooperation of those whom they

serve. Let it come as the call of God from
churches that are aglow with religious fervor,

and they will respond and the kingdom will

enter on a new era of triumph.

The Importance of Inculating a Passion for

Service in the Foreign Field

The needs of the foreign mission field have
been vastly increased as the result of the war.

The movement toward open-mindedness, which

has been growing rapidly for some years, has

been wonderfully accelerated. New doors of

opportunity have opened; but even more im-

portant than this, the harvest in the old

fields has been ripening with great rapidity

in the last five years. Formerly the mission-

ary was almost the only influence among mil-

lions of people. Today the forces of social

unrest, political revolution, and industrial

anarchy have their native and even foreign

missionaries everywhere. The missionary

force must be greatly and quickly increased

if the work of I Ik- past is lo he conserved

and the opportunity of todaj is to be seized.

There mo three ways of augmenting the

supply of missionaries which we wish to

recommend to all Christian leaders.

In the first place every efforl should be

made to make parents realize that the mis-

sionary life is not a narrow life, thai the

calling is not a mean calling, and thai the

physical dangers and hardships are not in-

tolerable. Parental ambition for their chil-

dren, thai the\ choose worth-while callings

which promise influence and happiness, even
honor and power, is not an unworthy ambi-
tion, and the life of a missionary does not
mean deprivation of these things, nor does
it mean sickness and premature death. The
place of the ministry of foreign missions
should be exalted in all church activities.

In the next place the appeal to young peo-

ple to devote their lives to service should
frankly challenge them to the performance
of difficult and sometimes dangerous tasks.

to lives of heroic endeavor, to fields of almost
unlimited influence in which the missionarv
of tomorrow will play a part out of all pro-

portion to that offered in the qtiieter home
field. It should be made plain that in return

for whatever sacrifice the life may call for

its satisfaction and its actual growth in in-

tellectual and moral power more than com-
pensate.

Lastly we urge the churches and pa-tor*
to use every available means to increase re-

liable missionary information and suggest

that every congregation arrange for the use
of moving or stereopticon pictures of mission
lands, for much more frequent visits of mis-

sionary and secretarial educators who are not

connected with the financial development, and
for Schools of Missions, for which adequate
books and maps are provided and whose lead-

ers are prepared, and which give vision to

both parents and children. There are many
other ways in which the recruiting of mis-

sionaries may be stimulated, but we submit
the above as among the most outstanding and
necessary, and the most likely to produce

results.

Importance of Service in the Home Field

Our Home Land has helped solve one of

the world's greatest perils and problems with

a credit that has maintained the best tradi-

tions of the nation. It has lifted the hopes

of humanity to its highest level. We ask

the same careful and candid consideration of

the world's religious problems.

America is the "Morning Star" of the Xew
Day. Her ideals and institutions are those

towards which the whole world is moving,

"some with swifter, some with slower, but all

with unresting feet"—the Fountain from

which is to flow
- the stream that is to water

the desert places of earth. We call our

churches to the perils and problem- that

must be solved before we can he all that we
ought to lie among the peoples of the whole

world.

To this end we ask your serious thought n
the following matters:

First. The many millions of foreigners that

have come to our shores, and w ill yet come as

a menace unless we meet them with the hand
of welcome, and turn their feel into the path

of peace and safety as found in our ideals

and institutions. To this end we will seek

lo be Rig Brother- to them and leach them
I he line ideas of political and religious

liberty.

Second. Thai the ever increasing trend «<f

our people to the cities with their peculiar

and increasing problems shall wcupx a right-

ful place in the program of saving America

for the world's sake.

Third. That the effort now being made in.

many places in re-establish and revitalize the

decadent country churches that were once the

source of supph for our town and county -eat

churches, receive encouragement. And what-

ever help can he given shall be extended

lo those who are seeking to make ihe rural
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church the center of the spiritual and social

life of the community.

Fourth. That we shall not forget our debt

to the "Brother in Black" in his sl<nv, hard

climb up the hill of life to a larger and better

civilization after his long years of servitude.

That we do more to lend to him the "Helping

Hand"; that we shall encourage this race that

has made such commendable progress and

given demonstration of a patriotism second

to none in the world's conflict.

Fifth. That we ask serious consideration

of the plea of the Red Man in behalf of these

wards of the nation who have demonstrated

their ability and worth, to be included in the

citizenship of this mighty nation.

Sixth. That we call our churches to the

need and duty of appealing to their young

men to consider the call of the church and

world for more, and better equipped men for

the ministry.

The Importance of Self-Denial on the Altar

of Christ

The spirit of self-denial is the heart of the

gospel. It is the life of Christ expressed

among men and without it there can be no

hope of evangelizing the world or bringing

the Kingdom of God on earth. It is there-

fore of the utmost importance that greater

emphasis be placed upon this fundamental in

Bible .class and from the pulpit, to the end

that this vital part of the church's message

may feed the roots of life and transform our

attitude toward all the kingdom's enterprises.

This spirit should be encouraged by Chris-

tian parents in the home. Worldy and ma-
terial success should be taught as secondary

and inferior to service in Christ's name. By
precept and example this should be held up
before our children to the end that self-denial

on the altar of Christ be considered the goal

of life's ambition and the gift of self in life

service the natural consecration of the youth
of our homes.

Our hearts have been stirred during war
clays by the loyalty and consecration of our
young men to a task which they deemed
worthy the supreme sacrifice. Young men
just entering professional careers and begin-

ning the task of home building surrendered
their selfish interests in these matters, and
with utter abandon of self-denial upon the
altar of their country gave themselves in a*

way to cause us to uncover and stand rev-

erently before such devotion.

We need to present the call of Christ for

enlistment in His service as s task equally

A'orthy the devotion of our youth. To pre-

sent the call of Christ as such a task we must
;

eel it to be such a task. The time has passed
>vhen we can look complacently upon a world
n need and answer the call of Christ in a

wrfunctory and formal manner. The warmth
md glow of a love that is deeper even than
nilitant patriotism and more compelling than
:he spirit of high adventure must charac-

:erize our conception of Christ's call. So
conceived and so .interpreted and presented,

the loyalty and consecration of our young
;>eople can be trusted to answer the summons.
The gospel principle of stewardship must

)e related to both money and life in our

bought with the same emphasis as that which
lias characterized our regard for primary
ibedience to the gospel. Only such emphasis
Brill save our churches and our people from
selfishness and cause them to become truly

obedient In Him win. emptied Himself and

suffered the cross for our sakes.

The Importance of Parents Educating Their

Children for Citizenship in the

Kingdom of Christ

If is a fact, witnessed by the Scriptures

and incontestably supported by modern sci-

ence, that each human life is a. product of

both heredity and environment. Even the

factors of heredity are to some extent, under

the control of man, but much more does en-

vironment yield itself to bis direction. Ideals,

points of view, and consecration to a life of

service may be implanted in developing minds

by properly directed education. In order that

this may be effective, however, it, is needful

that this education begin early. If may be

carried on through the Sunday schools and

the Christian College, but. it must, have its

beginning in the Christian home during the

plastic years of childhood. Few men who
have lacked this education in their childhood

have attained to a high measure of Christian

service and consecration. Every parent,

therefore, should definitely control the read-

ing, and seek in other ways to shape the

ideals of his child, so that he will naturally

express in bis life the ideals of citizenship

in the Kingdom of Christ.

Red Cross Women Adopt
Mission Hospital

THE Interchurch World Movement has in-

augurated a plan to have American cities

adopt hospitals in mission lands by in-

ducing the Red Cross women of Poughkeepsie,

New York, to supply the hospital of the

Union Medical School at Vellore, South India,

regularly with, needed materials.

Mrs. Grace G. Farmer, director of the de-

partment of women's activities of the Inter-

church Movement, gave three lectures to 120

women in Poughkeepsie on the new mission

study book, "A Crusade of Compassion for

the Healing of the Nations," after which Mrs.

James D. Keith broached the adoption plan.

It was decided a hospital supported jointly

by several denominations would be most suit-

able and the Vellore institution was finally

decided upon.

"It was made clear to the women that this

was a city-wide effort on the part of their or-

ganization and was not to interfere in any

way willi support being given by women'
organizations to denominational work in mis-

sionary lands," explained Mrs. fanner.

"Mrs. William Ward, I be executive bead

of the Red Cross work during Hie war. gave a,

speech to the women in which she reminded

them what good work they did in preparing

supplies for the wounded in the war and

told them that now they were to do as good

work for the Lord's neglected in India. She

made a stining appeal and funds for the pur-

chase of materials were raised on the spot.''

Among the items to be furnished by Hie

Poughkeepsie women are thousands of strips

of thin, unbleached muslin, compresses, wipes,

sponges, face masks, lint, operating aprons

and caps, absorbent cotton, bed linen, utensils

and toilet articles. Patterns were furnished

the women.
"We believe that, persons who are not es-

pecially interested in the religious motives

that prompt us in seeking to heal the sick

in missionary lands and who do not now con-

tribute to the support of missionary causes

will respond to work of this kind when their

home city in America decides to adopt some

hospital city in India, China, Africa, or in

some other remote part of the world where

the people are dying for want of medical

care," said Mrs. Farmer.

The medical work among women in Vellore

was started by Dr. Ida S. Scudder, a graduate

of Cornell Medical School, whose grandfather,

father and other relatives have been or are

interested in missions in India, the family

having given, as previously related in World
Call, one thousand years of missionary serv-

ice. The government of India has contrib-

uted one hundred and ten acres of land as a

site for the school and has borne one-half of

the cost of its support.

In an appeal for women recruits to enter

the medical service in the Orient, the mis-

sionary societies affiliated with the Inter-

church World Movement have shown that

there are but 159 women doctors in India,

where there are 100,000,000 women; only 93

women doctors among the 200,000,000 women
in China, and fifteen women doctors among
the 50,000,000 women of Africa.

A CHINESE MARKET SCENE
On the Board at the Right Tiny Fish Are Displayed for Prospective Purchasers
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They Still Keep Coming
IT

is not a question as to whether after the

war there will be an added influx of immi-

grants. They are already coming, and

coming by the hordes. When, late in the

summer, the Department of Labor statisti-

cians announced that more than a million

and a quarter of the aliens who for four

years had been unable to return to Europe

because of the world conflict were going as

fast as they could obtain transportation, we
began to talk about the vacuum that would

be created by the exodus. But more recently

our comment has changed. The exodus be-

gan, and continues; but over against it we
are met by the renewed immigration. Those

who went home have told of the American

business chances, the lug wages, and the

splendid prospects; and that which they have

had to say, added to that which they are

called upon to endure as the aftermath of

the war, is bringing and will continue to

bring more of the millions.

Call it the new immigration, if we will.

It is not only the old over again, but it is

more. These who are coming as the raw
material for the American citizenship of to-

morrow, are not only the same as heretofore,

—the good, bad and indifferent, literate and
illiterate, virtuous and vicious, aimless and
ambitious, strong and weak, skilled and un-

skilled, old and young, married and single,

—

but moreover, they are from out of the war
lands, war smitten, war warped, war suffer-

ing. They flee from the terrors and the toxins

and they come to us.

What are we going to do about it ? That
which the newcomers will be and do will

depend upon what American Protestant Chris-

tianity will do for them. And it must be

done. If we will but receive it, we must con-

sider that their coming is providential. Our
Lord brings them here, and brings them for

us to do our duty by them. We have been

slow to send missionaries to their homelands,

and now, since the war, we promise to be

even more slow. Count up foreign missionary

effort in southern Europe, and note its pau-

city. What is being done by us in Czecho-

slovakia, Jugo-Slovakia, Italy, Hungary,
Greece? Count up our efforts on our fingers.

We had the opportunity, but we have been

slow to improve it ; and now, after the war,

we will be slower than ever. So our Lord
is bringing them to us that we may give them
the gospel for their own sakes, and for that

of the homelands to which they will return

after the sunset of the day after tomorrow.

Czechs, Italians, Slovaks, Greeks, Russians,

Jews! They are coming, coming to us. Look
at it in the right way, and it will appear

very plainly that the new immigration is not

a peril, but a providence. The challenge is

to our faith, our devotion, our zeal. The ac-

complishment of our tremendous task will

mean not only the ascendency of Protestant

Christianity in this country, but, as well, the

gaining of a vantage ground for worldwide

evangelization.

Are there those who exclaim, "But these

are not heathen!" What are they? For
truth's sake do not begin to say that they are

Roman Catholics, Greek Catholics, Hebrews.
They are creatures of systems. That is all.

Those systems are un-American ; and they

arc out of sorts with them, and ready for

something better. They have lost faith in

their systems, and will lose it in religion if

we do not go about our duty. These nominal
Roman Catholics are to a large extent tired

of Rome. These who go by the name of

Greek Catholics are—and especially since the

recent turn of affairs in Russia—disgusted

with the old faith. As for the Jews, it is

only necessary to say that they, by the thou-

sands, are indifferent. And how easy it is to

spell indifference i-n-f-i-d-e-1-i-t-y

!

It is a world call. These new immigrants
are coming to us for us to meet our responsi-

bility, and seize our opportunity. They come
hungry for the gospel. They are famine suf-

ferers. Is it not ours to feed them? Cer-

tainly. Feed them, and feed them common

sensibly. Show them how to eat the Word.
Teach them about its digestion and assimila-

tion. And never forget that the Master's
••Inasmuch'"' is still in the Holy Writ.

W. H. Morse. M. D.

A Splendid Example

THE following story from The China
Press, Shanghai, is one of great interest.

We are conscious of a sense of shame
when we think of the difficulty of finding such
an example as this here at home:

EMPLOYES OF BIG STORES
ALL MUST GO TO CHURCH

STAFFS OF WING OX'S AND SINCERE'S, FROM
MANAGER TO COOLIES. OBSERVE SABBATH

Church going for the employes of the Wing
On and Sincere Companies, the two leading

Chinese department stores in Shanghai, has
been made compulsory. Every member of the

staff from the managing director to the gate

coolie is required to observe Sabbath in both

stores on Sunday morning, when regular

Christian services will be conducted on the

roof garden between the hours of nine and
ten o'clock.

"I believe we are simply carrying out the

orders of God in introducing the teachings of

Jesus Christ to our employes.

"

:

said Mr. tick
Bew, managing director of Wing On store

when interviewed by a reporter of The China
Press yesterday. "You see, so few of our

men have had the opportunity of knowing
Jesus Christ and the gospel.

"When I was 24 years old I knew nothing

of the teachings of Christianity. Up to that

time I worshiped the idols in Canton with

satisfaction. But in that year I went to

Australia and I found the gospel and have

been converted to its doctrines for the last

27 years. I am 51 this year. It is only right

that we as Christians should perform the

work of the evangelist as decreed by G<xt

himself.

'"We used to hold the Sunday service from
9 to 10 o'clock in the evening. This we found

inconvenient, because after nine, when our

stores close, the employes are supposed to

have their deserved rest, and we could not

force them to attend. And many indeed

failed to attend. But by changing the hour

to nine in the morning, when the men are

supposed to be working in our stores, we are

giving them pay as well as their religion*

worship. We postpone the opening of our

store to ten o'clock. Every man is compelled

to go to church unless he has some sound

excuse. Otherwise, his pay is reduced.

"The service, which is conducted on the

roof, is open to the public. I shall lie there

every morning and would welcome any guests

who avail themselves of the opportunity to

come."

The services are to be conducted under the

leadership of various pastors ami speakers.

•'The commonest prejudice of all. perhaps,

i^ the near-visioned belief in the superiority

of the people of cue's own small corner to all*

the ri'si of the world."

Chinese Mission, Jackson Boulevard Christian Church, Chicago. Illinois

Whenever a church or Y. M. C. A. haa

shewn itself hospitable In the strangers it

has had souls in keep, but most of t hem prefer

the "absent treatment." nicinci.
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From a Shut-in to Shul-ius

I
RECEIVED a few days ago three copies

of World Call from a member of the

church at Hattiesburg, Mississippi, and

promptly sent in two subscriptions, and have

written checks for various causes, I thought

for as much as I was aide to give, but in

looking over the April number saw the article

on help for incurables, that I had not read.

It appeals to me irresistibly for I have lived

many years an incurable. I have made it

'•good for me that I have been afflicted," and

am now drawing to the close of a long life in

great peace and comfort. I know that in many

frail bodies there are priceless spirits that

shine all the brighter through dark hours of

pain and helplessness, and they are valuable

to humanity because they bring out often in

hardened natures flowers of love and tender-

ness that otherwise would never have bloomed.

Every day of my life there are appeals to my
pity and sympathy, and it grieves me not

to be able to respond to them, but as a grate-

ful offering to my Father for the loving care

that has surrounded me, I shall send you one

poor lone little dollar for the incurable girl

mentioned. If you cannot reach her, you may
keep it until such a work as suggested in

the article be started. Perhaps the motive

that prompts me to do this may move others

to do likewise. Ideas are the most powerful

tilings in the world, moving either silently

and obscurely or sweeping the world with

dynamic power.

Remembering how our Savior pitied suffer-

ing womanhood, and tenderly healed, I offer

to Him this little gift, and ask Him to multi-

ply its power to bless as He did the simple

luncheon of the poor lad. I would- love to

write to that girl, and tell her of the immeas-

urable blessings and heart treasures I have

found in my poor, weak, cramped body and

thwarted desires and ambitions. A home for

incurables ! Yes ! let us have it, and let them

know that they are "prisoners of hope." Will

you kindly let me know if any steps be taken

in this direction? My prayers go up to the

throne of mercy continually for all suffering

humanity, and it saddens me that I can do

so little to help in the world's great pain.

I congratulate you people who are in the

midst of it, and as one who can only "stand

and wait," I charge you as God charged

Joshua, and as the charge was repeated so

often by Moses to him and the people. "Fear
not. Be of great courage. Go forward."

There are hard places, of course. Everything

worth doing requires hard work, patience,

perseverance, yet but for them faith would
not be fully developed, great things would not

be done, the glory and power of God would
not be made manifest to the world. The
greater the difficulty the greater the achieve-

ment. I am not speaking as one who does

not know. I have been through so much that

as one who pauses and looks back, I can send

out to the cheer of victory in the words of

David, "Many are the afflictions of the right-

eous, but the Lord delivers him out of them
all." We do not have to see all the way
ahead. I feel the need of divine help one

might in a very responsible work, and was
praying for guidance, when in a moment, as

in a vision, I stood looking down a long flight

of steps lighted by a light above my head. I

looked up and saw a lamp like those Used in

the East in the time of our Savior. It Was
only a moment, and I was normal again. To
my mind the answer was, "Step by step 1

The New Church
By JESSIE BROWN POUNDS

It was a humble church—no stately steeple

Looked down upon the river and the street—
A humble church, for humble, toiling people,

Who hither came with heavy, aching feet.

Outside there raged the city's ceaseless riot,

And careless souls the path of ruin trod;

Within, amidst a reverent Lord's day quiet,

The little church was set apart to God.

I saw another sight than those rapt faces;

I saw a vision of the years to be—
The throng of those whose forms shall fill these places,

When time shall be no more with you and me.

More solemn than those solemn invocations,

More joyful than those joyful notes of praise,

I heard the prayers of future generations,

I heard the &ongs of far-off future days.

I heard the ivistful penitent's grieved sighing,

In memory of a sad and wasted past,

And high above I heard the angels crying,

"Rejoice! the wanderer returns at last!"

And then I heard the Master, softly saying,

"0 ye who reared the building for my sake,

Through toil and sacrifice and fervent praying—
Most sweet to me the gift is that you make.

"For once I was an exile bowed with sadness,

Unhoused, when birds straight to their nests might flee-

And my remembering heart is thrilled with gladness

When those that love me build a house joj me."

will lead you." It is a comfort to think that

we do not have to know just when and how
help will come. I just pray now, and wait.

I could fill a book telling you of the many
and wonderful answers I have received, and

then many would be forgotten.

For more than sixty years the pathway

from my heart to God has been paved with

prayer, and His answers have made it glow

with glory and beauty. Undertake great

things, you who are fighting the battles for

all that is best and right against sin and

wrong, suffering and want. The struggle is

a titanic one, and it is grand to have a part

in it. In the dark hours get closer to God
and make large drafts on His love and power.

He will honor them. Has He not said, "I

will draw near to those who draw near to

me. I will honor those who honor me"? Would
you go to a very rich man and ask for five

dollars when you needed a thousand? There

is an immense work demanded of the Church

right now, and great undertakings grow and

increase more rapidly than small ones.

To be working, to be having a share in

great movements is a wonderful privilege.

There will be hardships, self-denial, discour-

agement, woeful fatigue oftentimes. Yes,

somebody must endure these things if the

world is saved, but our Savior lived through
it all, and lives now in His disciples, urging

them not to faint because they are weak and
weary. I am not boasting when I tell you

that with my physical disability I have done

the work of a strong woman until old age

came, and that I never stopped just because

conditions were hard, or I was in pain, or

tired. I only ceased to work when I could

no longer do it. That is why my prostration

is so complete. What I am writing may seem

to you tiresome platitudes, but they are great,

living truths that lift the world up from the

depths unto God. I just want you all

to know that there is a humble old woman
full of faith and love whose heart bleeds for

suffering humanity, who prays for you, that

help may come to you as it is needed, that

many hearts and minds, the very best, bright-

est, strongest, most talented, may take up the

work with you until the gospel is preached,

and its beneficent influence is felt over the

whole world.
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Notes and News I cannot attempt to keep pace with my col-

leagues."

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Menzies, with their

four children, left the College of Missions in

May, 1919. They went to spend the summer
months with family friends in Scotland, hop-

ing to go on, early this fall, to their work in

India. A letter from Mr. Menzies, dated

October 27, reports their profound regret

that they cannot get passage yet from Eng-

land to India. They say hundreds of mis-

sionaries are tied up in England waiting to

go to (heir various fields. While they wail

they have put the children into school, and

I hey report (hem as doing well. Mr. ami

Mrs. Menzies have both been speaking in the

churches, and they seem to enjoy the fellow-

ship with our people there.

Mrs. Bertha F. Lohr has joined our force

of missionaries among the Mexican people

at San Antonio, Texas. She is located at

1225 El Paso Street. When it was found

that Mrs. Lohr could not return to her much-

loved work in India, on account of conditions

arising out of the great, war, she gave herself

at the College of Missions to diligent study

of the Spanish language. She made a re-

markable record in acquiring the use of the

language and is happy to be in the work at

San Antonio.

Miss Hallie Lemon writes from her impor-

tant work among the Mexican people in

San Antonio: "I am busy with the little

tots each morning from eight, o'clock until

noon. What a wonderful time we have with

them. I love children more every day. I

do not wonder that heaven is to be full of

them, or with those who have become as little

children. In spite of the bad, rainy morning
last Sunday we had thirty-six little folks in

our two primary classes. Miss Brewer is

getting into the work with the girls well.

Her time is full, though we try to guard
her so that she has some time for special

language study. Mrs. Lohr is doing splendid

personal work in her Bible teaching, and is

already teaching some in Spanish. We are

getting such a group of workers as will make
it possible for us to touch this neighborhood

as we have planned and longed to do. Since

our sunny southland lias somewhat come back

to its own the people are responding wonder-

fully, and we are all kept busy. Sometimes

it seems almost a shame that we have to

take time to eat and sleep."

Our missionaries in Tndia are greatly dis-

tressed at the very unfavorable rate of ex-

change which puts upon the missionary so-

cieties at home a heavy responsibility. In a

recent letter from Miss Mattie Burgess, in

a very characteristic way, she expresses her

willingness to return a part of her salary so

that the work can go forward. Other mis-

sionaries have offered to do the same tiling,

but we believe the Church will not suffer the

Boards to make smaller the too small salaries

of the missionaries. There has been famine

and the attendant suffering with it, and the

missionaries have been put to their utmost

efforts to relieve the need. Our orphanages

and the home at Kulpahar have been com-

pelled to take in many extra people, but now,

because of the shortage of funds, they are

refusing to take more. We shall never know
what opportunities may be lost when the

missionaries are forced to a stand like that.

Miss Burgess went from Bina, where she was
located this year, to Kulpahar, the first of

July, to help in the work for two months.

Later the Advisory Committee decided she

should stay there indefinitely as the work is

so heavy. She says, with the self-depreciation

she always manifests, "No tongue can tell

how much Miss Clarke and -Miss Vance do

at this station. It is a. hard life. It has its

wonderful aspects, too. It would take a

gifted pen and a great soul, with the right

kind of imagination, to record properly what

our missionaries at Ibis institution have done

and are doing. I am not. able to do half as

much work as Miss Vance or Miss Clarke.

I am staying on with the hope of helping

Miss Vance. T can look after buildings and

repairs. I can do clerical work, and I can

help Miss Clarke with the fields and garden.

Joseph C. Todd

JOSEPH C. TODD, Dean of the Indiana.

School of Religion, Bloomington, has re-

cently been called to become an associate

secretary of the Board of Education, and is to

have oversight of the work in state universi-

ties. Tins is a rapidly growing field and the

Disciples, who were the first to enter this

field, should be abreast of the field. Other

bodies are putting large sums of money at

these university centers. The Methodists are

raising two millions for their work at the

University of Illinois and have already re-

ceived one-half million. The Presbyterians

are putting eight millions into their educa-

tional budget for work at state universities.

Mr. Todd is a native of Boone county. Mis-

souri, and was educated at Missouri Valley

College. Union Theological Seminary and

Columbia University. His pastorates include

Boonville, Missouri, Monroe City. Missouri,

and Bloomington, Indiana. In 1910, during

the latter pastorate, he founded the Indiana

School of Religion, and lias been Dean of this

institution since 1912. In 1918 the degree

1). D. was bestowed upon him by Missouri

Valley College.

Word come* from our missionaries in
Buenos Aires that the enrollment at Colegio
Americano for the year was one hundred
and fifty-fom-. There were thirty-one board-
ing pupils.

Fouad Khayatt, son of a rich landowner of
Bagdad, has arrived in the United States to
study agriculture. The young man's father

owns thousands of acres of land in the valley

of the Tigris river and there he intends to

introduce scientific farming methods, using

American machinery. In addition to this he
intend- to establish agencies for American
farm implements. The young man whs edu-

cated at Roberts College, an American insti-

tution in Constantinople, and when he came
to America, went to Near East Relief head-

quarter-. 1 Madison Avenue, Xew York,

where he told of his plan. He is greatly

interested in Hie work of the organization

in striving to save from starvation the hun-

dreds of thousands of people in western Asia
and obtained his first idea of the great com-
mercial and industrial development in this

country, which brought him to the United
States, through American relief workers and
missionaries in his own eountrv.

A chain of stores has been established

throughout western Asia to handle the prod-

ucts of the industrial homes maintained by
Near East Relief, 1 Madison Avenue. Xew
York, for the benefit of Armenian. Syrian and
Greek refugees. In these refugee centers

quantities of lace, cloth, rugs, carpets, leather

goods, combs and the like are produced and
markets for these articles are found by the

establishment of these stores. In partially

caring for the SOO.OOO starving people in

Turkey and neighboring countries, Xear East

Relief gives food and clothing when neces-

sary, but as far as possible furnishes it in

return for work done in industrial centers

maintained and equipped by the organization.

Dr. Shelton has had his hands full in

curbing opium growing in his district. He
writes as follows concerning his experience:

'•'Early in March I learned that opium was
being and going to be planted here in large

quantities. I went at once to the magistrate

and protested. He issued a proclamation

forbidding it, but it was not heeded as he

had secretly given his consent. After re-

peated protests most of the opium was pulled

up. but in several places there was enough

left for seed. A final protest resulted in

his putting the banker and a merchant in

chains for a few days, and the destroying,

so far as I can find out. of the last stalk

of opium. It would have been a calamity

to have had opium grown here and tor sale

or trade among the local young men. It

lias been very difficult to accomplish the

destruction of all that was planted this

year, but it should be easier next year as it

can be taken earlier, before any is planted.

The total result is that this year there will

be no opium grown here and that 1 have made

forty or fiftv good enemies."

We cannot print the following as a "tele-

gram" on evangelistic success, for it has been

tour mouths reaching us from the Tibetan

border. However, the news is worthy of

an outstanding place in evangelistic news:
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"Increase in attendance over last year in

June, fifty per cent. Had to make new
tables and blackboards to accommodate in-

crease. Must have new building. Several

pupils asking for baptism and these are

being given special instruction. The Chris-

tian religion is getting rooted and grounded
so firmly here now that the only way to

uproot it would be to destroy the whole
population. Lee Gvvay Gwang is a powerful
preacher, fluent in both Tibetan and Chinese."

—The Ogdens.

The following is from a letter written by
a young woman missionary who went out

from a home of abundance in America to give

her life to the Filipinos: "September 2Sth

Mr. Stipp and I went again to Piddig, Banna
and to a Tinguin town of Nueva Ear, seven

kilometers distant, among the mountains. We
crossed rivers six times, climbed mountains
and were caught in a hard rain on our way
so that all of our extra garments were also

wet. That night and next morning, even

before church, we were compelled to iron

our clothes before we could begin our service.

There we held the first communion service

ever held among the 'Itnegs' or Tineuins."

"I must not leave out the orphans, the

most helpless of all humanity. In this land

of ignorance and heathen blackness, these

suffer unspeakable distress. They die of hun-
ger and cold at people's doors, and compara-
tively nobody cares. The priests will take

the last piece of furniture, and the last bite

of food out of orphan children's mouths for

reading prayers for the dead parents. 1

have seen them take even the home and turn

the children out to beg. The mission, and
individual missionaries, have done what funds

would allow toward helping about a dozen all

told of these helpless children. Some have

grown to manhood, and some are in their

teens, and most all are useful and promising.

The oldest, Lee Gway Gwang, is a powerful

preacher. No foreigner can equal him. An-
other Lee will follow in the footsteps of the

sainted Loftus as a Christian doctor. Others

are making good. It pays to raise these.

A month ago our mission decided to open

a room in the hospital and take in a few of

these distressed ones. Ten have been taken

into this room on mission and private sup-

port. It will pay. And it would pay you,

dear reader, to raise your representative for

Christ in Tibet in this way, if you cannot
come yourself. I speak from experience, and
In view of facts that speak louder than
words. Try it and see if you do not gain

In spiritual sweetness and power. It pays."

The following interesting Cradle Roll note

comes from a Philippine missionary: "We
had a Cradle Roll Sunday in our Laoag
chapel and many babies with fond parents.

Three prizes were given, based on weight.

The 'weighing' was an interesting time,

bedlam broken loose with all the crying, but
we loved our adorable brown babies and had
a wonderful service."

The following is a typical expression from
a new missionary and his wife who have
been a year in India: "The more we see

of India the gladder we are that we came and
we are both very eager to take up our full

share of the work. We know that you will

remember us in your prayers, but it will also

help us more than you can imagine if you
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will write to us occasionally. If you find

no time to write, send a paper or magazine.

We sometimes get quite hungry for news of

the homeland and of the doings of our

friends."

This is a tremendous strain on the society."

In 1014 $100 gold would purchase $250 in

Mexican.

Nine of the students in the Bible College

and *Dnion Seminary in Manila have Sunday
appointments outside of the city every Lord's

day. They have six churches and are caring

for Sunday schools at many points. These

are poor boys and $100, in addition to what
they are earning, will keep one of them in

school in training for the ministry for one

vear.

"Ben Holroyd of China in writing of the loss

of their little baby, Mary Elizabeth, states:

"Mary Elizabeth was such a happy, bright

baby that it has left a great longing in our

hearts, but we have some very precious mem-
ories and we know that God has some great

purpose in it all. We only hope that this

experience will enrich our lives and make us

of greater service to those around us who
so need His love. Mrs. 'Holroyd and I are

very happy to be going to Nantungchow, for

our hearts have always been in the work
there. We shall live in a Chinese house and

fit it up as comfortably as we can until we
can have a missionary home. We are aware

ot the sad condition of exchange at present.

"For $100 gold we now only get $97 Mexican.

Borough Park. Brooklyn. New York, where
E. B. Kemm ministers, is planning an aggres-

sive campaign. Mr. Kemm writes: "We
have been mobilizing our forces this month
for the fall campaign. The people are re-

sponding splendidly and the outlook is the

most promising since 1 took the pastorate of

the church the first of the year. Doors of

opportunity are being opened to us and we
are preparing to enter these doors as early

as possible. Last Sunday was a remarkable

day in our history. A young Jewess, who has
been a Christian for seven years and whose
mother has been a follower of Christ for ten

years, was added to our ranks. She has been

worshipping with us a little while and had
enrolled in our Bible school September 21.

The Lord has answered our prayers for a

worker from the Jewish race to help us reach

these people who are now in the majority in

our community. Next Sunday will be Rally

Day in our Bible school and we are making
unusual preparation to observe it and plan-

ning an aggressive program to increase its

enrollment and efficiencv."

The Spiritual Resources, Life Work, Stew-

ardship and Missionary Education Depart-

ments of the Interchurch Movement expect to
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have a representative in each stale, county

mid Local church body throughout the coun-

try. In selecting these representatives first

consideration will be given to salaried de-

nominational workers ahead v on the field.

study. Thus the missionaries come in inti-

mate' contact with the very finest'young men
who are being trained for leadership in the

Philippines.

Dr. Charles IT. Sears, for twenty-one years

connected with the Baptist Extension Society

of New York City, has become head of the

co-ordination branch of the New American
Division. This division considers the re-

lijjious needs of the foreien-born.

Ceorge G. Hollingshead of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, has succeeded William P.

Shriver as head of the Interchurch survey of

American cities. Mr. Shriver is now head of

the city section of the co-ordination branch of

the Home Missions Survey.

C. L. Fry has become head of the Excep-

tional Groups Survey. These groups include

floating populations which cannot properly

be classified under either rural or city sur-

veys, such as fruit pickers, grain harvest

hands and other migratory laborers.

One of the best types of missionary work
which is being done in the Philippine Islands

is that of the student dormitory. In these

buildings which provide rooming quarters,

students from the high schools and the Phil-

ippine University are gathered by the mis-

sionaries and given a fine Christian influence.

The Foreign Society has such a dormitory at

Vigan for the Government High School there,

also the new Albert Allen Memorial Bible

College and Dormitory just opposite the great

Philippine University in Manila. This dormi-

tory building also houses the Bible College,

where our young men are being trained for

the ministry. Plans are now being laid for

the building of a second home on this prop-

erty. When this is completed we will have
the best dormitory property in all the Philip-

pine Islands. The location is on Taft Avenue,

opposite the center of the University campus,

the best possible location. Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
Higdon are in charge of the teaching and Mr.

Higdon is also instructor in the Union Theo-

logical Seminary, a little distance away. Mr.

and Mrs. C. C. McCaw, who have recently

sailed for the Philippines, will have charge of

the dormitory students. The students who
room in the building and go to school else-

where are required to attend the chapel serv-

ice daily and they also take lessons in Bible

From Hiram N. Van Voorhis, our evange-

list in the Charleston, West Virginia, Dis-

trict, we have the following message: "'The

big government city of Nitro, located sixteen

miles north of Charleston, has been disposed

of by Uncle Sam to a syndicate of Charleston

capitalists. Nitro, a center for the manu-
facture of ammunition, was completed by

the ordnance department of the United States

army just ten days before the armistice was
declared. Thoroughly modern in every de-

tail, it cost our government the immense
sum of seventy million dollars. The recent

purchase price represented a bargain, $8,510,-

000. At a dinner recently given in Charleston

by interested parties, one of the big men
back of the Nitro project, stated that it is

the purpose of the local capitalists to bring

twenty-five thousand people into Nitro with-

in the next year or two. This means a

handsome opportunity for the Disciples of

Christ, if we can only provide the working
force, equipment and money to seize it."

"We shall have to choose between drink

and efficiency. The United States 'dry' will

industrially be too great a match for Great

Britain 'wet.' This matter of the liquor

traffic has too often been discussed under the

head of 'drunkenness,' which is a misleading

way of regarding it."

—

''Western Times" of

Exeter, England.

Canon J. H. B. Masterman, reporting his

recent visit to America in The Challenge, of

England, says:

"What struck me was that the longer any
district that I visited had been 'dry' the more
convinced the people appeared to be that no
return to the old order was possible.

"I talked to commercial magnates at Mem-
phis, to public officials at Topeka, to trades

union leaders at Roanoke—everywhere the

testimony was the same:. Men who had voted

against prohibition freely admitted that they

bad been converted by experience of the bene-

fits to the community that it had brought.

I did not meet a single individual in America
living in a dry area who regarded the res-

toration of the saloon as either desirable or

possible.''

Mrs. J. C. Ogden reports that the Mission
lends small sums of money to poor women
as capital with which to do business. The
mission finds it is better to let them have it

as a loan than to give it outright. This
money helps the women, and it has proved
a success to all but one. She took the money
and spent it immediately without even a
trial. One woman is selling bread, and one
is selling tea, salt and butter. Mrs. Ogden
writes, "We have to do many little things

that really seem not worth while, but I be-

lieve they are. and when I can help some
poor family I am willing to do it. Jesus
went about doing good, and He never forgot

the poor and was kind and patient and
thoughtful of all."

A Street in Concepcion, Paraguay

Mrs. Tohitha Hoogood. Lotumbe. Africa:

At present our interest is centered on the

Union Revision work which is going on here.

Mr. Hensey. Mr. Gilchrist of the Congo Balolo

Mission, and Mr. and Mrs. Ruskin of the

same mission, are here to revise the books of

the New Testament with Mr. Hobgood as a
member of the committee. It is hard and
tedious work and will take a long time to

finish. My chief work is looking after the

cooking department while these people are

here with us, and that, with all the extras

and "Bob
-

' involved, keeps me on the jump.

Since the influenza wrought such havoc, we
have not had such good school and church

attendance. My work has been with the chil-

dren in their school and with the women's
meetings. I also do what I can to help Mr.

Hobgood with palavers, and church work and
the Sunday school. I have given out a good

deal of medicine. I like this work well and
wish I had more time for it. It seems that

we have never been so busy as we are now,

but it always seems that way. After all. it

is a very satisfactory situation to be in.

George B. Baird, Luchowfu. China: Schools

are all open. The enrollment is as follows:

Boarding schools, 30 pupils; Central Pri-

mary, 30; West Side, 12; Liang Yuen. 50;

Special Night School, 60; Total number. 1S2.

The Sunday school started off well with 107

present. During the summer months Sunday
school and church services were combined,

with no division of classes. We are starting

a Sunday school and preaching service at

West Side Center on Sunday afternoons. This

is somewhat of an experiment.

W. H. Ershine, Osaka. Japan : The Christy

Institute started with crowded rooms again.

We have boys standing out in the hall listen-

ing to the teacher. My work in short-hand

is growing, as I am now teaching two classes.

Our typewriting department is busy witli

both boys and girls. The girls' class has a

big increase. It takes time to work up a

school. Tennoji church is growing and we

have fine audiences every Sunday. The Sun-

day school has been graded and reorganized

and promises well.

Dr. W. F. Macltlin, Nanking. China, writes:

I have spent m\ furlough entirely in travel-

ing and visiting the churches, and think I

have done some good, if the very kindly re-

ceptions I have had are any indication. The

churches need information.

Herbert Btnanson, Vigan. P. T. : T have

traveled about five hundred miles in the in-

terest of the evangelistic work since coming

hack from Bagnio and the auto has been a

great help to me. Without it 1 should have

been limited to much le.-s than one-half of
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this amount of travel. About twenty-five

sermons have been preached, through an in-

terpreter, in the various places, mostly in

the interest of the Every Member Canvass.

All the churches that have pastors are now
giving something toward the support of their

pastors. Some that do not have pastors are

offering to give if we shall be able to get

men for these places. Because of the exceed-

ingly high price of rice, and the constantly

increasing cost of everything else, the pastors

have had to ask for higher salaries in order

to meet the bare necessities of living, and we
are urging the churches to assume as much
of this as possible. I think they are respond-

ing quite well considering the fact that, they

must meet these same high prices, and wages

have not increased in the same proportion.

Thus far fourteen baptisms have been re-

ported for the month. In the Training

School in Laoag we have nine girls from
llocos, Sur and Abra. This leaves us only

one Bible woman at work, but all the girls

will serve during the vacation and will be

more capable for the training.

The work on the new chapel in Bangued is

going on merrily. When this is completed we
shall have a very good building. It is 42

feet by 56 feet. The building is of brick and
stone and the walls are now about nine feet

high. We hope to be ready for dedication

about Christmas. The Lapog congregation

have also been working on their new stone

chapel and have the walls well up. The hos-

pital work goes along about as usual, but

during the recent elections people did not

have time to be sick and so "trade was a bit

dull." There are twenty-two nurses now, five

beginning their first year. The eleven grad-

uates and seniors are taking the New Stand-

ard Teacher Training Course. We hope to

give this to the Bible boys also, but do not

have a class started as yet.

The Board of Temperance and Social Wel-

fare had two men each in Ohio and Kentucky
during their respective campaigns. In Ohio

the meetings were held in the streets, the

speakers addressing the audience from a

truck. In Kentucky the meetings were held

in churches and community halls.

Through an oversight the church at Bon-

durant, Iowa, did not appear in the list of

Living Link churches in the annual report of

the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

Miss Ina Hartsook is the Living Link Mis-

sionary of the Bondurant church. Mr. J. B.

Dalton is the pastor.

The problem then, that confronts the Chris-

tian churches of America at this moment is

the speedy organization of the million or

more Mexicans in our land, and through
them their countrymen across the border. The
tremendous energy that was shown in ex-

ploration and in church building in the six-

teenth century is not dead. It is in the

tomb awaiting the voice of the Son of God.
That energy, quickened by God's Spirit, can
be used for the building of God's Kingdom in

Latin America.

Mr. M. D. Clubb reports that two men were

baptized at the Chinese Mission in Portland,

Oregon, in October. Mrs. Crooke has been

working among the women and children.

There are about twenty children in the Sun-

day school, and from ten to fifteen coming

through the week. Mrs. Crooke's work is

opening doors into new homes, and women
are wanting to be taught English. The need

of a pastor is felt, but the work is growing.

Miss Grundy has twenty men and five women
in her classes. On account of their work
they are compelled to come at different hours,

so that she is busy all day, and until ten at

night. T. Kawai, pastor of the Japanese

church in Los Angeles, reports seven baptisms

in November. This church observed C. W. B.

M. Day with an offering of $25.

There is no doubt but that Japan is one of

the most important fields for missionary en-

deavor at the present time because of her

unchallenged leadership in the whole Orient.

In spite of this, however, the work of the

missionaries with the present force is not at

all keeping up with the increase in popula-

tion.

Bishop Roots of China, in a recent address,

makes the statement that opposition to the

gospel in China at the present time is no

greater than that in New York City. He
also states that it is the height of folly for

the different communions to go on with their

work in China independently impressing the

different denominational tenets upon the peo-

ple. He states that if Christianity is to suc-

ceed in China we must all do our planning

together.

Dr. J. H. Barton of the Congregational

Foreign Board, who has just returned from
eight months in Famine Relief Work through-

out all Turkey, is enthusiastic with regard

to America taking over the mandatory of

those countries. He states that the native

peoples in Constantinople, Anatolia, Armenia,
Georgia, and even in northern Syria, are

enthusiastic for American direction. He also

states that Great Britain, France, Italy and
Greece would be very happy if America would
undertake such direction of these stricken

countries. It seems that it is going to be

difficult for Great Britain or France to take

over the mandatories on account of many
things. The urgency of the situation is

greatly magnified by the fact that none of

the divisions of Turkey are able to govern

themselves.

America is placed in a very favorable po-

sition because of the feeling of all that we
would be disinterested, and because of the

fine foundation for our possible mandatory
which has been laid by the long and valuable

missionary service of American missionaries

in all parts of Turkey. Dr. Barton also

states that there were never so many oppor-

tunities for missionary service as now.

Schools are clamored for by the natives, and
for the first time it has been possible to do

open evangelistic work. Even the Moham-
medans, in many places, do not seem to be

opposed to active Christian preaching.

cently stood in an old temple, in the very
niche where a two hundred and fifty pound
heathen idol had formerly reposed, and that
now across flic niche bangs a copy of the

Ten Commandments in Chinese. In this

town, where many of the pagan gods have
recently been destroyed, the governor of the

municipality asked the native Christian pas-

tor to take his choice of four idolatrous tem-
ples for his chapel.

The total Foreign. Missionary receipts of

Protestant churches in North America for the

year 1919 are $30,872,000. Of this, Canada
has supplied $1,500,000, leaving a balance of

$29,372,000 foi the United States alone. This
is a great advance over former years.

While we are thinking of mandatories, let

us recall the responsibility of the Disciples

of Christ in a section like Nantungchow,
China. The plan of the mandatory is for

some nation to accept responsibility for the
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governmental, commercial and educational
direction of a less favored nation. Our pen-

pic hold the sole spiritual mandatory for

Nantungchow. There are more than four

millions of people and no possibility of their

ever receiving Christian- teaching save

through representatives from our churches.

What responsibilities anil opportunities have
come upon us and how sacredly and earnestly

we should discharge our trusl !

A Chinese lias recently said of our mis-

sionaries and the native converts, "During
the cholera epidemic it was impossible to get

any one but of the Christians who were will-

ing to care for the victims of this disease.

They are not afraid of either disease or

service."'

Even our people on the Tibetan border arc

keeping in touch with the great movements
of the day. Dr. Shelton writes that he was
telling Lee Gway Gwang about the great

plans of the Interchurch World Movement.
This evangelist is an orphan whom Dr. Shel-

ton took fifteen years ago, a little beggar

from the streets, and he is half Tibetan and
half Chinese. When this poung pioneer

preacher heard of the great plans for advance

in America he said, "Well, I guess the devil

must have palpitation of the heart these

days."

Dr. Elliott Osgood of Chuchow, China,

writes that he is giving himself very actively

to the winning of a group of educated men
in his town. He has steadily maintained a

Bible class for these leaders and they have,

been very regular in attendance. Two of the

very best of these educated Chinese have

declared themselves definitely for Christ and

a number of others have told him that the

only things that hold them back are certain

habits and entanglements in social life from

which they cannot at once extract themselves.

The good doctor states that the current of

Christian teaching and conviction is getting

so strong that these men cannot long with-

hold outstanding decision for Christ.

E. E. Livengood, a new missionary in Tn-

dia. thinks the Boys' School at Damoh is a

real proposition. He writes of a recent visit

there while studying the language: ''During

the morning I tagged about after Ray Rice

while lie put the various groups of boys to

work, looked after the sick boys in the hos-

pital, and planned with the house-father for

the day's duties. If you could have been

there, you would have concluded that it is no

small job to be responsible for the welfare

of two hundred small boys, .lust before tea,

two new boys about seven or eight years old,

were brought in and received. At the chapel

exercises in the school that day they dis-

tributed the certificates won in a recent field

meet. Five schools took part and our boys

won ids points out of 216."

The missionaries at Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands, have had the tight of their lives in a

recent cholera epidemic. Miss Edith Eberle
of the ( Jirls' School tells of some of their

problems: "There was so much cholera and
so much (o do here to keep reasonably safe.

I he cholera was so close to us that we were
awakened in the night-time and kept anxious
during the day by wailing in the homes where
death had come, swift and sure. We were
kept worried about our girls, getting them
to take precautions, overseeing the work in
I he kitchen and watching the girls for any
indications of disease. We kept cholera rem-
edy on hand. 1 personally supervised the boil-

ing of all the water, the scalding of all the
dishes and utensils, the dipping of bananas
and all vegetables in boiling water, etc. Dur-
ing such a siege floors must be wiped up with
disinfectant, chairs all washed after a public
meeting. It was hard, but the dormitory
earned the reputation of being a very safe
place in which to live."

America is not the only country in which
great changes have come recently. One -if

the missionaries writes from Japan. "It ia

just sixteen years since I first came to Japan
and I get bewildered at the new developments
in government and society. Many of the
thinking people are considering seriously the
need of prohibition. The rice crop this year
is the largest in the history of Japan and if

it were all kept for food there would be no
lack, but as a large part of it is made into

sake and much is exported, the country is

practically on a famine basis, with prices

simply outrageous. The people are learning
the true evils of liquor manufacture and
drinking.

Recently while in a village the mayor called

on me. He came to ask why the United
States had passed the prohibition laws and
what means had been used to secure their

passage. He stated that he wishes to start

an anti-srtA-e movement in his village.

A remarkable thing has happened at Nan-
tungchow with regard to the purchase of

property by our mission. Formerly one of

the most difficult tasks in China has been

for outsiders to secure property. Our mis-

sions have usually waited for many years

before it was possible to purchase tracts of

land. Recently the official of Xantungchow
selected the best plot of land for missionary
school purposes and posted their proclama-
tions stating that the school would be a

great benefit for the district and that the

officials would expect all owners of the land

included to call at the public office in the city

and receive the official juice fixed for them.
It is an unheard of procedure and indicates

the deep interest of the Chinese leaders in

the good work the missionaries are doing.

We are obliged lo go to the northern tip

of Japan to find a unique evidence of apos-

tolic support in a little Christian church.

In this church, the pastor begins his last

Sunday evening service at twelve midnight

lor a young man who cannot come earlier in

the evening because of the responsibility to

his master. This same lad has his board

paid by his master and is allowed fifty cents

a week for spending. He dedicates one-half

of this to the Lord as part pay on his pas-

tor's salary. The pastor referred to is one

of the oldest men we have in the ministry in

Japan, but he has the largest (lass oi young
men in the northern part of the empire.
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N". D. Webber of Bridgeport, Connecticut,

reports that E. C. Davis, Christian Woman's
Board of Missions missionary to India,

brought a stirring message to his congrega-

tion in November.

have to work for now and that is the re-

ducing of our mortgage, which we intend to

do quickly."

F. Gaylord Boberts of Laredo, Texas, has

registered the highest average attendance in

the Bible school in its history during the

month of November, and the church attend-

ance also is on the increase.

The following laconic statement from the

Batang, Tibet, border indicates how the high

cost of living has permeated to the most re-

mote regions of the world. "The price of

wool has gone up. French agents at Adendsi

are buying wool and we have to pay the

same price as the Frenchmen."

Dr. Shelton writes that he has not been

able to receive any medicines for two years

and counts it very fortunate that there is

very little sickness in Batang at the present

time. It seems that the medicines have been

held up by robbers and unsettled conditions

and the missionaries do not know when they

will receive them.

Edwin Marx of the University of Nanking,

reports that the school has opened with full

capacity of enrollment and a number of stu-

dents turned away who could not be accom-

modated. He states that the Chinese stu-

dents this year seem to be animated with

the most serious purpose they have ever mani-

fested and the whole student atmosphere is

very stimulating.

S. T. Willis of Duluth, Minnesota, is an-

other of many ministers to report a high

water mark in the results of the Every Mem-
ber Canvass for the coming year. The church

at Duluth is enthusiastic over the prospect

of substantial aid to come from the results

of the Interchurch World Movement cam-
paign to make possible their large building

needs.

Our missionaries in India are establishing

native Christian villages and communities
which will be a great help in the work. In

doing this the church people are grouped
together so that they are not subjected to

the persecution that usually comes when the

Hindus turn to Christ. The mission has
recently purchased a third interest in a
village of over seven hundred acres, through
the generosity of Mr. Foster of Missouri.

H. R. Allegood writes encouragingly from
Vicksburg, Mississippi: "With fourteen addi-

tions during the past three months at regu-

lar services, and a much better interest

among most of the older members; with our
newly organized Christian Endeavor Society

working excellently, and plans being laid for

the Every Member Canvass soon, we feel con-

fident that the next church year will be the

best in the history of the Vicksburg church."

Thomas Miller of the Haverhill, Massachu-
setts, church sends this fine report: "Haver-
hill church is taking on life. Three weeks
ago the Christian Endeavor held a rally and
filled our house to the limit. Bible school is

having a membership contest, and we are

looking for great results. For the first time
in many years the church is able to say, 'We
pay as we go.' There is only one thing we

0. F. McHargue of Dunkirk, New York,

reports that by a successful deal recently

made in real estate, the church is now in

possession of property valued at from .$16,000

to $20,000, on which they have an indebted-

ness of only $4,000. This congregation hopes

very soon to become self-supporting. The
church is in the center of a large foreign

population and as soon as adequate equip-

ment can be installed, they plan to do a

large work in this field.

The newspapers of Baton Rouge, Louisi-

ana, testify eloquently to the fact that W. H.
Frame, pastor of the Christian Church there,

is up and doing. A lengthy news item de-

scribes the extensive alterations in the in-

terior decorations of the church, and on an-

other date the same paper gives notice of the

Sunday sermons. This energetic pastor also

had the honor of preaching the sermon at

the union Thanksgiving service held at the

St. James Episcopal church at Baton Rouge,

and the newspaper describes this sermon as

"eloquent."

Frank V. Stipp of Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands, writes in the following enthusiastic

vein about their work : "There were thirty-

three baptisms reported. This is the highest

since my coming here more than four years

ago. The Laoag central Bible school with

its afternoon classes reported a high water

mark of 2,550 pupils taught the Bible lesson

on the last Sunday in October. The average

attendance for the month in all the Bible

schools of the province was 4,050. Both of

these exceed all previous records in the his-

tory of the work here by about thirty-five

per cent."

It is interesting to look over the monthly
reports of the hospitals of the Foreign So-

ciety in mission lands. Recently one has

come from Petra I. Aguinaldo, the head

nurse at the hospital at Vigan, P. I., wH.h
indicates that during the month of O' jLier

there were 1,834 patients treated at tw hos-

pital. Among these cases were sixteen major

and forty-three minor operations. The vis-

iting nurse called on 230 people. There were

365 surgical treatments, seventy-two labora-

tory examinations and the visiting nurse

called in twenty-two different towns. This

indicates something of the work we have done

in the hospitals in mission lands.

E. B. Kemm of the Burough Park Church,
Brooklyn, New York, writes: "The Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and Greater New
York District Conventions, which met with
us November 13, were a great uplift, and
were throughly enjoyed by all. Over one
hundred were present at the. convention din-

ner. Dr. H. F. La Flamme, Field "Department
Secretary of the Interchurch World Move-
ment, was the speaker at the evening session.

His splendid address on the Every Member
Canvass was followed by a very helpful dis-

cussion. Our people are very happy over

the work they have done, especially rejoic-

ing in having given $531.45 for missions and
benevolences thus far this year. And we are

looking forward to a much larger work in

1020."
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HoWlo Write, wharto -Write,

and Where to sell.

Cultivate your mind. Develop
your literary gifts. Master Ike
art of self-expression. Make
your spare time profitable.

Turn your ideas into dollars.

Courses in Short-Story Writ-
ing, Versification, Journalism,

Play Writing, Photoplay
Writing, etc., taught person-

ally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

for many years editor of Lippincott's Maga2ine, and

a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.

Frank, honest, helpful advice. Real teaching.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and

articles written mostly in spare time—"play work," he

calls it Another pupil received over $1,000 before

completing her first course. Another, a busy wife

and mother, is averaging over $75 a week from

photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution or agency 'doing so much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize

this, for over one hundred members of the English

faculties of higher institutions are studying in our

Literary Department The editors recognize it, for

they are constantly recommending our courses.

We publish The Writer's Library, 13 volumes; descriptive

; free. We also publish The Writer's Monthly, the lead-

gaaine for literary workers ; sample copy 20 cents, annual

subscription $2.00. Besides our teaching service, we offer a
manuscript criticism service.

150-Page illustrated catalogue tree. Please Address

trie Home Correspondence School d^k
Dep't. 91 Spinofietd.Mass.
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5 Great Novelties

crimson Wool-
f lower recently intro-
duced by ushas sucseeded

i

everywhere and proved
! to be the most 3howy gar-
' den annual. Nothing
can surpass the mass of
bloom which is shows all
Summer and Fall.
We now have three new

colors— pink, yellow and
scarlet, aswel.'ascrimson.
All these colors mixed*
20 cts. per pkt.
With each order we

send 1 trial pkt. each of
Giant Kochia. most deco-
rative foliage annual.
Salvia Hybrids, white,

pink, striped, scarlet, plumed, etc., mixed.
Japan Iris, new hybrids, all colors. Magnificent.
Giant Centaurea, superb for garden or vases.

And our Big Catalog, all for 20 cts.
Big Catalog, free. All flower and vegetable 6eeds,

bulbs, plants and new berries. We grow the finest
Gladioli, Dahlias, Cannas, Irises. Peonies, Perennials,
Shrubs, Vines, Ferns, Peas, Asters, Pansies. etc. All
special prize strains, and many sterling novelties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc. Floral Park, N.Y.

William Woods
College

|J A junior college for young women,
fully accredited and standardized,

fl Endowed as but few colleges are
through the munificence of the late

Dr. W..S. Woods.
If Equipped with most modern facili-

ties for education, including gymna-
sium and natatorium. New conserva-
tory of music building and new
academic building in course of con-
struction.

Tf Faculty of twenty-four well trained
and qualified teachers.

tf Courses in junior college, prepara-
tory, art. commerce, expression, music
and physical education. Campus of
fifty acres, five dormitories.

For Catalog and Picture Book address

Joseph A. Serena, President
Fulton. Missouri
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W. D. Crewdson, who went to a new work
in Austin, Minnesota, in June, writes that

there have been thirteen additions to the

church since his undertaking the work, and

that a splendid Christian Endeavor Society

Avas recently organized.

H. L. Patterson of Kingsport, Tennessee,

lias been made District Secretary and County
Chairman for his own county in the State

United Budget Campaign, lie reports that

his Sunday school has reached an average
attendance of more (ban m hundred.

E. K. Van Winkle of Xe\v Kensington,

Pennsylvania, reports that in a meeting held

for his church by II. S. McClintock of Phil-

ipsburg, Pennsylvania, there were thirteen

accessions, nine by baptism and four by letter.

At tbe close of the meeting funds almost

sufficient to pay the current amount d;:e tbe

Church Extension loan were raised and the

balance is in sight. The congregation is

much encouraged and is looking forward to

"real, achievements during the coming year.

Henry Mahon writes that he went from
Lynn, Massachusetts, to Machias, Maine,
where he dedicated the remodeled church at

that place, to which 0. W. Ford ministers.

Tbe church was dedicated free of debt, and

Mr. Mahon stayed to bold a meeting in the

town hall.

The following letter from II. Gait Braxton
of Kingston, North Carolina, bears eloquent

testimony to the new awakening that is com-

ing to some of our churches: "We conceived

the idea of remembering our own regional

orphanage this year with a Thanksgiving box

and our members elected to contribute an

even hundred dollars in addition. So our

offering for the current year for national

—you care nothing for the teachings of the Christ who was
born only a few miles from the land where these 250,000 orphans

ar^ facing death from starvation—Armenia.

—you think you can enjoy for yourself the few dollars that

may be the price of a baby's life.

—you can speak of the greatness of America and still allow

your country to abandon these children whose fathers kept back

the Turkish army and saved the Allied cause in the East.

—you can sleep in comfort in your warm bed while thousands

of children wrap thin tattered rags about their shrivelled bodies

when they seek a little rest in the roadside caves.

But You DO Care—
YouWILLNOT Let Them Starve

The offering for the aid of these 250,000 homeless victims of

Mohammedan persecution will be taken in the Schools of your

church as early in the new year as possible. See that your church

is not silent when America responds to the appeal of the children

of Bible Lands.

NEAR EAST RELIEF
(Formerly the American Committee for Armenian and Syrian Kolief)

CLEVELAND H. DODGE, Treasurer

1 Madison Avenue New York City

This advertisement is privately i>:ii<l Cor '>j a friend of the Armenian people.

benevolent work goes direct to Atlanta. You
will rejoice with ns that the offering is truly
a free-will one. for it came without r-.y ex-

hortation but a simple announcement that we
wanted to help the motherless and fat'.ierlesa

of our own orphanage. God is surely giving
us a new vision of our stewardship in this

day and though we are far from the mark of

our ability in giving 1 am confident the
tendency is upward and onward."'

The churches of northern Ohio are j

ing to tiie needs of the Cleveland Christian
Orphanage in a very gratifying way. The
list of donations for last year makes a volume
of considerable size. These donations were
of tbe greatest v riety and consisted of food,

clothing, Iiouseho] I supplies, everything that

children teed. It is surely to the credit of

our Ohio churches thai iheir interest in the
children is so deep and thoughtful and that

it finds a practical expression.

C E. Pickett of Cadillac. Michigan, re-

ports, an excellent financial progress for his

church for the past year, "both in missions
and in the support of the local budget And
for the coming year the church voted :o in-

crease the missionary budget sixty-tvo and
one-half per cent. That Mr. Pickett i> mak-
ing his personal influence felt in the city is

evidenced by the fact that the local Young
Mens' Christian Association has invited him
to give a course of Bible study for its mem-
bers.

A. Preston Gray. Murfreesboro. Tennessee.

is making himself felt in the religious life

and activities of the community, hie writes

that during the month of November he con-

ducted chapel service in the grammar school.

addressed the vesper service at the State

Normal School, addressed tbe Central High
School, and Bradley Academy for the col-

ored, and also attended and took part in

three conferences for older boys tmder the

auspices of the Young Men's Christian As-

sociation.

The following interesting extract is made
from a letter to the home office from John
M. Talley of the Central Church of Hatties-

burg, Mississippi: "I have eight additions

to report this past month, five baptisms in

the McCorkle meeting, three to take member-
ship since our State Convention. We begin

our fourth year's work under the state and

national boards today. Will let contract for

our new church about the tenth. We will

have the best equipped house in the state

when it is completed."

The following letter tells the story of an
aged sister in one of our homes and the grati-

tude she feels toward the brotherhood for

her care: "Allow me once again to thank

you and the board for the many kindnesses

you have extended me. I am happy as a lark

this morning and from the depths of my
heart I thank the Church for this beautiful

ministry which brings joy to so many hearts

which are bowed down with care and burdens

grievous to bear. I thank those at the front

who are toiling night and day for us who are

perhaps unworthy of so much kindness."

The October and November donal ions to

the Northwestern Christian Home for the

Aged bear eloquent testimony to the devotion

of our Northwestern churches to pure and
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undefiled religion. They evidently thoroughly

believe in the doctrine that he who lias two

coats should give to him who has none. Vege-

tables, (lour, meat, canned goods—in fact,

food supplies of all kinds were among the

donations received.

The Chinese students in America have

banded themselves together into an organiza-

tion, and are protesting against China being

made a dumping ground for American liquor.

Chas. II. Randall of California, a. member
of Congress, has introduced into Congress a

bill to withdraw the protection of American
citizenship from liquor agents who go to

foreign countries to debauch native people.

Miss Viola Compton of Del Rio. Tennessee,

never wearies in well doing. She is always
ministering to some of the poor people who
live in her neighborhood. During the month
she contributed to the comfort of eleven

families.

Mr. W. F. Holt recently presented the home
at Long Beach with a fine Jersey cow. In

writing about it Mrs. F. M. Rogers said, "I

am delighted over this gift. It means so

much to the enjoyment and health of our

dear old people."'

Our family in Massie Hall, Long Beach,

California, are deeply indebted to Miss Brans-

ley and her brother for a delightful evening's

entertainment. These talented young people

read and sang to the edification and enjoy-

ment of our family.

Miss Lillian Collins of China writes that

two of the girls who graduated from our

Luchowfu Girls' High School last spring are

teaching for us, two have entered Ginling

College, and one is teaching in the govern-

ment school at Luchowfu. As a Christian

she has a great opportunity there.

Mr. R. A. Burriss, superintendent of the
home at East Aurora, New York, is making
a record in more than one direction. He
has thoroughly renovated the house, thor-

oughly reorganized the forces, and enlisted

a wide, deep sympathy among the members
of the church in New York in behalf of

the home. His report on garden supplies
shows what a substantial contribution a little

land well cultivated may make toward re-

ducing the high cost of living. His report
of donations is rendered in such a way
as to account for everything. The Havens
Home under his leadership is enjoying a
thorough business management.

Miss Mary Irene Orvis of Beunos Aires
reports that the commencement at Colegio
Americano was to be on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 26, when the school would have its first

graduate. Dr. Ernesto Nelson, late of the
National Council of Education, was to deliver
the address. Miss Orvis tells of the death
of Dr. Craver, the president of the Theologi-
cal Seminary, in which Mr. Reavis taught.
Dr. Craver had been a missionary for over
thirty years, and had served in Mexico, Uru-
guay, Paraguay, and Argentina. His wife,

who shared all these years of service, sur-
vives. Dr. and Mrs. Craver have been good
friends of our missionaries, and they feel

his going keenly.

The Underwood-Dixon Americanization Series

Visualizing United States History
Covers the Six Most Important Periods in the

EVOLUTION OF FREEDOM
'I' I II'; signing of the May-
dou er compact nearly three
hundred years ago was the
beginning of free govern-
ment in the new world,
and marks the .second greal
step in individual liberty.
The Mayflower compact was
the first written constitu-
tion in the now world. It

was an agreement by which
all citizens pledged them-
selves in the presence of
God and one another to
enact such laws as they
might need and t.o which
they promised strict obe-
dience.
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Selling price complete
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Hymns for Today
New. For Graded Sunday Schools, Young People's Societies, Church Services

and Community Gatherings. Represents Modern Ideals approved by Experts in

Sunday School and Church Music. Contains New as w7 cll as Old hymns on vital
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Butler College
A standard coeducation college, well

located. Indianapolis is the capital of

the State of Indiana and is near the
center of the great brotherhood of Dis-

ciples of Christ. Four of our National
Boards have offices at Indianapolis.

Butler College is co-ordinated with the
College of Missions, where missionaries
for Home and Foreign fields are being
trained.

A College of Liberal Arts.
Courses may be taken leading
to academic degrees—as A. B.,
A. M., B. S., M. S.

A Christian College. A school
of ministerial education is main-
tained.

A College for Teachers. Ac-
credited by the State Board of
Education of Indiana for the
training of teachers.

Second Semester Begins

February 3, 1920

For Information Address

BUTLER COLLEGE
Indianapolis, Indiana

Iceland was the first nation to vote com-
plete prohibition. This happened in 1908.

In 1904. in Ceylon, 190.000 Singalese
signed the total abstinence pledge but their

inclination was not recognized by the British-

governing officials.

In Ohio, under license, pauperism increased

during the past fifty years 138 per cent,

whereas Maine under prohibition decreased

its pauperism 145 per cent.

The religious leaders among the Moham-
medans, Buddhists, Brahmins, and Parsees,

teach their members to abstain from alcoholic

liquors. These organizations embrace one-

half the population of the world. Outside

traders, however, are breaking down these

habits in India, China, Japan, Persia, Tur-

key, and Africa.

Mr. Daniels, manager of the "Carry Ice

Cream Factory" of Washington City, a fac-

tory which makes one-fourth of the ice cream
for Washington, said in an interview with

some Englishmen recently, that "the con-

sumption of ice cream in Washington had
doubled since the coming of prohibition." He
said further that he could take any brewery

and with slight changes could manufacture

ice cream and pay larger dividends on money

BETHANY COLLEGE
HISTORY—Chartered in 1840 by the legislature of Virginia. One of the oldest colleges of the

West. 1,431* graduates. Many are the prominent leaders of the world's work.

LOCATION—Situated among the beautiful hills of the Western Panhandle of West Virginia.
Connected with Wellsburg, Wheeling and Steubenville by interurban.

STANDARDS—Bethany is fully accredited by the universities. Graduates taking education work
receive teachers' certificates without examinations, in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virgina and
other states.

COURSES—The usual college course, departments of Ministerial Training, Education, Agricul-
ture. Domestic Science, and Music. Young men and women are admitted on equal conditions.

BUILDINGS—PROPERTY—Ten college buildings, rooming houses, dairy barns, 555 acres of land
for Agricultural Department. New $40,000 gymnasium with swimming pool and all other
accessories. Central heating plant.

OPPORTUNITY FOR SELF HELP—Many young men and women earn their expenses in whole
or in part. There are opportunities for students to earn part of their expenses.

EXPENSES—With the products of the College farm and dairy, and the fuel from the College
mines, expenses of board and room are kept at the lowest possible mark.

—For Catalogue and Illustrated Bulletin, address

CLOYD GOODNIGHT, President, Bethany, West Virginia.

THE COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

A Graduate School for the Special Preparation of Missionaries—The Ninth Year

COURSES in (lie Science and History of Missions, the History and Comparison of

Religions, Missionary Apologetics, tntroductory Courses <>n China, India, Japan,
Latin America and Philippines; Oriental Literature, Linguistics (including Phonetics,
and Languages of Mission Fields), Sociology, Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, besides

a full curriculum in Biblical Literature, History and Theology.
Over 1(10 graduates1 now at work in India, China, Tibet, .lapan, Belgian Congo,

British Fast Africa, Mexico, Argentina, Philippines, Porto Rico, Cuba.
Nineteen Colleges and Universities represented this year in the student body.

Residential Coeducational Interdenominational

Jlpnlp for Catalog and Further Information to

CHARLES T. PAUL,
FKKSinF.NT

WALLACE C PAVNK,
REGISTRAR< >K TO

COLLEGE OK MISSIONS, INDIAN APOLIS. IND VNA

invested than could be paid in the manufac-
ture of malt liquors. For example, he said
that the yearly output of this plant while
being used as a brewery was worth §715,000.
Its yearly output of ice cream products will
be worth $1,050,000.

Dr. G. L. Hagman writes: "I note in my
article on "The Healing of China'' in the
January number of World Call an oversight.
It should have read in the first paragraph
'Our Mission now has hospitals in Xanking
( Union ) , Chuchow, Luchowfu and Xantung-
chow.' I am very sorry the omission of the
Chuchow hospital occurred. Many of your
readers know of Dr. Osgood's many years of
devoted service there."

T. Xewton Hill, Bina. India, writes: "We
appreciate very much being here with Mr
and Mrs. Elsam. The advice of older mis-
sionaries may save many serious mistakes.
They understand the people very well indeed.
We hope to be able to make our contribution
to the work here. The people seem very
friendly. They buy books, and in manv ways
there are evidences of Christian influent.
We do need a doctor here. At present we
have an Indian doctor, and the work is going
very well. He seems to have a good mission-
ary spirit and is very well qualified for the
work, but he cannot take the place of a fully
trained and devoted American or European
medical missionary, and he cannot begin to
meet the need for a woman doctor. We went
out to camp Xovember 10. returning Xovem-
ber 20. The tents, etc.. were loaded on carts.
One broke down before leaving the bungalow,
but there was no more trouble. We camped
near a big village and preached there and in
the villages near. We preached to several
hundreds, and the compounder gave out med-
icine to over a hundred. One man. the son
of a village priest, who will in time succeed
his aged father, bought a Xew Testament.
Usually the people buy single Gospels or song
books at half a cent each. Mrs. Hill and the
Bible woman she had with her. found their
hands full going to different sections of the
one big village. The fall rains now prevent
our going out with carts. A Ford run-a-boul
truck combination would do it all right."

Dr. Mary Longdon was taken from Bilaspur
to Damoh, and is there now under Dr. Mary
McGavran's care. We are thankful, indeed,
for her improved condition. It will be some
time before she is able to go back to her
work at Pendra Road. Miss Ivalu Andrus,
the young nurse who went out to India in

191S. is cheerfully and bravely doing her best

for (he situation at the Sanitarium at Pendra
Road. She felt thai she had been dropped
into a new world when she reached the Sani-

tarium bungalow, in (he midst of the jungle,

al midnight. There was no one but the com-
pounder who could explain things in English.

and his work has nothing to do with the

Sanitarium proper. Miss Andrus thinks that
every missionary should know- everything
aboui everything, especially when she is id-

eated in an isolated place. Many i limes she

once knew, bill bad no! used for years, she

has found very helpful in this situation. Mrs.'

Madsen is very kind and helpful, but the

Madseu bungalow is one and a half miles

from Hie Sanitarium Mi-- Andrus writes.

"We are the only missionaries in this district

I'T miles and miles and miles, and we arc

"iil\ able io reach out a little on either hand."



"FEED THE PROFS"
So yelled the students of Cornell as they recently paraded the streets in protest against

the low salaries of their teachers. The salaries of teachers in colleges must be increased

at once because

I. Economic Justice Requires It

Negro porters in hotels, scavengers of the streets in cities, unskilled ditch dig-

gers, and hod carriers are receiving more pay than most of the trained, conse

crated teachers in Disciple colleges.

The treatment of teachers in Disciple colleges is the outstanding economic crime

of the Church.

II. Saving a Profession Demands It

College teachers are leaving the profession in alarming numbers because they

cannot live on the salaries paid. Teachers in church colleges are being offered

large increases to go to tax-supported institutions. President Neilson of Smith
College says

:

"We are facing the elimination of a 'profession"

III. College Existence Compels It

It is not too much to say that the very existence of the church college depends
upon an immediate substantial increase in teachers' salaries. President Schur-

man of Cornell in speaking of teachers' salaries, recently declared : "Nothing
less than the future of American civilization is at stake."

Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Smith, Cornell, and others are raising millions for

salaries alone. What are the Disciples doing?

A Starving Teacher Can Not Teach a Living Gospel

IF YOU HAVE NOT
then

Observe Education Day
With Largest Offering in the History of Your Church

BOARD OF EDUCATION
222 DOWNEY AVENUE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.



The Story of Zanig Manongian
ZANIG MANON-

GIAN is a beau-

tiful Armenian

girl about fifteen years

of age. She was reared

in a comfortable home
in Tokat, a village near

Samsun on the Black

Sea. Her mother died

before the Armenian
atrocities began in con-

nection with the late

war, so that Zanig, as

the oldest daughter,

was both sister and
mother to her two sis-

ters and baby brother.

When the order
came to Tokat that all

Armenians must go to

the desert, the men
were taken first, with

their hands bound be-

hind them. Mr. Ma-
nongian, although a

prosperous merchant,

was led away with the

others and his children

never saw him again.

To the young girl now
fell the hard lot of be-

ing both father and

mother to the terror-

stricken children, but

she was strong and

brave and she managed
to secrete upon her

person a considerable

sum of money. Later,

when the women and
children were called

out to start the long

journey, Zanig would
often carry small chil-

dren a considerable

distance for a piaster

and the earned sums
enabled her to increase

her funds with which

she purchased food

whenever the occasion

presented itself for her

little brother and sis-

ters.

A brutal soldier one

day discovered that she

had money upon her

person, which led to her being thoroughly searched

and robbed of all that she had, including her clothes.

Clad only in rags she was obliged to continue her weary

march, unable to secure for the family dependent upon

her those supplies which were so essential. The two

sisters grew weaker and weaker, and when disease swept

through the company they both sickened and died, their

poor starved bodies

being left unburied on
the sands of the desert.

At last the caravan

came to the river Eu-

phrates. The boys were
bade line up on the

banks of the river,

Zanig's little brother

being taken among the

rest. Here the soldiers

seized them and, wad-
ing part way out into

the swift stream, threw

them far out into the

water, where the most
of them were drowned.

A few managed to

scramble out upon the

opposite bank, but
strain her eyes as best

she could, Zanig could

not discern her brother.

After this her story

was full of her own
awful experiences

which through three

long years she endured

in common with tens

of thousands . of the

Armenian girls. At last

she was lodged in the

tent of an old Arab
woman, who was kind

to her and helped to

nurse her back to

health and strength.

One night, bidding her

kind friend good-bye.

she slipped away and

started for the north

alone over the desert..

Traveling chiefly at

night and sleeping and

hiding by day, she at

last came to Aleppo.

where the Near East

Relief station received

her.

She had been in

Aleppo almost a year

when I saw her and

had been so well cared

for that her face was
again plump and fair,

though it bears the

branded marks of the

Turkish harem. As she looked at me with her soft,

brown eyes, I could see a pathos in them indescribably

sad that will never pass away.

Her first ambition is to find her brother if he did

not perish that day in the river, and then she told me
that she wanted to be a teacher among her own people.

Robert M. Hopkins.
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Circulation Department

MORE than one hundred and sixty Chris-

tian Endeavor Societies sent subscrip-

tions for World Call to be sent to

an army post, library or some general reading

room. We appreciate this cooperation in in-

creasing the number of World Call readers.

We have some copies of World Call for

1919 still on hand and will be glad to supply

any missing numbers of volume I except the

March number.

If you do not receive your World Call by

the tenth of the -month will you please let

us know? We want to supply the missing

number and to correct the mistake if it is in

the mailing lis! so that you will receive the

nexi number on time.

Will you send all literature orders to the

Literature Departments of the Boards'.' When
literature orders are received at the World
Call office they nuisf be sent on to the office

of the Board and this often delays literature

orders for a day <>r two.

In sending change of address, please re-

member it is necessary that we have both the

old and new address before the change can

be made.

Canadian subscribers are urged to remit by

money order. The exchange is very unfavor-

able and with the extra cost of postage for

Canada it is impossible for us to carry the

cosl of exchange.

If you are pleased with World Call do not

be content with passing it on to your neigh-

bor, (let him to subscribe for the magazine.

Subscription envelopes will be furnished upon

request.

Will you not reply promptly to the expira-

tion notices so that we need not remove your

name from the mailing list? We feel sure

that you intend to renew and that you do

Hot wish to miss a single copy of World Call.

All subscriptions and remittances for same
should be addressed World Call, 222 Downey
Avenue. Indianapolis, Indiana.

"How Can You Publish World Call

for $1.00 a Year?"

WE CANNOT!
But we are not going to advance the

subscription price until July 1, 1920.

Then it will be $1.50 a year, in advance.

Until then new subscriptions or renewals

on those expiring before October 1, 1920,

will be taken at the dollar rate, but each

for only one year.

This proposition should bring in at once

thousands of subscriptions to include the.

numbers covering the campaign of the Inter-

church World Movement.
There is no surer way of enlisting people

in this great enterprise than by getting them
to read World Call.

Frank L. Johnson Murdered by Turks

MR. JOHNSON was the husband of

Esther Treudley. When he went to

the war front in Y. M. C. A. service,

she came to the headquarters of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and did tine work
as a secretary, not only with the Young
Women's Circles, but also in the general field.

When he consented to go to the Near East

for longer service she gave up her work here

that she might be with him or near him.

A cablegram received as World Call goes

to press says that he was murdered by Turk-

ish brigands while in charge of American
relief for the starving people near Aintab,

Syria.
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Dress on the Colors!

IN
what seems now like ancient and minor history, it is

related how, at the critical moment in the Spanish-American

War, when the American forces attacking San Juan hill

were wavering, the color sergeant ran forward with the flag

lifted high above his head and cried, "Dress on the Colors,

Boys, Dress on the Colors!" The line came up with a rush

and never hesitated aga'n until the goal was reached.

Not Wavering, Just Waiting

The Christian forces of North America have never yet ad-

vanced in any adequate fashion to the conquest of the world.

The missionary ranks are little more than a skirmish line.

The hour for decisive action has come on every field of the

world. The urgency of the situation has moved the Protestant

Christians of the United States to earnest and effective cooper-

ation in the Interchurch World Movement. The call has gone

out for 100,000 new ministers and missionaries and $1,300,-

000,000 in five years. In view of the magnitude of the under-

taking, both its world-wide scope and its inclusion of all church

efforts in missions, benevolence and education, and considering

both the numbers and wealth of the churches involved, neither

figure is large. Yet many are hesitating, like Peter face to face

with the missionary vision on the housetop at Joppa, and

repeating his doubtful, "Lord, I never did."

All that is needed is for some stout-souled Gideon or Deb-

orah to arise in each congregation and cry, "Dress on the

Colors, Brethren, Dress on the Colors."

The Simple Solution of a Baffling Problem

The minister is the color bearer of the congregation. In

spite of the utter inadequacy of his salary, the proportion of

his giving is usually so far beyond the average of his church

that, if all would come up to his standard, all the money needed

tc meet the goals of the Interchurch World movement would
be provided immediately. Of course many should give two

and some five times the percentage of their income that the

minister gives, and one in a hundred will do so when he sees

the necessity. These will balance the stragglers who refuse

to give.

In a way the Church has had this idea for a long time. For

instance, when it was proposed that the congregation have a

Living Link Missionary, the minister said, "I will give $50."

After a few minutes the wealthy elder followed with, "Put

me down for $50." Then the prosperous deacon got into line

with an equal amount, and some zealous youth tither, with

silent indignation in his heart, did the same. After that the

rest of the church trailed along with 25's, 10's, 5's and l's

until the required total was made up, the doxology was sung

and a telegram sent to headquarters.

The idea was fine, but the pledges should have been grad-

uated by percentages of income rather than in flat sums.

People of ordinary intelligence can be made to see this readily.

Not Banners But Armies Win Victories

As the preacher is the color bearer of the local church so

the missionary carries the standard of the entire brotherhood.

To come up to the minister's measure of giving will provide

all the money needed. To match the missionary's consecra-

tion of life will insure all the workers that are demanded.

Again it is not a matter of level and mechanical following,

but the intelligent application of a principle—readiness to

go or stay as the Divine will may seem to dictate. Only a

small percentage of our young people ought to become minis-

ters or missionaries, but all ought to be willing to do so. In

some cases a higher degree of consecration is required to stay

at home than to go. Cheerful readiness to accept conscription

may be really a finer state of mind than headlong volunteering.

The volunteer comes first and is always the pioneer. We have

passed that stage in missions. This is the day for universal

understanding of the task and unanimous readiness to under-

take it, wherever and however each one may serve best.

The Church Is One—And Better Than We Know!

These are not far off, impossible ideals. People are better

than they get credit for being; better than they realize them-

selves to be. Ministers and missionaries are bone of the

church's bone, flesh of the church's flesh, even heart of the

church's heart. The Disciples of Christ, of all people, should

be done with the unscriptural distinction that has grown up
between minister and member. The New Testament knows
no "clergy" and "laity," no double standard of consecration.

All are "kings and priests unto God." "Having gifts differing"

there are naturally different functions for the members, but

the Church of Christ is still one household, even one body, and

that the holy body of Christ!

Let us dare to expect all Christians to be Christians! And
let us not wait for later events but begin the first Sunday of

March.

Twofold Victory Is in Sight

"The money that belongs by every right to God but is kept

back from Him by His people, is probably the greatest hin-

drance to vital spirituality that there is in the world today."

Keeping back God's money keeps back God's workers and

dwarfs the souls of those who deny His claims. So reversing

the process "opens the windows of heaven" and not only sup-

plies men and money for every work of God, but also enriches

the souls of all who give.
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"Unto the Uttermost Parts of the Earth
By W. R. WARREN

55

THE jovial elder had taken the young preacher and the

distinguished visitor home to Sunday dinner after a

sermon that was a high and impassioned presentation of

the absolute obligation of the church to give the gospel to all

the world. The entire congregation had been awed and con-

vinced, though most of them probably had no very definite

ideas as to what should be done about it. The task seemed too

big, too distant and too strange for any but an enthusiast and

a specialist like the visitor to take definitely to heart.

Not so the young preacher.

To him the sermon had been

the voice of God's prophet

calling him to go "far hence

unto the Gentiles." There was

a great peace in his soul be-

cause of his definite purpose

to obey the voice and go to

China as soon as his college

debt could be paid. The visi-

tor's presence and voice had

stirred vivid memories of the

same great man's sermons and

addresses at college, all bear

ing with single-minded, burn-

ing concentration upon the

supreme obligation and the

immediate necessity of for-

eign missions. These flaming

messages had been the chief

human factor in turning him
from law to the ministry.

Now it was a holy privilege

to hear again this Elijah of

the new day, who seemed a

voice out of the future rather

than the past, but none the

less high, solitary and austere

on that account.

The preacher and the elder

and all other hearers were of

one mind not only as to the

visitor's complete absorption

in foreign missions as the

ruling passion of his life, but also as to his encyclopedic

knowledge both of the Scriptures and of missionary history.

He seemed able to quote any passage in the Bible with readi-

ness and accuracy and he appeared to be equally familiar

with every person and event in the whole world of missionary

activity, from William Carey down to the last recruit.

Arrived at the elder's home and rejoiced with the six-

cylinder dinner provided by the elder's wife, the conversation

thawed out, and some one mentioned with scorn Ward Mc-

Allister's book, "Society As I Have Found It." (For the

benefit of the present generation it may be said that Ward
McAllister was the arbiter of fashion in his day. the organizer

of "the 400," the Beau Brummell of 1890.) To the threefold

amazement of all present the visitor remarked. "There are

some good things in that book. I have read it." The jovial

elder was an admirer of Mark Twain and naturally betrayed

Archibald McLean, President of the
Vice-President of the I'nited

the fact in his conversation. Thereupon the visitor ventured,

"Mark Twain's 'Scrap Book' is the best thing he ever did!"

"I never read that," said the elder, perplexed by his oversight.

The young preacher happened to be able to join in the visitor's

laughter, as did the elder and his family after it was explained

how the great and lazy humorist had devised a scrap book of

ready-gummed leaves that needed only to be moistened to seize

and hold a clipping.

Having learned that the distinguished visitor was a human
being as well as a crusader

and a scholar, the conversa-

tion went on merrilv and

henceforth the young preach-

er, like thousands of others

who have made the same dis-

covery, always thought of A.

McLean with affection as well

as admiration. And like these

thousands of others also he

found the great man as ready

to give as to receive affection,

a very genius at loving: a

man who loves the people

whom he has seen even more

than the heathen whom he

has not seen and vet cannot

ignore.

It takes a huge heart as well

as a great intellect to carry

Mr. McLeans intimate ac-

quaintance with the hosts of

people whom he cherishes all

over North America and "un-

to the uttermost parts of the

earth." I ^ ho could ever pro-

nounce those words with such

meaning as he puts into

them? )

That same young preacher

was standing bv him at the

National Convention w h i c h

was held in an armory at

Kansas Citv a quarter ot a

century or so ago. It happened that in succession several men

approached who were well known to the v. p. and he ventured

to introduce them to the secretary of the Foreign Society. It

couldn't be done. He seemed to have known all of them from

their childhood. Each one he greeted with a double hand-

shake and a smile that could never be counterfeited. "How
is Elizabeth?" "Is John well?" "How are the twins?"

It developed that for years he had been making annual

visits to each of our church colleges and not merely delivering

addresses before the students, but also getting personally ac-

quainted with them, and particularly with those who were

preparing for the ministry. At other seasons he was attending

state conventions, arriving at the first, staying to the last, and

commending with rapt attention as well as generous handclasp

and spoken appreciation each speaker's eftort. And all ot

this was done with keen discrimination and complete sincerity.

Foreign Christian Missionary Society
Christian Missionary Society.
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It is related that in his presence some one protested against

being put on a convention program, saying, "I can't do myself

justice on such brief notice!" This moved the McLean to say,

"Young man, it is not justice but mercy that you want!"

For years two or three months preceding each March offering

were spent in missionary rallies. The standardized method

was to spend one day each in a wide circuit of leading

churches. Ministers and members from nearby churches were

invited in to take part. Each rally was a miniature national

convention. Four parts the "Bishop" always took, the hanging

of the maps and charts, the opening Scripture reading and

exposition and prayer, the exhibition of curios from many
mission fields, and the selling of missionary books. Usually

two men accompanied him on these strenuous lours of daily

meetings and nightly travel; one a missionary, the other a

younger secretary or a mis-

sionary. "Where the Book

Speaks," one o( the most val-

uable volumes from Mr. Mc-

Lean's pen, was made up ol

these Bible lessons and was

published in response to the

insistent demand ol those who
heard them in the rallies, in-

cluding his comrades who
heard a different one each

morning. This book is used

as a textbook by Dr. Samuel

M. Zwemer, at Cairo, Egypt.

The fifth edition of it has been

exhausted. Those who have

wondered that so much teach-

ing on missions could be dis-

covered in the Bible will be

interested to know that an-

other volume of the same

character, is ready for the

press, and many can testify

in advance of publication that

the new* book will not be in-

ferior to the former one.

There was always a rich

sense of humor as well as a

supreme devotion to the Kingdom to relieve the strain of

hard travel, baggage-carrying and loss of sleep. The women
of the churches visited graciously provided luncheon. Nat-

urally the meat was often cold ham. At daylight one bitter

winter morning the missionary trio reached Youngstown, Ohio.

As they left the station they met a drove of hogs. Turning to

Mr. Rioch, Mr. McLean said, "David, do you suppose they

are going to the rally?" Another lime at 3 a. m. he broke the

silence with, "And the people who oppose missionary societies

are in bed and asleep!" When the hanging of the maps and

charts was as difficult as fitting a stovepipe he would speak

with grim cheerfulness of "the total depravity of inanimate

things."

When there was no other sort of campaigning in progress

the Sundays were spent visiting churches and the weekdays at

llie office in the manifold work of the Society. These Sunday

visits gave another chance for fellowship with ministers and

other members of the churches, especially in the old days be-

fore hospitality was routed by the hotels.

The ties formed "in journeyings oft" were strengthened by

correspondence and by intercession. The veteran leader's re-

lation with the missionaries is especially rich, as anyone can

Malcolm McLean, Father of Ai

Photographed at !>2.

understand who has seen him introduce the representatives of

all the far fields at a national convention
;
but more particularly

if he has attended the annual breakfast which Mr. McLean gives

to the missionaries on Sunday morning of each convention.

Incidentally it has become known that along with reading a

chapter from the New Testament in Greek, an unfailing item

of each day's life is prayer for each missionary by name.

Remembering these facts against the background of child-

hood without a molher, youth from the age of twelve away

from home and manhood wedded only to his God-given task,

we can appreciate this Christmas card sent to Box 884 a few

years ago by John E. and Jessie Brown Pounds:

"A lonely man at Christmas time?
The thoughl bul comes and quick departs;
Your hen rl lifircs burn the world around,
Your home is in ;i thousand hearts!"

More than once he has

been heard to recall how

Browning s a i d, "Open my
heart and you will see graved

within it 'Italy'," and to de-

clare, "So you will find 'Beth-

any' engraved in my heart."

Many things conspired with

his fervidly loyal Scotch na-

ture to make it so; his years of

previous loneliness in Boston,

the flowering of his lifelong

purpose to preach the gospel,

the influence of President Pen-

dleton, Professor Loos and

other rare spirits who carried

high the torch they had so re-

cently received from the

school's illustrious founder,

the fellowship of kindred
spirits among the students, his

far-seeing appreciation of the

supreme importance of Chris-

tian education.

Thirty years ago the trus-

tees of Bethany insisted on his

becoming president of the col-

lege. For two and a half years he filled the post with dis-

tinction, but without giving up the secretaryship of the Foreign

Christian Missionary Society, to which he felt constrained to

return with all his power, having employed P. T. Kilgour to

help him keep up the Society's work in the meantime.

Since its establishment in 1909 Mr. McLean has been one

ol the staunchest supporters of the College of Missions at

Indianapolis. A course of lectures delivered there has been

published under the title, "Epoch Makers of Modern Missions."

Not only among Disciples of Christ, but in widening circles

beyond, this book has been received with great favor. It is

used as a textbook by both the Church of England and the

Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States.

On graduating from Bethany College in 1874 the young
minister became pastor of the church at Mt. Healthy, a small

suburb of Cincinnati. That year he witnessed the organization

of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions. The next year

he took an unnoticed part in the founding of the Foreign Chris-

tian Missionary Society. Isaac Errett as president of the young
and feeble organization was not slow to recognize the younger

man's promise and Mr. McLean was equally quick to discern

the editor's greatness of mind and soul.

chibald and Thirteen Otln
He Lived to 1>e 95.
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In 1882 he was elected corresponding secretary of the For-

eign Society. For five years he carried both the Society and

the Mt. Healthy Church. Then the growth of the missionary

work justified full time service, which he has given ever since,

except for the Bethany presidency as indicated above. Lntil

1900 he was secretary of the Society; since then he has been

its president.

His statesmanlike grasp of situations in the large is manifest

in many ways. Look at the maps. All of the Society's fields

have been chosen under his leadership, and each of them is

central and strategic. Review the history of the Men and

Millions Movement and the Million Dollar Campaign of the

Foreign Society that went before it. Mr. McLean never was

a promoter, but, as was manifest in his superb cooperation

with F. M. Rains as well as with A. E. Cory, he knows how
both to build the spiritual structure that justifies promotion

and to provide the support, both moral and material, without

which all promotion must fail.

He thinks in continental terms and his soul is great enough

to subordinate his personal feelings, Scotch and intense as

they are, to the supreme ends of the Kingdom of God. The

Missionary Intelligencer had been a darling of his heart for

thirty years, but he allowed it to be merged into World Call.

The Foreign Society itself, with its hundreds of missionaries

on five great world fields, its millions of dollars invested in

every sort of missionary property and institution, its loyal

constituency and its annual income approaching a million

dollars, is his achievement, as truly as the success of American

arms in Europe was John J. Pershing's. It has never sent out

a missionary without the blessing of his hand. It has never

employed a secretary without the sagacity of his choice. (And

what a superb succession these secretaries make: F. M. Rains,

Stephen J. Corey, A. E. Cory, R. A. Doan, Bert Wilson, C. M.

Yocum; and the treasurer, C. W. Plopper, and Lucy King

De Moss without title.) It has never suffered an insult that

did not pierce his heart. But he takes a foremost part in reduc-

ing it to a memory by helping to organize the United Christian

Missionary Society, and promptly embalms that memory in the

"History of the Foreign Christian Missionary Soicety," a won-

derful story of the gospel's progress both in the hearts of those

who send it and in the souls of those who receive it. With the

modesty of greatness the author's vital place in the society

appears only by inference.

Archibald McLean's face is toward the morning as it has

been all the forty-six years of his ministry in the gospel. Once

in the sympathetic atmosphere of the Student's Missionary So-

ciety, precursor of the Volunteer Band at Bethany, he told at

some length of the apathy and even opposition to missions

which he encountered and exclaimed in the agony of his soul,

"I shall die ten years before my time because of the slowness

of our people." Fie has given up that notion now. He should

reach the age of ninety-five, attained by his father. The Mis-

sionary progress now rejoices his heart, but never exceeds his

expectation. Those who work with him take his essential

youth as a matter of course, like that of Bert Wilson.

It is not the granite of Prince Edward Island but the un-

failing practice of the presence of God that has kept A. McLean

a beloved and honored leader unto the third generation of

God's people. The Bible is a vivid reality to him and its time-

less freshness enriches his speech. Prayer is the other hemi-

sphere of his communion with God. It is more than a habit

or a practice; it is the very breath of life to his soul. It is so

integral to his life that the sublimest lessons which he brings

from God's word are reinforced rather than discounted by the

most intimate association with him.

With the Missionaries in Mexico

IT was a very interesting journey our missionaries had down
into the "heart of Mexico." Delayed from one date to

another in getting the many-sided plans made, they started

from Piedras Negras, which is across the Rio Grande from
Eagle Pass, Texas, on the morning of December 14, 1919.

There was a company of more than fifty, made up of our mis-

sionaries, our Mexican preachers and teachers and our twenty-

five orphan children who came out of Mexico with the mis-

sionaries when the revolution made it necessarv. This made
a good car load. Another car carried the household belongings

of the travelers.

One of the missionaries wrote: "W e had communion service

on the train that Sunday afternoon, I presume the onlv com-

munion service ever held on a train in Mexico. It was a beau-

tiful service and all were conscious that God was leading us

and protecting us."

Monday afternoon, December 15, the company arrived in

San Luis Potosi and spent the night there comfortably in the

school building. A part of the group were left there to put

into operation the beginnings of a work which we believe is

to be a great power for good in Mexico. The larger number

went on to Aguascalientes, where just as great opportunities

awaited their efforts.

Our work will be confined largely to these two cities for

this year. Zacatecas, just as needy and with perhaps as great

opportunities, must wait till our force of workers is larger.

We are hoping that within a year we may make a beginning

there. Many towns throughout the surrounding territorv must

be reached just as rapidly as qur people ma!;e it possible bv

their gifts of life and money. Something near a million and

a quarter of people are accessible to our workers.

Among our missionaries on this field Miss Elma Irelan has

had longest service. Miss Pearl Gibbons has served several

years and Miss Elizabeth Fuller is a new missionarv this last

year from the College of Missions. Mr. E. T. Cornelius has

been in the work nearly three years and Mr. and Mrs. Moody
Edwards nearly two. We have now at the College of Missions

nine in preparation for this field. Perhaps five of them will

go this year to their work. Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Hines.

who have been at the College of Missions several years, are

now taking a special course in agriculture at the Indiana state

school. They will be ready for an important part in this great

field in the summer of 1921.

Our outlook for doing a large service for our neighbor

republic to the south was never so great as now. In the years

past we have loved and served Mexico, but our people have

never generously supported the work. \^ e think this was

because they did not see the opportunity for an outstanding

helpful influence, nor did they realize Mexico's need. In sev-

eral ways the need and the opportunity have been impressed

upon our thought and upon our hearts of late. Our oppor-

tunity is now greater than it has ever been. Our real love for

Mexico and her people is now to be put to the test.

Day schools were opened by our workers at both San Luis

Potosi and at Aguascalientes on the seventh of January. In

the former place, during the first two weeks, about eighty

were enrolled and in the latter, seventy-five. Night classes

with some fine business men in attendance are being conducted

and there is a real appeal for teachers of English. The people

must kindly welcome our earnest helpers.

In another article in this issue you will read of the baptism

administered on New Year's day at Aguascalientes and of the

group that later made the good confession. From San Luis
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Potosi Mr. Edwards reports seven confessions at one time "as

the first fruits of our labors here." The Sunday schools are

gathering power and influence.

The missionaries are enthusiastic about the possibilities and

troubled only because of the increased cost of everything neces-

sary to put our buildings into order and to equip them as they

ought to be for real efficiency. Then, too, they plead for more

workers, for all around them are the fields white for the

harvest.

One of the missionaries, who has struggled for four years

with poor, makeshift plans for caring for our fine group of

orphan girls, writes: "It is wonderful to be at home at last,

though much is lacking yet in our arrangements and equip-

ment. The packing time was hard and the problems of taking

all those girls on such a trip were trying. God has been good

to us and we are here with our minister and our teachers."

Read her appeal for the privilege of caring for more of the

needy and promising children of that section.

Another missionary speaks of his commitment to taking to

the people there the liberty, light and love of Christ for which

they have an insatiable longing. He speaks of the inexhausti-

ble resources of the region, yet to be developed and of the

wonderful climate in which they live. He adds: "May I

plead for the gospel to be given to these more than a million

people and pray for those who would hinder such a move-

ment."

In San Luis Potosi we have two school buildings with resi-

dential graduates of considerable proportions. We also own
the stone church building pictured on page forty-nine of the

September issue of World Call, and another church building

about two blocks away. At Aguascalientes our property con-

sists of a roomy residential school building with a fine vacant

lot connected. Here in the not distant future we should erect

a modern school building. We also own a church and par-

sonage there. Much repair has to be put on these latter build-

ings, but they will serve a good purpose when they are put in

order properly.

Our missionaries will keep us all in close touch with them-

selves and with the work as it progresses. We shall not fail

them in all their efforts and in the big problems that are theirs

to solve. Anna R. Atwater.

The Education Survey of the Interchurch

World Movement
THE survey which is being made of the institutions of

higher learning in the United States by the Department

of American Education of the Interchurch World Move-

ment is at once more interesting and significant than any such

piece of work ever undertaken before. In fact, no such uni-

versal and thoroughgoing survey was ever attempted pre-

viously. V.'hen the survey is completed, which includes church

colleges, independent colleges, state universities, independent

universities, theological seminaries and training schools, acade-

mies and private secondary schools, it will contain a mass of

information the like of which can be found nowhere else, nor

in all other places combined in this country. It goes without

saying that when this great bulk of facts and information is

classified and digested, it will constitute a compendium of

knowledge regarding higher education that will be invaluable.

In making the "survey, there was sent to each college and

university an elaborate questionnaire, comprising some forty

pages and covering every phase of the institution's life and

history. The main purpose of the survey is to discover the

capacity for and disposition to train young men and women
for distinctly Christian service. This again is the first time in

the history of American education when an attempt has been

made to get at the essential facts in this fundamental matter.

It is evident to all that trained Christian leadership is ab-

solutely essential to the consummation of a world program for

Christianity. This being true, it is well to know something of

the training camps now existing and those which are possible

for the training of the officers of God's army of conquering

heroes who are to make Christ king throughout the earth. It

it also imperative that we know the needs of these training

camps in order that we may make them effective for this all-

important task.

The last page of the questionnaire sent to church colleges

and other schools under church control, connected with Boards

of Education, calls for an estimate of needs to bring the insti-

tution up to a standard of efficiency. The standard used by

which institutions are to measure their needs is one established

by the Association of American Colleges, an organization

made up, for the most part, of colleges under church control

or auspices. It is the one college organization in America

which represents the educational interests of the church in the

field of higher education. A committee was appointed by the

Association composed of experts, to work out a standard or

norm, of what it takes on the financial side to build and oper-

ate a church college efficiently. The committee spent three

years of hard labor on this subject and formulated, not by

theory but by taking actual college budgets and making com-

parisons and cross sections, certain norms. There are two,

called a "minimum" and an "efficient" college.

The "minimum" college is an institution enrolling one hun-

dred students of college rank and the "efficient" college one

that enrolls five hundred students of college rank. The terms

"minimum" and "efficient" are taken as a matter of con-

venience and are not to be interpreted literally. They are used

simply to denote attendance and do not have reference to the

relative value of institutions. The fact is an institution of one

hundred students might be more efficient than one of five hun-

dred. The norms set up mean that it takes so much in re-

sources and faculties to make a college efficient, no matter

whether it belongs to the "minimum" or the "efficient" classi-

fication so far as students are concerned. This standard as

established by the Association of American Colleges is now
accepted everywhere in educational circles as the true norm
by which institutions are to be judged as to resources for mak-
ing them efficient.

Using this standard as a basis, the colleges were asked to

submit to the Interchurch World Movement an estimate of

needs to make them efficient on the basis of present student

enrollment and to provide for the growth of the next five

years. The colleges and schools of the Disciples of Christ

holding membership in the Board of Education accordingly

submitted askings as per the request of the survey blanks.
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Those askings tolaled $55,783,450. Thai is lo say, it would

lake that amount of money to bring the colleges and institu-

tions of higher learning which we now have up to the Associa-

tion standard and provide for the normal growth during the

next five years.

After these askings had been submitted, ihe secretaries ol

the boards of education of the various communions participat-

ing in the Interchurch World Movement met in JNew York

City on December 16-19, 1919, and reviewed the askings of the

colleges. At this New York meeting the norms by which the

college askings should be reviewed were carefully considered

and revised. Instead of providing for any growth during the

next five years, the Boards were asked to cut down the askings

of the colleges to a point where the amounts asked for will

simply make the colleges efficient upon the basis of the pres-

ent needs, making no allowance for future growth in student

bodies. The following are the norms finally decided upon by

which the askings of the various institutions were revised.

In order that the educational budgets of the various denom-

inations may be reasonably consistent it is agreed by the Coun-

cil of Church Boards of Education that the askings of the vari-

ous denominational colleges shall be reviewed by board secre-

taries and that the following principles shall be applied in

making such reviews:

1. That the "minimum" and the "efficient" college (except

that the figures for income and endowment should be increased

approximately 50 per cent on account of the high cost of liv-

ing) be made the norm by which the askings of standard col-

leges shall he tested by boards connected with this Council, the

number of college students to determine whether a particular

institution shall be classified as "minimum" or "efficient" or

in between.

In accordance with this norm, the "minimum
1
' standard col-

lege and the "efficient" standard college should have the fol-

lowing personnel, income and assets:

Personnel

Minimum Efficient

Students 100 500

Faculty 10 50

Income

From endowment or gilts (exclusive

of receipts from tuition or fees) . $30,000 $165,000

Assets

Campus and buildings $300,000 $900,000

Equipment 50,000 85,000

Endowment 600,000 3,300.000

$950,000 $4,285,000

2. That junior colleges or colleges which, though they be-

stow academic degrees, fall below the usual requirements of a

standard college, shall not be endorsed for more than suffi-

cient to bring them up to the income called for and the amount

required for buildings, equipment, and endowment as listed

under the "minimum" college.

3. That the askings of academies for income and endowment

shall not be approved beyond an amount sufficient to bring

their income from endowment up to $10,000 annually or their

total productive endowment to more than $200,000.

4. That the amount lo be sought for each institution during

the first year of the five year campaign shall include:

(a) A sum for current expenses which, when added to the

receipts of the institution for endowment, shall make its total

income from sources other than tuition or fees equal to 5 per

cent of the total amount of endowment sought for said insti-

tution.

(b) One-fifth of the amount which, by the application of

principle No. I, is allotted to the institution as necessary for

buildings, equipment and endowment.

(c) The guiding principle controlling recommendations

(a) and lb) is that each institution should be provided with

an adequate sum for current expenses during the first year, but

that the amount sought for buildings, equipment, and endow-

ment should be considered for the period of five years, one-

fifth of the total to be asked for annually.

When colleges have more than 500 college students, the ap-

proved askings may exceed the amounts designated for the

"efficient" college in proportion as the number of college stu-

dents exceeds 500.

Measured by the above standards, the colleges and schools

of the Disciples of Christ, connected with the Board of Educa-

tion need at the present moment, to bring them up to where

they ought to be, the sum of $43,166,332. This represents

the askings for the five-year period. For the one year the total

askings were $10,694,972. In formulating those askings the

minimum of college attendance was taken; that is, nothing was

allowed for special students, graduate students, or academy

students, except in the case of junior colleges. No subtrac-

tions were made from gross assets on account of annuities and

unproductive funds. Furthermore, no indebtedness
%
against

buildings or current expenses was subtracted. So the above

figures are less than they should be. Furthermore, thev rep-

resent the bare necessities of what these institutions must have

lo be up to the standards obtaining everywhere in the educa-

tional world.

However, these figures when added to the missionary budget

seemed too great for the faith of some. It was felt bv many
that they must be cut down if there is to be a reasonable hope

of obtaining the total amount which is being asked as the Dis-

ciples' part in the Interchurch budget. Consequentlv. the

Board of Education after long and faithful but futile attempts

to reduce the educational budget—even by taking the student

attendance of two years ago as a basis of figuring—proposed

to arbitrarily cut the askings far below the needs, in order to

reach a total budget for all interests that would be satisfactorv

and practicable. Thus the budget for the Board of Education

and its constituent members for the first year of the Inter-

church World Movement has been set at $6,000,000. The ten-

tative budget for a five-year period is $30,000. These figures

represent only about half the needs of our educational institu-

tions if they are to take their places alongside the other col-

leges of equal size in other religious bodies. Certainly the Dis-

ciples of Christ cannot afford to lag behind in this matter

which is of pre-eminent importance.

How Will You Plan Your Life?

THE present year has encompassed such mighty happenings

and is so pregnant with prophecies of coming good, that

it has been compared with the year when Christ was born. The
great days of the Renaissance and the Reformation have re-

turned, and are transcended in the vast enterprises of intel

lectual illumination, social reconstruction, and spiritual prog-

ress which have been set in motion. It is a new age for re-

ligion, and for the Church which, turning to its task with a

new devotion, is devising works of unparalleled magnitude lor

the redemption and unity of mankind. No college man can

be true to himself and his opportunities without planning his

life on a big scale. The new age demands an enlarged service

from every college woman. How do you measure up?
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A Visit to Gartok
By RODERICK A. MAG LEOD

T
HIS visit lo Gartok, the seat of government for Markliam

province, which Dr. Shelton considers one of the most

significant events in all his fifteen years of missionary

service, was made hy Dr. Shelton, his two daughters—Doris

and 'Dorothy—and myself. The nature of our invitation, our

reception, our entertainment and our observations cannot fail

to inspire increased hope and zeal in all those who are inter-

ested in the salvation of Tibet.

Our invitation, so far as we know, is without precedent in

Tibetan affairs. Heretofore it has not been the custom for

a Tibetan governor to invite Christian missionaries to visit him.

But now we find the governor of Markham
province not only sending us a cordial

invitation, but also sending with the in-

vitation two of his best servants to ac-

company us on our way, and to buy

dainties in Batang for our entertainment

in Gartok.

Our journey was full of interesting in-

cidents, most of which must be omitted.

The first day out part of our journey was

made in a skin boat, 7 feet long, 3y2 feet

wide at the stern, and 1 foot wide at the

prow and 2 feet deep. Into this boat

we were all packed, bag and baggage.

We had dinner in the dining room of this

skin boat, a circumstance which was very

much like the German method of fatten-

ing geese, the difference being that we felt

as if we had more than one nail in each

foot. In these boats, it is not safe for the

persons packed on one side of the boat

to eat more than those who are packed on

the other side; so we all ate very heartily,

in order that no one might go hungry.

Despite our cramped positions it was a

delight to be carried along at a fast rate

by the current. Rapid transit is rarely

enjoyed in Tibet.

In the villages along the way we had

many visitors. Usually they came with a present of eggs,

butter or walnuts, and asked for medicine. Some came with

gifts of gratitude for cures wrought by Dr. Shelton in the past.

All along the four days' journey the people were kind and

courteous and entertained us as best they could.

Just as we started on our last day's journey we were met

by a messenger from the governor. He had consulted his

astrologer about our visit and the astrologer advised him that

the stars were not right for our arrival. The governor, there-

fore, begged us not to come into Gartok until the next day, at

which time the condition of the stars would be much more
favorable. None of us knew anything of astrology, so, keeping

our opinions in reserve, we took the advice of those who
claimed to know the mysteries of the stars.

Our reception at Gartok was the same as that which is cus-

tomary on receiving high officials. One mile outside of the

town we were met by the officials and two hundred soldiers.

The officials greeted us cordially and presented us with a

khala, a white scarf which the Tibetans use in visiting. As we
approached the lines of soldiers we heard in plain English:

"Company, attention!" "Company, present arms!"
And so on until they marched, tramp, tramp, in perfect order

before us; and escorted us to the government house. As we

reached the door of the house, a salute of three volleys was

fired—an honor which is paid only to governors and high

officials.

The governor himself met us at the door, greeted us heartily,

and conducted Dr. Shelton and myself to the room which he

had prepared for our entertainment. At the same time, the

governor's wife led Doris and Dorothy to the room prepared

for them. The governor sat with us for a long time, asking

many questions, and discussing such

topics as airships and postal systems.

Then came the governor's present: two

fat sheep, fifteen pounds of butter, one-

half bushel of rice, one-half bushel of

flour, ten pounds of tea, and five sacks of

grain. After inviting us to feast with him

the governor departed, and the other offi-

cials called to see us. All were cordial

in their greetings and brought us presents.

We had never experienced such a recep-

tion, and felt rather embarrassed.

We were entertained as special friends

of the governor. Neither courtesy nor

service was spared. Our rooms had been

cleaned and decorated. A guard of sol-

diers was stationed at the door, as if we
were officials. Each morning and evening

a pot of hot yak milk was furnished us.

A number of servants were placed at our

command. Each day we feasted with the

governor. We began to eat at 2 p. m. and

remained at the table until 6:30 of the

same day. During that time we ate all

kinds of foods, after the Chinese fashion,

conversed freely on various topics and

listened to music—real pibroch. The

Dalai Lama, during his visit to India,

heard the Scottish bagpipes, and was so

pleased with them, that he introduced them into Tibet. We
did not expect to hear pipe music at Gartok; yet on the second

morning of our visit we were thrilled by the stirring strains of

".
. . the Pibroch sounding, sounding,

.

Deep o'er the mountain and glen."

The governor saw that we were fond of music, so at each

feast he had the piper play often. Among the selections

played were the famous old pipe marches
—"The Cock o" the

North," "The Campbells Are Coming" and "The Drunken

Piper," all of which were played with an accuracy and fervor

which showed that the piper felt the spirit of the Gaelic airs.

He also played Tibetan tunes, which are much like the old

Gaelic music. When the Tibetan music was skirled forth, both

the governor and his wife forgot their dignity; the former

sang and the latter took to the floor and danced. Even we our-

selves, despite our Christian training, felt a sort of tingling in

our heels; and the thump, thump of foreign shoes could be

heard at intervals from underneath the table.

Another part of our entertainment was a review of the troops

at Gartok. The troops were clad in khaki and armed with
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Enfield rifles. They went through the regular field exercises

of the English army. All the commands were given in English.

It was surprising to see the snap and grace with which the

soldiers did their work. The governor seemed very proud of

his troops. We, ourselves, could not help applauding them

after they had passed the reviewing stand.

The review of the troops brought our entertainment to a

close. Events were so arranged that we enjoyed every hour of

the week. Even the five-hour feasts were a pleasure to us.

What we saw and heard would fill a volume. There was

the governor, his wife, and people from all over Tibet. All

The Tibetan Governor and His Honored Guests, Mr. Roderick A. MacLeod, Left, and
Dr. A. L. Shelton, Right

were anxious to converse with us. Our room was constantly

besieged by friendly visitors. Any question we wished to ask

was answered without any hesitation, so that we gained much

valuable information concerning the situation and nature of

places of which we previously had but very little knowledge.

The most interesting personage we met was the governor

himself. He is a hale and hearty Lhasa Tibetan of about the

age and size of Dr. Shelton. He is a very capable man. The

Dalai Lama holds him in high regard. This year his term of

office was up, and he applied to the Dalai Lama for release;

but the latter sent him back to be governor of Markham prov-

ince for life—a great compliment indeed.

The governor is a man of outstanding characteristics which

one cannot fail to observe. First among these is his kindness.

He has a large number of much-loved pets, ranging from his

wife to a turtle. Wherever he goes four little dogs, with a

tinkling bell on each, trot at his heels. He also has a large

Tibetan mastiff, and two hunting dogs, the like of which we

had never seen before. These dogs look exactly like wolves.

The Tibetans use them for hunting deer, and train them to

drive the deer from the mountains down into the valleys. When
the governor enters the field where his splendid horses and

mules are kept, each animal gallops up to him to receive a

few gentle pats on the nose. All of these incidents suggest a

kind-hearted man.

Nothing pleases the governor as much as a good joke. He
delights in the humorous side of life. Any mirth-provoking

or witty remarks are always appreciated by him. Ridiculous

situations amuse him greatly. On one occasion he asked us if

we liked milk.

"Oh, yes," replied Dr. Shelton, "Mr. MacLeod drinks milk

like a calf."

"Well," said the governor, "if he drinks it like a calf, I'll

have the yak sent up each morning:

and let him suck."

Although kind and humorous, the

governor can be very severe. The

whipping post, with two rawhide

whips hanging beside it, and the pres-

ence of men with their right hands

cut off at the wrist, show how the

governor punishes wrongdoing.

However superstitious the governor's

religion may be, the loyalty and devo-

tion with which he observes its rites

excited our admiration. Each morn-

ing he has his period of religious de-

votion, and his servants have standing

orders that, under no circumstances,

is he to be disturbed during that time.

He gives freely to religious needs, and

also makes pilgrimages to sacred

places.

We found the governor a brilliant

conversationalist. He talked freelv

about the political situation in Tibet,

and told us of many improvements

which were being made: among other

things that a postal system had been

established from Lhasa to various

places, which system would soon reach

Gartok; that a new arsenal, which

manufactures modern Enfield rifles is

now opened in Lhasa: also that a

great trade is being carried on with

India. In all his conversations the governor showed himself

a man possessed of good, sound common sense.

The governor's wife is an interesting little woman—about

four and a half feet high. She comes from the southern bor-

ders of Tibet, has spent some time at Darjeeling. and speaks

the Ghurkha language. Music, singing and dancing are her

chief delights. When she and the governor appear in public

the other women scamper, like rats, into hiding places. She

does not want other women so much as to look at the governor.

Some time ago the governor visited a neighboring .own. and

became infatuated with one of the belles of that place. His

wife heard of it, and without delay, went to that place and cut

off both ears and the nose of the belle in question. Despite

such acts, which remind one of Jezebel, she is very attentive

to the governor; arranges his hair every morning, and seems

to be happy with him. She was very friendly to Doris and

Dorothy, showed them all her pretty things, presented each

of them with a ring, gold cloth, and other things: in short,

she tried to show her good will just like a woman from home
would do if entertaining two Tibetan girlc. We made several

pictures of her. The two that pleased her most were a picture

of herself with her two doss, and one of herself with the
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The Governor and Three of His Pets: His Piper, His Wife and a
Dog: Decapitated by the Engraver. Both Masculine and

Feminine Hair Dressing: Are Exemplified

governor and his piper. We met many other interesting folk. n**?©£S

Among them were the governor's secretary, a major from Trash i-

lumpo, and other officers from Southern, Western and Central Tibet.

Many of them had been to Calcutta, an event which all Tibetans

regard as a great achievement. They told of their sons who could

speak and read English, of the new anti-cigaret law in Tibet, of

the progress in Tibetan activities, all of which showed that Tibet is

reaching out after and adopting foreign methods.

No less interesting than these was a robher officer from the "Bad

Lands" of Eastern Tibet. He was a stalwart youth of powerful

physique. At the outbreak of the recent hostilities between China

and Tibet his chief took to the field with the Tibetan army. This

robber band is still loyal to Tibet, but there is much discontent

on account of the Tibetan tax system. The Tibetans have a regular

system of taxation, and the taxes are high. The Chinese used the

robbers' own method for collecting taxes—when they could, they

held up a man and took all he had. The robbers like this system

better. The robber chief is a friend of Dr. Shelton. The young

man told us that his chief wanted Dr. Shelton to send him a pair of

Belgian hares. They were wanted as a gift for the Dalai Lama.

We had unusual opportunities for observing the manners and

customs of the people. We were the guests of the governor, so the

people were not afraid to act and talk freely in our presence. Tibetan

manners and customs are now so well known that nothing will be

said of them in this article.

The day before we left the governor loaded us down with mutton,

rice, butter and honey—three horse loads. On leaving he told us

that we must write him each month, so that he might know of our

welfare. As we left we were escorted out of the town with great

pomp, by the officials and soldiers. The significance of the above experiences will be immediately appreciated by all those

who are interested in Christian Missions. One point alone needs emphasis. The governor and people of Gartok know that

we are Christian missionaries. They know why Christian missionaries came to Tibet. At the same time they seek our friend-

ship and our help. What can be done we do not know. We do know, however, that we have a chance to try to save the Tib-

etans. That is all the opportunity the Christian missionary needs. Now, that we have such an opportunity, let us try, even if

we die trying.

Dr. Shelton Held by Bandits in Southwestern China

EARLY in January cablegrams from China reported that Dr. A. L. Shelton, the famous medical missionary of Tibet, had

been captured and was being held for ransom by bandits near Yunnanfu. This is 400 miles from Batang and the doctor

was accompanying Mrs. Shelton and their two daughters through the robber-infested region on their journey home. He was

expecting to return to Tibet and spend two more years before taking his furlough. Later cablegrams and reports from the State

Department at Washington indicate

that the American Legation at Peking

is doing all in its power for Dr. Shel-

ton's release. Negotiations are slow

on account of the great distance from

Peking, the virtual independence and

lawless condition of \unnan province

and the lack of means of communica-

tion. H. A. Baker, another of the

Batang missionaries, who is now at

home on furlough, says that in three

trips through that section there wr.s

always robbing ahead of or behind

them and that once his own goods were

saved by soldiers. Mrs. Shelton and

the girls are safe and little anxiety is

felt for the doctor. On the other hand

those who know him best are picturing

him working miracles of healing

among his captors, preaching the gos-

pel to them and in general making the
Reception Committee of Officials and Military Guard of Honor Meeting' Dr. Shelton L. f f fL_ cU.iatJnn

and His Party as They Approached Gartok, Tibet De!"- ul lne SllUdLlon.
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American Education in Interchurch Movement
Outline of the Presentation Made by Dr. James E. Clarke at the Atlantic City Conference

THE first impression made through the presentation of

facts brought out by the Home Mission and Foreign Mis-

sion Survey is the need for trained workers.

It is apparent, therefore, that an educational survey has

not been "dragged in," but is an integral part of the whole

program of the Interchurch World Movement. The fact is,

that at the very first conference out of which this movement

grew, the cooperation of the forces of Christian education was

sought because it was deemed essential that we raise up an ade-

quate, trained leadership.

The American Education Survey undertakes to discover

what are the resources of the church in the way of trained lead-

ers; where it gets its leadership; whether we are getting a

sufficient supply and what should be done to make that supply

commensurate with the revealed need.

We should be able to secure easily all the money needed,

but the money will be worthless without men and women
through whose services its use may become effective for the

promotion of the kingdom.

• The American Education Survey is divided into four parts:

a survey of institutions maintained by the church ; a survey of

state institutions to determine what the Church is doing for

the development of the religious life of their students; a sur-

vey of theological seminaries; a survey of secondary schools

maintained by the Church.

The survey is by no means complete. Indeed, the effort is

to do the work so thoroughly and scientifically that it cannot

be done hastily. Certain facts, however, some of which have

been well known for years, are emphasized by the survey.

1. Approximately 90 per cent of our ministers and mission-

aries come from the Christian college. This does not mean
that they decide for the Christian vocations while in college,

for 70 per cent of them determine their life work before enter-

ing college, though many do reach their decisions in prepara-

tory schools connected with Christian colleges. But the defi-

nitely Christian college renders a tremendous service in train-

ing and developing these young lives for the Christian vo-

cations.

The Christian college confirms and strengthens their pur-

poses; it fixes and enlarges their Christian ideals; it clarifies

their vision; it trains them for the specific service needed.

As the needs of various foreign mission fields have been pre-

sented to us, one fact stands out with prominence. It is the

emphasis upon the need of Christian educational institutions

in every foreign land that we may raise up an adequately

trained Christian leadership. If needed abroad, certainly sim-

ilar institutions are needed at home; for the temptations to

turn towards some other vocation are even greater in America

than lliey are abroad.

2. We need numerous colleges, conveniently, located, of

liigli standard. A recent study ol Illinois colleges sought to

discover, among other tilings, wliy the students attended a

particular institution. The reply given most frequently was,

"Because the college is near home." The nexl most frequent

reply was, "Because of the high standards ol the college."

The need is for colleges near home, ol high standard and low

cost. It is reported that 75 per cent of the ministers in the

Maryland Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church are

graduates ol Western Maryland College.

3. Even granting that the stale institutions provide a type

of education just as acceptable as that provided by church

colleges, nevertheless, there are not sufficient state institutions

to provide for one-half of the young people of America who
now attend college.

4. In order to maintain present standards the endowment
of colleges must increase two or three times as fast as the

number of students. Each student pays approximately only

one-third of the cost of his education. Hence for each new
student some way must be found to provide the other two-

thirds of the cost of his education.

5. The salaries of college professors must be largely in-

creased if we are to maintain even our present standards of

efficiency. A recent study shows that the cost of living has

increased 82 per cent; that the average wages paid to workers

in eight of our leading industries have been increased 95 per

cent, but that the salaries of professors in Presbyterian col-

leges have been increased only 31 per cent during, the same
period.

6. We must consider the tremendous increase in the number
of students attending state institutions. We are told that 10 per

cent of the college students of the Disciples of Christ attend

colleges maintained by the Disciples and from this 10 per cent

come 80 per cent of their ministers. But 75 per cent of the

college students from the homes of Disciples attend state insti-

tutions. Shall we absolutely neglect this 75 per cent? Of

course not. Therefore, the churches must make adequate pro-

vision for bringing to bear such religious influences as they can

upon the lives of these students in state institutions.

7. In preparing the budget for presentation to the Confer-

ence, the Department does not present the unrevised askings

of the colleges. On the contrary, the Council of Church Boards

decided that it would test the askings of all colleges by the

application of a norm—the norm being what is- known in col-

lege circles as the "minimum" college and the "efficient" col-

lege. To illustrate the application of this norm, agreed to bv

all church boards of education, one rather small college felt

that it needed a total of $4,830,000 within the next five years.

By the application of the norm adopted by the Council of

Church Boards, this college is placed in the budget for only

$778,500 for the five-year period.

8. The other fact which must not be forgotten—perhaps

the most significant fact of all—is that if we are to win the

world for Christ we must create a background of intelligent

Christian sentiment. Jt is not enough that we train our work-

ers. We must train into Christian ideals the men who slav at

home and "hold the ropes."

The supreme need of our time is the need of what Edward
Markham calls "heroic men. star led." We can never get

such men through any system of education which trains the

head and hand, hut leaves the heart untouched. We can never

get them through any system of education which calls for noth-

ing more than skill and efficiency. Never in the history of the

world were the people ol any nation so highly developed in

skill and efficiency as the people ol that nation which suddenly

hurled all ol its ruthless might againsl the ideals of Christian

democracy. We will provide what the world needs only when

we develop men and women into steadfast devotion to the

ideals ot Jesus Christ, and give them such equipment of body,

mind and spirit as wdl make them efficient lor the attainment

and extension ol those ideals.
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Five Minutes in Our Foreign Fields

the largest

le sole excep-

China

CHINA has an area of 4,278,352 square miles

of any single country in the world with

tion of Russia. There are no exceptions to the extent of

her population, for China numbers over 400,000,000 souls,

one-fourth of the inhabitants of the earth. The territory lies

almost entirely in the temperate zone—the region most favor-

able to the development of modern civilization.

There is apparently no limit to the possible development of

China. The land will grow everything produced in the United

States and many other things besides. The nation can feed

and clothe herself, and many others, if given methods and ma-

chinery. The soil is one vast, treasure house of mineral re-

sources that rival those of the United States; her coal seams

are inexhaustible; her iron ore deposits amount to over 750

million tons; she has a monoply of antimony and great quan-

tities of salt and natural gas.

But for all these natural advantages China is just now find-

ing her soul. Illiteracy, superstition and tradition hold her

fast in bondage to the past. By the end of the twentieth cen-

tury, now one-fifth gone, the population will probably number
one billion. The evils of China will grow in the same propor-

tion unless checked by the Gospel of Christ. For this gigantic

task there are now only 5,000 effective missionaries, about one

to every 66,000 souls.

The human resources of the Chinese are as great as the nat-

ural advantages of their country. One has only to consider

their ancient civilization to prove this. They were discoverers

of the mariner's compass, the arts of porcelain manufacture,

of sericulture, and of printing from movable type. They were

great engineers. The Grand Canal, the wonderful irrigation

system of the Chengtu Plain, the dikes and sea walls, the canti-

lever and suspension bridges built hundreds of years ago, are

evidence of their greatness.

The Chinese of today display the same characteristics; they

are vigorous, physically and mentally. Their keen business

ability is indicated by the statement that with the same sur-

roundings the Chinese merchant will prosper where his Jewish

contemporary would starve. They are excellent laborers and

possess individual initiative probably to a larger extent than

any other people in Asia. Wherever they settle they become

an important economic and social factor.

Place the natural advantages of the Chinese over against

their need of Christ and you will see why the challenge is so

imperative and so compelling.

The missions of the Disciples of Chirst are situated in two

contiguous provinces of the Lower Yangtze country in east-

central China, viz: Kiangsu and Anhwei. Combined area

equals that of New York State plus Pennsylvania. Population,

34,600,000. There are more than fifty missionary societies at

work in the two porvinces, but the Disciples of Christ are

solely responsible for giving the gospel and Christian institu-

tions to approximately 10,000,000 people. Total evangelical

forces are: Missionaries, 900; Chinese associate workers,

2,046; places of worship and preaching, 551; pupils in Chris-

tian schools, 18,664; communicants (church members),

18,835; estimated Protestant constituency, 38,000. The Roman
Catholics report a membership of 234,721. In these two prov-

inces the Disciples of Christ have at present 54 foreign mis-

sionaries, 186 Chinese helpers, 5 stations, 18 out-stations, 22

churches, 1,232 church members, 31 day schools, 3 high

schools, share in 5 union educational institutions, over 2,000

pupils under instruction besides 28 Sunday schools with 2,544

pupils, 6 hospitals and dispensaries treating annually nearly

20,000 patients, property valued at over $1,000,000. Baptisms

last year 90.

Yet every station is undermanned and insufficiently equipped

and is calling for additional missionaries and money. We are

as yet meeting only a fragment of our obligation, while new
demands accumulate. To hold our present stations and oc-

cupy one other point in the dense areas that fall within our

parish, reinforcements and additional equipment are urgently

required.

Japan

Within the limited territory of the Japanese Empire there

are 78,723,000 people, and the number is increasing about

700,000 a year. Of this population 74 per cent are farmers

although only 14 per cent of the land can be cultivated. Japan

cannot feed her people from her own soil, and her social and

economic problems are acute. Since the white world does not

welcome her people she is colonizing Formosa, Hokkaido,

Saghalien and Korea. But these fields cannot absorb her sur-

plus population.

Many of the problems existing in other mission fields are

not found here. Japan is literate and intelligent. Tokyo is

one of the world's greatest student centers. But there is need

This Wealthy Chinese Beggar Has Reason to Smile
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of strong Christian culture to provide a moral sense with which

to face and shape the industrial conditions which are now aris-

ing. Readjustment and reinforcement of Christian forces are

among the most urgent needs of this nation. Union institu-

tions of Christian learning would in time furnish Japan with

her own evangelists and create a Japanese missionary church

for her colonies and neighbors. Generous cooperation with

the Japanese in social uplift projects, where the leadership and

advice of the missionary is always expected, should be freely

accorded. Christian literature of the highest grade is an es-

sential for the vast numbers of educated people in Japan.

The present tendency in Japan since the close of the great

war is decidedly democratic. This tendency, together with

local conditions, offers to American Christianity the greatest

challenge ever given to a Christian people.

We can aid through a strong evangelistic effort, the distribu-

tion of tracts, strong Christian books, and a morally pure

fiction. Well-chosen missionaries in rural towns will be able

lo carry the gospel to the 71 per cent of the people yet un-

touched. Five years of adequate support of such a program

in Japan would turn the tide toward Christ.

The Japanese are uniformly friendly toward America. Many
of Japan's leaders are graduates of American universities.

This fact constitutes a great challenge to our churches. Amer-

ica introduced modern civilization into Japan. America can

and must throw such efforts and forces into the Japanese Em-

pire as will enlist the vision and energy of this progressive

people in the cause of Christian democracy.

All of our stations and districts are located on the principal

island, Hondo or Honshu, which supports the bulk of the popu-

lation and most of the large cities. No other mission in Japan

is more strategically distributed with respect to three principal

aspects of the national life. In Tokyo and environs we are at

the fountain-head of politics and education. Northward at

Akita and Fukushima we touch the rich agricultural districts

which slope from the central hills to the coast on either side.

Southwest from the capital, at Osaka, on a bay of the Inland

Sea, we are in the second largest city and leading industrial
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center of the Empire.

Though our stations and outposts are, in most cases, in close

juxtaposition to other missions, the Disciples of Christ are

largely responsible for areas whose combined population is

over 8,000,000. Following is a conspectus of our resources

and results after thirty-six years of labor: Foreign mission-

aries, 30; Japanese workers, 127; Bible colleges, 2; day and

high schools, 11; number under instruction, 1,419; Sunday

schools, 58; Sunday school pupils, 3,659; oganized churches,

23; preaching places, 68; church members, 1,240. Baptisms

last year, 122.

The Japan mission is calling for 16 new missionaries and

the means to support them.

India

Take a map of Asia and draw line touching the Himalayas,

the Equator and the borders of Persia and Siam and you will

have inclosed a territory which holds about one-fifth of the

human race or about 350,000,000 people. Take into consid-

eration the fact that India has about three-fourths the terri-

tory of the United States and you will find that there are 163

rersons for every square mile of this vast area.

India has been called "the birth-place of religions." Today

the number of adherents to various religions is only 13,000

less than that of the total population. The principal religious

communities as estimated at the beginning of 1919 are as fol-

lows: Hindu, 234,000,000; Moslem, 71,000,000; Buddhist,

12,000,000; Animist, 11,000,000; Christian, 5,000,000; Sikh,

3,000,000; and Jain, 1,000,000.

Some of the religious beliefs which are held by people of

India today were in existence at the time of David and the new

laws of the Buddha are as old as those of Pericles. But the

glories of the distant past do not satisfy the ideals of the new

day which has now dawned in India. The old superstitions,

the basis of caste observance, and much of social usage and

local worship are dying out with the advance of civilization.

When a school boy knows the real cause of an eclipse he will

not show quite the same zeal in trying to frighten the demons,

Rahu and Ketu, to make them release the sun.

The people of India are hungry for social freedom and for

a way of life which will give opportunity for development in

this world and hope for the future.

A survey of the educational situation in India shows that

less than 6 per cent of the people are able to read and write.

Nearly 99 per cent of the women are illiterate. Among the

religious communities of India the Hindus have nearly 6

per cent literate; the Moslems only 4 per cent; the Christians

about 22 per cent.

The remedy for the situation lies in the extension ol the mis-

sion schools and especially in opening new doors for the edu-

cation of the womanhood of India.

Aside from some work carried on by the British and Aus-

tralian churches, the missions of the Disciples of Christ are

located in (1) the Central Provinces (situated almost in the

middle of the country) ; and (2) the United Provinces (north

of Central Provinces to which they are joined by a narrow

loop dividing the native states of Central India). The com-

bined area (243,337 square miles) equals that of Ohio, Indi-

ana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin. The population aggre-

gates 65,000,000, about 3l/
2 times that of the states just named.

The total Christian community is approximately 240,000, of

whom 200,000 are in United Provinces and 40,000 in Central

Provinces. Only the following portions of this densely popu-

lated expanse, in which about 20 societies of other communions
are at work, engage the efforts of the Disciples, viz. : of United

Provinces, parts of the southwest Districts of Hamirpur and

Jhansi; of Central Provinces, sections of east, west and north,

in respectively the Chhaltisgarh, Narbada and Jabalpur ( Jub-

bulpore) Divisions. Within this territory are 2,500,000 peo-

ple. There are as many and more in adjacent native states,

where mission work is not yet permitted, but whose doors will

soon be open into regions for which the Disciples will nor-

mally be responsible.

The Indian field is jointly occupied by the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society and the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions. Statistics are as follows: Main stations, 13; out-sta-

tions, 23; churches, 20 (5 self-supporting) ; church members,

1,845; contributions last year, $2,698; Sunday schools, 92,

with average attendance of 4,638; a Bible college with 20 stu-

dents; a high school with 120 students; a normal school with

50 students; 8 middle schools with 350 students; 35 primary

schools with 2,388 pupils; 5 hospitals and 12 dispensaries

treating (1918) 1,200 inpatients and 40,000 visiting patients,

and administering 108,000 treatments. There is a staff of 351

Indian workers, and 66 foreign missionaries. Baptisms last

year, 303. Every station calls loudly for reinforcements of

missionaries and equipment.

Belgian Congo (Africa)

"Less accessible to outside influences, Central Africa is the

battle-ground which Islam has selected on which to contend

with Christianity for the final control of this great continent.

Ignorance is Islam's greatest ally. The Christian missionary

is everywhere known as the disinterested friend of enlightened

progress. The Church must capitalize this asset immediately

or the battle will be half lost before it has really begun."

The immensity of the ground over which this struggle will

be fought is almost past realization. Over the nearly ten mil-

lion square miles of the African continent, larger than the

combined areas of Europe, India, China and Mexico, between

130 and 150 millions of people are scattered.

Africa is no longer the '"benighted land" of the days of Mof-

fatt, Livingstone and Stanley. It has felt the awakening touch

of modern civilization. Many thousand miles of railroads

have been thrust into its interior from every shore, and in the

not distant future Cairo and the Cape of Good Hope, the north-

ern and southern extremes of that great continent, will be

linked together by bands of steel.

Africa is awakening to the realization of its commercial

value. Finder the direction of foreign masters the native peo-

ples are laboring at new tasks and learning very rapidly the

essential fundamentals of modern methods. It is of paramount

importance that they also be given teachers of high ideals and

Christian principles.

Africa has been stirred industrially, politically, socially and
to some extent religiously by the world war. A million sons

of Africa served as soldiers, laborers and carriers in the great

conflict, and this cannot fail to effect some transformation in

the lives of the millions untouched by the war. As a result

the Dark Continent is being permeated with knowledge as to

the rest of the world. A new consciousness of values, of social

relations, of desires and possibilities has been awakened in the

human breast. The time has now come for a great forward

movement in missionary work on this vast and almost un-

touched field. This is not only an opportunity, but a necessity.

A new and aggressive missionary program is absolutely essen-

tial if the forces of Christianity are not driven from the field

by the followers of Mohammed. The missionary must be the

chief agent of Africa's civilization.

Nearly two thousand years ago Philip led a son of Africa
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to Christ. The churches have been slow in telling ihe good

tidings to the others who wait.

Our field in the Congo is approximately indicated as fol-

lows: Latitude between the 3rd degree north and the 3rd degree

south of the Equator; longitude, between the 18th and 24th

east of Greenwich. South the Congo's largest southern tribu-

tary, the Ruki with its numerous affluents; north of the Congo

it lies along the Ubangi River. Politically our territory in-

cludes most of the District of the Equator, a portion of the Dis-

trict of Lake Leopold II, to the south, a portion of the District

of Sankuru (west of Lake Leopold), and the southern part of

the Ubangi District. The population of the District of the

Equator alone is estimated at about 760,000, and of the entire

field, as above delimited, about 1,000,000. The prevailing

language is Lonkundo, with slight dialectical variations. North

of our mission, principally in the District of Lulonga, is the

field of the Congo Balolo Mission; south of it the missions of

the American Baptist and Methodist Societies. In 1916 two

commissions of our Congo missionaries travelled 3,035 miles

exploring new territory, adjacent to that of our established sta-

tions. They visited some tribes never before seen by a mis-

sionary. Out of this survey arose the demand for new stations

among the unreached pagans of the Ubangi, and the eastern

reaches of the Equator District. In 1916, also, the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions withdrew from Liberia and under-

took, with the Foreign Society, joint responsibility for the

Congo field. The Disciples of Christ have four central stations,

a steamer (virtually a traveling station), 220 outposts, 355

places of regular preaching, 8 organized churches, 65 church

buildings, 65 Sunday schools enrolling 2,843 pupils, 47 En-

deavor societies with 2,623 members, a Bible College, 121 day

schools, 2 boarding day schools, 3,424 pupils under instruc-

tion, 5 hospitals and dispensaries treating about 20,000 pa-

tients annually, a total church membership of over 5,140. The

work is carried on by a small staff of 29 missionaries, and 382

native assistants. Baptisms last year, 647.

For a 5-year program of expansion the mission has asked

for 67 additional missionaries. The present appeal includes

only those immediately required to meet most urgent demands.

Philippine Islands

The Spanish-American war brought under the control of the

United States the group of 3,141 Philippine Islands, embrac-

ing 11,500 square miles and a population of 10,000,000 peo-

ple. Under American guardianship this territory has become

the great strategic base for Christian democracy in the Pacific,

and Manila, the capital city, is becoming the focal point be-

tween America and the East. The inhabitants of these islands,

mostly of the Malay race, are today preparing for self-govern-

ment. Modern civilization and western methods are being rap-

idly adopted.

The northernmost and largest of the principal islands,

Luzon, confines the present operations of the Disciples of

Christ. We have three central stations in two distinct fields.

These stations are: (1) Laoag, on the noth western coast, min-

istering through eight out-stations to a region of 200,000 peo-

ple. (The principal out-station is Aparri, where native evan-

gelists and teachers are maintained). (2) Vigan, 50 miles

south of Laoag, the center of another district of 230,000, in

which work is conducted at fourteen out-stations. Both Laoag

and Vigan are situated among the Ilocano people, numbering

in northwestern Luzon about 800,000, who have their distinc-

tive language and tribal characteristics. (3) Our third center

is Manila, the capital, which is metropolis for our mission as

well as others working among another people with different

language, viz., the Tagalogs. Manila has 300,000 inhabitants.

The Tagalog region accessible from it has 146,695, among
whom several communions are at work. Our Tagalog out-

stations number 11. Our present staff in Luzon is: Foreign

missionaries, 22; Filipino workers, 52. We have 2 Bible col-

leges and 5 other schools, with 227 pupils; 113 Sunday schools,

with an enrollment of 7,687; 4 hospitals and dispensaries,

treating about 100,000 sick each year; 2 mission presses and
publishing houses; 83 organized churches; 116 places of regu-

lar meeting; a church membership of about 7,000. Baptism

last year, 572. Those who resist all efforts toward modern
civilization include wild tribes numbering 750,000 people, in-

dependent animistic peoples in the highlands of Luzon and

Mindanao, and in West Luzon and Palawan, nomadic polvga-

mous Negritos, or true aborgines.

The chief problem of missionary enterprise in these islands

is the replacing of the decadent religious beliefs, including the

idolatrous Christianity practiced by many of the Filipinos,

with a virile and democratic Christianitv. There is also a

decaying Mohammedism, professed by 350,000 Moros.

The United States has introduced a splendid educational sys-

tem. Missionaries are now supplementing this by counteract-

ing the strong atheistic tendency prevalent in the university and

professional schools by the close supervision of the dormitorv

system prevailing in the high school centers and in Manila.

The outstanding educational need is a great union Christian

college in Manila, with up-to-date buildings, a competent staff,

and an adequate dormitory system.

There are now 200 missionaries, including wives, and 1,860

native workers, conscientiously but inadequatelv covering the

field. The general average has been one evangelistic mission-

ary for every 50,000 people. Through the United States

schools English is rapidly becoming the universal language of

the islands, but there are sixty-eight different languages and

dialects for which Christian literature and propaganda mate-

rial are essential. Literature is a most important medium
since the people are rapidly gaining education and a political

self-consciousness and are probably on the verge of self-deter-

mination.

The great opportunity awaiting the churches of America is

that of making the Philippines our Pacific contributions to

posterity.

Tibet

For romance and remoteness, with all the lure that these

imply to select, ardent spirits, no other field is comparable

with this rugged roof of the world, the dome of Asia, one of

the trio ( with Afghanistan and Central Arabia I of final

strongholds against the march of Christian conquest. The feet

of the bringers of good tidings and loving deeds will soon be

in Lhasa, as in Mecca and Kabul. The Disciples of Christ are

regarded as having presumably pre-empted Tibet. One con-

dition must be fulfilled, if we wish to make this high privilege

secure, not out of emulation, but out of love and desire to do a

daring thing for God. We must plant stations and send work-

ers rapidly to show that we are able and worthy to occupy the

land, or at least to take the leadership in the work of evangeli-

zation, with all the cooperation we can secure, as the American

Board I Congregational ) has done in Turkev. or the I nited

Presbyterian Board in Egypt. After splendid preparatory

work far into the interior on the high-road to Lhasa, and in

other directions, we are now ready to found a new center.

We have in Tibet 12 missionaries. 3 mission homes, a hos-

pital. 6 native workers and a Bible School of 64 members.

Recentlv 34 were baptized.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
* Flora Patricia in Her Garden

By Lucy King DeMoss

/ heard my mother say one day, "Dear me, how long 'twill be

Before this canning little girl the 'home country' will see."

I wonder what she meant by that? I feel at home right here.

I don't believe another place would seem one-half so dear.

I love the big, round shining sun, that makes my garden warm;
Each time I see its smiling face I feel quite free from harm..

I love the pretty colored flowers, and just the other day
A bird with lovely golden wings flew down but would not stay.

All through the pleasant sunny hours I play, and oh, what fun
When Molly comes to stay with me, and Billy, on the run!
And sometimes there's a neighbor child (I like her smooth brown skin)

Will come and peep at us and smile, and presently come in.

And no one really understands a word she says but me;
But that's not strange, for both of us speak mostly smiles, you sec.

Then, when the sun has gone away behind the mountains high,

I love to watch the stars come out and sparkle in the sky.

All cuddled up in mother's arms, before I go to sleep,

I have just one more game with them, a game of hide and peep.

Could ever any little child have better times than this:

A happy day of gleeful play, then mother's good-night kiss?

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roderick A. MacLeod of Tibet.
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The Horseless Carriage that Carries the Doctor About His Field

The Doctor Sahib of Hindustan
By BERT WILSON

JUST south of Kearney, Nebraska, is a bridge a mile long

that crosses the Platte river. South of the Platte for an-

other mile stretches the second bottom, as level as a floor.

Then come the lowly sandhills, parallel with the river.

Across this bridge, and over these picturesque hills, in the

year 1878, went an "emigrant wagon," and in it a small, slim

boy of eleven. For days over this new, barren country the

procession went. It finally came to a halt in Gosper county.

A few days later a sod house and a sod stable adorned the

landscape on a newly staked-out farm.

It was a country all land and horizon—no trees, no railroad,

no houses in sight, and the only houses seen on the overland

trip were the "old soddies." The slim, lean, lank boy went to

a school in a sod schoolhouse, and his first teacher was minus

one arm, but a good teacher nevertheless.

The nearest trading post was twenty miles, and the boy went

on horseback eighteen miles for the mail. On these broad, flat

prairies and up the pockets of the canyon he herded sheep

and cattle. Being an observing youth he picked up many an

Indian arrowhead as he rambled over the plains.

Antelope often mingled with the cattle by day, and in the

canyon herds of deer would hustle off, always keeping at a

safe distance. Prairie dogs, with a staccato yip and a quick

flip of their stubby tails, would scurry to their holes, and then

peer out tauntingly from their places of safety. A visit to these

prairie dog towns always introduced him to the other occu-

pants, namely, owls and rattlesnakes. The music at evening

time was the chorus of the coyotes, the most uncanny sound

that ever broke the stillness of a Nebraska night:

The next step upwards was the clerkship in a grocery stoic

at Arapahoe. It was a real department store where "every-

thing on earth" was sold that was needed by the sturdy pi-

oneers. One year there was a drought, another year crops were

destroyed by hail, and not infrequently the grasshoppers look

their toll. The young clerk used his influence with the pro-

prietor to get credit for his customers during those lean vears.

.

The next important act was to carrv off a well-earned

certificate of graduation from the high school. And of course

after that he stood up in Cotner College and received a degree

marked M. D. He hung out his i. ingle for a few months

at Firth. Then he was asked to report at Cincinnati.

There was a great need for him in the far-away land of

Hindustan. Would he go? \es. That's typical of him. He
had been used to doing the needed thing. Married? No?
Then the "Bishop" also did the typical thing for him. Did he

have prospects? Well, yes. But if she is not willing, would

he go alone? Yes.

Back in Nebraska there was a called meeting with a certain

Cotner girl named Elizabeth. She had been a member of the

Volunteer Band of which the M. D. -to-be, was president. There

was no one to take her home after the meetings, so being chiv-

alrous, and always willing to make any necessary sacrifice, he

escorted her frequently at least to the gate. At this called

meeting of the two members of the ^ olunteer Band a certain

sly ultimatum was issued, and Elizabeth put up the white flag

of surrender.

THIS was in April. Fall found them married and in New
\ork City, where the Doctor took a short course in tropical

medicine. In October. 1897. they sailed for India, the first

foreign missionaries that ever went out from Cotner. W ho

followed in their train? The president, ex-presidents, field

secretaries, both ex and present, of Cotner. can string out a

long list of names, great and near-great, who are following

in the footsteps o! the man who led the way. Cotner's lines

have gone QUI to the end- oi the earth.

It is well l<> record here an acl that m,u \ei prove i«> be a

case pJ had judgmenl on the Doctor's part. He was a Nebras-

kan by rearing and training, lie knew the broad plains, the
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humble sandhills, the wide, gently flowing flat Platte, but yet

when he cast his vote in 1896, it was against the "boy orator

of the Platte." With the exchange situation as critical as it

is in all parts of the earth, due largely to the high price of

silver, it may yet become necessary for the whole world to

adopt the great commoner's program so eloquently advocated

in his first campaign.

THE first day he landed at Harda he hired a pundit and

went to work on the language. The second day he went to

the hospital and thirty-five people were there for medical

treatment. One was an evangelist trained by "Rajah the First."

The Doctor felt that the man had too much equipment, so he

sawed off one of his legs. He turned out to be a better man
with one leg than he had been with two. No doubt the influence

of the one-armed school teacher out in Nebraska had something

to do with this operation.

As the new M. D. went up the streets that night a man said,

"Salaam, Sahib," and touched his turban in salute. The small

boys eyed him curiously, and the bolder said, "Salaam, Sahib,"

as they brought their little brown dirty hands up to their

bright brown eyes in friendly salute. His pundit every morn-

ing would salute him with, "Salaam, Sahib." Before many
days he was salaamed on every hand, by nearly everyone he

met,' for Hindustan is the salaamingest land on earth.

In those early days Miss Mary Thompson took him to the

homes of the people, introduced him, interpreted for him, and

helped him to make friends with the women and children.

He was always friendly and sympathetic and helpful to those

in distress. Quick of discernment between the false and the

genuine, these people began to feel that here was a real friend

come among them. And the underground telephone system of

India worked overtime. The women would often say to Miss

Thompson: "You must bring the Doctor Sahib to my house.

I want to see him."

As the work grew the lepers heard of the new Doctor Sahib

and came for healing. Hope ever "springs eternal in the

human breast," and these poor lepers somehow had hopes

that a new man from a far-off land might be able to heal

them. They came, and finally to care for them a leper asylum

was erected, and they were given as careful treatment as if

it had been possible to make them whole. The Doctor Sahib,

like his Master, was a real friend to

the lepers. He cared for them, he

treated them as brothers, he gave them

the best medical skill he possessed, he

taught them of his Christ, and a num-

ber of them, "hearing the word, be-

lieved and were baptized."

When G. L. Wharton went home on

furlough the Doctor Sahib became the

secretary and treasurer of the mission.

Then came the famine of 1900. Fam-

ine, pestilence, and plague seem to

stick to this land and people with

everlasting stubbornness. If one is

not on a rampage the other nearly

always is. In this great famine cattle,

sheep, goats, buffaloes, wild deer and

even the people literally starved to

death by the thousands. People

climbed the trees to the topmost

branches and stripped them of every

green leaf for food for themselves and

their cattle. Even the new roots hang-

ing down from the banyan trees were

eaten by man and beast. Money came from the ends of the

earth. The Doctor acted as treasurer in this district. Should

money be given out promiscuously? No. Men wanted work,

to earn a living for themselves and families. So work was

organized for them. Food was distributed with discrimina-

tion, houses were built, roads were staked out and built, and

at one time as many as six hundred people were employed.

And the Doctor Sahib was the manager and overseer of the

whole program, in addition to his growing and necessary medi-

cal work. During these days Elizabeth was assisting in the

hospital, helping train native nurses, keeping the home cheery,

and caring for the little family at home.

Thus eight busy, helpful years flitted quickly by, and the

Doctor Sahib bade his Indian friends farewell, to enjoy a well-

earned furlough. But being energetic and properly ambitious,

he registered as a regular student at Cotner. At the end of that

year he stood up in the old halls and had an A. B. tacked on

to his M. D.

When he returned there was great joy in Harda. It seemed

that every man, woman and child in the whole town was re-

joicing to see the Doctor Sahib get back to his task. Some
of them came to him and said:

"Sahib, we have been waiting for days and days for your

return. We have missed you, we have needed you, and we
are now glad to see you back."

The work increased and grew. News of unselfish service

travels rapidly in Hindustan. It is pre-eminently a selfish

land. That is, there is no public spirit of organized helpful-

ness or uplift. The Brahman hates the sweeper, and the

oppressed low caste hate their oppressors. So it was a new
thing to see a man helping low caste, lepers, and the well-to-do,

all in the same day in the same hospital.

The Doctor is often called to go out thirty, seventy- five and

a few times one hundred and seventy-five miles, at the urgent

entreaty of the suffering people. A part of this travel, of

course, is on the railroads, but much of it is overland. The
overland journeys are not always a thing greatly to be desired.

He has often made trips of thirty or forty miles in a bile gari,

a two-wheeled cart without springs, drawn by a yoke of oxen.

The gari wallah—driver—sits on the tongue of the cart and

pokes up the oxen with a bamboo stick and twists their tails

The Doctor Sahib Removing Four Tumors from a Little Girl's Face and Head
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when lie wauls lliem Lo go on high.

When ihey do go on high a good yoke

of oxen ean make from four to six miles

an hour. The average is much less than

that. They are certainly some chariots,

the bile gari.s. My anatomy can testify

to their stability at least and to the last-

ing impression a ride in one of them

makes on an American tenderfoot.

One Christmas night, at midnight, the

Sahib heard an insistent knock upon his

door. An English official had been

mauled by a tiger, and was fifteen miles

in the country. An ox cart had been

sent and would the Doctor Sahib come

at once? He went at once, through the

darkness and solitude of the open coun-

try, snatching a wink of sleep now and

then between jolts and the Hindi yells

at the oxen by the gari wallah. Most

of these oxen can understand Hindi bet-

ter than English. ( If these stupid oxen

can get the language the new missionary

should have no trouble.) He arrived

at 4 a. m., but the master of the jungle

had been too much for the Anglo-Saxon

and the man lived only a few hours

longer.

On another occasion the Doctor made
a hurry-up call to see a second Anglo-

Saxon brother, who was also a nimrod.

He had put one shot into a wild boar,

only wounding him. The infuriated animal charged him, his

great, sharp white tusks glistening in the sun as he came. As

the boar made the last plunge the man leaped in the air, his

legs apart and landed on the boar's back, his face to the rear,

and grabbed it by the tail. Then there was a real merry-go-

round for some minutes, and the boar went charging off into

the jungle, but only after inflicting some severe gashes in the

man's legs. The Doctor said that it was a new experience for

the man, and that no doubt the wild boar also had some sensa-

tions he had never had before.

The Doctor Sahib is somewhat of a hunter himself. He
believes that "all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."

So there is a story out here of the Doctor up a big tree on a

platform in the midst of a dense jungle waiting for a tiger to

appear. Near the foot of the tree, in an open space, was tied

a goat, sweet bait for a tiger. The clear Indian moon was

shining down and making the night almost as light as day.

Hour after hour he waited but no tiger. Now and then the

goat would let out a lonesome bleat as if inviting the tiger to

come and devour him. In the gray of the early dawn the

Sahib allowed himself to drop off in a light sleep while on

duty. Just then a wild, goatish yell broke his slumber and

peering down he saw a big hyena butchering his tiger bait.

ZIM! One bullet went straight through the old hyena's head.

A goat each to the credit of the Doctor and the hyena.

As the work enlarged the hospital had to enlarge also. So

the second hospital was erected, where the operations are per-

formed and the in-patients are kept. A trained nurse—native

—looks after the patients. On the wall a tablet reads:

The J. W. McCleave
Memorial Hospital

is used as a dispensary, a drug store, and

fills all the prescriptions there. On the

The Hindu Barber Avoids Kent by Going; to His
Customers, and Considers Nine Cents Ample

Fay, Without Tips, Even from the
Foreign Sahib, Mr. Wilson

The old hospital

the compounder

veranda of the old building the preach-

ing service is held every morning. After

the patients get their tickets for their

medicines they wait for this service.

The Doctor thinks they need healing for

their souls as well as their bodies.

Thousands of people every year hear

the gospel message that otherwise would

never hear it.

All of this medical work is co-ordi-

nated as far as possible with the evan-

gelistic program of the station. The

names of villagers who come are given

lo the evangelists, so that when they'

visit those villages they have friends

who know something of the work. The

Bible women also are informed, and

two approaches are thus often possible

to the hearts of the people.

The largest record thus far at the

hospital was an average of ninety--i\

patients a day for a whole year, or a

grand total of 35,040 treatments. And
the records show that the treatments

were actually given to 12,000 different

patients. And yet there are young

M. D.'s in America going through a

starvation period of four or five year-

waiting for a practice. Is it any wonder

that the whole town salaams the Doctor

Sahib as he goes up and down their

streets? The Doctor loves his home.

He has a family of four, two boys and two girls, all now in

school in America. The oldest was on the firing line in

France, in the gas and flame department. The government

out here asked the Sahib if he was willing to go to war. and he

volunteered his services whenever called upon. But the war

came to a close before he was called to go. It will thus be

seen that the government has taken note that the Doctor is in

Hindustan. His good influence has trickled out of the hospital

into the towns and villages, up through the educational circles,

and to the highest authorities in the town, and the whole district.

AT the time of the King's visit to India and the bit coronation

L services held at Delhi, there were durbars held all over

India. A durbar is a public official celebration, or official

meeting, and in many cases there is a big procession through

the principal streets. For glitter and array, and paint, and

jewelry, and gorgeous colors, and mixture of the old and the

new, the red tape, the durbar takes the cake. ^ ell. in Harda

they had a big procession at the durbar in honor of his majes-

ty's visit. The procession was led by a big lumbering elephant,

properly and gaily decorated. On the elephant's back was

the chief magistrate of the town, and sitting on his right was

the Doctor Sahib. It is hard to tell which was the more pleased.

the Doctor or the elephant. Oh, for a Graflex and a housetop.

for a scene like that!

Later he was asked to report to the capital of the district.

at a great durbar to be held there. He went, and the chief

magistrate made an address and called seven men forward to

receive the durbar medal. Among these seven was the Doctor

Sahib of Harda, whose medal was given as a mark of appre-

ciation for his philanthropic work among the poor, and the

splendid service rendered during the plague.

In 1913 his second furlough came, a little ahead of time,

on account of the wear and tear on his constitution of such
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a busy life. When the citizens heard of his necessary return

lo America a public farewell reception was held in the town

hall. They presented him with an address, a very fine Oriental

custom. The address was printed on satin, and rolled and

presented in a solid silver casket. Viceroys and others who

have rendered distinguished service are given this kind of rec-

ognition. The address was as follows:

"To Dr. C. C. Drummond, B. A., M. D.

"Dear Sir:

"We, the citizens of Harda, having learned about your

sudden departure from this place on account of your ill health,

meet you this evening with a feeling of deep sorrow which can

be better imagined than expressed.

"We are conscious of the valuable work done by you as a

medical officer of the mission dispensary here, as well as the

philanthropic spirit with which you were always ready to help

the rich and poor alike. Your unflinching devotion to duty in

time and out of time, when few would have cared to risk their

own safety has not only been a source of immense help and

consolation to many a poor sufferer, but has set an everlasting

example of self-sacrifice which it is impossible for us to forget.

"We have not words sufficient to express the deep debt of

gratitude which we owe you.

"We pray to God to bless you with long life and prosperity.

We remain, sir, Yours sincerely,

"Citizens of Harda."

This service was shared in by rich and poor alike, high caste

and low caste; by Mohammedans, Hindus, and Christians.

A rest in the homeland, a missionary tour among the Ozarks,

and some treatment at Battle Creek, sent him back to India

for his third term of service.

A small man physically is the Doctor Sahib. When he was

married he weighed one hundred and twenty-four. He now

weighs one hundred and twenty-five. He says at Battle Creek

when they got him fattened up, he weighed one hundred twenty-

five and a half. (R. A. D. and A. McL. take notice.)

HE is likewise a versatile sort of a chap. He can sew if

necessary, can darn socks and knit, can make a cake or

pancake, can paint furniture, and can fix up a house ready to

live in, as tastily as a woman. He also preaches as the occasion

demands, and such occasions are numerous. Often at the

hospital when the evangelists are not present he does the

preaching. At the English service he takes regular turns with

the other missionaries every two or three weeks. After he

had presided at the birth of a new Hindustan baby the mother

said: "The nurse did not come, so the Doctor Sahib washed

the baby better than I could have done it."

Of course, he cannot cut his own hair, so he hires the town

barber at one rupee (about forty cents) a month to keep his

hair trimmed and lo shave him every other day. The barber

goes to his customers instead of having them come to him. He
goes to their places of business, or to their homes, carrying

his kit of tools with him. I had him come to the bungalow

and cut my hair. He was barefooted, wore a dhoti—a sari

wrapped around his loins—and a big white turban on his

head. The regular price was four annas, about nine cents, and

he expected no tip in addition. The Doctor says that in addi-

tion to doing the barber work he also tells him the gossip of

the town and charges him nothing extra. (In this respect

barbers run true to form the world around.

)

I have just spent several days in Harda. One day was set

apart to accompany the Doctor Sahib on his daily work. We
were on the way before seven o'clock. As we went down the

street in the tonga a man stopped us. "Salaam, Sahib, come
to my house at once, my brother is sick." We went. I went

with him into the little front room where the sick man with

a fever lay on a little dirty cot. He held out his hand to

A Regular Process in India Is to Soak and Wash the Buffaloes. One of the Doctor Sahib's Farmer Friends at the Job
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have his pulse taken. Then the man's sister was brought in

with rheumatism, and she too had her pulse taken. Then a

girl of fifteen with a swollen neck was ushered in, and she

stuck out her hand to have the Sahib feel of her pulse. Thai's

the style out here, everybody thinks they will get better if the

Sahib feels of their pulses.

AS we left, a boy stopped us a half square down the street

L and wanted him to come, a man had the fever. Another

boy salaamed who had had a timber fall on his neck. A grain

merchant wanted him to go and see his wife. Another man
.came out of his little mud house and said he had someone sick

in his house and that he had been waiting two days for the

Sahib to pass that way. As we passed through the bazaar

several others wanted help for various ills. There must have

been at least a dozen different people on the street that morn-

ing asking for help, before we arrived at the hospital.

It happened to be a rainy morning,

and when we got on the veranda there

were only two men there. In less than

three minutes there were a dozen. And
what a motley crowd they were! One
fellow with his leg off half to his knee,

hobbling up on a bamboo crutch; a

schoolboy with a big bottle for medi-

cine; another boy with a sore ear. A
gray-bearded grandfather wanted him to

go and see his wife. A woman with

a cataract in her eye; an operation is

necessary. Another woman with a nude

baby astride her hip, the baby with sore

eyes. A Mohammedan patriarch want-

ed the Sahib to go and pull his wife's

tooth. A farmer with an ox cart drove

in six miles for medicine for his wife

and two children. I never knew before

that there could be so many diseases.

In a week's time people with malaria,

typhoid, smallpox, eczema, sore eyes,

itch, leprosy, plague, tumor, dyspepsia,

and I suppose a hundred other ills come pouring into the

dispensary for treatment.

The assistant records each person's name, age, caste, disease,

and number, and a ticket is given. If a man returns he must

bring this ticket.

As the evangelist began his morning sermon everyone pres-

ent leaned forward. One man sitting on the floor took in every

word. The old grandfather seemed to absorb every gesture.

The one-legged man had an expectant look as if he hoped to

be miraculously healed. The speaker spoke with earnestness

and directness on the incident of Christ washing the disciples'

feet. He emphasized faithfulness, service and humility. He
told of the progress of Christianity in Africa and China, and
said that the gospel was not for high caste or low caste, but

for all. He urged them to accept the teaching and when they

understood it to accept and publicly confess Christ.

To me it was a dramatic scene. The rain pattering upon
the tile roof, brown Hindu and Mohammedan men and women
sitting on their haunches listening to a Christian sermon. In

the yard a half dozen bile garis, beyond them a square away
a public well, and women with water pots on their heads com-

ing and going in the rain. By the side of the well a washer

woman pounding out her washing on the rocks. Out on the

road the herdsman taking the cows and goats to pasture for

the day. A man and wife walking up the road, the man under

Dr. C. C. Druinmond, Harda, India

an umbrella, the woman ten feet behind taking the rain. The mission

old Musselman patriarch stirring uneasily as the evangelist

pressed home the claims of a divine Christ upon their lives.

And then the prayer. I could not understand it, but it touched

my heart. And then the crowd at the drug room to get their

medicines. When they scattered to go back into their humble
homes I am quite sure that .ley carried more with them than

what was contained in the Lotties. Their hearts must certainlv

have been stirred with new sensations of service, and sympathy,

afhd unselfishness, as was mine.

That night I ate dinner with the Doctor in his home. There

are flowers in his yard. Great trees luxuriantly green and
beautiful surround the house and the yard. While we were

eating, a note was sent in. A man wanted medicine. It is im-

possible to confine all the work to the dispensary, hospital and
office hours. I slept that night in the bungalow the Doctor has

lived in for nearly twenty-two years. It is on the edge of the

town away from the congested part of

the population. The night was calmly

quiet except for the music of the jackals.

As the Aryan and ths Anglo-Saxon are

first cousins, so also most certainly the

coyo'.e and the Indian jackal must be

blood brothers. One lone scout sang

out his evening bugle call in a long, low,

tenor howl. Soon another answered

him, and then another. Then it sounded

as if a whole jackal symphony chorus

had come together for their evening

serenade. The sopranos and the altos

and the basses came in strong, but when
the tenors got to going good they made
the welkin ring with their weird, un-

canny voices. The Doctor savs he often

hears them and thinks for the moment
he is back again in Gosper county

among the Nebraska covotes.

The next day I saw the Doctor oper-

ate on a little girl of about five, remov-

ing five tumors as large as quails' eggs.

His instruments were carefully sterilized and he was as gentle

as the child's own mother cculd have been. And that after-

noon I baptized eight persons in a big cement tank in tire hos-

pital yard, two of them a farmer and his wife, patients in the

hospital. The people had requested that the new Sahib per-

form this service.

SOME very amusing things happen to the Sahib, and he has a

deal of dry humor and wit. The old Mohammedan patri-

arch took him over to pull his wife's tooth ihe week before.

When he was all ready, with his forceps out, she backed down.

She stood it for a week and thm submitted. Y; hen the tooth came

out the old man Avas elated with joy. To show his appreciation

he shook hands with the Doctor and congratulated him upon

the "successful operation." On another day a woman came

to the hospital with a queer look in her eye. She walked right

up to the Doctor, shook hands with him. and before he knew

what was happening she kissed him. The Doctor dryly re-

marked: "She turned out to be crazy, but "it was never quite

clear Avhether she went crazy before or after she kissed me.*'

The day before I arrived his horse ran away and the tonga

was upset, throwing the Doctor's head against a stone wall and

bruising him quite severely in several places. The Doctors

comment was: "As far as I was able to discover it did no

damage to the wall."'

I would be unfair to the Doctor Sahib a. id Lo die cause ol

il I made him out to be a greater .nan than he reallv
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is. He is not a world beater; he lays no claim to greatness.

He frankly says thai he is not an expert surgeon. He does

honest work on every operation, and he has many of them.

He never slights any case whether the. patient be rich or poor.

Along with the bkill of sharp instruments, a steady hand, and a

cool, keen judgment, is a warm, sympathetic heart, which

gives a touch of confidence to both himself and his patient.

The result of this is that many people get well who otherwise

might die. What I am trying to say is, that Dr. C. C. Drum-

mond, the Doctor Sahib of Hindustan, is just a good, strong,

average man, a good, strong, average doctor, and a good,

strong, average missionary. That he is a man without guile

and without hypocrisy; that he is, as far as I have been able

to learn, unselfish and wholly devoted to one great cause;

that he is a man of great humility; that he is a man with a

big heart and a big soul; that he believes in his job, and that

he has stuck to his job through "thick and thin" for twenty-

two years; that he toils early and late, through the hot season,

through the rainy season, in fact the year round, to do his

best to heal the bodies of his Indian friends, and also to make

them understand and know that other "friend that sticketh

closer than a brother."

The day I left the Doctor I asked him what was the most

hopeful outlook about his work. He replied:

"The hopeful thing is that the people are not satisfied. They

are looking for something better. They are reading, thinking,

buying literature. They are asking questions."

"But with all the idolatry and superstitions about you, can

you still believe that Christianity will prevail in India?"

The enthusiasm of the ancient crusader was evident in his

reply: "There is no doubt of Christianity's triumph. It is

growing right along. Thousands are being won. There was

a time when the government would not employ Christians.

Now they are glad to get them. The old things are gradually

passing away in India and the only thing that can permanently

remain is Christianity, and the wholesome things for which it

stands."

He is still a comparatively young man, only fifty-two, and

going strong. His friends are scattered far and wide in this

beautiful land with its many varieties of trees, its broad plains,

its great and wonderful mountains, its sacred rivers and its

most interesting people. He hopes before he passes on to see

the second generation out here ready to take his place.

Missions and Drink

WE have captured the first line of trenches in the fight

for world prohibition. The eighteenth amendment be-

comes stronger as similar laws are enacted by other nations.

Liquor is a world evil and requires a world remedy. We are

not secure at home with most of the nations alcoholic. The
movement for world prohibition is a part of the world uplift

program. If we believe in sobriety and all the other blessings

that attend it it is our plain and simple duty to bring to other

peoples these blessings. We must hasten to make amends for

some wrongs which we have helped to inflict. We have con-

tributed to the misery of some of the backward peoples by

debauching them with American liquor.

In April, 1918, when neither flour nor sugar could be

bought in the Belgian Congo, and when freight, including a

great many of the necessaries of life, was being held up in

New York City for months because of war needs, an American

vessel discharged at the Congo ports its cargo, which consisted

almost entirely of American beer. In August, 1918, when more

than seventy foreign missionaries of various boards, anxious

to return to Africa and other foreign fields, were held in New
York City for months because the Government needed all

possible steamer space for war work, a vessel left New York

City for Liberia and Sierra Leone, West Africa, with a cargo

of whisky, including 30,000 gallons of one prominent brand.

It was incidents like these that led Bishop McConnell of

the Methodist Church recently to make this amazing statement:

"I am of the conviction that the English-speaking races up

to the present have done greater harm to the world through

the liquor traffic and the opium trade than their missionaries

have done good." We must overtake our mistakes by prosecut-

ing the campaign against drink everywhere. Many nations

like China and Mexico are helpless if we do not give them aid.

All missionary endeavor will be quickened and made more

fruitful as the hindrance of drink is reduced or removed. Just

as here at home intemperance stood in the way of the progress

of the gospel, so abroad it presents one of the most trouble-

some problems of the missionary. Moreover, he cannot turn

aside from his definite task to devote his time to this reform.

He will do all he can in connection with his other duties, just

as thousands of ministers in this country have done for many
years. But the cause of temperance must in the main be pro-

moted by agencies that make that their special task just as

has been the case here at home. The machinery is already at

hand; men and women technically trained in temperance work

can very soon create a sentiment that would mean the end of

the liquor traffic now so hurtful to mission lands. There is

room for every man and for every agency to strike a blow.

As America has set the example it is hoped that other nations

will soon follow her lead. World prohibition is not an im-

possible thing. As Colonel House recently said, "With the

United States under prohibition it will eventually influence

all Europe to vote dry because it cannot compete industrially

with sober America. The United States alert and responsive

to this new opportunity will be the religious, moral and eco-

nomic leader of the world." L. E. Sellers.

'W
The Gall for Leadership

"HAT is God's call to the colleges and universities of

this particular day? It may be summed up in the one

ward, the call for leadership—leadership in the sense which

Christ had in mind when he taught that he who would be

greatest must be the servant of all. There comes to the students

of our day a demand for a great and unparalleled offering ot

lives dedicated to the service of God and man. To use the

language of Samuel J. Mills of over two generations ago,

'would that we might break out upon the non-Christian world

like the Irish rebellion, 40,000 strong.'

"One loving heart sets another heart on fire," sand Saint

Augustine. "For conquest of ideals," says an American Chris-

tian teacher, "there must be contact of spirit." That means

witness-bearing, communication, propaganda. The past five

years have revealed anew what the possibilities of propaganda

are. Is it not time to launch a propaganda for the glory of

God and for the highest conceivable welfare of the world?

In view of the foregoing considerations this closing section

frankly challenges students to consider some form of definite,

persona], Christian work, as the most effective way of serving

their generation and carrying forward the high tradition of the

present expectant hour. Why should not the faces of students

be turning in directions where the need is greatest, as they seek

to answer the question: "What shall I do with my life?"

—

From "Somewhere in All the World."
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"Old Lonjataka Is Dead
99

By STEPHEN J. COREY

I
REMEMBER as though it were but yesterday, old Lon-

jataka's words in the summer of 1912. It was just after

the preaching service the day before we left Monieka. It

was the Lord's day and the big, mud-walled, palm-thatched

tabernacle was filled to overflowing. Inside and out the crude

building the people were hushed and tense while that White-

field of the jungles, Timothy Iso, preached his great sermon

on the prodigal son. Lonjataka was on the platform, seated in

one of bis own crude chairs made from forest sticks and

brought from the hut of his favorite wife for the occasion. He
bad on his Sunday-go-lo-meeling clothes—a big, red blanket

folded several times and looped around his thighs for a loin

cloth, a necklace of leopard's teeth about his neck, a leopard

skin belt with a huge sheath knife thrust into it, a long spear

grasped in his hand, brass bracelets on his wrists, and an anklet

of the same material on one ankle—while he had put on the

finishing touches for this occasion by having tbe exposed parts

of bis body freshly painted with red camwood powder and

palm oil.

At the beginning of the service be sat erect, bearing himself

like the chief he was, but as Iso went on with his sermon and

swayed his audience with the passion of his appeal, old Lon-

jataka also became affected. Soon he had lost his dignified,

stern bearing and sat rather a helpless figure with his lips

apart, an appearance of sadness on his old, scarred face and

a look of intense interest and concern in his eyes. Again and

again during the discourse Timothy Iso would turn to the old

chief and appeal to him to become a Christian. Summoning
all of his eloquence and descriptive powers, this fearless evan-

gelist would picture the old ex-cannibal chief of his own village

as the wandering, heartsick prodigal. There was no resent-

ment in the face of Lonjataka, but only sadness. As the evan-

gelist finished his message and the people prepared for the

communion service, the old man slipped quietly from the

platform and went away to bis but. After the beautiful service

of communion was over one of the missionaries and I sought

h i m out and
talked to him of

the things of

Christ. Our de-

parture came on

the next day and

the old man had

been a good
friend. He had

done everything

u itbin the power

of a pagan chief

to make our stay

p 1 e a s a n t and

profitable. I told

him that I would

probably never

see him again

and of the anxi-

ety of my heart

that he, the lead-

er of his whole

section, should

become an humble follower of Jesus Christ. I shall never

forget the sad look on the old pagan face and the earnestness

with which he spoke of his difficulties in becoming a Christian.

He said that he knew the way of the white man was right and
that he had already decided he could not be polygamous and
was living with one wife, but he said, "I am an old man and
the ways of my fathers have been my ways many years. It is

hard for Lonjataka to understand this new story. Perhaps if

the white man had come sooner I would have been a Christian."

One could not help but love the old chief. In the early davs
he was a fierce warrior and his tribesmen were unconquered
by any of those round about. He even overcame the state

troops, led by Belgian officers and with difficulty did these

leaders escape his wrath and the cannibal feast in which a

number of the black soldiers of the Belgians were slain and
eaten. For this crime a price was put upon his head and for

years the old man had hidden in the forest when state officers

or white traders came to bis town. With the establishment of

the work in Monieka by the missionaries and the settlement

there of Timothy Iso, the native evangelist, the old man had
become quieted and had given up his savage, heathen ways.

It was our privilege to bear to him a message from the gov-

ernor of equatorial Africa, that the price was removed from
his head and he need no longer hide in the forest at the ap-

proach of a white man.

Lonjataka had been generous to the missionaries on all

occasions and had shown special attention to me as the visitor

from the white man's land. The first evening of our stay in

Monieka he had spoiled the dignity of our missionarv supper

on the steamer by bringing his present, a live goat, and insist-

ing on presenting it to the visitor while he was seated at the

evening meal. Discovering that the missionaries like a certain

kind of fruit, the nsabu, which grew on a tree in front of his

hut, be had pulled with his own hands a basket of this choice

fruit and presented it to our group. He had personallv con-

ducted us through the length and breadth of his village, show-

ing us with great

pains the black-

smith shop, the

process of bol-

Puying Tribute to the New Chief

*Thc following word
conies from I >r. I-. P,
Jaggard, missionary
at Monieka. Africa,
concerning the great
chief of that distant
village: "Old Lon-
jataka is dead. He
died of influenza a
few days after I ar-
rived. The old men
of the town have
given me the old
chiefs proverb, 'We
leave our marks." for
my own. Stephen
Corey can explain the
why of the proverb
and its use among
the people."

This b >•
i e f an-

nouncement has far
mere meaning than
is evident on the sur-
face, and the heart
of many a missionary
will be sad because
of the passing of
this s t a 1 w a r t old
heathen chief. Al-
though a great friend
to the missionaries,
he died without be-
coming a Christian.
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Monieka Chief and His F
a Fish to the

lowing mil one of llic huge, wooden

drums, the vegetahle gardens, the making

of pottery, the town market, and many
other interesting things. We had been

struck with the kind, playful nature of

the old man from the fact that the little

children of the village had followed with-

out fear at his heels and evaded with

shouts of laughter the old man's mock

attempts to capture them.

As I look back over those brief days

at Monieka, two things stand out above

all else. The first was the reception

which Lonjataka gave us as we landed at

the village beach and the second was the

farewell to him and to Dr. and Mrs.

Jaggard as we sailed away. We had long

anticipated our visit to Monieka. It was

then the most distant town of real mis-

sionary effort in our section of Central

Africa. We had sailed up the Busira

river for several days to reach our desti-

nation and came in sight of Monieka just

as the sun was setting. It seemed as

though there must have been half a mile

of Africans on top of the steep bank,

watching our arrival. Their unclothed

forms stood out in strange relief against

the purple glow of the sunset. As we
came up to the beach a large part of the congregation were

singing in the native tonuge, "Bringing in the Sheaves." They

were grouped on the log steps reaching from the beach to the

top of the bank, eighty feet above. On landing, Mr. A. F. Hen-

sey, captain of the steamer, took the two new missionaries and

myself immediately to meet Lonjataka. He was standing some-

what apart from the others on the top of the bank awaiting our

coming. He shook hands with us gravely and told the mission-

ary to tell us that we were welcome to his town. It is customary

for each chief to have a life proverb, or a "losoko," which he

gives to every one who addresses him. I asked him for his

proverb and his reply was so brief that I immediately asked

the missionary to translate it for us. This life text of his was,

"We leave our marks." In other words, he stated that when-

ever he or his men passed through a forest they always broke

twigs across the path so that the next traveler might find his

way and not be hopelessly lost in the jungle. What a proverb

from a heathen man ! What a message to the Christian visitors

!

Finally the day came for our departure. A crude mud hut

had been extemporized for Dr. and Mrs. Jaggard, whom we
were leaving as the first missionaries for Monieka. They

stood by their hut to bid us godspeed and Lonjataka came

also to say good-bye. He asked what our plans were for

Monieka and we told him that we intended to send more

workers, to build a hospital, to give his people medicines and

healing, to build a number of homes for the white missionaries

and schools for the instruction of the young,, and to make
Monieka a strong station for the teaching of Christ. Then

we sailed away. Dr. and Mrs. Jaggard in front of the little

hut, wave their good-bye, the old chief standing in the village

street watched us depart in quietness.

How well have we kept our promise to old Lonjataka and his

village? Dr. and Mrs. Jaggard were obliged to stay on alone

for a long while, until her health was undermined and she

came back to America never to return. Her lonely husband is

now back at Monieka doing his best to carry on the medical

work after the hospital had been closed

for two years. Mr. and Mrs. Hedges and

Miss Smith are his only companions from

America. More than seven years have

come and gone while Lonjataka and his

people have waited for more messengers

from the white man's land.

We wonder what the message of the

old man will be as he stands before the

judgment seat of Christ. Will he who
died a heathen man be more accused than

we who withheld the Truth from him and

his people? Lonjataka always made his

mark in the forest so that the next man
passing through would not lose his way.

How have we marked the path to Christ

so that his people in neglected Africa

might reach the great goal? Upon the

Disciples of Christ rests the responsibility

of evangelizing Lonjataka's tribes along

the equator in the dark continent. How
long, God, how long will his people

wait for our coming?

Post-Victory Problems
The time may come, in our warfare

itvorite Wife Presenting • . .1 -i 1 ,

Missionaries against the great evils, when we can, met-

aphorically speaking, turn our swords

into ploughshares, and our sabers into pruning hooks, but it

will not be in the year 1920. It is a striking oratorical stunt

to say that John Barleycorn is dead and buried beyond hope

of resurrection, but as a matter of fact it is not the strict truth.

He is still very much alive and actively working to defeat the

purposes of the prohibitory law of the nation.

Post-victory problems are fully as serious as those with

which we have theretofore been compelled to grapple. For

one thing, there lies before us the task of making people who

are superficial thinkers realize the seriousness of the law en-

forcement question.

All such ideas are shallow and fail utterly to grasp the

fact that a full generation must pass before all the blessings

of the victory we now are celebrating can be fully secured

for the generations that follow. With perhaps ten millions of

foreign-speaking people among us who do not know why pro-

hibition is here and why they are denied their liquors, with

millions of dollars in the whisky treasury to be spent in agita-

tion, with our nations' childhood to be taught through our

public and church schools the blessings of abstinence, with

vast quantities of liquor stored in the homes of drinkers for

private use, with press and political leaders generally chary

and skeptical, it is the evident task of temperance agencies to

quicken and arouse the national conscience on the whole

matter. The nation must not simply be brought to obey the

law; it must be brought to believe in the law and to stand

for its efficient operation.

Along with this the temperance forces must also undertake

to deal with the questions of the social evil, Sunday observance,

gambling, and other forms of lawlessness. Bui above all the

challenge of world prohibition is ringing in our ears and we

must hasten to set the world free from the bondage of drink.

Only so can we guarantee to future generations this freedom

for which we have fought. "He that saveth his own life

(whether nation or individual, and leaves the rest of the world

alone) shall lose it." L. E. Sellers.
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Ministry of Healing in the Philippines
By DR. G. L. PICKETT

THE program of our Lord coupled the ministry of healing

with that of preaching, teaching and casting out the spirits

that kept men from doing and being what God meant that

they should. Manifestly, therefore, the program of the church

today cannot be complete if it omits this important form of

service. The work in the Philippines is no exception. The

need for help is great. We are trying to meet it.

Why Medical Help Is Needed

First, it is needed because of the indifference of great masses

of people toward disease and the spirit of fatalism that pre-

vails all but universally toward death. Skin diseases prevail

everywhere and little attention is paid to them. Often children

are literally covered with itch before the mothers will seek a

remedy. It is no uncommon thing for them to refuse help

absolutely when offered gratuitously on the ground that if

that is cured the child will probably get something worse.

Blood diseases like yaws "and syphilis they do not understand

and take no cautions to prevent. One of the most popular

midwives of Laoag is an active syphilitic. A favorite wet-

nurse in former years was the wife of a leper. I found her

serving in the home of the governor; at another time in the

home of a prominent lawyer, and again she was nursing the

child of my best medical helper. People ridicule the idea of

using a mosquito net to prevent malaria, of boiling the drinking

water to prevent dysentery, or of getting a young child vac-

cinated to prevent smallpox. If they get sick and die "It is

the will of God" and that settles all argument.

Second, because of the theories prevalent concerning the

cause and origin of disease. They need to be taught. One
common idea is that disease is caused by an evil spirit getting

into the body. Another common cause is an evil genii that

lives in trees and throws something at you when you pass by

unless you can somehow manage to keep its good will. Water

must not touch the body of the sick, for if it does the patient

Dr. IMckt'M and Staff of Hospital, Laoag, Philippine Islands

will die. The oily substance on the lop of the head of the

new-born babe must not be removed else the child will get

air or tetanus through the anterior fontanel and die.

Third, because of the inadequate medical help everywhere.

In many provinces there are only a few native doctors and
these are often indifferent toward the masses. There are

many towns of ten and fifteen thousand inhabitants with no
representative at all of either the medical or nursing profes-

sion. Midwives are almost universally of the ignorant class

and the child death rate remains very close to the 50 per cent

mark all the time.

Fourth, the program of the Roman Catholic Church and
the Spanish government was altogether inadequate to meet the

needs of the islands. At the time of American occupation

there were but three hospitals to meet the needs of about

8,000,000 people. One of these was for lepers, one for the

insane and one of a general nature. People living in the pro-

vincial districts either died or got well without assistance.

Fifth, because that everywhere there are thousands who are

willing to be helped and to be taught if only the helper and

teacher is near at hand and can demonstrate his ability. In

the Laoag medical work the number of treatments has increased

at the steady rate of thirteen hundred a vear for fifteen vears.

Other hospitals have had the same experience. There is little

prejudice against the relief of human suffering.

Missionary Methods of Meeting the Need

In the beginning of the work it was found that a sympathetic

interest in the afflicted was all that was necessary to establish

the helpful contact. This done, each patient brought others.

It was sometimes necessary to conduct a free clinic, dius

giving a practical demonstration of what could be done. The
street services of the doctor and the evangelist were often

conducted together, when medicines would be distributed gratis

to certain groups or for particular ailments. This free work.

however, has never been considered

wise or necessary to follow to anv ex-

tent in the Philippines. Enough peo-

ple are always willing and able to pay
to keep the doctors busv. Charity

work has been, therefore, very largelv

confined to tho:e in actual povertv,

while those who were able to pav have

been charged sufficient fees to meet die

expenses of all. A reasonable charge

for a reasonable service has met with

all but universal favor with the people.

Medicines are appreciated more when
paid for than when thev cost nothing.

Another helpful type of work is the

open dispensary located so that it is

freely accessible to the public with the

doctor where he can be :~een without

a great deal of trouble. If it is con-

venient many people will have their

troubles cared for. whereas if it is not

they will let them go on indefinitely.

1 he dispensary and open clinic is also

the natural feeder of the hospital. And
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Afflicted with Yaws Cured by

right here let me introduce you to our Philippine hospitals.

There are three of them. The first one established was the

Sallie Long Read Memorial hospital in Laoag. Medical work

was begun in the station in 1903 and the hospital built in

1911-12. The hospital has a capacity of forty beds and the

clinic runs about twenty-two thousand treatments a year. The

writer has been connected with this work from the beginning.

The second hospital is the Mary Chiles hospital in Manila.

This was built by Dr. W. N. Lemmon in 1912-13. It has a

capacity of seventy beds and a clinic that runs over twenty-

five thousand treatments a year. The hospital is well located

in the most cosmopolitan city of the islands and cares for

many Chinese, Japanese, and Indian patients as well as Amer-

icans and Filipinos. Mrs. Alice Agnew

joined our forces last year and acts as

matron of the hospital and superin-

tendent of nurses. The third is the

Frank Dunn Memorial hospital in

Vigan. This was organized by Dr.

L. B. Kline in 1913, who has since

resigned and been superseded by Dr.

P. C. Palencia, one of our early con-

verts, who went to the states and grad-

uated in medicine and then returned to

work with his own people. The hos-

pital has a capacity of forty beds and

a clinic of about twenty-three thou-

sand treatments a year.

In connection with these hospitals

a nurses' training school is maintained

and at present fifty-nine girls and five

boys are taking the four years' course

outlined. The nurses change hospitals

in May of each year and in this way

get the broader experience afforded

by provincial and city conditions and

by coming in contact with the methods

of different doctors. Twenty years

ago there was not a graduate Filipino

nurse in the islands. Today there are

hundreds of them and they are all

busy. We strive to combine the idea

of Christian service with that of the

healing art so that as our nurses go

out they can be a real help to the

churches religiously as well as to the

public professionally. We are render-

ing no more gratifying service today

along any line than that being ren-

dered in the training of these splendid

girls.

One day, while driving through a

nearby village, a woman came running

out and, calling me by name, implored

me to stop and see her child, who, she

said, was bleeding to death. Exem-

ination revealed the fact that a small

artery had been cut by a fall and for

thirteen hours the little stream of

blood had defied all the bandages and

wisdom she could command in the

town. A pledget of gauze saturated

with a little Monsell's solution and a

bandage properly applied produced the desired results at once.

Malaria, like the poor, is always with us. One day, in 1906,

we either treated or dispensed medicine for ninety-six different

persons suffering from this one disease. Every year this record

during many days of the rice harvest in November and Decem-

ber is all but duplicated.

A mother not long ago brought her child to the hospital

suffering with spasms. She said the attacks were frequent.

A few doses of santonin and calomel relieved the youngster of

forty-three round worms and a veritable menagerie of other

intestinal "fauna." The spasms stopped.

A man with a tumor on his foot was brought to the hospital

for an operation. While convalescing he was given a New

The Filipino Ambulance Bringing a Patient to the Hospital
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Testament to read. At first he was quite indifferent toward

it. but before the end of the week he only laid it down to eat

and sleep. Before he went home he was baptized and asked

for a copy of the book to take home with him as, so far as he

knew, none of his neighbors had ever seen it.

Last March I was called to a town twelve miles away to see

a woman suffering from eclampsia following childbirth. For

thirty hours she had been unconscious and had had a number

of spasms. A nurse was put on the job with instructions to

enforce cleanliness immediately and persistently. In six hours

without any medicine at all she regained consciousness, her

fever subsided and she had no more trouble.

During the epidemic of influenza every bed in the hospital

was occupied and twice as many more patients were laid on

the floor in the effort to care for as many of the suffering as

possible.

Tropical yaws is a disease very prevalent in our district. No

adequate remedy was ever known for it until about seven years

ago. I am giving you a few pictures so that you can see what

it is like. The medicine is injected into a vein. The cure is

immediate. In a few weeks all traces of the disease are gone.

Our record of cures is now above two thousand.

But why continue. We are simply trying to meet the needs

of the people each day as they come to us and thus serve them

and our Lord as he gave us the example.

Under the Cherry Trees

NINE years ago Miss Armbruster and Miss Asbury

conducted the first campaign for Christ at the cherry-

blossom season in the beautiful park at Akita. These meetings

have been held for a week or ten days yearly since that time

and have increased in usefulness each year.

The cherry blossoms bring out all the people. The country

people have few holidays, but all find occasion to visit the

park at least once during the days when the flowers are at

their best. The park is one of the five most beautiful in Japan.

This site was once the citadel of the lord of Akita, Saktake.

Besides, here are to be found the temples nearest to the hearts

of the people and the festival days are so arranged that they

fall during this gala week. Thus are we always assured of

an audience.

During these busy days we attempt three things. First,

we emphasize telling the "story." This year, besides our own
pastor and the pastor of the local Methodist Church, we had

one of our experienced older men from Tokyo and one of

our younger men from the country. These men delivered

splendid messages full of life and power. Generally they

would speak for some thirty minutes, but often they would

hold their audience for an hour or two or longer.

Then we sang the "story." The Japanese are very fond of

music and so between the speeches we would sandwich in

one or more hymns which were written on cloth and hung

upon a kind of easel of our own design just behind the speak-

Chcrry Blossoms and Holiday Crowds in the 1'ark at Akita, Japan
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er's stand. This served to center the attention of the people.

Many who heard for the first time could not understand these

songs, but they knew they were different from those of the

dancing girls who were singing here and there in the park.

Last of all we sold the "story." Until this year we had

done quite a bit of free distribution of literature, but we were

sure that it was not the best way to get at the people. Through

the kindness of Miss Clawson and Charles S. Medbury's church

we had a fund for literature in hand. With this we bought

hundreds of sermons and addresses in tract form. These we
arranged in packs of ten which we sold for a little less than

cost—but we sold them. At first we were anxious, but after a

day or two a spirit like unto that of other days was hovering

near—we were book agents once more with a regular canvass

and many a farmer and merchant and student and child went

away with at least ten sermons of eight pages each tucked

neatly beneath his "kimono," to be read by himself and shown

to others at his leisure. Besides this special, which was an

experiment, and which proved such a success, we made splen-

did gains on Bibles, hymnals and devotional and inspirational

books. We also had another innovation in offering tracts on
temperance for sale. One old woman with her merry-making
bottle grasped firmly in her right hand said when approached,

"Well, I am now seventy-two and I have been drinking even

until the present time, but here are the two pennies. I want

to see what you have to say." One of the pastors of the city

who was away on some work in the country at the time of our

campaign, said that nearly all he met had heard the sermons
and the singing and many of them had made some purchase

of literature.

Next year will be the "tenth." The Japanese are strong on

anniversaries. Add your prayers to our efforts, that it may
be golden. Clarence F. McCall.
A hila, Japan.

Is China a Republic?
By ALEXANDER PAUL

CHINA is facing the greatest crisis in her history. The life

of the country is at slake. Until the revolution in 1911,

which resulted in the dethroning of the Manchurian

emperor and forming the Republic of China, there had always

been a ruling dynasty which kept the nation together. When
the Republic was established, this was done away, ami, as one

of China's greatest statesmen said at that time, "China will

either progress rapidly under the republican form of govern-

ment, or disintegrate." That she has not progressed rapidly

and that at the present time it would seem she is on the

verge of disintegration, is primarily not the fault of China,

but is largely the result of the inhuman way in which China

has been treated by the outside powers. Some of the very best

parts of the country have been wrested from China by the

strong powers for no legitimate reason whatever.

One of the first of these aggressions was that committed by

Great Britain in 1839, when she declared war against China

because the Chinese government, after protesting fruitlessly

against English merchants shipping in opium, destroyed $12,-

000,000 (gold) worth in Canton. It did not take long for

the British arms to defeat China and in 1841 Great Britain

tried to force her to cede to her the Island of Hongkong and

to pay $6,000,000 in return for the opium destroyed. To his

credit be it said that the Chinese emperor refused to sign the

treaty and the war was renewed. In 1842, however, a still

more drastic concession was forced from China in which she

had to pay an additional $15,000,000 for the expense of the

war and debts claimed by British merchants, owing to the war.

Thus China lost Hongkong.

Still the Chinese government protested against the British

merchants forcing the opium trade upon her people. The

Chinese people were rapidly becoming slaves to the drug and,

in 1857, after another strong protest, and the refusal to allow

opium to be landed from India, Great Britain again declared

war on China. Again she was defeated, and the Emperor

once more refused to sign the treaty drawn up by Great Britain

which was to legalize the opium traffic, but in 1860 "both the

British and the French soldiers captured Tientsin and fought

their way to Peking, burned down the summer palace, routed

the Chinese army and once more China was forced to sign a

treaty in which she had to legalize the opium traffic, pay 8,000,-

000 taels and cede Kowloon, a most important island across

the bay from Hongkong.

The one redeeming feature of this page in the history of

England's dealing with China is that the people of Great

Britain were opposed to the actions of the East India Trading
Company. The Christian people were always opposed to the

forcing of opium upon China.

France, seeing how successful Great Britain had been in

securing concessions from China, determined to follow suit.

The excuse for her invasion of Cochin-China was the murder
of a French priest in 1856, and complications which grew out

of this. As a result of this invasion China was compelled to

recognize the validity of the treaties entered into between
France and Annam in 1864, and to cede Tonquin, China, to the

French.

One of the most persistent of these encroaching nations

was Japan and when China would not comply with all Japan's

demands, Japan declared war in 1894. As a result of China's

defeat one of the most disastrous treaties in her history was
forced upon her and in 1895 she had to cede to Japan the

Liatung Peninsula and the island of Formosa, pay an indem-

nity of 200,000,000 taels, and Korea was given absolute inde-

pendence. To offset this, in 1897 Count Muraview, on behalf

of Russia and in order to protect her against Japan, demanded
Dalny and Port Arthur, and adjacent territories.

In 1897 two German Catholic priests were murdered in

Shantung. As an indemnity, Germany demanded Kiaochow
and about 120 square miles of territory surrounding that port,

exclusive of coal-mining rights in Shantung, and the payment
of 200,000 taels. In 1898, after protest by China, she was
forced to sign the treaty.

Now that Russia had secured the lease of Port Arthur, Great

Britain determined to offset this and so leased from China
the port of Weihaiwei, including a strip of territory ten miles

wide surrounding the bay. During the next two or three years

the older statesmen in China came to realize that if something
were not done to check the inroads that were being made upon
their country, China would be divided among the great Western
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powers. These men were determined to rid the country of the China's great military statesman, was elected the first presi-

foreigners. They got the support of the empress dowager, dent. It was well known that he was opposed to China becom-

who dethroned the young emperor, took the reigns of govern- ing a republic, but he was prevailed upon for the sake of

ment herself and by working secretly with her statesmen, peace to accept the presidency. The next great step was to

planned the Boxer uprising, which broke out in 1900. The elect the members of the house of representatives and senate,

cruelties perpetrated by some of the Chinese officials upon the This was done in a haphazard sort of way. When these men
foreigners are too well known to need recounting here. The took office in Peking their first duty was to elect a committee

tremendous amount for indemnities which China has had to to draw up a constitution. This parliament was elected with

pay and which has kept her in financial straits ever since is the understanding that they were to be in power until the

also well known. As a result of this outbreak, religious liberty permanent constitution would be adopted by the country,

was declared and the whole country opened to commerce and From the very first, parliament and the president differed

the spread of the

gospel.

In 1904 the

Russo Japanese

war occurred.

Japan won the

sympathy of a

large part of the

western world by

declaring that she

was fighting Rus-

sia in order to

champion the
cause of China

and Korea. As a

result of Japan's

defeat of Russia,

she at once took

her place among
the great nations

of the world. Aft-

er several years'

dickering be-

tween Japan and

Russia as to the

fate of Korea,

Japan, who was

supposed to fight

for Korea's in-

dependence, an-

nexed Korea in

1910, thus mak-

ing her a depend-

ency of Japan.

During these

years there had

been growing

among the stu-

dent class in

China a spirit of discontent and suspicion both of the Man- numbers of lives, the extinction of an untold amount of fixed

churian government and the western powers. The young man- capital in devastated cities, towns, and villages, banks looted,

hood of China blamed the reigning dynasty for the loss of so merchandise plundered, crops destroyed, and in general

much Chinese territory. To save their country the younger throughout a wide region, an impartial dissemination of rack

generation of China overthrew the reigning dynasty in the and ruin. Nanking was captured and the city looted and rav-

revolution of 1911. ished in such a way as to be a standing disgrace to the presi-

When peace was declared the leading statesmen, as well as dent and to China."'

the leading diplomatic representatives of the foreign powers As the result of the failure of this revolution. President Yuan
expressed the opinion that it would be a great mistake to try had more power than ever and on November 4 took a step

to establish a republic, that a constitutional monarchy would be which perhaps has been unparalleled in the history of nations

much better suited to the needs of China at this time. Dr. Sun for many generations. By a mandate he dissolved the radical

Yat Sen was made provisional president and after months of party in parliament and drove them from the city of Peking,

deliberation as to what should be the form of government, it At once there arose the cry that this was unconstitutional

was decided that China should become a republic. Yuan and by the expulsion of these members it left parliament

Shih Kai, who since the death of Li Hung Chang, had been unable to function as they could n I gel a quorum. Con-

very greatly as

to what power

should be yested

in the two houses

and the presi-

dent. The mem-
bers of parlia-

ment, as they
were called,

wanted practical-

ly all the power

to rest with the

legislature,
whereas the pres-

ident was deter-

mined that the

power should be

vested in the

president. \ erv

little progress

was made and

the sentiment

against the pres-

ident was grow-

ing so rapidly

among the ultra-

radical party in

parliament that

a deadlock was

reached and re-

sulted m what

was called the

second revolu-

tion, which broke

out in June.

1913 The out-

come ot the re-

bellion was the

loss of £j r e a t
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ditions went from had to worse and it became evident that

it was going to be impossible ior the president to hold the

country together. The governors of the provinces, who in

most cases were developing large standing armies, did very

much as they pleased and only listened to the president when

it suited their interests. "Within about six weeks the whole

machinery of government had been remodeled. The cabinet

was shorn of its power; the post of prime minister was abol-

ished. All authority was concentrated in the hands of the

president, the control of the army, the navy, the national

treasury. In a more absolute sense than Louis XIV was the

State, Yuan Shih-kai is the Chinese Republic."

IT was the opinion of the majority of foreigners in China

that President Yuan was sincere in his trying to gov-

ern the country for the best interests of the people. These

foreigners acknowledged that the president had become

a dictator, but said he was driven to it. The progressive

Chinese, especially the students, put a very different interpre-

tation upon the president becoming a dictator. They main-

tained that it was a part of the scheme he was planning to

make himself the first emperor in the new monarchy which

he hoped would be established. It became noticeable that

throughout the country, with the exception of the southern

provinces, and the western provinces of Sze Chuan and Kwei-

chow, there was a growing opinion that a republic for China

would not be a success. This opinion grew so rapidly that

definite overtures were made to the president to abolish the

republican form of government in favor of a constitutional

monarchy. These requests became so insistent that the presi-

dent called what he termed a meeting of citizens' representa-

tives who were to vote on the question whether China was to

remain a republic or to change to a constitutional monarchy.

The vote was practically unanimous that a constitutional mon-

archy should be established, with the president as the first

emperor. In the opinion of the progressive Chinese, this vote

was nothing but a farce, as they contended that the agitation

for the change of government from that of a republic to a

monarchy was worked up by the military and reactionary

officials, in order to retain their power in the country.

Events moved rapidly. The date was set when Yuan Shih-kai

was to be crowned. He had already changed the calendar

which had been adopted by the new republic and everything

seemed to be in readiness for the establishment of the new
form of government when word reached Peking that the prov-

ince of Yunnan demanded that the monarchy be canceled. This

was refused by the president and Yunnan Province immediately

seceded from the government and was quickly followed by the

provinces of Kwei-chow, Kwuang-si, Kwang-tung, Chekiang,

and Sze Chuan. The central government at once despatched

military forces to the South to subdue these provinces, but

it was soon found that this would mean a long-drawn-out civil

war, and the president thought it the better part of valor to

renounce the monarchy and once more establish a republic,

which he did. This, however, did not appease the southern

provinces, which took the position that the president was a

traitor, and demanded his overthrow. This complicated things

more than ever and as the president would not yield, the south-

ern provinces united and formed a central government with

Canton as the capital. This led to a complete deadlock. Union

between the North and South was possible in one of two ways

—the North must subdue the South or the president must retire

from office. The president, through lack of money and equip-

ment, saw it would be futile to go to war. He could make no

foreign loans, the treasury was empty, and the South was

more determined than ever that Yuan must go. Trade and

commerce were at a standstill. The financial condition of the

country was desperate. There seemed to be no way to relieve

the distress. But when things looked blackest, the sudden death

of Yuan Shih-kai in the first week of June brought relief.

This proved to be only momentary, however, for when the

parliament was reassembled with Li Yuan Hung acting presi-

dent, the same old fight as to where the power was to be lodged

was revived and became so acute that I he president was lorr-cl

to dissolve parliament. Once again the progressive parly

gathered in Canton and, under the leadership of Sun Yal Sen,

established an independent military government and declared

a state of war between the South and North. This gives us an

anomaly, the country having two parliaments in deathly oppo-

sition to one another. For months fighting of the most des-

perate kind went on. In the meantime, the acting president.

Li Yuan Hung, resigned, thus leaving the country without a

head.

This was the great 'opportunity for which the military par-

lies throughout the land had waited. They took over all the

powers that had been invested in the civil authorities, and

ruled the people with a rod of iron. The fighting continued,

lawlessness reigned supreme, and the people were powerless,

being burdened with enormous taxes which had to be paid to

the military party. Schools were closed, railways in the

process of building were stopped; in fact, every new project

had to be given up and China became chaotic. There was

scarcely a province in which fighting was not going on. The
suffering of the people was terrible. It looked for a time as

if the lawlessness would result in driving the foreigners from
China, but so far this has been avoided. In the meantime it

is well understood that the money to finance the two parties

which have been at war has come from Japan. Sun Yat Sen

and his leaders in the South, it is reported, borrowed large

sums from Japan with which to equip their army to fight

against the North. At the same time the military party in

Peking has been borrowing hundreds of millions of dollars

from Japan. In one year alone it is said they had borrowed

300,000,000 yen, at a very high rate of interest, for which has

been mortgaged some of the best iron and coal mines in the

country. Constant pressure has been brought to bear upon
China from outside sources, as when in 1915, when internal

conditions were reaching a crisis, Japan made her notorious

Twenty-one Demands upon China. When China refused to

accede to these unjust demands, Japan sent her the now world-

famous ultimatum.

IT is at this time when conditions are at their darkest that

the work of Christian missions stands out supreme; it has

been the missionary to whom these people in their desperation

have turned. In many instances when everything seemed hope-

less it was the missionary who was asked by the people to

intercede for them with the invading hosts and many a mis-

sionary has taken his life in his hands in doing this, as the

following incident taken from many will show.

"Throughout a wide belt of country extending from the

Hupeh borders to the capital, say one hundred miles from

northeast to southwest, and anywhere from five to twenty miles

across, there is not a town or hamlet, hardly a house that has

not been robbed." When they, the northern victors, re-entered

Chuchow, a little town of no importance in Hunan Province,

they wiped it out. Not a house was left unburnt, not a man,

woman or child who had failed to flee was left alive. And
so it happened to Liling as the following account will show.

"After the northerners re-entered it was treated the same way
as Chuchow had been treated. The railway station and two

of the foreign houses of the United Evangelical Mission were
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burned. One of the missionaries was shot at his own tloor by

a soldier standing in the compound. Everyone was taken away

from the city compound of the mission to the hospital com-

pound, which is on a suburban hill. After considerable

trouble and delay, the missionaries were allowed to interview

the general in command, who had his headquarters in a saloon

carriage on the rails. He consented to a special train being

got ready to carry to Changsha the remnant of living folk left

in the city and suburbs; the railway staff, foreign and Chinese,

the missionaries, the hospital staff and patients; the school

Famine! Trees Stripped of Bark tor Food by Starving Chinese

staff and scholars; the church members—at least such of them

as had been able to take refuge in the compound. When the

train drew out of Liling with its freight of close on to six

hundred there were no beings left in the city except northern

soldiers together with an old woman of seventy and her 'nat-

ural' son, who were discovered two days later hiding amidst

the ruins of the mission compound."

In addition to the devastation caused by the civil war, China

since 1911 has passed through three great famines which were

caused by floods. In 1911, just before the revolution broke

out, the Yangtze valley district, owing to the floods caused by

the overflowing of the Yangtze river, suffered one of the worst

famines in its history. It was to the missionary societies and

the Red Cross that the Chinese government turned for assist-

ance and it was America that helped out in a most generous

way through large contributions. It was the missionaries and

foreign business men in most cases who had charge of the

construction and relief work. Hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars were spent in giving assistance to the starving people and

rebuilding the dikes.

IN 1917 the province of Chili was visited by one of the mo.-t

disastrous floods experienced for generations. Thousands o{

persons are said to have lost their lives in an area of twelve

thousand square miles, and the crops were partially or wholly

destroyed. The loss cannot have been less than 8100,000,000.

At a very conservative estimate it was said that about two mil-

lions of people lost both crops and houses. Although the

Chinese government was in a chaotic condition, nevertheless

they responded in a most generous way to the needs of the

people. Fortunately they were able to appoint Mr. Hsiung,

who had the confidence and respect of the people and who
handled the relief work in a most worthy manner. The mis-

sionary societies were once more appealed to and again re-

sponded not only with money, but with men and women to

give their time to the active work of relief. For the first time,

perhaps, an actual Christian Chinese Relief Society was estab-

lished, which consisted of both Chinese and foreign Christians.

Through this society large sums of money were contributed as

well as gifts of grain, clothing, and other necessities. The

work of this Christian society made a tremendous impression

upon the Chinese. Mr. Hsiung, who had charge of all the

relief work, entrusted to this Christian committee the building

of a dike eighteen miles long on the important southern bank

of the Taching river. Over two thousand of the flood refugees

were employed. When this work was completed other sections

were entrusted to this same committee, which continued to do
a high type of work. In addition to this line of work the

Chinese government wished to put into effect a colonization

scheme. In order to have it carried through it was Professor

Baillie of the University of Nanking to whom they turned to

do the work. He was set free by the university for two vears

and is at present engaged in this great work of colonization.

As a result of this line of work large sections of the people.

rich and poor, as never before have appreciated the wonderful

assistance rendered by the church. This has also given a great

opportunity for direct evangelistic work. The churches have

been crowded to overflowing and many of the leaders in China

who before had been nominal Christians have come right out

to take their stand on the side of Christian work with firm

determination to advance the cause of Christianitv, as thev

realize that is the only power that can save their countrv.

Another effect that this chaotic condition is having upon the

younger leaders in China is that for the first time since the

revolution in 1911, these young men and women, Christian and
non-Christian, are getting together and formulating plans

which they are determined to put into effect to save their

country. Until now the Chinese have been excusing themselves

by saying they are helpless owing to the aggressiveness of the

foreign powers in appropriating to themselves the best parts

of China. Already these young men and women have taken

a firm stand against the corruption in high places in the

government and through concerted action with the leading

merchants of the country succeeded in having three of the

leading men in power in Peking, who bevond a doubt had been

selling out their country, dismissed from office, and in a number
of the provinces committees have been formed to work together

to eliminate corruption in politics and business methods.
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Flood! Dike of Boulders Held Together by Interwoven Strips of Bamboo

ONE of the greatest moral victories that the young progres-

sive party has gained was on January 17, 1919, when

twelve million dollars' worth of opium was publicly burnt.

This opium had been stored in Shanghai for several years by

British merchants. These merchants demanded that the Chinese

government pay for this opium, which the government did,

and the people understood that it was to be destroyed. The
military party, however, were in dire need of money and so

instead of destroying the opium they privately formed an

opium syndicate, legalized the sale of the drug in three prov-

inces and sold three hundred chests to the syndicate. As soon

as this became known to the public the best people in the

country rose up in indignation. Mass meetings were held,

petitions were sent to the government in Peking, and so much
pressure was brought to bear upon the government that the

remaining twelve hundred chests, amounting to $12,000,000,

were publicly burnt. Twenty-one organizations, patriotic and

religious, sent in requests to Peking asking that they be allowed

to have representatives at both the examination and burning

of the opium. At that public burning, in addition to the

Chinese officials and representatives, there were the British

consul general, the American consul general, and several of the

leading missionaries in Shanghai.

The public burning of so much opium has had a tremendous

moral effect upon the people of China, and shows to the world

what China is able to do once she is aroused to her great moral

needs. The growth of the Republic has been so handicapped

by outside influence that until very recently it has been impos-

sible for the Chinese to work together to any great extent.

In face of the great fight to rid the country of opium these

men who have been leading the people, have had the opposition

not only of the military power and the merchants who were
getting rich from the sale of this drug, but had also to fight

opium being shipped in from outside the country. To quote

from an address delivered by Dr. C. T. Wang, one of the

leading delegates to the Peace Conference in Versailles:

"The great fight against opium, for instance, should be a

sign of encouragement to our people, but there are forces

that are very great against us. There are on one side some ot

the military generals who encourage poppy growing. This

must be stopped. In this way some of our people possessing

military power are undoing the work that has been done during

the last decade, and we must put a stop to that. We must also

put a stop to the channels through which foreigners have been

able to bring in opium, morphine and cocaine. There is a

regular channel, there is a post office of a certain nation that

deals with this particular drug. I tell you it pains me to think

there is a regular government agency through which parcels

are being sent and distributed in large areas. 1 understand

that the net profit from the traffic in 1918 amounted to $800,000

—just from that traffic alone, through that channel alone. How
shall we fight that—or shall we let it go? Can we leave it

alone?

"After you see the necessity of such a fight we must ask

the question, What is the dynamo of this great fight for free-

dom? What is the thing that enables nations to fight for

liberty? I always consider the words of Christ, T am not come

to give peace but a sword.' Most people conceive ol Christ as

a most tame sort of a man. He is far from that. He is cer-

tainly kind, He is certainly full of love, but when He comes

to the question of right or wrong you know that He is a fighter.

He fights the wrong, and never allows any injustice to con-

tinue—whether it is injustice between individuals, one class

against another class, or one nation against another nation.

Christ's message is to bring a fight against injustice, against

wrong, against oppression, against tyranny: for light, for life.
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for liberty. So in all lliis fight you will find thai the basic or

dynamic power that is behind the world's fight for liberty is

Christ's conception of equality for all, equality among all

classes, equality among all races, equality among all nations.

Thai is a great fight, and that is a fight everyone of us is en-

gaged in for life."

TO emphasize how ibis moral problem is gelling hold of ihe

young educated class, we quole from an article by Mr. Y. C.

James Yen of Princeton University. "Will anyone who knows

at all about China deny that nearly all our troubles, internal

as well as external, are brought about through the corruption

and selfishness of our national leaders and public officials? To

be sure, the aggressive policy of a certain Prussianized power

is diabolical and condemnable, but I regret to say that the

party that is chiefly responsible for ihe present stale of affairs

in China is we ourselves. The foreign robber could not have

broken in from without had not the national thieves opened

the door from within. Unless we first break China up our-

selves, no power under heaven can break her up. Fellow

Christians, the fundamental solution for China's problems,

political or moral, domestic or foreign, is not to be sought

from without, but from within. The day is approaching when

the religion of Washington, of Lincoln, of Gladstone, will pro-

duce in China the type of statesmen and public servants that

she direly needs. Will you not help to hasten it? One student

won to Jesus Christ is one good soldier enlisted for the cause

in China. As such soldiers increase in number and in in-

fluence, the old corrupt party will suffer a natural selection

and our country will then be in the clean hands of these men
and women who love her, who will live and die for her."

These are the type of men that the Christian schools in

China are producing. It is to these men, as well as to the

missionaries, that China in her hour of travail turns. And in

the final analysis it is these men who are going to win the

fight against corruption in their own country and the aggres-

sion from outside nations. Never has there been a time in

die history of missions when such a challenge has come to

the church and especially the church in America. For genera-

tions, China has trusted America as her friend and even though

President Wilson and the American delegates at the Peace

Conference could not safeguard China's interests, yet the think-

ing people in China know that America is her friend. The

Shantung incident is but one of many. Japan's attitude is

logical. She wonders why she should be compelled to give up

her spoils in China when Great Britain, France, Russia and

other nations are allowed to retain the large tracts of China

which were taken by force. It is only when President Wilson's

Fourteen Points shall have become an accomplished fact that

we need hope for a readjustment of the great nations with

China.

In the meantime our duty is clear. The Church must press

forward with ever more zeal. As China stands before the

world in such a helpless condition today, and makes her appeal

to the Church of Christ, we cannot betray her. Has not the

Church been responsible for bringing the new civilization

to China? Has it not been through the work done in the

schools, hospitals, and churches, that China was brought to

see her backward condition and to make the change from the

old to the new? About thirty years ago, just such a challenge

as this came to the Church from Japan and the Church failed to

answer the challenge, with the dire result that Japan is perhaps

the most agnostic nation on earth. Gcd forbid that it shall be

said thirty years from now that when China made her appeal

to the Church, the Church also failed, but rather let us face

ihe issue squarely and in His name who commanded us to go

into all the world, go in and take possession of China for

Him. That this is being done in a most helpful way, and as

seen by those living in China, who are not engaged in what

we call mission work, but who are keen students of condition-,

we quole from Thomas F. Millard, editor ol the China I'rrss,

who has written several of the most authoritative work- on

present conditions in China. The testimony is ol the greater

value, as no one will accuse Mr. Millard of being a churchman

or in fact a mission enthusiast, although he has always been

(air in his interpretation of mission work in China.

"About the religious results of foreign mission- in China

I am uncertain, as I am uncertain about spiritual forces in

America. Statistics of conversions to Christianity manifestly

cannot tell the story of foreign religious influence in China

any more than church attendance can give the measure of mor-

ality in America. It is easier to estimate the work of mission

schools and hospitals. The practical results can be seen everv-

where. There may be uncertainty about the spiritual effect of

Christianity with Chinese, but it is evident that modern edu-

cation helps Chinese boys and girls to become better citizens,

and that to relieve physical suffering and improve the public

health and living conditions works out in China much the

same as elsewhere. These schools and hospitals send out

thousands of young Chinese into the modern professions, or

v/ith some degree of Western education, to spread their knowl-

edge among the people. The civilizing force of foreign mis-

sions in China is incalculable, and in this work America has

taken a leading part. Tremendous human effort and hundreds

of millions of dollars have been expended in mission work,

in providing facilities and in preparing for its extension. Mis-

sions in China have almost driven their original enemies

—

superstition and ignorance of strangeness—from the field, with

great results accomplished, and greater results ahead."

Christian Unity and World Missions

\V / F live in the world's supreme missionarv hour. The

W great Interchurch World Movement through its wonder-

ful series of surveys has laid the needs of a lost world

at the threshold of the Church. And the Church is rallying

to meet those needs. This is the hour for which the "Spirit

of Missions" has long been yearning and waiting. It is there-

fore the supreme Christian unity hour of the Church. Missions

and unity are inseparable. Thev stand or fall together. The

success of the missionary enterprise depends in the last analysis

on a united Church, and the missionary enterprise is slowly

and irresistibly bringing about the union of Christians. There

can be no doubt that foreign missions is and has been for a

long time the most effectual of all the forces at work for the

final union of the Church. Nor can there be any doubt that

the world missionarv enterprise will require, demand and

achieve the reunion of Christendom.

Missions make for unity by uncovering the inconsistency of

our divisions. Indeed it can almost be said that the original

demand in the modern movement for unity came from the

mission field. The argument with which Thomas Campbell

closed the "Declaration and Address" a century ago is the

missionary argument. The incident he related then still illus-

trates the facts. "The following reply to the Rev. Mr. Cram,

missionary from Massachusetts to the Senecas. was made by the

principal chiefs and warriors of the six nations in council

assembled at Buffalo Creek. State of New \ork, in the pres-

ence of the agent of the United States for Indian affairs, in

the summer of 1805: T am come, brethren." said the mission-

ary, 'to enlighten your minds and to instruct you how to wor-
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ship the Great Spirit agreeably to His will, and to preach to

you the gospel of His Son, Jesus Christ. There is but one way

to serve God, and if you do not embrace the right way, you

cannot be happy hereafter.' To which they reply: 'Brother,

we understand that your religion is written in a book. You

say that there is but one way to worship and serve the Great

Spirit. If there be but one religion, why do you white people

differ so much about it? Why not all agree as you can all

read the book? Brother, we do not understand these things.

We are told your religion was given to your forefathers; we,

also, have a religion which was given to our forefathers; it

teaches us to be thankful for all the favors we receive; to

love one another, and to be united. We never quarrel about

religion. We are told you have been preaching to the white

people in this place. Those people are our neighbors, we are

acquainted with them. We will wait a little to see what effect

your preaching has upon them. If we find it does them good,

makes them honest, and less disposed to cheat Indians, we will

then consider again of what you have said.'
'

Mr. Campbell's exhortation is still applicable. "Thus

closed the conference. Alas, poor people! How do our di-

visions and corruptions stand in your way! What a pity that

you find us not upon original ground, such as the apostles left

the primitive churches! Had we but exhibited to you their

unity and charity; their humble, honest and affectionate de-

portment toward each other and toward all men, you would

not have had those evil and shameful things to object to our

holy religion, and to prejudice your minds against it. But

your conversion, it seems, awaits our reformation; awaits

our return to primitive unity and love. To this may the God
of mercy speedily restore us, both for your sakes and our

own, that His way may be known upon earth, and His saving

health among all nations. Let the people praise Thee, God;

let all the people praise Thee. Amen, and amen."

Furthermore, the urgency and difficulty of the missionary

enterprise makes for unity by revealing the necessity of union.

On this point missionary leaders are of one mind. It is said

over and over again, "A divided Church cannot evangelize

the world." In the preface of a recent missionary book the

author writes, "Amid the solemnities of the closing weeks of

the life of our Lord on earth, two desires for His disciples stand

pre-eminent, Unity and Missions. Many other duties were

left to be developed from. His teachings, but these two were

among those that were specifically emphasized. But while His

immediate followers were characterized by Unity and Missions,

their successors soon lost both. It is significant that with this

loss came the decline of spiritual power. Now the followers of

Christ are turning again to Unity and Missions. Some experi-

ence in missionary administration has convinced me that the

(two subjects are indissolubly connected. In proportion as the

'Church becomes missionary, it feels the need of unity, for it is

futile to expect a divided Church to evangelize the world."

Another great missionary leader has recently said, "A real

united Protestantism, filled with the Spirit of God, may under-

take anything, but a divided Protestantism with all our com-

munions in separate compartments must stand with hands pal-

sied in the presence of the needs of the world today. . . .

The Foreign Missionary Movement itself, looked at in a broad

way, has been one of the very mightiest agencies for bringing

people together. I myself felt the power of it instantly when I

got to India in 1893. The appalling chasm between Christi-

anity and all non-Christian religions is so overwhelming that

all the friends of Christ are drawn spontaneously and irresisti-

bly together. One can understand Macaulay when he said that

is is impossible to discuss open or close communion or differ-

ent forms of doctrine with people who are in the habit of

worshiping cows.

"There is a mighty unifying influence on all the missionary

field that has been drawing all our representatives in every

far-flung battle front of the world into a great spiritual unity.

They were the first people to conceive the idea of dividing up

territory and allowing one denomination to occupy adequately

a great section of a nation. They were the first people to

conceive the possibility of uniting in great educational insti-

tutions. They were many years the first people in the world

to dream of the possibility of training the native workers of

all denominations in a single institution. The foreign mis-

sionary forces of the world have been pioneers in the matter

of a spirit of unity and cooperation. It is necessarily so. All

the spiritual laws of the world compel it to be so, for away

back in His great intercessory prayer, our Lord asked that

'they all may be one that the world may believe,' and it would

be a strange thing if those who give their lives to helping the

world to believe could be divided in their sympathies one with

the other."

FINALLY the vast magnitude of the missionary problem and

enterprise makes for unity by giving us a true perspective

of our differences. Dr. A. J. Brown's great book, "Unity and

Missions," emphasizes this point. "In the white light of the

nearer Christ, some of the obstacles to union that now appear

to be so formidable may look considerably smaller. Mr. Nolan

R. Best reminds us that the world weighs 6,500,000,000,000,000,-

000,000 tons; but that we would not quarrel with anybody who

insisted that this figure was wrong by several millions of tons.

We would say: 'A small discrepancy like that amounts to

nothing. If we found out, though, that our grocer was weigh-

ing fifteen ounces of butter and calling it a pound, there would

be trouble over that missing ounce. How much difference it

takes to make a difference depends altogether on the size of

things we are interested in. The bigger the interest, the less

difference even a big difference makes. To be sorely troubled by

matters of petty dimensions means simply that men have been

weighing religion in scales of petty size. With bigger scales,

their worries would be smaller. If a Christian has never

thought outside his own peculiar church, then every item of

that church's practice and theology will count with him as es-

sentials, every least detail worth fighting for. But if he has

looked out far enough to see Christianity encompassing the

faith and hope, the contrition and the aspiration of millions

of hearts who perhaps never heard of his denomination, tlie

vision takes on a vastness that dwarfs himself and his special

kind. Once a Christian gets that broad and far sight, the only

things in the religion of Jesus which still look big and conse-

quential are the elements of it comprehensive enough to in-

clude those millions.

"Any little wavering segment line can cut one group or an-

other from the rest; but it takes a circumference like the orbit

of a star to sweep the whole host into one. And the eye that

has traced that mighty circumference has trouble afterwards

in seeing the diminutive dividing lines. That arch of the sky,

under which big facts so naturally take command over little,

men never appreciate till they look aloft. Isaiah in his visions

was granted sight of God spanning the sky with His hand,

comprehending the dust of the earth in a measure and weigh-

ing the mountains in scales. Then the prophet understood that

the nations are as a drop in a bucket and are accounted as the

small dust of the balance. Even so, if Ave Christians can but

have a little sight of the greatness of God, our theologies, our

policies, our distinctions of name and custom would be with

us also "accounted as the small dust of the balance."
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Counting the Cost
By G. W. PLOPPER

OF ihe many perplexing problems of administration of

the work on the foreign mission fields, probably the one

giving the Executive Committee of the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society the most concern is that of preparing the

annual budget of expenditures after the estimates have been

received from each of the mission fields. It is found each year

lhat the Lord has abundantly blessed the efforts of our work-

ers, opening up new opportunities for advance far in excess

of the increase of funds made available by the church at home.

Each year the missionaries on the various fields work out

estimates of what they feel to be absolutely necessary for the

coming year. These estimates are carefully scrutinized by

committees, passed upon by the missions as a whole and then

forwarded lo the office of the Foreign Society for use in pre-

paring the annual budget.

The officers of the Society spend much lime in preparation

of the budget, of necessity cutting here and lliere until tlie

amount approximates the receipts of the past year, with a con-

servative estimate of increase for the new year added. Il is

almost heartbreaking to the Society to notify a mission that a

long desired plan must wait another year. Imagine the dis-

couragement lo the missionary. The following paragraph

from one of the missionaries will illustrate:

"The mission had definite plans made for the funds asked

for under the regular work, and it will be worse than pulling

teeth to pare down the work to keep within the sum available.

We thought we were planning for the least advance we dared,

in the face of the commands of our Leader when we were ask-

ing for only $40,000 for 1920, and now to find it is only to be

$25,000! A small community in our country would spend

more than that on the running expenses of a single school, and

any one of a hundred or more hospitals in a city like Boston

wants more than that to run a single department of its work.

Not to mention the hundreds of thousands being spent in many
communities for single school buildings or hospitals or

churches, and millions in many cases, and like sums for play-

ground work and many other charities. But on the fields, we
have to get along with $25,000 for running expenses for the

Lord's work in a field as large as two Nebraskas, and work

with a few hundred dollars for running expenses, hospitals

that require three thousand, and carry on schools in the open

with no, or almost no, equipment, and have to refuse to under-

take many lines of activities for which there are crying needs

in our communities, in our communities among the heathen

which look to the missions for all that is best in our Christian

civilization. Many times I know that the large-spirited mis-

sionaries feel all bound around by prison walls built of the

pennies, so to speak, which the Church in its large magnanim-

ity doles out to support their soldiers in the far-flung battle

lines of the Kingdom of Christ. The missionaries 'launch out

into the deep to cast their net' and almost ere they are started

out they feel themselves pulled back by the invisible lines of

limited contributions of the Christian Church. May the day

soon come when the Church will hear it as its command:
'Launch out into the deep and cast your net,' and 'Go into

all the world.' I know the men and women on our home boards

are doing their best to arouse the Church to a sense of its ob-

ligations, and that they feel the hurt as do the missionaries,

so as we receive the offerings of the Church, we will say,

'Thank you," through our tears, and 'We will make it go as

far as possible.'
"

The original General Fund Budget passed for 1919 amounted
to $476,696.15 I This did not include special funds for build-

ings, etc.) The General Fund expenditures for the vear

amounted lo $529,464. The added amount was due to added
emergency appropriations by the committee through the year.

The General Fund receipts for ihe year closing September 30.

1919, aside from amounts raised and expended on the mission

fields, were $537,869.13. Adding to this the cash balance in the

General Fund October 1, 1919, $43,332.29, gives S581.201.4-2

as a basis. On adding the estimated amounts from the various

fields, and the necessary administrative and education home
expenses, the amount totaled approximately 8717,000 or $136,-

000 more than the basic amount. After careful study, cutting

down $103,000 here and there, the budget aside from special

items, was brought down to $613,976.83, or $32,775.41 more
than last year's receipts plus cash balance. After due consid-

eration by the Executive Committee of the Society, the budget

was approved with the earnest hope and prayer that the

brotherhood will provide not only this amount, but the -S103,-

000 additional, lhat the amounts asked for by the field com-
millees may be fully provided.

The itemized budget for China is given as a sample:

dunning expenses of Mission (including salaries of native

helpers, rentals, school and hospital equipment, etc.) $49, .00

Salaries of missionaries 71,200.00

Vacation travel (travel of missionaries to mountains for

rest period ) 2,311.25

Medical bills (the Society pays necessary medical expenses
for missionaries) 1,200.00

Returning missionaries (to and from the field ) 10,150.00

Missionaries' travel in homeland (church and convention

visitation for the Society) 1,500.00

Moving expenses (missionaries transferred to other sta-

tions) 400.00

New missionaries (outfit, travel, freight and salary part

of year) 12.4^4. 00

Repair of mission buildings 1,600.00

University of Nanking (including amounts for vacancies x

on staff not filled by our board) :

Hospital $3,000.00

Current expense 8,400.00

12,300.00

School for Missionaries' children 2.000.00

Chuchow, wasli and bath bouse fur school 200.00

Chuchow, land adjoining chapel 300.00

Chuchow. hospital equipment 1.315.00

Nanking, organ for Girls' School 170.00

Nanking, piano for Girls' School 44u.nu

Nanking, furniture and equipment, South Gate chapel and

school 350.00

Nantungchow, medicines and hospital equipment 2,442.00

Nantungchow, home for foreign and Chinese nurses, home
for Dr. Yang (hospital assistant), home for Alexander

bee. Boys' School land and dormitory, campus wall.

walks, etc.. Cirls" School and women's work 30,000.00

Work for China Continuation Committee 500.00

Miscellaneous 1,250.00

Total $201,112.25

from Christian Woman's Board of Missions (the Chris-

tian Woman's Hoard of Missions shares jointly in the

Nantungchow work) $2S,S4S.72

$172,263.53
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The High Noon of Missionary Opportunity
A Symposium

<"]% TOW when old things are passing away is the time for us

^ to make the one supreme gift in which we believe the

safety and future hope of the world lie— a knowledge

of the life and teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ. Let Chris-

tianity go as a beneficent power with new thoughts and new

hopes, to be a link between all the races of mankind."

These words by Lord Bryce emphasize the fact that the high

noon of missionary opportunity has come. The political

changes which the world war has wrought, the crashing of

hopes based on false beliefs, and the opening of the springs

of human sympathy and benevolence make this of all times the

day of supreme opportunity in the foreign fields.

Of the opportunity in Japan Miss Mary Lediard writes as

folloivs :

Some think the high noon of opportunity in Japan has

passed, but opportunity big and compelling still awaits the

efforts of the Church.

Building a Buddhist Temple in Japan

More than any other non-Christian nation, Japan is in the

limelight. Criticism, often harsh, unkind and thoughtless, is

being hurled at Japan from all sides. The Korean trouble,

her rule in Shantung and the ensuing boycott, her opium trade,

her craftiness and dishonesty in business, her terrible social

conditions and the immorality rampant on all sides, her super-

stitions and her lack of any real religious life—these and many
others, true and untrue, are heard everywhere. If they are

true ( I don't say they are
)

, but if they are, where can there

be found a greater opportunity since opportunity is where

there is the greatest need?

Japan is not yet Christian. Japan's Christians do not equal

in number her licensed prostitutes, not to mention the hun-

dreds of thousands of unlicensed ones. Japan has civilization;

Japan has electricity, gas, street cars and railways. Japan

has education—primary and high schools, colleges and normal

schools and universities. Japan has an international standing,

being the one non-Christian country under an autocratic mili-

tary rule to sil at llic peace table of the democratic world.

But Japan has not Christ. She repudiates Christ with one

hand while with the other she expects to greet on an equality

the Christian nations of the world.

Now Germany's influence is gone. Democracy is on the

march. Japan stands at the parting of the ways. Will she

he autocratic or democratic, militaristic or peaceful, Christian

or pagan? Now is the time for the forces of Christ in America

to awake from their slumber and in all their wonderful power

make Japan decide for Christ.

Is Japan "The Rudder of Asia?"

Is Japan "The Key of the Orient? "Is it right to say, "As

Japan goes, so goes the Orient?" Or is Japan a menace?

Is it right to term her "The Hun of the East?" Whichever

be true our duty is imperative. We must give back to A-ia.

from whence He came, the Christ. Now is indeed the high

noon of missionary opportunity in Japan. Send us money,

men and women, and the prayers of a united Church.

Dr. W . N. Lemmon presents the opportunity in the Philip-

pine Islands in the following paragraphs:

When the Americans reached the Philippines they found

the word "home" had no place in the mind of the people.

In the three thousand islands there was not an operating

room equipped for a modern operation. The first operation

performed by an American surgeon was known far and wide

and he was hailed as the "Americano who could make people

die and bring them back to life again."

A black dog running down the street is thought to be the

cause of smallpox and the signal for assembling the "saints"

—idols—to appease the oncoming evil.

In less than twenty years forty per cent of the rising gen-

eration have learned to read and write. Five out of six of

the health inspectors of the public schools of the city of Manila

Bible Class of College Students in the Philippines

are nurses trained by the Nurses' Training Schools of the

Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

In 1913 Miss Mary Jane Chiles of Independence, Missouri,

gave seven thousand dollars to build the Manila hospital. In

six years this has gained a property worth more than thirty

thousand. Last year the Mission received through this invest-

ment over twenty-six thousand dollars, which enabled us to

maintain fifty beds and treat twenty-five thousand patients.

During the years of 1917-18 a member of the church at

Bonham, Texas, gave three hundred dollars, which enabled the

Mission to place Juan Baronia, a graduate of our Bible College,

at the disposal of the united missions in war work, resulting

in the conversion of one thousand soldiers of the Philippine

National Guard. When the armistice was signed these returned

to the various Islands to spread the light of the Gospel.
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A Hindu Idea of Religion

A dollar given now will do more to stem the rising tide of

materialism than ten given later. Who will "throw out the

lifeline"?

India's readiness for the Christian, message cannot be doubted

after reading what E. C. Davis has written:

A missionary panther experience is very rare. The incident

as related in January World Call is terrible. Terrible in

the sufferings of Dr. Longdon and in the cost in missionary

service. However, in the course of years in India very few

missionaries are called upon to chase prowling panthers as

sapolio chases dirt, or kick bears out of their dens with one's

boot leg as C. E. B. did. Don't let such incidents scare you

away from India. In the words of J. IS. B. to his fretting

daughter, "Forget it." Read further in World Call and

listen to men and women who know and then answer this

summons for doctors and nurses and evangelists and teachers

in India. Who will take the Bilaspur hospital work when Dr.

Crozier comes on furlough this spring? No one, positively

no one, is in sight to continue that work. The nurse can't do

it for there is no nurse. There has been none since Miss

Minnie Johnson was invalided home after trying to do double

duty as nurse and doctor in war days. Who will guard the

health of the two hundred and fifty girls in the school and or-

phanage in that station and do the larger work in the Christian

and non-Christian communities? Echo answers, "Who"?
Who will take the place of Dr. Longdon in the Pendra sani-

tarium to stay the hand of "white plague" among their own and

the wards of other missions? Please don't ask Miss Andrus

to try to do it alone for she is nurse and not doctor. Who
are the doctors among our lady physicians here at home who
will offer themselves for these two places? Will not others

volunteer for other stations in India to reopen dispensaries

long closed and obey the call of Christ to heal and teach the

people? India is appealing for thirty-six missionaries and

the means to support them in the several departments, not for

purposes of enlargement, but simply to use more fully the

equipment we now have in carrying out the command of our

Lord to evangelize the nations.

That Tibet is waiting is evident from Mr. Baker's words

below:

When the sun is pouring forth his greatest heat and light

in America at the noontime, the "Land of the Lamas" is

shrouded in darkest midnight. It has been thus for ages. In

like manner for these many centuries while America has

been living in the noontime light of the sun of righteousness

and has been blessed and quickened by the Light of the World,

this great, mysterious land on the other side of the earth has

lain in an utter midnight of moral darkness, corruption and

superstition. But this old, sin-cursed earth is turning on its

axis. Lands that have lain in darkness are one by one being

turned to the light until at last this far-away land of the mid-

night can already see in the eastern sky harbingers of the

dawning of a day that shall bring it life under the noontime

rays of the Light of the world.

These signs indicate that the political forces now at work

may at any time open the doors of the "closed land" to the

outside world. In fact it is not certain but that the missionary

could even now establish a work within this great unoccupied

land. Men must be prepared and equipped to enter in and

turn these people from darkness to the marvelous light in

Christ.

Who ivill question that China will cherish the gospel of

Christ after reading the following paragraph by E. P. Gish

:

China is today where Japan was fifty years ago. If the

materialism that threatens to ruin Japan today is not to crys-

talize in China, it will be because enough capable. Christian

young men and women, to mould her life, take her the gospel.

^-luiiKiy >cliool
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China's I>oor Is Wide Open to America!

Last spring the whole student constituency of China arose in

a great burst of patriotic enthusiasm. They would be free

men! Their faces are turned away from oppression and dark-

ness toward freedom and light. Never a more pathetic picture,

this hoary, decrepit giant among nations rising out of the mire

on the backs of her young. Put in juxtaposition our own
young, virile, God-favored nation. Think of her trained Chris-

tian constituency! Never a "Macedonian" cry like this!

Never were all classes so receptive as now, never so con-

vinced of the integrity and power of the Church. For more
than a month before I left Nanking every church was packed

every night. In these meetings the most ignorant coolie sat

beside the most venerable seer. They both had questions that

only the Church was prepared to answer.

"0 God, make us like the United States," is the prayer

offered by a Chinese official in a little group. It is the prayer

of millions in China. Our President's great utterances were

like healing balm for the wounds of China. We must make
them good! Who but the "Christ in us" is equal to these

things?

That Africa is anxious for the message of life is clear from

Dr. G. J. P. Burger's statement of the case:

Now is the time of supreme opportunity in Africa.

The trader is advancing faster than the missionary. Has

the trader articles of greater value than the ambassador of

Christ? The Catholics with State aid are endeavoring to pre-

occupy the land. The Mohammedans are going down the

Sanga and Ubangi and Congo rivers into the district where

we are working.

For less than 35 years have the natives of central Africa

had missions among them. Shall we not make up to this

generation for the long neglect?

The African is in a receptive mood.

Have we forgotten that this generation of natives cannot

wait for the next generation of missionaries?

Their aged are waiting for the kindness of Christianity.

Their youth are waiting for the energizing power of Chris-

tianity that they may contribute a worthy part to the world's

good.

May their innocent children not have to tread the road of

superstition, fear, ignorance and uselessness trod by their

fathers.

Their babes are waiting the tender ministry of Christian

parents and doctors.

The greater part of two millions still waiting in our field.

The greater part of twenty millions in Belgian Congo, wait-

ing, and as many more in each of the surrounding countries of

the tropical belt.

It is our God-given ambition to place in every one of our

three thousand villages a Christian teacher, a school, and the

Bible, in our generation.

The missionaries are coordinating, unifying and organizing

their efforts along efficient business lines that they may be

the most useful possible instruments in the hands of God in

this work.

Shall the Church lag behind business in carrying on its

propaganda and work in a big way, with the most efficient

methods? Can the next generation of the Church do your duty?

In Africa's tropical belt lies one of the largest superfertile,

noncontributing areas of the earth. Its development and con-

tribution to the world's needs awaits the Church. Christian

industrial missions is one of the great needs of these times.

The Foreign Christian Missionary Society is at work in all

these fields. Much has been accomplished in the past, but

never were prospects so bright or burdens so heavy as now.
Now is the accepted time. Today is the day of salvation.

Africa Waitingr—One of a Million
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

IT

Bible Study

The Teh Lepers

Luke 17:11-10.

"NCLEAN ! Unclean!" This pitiful,

hopeless cry of the leper has echoed

throughout the ages, awakening in the

heart of man at the same time the human
feeling of loathing at living death stalking

abroad, and the divine thrill of sympathy at

human suffering and misery at its greatest

extreme.

'"Unclean! Unclean!" The harsh, dull cry

rang out suddenly on the clear morning air,

as Jesus and His disciples approached the

outskirts of one of the villages along the

borders of Samaria and Galilee, on the last

sad journey when He had "steadfastly set

His face to go to Jerusalem."'

This was not the first time in His ministry

that lepers had appealed for help to the Great,

Physician. Matthew and Mark had already

recorded what seemed to be typical cases Of

healing of leprosy, and these no doubt had
become so numerous by this time that they

did not deem it necessary to record this

miracle. Luke, however, had not mentioned

such healing before, and this wonderful res-

toration of ten lepers at the same time no

doubt seemed of the deepest importance and
significance to the '"beloved physician.

-
'

The narrative is true to fact, for these men
indeed "stood afar off" from Jesus, not dar-

ing to draw near, as such approach meant
pollution according to Jewish law.

But this mattered not to Jesus, for scarcely

had their piteous cry been uttered, "Jesus,

Master, have mercy on us," than He called

aloud to them. "Go and show yourselves unto

the priests."

They knew at once the significance of that

command; they understood that it bade them
hurry off to claim from the priests the recog-

nition of their cure, and their right to take

their places once more amid the ranks of

their fellows.

Suddenly, at the sound of the Master's

voice, they felt the stream of a new life flow-

ing through their veins and as they went,

they were cleansed.

Those who have seen the horrible spectacles

of the ravages of leprosy by the roadside of

some eastern city; our missionaries who labor

among them and yearn for healing power to

make their bodies whole, can conceive how-

wonderful was the boon which these ten re-

ceived at the hands of Jesus.

Those who can only picture their misery
can yet join with the others who really know,
in thinking that no obstacle should have hin-

dered the expression of a passionate gratitude

by these ten to the Great Healer who had
given them a gift more precious than life

itself.

What selfishness, what Jewish prejudice,

what shameful ingratitude prevented this ex-

pression? We do not know. Luke tells us

that one of the ten, as soon as he fell the

healing power, turned back, with a loud voice

glorifying God; and he fell al .lesus' feel,

giving Him thanks; and he was a Samaritan.

One can imagine the deeper sorrow in the

heart of the "man of sorrows" pictured in

His face as He said with infinite pathos,

"'Were not the ten cleansed? but where an
/In nine? Were there none found that re-

turned to give glory t<> God, save this stran-

ger'.''* And He said unto him. "Arise, and go

thy way; thy faith hath made thee whole.'"

The "stranger" had his recompense, for he

was healed in both soul and body. The others

were cleansed outwardly, but still had the

leprosy of selfishness in their hearts. "Are
ire of the nine? Are we accepting the gifts

April

The Healing of the Philippines

Song.

Invocation.

Business.

Devotional Period.

Song.

Bible Study: "The Ten Lepers,"

Luke 17:11-19.

Prayer.

Music.

Talks or Papers.

The Healing of the Philippines.

Women and Children of the Philip-

pines.

Influence of Medical Work.

Round Table: Facts for the Busy
Woman. Our responsibility to the

Philippines.

Intercession.

Benediction.

Program Helps:
Leaflets: Women and Children of

the Philippines, .1 cts.

;

Dividends from Medical Work,
3 cts.;

Special Article. World Call. Page
26.

Important: These leaflets should

be ordered from the Literature De-

partment, College of Missions . Bldg.,

Indianapolis, End., and not from

World ( 'all.

of love and healing from our Great Physi-

cian today without pausing to give expression

of our thankfulness to Him in lives of conse-

crated service? Ellie K. Payne.

Facts for the Busy Woman
"Some of the primitive Philippine tribes

preserve an interesting legend which explains

to their satisfaction the formation of the

group of islands they occupy. According to

their belief the earth was for centuries carried

about on the shoulders of a giant. One day,

in a fit of anger, the tired giant threw his

load into the ocean, where it broke into many
bits and formed what is now known as the

Philippine Archipelago."

"There is no Filipino nation. Instead there

are about 8.000,000 people who belong to the

same race and are known collectively as

Kilipinos. Hut they do not speak the same
language: they are divided into many groups

which are bound together by no common tra-

ditions, ideal- or interests. It had been the
work of the American administration to weld
these people into one to give them one lan-

guage and through that language make them
familiar with Anglo-Saxon ideals. Roads
have been built, breaking down the barriers

which set the hillmen against the plainsmen,

ot the residents of one valley against the

residents of another. Through American san-

itation all are being given the heaven-sent

blessing of health. Slowly the nation is

building."

"It should be the pride and business of

every American that this great undertaking
be a success and that the Filipino people

should finally take their place among the

progressive and enlightened people of the

world. But the work is only begun. It would
lie tragic for the Filipino people and humili-

ating to America to stop* before its success

is certain."

"Magellan himself probably did not realize

the vast extent of the Philippine Archipelago

which he had made known to the world, and
apparently Americans do not yet appreciate

it. Within the area of approximately 800^-

000 square miles, bounded by the fourth and
the twenty-first parallels, and the one hun-

dred and sixteenth and the one hundred and
twenty-seventh meridians, there are. accord-

ing to some Spanish charts. 1J25 islands,

though several hundred of these are small

and uninhabited."

"Upheaved from the deep waters of the

Pacific by stupendous volcanic forces, many
of the islands have bold outlines, mountains,
sometimes rising almost from the water's

edge, while almost everywhere hills and val-

leys and streams diversify the landscape.

The soil is fertile and the genial warmth of

the north torrid zone and an abundant rain-

fall clothe the land with exuberant vege-

tation. Hills and mountains are covered to

their summits with forests of teak, ebony,

mahogany, camphor and rubber. Tropical

vines twine about the mighty trunks. Rare

flowers bloom in profusion. On every side

'fronded palms' 'lift their heads in air'. The
bamboo waves its feathery tips from every

hillside, while the ground beneath is thickly

carpeted with grasses of many varieties. The

Philippino Archipelago is one of the most

beautiful of all tropical lands."

"The trying character of the Philippine cli-

mate is not due so much to high temperature

or to particularly unhealthy surroundings as

to the steadiness and humidity of the heat.

The thermometer in the shade seldom rises

above ninety-two degrees, but it hardly ever

falls below sixty-one degrees, while the an-

nual rainfall ranges from a minimum of

eighty-four inches to a maximum of one hun-

dred and fourteen, most of this occurring be-

tween June and December. It is a land of

perpetual summer, with comparatively little

variation from month to mouth."

"The people are divided into three main

classes. The first is the Negrito, whose mem-
bers are probably the aborig : nal inhabitant
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and who have been driven back by the

stronger tribes until they arc practically con-

fined to the wild mountain regions of the

interior of Luzon, Mindanao, Negros and

Panay. They are an ignorant, degraded race,

comparatively few in number, leading a wan-

dering life and subsisting chiefly on wild

fruits and the results of the chase.

"The second class is the Indonesian, which

is found on the large island of Mindanao.

The people of this race are the tallest and

strongest of all the Filipinos. Nor are they

wanting in some virile qualities of character.

They are aggressive and for many genera-

tions have carried on a predatory warfare

with the tribes of neighboring islands.

"The third class, and the one which forms

the bulk of the population of the islands, is

the Malayan. It occupies nearly all of that

portion of the archipelago which is best

known to the world, including the great is-

lands of Luzon, Pariay, Cebu, Negros, Bohol,

Saniar, Leyte, and several smaller islands.

Whereas the Negritos are quite dark in color

and the Indonesians quite light, the Malays

are brown of an intermediate shade. In

physical development they are also between

the two races, being larger than the Negritos

but less robust than the Indonesians."

declares that the Protestani missionaries c
ar<

worth more than brigaded and divisions o

troops in the habilitation of the Islands.'"

"The Philippine Archipelago is not a region

of large cities but of villages and plantations,

with here and there a town of ten or fifteen

thousand inhabitants. Manila is the only

city of considerable size, its population being

about 300.000."

"The unwillingness of the Filipino to work
is a serious problem in the development of

the Islands. He does not lead 'the strenuous

life.' Rich soil, perpetual summer and simple

wants are not conducive to hard labor. Little

toil is necessary in a land where bananas,

cocoanuts and hemp grow spontaneously, and

where sugar cane, once fairly started, thrives

so vigorously that the weeds cannot compete

with it. A few hours' labor with a bolo will

construct a hut of bamboo, and the leaves of

the abundant nipa palm will thatch it. Cloth-

ing is an equally simple matter in that soft

climate."

"I believe that Christian work among Amer-
icans is not only a legitimate but an abso-

lutely necessary phase of our enterprise in

the Philippine. Islands and that we cannot

ignore it without betraying a part of the

trust which we have assumed."

"Nor is it in education to produce the

requisite change in character. Education is

as necessary as government. But there is

no power in English, drawing, engineering

and physics to make bad boys good. The

first use of English by an Asiatic is usually

to say 'damn'. It is notorious that all over

Asia, missionary work is easier in the interior

away from the treaty ports, where the natives

have not been contaminated by contact with

irreligious foreigners and their 'civilization.'

"

"Our free institutions cannot rest on athe-

ism. A republican form of government can-

not live in an atmosphere of impurity and
dishonesty. A stream cannot rise higher than

its source, and in a republic the source is the

people. No one sees this more clearly than

the Christian men who are in the Philippines.

Major Halford of the Army unhesitatingly

"Calls for money to send out and to main-
lain missionaries and to equip Christian

schools and hospitals should be received and
heeded in the spirit of a moral obligation

which is involved in our occupation of the

Philippines, and which is none the less bind-

ing because it is not enforced by law."

"The Hon. John Barret, after a year's resi-

dence and study in Manila, said: T believe

the Philippine Islands offer, perhaps, the

most interesting and the most fruitful op-

portunity for missionary work in any part

Hidden Answers

1. What is a durbar?

2. Give the famous statement by
Lord Bryce and its significance.

3. What do the natives of the

Philippines regard as one of the

causes of smallpox '1

4. What is the startling statement
of Bishop MacDowell regarding in-

temperance?

5. Explain Loujataka's proverb.

6. Why is the indifference of I he

masses the greatest obstacle to medi-

cal work in the Philippines

V

7. Who is in charge of the coloni-

zation work among the Chinese?

8. What was the first act of a

converted Chinese fortune teller?

9. What is our goal in the "Each
One Win One" campaign?

10. What race forms the bulk of

the population in the Philippines?

11. To what neglected field does

the Board of Church Extension point

us?

of the world at present. The people are

wedded to old habits ami customs of the

church; yet, on account of these changes
that are coming in, and this new life, they
are looking out for what may be better along

the line of religion. There is imminent dan-

ger that this vast population, dissatisfied

with the conditions that existed before, will

become agnostic, unless the great evangelical

churches of the world will master the situa-

tion by using the opportunity offered by this

unrest and willingness to change that form
of worship which the people have been fol-

lowing.' "

"The Christianity of the Philippines is only

a veneered heathenism. It will not be easy

in such circumstances to build up a church

of truly regenerated souls to make the people

realize that a Christian must not gamble or

be. immoral, or spend Sunday afternoons at

cock fights, but that he must seek to know
and to follow Christ in his heart and life.

Missionaries in other lands understand what
a weary task this is. Hut it must be faith-

fully persisted in here as elsewhere. Our
work in the Philippines is to preach a vital

religion, which changes the heart and controls

conduct."

A Christian Chinese Christmas

Celehration

NO message of the many that have passed

through our hands has touched our

hearts more deeply than the one that

follows, bearing its message of greeting and

of Christian love from the Christian Chinese

children, to the homeless American children:

"I am sending to the little homeless ones

whom you have in your care a Christmas gin

which the Chinese children from the San
I'Tancisco mission gave at our Christmas
party. We wanted the Christmas to lie a

very blessed one this year and we knew that

it would be if it were a time of giving instead

of receiving. The children were very happy
as (hey gave for we had told them of the

joy their silver dollars would bring to some
motherless little one. The forty-three dollars

and fifty cents was all given by the kinder-

garten and first grade children.

"The workers at the Institute send their

best wishes to you for a happy, prosperous

new year. May Cod richly bless you and

your work is our prayer. Yours in His glad

service. Doha 1). Winu,

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920
Makcu

3. Christian Internationalism. New op-

portunities in mission fields. John 4:

34-38.

10. Wonders of the Gospel. Rom. 11:33-36;

John 1:50; 5:20-29; 3:lb\

17. A Prayer for Beauty. Ps. 00:10-17.

24. The Right Use of Opportunity. Luke
13:6-9; Mark 11:15-18.

31. Showing One's Colors. Dan. 0:10-13;

Neh. 0:10-13; Mark 14:00-72.

April

7. The Christian Inheritance. Matt. 25:

31-46.

14. Christian Internationalism. The mis-

sionary an expounder of international

good will. Luke 10:25-37.

21. The House of God and World Peace.

Ps. 122.

28. The Unexpected in Life. Luke 9:1-10;

I Kings 21:17-26; Acts 3:1-10.

For the Week Ending With Easter

March 28. Palm Sunday. A. M.. The
Kingdom of Israel. John 12:12-19. P. M.,

"Nothing but Leaves." Matt. 22:18-26.

Monday 29. The Son glorified. John 12:

20-26.

Tuesday 30. The commandment that is

new. John 13:31-38.

Wednesday 31. The Christian inheritance.

Matt, 25:31-46.

Thursday, April 1. The Spirit of Truth.

John 18:1-12.

Friday 2. Judas the betrayer. John IS:

1-12.

Saturday 3. The women of Galilee. Luke
23:50-56.

Sunday 4. A. M., Rabboni, Master. John
20:1-8. P. M., The hope of redemption. Luke
24:13-35.
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Won to Win
By JESSE M. BADER

THESE are days of extending horizons

and enlarging visions in the church of

our Lord. Christian people everywhere

are beginning to take more seriously the

carrying out of the Great Commission of the

Christ, ''Go make disciples". At this par-

ticular time the Disciples of Christ are chal-

lenged anew with a great sacred task that

demands united effort, ready hearts, prayer-

fid spirits and deepened consecration, if we
are to win 100,000 to Christ and the Church
in the six weeks from February 22 to April 4.

This means that each local church should

strive for a ten per cent gain in local mem-
bership as a minimum goal. The campaign

will fail in its purposes and plans unless we
stress very often and very strongly that each

one won should strive to win at least one.

This great goal is not impossible. The Meth-

odists after a loss in membership last year

of 55,000 are seeking to win 1,000,000 in six

months, from December 1, 1919, to June 1,

1920. Our people are seeking to win at least

100,000 in six weeks. This glorious task

should have the right of way. In every

church among us everything should he set

aside that does not lend itself toward this

great end. In our individual life, pleasures,

social engagements, and even business, all

should give way and become, absolutely sec-

ondary. We dare not in these days limit or

hinder God in the salvation of the lost, Every

Christian among us should become a conduc-

tor of power, should become a vessel to convey

the water of life to others ; a channel through

which the streams of life flow out into every

corner of human society.

As a people we have always stressed evan-

gelism. Our preachers have always sounded

the evangelistic note in their presentation of

the gospel. This was the secret of our early

growth. It was not an uncommon thing for

each disciple of our movement to carry the

New Testament in his pocket, ready to draw

that spiritual weapon in self defense or to

show another the plan of salvation.

I think that all of us will confess that even

though we have a rich evangelistic heritage

back of us yet we are not as faithful in soul

winning as we should be. There are scores

of elders and deacons among our churches

who have never won a single soul to Christ

by individual effort. They are not taking the

time nor making the necessary personal prep-

aration to do this work committed to each

Christian by his Lord. Part of the blame can

be placed at the door of the pastor and evan-

gelist who has not put forth the effort to

definitely train the laymen how to go about

the work of winning a soul for Christ. Men
are trained to meet other men one by one to

sell life insurance, to sell goods, to solicit

members for lodges and to make political

converts. These same men if trained for it,

if fired with zeal to do it, if filled with a
passion for and a sense of obligation to the

unsaved, they would go out and convert their

fellows with a success hitherto unknown. A
new Christian boldness would come into the

life of the personal worker, an unbounded joy

would spring up and the church would receive

a new spiritual power. It does not take any

Christianity io I urn an ice cream freezer but

it does take Christianity to win precious souls

to Jesus Christ, Those who are won must
win; those told must tell; those saved must
save another.

A Task for All

In our New Testament Evangelism we must
go back one step farther, and put more stress

on the obligations of each member of the

church preparing for and doing personal

work. In every church as large a group as

possible should be in training for this cam-
paign in the art of soul winning. The pas-

tors and evangelists alone can never win this

world to Christ but if the whole church would
arouse itself to this duty and if each disciple

of the Master would tell another and that one

should tell another and so on, it would not be

long until the last person of this world would

hear the story of redeeming love.

Personal evangelism was the method used

by our Lord. His first disciples were won to

Him one by one as He called them by the

sea or from the seat of customs or talked

with them by the way. He called Peter and
Andrew, James and John from their nets and

said, "Follow me and I will make you fishers

of men." He preached to the masses, but

very much of His noblest teaching was in

personal conversation. He talks to the woman
at the well, to Zaccheus in his home and to

Nicodemus at night. His disciples imitated

Him in this method. At the house of Cor-

nelius Peter preaches to a household ; Paul

and Silas preach to the jailer; Paul preaches

to Lydia and to the little group of women
with her.

In the early church the same method was
used also. Every convert to Christianity be-

came a flaming evangel to tell the "sweetest

storv every told". History records that dur-

ing the first 300 years almost the entire

known civilized world was taken for Christ.

Why? Because each member saved, saved
others and each one won, won others. "They
that were scattered aboad went everywhere
preaching the word.''' Acts 8:4. Soul win-
ning is the finest of the fine arts, but today
in the average church among us, it is a •"lost

art". Few Christians take seriously the ob-

ligation of soul winning. They depend upon
the preacher. Everywhere at this special sea-

son let great emphasis be placed on the ne-

cessity of each one winning at least one other.

Unitedly let each church give itself to the

task of not only winning souls but training

soul winners. The church evangelical many
times means the church on ice, but the church

evangelistic means the church on fire. The
gospel is contagious and goes from soul to

soul and from heart to heart. Wesley's motto
was "Tell it to the man next to you," and
because his followers were consumed with a
mighty passion to win others to Christ, the

movement grew most rapidly.

The Place of Prayer

Prayer should have a large place in the

whole campaign. Prayer should permeate
and dominate so that the entire movement is

kept on a high spiritual plane. Spiritual

work is done in a spiritual atmosphere.

Prayer changes things. Mighty things are

wrought by it. Many Sunday school teachers

follow the wise plan of making a prayer list

of their scholars that are not in the church,

and remembering them each one by name in

daily prayer.

A new interest should be awakened in the

study of the Scriptures during this campaign.
Especially should the church be studying the

accounts of the conversions as they are re-

corded in the Book of Acts. Preachers should
preach the message of salvation with a new
zeal and power. The reading of tracts and
books on personal work and evangelism should

be greatly encouraged in all our churches.

God's remedy for this needy hour is Hi-

healing gospel of salvation.

Every Sunday of the campaign should be

Decision Day in' the Bible school. Tbe most
careful preparation should be made for the

invitation. There should be an atmosphere
of reverence and great earnestness while This.

service is being conducted. Many churches

will form study classes for the junior boys

and girls especially, during the regular Bible

school class period, when definite instruction

will be given on how to become a Christian.

It is the writer's experience that few parents

object to their sons and daughters becoming
Christians if they feel tbe boys and girls are

taking tbe step intelligently. The pastor

or some consecrated leader in every church

should see that this instruction is given most

carefully. While seventy-five per rent of our

conversions come from the Bible school, yet

it is a deplorable fact that a large per cent

of the Bible school are never converted.

One of the powerful spiritual tones grow-

ing out of this entire campaign will be a

group of Christian men and women trained

in personal work, who will mean much to the

church in the future. No work so vitalizes
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and spiritualizes a congregation as that of

personal evangelism. We have four gospels

in the New Testament which we designate

"The gospel according to Matthew, according

to Mark, according to Luke, and according to

John." But the personal question for each

one is "what is the gospel according to me".

These are significant and encouraging days

for evangelism. Many denomination's and

communions linked together for cooperation

in the Interchurch World Movement arc all

planning similar campaigns such as ours at

this time culminating Easter Sunday. This

encourages and stimulates ns all to know that

many others are planning for great ingath-

erings at the Easter season. We predict that

the Easter season of this year will see the

greatest ingathering in membership for the

churches of Protestantism in all the his-

tory of the church.

A Compelling Need

The need is terrific and compelling. One-

half and more of our America has never ac-

knowledged the authority of Christ and

knows nothing of the gospel saving and keep-

ing power. Many will not be reached at all,

if the church fails to respond to the challenge

of this hour.

Let us take then our message to a needy,

sinful world; those who have received are

under orders to go and give that that is more
precious than silver or gold. Men wait. "Say
not ye there are four months and then cometh
the harvest? Behold I say unto you, lift up
your eyes and look on the fields that are

white already unto harvest." The call is for

reapers. Are there any wlio dare not respond ?

One human soul is worth more to God than
all the planets cast into a single jewel.

"We must win them one by one

As the Master did of old,

When He said to His disciples,

Follow Me.

Stooping down from heights of ease,

Seeking only God to please,

Pointing ever to the Christ

Of Calvary."

Kansas City, Mo.

A Call from the Pan-Handle—

A

Typical Case

X this article 1 am giving a sample of the

letters and appeals which are continually
coming to our Board of Church Extension.

P. R. Huckleberry is the pastor at Claren-

don, Texas, and the substance of his appeal
is given to remind the Disciples of Christ of

the waste and peril in delay. The congrega-
tion at Clarendon has been much in medita-
tion and prayer over the problem of a new
building. The congregation is forced to have
more room. Their present building is one of

those ancient, ill-arranged, no-class-room

buildings, utterly inadequate. The main au-

ditorium is only 30x36 with an annex lOxlS
for choir and pulpit, with a baptistery in the

center of this annex. This inadequate build-

ing has an ideal location just one block from
the business section of Clarendon but not on

a business street. The church is out ot debt

and has the fine reputation of paying all bills

promptly. Their resident membership is one

hundred.

About eight ^ears ago, the church at Clar-

endon faced a similar condition with a grow-

ing Bible school, additions to the church by

primary obedience and crowded for room. The
neighborhood saw that this church had a won-

derful opportunity and a campaign was in-

augurated for a new building, but for certain

reasons the campaign failed. Result, the

church became sadly disorganized. The Bible

school diminished to a handfull and nothing

good was accomplished.

In 1918 Mr. Huckleberry came to Clar-

endon to preach two Sundays out of each

month while he was working as a salesman.

The, conditions were discouraging and heart-

breaking, but by the faithfulness of the pas-

tor and the congregation, the average attend-

ance of the Sunday school was increased from

twenty-three to one bundled and leu. There

have been fifty-nine additions to the church,

and since November last the church is paying

for full-time preaching, paying .$150 per

month and furnishing their minister with a

modern parsonage. Good fellowship prevails,

the preaching has been in love and simplicity

and additions are had almost every Sunday.

The members are wealthy but are the finest

kind of church workers.

On January 1, 1920, the church comes up
to the same situation that it had eight years

ago. God has given them new faith and op-

portunity. Shall we help them to use it?

They are, proposing to build a modern church

which will be a real workshop. This is their

moment. The hour was struck. With an
overcrowded Sunday school on January 25, a

friend of the church, who was present, offered

$500 for a new church building which would
be a religious educational plant for Claren-

don. Several members immediately promised

$500 each for the new church building. Some
thought the old building could be remodeled,

but the wisdom of Christ prevailed, and it,

was decided not to put a new patch on an old

garment. Therefore, a new church building

is to be erected if the Board of Church Ex-

tension will furnish $2,500. They are build-

ing for the present and for the future.

The Junior College of the Methodist church

is in Clarendon. The Methodist church has
one thousand members but at present they

are not willing to lend any cooperation. The
young people are continuously coming to the

Christian church and the brethren propose

to make it very attractive for them to con-

tinue to come, that they may be instructed

in the way of the Lord.

The Pan-handle district has been sadly

neglected by the Disciples of Christ in fields

which had great opportunities and promise.

The preacher writes:

"My heart's desire and prayer to Cod is

thai Clarendon ami vicinity may have an

opportunity to hear the pure gospel of our
Lord ami in order to (his end we must have
an adequate house in which to worship and
teach the multitudes. May Hie wisdom of the
Holy Spirit attend the deliberations of your
Board and distribution of the funds in your
care. We have fried (o make our appeal in

an unselfish way and do not want to rob

Peter to pay Paul. Awaiting with much hope
Hie decision of your I'.oard. I am fail h full \

and obediently, yours in Christ's name.

"P. R. Huckleberry."

This appeal should be blazoned in World
Call because it shows in such a line way the *

appeal from a real American churcll in a
growing little city of America, where the peo-

ple have a mind to do Christ's work.

G. W. Muckley.

A Red-Letter Day
April 4 will be a red-letter day in the

calendar of our Bible schools, and in the

National Benevolent Association, and in the

lives of the 550 or more persons in the homes
of the National Benevolent Association. It

will be Easter Sunday, the day on which the

Bible schools celebrate the triumph of our
Lord over death by bringing life in larger

measure to those who suffer. It is lie day
when the happy, home-protected children

make their free-will offerings for the care,

protection and support of the children who
are homeless. It, is the one dayT in all the

year on which the young and old of the

church unite in jiroviding the bread-and-butter

fund necessary for the support of the chil-

dren and old people in our homes. It is a

red-letter day, therefore, in the lives of the

members of our great family L cause on that

day they are assured of comfort and support

for the year. The Bible schools have for 28

years observed Easter as Orphans' Day. The
National Benevolent Association will this

year, as it has always done, furnish a pro-

gram for use by the Bible schools, and will

furnish literature and collection envelopes.

Order supplies early, make ample preparation

that the offering may be generous as the

need is great.

Church at New Sharon, Iowa, Aided by Loan of $4,500 from Church Extension Fund
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Church Extension in Colorado

TOl"—Unique Ceremony ,of Scrapping the Old Tabernacle (Bark of Congregation at Left) Conducted on the Rough Floor

Church-lo-he. LEFT—Driving the Stakes for the New Building. RIGHT—The Tabernaclc-Built-

in-u-Day. BOTTOM—The New Building, Montrose, Colorado.
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Church Extension and the Rocky
Mountain District

IT
is a wonderful story here in Colorado to

hear about whai Church Extension has

(lone for the cause. Of our inure than

fifty church buildings, forty of them have

been built with the help of the Church Ex-

tension Hoard. Bui in the organization of

the Rocky Mountain district, and in the Mink

that lias been carried on here in tlie last

four years, the contribution of the Church

Extension has been an indispensable factor.

In four states in tour years we have had the

privilege of building six churches, and in

each of these cases the loan made by the

Church Extension has been the deciding ele-

ment, and it is the simple I ruth to say that

the work of building would have been impos-

sible if the Church Extension Board had not

been ready with the loan. And the nicest

thing about it all is the promptness, and the

efficiency with which the board always comes

through with all their obligations. I have

found them always ready to listen to a real

appeal, and ready to extend the credit that

was needed for that particular field, to meet

a particular building problem. At Ogden,

Utah, in 1916 we asked for $4,000, and

though just at the moment the loan seemed

a bit large, the board said that if this amount
is necessary to insure the building, then go

ahead. We did go ahead, and as a result

the property that was made possible was at

dedication day easily worth $11,000, and the

cause in the second city of Utah was made
secure. At Limon in Colorado, at Carpenter

and at Burns in Wyoming, and at Las Vegas

in New Mexico, it was always the same. None
of these new buildings would have been at all

possible without the financial security given

by the Church Extension loan.

The last of the churches to triumph, and a

mission of the Colorado Board that has had

a full share of the ups and the downs that

come to a new community, the church at

Montrose, is nearing completion, and is able

to say that its fine new $16,000 building was
only made possible by the splendid loan that

put the building program on its feet. The
Tabernacle you see in the picture was built

in one day—in 1010. In it these people have

prospered, they have prayed much and waited

long, and when the time came for the su-

preme test of all the years that they had

struggled, the Church Extension heard their

call, extended them a credit that has made
possible the new building which they will

be ready to dedicate in March.

Church Extension has a real business basis.

It has a real business management. And is

now entering upon a time when it will have

a real business experience. Today we have
more need of Church Extension than at any
other moment in the story of our brother-

hood. We must build educational institutions

in which the church must work. We must
build community centers, adequate to become

the base center of the religious life of a mod-
ern community.

Church Extension is ready and able to help

our brotherhood do this. The west faces a
vast building program. It cannot do all that

is needed alone. In the Rocky Mountain
District our mission churches must have the

help of the Church Extension loans.

Chas. Wm. Dean,
Super intendent.

Sunday School Secretary oi Great

Britain

THIS will introduce J. Flisher of Man-

chester, England. Brother Flisher is

secretary of the General Sunday School

Committee of the Churches of Christ in Great

Britain. We have one hundred sixty-seven

schools in Great Britain enrolling 17,393

scholars, and 1.021 teachers. There Were

three hundred forty-one scholars reported last

year at the Annual Meeting held in Glasgow,

who had united with the Church.

When I was in London last summer I had

a very pleasant conference with Mr. Flisher

and also with T. H. Eraser of London, who is

chairman of the General Sunday School Com-
mittee.

Mr. Flisher has given many years of faith-

ful service to the Sunday school work for

people in Great Britain and is held in highest

esteem by all the brethren.

Robert M. Hopkins.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

That New Building—Don't Wait Any
Longer—Build Now

BRETHREN, I want to talk to you about

that new building! As you know, many
of you have been laying plans for a new

building for a long time. You have been

waiting for prices of materials and labor to

come down. Possibly you were justified in

postponing building operations while we were
at war, but the war is now over, and has been

for sixteen months. Don't be like our dead-

locked and do-nothing Senate. It has put our

nation to shame before the world by its in-

action. Do not put the cause of Christ to

shame in your community because of your
inaction. Our delay in ratifying the treaty

and entering into cooperative relationship

with our allies has delayed the world recon-

struction processes and meant death to mil-

lions of innocent ones.

The Church's delay in these after-the-war

days will mean spiritual death to many peo-

ple and communities. To continue to wait,

merely for prices to come down, is a mistake.

Some of you have waited so long already that

you have sinned away the day of opportunity

in your community. While you have waited,

the brethren of other communions, especially

the Methodists, Presbyterians and Baptists

have pushed their great forward movements

In completion and arc now building, in many
communities, modern churches, and are thus

meeting I he new demands of this new day.

Prices arc liifjh, but money is cheap! There

never was a time when money was so easily

secured as HOW. The past year has been the

best in the history of the Board of Church
Extension for (lie return of loans. Many
long-standing loans, loans that were in bad

condiU; , if you know what that means, have
been ii,.' iii full iii recent months. There i-

a pe !ct orgy of spending today! II seems
that everybody, bolh rich and poor alike, have
acquired the liabit. The November report of .

the federal Reserve Board says. "Never lias

there been so much spending, so much demand
for expensive articles, and such disregard of

prices. This condition applies in both small

and large cit ies alike."

Two of the members of the Board of Church
Extension, with many years' experience as

builders in Kansas City, feel that building

and construction work of all kinds should

proceed, and to delay building, merely on ac-

count of hi^h prices, is a calamitous mistake.

The old saying. "While the ^ellin^ is good,

get a plenty", still has wisdom in il. Breth-

ren get your money now and begin that new
building. If you need help, remember the

Board of Church Extension is still doing busi-

ness at the same old stand. 603 New England
Building, Kansas City, Missouri.

John II. Booth.

Radicalism Not the Cure for Unrest

Statistician Says Religion Is the Vital Forec
Needed—Address by Babson—Motive

Power Which Sent Out Pilgrim

Fathers Is Necessary
*fVVTHAT is the need of the hour? What

Y^ is the •something' which seems to be

lacking today? As a cold-blooded
statistician, I believe that 'something' is re-

ligion. We have the resources, the intelli-

gence, labor and capital, but we lack the mo-
tive power which drove the Pilgrim fathers
to these shores three hundred years ago and
which has been the inspiration of all forward
movements of the centuries. We are like a
wonderful watch with a fine case and perfect

wheels, but without the spring."

Roger W. Babson, widely known statisti-

cian, was very serious in his recent address
to the Rotary club at their luncheon in the

Hotel Sinton. His subject was "America's
Undeveloped Resources" and he discussed in

connection with these things his views on the
present unrest in the world. "We are actually
drowning in undeveloped natural resources

and opportunities," he said. "The great
masses of our people are only from three to

five per cent efficient. Better conditions will

not be brought about by any revolutionary
system such as socialism, I. W. W.-ism or any
form of radical legislation. Conditions will

be bettered only as you and I help more indi-

viduals with whom we come in contact; the

members of our family; the people . who
work with us and for us and the neighbors
who live on our street. We must substitute

faith for fear and service for covetousness.

"We make the labor problem by not Tinder-

standing it. Let us give as much thought to

developing the latent power in labor as we
have given to developing steam and electric-

ity. Then there will be no labor problem and
the cost of living will be only a fraction of

what it is todav."

—

Cincinnati Times-Star.
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"Cast Thy Bread Upon the Waters"
By ESTHER MacLEOD

SUNDAY, August 10, was a great day for

the Tibetan Christian Mission, for our

friends and supporters at home, and es-

pecially for some of the people at Batang.

On that day thirty-one people were baptized

here. Two of these you know—Doris and

Dorothy Shelton. Besides these, there were

five full-blooded' Tibetans, seventeen Chinese

and seven of mixed Tibetan and Chinese par-

entage. I want to tell you about the events of

the whole day, as they came to us, and see

if, with the account, I can pass on some of

the happiness which all felt on that day.

f wish you might have been with us in

the church that morning. We had one service

instead of our usual (Sunday school and

church. After the opening exereises the very

young children were dismissed, to make room

for the older ones who could better under-

stand what was to follow.

Mr. Ogden and the native evangelist, Lee

Gway Gwan, both spoke, and explained to

all present the meaning and importance of

the stand those about to be baptized were

faking, and the meaning of the baptismal

ceremony. They spoke with great feeling,

for both had worked and prayed years for the

results of that day.

After this came the confessions of the can-

didates. In addition to the formal confes-

sions, most of them gave their own individual

testimony, and it was certainly delightful to

listen to these Most of the people present

were not Christians. They were well ac-

quainted witli the people who stood before

them and told them of their religious experi-

ences, and all seemed greatly impressed. Each

one spoke straight from his heart, in his own
words, and in the simple, natural way these;

people have of putting things.

One Chinese of the number had formerly

made his living by fortune telling, a thing in

which most of the people of Batang put great,

faith. He confessed that lie had known this

was false when he practiced it, but that he

had done it merely to make money. Then he

took his fortune-telling book and tore it to

pieces before the crowd, saying, "You "are

foolish if you believe this, for I don't believe

in it myself." We hope this demonstration

may have shaken the faith of many in such

tilings.

The men who were to lie baptized were seat-

ed on one side of the platform and the women
were on the other. The men testified first,

and then the women.
Here I want to say a word about these

young women. There were nine of them with

Doris and Dorothy, most of them about the

age of our high school girls at home. Tibetan

girls have much the same sweetness and
charm about them that is common to girls

of this age at home. Almost all summer these

nine girls have met once a week with Mrs.

Ogden and the evangelist, studying the Bible,

finding out what it means to be a Christian

and learning to pray. They are not one

bit long-faced or "sanctimonious" aboul then
religion, but speaK of it more mil mails and

freely by far than western girls can do. I

speak of the Shelton girls with the others,

because, besides being real American girls

with American culture and refinement, they

are real Tibetan girls, so far as all 1 he good

qualities of Tibetan girls are concerned.

At the chinch that daj Doris Shelton stood

before her many friends. All of them, from
the youngest child up, love her and Dorothy,

and are much more interested in them than

Ihey are in the grownup missionaries. The
missionary children have a way of getting

next to the hearts of the Tibetans, which
older folks can't learn altogether. The chil-

dren don't learn it. With them it is natural.

Speaking in their own language, which she

speaks as they do, Doris gave her testimony

for ( ihrist.

A sixteen-year-old girl who has lived with

the Ogdens almost from babyhood, spoke

sweetly and earnestly. One other Tibetan

girl I want to mention. Her name is Delia.

Her father is dead and her mother is our

Bible woman. Delia has been under the in-

fluence of foreigners and in the Mission

school most of her life. She has been living

in our home since Christmas. Her father and
mother were among the first to be baptized

here, and so- it was touching, especially to

those who had known her father, to hear her

The New Day in Tibet. Lee Gway Gwan Baptizes Thirty-one
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Tibetan and Chinese Men and Boys of the Batang Chureh

testify- She said: "I love Jesus and am
glad that I can be baptized. 1 want to Lave

my sins washed away and go to heaven when
1 die,"

,
Among this crowd of girls was the evange-

list's young wife. She lias been thinking

about ''coining to Jesus" for a long lime, but

for folks here, the way is not made so easy

as at home. Instead of encouragement from

friends and relatives, they receive ridicule and

threats. This young woman's parents were

especially bitter against the foreign religion.

However, she believes in Jesus, and so she

came in spite of opposition. She told Mrs.

Ogden that her courage wasn't very big yet,

but she thoughl il would glow all the time.

1 think, myself, thai she showed great coin-

age in this first step. Lee Gway Gwan, her

husband, had said to her thai he loved her so

much that he wanted to be witli her in the

next world. '"How would it be," he said,

"after we die, if you were in one place and

1 in another." He said it would be the hap-

piest day of his life when she became a

Christian, and it must have been, for lie

surely was happy. His face was beaming

with joy. He said the next clay that lie was
tired, but it was a "blessed tiredness."

When the girls were through with their

testimonies they sang together "Jesus Loves
Me." Tim people here all love that song.

At the close of this service we went to

the big pond back of Dr. Shelton's house.

There we stood on the banks, a large crowd

—

not many believers, but all were respectful

and interested, as they witnessed a. sight

many had never seen before.

Lee Gway Gwan did the baptizing, Mr.
MacLeod assisting. On the shore we all sang,

"Ob! Happy Day" as one by one the happy
ones stepped down the Tibetan ladder into

the water. The song never had such meaning
for me before.

There were two old men baptized. It was
a miracle indeed for these who had passed

their lives under the lama's power, to have
their heart changed when they were old. One
old man said he was very sad because he

had nothing but a. wasted, worn-out body to

bring to the Lord, while others were young
with long lives before them. One man was
blind, and it seemed that if there was one

who was happier than all the others, it was

(•way Gwan
Shelton, Whom

the Group

with Doris and Dorothy
He Baptized Alone with
Mentioned in this

Narrative

lie. Others were well and strong. This
crowd was a demonstration of the fact that

Jesus is able to save men and women of all

ages and conditions.

The spectatore were a large and interesting

group—Americans, Tibetans and Chinest

completely surrounding the pond. Among the
Americans lei me mention Dr. and .Mrs. Shel-

ton, who were probably the most interested

persons there. Their two daughters wen-
being baptized, and by whom'; By the man
whom they had befriended years ago, before

Dorothy was born. Dr. Shelton took Lee
Gway (iwan from the streets into his home,
when h<' was almost a beggar. He ha- grown
to be a very excellent preacher to his own
people, a greal power for Christ here in

Batang. He was one of the first converts

whom Dr. Shelton baptized, and now. in re-

iiirn. he i- baptizing Doris and Dorothy. Kb
v onder the doctor js touched.

Among the spectators were some travelers

from Lhassa witli their tine robes and aristo-

cratic air-. They happened in just at the

righl time to see this sight, which must set

them to thinking aboul ibis new religion.

The day of our baptizing was also i hi;:

day witli the native priests, for on thai <\a/

they were to bring out their idol and all the

people must hasten to the place and worship
or else they will be in 1 rouble with 1 he priests.

We hoped this would not happen during the

baptizing lesl our crowd might suddenly leave

us. However, when we were about half way
through the gong sounded; but to our sur-

prise and joy no! a person moved, and we
heard that there were more with us than
with Hie others. This respectful attention,

even to the point of neglecting.- their own
religion and incurring the wrath of the

priests is a sign that a new day is dawning
in Batang. "The people that walked in dark-

ness have seen a great light. They that dwell

in the land of the shadow of death, upon
them hath the lighl -billed."

At the baptizing we though! of the Bakers

and wished they might have been there to

witness the fruits of their own labors. Al-

though they are away from Batang still they

are having their part in the work. Some
time ago the evangelist bad a letter from

Mr. Baker in which lie said he was praying

for Hie church every day. Lee Gway Gwan

r;v\

Women and Girls of the Batang Church
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was much moved by Ibis, and lie said: "Now

the Spirit will surely come with power."

The Christians had a • meeting after the

baptizing, in Dr. Shelton's house. It was a

delightful meeting, every one happy, and

every one speaking informally, as he pleased,

of the events of the day, and the new joy <>t

being a Christian.

I wish 1 might tell you all the tilings

that the evangelist said to the new Chris-

tians, hut I shall only mention a few. lie

told them that they were soldiers of Christ

now; that tomorrow and the next day, Satan

would he after them, trying to tempt them

to fall, and that they must he prepared for

him. He told them how their former friends

would become their enemies; how some would

invite them to do wrong things just once, and

what would he the result of complying. He
told them to pray for themselves, for one

another and for their enemies, and to pray

hardest for the very ones who were perse-

cuting them most. This man is such a shep-

herd to his flock. He will be watching and

guiding and helping them all the way.

It is thrilling to see the Tibetans begin-

ning to come to Jesus. Heretofore they have

been unresponsive, but they will make fine

Christians. One of our Chinese Christians

said of them, "They are slow to become Chris-

tians, hut they will make much better Chris-

tians than we Chinese, when they do come,

because they will come with all their hearts,

and they will stick to it better."

One of the results of the day is that many
others are becoming interested—people who
have never given Christianity a thought be-

fore. A great many have joined our inquirers'

class, among these some of the most influen-

tial men of the town, who witnessed the

baptizing. These will likely be baptized later.

One Tibetan boy was much interested in

what he saw and heard on that day. He
wants to learn more about the religion, and
he says he is going to be baptized as soon

as they will let him, and that he will preach

Christianity all over Tibet.

'"I Was a Stranger and Ye look

Me In"

IK came i o tll< doo r of tb c community
center and 1 ask* id loi work. 1 could not

help but look at li it and wonder who
d give her work . She wore a skirl of gray

A Piano Recital in China

MISS MARY CHEN and Miss Florence

Wong received certificates for comple-

tion of the piano course, in the Chris-

tian Girls' School, Nanking, China, at the

opening of school. They would have gradu-

ated in the spring, but the exercises were
postponed on account of the strike among
Chinese students all over China. They gave,

the following program:

PROGRAM
Moskowski Bolero Op. 12, No. 2

Florence M. Wong Mary F. Chen
(a) Lange Die Lotus Blume
(b) P. Schrwenka Moment Musical

(c) Poldini Etude Japonaise

Mary F. Chen

Nevin Shepherds All and Maidens Fair

Florence M. Wong

(a) C. Chaminade Les Sylvians

(b) Bohm Murmuring Brook

Mary F. Chen

(a) Heller Tarentelle, Op. 35, No. 2

(b) Mendelssohn Spinning Song

Florence M. Wong

Nevin Country Dance, Op. 6. No. 2

Mary F. Chen Florence M. Wong

woul

mixed cloth that had a large rent in (lie front

almost the length of it ; and a black tight;

fitting jacket that was covered with lint and

tilth; and a dirty scarf on her head and a

dirtier while one around her neck. Her face

was dirty and her unkempt hair was hanging

down in her face.

Who would want to give her work? Yet,

there was a spark of something worth while

left; she has asked for work not charity. She

went on to explain that she did scrubbing,

but it was a rainy day and they did not want
any scrubbing done where she scrubbed. One
knew where she was accustomed to scrub— in

the saloons.

T asked her in. We did not have any work
for her, but there was plenty of work in the

city if she could only present a better ap-

pearance. The problem was to make her

aware of it. I thought that probably the

tiling most apparent to her would be the long

tear in her skirt. I told her that we had a
needle, thread and thimble, and would she

like to use them to sew up her skirt. "I

would," she replied. When she took the

thread, she said, "I will make it double this

time, because I sewed it up this morning with

a single thread and it did not hold."

She sewed very industriously and made it

firm. Then I asked if she would not like to

wash, and gave her a towel and soap. She

washed, then getting the spirit she removed

her scarf and fixed her hair. I got the brush

and started to brush her jacket. It was too

much for her. Her expression softened, and

she said, "You know you can't keep your coat

nice when you have to throw it on the floor

or anywhere while you work."

Now that her appearance was more pre-

sentable I said that I would send a note by
her to the woman in charge of the Federal

Employment Bureau whom I knew personally,

and we would get some work for her. I

asked her to come to our Mothers' Club
meeting. With the mention of the word
'"mother" there seemed to be an awakening.
She was a mother, but had almost forgotten

—

then she told me about her daughter. I gave
her a note to the Employment Bureau, and
she left. It was just for us to sow the seed.

The reason we have the name Disciples'

Community House over the door is that we
want it to be a vicarious home for all those

in the neighborhood, or for anyone passing
• air way; and find satisfaction for their needs,

but above all, that sympathetic understand-

ing and help that makes life worth while.

Some adults, failures in life or broken wrecks
of humanity, coming into the Community
House and finding the children so happily

employed, learning something useful to help

them better in the struggle of life have said,

"Oh, if we had only had a chance, if only

we had been taught such when we were young,

life would be different now."

The boys and girls do come who try our

patience, and cause us to wonder if it is

worth while, but if we go far enough we can

win the confidence and change the attitude.

Rodrigo annoyed all of us so. When he came
to Daily Vacation Bible School in the suin-

tner be never wore a waist, bul just a little

imdervest. 1 1 is face, arms, back and neck

were I; fd almost bbuk from the sun. With
bis boundless energy lie was always waving
bis bands, and made one think more of a

monkey than anything else.

I wanted to call in the home. 1 knew the

mother worked, so I asked Rodrigo if it would

be all right to call Sunday afternoons. Im-

mediately lie became suspicious and wanted to

know why I wanted to come. J told him
thai I wanted to know and see bis mother;
and asked him if lie did no! want me to know
bis mother. He did; lie seemed to think his

mother was all righi but was afraid that 1

was going to tell her of bis conduct, finally

I thoughl be was convinced of my good in-

tentions and quite enthusiastically gave bis

consent for the visit. I wont on the Sunday
afternoon at the appointed hour ami no one

was home, .lust before Christmas I called at

the home quite unexpectedly and found them
all there. The father was tubercular and

feeling miserable, the mother had a bad cold.

After exchanging greetings and expressing

my sympathy and words of heartfelt interest

in their welfare I won their confidence. Then
they asked if 1 would not like to see their

Christmas tree. Rodrigo was especially proud

of it because he had helped trim it. As we
passed through the bedrooms into the front

room, I saw that everything was immacu-

lately clean and neat. I admired the tree.

There seemed to be a warmth of feeling as

we stood around the tree and noted the trim-

mings and their significance and above all

what it stood for. I left feeling that we would
be fast friends. The next time Rodrigo came
to the Community House, despite the fact

that he was a real boy all the way through,

he came and put his arms around me, for he

had an affectionate nature. Now he is very

near me in story hour and every place and

likes to put his hand on my shoulder or in

some way express his affection.

We are all one big family and forget that

we are Americans, Italians, Greeks, Hunga-
rians and all the rest. A Greek mother came
to me and was so distressed. She was old

and gray—her only son, the pride of his

father's heart, was sick and anemic and had
a weak heart. The doctor had said that he
must be quiet and not have too sudden

changes of temperature. He had been coming
to the manual training, story hour, swimming
and Sunday school. She wanted him to come
every afternoon and learn something useful

and something about God. She was willing

to pay anything, money meant nothing where

the life and welfare of her boy was concerned.

She would pay anything, a dollar a week, if

he could only come. We talked it over and
of our plan to open a reading and game room
every afternoon for the boys on the street

that come to the doors every afternoon and
wanted to come in. As she left she looked

up and with heartfelt feeling she said, "I am
praying to you, just like I would to .God, to

help me."

I am praying to you just like I would to

God. Are we going to fail to answer that

prayer? The Disciples must answer it with

a Community House down in New York's

East Side, with facilities for recreational, ed-

ucational and vocational work, and a Chapel

with a worshipful atmosphere where these

immigrants from the lands of Cathedrals

can come and find God and the Christ.

"New YorJ: City. Bertha Merrill.
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The Minister's Wife
By F. E. Smith

WE make a plea for the minister's wife.

How great is the number of woman
souls who share completely their hus-

band's prayers and service. How very im-

portant is their place. Her power is behind

the throne, usually not seen, frequently not

realized or appreciated. There is here a type

of humble devotion and high service that

often is not recognized for its full worth to

the Kingdom.
She looks after the physical welfare of the

Messenger of God. She gives advice and coun-

sel he can well afford to heed and is a valua-

ble part in his greatest success. It is her

poise that keeps the church on an even keel

many times when a storm breaks. Every
recognition that gives him credit and praise

should see to it that her name is linked with

his.

There are not a few cases where our

churches receive the service of two people of

equal worth for the salary of one. It does

not seem fair that the wife should count in

the service and production of church values

without in her own name participating in

the financial recognition.

During the war when so many of our lead-

ers were in overseas service a number of our

churches were left in the care- of the wives,

who rendered unusual service. These women
forgot themselves in their new-found service,

upholding the good name of the men away
and adding to the glory of their ministry by
their faithful watch over the flock.

All honor to all the women of this class

who served so nobly. One of these was Mrs.

Alice L. Cole, Huntington, Indiana. Of Iowa
birth and training, a leader all through her

school life, receiving the A. B. of her Alma
Mater at the youngest age of all the alumnae.

She married Elmer Ward Cole in 1900. For
twelve years they have led the Huntington

church in its splendid achievements.

He was in service seven months, during

which time she, having been ordained to the

ministry, conducted twenty-nine funerals and

twenty-seven weddings and made eight hun-

Mrs. 11. 11. Harmon

Mrs. Walter M. White

dred pastoral calls. She preached every Sun-
day morning and four Sunday evenings. She
had general command of the work and re-

tained her position as C. W. B. M. District

Secretary. With all this she kept her own
home, with the two children, a daughter of

fourteen and a son of eight. During her

leadership the attendance on all services was
sustained, the interest was even greater, be-

cause the men in a very definite way, got

back of the work. In recognition of her de-

votion and worth, the salary was substan-

tially increased.

Another case was that of Mrs. Walter M.
White of Memphis, Tennessee. She has al-

ways been the chief counsel for one of our

most successful ministers. She is also the

youthful mother of five daughters who reflect

their mother's grace and usefulness in the

church.

During the ten months' service of her hus-

band, she looked after all the needs of the

work. She has the remarkable record of not

missing a single committee, or other kind of

meeting during the time she had charge. She

did not undertake the pulpit ministrations,

which were supplied by Dr. Austin Finley to

the profit of the church.

She carries into the church at all times a

wonderfully fine missionary spirit. She is

regularly seen in our conventions and is

chairman of the Disciples' Lake Geneva Sum-
mer Conference group. The church gave her

credit for the fine spirit that was maintained

in all departments of the work and this was
publicly expressed by the officers of the

church. She visited the sick, made all ar-

rangements for funerals and weddings, pre-

pared copy and edited the weekly church

paper. It was not so much by the tilings she

herself actually did, but what she inspired

others to do that she presented to her hus-

band on his return a better church than he

left.

Another interesting case is that of Mr-;.

Pearl Schell Harmon, Lincoln, Nebraska. Her

husband, Harvey H. Harmon, was in the serv-

ice in France twelve months, nine months of

that time right at the front as Divisional

Secretary of the Y. M. C! A. and Assistant

Chaplain of the famous Second Division.

During this time her gracious personality

directed much of the life and activities of the

church. Lawrence Dry, assistant pastor, con-

tinued his work as leader of the church in a

very successful way. Mrs. Harmon, because

of her long acquaintance and intimate knowl-

edge of the work, Avas most valuable in the

church during those stressful days. She gave

constant attention to the sick and the details

of the work that fell to her as the minister's

wife. Xo occasion, small or large, was com-
plete without her presence and previous prep-

arations necessary for its success. Her good
cheer went beyond the lines of the church
in her enthusiastic service. She was espe-

cially valuable in Pied Cro~s vork and the

other community war activities.

Of her work her husband says, and in it

speaks for all others of her class. "Xo one
will ever be able to give just the credit that

is due to the women who sent their compan-
ions to the front and stayed bv the stuff

through those most trying days. Such confi-

dence and trust was enough to make a fellow

go through anything. Notwithstanding that

I was on the battle line, her letters were

always strengthening and full of faith and
confidence in my return."

Her optimistic personality is a tower of

strength to the cause. This she maintained

above the anxious thought for her husband,

which every wife likewise shared, and the

care of the four children. Her hospitality

is known to every representative of our or-

ganized work. Who can forget Lincoln, the

church and the Harmon home, having once

received the gracious courtesy and hospitality

that live in the heart of this preacher's wife?

She herself comes of preaching stock in Penn-

sylvania. P. A. Schell of Topeka. Kansas, i~

her brother, and Charles E. Cobbey of Omaha,
Xebraska, her nephew.

All honor and praise to all these noble

women with all of their class who help main-

tain the work of the church in the regular

program and during the emergency calls.

Mrs. B. W. Cole
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Easter Week of Prayer

CONSECRATION and service, mingled

with joy and thanksgiving, should mark
the Christian's Easter observance. For

women the season is most significant. Only

because of the Christ and His victory has

woman found her emancipation.

All Woman's Missionary Societies and

Young Woman's Missionary Circles every-

where should unite to make one glorious vic-

tory in the spirit and service of the Easter

time.

The plans suggested for observance of this

week are in keeping with the great Inter-

church World Movement campaign. The four

outstanding points being emphasized by the

Interchurch World Movement are Spiritual

Resources, Stewardship, Consecration of Life

for Christian Service and Evangelism.

The women of the local missionary society

should plan for prayer services for two aft-

ernoons during the week preceding Easter,

preferably on Tuesday and Friday, using pro-

grams outlined if possible.

Other afternoons of that week should be

spent in calling on the unchurched women of

the local community. The local church will

doubtless be holding evangelistic meetings at

this time, and the women will be able to

assist materially in winning people for Christ

and the church, in cooperating with their pas-

tor in this calling campaign. In churches

where there is no pastor the Executive Com-
mittee of the Woman's Missionary Society

should select a list of names of people who
should be visited and brought into the work
of the church. Such names should be given

to women who are vitally interested in build-

ing up the church and who should go out two
by two in His name. If all who make such

calls would meet together for a brief season

of prayer before going it would strengthen

and prepare them for effective service. Prayer

should permeate and dominate the whole

campaign.

Easter Sunday should be the greatest day
in the history of our Christian Churches.
Boys and girls, young men and women, older

men and women should take a definite stand

for Christ. This is a time when people should

be earnestly urged to come into the church
and to become stewards. Stewardship implies

ownership. God is the owner, man is the

steward.

At the service on Friday afternoon, Thank
Offering boxes and envelopes should be

opened. Gifts of love and thanksgiving

should be made "according as the Lord hath
prospered you."

Programs

Tuesday Afternoon

Song: "My Faith Looks Up to Thee."

Devotional Service: "If Millions Prayed."

Scripture Lesson: Acts 4:31, 32.

Leaflet, pages 3-10.

Prayer.

The Home Altar ( 10 minutes) , "The God in

Your Home."
Discussion.

Prayer.

Song: "Take Time to Be Holy."

Evangelism (10 minutes), "Each One Win
One."

Discussion.

Prayer.

Song: "I Love to Tell the Story."

Benediction.

Friday Afternoon

Song: "I Am Thine, Lord."

Devotional Service: "If Millions Prayed."

Scripture Lesson, Acts 4:31, 32.

Leaflet, pages 10-16.

Prayer.

Stewardship of Life (10 minutes), "Thine

Only Son."

Discussion.

Prayer.

Song: "I Gave My Life for Thee."

Stewardship of Money (10 minutes).

"Thanksgiving Ann."

Discussion.

Prayer.

Song: "Savior, Thy Dying Love."

Benediction.

The following leaflets to be used in connec-

tion with these programs are now ready and

can be secured from the Literature Depart-

ment, College of Missions Building, Indianap-

olis, Indiana, price for the set of four, 10

cents

:

"If Millions Prayed," a strong leaflet on

prayer, by William E. Doughty.

"Thine Only Son," or the "Stewardship of

Family Life," a leaflet on "Life Enlistment,"

by Edwin M. Poteat.

"Thanksgiving Ann." a, leaflet on "Stew-

ardship of Money."

"The God in Your Home." a leaflet on the

"Home Altar," by Mrs. E. C. Cronk.

Articles for the presentation of the talk on

Evangelism will be found in current issues of

World Call and our weekly church papers.

Easter Love Gift envelopes and programs
are now ready and will be sent free of charge

upon request.

Special attention is called to Mrs. Caroline

Atwater Mason's story, which has been run-

ning as a serial in World Call. Is now pub-

lished in book form, "Conscripts of Con-

science."

This timely book is a story plea for world

missions, and is full of heart interest and
appeal, especially for those making decisions

as to life work.

As a plea in story form for volunteers for

Medical Mission Work, a review of this book
will be a happy addition to the monthly pro-

gram of the Missionary Society or Circle.

The Interchurch World Movement

The tremendous importance of the Inter-

church World Movement is becoming increas-

ingly manifest. That we as a people under-

take our proportionate share of the great

program of the Protestant Church for the

evangelization and uplift of the world is im-

perative. The Church of Christ, which is

scattered among the churches is sweeping on.

Widened horizons, deepened realizations of

stewardship, together witli increased spiritual

life and power should be brought to every

congregation of disciples in America.

At the Atlantic City Conference, held in

.January, it was decided to inaugurate the

intensive field campaign for the first year of

the Tnterchurch World Movement with a

nation-wide series of Preachers' Conferences

beginning in February; Laymen's Confer-

ences in March; County Conventions in every

county in America in March; special Evan-
gelistic Campaigns in all great centers in

March; Metropolitan Conferences in March,
and Community Conferences and Mass Meet-
ings in April, with the great financial cam-
paign to be pressed in April and May.
The four lines to be constantly stressed and

promoted in all Interchurch activities are

Spiritual Resources, Life Enlistment, Stew-

ardship, and Missionary Education. Doubt-
less the sweeping and intensive plans to be
carried out will bring an immeasurable lift

to Christian consciousness and conscience

throughout the whole Church.

The Executive Committee of the United
Christian Missionary Society has taken action
for the fullest possible cooperation in the

Interchurch World Movement. Since we have
preached Christian Union from the beginning
of the Restoration Movement we now have
unique opportunity for united effort with all

Christian people to press forward the message
of the Living and Sufficient Christ to the
dying nations of the world. In the Inter-

church World Movement the Restoration
Movement has nothing to lose of the things

for which we have prayed and striven. We
are asked to give up nothing of the great
plea of the Church of Christ, but to intensify

our efforts to bring the gospel to every living

man. We enter with zeal into this great

Movement for united prayer, united appeal
for people to accept Christ, united call for

consecration of life for Christian service, and
united effort to bring all Christians into a
realization of their stewardship under God
and to secure adequate funds to advance the

work of the kingdom throughout the earth.

Cooperation in Interchurch activities on
the part of missionary organizations now
auxiliary to the Christian Woman's Board
of Missions will be promoted under the di-

rection of its International Executive Com-
mittee through state and provincial, district,

county and local organizations.

That fullest cooperation may be given in

the Interchurch Movement, that the organized
womanhood of our churches may assist pas-
tors and leaders in carrying forward plans
as adopted in the local church, and that the
aims and plans for regular Christian Woman's
Board of Missions activities may be correlated

with the Interchurch Campaign, a general
conference of field workers was held at St.

Louis in January. At this conference plans
were formulated and aims enlarged to make
the woman's activities commensurate with
the scope of the Interchurch Movement. All

members of Missionary Societies, and all oth-

ers in every official capacity are asked to join

in this unparalleled movement with a new
consecration to the work of Christ, and to

undergird every effort with prayer.

It should be noted that the first vear's
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work in the Interchurch World Movement
will complete the Five-Year Campaign <if the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

According to plans as adopted during the

months of February, March and April, sys-

tematic effort will be made to bring informa-

tion and inspiration to every local society

and church in the brotherhood, also to enlist

the interest and sympathetic assistance of all

members of all local Missionary .Societies.

Cooperation along the following lines is

asked

:

1. A key woman to be responsible for looking

after interests of the Interchurch World

Movement in the local society will be

appointed. Let such appointment be con-

sidered as a draft for imperative service;

in the Christian army. Such local repre-

sentatives will receive the Interchurch

Bulletin and other important communica-

tions, and will bring all necessary matters

to the attention of the local Executive

Committee and officers of the society.

2. All societies should plan for the reading

of Interchurch World Movement literature

on the part of their entire membership.

The Literature Secretary of the local so-

ciety should be responsible for securing

such literature and seeing that it is circu-

lated. (Literature provided from Head-

quarters. )

3. All communications from district, state,

or regional, and international officers

should receive most careful consideration.

They should be read to the society when
so requested.

4. Every society should see to it that the

requested representation is provided for

the county conference of the Interchurch

World Movement. Every society and

every church should be represented.

5. Plans for observance of Easter Week of

Prayer are found in this issue of World
Call. Most congregations will be engaged

in the winning of unchurched people at

the Easter season. Women of Missionary

Societies will have unique opportunity for

service in this great evangelistic move-

ment. Prayer and work for the salvation

of others are the dominant notes of Easter

Week. Every society is asked to assist

the whole movement through the most

effective possible observance of Easter

Week of Prayer.

Financial Aim and Plans

Recommended

:

1. That the financial aim for funds from
local missionary societies, auxiliary to the

United Christian Missionary Society, be

$1,000,000 for 1920-21. beginning July 1,

1920, ending June 30, 1921.

2. That the $1,000,000 aim be apportioned

among states and provinces.

(a) That state and provincial development,

funds, plus all other funds sent to the

treasury of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society be counted on this aim.

(1/) That all individual gifts be credited

through the local auxiliary society when
donors so desire.

(c) That a campaign lie pressed for char-

ter Life Memberships in the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society at $1,000. which

may be paid in five annual installments;

for Sustaining Memberships at $100 a

year, and for Annual Memberships at $25.

That the larger gifts of $20,000 for Stew-

ards, $10,000 for fellows in Perpetuity,

and $5,000 fur Life Patrons also be sought.
.'!. Thai si ale and provincial executive com-

mittees release such officers as may he

requested by the International Executive

Committee lo give full lime for the next:

three months in promotion of Interchurch

World Movement activities within the

state or provinces, and that they make
arrangements for other workers to carry

the responsibilities of Extension Cam-
paigns and other regular development
work as may be necessary.

4. That in addition to the services of des-

ignated officers, the International Execu-
tive Committee provide additional workers
in states and provinces as the interest s of

the campaign may demand.

Boy's and Girl's Department

This year faster Sunday is to be the culmi-
nation of the great soul-saving campaign in

which the churches of all communions will be
engaged through the efforts of the Inter-

church World Movement. In every possible

way we desire to cooperate in this. No doubt
in most of the churches the pastor will have
special plans and a regular Easter program
will not be desired. For this reason we are
not in an especial way recommending such a
program.

It is the plan to prepare an Easter program
for the regular meeting on Easter Sunday,
April 4. This will appear in the usual pro-

gram department in the April number. On
this day the boys and girls will bring their

special Easter offering. It may be made a

day full of meaning for the children. Tt is

sincerely hoped that Easter Sunday will be

a great decision day for our boys and girls,

that many hundreds of them will give them-
selves to Christ.

For the churches that wish to put on a

special program we can furnish a beautiful
one prepared by Jessie Brown Pounds, called

"In Old Jerusalem". This program calls for

eight adults who do the reciting, a: Junior
choir and a group of small children. The
general theme is, "What Think Ye of Christ?"'

The program is to be concluded with a talk

by the pastor on that subject.

Temperance—A World Task

INSTEAD of lessening their activities the
Temperance agencies of the United States
are speeding up their forces. It is a mis-

take for many temperance advocates to feel

that as national prohibition is now an ac-

complished fact there is nothing more to do.

Strange as it may seem, exactly the reverse

is true. The liquor men, defeated in the

field of legislation, are continuing their efforts

looking to the overthrow- of the law by direct

appeal to the voters of the country.

Two new organizations have been formed,
one the "Organization Opposed to National
Prohibition", and the other the "Organization
< 'pposed to the Eighteenth Amendment."
They will make a direct appeal to the voters

not to support any candidate who is not op-

posed to national prohibition. Tt is their hope
to return to Congress a group of men who
will move in the direction of nullification.

Not only this but there are millions of for-

eign people in this country who do not under-

stand the reason for prohibition, and. while

they have had their liquor taken away From

them, must be dealt with as a part of the

general problem of Americanization,

'I hi' backwash of the liquor business is still

with ii- and the work of reform along the -

lines of respect for law. Sunday observance,

gambling, social evil, and the Bible in the
public schools must be promoted as a part
ot the genera] policy of toning up the nation.

In addition to these we must turn our atten-

tion to temperance in other land- as a part
of our general international program.

America is leading as a nation of ideals

among the nation- of the earth, it was this

spirit of idealism and unselfish devotion to
the principles of world welfare that enabled
us to make the contribution that we did to
Hie prosecution of the war. Moreover, Amer-
ica's missionary arm reaches around the

globe. So it is in keeping with this world
interest that we are to promote world tem-
perance. Missionaries tell us that the liquor

interests have obstructed and made very much
more difficult their work in other countries.

It is not only good business for our nation
to promote international temperance, but it

certainly is good business to protect our
missionary activities by removing the chief

obstacle to the missionary cause in many
lands.

Here and there some overenthusiastic

friend of temperance feels that the work is

all done and that temperance agencies should

close up their offices and l'o out of busiiiess.

A mere glance at our own national, as well

as the world situation, ought to convince one'

that this is the time for churches and all

others interested in missions to do greater

work than ever before. L. E. Sellers.

Temperance Progress in Belgium

CARDINAL DESTPE MERCIER of Bel-

gium, whose recent visit to our country
was a national event, is a bitter foe of

the liquor business. In the midst of the life

and death struggle which his people were
making during the war. Cardinal Mercier. in

season and out of season, waged relentless

warfare against the great enemy at home.
Alcoholism. Here is a paragraph from one
of his numerous addresses on the subject:

"You who hold the Christian faith look

around you at those who suffer from the

effects of alcoholism. Can we be insensible

to the spectacle of this misery and pa-> by
on the other side? No, indeed!

"I am discharging my duty as a Catholic.

as a priest, as a Bishop, in coming to cooper-

ate with you in the struggle against alco-

holism."

In this connection it is interesting to note

that some temperance progress is being made
in Belgium. Recently her Parliament has

passed a law prohibiting the sale of spirits

in public houses, and even prohibiting the

owner from keeping liquors for his own per-

sonal consumption. For the time being the

sale of beer and wine will be permitted. The
bill was strongly supported by the Liberals,

and especially by the representatives of the

working classes. One delegate described the

Belgian people as having been "gangrened by

alcohol". There is one public house in Bel-

gium for every thirty- four inhabitants. The

measure had been recommended by the Spe-

cial Committee on Temperance, composed of

scientific experts and headed by M. Yander-

velde, who was Premier of Belgium at the

time of the German invasion.

L. F. Sellers,
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Photograph of Our Mexican Orphans Returning from the United States

Our Orphan Family, Aguascalientes,

Mexcio

MISS ELMA C. IRELAN, Aguascalientes,

Mexico: "It is wonderful to be at

home at last, though much is lacking

in our arrangements yet. God has been good
to us, and we are here with pastor and teach-

ers. Counting our girls we now have about

seventy-five enrolled in kindergarten and day
school, and about thirty in night classes

—

English. We still have the prospect of re-

ceiving more pupils. Our classes opened the

7th of January. Did Mr. Cornelius tell you
of the young man who was baptized on New
Year's Day. and of his tine prospects? Maria
Diaz, a cousin of Professor Juan Diaz, is one
of our teachers here. She had become a
Christian in Mr. Diaz's home. She has brought
her mother and sisters from Zacatecas to live

with her. The three sisters have made the

good confession since coming. We have taken
one little girl into the orphanage. She is

about eight years old, and a bright child.

She was an orphan in care of an aunt, who
was also caring for the child's brother. All

three were being taken to Torreon by a Chris-

tian family for which the aunt had worked.
Strange to say Mrs. Cornelius, whose death
occurred at San Antonio some months ago,

had met this Christian family in Kansas City.

The mother and boys had been baptized by

Mr. Small of Hyde Park church. They knew
Mr. Estill and Mrs. Latshaw. They seemed
to be trusting God for ability to care for the

poor family of which I have spoken, but they
were very anxious to leave the little girl in

school. We saw the child's need and took

her into our home. Vicenta is a little taller

than Marta. They make a very happy little

pair. Already another case has presented it-

self—little sisters of eight and ten or nine

and eleven. They have no parents and live

with their grandmother, who is distressingly

poor. Her own daughter she has to send to

school sometimes without breakfast and din-

ner. Sometimes they have just parched corn

lo eat. These little granddaughters were not

in school until the grandmother's sister sent

for her to bring the children here. We are

letting them come to day school until we
<nn hear from you. Their great aunt will see

(bat they are eared for until then. Her work
is such thai she cannot keep them all the

time. They are cute-looking, big-eyed little

folks. These children are from Zacatecas."

All who have visited Central Mexico will

understand that appeals like these will come
frequently. Shall we miss such opportunities

to do good and to train future workers? It

will cost $100 per year simply to provide

food for these orphan children. Clothing will

have to come in excess of this amount. To
tjive them mother love and care will cost the

best there is in our splendid missionaries.

They willingly give of their very lives. Shall

one not stand ready to supply material sup-

port? This home for orphan children is the

only one in Mexico under Protestant care.

These All Died in the Faith

Mrs. Minnie Florence Boggess, January 1,

1920; Erskine, Alberta, Canada.

Mrs. Melissa Pierce, April HO. 1910; Mack-
inaw, Illinois. Age eighty years.

Mrs. Sue Hill. September S. 1919; Mack-
inaw, Illinois. Age sixty-six years.

Mrs. Margaret Beckley. December 11, 1919;

Mackinaw, Illinois. Age eighty-four years.

Mrs. Ida Dunham. January 3. 1920; Mack-
inaw, Illinois. Age sixty-two years.

Mrs. Kirby Foster, December 5. 1919;

Jacksonville, Florida. A charter member of

the Woman's Missionary Society.

IMrs. B. F. Bilbro, January S, 1920;

Mounds, Oklahoma.

Edmund Henry Rider. November 16, 1919;

Cantril, Iowa. Age eighty-one years.

Mrs. Estella Loer, January 25, 1920; New
Castle. Indiana. For three years president

of the Woman's Missionary Society.

Mrs. Emily Settle Allen, October 30, 1919;
Liberty, Missouri.
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Mary and Martha

WE are familiar with the story of Mary
and Martha who ministered to the

Christ when He dwelt among men. The
following is the story of a Mary and Martha,
twin sisters, to whom He recently ministered

through His church.

A good man, but poor, died last winter of

influenza. He left a widow and a family of

children without support. The mother in

necessity took employment in a shoe factory

at nine dollars per week. By close applica-

tion and rigid economy she was able to keep

her family of little ones together. However,

as she toiled for the children God had given

her she was consumed with anxiety over the

one that was yet to come. She knew full

well that she could not leave a young baby

at home while she went back to the shoe fac-

tory to earn the support for herself and her
little family. She reasoned that it would be

better to turn the new-born babe over to the

care and affection of some good childless

woman, and to do it before she became at-

tached to it, than to undertake the impossible,

and perhaps lose them all by having her home
broken up and all of her children scattered.

In her necessity she entered into a conspir-

acy with a childless neighbor woman to place

the new-born babe upon her doorstep. The
neighbor woman's husband had refused to let

her take a child to raise. She reasoned, how-
ever, that if she found a homeless, helpless

babe at her door she would overcome his

objections. And so the plan was made. The
babe came, not one but two, and both girls.

They were, deposited, according to agreement,

upon the neighbor's step; but providence in-

tervened.

The day before, the neighbor's wife being

taken suddenly ill, had been taken to a hos-

pital. The neighbor himself found the babies.

He at once called the police and they took

charge of them. It was the province of the

court to determine what should be done with

these little mites of humanity adrift in the

world. Instead of sending them to some

Roman Catholic institution as is so often

done, they were sent to one of the homes of

the National Benevolent Association. Here

they remained for a few weeks. They were

strong and healthy and so responded rapidly

to the affectionate care they received.

They became interesting, attractive.

They were nameless, so the good

Christian woman to whose

/"" "f

care they were committed named them Mary
and Martha, for she said "The Master is

ministering to them as the sisters of old
ministered to Him." They are today basking
and growing into a promising childhood and
womanhood in the affection of a Christian
home of their own.

Progress Among the Churches

WHEN the size of the War Budget was
determined and the amount of the
Liberty Loan was decided upon, the

United States Government had no precedents
to follow and no standards to guide it. The
officials charged with the duty of determin-
ing the amount of money needed did not in-

quire as to how much Americans had given
or loaned on previous occasions that they
might base their requests on past records.

They first determined the probable cost of

our participation in the war. announced the
amount necessary to meet the bill and boldly

asked the people for the money, though the
amount well nigh staggered the imagination
of the wildest dreamer.

The time has come for churches to make
their missionary budgets in the same way,
basing them upon needs and opportunities.

Too long have we been bound by past records.

Too often have unworthy standards been set

before churches because their last year's

offerings were small.

Many churches are shaking off the shackles

of an unworthy past, and are honestly seek-

ing to have a worthy part in meeting the

expenses of '"'evangelizing the world in this

generation." The H Street Church, Washing-
ton, D. G, has increased its offerings to for-

eign missions one hundred per cent this year.

The Clearfield, Iowa, congregation, conscious

that their old record was not sufficient to

justify pride, raised their March Offering

three hundred per cent over last year's gifts.

Imperial, California, a small congregation

of thirty-six active members, studied the

needs of the fields, pondered God's blessings

to them, measured their ability and decided

that they were able to support the work of

a missionary in Africa. They have become

a Joint Living Link in the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society and the Christian Wom-
an's Board of Missions. Such a standard in

some of our larger churches would make them
responsible for whole stations in heathen
lands.

The church at Tullahoma, Tennessee, has
its efficient pastor, W. R. Holder, who spent
a term of service in Africa and returned be-

cause of ill health. The first fifty people

canvassed for missions pledged $2,150, and
there were one hundred more members to be
visited. The first payment from their budget
has already been made to the Foreign So-

ciety. It amounted to $63.30, a gain of four

hundred per cent over their offering of last

year and more is to follow.

The church at Harrison, Ohio, which is now
without a preacher, has elders and deacons

who function. Unsatisfied with old standards,

they faced the world's need and increased

their offering for foreign missions five hun-

dred per cent.

W. C. Timmons of Glenwood, Iowa, chal-

lenged the church of that city to assume its

just portion of responsibility for world evan-

gelization. So. forgetting that which was
behind, they made an offering which was a

1025 per cent gain over their best previous

record.

Space would fail us to speak at length of

New Union, Kentucky, a church of fifty mem-
bers, whose budget for self is $1,000, and
whose offerings for others amounts to S2.50Q;

of Wabash, Indiana, whose offering of $200

this year is almost three times last year's

report ; of Loveland, Colorado; Christopher.

Illinois; Washburn, Iowa, and a worthy host

of others who have heard the call and seen

the light and are determined to give in the

future as "God hath prospered them" and as

the world hath need, rather than as their

report in last year's Year Book might suggest.

According to the need, we gave to make
democracy secure. But the root conception

of democracy is thoroughly religious; its

foundation lies in the fact of the Fatherhood

of God and its corollary that all men are

His children. We cannot now make the whole

world safe for democracy for more than half

of it is ignorant of the fundamental fact of

democracy. One half the world is yet im-

possible for democracy and

will continue to be until

the churches of Christ,

measure their offer-

in<rs bv the need.

MY

Mary and Martha. "The Master Is Ministering to Them As the Sisters of Old Ministered to Him
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Life Work Recruits at La Porte, Indiana

A Life Enlistment Service

THERE was recently held a very interest-

ing church service at La Porte, Indiana.

A. L. Stamper is the minister. Life en-

listment was part of the closing day of a

two weeks' successful evangelistic effort. The

preacher had spoken of it and prayed about

it much. He was successful in creating a

favorable atmosphere for the surrender of

life. No personal appeal for decision had
been made. Each came up to the great hour

free of mind and soul before the plain, sim-

ple call that was made.

Some thirty young people responded, more

boys than girls, when the call for definite

Christian service was made in the last mo-

ments of the morning hour of worship. The
janitor's boy led the way. A half dozen boys

came before the girls started. The preacher's

son, Allen, who has a brother in Transylvania,

was in the group, to the joy of his father.

In the group he stands at the opposite end

from his father. One boy was followed by

his father, a business man, who has been

seeking opportunity to give his life in some

special form of service. One girl of Bohemian

family, with unusual talent, out of her faith,

laid down her life as an offering to her Mas-
ter. She had been compelled to quit high

school to help make the way for her two
small brothers and her mother. The church

has put her back in school and by help given

the home means to see her through. The
minister says that they mean to guarantee

the education of all in the group making sure

that they go on in complete fulfillment of the

covenant made. At the close a prayer of

dedication was made by the visitor.

It was a great service. It went home to

the heart of the church with a strange new
sense of responsibility. One young man. a

member of the school, but not a Christian,

was so impressed with the service that he

came at the close and wanted to be counted

in. He was asked if he knew what it meant,

to which he not only replied "Yes", but took

his place before the camera to make a record

of his decision. No great challenge for serv-

ice had ever before been placed squarely be-

fore him. To such he responded with his

life in the promise to serve. The act of these

young people will start new currents of spir-

itual life in the church.

With some of the younger, it was a declara-

tion of intention ; with the older it was a
serious decision ; for all present it was an ex-

perience to be remembered for a lifetime.

Supplemental to what the minister did,

superintendent King had the plan of appoint-

ing young people of the school to take assign-

ment as missionaries to various lands and
write back letters which were read before the

school. This touched the imagination of the

young. Many of the letters were thrilling

in interest; they were all surprisingly true

to the land and work of which they wrote.

When our preachers prepare and have such

services and the churches stand back of the

young people for their education, there will

be a great increase in the number of servants

of the King. There is nothing spectacular

here. Just a great heart leading his young
folk to life consecration. What sharp con-

trast to a well known church of which it was
recently said that in fifty years not a single

preacher or missionary has been sent out

from its membership.

In the program of the Interchurch World
Movement, Life Enlistment Day comes on
February 29. Every church should have
plans already under way to make this a very
significant day in its history. The Inter-

church surveys show that one hundred thou-

sand new workers will be needed in the next
five years. We must furnish our share and
will, if in every church there is given the life

call as it was in this service at La Porte.

The Pension System proposes to reinforce

the life of all our ministers so as to relieve

the anxiety and care that hinder them from
their best work. Every preacher must be
free to work with abandon. The assurance
for himself and family as he faces the future

is a great asset to him and the church. The
Board of Ministerial Relief takes joy in the

ministry of providing for all our leaders the

reserves they need, and calls upon the

churches to provide full assurance for every

one of our workers. F. E. Smith, Secretary.

Statistics of All Religious Faiths

"fTlIIE Year Book of the Churches" for

I 1920, the official volume issued annually

by the Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America, contains the usual an-

nual statistics for all the leading denomina-
tions as furnished by their officials. In the

case of some of the smaller bodies it was
necessary to take the United States Census
figures for 1916.

For 1919, in spite of disturbed social con-

ditions due to reconstruction, the various re-

ligious bodies of the country report a total

growth in membership of 2,861,182 over the

census of 1916. There is also an increase of

3,519 ministers and of 6,347 church organiza-

tions. The total number of churches now
stands at 233,834. There are 195,315 minis-

ters, priests and rabbis with 44,7S8,036 mem-
bers of these various organizations. The total

Roman Catholic membership is reported as

17,549,324, which includes baptized members,

both children and adults, while the Protes-

tant figures are simply for the communicant
members. The report of the Jews who hold

membership in various synagogues is only

260,000. This is accounted for by the fact

that membership in Jewish congregations is,

in most cases, restricted to heads of families

and these only are reported in the table. The
two Mormon bodies report a membership of

494,388. The Greek Orthodox Church reports

119,871, while the Russian Orthodox Church

has a membership of 99,681. Another Orien-

tal body, the Syrian Orthodox Church, has

50,000 members in this country. The total

Protestant church membership reported is

25,980.456.

The membership of the bodies making up
the Federal Council has increased 816,922

over that of 1918. This is in part due to the

admission of the Christian Reformed Church

and the Churches of God in North America
(General Eldership), but represents also a

very considerable gain by many denomina-

tions reported last year. The total member-

ship of the Federal Council bodies is given

as 19,504,102 this year as compared with

18,687,180 reported a year ago.

The new figures show an increase of 5,013
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in the number of Sunday schools reported,

but a loss in the number of persons under

formal religious instruction amounting to

506,534, the present number of Sunday school

pupils being 21,291,087.

The expenditures of the churches have

fallen off during the year $2,522,048, the total

for 1919 being $326,287,951. Church leaders

account for this chiefly through the decrease

in local church building enterprises due to

disturbed conditions and high prices. While

no figures have been reported to show the in-

crease for missions and other general benev-

olences, it is known that on account of the

enormous sums raised by Methodists, Presby-

terians and other bodies during the past year,

these figures have far outstripped those of

any previous year.

The membership of the larger frotestanl

bodies is as follows: Methodisl Episcopal,

North, 4,175.502; Southern Baptisl Conven-

tion, 2,887,428; Methodist Episcopal, South,

2,152,974; Presbyterian in the U. S. A..

1,603,033; Northern Baptist Convention,

1,502,341; Disciples of Christ, 1,193,423;

Protestant Episcopal. 1,065,825; Congrega-

tional Churches, 808,122; the newly-formed

United Lutheran Church in America, 782,807

(the membership of the twenty Lutheran

bodies in the United States totals 2,451,997) ;

the four leading colored denominations, Na-

tional Baptist Convention, African Methodisl

Episcopal, African Methodist Episcopal Zion

and Colored Methodist Episcopal total

4,191,257.

EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE KINGDOM
BY THE DAY

10 cents per day for carfare

5 cents per day for "phone call

2.7 cents per day for the Church

BY THE WEEK
$1.50 per week for room rent

40 cents per week for ice cream and candy

20 cents per week for moving pictures

.18.9 cents per week for the Church

BY THE MONTH
$8.00 per month for clothing

$3.00 per month for tobacco

$1.00 per month for the theatre

81 cents per month for the Church

BY THE YEAR

Our annual expenditures for the essentials, or even the non-

essentials of life, are so greatly out of proportion to our total

giving for all church purposes, that the space on this page

will not permit of a graph without destroying the scale of

the above charts.

Merchurch World Movement of Afor/h America G /3S

For the Interchurch World
Movement

TO ENTOURAGE every church to put
World Call in every home at once, and
thus get full information about the In-

terchurch World Movement, the subscription

price will be kepi down to one dollar a year
until July 1. Then it will have to go to a
dollar and a. half.

The Magazine Committee feels that it is

only fair to our present subscribers whose
subscription expires before October 1, 1920.

that they be allowed to renew at the old rate.

No subscription, new or renewal, can be taken
for more than one vear at the dollar rate.

Ginling College

IT
is gratifying to know that our Mission

in China steadily grows in appreciation of

Ginling College. We are glad to quote the
following from a recent letter of Mr. Frank
Garrett : "The Mission more and more recog-

nizes the value of the work which Ginlinjr

College is doing, and the value it will be to

our Mission to have" a few of our best school

girls take the full college course offered there.

This will give us a type of leadership which
will command respect in the most influential

circles and will give us trained counsellors

for the direction of the development of the

work, as it relates to women and girls."'"

Our readers noted in the last issue of

World Call that two of our Luchowfu grad-

uates of last year are in Ginling College this

year. Miss Minnie Vautrin, who has served

a term in China under the Foreign Society,

and has recently returned after furlough, i<

our representative on the faculty of Ginling

College. She is acting as president of that

institution during Mrs. Thurston's furlough.

We hear constantly that Ginling is full this

year, and that the faculty has had to turn

young women away. We have not our new
equipment yet. It is hoped that in a few

years we may be able to take care of all who
come. One of the missionaries lias written

that there are about thirty freshmen in the

college this year, and they have not a class

room that will seat that many. She further

says: "1 have heard all my life about mission

schools being crowded and having to turn

away students, but when it's yourself that

does t lie turning away, it makes a deeper

impression. You go over and over a list of

candidates, and you say perhaps this girl i-

a little weaker than the others in English

and you'll turn her down, and you do. Then
ten days later along come four or five letters

from people who have beard that you turned

the girl down. One is her teacher and sin

says she doesn't mind having another girl

turned down but— — is different. She i<

a perfectly splendid girl and such an earnest

student that she is sure to make good. The
second letter is from a dear friend of the

college begging us to reconsider . She

knows the family and they are very conserva-

tive. It is only after months of pleading

that they have given their consent, and it is

now or never they say. The third letter is

from one of our Alumnae and she knows
. She also knows better than any

one else whal preparation i> needed for col-

lege. She corroborates the before-mentioned

letters ami begs US to reconsider— —

.

The fourth letter is from— - hersetl and

she tells us of her hopes and ambitions, '!

her eagerness lo '"me. and how her father and
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mother have at last given their consent.

She'll work as no student has ever worked,

but she must come. That is one example and

there are various cithers. Every girl that is

recommended is 'a jewel', 'the best we have',

'has a wonderful personality,' 'the first Chris-

tian in her family and represents an entirely

untouched field', 'wants to come and examine

Christianity', 'we are sending our best

teacher. I don't know what we'll do without

her'.

"But if they come, they must be taught.

We wonder how many boats can bring how

many teachers to us."

From such information as this it is evident

that we who have undertaken responsibility

for this new and growing college among Chi-

na's millions of women must be faithful to

our undertaking. Ginling must meet the need

for which she was brought into existence.

Complete Cooperation in the Inter-

church World Movement

A
SERIES of representative meetings, Jan-

uary 20 to 23, gave earnest considera-

tion to the needs, both of men and of

money, revealed by the surveys of the Inter-

church World Movement of North America,

to the budgets necessary to meet these needs

in all fields and departments and to the

means by which workers and funds are to be

secured.

First came joint and separate conferences

of the Executive Committees of the United

Christian Missionary and the Board of Edu-

cation. Many other members of the latter

and representatives of the International Con-

vention and of the Temperance Board and
Christian Unity Association also took part in

this joint conference.

The following budgets were unanimously

agreed upon as the smallest sums with which

the responsibilities of the Disciples of Christ

can be met. Indeed these figures are less titan

the least, concession being made to what some
called common sense and others unbelief.

Final Budget United Christian Mission-
ary Society 1920-1921.

For Current Support of Work.

One Year Budget.

Foreign $2,4SS,352.00

Home 2,064,965.00

Religious Education 197,331.00

Board of Ministerial Belief 223,912.00

National. Benevolent Association 1,000,000.00

$5*974,560.00

Temperance 25,440.00

Total $6,000,000.00

Five Year Budget.

Foreign $12,300,518.00

Home 12,163,628.00

Religious Education 1,163,901.(10

Board of Ministerial Relief 1,799,428.00

National Benevolent Association 2,370,759.00

$29,708,234.00

Temperance 201,766.00

Total $30,000,000.00

Following the conferences three days were
spent by those who had attended them and
by state, district and national secretaries and
field workers, men and women, in earnest

consideration of everything involved in the

Interchurch World Movement. The net re-

sults of prayer and deliberation were em-

bodied in the reports of the Joint Committee
on Promotion and the Committee on Findings.

As revised and unanimously approved the

former report follows in full and such parts

of the latter as are not embodied in that and

are of general interest.

Report of the Joint Committee on Promo-

tion of the Interchurch World Move-

ment for the Disciples of Christ.

The four members of the Committee, two,

Mrs. Anna R. Atwater and J. 11. Mohorter,

chosen by the United Christian Missionary

Society, and two, II. O. Pritchard and J. C.

Todd, by the Board of Education, feeling that

an outstanding pastor on the Committee

would add materially to its strength, chose

George A. Campbell of the Union Avenue

Church, St. Louis, as 'the fifth member.

Mr. Campbell was elected chairman, Mr.

Mohorter secretary, and Mr. Todd treasurer.

I. The Committee voted to recommend
that members of this conference declare

Unit it is their purpose to (he extent of their

ability to promote the [nterchurch World

Movement campaign throughout our brother-

hood, and to promote it as a united campaign

in which the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety and the Board of Education are equally

interested and for which they are equallj

responsible.

2. The Committee voted thai il shall he

I he policy of this Committee to relate and

utilize all available existing organizations

now in use by our brotherhood.

3. The Committee voted thai while il

hopes to effect an organization that in the

end will reach and serve permanently every

church in our brotherhood, it recognizes the

necessity of forming a temporary organization,

for immediate action, and that if will seek

to enlist the services of our outstanding lay-

men and lo secure the release of pastors and

of organization officers for this temporary

service.

4. The Committee voted that it will lie its

policy to utilize to the fullest extent the as-

sistance of the organization, machinery, lit-

erature and such other aid as the Interchurch

World Movement may be able and willing to

render.

5. The Committee recommends thai all

organization, state and national, recognize

that all of our educational and missionary

agencies are passing through a process of

expansion and reorganization, and that they

adjust their work and their programs to the

Living-, the Minister Gave His Life to the Church; Dying-, He Left His Family to the Church Through
the Board of Ministerial Relief.
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Interchureh World Movement as rapidly as

courses of action are revealed.

6. The Committee voted to select a place

oi business as headquarters for its campaign
at as early a date as possible and at such a
place as the convenience of the workers and
the needs of the work may seem to require.

7. The Committee voted to recommend
that the expense of the campaign he borne by

the organizations participating, advancement
of money to be made on the basis of budget

askings, and final settlement to be made on

the basis of receipts.

S. The Committee voted to recommend
that in this campaign a single form of pledge

be used with provision for designations, and
that all undesignated funds shall be divided

equally between the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society and the Board of Education.

9. 'the Committee recommends that in se-

curing pledges we respect the principle of des-

ignation and that there shall be no leveling

up.

10. The Committee recommends that in the

drive to be put on April 21 to May 2, it be

for funds in addition to the budget of $3,000,-

000 already provided for in the present budget

and in existing subscriptions, and that ad-

justments of future budgets and campaigns

and the date for opening and closing the fiscal

year be referred to the International Con-

vention.

11. The Committee voted to enlarge the

Committee on Literature appointed by the

United Christian Missionary .Society so as to

enable it to serve the interest of education as

well as missions, and to continue that com-

mittee as the Committee on Literature for

Mei Fan Swen

ONE of the twenty stories in The Flag with Five Colors, the new foreign missionary
material for use in the Sunday schools, is about Mei Fan Swen, who may be

seen with her mother in the above picture. If your school is not using this story
material you are missing a great opportunity to have a simple, systematic study of

missionary happenings in China, graded for all departments. Full supplies, The
Flag with Five Colors, with map and picture sheet, 25 cents; Stories of Chinese
Children, with five splendid enlarged pictures, 30 cents; Neir Fife Currents -in China,
and Hoio to Use 'New Life Currents in China' in the Sunday School, 55 cents;
Twelve Missionary Lessons for Christian Endeavor Societies, 10 cents, will be sent
for $1.00. Order at once.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Box 884, Cincinnati, O., or College of Missions Building, Indianapolis, Indiana

the Interehurch World Movement campaign.
12. The Committee voted to recommend

that in this Interchureh World .Movement
campaign emphasis be placed upon the action
taken by the International Convention re-

cently held at Cincinnati recommending the
following increase in minister's salaries:

25 per cent to those receiving salaries of

$1,500 and under; 20 per cent to those re-

ceiving salaries from $1,500 to $2,000; 20 per
cent to those receiving sal; ries from $2,000
to $3,000; 15 per cent to those receiving sal-

aries above $3,000.

13. The Committee voted to recommend
that David Teachout of Cleveland, Ohio, be

secured as Executive Secretary of our Inter-

chureh World Movement promotion campaign.
14. In view of the fact that details of

organization have not been fully worked out
either on the part of the Interchureh World
Movement or on the part of our own promo-
tional department, we recommend to all our
field workers that they stand ready to respond
to every call for assistance that may come
directly from the Interchureh World Move-
ment or from our own promotional depart-
ment, and that they lend every possible a--

istance. To be more specific we recommend:
(a) That the secretaries of State Mission-

ary Societies take the responsibility for -, -

curing the attendance of all our preachers
at the state conferences for preachers to tie

held February 16 to March 12 in every state

and that they serve as the conveners of our
own Disciple group, and that they handle the

literature for the group.

(b) That all our field workers lend as-

sistance, as they may be called upon to do so,

in securing attendance at laymen's and
women's meetings to be held in March.

(c) That they cooperate with national,

state and local representatives of the Inter-

chureh World Movement and with our own
promotional department in securing a maxi-
mum attendance of our people at county and
metropolitan conferences to be held in March
and April.

(d) We recommend the fullest and heart-

iest cooperation with the Interchureh World
Movement headquarters, our own promotional
department, also with the local representa-

tives of the Interchureh World Movement and
with representatives of other communions in

securing the largest possible attendance at

community conferences and mass meetings
and in all community efforts.

(e) That all our field workers encourage
and assist to the extent of their ability the

ministers of our churches in the most effec-

tive organization of the individual church for

the accomplishment of all the objects of the

Interchureh World Movement.

Parts of Retort of Committed ox
i ixdixgs.

1. That money secured for education

through the Interchureh Movement be handled

in accordance with principles adopted at our

hist International Convention with respect to

the educational budget : and that ill money
tor the United Christian Missionary Society

budget be sent to the treasurer of said Society

with the understanding that certain agreed

budgets he returned to the states for stale

work.

2. We recommend to the Promotion! Com-
mittee that it organize a sub-committee, who
shall seek to correlate all present financial

campaigns with the Interchureh campaign.

3. We recommend to all State Secretaries
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that hearty cooperation be given to the Men
and Millions Movement in the collection of

outstanding pledges. The Committee feels we
will be much better prepared to enter a new

campaign if we first conserve fully the fruits

of our first campaign.

4. We recommend that the Promotional

Committee prepare a budget to cover expenses

in the projected campaign of the Disciples

to be conducted in connection with the forth-

coming Interchurch World campaign April

21 to May 2, and present same to the Board

of Education and the Executive Committee

of the United Christian Missionary Society

for their approval.

5. It is the profound conviction of this

Committee that we have great reason for re-

joicing in the increasing spirit of unity and

harmony which grows from year to year as

we pray, confer and labor together in our

common task.

6. In view of the mighty efforts now being

put forth to husband the spiritual resources

of the church, we heartily endorse the "Each

One Win One" campaign being directed by

Jesse M. Bader and pledge our untiring ef-

forts to promote the plans suggested. It

seems providential and very significant that

we are a united brotherhood in this the heart

of our work for the Master and we rejoice in

the same ideals which prevail throughout

Protestantism in this regard.

7. We recommend that the churches co-

operate fully in the preparation for and ob-

servance of Stewardship Sunday, February

22, using in the most effective way the stew-

ardship literature and the enrollment cards

and having one or more sermons on Steward-

ship.

8. We approve the Life Enlistment cam-

paign which will bring into play every form

of our organized work and local churches in

securing the large number of missionaries

needed for the home and foreign fields and

in securing recruits for the ministry, espe-

cially emphasizing the Life Commitment
Day, February 29.

9. We recommend that the items of stew-

ardship, evangelism, and life recruits be given

all necessary consideration and action by the

Promotional Committee.

Btjdget of Board of Education of Dis-

ciples of Christ for Interchurch
World Movement

Senior Colleges

First year Five years

Atlantic Christian

College .$130,000 $650,000

Bethany College 300,000 1,500,000

Butler 'College 700,000 3,750,000

Cotner College 200,000 1,000,000

Culver-Stockton

College 150,000 800,000

Eureka College 160,000 1.000,000

Hiram College 300,000 1,500,000

Drake University 835,000 5,000,000

Lynchburg College— 160,000 800,000

-"Milligan College 150,000 500,000

Phillips University— 400,000 2,000,000

Transylvania College

and College of the

Bible 600,000 2,575,000

Southeastern College. 160,000 700,000

Spokane University.- 130,000 650,000

Texas Christian

University 450,000 2,250,000

$4,825,000 $24,675,000

Junior Colleges

First year Five years

Christian College $140,000 $650,000

Hamilton College 100,000 150,000

Kentucky Female
Orphans' School ___ 35,000 175,000

Midland College 50,000 250,000

Missouri Christian

College 80,000 400,000

William Woods
College !)(). (too 450,000

$495,000 $2,075,000

Schools Affiliated Willi Universities

Fi 1st year Five years

Bible College of

Missouri $100,000 $500,000

California School of

Christian Religion _ 250,000 1,000,000

Illinois Disciple

Foundation 160,000 800,000

Indiana School of

Religion 90,000 450,000

Diury Bible Chair ___ 15.000 75.001)

$615,000 $2,825,000

tDisciples Divinity

House
Board of Education. _ $40,000 $300,000

tAssociation for Pro-

motion of Christian

Unity 25,000 125,000

$65,000
#
$425,000

Grand Totals $6,000,000 $30,000,000

*Millig'an College has just withdrawn askings.
The amounts assigned Milligan will be distributed
to other colleges.

tlnasmuch as the Disciples Divinity House is

assigned general territory, it is put in the budget
for no definite amount, but it is understood that
gifts may be designated to it by individuals or
churches that so desire.

{Separate board but submitting askings through
Board of Education because there is no depart-
ment in the Interchurch Movement under which
it can be classified.

The New Jacksonville Home

IN
the purchase of the new home for old

people at Jacksonville, Florida, J. H. Mo-
horter has made a statesmanlike move in

the benevolent work of our brotherhood. This

is unquestionably the finest equipment for

the purpose that we have ever yet acquired.

It was my good fortune to go over the prop-

erty on my return from the recent Florida

Convention and I can testify to the fact that

we have secured a genuine bargain from a

real estate standpoint alone.

Its fine location in balmy Florida and its

close proximity to the good churches in Jack-

sonville are assets of value. J. T. Boone and
his great hearted people have already taken
this enterprise under their loving protection

and guardianship. It is going to be one of

the most popular and serviceable homes that
we have.

It is to lie hoped that immediate steps can

be taken looking toward its furnishing and
equipment that it may soon be occupied by
those whom we should all seek to honor. Gen-
erous financial assistance should be forth-

coming from the very outset, to what I hope
may be known as the Florida Mansion for the

Aged. Robt. M. Hopkins,
Bible School Secretary

American Christian Missionary Society.

R. A. MacLeod, Batang, Tibet: Average
attendance at Sunday school, 221. There is

a marked increase in the number of adult

Tibetans in tlie Sunday school classes. There
still continues to be an increase in interest

and attendance at all the services. The Chi-

nese Christians are being organized into a

church. Elders and deacons have been se-

lected. Next month we shall have a great or-

dinal ion service.

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

RAZOR BLADES re - sharpened 3c

each. An edge that satisfies. No
checks accepted. Blade Shop, Room
AR, Bible House, New York City, N.Y.

CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews. Pulpits, Chain, Altars, Book

Racksjables, Desks—EVERYTHING. The
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac-
tory to your church. Catalog free.

DeMoulinBros&Co.DepL " Greenville, HI.

Individual Cups
lEvery church should nse. Clean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

[%nd special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima, Ohio

Culver-Stockton College
{Founded as Christian University, 1853 )

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missouri

Who Should Pay for

World Call?
The subscribers, of course.

Yes, and beginning July 1 we are

going to allow them to do so.

That means that the subscription

rate will be advanced to $1.50.

Meanwhile new subscriptions and
renewals on subscriptions expiring

before October 1, 1020, will be ac-

cepted for just one year each at $1.00.

Send all subscriptions to

WORLD CALL
2-1-1 Downey Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Four Months Ending January 31

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

Churches _.

1910

$11,609.37

Bible Schools 28,869.79

Christian Endeavor Societies 113.00

individual Offerings 865.86

Annuities 7,200.(10

Bequests 1,462.29

Special Offerings 1,876.84

Interest 5.506.02

Men and Millions Movement 2,903.2!)

Sale of Year Books, Literature

and other books 590.33

Miscellaneous 3,860.43

1920

$15,359.11

51,935.98

280.82

499.00

7,000.00

333.05

1,015.99

8,172.90

•11.214.84

941.49

4,293.88

Gain

$3,749.74

23,066.19

167.82

366.86*

200.00*

1.129.24*

860.85*

2.666.28

3S.3I 1.55

351.16

433.45

$64,857.82 $131,047.06 $66,189.24

National Benevolent Association

(For Three Months Only)

$9,571.31

___ 2,927.63

291.67

( 'lunches

Schools

Societies

individuals 9,445.09

Lodges and Welfare 326.00

Patients, Board, Admissions 6,483.10

Annuities 3.000.00

Trust Funds 580.00

Endowments 500.00

Bequests 8,860.70

Interest Earned 2,708.20

Men and Millions Movement 11,310.86

Miscellaneous, Rummage, etc 1,064.16

$14,548.

11.791

1,597

30,708

1,013

7,727

14,542

2,391

400

5,246

2,292

1,848

.00

.75

52

09

$4,976.69

8.864.11

1 ,305.64

27,262.9(5

687.32

1 ,244.35

1 1 ,542.57

1.811.69

500.00 s

8,460.70s

2,538.55

9,018.34
::

783.93

$57,068.72 $100,107.49 $43,038.77

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $9,319.10

Missionary Societies, Circles, etc.- 65,006.95

Children's Organizations 2,501.60

Individual Gifts 10.800.00

Men and Millions Movement. 4,721.86

Bequests 2,353.90

Interest 12,048.12

Literature Sales and Subscriptions 13.080.88

Mission Fields and Institutions— 5,621.52

Sale of Property

Miscellaneous 2.168.04

$21,673.72

111.692.91

2,627.57

16,099.78

4,702.68

5,333.73

12,228.20

4,550.82

5.574.87

3,711.25

3,136.51

$12,354.62

46.685.96

125.97

5.299.78

19.18*

2,979.83

180.08

8.530.06"

46.65*

3,7 1 1 .25

968.47

$127,621.97 $191,332.04 $63,710.07

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number of Contributing Churches

Number Cont. Sunday Schools

Number Cont, C. E. Societies

Number Cout. Individuals

Churches (General Fund)
Churches (Special Fund)

Sunday Schools

Christian Endeavor Societies

Individuals (General Fund)
Individuals (Special Fund)

Men and Millions Movement

—

(General Fund)
(Special Fund)

Bequests

Miscellaneous (General Fund)
Annuities

435

128

241

201

$2 050.

600.

2.509.

2.139

7,719.

4.277.

1 .852.

1 ,999

1,487

4.414

6,699

93 $

03

78

31

38

92

51

.54

30,483.

1 .090.

3.565.

3,430.

7.583.

14,249.

2.165.

100

2,762

1.173

22,100

679

158

219

255

79

00

31

43

55

50

241

30
22*

54

59,432.86

489.97

1 .055.53

1.291.12

1 35.83 *

9.971.58

312.66

1,899.12*

1.275.07

3,241.25 ;:

15,400.46

Bible School Department for January
1919 1920 Gain

Number of Contributing Schools— 326 323 3*

Offerings from Sunday Schools.__ $8,528.73 $13,477.23 $4,948.50

Offerings from Individuals 6.00 21.00 15.00

Near East Belief S40.27 955.99 115.72

Miscellaneous Receipts 949.59 839.08 110.51

Cain in General Fun
Cain in Special Fund
(lain in Annuity Fund Receipts.

Receipl s

Receipts—

$54,750.32 $88,703.37 $33,954.05

$8,739.80

9.812.79

15,400.46

Total lor Month $10,324.59 $15,293.30 $4,968.71

Previous Receipts 24.604.41 42.330.47 17.726.01;

Churches

Sunday Schools

Individuals

Annuities

$34,929.00 $57,623.77 $22.(594.77

Board of Church Extension

$8,012.00 $10,966.91 $2,954.85

139.50 307.01 167.51

128.95 9H2.94 77-J '•'.

t

4,420.00 15,000.00 10,580.00

640.00 14.134.0!)

1.418.72 5,770.63*

Bequests 14.774.0'.)

Men and Millions Movement 7,189.35

$34,663.95 $29,235.58 .-v>.42s.:;7

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches $9,894.09 $15,111.77 -
55.217.ns

Bible Schools 2,199.76 11.047.94 8.84v|s

Individuals and Men and .Millions

Movement 18.248.82 1,488.72 16,760.10*

Bequests 7.462. lis 1,143.97 6,318.71

Annuities 400.00 300.no 100.00

Interest and Rent 2,146.21 1,548.90 597.31*

Miscellaneous 41.58 3.423.66 3,382.08

$40,393.74 $34,064.96 $6,328.78*

Pension Fund October 1, 1919 $52,513.05

Dues Paid by Ministers 10.l77.si;

Balance in Pension Fund January 1. 1920 $62.690.8.5

Board of Education
Churches $1,290.42 $4,927.26 $3,636.84

Colleges 1,000.00 1,150.00 150.00

Miscellaneous 146.78 7)53.80 617.02

$2,437.20 $6,841.06 $4,403.86

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare
Churches $565.49 $946.61 $381.12

Sunday Schools _ 33.19 33.19

Individuals and Men and Millions

Movement 90.27

Miscellaneous _: 64.65

2,842.66

755.1 15

2.752.39

690.51

$720.41 $4,577.62 $3,857.21

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity
Churches and Sunday Schools $959.56 $1,251.49 $291.93

Individuals 687.85 240.60 447.25

Literature 41.85 12.75 29. In

Miscellaneous 2S.50 ___-_ 28.50*

Interest 13.38 10;03 3.35

$1,731.14 $1,514.87

Grand Totals for All Boards
Churches $72,872.96 $116,358.(56

Sunday Schools 36,646.46 78,681.17

Christian Endeavor Societies 2.252.31 3,711.25

Individuals and Men and Millions

Movement 82.241.13 132.508.73

Bequests 36,400.95 10,613.11

Annuities 22.219.5 1 58,942.57

Interest and Kent 22.422.53 27.206.78

Missionary Societies and Circles— 65.001;.'.).") Ill.t592.91

Children's Organizations 2,501.60 2.627,57

Mission Fields and Institutions 5,621.52 5.574.87

Subscriptions and Literature 13,713.06 5.505.06

Miscellaneous 22.346.26 34.ool.37

$216.27
'

[543,485.70

12,034.71

1,458.94

50,267.60

25.787.S4

36.723.D3

4.784.25

16,685.96

125.97

10.65

S.208.00

11.655.11

*Loss. $384,245.27 $587 L24.05 $203,178.78
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INotes and News
Theatrical performances are being used by

the Turkish nationalist government to spread

hatred and incite massacres of non-Moslem
residents of Asia Minor, according to reports

received by Near East Relief, 1 Madison
Avenue, New York, the organization which
has for iis motive the saving of the lives of

more than a million starving people in Tur-

key and neighboring countries. As fast as

the British withdraw their troops the Mo-
hammedan population is aroused against the

Christian residents with massacres and de-

struction of property as a result.

Throughout the interior of Asia. Minor gov-

ernment controlled theaters are presenting

the Tragedy of Symrna, the Tragedy of Aidin

and similar semi-religious productions cal-

culated to spread the hatred of the Mohamme-
dans against persons of oilier religions. A
report from Angora says thousands of Ar-
menians are following the British troops out

of that region, traveling in caravans because

the troops took all of the available railroad

equipment and locomotives with them when
they withdrew. Angora is one of the termi-

nals of a branch of the Berlin-Bagdad rail-

road.

Self-government has been successfully estab-

lished in many of the orphanages established

by-Near East Relief, 1 Madison Avenue, New
Yoik City, where that organization is earing
for thousands "of children whose parents have
died during the deportations and massacres
of Armenians and Syrians. In the orphanage,

at Jerusalem the judges are an apprentice in

the carpenter shop, a boy of fourteen, and a
blind girl. A native teacher presides over the
court. With punishment administered by
their own associates, little difficulty is found
in having the orders of the court carried out,

and it is seldom necessary for the director of

the orphanage to intervene in settling dis-

putes, for the court realizes that "with what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged and
with what measure ye mete it shall be meas-
ured to you again.

Not only death from starvation and ex-

posure, but actual murder awaits hundreds
of thousands of Armenians, according to Rev.
Dr. Kunzler, a missionary who was in Turkey
during the war and who has just returned
to his home at Geneva, Switzerland. Since
the allied troops have left, the region he says
the Turks have resumed their persecution of
the people and robbery and slaughter faces
all of them who attempt to return to their
homes. Near East Relief, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York, is speeding food, clothing and in-

dustrial supplies to these people to prevent,
as far as American benevolence can, the ex-
termination of this long-martyred Christian
people.

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Perry write of their joy
in reaching Porto Rico, and meeting the new
friends there. They picked them out from the
crowd at the dock as soon as they Mere near
enough to distinguish Americans from Porto
Ricans. When Miss Mills held up a World
Call, they had that as the final mark of
identification. They are very appreciative
of the splendid work being done by Mr. and
Mrs. Carpenter among the people of the rural
districts as well as in Bayamon, and of Miss
Mills' fine work among the women and young
people. They enjoyed very much the confer-

The Underwood-Dixon Americanization Series

Visualizing United States History
Covers the Six Most Important Periods in the

EVOLUTION OF FREEDOM
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SIGNING THE COMPACT ON THE •'MAYFLOWER"

THE signing of the May-
flower eompact nearly three
hundred years a«o was th<

beginning of free govern-
ment in the new world,
and marks the second grea

i

step in individual liberty.
The Mayflower compact was
the first written constitu-
tion in the new world. It,

was an agreement by which
all citizens pledged them-
selves in the presence of
God and one another to

enact such laws as they
might need and to which
they promised strict obe-
dience.

6 sets of 51 to 57 slides

each, one rental with

manuscript, per set . $6.00

Selling price complete

with manuscript, per

set $60.00

Selling Agents for the Graphoscope Motion Picture Projector

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD
DEPARTMENT W. C. 417 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

Hymns for Today
New. For Graded Sunday Schools, Young People's Societies, Church Services

and Community Gatherings. Represents Modern Ideals approved by Experts in

Sunday School and Church Music. Contains New as well as Old hymns on vital

subjects for our new day: Faith, Courage, Consecration, Cooperation. Service, Broth-

erhood, Unity, Missions, the Kingdom, Patriotism, etc., with Orders of Service,

Scripture Readings and complete indexes. (Orchestrated.) Sample copy sent for

examination.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
525 ELM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

"Make The King's Builders
to the boys and girls what
World Call is to the adult life

of the Church" said one state

worker. This is our aim. Be-
cause of increased prices
an advance in subscription
rates has been imperative.

Beginning with April first the
subscription price will be fifty

cents a year for one copy
and thirty-five cents in clubs of
twenty sent to one address. For
three months beginning April first

a special offer is given for one
year's single subscription at thirty-

five cents and twenty-five cents
in clubs of twenty. This holds
good until July first.

Send All Subscriptions to

THE KING'S BUILDERS, 222 DOWNEY AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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Transylvania s

Big Plans

College of Bible and Hamilton
College to Share Results

of Campaign

Entrance to Main Building

Historic Transyl-
vania College, Lex-
ington, Kentucky, is

putting on a vigor-
ous campaign for the
imperative enlarge-
ment of its equip-
m e n t and for ade-
quate compensation
f its faculty.
The College of the

Bible and Hamilton
College (Junior Col-
lege for Women ) will
share in the cam-
paign, which is be-
ing conducted as part

of the Inter-Church
World Movement.

Previous to the
Inter-Church finifYi-

,cial drive in

April, Transyl-
vania and its

friends will con-
duct a campaign

of education among the 130,000 members of
the Kentucky Disciple Church, and the former
students and the alumni, in order to inform
them concerning the
urgent needs of these
institutions.
A reasonable increase

of the salaries of the
faculty is absolutely
necessary. They must
have enough for a de-
cent living, which they
have not had since the
doubling of living ex-
penses. One of the first

needs is a fire-proof
building to house its li-

brary of rare old scien-
tific works and other
books of priceless value,
the loss of which would
be a real calamity.
Funds are also needed „ _, _,, ,

for additional endow- Hon
- Champ Clark,

ment. to pay off indebt- ° product of Tran-

edness, to provide new sylvania

building's and repairs to
old ones, and for an adequate athletic field

with stadium, in order to maintain its rank
and the progressive policies maintained since

its founding, 1798.
The approved askings

for these needs are $2,-

454,953 for the five-year
period, $588,124 for 1920.
Among the noted men

who have been connect-
ed with this institution
are the two whose cuts
appearand Henry Clay,

'

Jefferson Davis, Albert
Sidney Johnson, Major
General Duncan, Sena-
tor Mark Smith, Dr.
Virgil Gibney.and John
Fox, Jr. Dr. Richard H.
Collins, the historian of
Kentucky, characterizes
its graduates as "states-
men, jurists, orators,
surgeons and divines
among the greatest in

ate of Transylvania theworld'shistory—men
of mark in all the pro-

fessions and callings of life."

In order to secure the addresses of all former
students, it is hoped that those seeing this will

at once send their present address to the
Registrar : this will also insure their receiving
full information regarding the campaign.

Requests for information regarding

the campaign should be addressed to

TRANSYLVANIA CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE

First and City National Bank Building

LEXINGTON KENTUCKY

James Lane Allen,
noted author, gradu-

ence of the Evangelical Union of Porto Rico,

which was held in Bayamon soon after their

arrival. 11 enabled them to meet workers

from all over the Island at the very beginning

of their work, and to get in touch with the

people and problems of Porto Rico.

grateful recognition of its beautiful minist -,

especially to the students of Valparaiso Uni-
versitv.

Tn the article, "The Healing of China,"' by
Dr. G. L. Hagman, which appeared in the

January issue of World Call, the statement

regarding Miss Nina DuPee is incorrect. She
has finished her work in language study at

Nanking and has been in the hospital at

Nantungchow for some time.

The American Christian Missionary So-

ciety lias secured the services of Jesse M.
Bader, minister of the Jackson Avenue Chris-

tian Church, Kansas City, Missouri, to lead

the Easter Campaign for Decision Day in our
Bible schools. Mr. Bader has already entered

upon this work for which he is well qualified

because of his successful use of the campaign
in his own church.

While Dr. Ada McNeil Gordon was in the

hills with her children during the summer she

wrote of her joy in being back in India among
(he people she loves and longs to help. It

hurts her that she is not able to do more for

them, she says. She wrote: "I am getting

something of a practice up here. At present

there are eight eye cases that come twice a
day for drops, a case of pneumonia, and a
few others. Four of the children who come
for their eyes are hill children, one a girl

wife; all are sweet and attractive. One day
when the little girl came alone I brought

her in and played the Edison, which dear

Mrs. Gates of Coleman, Texas, gave us. She
had never heard one before and was so de-

lighted that she brought a neighbor boy, then

her little brother, and then a sister-in-law,

to hear it. Every day now they come and
want to hear the music. I am wondering
if I may not lie able to start a little Sunday
school with that as the primary attraction,

'lhere is a live W. C. T. U. here. Miss Camp-
bell, the national secretary, is in Naini now
spending a month. She is an American U. P.

missionary, loaned for the work, and doing

fine work, I think. She has been able to

organize a society among the educated Indian

men.

"There is only an Indian woman doctor

for the big zenana mission hospital in Jhansi
since the doctor went on furlough. There will

be plenty of medical work there when we go
down."

The Canadian students of Spokane Univer-

sity have organized a Canadian Club with

sixteen charter members. The purpose of the

organization is to foster the natural interest

of the members in Canadian affairs and to

interest prospective students from the Cana-

dian Northwest in Spokane University.

Charles W. Simpson is president of the club.

Young people in Canada interested in Spo-

kane University would do well to write the

corresponding secretary, Merald J. Simpson,

Box 231A, Opportunity, Washington.

Of the many Christmas gifts received by

the several institutions of the National Benev-

olent Association perhaps none of them rep-

resented more to the. giver and the receiver

than tin- gift of $5 from Ruth Musgrovc. mis-

sionary at Lolumbe, Africa. This gift Mas
for the Valparaiso Christian Hospital in

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Reign Scoville have
a warm spot in their hearts for the children.

They always remember them at Christmas
and Thanksgiving. This year just before
Christmas a letter was received from Mrs.
Scoville from Oklahoma saying, "Here's our
check for $25 for a Christmas treat for the
kiddies.

-

'" It is needless to say that Scoville

stock went up when the children learned to

whom they were indebted for some of the
good things they were enjoying.

The same mail that brought the Scoville

special gift brought a letter from Mrs. Dr.
Thompson of Union City, Indiana, in which
she said : "I am the widow of a preacher.

I am 87 years old. I have a small pension.

I am conserving every penny. I have saved

$5. I am sending it to you and I will trust

you to place it. I want it to be -pent for

the children that are needy." Thus it is that
youth and old age, strength and weakness,
unite under the inspiration of the Christ in

their effort to bring joy and gladness to the
lives of the homeless and loveless.

No friend of the Association is more con-

stant than Mrs. A. J. Craig of Charleston,
Illinois. Her sympathy and support has not
failed in 20 years. Her Christmas message
this year brought with it a gift of $100,
designated for the special benefit of "the
dear old people in the Home for the Aged at

Jacksonville, Illinois."

We are just in receipt of a letter accom-
panied by a check for S1C0 from Mrs. Ru>e
S. Rains. This is another evidence of the

breadth of the sympathy of Brother Rain-,

who so recently left us. He heard the cry of

distress in pagan lands and gave the strength

of his great life to their relief. However,
the mighty chorus of their grief and misery
did not shut out from his heart the cry of

need in the homeland. We are using this

gift of our departed brother to furnish in

his good name a room in our newly acquired

Home for the Aged in Florida.

The annuity department of the National

Benevolent Association is enjoying a high

degree of popularity these days. It has issued

six bonds within the last thirty days totaling

$S,250. This patronage is worthily bestowed;

the bonds are absolutely safe: the interest

rate is good; the payments are always on

time, and the cause is a Christli'ce ministry

to the poor.

The Union Avenue Bible school of St. Louis

is strong for the children under the care of

the National Benevolent Association. It al-

ways holds a great Christmas celebration and

makes a great Christmas offering. Its offer-

ing was never greater than it was this year.

The children of the school had a great time;

the children of the home a greater.

The home in Cleveland. Ohio, is insistently

crying out for a new. modern building. Little

wonder they cry. for they arc almost daily

turning widows of our own church and their

children from their doors for the lack of

room. The Cleveland home must have a

building. The children cannot wait, and we

dare not refuse to answer their cry of need.
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It is ;i source of great satisfaction to know

that the dear old people who find asylum in

the homes provided for them by Christian

love are comfortable and happy. Mrs. M. J.

Near writes from the home at East Aurora,

saying, •"Our Superintendent gets up through

the night to attend to the furnace that we

may be kept warm. We had a beautiful com-

munion service last Sunday, conducted by our

Mr. Burriss. We old people who cannot go

out to attend church do appreciate this

thought fulness for lis. Mr. Burriss has built

a fruit room since he came that will accom-

modate nearly one thousand cans, and the

shelves are pretty well filled.

After proceeding as far as Hongkong,

China, on their way to Tibet, Dr. and Mrs.

D. P. Caldwell have returned to America and

will not give themselves to missionary work

in that far-ofi' land. It became apparent that

they were not suitable persons for this great

work. This is a keen disappointment to all

those who are interested in this distant mis-

sion station.

Dr. Caldwell plans to reimburse the Foreign

Society for all that has been expended so

that eventually there will be no financial

loss. In the meantime an earnest effort is

being made to secure other workers who will

go to reinforce the thin line that is holding

out in the face of manv difficulties.

Last year the Protestant churches of the

United States expended $250,000 for current

expenses and for benevolence. This was a

tithe of twenty-seven cents per day. An in-

dividual offering of two cents and seven mills

per day is scarcely worthy of being considered

an offering. If the entire Protestant church

reached the average of the Northern Baptist

Convention, three cents and three mills per

day, there would be $48,000,000 above the

$250,000.00 given last year for advance work.

If the Methodist per capita standard of three

cents and four mills was reached by all of

Protestantism the margin would be $56,000,-

000. If all the Protestant churches could be

lifted to the standard of the Presbyterian

church, five cents and six mills per day, there

would be a margin of $259,000,000.
'

If the

Protestant membership would give as. the

Seventh Day Adventists give, eleven cents

and six mills per day, last year's giving

would be maintained and there would remain
for the new work $812,000,000. The tithe of

$1.37 a day. or thirteen cents and seven mills

from each member of the Protestant churches

would maintain all church work as in the

last year and provide one billion dollars for

new work. Who will say that the Protestants

of the United States are not able to give

thirteen cents and seven mills a day for the

work of the Kingdom ?

A visitor to the Orient writes as follows

:

"In years past I have wondered at the en-

thusiasm of missionaries over their work. J

think I know a. little better now how to ex-

plain it. It seems to me to lie in the chal-

lenge of a well nigh impossible task. The
difficulty of making Chinese into Christians

and of making China Christian has swept
over me, time and again as I have gone here

and there. The peculiar cast of the Chinese

mind; the grasping after gain; the inbred

compulsion of custom; the solidarity of the

family; the corruption of official life from
top to bottom; the degradation of puerile

superstition; the lack of uprightness in their

religious life, the filth and nastiness crying to

be cleaned up—these and other features of

life to be seen on every side, all would seem

to militate againsl the Christian program.

But here they are, the missionaries, ably sec-

onded by a magnificent group of Chinese lead-

ers, all with their faces to the light and all

optimistic. The contrast is most .striking.'
1

South America is vitally concerned in the

prohibition situation in this country. Grave
dangers are ahead for her if our liquor men
carry out their announced plans. South
America knows by sad experience what it is

to be exploited and robbed by greedy out-

siders. Her leaders are thoroughly aroused

on this point. Though 85 per cent, descendants

of the downtrodden, cruelly-treated race of

Indians, are living in hopeless ignorance and

despair. The governing class is as intelligent

and wide awake as any people on the earth.

They are alert, realizing that now King Alco-

hol has been routed from the Northland, and

that they must in self-protection espouse the

cause of prohibition, or else be overwhelmed

by the alcoholic tidal wave from these parts.

A few Christian women in Diarbekir are

now able to partially support themselves by

working as street cleaners, carrying mortar

and dirt for builders and other similar occu-

pations, according to Miss R. B. North, a

Near East Relief worker, who has just re-

turned from that city. These women earn

65 cents a day, Miss North asserts, and this

is sufficient" to purchase a little food for

themselves and their families.

An appeal for one thousand cows to restock

the farms of the refugees in the District of

Rhodapolis has been received by Near East

Pvelief. The appeal conies from the Bishop

of the Greek Catholic church at Rhodapolis.

The basis of maintenance of life of these peo-

ple before the war was the cultivation of

their fields and the raising of cattle. During

the war they were driven from their homes,

their cattle taken from them and their farms

destroyed. The district comprises fifty-six

villages and has a population of about 22,000.

Property belonging to the Christian people

of Syria has not been returned to them and
will not be until such restitution is forced

upon the Turks and Kurds, according to Miss

R. B. North, who has just returned to the

United States. Miss North was in Turkey
during the war and was stationed at Diarbe-

kir and Mardin where Near East Relief now
has industrial homes for women and orphan-

ages.

Of the Christmas observance in Deming,*
New Mexico, W. J. Reasoner writes: '"De-

cember was a good month. There was an
addition by statement, or a confession, or a

baptism
3 as the minimum visible result of

each service in which the pastor participated,

the totals for three Lord's days bringing

eight baptisms and two other additions. Sun-
day, December 21, the church united with the.

Bible school in a 'White Gifts for the King'

service. The church was beautifully decor-

ated, a fine white cross in the lighted bap-

tistery, rear center, being the central feature.

A pleasing program was rendered during

which the classes laid gifts at the foot of the

cross—food and raiment for the needy, flowers

for the shut-ins and absent, and gifts of over

Dv.EsenWein
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'GrainingjorAuthorship
HoW \oWrvre , "What to wrfie

,

and Where to sell.

Cultivate your mind. DeVelop
your literary gifts. Master the

art of setf-eXpresston.Make
your spare time profitable.

Turn your ideas into dollars.

Courses in Short-Story Writ-

ing, Versification, Journalism,

Play Writing, Photoplay
Writing, etc., taught person-

ally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and

a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.

Frank, honest, helpful advice. Real teaching.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and

article* written mostly in spare time—"play work," he

calls it Another pupil received over $1,000 before

npleting her first course. Another, a busy wife

and mother, is averaging over $75 ft week from

photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution or agency'doing SO much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize

this, for over one hundred members of the English

faculties of higher institutions are studying in our

Literary Department The editors recognize it, for

they are constantly recommending our courses.

We publish The Writer'* Library, 13 volumes; descriptive

booklet free. We also publish The Wriler'i Monthly, the lead-

ing magazine for literary workers ; sample copy 20 cents, annua]

subscription $2.00. Besides our teaching service, we offer a

manuscript

150-Page illustrated catalogue free. Please Aid\

trie Home Correspondence School g&
Dep't 91 Springfield, Mass. If (ST9

UMJSm ijh riaiJBfMuw:jM.uw.TJM.r&

5 Great Novelties
OfJ Afc The glorious
i.\3 ulOi crimson Wool-
f to we r recently intro-
duced by ushas sucseeded

I

everywhere and proved
: to be the most showy gar-
' den annual. Nothing
can surpass the mass of
bloom which ii shows all
Summer and Fall.
We now have three new

colors— pink, yellow and
1 scarlet, aswel^ascrimson.
All these coiorB mixed.
20 cts. per pkt.
With each order we

send 1 trial pkt. each of
Giant Kochia, most deco-
rative foliage annual.
Salvia Hybrids, white,

pink, striped, scarlet, plumed, etc., mixed.
Japan Iris, new hybrids, all colors. Magnificent.
Giant Centaurea, superb for garden or vases.

And our Big Catalog, all for 20 cts.
Big Catalog, free. All flower and vegetable seeds,

bulbs, plants and new berries. We grow the finest
Gladioli, Dahlias, Cannas, Irises. Peonies, Perennials.
Shrubs. Vines, Ferns, Peas, Asters, Pansies. etc. All
special prize strains, and many sterling novelties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc. Floral Park, N.Y.

William Woods
College

fi A junior college for young women,
fully accredited and standardized.

U Endowed as but few colleges are

through the munificence of the late

Dr. W. S. Woods.

fl
Equipped with most modern facili-

ties for education, including gymna-
sium and natatorium. New conserva-

tory of music building and new
academic building in course of con-

struction.

II Faculty of twenty-four well trained

and qualified teachers.

If Courses in junior college, prepara-
tory, art. commerce, expression, music
and physical education. Campus of

fifty acres, five dormitories.

For Catalog and Picture Book address

Joseph A. Serena, President
Fulton, Missouri
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HIRAM
Ji Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

1855 1919

Butler College
A standard coeducation college, well

located. Indianapolis is the capital of

the State of Indiana and is near the
center of the great, brotherhood of Dis-

ciples of Christ. Four of our National
Boards have offices at Indianapolis.

Butler College is co-ordinated with the
College of Missions, where missionaries
for Home and Foreign fields are being
trained.

A College of Liberal Arts.
Courses may be taken leading
to academic degrees—as A. B.,

A. M., B. S., M. S.

A Christian College. A school
of ministerial education is main-
tained.

A College for Teachers. Ac-
credited by the State Board of
Education of Indiana for the
training of teachers.

Second Semester Begins

February 3, 1920

For Information Address

BUTLER COLLEGE
Indianapolis, Indiana

$25 in money, including the men's part, sev-

enteen of .whom marched down the aisles and
each pinned a one dollar hill to a white ribbon

held by two little girls—their gift to the aged

ministers, their widows and orphans.

"About two hundred persons attended this

service and much credit is due the general

superintendent, A. C. Elliott, and primary
superintendent, Mrs. It. E. Stevenson, and

their loyal helpers. The climax of the service

came when four teen-age boys accepted the

gospel invitation, and they, with three girls

who had previously made the Good Confes-

sion, were baptized. A Christmas tree with

the usual good time followed on Wednesday
night. Early in December the minister was
called for another year at an increased sal-

ary and with a month's vacation for early

summer."

Since the beginning of the new Missionary

Year, the Board of Church Extension has

helped complete buildings at the following

places: Leslie, Arkansas, George Darsie Me-

morial Fund. $400; Antlers, Oklahoma.

Fletcher Cowherd Memorial Fund, .$400;

Washington, D. C. 12th Street Colored Church,

for purchase of lot, (under auspices of C. \V.

B. M.) General Fund, $15,000; North Little

Bock. Arkansas; Frankfort, Kentucky, Church

fund, $2,000; Goldsboro, North Carolina,

Annuity Fund. $5,000; Broken Arrow, Okla-

homa; Independence Boulevard, Kansas City.

.Missouri, Church Fund, $1,300; Aubrey,

Texas, Annuity Fund, $."5.000; Arlington,

Texas, Annuity Fund, $4,400; Hayjie, Kansas,

Annuity Fund, $2,500; Disciples Missionary

Union, advanced account of loan for purchase

of lot, Ridgewood Heights Church, Brooklyn,

New York, General Fund. $5,500; Miami, Ok-

lahoma, Shuler Fund, $1,000; Fort Worth,

Texas, East Annie Street Colored Church, (Jill

Fund, $1,000; Marion, Indiana, Annuity

Fund, $5,000; Hickman, Kentucky, Annuity

Fund. $5,000. According to the amounts

named this is a total of $53,500 loaned since

October 1.

The Board of Church Extension has re-

ceived during the months of December and

January, as annuities. $2,000 from a friend

in Tennessee, $1,100 from a friend in Cali-

fornia, $2,000 from a friend in Des Moines,

$1,500 from a friend in Missouri. $200 from
Canon City, Colorado; $5,000 from a friend in

Virginia, $200 from Prince Edward Island,

$200 from Indiana and $100 from Ohio.

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres
Beihanu, W*st Va

On January the Board of Church Exteu-
-!"ii established the Sol Van Meter Name
Fund, which will amount to $5,000. Mr. Van
Meter sent $500 and the fund will at once go
to work in electing buildings. He says. " 'Sol

Van Meter' is the name by which I am called

here at Lexington and at old Bethany and
elsewhere." Mr. Van Meter has been planning
for this gift for many years. What a tine

spirit for Christian people to have! If we
would plan through our lifetime for gift~ to

advance the Kingdom we would not need an
Interchurch Movement to get money. Let
others go and do likewise.

The Memorial Christian Church at Palo
Alto, California, lias a $10,000 building on
which the congregation requests a loan of

$3,500 from Church Extension fund, with
which to discharge the indebtedness on their

building. The pastor, Charles F. Hutslar,
speaks of the relief it will be to that church
if the Board will handle the debt. It is some-
what like borrowing money from your own
household when a church borrows from the
Board of Church Extension. In January a

church in Knoxville, Tennessee, and one in

Oklahoma asked loans from the Church Ex-
tension fund to save their property from
being sold by mortgage foreclosure. This will

explain one reason why a Church Extensien
fund is needed.

Palo Alto is the seat of Stanford Univer-
sity, and a most important situation. Our
church building has- modern equipment.

The Macedonia Christian Church at Fallis.

Oklahoma, musl be saved from sale by mort-
gage foreclosure. It is an $S00 property and
the man who holds the mortgage has served
notice that he will sell the property for the
debt. It is not much that this little church
needs to save the Lord's house, only $200, but
the amount must be forthcoming. Our Church
Extension Board will practice Church Reten-
tion here and save this building.

Dr. C. C. Drummond, Harda, India: New-
patients for the month, 074: in-patients. 14;

treatments. 2,426; operations. 21; visits to

homes. 181. The most important event of The

month was the visit of Secretary Wilson in

our station. lie remained witli us one week
and seemed very much interested in the work.
His visit was a great pleasure, and an en-

couragement as well. While with us lie bap-

tized eight persons.

0. J. Grainger. Jubbulpore. India : Our work
is going on very well. I have just finished

translating and putting through the press,

the second year Primary Course in graded

Sunday school lessons and am making prep-

arations to get out an edition of the hymn
book which I got out three year-; ago. The
first edition of five thousand copies i- <\

hausted. The work in the Bible College i-

the best I have known. All the men are in

fine spirit. They are working hard. They are

anxious to learn and are developing a passion

for the work.

Mrs. Esther MacLeod. Batang, Tibet:

Studied as usual about two hours a day. I

have been reading Old testament Stories in

the standard Tibetan, and studying the col-

loquial besides. T have used every opportu-

nity tor conversation with the Tibetans and

find this more interesting all the lime.



Sow Money—Raise Men

fl We are alarmed over the shortage of soldiers in

jJ Christ's army— Ministers, Missionaries, Teachers.

We know that Christianity faces its greatest crisis of

modern times. Our backs are to the wall for lack of

man power. If the Church holds its present lines, not

to speak of being triumphant, it must have speedily a

host of trained recruits. It will take 100,000 new minis-

ters and missionaries during the next five years to carry

forward the work already developed.

J|[.[
We also know that an army cannot be produced

j| without having training camps. Our Government
spent millions on officers' training camps preliminary to

raising an army. It spent other millions in actually

training and equipping the officers for the new army of

the republic. It sowed money and raised men.

£T[ But, do we know that the call for missionary and
j| ministerial recruits is useless, even foolhardy, unless

the schools where they are to be trained are adequately

equipped andmanned? The colleges and schools fostered

by the Church are the training camps for turning out

the leaders of God's conquering hosts. They will not be
trained elsewhere. Millions must be put into these

colleges if they are to perform this paramount service.

They actually face extinction otherwise.

Sow Money—Raise Men

BOARD OF EDUCATION DISCIPLES OF CHRIST



Disciples of Christ on
the Same Scale

What Each Step Would Mean
1,184,885
Disciples
A Year

Local
$17,996,465

General
$41,253,709

Total
$59,250,174

Local
$15,425,541

General
$34,742,489

Total
$50,168,030

Local
$12,219,049

General
$12,000,000

Total
$24,219,049

Local
$10,283,694

General
$3,291,841

Total
$13,575,535

Each Member
A Day

$0,137

$0,116

Seventh
Day

Adventists
1918

$0,056

Presbyterians
1918

Disciples
1919
$0,031

$0,027
Average
1918

At $0,137 a Day We Would Give
$45,674,639 a Year of the

Billion Dollar Advance

ONE BILLION DOLLARS
PER YEAR

FORADVANCEWORK
WITHIN REACH OF PROTESTANTISM

$1000.000.000,

$800,000,000

$600,000,000

$400,000,000

$200,000,000

1918

CONTRIBUTIONS
OF

PROTESTANTISM
FOR ALL
CHURCH

PURPOSES
$249,778,535

WORK

THE CHURCH
COST

EACH MEMBER
2Cents 7Mills

PER DAY
FOR

ALL PURPOSES
NORTHERN METHODIST PRESBYTERIAN SEVENTH PROTESTANTISM'S '

. ftr Al . irk
BAPTIST EPISCOPAL U.S.A. DAY POSSIBILITIES LULAL AND

CONVENTION ADVENTtST BENEVOLENT
DAILY PER CAPITA .033 .034 .056 .116 .137

IF PROTESTANTISM COULD BE LIFTED TO A STANDARD OF

13 Cents 7 Mills Per MEMBER Per DAY, WE COULD MAINTAIN LAST YEAR'S

WORK WITH A ONE BILLION DOLLAR MARGIN
mteKhurai Y/orkl Uoremenl tf Norm America

TT IS only by comparison with our low standards of the past that the preliminary
* budget of $1,320,214,551 for missions, benevolence and education from the ma-
jority of American Protestants seems a "staggering" amount to be raised in five
years. A slight, advance by all American Protestants over the scale on which the
Seventh Day Adventists were giving in 1918 would produce the entire five-year
Interchurch budget in one year!

As to the Disciples of Christ the case is equally clear. It is a shame to admit
that complete enlistment of our membership is impossible. All ought to give as
certainly as all have been baptized. But even the first year we ought to reach the
scale attained by the Presbyterians two years earlier— about half that of the
Seventh Day Adventists that year.

This would enable us to reach the $12,000,000 goal for 1920, and at the same
time increase local church support nearly 25 per cent

!
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Circulation Department

DO you know that the subscription price

for World Call will be increased to

$1.50 on July 1, 1920? Do you know

that new subscriptions, for one year, will be

accepted at the dollar rate until July 1 ? Do

you know that any one having an expiration

date not later than September, 1920, may
renew his subscription for one year at the

dollar rate, if such renewal readies World
Call office before July 1, 1920?

Your expiration date is on your magazine.

Will you please take a look at it. and if you

are entitled to renew at the dollar rate, and

wish to take advantage of this opportunity,

do it now and thus help to lessen the rush of

work in the Circulation Department as Julj

1 draws near?

Please give your expiration notice prompt
attention. Return card and subscription price

to World Call and notify your local maga-
zine chairman that you have sent in your

renewal. By so doing you will save World
Call time and money and will save your
chairman time and help him to keep his

records straight.

We appreciate the work being done by the

magazine chairmen in churches and mis-

sionary societies. We do not mean to conflict

with your plans when we ask regular sub-

scribers to send renewals to the office. When
a notice is sent out, there is no time to lose,

if renewal is to reach the office in time to

prevent the name coming off list. In large

churches and societies, it is impossible to see

all subscribers and get all renewals collected

and sent in together within the short time.

For that reason, we ask subscribers to remit

to us and report to you. We trust this co-

operation will be a help and not a hindrance.

If you will notify World Call directly

when you fail to receive your magazine, you
need he without, your copy no longer than it.

takes a card to reach the office and a maga-
zine to reach you. If your name is on World
Call mailing list you are entitled to the

magazine without extra cost.

Please remember we are interested in your
new address; also your old one. In sending
change of address give us both the new and
the old.

Please send literature orders to the Litera-

ture Department of the Boards. It delays
your order to have it come through World
Call office.

Some weeks ago the secretary of Ihe Fed-
eration of Woman's Missionary Societies in

Lincoln, Nebraska, sent in fourteen subscrip-

tions for World Call, to lie entered as bil-

lows: One for the Commercial Club, two for

hotels, one for Peoples' City Mission, one for

high school library, one for penitentiary li-

brary, four for engine houses.. two for editors

of papers, two for rest rooms of department
stores. This is a fine example of putting the

magazine where it will do good.

All subscriptions and remittances for same
should be addressed to World Call, 222
Downey Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Our Cover Picture

THE cover page of this issue presents the
likeness of Grandma Jasper, a resident

of the National Benevolent Association

home for the aged at Jacksonville, Illinois.

She will soon lie 95 years old. Because of

the beautiful ministry of the church her
lengthening years have been among the hap-
piest in her whole life.
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And They Came
FROM one of the Transfiguration Mountains of the war

a great English preacher, on a visit to the United Stales,

thrilled us with a sermon on, "'They beckoned to their

partners in the other boat that they should come and help

them. And they came." Not otherwise could the great war

have been won. And not in a thousand years will our children

quit telling the thousand stories of its partnership in heroism.

Now it is the Church of Christ that has in hand the task

that is as vital to humanity as was the forlorn hope of the

allies in the spring of 1917.

There were some Christians in Illinois or Grandma Jasper,

of our front cover and the Jacksonville Home, ninety-four

years old and happy, would have died long ago. A hundred

other aged members of Churches of Christ, left by the storm

and stress of life without home or support, are waiting for

admission, and dying while they wait.

Somewhere there must have been some Christians, or Paul,

of the back cover and the withered legs, would not be smiling

as he pleads for the 200,000 babies left homeless every year

in the United States.

This is a Christian nation and all the Grandma Jaspers and

all the Pauls must have Christian homes—and will—because

we are facing the facts and calling on our partners to help.

And how many partners we have for such a task, especially

when it is a unit of the twelve-million-dollar budget of the

brotherhood, for the whole round of missions, benevolence

and education, which is itself a part of the great Inlerchurch

budget of $174,947,211. payable this year.

1. Our Own Betier Selves, "we" being those who gave last

year $441,438.34 to the National Benevolent Association. The

total looks respectable, but most of us really did not try. Mr.

Stockton gave $100,000. Several took out annuity bonds that

totaled $37,302.50. A few who died remembered God's little

ones with $22,818.38. All the rest of us gave $281,317.46,

as churches, Sunday schools and individuals.

Take us church by church in the Year Book: Members 485,

offering $10; members 178, offering $1.54 (no coin small

enough to give every member a share in that! ) ; members 1,140,

offering $19.35; members 1,000, offering $21. Even where

$150 stands opposite 1,100 members and $60 over against 300,

remembering that it is a whole year's record, no one would

believe that many of us were exceeding fifteen per cent of

our incomes! Let us really give now like we bought Liberty

Bonds. Then on May 2 the report can be made, "And they

came."

2. Our Fellow Members. One thing that has reconciled

us to doing so little was the fact that most of the members
of our congregation were doing nothing. We felt quite gen-

erous in comparison. They will help when they know the

need, which we will show them. They are not going to give

just for the exercise of giving. But when they see tragic needs

ihat cannot be met without them, the completed record will

disclose, "And they came."

3. Five Thousand Other Churches and Sunday Schools that

gave nothing last year. Some of them had no preacher, maybe
have none now. Some thought their own local church support

was all they could undertake. Many thought they would give

at a more convenient season, which never came. The rest never

thought at all. But all are capable of thinking and helping, if

they know the facts. And we are organizing to present the

facts to the last least member of the last least church. So,

when the campaign is ended the tireless workers can say, "And
they came."

4. The Other Boat. For every church member in America

there is at least one other person who would rather die than

see the Church fail. He has not been helping much toward

its success. He never supposed his help was needed. Maybe
he is not concerned about any particular church. But when

all the churches together signal him that his help is really

needed, he will come. The war has thrown him into a new
world with distances reduced or destroyed, so he may even

help in Foreign Missions, but Hospitals and Homes for the

Orphan and the Aged are manifest and nearby necessities. All

he needs is a chance to help here.

But let us be sure that we ask our partners of the other

boat for enough. In the past we sometimes asked some of

them to pay fifty cents for a supper that might be worth a

dollar or a dime. We must now ask outright for real money
and for so much more than they happen to have in their

pockets that they will need to make their payments in weekly

or monthly installments throughout a whole year, just like

we do. They will come as reinforcements, not as substitutes.

And more, we must lay this work of God so heavily upon

the hearts of these unchurched friends of God that they will

give themselves, like certain citizens of Macedonia whom Paul

canvassed. With thousands, here as there, the giving of them-

selves will be first, as the Win One Campaign precedes the

call for money. All will gladly swell the Easter offering of

the Bible schools for the orphan and the aged.

When the great opportunity for adequate investment in the

Kingdom of God comes April 25 to May 2, then those who
still remain in the other boat—outside the church—may be

led to make such investments in the work of God, that a month

or a year later they will give themselves also. "For where the

treasure is there will the heart be also."

The adequate pressing of this twofold campaign, evangelistic

and financial, will be crowned with twofold joy; and the re-

frain of the victory song will be, "And they came!"
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Thirty-ThreeYears of Ghristlike Ministry
The National Benevolent Association of the Christian Church

THE Nationa 1 Benevolent Association is an agency through

which the Chrfstian churches and individual disciples of

Christ are cooperating in their efforts to exemplify "pure

and undefiled religion" by visiting "the fatherless and the

widow in their affliction.'

The direction ot the Association's work has always been in

the hands of members of our churches. Its Central Executive

Board is made up ot well-known disciples of Christ repre-

senting all parts of the country. Many of these men and

women have been on the Board since its organization. A few

have died and others have dropped out, but the organization

remains unchanged, ft is the organization that has been ap-

pealing to our churches and Bible schools for more than

twenty years for an Easter offering. It is the organization

that for thirty-three years has responded to the appeals of our

churches and ministers to care for the widow, the orphan and

the aged.

A Servant ot the Brotherhood

The National Benevolent Association has always sought lo

be the servant of the churches and of the individual members

of these churches who are interested in maintaining and en-

larging the work of Christian benevolence. It assumes that

the people who give their money to this work are as much

interested in the work as those who are chosen lo direct it.

It seeks, therefore, to receive instruction and guidance from

those whom it seeks to serve. It feels under obligation to keep

the people thoroughly informed about every phase of its work.

It always seeks to make a full and complete report to the

annual convention and through the press to the whole brother-

hood. It has always welcomed the closest scrutiny of its work.

The splendid achievements already attained, are the result of

ihe confidence the public has reposed in the Association, and

the respect and appreciation in which the Association holds

ibis confidence. The Association's motto is "To minister as

the servant of all
'

"Experience Makes Perfect"

Perhaps no one thing has contributed more largely to the

success of the work ol the National Benevolent Association

than the very few changes that have taken place in its board

of managers. The Association has been at work for thirty-

three years. Many ol the persons now on the board of man-

agers were on when the Association was organized. The

knowledge acquired through experience has made many of

these persons expert in the work under their care. Through

all these years, these men and women have given lime and

talent without reserve and without cost. Their interest has

grown with the years. The oldest members on the board are

today the most faithful in attendance upon its meetings and

the most painstaking and thoughtful in the consideration of

the business of the Association. Many of them, it is true, have

grown gray in its service, but they have grown rich in their

value to the cause of Christian benevolence.

The Association an Economist

Much of [hat which is given to relieve the necessities of the

suffering is lost because it is giver on the impulse, rather than

as the result ol an intelligent appreciation of their needs. An

interesting story is told of how a generous-hearted gentleman

in the city ol Cambridge, Massachusetts, one day seeing a

gray-headed old man standing on the street with his hat in his

hand, hastily dropped a half-dollar in the hat and hurried

away, congratulating himself on having helped an aged, indi-

gent brother. The holder of that hat was none other than

Oliver Wendell Holmes who had just uncovered his head to

cool his heated brow. A great deal of the benevolent work that

is carried on by individual enterprise is scarcelv more to the

point than this Massachusetts citizen's contribution.

The Association has sought by council and cooperation, as

far as possible, to economize the benevolent resources of our

people. It has sought to locate institutions not with reference

to personal impulse or desire, but with reference to the con-

venience and needs of the churches. It has sought to avoid

the grouping of institutions in one communitv to the neglect

of other communities. It has sought to avoid the paralleling

of work. It has sought to avoid the overlapping of appeals,

and to prevent wreckage and loss resulting from unwisely and
hastily located institutions and insecure investments. It has

sought as a faithful steward to invest the entrusted talent

wisely that the Master may have His own when He comes.

The Association Secures Permanency in Benevolent Work

No work commanding the attention and sympathies of the

Church ol Christ is so susceptible to error or so easily abused

as that of providing for the unfortunate, ft is easv for some
person with a little money and a generous heart to start a

home for the widow and the orphan or some other class of

needy persons. The "real rub" comes in furnishing the neces-

sary support for such an institution throughout the vear-.

When an eleemosynary institution depends upon some indi-

vidual or upon some local board of managers, it flourishe-

while the interested person lives or the local people succeed

in working together in harmony, but when its friend die-,

moves away, or grows weary, or discord creeps in, then the

institution has an uncertain existence, with a fine chance of

failure.

With a national organization directing a work of this kind,

permanency is guaranteed. When a new institution is estab

lished it is by the united approval and cooperation of the

constituency represented by the national organization. Indi-

viduals may come and individuals may go. but the work goes

on, because it is the work of a great body ol people, and i? as

slrong as their united sympathy and support. The service

rendered our great brotherhood in rescuing and saving to

permanent service institutions in distress and bankruptcy, the

the result of ill-advised private enterprise, i? as marked a? it-

achievements in establishing new institutions.

What the Association Is Doiu«

It is ministering lo the indigent sick, especially among our

own brethren, in the name of the Great Physician. It is pro-

viding temporary assistance to widowed mothers and their

children. It is giving permanent care and !o\e to orphan and

other unfortunate children. It is placing the?e children in

carefully selected family homes. It has placed about 5.000.

It is providing comfortable Christian homes for aged, indigent

brethren in Christ. It is seeking to lead every disciple ot

Christ into the fullest, sweetest fellowship with the Master in

His compassion upon the poor that they may know the joy ot

His "Come, ye blessed.''
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He Found Them Slaves;
He Made Them Companions

At a well by the side of the road The Master stopped to rest.

It was summer and the way was hot.

And there he uttered one of the most precious messages of

His whole ministry. To a great congregation? No. To a

group of ten or twenty men? No. To an audience of one

—

a woman.

The house of two women—Mary and Martha—was His

favorite retreat.

Almost His last words from the Cross were for a woman's

comfort; and to a woman he revealed Himself on that first

Easter morning.

Women in the ancient world had been sometimes slaves;

seldom better than servants.

But He gave them the proud title of Companion. All their

splendid progress had its beginning in the reverence that He
showed the women who were His friends.

Down through the ages, His Church has been the custodial)

of His reverence for women. Today more than ever before

it gives them their chance for self-expression—a great lever

with which to work.

The Evangelical Churches of America have united in a

great cooperative work under the name of the Interchurch

World Movement.

Its object is to encourage church cooperation and to make
the teachings of Jesus Christ the paramount influence in the

social, political and economic life of the modern world.

For the first time in their history the churches have the full

facts, based on scientific surveys of the mission fields, and of

America, county by county. Your pastor can tell you about

these surveys.

Without the help of the women of America such a gigantic

program would be impossible; with their help—and that

includes your help—it cannot fail.

You who owe so much to the Master of the Church, help

the Church to serve that Master better.

And when your church calls upon you, give—and give from
your heart as well as your pocketbook.
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Of Presidential Stock and Habit
By E. B, BAGBY

"1LL1AM PALMER CLAKKSON'S great-great-grand-

mother and my great-great-grandmother were sisters,

but the subject of this sketch has always been to me
more like a brother than a fourth cousin. When his grand-

father. Benjamin Turner, was thrown from a spirited horse

and killed, the two orphaned girls, Lucy and Luly, found a

refuge, one in the home of my grandfather, Temple Walker,

and the other with my great uncle, Volney Walker. The Vir-

ginians of those days were not bothered by the high cost of

living, and the fifty dollars a

year paid by the Turner estate

for the board and keep of

each of these orphans was

considered more than enough.

My grandfather had sixteen

children of his own and one

more did not make any differ-

ence. As I have gone through

the chambers of Mt. Elba and

Haybattle I have wondered

where they put the folks to

sleep.

But the young ladies were

not concerned about limited

sleeping quarters as long as

there were ample horse-racks.

Every morning horses were

saddled and tied to the racks

for the clay's work or pleas-

ure, but more often pleasure

than work. In the evening the

horses were taken to the sta-

bles and horses from other

plantations were tied to the

racks. Then some day instead

of horses with saddles there

stood at the gate horses and a

carriage, and this equipage

drove away to the long road

amid a shower of rice and a

hail of old shoes. So, in

the course of time George

Palmer Stacy bore away Lucy

Turner to be his bride, and

James L. Clarkson look Luly to make for him a home.

In this home a boy grew up and often heard the story of

the kindness of "Uncle Volney" and "Chicle Temple" to

"Mother" and "Auntie"; a kindness the boy was destined to

pass on to hundreds of other orphan children. These were

the days of reconstruction following the Civil War and this

whole section of Virginia was orphaned. After General Lee's

surrender his men returned home to find the slaves set free,

the fences down, and their lands gone to waste. Three times

the armies had passed over the farm of James Clarkson. Find-

ing himself waging a losing battle on the poor soil he deter-

mined to move to the West. Great was our distress when the

family departed for Adel, Iowa. By this time Palmer was

ready for school. Upon his entrance into the schoolroom at

Adel he was astonished lo see silting with the white children

William Pali

several colored boys, sons of the only JNegro family in town:

and still more astonished when on his way home he wa- ac-

costed by those Negro boys who said, "We heard that vour

lather and grandfather owned slaves and we are going to beat

you." Which they proceeded lo do. Palmer had heard of

visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the children to the

third and fourth generation, and thought that while it mighi. be

a proper warning for iniquitous fathers it was hard on the inno-

cent children. Possibly the punishment was not wasted. Manv
years of our brother's life

have been devoted to amel-

iorating the condition of the

unfortunates caught under the

penalty of this law.

James Clarkson found the

black, loamy soil of Iowa

much more productive than

the thin, worn-out lands of

Virginia, and a measure of

prosperhy came to the family.

But the prosperity was not

sufficient to sunder old home
ties. Sooner might the Jews

by the rivers of Babylon for-

get Zion than these exiles for-

get Virginia and the clear ones

of King and Queen county.

So every few summers the

Clarksons came back to the

Old Dominion. Their arrival

was a red-letter day" in the

communitv, especiallv to the

boy cousins. No boys ever

had a better time than that

quintet
—

"Charlie and Ben

Stacy, Ned and Dick Bagby,

and Billy Clarkson." Billy

i Palmer) cannot now return

to "\ irginia so often, but every

year he keeps tryst with his

sainted mother's only sister at

the National Convention of

Disciples of Christ.

The editor wishes me to

goodness was

rooted in his early years; but for the life of me I cannot

remember that this Elder of the Union Avenue Christian

Church ever manifested any marks of early piety. The night

we raided the apple orchard I am sure he offered no protest,

nor did he fail in disposing of his share of the spoils. And
when we found that the fruit was good to the taste and greatly

to be desired for a future feast, we tightened our blouses and

lied strings around our breeches' legs and tucked in all the

apples we could hold, and ran. When my brother Richard

slumped his loe and fell, and was so full of apples internally

and externally that he could not get up and cried for help. I

do not recall that Palmer Clarkson, either then or when telling

the story afterwards, suppressed any laughter or showed any

prickings of conscience over the incident. The aeeertiou io

<-r Clarkson

give instances to show how Mr. Clarkson"
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made that the country boy will generally outstrip the city boy

in the race of life; and the reason given is that the country

boy is oftener thrown upon his own resources and learns to

develop initiative. In the experiences of those vacations we

had plenty of opportunity for initiative.

ONE day my father said, "The house is full of company
and there is no flour. You boys hitch up the oxen and go

to the Walkerton mill, and if you cannot get the flour today,

spend the night at Locust Grove with your Cousin, Melville

Walker." Night found us at Locust Grove entertained by a

bevy of pretty girls and enjoying a good old Virginia supper.

Palmer Clarkson can tell to this day what we had for supper

that night and the number of biscuits and plates of stewed

apples one member of the party ate; though I protest that the

count has grown with the years of telling. When the miller

told us next morning that the wheat was not yet ground we
were glad of another opportunity for a swim in the mill-pond.

We drove the oxen into the deep shade by the big mill wheel,

from which the current flowing deep and strong served as a

barrier for the oxen on one side, and we built a fence on the

other side and hied away to the pond.

On our return we discovered that our barrier of Avater had

departed with the stopping of the mill and the falling of the

tide, and that the oxen had disappeared in the wide river

marshes. After a long search the oxen were found, but with-

out the yoke. Without the yoke we could not hitch the oxen,

and without the oxen we could not draw the cart, and without

the cart we could not haul the flour, and so we could not get

home that night. Our cousins, the Temple boys, happened

along and invited us to spend the night with them. This we
were glad to do, and Edward Temple, who is now Protestant

Episcopal Bishop of Texas, and his brother William cut down
a pine tree and fashioned for us a yoke. We reached home
late the next day and our parents were glad to see us, and

our cousins were glad to see the flour.

"The house is full and there is no flour." I wonder how
often these words have been heard by the President of the

National Benevolent Association as he has looked over the

mail of the thirteen institutions under his care. And the

response of the churches to these appeals must have seemed

at times as slow as the pace of the oxen along the sandy

Virginia roads.

In our litter of cousins Palmer was not the biggest, but we
learned that in an emergency it was safe to trust his judgment.

When there was any work to be done around the yard or on

the farm Palmer was always the first to offer his services and

the last to quit the job. My father was devoted to him and

was always pleased to have Palmer as partner in our games
or as his companion in the long rides over the countryside.

All the Virginia relatives rejoice in the successes and honors

which have crowned his later years.

Our rejoicing is multiplied by our recollection of his devo-

tion to his mother. He was the firstborn and she was a very

young mother and inexperienced in any sort of work or care.

The new home in Iowa was a lonely place for her, with her

husband necessarily away much of the time. So she depended

more and more upon Palmer both for companionship and for

help about the house. And he had a chance to really know
not only the wealth of his mothers affection but also her

superior intelligence and especially the strength and beauty

of her Christian character. Sometimes when he was working

in the field with his father, Mr. Clarkson would be startled by

his shrill shout of "Marm!" "What's the matter, Palmer?"

"Didn't you hear Mother call me?" And nothing could hold

him when she called.

In addition to heading the National Benevolent Association

lor the past nine years and, as chairman of the committee,

seeing the financing of a great $210,000 church building

through from inception to completion, he has served actively

all the while as a director of the Christian Board of Publica-

tion and for several years as a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Missouri Sunday School Association. He is now
also a member of the Executive Committee of the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society.

He began business as a lawyer, after graduating from Wash-
ington University in St. Louis, the family having moved to that

city when Palmer was sixteen. For twelve years he practiced

his profession and then went into the Pioneer Cooperage Com-
pany of St. Louis and Chicago, of which he is now vice-

president. He is a director of the Merchants-Laclede National

Bank, a member of the executive committee of the chamber
of commerce and, for the second term, president of the St.

Louis Manufacturers' Association.

William Palmer Clarkson has been president of a great

many things. I do not know whether he was born to presi-

dential greatness, or achieved presidential greatness, or had
presidential greatness thrust upon him. Mr. Clarkson is a

descendant of William Harrison, a member of the family

which has given to our country two presidents—William Henry
and Benjamin Harrison. Our brother's immediate forebears

were members of the Smyrna Church, organized in 1832, when
the split occurred in the Bruington Baptist Church, after the

controversy between Robert B, Semple and Andrew Broaddus,

and Alexander Campbell and Dr. John DeVal.

THESE early members of Smyrna Church were as near saint-

hood as it is possible lor people to be and escape transla-

tion. The community in which they lived had the highest moral

standards I have ever known. For many years King and
Queen county had the largest percentages of church members
and the smallest percentage of crime of any county in the

best State in the Union. I had cousins born and reared there

who never saw a drunken man and never heard an oath until

they were grown and had moved to Washington and Baltimore.

II W. Palmer Clarkson should ever depart from the straight

and narrow way and miss at last the happy gate it will not be

because he did not have the proper start in life. So far it

must be said that not only he but his children also, in the

church and in the beautiful home nearby, run true to type.

The children are John Turner, a junior in Cornell University,

Marie Louise, a student at Ely Court, Greenwich, Connecticut,

and Palmer L., still in the St. Louis high school. Their mother
was Marie, daughter of the late General John W. Turner, and
Blanche Soulard, of one of the old French families of St. Louis.

Frequently his friends and business associates have won-
dered that he should give so much of his time and income to

the church and its various enterprises. All the more they have

heaped honors and responsibilities upon him and never found

him wanting. But they know that on his calendar, church ap-

pointments and religious board meetings are the primary dates,

and that other engagements are arranged with reference to

these. They marvel that a man of his position should do

without an automobile. He offers no explanation, makes no
apology, and above all, his happy face and cheery laugh give

no suggestion of painful self-denial. He is always having a

good time. No sportsman goes after game writh keener interest

than he gives to solving problems of benevolence and unfold-

ing the Bible to the young men of his Sunday school class. He
offers no explanation. But in his heart of hearts I wonder if

(here is not, again and again, a reverent whispered thought,

"Don't you hear Mother calling me?"
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Budget of the Disciples of Christ in the Inter-

church World Movement for the Year 1920
By STEPHEN J. COREY

PRINCIPLES involved in making the budgets for the ln-

terchurch Campaign.

(a) The basis for (lie budgets considered for all the com-

munions in the lnterchurch World Movement is a careful,

world-wide survey of the needs in the various fields of effort.

Heretofore financial campaigns have been largely based on

the most immediate needs and what was thought to be possible

in the way of the amount of money which could be secured.

Now, for the first time, it has been proposed that a real survey

of world needs be made, with a careful measure of what is

needed to do the task before us, both at home and abroad, and

then the calling upon the churches for support which will

meet this great need.

(b) With the above thought in mind the first step taken has

been to work. out a budget which will enable the communion

to realize as much as possible of its responsibility in world

work in a five-year period.

(c) Finally the plan has been to make a budget which will

be the first unit in the five-year plan and to shape this first

year so that it will be an adequate and fair financial part of

the five-year plan and campaign.

II. How the budget for the Disciples of Christ has been

formed*

(a) It was realized at the time of our National Convention

that the current expense budgets for our various organizations

which the National Convention passed upon were entirely in-

adequate. They were made on the basis of a small percentage

of increase over the giving of last year and with the thought

that, since the surveys which the lnterchurch World Movement

was making were approaching completion, there should be

opportunity for the making of a new and adequate budget.

With this in mind the convention passed a resolution author-

izing the enlarging of the United Budget Committee by the

addition of a commission from the Executive Committee of

the convention, which should take up the question of the

lnterchurch World Movement Budget for the Disciples of

Christ just as soon as facts were sufficiently in hand and make

an additional budget for 1920-21, which would be adequate

and just for the Disciples of Christ.

(b) The following steps have been taken in the careful

preparation of this budget: Secretaries representing our

various interests, both educational and missionary, were in

attendance at the lnterchurch Survey Conferences held in the

East early in December. Following these meetings our home
and foreign missionary groups and college groups got to-

gether, through their various budget committees, and carefully

worked over the possible annual and five-year askings for

these various interests. Then came the all-Board Conference

at Atlantic City, in which there was a general study of the

plans and budget askings for all the communions of America.

Following this representatives of the interests included in the

United Christian Missionary Society met and carefully went

over and correlated the items making up the budget of the

United Society. At the same time the Board of Education had

a similar meeting with regard to the Joint College Budget.

After these budgets were carefully worked out in groups there

was a meeting of representatives from all our Boards to make
a tentative all-Disciple budget. Following this the commission

appointed by the General Convention tnel with the United

Budget Committee to discuss and study these entire askings.

Then alter this committee had recommended the revised budget

a conference was held in St. Louis of the Executive Committees
of all of our Societies, together with the Board of Education,

the stale secretaries and all field workers of the Disciples of

Christ, at which the proposed annual and five-year budget for

the Disciples through the lnterchurch was carefully studied

and approved. Thus every step possible has been taken to

make the conclusions democratic and as inclusive as possible

as to the number of people studying the budgets.

III. Facts for consideration.

(a) The churches face an absolutely new and appalling

situation through the whole world. Never has the world been

so unsteady, confused, distressed and despairing. Never has

there been such a realization of the failure of every other

agency aside from Christianity to bring either peace or happi-

ness. Never has there been such readiness to listen to any

solution for the world's problems, nor such a heartache and
hunger for salvation from the wreck and confusion of modern
day life.

(b) We are facing the fact that the war came to its conclu-

sion without Protestant Christianity having done anything

unitedly to face its task for the reconstruction and salvation

of the world.

(c) Immediately following the close of the war a great

spirit of awakening became evident among the Protestant

forces of the world. This awakening became evident in a new
sense of the need of absolutely unique and unthought-of for-

ward movements, especially among the Christian bodies of

America. This became evident in the great Centenary Move-

ment of the Methodist Church North and South, the Five-Year

Forward Movement of the Northern Baptists, the great cam-

paign of the Southern Baptists, the New Era Movement of the

Presbyterians, and other similar forward-looking campaigns

of practically all of the religious bodies of America.

(d) In connection with these forward movements which had
been preceded by the Men and Millions Movement of the Dis-

ciples of Christ, it quickly dawned on religious leaders every-

where that somehow there must be a united forward movement
which would link up in a promotional and inspirational way
all of Protestant Christianity in America. The result of this

conviction has been the lnterchurch World Movement.

(e) From the beginning of this great forward movement it

has been realized by all that old ideals of work and steward-

ship are absolutely unthinkable in this hour of need and crisis.

IV. The Budget.

After careful study of the needs of all of our work it has

been thought that an aim should be recommended for the

five-year period of $60,000,000 for the Disciples of Christ

—

$30,000,000 of this to be for the United Christian Missionary

Society and its work and $30,000,000 for education. This aim

will be recommended to the next national convention for its

consideration and approval.

For the one-year period, 1920-21, the budget recommended
is $12,000,000, consisting of $6,000,000 for the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society and $6,000,000 for Education. It is

understood that a budget of $25,000 for the Temperance Board
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shall be included in the askings of the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society and a budget of .$25,000 for the Association

for the Production of Christian Unity in the askings of the

Board of Education and colleges.

The following is a brief statement concerning the proposed

budget for the first year:

(a) The budget of the United Christian Missionary Society.

Two principles have prevailed in the making of this budget

—

(1) A careful study of the surveys made by the missionaries

on our various fields as to the absolute immediate and critical

needs in missionaries and equipment for the undertaking of

the task at our doors.

(2) The principle of keeping the askings entirely within

the expenditure needed for the probable number of mission-

aries who can be secured to go out and the possibilities of the

erection of needed buildings and equipment within a one-year

period.

The items for the Budget of the United Christian Missionary

Society are as follows:

Foreign Missions:

China and Tibet .$740,023

India 3.59,872

Japan 288,107

Latin America 409,000

Philippines 176,500

Africa 179,850

Promotion 200,000

College of Missions (with $135,000 in

Home Budget ) 135,000 $2,488,352

Home Missions including State Missions and Church

Extension ( Items in May Issue ) 2,064,965

Religious Education (including Sunday School,

Christian Endeavor and Religious Education) , 197,331

Ministerial Relief and Pensions 223,912

Benevolences ( Including buildings in Cleveland,

Atlanta, Jacksonville, Florida, etc. ) 1,000,000

Total $5,974,560

Temperance Board 25,440

Total $6,000,000

(b) The Budget for the Board of Education.

Several considerations have been involved in the making of

the proposed budget for our educational work. A scientific

survey of our educational situation based on a minimum

standard for efficiency among American colleges. This stand-

ard has been based on a very careful study on the part of a

strong committee through a period of years. The norm or

basis for consideration has been that which is absolutely

essential for making the college of minimum efficiency. No
such careful, study of the educational situation at large, and

among our people in particular, has ever been made before.

The survey for our own institutions has been most conserva-

tive in its deductions. The high school work which any of

our colleges may be carrying on has not been counted in the

needs for equipment or enlargement of staff; the item of at-

tendance has been based on a minimum in this period just

following the war, all the funds of the colleges have been

deducted from any consideration of needs, whether these funds

were interest-bearing or not; the payment of no debts has
been considered and there has been no allowance made for

growth in the student body. After a careful survey the first

deduction showed that our colleges absolutelv needed 855.-

000,000 for a five-year period in order to make them of min-
imum efficiency. After restudy this was conservatively reduced
to $43,000,000, and then after feeling the need of a further

reduction the Board of Education has reduced the five-vear

suggested askings to $30,000,000. The final suggested budget
for the first year is one-fifth of the $30,000,000 or 86,000,000.

For the Board of Education, our colleges and work
in connection with state universities 85,975,000

Commission on Christian Unity 25.000

Total 86,000,000

Total proposed budget for one year 812,000,000

V. Pointj of Emphasis.

The budget askings for the United Society and the Board of

Education include the regular income for the support of this

work as well.

The campaigns already started for many of our colleges

include ideals for these institutions which approach closely

to the $6,000,000 goal set for this year.

The proposed budget for the United Christian Missionary

Society is a little more than twice the regular income for this

last year.

The proposed askings for the five-year campaign for our

missionary interests are but a little more than double our

regular income already established for this work, if included

over a five-year period.

The proposed budget of $60,000,000 for the Disciples of

Christ and the $12,000,000 budget for this first year are con-

servative in comparison with the plans and budgets of the

other Protestant communions of America. The cost of carry-

ing on missionary and educational work has almost doubled
during the last five years, so that the proposed new budgets
do not mean a great advance forward movement.

The most critical situation which the Disciphs of Christ

face is that of leadership for our churches and work. Only
as our colleges are made efficient in their work can we hope
for trained leaders for our churches at home and abroad.

Prayer
/ shall never be on Thy mount in prayer until I have a

mountain, view—Thy view. J must be able to look on every

.side, to consider how my wish will affect the wish of another.

Give me this all-round view, O Lord: set my feet in this large

room. Sometimes a voice says to me. ''Pray Christ to press on:

your interest is in the house of Jairus." Let me look back before

doing so. and see whether there be not a suppliant in the rear,

someone whose prayer is. "Let Christ linger on the way.''

Ever let there be present to my mind the multitude that are

pressing on Thee. Let me remember the many souls that are

touching Thee with wishes varied, conflicting. Let me remem-
ber that my gain may be my brother's loss. Let me pause
solemnly, with uncovered head, before the temple of prayer.

Let me stand in the cross-way where the temple is approached
from many sides. So shall my wish be golden, so shall I a>k

what shall be pleasing to Thee. Ckorce Math1,&ON.
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Disciples of Christ and the Interchurch World
Movement

Questions ami Answers

WHAT is the Interchurch World Movement?
A cooperation of the evangelical fortes of the I niled

States for three specific purposes:

l I ) To discover the immediate needs of all fields and all

departments of Christian service.

(2) To make known to the constituency of the cooperating

churches the ascertained facts of the present world situation.

(3) To secure a sufficient volume of prayer, Bible study,

evangelism, stewardship, life-enlistment and cash contribu-

tions, to meet the world's need of Christ.

2. How did it come?
From a general realization that the permanent peace of the

world, and indeed, the very existence of civilization, depends

upon united and aggressive action by the Church of Christ.

The Movement expresses the inarticulate longing of millions

of souls for unity in the hour of the world's supreme need. A
striking appraisal of the situation is found in the appeal of

the Premiers of all the units of the British Empire to then-

fellow citizens. See page 2.

3. Is it an attempt to unite or to federate churches or

church bodies?

No. The Movement seeks simply to utilize the unity that

now exists for the supreme ends which all recognize. It is a

Movement of cooperation.

4. Does it attempt to limit or interfere with the work of

any church or body?

No. In it they together discover the task but each individual

church is free to meet the need in its own way.

5. Does participation in the Interchurch World Movement

mean the endorsement or approval of denominationalism?

No. It shows a disposition to practice cooperation, as far

as possible without compromise, and it affords an opportunity

to demonstrate that our plea for unity is "That they may all

believe."

6. Will cooperation in the Interchurch World Movement
hinder or retard our work?

No. It will rather enable us to take advantage of a favor-

able tide of universal public sentiment for the immediate

enlargement of the work of Christ throughout the world.

7. What action, if any, has been taken by Disciples of

Christ regarding participation in the Interchurch World

Movement?

(1) The International Convention at Cincinnati, in October,

1919, voted that all our national organizations should partici-

pate as far as possible without compromise.

(2) Pursuant to the action of the Cincinnati Convention

our nine national boards voted to cooperate in the Interchurch

World Movement and organized for effective participation

through the Joint Promotional Committee of the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society and the Board of Education.

(3) Several special campaigns in behalf of state educa-

tional and missionary interests have voted to participate.

(4) An All-Field Workers' Conference representing all of

our National organizations, and most of the state societies and

colleges, held at St. Louis, January 22 and 23, 1920, after

thorough consideration recommended the plans for cooperation

in the Movement which are now being followed.

ii. What pari, if any, have Disciples of Christ had in or-

ganizing the Interchurch World Movement and in directing

its activities?

I I l They have been ably and amply represented from the

first, both on the Executive Committee and on the General

Committee. A. E. Cory and David W. Teachout are mem-
bers of the former and Mrs. Anna R. Atwater, F. W. Burnham,
Stephen J. Corey, Mrs. Ida W. Harrison, W. Palmer Clarkson,

S. G. Inman, R. A. Long, I. N. McCash, R. H. Miller. James

H. Mohorter. G. W. Muckley. H. 0. Pritchard. C. M. Rodefer,

F. E. Smith, W. R. Warren, Herbert L. Willett, on the latter.

(2) Ninety-five representatives from seventeen state.- sat

in the Atlantic City Survey Conference which gave final state-

ment to the principles of the Movement and definite shape to

its policies.

(3) A. E. Cory has had entire charge of the field work of

the Movement.

(4) Three of the five teams that conducted the stale con-

ferences for preachers were led by our men and we were repre-

sented on all of them.

(5) J. H. Mohorter, secretary of our Promotional Com-
mittee, is a member of the Cabinet of the director of the

financial campaign, 45 W. 18th St., New York Citv.

( 6 ) Many of our men and women have served in office

and field.

9. How will participation in the Interchurch \^ orld Move-

ment benefit us?

It will give us the opportunitv we have craved for more
than a century to place the merits of the Restoration Movement
before the religious world in the most favorable light, and

It will give us the supreme satisfaction of knowing that, in

this hour of dire need in the world's life, we joined our efforts

with those of others in a sincere attempt to bring the relief

that only Christ can give.

10. Is the $12,000,000 Budget of the Disciples of Christ

for 1920 additional to the 83,000,000 Budget announced last

fall?

No, it includes that.

11. Can anyone give to certain interests without helping

others?

Yes, the right of designation is full v protected and there

will be no leveling up process.

12. What is to be done with the monev that goes to the

Interchurch World Movement?
It will be distributed to the participating boards in pro-

portion to the amounts they shall have received directly.

13. What is to be done to increase salaries of preacher.-?

The necessity of increased salaries for ministers is being

demonstrated to every person who can be reached either by

public addresses or by printed matter and advertisement.

14. How can we do it on such short notice?

By proceeding at once to organize and prepare the entire

body of members and adherents anv church can make a success

of the enrollment of Stewards and Intercessors, the \^ in One
Campaign for church kfiembership and the financial campaign

April 25 to May 2. It has to he done: there is no one else to

do it: this is all the time we have!
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Our Underpaid College Teachers
By H. O. PRITCHARD

WE are indebted to Mr. Royal Meeker, Commissioner of

Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor,

for a special report on the topic of living costs. Much
of the information presented by Mr. Meeker deals with the

living costs of a family of five. These figures include only

the necessities for health and decency and leave no margin for

the books, travel, and tools necessary to a successful teacher.

These figures are based on costs in the District of Columbia,

which in many items are below those in other sections.

To maintain a family of five at an average level of health

and decency, according to Mr. Meeker, requires an annual

salary of $2,262.47. Commissioner Meeker says, "Inasmuch

as the rent in the Washington, D. C, budget represents the

amounts paid for small houses—six rooms—in the cheaper

sections of the city, this moderate figure would hardly be

considered a comfortable minimum level for university pro-

fessors who are obliged to maintain a social standing above

that required of the government clerk."

According to the Department of Labor, retail prices in-

creased from December, 1914, to June, 1919, 74.47 per cent.

Since that time they have jumped up to 87 per cent. We all

agree that these are conservative figures. The Department of

Labor demonstrates that in June, 1914, $836 would purchase

as much as $1,459 in June, 1919. Thus a teacher's salary of

$1,400 will now purchase much less than $900 did four years

ago, and we are assured that a salary of $1,400 is far below

the living wage for a family of five. Our teachers' salaries

have been increased only a fractional part of the increased

cost of living. Their salaries should be raised at once at least

fifty per cent.

THE tax-supported institutions and large universities are

meeting the present crisis by drastic action. The president

of the University of Colorado was so alarmed at the flood of

resignations from his faculty that he raised all salaries 35 per

cent. With the Governor's consent he is running the univer-.

sity in debt for the full amount of the raise until the next

meeting of the legislature. Montana University is doing the

same. At Ohio State, President Thompson recently resigned,

giving the following reason for so doing: That the faculty

thought he was not trying to raise salaries, whereas he had

tried and failed; that 95 per cent of his faculty were anxious

to resign; that among the long list of resignations of the past

two years there were fifty men whom he especially desired to

keep; that he found it intolerable to remain the head of an

institution whose morale had disappeared and whose confi-

dence he had lost. His resignation was declined and the

necessary remedy adopted. At Oberlin, the president recom-

mended a 10 per cent increase but the faculty demanded 50

per cent and secured it. Northwestern granted a 20 per cent

raise last September with a promise of a further increase of

25 per cent which shall be retroactive. Chicago has made an

increase of 25 per cent with a promise of further increase next

year. At the University of Nebraska, eleven teachers from one

department have resigned since last September. Two weeks

ago two undergraduate assistants resigned. One was getting

$25 per month from the university as a fellowship. He ac-

cepted a position in the commercial world paying $7,200 a

year. The other was getting $500 a year. He now receives in

his new position $3,000 with a bonus of $2,000. A professor

of the same department who is on leave is drawing $9,000

elsewhere. California, Leland Stanford, Iowa, Kansas, and

Missouri Universities have all greatly increased salaries.

WHAT shall we say of our church colleges and the Godly

teachers in them? Their salaries have not been increased

on an average of 20 per cent since the war began five years ago.

At that time, their salaries were entirely inadequate. With

the increased costs they find it impossible in many instances

to stay longer at their posts. They are being offered large

increases to go from our own colleges to state universities and

other institutions of learning. The other day one of our best

teachers who is getting only $1,600, with a family to support,

was offered $2,500 to come to a state school. Another who re-

ceives $1,800 was offered $5,000 by a business corporation.

The president of one of our colleges who is receiving $2,000

has been offered $6,000 to become the pastor of one of our

churches. Many of our colleges are losing some of their most

valuable teachers in the middle of this college year. We must

awake to the situation. No such crisis has occurred in our

colleges since our first college was organized. Our colleges

actually face extinction unless money is forthcoming.

The budget proposed for the Disciples of Christ as their

share of the Interchurch World Movement for this year is

$12,000,000 and of this amount one-half, or $6,000,000, is for

the endowment and maintenance of our colleges. The total

tentative budget for our colleges over the period of the next

five years is $30,000,000. These figures are not wild guesses

—

they are based on actual needs and even that large amount is

not sufficient to raise our institutions to the standard of effi-

ciency laid down by the Association of American Colleges,

based on their present enrollment. It will take twice that

amount to bring them where they ought to be. Our people

have the money. It is not a question of having—it is a ques-

tion of giving.

WITH the return of peace, the world turns to problems of

construction and reconstruction greater and more difficult

than the intricate problems of war. To the inherent difficulties

of the problems of reconstruction are added the disturbing fac-

tors of social unrest and industrial and economic instability.

All these complications but add emphasis to the fundamental

need in this strategic hour, for men and women of broad train-

ing and thorough grounding in the underlying principles of

American democracy and true religion. Educated Christian

men and women are the world's greatest need today.

But if this be our need, we must have the prerequisites

which certainly include an adequate and efficient leaching fra-

ternity. Our Christian leaders of today were trained by the

teachers of yesterday. It is not an overstatement of fact to

declare that we stand in danger, just now, of having no teach-

ers for the leaders of tomorrow. Our teachers, and especially

those in church colleges, are being forced from their posts of

duty by an entirely inadequate compensation, while those who
do remain are suffering actual privations. This condition, if

allowed to continue, will not only imperil America's educa-

tional structure but will leave the church leaderless a genera-

tion hence. This condition must be remedied at once by pay-

ing a living wage to these faithful servants of the church and

the slate if we are lo remove the nation's greatest peril.
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TheNew Field of the Disciples of Christ in Mexico
By EDWIN T. CORNELIUS

THE Psalmist says, "I will lift up mine eyes unlo the hills:

From whence conieth my help? My help cometh from

Jehovah," and one cannot look in any direction in this

new field of ours without being reminded of these beautiful

words written about the native land of our Master. I doubt

whether there is even one place in all of this beautiful district

of Central Mexico where one is entirely out of sight of the

mountains or foot-hills of the great central range that runs

down through the republic. In every direction great majestic

hills rise in the midst of immense prickly pear cactus and

giant yucca palm trees. Here and there are fertile watered

valleys, in which amazingly abundant crops of corn, wheal,

beans, chili and scores of other kinds of food stuffs are raised.

On every side one can see primitive water wheels lifting water

from shallow wells in order to irrigate the fertile fields. Every

wheel is being turned by one or two patient burros and the

water being directed by a peon dressed picturesquely in cotton

shirt and trousers and the immense sombrero of the central

districts of the republic. He is either barefoot or wearing a

kind of sandal called "guarachas." The towns and cities are

almost a reproduction of the villages and cities of the Holy

Land, with many modern advantages such as electric lights,

water supplies, and in the larger towns either mule cars or

electric railways.

The Heart of Mexico

This new territory for which we have accepted such definite

responsibility is situated in almost the exact geographical cen-

ter of the Republic of Mexico. A line drawn through the

center in either direction would touch the district at some
point. It could hardly be said to be the center of population

since the City of Mexico lies to the southeast, and because of

its great population shifts the center of population in that

direction. We may say, almost as accurately, that we are in

almost the center of the natural resources of the country, since

every state in which we are to work contains immense resources

of minerals and many splendid agricultural sections. Gold,

silver, copper and other important minerals abound to a very

marked degree, and some of the mines in San Luis Potosi and

Zacatecas have produced fabulous quantities of gold and silver.

Some of the largest smelters in the world are located in this

district, and mines as yet entirely undeveloped are dotted over

almost every part of the territory. Every hill, every mountain,

is exceedingly rich in mineral resources, and every valley pro-

duces abundantly the necessities of life. I doubt whether

there is a richer district than this in all the world, so far as

resources are concerned.

There are about 50,000 square miles of territory in our field

with a population of a little more than one million. Most of

this population is grouped in villages and towns of more or

less importance, since only an insignificant number of people

are to be found living on farms or in isolation. This, of course,

makes them much more accessible since in manv of the com-

munities, means of communication are very slow. However,

the important towns and cities are connected by railroad, the

territory being traversed from north to south by the two most

important trunk lines of railroad in the republic, the old

(National lines and the old Central lines, the former the main

line from the frontier at Laredo to Mexico City, and the latter

from El Paso to Mexico City. In addition there is a branch

line connecting the cities of San Luis Potosi and Aeuascalien-

les, and various shorter branch lines connecting the trunk lines

with mining and smelter centers. Direct train service from
St. Louis, Missouri, to Mexico City is announced for the first

of March, 1920, really being a resumption of the service of

former years. After that date it will be possible to ride in a

pullman, without change, from St. Louis to San Luis Potosi,

the most important city in our territory. This makes the

territory peculiarly accessible and important.

The Slates of Our New Field

The territory comprises the western half of the state of San

Luis Potosi, the entire states of Aguascalientes and Zacatecas.

and two small districts in the state of Jalisco. About one-half

of this field lies north and the other half south of the Tropic

of Cancer. While this is true, there is scarcely a single part

of it in which the climate has even a suggestion of the tropics.

Because of the high altitudes, the climate is quite temperate

during almost all seasons of the year. The altitude varies from

about 6,000 feet above the sea level at the city of San Luis

Potosi, to 7,300 feet at the city of Zacatecas, and to approxi-

mately 9,000 feet at the mines of Catorce in northern San Luis

Potosi. The climate is not so variable as that of most of the

parts of the United States, there usually being pleasant davs

and cool nights, although some of the sections become rather

cold in the middle of winter. Snow seldom falls except on the

very highest regions, and because of the mildness of the

weather, fruits and vegetables are abundant during most of

the year.

THE stale of San Luis Potosi has an entire population of

about 600,000 and an area of 65,586 square kilometer-,

and something more than one-half the population, and approxi-

mately one-half the territory are to be found in the part we
have received as our responsibility. The Sierra Madre moun-
tains are the most prominent features of the country and their

slopes are covered with immensely rich mines. The district

of Catorce is renowned for its inexhaustible wealdi of min-

erals. Some of the mines of the state have been operated for

centuries, and still produce immense quantities of ore. Gold,

silver, copper and lead are found in abundance at Salinas, and

at Penon Blanco, a place a few miles away, there are valuable

salt deposits, from which the greater part of die salt used in

the republic is secured. The deposits are said to be from

70 to 80 per cent chloride of sodium. In the valleys where

there is irrigation, the soil produces abundantly.

The state of Zacatecas has a population of 462.190 and

an area of 63,386 square kilometers, and is one of the richest

in minerals of the interior Mexican states. It is on the

Great Central Plateau, one of the most mountainous regions

of the republic. Agriculture has little importance in the state,

but it is believed that the region around the capital city, Zaca-

tecas, is one of the richest mineral belts in the entire world.

The Sierra of Zacatecas has produced fabulous wealth in gold

and silver, and smaller quantities of mercury, iron, copper,

zinc, lead, coal, bismuth and salt. Recently the silver mines

have begun to take on renewed activity, on account of the high

price of the metal, and it is believed that the mining and smelt-

ing business will soon reach ils former importance.

Aguascalienles is one of the smallest Mexican states, with a

population of 10.500 and an area of 7.0 I 1 square kilometers.

The climate is temperate, one of the most pleasant on the
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American continent. It is fertile, and is noted for its (ine water

and many springs. An almost infinite variety of foods and

fruits are grown in the state, and there are also many mines

of wealth, as well as one of the very largest smelters of the

American Smelting and Refining Company, which is located

a few kilometers from the city of Aguascalientes. The small

districts of Jalisco that are in our fields are much similar to

the surrounding territory of Zacatecas and Aguascalientes.

The population of these districts is perhaps more stahle than

the population of the frontier stales, although at the present

time there is quite a large immigration to the United States

on account of the good wages that are being offered by ranch-

men, railroad companies, and other interests.

Like the Athenians, ''Very Religious"

They are extremely religious, and in many communities,

especially the isolated ones, are fanatically so. One of the

most fanatical places in the republic is to be found in a small

community in one of our districts of the state of Jalisco. There

are two annual fiestas there, in honor of the Virgin of San

Juan de los Lagos, and they are just now, the first of February,

closing one of these fiestas. In making a trip to Mexico City

a few clays ago, I found the train crowded with hundreds of

pilgrims. From the train could be seen crowds of people,

walking, riding burros, or in some primitive means of trans-

portation, on their way, having to carry provisions and bedding

for their stay in the village. Many, especially women, will

walk on their bare knees for miles before reaching the little

town, and everywhere are seen penitents striving to win the

favor of the Virgin. Whenever these people, illiterate for the

most part, really have a chance to hear the gospel, they become
faithful followers of the Christ. Education has been very

poor in all of these sections, although there have been some
excellent institutions in different places. The Stale Normal of

Zacatecas has been one of the best in the republic, and the

Christian schools that have fallen to our heritage, and which

we are now conducting with splendid interest, have done much
to awaken these people to the need for I rue education, and

almost every day people come to us with the desire that their

children shall have the advantage of the best training that

can be secured. We cannot but wonder whether any commer-

cial organization would lurn away customers, rather than

enlarge its equipment and staff to satisfy their wants. Why
should not the Church of Christ be just as enterprising?

The missionaries commissioned to work down here, are fac-

ing the task with hope, and with confidence that as ihe greal

body of the Disciples of Christ recognize the leadership of the

blessed Master, they will hear the call of this rich field, rich

in material resources, as yet little developed, but especially

rich, abundant in life, almost entirely undeveloped. There are

some small scattered groups of evangelical Christian people.

and they form the nucleus of the large work we hope by the

leadership of Christ to do. The mission is suffering greatly

because of the shortage of workers, both missionaries and

native workers. May we not pray the Lord of the harvest to

send forth laborers into His harvest? "Whence cometh our

help? Our help cometh from Jehovah."

— Photograph by C. B. Waite, Mexico City

The Capital City of Zacutecas Mining Cente< and Seat ot Normal School

Note the Cactus in the Foreground, the Man on Horseback at the Left, the Flat Roofs of the Houses and the Mountains Round About the City.
Zacatecas Has About 33,000 Population.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
Rosebud

ISN'T that a pretty name for a little

girl? That is not her real name, but
we will call her Rosebud because it fits

her so well. She is the happiest child you
ever saw, and promises to grow to be a
very beautiful woman.
Three years ago a mother died, leaving

her three little girls, ages three, five, and
seven, in the care of the

crippled father. Since he
was not able to care for

them, he brought them to

one of the homes of the

National Benevolent As-
sociation. He did not
kiss them when he went
away. The children
did not know the mean-
ing of kindness and were
dirty, timid, and afraid.

They did not know what
a bathtub was, and were
very much afraid each

time they wTere placed in

one.

The littlest one of

these girls was Rosebud,
although no one thought

of calling her that when
she came. She could not

walk nor talk, and had
never run about in the

house and in the yard
peering into every cor-

ner as babies do. She did not even know
how happy one can be over a Christmas
present. In fact, during her three short
years she had known nothing but want
and pain.

The kind woman in charge of the home
feared that infantile paralysis had caused
the baby's condition, so she took her to

three baby specialists. Each one said after

a careful examination, "A pure case of

starvation. She can't walk because she
has no strength. Feed her." And feed her
they did, every three or four hours. Five

weeks later Rosebud took her first steps.

At the end of two months she was going
up and down stairs alone, although still

far from strong,

this tender care
was able to run
other children.

Rosebud was

But after six months of

and careful feeding she
and play as well as the

very fond of music, and
everyone was surprised

to note how fast she
would learn a tune. She
would often ask some-
one to play the "Bictrola"

and then would be able

to hum or sing what she

had just heard.

One day some people

came to the home and
saw how strong and
healthy Rosebud had be-

come. They decided at

once that they wanted to

adopt her, so now she is

very happy in her new
home.

Rosebud's sisters have
also been very happy.
The five-year-old has also

grown into a sturdy, rosy

little girl, with even more
talent for singing than
the baby possessed. She
has also been adopted
and is quite happy in her

new home. Her foster parents have made
every provision for her future care and
training, including a college education.

The oldest sister, now nine years of age,

is still in the Association's home. She has
grown and changed so much that no one
would recognize her as the half-starved

little girl who came to the home over two
years ago.

The National Benevolent Association is

helping hundreds of babies to become just

as strong and happy as Rosebud and her
sisters.
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Little Journeys in the Land of Tomorrow
By DR. PAUL H. STEVENSON

(The first installment of this interesting narrative appeared in February World Call,)

II.

IF
I were asked to state the one essential qualification of

a successful missionary in China I would probably pass

by godliness, spirituality, education, common sense, health

and many other seemingly important attributes of character

and place the crown on the lowly head of "patience." Not

having learned the lesson of patiently waiting, many a man
has returned home suffering from nervous prostration, anil

many another has filled a premature grave upon the stone

of which might be inscribed the words, "Here lies the man
who tried to hustle the East." My plans for this particular

day included making over half the journey to Luchowfu, but

I soon learned that Providence had other plans for me and

had enrolled me in the hard school of experience for instruc-

tion in this very important matter of patience.

I arose shortly before daylight with all the zest of a small

boy who had slept with his clothes on in order to get up

early enough to see the circus come into town and unload.

My ardor was only partly dampened by the rain outside, so,

in spite of the advice of my host to wait over a day or two,

I made my way down to the boat landing to hire a boat. There

my ardor was completely dampened, in fact it might be said

that it was soaked. In the

face of a moderately strong

west wind that was blowing,

not a boatman could be found

willing to start across the lake.

I next pinned my faith to a

horse that had been sent from

Luchowfu for me to use in

case I should strike adverse

winds and couldn't get across

the lake. Like the pig that

wouldn't jump over the sty,

I found that the horseman

refused to travel until the sun

had come out and dried up

the roads. Chair bearers were

equally obdurate even though

it had stopped raining and

was rapidly clearing up. All

I had to do was to wait, and

yet waiting seemed to be the

hardest thing that I had ever

been called upon to do in all

my life. My patience was

poured in the crucible and

found to be pretty poor stuff.

The calm indifference of the

boatmen as they speculated

upon a change in the wind in

three or four days, the evident

satisfaction of the chair coo-

lies as they viewed the
prospect of several clays of

lounging and drinking, the

unsympathetic consolation of
reins the Flesh Is a Favorite

for Aroasint

my host as he talked of a four or five days' wait in China

with as little concern as if he were speaking of a .four or

five minutes' wait for a Broadway street car, all contributed

to an almost complete annihilation of my nervous energy. I

became convinced that job had never spent a day on the

banks of old Chow Lake, merely waiting for the wind to

change from west to east.

The afternoon found me sufficiently humble to look around,

and I discovered many things of interest in this beautiful

little city. Our own mission had at one time picked this

place for a station and there still remain some of the evidences

of valuable pioneer work done by Mr. and Mrs. Titus. Now,
after many years of hard work, another group of missionaries

are just beginning to enter into the reward of a harvest. A
beautiful new hospital, and a church building just in the

process of construction, stand today as tangible results of

their labors.

The next morning, as the west wind was still blowing, we
finally persuaded the horseman to travel and decided to start

out overland. The first clay's journey would be over the

mountains, which meant good roads for one day at least.

About seven o'clock we were off. Four of us—a coolie carry-

ing my bedding and other bag-

gage, his majesty the horse-

man, the horse, and myself.

This was my first experi-

ence with one of these small

Chinese horses. The qualify-

ing adjective "Chinese" be-

fore the word horse denotes

certain marked characteristics

of gait, speed, habits, and

temperament that clearly dif-

ferentiate him from all the

other species of horse on

earth. These horses are used

in China almost exclusively

for carrying rice and, apart

from the long trains of twenty

or thirty in a row walking

slowly across the country

carrying their loads of grain,

they are seldom seen. In

China also any distinction be-

tween horses, mules, and don-

keys, is practically lost, espe-

cially in the type of pack

animal used in this part of

the country. This one that I

was on, for instance, was a

sort of "three in one" animal,

with a tail like a horse, ears

like a donkey, and a tempera-

ment like a mule. Taken out

of that old familiar train of

donkeys and put on the road

SympathT°
nS ^'"^ ******* alone

'
he was lost in a be "
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wilderment that caused him to frequently pause and reflect.

Walking alone, his whole world was chaotic and the lifetime

habit of following another animal almost totally incapaci-

tated him for traveling by himself. Considerable time had

elapsed and the distance that we had traveled could best be

calculated in yards, when the psychology of the situation

dawned upon me. Although I was at a loss to know how to

supply a complete line of donkeys or even to imitate one,

yet I realized that something would have to be done if I were

to catch up with my bedding in time to sleep on it that night.

So I dismounted and did the best I could to supply the defect

by walking ahead myself. The result was magical. With

his nose almost boring into the small of my back, that pony

followed with a constancy and faithfulness that was really

pathetic. My own shadow could have done no better. Every

alteration in my speed, from a slow walk to a run was faith-

fully duplicated by my friend behind me. The method had

its advantages; we were at least getting on. Shortly before

noon we caught up with the coolie and the horseman and,

because I strongly suspected the latter gentleman of playing

a trick on me, I insisted upon him playing the part of pace-

maker for my steed at such times as I chose to ride.

The trip of that day over those beautiful hills will never

be forgotten. The latter part of the morning found us enter-

ing the gap toward which we had been traveling for several

hours. Something of the spirit of the mountains ieemed to

catch me as I climbed higher and higher. Within every man
there exists somewhere a primitive chord, beyond the reach

of ordinary stimuli, but never failing to vibrate when touched

by the solemn grandeur of the treasures of Nature.

ANY elevation of ground, from the smallest knoll to the high-

b est mountain peak, is assured of a respectful reverence

in the superstitious hearts of the Chinese people. The spirits

of the air, especially the "feng shuei,' or spirit of the wind and

the water, can more easily be approached and influenced from

elevated places and the people are very careful that these

high places are not defamed by anything displeasing to the

spirits. Not only would a foreigner be absolutely prohibited

from building upon such an elevation, but if a foreign building

should happen to be built near to a sacred knoll the building

111 the Orient .Men and Women Are (Still Employed as Beasts of Burden. Note the Tiny
Feet of the Woman

would either be carefully restricted as to height or the knoll

would be built still higher to maintain its influence over the

spirits that control the destinies of the neighborhood.

High hills and mountains are therefore favorite sites for

temples, and these hills through which I was riding were
dotted with temples and shrines. Most of these temples speak

of the glory of a day gone by. All are in a state of decay,

and many are merely piles of ruins. Columns and arches

now but heaps of sand, statues fallen from their pedestals,

tablets with their inscriptions mouldering away, all are the

retreating footsteps of false gods. Even time itself could not

make them true, nor etch their truths within the hearts of

men, and now they are fast fading into fable. Disappointed

with the old, turning from the gods of wood and stone, this

country is calling loudly and persistently for the Living God,

whose temples are not made by hand and whose word shall

not pass away.

ONE of the most interesting features of this part of my
journey were the old stone roads that wind up, around and

across these hills. !?uilt long ago bv pious emperors, their

stones have for hundreds of years been worn smoother and

smoother by the footsteps of pilgrims to these temples. No
ordinary stone roads are these. Great blocks of stone, some
of them fifteen feet long by four or five feet wide stretch

on and on as far as the eye can see. Stone bridges that have

seen the passing of centuries still remain intact, sometimes

far removed from the fickle stream that has sought and found

a new bed. Although built primarily to lead to the temples,

these roads have also served as the main highways of travel.

The people have come to depend upon them greatly and they

are probably destined to remain a very poor substitute for

railroads for many years yet to come. Gathered to these

roads—strung along them like beads on a string—are small

clusters of mud houses more or less at regular intervals.

Throughout the afternoon while making the descent into the

valley my eye was continually following the well-marked

road ahead of me—the string of beads—until it became fraved

out and lost to view in the plain below. Somewhere out in

that great expanse of level country lay Luchowfu, the end of

my journey. During the descent I had plenty of time to study

the scene which spread out before me.

This indeed was real China. All that

I had ever read or heard about the

appearance of this country came to my
mind as I looked upon it with my own
eyes. Thickly scattered villages, count-

less graves, small fields, intense culti-

vation, canals and quaint boats, way-

side shrines— all lay before me. The

most striking feature of die landscape

was the great number and the perfect

regularity of the small fields, each

very distinctly outlined by the narrow

green ridge which separated it from

its neighbor. The whole picture was

dominated by these small squares and

suddenly it dawned upon me that I

was in reality looking upon an enor-

mous chess board.

An enormous chess board indeed

—

and across this board the great Europe-

an nations have for the past one hun-

dred and fifty years played their game
of chess, using the Chinese people a'

ihe pawns. Back and forth they have
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moved, now and then with arms, but more often with secret

treaty, each move capturing some new concession from the

helpless "old man of the East," each play ending in some addi-

tion to the ever enlarging "sphere of interest." The beginning

of the great war found England, the master chess player of

world diplomacy, the economic ruler of all Central China;

Cermany, having more recently entered the game, making

winning moves toward dominating the rich coast provinces

in the north; France playing a losing game in the south, and

Russia, thoroughly beaten since her last great war, trying hard

to get out of the game in the northern border provinces. Im-

mediately after the beginning of the war, however, the relative

positions changed. A new player, emerging from several

years of quiet and studious observation, suddenly jumped into

the game and began to play with such dashing quickness and

precision that even England is showing very visible signs of

worry. The Japanese style of play seems to differ somewhat

from the old methods, and is not considered to be absolutely

in accord with the standards of honor, the honor that is said

to exist among thieves. With clever moves and quick, Japan

has not only already taken possession of all the former Ger-

man interests in Shantung, but is also showing a complete

disregard for treaties and other "scraps of paper" concerning

England's priority of rights in Central China. Politically,

Japan is already the master of China, but she is striving by

fair means or foul for what to her is the more important

mastery, namely, the economic control of China's vast re-

sources. In reality Japan is but a dwarf endeavoring to stand

on the shoulders of the giant China. From this vantage point

she will be able to maintain a semblance of a great nation.

Once the giant decides to rid himself of the burden, however,

and raises his head and straightens his back, the dwarf will

probably fall to the earth and assume his true position among
the nations of the world.

Soon we reached the bottom of the slope and the level plain.

My mind dismissed international chess playing, dwarfs, giants

and the like, and centered all its attention upon something

more immediate. The object that succeeded in occupying

all my attention was mud, just plain mud. Mud! Mud! Mud!
Black mud, yellow mud, red mud, a veritable sea of mud with

mud houses here and there as islands and mud-colored water

buffaloes as ships of state. Even the muddy road was entirely

out of sight and the actual problems of travel, or should I

not say of navigation, were considerable. Although the set-

ting did not lend itself to much musing of the spirit or con-

templation of sublime and lofty things, still my mind was

far from idle. Each muddy moment was filled with sixty

seconds of exhaustive research into the various properties of

mud. Its physical composition, consistency, viscosity, tem-

perature, as well as its color, odor, taste, and stickability were

all studied in detail. Having come from Missouri, I had ego-

tistically supposed that there was very little about mud that

I did not already know, but the experiences of that day hum-
bled me, and from that time forward I have harbored a

respectful reverence for that wonderful thing called "mud."

Never again will I scoff at the mud walls and bricks of the

Chinese houses. Verily they are built with a most wonderful

substance, and, if the samples that I carried away on my
clothes can be considered as at all typical, the Chinese have

selected their building material with some idea of perma-

nency in mind.

The Chinese have no speed limits. But even if they had,

we probably would not have broken any that afternoon and
evening. About dark it started to rain again and we decided

that we would stop at the next group of houses and try to

Dr. Paul H. Stevenson

find a sleeping place rather than try to push on to our in-

tended stopping place. It was nearly eight o'clock when we
reached a bunch of buildings large enough to afford the

possibility of a place to sleep. After some searching and

questioning, we were directed to a small deserted temple

somewhat removed from the rest of the buildings, and with

many a flourish and flounder we waded to its door.

The arrangement of this temple was typical of all the

Chinese temples, and, upon entering the main doorway, we
found ourselves in the large front court. Along either side

of the court were the customary broken down stalls, formerly

used to exhibit the various stages of the Chinese conception

of Hell. Because of my deep suspicions regarding the horse-

man's actions earlier in the day, I took special pleasure in

consigning him to this part of the temple for the night. The
coolie and myself stepped into a room about fifteen by twenty,

containing the rotting remains of some wooden idols. Upon
the floor of this room, I could dimly make out many long

rolls of variously colored cloth mixed up more or less at

random with the straw. These rolls were practically all of

a size, about five or six feet long, and so close together that

it was all but impossible to walk about. It was only after my
coolie began to kick a couple of these rolls rather vigorously

and I saw them begin to squirm, that I realized that each roll

contained a sleeping Chinese. Closer inspection revealed the

top of a head here and there, but not a face could I see. The
Chinese do not care for these new electrically heated sleeping

bags that we read about now days, but they have for a long

time used hot air heated sleeping bags, the hot air being sup-

plied by their breath, which is carefully collected and kept

inside the bag all night.

After considerable kicking, actual on the part of my coolie

and figurative on the part of those kicked, a space large

enough to spread my bedding was finally made. There I
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undid my roll of bedding, slightly damp in spite of the oil

cloth that had been around it, and prepared to make my bed

for the night. While in the process, I noticed that my nearest

neighbor had become thoroughly awake and upon noticing

that I was a "foreign teacher" had raised himself to a sitting

posture. The usual polite questions about name, age, occu-

pation, and destination asked and answered, he became very

solicitous about me and insisted upon sharing his bedding

with me. In answer to this proposal I assured him that 1

was entirely unworthy and that he was altogether too polite,

and besides I asserted that I had plenty of bedding of my
own. Immediately upon rolling up in my bedding, however,

I felt him stealthily put his sheep skin coat over me and press

it firmly around my head. I was quite at a loss to know just

what appropriate response this action called for. While lying

quite still and pondering the subject, something small de-

tached itself from the fur of my newly acquired cover and

beginning in the region of my ear began to travel across my
face and down toward my neck. At first I thought that the

fur of the garment was playing me a trick and I merely

shifted it a bit. A sharp, stinging, unmistakable bite on my
neck, however, quickly cleared my mind of any doubts as to

the proper thing to do in regard to the garment. I decided

that as a matter of principle, I simply could not afford to be

outdone in such a vital thing as courtesy, so, after a quick

and decisive execution of him that had assailed me, I returned

the garment with such insistence that the owner finally ac-

cepted it.

The next morning we awoke to find it still raining. How-
ever, there being no prospects of finding any food in our

present abode, we started out as soon as it was light enough

to travel. Almost immediately upon leaving our little group

of buildings, we found a row of eighteen heavily loaded

wheelbarrows all stuck in the mud. Our friends with whom
we had spent the night were the men who had been navigating

these wheelbarrows through the sea of mud until they could

go no farther. All through the morning we pressed on, and,

as was true of the afternoon before, we had plenty of time

and opportunity to continue our researches along the line

of mud.

Shortly before noon we arrived in a good sized village and

decided to stop and eat. We found a very clean looking eating

place about half way along the long narrow street and went

in. This house was also the home of a flourishing family

of pigs as well as the usual dog or two and several chickens.

In the midst of these friends, we sat down and made out our

order for dinner from the array of salt duck, duck's gizzards,

pig's livers, kidneys, duodenums, ileums, and other customary

anatomical fragments hanging around the room on rafters

and pegs. After making a tasty selection, we sat in pleasant

anticipation and watched the cook prepare our meal. The
cook was evidently not in a very amiable mood this day and

gave several exhibitions of his authority over the pigs and

dogs that were wont to run around and between his legs.

Several times during the preparation of our meal he reached

out and struck a particularly obstreperous as well as dirty

hog with the meat cleaver or butcher knife, and, after repeated

blows would have driven the culprit out of range, the instru-

ment of torture would revert to its humble office of chopping

our food. Fortunately I had already discovered several months

previously that the so-called "germ theory" that doctors in

western lands spend so much lime talking about and their

patients spend so much time worrying about, does not oper-

ate in China. Therefore I was not unduly alarmed al this

questionable though admirably versatile use of the culinary

implements, and when the food was finally set before us I

took up the bamboo chop sticks and ate with zeal. At the

time of this writing, several weeks later, I am still living and
enjoying perfect health.

The country ahead of us, partly because it had received

less rain and partly because it was higher, afforded better

roads and we were able to travel much faster. Village after

village we passed. The road, on account of the increasing

travel, became wider and firmer. We found ourselves at

times joining quite a procession of travelers and I knew that

we were drawing near to Luchowfu. Now we would pass a

large coffin being carried by a dozen or more men, and then

again we would find ourselves traveling in the wake of a

brilliantly red bridal chair. Coming from the city we would

meet long lines of men carrying on their long poles the emptv

cases that had gone to the city in the morning full of bean

curd. Again we would meet sinqile peasant families, return-

ing with their baskets full of town purchases, prominent al-

ways the bundles of incense. Lpon either side of the road

was to be seen ancestral worship at the graves. Hundred- of

people offering food, burning paper money and incense for

the spirits of the departed. At certain of the wayside shrines

the travelers would stop, kneel, bow three times to the ground,

and rise and light their pipes from the burning incense and

pass on. Almost without exception the people were very

friendly to me and the afternoon passed swiftly and pleasantly.

About four o'clock in the afternoon of the fifth day out of

Nanking I caught my first glimpse of the gates of the city

of Luchowfu. A little later the city wall itself became visible

above the level plain, and my pony quickened his pace. With

quickening pulse I soon made out the roof of the hospital

and near by the roofs of three foreign homes, all of them

just inside the city wall and near the south gate of the city.

Here was garrisoned a brave little band of volunteers, holding

one of the outposts of God's Kingdom. For a long time they

had been hoping and praying for reinforcements, and I was

coming. Would I be worthy to take my place among them?

Would I be able to be an answer to their call? As I entered

the city I prayed God that through His power it might be so.

What Constitutes Overchurching?

THE definition of what constitutes overchurching. or over-

lapping, is difficult to give. The elements of a right

definition appear to be three:

1. The ratio of the churches to the population. In most

cases of thickly settled communities one church to every one

thousand of the population is deemed sufficient.

2. The ratio of the churches to the preferences of the

people. Convictions must be taken into account, and yet there

is a point at which opinions must yield to the social principle

of concession and cooperation for the sake of the social good.

3. A community destined to have a large increase of popu-

lation may, at a given moment, have more churches than the

population at that moment warrants.

Plan your career with an international horizon. Do not

hastily conclude that you should stay where you are. or follow

now a course determined upon five years ago. Be a patriot

but not a narrow nationalist: the new idealism has taught us

that humanity is greater than nationality. Think in world

terms, decide on the basis of world welfare, and be not daunted

if duty calls you to a distant goal.

—

From "Somewhere in All

the World." by President Charles T. Paul.
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Are the Disciples Christians?
NINETEEN hundred years ago those of Antioch were

called Christians because they were. Eighteen centuries

later a few earnest souls in America undertook to restore

the church of Antioch (and Jerusalem) in unity, purity and

liberty; in teaching, ordinance and life. The number, wealth

and influence of these modern Disciples of Christ has grown

amazingly. Can our impartial neighbors say as much for our

Christian character?

Profession and Performance

The Apostle Paul referred to the church members of his day

as "saints," and that is one of the terms our pioneers of blessed

memory sought to restore. But we have generally refrained

from using it. Because of its restriction and diversion by the

Roman Catholics? Possibly. But is it not chiefly because we
know we are not true to the New Testament type? Instead of

being separated from the world and devoted to God's service,

"transformed by the renewing of our minds," are we not care-

fully "conformed to this world"?

The saints at Jerusalem were distinguished for the "gladness

and singleness of heart" of their daily life. Is it commonly
remarked by our neighbors that we radiate happiness?

Even after the days of the apostles the constant testimony

of their neighbors was, "Behold how these Christians love one

another!" In a fine measure it was so fifty and seventy-five

years ago of many a rural Antioch, Mt. Olive and Oak Grove.

Does the condition prevail today outside a few missions?

Of the Macedonians Paul said, "Beyond their power they

gave of their own accord," and to the Corinthians, "I know
your readiness, of which I glory to them of Macedonia." Con-

sidering Paul's standard of giving would he not count our

efforts to bring a few of our people up to tithing as scarcely

a kindergarten start toward Philippi or Corinth, much less

Jerusalem, where "not one of them said that aught of the

things which he possessed was his own"?
We hold the right view of the Lord's day, but do we excel

in its reverent observance? In theory we have restored the

weekly observance of the Lord's supper, but do not the ma-

jority of our members practice only quarterly, annual or oc-

casional communion? We insist upon New Testament baptism

in requiring previous confession of faith in Christ and com-
plete immersion of the person in water, but can we show an

unur ual percentage "rising to walk in newness of life"? We
plead justly and eloquently for Christian union and magnify
the Savior's intercessory prayer, but are we celebrated for a

brotherly spirit toward our fellow Christians whom we exhort

to unite?

An Amazing Opportunity

In all reason the confident expectation of Thomas Campbell
that there would be a general and prompt acceptance of the

scriptural basis of union should have been realized. We can

no longer ascribe the failure to prejudice or misrepresentation.

Even an ordinary century would have overcome these. But
the past hundred years have been extraordinarily hard upon
bigotry and misconception; and what their attrition had not

destroyed the war has obliterated or broken past repair.

Today the doors are open, as surely as the prison gates at

Philippi stood ajar after the earthquake. Will we enter? Can
we refuse? Only once in a thousand years is mankind reduced

to such a fluid state. The mold into which it is run today will

determine its character for centuries to come.

Many who see the bigness of the hour are crying for a

mighty leader, a superman. Some confidently expect the im-

mediate bodily return of the Christ.

It is the presence of Christ that must prevail. But the body

of that presence is the Church which He purchased with His

blood. It is not by one mighty leader—Luther, Wesley, Camp-

bell—but by millions of ordinary folk, filled and transformed

by Christ's spirit in extraordinary power, that the new age

can be saved, with joy to the world and glory to God.

The motto of Napoleon was, "The tools to him that can use

them." That is the watchword of this new age. If the Dis-

ciples of Christ had been such Christians as they should,

actually establishing model churches of Christ and living the

life of Christ in their several communities, ours would have

been the pre-eminent privilege of reuniting the church and

leading in the world's redemption. Now it is a question wheth-

er we shall bear our proportionate part or. even a considerable

share. God's hour has struck and will not wait.

Revolution by Redemption

This is not an opportunity for distinction, but a call to

humiliation and service; thanksgiving to God that He has

spared our unprofitable lives and complete consecration to

doing His will henceforth. This is as revolutionary as any-

thing proposed by the I. W. W. and Bolsheviki; only it is

revolution by redemption instead of destruction. But it must

be marked by as passionate earnestness and self-sacrifice as

fires their misguided souls.

The demon that possesses the world today—the world in

the Church as well as that outside
—"cometh not out except

by prayer and fasting"; prayer that is blood-letting in its

earnestness, fasting that is not formal, but due to giving, like

the widow of Jerusalem, "even all our living." Missionaries

and preachers and other rare saints here and there are already

throwing capital as well as income into the conflict of the hour.

Week by week the surveys of the Interchurch World Move-

ment are making new revelations of the need of men and

money, of prayer and consecration, in American townships

and foreign kingdoms. But why wait for these figures? The

daily papers reek with the records of selfish strife, and side

by side with them present mercantile advertisements that index

prodigal spending as regardless of impending doom as was

the dancing of Pompeii and Herculaneum. And are not Dis-

ciples of Christ full participants in this orgy of extravagance?

As John Wesley saved England from a revolution that would

have more than matched that of France, by living as well as

preaching personal religion and practical holiness, so must

millions of men and women today save America and China,

England and Japan, France and Africa, South America and
India, Mexico and Russia. None but actual Christians can do it.

Are the Disciples of Christ Christians? Are we even dis-

ciples of Christ and so in a hopeful way of becoming Chris-

tians? Not our words but our lives must tell.

A glorious affirmative is coming! The two thousand who
made pledges of from five hundred to one million dollars each

in the Men and Millions Movement were not different from
the rest of us. This was demonstrated in the War Emergency
Drive. The Peace Emergency is so much greater in its re-

quirements that our whole strength must be called out to meet

it. Yea, since our strength is not sufficient, but God's is, we will

go "beyond our power," like the saints of Philippi.
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"To Him That Hath
55

I
EFT at the age of twelve by the death of his father to assist

. his mother in bringing up his younger brothers and

sisters, James H. Mohorter fulfilled his first trust so well

that other tasks came to him in rapid succession.

Along with them he pursued his education until he gradu-

ated from Hiram College and entered fully upon his life work

as a minister of the gospel.

The notable success of his work in Cleveland caused him to

be drafted for the more difficult Boston field. When success

was just in hand after six years of grueling labor there he

was compelled to go to Colo-

rado in the vain hope of sav-

ing his wife from tuberculosis.

In spite of her affliction and

death the church at Pueblo

prospered under his hand.

With four orphan children

of his own the Executive Com-
mittee of the National Benevo-

lent Association at St. Louis

rightly felt that he would

bring heart as well as head

and hand to the leadership of

that enterprise of mercy.

Here there have been four-

teen years of steady progress.

Having been faithful with

eight institutions five more
have been added to those de-

pendent upon the National

Benevolent Association for

maintenance and direction.

Having done well in the care

of 376 orphans and aged the

number was increased to 536,

with other hundreds waiting

to be admitted. Having ad-

ministered wisely and justly

annual receipts of $91,794.76

die brotherhood last year en-

trusted him with $445,699.22.

Having proved a faithful

steward of $282,321.60 worth

of property the value of the

Association's holdings was
increased to $931,369.91. Having done so well apart, the

National Benevolent Association and Mr. Mohorter were taken

into the Men and Millions Movement and allotted $200,000
of its capital fund. Once in the Movement the disciplined

power and impartial devotion which he brought to every duty

assigned him soon made him a team leader.

The same law has operated in his home also and he has had
the joy of seeing three of his children graduated from his

Alma Mater and start well on lives of usefulness in the King-

dom of Cod. But "lest he be exalted overmuch," twice more
his heart has been broken: first by the death of Miriam, just

as she was going to Hiram College, and. then by the going of

the children's second mother, who never recovered from the

loss of Miriam.

His own sorrows have but redoubled the energy with which
he has sought to enlist all the people of God in assuaging the

James H. Mohorter

sorrows of others. The Interchurch World Movement he rec-

ognized as inspired of God to the same great end. So he was
more than ready to have his growing work linked up with it

to be multiplied by it.

In the organization of the part which the Disciples of Christ

are to take in the Interchurch Movement Mr. Mohorter was
named with Mrs. Atwater to represent the United Christian

Missionary Society (of which the National Benevolent Asso-

ciation is a unit) on the Promotional Committee. When that

committee, completed by the Education Board's appointment

of H. 0. Pritchard and J. C.

Todd and the joint election of

C. H. \^ inders, looked for a

secretary, its other members
could see no one but James H.

Mohorter, fountain of enthu-

siasm, dynamo of energv.

genius of organization. So,

in spite of his own vigorous

protests of modesty and his

Board's earnest pleas of cru-

cial tasks just started, the di-

vine law had to operate again.

Then Mr. Lyman L. Pierce,

director of the entire financial

campaign of the churches co-

operating in the Interchurch

World Movement, said, "If

Mr. Mohorter is to lead the

Disciples of Christ in this

great enterprise, I want him

to come to New \ork and be

a member of my cabinet while

he directs the campaign from

this center." This is espe-

cially noteworthv when it is

known that Mr. Pierce had

previously planned to name
an outside financial expert to

serve the Disciples of Christ.

All possible emphasis

should be added to the state-

ment of fact that James H.

Mohorter is a man of God.

He was so dedicated from his

infancy. As a young man overwhelming conviction ol God s

will caused him to leave the church of his fathers and

take fellowship with the Disciples of Christ. Only God's

call could have made him a minister and only the conscious

and clear sense of God's direction has been allowed to govern

and control each choice and change of his life.

Tender-hearted even to hair-trigger sensitiveness, he is yet

hard-headed and sure-footed. He had to be sure that the

Interchurch Movement was of God and that the Disciples of

Christ, the National Benevolent Association, the Union Avenue

Christian Church and he, J. H. Mohorter. were duty bound

to bear full part in it. before he would commit himself to it.

Being in, he is in altogether. The curse that visits the luke-

warm will never fall upon his head.

Yet no sense of personal or institutional loyalty will ever

cause him for a moment to surrender his own judgment or
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stifle his conscience. He had to see every figure of that great

112,000,000 budget for 1920* justified by bleeding necessity

before he consented to its inclusion though he had not dreamed

of being campaign director or even a member of the Promo-

tional Committee. The dollar that goes Out to serve God must

be ordained with the same care that is given to choosing and

consecrating a missionary of the cross.

Brethren, those who know J. H. Mohorter best, and God,

who knows him better than we can, know that having been

faithful in all these things, through all these years, he can

be relied upon to do God's will in humanity's service this

year of grace 1920, and to the full measure of all we would
give to God!

A Paramount Essential

ONE of our strongest missionaries, who is in a very distant

and difficult land, recently wrote as follows in a personal

letter to one of the Board secretaries:

"There are a great many forces, both of head and heart,

needed in mission work. Among these there is one force

which is indispensable—a passionate love for the person of

Christ. If I were on a mission board I would ask the candi-

date one question at least: 'Do you love the Lord Jesus Christ

Himself with a passion?' The one who can honestly answer

that question in the affirmative has the power which every

missionary needs. A passionate love for Christ is that which

constrains and sustains the missionary in his work. In school

we talk about sin and holiness as if they existed in the 'clear

blue' apart from human life; but when we get to work, sinners

and saints are the realities with which we have to deal. We
can consider sin as a term without much feeling; but when
face to face with the man who stole our only cow or the man
who killed his own wife, a tremendous feeling grips us. The
missionary finds when he begins his work that it is not with

sin he has to deal, but with a real, live sinner. It is not sin

he hates, but the sinner—the man who stole the cow, and the

man who killed his own wife. He will find that he is only

deceiving himself when he says that he hates sin, but loves

the sinner. He cannot deceive the natives. They can tell at

a glance who it is that loves them. Under such circumstances

the missionary must have a strong feeling that will suppress

that feeling of hate before it gets a start. A passionate de-

votion to the person of Christ is just the feeling that is needed

under such conditions. A deep love for Christ fills the mis-

sionary's life with a loveliness which is similar to the beauty

and attractiveness of Christ Himself. Pray for us, my friend,

that we may keep close to Christ, and love Him supremely."

—Photograph by Frank R. Bill, Cleveland, Ohio

This Group from the Cleveland Christian Orphanage Shows the Splendid Results of the Work of the National Benevolent

Association. It Is Indeed a Privilege to Share in This Beautiful Ministry
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United Churches of Christ in America
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

[Christian Union is coming as certainly as Prohibition has arrived. As many factors are now working toward
the one end as there were contributing to the other. The Disciples of Christ are here what the Prohibition Party
and the Woman's Christian Temperance Union were there; with this difference, that our chief objective is the
evangelization of the world and the unity of God's people is sought as a necessary means to that end. The plan
proposed at Philadelphia deserves careful consideration and is especially hopeful in its frank avowal of organic
union as the end toward which a step is proposed. Of course none need take that step who are not convinced both
that Christian Union is desirable and that this plan will contribute toward its realization.—Editors of World Call.]

THE union of the evangelical churches of the United States

is now a definite and practical possibility. At least such

is the deep conviction of those who attended the Council

on the Organic Union of the Evangelical Churches held at

Philadelphia, February 3-6. After more than a year of earnest

labor the Ad Interim Committee appointed for the purpose

presented a plan of union which was heartily endorsed and

adopted by the Council and which will go now to the conven-

tions, assemblies and conferences of all the evangelical

churches for consideration and ratification. The Council was

attended by about one hundred and twenty-five delegates from

nineteen or twenty religious bodies. The bodies represented

are the Armenian, Christian, Christian Union, Congregational,

Disciples of Christ, Evangelical Synod, Friends, Methodist

Primitive, Methodist Episcopal, Moravian, Presbyterian,

Protestant Episcopal, Reformed Episcopal, Reformed Church,

United Brethren, United Presbyterian, Welsh Presbyterian,

and some others. The delegates of the Disciples of Christ

present were C. M. Chilton, W. F. Rothenburger, George A.

Miller, B. A. Abbott, E. B. Bagby, F. W. Burnham, J. H. Gold-

ner, Finis S. Idleman, B. H. Linville, B. H. Melton, H. D. C.

Maclachlan, Dr. J. C. Lumpkin, C. C. Morrison, R. E. Elmore,

T. E. Winter, H. L. Willett, I. S. Chenoweth, F. J. Longdon, Jr.,

Peter Ainslie and H. C. Armstrong.

The plan of union as finally adopted is as follows:

PREAMBLE—
Whereas, We desire to share, as a common heritage, the faith of

the Christian Church, which has, from time to time, found expression

in great historic statements; and

Whereas, We all share belief in Cod our Father; in Jesus Christ,

His only Son, our Savior; in the Holy Spirit, our Guide and Com-

forter; in Hie Holy Catholic Church, through which Cod's eternal

purpose of salvation is to be proclaimed and the Kingdom of God

is to be realized on earth; in the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments as containing God's revealed will, and in the life eter-

nal ; and

Whereas, Having the same spirit and owning the same Lord, we
none the less recognize diversity of gifts and ministrations, for whose

exercise clue freedom must always be afforded in forms of worship

and in modes of operation:

PLAN:
Now, we the churches hereto assenting, as hereinafter provided in

Article VI. do hereby agree to associate ourselves in a visible body

to be known as the "United Churches of Chris! in America," for the

furtherance of the redemptive work of Christ in the world. This

body shall exercise in behalf of the constituent churches Ihe func-

tions delegated to il by this instrument, or by subsequent action of

Hie constituent churches, which shall retain the full freedom at

present enjoyed by them in all matters not so delegated.

Accordingly, the churches hereto assenting and hereafter thus

associated in such visible body do mutually covenant and agree as

follows:

1. Autonomy in Purely Denominational Affairs.

In the interest of Ihe freedom of each and of the cooperation of

all. each constituent church reserves the right to retain i(s creedal

statements, ils form of government in Ihe conduct of its own affairs,

and lis particular mode of worship:

In taking this step, we look forward with confident hope to that
complete unity toward which we believe the Spirit of God is leading
us. Once Ave shall have cooperated wholeheartedly, in such visible

body, in the holy activities of the work of the Church, we are per-

suaded that our differences will be minimized and our union become
more vital and effectual.

II. The Council (How Constituted).

The United Churches of Christ in America shall act through a

Council and through such Executive and Judicial Commissions, or

Administrative Boards, working ad interim, as such Council may
from time to time appoint and ordain.

The Council shall convene as provided for in Article VI and
every second year thereafter. It may also be convened at any time
in such manner as its own rules may prescribe. The Council shall

be a representative body.

Each constituent church shall be entitled to representation therein

by an equal number of ministers and laymembers.

The basis of representation shall be: two ministers and two lay-

members for the first one hundred thousand or fraction thereof of its

communicants; and two ministers and two laymembers for each addi-

tional one hundred thousand or major fraction thereof.

III. The Council (Its Working).

The Council shall adopt and promulgate its own by-laws and

rules of procedure and order. It shall define the functions of its

own officers, prescribe the mode of their selection and their compen-

sation, if any. It shall provide for its budget of expense by equi-

table apportionments of the same among the constituent churches

through their supreme governing or advisory bodies.

IV. Relation of Council and Constituent Churches.

The supreme governing or advisory bodies of the constituent

churches shall effectuate the decisions of Ihe Council by general or

specific deliverance or other mandate whenever it may be required

by the law of a particular stale, or the charter of a particular

board, or other ecclesiastical corporation: but, except as limited by

this Plan, shall continue the exercise of their several powers and

functions as the same exist under the denominational constitution.

The Council shall give full faith and credit to the authenticated

acts and records of the several governing or advisory bodies of the

constituent churches.

V. Specific Functions of the Council.

In order to prevent overlapping, friction, competition or waste in

the work of the existing denominational boards or administrative.

agencies, and to further the efficiency of thai degree of cooperation

which they have already achieved in their work at home and abroad:

(a) The Council shall harmonize and unify the work of the

t'nited Churches.

(b) It shall direct such consolidation of their missionary activi-

ties as well as of particular churches in over-churched areas as is

consonant with Ihe law of the land or of the particular denomination

affected. Such consolidation may be progressively achieved, as by

the uniting of the boards or churches of any two or more constituent

denominations, or may be accelerated, delayed, or dispensed with,

as the interests of the Kingdom of Cod may require,

(c) If and when any two or more constituent churches, by their

supreme governing or advisory bodies, submit to the Council for its

arbitrament any matter t'\' mutual concern, not hereby already cov-

ered, the Council shall consider and pass upon such matter so sub-

mitted.

id) The Council shall undertake inspirational and educational

leadership of such soil and measure as may be proper, under the
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powers delegated to it by the constituent churches in flic fields of

Evangelism, Social Service', Religious Education, and the like.

VI. The a.ssent of each constituent church to (his Plan shall be

certified from its supreme governing or advisory body by the appro-

priate officers thereof to the chairman of the Ad Interim Committee,

which shall have power upon a two-thirds vote to convene the Council

as soon as the assent of at least six denominations shall have been

so certified.

VII. Amendment.

This plan of organic union shall be subject to ainendmenj only by

the constituent .churches. 1ml the Council may overture to such

bodies any amendment which shall have originated in said Council

and shall have been adopted by a- three-fourths vole.

This is the first definite step toward union yel taken by the

churches of this country. By the limitations and inlcnl ol llic

plan itself it is only a first step. It is not presented as llic

end and achievement of union, but as a beginning, recognizing

that perfect unity can come only as the result of "those forces

of vital spiritual life which alone give meaning to our effort."

Moreover the plan most earnestly recognizes that "no mechan-

ical uniformity must be sought, nor any form of organization

which ignores or retards the free movement of the Spirit of

Cod in the hearts of His servants." Every effort has been
made to effect a plan "so broad and flexible as to make place

for all evangelical churches of the land, whatever their out-

look of tradition, temperament or taste, whatever their rela-

tionships, racially or historically."

The union proposed by the plan is federal rather than

organic in that what is proposed for llie present is the agree-

ment of the churches to work together in cooperation in

furthering the redemption work of Christ in ibe world. On
the other hand the union proposed is organic rather than

federal in that the goal set up is definitely that of vital and
effectual organic union and in that the plan provides for the

principle of growth and development toward that perfect goal.

The plan, although it is but a first step toward union, is

undoubtedly a step in the right direction. It will be received

with great interest by the churches of the country. Of one

thing there is no longer room for doubt, namely, "the tides

running" in the heart of the Church are for union. The day

of division is beginning to draw to its close. Sooner or later

the Church of Christ will be one. Blessed are they who have

the faith and vision to give heart and hand to help hasten

the day.

Driving Out the Preacher
By F. E. SMITH

FEW people understand the tragedy that is taking place

in the ministry. Though the full effects are not yet

apparent, the stubborn results will present themselves

before a decade has passed. The many vacant pulpits, the

great number of men, including many of the best we have,

quitting the ministry, the anxiety and depression found so

frequently among those who are loyal to the Church, the

small number of young men responding to the divine call, all

combine to give cause for serious thought.

The trouble lies in the attitude toward the support of the

ministry. So often it is not thoughtful and kindly. Numbers

of our good men, true to God, the gospel, their own con-

science and humankind are seriously handicapped because of

an ungenerous, sometimes quibbling attitude on the part of

the men of the church. More than we think are compelled

to supplement their salary by some other form of income.

This is not avarice, but the unwillingness to forsake the gospel

message. If they are to live at all they must seek additional

resources elsewhere.

Many a good man, we know from personal acquaintance,

is drawing on the savings of earlier years. Others without

accumulations are being forced into debt and it is only a

question of time when the break will come. Little provision

can be made for the higher education of children. The future

holds little hope of relief from the distress under the present

system of support. Little provision can be made for sickness,

accident or old age.

It is not an individual church affair. The congregation

which has no preacher and has had none for months feels

the full force of the situation. The church that has a preacher

may not now understand. It is a common cause. Every

church must acknowledge her obligation to the ministry as a

whole, as well as the relation to their own minister. Any-

thing less than gracious, generous support is an attack on the

whole ministry. The whole cause is at stake, every church

has a part and must understand its responsibility. The
Interchurch World Movement surveys show that more
preachers are receiving less than $1,000 than are paid over

that amount. Living expenses have increased eighty-two per

cent, while salaries of ministers have increased only twenty

per cent in the last twenty years. At the same time the gov-

ernment figures for the amount necessary to sustain the aver-

age family is much beyond this sum. One of our well-known
ministers recently said that of his seminary class of 1916
only himself remains in the pulpit and only one other is en-

gaged in any form of definite Christian service. A recent

news item carried the information that in a city of the central

states three ministers, one of them from our own church, had
within the month resigned and gone into business. One leader

speaking of the situation said, "In our state six of the best

preachers we have ever had are now in business." There are

sections where the cause is all but demoralized by preachers

going into business, and the effect business is having upon
those who are still in the pulpit.

The committee on promotion for our part of the Inter-

church Campaign had recommended to them by the All Field

Workers' Conference, recently held in St. Louis, that we put
in as a vigorous part of the campaign the realization of the

recommendation of the Cincinnati Convention regarding the

increase of ministers' salaries.

If only this is completely accomplished our part in the Inter-

church campaign will be a glorious success. The increase indi-

cated is twenty-five per cent for all salaries below $1,500,
graduating to ten per cent for all above $3,000. A consider-

able number of the churches have already acted upon this

recommendation. Every church that has preaching of any
kind should seriously consider and take action. Those with-

out preachers might find one if they came up to this standard
of support. If all of our churches were to do this it would
set forward the cause more than any other one act.
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A Quest for Souls
By JESSE M. BADER

ONE of the imperative needs of this tremendous hour is

for the Church to launch out in a quest for souls.

There is no more worthy or important pursuit in which

Christians can engage. How often this Christ commanded
duty is overlooked and utterly disregarded. Look out across

the life of our world today and you will see men and women
who are totally absorbed in seeking the secondary and tangible

things of life. They are possessed with a spirit of quest for

something, but in these modern times that something seldom

concerns itself with the quest for the souls of men for whom
Christ died.

Many are possessed with a quest for gold and all it repre-

sents. They are willing to give up home and health, time and

eternity, if only they may fill their coffers with gold and

gain. Many others are obsessed with a quest for power and

position. No hardships are thought too great if only they

may seize a scepter and occupy a throne. Still many others

display this consuming zeal- in an effort to secure the pleasures

of the world, but when they are realized*, disappointment

comes. Such quests do not satisfy when once the treasure is

possessed.

The quest that is transcendent and of highest value is that

one that concerns itself with soul saving. Nothing in the

universe is so valuable to our Heavenly Father as a human
soul. "God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten

Son that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish but

have everlasting life." If the universe were cast into a single

jewel, it would not be as valuable to God as a single human
soul. We sing, "For He is so precious to me," and how true

we have found that fact, but it is also true, "For we are so

precious to Him." Nothing in the universe is so precious and
valuable to the man himself as his own soul. "What shall

it profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose his

own soul, or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?"

It is the most priceless possession of man, yet his attitude

toward it is too often one of neglect. Thousands are guilty

of neglect not only of their own souls, but of the souls of

those about them. If we are not careful we are in danger

of losing our sense of values. Our ears are so often filled

with the talk on the values of the things of this world, such

as houses and lands, money, stocks and bonds, that we are

likely to forget the value of the soul in the sight of God.

God has a blood investment in every soul. A lad made a

little boat and proudly took it out to the lake and watched

it ride the shore waves. Suddenly a gust of wind carried it

beyond his reach and depth. With a heavy heart he went home
and related his loss to his kind father. A few days afterward

a boy found the little boat, which had been washed ashore.

He sold it to the town merchant. The lad who had lost the

boat chanced to be passing down the street with his father

when his eyes fell on his boat in a merchant's show window.
No amount of talking could convince the merchant that the

boat really belonged to the lad. Finally the father paid the

price asked and handed the boat to his son. As he held the

boat tightly he said, "Little boat, you are twice mine, I made
you and I bought you." God made us in His own image and
bought us with the precious blood of Christ. If there had
been but one soul on earth two thousand years ago, Jesus

would have been willing to come, live and die just the same
as he did.

The matron of the household has lost a silver piece. She

does not sit down to bemoan her loss. She does not trv to

convince herself that somehow, somewhere the missing coin

will come to light. She does not coddle the pieces in her

purse, happy that so many remain. She prepares a light.

takes her broom and sweeps the house diligently. In the

light of this parable let us learn the value of a single soul.

A solitary coin was worth the most careful search the woman
could make. A single soul is worth the quest, the labors and
sacrifices of a lifetime.

Jesus gave a beautiful shepherd story to teach us His

mission and to give us another conception of soul values.

What a hazardous quest the anxious shepherd was willing to

make for one lost sheep.

"But none of the ransomed ever knew
How deep were the waters crossed

:

Nor how dark was the night the Lord passed through
Ere He found His sheep that was lost;

Out in the desert He heard its cry

—

Sick and helpless and ready to die."

A boy is lost. No one goes on a quest for him. He takes

not only his portion of goods, but also his soul into the far

country. His dire distress brings him to himself, he arises

and returns to his father's house. In these great days of soul

winning when so many thousands about us are not saved who
are out in the far country, we need the compelling passion for

souls that will send us out to "seek and save that which is lost."

IT was this quest that sent out the devoted ^ eslev on a tire-

less ministry of soul saving. It was this passion that sent

Whitefield up and down the land and across the sea, a flaming

torch for Christ. This quest consumed Rowland Hill. His

friends called him a mad man. His defence was something

like this: "While I passed along yonder road I saw a gravel

pit cave in and bury three men alive. I hastened to the rescue

and shouted for help until they heard me almost a mile away.

Nobody called me a madman then. But when I see destruc-

tion about to fall on sinners and entomb them in an eternal

mass of woe, and cry aloud, if perchance they may behold

their danger and escape, they say I am beside myself; perhaps

I am, but, oh, that all God's children might thus be fired with

desire to save their fellows." It was this quest for souls that

drove Robert McAll from his beautiful home in England to

the Paris slums. He was a cultured man; fond of art and

letters, but he put these aside and lived midst the moral

destitution of the French capital that he might guide wretched

souls to the cross. In his prayerful quest he won hundreds to

Christ. Matthew Henry said, "I would think it greater hap-

piness to win one soul to Christ than to gain mountains of

gold and silver for myself." Doddridge in his thought of

this quest for souls cried out, "I long for the conversion of

souls more sensibly than anything besides. Methinks I could

not only labor, but die for it with delight." David Brainerd,

after years spent in the service of Christ, wrote, "I cared

not where or how I lived or what hardships I went through,

if only I could win souls for Christ. While I was asleep I

dreamed of these things, when I waked my first thought was

of this great work." Hear the cry of John Knox out from

the passion of a yearning soul. "Give me Scotland or I die."

Time would fail to speak of Edwards, Finney, Spurgeon,
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Moody and a host of others whose deeds were mighty because

they were fired with this quest for souls.

The evangelism of the present must be the evangelism of

the first century, or it is not true to Christ and His word.

Bounded on one side by Pentecost, the other boundary is today,

and in between there must be included the work of the apostles,

the church fathers, all martyrs and heroes of other days, the

pastors whose quiet, earnest and ofttimes unheralded work

has meant the permanent growth of the church, the conse-

crated evangelist has labored and toiled, preached and prayed

that the unsearchable riches of Christ might be accepted by

the multitude.

During the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

as well as in certain parts of the nineteenth century, there

were important revival awakenings, when whole nations were

moved by the power of the gospel. These revivals differed

widely in character, in method and in the condition from

which they sprang; some had political and religious elements

whose causes were complex and remote; and yet the study

of them reveals the fact tL.it each of these great religious

awakenings came in connection with the preaching of a neg-

lected Scripture truth which was precisely adapted to the

needs of the time. Since therefore it is true that each revival

has had its distinct characteristics we can expect that this

twentieth century revival shall emphasize the need that is

peculiar to our time. Many believe that we are in the dawn
and in the beginning of a great religious awakening. It has

been over a year now since the war closed. This gigantic

struggle brought a certain crisis into the life of all Protestant-

ism. Following the war we can expect a great religious

awakening for America. It is simply a question whether or

not the church at this time expects a revival, wants a revival,

and is willing to be used that God may bring about an awak-

ening. There is no question about the need for a revival.

Fully one-half of America does not belong to any church,

Catholic or Protestant. The preachers and evangelists cannot

do ihis tremendous task alone. In this revival of the twentieth

century the emphasis must be placed upon personal evan-

gelism, when every follower of Christ shall seek another;

when those Avon, win others; and when those saved, will

save others. The day of the evangelist is not gone. He has

never been more needed than now. The calls for his services

are everywhere. He will not work less, but others should

work more in this quest for souls.

The emphasis should be placed on Each One Won winning

at least one other by Easter Sunday. The motto should be

"every Christian an evangelist." Everyone, whether in pulpit

or pew, is under a sacred obligation to enter upon this quest.

In this sacred quest and glorious search by individuals for

individuals none of us will have to travel far. The uncon-

verted are in our own home and none but God knows the

tremendous obligations that are upon us all as we think of

those bound to us by the sacred ties of blood relationship.

What joy will come this happy Easter time if the Andrews

will find their brothers and bring them to Christ. There is

the postman that delivers the mail to the door each day. Is

Winter Scene in the Park at Akita, Japan
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lie a Christian? There is the clerk in the store who sells us

our goods. Is she a Christian? Then there is the hanker, to

whom we entrust our money, hut has he the greater riches

which we have to give in trust to him? There is the person

who lives next door, our trusted friends and acquaintances,

have we spoken to them definitely about Christ? The writer

was in one of our Bible colleges a few days ago. He asked

the janitor who had cared for the building for ten years,

if any ministerial student or professor had ever talked with

him about his personal obligations to Christ and the church.

His answer was, "Only one young man in all these ten years

has ever asked me about my soul." /Y lack of personal interest

in the welfare of the unsaved is one of the terrible charges

that can be made against the church today. Many denomina-

tions and communions are losing rather than gaining in mem-
bership. We try to find excuse for this apathy but in vain.

As Christians many of us are guilty of an unconcern from

one day to another for the unsaved. The call to the church

is "repent." The prayer of us all should be, "Wilt Thou

revive us again that Thy people may rejoice in Thee?"

Two leaders among us were soliciting a wealthy man for

a gift to the Men and Millions Movement. After giving his

gift the man gave this word that should be a rebuke to us

all, "Why is it that you only come to me when you want

money; have you no interest in my soul?" In the coming

Interchurch World Movement drive for money, when the

workers go out into "no man's land" for gifts, dare we go

to a man and ask for his money until we have first gone to

him concerning his soul ?

The Disciples of Christ along with many other Protestant

communions and denominations are in a special soul winning

campaign to reach the last individual possible for Christ and

the Church. Our own brotherhood is now in the culminating

time of their quest for one hundred thousand souls in a special

six weeks' "Each One Win One" campaign. Sundav, April 4,

will undoubtedly be the greatest Easter our people have ever

known. More people will be won to Christ on that date

than any other single day in all our history. The Bible

schools and churches will attempt at reach the last uncon-

verted person possible before the close of this special evan-

gelistic effort. A day of joy it will be: joyful because of

the new life in nature; joyful because of the message of an

empty tomb; joyful because of the new life that comes into

thousands of hearts through faith and obedience to Christ.

Glorious quest this, the search for souls. It is a most

worth while effort on the part of the church. It is the para-

mount duty of every Christian to interest himself in the wel-

fare of everyone about him. In doing this work and in making
this quest the Christian feels he is not going on a search for

a Holy Grail, but is making the search for a lost soul for

whom Christ died.

Kansas City, Missouri.

Will They Write It in the Platform?
By L. E. SELLERS

CONSIDERABLE discussion is being provoked over the

question as to whether the Democratic and Republican

parties will insert a prohibition enforcement plank in

their platform this year. Many politicians, including Mr.

Bryan, will insist that such shall be done.

A little piece of history bearing on this point is of interest.

On May 1, 1872, at Cincinnati, the Liberal Republican party

used these words in Plank 2 of their platform and nominated

Greeley for President:

"2. We pledge ourselves to maintain the Union of these

states, emancipation and enfranchisement, and to oppose any

reopening of the questions settled by the thirteenth, fourteenth

and fifteenth amendments of the constitution."

On July 9, 1872, at Baltimore, the Democratic convention

endorsed all of the Liberal Republican platform and Greeley

for President.

On June 5, 1872, at Philadelphia, the Republican conven-

tion in Plank 2 of their platform said: "The recent amend-

ments to the National Constitution should be cordially sus-

tained because they are right, not merely tolerated because

they are law, and should be carried out according to their

spirit by appropriate legislation, the enforcement of which

can safely be entrusted only to the party that secured those

amendments."

We venture to say that a multitude of voters are awaiting

just such action in regard to prohibition. In fact, candidates

for office from President down will be asked to indicate their

attitude on the enforcement of the prohibition amendment.

Already die liquor men are mailing out millions of bhinks

for the signature of voters pledging themselves not to support

any candidate who is favorable to the prohibition law. Here

is a possible issue for the coining campaign. Some one has

said that there is as yet no issue, and the Republican National

Committee has offered prizes for the best suggestion along this

line. In the absence of something worth while and definite

we suggest that the dominant parties get busy and declare

themselves as for the strict enforcement of the prohibition law.

Good citizens of whatever party should speak out at once

and serve notice on their party leaders that they will bolt anv

platform or ticket that is silent on law enforcement, or ignores

the bootlegger, moonshiner and profiteer. This we ought to

do not only for our own national security, but also because

prohibition will be approved abroad only in case Ave make
it something more than a paper agreement here at home.

World prohibition is on trial. The final verdict depends upon
America. What will the old parties do?

To say the least it is vitally important that the temperance

forces without respect to party shall return to Congress diis

fall members who stand uncompromisingly for die laws al-

ready enacted. There must be no backward step—America is

not headed that way.

A United Forward Movement
THE church has never been without some outstanding lead-

ers who have been calling it into action but their attempt-

to awaken the church to its full sense of responsibility

have been limited to their personal magnetic touch or to their

own denomination. Now lor the first time in the history o\~

the modern church the da\ is at hand when the entire Christian

body is entering into a united forward movement, not confining

its efforts to the conquest of the world abroad but also engaged

in building a more permanent religious structure at the home
base.
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"The Last President
9$

By W. R. WARREN

THE Western Reserve, which is llie Cleveland dislriel of younger ones. "The hoys and Minnie" fondly spoke of

Ohio, was a sort of expansion unit for New England, the others as "the little girls."' The older "lillle girl,''

Hither at an early day came some of the staunchest and however, often figured in the role of mother to the youngest

most enterprising sons and daughters of the East. Among of the flock. An especially precious tradition relates how

their honored names were Robison and Young. In the course Anna made a beautiful apron for her charge, hemming

of time one of the Robison line married one of the Young line, by hand the yards of ruffle required. When the master -

The couple made their home on a modest and goodly farm piece was done she ironed it with the greatest care and

just west of Bedford by the side of the road to Cleveland. could scarcely sleep that night in her eagerness for morning

To them were born two sons and three daughters, to come. When Harriet was "all dressed up" in her new

When the oldest was ten and

the youngest a babe of one

year, the father, Decker D.

Robison, fell a victim of tu-

berculosis. The mother went

on bravely with the manage-

ment of the farm and the rear-

ing of the children, all to the

glory of God and relying up-

on His strength.

Eight years after their fa-

ther's death the children lost

their mother. Henry was

eighteen, Edward sixteen,

Minnie fourteen, Anna twelve

and the sturdy little baby sis-

ter nine. Of course the whole

community was stirred with

sympathy for the fatherless,

motherless family. The Bed-

ford Church was broken-

hearted with a sense of a ca-

lamity fallen upon one of its

most beloved households.

Nearby was Dr. J. P. Robi-

son, a stalwart brother of the

father. After the funeral he

mastered his emotions and

modulated his great bass voice

as well as he could and said

to the oldest of the five or-

phans, "Henry, the girls will

have to have a mother. They

must come and make their

home with us. Mother will

take good care of them. You
and Ed can go and live with Grandpa Young." Looking his

uncle squarely in the eye and raising his voice to almost a

defiant pitch, the boy answered, "Uncle John, you're a great

big man, and you can do lots of things, but you can't take

those girls away from us. They're ours!" "All right, Henry

boy, if you feel that way about it, we'll say no more."

So "the children," as the neighbors at once began to call

them, continued to live together on the home place, and

heroically sought to carry on everything just as their mother

had. When the "yearly meeting" came round they entertained

thirty persons. It was a matter of course to them, but a

wonder to everyone else. Strangers passing that way were

told their story and shown "the place where the children live."

The older children took very seriously the care of the

MKS. A>NA K. ATWATER
sklent of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions, Vice-1

of the United Christian Missionary Society

apron and had started to

school Anna watched her as

far as she could see her, peer-

ing under the boughs of the

trees and then running up on

the porch to get a glimpse of

her on the next hill, wonder-

ing if any other little girl at

school would look as nice as

Harriet.

The mother's plan had al-

ways been that each of the

five should have a college ed-

ucation. To everyone else

that plan had now become a

sheer impossibility, but not

to the five! It never occurred

to one of them that anything

else could be. So, one and

two at a time they went to

Hiram, all finally graduating

but Henry. Requirements were

not so rigid then and Anna
was allowed to leave college

in the spring, keep up her

studies along with her teach-

ing in a district school, and

return to college for examina-

tions.

She was a born teacher, as

was abundantly proved in the

eight years she served as

principal of the high school

at Bryan, Ohio, and in Oska-

loosa College, Iowa, whither

she went with J. M. Atwater

after their marriage in 1892. Mr. Atwater was one of the most

distinguished educators and preachers of that day and for

the next five years was president of Oskaloosa. Then they

went to Albany, Missouri, to take the same relation to a newly

established college, but a sudden break in his health prevented

his entering upon the work and led to his death in 1900,

though he had recovered sufficiently to fill the pulpit of the

Euclid Avenue Church, Cleveland, through the summer of

1899 while J. Z. Tyler, the pastor, was trying to ward off the

paralysis that ended his active work, though not his life or

his usefulness. Exhausted with caring for her husband and

at the same time doing much of his work, Mrs. Atwater 's life

was all but despaired of, but her little sister of the ruffled

apron turned the tables, took her to the Massachusetts sea-
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Lett, Edward J., Right, Henry Robison

ehore for a summer and brought her back to the vigorous

health that has stood the racking test of manifold labors for

twenty years.

SHE began easily with some Shakespeare classes in the

Euclid Avenue and Franklin Circle Churches of Cleveland

and the presidency of the Ohio Christian Woman's Board of

Missions for three years. In 1904 she was called to national

headquarters and on the first day of April, 1905, took up the

task of vice-president of the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions, and editor of Missionary Tidings. Her sister Harriet

was already teaching in Indianapolis and it was not long before

they established a home together. You just cannot keep those

sisters apart!

When Mrs. Helen E. Moses, wise, heroic and beloved, died,

Mrs. Atwater succeeded her and has been re-elected unani-

mously every year since as president of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions. Not all the members of that great organ-

ization were ready to go into the United Christian Missionary

Society when it was first proposed. One of the most active

and influential took Mrs. Atwater roundly to task for favoring

the union. "Don't you see that you are sawing off the very

limb on which you are standing?" Then she paced up and

down the room several times and finally exclaimed, "I believe

you want to be the last president of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions!" "Yes," Mrs. Atwater smiled, "that is

just it."

The blessing of God and the favor of His people have rested

richly upon the Christian Woman's Board of Missions during

Mrs. Atwater's presidency as before. Let the financial gains

be taken as an index of the growth of the work in all respects.

The total receipts in 1907 were $281,637.54; in 1919 they

were $691,950.93. The total assets of the Board in 1907 were

$300,000; in 1919 they were $1,446,588.

Being the president of the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions has always been a considerable task. Naturally it

would be doubly so through a decade of doubling receipts and

resources. But it is being the last president that has made the

load tremendous, and all the more since no one suspected,

until recently, that there was to be such an outcome of the

process through which we were passing. To walk untried

paths by faith is not easy at best, but Mrs. Atwater and her

associates at National Headquarters have had to lead a demo-

cratic and continental organization of American women, all

keenly conscious of their approaching enfranchisement, and

exercising with great diligence the right to vote where they

already had it.

Events have been crowding toward greater issues. The Cen-

tennial of 1909 was quickly forgotten in the development of

the College of Missions and in enlargement on every hand,

entering Africa, China and South America. While increasing

cooperation with the Foreign Christian Missionary Society all

the national boards and colleges were brought together in

the Men and Millions Movement. Both individuals and or-

ganizations had to learn team work. Out of this cooperation

inevitably came unity. Again and again, here as everywhere,

the women were the first to see the next step, and although

the very completeness of their organization made it harder

for them than for the other boards, the readiest to take the

step. Everybody was surprised that Missionary Tidings

should be merged into World Call. There was no more
unique or successful feature or factor in the work of the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions. But faith was equal

to the hour and courage was equal to faith.

From the days of the cave dwellers it has been taken for

granted that woman should match man's strength with strategv.

In the arduous days of the Men and Millions Movement both

in council and in field, Mrs. Atwater never claimed the femi-

nine exemptions and prerogatives. She was always splendidlv

womanly, but "she played the game like a man."

No one can talk with her five minutes without realizing that

she is absolutely sincere and heroically fair. A man came
into her office one day, saying, "I have traveled a long way
and at great expense to ask why you allow higher criticism

among the men employed by the Board." "Mr. Blank, I ap-

preciate your interest in the work of the Christian ^ Oman's

Board of Missions and I feel as keenly as you do the necessity

that nothing but the truth should be taught by the Board's

representatives. But let us be sure that we understand each

other. Just what do you mean by "higher criticism'?"

"Mrs. Atwater, I am a busy man. I have intended to look

into this matter, but I have not. had time. I really don"t know
just what it is." That did not end the interview. There was

a frank and friendly consideration of the supreme issues in-

volved. The visitor went away satisfied that the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and its president had no other

interest or purpose in the world than to advance the Kingdom
of God in complete loyalty to the Christ of the New Testament.

FROM the old home by the Cleveland road, the old church

in Bedford town, the old college on Hiram hill and from

comradeship with a great preacher of Christian righteousness.

Mrs. Atwater has drawn the habit of testing every teaching by

Left to Right, Anna. Harriet and Minnie Robison (Now >Ir>.

B. A. Robinette)
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Five Hiram College Seniors of 1882

Sitting-, Left to Right—Edna Allen, Now Librarian of the City of Honolulu; Anna Robison, Now Mrs*. Atwater; Helen Pettibone, Now Mrs. Edward J.

Kobison. Standing:, Left, Jessie Pettibone, Now Mrs. Deitz of Cleveland; Right, Elizabeth Cans, Now Mrs. Kirehbaum of Akron

the Word of God and every course of action by the guidance of

His Spirit. This personal rule has been reinforced by the

unfailing spirit and custom of the Christian Woman's Board

of Missions throughout its glorious forty-five years. The tra-

dition of fidelity to God in every trust and of waiting upon

God for every decision accumulates power with every assem-

bling of the National Board. Mrs. Atwater is the incarnation

of that tradition and of the motherly impartiality that has

likewise distinguished the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions from the first.

Both at home and abroad, both at the university center and

among the city's poor, both to the proud mountaineer and to

the humble Negro, both to the choicest members of our own
churches and to the sorriest slaves of savagery, the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions has borne the message of Christ.

How natural that its president should rejoice and cooperate

in the United Christian Missionary Society and in the Inter-

church World Movement! Every work of God is within her

mission and no worker of God can be excluded from her

fellowship.

It is especially appropriate that the Easter number of World
Call should carry this story, both because thank offerings,

and special programs for the Juniors and Mission Bands, mark
this season and also because the special mission of this issue

is to promote organized benevolence among our people. This

is pre-eminently woman's mission. The members of women's

missionary societies have from the first been among the most

earnest supporters of the National Benevolent Association, but

only as individuals. In the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety the barriers are removed. The monthly programs, always

comprehensive in their annual sweep, will now become uni-

versal. They will present both missions and benevolence.

Strangers wondered most that the Men and Millions Move-

ment should include the Christian Woman's Board of Missions

as well as the other national societies. That was only because

they did not know our women, of whom Mrs. Atwater is type

as well as leader. They may well be surprised again that the

United Christian Missionary Society is formed on the same

broad lines, and especially that women have equal representa-

tion on the Board of Managers and Executive Committee. To
the men who have had the privilege of working with Mrs.

Atwater and the other officers of the Christian Woman's Board

of Missions this equality is perfectly natural. That it is not

a forced balancing was shown when Mrs. Atwater was made
chairman of the Magazine Committee at the inception of

World Call, and in similar honors and responsibilities con-

tinually brought to her.

So it is good every way that the Second Vice-President of

the United Christian Missionary Society should have the con-

fidence of both men and women. And it is good for those

who are, and for those who should be, wards of the National

Benevolent Association that the gracious first lady of the

organized womanhood of the Disciples of Christ, has herself

known the burden and the sorrow of both the orphan and

the widow; and out of her afflictions has come to such serene

and constant helpfulness that no one ever thinks of her except

as bestowing, not receiving, blessings; giving, not needing,

help.

THE Interchurch World Movement is going to make trouble

for us. It will challenge our professions, tax our resources,

upset our plans and our theories, lead us on untried paths

where faith alone can point the way. But it is all the more a

call from God that it comes thus to test and try our professions.

Only by utter readiness to become in full measure a church

with a mission to the world can we escape condemnation and
death in this day of reality and stern demands.

—

William P.

Merrill.
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Our Mexican Orphanage—Twenty- Six Chosen
Girls

I
READ one time, in the Christian Evan-
gelist, the sweel story of a chosen baby,

which a foster mother told her little

adopted daughter. The little one came to

feel thai her lot was rarer than that of

children born into a home, for did not her

mother choose the baby she wanted to love

a ml care for?

Because we have considered so carefully

the applications for entrance into our

orphanage, sadly refusing as many chil-

dren as we admitted, we feel that we have a

family of chosen girls. Thirty-two girls have

been formally admitted into the orphanage
family; but of these, three never came under

the direct, care of the orphanage "mothers."

For a few weeks they lived at the home of

Professor and Mrs. Diaz; then the grand-

mother, who was really unable to support

them in any proper way, demanded their

return. It was evident that her acquaint-

ances had made her fear Protestant influence.

One girl, after four and a half years at the;

orphanage, was dismissed to become the

homekeeper for her orphaned brothers. Two
others were returned to relatives after two

or three years' residence at the orphanage.

We had not. in either case, accomplished what
we wished for the child, hut circumstances

prevented further fruitful effort. We can

only hope that our little labor may not have

been in vain. We are glad to remember that

the three older girls, who have left our family,

had confessed their faith in Jesus and had
been baptized in His name.

Two or three times death has come near

to our little orphanage family, but the Lord
of life has been very good to us. and not one

of our little group lias been lost through dis-

ease. At such times how we have clung to

the thought that we have chosen these chil-

dren not for death, but for life—for Life!

Just six years ago today, in Piedras Negras,

Miss Mary Orvis and 1 received the first two
little charges. In a short time Miss Orvis

was needed at another mission station, and
did not see the later rapid growth of our new
institution. Just about the time our soldiers

were invading Vera Cruz, in April, 1014, the

little family was doubled. The international

situation made it seem necessary for our

mission to cross, for a time, into Eagle Pass,

Texas. Miss Pearl Gibbons became connected

with the orphanage work at this time, and

has ever since been one of its "mothers." It

was after our return to Piedras Negras, in

June, 1014, that our little family began iis

real growth. By September there were twelve

children, and the year-old orphanage cared

for eighteen girls.

The orphanage idea, came from various
sources, from India had long come the news
of the wonderful results of orphanage work
in dial far-away land. Dear little "Mother
Westl'lip," who had cared for nearly a score

of children beside her own, used to fell us in

Monterey of the need of a Christian orphan-

age in Mexico. Prof. Juan S. Diaz, wonder-

ing as to the future of the many children

left orphans by Mexico's civil war. begged

By ELMA G. IRELAN
loi our mission to give them protection. Three
beautiful gills, (heir father an exile, their

mother only liis deserted concubine, wanted a

home, and we had no refuge (o offer them.
'though finally no! among the first who came
uilo the orphanage, these three sisters are

with us, pretty and bright, happy in a Chris-

tian home, and themselves little Christians.

vMost J our girls have had some sad story

connected with their lives before entrance

into the orphanage. Two of our sweetesl girls

well' abandoned by their mother when the

children were prostrate with the small-pox.

The father later left these two girls with the

family of a Carranzisfa colonel, who gave

them to us when an invasion of Piedras Ne-

gras by the Villista forces was imminent.

The mother took with her the baby of the

family. There were still other children that

we have never seen. Poor girls, what sad

memories must come to them sometimes! Yet

they are patient and uncomplaining, young
Christians now, both of them.

One timid child bad followed around after

her crazy mother until she was wild and un-

childlike. She bore on her body the marks
of her mother's scratches; her head was full

of vermin. Now she is clean and pretty, and,

though timid, is not at all wild as at first.

Four of our girls lost their fathers in the

war, and the fathers of two other girls were
killed for political reasons. One girl came
with a neighbor woman from Mexico City,

after her mother's death there. Finding her-

self left with undesirable company, she ap-

plied to the municipal authorities of Piedras

Negras for protection. The mayor telephoned

to the orphanage and we saw that she was
cared for.

We wonder, sometimes, if our girls really

remember the physical state in which they
came—scantily clothed, most of them ; not a
few with vermin in their hair; some with
bodies scaly because of too infrequent bath-

ing; some with sores; some with dreadful

signs of malnutrition. What wonders con-

stant care has worked! We are proud of our
clean, neatly dressed girls. If they realize

the change, they say little about it. Perhaps
they are now so accustomed to the new life

that they have partially forgotten the old.

Perhaps they remember and are ashamed to

speak.

We have had a school for our girls, some-

times a school open to the public, sometimes

with only private instructors. The greater

part of the girls have been glad to learn and
have passed the grades from year to year.

We have two girls in a normal school in

Saltillo, one of them in the second year.

Spiritual training has been along the lines

a child ought to receive in a normal Christian

home. There has been family worship, in-

cluding the sludy of the Bible and there has

heen (he giving of (hanks at (he table. the

children have heen taken to Sunday school

and church service, and almost all <>f them
have accepted Christ as (heir Savior. We
are not satisfied with the moral and spiritual

development of all of the children, yet they

have almost without exception, reached a
higher standard than that of the homes they
lcl't. Some have aspirations toward definite

Christian service; almost all are ready for

active part in church work. Only the three

youngesl girls have not become members of

(he church. We are particularly happy in

that their presentation in the church has
been a matter in which they have taken the
initiative. We have not persuaded them to

become Christians. We have tried only to

make t lie conditions right for their acceptance

of Christ.

One proof of real advancement is the lan-

guage used by our children. A few of them
came from Christian homes, but the most
did not. Hence they had received a Mexican
child's ordinary inheritance of profane and
obscene words. Great was our struggle dur-

ing the first two years of orphanage history.

But habits of speech have so improved that

we now rarely have complaint of the chil-

dren's language.

For something more than two years our
institution was located in Piedras Negras.
From June, 1916, until December. 1019. we
and our girls made our home in Eagle Pa-s.

Texas. However, we were not far from
Mexico for we lived but a stone's throw from
the international bridge. Since December.
10. 1019, the orphanage has had its home in

Aguasealientes. and right happy are both

girls and missionaries to be in a building we
can call our own and to be in the native land

of our young charges. One of the twenty-six

chosen girls we have at present is a little,

fatherless, motherless eight-year-old child we
have taken since coming to the "heart of

Mexico."'

Our present day school is conducted in the

building which is the home of our mission-

aries and orphanage girls. To the whole

institution belongs the name "Collegio More-
los." The principal of the day school is Mi"
Francisca Mancha. the same sweet-faced.

Christian teacher who formerly directed our

clay school in Monterrey.

We hope wonderful things for our girls

in the way of service in Christ's kingdom and

to their own native land. They are already

helping by being the enthusistie nucleus of

the work in our new school.

Miss Gibbons and 1 have been so happy in

this work for Mexican girls that we are very

sorry to have the distinction of conducting

the only evangelical orphanage in all this

needv land.

Mr. George McBride, who represents the

Board of Temperance in Mexico, writes: "Yon
will he interested to know that there is a

great revival of temperance sentiment among
(he people here. During the revolution little

could be done, but now with the stimulus of

advance movement in other countries and

the dire menace of having all the liquor

business of the United States transferred to

this country, people are awakening to oppose

it. A young temperance society in Mexico
(
'it v is becoming :ll i [ye.
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The Home for the Aged at Walla Walla, Washington

A Trip to the Northwestern Christian

Home
IT

was on a hot day in August thai we left

Portland for Walla Walla. Auntie Easier

was going to the Northwestern Christian

Home and had asked me to accompany her.

We had planned to go when E. S. Muckley
could make the trip with us, for "Auntie", as

every one calls her, was convalescing from
quite a serious illness and it required more
than one to make her comfortable, especially

since we must change cars at Pendleton.

It was not long until other occupants of

the car became interested in Auntie and when
we readied Pendleton there were plenty of

helping hands to carry her and her several

bundles—soft pillow, dainty lunch, and favor-

ite medicine—off the train.

When we arrived at Walla Walla, Miss
Hoel was there to meet us with a car and we
were soon at the Home where an appetizing

supper was awaiting us. Naturally Auntie
was pretty tired from her twelve-hour trip,

but her attractive, comfortable room and good
supper revived her. However, her very own
feather bed was put on her bed and we tucked
her in early and (she told me next morning)-

she just said "Good night, Lord Jesus" and
went right to sleep too tired to tell Him fully

how thankful she was to be there.

The Philathea girls of the Walla Walla
church had furnished this particular room,

the door bearing the name plate "Philathea".

The warm, fluffy rug on the floor, the pretty

brass bed (the most comfortable bed of her

life, she told me) . the easy chair that seemed

to be made to order, another chair or two,

the oak reading table with drawer for her

writing material, the dresser to match it, and
some pictures on the wall made indeed a very

homey room.

A bouquet of roses on her table attracted

our attention at once when we entered, and
we did not overlook the dainty, clean curtains,

dresser scarf and table runner. And Auntie
was quite as proud of the radiator as any-

thing else, for she looked forward to toasting

her toes and keeping the unwelcome shiver

from her back in a more satisfactory way
than with a stove.

Auntie likes her cup of tea just right, so

she look with her (lie precious tea-ball. But
when 1. left for Portland I had the tea-ball,

taking it to a friend that had liked this par-

ticular ball, with the message that she would
have no need for it because the tea was just

to her liking, as was everything else that was
served. Recent letters say, "I haven't missed

a meal since I came," which means. much to

those of us who know how frail she has been

these latter years.

As to Hie home. There are eight and a

half acres of land right in the city of Walla
Walla, and it was a very delightful day I

spent investigating the surroundings. The
large, well-kept lawn with shrubs and trees

and flowers and driveway; the green lattice

fence with trailing vines that separates the

lawn from the truck patch ; the house with
its broad porches both up stairs and clown,

make a most attractive appearance and give

the impression of a well-kept home—a real

home.

We almost felt we were in the country as

we sauntered down by the water system (for

they have their own water supply) and the

milk house, across the small foot bridge span-

ning the little stream that runs through the

place, where we found the four cows grazing,

the four pi<,rs grunting, heard the liens cack-

ling and the roosters crowing, and saw the

ducks swimming in a nearby pond; all of

which means home-made milk, cream, butler.

buttermilk, eggs and meat. They also raise

some fruit which is amply augmented by
churches and interested friends.

No less interesting than the surroundings

was the "Family", which includes fifteen old

people, the full capacity of the home. It was
a very delightful experience visiting the old

people and learning of their appreciation of

what the church is doing for their comfort in

their old days. It was interesting to find the

average age of this family to be eighty-two

years.

The Walla Walla church, we were told,

conducts communion service once a month and
are planning later to have this service twice

a month. The Juniors of the church pre-

sented the home with an individual commu-
nion set. The Endeavorers go frequently to

entertain them. The Women's Council re-

members their birthdays and special days,

and the day I was there the Home Depart-

ment superintendent called to bring reading

matter and chat a bit with them. In addition

to this Hie Whitman College Y. W. C. A.

girls occasionally have entertainments for
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them ami the Sunshine Club, composed of

society women, visits them in twos or more
and occasionally takes them motoring.
Brother and Sister Hoel and their accom-

plished daughter seem to know just how to

meet the needs of each member of this inter-

esting family. The parlor with its organ and
upholstered furniture furnishes a delightful

place for the old people to assemble and visit.

In fact, the whole house presents a very home-
like appearance. But the building is too

small. The waiting list is large and many
are turned away each year. I understand
the National Benevolent Association is going

to enlarge as soon as a force can be put in

the field to raise the money.
In closing, may I say a special word about

Auntie Basler? To the ministers and other
students who were in Drake University dur-

ing the later eighties and early nineties the

name of Auntie Basler will be familiar in-

deed, for it was then that her husband filled

the position of caretaker for the University

and Auntie mothered the boys and helped

them through some of the real problems of

life that tax them beyond any difficult trans-

lations of Greek and Hebrew. For what could

be harder than sewing buttons, darning the

rents and disposing of the shining places on

the best suit? When they were sick it was
Auntie who knew just the right remedy, or if

it were a. bit of advice that was needed
Auntie had the right prescription. The spirit

of Christ was her only wealth and serving

her only joy. .She was always ready with
"'the cup of cold water".

February 3 Auntie Basler will be eighty-

five years old. Now that her immediate fam-
ily have preceded her to the '"Home Beyond",
she greatly appreciates having this Christian

home. And when I left she said, "Tell Broth-

er Griffis (her minister) how happy I am."
Even though she is almost blind and can

in/ longer read or write, her mind is keen, her
hearing good, her memory retentive. And she

is especially blessed with a keen sense of

humor. She is interested in the affairs of

her church and country, and her prayer that

she might see the victory of the Allies and
the close of the war was answered. She is

always cheery and will brighten her corner

in the Northwestern Christian Home.
Portland, Oregon.

The Cross and the Church

THE cross is the highest symbol of service,

God's supreme effort to redeem the world.

It is the power within the church driving

it forth to serve. The heart of the cross and
the heart of the church are one. Christ hung
upon the one that He might abide in the

other and use it as His agency to bring His
strength to the weak, His health to the sick,

His light to the ignorant, His liberty to the
captives, His joy to the sad, His companion-
ship to the homeless, His food to the hungry,
His hope to the despairing, His faith to the
disheartened.

From the cross through the church goes
the influence that builds the nursery for the
motherless babe, the shield for the orphaned
child, the refuge for the disheartened widow,
the home of rest for the weary, homeless aged.

The church that is not motived by Christ's

idealism of service is not Christian. Christ
is limited in His service for humanity by
the faith and good will of his followers. His
influence radiates no farther than we carry
it. It is a tragedy that the church ever
turned aside to wrangle over doctrines of

questionable import while hungry, homeless
children were left comfortless and unshielded.

Unless the church lives and moves in the
spirit of the cross it cannot serve. It must
widen its circle of service. Too long have
we shut out crying, hungry, forlorn children

from our circle of protecting Homes. Too
long have we sent dependent aged over the

hills to the poorhouse because we had no
room. An aged brother who was told he
had been placed on the waiting list of one
of our Homes asked: "How long will I have

This Stream Issues from a Spring of Such Strength That It Operates Several Hydraulic Rams Which Force Water
Into the Tank in the Top of the Tower Shown on the Preceding Page
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to wait?" How long? Your Bible school

will help to answer on Easter Day, April 4.

The most beautiful ministry of our Lord

was when, hanging upon the cross, He forgot

his own exquisite agony, the pull of the

nails, the crown of thorns, the leering crowd,

the ignominy of it all, as he looked into the

suffering soul of Mary and said, "Woman,
behold thy son"; and to John, "Behold thy

mother." From that day John cared for

Jesus' mother. So lias our Lord committed

every needy mother to the care of his church.

Will your church, your school, help? You
must answer.

We are happy over the record of the Na-

tional Benevolent Association in caring for

its babies. The Child Saving Institute,

Omaha, specializing in this branch of our

ministry, has a record for the lowest death

rate of any similar institution in the United

States. We have 84 babies in our homes.

Last year we received 126 new babies under

two years of age. If you could visit our

homes and see our family of babies and the

care they receive, you would say, "A ministry

so beautiful must be enlarged." If your gifts

are greatly increased we can enlarge our

homes and take in hundreds of babies that

are nowr being turned away. Will you do it ?

An institution that can put a smile on the

face of an orphan child is worth while. For

thirty-three years the association has seen

the sunshine of gladness dispel the gloom of

sadness from the hearts and faces of 10,087

children. Abqut half were placed in good

family homes. But the most needy cannot

be placed. Nobody wants the boy or girl who

is a helpless victim of crime and cruelty, or

whose blood is tainted, or who has no grace

of form or comeliness of face. Our six Chris-

tian homes at St. Louis, Cleveland, Denver,

Atlanta, Dallas and Omaha are God's answer

to the cry of these children of misfortune.

We must enlarge our capacity.

Few things are more pathetic than a wid-

owed mother, left to provide for a family of

young children. You who have never had

such an experience hardly know what a real

heartache is. It is hard enough for a woman
to make her own way in a not too friendly

world. The problem is tenfold harder when
she has to hobble along with a baby in her

arms and two or three other children clinging

to her skirts. Here the church through the

National Benevolent Association has rendered

a most signal service. Three thousand six

hundred thirty-six widows with young chil-

dren have been aided to honest self-support.

Perhaps the most beautiful ministry ren-

dered by the association is the care of the

aged. If homeless childhood is sad, homeless

old age is sadder. The child's weakness and
charms win for it a home, but the aged are

looked upon as a burden. Private homes are

closed to them. For them it is either the

church or the almshouse. Your Easter offer-

ing will say which it shall be. Last year

we turned away ever 75 of these fathers and
mothers in Israel. The capacity must be

made larger by equipping our newly acquired

building at Jacksonville, Florida, in order

to provide for our long waiting list.

Is the Church Fiddling?

IS
the church "fiddling"? What church?

The church today is raising hundreds of

millions for a great program. No such

sums were ever heard of before. "The church

is little more than fiddling." The ink of this

quoted print is scarcely dry. It is not a
world voice but a kingdom voice, an insider,

a big, warm optimist,—but they bite, these

words. Why? It is not an irresponsible

utterance, but the escaped conviction of a

long-time servant of one of our greatest

churches. You doubt it, or maybe deny it?

Then go out and try to put over some really

great program. Try it twice, try it ten years,

then talk. When we say "great program"
we do not mean compared with the past, we
mean compared with the task. No general

says to a division, "Do a little better," he

says, "Take the hill!" The task is the meas-

ure. Look! If you can't look, listen. Put
your ear to the ground. Are you deaf?

What you hear is the measure. What you

see is the measure. In France the measure

was never prepared behind the lines. What
the scout brought back, what the airplane

reported, that was the measure. It was sit-

ting in the tent, as Grant used to when the

scouts came in that inspired these words:

"The church is little more than fiddling."

They were spoken from a disciple lookout.

Here comes a scout breathless and says the

"red" terror is loose in the field. And may-
be your best friend comes and says to you,

"Now don't get excited, brother, just preach

the gospel and it will be all right." Yes,

yes, but the gospel of what and of whom?
The gospel of just more fiddling? No fiddling

gospel ever came from Christ. It conquered

men, conquered Rome, will conquer the world,

freed woman, unfettered the slave, started

the crusades—not two, but a hundred. Its

latest answer was ten million lives. That is

the gospel of Christ.

But here comes another runner—a disciple

runner. He says there are more dependents,

aged disciples wandering homeless among us

than we have in all the brotherhood homes.

"He that will not provide for his own, and
especially them of his own household, hath

denied the faith and is wrorse than an infidel."

Orthodoxy? Yes, straight Pauline orthodoxy.

And where do disciples stand? The majority

of them (steady now)—the majority of them
stand fiddling or this scout's report could not

have come.

But look—more tidings. Another scout

says there are five hundred incurables among
us, a third of whom are among the very
poor, lacking essential care. What about it,

fiddling? Certainly, for in all these years the

church has made no provision for such. And
the gospel says, "Ye that are strong ought to

bear the infirmities of the weak." Yes, we
say. that's straight goods, beautiful teaching.

And who might not add, yes, and we can and
could and haven't. There is but one road
out and it lies by the way of simple, upright
manhood. Write the check and build the

homes and care for "our own." Quit fiddling.

The check must be big enough to do the job,

just like a liberty loan. We suddenly quit

fiddling on liberty loans.

Room!—another messenger. He says that

in the fight against the white plague the

Church of Christ is not taking care of its

own, has no sanitarium in all the fine South-
west, where the air heals and cures. How
about it ? Shall we preach the gospel as

Christ did, deeds first and wrords afterward,

or will we keep on fiddling?

And speaking of the Southwest, here is an ,

emisssary right from there who reports an
officer missing, a leader in Israel whose name
used to ring through the brotherhood. He

used to hold a great pulpit in the metropolis

of the Southwest, but he is missing. In

fact he defaulted by committing old age. He
was lasl seen in Florida, U. S. A., all but
destitute, though cheerful. Church of Christ,

this messenger says the aged servant is des-

titute but cheerful, and lie further says there

are some hundreds of others just like him.

For this there is only one reason, "The church
is little more than fiddling."

Yet no. Only the majority of the (lunch is

fiddling. There is a splendid minority thai

have become masters of tin; strings. They
put their soul into the music and that soul

"still increaseth." The old fiddle has been

consecrated, reborn, understood, mastered,

played—really played ! It has become capa-

ble now of expressing the inmost and inspir-

ing the utmost. The real church music that

you hear today, that the world hears, that

God hears and loves, is the music of this

awakened minority. It is the voice of love,

a harmony of all the strings. The old fiddling

is a monotonous scraping on the one string of

self.

church of God, either learn your instru-

ment—the full, rich, all-sufficient Gospel of

the Son of God—or in mercy's name give

place to those who can, that a sick, tormented,
threatened, perishing world be not appealed
to in the name of a God of one string!

Fred Kline.

A Worthy Appeal

ONCE more we are calling the attention

of the friends of the widow and orphan,

of the poor and needy in our hind, to

the near approach of Easter. In just a word
let me tell you of how much, how very much
the National Benevolent Association depends

on our Sunday schools for the daily support
of the children and the dear aged brethren

and sisters in the Homes. For twenty-seven

years we have sent out an appeal to you for

help in this work and you have never failed

to give a hearty, whole-souled response. Last
year when there was so much giving for the

sad needs following in the wake of the war
we, for a little while, feared our Homes and
their families might be deprived of many
things necessary to their comfort, but you
rebuked us for our lack of faith in our breth-

ren and our heavenly Father, who rules over

all, by sending the finest contributions we
have ever had. We know it will be so this

year, and our purpose now^ is just to remind
you that Easter is near and our Homes still

dependent on our Sunday schools and indi-

vidual friends for their daily needs.

Get the address right so there may be no
trouble and send in your gifts as early after

Easter as you conveniently can. Remember,
the National Benevolent Association, 2955
North Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.

"Prohibition is as inevitable in England as

it was in the United States," according to

Capt. Cecil Roberts, who has been during the

war by turn an officer of his majesty's navy,

the royal flying corps, and the British army,
and was a candidate for parliament at the

March elections.

"Prohibition is inevitable," explained Cap-
tain Roberts to a Chicago Journal reporter,

"because it spells efficiency. It won't come
to England for quite a while, I am afraid.

Nevertheless, I am confident we shall see

prohibition in the British Isles before ten

years have passed."
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TheWoman Missionary ofYesterday and ofToday
By ELSIE McGORMIGK

(Interchurch Correspondent with the Woman's Deputation to the Far East)

"Where tire you going, my earne.sl maid?"
"I'm going a-missioning, sirs." <lie said.

"That's very nice, my earnest maid,

We'll send a ticket at once," they said.

IF
Mother Goose had had access to the

files of the mission boards not many years

ago she could have summed up the usual

correspondence with candidates in somewhat

the above fashion.

There are a number of women on the mis-

sion field today who were sent out without

having been seen by one member of the

board under which they were to work. There

are also a few, sent out tinder similar cir-

cumstances, who are not on the field—the

futile rail ling of the square peg in the round

hole having become too noticeable for even

board members to ignore.

But the boards of today are likely to have

a very different response. They might say,

for instance, "That's very nice, my earnest

maid, please let us see your college degree,

and give us an account of your professional

experience. We must also have a number of

personal interviews with you. and then, if

you pass the medical examination along with

these other tests, we may possibly let you go."

During the conference recently held in

Shanghai, under the auspices of the Federa-

tion of Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions

and the Interchurch World Movement, the

problem of securing the right sort of young
women for mission service was discussed by

the Administration Commission, of which
.Miss Nellie G. Prescott was chairman. It

was agreed that the ideal candidate is a

woman who has had experience in her pro-

fession, but is still young enough to learn

the formidable array of strange sounds that

make up human intercourse in the Orient.

A sound body, a trained mind, a strong will,

and a soul guaranteed to stand endless wear
and tear, are. just a few of the requisites for

a successful missionary. Add to these the

need for experience in a specialized field, and

you will see that the problem of selection has

become decidedly complicated.

"It is easy enough to reach the college

girl," said Miss Prescott. "Our difficulty is

to establish contact with the young woman
who has been out of college some years and
is living her professional wings. Often
enough she is out of touch with mission af-

fairs. Appeals in church publications do not

come to her attention. It seems that the

only way to reach her is by personal contact,

by hearing of her through a friend. Every
board should have a candidate department

—

and by a "department" I do not mean one

person who can be called away at any mo-
ment to help the treasurer with the books,

or the editorial committee with the next

issue of the magazine. If the candidate de-

partment is always on the alerf for sugges-

tions it may be able to reach many very

desirable young women who had never before

given definite thought to mission service."

One of the most constructive suggestions of

the Administration Commission was thai stu-

dent volunteers be given advice in die selec-

tion of their courses, so that they may pre-

pare for a definite phase of work on the

foreign field. "When I first, entered college

I wrote to my .board, telling them of my
desire to become a missionary and asking

their advice in choosing my electives," de-

clared one of the delegates. "They replied

by congratulating me on my choice of life

work and asking me to write to them again

when 1 was ready to go. Very much at sea

regarding my course, I turned to my pastor

for help. He advised me to specialize on

languages. I therefore majored in French
and German, which 1 have not had occasion

to use more than three or four times. If

someone had only told me to take up eco-

nomies and sociology my efficiency on the field

would have been doubled." Though President

Ellen F. Pendleton of Wellesley College

warned against too much specialization on

the part of undergraduates, she heartily ap-

proved of the suggestion that the boards give,

them general guidance and that they spend

a year or two in intensive preparation for

a definite branch of mission work after re-

ceiving their diplomas.

But even after she has had practical ex-

perience at home the young missionary's time

of probation is by no means over. The Com-
mission on Secondary Education recommend-

ed that after a period of language study new-

mission teachers learn China from the inside,

either by itinerating with an evangelistic

worker or by residing for a time in the in-

terior.

"Unless a teacher is able to speak to old

women and little children, unless she knows
the home conditions of her pupils, she will

never be able to enter the background of the

student's lives," declared Mrs. Murray Frame,
President of the North China Union Women's
College. "1 have been twenty-two years in

China, but I always felt handicapped in un-

derstanding the people because I never lived

in the interior," stated another well-known

missionary.

The new candidates' knowledge of China
will not be limited by what they see from the

car window, plus experience in a large city.

Houseboats, wheelbarrows, sedan chairs and
mule litters will all do their share in impress-

ing upon them the fact that every sixth per-

son in the world lives on a Chinese farm and
that beside the great hack country, the coast

towns shrivel into insignificance.

The Administration Commission, however,

did not confine itself to the question of train-

ing candidates, the problem of bettering

conditions on the held receiving equal at-

tention. For several months before the con-

ference opened Miss Prescott. and other mem-
bers of the commission, toured China from
north to south. They visited women mis-

sionaries living in Chinese houses where ihe

occupants dressed for dinner h\ putting two
coats on lop of a couple of sweaters: where

the air in the bedroom froze the toothbrushes
and left pieces of ice floating in the water
pitchers. Women who lived under such con-

ditions in France were hailed as heroic, but
nothing has thus far been said about women
missionaries who put up with these conditions

several months every year. The missionary
merely rubs her swollen, purplish hands,

draj>es two steamer rugs over her shoulders.

puts a little more charcoal into the ridicu-

lously inadequate brazier, and continues to

do three women's work, as complacently as

ever.

The commission visited lonely women work-

ers living so far from the railroad that they

see no other foreigners for months at a time

except their own associates. Often their sal-

aries are such that magazines and books are

almost unapproachable luxuries, which means
that their loneliness is intensified, and that

they are unable to keep up with the latest

developments in their special Subject or pro-

fession. When the conference voted the Chi-

nese Recorder the best available medium for

keeping in touch with the Christian movement
in China, and drew the delegates' attention

to the advantages of subscribing, one of the

missionaries merely indicated the price mark.

$4 a year. "To most of the women on the

field four dollars is as far out of range as

forty dollars." she declared. "If the Chinese

Recorder cannot be subsidized from home, so

that its price will be lower, women mission-

aries must remain uninformed regarding the

progress of the movement to which they are

giving their whole lives."

The workers, however, bear all such per-

sonal inconveniences as wretched housing.

long terms of service and low salaries with

a minimum of complaint. It is only when
the efficiency of their work is threatened

that they raise their voices in protest. "Many
times I have heard a demand in the women's
compounds for someone to take over the great

burden of looking after repairs and of su-

perintending the putting up of new build-

ings," declared Miss Prescott.

Women who know nothing of carpentry,

plumbing, or stone masonry are obliged to

oversee Chinese workmen in their first strug-

gles with foreign houses. It is difficult enough
for a woman, unaided, to superintend the

erection or repair of a building at home.

But when one considers that in China she

must instruct the artisans in every detail of

their work, one begins to have a faint concep-

tion of the difficulty. Every woman who has

tried to have a room papered or who has

struggled with the baffling directions for con-

necting a patent water heater can sympathize
with her sister across the seas, who ha- the

whole structure of a complicated building on

her mind and who is unable to run across

the road and ask Mr. Smith for advice.

A missionary with nothing to do bin con-

duct a medical college, a hospital, a nurses'
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training school recently had the added worry

of pul lino up a large building. "Many a

time 1 perform an operation, or Lecture 1"

a class with—figuratively speaking—a leaky

faucet in the back of ray head," she said.

"It is these little, goading worries and ex-

asperations that cause missionaries to break

down." This statement was borne out by

the fact that a brilliant young missionary,

who was recently called upon to superintend

the grading of a compound and the erection

of a pretentious stone house, collapsed under

the strain and returned home incapacitated

after only four years' service.

Another sin against the woman missionary,

committed in the name of expediency, is

the tendency to shift her from work for

which she is specially fitted to some other

position for which she has had no prepara-

tion. "Well-meaning mission leaders sitting

iti a distant American office, are inclined to

consider their workers mere pawns on a

great chess board.

"I have seen young women return home,

broken-hearted after trying in vain to adapt

themselves to a place for which they had

no training." declared a member of the Ad-

ministration Commission. "Under such con-

ditions it is hard to say which suffers most—
the workers or the work." "I came out here

with a master's degree in pedagogy and a

desire to help in a good middle school," a

discouraged young missionary told the writer.

"How do I spend my time? Putting drops

in the eyes of gilds suffering from trachoma

and superintending repairs! It is not that

I despise these forms of service—but I've had

absolutely no medical training or experience

in managing buildings." During the report,

of the Administration Committee, members

of the conference expressed themselves on

this subject in no uncertain terms, the dele-

gates agreeing that it was better to keep a

candidate waiting for a special need to ap-

pear, if necessary, than to put her in any-

where as a makeshift.

The dawn of a better day for the woman
missionary, however, is already breaking in

the skies of the Far East. Among the meas-

ures submitted by the Administration Com-
mission were recommendations that the first

term of service be limited to five years and

subsequent terms to not more than six; that

the China Continuation Committee study the

salaries paid women missionaries, with the

consent of the boards concerned, so that

greater uniformity be secured; that women
workers lie given annual medical examinations

while on the field, and that they be kept un-

der medical surveillance during furloughs to

prevent overworking. If these resolutions are

approved at home, members of what was the

hardest-worked and most poorly paid pro-

fession in the world will have, at least, some

of the unnecessary burden lifted from their

patient shoulders.

A Suggestion of Patriotism

WHO could have predicted or known
what was in the making when Billy

Sunday, a wee orphaned lad, came

timid, reluctant, afraid, grief-stricken, to be

reared in an orphan home? Did it pay to

take this broken-hearted orphan boy in his

great need and save him to be the wonder-

fully splendid soul saver he is today? Who
would dare to balance the cost, time and labor

spent in training this lad against the more

nterchurch
rid Movement

than marvelous good he has done and is do-

ing? The investment in saving boys and

girls, fitting them to fight life's battles un-

trammeled will pay a right royal dividend.

We build arches, serve banquets, raise mon-
uments of stone and bronze to do honor to

the noble lads who have made the world

stand at attention and accord to them the

honor of unprecedented valor, daring and
victory. We accord these honors, and rightly

so, and feel then we have not been able to

fittingly express our appreciation of their

splendid manhood.

And yet could you fathers and mothers

who have your sons spared for your comfort

and the future development of a better Amer-
icanism—could you make a more beautiful

thank offering for the safe return of your
lad than a gracious and generous gift to the

National Benevolent Association to help it

grow neglected and orphaned children into

worthy Christian citizenship?

Or you fathers and mothers, who have a

khaki-clad lad sleeping under the flaming

poppies of France, that wave a defiance to

oppression and a challenge to the world to

produce a more splendid record of courage

and manhood than these young crusaders who
dared to spill their young life's blood that

little children might have a safe world in

which to live, could you erect a monument
so fitting or one that would bring you so

great a joy or so fully meet the approval of

your lad resting "over there" as to put your
bonds and money into the building, enlarge-

ment or maintenance of a home for mother-

less, fatherless babies? Thus you would fit

a life to fill into the niche left vacant by the

lad sleeping where the little white cross lifts

to heaven its mute appeal for life, justice

and opportunity for the oppressed.

Juliette Fowler Homes.

The city libraries of Springfield. Massa-
chusetts, and New Haven. Connecticut, are

reported to have removed from their shelves

all volumes dealing with the manufacture

of beer, wine or liquors, believing that to do

so will be in keeping with the spirit of pro-

hibition enactment and enforcement.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

A;

Sight to the Blind

John 9:1-25

MAN blind from liis birth"! Never
had he seen the light of love in his

'mother's eyes; never had lie beheld

the beauty of tree or flower, the blue of the

skies or the shine of the stars—this man
whom Jesus saw as He passed by.

To one who loved the light, and called

Himself the Light of the world, the sight of

one doomed no doubt brought special sym-

pathy and desire to help. So John, writing

long afterward tells that Jesus saw the man,
remembering the look which he recognized as

more than merely seeing.

Not so the disciples. Jewish at heart, and
influenced by recent experiences, they asked

their Teacher a very Jewish question: "Rabbi,

who sinned, this man or his parents, that he

should be' born blind?" It was an interesting

question and one which they wished to have

definitely settled, for it was a common Jewish

view that the merits or demerits of parents

would appear in their children.

Jesus answered without hesitation that it

was neither the man's sins nor those of his

parents that had caused the lifelong affliction,

but because of its presence and the great

need of the man, He would make it the oc-

casion for manifesting the work of God.

The healing that followed immediately is

interesting, because in it Jesus used physical

means for some reason which He did not

explain. He spat upon the ground and made
clay of the spittle, and anointed the eyes of

the man with the clay and said unto him,

"Go, wash in the pool of Siloam." He went
away and washed and came seeing.

This is more interesting when we note that

the saliva of one who had not recently broken

his fast was believed by the ancients to have

a healing efl'ect in cases of weak eyes and clay

was also used in certain diseases of the eye

by the people of old. However, this very

procedure of Jesus brought down the wrath
of the Pharisees upon His head. When the

young man returned, full of joy in his won-

derful new experience of "seeing tilings,''

there was a tumult of excitement among the

people, for lie had been a blind beggar in

the streets all his life. Even those who knew
him best found it difficult to believe his story.

Over and over to friends and neighbors he

repeated it, but as it was too much for them,

they made up their minds to take him to the

Pharisees.

Here lie was again cross-examined, and
these "righteous ones," while they could not

deny the greatness of the miracle, immedi-

ately became full of indignation that such

a deed had been wrought on the Sabbath.

The rabbis had forbidden any man to smear
even one of his eyes with spittle on the Sab-

bath, except in cases of mortal danger and

lli is -lesus had not only smeared both, the

man's eves, but had actually mingled the

saliva with clay!

There resulted a mosl healed discussion,

in which some said. "This man is not from

God, because He keepeth not the Sabbath,"

while others replied, "How can a man that is

a sinner do such signs?" Most graphically

John relates the further story, telling of the

calling of the parents of the young man to

testify to his being their son, born blind; of

their willingness to own him, but of their

fear "to say too inuch" lest they be put out

of the synagogue; of the courageous testi-

mony of the young man, "One thing I know,
that whereas I was blind now I see," and
his bold challenge to the Pharisees, "Would
ye also become His disciples?"

When they could not silence him or shake
his testimony they did the thing that un-
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scrupulous power always does with brave

weakness, and "cast him out." But the Great

Physician heard how they had disposed of

their difficulty and He sought out the young
man. Happy was he to see his deliverer from
physical and spiritual blindness, and to make
the first great confession, "Lord, I believe."

To the south of us, our Latin American
neighbors are in the spiritual darkness of

sin, ignorance and superstition. The Great

Physician has waited long for His followers

to bear to them the light of His truth. How
can they believe if they cannot see?

Let us hasten "that the light of the gospel

of the glory of Christ, who is the image of

God, may dawn upon their blindness."

Ellie Iv. Payne.

Our Missionaries in Latin America

Buenos Aires, Argentina—Mr. and Mrs.

Tolbert F. Reavis, Miss Zona Smith. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert B. Lemmon. Mr. and Mrs. S. S.

McWilliams, .Miss Mary Irene Orvis, Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm L. Norment.

Asuncion. Paraguay—Mr. and Mrs. C.

Manly Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Leach.

AguascaUmtes, Mexico—Miss Elma C. Ire-

Ian, Mr. E. T. Cornelius, Miss Pearl Gibbons,
Dr. and Mrs. Z. Fuller, Miss Mary Elizabeth
Fuller.

Han Luis Potosi. Mexico—Mr. and Mrs.
Moody Edwards.

Bayamon, Porto Pico—Miss Florence Mills,

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Perry.

Be Jaos, Porto Pico—Mr. and Mrs. V. C.

Carpenter.

Facts for the Busy Woman

THE population of the entire world

—

1,800,000,000—could live within the area
of Latin America without peing unduly

crowded.

Latin America has the largest stretch of

undeveloped fertile land in the world.

The twentieth century's most wonderful
advance is predicted for Latin America.

The entire group of the twenty Latin Amer-
ican republic spends for education of all

kinds, only as much as New York City annu-
ally spends on her schools.

More letters are mailed every day in New
York City between the hours of 5 and 7 p. m.,

than are written in Haiti in a whole vear.

In Columbia there is one doctor to every

six thousand people. In the United States

there is one to everv five hundred.

Latin American intellectuales are known
the world over for their brilliancy. But they

have largely abandoned the old scientific faith

and know nothing of the appeal of modern
Christianitv.

The United States has been distracted for

several years with the Mexican question.

That distraction will continue until it realizes

that it is not the question of stopping a

fight but the matter of solving a problem.

Mexico is endeavoring to change from six-

teenth century to twentieth century condi-

tions. It is not the case of a revolution to

be suppressed but of an evolution to be

guided. It is the problem of slowly changing

a nation into the image of God—a God whose

very name is unknown to one-fifth of the

population and whose Book cannot be read

bv four-fifths.

No nation of modern times, unless it be

Armenia or Serbia, has been so decimated by

war as was Paraguay in her long conflict

with Argentina. Brazil and Uruguay. For

years she was able to defy these three power-

ful neighbors, but finally their armies over-

ran the country, spreading death and deso-

lation.

From a former population of a million and

a quarter, Paraguay was left in 1S70 with

only 300.000. of whom bill 10,000 were men.

Recovery from the awful effects of the war

has been rapid, but Paraguay is still a coun-

try where women do much of tin- heavy work,

and where social conditions among the lower

elasscs are abnormal, due to this unbalancing
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of sex proportion. "The Pain of Paraguay"

is the apt characterization, in a recent book,

of its sad life.

Although Paraguay is often called the

"Barefoot Republic,
-

' the land is poor only

because of its lack of development. In climate

and soil it is one of the most favored nations.

Already great American packing firms have

established plants to utilize the product of

Paraguayan cattle ranches.

It is said that every year enough oranges

rot on the ground in Paraguay to pay the

national debt if they could be marketed.

Paraguay's leaders are anxious for the de-

velopment of their land and people, but are,

fearfully hampered by the national poverty,

the general ignorance and the isolation of the

country from world centers of culture and

commerce. These leaders are eagerly welcom-

ing Protestant educators with the program

as outlined. The government has suggested

that the missionaries take over its agricul-

tural school, and officials promise to send

their children to the proposed school in

Asuncion.

The responsibility for the evangelization of

Paraguay has been assumed by the Disciples

of Christ, who have just sent their first mis-

sionaries to the capital. They have just pur-

chased for $35,000 a two-acre site near the

heart of the city for their proposed school

and institutional work.

The five-year program for Paraguay calls

for: Two institutional church centers; eight

churches and eight outstations; ten day
schools; one high school; one agricultural

school; one hospital; one orphanage and an

industrial school; to be manned by fourteen

foreigners and thirty-two natives.

Argentina is a well-organized country, yet

it is only at the beginning of its development.

It has 250,000,000 acres of tillable soil, of

which only 50,000.000 are under cultivation.

The whole is an extent of territory, which,

if as densely populated as Italy, would con-

tain 360,000,000 people. Buenos Aires, the

third greatest city and second port in Amer-
ica, has the finest newspaper building in the

world, together with subways, motor cars,

clubs and parks, that fairly take away the

stranger's breath.

All visitors to Argentina are struck with
the materialism of the people. "Here the

people are so indifferent to all religions that

they have no time to lie hostile to any."

Agnostic socialism is strong and the churches
are weak. A recent government census re-

ports twenty-eight ' Roman-Catholic, and
twelve Protestant churches in Buenos Aires,

with its 1,500,000 inhabitants. Brooklyn,

with the same population, has about six hun-
dred churches. There is probably no other

city in the world which has so few places of

worship as Buenos Aires.

The government of Argentina has done
more for education than has the government
of any other Latin American country, but
fifty per cent of the population is illiterate.

Even in Buenos Aires forty thousand children

are out of school. Yet only two small mission

schools have been established m that great

capital and not a dozen in all the republic.

Iii South America

WE did not arrive in Buenos Aires until

December 10, on account of our de-

layed sailing from England and the

slowness of the boat. We regret very much
that we wen- not here at least by the last

week in November so we could have attended

the commencement exercises of Colegio Amer-
icano. It seems to have been quite an im-

portant event as there is a picture of one

of the commencement scenes in a Buenos Aires

magazine.

We had. a very delightful surprise at

Montevideo when our boat came to the dock,

for there was Dr. Browning waiting to come
on board as soon as the gangplank was
lowered. The next day we had tea at his

home, at which time we met about twenty-

Hidden Answers

1. Name some of the physical fea-

tures of our new field in Mexico.

2. What progress has been made
in the work of the National Benevo-

lent Association during the past

fourteen years?

3. How many missionaries have we
in Latin America?

4. How many colleges and univer-

sities are participating in the Inter-

church Campaign?

5. Where is the "Cog City"? Why
is it so called?

C>. What did a little nine-year-old

girl do at the Atlanta orphanage?

7. What are some of the require-

ments of a woman missionary of to-

day ?

S. What is the little plant that

grows under the huge boulder of

heathenism ?

9. What country is said to be like

an enormous chess board?

10. Relate the story of Naotaro
Otsuka.

five missionaries and Y. M. C. A. workers of

Montevideo. The next day we were invited

to the Methodist Boys' School for lunch, and
as they have ten months of school, we had the

opportunity of seeing it in action. Before

our ship left Montevideo for Buenos Aires

we received a note of welcome from our group
of missionaries at Buenos Aires. We arrived

about eight o'clock Wednesday morning, but

in spite of the early hour, our good friends

were out in full force to meet us. We came
immediately, accompanied by Mr. Holmes and
Miss Orvis, to Colegio Americano, the place

of our dreams. We are very glad to say

that wre found the building and the surround-

ings exceeding our expectations. We at once

found a true friend and adviser in Miss Orvis.

We are sure we shall enjoy working here.

Everything possible has been done to make
our coming agreeable and to make us feel

at home.

Wednesday evening we went to the San
Martin chapel, heard one of the native min-

isters preach. We enjoyed the service al-

though we could not understand very much
of the sermon. The room was packed to the

doors, and there was good attention. Thurs-

day evening we were invited to the Lemmons
for dinner, and here we had an opportunity

to see the Norments and Leaches again, as

they are staying with Mr. and Mrs. Lemrnon.

After dinner we heard Mr. Lemtnon preach
in the chapel, and Mr. Leach sang a solo in

Spanish. We think our workers all very

fine people, and we are proud to belong to

such a group of missionaries.

Alice S. and Samuel S. McWilliams.

A Unique Bible Pilgrimage

Ai
7EAR ago Chaplain Samuel C. Benson
of the 50th Infantry was hiking into

' Germany with the Army of Occupation.

Now he is hiking across New York State from

Niagara Falls to New York City on a Bible

pilgrimage as the representative of the Amer-
ican Bible Society, of which he has become

the Eastern Agency Secretary. He will make
the trip in his overseas uniform, carrying

Bibles and Testaments instead of hard tack

and corned Willie in his knapsack.

Many thousands of men, women, young peo-

ple, boys and girls, living along this route

across the Empire State will treasure highly

the copies of the Scriptures they receive from

the soldier-preacher on his mid-winter mis-

sionary journey. He plans to sell the Scrip-

tures at cost on week-days and to give free

copies away on Sundays.

Each mayor, in behalf of the citizens of

each city through which Chaplain Benson will

pass, will receive from him at the City Hall a

handsome Bible. This pilgrimage will carry

him through Buffalo, Batavia. Rochester,

Syracuse, Utica, Herkimer, Little Falls, Am-
sterdam, Schenectady, Troy, Albany, Pough-

keepsie, Cold Spring, Yonkers, and a large

number of smaller cities and villages.

In each city and village through which he
Mill pass, the Chaplain will give a Bible ad-

dress, speaking in both large and small

churches, Y. M. C. A. auditoriums, from the

steps of City Halls, and on the streets. Hun-
dreds of thousands of people who have never

given much thought to the Bible before hear-

ing this eloquent young veteran will go home
to open reverently the pages of the Word of

God and to offer sincere prayers for the bless-

ing of God on the tremendous task of the

American Bible Society in its world-wide

efforts to distribute the Scriptures to the

waiting millions, and especially to every home
in America.

At each town Chaplain Benson will enlist

eleven other Christians who Mill accompany
him to the next stopping place on his route,

where another company of believers will be

recruited to continue the Bible pilgrimage.

Chaplain Benson will follow as nearly as

practicable the Scriptural injunction, "Pro-

vide neither gold nor silver nor brass in your
purse, nor scrip for your journey, neither

two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves, for

the workman is worthy of his keep." He
says that on his arrival in each town he will

accept the nighCs entertainment from the

first person who invites him, whether he be a

hod carrier or a millionaire—and he has often

been entertained by both.

The Chaplain expects to arouse interest in

the Bible cause throughout the state, and to

increase not only the reading of the Scrip-

tures but also the gifts of individuals who
desire to promote the world-wide work of the

American Bible Society in supplying the

.Scriptures printed in over 150 languages and

dialects.
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Naotaro Otsuka and Family

NAOTARO OTSUKA spent twenty years

in America endeavoring to get an edu-

cation. He worked his way through

Bethany and Yale. When he had completed

his academic work he returned to Japan to

give his own people a knowledge of Christ

and salvation through Christ. In the time

of the war lie accompanied the Japanese

troops to France and served as interpreter.

Before the war lie was in the service of the

Foreign Society. Since his return home he

has been teaching in Drake Bible College and

in Waseda University. His wife is a beauti-

ful and accomplished woman and in every

way his equal. Their Unci' children arc line,

healthy lads. Being trained in a Christian

home, it is hoped they will follow in the

footsteps of their parents even as their par-

ents follow in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.

Saving Americans for America
AMERICANIZATION" is one thing and

l\ saving our own Americans is another.

On a little farm, an inheritance from

a former generation, located near a small

town in one of king cotton's si ales, lived the

Wayne family, consisting of father and

mother Wayne and Hie following little

Waynes, ranging in age all the way from two

to fourteen years: Lois, Esther, Fannie,

James and Mildred.

Like many of our Southland and congested

city families, this one was poor and the par-

ents though refined and respectable found it

difficult to provide adequately for their chil-

dren. During cotton picking time this de-

voted little mother helped her husband in

the fields and thus together they Mere able

to keep the home going as long as health

permitted.

Constant work and a hick of a. wholesome.

balanced diet proved too much for the fa-

ther's constitution, which broke completely

—

he was a victim of that dread disease, pela-

gra, the result of inadequate nutrition.

This stall' of affairs drove the mother to

the fields to be the breadwinner For the fam-

ily and forced on the fourteen-year-old daugh-

ter responsibilities too great for a strong

adult. She assumed the household duties,

the care of the sick father as well as the care

of the smaller children. With all this effort

it was not possible to meet expenses and

one mortgage after another had to be given

on the small farm. Finally, to provide the

barest necessities, the land was sold. Imag-

ine, if you can. the awfulness of the feeling

of despair and utter desolation this little

group must have suffered when they were

forced from their only home into a mere little

shack on the outskirts of the town. Perhaps

you do not know what a shack looks like.

It is the crudest sort of a one-room hut con-

structed from the roughest grade of timber,

having shutter windows and an unfinished

interior. A shed or leanto served as the

kitchen— in this mother earth was the only

floor. You will not wonder thai Hie invalid

father lingered only a short time after this

fatal move.

For several weeks the little boy had typhoid

fever. Even with the assistance of some

ladies the little family finally had to depend

on Hie charity of the town. A letter was

written asking Hie home at St. Louis to take

this mother and her children.

On August 1, imt, just four weeks from

the dale of Hie letter, they knocked at the

door of our St. Louis Home. Picture, if you

can. a more pathetic scene than this physi-

cally frail, careworn mother with a sick baby,

a little boy weakened by typhoid fever, the

three girls all victims of anaemia.

Their physical needs demanded our first

attention. For weeks they were fed five times

each day. Their teeth were taken care of,

requiring the expenditure of several hundred

dollars. Even (hose of us who are accus-

tomed lo seeing people made new under

changed conditions were most gratified to see

the four oldest children able to enter school

in September. After several months of rest.

helping when she could, (he mother was able

to adjust herself lo I he new conditions and be

of valuable service in (he home.

Early conditions and hardships had crushed

out the natural, youthful spontaneity and

plasticity of the two oldest girls, so (hat it

was not possible for them to make the re-

quired per cent to receive the diplomas even

though they did reach the eighth grade. This,

of course, was a disappointment to all con-

cerned. Fannie, the ten-year-old girl, grad-

uated from the eighth grade this year with

a creditable average, and James is in the

sixth grade, which is good for his years.

The mother, who had constantly hoped to

some day re-establish the home, felt safe to

return to her native town and because of

the experience and training she had had in

the home in the care of the sick, she was able

through the cooperation of the Red Cross to

secure work as a practical nurse.

The oldest daughter is a saleswoman in

one of the town stores and thus supplement-
ing the mother's efforts they are together

able with the help of the next daughter, who
has the oversight of the housekeeping and
the care of the younger children, to keep the

home.

You who believe in saving Americans may
look through your imaginations into this

newly rebuilt American home and see de-

veloping in a normal way the five children

who now promise to be able later to accept

their responsibilities as useful American citi-

zens. All that was needed was a stay until

this little group could '"'grow to it." They
are now in a position to attract and choose

good, wholesome companions and friends: to

want and provide better home conditions; to

practice better habits of living there by

exerting helpful influences over others.

Our home is happy to have been your in-

strument in rendering a service that has

saved both physically and mentally this

worthy family of our own Americans for

America. Bettie R. Brow:*.

Three Special Workers Needed for

the Congo

A Steamboat Captain, a Printer, and an
Industrial Manager

OIL African Mission is in almost des-

perate need of some special mission-

aries just now. They need:

1. An experienced printer who will take

charge of the printing of books, leaflets. Sun-

day school supplies. Scriptures, and hymn
books.

"2. They need a special man to run the

new saw mill and gel out the lumber and

material for the construction of the new
buildings in their ten-year program. This

man will need to superintend the native

workman and plan materials for the whole

building program.

3. Men are needed who have had practical

experience in building houses and general

construction. Such a man or two would

greatly relieve the missionaries who liavi

been trained for their work and do not

understand building.

4. The Mission is in great need of a man

who has had some experience with engines

and can be captain of a steamboat and train

the natives in mechanics. The gospel steamer

is a great avenue for Christian service.

Who will answer these urgent calls?

Write the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society or the Christian Woman's Hoard of

Missions, or to D. 0. Cunningham, Candidate

Secretary. College of Missions Building, In-

dianapolis, Indiana.
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Thank Oflering

FOR a quarter of a century the women of

the Woman's Missionary Societies have

observed the memorable week preceding

Easter, with prayer and thank offerings. In

1S95 Mrs. Burgess wrote an article which was

published in the Missionary Tidings, in which

she suggested a thank offering be made by

the women in recognition of the twenty-first

birthday of the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions. Out of her suggestion has grown

the week of prayer and Easter thank offering.

The observance of the Week of Prayer

brings the workers apart with the Master for

counsel with Him. It gives a quiet time in

which to prayerfully plan for the future,

while we give thanks for the past, and it

opens all hearts to a glad affirmative answer

to the Master's question, "Lovest thou me?
- '

Since this is the silver anniversary of this

unique occasion, every member of every so-

ciety should bring to her Master a worthy

offering of thanksgiving. How the women
have loved the work of the Christian Wom-
an's Board of Missions, through the years.

Should not our offerings at this Easter time

be in proportion to that love?

Children are being turned away from the

doors of our orphanages, boys and girls must
be told they cannot enter our schools, hos-

pitals are filled to the limit, and missionaries

are begging for more workers and more equip-

ment. It is evident that ordinary methods

and ordinary giving will not suffice. The
giving of money has been called "the acid test

of consecration." Mr. W. E. Doughty says,

"No part of our Christian program is more

spiritual than securing the needed money;
but only if it is done in the right way.

Prayer is the greatest human influence in

raising money."

Woman's Missionary Society

Following the observance of the Easter

Week of Prayer the Continuous Calling Cam-
paign should be again pressed with renewed

energy. No doubt on Easter Sunday there

will be a large ingathering in all churches

and .these new members should lie visited and

urged to at once become identified witli the

various organizations of the church. Begin

at once to conserve all the results of the evan-

gelist campaign. A working church is a live

church and best results can be gained through

organized effort.

Enlisting Women
The local secretary should have a complete

list of the women and young women who
should be enrolled in the Woman's Mission-

ary Society and Young Woman's Missionary

Circle. Divide the names among the division

leaders. The division leaders will then assign

callers for certain women. Women vvho have

heretofore declined to become members of a

missionary society, as well as the new women,
can be won if tactfully led to realize the im-

portance of missionary work.

Where the Division Plan is not being used,

the president of the local society should give

the names to women who are deeply inter-

ested and enthusiastic about organized mis-

sionary work. It is advisable for them 1"

go two by two. These callers should go into

the homes in the altitude of prayer and for

the one purpose of winning women to give

more definitely of their time, talents and

means to help save the world.

All callers should have in mind some strik-

ing facts of needs in different foreign coun-

tries as well as in the homeland.

Call attention to special articles in the

World Call, and if the paper is not coming

to that home, leave a marked copy.

Tell what the local church should be doing

in response to the great call of the world.

Tell about the fine features of the local mis-

sionary society's work and of the splendid

women who are members.
Urge membership for the sake of the wom-

an herself, not for what her offerings will do,

or in order to reach an aim for the society.

Some will hesitate to give their names for

membership for fear they may be asked to

take parts on programs at the monthly meet-

ings. Such women should be assured that

their presence at the meetings will be an in-

spiration and encouragement, even though
they at first cannot take places on the pro-

grams. As they become better informed about

the work and the part Christian women must
take to help carry the message of love to all

the world, they will accept their parts gladly.

She in turn will go out after others. Our
aim for two hundred thousand women by

1021 will be reached if every member of the

society will assume her responsibility. Dare
we do less than win one woman for this

great world task?

Cooperation in Extension Work
Hundreds of new missionary societies

should lie organized before the close of this

missionary year.

This can only be done by the fullest pos-

sible cooperation of all members of the local

societies. Study plans outlined for Extension

work in your district and county. Appoint

women to visit churches where there is no

missionary society, calling on the leading

women of the church, and telling of the great

work being done and of the many open doors

where millions are waiting; and we must
now hasten or the door of opportunity will

close. Carefully selected literature should be

left with each non-cooperating church. Such

literature should be left in care of a woman
who will see that it is circulated.

Women of the local society should count it

a real privilege to be asked to assist in the

cultivation of non-cooperating churches. Let
1liis service be a small expression of appre-
ciation for all the blessings that have come
through the great missionary organization.

Young Woman's Missionary Circles

Our Circles grieve to know of the sorrow
which has lately come to our former leader,

Mrs. Esther Treudley Johnson. Mrs. John-
son is well loved by all of us who know her

and were led by her; and it is with heavy
hearts that we have learned of her loss.

Only recently there had come to Circle

Headquarters a letter from Mrs. Johnson
written from Constantinople in December.

With her old-time friendliness she asked to

be remembered to all the Circle girls; "and
tell them," she said, "thai from this angle.

right on the mission field, there is nothing

quite so interesting, and surely nothing more
important than missionary service." Mrs.

Johnson had been teaching English classes

in a girls' school in Constantinople for awhile

and knew whereof she spoke. Her enthusiasm
was even greater than of old.

Our Circle girls are remembering Mrs.

Johnson with love and prayer throughout
these days.

With the close of March the first half of

our international year of 1919-1920 has come
to an end. It is a timely moment for each

Circle to pause and take account of how far

it has progressed since October and of what
must still be done in the coming six months
if aims are to be realized. Each organization

could not do better than to thus study itself

at the April meeting and to make thoughtful

plans for the completion of its work by next

October.

On the practical side we are striving to

win more members and to give more gener-

ously than ever before. But let us never

forget our deeper purpose to think largely,

to see widely, and to serve outreachingly as

we have not in the past.

One of the ways which will accomplish this

is the ('(.insistent reading of the splendid books

at our disposal. Needful, changing, new-

molding phases of world life are set forth in

interesting and in formative style. Knowl-
edge obtained from systematic perusal of such

books will be translated into missionary en-

thusiasm and activity. No Circle should fail

to guide its members in individual reading

as a supplement to the monthly program ma-
terial.

Two new leaflets are just published for our
organizations. They are "Circles at Work"
and •Winning Girls." The former discusses

ways and means of enlisting the activity of

the largest; number of Circle members. The
latter deals with effective methods of inter-

esting girls in our work. They are written

by ' an experienced state Circle worker and
will be of value to every group interested in

such live topics. The leaflets may be secured

from the Literature Department of the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions for three

cents each.

The Triangle Clubs report pleasure in their

task of serving our Mexican orphanage this

year. They are also busy and interested in

pursuing their study of our mission work in

China.

400 Colleges in Interchureh

Campaign

FOCR hundred colleges and universities

are participating in the Interchurch
World Movement. Upon them is the bur-

den of preparing for their work the 100,000

volunteers for Christian life service who must
be recruited during the next five years if the

Interchurch program of Christian expansion
is to be carried out as planned.
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Our Chance in the Magic Cities of West Virginia
By HIRAM N. VANVOORHIS, District Evangelist

f7T!HE COG CITY" is the pseudonym by
I which the thriving capital city of West

Virginia prefers to be known. From an

egotistic standpoint, tbe average Charles-

tonian migbt say that his city is so known
because it is the cog wheel or hub about

which all the other cities of the state re-

volve, but such an allegation might offend

Huntington. The real significance of the

nickname "Cog City", is that the first letter

chosen from each of the three words that

mean most to the industrial life of Charles-

ton, spell the word "cog", and the three

words in question, as any good guesser

of conundrums might discover, are "coal,

oil. and gas." To these natural products

nursed from the bosom of Mother Earth,

might, with equal propriety, be added salt

and timber, but they would spoil the spelling

of Charleston's favorite designation.

Coal, oil, gas, salt and timber, these gifts

of nature have conspired to make Charleston

an ideal manufacturing center, in fact the

heart of a splendid industrial section ex-

tending in all directions for many miles;

with a population of close to forty thousand,

which is mounting upwards weekly; with

two splendid railway systems and some

minor lines, witli two interurban electric

railways and two navigable rivers; with a,

healthy mountain climate; with capital un-

surpassed and a hustling citizenry; with a

religious life preponderantly evangelical and

protestant; with schools unexcelled anywhere

in West Virginia, Charleston offers excep-

tional advantages to commerce and manu-

facture, and is attracting nation-wide atten-

tion on the part of new enterprises seeking

a suitable location.

Uncle Sam took cognizance of all these

facts when he decided to build his mammoth
seventy-mill ion-dollar munitions establish-

ment at Nitro, sixteen miles west of Charles-

ton, and when lie selected South Charleston,

located within the bounds of Greater Charles-

ton, as the permanent location for his United

States Naval Ordnance Plant upon which he

is now expending millions upon millions of

dollars.

Furthermore, it was recognition of the

rapid growth, not only of Charleston, but of

other splendid communities in Kanawha
County, bringing a steady influx of people

into this section, that caused the West Vir-

ginia Christian Missionary Society and the

American Christian Missionary Society last

April to locate an evangelist in Charleston,

jointly supported by those two organizations.

Their judgment was the result of surveys

of the field conducted by our two pastors in

Charleston, C. N. Williams and R. W. Lilley;

by John R. Clark, stale secretary; by Grant
K. Lewis, secretary of the American Christian

Missionary Society, and by the writer. Their

verdict lias since been confirmed by separate

reviews of the field made by I. J. Cahill.

Ohio slate secretary, and by Frederick W.
Hurnliam. president of the United Christian

Missionary Society.

The evangelist, practically without any

equipment except sonic song books, is doing

his best to spread himself out over the indus-

trial communities of Kanawha County, out-

side of Charleston proper, gathering together

such nuclei of Disciples as he is able to dis-

cover, founding mission points, preaching in

lodge rooms, moving picture theaters, school

houses and. in one community, the dining

room of a hotel.

The following communities are worth a

few words of description in an article of even

this brief scope:

Dunbar: Located six or eight miles west

of Charleston, equidistant between the capi-

tol and Nitro. Bear in mind, please, that

Charleston, Dunbar and Nitro are all on the

northern bank of the Kanawha, whereas all

the other communities mentioned are on the

southern shore. Dunbar is connected with

the capital city by means of an electric line

which maintains a half-hour service. Two
big glass plants and one enameled ware fac-

tory of considerable dimensions furnish em-

ployment for the citizens of Dunbar. To
these industries are soon to be added the

Dunbar Rubber Tire Company and also a

concern for manufacturing tractors. Only

one completely built church is to be found

in this thriving community, although two

other congregations have obtained a foothold.

A suitable room in which to meet is all that

precludes the Disciples from making a be-

ginning in Dunbar.

Nitro: Completed just ten days before the

armistice was signed. Built at a cost of

$70,000,000; turned out six million pounds
of powder before hostilities ceased; embraces

a total of 737 manufacturing buildings, to-

gether with housing accommodations for

•20.000 workers, and with all the utilities and
civic improvements of a modern American
city. Covers a space of eighteen hundred
acres. Recently knocked down to a syndi-

cate of Charleston capitalists for a song, the

chorus of which is set to the refrain of

$8,500,000 (approximately). Although Nitro

in its balmy days had a population running

up into the tens of thousands, it is now
practically a forsaken city; but the syndicate

that now owns Nitro and maintains an

armed government guard over it, plans to dis-

pose of it to certain large vested interests,

and hopes to see a population of 25,000 peo-

ple thronging its gates within a year's time.

Owing to the present deserted condition of

this city, we are attempting nothing definite

there. We are waiting for the crowds to

come.

Saint Albans: Population in 1010. only

1.200. Located twelve miles from Charles-

ton, diagonally across the Kanawha from
Nitro. An old, old community, but one that

has experienced a recent growth proportion-

ately as great as Charleston's. East of the

Coal River division of the C. & O. railway,

which enters St. Albans from the south, is

a new residential section which will rival the

older portion of the city in size. This whole
neighborhood is unchurched and will make
an ideal location for a New Testamenl

church, tbe nucleus for which is already

meeting regularly in the Knights of Pythias

Hall in St. Albans, under the pastoral over-

sight of the evangelist.

On the night of November 2.1. Ex-Governor
Win. A. MacCorglc, speaking in that city

before the Chamber of Commerce, said:

"Take the matter at your very door, the

great Coal River basin. I have worked forty

years in the Coal River Valley, all of which
will ]>e the city of Saint Albans in the year<

to come. Within a short time no man will

call this a town, but it will be third or fourth

city of the state. We've been developing this

valley, but it is only partly developed. Six

million tons of coal come out of that valley,

passing through St. Albans. Still, you have
just begun. You're getting all this coal from
only three places. Marsh Fork. Horse Creek,

and Clothier. You are sitting here with this

vast empire of coal behind you. the greater

part of which has not been touched ....
You have here over 500,000 acres of the best

coal in the world with developments at only

three places. All this valley will make it-

developments through St. Albans, and when
the developments are completed you will have

a pulsating city of 25.000 inhabitants."

President Burnham was much impressed

with what he saw of South Saint Albans on

November 23 and 24.

Highlawn : A small but beautiful suburb,

springing up near East Saint Albans as one

travels toward Charleston. The Virginian

Rubber Company is soon to construct a mod-
ern plant at Highlawn. We expect that some
of their employes will come from Akron.

Ohio. If so, there will doubtless be a number
of Disciples in the lot. Our hope is that

Highlawn will be a feeder for our prospective

congregation in East Saint Albans.

Spring Hill: A bustling residential com-

munity, the older portion of which is older

than Charleston. Located midway between

Charleston and Saint Albans. Two thousand

people there now and more coming. Has a

large community of new homes absolutely

unchurched. Only one church in the old part

of the town. Is expanding gradually toward

South Charleston. Fine factory sites. Good
prospects for rapid growth.

South Charleston: Scene of the Govern-

ment's two-hundred-acre project known as

the United States Naval Ordnance Plant-

Connected with Charleston by means of a

fast, double-tracked interurban line upon

which frequent service is maintained. A
string of eight or ten cars, all loaded to ca-

pacity, running between the two cities, is no

uncommon sight. Also connected with Spring

Mill. Highlawn and Saint Albans by means

of the same interurban system.

The Government plans to manufacture all

its own armor plate here. In addition. Uncle

Sam will make projectiles and large guns in

this plant. About 23.000 tons of structural

steel are now being erected into enormous

buildings under contract let to the American

Bridge Company. The projectile plant, which

can turn out a projectile weighing 2,200

pounds, is already in full swing, and. to

utilize this, a gun of 16-inch diameter, capa-

ble of throwing that projectile twenty-five

miles, will be made on the spot. A 14^000-

ton press, the largest in the world, will be

pari of the equipment, as will also six miles

of railway track. The heat treatment build-

ing will lie higher than the tallest sky-

scraper in Charleston.
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The making of chemicals and dyes and the

manufacture of glass are also industries of

considerable magnitude at South Charleston.

To this suburb of five thousand souls will

be added other hundreds, possibly thousands

of* people, thus offering a handsome oppor-

tunity for the eventual planting of a Church

of Christ. Negotiations are now under way
for the rental of a suitable hall in .South

Charleston for our people.

Kanawha City: Located three or four

miles eastward of Charleston. Home of the

Owens Glass Bottle Company, and of the

Libby-Owens Window Glass Company. Splen-

did new town, absolutely unchurched, except

for two churches in what was once open

country, midway between Charleston and

Kanawha City. Our evangelist is preaching

two Sunday nights a month in the dining

room of a hotel in the heart of Kanawha City.

Cabin Creelc Junction: Sixteen miles east

of Charleston. Connected, as Kanawha City,

with Charleston by a splendid electric line.

Home of one of the largest and finest electri-

cal power plants in America, furnishing elec-

tricity for Charleston and for the mining

and industrial enterprises, electric lines, etc.,

for twenty-five or fifty miles in every direc-

tion. Gateway for the Cabin Creek coal

fields with an estimated population of 20,000.

Cabin Creek Junction, East Chelyan and

Coalburgh form practically one community,

wholly unchurched. Your evangelist is

preaching twice a month in a picture show
in East Chelyan, and conducts an occasional

mid-week service in Coalburgh. We have a

small nucleus of brethren with which to

work at each point.

We have not the space to consider more of

these splendid fields. We have not touched

at all upon our opportunities in the rural

sections, nor in the mining districts up and
down the many creeks and valleys of old

Kanawha. We have not told of our Aimwell
Church, which we won back through the

courts, after we had been locked out of it by
some obstreperous, non-cooperating brethren.

We have not said a word about the whole of

Cabin Creek, a populous mining community
stretching out into the hills of Kanawha
County for twenty or more miles, and which
has been characterized by Governor John
Cornwell of West Virginia, as the I. W. W.
stronghold of our state, and into which terri-

tory we ought to send a full-time missionary

at onee. It was out of this country that an

armed battalion of fifteen hundred miners
marched, not so many weeks ago, into the

Logan field, with the idea of compelling the

operators of that district to submit to having
their mines unionized. Our governor stated

that, if this overt act were repeated he would
regard it as an open rebellion against the

constituted authorities of West Virginia, and
would deal with it accordingly.

We are working with our hands tied, so

far as equipment is concerned. President

Burnham recognized our immediate need of

a folding organ, and a tent in which to hold

meetings, or a portable tabernacle completely

equipped which could be moved from commu-
nity to community. He also saw the necessity

for our buying two or three lots in as many
different live towns, where we hope to plant

churches of the New Testament pattern—for

buying them now while they can be obtained

at a price somewhere within reason.

Above all, we need an interest in the

prayers of our brethren all over the country.

Shall We Shut the Door?

THIS question is one that comes to the

mission board frequently in these days:

Can we give the missionaries full oppor-

tunity to do the best things for the people,

or must we constantly hold them back?

Which will be better? Which is the most

reasonable thing? What would the Master

say ?

When the school is full shall we say we
cannot increase the size of it? When the

orphanage supplies do not hold out shall we
turn the children away to continue in their

need? When our hospitals have only a few

beds, and many need Christian care and
guidance, what shall we say? We must face

the question in regard to that home of ours

in Kulpahar, India. Read what Miss Mary
Clarke says about present conditions. She

wrote on the last day of the old year:

"My big family keeps me busy, increas-

ingly so. as it grows bigger and bigger. This

is the last day of the old year and I have

just written the roll for the next month.

An Appreciation

THE Bible school at Canton, Ohio, is de-

lighted to give a helping hand to the

work of the National Benevolent Associ-

ation. We believe there is no more urgent
need than caring for the widow and the

orphan, and serving the sick and the aged.

This is practical Christianity. Nothing else

makes so strong an appeal as the hunger of

a little child. We are commanded to do
good unto all men, especially those of the

household of faith. And again, we are told

that "He that provideth not for his own, has
denied the faith and is worse than an infidel."

Children in our orphanages, the aged in

our homes, and the sick in our hospitals are

our own. They belong to our household of

faith. It is not only a duty, but it is a joy

to minister to their needs. Tender appeals

always touch the human heart, and there are

none more tender than that of the National

Benevolent Association.

P. H. Welshimee.

Instead of one hundred and thirty, or forty,

as the number in the home used to be, wTe

have now two hundred and six. Sixty-four

of this number are small children, thirty-

three boys and thirty-one girls. Thirty of

these have mothers in the institution. We
have great hopes of these children, and of

the older ones too, but the children have

more of life before them and they can be

educated. There have been more than two
hundred and six in the home during the

year, but a good many babies have died, and

some women and girls have been settled.

"We have far and away overspent, the

money allowed us for food and clothing this

year. We are wondering what you will have

to say to us, and whether you will think we
are doing right in taking in so many women
and children. Both Miss Vance and I find it

very hard to refuse admission to any one.

It seems to us a poor game to turn any away
while we pray that people may become Chris-

tian. It is hard to win people to Christ

where they are wedded to idols, and are en-

chained in caste.

"We had big doings at Christmas. The
mission allowed us Rs. 500 for bedding, so

every one in the place received a red or

brown blanket as a Christmas gift from the

mission. All are delighted and thank you
all at home for this gift. Friends in Eng-

land are sending a box for us, but as Mr.

Menzies could not get out in time we could

not give the girls and children the little gifts

they are sending on Christmas day. One of

the churches sent a gift of paper for our

Wind class, a welcome gift. This came by
post, and was delivered here Christmas day.

Perhaps some Christian Endeavor Society or

Sunday school in the United States might
like to send us more by the missionaries who
are returning this year. To visitors this

blind class seems to be the most interesting

of all.

"Our little children looked so gay for

Christmas. Each had new clothes, and each

boy a red waistcoat and gay colored cap.

They were the happiest children alive, and
the proudest too."

A Little Teacher

THE following may be of interest to those

who are working for our home at At-
lanta, Georgia

:

Our children attend Highland Avenue
Grammar School. Some time ago one of the
principals was asked how the children were
getting along, and -what was thought of them,
that is, how they compared with the other

children attending school. The reply was
that they were different in these respects:

that they were cleaner, better behaved and
with lessons more thoroughly prepared than
the average of children at the school.

While visiting the home a few days ago,

the writer was conducted quietly into one of

the bedrooms (unfortunately we have no
spare or play room for the children in the

building now being used), and found a little

girl, about nine years of age, seated in a

large chair and playing the part of school

mistress. She had under her direction about
twenty-five children, seated in chairs, all in-

tent on the instruction which she was giving

them. The teaching talent displayed by this

little girl was wonderful. It would almost
pay to make a long trip to Atlanta to witness
this scene, if you are a child lover.
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A Bundle of Love Letters
HERE arc a few letters written by mem-

bers of the family of Havens Home for

the Aged to ]\Iiss E. E. Gould, Junior

Superintendent of the Temple Bible School,

Wellsville, New York:

"I think it is very kind of you to so kindly

remember us here in the Havens Home with

gifts. It is a pleasure to receive and enjoy

them. It is a great comfort for us to know-

that we are so kindly remembered. I haVe

been a resident of the home for I'
' years.

1 am contented, feel I have a liome and have

good friends to care lor me.

"Mary 11. Flower."

"I have just heard of the great interest you

are taking in our home. We appreciate it

beyond anything which mere words can ex-

press. Our superintendent and matron have

so much ability in various directions that

they provide for our comfort and pleasure in

a remarkable degree. They could not do that

if it were not for their brains and kind

hands. We hope and pray that you will

continue interested in the work and that

eventually, at least, we will meet in the better

land just as soon as our Savior takes us by

the hand and leads safely across the great

river which we have to cross.

"Mrs. E. 0. Getzendanner."

"As I am too old to write, being eighty-

four. Miss Cooley is writing for me. J have

been here just ten years this month, and came

from Columbus, Indiana. W. II. Book was

my pastor there. 1 have had seven children

and they are all dead but one, and I am
afraid he, too, is dead for T have not heard

from him for a long time. My fattier was an

old-time minister, but I have almost forgotten

about things so long ago. Auntie Cook."

"I have been in the home now about four

years and I like it; am thankful for being

taken good care of. 1 have not had a father

since 1 was live months old and 1 have had

a hard time. 1 am happy in the home and

well eared for. 1 help wash the dishes with

the others when my day comes and help the

nurse carry the trays and do other little

things to help. I am willing to do anything

when asked. Miss Alice Hardy."

".Just a few lines to say that T am at the

Havens Home and a lovely home it is. I

have been here over two years; if 1 should

live until the fifth of March, I will be here

three years. I have never felt as though I

wanted to go away. 1 don't get away from

home. I suffer very much with rheumatism.

i don't walk any distance, though I am per-

fectly satisfied, to stay at home, they are all

so good and kind to us here. It is a pleasant

place, a nice house, nice lawn, and a big gar-

den in summer. I am now eighty years old.

1 am perfectly happy and hope 1 shall always

he while I live. We have services here at the

home Sunday afternoons. That makes it

pleasant. Thanking you for your kindly

interest. Mrs, G. A. Kreidler."

"I have been a resident of Hie home now

for about lour years and have seen quite a

number of changes in that time, hut 1 think

the last change, namely the appoint inenl of

K. A. liurriss and his wife, of Tort Arthur.

Canada, as superintendent and matron, has

resulted in the greatest improvement in the

home and of the greatest benefit to all the

inmates. I came from Philadelphia, where
I lived all my life up to four years ago, being

connected with the First Church of Christ.

"A. R. Scott."

"Yesterday7 our superintendent gave us a

kind message requesting us to write letters

to some of the Bible schools so that you may
become better acquainted with us personally

and to get a glimpse of our home. Although
under age. 1 came here at the suggestion of

Mr. Mohorter, who saw me struggling against

heavy odds to take care of myself. 1 pre-

pared to teach, graduating from Valparaiso

University in 1912. Since then I have taught

in Kentucky and North Dakota. 1 base been

handicapped greatly on account of my lame-

ness, as many of the states refuse to employ

lame women. I was in very bad health when
1 came here three years ago. but am much
better. Last winter I went to Niagara county

and taught in a private family, completing

the school year. 1 thoroughly enjoyed the

work. While not able wholly to care for

myself. I have a good home here. Our ex-

cellent superintendent and his estimable wife

are doing all they can to make the people in

their care comfortable and happy. Mr. Bur-

riss has given the Christian Church here

some delightful sermons, lie is not only an

able speaker hut is an all-round good business

man. Cod was very kind to send these people

to us. Miss Harriet Matheny."

"My wife and T came here to the home
about four years ago. 1 was entirely blind

in (Hie eye and nearly so in the other at that

time. About two years ago the Board had

the one eye operated on. and it was finally

successful. I can see to get about, although

not seeing very distinctly. Yet it is very

better than being entirely blind, of that J am
glad. My Wife died about two years ago ami

it left me Very lonely. She was a g 1 little

woman who always did her part to help me
on. Thanking you for your interest.

'J. Edwards."

"I am seventy-eight years old tomorrow
and too poorly to write, so .Miss Cooley will

write for me and tell you how I want to send

my love to you. I am always very much
pleased with the little letters we get from
you. 1 came here a year before it was a reg-

ular home like it is now. and T was so sick

that Mr. Colgate, brother of the big soap

manufacturer, carried me in and 1 have been

here ever since. I am sick in bed now. al-

though 1 have been so 1 could go about town

until a few months ago. I think we have a

lovely superintendent and matron to lill the

position. Mrs. Emma Hildreth."

"My memory is so bad T cannot remember
very much. But I know I had lived in Wash-
ington, 1). ('.. for a long time, ever since 1

was a young girl. I was married there and

united with the shurcli in Washington over

twenty-five years ago. My husband was a

building contractor and has been dead twelve

years. 1 have here a little room by myself

and all my meals are carried to me by my
nurse. I'or I am eighty-two years of age. I

have been here a year now and am very fond

ot my nurse. Mrs. Allen."

"1 am the last to come into this home and

am over eight) years old, and lil'lv years a

widow. 1 came Prom the old Mutch Pork

Christian Church, organized in 1834, and only
six miles from Bethany. I have often listened
to Alexander Campbell and other noted men.
A ho in a year ago 1 dislocated my hip and it

is with the greatest difficulty that I can step

at all. and as I am so nearly helpless, I belong
io the tray division and have my meals
brought to me. T have no one to care for me
and I am very glad of the care I have here.

'•Mrs. Margaret McQcowx."
"As I cannot write T am having this letter

written for me. I began to get blind last

-January and -lowly my si^ht went away
until now T am totally blind, as well as deaf.

About eleven years ago I was taken with
rheumatism and after ten months in Valpa-
raiso Hospital I came to the Havens Home
on two crutches and here I have been ever

since. 1 love the people of the home, both the

officials and the inmates, and they are all

kind to me. ] was born in Canada but came
to Tonawanda in the 80's. About thirty-four

years ago I obeyed my Lord in baptism and
since then I have done what I could in church
•work and here in the home after I recovered

from the rheumatism. Before I was blind

I helped all T could about the grounds and
in the garden. T appreciate very much all

that the dear brotherhood is doing for u-.

"Thomas Creekmore."

"I have had letters from some of the little

people of your school and take pleasure in

remembering them. I came a stranger from
Ohio to this state. In addition I might say

Unit 1 have been in the Inane for nearly six

years. During all that time 1 have suffered

much from rheumatism. Lately 1 have had
less pain and believe that in answer to.prayer
God has relieved me. Mr. Burriss certainly

has accomplished a great deal since lie came
and is trying to do all lie can for our com-

fort. The churches, too. in this section of

the brotherhood have responded so beautifully

to his requests it certainly does make us feel

that however lonely we may lie there are

those who truly have our interests at heart.

Thanking you for the interest you have had
in tts during the years past, I pray Cod's

blessing upon God's children in the Temple
Bible School, whether they are young or old:

we are His little ones. I think.

'TIattie A. Cooley."

"I am very weli for an old lady. T have

been away for two months. 1 have been at

the home less than four years and like it

very well. We are all well cared for. I am
seventy-four years old. My home was in

Mansfield, Pennsylvania.

"Mrs. Eliza Jaquitii."

"Being one of the residents of the home,

and at your request, 1 make 1 an effort witli

some of the others of the family to write to

you a link' letter. (Had to know you arc

kindly interested in us. 1 have been here

since 1914. 1 am sixty years old. 1 have gol

a good home ami am contented and happy.

"Mrs. s. M. Myers."

"In answer to your reipie-t f am pleased

to write ynii of our home. In the month of

May, 1919, Mr. and Mr-. Burriss came to us

a- our superintendent and matron. Since

coming their only de-ire has been to make

u- happ\ and comfortable. .Mr. Burriss i-

one of toid'- noblemen and Mrs. Burriss kind
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These Are the Writers of the "Bundle of Love Letters". Those Seated Range in Ages from 80 to 87

and motherly. How we do appreciate them.

Our home is a paradise, surrounded by great

old apple trees, flowers and shrubbery. Our
home stands well hack from the street and is

approached by a semi -circular driveway, apple

trees on both sides, and a. beautiful lawn in

between in Hie shape of a crescent. The
building is four stories high with wide porch

across the front, where we live during the

summer months; flowers and vines cling

across the whole front of the porch. The
house will accommodate twenty-five people,

with those in charge and the help, making
thirty. The officials are hoping to enlarge

the building as so many poor ones are begging

for admission. May the good Lord aid their

efforts. I am sixty-eight years old and have

been here four years. Before coming my doc-

tor gave me two months to live, but the kind

care I have received here, has made me some

better, though I can never lie well. I wish

I could. I wish you all could visit us. I

hope I have not wearied you witli my long

letter. Mrs. M. J. Near."

"As one of the residents of the Havens
Home, hearing that you were interested in

us. 1 thought I would write you and tell you

a little about myself at the home. I came
here from Detroit, Michigan, about five years

ago at the age of seventy-seven. Although
past eighty, I still have an interest in life.

About a year ago we attended a meeting of

the Red Cross at a neighbors. I pieced twenty-

two crib quilts and three large ones; I did

enjoy it very much. The Lord has greatly

blessed us by sending us two lovely Christian

people to take care of the home. Our superin-

tendent, Mr. Burriss, is not only a good speak-

er, but can turn his hand to almost anything.

Mr. and Mrs. Burriss are doing all in their

power to make us comfortable and happy. I

know that wre are very kindly remembered by
the generous donations that are coming in.

'Miss K. E. Walsh."

"I am glad T am able to write at my age,

eighty-seven. 1 came to the home in 1912.

Have been a widow for fifty years, taking
care of myself until 1 was obliged to give up
work, though 1 am not idle by any means.

I take my turn washing dishes. I don't i ee

any more to do sewing, for my eyes have
failed the last year; the sight is entirely

gone from the left eye, but I can tat.

I am sending you a sample of my work. 1 am
doing that to earn money for my church

offering. We have a beautiful little church

in this town. I go to services every Lord's

day. I think I have written enough about

that. Now f must tell you something of our

home. Our home is a beautiful one. with a,

splendid lawn and garden. Our garden was
something wonderful this summer. We have

fruit of different kinds, such as grapes, cur-

rants, raspberries and twelve apple trees. The
apple trees failed to produce fruit this year,

nothing but leaves. Some apples have been

sent in and we are so thankful. I hope some
friends will send some more. The only fault

with our home is it is too small, but we are

looking forward to having a new building.

"Mrs. M. R. Dick."

Southern Christian Home, Atlanta

AGREAT start has been made by the offi-

cers and Board of the National Benevo-

lent Association toward providing a

home for the orphans and destitute children

of our southeastern states. A splendid loca-

tion has been provided by the purchase of

the Waldo home, consisting of about five acres

of land in the heart of Inman Park, one of

the most exclusive residence sections. This

lot is on high ground and the second story

windows of the new building will give a view

of nearly the entire city.

It is intended that this home shall at first

take care of one hundred children and later

on of probably two hundred. The grounds

will be laid off artistically, with driveway
and walks by our achitect, Mr. Lynch, and
it is hoped that none of the many grand old

oak trees will have to be sacrificed in ar-

ranging for the building or for the drive-

ways.

With the assistance of our good friends

of the Southeast, it is planned to erect a

beautiful building, which, taken with the

surroundings, will be a real show place, not

only for I lie citizens of Atlanta, but for

visitors to I lie city as well. In this way, we
hope to become better and more widely

known as a church organization than we
could possibly anticipate by other means.

It may be said that the local board of

managers have given unhesitatingly of their

time and means for the last ten years in

helping to arrange for this home, and now
that their hopes and prayers are about to

be realized, it is their intention to do more
effective work for it in the future, if it be

possible, than heretofore.

We hope that our people are preparing

for the Easter offering for the Southern

Christian Home in a way that will bring

happiness to all who are interested in it.

While our people have been generous in the

past, the need is now greater than ever be-

fore, as the cost of maintaining the home
and caring properly for the children has

more than doubled in the last three years.

If our people could but realize the necessity

for the permanent establishment of this

home, and how gladly every manifestation

of interest is received, their hearts would
lie opened, and the necessary amount to

erect and equip our building would be im-

mediately available. J. C. Gextry.

Nevada Leads in Supporting Ministry

NEVADA is the star of all the states in

supporting its Christian ministers. The
per capita contribution to pastors' sal-

aries, which earns this distinction for the

state, averages $11.12 a year for each church

member.
The Interchurch World Movement also an-

nounces that of the country's 200.000 evan-

gelical ministers, a great majority receive

less than the officially estimated minimum
annual requirement for the support of an

American family in moderate comfort.

New Jersey ranks first among the states

in the average salary paid its clergymen,

with Massachusetts second. The average

salary in New Jersey is $1,270 a year. This

is less than $25 a week, or below the average

pay of a stenographer in Newark.
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Annie Street Colored Church, Ft. Worth, Texas

Eleven Years Ago, and Now
By Arby W. Jacobs

Minister Annie Street Colored Christian Church, Fort Worth, Texas

THE steady South breezes which charac-

terize the summers in Texas unveiled

the clear blue sky on the 6th of June,

1900, and the warm sunshine fell upon a

little congregation of black folks who had

agreed for a meeting to organize a church.

We can not doubt that the spirit of Jesus

was leading them as we trace each event

from then till now.

Fort Worth was a town of more than sev-

enty thousand inhabitants. William H. Lit-

tles, a. Christian, believed that among so

great a number as that surely, there could

be found, ten who had accepted the simple

teachings of the New Testament, faith, first

delivered on Pentecost, and wearing the one

name Christian. He expressed his desire

to W. M. Alphin, State Evangelist of Texas,

by letter, which resulted in his coming. It

was learned that no Colored minister of the

Church of Christ had at any time entered

the city to preach, therefore the pure Gospel

was a strange message. The first ten days

were spent in making personal calls upon

those who had been located and fixing the

time for organization.

There were twenty-one present that day.

It was a great meeting. Each one was glad

to meet the other and filled with joy to

begin a work so important as that of the

church.

The first three months were spent in the

Masonic Temple. After that it moved to a

little abandoned church which had been oc-

cupied by some white folks in a Negro settle-

ment. A big bend in Sycamore Creek was

used to baptize the first convert, W. M.

Tucker, now State Evangelist of Oklahoma.

Conditions became such that this house

could no longer be used for services and the

little congregation wandered across town to

the South side. Mr. George Webb, who now

sleeps in endless rest, had united and was a

faithful soldier in the army, opened the door

of his home for church services. Every

Lord's Day morning there was a signal for

early rising in that home. The good house-

wife, two daughters and son were all busy
making ready for the coming of the merry
group of children for Bible school and the

older ones for church. It was here that a
real church site was planned and a building.

Again W. H. Littles showed a rare spirit

of unselfishness by selling his proposed home
location at a very low cost. A small

house was then erected by the brethren. Free

labor was given at odd times till the building

was finished and ready for use.

W. M. Alpin was a real shepherd. He
taught the young church things that it needed

to know. The calls which came from the

various missionary organizations over the

state and country were held up before them
as their financial duties, equally as great as

the one to the minister at home. And many
times his own change was cut short in order

to collect representation money for the con-

vention. He gave this fatherly watch care

for seven years. The membership grew to

sixty with a well-attended Bible school. Be-

ing called to a larger work he resigned as

State Evangelist of Texas.

The town was growing more progressive.

The need was great for more room and a new
church building. But the burden had rested

so heavily upon those who had planted the

seed they feared to attempt a task so great

as building a new church.

We were told of the Board of Church Ex-

tension by friends who had experienced its

help. And the first letter of correspondence

revealed the anxiety of the Board to help the

needy. A two thousand dollar loan wras first

granted. Sufficient pledges and cash were

secured to complete a spiritual work shop

with every needed convenience for teaching

the Word.
.lust then the war congested the demand

for material of every kind, causing a com-

plete holdup in building, and prices advanced
beyond the financial mark previously set.

This was made known to the Church Exten-

sion Board and without any delay an addition

of five hundred dollars was added to the

"Their Works Do Follow Them"

IA.ST Thursday the three schools held a

. memorial service for Mrs. Coe here in

our large assembly hall. We Mere
happy that the suggestion came from the

Chinese themselves. The service was very

dignified and impressive. In Mrs. Jordan's
letter, of which you sent a copy to us, she

mentioned the Scripture and songs which her

mother repeated the evening before her death.

The boarding school girls repeated in concert

John 1:1-18. The high school girls sang, in

English, "Lead. Kindly Light." A Chinese

poem, dedicated to Mrs. Coe, was read by
one of the high school girls. Mrs. Stevenson,

who has a beautiful voice, sang, "Crossing

the Bar." Mother, with Miss Collins as in-

terpreter, gave a brief history of Mrs. Coe's

life. In conclusion, our science teacher gave

a most forceful address to the girls, choosing

as his text. "Freely ye have received, freely

give." The faculty presented a pair of

scrolls witli an appropriate inscription, and
the girls presented another pair. This is

always done by friends at the time of a

death. These strolls, with the poem. I am
sending on to Mrs. Jordan.

The memorial service was conducted, and
largely arranged, by the president of our En-

deavor Society, who became a Christian last

spring. Site is a source of inspiration and

a constant joy to us all. Her Christianity is

a vital thing to her. and she is a groat in-

fluence in school and in her own home.
Wkxona Wilkinson.

Luchoufu. China,

former amount and we began again. The
work was hindered on every side by still

higher prices, and when the final day came
for dedicatory services we were forced to

pray to the Extension Board for more help.

One plea was sufficient—it came.

We now occupy a new church building

valued at .$15,000. The structure is made of

red brick. The roof is a combination of as-

bestos and crushed slate. The wall plastered

and calcimined. Different departments are

arranged so as to accommodate twelve Bible

classes in rooms; boys' reading room, girls'

reading room, choir box, church office for the

minister, ladies' rest room and kitchen.

The baptistery has an entrance from the

dressing rooms and a beautiful river scene

as a background. A beautiful mahogany set

of pulpit furniture was the gift of the First

Christian Church of this city. The main
auditorium is provided with oak pews and
has a seating capacity of five hundred. Thirty

70-watt electric lamps are placed so that a

soft light falls in every corner of the room.

Natural gas stoves are stationed about so as

to make it comfortable on a winter's day.

We thank God that we are thus situated

and feel that had it not been for the aid of

the Board of Church Extension these comforts
could not have come at such a time as this.

Since dedication day there has been a great
reviving in the membership, and a continual

growth. A two-weeks' meeting with G. W.
Taylor as minister, fifteen were added to the

church; only four of that number were chil-

dren, the rest were men and women.
And we feel that whatever comes by way

of growth or interest or power it must surely

be credited to the favor shown by this great

church-building organization, the Board of

Church Extension.
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Progress at Garrett, Indiana

THE local congregation of the Church of

Christ at Garrett, Indiana, is sixteen

years old. As is the case with most

groups of Disciples, this congregation had

quite a struggle. Meeting first in a rented

lodge room, then in a rented church building

and later in a frame building of their own,

the bond kept on growing and expanding for

the first thirteen years of their existence

The church remembers with love the work

of the leaders during the beginning and such

names as O. L. Hull and J. O. Rose and J. D.

Hull are reverenced by the older members.

During the ministry of J. Marion Small the

balance of the mortgage on the lots and frame

building was paid off and through his efforts

membership was given a vision of the greater

work that could be done with a new church

building in place of the old. Pledges were

taken during the evangelistic campaign con-

ducted by C. L. Organ and the church decided

to erect the new building.

During the time that the building was

under construction the congregation met in

the City hall, which was very kindly offered

by the city officials. This covered a period

of time from April, 1916, to March, 1917.

During this time the pastor was greeted by

the largest crowds of any Protestant pastor

in the city, and the church now enjoys the

second largest membership in the city.

Garrett is a railroad town with a popula-

tion of 6,000, and the church has no wealthy

members, most of the members being depend-

ent upon the Baltimore & Ohio railroad for

a livelihood. March 4, 1917, was Dedication

day. There were enough pledges to cover

the indebtedness of the building, but unfor-

tunately there were many class and society

pledges which worked a hardship upon those

who made personal pledges and belonged to

these societies. Another unfortunate thing

was that very little cash came in at this

time and of the $24,000 cost there remained

about $19,000 to be paid. There was a loan

of $15,000 covered by a mortgage and held

by the Garrett Bank. The remaining amount

was owed to the contractors, seating company,

hardware companies, lighting fixture com-

pany, and a great number' of other concerns.

It was both tragic and amusing to attend

the official board meetings during these days

and to make plans only to have them shat-

tered and to try and pay hills when the

funds were exhausted. If any of the mem-
bers should be asked now how they succeeded

in getting the money and reducing the in-

debtedness to the amount of the bank loan,

it is very doubtful if any could answer. It

was through the combined efforts of all the

members that these things were accomplished.

The Schenk Evangelistic party held a meet-

ing immediately following dedication. The
church was again strengthened for its tasks.

After a very successful pastorate Mr. Small
resigned in June, 1917. Earl F. Xauss of

Huntington, Indiana, was called by the

church in July, 1917. Mr. Nauss saw the

need of the Garrett church in a financial way.
He knew that the only safe way to carry a
church loan was to place the loan with the

Board of Church Extension. The Board had
granted the church a loan of $10,000, which

the church had not been able to take. Mr.

Nauss tried to have the Board influenced to

raise the grant, which was not done and

which proved to be a blessing to the church.

The Chinch at Garrett,
Indiana, Aided bv a
Loan of $10,000 from
the Board of Church

Extension

In January, 1919, an evangelistic meeting
was held for the church with 97 additions.

This brought the membership up to 420. This

membership was mostly active and was eager

for the task and it was soon formed. The
plan to raise $5,000 and put the balance of

the debt in the Church Extension was
launched at a meeting of the Men's Bible

class in March, 1919. At this meeting $1,700

of the money was pledged and committees

appointed to call on the balance of the mem-
bership. The campaign was to continue

eleven weeks with all money paid in at the

end of that time. Money to the amount of ap-

proximately $6,000 was raised in cash to

pay on the principal, for interests, insurance

and legal papers. The loyalty of our sister

churches in this county and neighboring

counties must not be overlooked. The Gar-

rett business men helped splendidly. With
all this help came the encouragement and
help from the Board of Church Extension.

Without the inducement of the $10,000 loan,

the church would still be owing their $15,000

here in Garrett. No finer fellowship could

be had than was had when all the men were

working together for the one good. The finan-

cial results were even surpassed by the spir-

itual results and closer friendships learned

by working together. Feeling secure in the

Church Extension, the church is planning on

more advancement under the leadership of

J. D. Duskill, who began his work on the

third Sunday of January, 1920. The harvest

is indeed waiting and this church is ready

for the ingathering.

Charles A. Ort.

The Tonic of Church Extension

NOPvTH LITTLE ROCK is a town of

some 15.000 population. Early in 1912

Frank Thompson, who was in business

in Pine Bluff, began preaching here. At that

time we could rally less than a baker's dozen

who were willing to reorganize and do the

work of the Lord as those who had been

called by His holy name. About a year ago

the Extension Board, through Mr. Muckley,

assured us that they would stand by us in

a church building enterprise. At that time

Ave were few in numbers and feeble financially,

but as in days of old we rejoiced at the

promise of a loan and thanked God and took

courage. We were worshiping in a hall. It

was a popular place for lodges and dances,

but as a place of worship, it was a heart-

breaking failure. Sermons which would have

filled an ordinary church were wasted. Even
music failed to allure folks to that building.

Our church members attended occasionally

—

except a faithful few who remained steadfast,

immovable, but not abounding in the work of

the Lord. People who were members in good

standing in the Churches of Christ in other

places moved into our city to live, they vis-

ited us once or twice but soon lost heart and

cast their lot with the brethren across the

river in Little Rock, or else united with

denomnational churches. Thus we strug-

gled on unfruitfully—the spiritual candle

burned dimly, flickered, almost went out.

There is no doubt if the Extension Board had
not come to us at the time it did we would

have gotten utterly discouraged and dis-

banded. Just as soon as we got started on a

new building things began to brighten. Our
audiences are large and responsive. Excep-

tional is the Lord's Day that passes without

souls being added. The loan is not a burden,

not a hindrance at all. We have met our

payments promptly. It is rather a tonic

energizing us on and on to greater efforts.

The church was dedicated last September,

but it has already served its purpose; it has

assisted in drawing such large crowds that

we now feel the necessity of a much larger

auditorium which we know the board will

help us to build. These things have come to

pass in a town which had the reputation of

being heartless and hard to reach.

R. C. Foster.
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Our Home at Jacksonville, Illinois

F0Tt twenty years the old people's home
at Jacksonville. Illinois, has been minis-

tering faithfully to the aged saints of the

Lord who have gained admittance. The work

accomplished by this institution has been

often mentioned and justly praised, and yet

Low little do we know of the veal service

which this home is rendering. Those who
come under its care are not merely made
comfortable during the remainder of their

lives, but this period is actually prolonged.

This is not an idle statement, hut one which

is based upon careful observation. The av-

erage period of life tor these old people is

five years longer than that which they would

have enjoyed under any other circumstances.

Is not this ample justification for this beau-

tiful Christian ministry?

Even the hitter cold could not alter the

warmth with which the people of Jackson-

ville greeted me when they learned the pur-

pose of my visit. They are proud of this

institution, and I found that this pride was

not limited to the members of the Christian

Church. The entire community stands behind

the National Benevolent Association in this

worthy enterprise.

My inspection of the home began early one

afternoon when Frank Baird met me at the

door and gave me a hearty welcome. Shortly

afterward Mr. A. C. Rice, the president of

the board of directors for the home, came in

and guided me about the building, explaining

as he went the various features of the work.

On this tour I met Grandma Jasper, who is

nearing her ninety-fifth birthday. Her face

was wreathed with smiles as she greeted me.

"Yes, I have been living a long time,'' she

said. "I don't know why I am here today,

but perhaps it is to have my picture taken."

Evidently the purpose of my coming had been

announced.

There are forty-three aged men and women
in the home at the present time, and there

are twenty whose names are on the waiting

list because there is at present no place for

them. Not long ago the demands for admis-

Charles Madison Gilley, Whose Smile Reflects th<

Spirit of the Jacksonville Home

sion became so numerous and so urgent that

a nearby cottage was rented and furnished

as a lodging place to accommodate a few of

those who were knocking at the doors. Some
of these old people are invalids and require

constant care, but many are active and eager

to do the various tasks that lie within their

strength. On my arrival I saw .Mis. Melissa

Hoffman, who is totally blind, -citing the

table with a siireness that few housewives

could have excelled.

There is a real homelike atmosphere in

this institution. There are two pallors which

can be used together when all of the old

people gather for companionship or worship.

Every Sunday afternoon a communion service

is held and once a month M. L. Pontius,

minister of the First Christian Church at

Jacksonville, comes to the home to preach.

These visits are eagerly looked forward to

by the old people, many of whom are regular

attendants at all the church services.

On the second afternoon of my visit I

went from one parlor, where I had been talk-

ing with several of the people, and sat down
at the piano in the adjoining room. Before

long the old people had assembled from vari-

ous parts of the house and they showed

particular preference for the old gospel hymns
which had been their heritage from ehildhood.

The blind woman whom 1 had met on the

preceding day came in and asked me to play

again. Then she thanked me, saying, "You
see, I love music." I learned that she had

once been a singer of considerable ability. 1

was also interested in an old man who, al-

though he was too feeble to move from the

adjoining room, also displayed his apprecia-

tion by beating time with one still active foot.

T have mentioned the civic pride in this

institution. It is nowhere better exemplified

than in the care of the bodies of those who
have passed on. A beautiful section in Dia-

mond Row cemetery has been donated by the

city and in this bit of God's acre thirty-seven

fit an the old people's home have been laid

to rest.

The original building in the Jacksonville

home is a, large, old-fashioned residence,

which for a time served the purpose of the

institution. About three or four years later

a two-story brick Aving was . added to this

building. The equipment of; the home is

inadequate to meet the growing demands, and

there is urgent need of improvements. The
results which have been achieved are surpris-

ing in view of the antiquated equipment of

the home for the large and growing family.

Improvements are asked for which will in-

clude the tearing away of a portion of the

original structure and the construction of a.

larger and better equipped kitchen and dining-

room and the installation of modern laundry

equipment.

The money which is given to the National

Benevolent Association tor this work is care-

fully accounted tor. I was surprised to learn

that $'2(K> per year is the amount required

for each person in the home. Such a sum
appears ridiculously small in consideration

of the high cost of supplies. This is due in

part to the generosity of the people of Jack-

sonville, who provide many of the expenses

ot the home without charge, or at a very

low cost. And yet I am told that even this

might be reduced by the installation of mod-

Mr. A. C. Rice, President of the Board of
Directors for the Past Eight Years

era equipment to perform work for which

several helpers are at present required. In

spite of the economy which is practiced, every

effort is made to satisfy the wants of all.

The dinner which I shared on one occasion

was excellent, and food was plentiful.

Enlargement is necessary if the home is

to care for the growing list of those whose

applications for admission have been re-

ceived. Mr. Rice relates the pathetic story

of several who have been turned away be-

cause they could not be cared for. One aged

woman came to Jacksonville bringing with

her the few possessions which she cherished.

Entering the home and placing her baggage

in the corridor she pleaded. "Won't you take

me in? I have no other place to go." Such

instances are all the more pathetic when one

remembers that only those above seventy

years of age are admitted except in cases of

extreme need, and that many of those who
are rejected have indeed no other place to g".

The board of directors is asking that the

home be enlarged to accommodate sixty per-'

sons and that in addition to the necessary

equipment additional help be secured, includ-

ing the services of a trained nurse.

Much of the credit for ihe capable adminis-

tration of the home is due to Mrs. W. J. Fell.

who lias been a member of the board of man-
agers of the institution since its founding and

matron for the past two years. Mention musl

be also made of Mrs. Lillian W. King, a mem-
ber of the board for twenty years, and Mr.

A. C. Rice, who has been the president of

the board for the past eight years. The

last two named are giving their time and

services to the work without compensation.

The lack of spare precludes mention of others

who have been equally devoted.

The visit to our old people's home at Jack-

sonville has given me a new and enlarged

appreciation of the work of the National

Benevolent Association. An organization

which is doing such a gigantic work and min-

istering so effectively to the aged and the

young in many homes deserves ihe heart \ and

generous support of all.

Earl Y. Eastwood.
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A Question of Life or Death

AMONG the various results prophesied for

Z\ national prohibition here is one worth
•*• keeping an eye on. Dr. Haven Emerson,

formerly health commissioner Of New York,

addressing an academy of medicine, declares:

"The day in which national prohibition

went into effect will go down in history as

marking the most important advance any

nation has ever made in disease prevention.

The beneficial results of the federal prohibi-

tion amendment will exceed those of vaccina-

tion for smallpox, or any other modern medi-

cal triumph over communicable disease. 1

believe we can now expect a new record of

low death rates for a series of years for the

entire nation."

And now conies The Journal of I he Ameri-

can Medical A asocial ion, which is the. official

organ of more than eighty thousand physi-

cians, asserting that the expected drop in the

death rate for certain causes since the pro-

hibition of alcoholic beverages, is a fact.

"Recent statistics show that for July,

August and September, 1915), the number of

deaths in Boston from alcoholism amounted

to only 7. as compared with 31, 46, 38 and 34

for the corresponding period of the four pre-

ceding years. Similarly, accidents diminished

from 152 in 1015, 17«' in 1916, 197 in 1917,

and 151 in 1918, to 112 for the corresponding

three months of 1919. Suicides also dimin-

ished to a very marked degree.

"On the other hand, homicides showed no

material decrease, a fact that has been noticed

in other cities. It seems probable, however,

that certain unusual factors are at work to

increase the number of murders. As is usual

after a great war. familiarity with means of

violence and readiness to resort to such means

are circumstances that must be reckoned with

during the slow return of law and order."

Decrease of Alcoholic Consumption in the

Far East

America's stand for prohibition has been

carefully noted by her sister countries, not

only in Europe, but also the Far Fast. Where
she leads others will follow in this as in

everything else. The consumption of alco-

holic beverages has decreased in China during

the past year. The supply in this country

was short, with the result that it was neces-

sary to import foreign varieties if the usual

record of consumption was to be kept Tip.

Some wines came from America, a small vol-

ume was shipped from Australia and South

America, but for the most part soft drinks

were used as substitutes for alcohol.

Representatives of the Interchurch World
Movement who have been making a survey

of social, religious and economic conditions

in the Orient, state that a very profitable

trade in China is the selling of soft drinks.

Not only are they to be had in shops and

restaurants, but on the street as well. It is

possible for the pedestrian to quench his

thirst at almost any time or place, for the

itinerant soft drink vendor is always within

earshot. He carries his wares in a jug sus-

pended from a yoke about his neck, and fre-

quently has other refreshments concealed in

a basket with which to lure the hungry as

well as the thirsty.

In the Philippines prohibition is one of

the most important governmental issues. The
Senate has taken a firm stand in favor of

it, and while the House has come out less

favorably, if is expected that a bill for pro-

hibition will soon be carried.

For fourteen centuries, alcohol has been

forbidden to Hie followers of Islam, but the

prohibition edict lias I n largely disregarded

in modern limes. Now thai America has

come out boldly on the side of temperance, a

prohibition campaign has been launched

throughout Islam, and Hie old law bids fair

to be universally observed once more.

Pressing on to Other Reforms

The prohibition victory only demonstrates

what a free people can really do when they

undertake to put an end to an age-old evil.

Those who recently contended thai prohibi-

tion was absolutely impossible had not reck-

oned with the immeasurable moral forces that

lay unorganized and only needed leadership

and united action to bring about the tremen-

dous results we now behold. Rack of it. all,

of course, is ( }od.

We have yet to see the full blessings of

prohibition. Time only will reveal them, but

the future holds wonderful things in store

for our nation, as well as all other nations

of the earth that follow our example in the

fight against drink.

Siiicc> we see what can be done when once

the forces of righteousness are aroused we.

ought to be encouraged to press fur olher

reforms that somehow relate themselves to

Hie movement against the liquor traffic. To

accomplish such reforms seems a very small

task as compared with the temperance re-

form. To restore Sunday to its proper place-

in (be conscience of the people and In the

life of the church; to make a final end for-

ever of commercialized vice; to put the Bible

back into the public schools, where by right

of its essential values it, belongs; to correct

Hie divorce scandal; to break the power of

the cigaret trust, especially as it affects Hie

boys of Hie nation all these seem easy

of accomplishment when compared with Hie

long struggle against the liquor traffic.

May God hasten the day when these re-

forms shall become a fact in our national

life.

Mr. I. F. Deppen has resigned as door-

keeper of the prison at Harrisburg. Pennsyl-

vania. Business has so fallen off since pro-

hibition that it is thought it will not be

necessary to appoint a successor.

Vittoria, a Daughter of the Philippines, Waiting: for the Light
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Mrs. Paul JL£. Stevenson, :i Graduate Nurse,
Luchowfu, China.

China Calls for Nurses

THIS is the day of the trained nurse's

opportunity in China. Never before, not

even in the days of the World War, has

there been as great a challenge to the ideals

of service as there is today in the need of

China for Christian nurses. With all the

pathos and earnestness with which it formerly

called for doctors, this great nation is asking

the nursing profession of America to volun-

teer their best women for the task of training

a body of Chinese young women for nurses

in the new hospitals throughout the land.

After a half century of strictly pioneer

work, the medical profession is beginning to

reap its reward in China in no small way.

Everywhere the old is giving way to the new,

the old mission hospitals and dispensaries are

a thing of the past and in their place are

springing up new plants and institutions the

equal in buildings and equipment to anything

in the world. Furthermore, the doctors of

China, instead of being all alone in their

work, with no assistance except that of their

own immediate training, are rejoicing in the

new day when good modern medical schools

are being established and are turning out

well-trained, bright and capable Chinese doc-

tors in sufficient numbers to more and more

adequately stuff the new hospitals. With the

knowledge that it can be invested here with

the largest returns in service rendered to

humanity, money through religious and other

channels is coming to China in amounts that

would have been unbelievable a few years ago.

and much of this money is going directly into

medical education and the reconstruction and

reorganization of medical and hospital work

everywhere.

But. doctors, good buildings, modern equip-

ment, and ample funds do not make a hospital

in China any more than they do in America.

There must be nurses. To raise up and train a

body of Chinese young women to take their

place at the side of their brothers in the heal-

ing of their great nation, is the greatest prob-

lem of modern medical effort in China today.

In fact, the next page in the development of

hospitals in China must be written by the

Christian American trained nurse, and until

the task is begun in earnest the process fit

hospital development pauses and marks time.

Hospital plants, well built and equipped, will

remain with closed doors, awaiting the estab-

lishment of a training school for nurses as a

part of their necessary life.

But the call of China that sounds so clearly

today is no ordinary call for sacrificial

service.

The specific task that offers its challenge to

(lie American trained nurse in the call for

service in China is only a part of the greater

problem; that of education among the women
of the far East. The Chinese women, won-
derful in their capabilities and amply aide to

enter into and to hold, their own in the new-

responsibilities that await them in the new
China, are rapidly emerging from the posi-

tion of inequality assigned to them by cen-

tury-old traditions. But the relationships of

men and women in Eastern countries, and the

implications attached to any kind of work, as

far as the better class of women is concerned,

make the field of nursing a very delicate

one. Those who volunteer for this important

work, therefore, must lie from the very best

that our American institutions can turn out.

both from the standpoint of training and of

personality. The call comes for" minds that

are plastic and adjustable, souls that are

true, and spirits that are unafraid—for lives

big enough to be offered upon the altar of

service before a world's need. The call of

China today is a call for the investment of

life, where life counts for most while living,

and the investment pays the largest divi-

dends in the end.

The call of China today, is the call of

tomorrow's civilization. Politically, econom-

ically, and socially, the scene of tomorrow's

activity is shifting from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, to the very center of the world's

crowded stage. All of the possible issues of

the new day are bound up in embryo in the

younger generation of the Far East, and to

him who lives in this vantage area at the

present time there comes the incalculable

pleasure not only of being an eye witness to

but an active participant in the working out

of these great issues. A life that at home
would live out its days in obscurity, lost in

the conventional routine of existence, in

China becomes not only an active factor in

the growth and development of a great people

but a vital force producing definite and visible

results toward a new world.

No nurse in formulating her plans for hu-

manitarian service can afford to ignore the

incomparable advantages that China offers

for the investment of her life.

Dr. Paul H. Stevenson.

Luchowfu, Chi mi.

Easter in Armenia

EASTER in America has become in so

many places a fashion opening, the time

for new bonnets and straw hats, that

some of us have perhaps forgotten the days.

so long ago, when these customs tirst found

light.

Even the bright-colored eggs [ef\ i, v agile

bunny rabbits in grassy nests in the garden

or queer corners about the house, have in

the far away land by the Mediterranean sea

a meaning very touch more serious and sacred

than the mere pleasure of children.

In Armenia, where for the last five years

there has been no Easter morning, this year
will prove of new significance, a light after

darkness indeed. In the days before the war,

according to one of the young refugees who
found her way to America through the Near
East Relief, Easter and its preceding days

of fasting and repentance, was a series of

ceremonials, of great interest, and beautiful

memory.
And it is strange, and yet not so, since Ar-

menia is the oldest Christian nation to realize

how close our own customs follow those of

the Near East ; to know that as our children

are "cracking eggs" on Easier morning that

over there little children are playing the same
(plaint game.

Before the days of fasting, which corre-

spond to lent, the little maid related, there

are two weeks of carnival; during the first

week everyone abstains from all meat, and

during the second week only dairy products

are allowed. This is known all over Ar-

menia as '"Cheese week." when milk, butter,

cheese and eggs may be eaten, for after this

jjeriod of feasting all animal products are

prohibited. The truly pious Armenian will

not touch meat, fish, or even milk and e?2:-

or any animal fats during the forty days of

fasting and prayer.

Perhaps we have found the origin of the

Easter egg in the fact that eggs are the

last bit of "food of the flesh" eaten before

lent begins, and the brightly colored Easter

eggs are the first food of this kind tasted

after the lenten season.

In the Creek and Armenian churches dur-

ing Passion week, which begins with Palm
Sunday and ends with Easter, the greatest

events in Christ's life are reiterated with

appropriate ceremonies. Christ's entrance

into the city amid the enthusiastic demonstra-

tions of the people, the pageant of the ten

virgins where, with proper services, ten maid-

ens enter the church and march toward an

inner door. Five enter and the door is closed

while those without wail and sing a chant of

mourning. The Thursday before Easter, in

both the Creek and Armenian churches the

ceremony of foot washing is performed in

memory of the Master who, at the last sup-

per, washed the feet of his disciples.

The bishop of the church, after the com-

munion, washes the feet of twelve priests,

while twelve passages are read from the

Scriptures on the sufferings of Jesus.

On this day also the eggs which have been

stained with henna and oilier native vegetable

dyes in beautiful shades, especially the bril-

liant purples and deep red. are taken to the

church, where they remain throughout Pus-

sion week, to he taken home on Easter morn-

ing for the breaking of lent.

Good Friday, the day of Christ's cruci-

fixion, is commemorated by a very beautiful

procession, when the tomb of the Ford, repre-

sented by a shrine, is carried through the

church and into the surrounding grounds,

that all the crowd may see and touch the

hangings.

At midnight between Friday and Saturday

there is the "crying night." celebrated with

hymns and Scriptural reading, regarding the

suffering and burial of Jesus.

The real Easter service takes place early

Sunday morning when the spiritual leader

stands in front of tire altar with a lighted

candle. As he looks into the shrine, which

represents the tomb of Christ, ho calls out,
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"He is not here." This is the dramatic cli-

max, when the whole nature of the congre-

gation changes to rejoicing, the singing takes

on a new glad note and as the cry is heard,

"He is risen." the people in one voice ac-

claim, "Blessed be the resurrection."

For three days following Easter morn this

is the greeting of friend to friend.

"Christos Inn-cur!"
1

Christ is risen. And
the salutation in return:

"Orhneal eh liaroolunc Krisdosee!" He is

risen indeed.

From the candle on the altar all light their

little tapers, signifying that Christ is the

light of the world, shedding hope on a world

of darkness.

To Jerusalem, at the holy sepulchres, where

the fire is always kept burning, pilgrims

journey from as far off as Russia during

the Easter week, and there, on Easter morn-

ing light their tapers from the candle, of the

prelate as he returns from the altar. If it

is possible to reach home with the flame still

burning the light is regarded as sacred and

guarded carefully.

Now follows rejoicing and merrymaking,

and friendly greetings. One is very impolite

in Armenia if one does not pay respectful

calls on all one's friends, sometimes with

little gifts, sometimes with a word of greet-

ing, and always served with sweetmeats,

cakes or similar delicacies.

On Good Friday the church is draped in

mourning, the people, wear black and business

houses close. On Easter the house of worship

is decked in its finest hangings, flowers strew

the aisles, and the congregation is garbed in

gala attire. Perhaps from this originates our

intense desire for new millinery and dresses

for Easter day.

Another quaint custom follows the Sunday
after, for while there can be no marriages

during lent, the week after Easter proves a

day of nuptials, the day of marriages.

So the Armenians in their deep sincerity

and great Christian faith celebrate this great-

est day in the history of all the world. So
today they are again able to turn once more
to their friends with the glad greeting,

"Christ is Risen," and receive the reply,

"Blessed be the Resurrection."

The Near East Relief has brought hope to

the country once more. Through the help of

America this gentle nation is again looking

forward to the light of a new day. So long

as that help lasts, that the strong arm of a

friendly brother is held out in support, that

the hearts of these people of the west beat in

sympathy for those unfortunate ones- of the

Near East, so they may say, "Christ is risen

indeed."

A Divine Right

WHAT is the National Benevolent Asso-
ciation doing, and what right has it to

ask Christian people to support it ?

Our Heavenly Father will hold us responsible

for the annual expenditure of nearly a half

million dollars unless we can show practical

Gospel reasons for our stewardship. On the

other hand, if there are practical Gospel rea-

sons for the support of such an institution,

the Lord will hold us responsible if we with-

hold His money from such a worthy cause.

James tells us that pure and undefiled re-

ligion consists in care for the fatherless and

and their mothers, and Jesus says that little

nncs are I lie units of value in the Kingdom
of Heaven. If desns and dames knew what
they were talking about )i<>w can we escape

if we neglect the ones whom Jesus loves so

much?
I wish il were possible for every member

and friend of our great and growing brother-

hood to visit the Christian Orphans" Home in

St. bonis. The principle of Benton grade

school, the school where the orphan children

attend, recently said to the writer, "The
children from the Christian Orphans' Home
arc a real help to this school. Their fine

deportment, good manners and neat appear-

ance are an inspiration to the other pupils."

She said il was an easy matter, when the

school physician visited the school, to pick

the orphan children, or "Mrs. Brown's Chil-

dren" as they are known in the school, from

P. Z. Burkette, Minister King's Highway Church,
St. Louis, Missouri.

the rest by their cleanliness. I have been

told by city authorities who have investigated

other institutions that our institution is one

of the best ordered and most sanitary in the

slate.

King's Highway church, where the writer
ministers, is located on the same grounds, a
fine ten-acre tract, with the institutional

buildings of the National Benevolent Associa-

tion, and the children attend our Bible school

and church services. It is a beautiful sight,

on Sunday morning, when these little ones

come marching in a body to the church. They
are always immaculately dressed (not uni-

formly), neat and tidy in appearance, and
their happy faces would dispel any gloom. They
are taught to pray from their very start in

the. home, to read the Bible, and to honor
God, home and country. The most beautiful

and impressive Christmas exercises I ever wit-

nessed were rendered in the chaped at the

institution last Christmas by these children.

The exercises were repeated, to the delight of

a large audience, in the church on the follow-

ing Sunday evening.

We are all proud of the orphan children in

the church. There is nothing about their

dress or manner that would proclaim their

misfortune, nothing uniform in their appear-

ance or dress, but they come and go and
mingle just like children from the best private

homes in the city.

One of the greatest joys that comes to

their minister is when .these little ones, some
without fathers, some without mothers, and

some with neither father nor mother, come to

him for the expected lender greeting which

he always loves to give. The National Benev-

olent Association is clothing, feeding, shelter-

ing these, Christ's little ones, bid it is doing

more; it is training them up into Christian

men and women whose lives will tell for God
in the days and years to eOm'e. Yes. the

National Benevolent Association has a divine

right to ask Christian people to help in this

wonderful work. F. Z. Burkette.

Interchurch Fights Drugs in Asia

and Africa

ALARMING reports of the growth of drug
/Jl and liquor <vils in Africa and Asia

reaching headquarters of the Inter-

church World .Movement, have caused the

movement to inaugurate a survey department

on Temperance and Moral Welfare. Opium
is being procured by Chinese addicts in Large

quantities through vendors who use the Jap-

anese postal system in China, it is said, and

the Chinese government and the missionaries

have not been able to stop the traffic. Liquors

new and strange to the Chinese are also being

sold in increasing quantities and farther into

the interior, in parts of Africa natives are

being blinded for life or otherwise injured by

trade liquor akin to the American wood
alcohol.

These All Died in the Faith

Miss Cornelia Norton, daughter of the late

Leroy Norton, minister, Logansport, Indiana,

January 27, 1920.

Mrs. Virginia While. December 20, 1919;

Richmond, Virginia. Age 84 years.

Mrs. Etta Barnes, December 30, 1010;

Chilesburg, Kentucky.

Colin Sin. lair. January 7, 1020; St.

Thomas, Ontario, Canada. Age 86 years. A
minister for fifty-eight years.

A. H. Mnlkey, minister, aged 73, February

21, 1920; Portland, Oregon.

Mrs. T. J. Stone, minister's widow, formerly

of Virginia, aged 03. February 26. 1020;

Stamford, Connecticut.

William Shallenberger, Vice - President

Young People's Missionary Society, aged 17,

September 25, 1919; Fitzgerald, Georgia.

William Worth Dowling, minister and Sun-

day School Editor, aged S5, February 8, 1920;

St. Louis, Missouri.

Mrs. L. IT. Wheaton, formerly Katherine

Marguerite Netz, of the Netz sisters quartet,

February 16, 1920; Hillsdale, Michigan.

Mrs. Mary L. Aid, February, 1920; Chino,

California. Mrs. Aid was the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Lucas.

Lilla Skinner Brown. February 2, 1020;

Kellerton, Iowa.

Mrs. Mary Cockrum, December 15, 1010;

Cherry Box, Missouri.

Mrs. Kate W. Whitfield, December 20,

1919; Paducah, Kentucky. Age 71 years.

Mrs. F. T. Myers. February 19, 1920;

Holly Hill. South Carolina.

Mrs. Emaline Smith, February 2S, 1920;

Spring Creek, Indiana. Age 75 years. Mrs.

Smith was the mother of two ministers, Milo

J. and Roscoe C. Smith.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Five Months Ending February 29, 1920

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1919 1920 Gain

Churches $14,299.12 $19,586.88 $5,287.76

Bible Schools 34,472.23 56,171.13 21,698.90

Christian Endeavor Societies— 133.00 321.82 188.82

Individual Offerings 898.36 524.00 374.36*

Annuities 6,200.00 7,300.00 1,100.00

Bequests 2,487.29 433.05 2,054.24'

Special Offerings 2,120.51 4,557.34 2.436.83

Interest . 8,111.97 10,325.68 2.213.71

Men and Millions Movement— 26.456.62 41.375.28 14,918.66

Sale of Year Books, Literature

and Other Books. 719.14 1.165.35 446.21

Miscellaneous 5,772.78 6.056. 10
. 283.32

$101,671.02 $147,816.63 $46,145.61

Bible School Department for February

Number Schools contributing-- 17!'

Offerings from Sunday Schools $5,562.65

Offerings from Individuals

For Near East Relief 239.67

Miscellaneous Receipts 636.SO

Total for month $6,439.12

Previous Receipts 34,929.00

119

$4,235.15

10.00

3,541.35

272.54

$8,059.04

57,623.77

60"

$1,327.50*

10.00

3,301.68

364.26 s

$1,619.92

22,694.77

$41,368.12 $65,682.81 $24,314.69

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $10.222. SI $23,994.39

Missionary Societies, Circles, etc. 69,465.95 115,720.06

Children's Organizations 2.776.32 2,796.10

Individual Gifts 16,250.00 31,214.93

Men and Millions Movement— 5.249.26 26,119.22

Bequests 5,188.90 6,433.73

Interest 12,450.09 15,293.07

Literature and Subscriptions-- 16,142.16 5.510.95

Mission Fields and Institutions 7,741.46 7,241.06

Sale of Property 3,914.42

Miscellaneous 2.695.34 3.961.07

513,771.58

46,254.11

19.78

14,964.93

20,869.96

.1,244.83

2.842.98

10.631.21

"

500.40

3.914.42

1.265.73

$148,182.29 $242,199.00 $94,016.71

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number of Contributing

—

Churches

Sunday Schools

Christian Endeavor Societies-.

Individuals

Churches (General Fund)
(Special Fund)

Sunday Schools

Christian Endeavor Societies-

Individuals (General Fund) —
(Special Fund ) __

Men and Millions Movement—
(General Fund)
(Special Fund)

Bequests

Miscellaneous

Annuities

545

14S

571

264

£26,935.70

600.03

2.040.00

5.097.52

9.6S2.1S

4,452.92

22.378.51

3,599.12

1.500.46

7. 701. ill

S04

176

523

300

$38,691.95

1,090.00

4.090.40

7.00.5.91

8,203.31

15,299.50

2.390.17

500.00

2.862.36

1.419.01

8,499.54 27,200.00

$93,405.9S $108,752.61

Loss in General Fund Receipts

Gain in Special Fund Receipts

Gain in Annuity Fund Receipts

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches $720.93 $1,169.13

Sunday Schools 33.19

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 1,786.34 2,S42. 66

Miscellaneous 144.65 S36.26

259

2S
48"

36

$1 1 .756.25

480.97

1,141.31

1,908.39

1.478.87*

10,846,58

19,988.34*

3,099,12*

1 .352.90

6,282.90*

18,700.46

$15,346.63

$12,841.62

9,487.79

18.700.46

$448.20

33.10

1 .056.32

691.61

National Benevolent Association

(For Four Months Onlv)

1919

Churches $15,325.24

Schools 11,168.58

Societies 579.42

Individuals 19.774.71

Lodges and Welfare 900.50

Patients, Board and Admission 8.095.24

Annuities 4,100.00

Trust Funds 580.00

Endowments 500.00

Bequests 16.420.09

Interest Earned 3.353.61

Men and Millions Movement— 12.610.46

Miscellaneous 1.919.52

1920

$20,777.56

15.571.62

1,877.31

41,906.63

3.549.73

9.038.23

19.042.57

4,966.69

400.00

11.848.50

2.937.74

2.158.98

Gain
$5,452.32

4.403.04

1.297.89

22,131.92

649.23

942.90

14,942.57

4,386.69

500.00*

16,020.99

S.494.89

0.672.72"

239.46

$95,328.27 $132,075.56 $36,747.29

Board of Church Extension
Churches
Sunday Schools

Individuals

Annuities

$8,955.75

154.50

151.95

9.120.00

Bequests 14.954.09

Men and Millions Movement— 13.881.01

$12,395.69

307.01

911.22

16.900.00

640.00

1.418.72

$3,439.94

152.51

759.27

7,780.00

14,314.09*

12,462.29 =

$47,217.30 $32,572.64 $14,644.66"

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches

Bible Schools 2,627.0S

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 26,451.49

Bequests 7.4S4.S5

Annuities 400.00

Interest and Rent 2.22S.71

Miscellaneous 469.02

$12,066.65 $18,056.99 $5,990.34

13,387.86 10.760.78

1.699.6S 24,751.81*

1.143.97 6.340.883

300.00 100.00*

2.394.00 165.29

3.609.81 3,140.79

Pension Fund October 1, 1919.

Dues Paid in by Ministers

$51,727.80 $40,592.31 $11,135.40"

$52,513.05

11.565.!»1

Balance in Pension Fund March 1. 1020 $64,078-96

Churches

Colleges

Miscellaneous

Board of Education

$1,685.04 $6,136.92 $4,451.88

1.225.00 1,356.60 131.60

146.7S 774.40 627.62

$3,056.82 $8,267.92 15.211.10

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools. $1.152. so $1,605.25 $452.45
Individuals 723.10 268.10 455.00

Literature 60,60 16.75 13.85

Miscellaneous 28,50 28.50

Interest 13.38 10.03 3.35

$2,651.92 $4,881.24 $2.22!).

$1,97S.3S $1,900.13 >7S.25

Grand Totals for All Boards
'S $91 964 o7 $143,504.7(5

89.561.21

$51 540 ii!'

Sunday Scho )ls 51.37L4S 3S.1S9.73

Christii n En leavor Sociel ies 5.230.52 7.327.7:! 2,097.21

Individ lals a ml Men and Mil-

Move
s

nent KU.S46.03

4S.045.5S

177.611.16

11,913.11

12.765.1::

Bequest 36,132.47

70.742.57

Interest and Rent 26.157.76 39.S71.2S 13.713.52

Mission try Societies and C ides 69,465.95 115,720.06 46,254.11

Chi Id re l's Ol ganizations . 2.776.32 2.796.10 10.7s

Mission Field s and Inst itu lions 7.741.46 7.241.06 500.40

Subscri itions and Literature-- 16.021.00 6,693.05 10,228.S5*

Misccll; neous

<

46.075.95 13.606. 7S

Loss 545.2 19. 7 s s7iO.05s.04 •S173.S3S.-26
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F. M. Baird—An Appreciation
By H. II. Peters

Illllin'Y-KIVK years ago, as a small lad

I walked into Mi. Carmel and went to

• Gordon's Drug Store to gd a Utile vial

of spirits of nitre, which in those days Mas

used l<i reduce fever. My little sister was

mi her last bed and the good man, who met

me in front of the drug store, talked symp-

thetically about the little ^i 1 1 and our home,

lie was mure than a druggist. He was a

Christian man who looked upon his profes-

sion as part of life's ministry. The other

day I had the privilege of a two-hour visit

with this same old saint in the Old Peoples

Home at Jacksonville, Illinois. The water lias

flowed beneath the bridges since the day I

fi rst met him in the drug store in my home
town; but F. M. Baird is the same man of

Cod he was then. I shall never forget the

kindness he manifested in the days of my
youth and one of the sweet memories I shall

carry to the end is my interview with him

the other day in the Saints' Rest at Jack-

sonville.

Mr. F. M. Baird was born on Lick Prairie,

one of the numerous rural communities of

Wabash County, Illinois. His home was
three-quarters of a mile southeast of the Lick

Prairie Christian Church. February 16. 1848,

is written down as the day of his birth. He
joined the neighborhood church under the

ministry of the sainted G. W. Morrell, the

second Sunday of April, 1866, in his

eighteenth year. I cannot help but weave
into this story the personal element. The
old Baird homestead was subsequently owned
by an uncle of mine, for whom I worked as

a hired hand in my fifteenth year. Mr. Baird

lived on the old homestead until lie was
twenty-three years of age and then went to

Mt. Carmel. For fifteen years he was a

druggist in the Robert Gordon Drug Store

in that city. In 1894 he was elected county

clerk on the Republican ticket. He is the

only man of that party that ever held the

office of county clerk in Wabash County.

Mr. Baird was never a politician and
takes but little interest in partisan politics

today; but his popularity as a citizen and
his character as a man commended him to

the voters of Democratic Wabash County
and gave him the office with a good substan-

tial majority. At the expiration of his term
as county clerk, in 1898, he went into the

drug business for himself and continued for

several years.

A few years ago I read in the paper that
F. M. Baird had failed in business. He had
a paralytic stroke and was not able to give

proper attention to his business; he could
not dispose of it for what it was worth, and,

to make the story brief, was closed out.

Yes, F. M. Baird failed in business, but did
he fail in life? As I talked with him the
other day and heard his wonderful expres-
sions of confidence in God and the gospel,

I said, "F. M. Baird may have failed in

business but he never failed in life."

There are some other chapters. When this

young man went to Mt. Carmel, in 1871, he
went as a Christian. For twenty-five years
he was the leader of the choir of the Mt.
Carmel Christian Church. In commenting
on this he said, "And now. just think, I

cant sing a note." He was an elder of the

church there for thirty years ami remained

in the fellowship of thai congregation until

about I liree scars ago.

Two children graced I be lionie of I be

Bands, Ralph, who is now in California, and

Nora., tint wife of Edwin Marx, professor in

the University of Nankin, China. When
Mr. Baird retired from business be went,

to Lexington, Kentucky, to live in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Marx. Mr. Marx was

in his fifth year as a student in Transylvania,

and the College of the Bible. The test of

Christian character came at graduation time

when the call came to Edwin Marx and his

wife to go to the foreign held and take a,

position on the faculty of the University of

Nankin. II was not the question that comes

V. M. Baird

up sometimes under similar circumstances.

"What shall we do with father?" The chil-

dren said, "First of all father must have a

home. We must decline the call. We must
stay in America. We must make the sunset

and evening hour of our father pleasant and

peaceful."

Then it was that F. M. Baird, strong,

sturdy and steadfast in Christian character

said, "The call is from God; you must go to

China. The brethren in love have prepared

a home for those situated as I am, and with

gladness in my heart and joy that 1 can thus

serve I will enter the old peoples home at

Jacksonville. The days of my pilgrimage are

few, but while I remain all three of us will

be missionaries for China. I cannot go, you
can; but I can pray. I can give you my
blessing and rest in the home of the saints

at Jacksonville until the last great hour

when the call comes to enter Our Father's

House."

You say it was a great decision. Not for

this man. He had made it many times. His
life for a half century had been one decision

for Christ. This was not hard for him. To
have his children in the far distant land, of

course, is not easy; but he has no resjret and

receives llieii letters as a maiden receives

her love notes. September l'>, 1918, after

graduation in .June, the two missionaries

and the father came back to Ml. Carmel for

a visit. Mr. Marx preached and father

Baird had a good time visiting wit 1 1 old

friends. And then came the separation,

father coming on to Jacksonville and the

children returning to Lexington, then via

New Orleans on to Nankin, China.

Two saints are watching their children

and helping them. Mr. Baird is in the

Old folks Home at Jacksonville and Mrs.

Baird has been in glory since 1909. If she

were here she would join her distinguished

husband in his Christian decision. She loved

the Master with womanly tenderness. She

knew the problems of the preacher's life for

her sister married a preacher, T. J. Clark.

Next to the Bible now is the monthly
letter that comes from the children in China.

They are mindful of father and thoughtful

of all the nice little kindnesses they can

show him. lie is in very close touch with

their work, knows what they are studying

and what they are doing, and enters hope-

fully into their future, relationship to the

educational and religious life of China, lie

showed me an album which the children pre-

pared and sent to him as a Christmas pres-

ent. Among all the nice things that came to

him he treasures this most highly. With an

interest almost boylike he told me the story

of every picture. I noticed one thing that

pleased me very much. Someone had pre-

pared typewritten descriptions of various

buildings and incidents. The energy was
not wasted, for the father had committed to

memory nearly all the descriptive para-

graphs.

Well, my story is almost ended. I said,

"Brother Baird, what do you think of the

Old Peoples Home in Jacksonville?" I wish

I could tell you all that he said. He loves

the Lord and His people and is glad that

our folks are engaged in this ministry of

love. Brethren, we used to say ministry of

mercy, let's use a stronger term. Suppose

we say love. As 1 walked away from the old

peoples home that Monday afternoon, I

paused in front of it and firmly resolved

that that institution should have funds for

enlargement and for even better care for this

family of God. In the name of F. M. Baird

and the company of forty brothers and sisters

who live with him in this Saints' Rest; but

greater than all this, brethren, in the name
of the Lord of Love, I plead with you to

give larger support to the National Benevo-

lent Association that this splendid organiza-

tion may do the wrork it would like to do,

and that, especially in Illinois with all her

riches, we may have a home that will be a

credit to ourselves and an honor to our Mas-

ter. May the blessings of our God and the

kindness of my brethren be a comfort and

support to the good old friend of my boyhood

and manhood, F. M. Baird.

A Baltimore woman, owner of a large

wholesale liquor house, made a generous do-

nation of whisky to the Marine Hospital. The
whisky is a part of the distribution which
was to be made among hospitals and charita-

ble institutions. Major Vogel. in charge of

the Marine Hospital, promptly refused the

donation, as no whisky is used in the hosjtital

in the treatment of patients. The Marine
Hospital is controlled by the Treasury De-

partment.
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Letters to the Board of Ministerial Relief
My dear Brother Smith

:

Your kind letter gives me a lighter heart

than I have had before for many a long day.

It is like the sunburst that comes in the rift

of the clouds that hangs over my head as I

write these lines. The gracious words with

which you are pleased to speak of my humble

ministry in the Gospel move my heart to

gratitude and my eyes to tears. Such a mes-

sage from such a source does one good like

a cordial. Be pleased to express my grateful

thanks to the Board for their action in this

matter and also for the check. The best I

can wish for them and for those whom they

represent is that as they have done for me
so under like circumstances may it be done

for them.

Union Telegraph Company had mailed to me
saying "to call at office for message."'" I have
talked with them over the phone and while all

I know is that it is money and from you, Oh,

may the dear Lord bless you. and bless you,

and bless you, for your kind heart, is my
prayer.

I have not seen any of our church people

except Miss since the

weather tinned bad; she was out yesterday,

but before she happened to come, neighbors

had relieved my situation somewhat, so I said

little to her about it. All have been so kind.

And now I know the Lord will take care of

His own. Oh, you are so blest to be one of

His ministering spirits. Words cannot ex-

press my gratitude. Sister .

When a friend brought my mail a few

moments ago there was a card the Western
In the old family Bible my father (himself

a preacher in the Christian church for sixty-

two years) wrote "Willie (i. o. myself)
preached his first sermon at the Shed in

Wythe county, Virginia, July 15, 1864, aged
sixteen years and wight months." From niv
childhood I had no other thought than being
a preacher and my father's idea was to have
me commence early. Shortly after the above
date, I was ordained. * * * '" What was niv

surprise yesterday on receiving from you an-

other letter, announcing the decision of your
Board in my ease, and enclosing check. How
our hearts did swej] with joy and gratitude.

That feeling of comfort, and that spirit of

repose and trust can be felt, but cannot be

fully expressed. Showing my wife the initio]

check—"that is the guarantee of our daily

bread"*—I said, and her eye- filled with grate-

ful tears. I first thank our Heavenly Father.

that He put it into the hearts of our people

to supply this fund—and your beautiful and
comforting letter (which I shall preserve I

makes the intermediary of this bounty an
added blessing. I will ask you to convey to

each member of the Board our deep feeling

of gratitude. Knowing that the Fund was
very small, I did not hope for so much. With
your decision in our behalf, it is long since

we had such a feeling of rest and comfort.

Ilollister, California, February 3, 1020.

Board of Ministerial Belief, Indianapolis,

Indiana.

Dear Brethren:

In February World Call there appears the

picture of a beautiful young girl, with a

statement concerning her that is intensely

interesting to me.

I have never seen the little lady, neither

have I ever seen her father or her mother.

but I know who she is. and I want to know
the address of her mother.

This girl is the daughter of William Wirt

Warren, son of W. \V. Warren, who was
a son of Dr. William Warren of Dover. Mis-

souri. The twin brother of this child's father

is R. B. or Bailey Warren, a Missouri

preacher.

These boys were the sons of a brother of

my mother's and were born in Osceola. St.

Clair county, Missouri. Wirt was killed in

an explosion of an acetylene gas tank that he

hau gone to inspect at York. Texas. He
had been dead several years before I heard

of it. I spent one week with Bailey, in his

father's house when the family lived at El

Dorado Springs, Missouri. This is the last

time I ever saw any of the family. My work
has been among the smaller churches, but

wherever it has been I have not forgotten

the old guard and glad I am to know thai

my small effort has inured to the benefit of

my own flesh and blood.

Yours sincerely.

W. A. McCatjsland.

Waiting; in tin- Fellowship of the Hoard oi Ministerial Kelief alter Forty-three Years o£
Service in the Gospel.

Stub surprises would come to thousands of

others if (he names on the Ministerial Relief

roll were published. When 1 became secre-

tary of the Board seven years ago there

were only seventy names on the roll, but

among them were this widow of a distant

relative referred to above, an honored former

pastor, R. M. Missick, a predecessor in mj
last pastorate, the beloved J. F. Sloan and

(he widow of one of my Alma Mater's great-

est teachers and preachers.

NY. B. WAillUi>\
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Why I Believe in the New Pension Plan

Scriptural, Scientific, Economical, Dignified

BELIEVE in the new Pension Plan of

the Board of Ministerial Relief of the

Church of Christ for the following

reasons:

First, because the plan is scriptural. Any

one who lias made a careful study of the

early church cannot fail to recognize the

I
emphasis which is laid upon the care of those

, specially intrusted with Hie work of the

church according to the early Christian plan.

The method employed to secure this end was

not the same as the method which will most

effectually guarantee the same result today,

but the end itself admits of no question.

The church which neglects making some sort

of adequate provision for the material needs

of those who give their lives to its service

is essentially un-Christian.

Second, because the plan is scientific. It is

based upon the most careful study of the

various factors which enter into the situa-

tion and it guarantees the appropriation of

the fruits of years of experience and observa-

tion in this particular held. It strives to

achieve its goal with the least possible loss

or waste.

Third, because the plan is economical. It

is economical for the preacher because it

furnishes him protection on much more favor-

able terms than he can secure elsewhere. It

is economical for the church because it pro-

vides the most scientific and satisfactory

method of handling a problem which it must
handle if it is to remain Christian in fact

as *vell as in name.

Fourth, because the plan is dignified. Dur-

ing the Middle Ages the idea that the true

servant of Christ should be a pauper obtained

wide circulation and the tradition still lingers

in the religious world. It has clone great

harm to the minister and to the church which

the minister serves. No one, be he preacher

or bricklayer, is improved by being made
a pauper. The Pension Plan is dignified,

simple, and enables the minister to retain

his personal independence.

For these reasons and many others which

the space limitations allotted me will not per-

mit me to name, I am whole-heartedly and

thoroughly in favor of the New Pension Plan.

(Signed) Frederick D. Kekshner.

Nothing More Urgent

Every one of our ministers should take

out a pension certificate at the earliest possi-

ble moment. It is the only hope for a com-

petency in old age. With the high cost of

living it is impossible to lav up money in

any considerable amount. Even if salaries

are increased, they will not keep pace with the

growing demands. Besides, there is always

pressure upon the minister to give to the

many causes he represents. He cannot save

money without endangering his soul. There

is only one way of safety and that is the

Pension Fund.

No life insurance policy or other invest-

ment will give such returns. These contracts

take care of disability, they guarantee a defi-

nite income after sixty-five, and in addition

make provision for the dependent ones. I

understand the guarantee at present is $200

a year; we can increase it to $500 in a

short time. The churches will respond gladly

in ibis appeal.

It is regrettable (bat many have passed the

age. of eligibility. We owe it to these faith-

ful men who have given their lives to the

gospel to push up the general fund so it will

tike care of them generously. All things

considered, there is nothing more urgent

among us just now than Ministerial Relief.

(Signed) C. M. Chilton.

A Delicate Line That Must Be Respected

A reflection, often undeserved, has fre-

quently rested against the ministry because

men failed to provide against "the rainy

day." Lives of sacrificial service have been,

discounted because, at (lie last, there was

need of help from others.

It is in vain thai we plead against the

injustice of this. The man of the world can-

not understand the language of the absolute

surrender of self to spiritual service. And
when it is remembered thai this man of the

world is the one whom we want to influence

favorably in relation to the Kingdom of God,

we should delight to have opportunity to re-

move the stumbling block of our indigence

from his way.

The world would be as little influenced by

an outstandingly '"prosperous" ministry as

by men whom they count impoverished. The

line they drawr that leaves us unhampered is

a delicate line, but it must be respected.

And it is (be line of modest competence for

passing days and adequate provision for ne-

cessities of the uncertain future. And to

this happy stale of things our Board of Min-

isterial Relief is calling both pastors and

churches in (he upbuilding of our Pension

System. The whole suggestion is for more

adequate support during active years and a

freedom from even sacred '"Relief" lines in

days before us all.

The plan merits cordial approval. It means,

as far as it goes, a sense of security for our-

selves and loved ones. It yields the self-respect

that comes from looking after our future our-

selves. And while doing this we have the

joy of helping others also, for what we do

makes possible real blessing to our fellow

workers in the ministry. And then it does

another thing that is tremendous as a motive

in the heart of every winner of men. It

takes from the heart and lips of men of the

world a criticism lodged against both the

church and the ministry. My certificate costs

money for I am older than I once was, but

I am proud to have it and happy, too, in the

line fraternity for which it stands. I feel

deeply that men of the middle years should

support this sane project in the brotherhood's

life—availing themselves of its privilege

—

and that every prudential consideration urges

our young men to make it unanimous!

(Signed) Chas. S. Medbtjrt.

Charles P. Hedges. Monieka, Africa: We
have one hundred and seventeen boys and
young men whom the Mission is supporting

in school. Twenty of the young men are

being trained as evangelists. School began

this month. The first day there were fifty-

seven in Dr. -laggard's New Testament Class,

and in his class in Hygiene, and in Miss

Smith's Training Class. We are encouraged

about the school.

Dr. Siielion Released

ON I he evening of .March 11 the following

message was sent to the offices of the

Foreign Christian Missionarj Society

by Dick T. Morgan, a member of Congress:

"State department has received message

dated Peking, March II. from American Le-

gation stating that they have been advised

by military attache and by the French Liga-

tion that Dr. Shellon has been released."

The circumstances of Dr. Shelton's release

from captivity have not yet been received.

The following account of his captivity is in-

tensely interesting:

Dr. A. L. Shelton, the head of the Mission

of Disciples of Chris! in Tibet was held in

captivity by bandits in southwestern China,

about 400 miles from his station at Batang.

Advices to the State Department at Wash-
ington indicate I bat be was well February
'2-1 and thai Colonel Drysdale, military at-

tache of the American Legation at Peking,

was at Yunnaiifu directing negotiations for

the Doctor's release.

The Chicago Tribune's correspondent, Fred-

crick A. Smith, J. P. Thornton of the Stand-

ard Oil Company, and Dr. E. I. Osgood, mis-

sionary at Chuchow, China, left Yunnanfu,
the end of (he railroad where Mrs. Shelton

and their two daughters are safely housed,

March 3, as a rescue party.

[Mr. Smith's cablegram of March 3, pub-

lished in the Tribune of March 10, says:

Dr. Shelton's cook, a Tibetan, who came
with their caravan from Batang, succeeded in

going from Yunnanfu and buying his way
ih rough the lines of scouts, reaching Dr. Shel-

lon in the mountains. He returned yesterday

with a report (bat Dr. Shelton's illness was
jiof critical. He also brought Dr. Shelton's

diary penciled on the margin of the pages of

a little volume of "Beside the Bonnie Brier

Bush."

The diary alternately inspires tears and
laughter, telling how the bandits kindly gave
•him $7 to spend as he pleased, and he bought
crude sugar for his faithful mule.

While the bandits were rushing him about
the wilderness, refusing to permit him to re-

join bis wife and daughters, he is teaching

the bandit leader the A B C's and nursing the

sick and wounded among the band. The
bandits persistently try to get him to join in

gambling games and to smoke opium.

Dr. Shelton has agreed to take Chief Yang's

son to America when released and to educate

him. Dr. Shelton has a loyal friend in the

mountains in an old French padre who worked
weeks indefatigably for his release, his hair

turning white through worry in fifteen days.

The bandits continually are promising Dr.

Shelton his freedom, but they always postpone

bis release when the time comes. The bandits

want money from the governor of Yunnan,
arms, full pardon for all, a major's commis-
sion for Yang, and control of the main cara-

van trail to Ta-li-fu with the privilege of

collecting loll from caravans crossing to

Tibet.

'"Among the customs of the Tibetans, per-

haps tiie most peculiar is polyandry, the

brothers in a family having one wife in com-

mon. Monogamy, however, seems to be the

rule among the pastoral tribes, and polygamy
is not unknown in Tibet, especially in the

eastern parts of the country."
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Budget of Inlerchurch World Move-

ment for 1920 Campaign

TIIK budget set forth in the accompanying

table represents a combination of the

askings of those denominations and

boards which found it possible this year to

cooperate in the financial campaign through

the Interchurch Movement.

It is a campaign budget to be raised in a

special drive covering the period April 24-

May 2.

The amount raised will be used hy 182

boards and organizations officially related to

the thirty different denominations cooper-

ating in the Movement to prosecute their

regular work of missions, e lucation and phi-

lanthropy both in America and foreign lands.

Every department of this work has for years

been in need of greatly increased funds to

permit the execution of larger programs.

This budget represents the first attempt of

the churches to get together in a really great

effort to solve the problems which have been

pressing upon them for past generations, and

it is only a beginning. Such a '-united

—

simultaneous" campaign is bound to effect

great economies in the matter of meetings,

publicity and the many other details related

to the task of gathering funds.

The Interchurch World Movement forms a

clearing house for these denominational

groups in this particular effort and will not

itself undertake to administer work in any of

the fields covered by the denominations or

their executive boards.

The .budget is based upon a world-wide sur-

vey which has been conducted by the Inter-

church World Movement during the past

year by the six Survey Departments of the

Movement. The denominations have cooper-

ated in this survey, which has not yet been

completed, but will be continued throughout

the year. The budget as presented is a con-

servative statement, carefully revised by

joint committees, of what is now impera-

tively needed to maintain and develop the

work of the church.

In the case of some denominations and

boards the amounts asked for represent the

needs of one year only. In other cases the

askings cover periods of from two to five

years, a certain portion heing paid during the

first year.

The thirty denominations which are co-

operating in the campaign represent approxi-

mately 60 per cent of the Protestant Church
membership of the United States.

Total Protestant membership in
' United States 23,038,194

Membership of denominations co-

operating in whole or in part in

the Interchurch World Move-

ment 14,939,413

Percentage in Interchurch World
Movement 59.60

The omission of certain denominations from
the list should not be taken as indicating

hostility, but inability to cooperate at this

time, due in some cases to the fact that it

has not been possible for the higher church

authorities to meet and authorize cooperation.

The total amount asked for represents

about five times that administered by the

agencies listed in any previous year for the

same objects, but is still far below Avhat

would be required to meet the needs which

are looming on every side.

Ask Your Methodist Neighbors How
They Did It

IN"
1919, the one hundredth anniversary of

Methodist Episcopal Missions, the Church
began to give in an adequate way. The

results are amazing. From 1907 to 1917,

just before the Centenary, missionary income

varied but little, except during the Laymen's
Campaign. With the Centenary came the

rise. During the first five months after the

close of the Campaign $10,350,000 had been

received by the treasurers of the Board of

Foreign Missions and the Board of Home Mis-

sions and Church Extension of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. And this but the be-

ginning. The Centenary pledges run five

years.

The Methodist Episcopal Church believes

in the task to which it is called. With these

millions of offerings has come a new day
spiritually. The ends of the earth are feeling

the power set free by people who accepted

God's challenge by faith, and met it.

Each horizontal line in the diagram repre-

sents $100,000 in cash receipts.

Canada Sets Pace

FIVE Canadian denominations, Angelican,

Baptist, Congregational, Methodist and
Presbyterian, have just completed a suc-

cessful joint campaign. The financial drive

of one week, February 9-14, brought in about

$12,000,000, as against an official joint ob-

jective of $11,440,000. The organization rep-

resented 10,330 congregations and 1,066,000

communicants.
The askings were for home missions and

social service, for foreign missions, for en-

larging superannuated ministers' annuities,

and for colleges. Each church made its re-

quirements clear and definite. Each church

appealed to its own people by means of pam-
phlets and other general denominational pub-

licity, directed by men of experience. Returns

are still arriving. It is certain that a grand

total of $13,000,000 will be reached and ex-

ceeded.

The same scale of giving by the 14,939,413

members represented in the Interchurch

Movement of the United States will put us

well beyond the $174,447,211, which is the

first year's goal.

It is worth noting also that with a total

membership considerably less than that shown
by the statistics of Disciples of Christ in the

United States, the five Canadian churches

gave more than we are attempting to raise.

Cash Receipts for Methodist

Centenary

$11,000,000

Porto Rican Judge Recommends
Scriptures

THERE is a prophet among the Porto

Rieans. No less than Sr. Emilio del Toro,

Judge of the Supreme Court of Porto

Rico, recently gave a message to the Puerto

Iiico Evangtlico, of which the following is an
English translation:

"If I had the privilege of communicating
with all of the mothers of Latin America for

only one moment during my lifetime, I would
employ it entirely in recommending that they

place in the hands of their children the New
Testament, being sure of obtaining for them
the most noble and enduring influence of all

the influences which could exercise themselves

in the human conscience of this world."
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rtant School Statistics in the

Year Book
THERE is much of interest in the 1920

Year Book to Bible school workers. Sta-

tistical statements bearing upon Bible

school progress and achievements are always

worthy of careful study, and this year they

are especially important as they seem to in-

dicate that there is need for renewed activity

along several essential lines.

1. It will come with something of aston-

ishment to many to learn thai the total Bible

school enrollment for the brotherhood is

41,470 less than it was a year ago. This

is the more alarming when it is remembered

that the 1019 Year Book also reported a net

loss of 42,303. So «that in two years our

Uible schools have fallen short 83,778. This

is at the rate of almost a thousand per week.

The loss in pupils this year is scattered over

almost the entire country. Thirteen states

report gains and all the others losses. The

Canadian provinces are a little more fortu-

nate, but four of U\(-' nine are in the black,

indicating a loss of pupils. This map, num-

ber two, should be reproduced on the black-

board and explained in every Bible school in

the brotherhood.

2. There are 230 fewer Bible schools listed

en the 1920 Year Book than were included in

I hi' 1919 Year Book. 11 will be remembered

that last year the epidemic of influenza closed

thousands of Bible schools for many months

and it would seem that some of them were,

never reopened. Of the 230 schools lost, 173

were mission schools, where no church or-

ganization exists. So that we have now only

122 mission Bible schools in all the land.

When it is remembered that from the mission

Sunday school most of our churches have

grown, it will be realized that increasing em-

phasis 'must be placed upon this extension

work. Last year our Bible school field force

reported the organization of only 46 new

Bible schools, the smallest number they have

reported in many years. '"Every church its

Mission Bible school," would be a worthy

slogan for us all.

3. A list of the ten largest Bible schools is

given, as is also a list of the ten largest

churches. Canton, Ohio, where P. II. Welsh-

imer is both superintendent and minister,

leads in both lists. The church reports 3,600

members and the Bible school 5,000 pupils.

Independence Boulevard, Kansas City, is sec-

ond in both lists, reporting 3,4S0 church mem-
bers and 1.841 Bible school pupils. Now that

David H. Owen has become the director of

religious education for this school, we will

expect to see it grow in numbers and in every

good work. The other eight leading schools

do not appear on the list of largest churches

and all run over the eleven hundred mark.

There are ten others that pass the one thou-

sand mark—only a score in all the brother-

hood enrolling one thousand pupils each.

1. In the amount given to missions through

the Uible schools, commendable growth has

been made. For American missions. Foreign

missions and benevolences a total of $326,-

199.27 was given last year, a gain of $61,-

537.64 over the preceding year. The average

gift pei' pupil has grown from 20 cents two
years ago and 28 cents one year a'go to 85

cents in this report. We ouglrl to make that.

at least 52 cents for the next report, and that

would be only a penny per pupil each Sunday
for missionary and benevolent offerings. It

is serious to note that there are only 1.323

schools that were unanimous in their gifts to

Home and Foreign missions and benevolence,

a, loss of 91. It is also disquieting to see

that 3,774 schools made no offering what-
ever, over one-third our entire number of

Bible schools. Here is a challenge to the

whole church, when one remembers that from
the Bible schools of today must come both

the contributors and the life recruits for

the missionary cause of tomorrow.

5, All the statistical records are listed In-

states and provinces. This gives an excellent

opportunity for state pride to exert itself

in the various reports. Kentucky has been

gaining from year to year, and this year leads

all the states in the total amount given to

all causes through the Bible schools, the

amount being $46,220.25. Ohio, the former

leader, drops to second place with $41,330.63;

Missouri, which has almost as many schools,

as Kentucky and Ohio combined, takes third

place, while Illinois, Indiana and Texas follow

in the order named. Indiana and Ohio are

the only slates reporting an enrollment of

over one hundred thousand pupils, while Mis-

souri, Indiana, Kentucky, Iowa and Texas
have from fifty to a, hundred thousand each

in their schools.

0. The most alarming situation revealed

in the 1920 Year Book is the matter of life

service. The total number of while ministers

reported is 5,830, a net loss of 78. li should

be said in (his connection thai the number
of colored preachers shows a gain of 44.

Even more alarming is the increase in Hie

number of preachers engaged also in secular

pursuits. These have increased from 986 to

1,129. Eighteen per cent of the preachers

listed in the Year Book are also engaged in

some other business. The report is not given

of those who have entirely ceased to preach

and therefore do not appear in the Year
Book at all. The number of churches served

by a full time ministry have fallen off 557,

that is, 557 fewer churches report a preacher

giving them full time service than did so

last year. This life problem, of course, con-

cerns the whole church, but it is of particular

concern to the leaders of the Bible school

work. We must make a more insistent call

upon our young people to give themselves

to the ministry and the mission field. We
must so hold uj> to them the claims of such

life service that they will not falter or turn

aside in economic crises such as the one

through which we are now passing. And at

the same time Ave must bring to bear every

possible pressure locally and otherwise to

secure for our preachers an adequate com-

pensation and a deepening appreciation on

the part of all our congregations. All our

money will be of no avail if we do not have

tin- consecrated life through which to spend

it in the extension of the Kingdom.

Some statistics are dry, the 1020 Year

Book, however, is of most vital interest to

all. II is hoped that every Bible school will

look lip its own record and studj it in com-

parison with other schools of like strength

and opportunity! A most profitable hour

may be spent in the workers' conference going

over the statistical report for the year both
of the local school and of the brotherhood.

Then by means of graphs, charts and map?,
let the secretary or some one else present the

salient points to the whole Behool. A knowl-
edge of the facts will help to make better

records for 1921. Bobt. M. Hopkins,
Bible School Secretary.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Why Not $2.00?

THE announcement of the increase in the

subscription price of World Call from
$1.00 to $1.50 a year has been received

with all but universal approval. Instead of

objecting to the advance people are asking.

"Why did you not make it $2.00?"

If the Magazine Committee had known thai

the cost of paper A\a- eojn^r to continue to

advance, perhaps they would have set the new-

price at $2.00. When the action was taken it

was estimated that $1.50 would meet the coal

of production. As the aim is wide distribu-

tion and not profit the price was fixed at thai

figure. We hope, that there will soon be

a turn in the paper market that will make
that sufficient.

Until July 1 the absurdly low price of $1.00

a year holds good, not only for those wiiyse

subscriptions are expiring in the meantime
hut also for any that expire not later than

September, 1920.

But please remember that only one year's

subscription can be accepted from anybody at

the $1.00 rate.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920

April

7. The Christian Inheritance. Matt. 25:

31-46.

14. Christian Internationalism. The mis-

sionary an expounder of international

good will. Luke 10:25-37.

21. The House of God and World Peace.

Ts. 122.

25. The Unexpected in Life. Luke 9:1-10;

I Kings 21:17-26; Acts 3:1-10.

Mat
5. The Parables of Restoration. Luke 15.

12. Christian Internationalism. America's

debt to the world. Ps. 33:S-T2; Eoin.

1:14.

19. The Crime of Cherishing Anger. Matt.

5:21-26.

26. Our Dead Heroes. Acts 20:24; John

15:13.

For the Week Ending with Easter

March 2S. Balm Sunday. A. M.. Tha

Kingdom of israel. John 12:12-19. P. M.,

•'Nothing but Leaves." Mall. 22:18-26.

Tuesday 30. The commandment that is

new. John 13:31-3S.

Wednesday 31. The Christian inheritance.

Matt. 25:31-46.

Thursday. April 1. The Spirit of Truth.

John 18:1-12.

Friday 2. Judas the betrayer. John 18:

1-12.

Saiurdav 3. The women of Galilee. Luke

23:50-56.

Sunda\ I. A. M.. Rabboni, Master. John

20:1-S. B. M.j 'he hope of redemption, Luke

24 : 13-35.
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otes and News
The Keelcy Cure Institute of Columbus,

Ohio, is reported to Imve closed its doors.

keturns from tlic taxes on soft drinks \x\\\

probably aggregate eighty millions of dollars

(his year.

The work in Duluth, Minnesota, continues

to grow. S. T. Willis writes: "Dining uine-

fceen days in January we had eight additions

to the church and I made 43 calls. We have

put the new envelope system into the Sunday

school with line results. The amount lias

increased between ."11(1 and 400 per cent. The

finances of the church have come up wonder-

fully this winter—the financial secretary

says, "by far the best in the history -of the

church." The musical talent of the church

is remarkably good. We are entering into

the evangelistic campaign and will enlist all

the personal workers possible. The outlook

for the future seems to be full of promise.

The Christian Endeavor has just become a

"Life Line" Society.

From Rockford, Illinois, comes the follow-

ing message through the minister. Guy V.

Ferguson : "Miss Beulah Thomas has gone

out from our church to attend the College of

Missions and to prepare herself for the mis-

sion field. Miss Berneda Mabil has also vol-

unteered, but has her college work to com-

plete before she can go. These two are the

fruits of a mission study class recently con-

ducted."'

0. E. Tomes, Gary, Indiana, writes: "Every
Member canvass taken in December, but fin-

ished in January, increases the number of

contributors about sixty per cent. The num-
ber pledged to give to missions is an increase

of one hundred per cent.*'

Our work in Deming, New Mexico, has
taken on new life as a result of the recent

Scoville meetings. N. J. Reasoner, the minis-

ter, writes: The Charles Reign Scoville

Union revival campaign closed February first,

lie has proven a tremendous force for right-

eousness in this community. He drew a
sharp line between right and wrong, created

a conscience in things where none had existed,

strengthened the moral fiber of hundreds and
left Deming a better place in which to live

and raise a family. The church as a whole-

has a better spirit of unity, is alert, aggres-

sive and enspirited. There remains much
work to be done, but we are hopeful. Sixty-

four tithing pledges were turned over to us,

but not all who signed were members of this

congregation. Thirteen were men and twenty-

five were women. Three of our young girls

volunteered as life recruits for any work to

which the Lord may call them."

Charles H. Trout of Lakeland. Florida, re-

ports: "Our work here is doing fine. Our
slogan for this year is one hundred additions

and so far we are running ahead. We bap-
tized four last week and we have three more
now waiting to be baptized and they are all

tine people. Nearly all are young married
people. Four of them are railroad officials

and wives. The wife of one was a teacher
in the Presbyterian Sunday school and sec-

retary of one of its departments. Another
is the daughter of the ex-superintendent of a

Methodist Rpiscopal Sunday school and

is now teacher of the Iiiir men's class.''

Lewis P. Kopp, Brownsville, Texas, re-

ports: "The outlook in plans for future

work, attendance at regular services and

prospects for grow lb is belter now than at

any time since 1 came on the field. Assigning

me as a Living Link missionary of the Ver-

mont Avenue Christian Church, Washington,

I). C, is an added incentive to make our work
such a success as to be of real profit and

pleasure to the church and Sunday school

that supports us. We rejoice in the fellow-

ship."

From Dunkirk, New York, where 0. F. Mc-

Jlargue ministers, we learn that during (he

last two months (he Bible school has three

times broken ils previous high record of at-

tendance. The young people have organized

an Endeavor Society. The men's Bible class

resolved to keep open house in the church

parlors every Monday evening.

The secretary of West Washington. Ben N.

Mitchell, writes: "Have had another busy

month. Put on the every member canvass al

Aberdeen. Visited six churches and attended

Hie conference of secretaries and field workers

al St. Louis. During the. month of January

two churches. Toppenish and West Seattle,

have paid oil' all indebtedness. Our work in

the state is steadily improving. We have

many open doors which we are unable to enter

because we lack men and money."

From W. P. Bentley of First Church, San

Francisco, comes this cheering message:

"During 1919 practically every department

of church activity surpassed its record for

191S. More members were received. There

was a greater net increase in membership.

The church raised more money. It paid more
to missions. It paid more on flic church

debt. The Bible school gained. The Endeavor
membership was almost doubled. The church

and Bible school observed fifteen special days.

United and consecrated effort can win—even

in San Francisco."

Pensacola, Florida, where Minor J. Ross
has recently taken up the work, reports:

"Glad to be able to show an increase for this

month. An average of thirty-six in prayer

meeting for month. All departments of work
growing, with the finest fellowship I have

ever enjoyed and excellent cooperation. Plan-

ning pre-Easter campaign, with home forces.

The church seems to be very much pleased

with the results attained so far and I am
sure that the preacher is just as delighted

with the location and the splendid opportuni-

ties that this work offers. I want to express

my very great appreciation to the American
Christian Missionary Society for the kindness

shown me and the opportunity they have

given me. This is one of the finest fields I

have ever worked in and it is all because of

their support."

Vj. 0. Sechler reports the work in Florence,

Alabama, as follows: "We set apart Sunday,

February 1, as Christian Literature Day,

and secured fifteen subscriptions to our

church paper—most of these were new sub-

scriptions. Our budget for the new year is

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys BJdg. L03 Angeles, Cal.

RAZOR BLADES re - sharpened 3c

each. An edge that satisfies. No
checks accepted. Blade Shop, Room
AR, Bible House, New York City, N.Y.

TICKETS, TOURS, CRUISES
EUROPE AND WEST INDIES
Careful Personal Service Given to h'.uch Individual

AMERICAN TRAVEL CLUB, Box C 426, WILMINGTON, DEL.

CHURCH FURNITURE
Pews. Pulpits, Chairs, Altars, Book

Racks, Tables, Desks—EVERYTHING. The

DelVloulinBros&Co.Dept. 8
Catalog free.

Greenville. 111.

Individual Cups
! Every church should nse. Clean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

[»nd special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima. Ohio

5 Great Novelties

crirjiGori W.*o
flower recently intro-
duced by us has sucseeded

, everyw here snd proved
', to be the most showy gar-
' den annual. Nothing
can surpass the mass oC
bloom which it shCTvs all
Summer and Fall.
We now have three new

colors— pink, yellow and
1 scarlet, aswel;ascrimson.
All these colors, mixed.
20 ets. per pht.
With each order we

send 1 trial pkt. each of
Giant Kochia, most deco-
rative foiinge annual.
Saivia Hybrids, white,

pink, striped, scarlet, plumed, etc., mixed.
Japan Iris, new hybrids, all colors. Magnificent.
Giant Centaurea, superb for garden or vases.

And our Big Catalog, all for 20 cts.
Big Catalog, free. All flower and vegetable seed ,

bulbs, plants and new berries. We grow the finest
Gladioli. Dahlias. Cannas, Iri-es. Peonies, Perennials,
Shrubs. Vines. Ferns. Peas, Asters, Pansies. etc. All
special prize strains, and many sterling novelties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILD5, Inc. Floral Park, N.Y.

Make Your Church

.by putting into your homes the most beau-
tiful and satisfactory book of personal de-

votion and family -worship ever published

—

Otyelathj Altar
Bv HERBERT L. WILLETT and
CHARLES CLAYTON MORRISON

For each day of the year a theme, medi-
tation, Scripture, poem and prayer. 400
pages. In two editions: Gift Edition, full

leather, $3.50 net. Popular Edition, purple
cloth, $1.50 net. (Add 8 cents postage).
The beautiful popular edition may be had
at $1 per copy in lots of 50 or more. Write
for complete list of discounts.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY PRESS
704 East 40th Street, Chicago, 111.
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materially increased. We arc especially anx-

ious in lniilil ii)) a church thai is strongly

missionary. We are planning fur a Decision

Day at Easter time. The church is enthusi-

astic and loyal; Florence presents a very

promising field."

brotherhood in the 'Each one win one' cam-

paign. Our goal is a fifty per cent increase

in church membership by Easter."

Marion A. McQuary reports a recent mcet-

iticr in North Hill, .Spokane. Washington:
"Closed meeting here January 26. With Mr.

and Mrs. Percy G. Cross. Had 72 additions,

organized a band of 25 tithers. Raised money
lo pay all expenses of meeting, clear all

debts on the church, including two payments

we owe to Church Extension Board."

Benjamin W. Tate. Englewood, "Buffalo,

New York, reports: "Fifty per cent of mem-
bership this year are tithers; thirty-five per

cent of families have instituted family altar

in home. We unite with the churches of the

Act! Don't Wait
This is a real opportunity which

you cannot afford to overlook.

The subscription price of World
Call will be increased to $1.50 on

July 1, 1920. New subscriptions for

oik year will be accepted until July 1.

1920, at the dollar rate.

If you have an expiration dale no!

later than September, 1920, you may
renew for one year, and no more, at

the dollar rale, providing such re-

newal reaches World Call office be-

fore J nl ii 1. 1920.

Make all subscriptions payable to

WORLD CALL
222 Downey Ave. Indianapolis. Ind.

Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853

)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missouri

Miss Wenona Wilkinson is rejoicing in

having her mother with her in Lucbowfu,

China. She writes that her mother is keeping

(]uite well, and takes to chop sticks and all

things Chinese very easily. She is teaching

some English and studying some Chinese, so

her days are well filled. Miss Wilkinson

writes: "Our school work has been going on

during the semester without many ups or

downs. Our good matron and our science

teacher, who is such a strong Christian in-

lluence, are helping wonderfully to maintain

a high standard for the school. We surely

must rind some way to open more lower pri-

mary schools throughout the city and in the

country. The great hindrance to opening

such schools is the lack of Chinese teachers.

'"Our Christmas season was the happiest

we have known in China. We asked the teach-

ers of the day schools to prepare programs

to which the mothers and friends should be

invited. Here at the boarding school we

asked the Endeavor Society to take the pro-

gram in charge. Formerly we have prepared

an elaborate program ourselves, which was
given at the church, for which the native

teachers and children took no responsibility.

This year the teachers and children entered

into all the preparations with a beautiful

spirit. The programs were all three very

good, and the mothers and friends were

preached to very directly and earnestly and

fearlessly by the children themselves. The

children, for the first time, brought contribu-

tions of rice, which in all amounted to about

a bushel and a half. This, the matron, one

of the teachers, and the Endeavor president,

distributed to some of the worthy poor in

the city."

Doctor Mary Longdon of India is rapidly

recovering from the injuries inflicted by the

panther. The little group of workers at

I'endra Road are rejoicing over the happy
reunion.

The Secretary of State has notified the

friends of Mrs. Esther Treudley Johnson thai

she is well and is returning to Constantinople

by way of Egypt. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson

were on their way to India for work with

the Young Men's Christian Association. For

several months they have been detained in

fiance. Constantinople and the Near East.

where Mr. Johnson was assisting in special

work needed at this time. When they reached

Aleppo. Syria, it was arranged that Mrs.

Johnson should want these while Mr. John-

Hymns for Today
New. For Graded Sunday Schools, Young People's Societies, Church Services

and Community Gatherings. Represents Modern Ideals approved by Experts in

Sunday School and Church Music. Contains New as well as Old hymns on vital

subjects for our new day: Faith, Courage. Consecration, Cooperation, Service, Broth-

erhood, Unity, Missions, the Kingdom. Patriotism, etc., with Orders of Service.

Scripture Readings and complete indexes. (Orchestrated.) Sample copy sent for

examination.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
525 ELM STREET CINCINNATI. OHIO

son and Mr. Perry, Y. M. C. A. secretary

for Turkey, made an overland trip to Aintab
and Marash with American relief supplies.

It was on this trip that both Mr. Johnson
and Mr. Perry were murdered by Turkish
brigands. Letters written by Mrs. Johnson
are now reaching this country. She writes:

"The name America has been a magic word
out here and we all felt safe. This trouble

came up like a flash—even the women are

armed and fighting. None of us are safe

now." Since this letter was written the

above word was received from the Secretary

of State.

Clifton. Colorado, is arranging to build

a church to cost from $15,000 to $20,000
and is asking for $7,500 from the Church
Extension Board. Clark Bower is the pastor.

He has been in the Clifton congregation for

ten years, living on a farm. The church i«

really rural. Clifton has a population of 165

and 1.500 people live within a radius of three

miles. The church has a great missionary
record. With their gifts to the Men and Mil-

lions Movement their total gifts to missions

and benevolences in 1919 were $1,184.61, and
the church was a unanimous giver. The
church building is to be concrete basement.

Romanesque style and stucco superstructure,

with eleven class looms on main floor and
balcony, besides an auditorium. The building

will lie on the Transcontinental Highway. The
whole community i< taking pride in this new
and beautiful building.

The Board of Church Extension is just now
negotiating an Annuity with a friend for

$4,000. This same friend gave $10,000 to

Church Extension on the Annuity Plan, show-

ing his great friendship for Church Extension

and the Annuity Plan. During February

Annuities of $700 were given hy a friend in

Iowa. $1.(100 from North Carolina. $100 from

South Dakota and slot) from California. This

California friend has made nearly a dozen

separate gifts.

Ai the meeting of i lie Board of Church

Extension on March 1. the following loans at

lour per cent interest were promised: Lons-

dale Church. Knoxville, Tennessee. $1,300;

Morgan Park Church. Chicago. Illinois.

$7,200; Grafton, West Virginia. First Church

of Christ. $8,000; Batesburg. South Carolina,

first Christian Church. $1,500: Louisville.

Kentucky. Central Church. $6,000; Hugoton,

Kansas. First Christian Church, si. 750:

Maryville. Tennessee. $1,500; Bighearr. Okla-

homa. First Church. $3,000.

Dr. Jenny Crozier expected to sail from

Hongkong, China, to San Francisco. Califor-

nia. March 4. This is her regular furlough

period. We know she needs the rest anil

change. In one of her letters she speaks of

her dread of leaving the work at Bilaspur

Hospital, without any one in sight who can

carry ii on. She has regretted for some time

the lack of equipment for that hospital and

need of a larger stall' of helpers. We hope

that before she returns to the field things

needful may be supplied to the work For

which she is giving her life.

Mr. F. T. Cornelius writes from Aguasca.-

lientes, Mexico, that the school there, which

opened in January, has already enrolled some-

what over one hundred pupils, and thai the

English night classes have approximately
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sixty pupils in them. The missionaries on

the field plead earnestly for more workers.

We are thankful indeed that the College of

Missions will furnish four or six new ones

this year. We are trusting there will be

others to follow a year later.

A recent letter from our missionaries, Mr.

and Mrs. Garrod lias much interest in it.

Our readers will remember that these work-

ers are at Manigotogan on Lake Winnipeg in

Manitoba, Canada. The "Harlan," our mis-

sionary boat on Lake Winnipeg, continues to

serve a purpose in the mission.

They tell us that many young men are

coming to the services of the church and they

are very much worth while. Some of them

are transient people, working in the lumber

regions, but the missionaries feel that they

are getting a touch of Christian life that will

do them permanent good.

An every member canvass in the little con-

gregation there lias been very satisfactory.

They are trying to send some of their ottering

to the various boards of the church.

They have put a new ceiling in (he church

building and have ordered material to im-

prove the walls. This has been done from

funds raised among the people, Mr. Garrod
himself doing a good deal of the work.

They report a severe winter. Much of the

time it has been 50 degrees below zero. They
are encouraged with the thought that spring

is coming.

The friends of Miss Wilhelma Smith and

Dr. Lewis F. -laggard may be somewhat sur-

prised to hear that they were married on

November 13, at the home of Emory Ross,

Bolenge. Africa, Dr. Ernest Pearson officiat-

ing. We are sure that ajl will be ready to

otter their hearty good wishes to these earnest

missionaries who are doing so much for the

suffering people of Africa. Their work is at

Monieka.

Some months befpre her marriage, Miss

Wilhelma Smith wrote, "Ever since I came I

have been making friends among the town

people as well as in our own Christian com-

munity. I wish I could show you my kinder-

garten, with from twenty-five to thirty-five

little brown tots in it, who can't be restricted

to one hour, but come to see me at all times.

They are often irresistible, even though the

color does sometimes rub off."

8. G. Jiotliermcl, Maudaha, India: H is

now about four-thirty in the morning. To-

morrow is Thanksgiving Day. We shall go
to Mahoba today on our little red Indian mo-
torcycle to be on hand for the service to-

morrow. We have much to be thankful for

this year. Our greatest cause for gratitude
is the progress the work has made. During
this month we have had eleven baptisms.

That makes twenty-four in all this year so

far. of which twelve were from one caste, the

cJiamrs. We expect others to become follow-

ers of Christ shortly. Rejoice with us and
pray for us.

/?. D. McCoij of Japan writes that he and
Mr. Yokoyama of Sendai have just vis-

ited all of our Japanese churches, speaking

on stewardship and urging the churches to

pay fifty per cent of a proposed increase in

the salaries of all of our native preachers
and evangelists. He States that almost with-

out exception the churches agreed to increase

the stipend twenty per cent and the mission

will do the same. . He states that the people

were very happy in being able to do it and
that they are getting a new vision of their

responsibility for the development of their

churches. He writes: "I feel that the pros-

pects for the future are very bright." The

step they are taking now will give them con-

fidence and courage to take other steps in

the future.

The Dayton, Ohio, Brewery Company has

disposed of two plants for the manufacture
of ice cream.

BOOKS WITH.

PURPOSE
The mark of a book written to meet a need

Constructive and Challenging

Publications

of Religious Leaders of Today

PUBLISHED
FEB. 1

The Army and
Religion
Edited by D. S. CAIRNS, V. D.

Preface by the Bishop of Winchester

Perhaps, as never before, 1hc British Army
during the Cleat War represented a sort of

cross-section nl' the nation's life. Here, then,
was an exceptional opportunity for. an en-
lightening- analysis of an army that repre-
sented the life of the men of the nation itself.

"It would be difficult to present the re-

ligious revelation and results of the war
more skillfully and judiciously than they are
presented in this report."

Robert E. Speer Cloth, $2.00

God and the Struggle for
HiXisience published
B. JH. STREETER JAM. IS

A simple, straightforward assertion, based
on both biology and history, of the solid

grounds we have for "the larger hope"— a.

reaffirmation in these days of persistent
questioning, of the fundamental relation of
(iod to the universe and to the individual
life. Cloth, $1.50

That One Face M notable
RICHARD ROBERTS 1919 BOOK
A series of reading studies for twelve

weeks marked by spiritual insight, intellec-
tual keenness, and literary skill, which show
the distinctive impression made by Jesus on
ten of the world's great poets and prophets
and thus "help men and women to reach a

true judgment about Jesus" for themselves.

Cloth, $1.25

Between has commanded
Two Worlds atFeVtISZ
JOHN HESTON WILLEY
"The Great Adventure" has called millions

of young men in the past few years, giving
new emphasis to the old questions of death
and the hereafter. This fearless and uncon-
ventional discussion throws a renewed light
from the Bible on some of the eternal
mysteries. Cloth, $1.25

Harry Emerson FOSDICK'S
"Everyday Life" books which
continue their phenomenal
appeal:

Tljin paper, art leather
ered, pocket size edition.

loth, round cor-

The Meaning of Prayer - - $ .90

The Meaning of Faith - - 1.10

The Manhood of the Master - .90

The Christian Citizenship
Training Program
A NEW. fourfold program for boys—of

unusual interest to all leaders of boys, and
to parents.

Write for illustrated
descriptive circular

Religion Among
American Men PUBLISHED

bEB. IS

As revealed by a searching study of con-
ditions in the American army.
First-hand information on the real attitude

nl the American soldier to Christian life and
organized Christianity. A challenge to the
Church.

Cloth, $1.50

The material for this book was gathered under di-

rection of the "Committee on the War and the Reli-

gious Outlook" —consisting of such men as:

WILLIAM ADAMS BROWN
GEORGE W. COLEMAN
W. If. P. PATJNC'E
HARRY EMERSON POSDICK
HENRY CHURCHILL KING
FRANCIS J. M'CONNELL
CHARLES S. MAOFAELAND
WILLIAM UOUGLAS MACKENZIE
SHAILER MATHEWS
ROBERT E. SPEER
ANSON PHELPS STOKES

Missionary Outlook in the
Light of the World PUBL^lD

,

Also prepared by the Committee on the War and
the Religious Outlook.

A presentation, by recognized experts, of
the missionary enterprise as the fullest ex-
pression of noblest ideals in the World War,
the changed outlook in practically every
mission field, and the new light thrown on
missionary principles and policies.

Cloth, $2.00

Two 1919 "Everyday Life"
books which have been
notably successful

Building on Rock
HENRY KINGMAN
Thin paper, art leather cloth, round cor-

nered, pocket size, 90c.
A thoughtful book, which seeks to meet

the demand of our day for reality in religion
by studying what Jesus showed to be essen-
tial to a life built on eternal foundations.
Arranged for daily reading and study during
10 weeks.

Marks of a World Christian
DANIEL JOHNSON FLEMING
Thin paper, art leather cloth, round cor-

nered, pocket size, 90c.
An analysis of "the mind which each

Christian should bring to bear upon the
world," which comes with an unusually
fresh and vigorous appeal in these days when
we hear much of world citizenship and need
to realize that we must be world Christians
if Christians at all. Arranged for daily
readings and study during 9 weeks.

ASSOCIATION PRESS
347 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK

Ask your bookstore

or write us
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Transylvania s

Big Plans

College of Bible and Hamilton
College to Share Results

of Campaign

Historic Transyl-
vania College, Lex-
ington, Kentucky, is

putting on a vigor-
ous campaign for the
imperative enlarge-
ment of its equip-
ment and for ade-
quate compensation
of its faculty.
The College of the

Bible and Hamilton
College (Junior Col-
ege for Women ) will
share in the cam-
paign, which is be-
ing conducted as part

of the Inter-Church
World Movement.

Previous* to the
Inter-Church finan-

cial drive in

V April, Transyl-
vania and its

ance to Main Building friends will con-

of education among the 130,000 members of
the Kentucky Disciple Church, and the former
students and the alumni, in order to inform
them concerning the
urgent needs of these
institutions.
A reasonable increase

of the salaries of the
faculty is absolutely
necessary. They must
have enough for a de-

cent living, which they
have not had since the
doubling of living ex-
penses. One of the first

needs is a fire-proof
building to house its li-

brary of rare old scien-

tific works and other
books of priceless value,

the loss of which would
be a real calamity.
Funds are also needed

for additional endow-
ment, to pay off indebt-
edness, to provide new
buildings and repairs to
old ones, and for an adequate athletic field

with stadium, in order to maintain its rank
and the progressive policies maintained since

its founding, 1798.
The approved askings

for these needs are $2,-

454,953 for the five-year

period, $588,124 for 1920.
Among the noted men

who have been connect-
ed with this institution

are the two whose cuts
appear, and Henry Clay,
Jefferson Davis, Albert
Sidney Johnson, Major
General Duncan, Sena-
tor Mark Smith, Dr.
Virgil Gibney.and John
Fox, Jr. Dr. Richard H.
Collins, the historian of
Kentucky, characterizes
its graduates as "states-

men, jurists, orators,
sui-geons and divines
among the greatest in

ate of Transylvania the world's history—men
of mark in all the pro-

fessions and callings of life."

In order to secure the addresses of all former
students, it is hoped that those seeing this will

at once send their present address to the
Registrar ; this will also insure their receiving-

full information regarding the campaign.

Raiuests for information regarding

the campaign should be addressed to

TRANSYLVANIA CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE

First and City National Bank Building

LEXINGTON KENTUCKY

Hon. Champ Clark,
a product of Tran-

sylvania

James Lane Allen,
noted author, gradu-

Gloversville, New York, expresses through

lite minister, C. W. Houston, gratitude for

missionary aid: "Church is in splendid

working condition. Jn November we took

pledges amounting to $1,650, to he paid on or

before June 1. Forty per cent of pledges are

paid. This will reduce the building debt to a

single mortgage of $5,000. We will take the

Every Member canvass the first Sunday in

March, with self-support as one of our aims.

Nothing phenomenal lias featured the past

year, but it is conceded as being one of the

best in the history of the church. There were

fifteen splendid additions by baptism. Ex-

cepting a defunct country church, we are the

only Disciples in the county; but it can be

truthfully said that we have become a vital

factor in the religious life of the city. We
press on to larger things in the Kingdom,

ever grateful for what the American Home
Missionary Society lias done for us."

H. M. Hale, minister of Highland Park

church, Chattanooga, Tennessee, writes thus

encouragingly: "We have been with the

Highland Park church twenty months. A
number of good people have come into the

church. There have been some fifty added

and a great list of prospects we will reach

later in the year. We are quite confident

that the church will soon grow into one of

the strong churches of the brotherhood. We
are having a delightful ministry, and peace

and good will reigns in the church. These

are a delightful and generous people. The

church is progressive and wide awake. It is

a joy to serve the warm hearted Southerners."

Norman Brighton, Boston, Massachusetts,

"Glad to report progress being made in spite

of the fact that within a radius of one-half

mile around our church there are twelve other

churches. And in spite of the fact that in

Boston and in Greater Boston there are

1)00,000 Irish Catholics, 200,000 Christian

Scientists, or leaners in that direction, 100,-

000 Jews, 50,000 Universalists, about the

same number of Unitarians. All of this in

a population of 1,500.000."

Moody Edwards, San Luis Potosi, Mexico:

We have been directing the repairing, locat-

ing and cleaning of the rooms we are going

to occupy in our work; providing plans, meth-

ods and means of caring for the ministerial

students we have here; announcing and ar-

ranging for our work; giving attention to the

colporteur and evangelistic work. We had
no idea how many to prepare for in the

school. We began work today, January 5, in

the Kindergarten, Spanish school, English

school, and the Ministerial department. We
have fifty-nine enrolled now, and more are

coming. We think this is a good beginning.

The news has spread over the city. We hear

it mentioned in all parts. We have worthy

teachers in all departments. The colporteur

work is important. Sr. Francisco Velasquez

is working under our direction in this, and

is supported by the Bible Society. He is a

very faithful worker; has sold, to date, eleven

Bibles, a number of New Testaments and Gos-

pels, and has given out a large number of

tracts. -We have organized a complete follow-

up system and find it working well. We had

our first communion service last Sunday. We
have had seven confessions. They are the

first fruit of our work here in San Luis Po-

tosi. We luul 115 in Bible school.

1855 1920

BUTLER

COLLEGE

A standard coeducation college, well

located. Indianapolis is the capital of

of the State of Indiana and is near the

center of the great brotherhood of Dis-

ciples of Christ. Four of our National

Boards have offices at Indianapolis.

Butler College is coordinated with the

College of Missions, where missionaries

for Home and Foreign fields are being

trained.

A College of Arts. Courses

may be taken leading to

academic degrees—such as

A.B.,A.M.,B.S.,M.S.

A Christian College. A
school of ministerial educa-

tion is maintained.

A College for Teachers.

Accredited by the State

Board of Education of In-

diana for the training of

teachers.

Second Semester closes

Thursday, June 17. 1920.

Summer Session opens

Monday, June 2 1 , and

closes Saturday, August

14, 1920.

Fall Session opens Tuesday.

September 14. 1920.

For information address

BUTLER COLLEGE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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Afoze> the Church Has Taken
A LeafFrom Successful Business

DO you know why 9 out of
every 10 business ven-

tures fail ?

The answer is the same in

practically all cases: They
lacked the facts !

Business cannot succeed
without facts.

The Church cannot prosper
without facts.

The Church today has the

facts—facts that affect you and
every other man, woman or

child; facts that show that

neither business nor the nation

itself is safe if we continue to

shut our eyes to conditions
once considered remote but now
squatting at our very doors.

How the Facts Were
Obtained.

The leading Evangelical
Churches of North America have formed a

league in a great co-operative movement in

order to gain greater efficiency by eliminating

waste and duplication of effort. This co-opera-

tive movement is known as the Interchurch

"World Movement.
The Movement set out to find the facts. No

superficial survey was this. It searched the

most remote corners of the world to discover

things as they were—not as they might be.

The results of this scientific surveyreveal forthe

first time the whole task ofthe whole Church.

A fewof the facts that must
be met:

•—So long as half the children of

India die before their second year

our own children are not safe.

*—So long as China has only one
doctor for every 400,COO people,

everyship fromChina to our shores
threatens the probability of plague

for us.

•—Half the world is illiterate and
a menace to Democracy,

—West of Che Mississippi, 5,000

additional churches are urgently

needed to "supply newly populated

areas.

—Over one million people have
to be "turned away from church
hospitals each year for lack ofroom.

—100,000 destitute children

must now be turned away from
homes and institutions.

How You Can Help Your Church
and Your Nation.

Men and money are needed to carry out this

world program. Not merely for church main-
tenance but for hospitals, colleges, schools,

children's homes and social welfare around
the world.
When your church calls upon you give—

and give from ^our heart as well as your
pocketbook.

^INTERCHURCH World Movement
ofNorth utmerica

The Evangelical Churches Co-operating in the Service ofJesus Christ.

45 WEST 18th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Mrs. R. J. Bohanan of Coming, Iowa, died

in January. .Mrs. Bohanan served the Church
while she lived and planned for the continua-
tion of this service through her estate.

William Woods
College

J[ A junior college for young women,
fully accredited and standardized.

|f
Endowed as but few colleges are

through the munificence of the late

Dr. W. S. Woods.

If Equipped with most modern facili-

ties for education, including gymna-
sium and natatorium. New conserva-
tory of music building and new
academic building in course of con-

struction.

|f Faculty of twenty-four well trained
and qualified teachers.

1J Courses in junior college, prepara-
tory, art, commerce, expression, music
and physical education. Campus of

fifty acres, five dormitories.

For Catalog and Picture Rook address

Joseph A. Serena, President
Fulton, Missouri

HIRAM
Ji Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

C. T. Radford, recently located in Willcox.
Arizona, writes: ''Members enthusiastically

adopted the slogan (100 additions during
1920'. We will organize evangelistic teams
and hold meetings in three or four towns
near Willcox. A hard field, but some noble

helpers."

Nampa, Idaho, reports a good work. B. F.

Shoemaker, the minister, writes: "We are

paying off our church loan. We will proba-

bly pay another $100 soon, leaving $1,000,

which is all pledged hut .$200, and we plan to

have it all paid in by April 1 and burn the

mortgage. All feeling fine over it. Mr. Burr
made a stirring appeal last Sunday and we
pledged $650 during the day. Had seven ad-

ditions by letter also. We expect others soon.

Our Benevolent Society offering for the Amer-
ican Christian Missionary Society was $31.80.

Our Benevolent Society offering for Minis-

terial Relief and Armenian Relief was over

$25."

S. W. Brown. Warren, Arkansas, reports:

••ft is well known that the Warren church

is less than eighteen months old. and like any

child needs close attention and care. Though

we are new we assumed some heavy obliga-

tions at the outset, getting hold of a piece of

property where we could have a home and do

1 lie Lord's work. The part which the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society has had in

helping maintain the work Ibis past year has

meant so very much to us, and we assure the

Board that we appreciate what they have done.

As we compare conditions now with those

of one year ago, at which time the American

Christian Missionary Society came to our

assistance, we see a great difference. At that

time we were owing $1,300, and small pro-

vision made for paying what would be due in

Hie month of August following. Xow we find

ourselves with the indebtedness on the prop-

erty reduced to $600.

"Thirteen have been added during the year

1919, and all services regularly held. This

could not have been done except for the help

given by the missionary society, in paying the

minister's salary. We rejoice that there is

such an agency to which we can turn in eases

of this kind. As we view the situation help

will still be needed for a year or two more.

After that we trust with the Lord's blessing

1n be self-supporting. Our plans for this first,

six months include putting a floor in our tab-

ernacle, which means an outlay of about $3(10,

and the. holding of a revival meeting in the

early summer—June or Jul v."

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres.

Bethany-, West Va

C. E. Robinson. Osaka. Japan: H. C. Sar-
vis has arrived in Osaka and will assist in
teaching English in the Christy Institute. He
will do other teaching also. I made trips to
Gose and Shin jo in order to attend the Christ-
mas exercises. The programs were especiallv
good in all of our churches this year. Offer-

ings were taken for relief work in Siberia and
for other worthy causes, and the response was
generous. The most marked improvement in
our Christians for the past year is seen in
their increased liberalitv.

Mrs. Idella Higdon. Manilla, P. I.: We
are very enthusiastic about our work and life

in Manila. I wish I had words to tell of all

the kind things the older missionaries have
done. We appreciate them more and more all

the time. We are particularly enthusiastic

just now over the plans for the Lnion Chris-
tian College. If we can have a regular com-
pound it will mean a permanent home for us.

It is rather inconvenient to move so often,

but we are the smallest family, so we are
the ones to move. Don't even think that we
are complaining, for we are not.

Miss Editli Eberle. Laoag, P. I.: I had not
been out in the province for an evangelistic
trip for many a day; so was glad when I

found myself packed up and away for a few
days of real living among the people. We
visited churches in three places, had confer-

ences and special services, had three hapti<m<
and a delightful time of fellowship. To reach
one of these churches we followed a narrow
roadway—too narrow and rough for the auto-

mobile—down a portion of which a river, sud-

denly appearing because of rains in the moun-
tains, found its course. This we waded, slip-

ping over sharp stones. Homeward bound
late in the evening we were stopped by a river

which we "couldn't get across" although the

ilood of water had come down from the moun-
tains just a few minutes before we arrived.

The men who had charge of the ferry were
obdurate so we turned back, although Laoag
and home comforts were less than one-half

hour's ride away, and spent the night in the

nearby town where we superintended the

cooking of our belated supper and looked

after cholera precautions. Then we held a

short service and slept as soundly as though
we had not been thwarted in our plan to

reach home. Delays arc a matter of course

in the Orient.

Mrs. Minnie F. Ojrden. Batang, Tiber: I

have had vacation from school this month
and have pill in the forenoon studying Tibe-

tan. Lee Gway Gwang and 1 an- having a

meeting every Tuesday tor women and young
girls who are asking for baptism.

J. C. Ogden, Batang, Tibet: Enrollment

in the. day school, Fit; new pupils this month,

11: average attendance, 1 10. Gardening and
farming among the pupils are very encour-

aging. (Sewing, weaving and knitting l>elts

require a small outlay, but appear to l>e of

much benefit to the girls. They take great

interest in their work. Since 85 per cent of

the pupils must live by farming and the.

trades, we believe a small outlay in thes*

lines is justifiable. The shocmaking depart-

ment is self-supporting. The teachers do fine

work.



The Nation's Peril and The Church's Shame

Our Underpaid College Teachers

Comparative chart showing daily wage scale and time

required for preparation.

DAILY WAGE SCALE

Wage of carpenter $9 per day.

Wage of milk wagon driver $8.50 per day.

Wage of painters $7 per day.

Wage of average Disciple teacher $4 per day.

TIME REQUIRED FOR PREPARATION

Milk wagon driver one year.

Painter two years.

Carpenter three years.

College teacher at least ten years.

The salaries of our teachers in our colleges must be speedily

increased at least fifty per cent to keep pace with living expenses.

This means that college incomes must be increased by the

same percentage or disaster is inevitable.

We Must Raise the Interchurch

Budget for Disciple Colleges

BOARD OF EDUCATION
222 Downey Avenue Indianapolis, Indiana

The Nation's Peril and The Church's Shame



Well! What Will You Do About It?

You see I'm all right, but the rest are not. I couldn't use my legs at all when the church
people brought me to their hospital. But the treatment is helping me, and maybe some
day I'll be able to walk and run and play like other boys. So I'm all right ! But what
about other boys and girls? Doctor and nurse say all the homes and hospitals are full,

and every day boys and girls that have no home, no father, no mother, are turned
away. They say it'll take a million dollars this year to let the National Benevolent
Association of the Christian Church do its part. You'll help big, won't you?

r> i
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Circulation Department

THE subscription price of World Call

will be increased to $1.50 on July 1,

1920. New subscriptions, for one year,

will be accepted at the dollar rate until

July 1. Anyone having an expiration date

not later than September, 1920, may renew

for one year at the dollar rate, providing

such renewal reaches World Call office be-

fore July /, 1920.

Please take a look at the expiration date

shown on your magazine. If you are entitled

to renew at the dollar, rate, why not send

in your renewal now?
Please give your expiration notice prompt

attention. Will you not cooperate with

World Call office and your local magazine

chairman by returning card and one dollar to

the office and by notifying your chairman

that your subscription has been renewed?

Please notify World Call office directly

when you change your address; also when

you fail to receive any copy of the magazine

due you.

Please send literature orders to the Litera-

ture Departments of the Boards, and send

subscriptions for World Call to World Call

office.

Have you told your friends about their

opportunity until July 1 to receive World
Call one year for $1.00? If you have not,

will you do so ?
.

v

Promotion on Merit

NOTHING need be told Disciples of Christ

who attend conventions about Miss

Daisy June Trout, a daughter of Ken-

tucky who left a Y. W. C. A. secretaryship

at a heavy sacrifice of salary to work in the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions. When
the five magazines were united in World
Call the Board was asked to release her to

become Circulation Manager. The increasing

duties and decreasing personnel of the Board

finally compelled it to ask the Magazine Com-

mittee to permit Miss Trout to return to her

former work, or rather to the larger work of

the churches, womanhood in the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society. The change is a

promotion.

Two things made it possible to do this

without serious loss to the magazine. First,

all secretaries, state and national, men and

women, are field representatives of World
Call. Second, Miss Bertha A. Hatfield, who
had come to World Call after two years'

experience on Missionary Tidings, and had

served with marked efficiency as Assistant

Circulation Manager, carrying on the work

of the office while Miss Trout was in the field

more than half of the time, was ideally fitted

to take over the entire responsibility of the

Circulation Department. Our subscribers

have already found her a prompt, courteous

and capable correspondent, and the staff re-

joices in her fellowship in our common task

of producing and distributing a magazine

that we hope will increasingly deserve at

least a part of the generously flattering praise

that comes to the office.

Editors of World Call.

Lake Louise

FACING this page is a reproduction of a

wonderfully fine photograph of Lake
Louise, Western Canada. It is generally

agreed by travelers that there is not a more
beautiful spot on the continent of North

America and it is a question whether there

is anything in other lands that excels it.
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Budget for Missions, Benevolence
and Education

May 1, 1920 to April 30, 1921

Foreign Missions $2,488,352

Home Missions, Including State Missions and Church Extension 2,064,965

Religious Education, Including Sunday School and Christian Endeavor 197,331

Ministerial Relief and Pensions 223,912

Benevolence, Including Buildings for Nine Institutions 1.000,000

Temperancp and Social Welfare_l 25,440

Total to United Christian Missionary Society $6,000,000

Education _ $5,975,000

Christian Unity 25,000

Total to Board of Education $6,000,000

Grand Total $12,000,000

Allotment to States

Alabama $60,000 Montana '.

$30,000
Arizona 15,000 Nebraska 225,000
Arkansas 100,000 New Jersey 2,000
California 600,000 New Mexico and West Texas 20,000
Colorado 100,000 New York 200,000
Connecticut 5,000 North Carolina 150,000
Delaware 5,000 North Dakota 5,000
District of Columbia 75,000 Ohio 1,300,000
Florida 50,000 Oklahoma 350,000
Georgia 100,000 Oregon 150,000
Idaho 40,000 Pennsylvania 350,000
Illinois 1,000,000 Rhode Island 1,000
Indiana 1,200,000 South Carolina 25,000
Iowa 750,000 South Dakota 15,000
Kansas 650,000 Tennessee : 80,000
Kentucky 1,200,000 Texas 1,000,000
Louisiana 25,000 Utah 3,000
Maine 2,000 Vermont 2,000
Maryland 15,000 Virginia 300,000
Massachusetts 10,000 Washington 150.000
Michigan 150,000 West Virginia 150,000
Minnesota 50,000 Wisconsin 15,000
Mississippi 70,000 Wyoming 5,000
Missouri 1,200,000

Total $12,000,000

Joint Promotional Committee
C. H. Winders, Chairman

Mrs. Anna R. Atwater H. 0. Pritchard Stephen J. Corey J. C. Todd

J. H. Mohorter, Executive Secretary, 45 West 18th Street, New York City

Funds raised in this campaign shoidd be sent to the Treasurer of the Joint Promotional

Committee, Postoffice Box 1352, St. Louis, Missouri.

Regidar funds shoidd be sent to the separate Boards, as heretofore.
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The Church's Zero Hour
IT

is 2 p. m. Sunday, April 25. Then begins the canvass for

pledges in the Interchurch World Movement. This canvass

will continue a week and a day, through Sunday, May 2.

It is not a mere every-member canvass, but a thorough-going,

intensive campaign, to reach every member of course, but not

to leave him until he is adequately enlisted.

The askings of the cooperating churches for missions, benev-

olence and education amount to $336,000,000, of which $175,-

000,000 is to be paid within one year.

The amounts are too small, whether measured by the work

that is to be done or by the resources of the 15,000,000 church

members who are represented in the campaign.

This is war.

The supreme issues of the military war were not settled ; the

way was merely cleared for their settlement. It is the Christian

war that must permanently save the world from greed and lust

and tyranny.

Nothing but immediately impending disaster drew the Allies

and America into the unity that marked the other conflict, and

it has taken a like serious situation to lead 60 per cent of the

evangelical churches of America to make common cause

through the Interchurch World Movement. The campaign is

united in some features and simultaneous in others, but cooper-

ative in all respects. The same devil is fighting all the

churches.

The battle line runs clear round the world, athwart every

nation, and into every human situation. Wherever man is,

there is the conflict.

This advance was ordered by the Prince of Peace nineteen

hundred years ago. Today it is clearly seen that all the incal-

culable cost of the European war was due to the Church's

failure to obey her Lord. She will now go and sin no more

lest a worse evil come upon her. For every dollar of the

budget that we fail to give now America will have to pay ten

dollars in taxes in years to come. For every missionary she

fails to send today ten soldiers will be required tomorrow.

So manifest is the necessity that the principal denominations

not cooperating with their fellow Christians in this campaign

have independently undertaken similar unprecedented forward

movements.

The church that today shuts its eyes to the world's need of

Christ and stops its ears to Christ's marching orders must here-

after call itself something else than a church of Christ or be-

come an object of contempt in the eyes of all intelligent people.

For this thing is not being done in a corner and participation

in it is not being limited to church members.

The Interchurch World Movement is to continue five years.

Some of the cooperating churches are taking their pledges for

the entire period. The goal of the Disciples of Christ is defi-

nitely set for the first year at $12,000,000, equally divided

between missions and education. The tentative aim for five

years is $60,000,000.

• Consider carefully the statements in this and the two pre-

ceding numbers of World Call regarding the needs to be met

by this budget and you will see that instead of being a large

sum it is altogether too small.

How can a great body of a million and a quarter people

count itself doing more than its share when it gives in a whole

year for the redemption of the whole world and for the educa-

tion of all its own sons and daughters less than the cost of one

battleship? Yet this is all our $12,000,000 budget amounts to.

The issue comes home more sharply to the Disciples of

Christ since the culminating day of the campaign is May 2,

our annual Home Mission day. The budget for Home Missions

is $2,064,965, almost equal to that for all foreign fields com-

bined, if the $197,331 for Religious Education (Bible school

work) be included.

Even if we dared to slight the evangelization of Asia and

Africa, we could not fail to see the immediate necessity of

making North America Christian. If we were willing to let

Latin America remain illiterate and without the Bible, we could

not refuse to improve the Sunday schools of the United States

and Canada or to train preachers for our own churches.

In the long run the two are one, for America, Christian,

will inevitably share her faith with all the world.

A peculiar responsibility attaches to every reader of World
Call in this supreme hour—the responsibility of knowledge.

It is your privilege not only to make your subscription in the

light of what the missionaries—call the roll and measure their

sacrifices—are doing, but to report the facts to those who are

not informed, and secure their cooperation.

Every citizen had to be enlisted in the support of our soldiers

before the other war was won; every member and friend must
be enlisted in the World Movement of Disciples of Christ for

the support of our ministers, teachers and missionaries, before

our part can be done toward the realization of the greater pur-

pose of our Savior.

And let us come to the Zero Hour with prayer, as did our

soldiers over there—prayer for guidance in doing our whole

duty; prayer for those we should lead into fellowship with

our missionaries; prayer for the cooperating churches and for

all friendly citizens who are helping; prayer for all non-coop-

erating churches that separation from us may not mean un-

faithfulness to their Lord; prayer for the front line that it may
hold until relief comes and the victory of our Lord is assured.
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False Prophets
By GRANT K. LEWIS

THE course of empire has made its' way westward across

the American continent, always in the face of the igno-

rance, prejudice and opposition of the conservative back

home. Thus in the days of New England settlement, at the

first general town meeting of Cambridge, Massachusetts, the

town council was instructed to build a road to the west "as

far as it would be needed." At the second meeting, one year

later, the council was severely criticised for building the road

so much farther than it would ever be needed, thus wasting the

people's money. They had built the road eight miles!

One of the first missionaries ever sent to Chicago complained

that the location could never be anything more than a swamp

for agricultural purposes? I would not give a pinch of snuff

for the whole territory."

From that so-called "Oregon Country" there was carved

three states, Washington, Oregon and Idaho, whose population

in 1910 was 2,140,349, and whose estimated valuation in 1912

was $5,771,020,234. And to think that less than seventy-five

years ago a wise United States Senator said it wasn't worth

"a pinch of snuff"!

Proctor Knott's speech on Duluth has become a classic of

satirical literature. It has found a place in many standard

publications of oratory and has been published in many edi-

tions by the Commercial Club of Duluth. In it he said:

A Shack in the Desert Where a New Home Is in the Making

and that it would be a waste of missionary money to attempt

to establish relief work there.

If Daniel Webster were only alive today we would like to

have him visit the Pacific coast, stopping at Los Angeles, San

Francisco, Portland and Seattle. If Daniel could see the big

ocean liners in that magnificent harbor at Seattle, he might

recall that once upon a time he said, "What can we hope to

do with the western coast of three thousand miles, rockbound,

cheerless and uninteresting and not a harbor on it? Mr. Presi-

dent, I will never vote one cent from the public treasury to

place the Pacific coast one inch nearer Boston than it is now."

And Senator Benton of Missouri said, "The ridge of the

Rocky Mountains may be named as the convenient, natural

and everlasting boundary. Along this ridge the western limits

of the Republic should be drawn and the statue of the fabled

god, Terminus, should be erected on its highest peak, never

to be thrown down."

And in all seriousness, Senator Dickerson of New Jersey

said, "Is this territory of Oregon ever to become a state, a mem-
ber of this Union? Never! A young, able-bodied Senator

might travel from Oregon to Washington (D. C. ) and back

once a year, but he could do nothing else. It would be more

expeditious to come by water around Cape Horn, or to pass

through Bering Straits."

But Senator McDuffie of South Carolina, in 1843, capped the

climax when he said, "Have you made an estimate of the cost

of a railroad to the mouth of the Columbia? Why, the wealth

of the Indies would be insufficient. Of what use would it be

"Now, sir, as to those great trunk lines of railroads spanning

the continent from ocean to ocean, I confess my mind has

never been fully made up. It is true they may afford some

trifling advantages to local traffic, that they may even, in time,

become the channel of a more extended commerce: yet I

have never been thoroughly satisfied either of the necessity or

expediency of projects promising such meager results to the

great body of the people." And again:

"'Duluth!' The word fell upon my ear with peculiar and

indescribable charm, like the gentle murmur of a low fountain,

stealing forth in the midst of roses, or the soft, sweet accents of

an angel's whisper in the bright, joyous dream of sleeping

innocence. Duluth! 'Twas the name for which my soul had

panted for years, as a hart panteth for the Avater brooks. (Re-

newed laughter.) But, where was Duluth? Never, in my
limited reading, had my vision been gladdened bv seeing the

celestial word in print. (Laughter.) And I felt a profound

humiliation in my ignorance that its dulcet syllables had never

before ravished my delighted ear." (Roars of laughter.)

Yet in 1914 Duluth had 90.000 population, bank deposits of

over $23,000,000, an assessed valuation of over S323.000.000.

grain shipments of over 93,000.000 bushels and a lake ship-

ment of over 33,000,000 tons, worth over S287.000.000.

The barren waste to which the speaker referred has become

a great agricultural section. Duluth has in a measure attained

the commercial and industrial prominence he attributed to her

in extravagant phrases and the predictions made in jest have

thus come true.
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Combine Harvester at Work in the Big Bend District, Lincoln County, Washington, Cutting, Threshing, and Sacking as It Goes

The whole world knows now how lacking in vision these

great statesmen were. In 1889 the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society sent William F. Cowden to the Northwest.

Then, one by one, churches began to appear in growing towns.

So also men of God were sent into the great state of California,

and churches about Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay began

their development. Because of this far-seeing vision of the

American Society hundreds of churches are growing on the

west coast. In the states of California, Oregon, Washington,

and Idaho we now have 506 churches, which gave last year

to benevolences, in addition to supporting their own local

churches, $170,116.20.

This same misunderstanding based on ignorance and preju-

dice has been voiced against the development of Alaska. When
Secretary Seward proposed to buy Alaska he was greeted with

shouts of derision from Congress, and the members vied with

each other in piling vituperous epithets upon his unhappy

head. They called it "Seward's Folly," "Walrussia," "The

Frozen Empire," "Icebergia," and the like. Nevertheless, just

as the "Oregon Country" fooled the wise men, so Alaska is

fooling the folks of a later generation. While the eminent

statesmen railed over the expenditure of $7,200,000 used in

the purchase of Alaska, it is interesting to know that the value

of the 1918 catch of Alaska salmon was $20,000,000, and it

has produced in minerals, furs, fish and other products more

than $550,000,000. It is coining money by the millions, its

fish and its copper now exceed its gold, and its agricultural

development has only begun. Alaska is our last great frontier.

It has the room, the resources and the climate. It is now get-

ting the people and the transportation facilities.

The American Society in 1917 sent Harry Munro as its first

missionary to Alaska. He explored this great country and

noted the strategic places and developed an acquaintance. As

a result of his labors the Society can now wisely plan the

future of our work in this great empire. Plans are in the

forming for sending two missionaries to Alaska when the

opportune time arrives, one to do itinerant work among the

new towns and camps; the other to establish and develop a

permanent church at Petersburg, and from that base render

service by motor boat to the canneries and lumber camps in

adjacent territory. The estimated cost of this program is

$6,000 per year.

THOUSAND SPRINGS
One of the most remarkable pieces of scenery in the State of Idaho is "Thousand Springs," issuing from the northern wall of the Snake River Canon.

The flow is several thousand cubic feet per second and is constant throughout the year and maintains a temperature of about 60° F. They
come from a subterranean flow of "Lost Rivers." The largest single spring is "Snow Bank," discharging 1,500 gallons per second. The

waters from "Thousand Springs" are used to generate electric power and for irrigation. Thus man is assuming dominion over
nature and making the desert glad and fruitful. The gospel must accompany material progress or it will be a

peril. The picture was sent to World Call by Mr. H. L. Cook, of the Idaho Power Company, Boise, Idaho.
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Now or Never in Paraguay
By G. MANLY MORTON

PARAGUAY occupies a distinct position among the other

Latin American republics. The early settlers found a

semi-civilized race already in possession of the land.

Along side of these the Spaniards builded their homes and with

them lived more or less at peace. The Spanish blood was

freely poured into the veins of the Indians until today, while

there are few pure blooded Indians in Paraguay, yet the pre-

dominant blood of the Paraguayan race is Indian and the most

familiar language, the most widely used and the most freely

understood, among the mass of the people, is the Guarani

Indian language. Very little immigration has reached Para-

guay. The race today is practically the same as it was one hun-

dred years ago, with perhaps the exception that the Spanish

and the Indian bloods are more thoroughly mixed and the type

more clearly established. In Argentina, Paraguay's nearest

neighbor, the conditions are just the reverse. For the most part

the aborigines of the River Plate district were wild and savage.

There was no compromise with the new comers. The result is

that as in the States, the Indian population was either killed

or driven back into the wilds, where today in ever diminishing

numbers they rove and live their nomadic life. Argentina has

received a vast stream of immigration. Buenos Aires is almost

as cosmopolitan as New York City. Spanish, Italian, German,

Irish, Russian and many other races have there found their

homes and freely mixed their bloods, not so much with an

aboriginal race as with one another. The result is altogether

different from that found in Paraguay. Racially the Para-

guayan is different from the Argentine or from any other Latin

American. He is different in sentiment, in emotion, in morale,

in character. He must be dealt with and met on a different plane.

Paraguay is an inland republic. To the east, west and north

she is almost completely cut off from her neighbors by dense

swamps and woodlands and by the lack of ways of communi-

cation. Her only outlet is through the Argentine Republic to

the south. She has, therefore, suffered from the pressure and

often oppression brought to bear by the Argentine government,

which for sixty years after the liberation of the colonies from

Spain sought to force her to join the Argentine Confederation

and lose her identity in the larger nation. The result is that

while this nation is in many things forced to accept the leader-

ship of her stronger neighbor, yet there are those who advocate

a conscious rejection of anything Argentine and seek de-

liberately to create opposing circumstances.

During the first thirty years of her liberation from Spain

Paraguay was completely cut off from the outside world.

During the entire reign of the dictator Francia no one was

permitted to enter or leave the country without a special permit

from the dictator and these permits were seldom given. During

this time the country developed and lived upon its own re-

sources. This period of isolation tended to accentuate the

peculiar traits of the people and to give them a temperament

and character all their own. At the close of the first half

century of her freedom from Spanish rule and at the height of

her intellectual, social and material development, when she

stood as perhaps one of the best known and most influential

and powerful nations of the southern continent, she was made
the double victim of the ambitions of her own ruler from within

and of the envy and jealousy of her neighbors from without,

and was thus forced to fight a war to extinction against the

combined forces of Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina. In this

war the population was reduced from 1,200,000 to 220,000,

only 20,000 of whom were males and among them scarcelv

one able-bodied or strong man. Her wealth, her position, her

all was gone. Starting there, she fifty years ago began to

rebuild and to regain her place among the nations of the world.

The history of Evangelical Missions in Paraguay is espe-

cially interesting. Outside of the Chaco where the Anglican
Church has a mission among the wild Indian tribes of that

region, the only really serious attempt at missionary work in

this republic was undertaken by the Methodist Episcopal Church
which for twenty-five years conducted work in Paraguav. At
one time the Methodist Church had in Asuncion two well at-

tended schools (one for boys and one for girls) and a church
of about 140 members. In 1912 the work was closed and the

workers withdrawn. The United Brethren have had two couples

in Asuncion for ten years. They, have one little service with

an average attendance of perhaps 20 and not more than three,

or four of them at the most, Paraguayans. The others are

Turks or Syrians. The John Hay Mission has been working in

Paraguay for some seven or eight years. Various independent

missions have been established in Asuncion and the outlying

regions during the past several years. Every one of them has
within a short time failed and left the field. Todav, notwith-

standing the fact that the United Brethren and the John Hav
Mission still maintain their workers and that the Southern
Baptists are sending two men to Asuncion within the near

future, I feel that I am well within the truth when I say that

Paraguay is, practically speaking, a virgin field and that the

biggest effect of the past efforts at work in this country has

been to demonstrate beyond a doubt that if Paraguay is to be

reached and influenced that it must be undertaken with a

broader vision, a further look into the future and with a

different program from anything that has ever been undertaken

in the past.

In Paraguay today the Disciples of Christ have a peculiar

responsibility as well as a unique opportunity. The eves of

all American Christendom are upon us watching the spirit

and manner in which we undertake and execute this task. If

we fail, we will commit one of the most colossal missionarv

blunders of the age. If we succeed, we will win a nation for

Christ and will set in motion a force which will do much
toward bringing all of South America to the feet of the Master

of Men.

In the past, Christianity has meant a svstem of hollow

formalism, the priesthood a means of extortion, a profession

in which mediocre men have entered and have lived in drunk-

enness and immorality upon the ignorance and superstition

of their fellow beings.

This condition has its direct effect upon Evangelical missions.

The fact that these men are disgusted with the Catholic Church

does not signify that they are in any sense inclined toward

Protestant missions. They are as strongly against us as thev

are against the Roman religion. To them explanations are of

no avail. We may explain until our voice* fail. We may tell

them that Evangelical Christianity is different from the Roman
faith which they have always known. We may dwell upon the

purity of the message we bring, the highness of its principles

and the divineness of its origin. But they are used to words.

They have heard just such claims from the priests. In Latin

America the work of Christian missions is more difficult than
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Indians of Paraguay Sitting in the Sun Outside Their Rude Abode

among a people who have never heard the name of Christ.

Here, the people have heard too much and seen too little. The
gospel which today takes hold of the hearts and lives of these

people, must be preached through the school room, the hos-

pital, the orphanage, the social contact, the daily living of the

workers who day by day quietly, inoffensively live the teach-

ings of the Son of God.

The worker who comes to Paraguay should be a more en-

thusiastic envangelist, a stronger believer in the power of the

Gospel of Christ and a more determined worker for the final

establishing of His Kingdom than the one who goes to a field

where the church is the first institution established and where

the preaching of sermons from the pulpit is one of the most

conspicuous duties. But the man or the woman who comes
to Paraguay must be able to look ten, twenty, fifty years into

the future and to work today with his eyes on the days to

come. He should have a double endowment of faith, patience

and love. He should so teach school that the boy who passes

through his classes will some day ask of him, or perhaps his

successor when he shall have passed away, to tell him the

secret of that man's life and to reveal to him more of the divine

power which would make men live as did he. He should so

administer assistance to the sick and the needy that the day will

come that men seeing the Christlikeness of his life will them-

selves ask for the church and its fuller activities and duties.

He should so lecture on literature, on science, on politics, on
art that every lecture will bear a message of health and healing

to the hearts and souls of those who hear. In this way the ears

of the nation will be opened and its soul touched and quickened.

In view of the above facts and conditions, I would at this

time like to recommend:

1. The establishment of a modern high grade Christian

school for boys and girls, with the three departments, i. e.,

Kindergarten, Primary and Secondary Instruction, according to

the revised program of the National College.

At least one new modern school building should be ready

for occupancy by the beginning of the school year March, 1921.

In order to construct this building, plans should be prepared

at once and estimates secured in order that work may begin

at the earliest moment.

2. The naming of this school, Colegio International. It

will be necessary to have a name for the institution from the

very beginning.

3. The establishment of a modern agricultural school (at

some place near Asuncion to be designated by the Paraguayan

government), as early as the proper man can be found to

direct it. There is not such an institution in all Paraguay and

no other institution is more desired by the Paraguayans or

would fill a greater demand or need. The government has

promised to give us the land and a small subvention for stocking

and maintaining such a school. Several times during the year

just closing officials and men of prominence have inquired as

to our intentions and plans and have expressed a strong desire

for the realization of such a work. Unless we are able to do
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something along this line within the next two years, I fear

the opportunity will be lost. The demand is so great and the

need so pressing that unless the government sees that we mean

to accept its offer, I fear that it will be placed elsewhere and

that not only some one else will gain this advantage in in-

fluencing the life of Paraguay, but that the work will be done

in a less efficient manner and the influence exerted for the pro-

motion of a less important cause.

4. There is a crying need for medical work in Paraguay.

Leprosy, tuberculosis, syphilis and other diseases carry off

thousands every year. I will quote extracts from an editorial

published in "El Diario," one of the largest and most influ-

ential papers of Asuncion. When translated the editorial reads

as follows: "With

the motive of his

recent return from

Villa de San Pedro,

where he is instal-

ling a hospital for

the treatment of

syphilitic diseases,

we have had the

opportunity of in-

terviewing Dr. Jose

V. Ynsfran and of

asking him his im-

pressions o f t h e

sanitary conditions

in that important

district. The above

mentioned physi-

cian did not hide

his alarm and

manifested to us

that the situation

is positively grave and that it is going to require an energetic

and persistent treatment. The sanitary problem, he assured

us, assumes such proportions in the department of Villa de

San Pedro, as well as in the entire republic—proportions so

formidable and overshadowing—that if it is not solved within

a short time, the entire future of the race will be endangered."

"This single instance," the writer continues, "will be sufficient

to demonstrate the extent of the problem: More than seventy

per cent of the young men drawn for obligatory military serv-

ice have to be rejected on account of their physical condition.

Such a condition would produce fright in any other country,

where twenty per cent is considered a proportion alarming."

According to unofficial statistics (there are no official sta-

tistics on this point) the average life in Paraguay is less than

25 years.

According to government statistics, twenty-eight per cent of

all deaths is among children of less than one year of age.

Forty-five per cent of all deaths is among children of less than

five years of age. The infant mortality is indeed alarming.

The government is just now putting forth a strenuous effort

to better the conditions, and the more progressive of the people

are alive to the danger and the need for quick and decisive

action. But the problem is so immense and the means at hand

so meager that an internal solution of the problem is not

likely to come within the near future. The government has

not the funds with which to meet the needs. The number of

doctors in the country is not sufficient. The preparation of a

great many of the practicing physicians is lacking in many

details (in the country districts any person, whether he has

ever had medical training or not, can practice medicine). The

S. G. Inman Trying- to Photograph a

one government hospital here in Asuncion and the various

private sanitoriums are poorly equipped and far below the

normal standard.

Several, among them some of the prominent doctors of the

capital, have suggested to us the great need and the advisabilitv

of our establishing a model hospital here in Asuncion. Outside

of this city there are several towns of importance, each with a

back territory of thousands of square miles, without even the

pretensions of having a hospital and some of them without a

trained doctor. There are vast regions in which a consecrated

doctor could do a monumental work in his profession and at

the same time direct the religious thought and being of thou-

sands of people. Such a doctor could, perhaps after the first

year or two, be en-

tirely self-support-

ing.

I would therefore

recommend that
the Board begin

searching for: 1st.

A doctor and two

trained nurses for

a hospital to be es-

tablished either in

Asuncion or in one

of the other towns

of the republic ( the

exact location to be

determined upon
further investiga-

tion ) ; 2nd. For a

doctor to go into

the interior for
general practice. I

Market Woman in Asuncion, Paraguay i. i
•

believe important

financial aid for the above work can be secured here on the

field. I would further recommend that if at all possible the

first doctor be sent out within the next two years.

5. There is not a single orphanage for boys in all of this

republic. There is but one such institution for girls and that

is conducted in the same buildings and under the same man-
agement with the poorhouse and the lunatic asvlum. This

institution is conducted by the Catholic Sisters aided by a sub-

vention from the government.

Since our school to be opened in Asuncion is to be for boys
from the higher class families and since it is impossible to mix
the two classes in the same institution, I would recommend
that the Board plan to establish, as earlv as possible and not

later than 1924, a Boys' Orphanage and Industrial Training

School in either Villa Rica or Concepcion. the second and
third largest towns in the republic. I would also recommend
that as early afterwards as convenient, or even at the same
time or before, if the specially prepared workers and funds

can be secured, that a Girls' Orphanage and Domestic Training;

Institute be established in one of the other of the above men-
tioned towns. For this work a grant of land and some financial

aid can be secured from the government and citizens of each

locality.

6. There is great need for social leadership in Paraguay.
The social life is putrid with immorality and the mental life

is highly impregnated with materialism and vice. Sixtv-three

per cent of all births in Paraguay are illegitimate. The late

president of the republic, one of the most honest executives as

well as one of the most respected and loved officials the nation

has ever had, was never married to the woman who was the
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Former Home of the Dictator Tvonez, Now a National Museum of Paraguay-

mother of his children. In the same issue of the paper which incoming year

mentioned that his eldest son marched in the procession to the

cemetery, the day's extract from the official registry classified

him as a bachelor. Congress voted to pension his minor

children, but never a word was mentioned about the poor

woman who had borne them. The sanitary conditions are

unbelievably bad. The only thing which saves the country

from constant epidemics is the scorching brightness of its

tropical sun and frequent, drenching rains which wash every-

thing before them. The young manhood is idle and lacking

in idealism. In many ways Paraguay is yet in the middle

ages. There should be at least one couple in Asuncion with

the qualities, training and means for social service leadership.

The school should be made a general social and cultural

center. In the new buildings there should be a first-class

auditorium and an up-to-date gymnasium. There should be a

well-planned and ample athletic field and all of these accom-

modations should be so arranged that at certain times they

can be used by and for the entire community. There should

be a first-class motion picture machine with a service of edu-

cational films. Lecture courses covering the fields of literature,

science, morals and religion should be organized and made
attractive to the public.

There are also opportunities for so-

cial workers, such as director of social

activities for the various North Ameri-

can Companies which have established

themselves in Paraguay. If the man
could be found it is probable that one

of the most important of these com-

panies would, at present, put him on

their pay-roll and bear all of the ex-

penses of his work, for the sake of hav-

ing a director for the social and re-

ligious life at its plant. Of course, a

work of this kind would be, in a way,

limited in its scope, yet there are vast

opportunities in this field, and it is well,

in the search for men, to keep this in

mind.

7. I would like, also, to recommend
that "mission homes" be erected for all

missionaries sent to Paraguay. House

rents, as well as all other expenses, are

higher in Paraguay than in any other

country of the world. From our own
experience, we know that all living ex-

penses, including rents, are double what

they are in Buenos Aires. Besides this

the commodities are far inferior. The

average house in Asuncion which rents

from $75 to $100 gold per month is

both unsanitary and lacking in even the

most rudimentary commodities. The

house which rents from $50 to $75 gold

per month is for the most part unsani-

tary to the point of being really danger-

ous. For less than $50 gold per month

there are no houses to be found, of any

kind, within the radius of the city where

a missionary can at all afford to live.

8. Lastly, I would recommend that

Paraguay be made the subject of special

study and prayer during a part of this

This is a task as big and as important as the

Disciples of Christ have ever undertaken. It is a work which

is going to require the outlay of life and means on a large

scale. Its opportunities are today at their zenith, tomorrow

they will begin to wane if not taken advantage of at once.

Human power cannot accomplish the task which we have taken

upon ourselves in this nation. Those who come to the field

must be backed up by an intelligent interest and by a united

campaign of prayer on the part of the constituency at home.

During the five year period between 1924-29 the number of

workers should be increased to at least 56 and several new

branches of work should be opened, such as combined school

and evangelistic work in several of the interior towns, a colony

and industrial and agricultural training institute for the In-

dians of the old Jesuit mission territory, a church in Asuncion

and perhaps one or two of the larger towns. Something might

also be done among the wild tribes of the Gran Chaco.

Realizing its imperfections, I at the same time take pleasure

in submitting the above report for your earnest consideration.

I ask for it a patient, critical study and for ourselves as well as

for those others who are perhaps at the present time on their way
to Paraguay, the interest and prayers of the entire brotherhood.

Paraguay's Principal Means of Communication with the Outside World, 1,100 Miles Away
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Is Religion a Necessity?
By F. E. SMITH

THE argument of money carries conviction in all channels

of life. It is the statement of a general law to say that

people spend their money for what they want. This holds

good the same as that people find time for what they want

most to do.

Is religion a necessity? Christian minded people give

ready and active assent. They think in the realm of faith,

many in the realm of conscience. Viewed from the final and

practical point is this the real answer?

The amount of money spent for religion is less than for

any regular items in our accounts. When we think in terms

of necessities we recall food, shelter, clothing and other items.

If religion is a necessity it seems that somehow it should be

related to this classification in more than theory. If we

recount the amounts spent for comforts we do not find any

place for religion, the amount spent on it is too small. When
one thinks of the luxuries indulged in by the present prodigal

spending, it is at once clear that religion, so far as amount

spent on it is concerned, has no place here. In a practical

consideration where can religion be classified according to

the amount it costs? Not with vital necessities, nor with

comforts, certainly not with luxuries. It appears then that we

have argued to the world in a way that speaks conclusively

that we do not consider religion a necessity. We may not

like this statement of fact but we have it to face. A church

that costs little will be valued little.

The Problem Analyzed

Any problem is unsolved until analyzed. The twelve million

dollar Interchurch Budget looks large until analyzed, but

after that we feel like apologizing because it is so small.

When seen in comparison with our real ability and resources

there is no room for boasting, unless we compare with the

former days of giving when this grace was even more un-

popular than it is now. The Interchurch Budget means an

average of two cents and seven mills a day for all our people.

This budget and the current expense budget of all our churches

are carried by a six-cent daily average. If a half cent more

is given, a four hundred dollar increase could be made in the

salary of every preacher. It looks like a trivial amount when

compared with our other daily expenditures, for example

street car fare one way.

Is Christ, the Church and world redemption worth to us as

much as the price of our ride to work? It is odd indeed how
such a sum is spent without a thought, in the daily round of

life, but when claimed by the Master, it assumes the pro-

portions of a real obstacle! When compared with our former

standards of giving, six and one-half cents daily looms large.

What a program this amount would carry! How can we do

less and have any sense of respect for ourselves and our re-

ligion? Yet this amount is not to be considered for a moment
in the classification of necessities. We will have to move up

much farther than this before religion becomes a necessity,

from the money consideration.

The Fatal Cost of Parsimony

We are beginning to uncover the shame of the Church. The

lack of resources has placed second rate or practically no

equipment in the average church. Ministerial support has

been on a church starvation basis, our missionaries have been

broken and many are needlessly dead because of lack of

equipment and overwork due to insufficient workers. Our
colleges have been starved until we esteemed them too weak to

nourish our own sons and daughters, whom we then sent to

tax-supported institutions or those fostered by Congregational-

ists, Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists and Episcopalians. All

this while the Church has greater resources than any secular

institution. No corporation would so equip and support its

employes. It would not be good business. We have dwelt

on the resources of God while we have not called into service

the wealth of the Church and her friends. We ought to quit

calling on God to undertake what He has already endowed
us to do.

Big Dividends on Minute Investments

The day has come for those who propose to accept the

divine mandate to lead the lives of men, to demonstrate in

terms that all must accept that religion is a necessity. This

done will usher in a new day of revival. Unimagined spiritual

resources will be released. The value of a heroic challenge

to our giving, if accepted, will be worth to the Church all it

costs, without considering the objective for which it is given.

If men are right with God on the money question the chances

are good that they will be right all around. If they are

wrong on this, it is mighty hard to be right in the rest of life.

The money test of Jesus is as real today as when first spoken.

There is a call in stewardship that we dare not disregard

any longer. There are many good plans for giving, for

instance, it is hard to understand how any one can cultivate

the grace of liberality and give less than the tithe. But this is

a minimum standard. Some argue about tithing, not those

who practice it, however. When we come to view our religion

as a necessity in our giving, we accept a principle that goes

beyond any plan of minimums. It vitally affects the whole life.

The half cent mentioned above that produces a four hundred

dollar salary increase for every one of our six thousand minis-

ters, has in it great resources both material and moral for the

kingdom. It would place the preacher at the front as a leader

and free him from a thousand troubling anxieties. Large

numbers of churches could take on a full time ministry and

have a real chance to live and serve. Ministers who have been

driven out of the pulpit could be called back and diose whose

time and strength have been divided could be claimed wholly

for God. Many dying churches would be revived by such an

infusion of new blood. There would be born a new conviction

in preaching and a much greater loyalty to the ministry.

We Are Well Able and We Will

Our resources are more than enough for such an unheard

of gain. If we understand how such giving will strengthen

the church, redeem the world and develop our own souls, it

is nothing short of criminal before God and the needs of men
to refuse. But even the giving that will produce such results

as just seen does not bring the spending for God up to the

place occupied by what we spend for our necessities. We
will have to multiply our giving many times before we can

cease to apologize for it. How woefully lax we have been and

how inadequately we have occupied the field God expected us

to cultivate! A great new day is yet ahead, to be brought in

by loyalty to the scripture in our giving to God.
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Unredeemed America
By F. W. BURNHAM

This address by the President of the/ American Christian Missionary Society in the 70th annual con-

vention of that organization, October, 1919, was one of the outstanding events in a history-making

week. ' The spirit and power, and many of the words of it, have made a profound impression in some
of the greatest state conferences of the Interchurch World Movement which were led by Mr. Burnham.
On the eve of the Interchurch Financial Campaign, which begins April 25, and culminates May 2, the

annual Home Mission day of the Disciples of Christ, we cannot do better than ponder well this message

of Christian statesmanship.

CHRISTIAN civilization has not yet arrived. We are still

in the age of elementals. The world is slowly emerging

from the reign of brute force and savagery, augmented

by scientific discovery and national efficiency. But, through

the fires of our wrath and the smoke of our torment, there is

discernible the assembling in the world of those governing

forces of righteousness and justice which augur new eras

of history. Swift transitions are possible, while the world

is in the re-making, if elemental forces are laid hold of. The

war has not made a better world; but it has brought us a new

world which may be made better than the old.

Our first task is with our own beloved land. She needs

redemption, and today is the day of opportunity. Much sur-

face work has been done and enough beneath the surface

to show the strength and quality of her fertile soil. The

coming of prohibition has removed obstacles which seemed

insurmountable, liberated half the race, and released resources

of life and of money incalculable; but all the roots of life

have not yet been reached; only a better way has been cleared

for reaching them.

For clearness of thought it may be well to consider, in

order, some of the phases of our American life which yet

need the redemption which only the gospel of Christ can

bring.

Social and Industrial

First, our social and industrial life needs redemption. The

Cleveland riot of May 1, 1919, the disturbances of like charac-

ter in a number of other American cities on that day, and the

subsequent bomb outrages were the partial result of propagan-

da for an industrial revolution. The Seattle strike, the Winni-

peg strike which tied up the city, entailing great suffering and

resulting ultimately in a riot which threatened the stability

of the civic government itself; the nation-wide strike of steel

workers; the Washington, Chicago, Omaha and Oklahoma race

riots; the lynchings in various quarters; these internal disturb-

ances which must make America appear to the rest of the

world as bad as Russia seems to us, all show a state of mind

in which injustice, intolerance and unrighteousness are rife.

No socialistic panaceas nor programs for shifting the hand

which holds the lash can cure the ill of which these are the

symptoms.

The present high cost of living which seems to result from

everyone placing upon everything which he creates or handles

all the additional charge which he thinks it will stand, until

the price is maddening to the consumer—this on the one hand,

and on the other, an extravagance in spending, on the part of

rich and poor alike, hitherto unparalleled, indicate a spirit

of recklessness and disregard of consequence to others and to

the future from which we must save ourselves.

For this insane social and industrial order of things Chris-

tianity holds the only cure. Referring to proffered solutions

of the industrial situation the New Republic said recently:

"A sensible person will not be dogmatic about any of them. But
he will insist that what lies at the bottom of all of them is a strong

sense that in some combination of collective action and consent,

with expert finding of facts, lies the hope of industrial regeneration.

He will insist too that the basis of civil order depends not upon
the application of some particular plan at some particular place,

nor even on the application of a principle in a particular crisis;

but in a temper of mind capable of convincing the bulk of the com-
munity that men are examining the facts and urgently trying to in-

vent methods of dealing with them."

But it is just "the temper of mind", necessary to sane pro-

cedure, which almost nowhere now obtains. That "temper of

mind" is not induced by much of the material in the New Re-

public itself; nor by the leaders on either side of the present

struggle. It is "temper of mind" with which the gospel deals

and it will not be until men have lost the present frenzy and

heard again the "still small voice" of the Spirit of God, that

they will find the "temper of mind" which is capable of work-

ing out and making applicable, measures for industrial peace,

justice and democracy.

It is the time for the Church to exert her Christian power of

sanity, calmness, and good will and to preach the unity of

humanity. It is an hour for the preaching and the practice, of

the fundamental Christian virtues.

Sources of Public Thought

Second, the sources of public thought in America need re-

demption. I do not refer primarily to the public schools,,

though these fountains must be kept pure; but to those other

sources of public information and opinion which, for adult

life, more than all else shape the thought and determination

of the people, chief of which are the magazines and the daily

papers. Most of our people leave the public schools while

yet in the teen-age, before much constructive thinking has

taken shape. The pulpit and the platform and the printed

book wield a considerable influence among the more thought-

ful and discerning; but for the vast majority of people the

ideas and ideals which find utterance in the daily newspaper

give form and substance to their thinking.

Certainly we believe in the freedom of the press and we
bring no railing accusation against the better type of journal-

ism with which our land is blessed. But I think there is no
gainsaying the fact that there is a considerable portion of

American journalism which is yet of the jungle. Its plan is

to win by tooth and claw. Party loyalty plays up the news

in the interest of party programs. The person or the policy

out of favor is given no chance for a fair and impartial

hearing. The purpose of such papers would seem to be not

to disseminate the news, that is to propagate the truth; but
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to give forth the news so colored as to advantage parly or

personal interest. In these days of big business, also, one is

sometimes compelled to wonder how much of that which is

given out as substantial editorial judgment, on behalf of the

public welfare, is really the measured portion administered to

the "public patient" because interests higher up think that is

what the patient needs.

The menace of a press controlled is at once apparent. It is

said that before the coming of the war of 1914 at least a

dozen of the greatest metropolitan newspapers of Germany

were owned or controlled by the Krupp Gun Works. It was

by such a debauchery of the sources of public thought that

the German people were led to their ruin.

It is not my purpose to say that the Church should buy up

or control the public press; for I am not at all sure that such

a course, if it were possible, would be for the public good.

Truth compels us to admit that some of the so-called "church

papers" are the worst offenders against the innocent. But

what I am saying is that, somehow, through home and school

and church, the gospel of Jesus must get itself so incorporated

into the young life of the nation and into human institutions

and organizations that, in the future, these sources of public

thought shall be unswervingly dominated by His invincible

righteousness.

Organized Religion

Third, organized religion in America needs redemption. It

seems strange to make this statement about religion itself; but

my emphasis is upon organized religion, and one needs but to

read any one of the four Gospels to observe that it was against

the organized religion of His day that Jesus waged His unre-

lenting warfare; and that it was just that issue which brought

His tragic death. Organized religion, like organized govern-

ment, does not like reform in the direction of liberty. It is

essentially conservative. It hates reformers and redeemers,

and yet, the race must be redeemed from its tyranny; for in

that direction lies salvation.

A letter received not long since puts the case concretely.

This letter is from a business man in Dexter, Kansas. It is

addressed to one Chas. F. Horner, a Chautauqua superin-

tendent of Kansas City, Missouri. By Mr. Horner it was

sent to Keith Vawter, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, because Mr.

Vawter is one of the managers of the Redpath-Vawter Chautau-

qua system; and by Mr. Vawter, because he is a member of

the Board of Trustees of the American Christian Missionary

Society, it was sent to me. It reads as follows:

Dear Sir:

Our community has a serious religious and social problem to

solve and some of our men suggested that you might be able to put
us in touch with the right man or people to help us.

We have a town of 500, with a large surrounding territory. We
have five church societies, four church buildings, but not a single

pastor, resident or otherwise, and not a social organization of any
kind in action, if the lodges, such as the Masonic, I. 0. O. F., be

excepted.

Church federation has been attempted but the division superin-

tendents and Presbyters came along to oppose and kill off such
efforts.

It is believed that $1,500 or more could be raised to support a
preacher or social director, and that the school building (we have
a very fine high school building) could be used for a religious and
social center.

It was suggested that we try to work outside the regular religious

organization, and as secretary of two local Chautauqua Associations,

I Was asked to write you about the matter.

Here is a town, typical in a measure, of perhaps ten thou-

sand others in the United States and Canada, in which or-

ganized religion is making religious life and culture impossi-

ble. Five church societies divide the community into hostile

camps and mutually nullify each others' efforts. Four church

buildings, erected by the devotion and the sacrificial gifts of

Christian people, stand stark and empty pointing their spires

toward Heaven but denying the very Lord in whose name they

were built. Meanwhile the young people go to the dances and

the moving picture shows, and earnest business men, whose

hearts yearn over the situation and who wish to see their chil-

dren brought up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord,

propose to underwrite the salary of a social-religious work
director and secure permission to use the high school building

in order that their town, bereft of religious instruction and of

divine worship because of organized religion, may have in it

the teaching and the influence of the Christ who died that

the race might be redeemed! Future generations will wonder

at the stupidity of such a situation. Somebody is responsible

for it now. Jesus said to people who were responsible for

conditions scarcely worse in His own day: "Woe unto you,

Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! you shut up the Kingdom
of God against men; for you neither go in yourselves nor do

you permit those who want to go in to enter." (Matt. 23:13.)

If every one of these four church buildings in Dexter, Kan-

sas, could be burned to the ground simultaneously and the

town thereby led to a new start with one community church,

it would be better off. But how much better still, if one of

these buildings were transformed into a public library, an-

other into a gymnasium and the other two put together in one

united church with a competent pastor in charge who might

shepherd the entire community.

It is to be noted from the letter that what keeps this from

being accomplished is some outside influence of organized

religion. It seems altogether probable that if this community
and thousands of others like it, could be left absolutely free,

with the open Bible and under the guidance of the Holy Spirit,

to work out their own religious destiny without any tinkering

whatever from the outside by bishop, superintendent, evange-

list or editors of church papers, they would get together in

their religious work and worship, and their doing so would

be pleasing to God and in harmony with His revealed will.

The fathers of this Restoration Movement did so in the past.

They had neither editors nor secretaries to tell them what they

had to believe or practice. They abandoned all such guidance

and committed themselves wholly to the Word of God and to

the abundance of His grace. If we rejoice in the liberty

which they brought to us, why should we deny it to others?

Organized religion needs redemption. Christian unity can-

not be forced, but if men will open the floodgates of Christian

liberty the incoming tide will lift everything that floats.

During the period of mobilization and of war the incon-

sistency and futility of our denominational divisions stood

out so glaringly that there arose a wave of public sentiment

in favor of Christian unity. But with the close of the war and

the almost simultaneous gathering of great sums of money

by the several leading religious bodies of America there seems

to have set in a decided backwash of denominationalism. L n-

less, now, something is done to maintain and even to increase

the clarity of vision which came in the war period, regarding

the need for unity, the latter state will be worse than die

former. It is the hope that the actual survey of conditions on

the fields, at home and abroad, being unitedly carried on under

the Interchurch World Movement, revealing conditions in die

home land like the one above cited, and making absolutely

imperative some endeavor toward solution, will help to stem

this backward tide and to turn it again toward unity.
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Neglected Areas

Fourth, there are neglected areas in America which

need redemption.

(1) Cities

Our great cities are at once the challenge and the re-

buke of the churches; for many of them the most densely

crowded and needy sections have been practically deserted

by the Protestant Church. A survey not long since, in one

of our great cities, revealed the fact that while on its prin-

cipal boulevard there were five churches within a stone's

throw of one another, each costing from one hundred thousand

to a quarter of a million dollars, in another portion of the

city there was an area containing thirty-five thousand people

in which there was no Protestant church whatever. The reason

is obvious. In our competitive system it paid to build churches

among the rich and well-to-do, because there would be self-

support and ample contributions to organized agencies, while

in the other section, among the poor,

the kind of people to whom Jesus Him-

self belonged, a church would be a

liability rather than an asset. But no

land can ever be redeemed by such a

process. One of the tasks before

American Christianity is first the re-

moval of these blind spots from her

eyes, by taking knowledge of the con-

ditions, and then courageous, persistent

cooperative effort to remove the scandal

and to meet the need.

(2) Miners and Loggers

The miners and the woodsmen con-

stitute neglected groups who must be

reached if America is to be redeemed.

The splendid work which Ray Manley

has been doing among the miners of the

coke regions of Western Pennsylvania,

and similar work by others, is just

enough to throw the flashlight upon the

possibilities of redemptive service
among these sons of toil if the Church

would awaken to that task. Dr. Worth

M. Tippy has been writing and speak-

ing most searchingly about the results

of his visit to the lumber camps of the

Northwest. Here he found sixty thou-

sand men practically as devoid of Chris-

tian teaching and religious influence as

if they lived in the heart of Africa.

Among them, he says, he found the most

outspoken and daring radicalism any-

where to be found in America. The

building of churches in their midst is

next to impossible. The ordinary type

of religious work is not feasible because

the camps are constantly shifting, and

yet these men must not longer be

neglected by the Church.

That they are amenable to the gospel,

when it is taken to them, is demonstrated

by the results in the few cases where

the effort has been made. More cour-

ageous or dramatic witnessing for the

power of the gospel could scarcely be

found than that shown by converted

lumberjacks in some of these camps. Our own brother, C. M.

Patelle, now a junior student in Eugene Bible University,

Eugene, Oregon, is an illustration of this truth. He himself

was a lumberjack from boyhood. He rose from the ranks by

efficiency and physical prowess until he held the position of

Hook Tenter—the virtual boss of a camp—in the Skagit River

region, Washington. This position can be held continuously

only by one being able to lick any other man in camp. Mr.

Patelle is now preparing himself for the ministry of the gospel

with the hope of going back to the men among whom he

labored and of bringing to them the light and the peaceable-

ness of the glorious gospel of Christ.

(3) Pioneers

The open prairies and the mountain regions of our frontier

states and provinces constitute a neglected area in America.

Here dwell the scattered and isolated pioneers, the vanguard

of civilization, upon whose lonely labors the course of em-

HOW THE CHURCHES REACH THE PEOPLE
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A Sample County Survey of the Interchurch World movement
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pire depends. "The pioneer," B. A. Abbott says, "pushes

the long, long trail of human progress a little further into the

realms of the unknown and untried. He does not need our

pity; his life is one of exhilaration; every morning is new,

every day a march nearer the desired goal of humanity; he

opens up all the new lands, he sees the mountains and the

rivers first in their primitive beauty, with the wonder, mystery

and glory of the old eternal radiance clinging about them; he

leads humanity on; he is the man of the morning; he gives

life all its new horizons; he pushes out beyond the common-

place; he keeps the world young and the wonder spirit alive."

Perhaps it is true he does not need our pity; but he does

need and he deserves our fellowship in the gospel and he

yearns for it. We have seen the tears of joy of some of them,

who, for the first time in years, gathered with a little company,

in a far provincial convention, to greet those with like precious

faith whose comradeship they have missed so much since they

left the old home back in the central states and struck out upon

the new trail. And as they need us, we need them. We cannot

go on toward the fullness of the Kingdom without them. Now
that they have broken the trail and made the roads we must

send after them the heralds of the gospel, who$ by modern

means of transportation, will hunt them out and visit their

frontier homes, bringing them the consolations of the gospel

and binding them together into the fellowship of faith.

Some years ago, when the Canadian Pacific Railroad was

first being projected through the region of which Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan, is now the center, a frontier Bishop of the

Angelican Church, who saw in glowing vision the coming of

the pioneers who would people those vast prairies and build

villages, towns and cities along the line of the proposed rail-

road, went back to the mother country, where, in church and

in college and in home, he pled for the means of support and

for the young men who would come out and join the pioneers

and plant the Anglican faith across the province. He secured

fifty young men who came on the promise of a salary of $50
per month, a pony, a tent and tent equipment. These young
ministers were placed, one by one, across the prairies in the

places where the railroad company indicated there would be

stations. They had no congregations to preach to; no chapels

to preach in; nothing but the interminable prairies, and each

his own tent and the pony. But the pioneers were beginning

to come and each minister was instructed to pitch his tent,

take his pony and ride across the prairies in search of dugouts

and of pioneers; to minister to everyone whom he found; to

preach the gospel; help the laborer; heal the sick; and invite

men to help found the Kingdom of God. They endured untold

hardships; one of them froze to death; but they stayed, and
today fifty Anglican chapels dot the landscape where winds

that railway across the plains.

(4) American Indians

There are more than three hundred thousand American
Indians in the United States. It is reported that some sixty

thousand of them are as pagan as their ancestors were

before the white man came. Toward these first Americans

we have a primary obligation. We are the possessors of their

land. We took it because we could, on the pretext that we
would make better use of it than they. In return we reduced

them to a state of dependency and made them wards of the

government. If we have attempted education among them it

has been the white-man's type and not adapted to their needs.

Since we ceased to fear them we have ignored or forgotten

them. They are of interest to the tourist as adding a touch

of color and of romance to a trip through the Western states.

The religious statistics are 28 per cent Roman Catholic ad-

herents, 19 per cent Protestant adherents, 20 per cent children

under ten years, neither, and 33 per cent neglected.

The early Christian fathers in this country took seriously

the obligation to spread the gospel among the aboriginal

tribes. We find this purpose written in the charters of most of

the early colonies. The names of many of these missionaries

linger attached to towns or rivers or mountains long after

their labors have been forgotten. Yet their work was attended

with success, in some cases with notable success, such as would
now thrill us with elation if recorded of today's efforts on the

other side of the globe. But where one missionary had been

the westward push of the empire brought hundreds of rapa-

cious adventurers and soldiers of fortune, who, without fear

of God or man, broke treaties which had been made by their

predecessors and deceived and plundered the Indians. Though
the methods have changed the end is not yet. President Lin-

coln said, "If I live, this accursed system of robbery and shame
in our treatment of the Indians shall be reformed."

There are notable missions among the Indians today. In

some respects the Arapahoe mission of the Protestant Episco-

pal Church, at Wind River, Wyoming, among a fierce and
recalcitrant tribe, is the most notable of them all.

The American Church has a duty to the Indians and America
will not be redeemed until this obligation has been redeemed
also. Wendell Phillips said, "The Indian race is the one with

which the people of the United States have most dread to meet
at the Judgment Bar of Almighty God." The Disciples of

Christ have an opportunity and a definite appeal to help es-

tablish among the Indians of the Northwest, in the Yakima
Valley, a work similar to that of the Arapahoe mission, in

which the Indians themselves will cooperate.

(5) Negroes

The status of the Negroes in the United States today

must be a matter to give grave concern to every thoughtful

mind. Since their liberation from slavery the Church has

done a good bit for them and they have made wonderful prog-

ress. But what has been done only makes imperative the doing

of more. The Negro race must be redeemed. But the Church
has also a serious duty to create among both Negroes and the

white population a better understanding and a kindlier spirit

on the part of each race toward the other. It remains for

Christianity in this good land of ours to demonstrate whether

two races can live in the same country without strife which

will ultimately lead to the extinction or subjugation of one of

them. This is not a political issue, but one involving the

supremacy of Christian principles. The recent shifting of

large numbers of Negroes from the south into northern states,

made necessary by the demand for unskilled labor during the

period of the war, has made this issue more acute; while the

military training of the Negro young men and their participa-

tion in the great war has helped to develop a type of race

consciousness which is of menacing aspect. Here is a task

which the Church cannot forget nor neglect nor wash her

hands of.

(6) Immigrants

The Immigrants in America constitute a vast neglected

portion of our population. The nation has suddenlv awakened
to a realization of their presence. In the strikes and demon-

strations and riots in our cities during recent months the ma-

jority of those opposing constituted authoritv were of alien

birth or parentage. In the Cleveland riot those who bore the

red flags were nearly all immigrants. In the steel strike the

charge is brought by the operators and owners that the ma-
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jority of those who went out and who are causing the present

disturbances are foreigners. It has even been suggested that

they be sent back to the countries from which they came!

We need to remember how it happens that they are here. The

truth is we sent for them. The agents of our great industrial

organizations were sent to Italy and Austria and Hungary and

Poland and Russia and other European countries to find the

brawn and muscle needed in our great steel factories. Villages

over there were almost depopulated or transferred in toto to

industrial centers in America. Glowing inducements accom-

panied our invitations. The Immigrants were promised good

wages and freedom and opportunity and all the rich blessings

of this land of light and liberty. And when they came, at the

rate of almost a million a year, how were these promises

fulfilled? We crowded them like cattle into the worst quarters

of our great cities; we put them to work amid blazing fur-

naces twelve hours a day, with a twenty-four hour shift every

two weeks. They were compelled to live in most unsanitary

quarters where normal childhood and the development of

wholesome family life were impossible. Then we turned loose

upon them the most wolfish elements of our civilization, until,

maddened by mistreatment, plundered and betrayed, and

knowing no other means of redress,

when some wild Bolshevist comes among
them and advises that they strike and

join the revolution to overthrow their

masters, they fall in behind the red

flag. Then we shoot them down, for

incipient rebellion must be quelled, and

proceed to maintain civic order by

force. But for how long?

And what have we done for the im-

migrant? The Church has done but

little and the state less. In this very

building, a year or so ago, the Governor

of this State, referring to the fact that

the German language had been taught

in the public schools while no public

money had been used to teach English

to the immigrants, used words like

these: "Henceforth we shall not spend

a dollar of public money to teach Ger-

man to any man's child, but we are

going to spend thousands of dollars to

teach the English language to these alien

neighbors of ours that there may be one

flag and one language in this land."

His utterance was cheered heartily by a

vast throng. The trouble is we are be-

ginning about a quarter of a century

too late.

As a people we have touched but the

fringe of this problem. We have talked

much and done little. You have not

given us the funds with which to do.

Even now we are only making the first

beginnings toward approaching the task

in constructive fashion.

A well selected committee, which had

been at work a year, submitted to the

Des Moines Convention in 1916 a care-

fully wrought out, constructive policy

for our guidance in this immigrant

work. The events which have inter-

vened have shown no need for change in

that policy; but rather, have demonstrated its wisdom. We
cannot hope to make progress in dealing with the immigrant

situation by relying for leadership upon immigrants them-

selves who have learned a little of the English language. Only

by putting every such piece of work under trained American

leadership is measurable success possible. Work like that

being done by Frank Butchart in Cleveland, by Ray Manley

in Western Pennsylvania, and by Miss Bertha Merrill, first in

Chicago and now in New York, is of substantial worth. In

these workers we have the beginning of the fulfillment of our

ideals. Graduated from our own colleges, with post graduate

training in the universities under great social leaders, and, in

the case of Mr. Manley, residence abroad in the native lands

of the people among whom he works here, this type of leaders,

then a social-service program shot through with religious

spirit and ideals, with the cooperation and assistance of a

nucleus of American Christians; all this planted right in the

heart of great centers of immigrant population, this is lifting

at the task constructively. And it is to be noted that this type

of work has this double advantage: that, while it meets the

immigrant at the point of his greatest need, it also enlists and

brings into contact with him and his family the culture and

A Lumber Camp in the Northwest—"Remote, Unfriended, Melancholy, Slow"
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refinement of our own best Christian lives, and giving to them

at first hand a vision of the needs and opportunity for service

and the joy of fellowship in worthful human endeavor it lifts

at both ends of our social problems.

Conclusion

The redemption of America is a vast far-reaching task. It

is a part of God's far greater task of redeeming the world.

It cannot be accomplished in a day; but much more can be

done than is being done. Our labors can be made cumulative,

and they can be multiplied in power and effectiveness if we
can secure the harmonious cooperation and unity of effort of

the whole Church of Christ in America and then direct that

effort into scientifically efficient channels of service. In this

war we have seen what a nation can do when all its people and

all its resources have been drafted for the accomplishment of

a single aim. It yet remains to be seen what the United Church

of Christ can accomplish when all her people and all her re-

sources have been definitely concentrated upon the redemption

of the world. In his great book on "The Science of Power"

Benjamin Kidd has said:

"There is not an existing institution in the world of civilized

humanity which cannot be profoundly modified or altered or

abolished in a generation. There is no form or order of gov-

ernment or of the dominion of force which cannot be removed

out of the world within a generation. There is no ideal in con-

formity with the principles of civilization dreamed of by any

dreamer or idealist which cannot be realized within the lifetime

of those around him."

The redemption of America is not impossible. It is not an

idle dream. It is the will of God. It can and must be done.

Its achievement only awaits the fullness of the Church's sacri-

ficial spirit.

At the Cleveland Conference of the Federal Council one of

the French Chaplains, who had served all through the great

war and had come to America to speak on behalf of French

Protestantism, said that when he was called by his church to

undertake this mission, after the armistice had been signed, he

asked permission to go back and visit once more the front line

trenches. The permission was granted, and he went back to

the trenches where, for more than four years he had been with

his boys of France. He found all up and down those front

lines the little white crosses which marked the graves where

had fallen bis own French boys and the British boys and the

Canadian lads and the American youths—miles upon miles of

white crosses—and he said it seemed to him as if the "Good
Friday Cross" (that is the way he put it, meaning the Cross of

Calvary) had been a tree which had bloomed and borne seed

and that some wind, like a breath from Heaven, had scattered

those seeds, as the maple seeds are scattered in the springtime,

all the way from the mountains to the sea, and that these seeds

had sprung up and produced the little white crosses all across

his native land. Then said he, "Friends of America, what we
need is not the white crosses which mark the graves where lie

our sacred dead, but the living Cross of Christ planted in the

living hearts of our everliving France."

So I say now, what America needs for her redemption, and
for her greater share in the redemption of the world, is the

planting deep, and yet deeper, in the hearts of the Church of

the sacrificial cross of the crucified, but ever-living Christ.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prayer is the soul of religion and failure there is not a

superficial lack, for the supply of which the spiritual life

leisurely can wait. Failure in prayer is the loss of religion

itself in the inward and dynamic aspect of fellowship with, the

eternal.

—

Harry Emerson Fosdick.

Sans Rent, Sans Fuel, Sans Equipment, Sans Clerks, Sans Artificial Light, the Foreign Merchant Brings the Prices of His

Wares— Second Hand Clothes and Third Class Foodstuffs—Within the Reach of His Customers
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Home Missionary Leadership in Movements
Toward Unity
By FINIS L. IDLEMAN

WHAT is the province of the American Society? What

functions may it perform for the Disciples? Is it to

be a liberating force, or a mechanical automaton?

Whatever the original function the American Society was

set to perform, the wisdom of its present administration and

the occasion of its just claim upon us for support must rest

upon its present adaptation to the needs of the Kingdom. If

what it is doing is not changing to meet changing conditions,

like all antiquated institutions, it ought to cease and give place

to one that will.

Everything that is born of God grows. When it ceases to

grow it is no longer serviceable in a divine scheme.

How far we have traveled since 1869! In the meantime

religious opinions and practices have been blended and shaded

by so many common efforts that the wisdom of religious debate

as a means of propaganda has been discarded by all who know

the mind of the Spirit. The inevitable results of acquaintance

and fellowship have taught us all more of neglected truth, and

blended our thinking appreciably. People who have any reason

to be known as religious cannot hate iheir religious neighbors

now, for like Charles Lamb, they "cannot hate whom they

know." Moreover, we have discovered what was not clear

seventy-five years ago, that we can never overtake America's

growth in population nor meet her social and spiritual needs

by working as separate and disinterested communions. On
that program we were losing the battle daily. Encysted wrongs

were defiant. The tide of immigrants overwhelmed us, and

continental conceptions of the Lord's day, and personal liberty

were inundating the whole country. Unless a most vigorous

and united Protestantism had begun to grapple with the living

issues of unprecedented magnitude the church would have

been tragically beaten. .

It became the duty, therefore, of the administrators of that

sacred trust to advance .beyond the original conception and

intention of its founders and unite with leaders of other re-

ligious bodies similarly entrusted. They were compelled with

common zeal lo cease the overlapping and overlooking and

make an honest attempt lo Christianize the (otal population of

the United Stales, and its possessions. Any other course in

the light of modern Christian ethics and Strategy would have

been suicidal and sinful. It remains ;i most difficult task even

with the utmost cooperation possible. Willi the present incis-

ure of our giving, the Disciples of Christ have a hundredfold

mole work than they can do if they accept the mere allotment

of unoccupied territory mutually agreed upon as their area

of responsibility. How unchristian and blunderingly fatal it

is for us then lo multiply struggling and competing churches

in already overoccupied fields.

The American Society, by virtue of its priority among Us

in organized missionary activity, is set for the mutual interpre-

tation of the movements of the Kingdom to the Disciples. Weo ~ I

have no other general agency that can do that essential piece

of work. When the American Society fails to do one or both

of these services, it leaves us detached front the total body of

Christ in America, and most pitifully impoverished. It mini

interpret us lo the lolal Christian fellowship. That inlerpre-

tation must be one of passion, not of pride. No CJu-istian

body has anything lo be proud of in the light of the uu-

evangelized world, and when it does boast it becomes doubly

despicable. The passionate yearning for the unity of the

church must respect the fact that there is a Christian constitu-

ency to be united. The mother society among us may always

be correct in pleading for unity, as a true interpretation of

the Disciples of Christ. Il will always be incorrect if it pro-

ceeds to do it dogmatically. That passion must be seen in

practice. Wherever the American Society can cooperate with

similar societies of other communions, it is bound to do it or

misinterpret the people who support it. To preach union and

deny it in participation, is to shut the door to any thoughtful

hearing.

What if God should take our plea for unity after a hundred

years, and give it to a fellowship whom we have called "sec-

tarian"? It is better not to have had the truth than to hold

it in lovelessness. The American Society, through its oppor-

tunity for fellowship, its unique privilege of cultivating the

character of our ministry and through the actual practice of

vital unity in the fields to be occupied, stands pre-eminently

charged with the solemn obligations to interpret the living

truth of the oneness of the church to divided Protestantism in

such fashion as to make that truth winsome and compelling.

Likewise this society must interpret the Kingdom to the

Disciples. The forward movements that look toward the en-

largement and unification of the cause of Christ should find

here a ready medium of communication. Its officers should

be among the first to sense the movements that enfold possi-

bilities of realizing the prayer of Jesus, and to interpret this

to our ministry. It would be most derelict of them if a single

conference looking toward the unity of the church, or the

Christian conquest of America, were lo be held without their

participation. Else we shall be led by blind men, and fall

into the ditch of doomed sectarianism. Our isolation is always

our peril. Eew are privileged lo have first-hand information

about the new heart-throbs of the church universal, and our

qualified representatives who may be both free lo attend and

to disseminate the spirit of such movements are most surely

obligated lo do il. To have leaders of any other type is spir-

itual disaster. We do not need parrots but prophets. We have

contribution 10 make lo the world, and the agency which may
so help, or hinder, that contribution is ihe American Society.

Rather than limit and heckle its leaders in iheir privilege of

widened fellowship and of widening ours, we should pray

daily thai ihey may have (he visions of seers lo see the way
God is moving in the midst of His people and the courage to

follow after.

Central Church, New York City.

Chrisl is Love,

I often say those Words

()( such profound simplicity,

And yel 1 drift

Tossed by ihe veering winds of life,

Afraid lo rise,

And trust myself to Him.

Vera Hunt, in The Churchman.
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The City Problem of the Church
By MAXWELL HALL

City Survey Division, Interchurch World Movement

AMERICA is steadily becoming a nation of city people.

l\ Once it was a land of country folk. The rural districts

were dominant. As the decades have passed, however,

the cities have become larger and more numerous. During

the first decade of the twentieth century the urban population

increased nearly five times as rapidly as the rural population

and its influence has increased in proportion. With the growth

of the cities there is developing what may be called a city

race, which promises to differ physically, mentally, socially

and spiritually from the rural race of the present and the

past. The question may be asked, what part is the church of

Jesus Christ to have in this development.

This movement of the people into the centers of population

was marked during the period of the war by an event which

occurred so quietly that it was not recorded in the newspapers

at all. And yet it was an event of more importance and carried

with it a greater significance for the future of America's life,

than any other single incident during those eventful days.

With each succeeding census it has been evident that the pro-

portion of persons living in urban communities, as compared

with the total population, has been increasing. To refer to

Chart I, the line representing the urban population has been

rising. This means, of course, that the line which represents

rural population has been falling. In 1910, it is seen, these
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lines were approaching one another, from the best estimates

that we have been able to secure, it is evident that these lines

crossed during the period of the war.

In other words, America has become, once and for ;ill time,

a nation with the majority of its population living in the

city environment. The country boy who has been carrying

the flag through the decades of the past, has handed it to the

city boy, who will carry it down through the aeons of the

future. This is a fact of the very greatest importance for the

future of our national life, and it stands as a challenge to our

city churches. If America is to be Christianized, the church

must learn how to lead those who live in the city to the Son
of God.

The change from the rural to the city environment has had
a very decided effect upon social and* religious institutions.

The great basic institutions of society, as they enter the city

life, have been undergoing a change which can be readily seen.

The fundamental institution of society is the family, and the

effect upon the family of the change to a city environment is

very marked. It is a far call from the cottage on the hill to

the apartment on the avenue, or from the elegant countrv home
to the mansion on the boulevard. As the familv enters the

city environment, there is almost a complete change in the

family life. The habits are different; the atmosphere changes:

the very relations of the members of the family to one another

are altered. It is difficult to overestimate the effect upon
society of this change in the family.

Next to the family the institution cf prime importance to

the moral and spiritual life of the race is the church, and the

difference between the successful rural church and the suc-

cessful city church is just as great as the difference between

the typical rural family and the typical city family. The con-

nection between the success and failure of the Protestant

church on the one hand, and the size of the city, on the other

hand, is very significant. The accompanying chart
I
Chart II i

shows very clearly that as the city has grown larger, the

proportion of the Protestant membership to the total popula-

tion has grown smaller. Of course, there is more than one ex-

planation for this fact, but no explanation is sufficient to enable

the church to escape the charge that it has failed to keep step

with the growth of the city.

The First Ward in the city of Chicago, and Old Boston, are

typical illustrations of the effect of the failure of the church

to minister effectively to the congested districts of our large

cities, and many of our smaller cities can show tvpical illus-

trations of the failure of the church to meet its responsibility.

The American city is of recent origin and rapid growth,

facts which are graphicallyr set forth on Charts III and I\

.

In 1800 there were only six cities in the b nited States with

a population of 8.000 and over, and the total population of

these cities combined was less than the population of Colum-

bus, Ohio, today. In 1910 there were 778 cities in this country

with a population of 8.000 and over and they had a total popu-

lation of nearly thirty-six million. Their number and size.

of course, is steadily increasing.

There are three processes which work together to build up

the population of the cities: namely, rural emigration, by

which is meant the movement of those who have lived in the

rural districts of America into the cities: alien immigration.

or the movement of people from other lands into the cities

of our own land: and the birth rate.

Corresponding to these throe processes, there arc three

groups which make up the population o( the city, first, the

rural emigrant: second, the alien immigrant; third, the in-
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digenous city folk. The problem of the city church, as

distinguished from the rural church then is not so much a

spiritual or a social problem, as a psychological one, for

that which differentiates these groups from one another is the

fact that their childhood was spent in a different environment.

They think in different terms; the landscape of their thought

is different landscape.

The Protestant church is largely the property and the prod-

uct of the rural emigrant. Most of the members of the

Protestant churches in our cities have come from rural districts.

A show of hands in almost any Protestant church in any city

will show that this is true. The proportion of ministers who

have come from rural districts is still larger. As a result, the

traditions of our city churches are rural traditions. The appeal

is to the rural mind. Their message is spoken in the vocabulary

of rural America: for this reason it is unintelligible and un-

attractive to those who have come from other lands and also

to those born and reared in the city environment. If you will

listen to the average sermon from the majority of our city

pulpits, you will notice that most of the illustrations are from

rural life. The language is that of the rural community. The

viewpoint is one familiar chiefly to the rural mind. Such a

sermon, of course, is interesting to most of the officers of the

church and the members, because it takes them back to their

childhood, but it does not appeal to the young men and women
whose childhood has been spent almost exclusively in the

city environment.

The alien immigrant presents to the city church a magnifi-

cent evangelistic opportunity, but if the church expects to

attract him it must keep in mind the background of his thought.

His traditions, his customs, his standards and ideals have not

only been very different from our own, but are just as de-

cidedly different from most of his fellow immigrants.

The conduct of the church toward the stranger in our midst

has been very curious indeed. Instead of looking upon his

presence as an opportunity, and approaching him with sym-

pathy, the city church has been disposed to look upon him as

a menace and to flee from his presence as from a pestilence.

All over this country we have imposing monuments to the

stupidity of the church in. this direction, large empty buildings

which once housed active churches, but which now stand with

windows broken and doors boarded up, bearing witness to the

fact that these churches were unwilling to undertake seriously

to make disciples of all nations, when these nations were

brought to their very doors. In New York City alone sixty-eight

Protestant churches have been abandoned within the last

twenty years, while only twenty-four churches have been built,

sixteen of which were for Negro congregations. This policy

of the church toward the alien immigrant must change, or its

effect upon the growth and prosperity of Protestant Chris-

tianity in America will be disastrous. Fortunately it has

changed and is changing in some places, but there is still much
to be done.

There is a third group which differs decidedly from the

other two and which we may call the indigenous city folk,

those who have spent their childhood in the city environment.

This difference may not appear at once, for many of them are

the children of the first and second generations of those who
have come from the rural districts of America or from other

lands. But the difference is a real one. To demonstrate this

let parents who spent their childhood in rural districts, but

whose children have spent their childhood in the city environ-

ment, compare their own attitude and viewpoint toward life in

general when they were children with the attitude and view-
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point of their own children today, and the difference will

appear at once.

These indigenous city folks are destined to be the dominant

group in our city life and, consequently, the dominant group

in the life of the nation. It is of the very utmost importance

that the church shall reach and shape the lives of these people.

A rural church, with a rural message and rural methods, will

never reach them, but they can be reached, even though it may
not be as easy as it was in the open country.

The environment of the city is not so conducive to religion.

The country boy and his sister live in the midst of an environ-

ment which irresistibly declares the glory of God. The mead-

ows and the woodland, the songbirds and the wild flowers, the

grain from the field and the fruit from the orchard, are con-

stantly reminding them that God is the Creator of all things

and that he loves His children and provides for all their needs.

But what does the child of the city street see to remind him of

God's presence in this world? His environment is the handi-

work of men. The wonders of the city are marvels of engineer-

ing and finance. About all that he sees of nature is in the

sky above, but the clouds and the stars are so far away, and
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the tall buildings so close at hand that he does not see the

picture for the frame. No wonder we have Sunday schools of

atheism on the lower East Side of New York. The church

must take the Bible, which has largely a rural setting, and

so interpret its message, that the city child will learn to see

that the principles of Christianity which the Bible brings to

him will help him more than anything else to solve the prob-

lems which confront him day by day.

There are a number of conditions peculiar to the city which

conspire to make the distinctive tasks of the city church ex-

ceptionally difficult. The family life is changed. Church

members who move into the city have a tendency to break

away from the traditions of the past as they enter the city

life. The individual is submerged. The alien who is present

in large numbers is wholly unfamiliar with the method and

the viewpoint of the Protestant church. There are congested

areas and segregated districts. Industry creates class distinc-

tion. The well-to-do people who are able to finance the large

churches are often far removed from the more densely popu-

lated sections where the church is greatly needed, and the

downtown church, while surrounded by large business enter-

prises is often quite a distance from the homes of most of the

people of all classes. Such conditions as these, and others

like them, make the problem which confronts the church in the

city peculiarly acute and makes it absolutely necessary for the

church to adapt its work to meet the conditions which it has

to face.

In every large city there are different types of churches,

depending on the location and the character of the people to

be ministered unto. There is the downtown church,—the Poly-

glot church,—the suburban church, the industrial church. No
two churches are exactly alike. No two should have precisely

the same program, because no two communities are identical,

and no two groups of people should have exactly the same

type of ministry.

It is imperative that the church should adapt its methods

and message to its environment. Otherwise it will become

extinct, just as prehistoric animals like the Dodo bird became

extinct when they were unable to adapt themselves to their

surroundings. This may seem to be a very difficult task, but

the hopeful thing about it all is that a goodly number of

churches have shown not only the disposition, but the ability

to minister effectively to the community in which they are

situated. Such churches become great unifying forces uniting

people in the spirit of brotherhood, which goes far toward

solving their most serious problems.

It is essential that the local churches shall make this adapta-

tion; that they shall const rucl buildings and provide equip-

ment adapted to service, not merely to services; that ihcy

shall proclaim the gospel message in the language of the city

and employ methods which are suitable to the needs of those

to whom they minister. It is also necessary that the religious

body as a whole shall be disposed to adapt its program to

meet the city conditions instead of forcing the citv churches

to conform to the program which is suitable only to the rural

congregations, which in most communions are in the majority.

It must not only give to the city church a large measure of

freedom, but it must help its churches in any given citv. to

construct a program which will enable them to render the

service that is needed.

It is becoming increasingly evident that if the Protestant

churches are to continue as a vital force in the citv life, thev

must learn the lesson of cooperation rather than competition.

They must present a united front to the forces which are op-

posed to the principles and the life for which the church

stands, and combine their efforts to build on earth cities of our

God.

There are three things which a successful city church must

do. It must study its environment to find out what sort of

conditions exist and what kind of people live in the com-

munity in which it is located. It must re-examine its methods

in order to determine to what extent they are suited to meet

the existing conditions and the people whom it is to serve, and

then it must adapt its ministry, remembering that it is not

the business of the church to build itself up out of the com-

munity, but to build up the community out of its own life.

The Interchurch World Movement through the Citv Survey

proposes to assist the churches to do these three essential

things. The block survey when completed will enable each

church in the city by a glance at the maps, to see in just what

sort of a community it is situated. The household survey

among other things will reveal in detail the relation of each

person in the community to the church. The church survey

will provide a method for the church to make an exhaustive

self-examination and help it to see to what extent it is fulfilling

its mission. As results are published, it will reveal how vari-

ous churches are dealing with the city problem. This will be

of incalculable value for there are few problems which any

church confronts that some church has not dealt with success-

fully. Other special surveys will set forth in graphic form

social and industrial conditions that the churches may more
fully know their task both individually and collectively.

GROWTH OF CITIES IN THE U.S. IN 67 YEARS
Statistical Abstract of the US Census. 1918, page 4Q
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If the Church of Christ will only follow the example of its lli^ tears over the metropolis of His nation, He voiced His

Lord, who adapted both His message and Hi> methods i«> passionate interest in the city problem ol His da) and when

suit the needs of those to whom he minis.tered, whether in He senl His apostles forth -is witnesses He bade them begin

Galilee or Jerusalem, it will discover that lite gospel is the in Jerusalem. We cannot doubl that His interest in the city is

power of Cod unlo the salvation of llie eily no less than of just as great today as it was then, and that He will bless

the town or country. abundantly the church that undertakes with vigor and determi-

As Jesus sal on the brow ol Olivet and looked oiii Lhrough nation the task of bringing the city into subjection to His will.

The Gall of the City
By EDGAR DeWITT JONES

"Fainl and far, like a thing of dreams,

Willi palace and mart and spire.

With the tread of n million hurrying feet,

With hope and regret and desire—

The city tics and it calls with a voice

That touches men's souls with fire."

ALL the world is the field for Christian conquest, and in

l\ order to show the dire need of one area for the gospel,

it is not necessary to ignore or belittle any other. Coun-

try and city, island and continent, village and metropolis are

on an equal footing in the sense that wherever man is, there

also is the necessity for his spiritual rebirth. Yet withal, some

sections of the world-field are by the very nature of the case

more pivotal and more pressing in importance than other

sections. Thus the twentieth century city is at once the most

baffling and inviting, the most complex and strategic—in truth

the most challenging of objectives for the propagation and

triumph of the Christian order.

The call of the city is the call of "much people." The

multitudes, the masses, the crowds, the throngs are there in

seething, tumultuous tides. It was the sight of the multitude

that touched the heart of Jesus and moved Him with compas-

sion, and nowhere else is the spectacle of shepherdless sheep

on so colossal a scale or the appeal so poignant to the shepherd

heart as in the populous centers. "Much people" may weary

us exceedingly and life in a city apartment may be "flat"

enough, but it was for the people and not for trees, flowers,

murmuring brooks and lovely meadows that Jesus suffered

and died. The people, rich and poor, good and bad, weak

and strong, noble and depraved, young and old—the people in

vast numbers are in the great cities of the land and they con-

tinue to move cityward in ceaseless swollen streams, coming

from village, from farm, from everywhere, to win or lose in

the battle for life and love amid the roar of traffic, the smoke

and the grime.

The mighty currents of commerce and industry flow turgidly

through the great cities. All roads lead to the metropolis.

The influence of the great city for right or wrong is proverbial.

As goes Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, so is Pennsylvania likely

to go; as Chicago thinks so is the entire state of Illinois

influenced in thought. First century Christianity rightfully

gauged the city as the place pivotal and the greatest missionary

of the Apostolic group boldly laid siege to Corinth, Antioch,

Athens and Ephesus. There is something contagious in the

fervor of his vibrant words, "I must see Rome." It is idle

to speculate what might have happened had Alexander Camp-

bell planted Bethany College in the heart of New York City

instead of in the glorious hill country of West Virginia, but

one may be permitted to indulge the fancy that could he have

done so the position of the Disciples of Christ, as well as

their program, would be more widely understood and accepted,

not only throughout the east today, but throughout the country

as a whole. It is not quite accurate or lair to call the Disciples

of Christ a rural people, but it is a stubborn fact that as a

body they have not, save in a few notable cases, made their

presence felt appreciably in the large centers. What has

been accomplished outstandingly in Kansas City and only a

little less so in Des Moines, Louisville and Cleveland, is due to

far-seeing, prophetic leadership and superb staying qualities.

The Americanization of the great cities is halted and hin-

dered by the lack of an intelligent, united and aggressive

policy on the part of the Christian forces. The foreigner is

at our door; the alien at our elbow. In Detroit the non-

English-speaking population is very large, numbering: Polish,

120,000; German, 150,000; Belgian, 15,000; Finnish, 2,000;

Swedish, 10,000; Hungarian, 28,000; Greek, 8,000; Jewish,

40,000; Armenian, 6,000; Italian, 40,000; Russian, 15,000;

Lithuanian, 6,000; Danish, 4,500; Croatian, 3,000; Czecho-

slovak, 15,000. To teach these people English is good, but

it is not enough. These peoples have been so often exploited,

so cruelly misunderstood that they need an indirect and kindly

approach as individuals rather than as "classes" to be closely

scrutinized and experimented upon. Justice and mercy as

filtered through Christian conduct come more nearly being a

panacea for humanity's hurts than anything else.

To be sure the smaller city offers a more delightful field

than the congested centers to the Christian layman or minister,

but since when has it become the duty of Christian teachers to

settle down for life in delightful fields and amidst comfortable

surroundings when the call comes to go where there is less

comfort but greater need? Finis Idleman's leaving Des Moines

and faring forth to New York City to spend the rest of his

life ministry was almost as foolhardy as William Carey's

going to India, or Dr. Susie Rijnhart's invasion of Tibet.

Colonel Roosevelt, in a characteristic letter to his son Archie,

with reference to his playing football, advised him not to get

smashed in a practice game, if possible, but to be perfectly

willing to be smashed completely whenever the real thing was

on and the victory of his college team justified it. That is

good advice for every worker, every servant of God and

humanity. The cities of America challenge leadership in every

worthful career to risk being smashed utterly in order to plant

the Great Hereafter in the Now.

"Censers are swinging

Over the town;
Censers are swinging,

Look overhead

!

Censers are swinging,

Heaven comes down;
City, dead city.

Awake from the dead!"

Central Church, Detroit, Michigan.
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The Healing of Africa
By DR. ERNEST B. PEARSON

THE heroes and heroines of many tales are people of

superb physique. The purest of blood courses through

their veins, making it impossible for a disease germ to

find habitation there. They excel in feats of physical strength

or win their way by the charm of a beautiful personality.

Here in Congo-land one sees frequently specimens of man-

hood which might well grace the front page of physical culture

magazines; strong men, beneath whose dark, glossy skins the

supplest of muscles play; women, erect and perfectly modeled,

who, in grace of carriage and ease of movement, might suc-

cessfully vie with their fairer sisters. It is not of such, how-

ever, that I would" write, but rather of those whose bodies

harbor festive microbes which feast

upon the lifeblood until these bodies

are broken or wasted or disfigured, and

the game of life, without help, becomes

a losing one.

Not all the sick of Congo, by any

means, come to our hospital dispen-

saries, but we do see victims of numer-

ous diseases in various stages of their

maladies. Quite a number of those

who come to us for treatment come

with such common ailments as you in

the homeland care for without the

help of the doctor. Even for their

lesser aches and pains some are glad

to get away from the nauseating con-

coctions of the Witch Doctor, or if

they happen to be mission workmen,

to have a try at getting out of work

for a day or two; but the majority

prefer to take "mixed treatment." It

is no uncommon thing to give some

patient a dose of medicine at the dis-

pensary and a little later, if one hap-

pens past his hut, to see the "place

where the misery's at" smeared with

clay or other native medicine and, if possible, tied off from
the rest of the body by string or grass. For a severe headache

they tie something tight around the neck; for pain in the

foot a constriction is placed round the ankle or just below

the knee; for trouble in the hand the wrist and the elbow

may be tied-off in the same manner. Generally such methods
hinder rather than help in the cure, but in rare instances, as

when a man is bitten on the foot by a snake, constriction above

the ankle may help some. Even for such injury, however,

they may hardly be expected to stop at the ankle, but tie-off

also at knee, wrist, ankle and neck.

In the native mind most all abdominal disturbances are

due to the onslaughts of Nsembe, or intestinal parasites, that

childhood complaint for which our good grandmothers used

to give us vermifuge every so often. Their diagnoses are cor-

rect, too, in no small percentage of cases and we find santonin

and calomel one of our best sellers. The native usually desires

quick and visible results from his medicines, which can be

gotten, unfortunately, in only a few complaints such as this.

Dysentery occurs constantly, for the native is ignorant of its

cause and does not take the necessary means for its prevention.

Foreigners, if they are wise, take the precaution to boil all

One of the Many Children who Suffer from the
Yaws. Ten Days After He was Treated at the

Dispensary He was so Well That He Was
Able to Dodgre the Camera.

their drinking water and to wash all raw foods in boiled

water. To those who have become infected by its causative

organisms, intramuscular injections of emetin usually give

immediate relief to its distressing symptoms.

Malaria we have with us always. Foreigners, as a rule,

fortify against its invasion by daily or periodic doses of

quinine. The native responds quickly to the same remedy
when an attack comes on.

Sudden changes in temperature always result in respiratorv

troubles for many of the natives. They continually come to

us complaining of pain in the chest. Inadequately protected

by clothing and depending in a large measure upon their

fires for warmth they are ready sub-

jects for bronchitis and pneumonia.

Treatment in all these afflictions is

rendered more difficult by the limited

variety of suitable foodstuffs which

are available. Green plantains (ba-

nanas I boiled and afterward pounded

out into cakes, cassava ( manioc I

soaked in the river and then made into

a thick, leathery dough, greens of va-

rious sorts, palm nuts and oil, fish for

those who live near the rivers—these

are the principal foods of our natives.

And they are not adaptable to a sick

diet. Few domestic animals, save a

few chickens and a goat or two, are

raised, so milk is not used. Eggs the

native cares for onlv as thev will buy

him something else Avhich he wants

from the white man. Fruits in splen-

did variety flourish with a little care,

but the native would rather do without

most of them than give this care. The

little sugar cane that is raised is only

munched a stick at a time.—the Afri-

can's candy. Rarely is provision made

for a rainy day, so when sickness comes and the appetite flags

there is little to tempt it back again. When the sick man

refuses such foods as his wife or his friends prepare for him

they are apt to let him go widiout. During the influenza epi-

demic it was no uncommon thing to find some poor sufferer

all alone in his little grass hut, his body burning up witli

fever, left by his friends without even a gourd of water to

quench his thirst. I am afraid that even a white man would

not be very optimistic under such circumstances. Whenever

a protracted illness lays hold of a native he is very apt to

conclude that he is due to depart to a better land and only with

difficulty can he be persuaded to make a fight for life and

health.

Sleeping sickness still continues to claim its victims although

it evidently is not so destructive as it once was. No specific

remedy has as yet been found for it and it is difficult, if not

impossible outside a stockaded hospital, to get these patients

to stay for such help as we can give them. The same may be

said of leprosy, which, while not so common as in some other

lands, does exist, the victims going about freely wherever their

desires may take them. One of the most pitiable afflictions

which we see is yaws, for little children are the most frequent

'"'«".
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sufferers. They come to us with their little bodies covered

from head to foot with foul-smelling, crusted sores. Until

recently, yaw sufferers were doomed to endure their disease

for a long time, many of them being hampered for life because

of this, but with the production of Salvarsan (606) as now
made possible by our home government we have placed within

our reach a sovereign remedy. One injection of this medicine

suffices, as a rule, and in from ten to fourteen days the ugly

sores have all dried up and the skin soon becomes soft and

glossy. Little bodies which were thin and wasted become

plump again and smiles come into the sad little faces. The

action of this wonderful medicine is little short of a miracle

to the native, and seldom does a day pass but that we have

people asking for bote wan tunga (medicine of the needle),

for they hope to find in it a panacea for all their ills. Un-

fortunately there are many diseases which respond very, very

slowly to our treatment. Ulcers upon the feet and legs are

as common as they are intractable and try the patience and

ingenuity of the doctor. We have not made even a beginning

at solving the venereal disease problem, which in its various

ramifications confronts us at every turn. Skin diseases run

the whole textbook category and call for barrels of ointments

as well as other remedies.

Surgery appeals to the Congo native and he submits to it

readily. We have never been able because of lack of equip-

ment and trained assistance to give all the help needed in the

way of surgery. In the past, tumors and hernias have been

about the extent of our efforts. With the exception of emer-

gencies, the rest have gone away unaided. Men have come to

us burdened by large elephantiasis tumors weighing from ten

to as much as seventy pounds and have gone away walking

as unencumbered as any of their fellowmen. One of our doc-

tors records the removal of one such tumor which weighed

more than did the patient after its removal. It is rather some-

what of a strain, however, for one doctor to be compelled to

carry through such an operation with lay helpers of very

little experience. We are looking forward to the day when
adequate staffs of both nurses and doctors will make this un-

necessary.

With such a galaxy of diseases to contend with, you may
wonder how these folks live at all. We see some individuals,

just as you do at home, who are never sick, and not everyone

-Courtesy "World Outlook.

Contract Labor in West Africa, a Present Day Form of Slavery
Putting: Negroes into Lighters at San Thome
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suffers from all these diseases at one time, by any means. We
rarely have smallpox; cholera and plague, typhoid and

typhus and yellow fever are not on our list; tuberculosis

is rare and diphtheria rarer. And there are many other ail-

ments which you home folks have whose very names we have

almost forgotten.

We are scarcely ever uncomfortable because of the heat here

on the equator, certainly not so much as we have sometimes

been in Michigan and Illinois, and there are times when we
wish for an open fireplace with a good wood fire to help take

the chill off the air. The climate of Central Africa has been

greatly maligned. Even today it is the common practice with

many Europeans to speak of it with a shrug of the shoulders

and a decidedly skeptical tone of voice. It is not energizing,

but neither is it as devitalizing as has often been pictured.

With a better knowledge of the causes of her diseases has come

increased means for their prevention and their treatment. An
increasing white population brings added conveniences, so that

while this may never become a white man's country it is fast

becoming a land in which with reasonable care they may
live and work in health and comfort. Those who come de-

termined to live fast and loose soon find cause for complaint

Patients Awaiting an Examination by the

the Sleeping Sickness.

^tute Dot-tor tor

against the climate. For those who come with help for her
native peoples in their unequal game of life, establishing here
their homes and obeying, nature's laws as scrupulously and
as cheerfully as they do in the homeland, there is not only
normal physical health, but also spiritual joy and blessing.

The Christian at the Primaries
CHRISTIANITY has always played an important part in

determining the political ideals of the citizens of this

Republic. Christianity was the determining factor in

securing our liberties, in the overthrow of slavery, and in

the abolition of the liquor traffic. During the war we made
tremendous strides in the direction of social betterment. Chief

among our achievements was the overthrow of the liquor traffic.

Since the war the forces of reaction have been trying to

undo what we accomplished during the war. They see the

necessity of re-establishing some form of liquor drinking

before the public has had time to see the benefits which are

to be derived by sobriety. Just now this liquor constituency

is trying to select nominees for President who are silent on

the enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment. Governor Ed-

wards of New Jersey gives the temperance forces no anxiety

because he is playing in the open. Regardless of what we

may think of the merits of Governor Edwards' contention, if

we were permitted to choose our opponent we would gladly

choose one who fights in the open. The Christian forces in

America must be prepared to hold what we have gained.

While I believe that the Eighteenth Amendment was written

into the Constitution as the Constitution provides it shall be

amended, yet the regularity of this procedure is not the posi-

tion of greatest vantage for Christians. Lawful procedure is

a matter for our supreme courts to determine, and while they

are determining this and after they have determined it, let

Christian citizens speak of the merits of prohibition, and use

their influence and votes to secure public officials who will

treat our prohibition laws as expressive of the will of the

people. As Christian citizens we should repeatedly emphasize

the results and cite the facts concerning prohibition during

tlie lime that this law has been in effect. Recently a speaker

at the annual meeting <>l the Illinois Chamber ol Commerce,

convening in Peoria, said thai $ 1 0.000,000 had been deposited

in the savings banks of Chicago during the lir.st six months ol

prohibition under the \\ ;i r prohibition measure. The danger

lies therein that we lake prohibition as a settled issue and

cease to bring facts to bear upon the minds jf those with

whom we have to do. In the coming primaries men should

declare themselves with reference to the enforcement of pro-

hibition legislation. We feel that William Jennings Brvan's

attitude on this matter is right. No man seeking the highest

office of this nation, the presidency, should expect the support

of Christian voters while he remains silent on the enforcement

of the Eighteenth Amendment. These candidates are not re-

maining silent on other matters. They are discussing the issues

pertaining to the League of Nations, to our army and navy, and
to our country's budget, and yet diey are in the main as silent

as the Sphinx of Egypt as to their attitude to the enforcement

of prohibition. When asked concerning His disciples and
His doctrine, Jesus replied to the high priest, "I have spoken

openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogues, and
in the temple, where all the Jews come together; and in secret

spake I nothing. Why askest thou me? Ask them that have

heard me, what I have said unto them: behold, these know the

things which I said." John 18:19, 21. This attitude toward

the public which characterized Jesus is essential to the winning

of the multitudes to a cause of righteousness. Jesus asked

men to come out into the open and declare themselves. Whv
temporize? It is hard for the public to believe sometimes that

there is not an overzealousness for leadership and a lack of

emphasis on the cause.

If a cause as righteous as prohibition cannot win in the

open in America and cannot hold the field against all forces

of reaction, then let ns know it now. so thai the altar fires may
be kindled anew. This silence is a display of weakness and an

evidence of our lack of faith both in God and man.

So long as secrei stills thrive and smugglers wax rich, and

men look upon their warehouse holdings a> rich assets, and

prohibition is being used as a jest, we musl herald die blessings

ol prohibition until men seeking political preferment will be

ashamed to attempt to win prestige 1>\ being silent on that

cause which has set at liberlj diose that were bruised.

Milo J. Smith.
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Education and Democracy
By H. O. PRITCH ARO

WHATEVEK you would pul into Lhe stale you must first

put into the school." Thus declared the celebrated

German .scientist, Humboldt. The truth ol that state-

ment has been demonstrated by recent history. For thirty

years Germany sowed militarism and autocracy in its schools

and the harvest was a world war. The meaning of this strange

perversion of education is now perfectly clear. It has been

borne in upon us impressively that the most eflicienl training

of the intellect carries with it a danger greater even than does

utter ignorance, if there go with it a - twist of the moral vision

and a torsion of the moral will.

"How is it possible that society should escape destruction,

if the moral tie be not strengthened in proportion as the politi-

cal lie is relaxed?" These words of De Tocqueville, the great

French philosopher and statesman, are far more pertinent at

this hour than when he wrote them nearly a century ago. The

problems of the world are more and more seen to be moral

problems—problems whose central element is neither economic

nor financial, but moral—and because this is true the leaders

who, for the most part, will guide in their solution tomorrow

must be found, among those who have had the right sort of

training in our schools.

Not only is education itself essential to democracy—indeed

it is the corollary of democracy—but the right kind of educa-

tion is absolutely necessary if democracy is to survive the

forces of selfishness and moral decadence which always attack

it from within. We rejoice that this principle was so clearly

seen by those intrepid forefathers who laid broad and deep

the foundations of this republic and who built our first schools

and colleges. Those were Christian institutions. There are

no Christian colleges in Germany. There never have been any.

How different in America.

For more than two hundred years Christian schools and

colleges have leavened American democracy with moral ideals

and supplied it with religious leadership. The spirit of our

fathers is evidenced in an old motto carved on a gateway of

Harvard University:

After God had carried us safe to New England and ive had

builded our homes, provided necessaries for our livelihood,

reared convenient places for God's worship and settled the

civil government; one of the next things we longed for and
looked after was to advance learning and perpetuate it to pos-

terity, dreading to leave an illiterate ministry to the churches

when our present ministers shall be in the dust.

Our fathers were true to that spirit. Of the first 119 colleges

founded east of the Mississippi River, 104 .vere Christian insti-

tutions. It would be difficult to measure the influence of these

colleges on the life of America and ultimately upon the

whole world. More than half the signers of the Declaration

of Independence were college graduates. And these men were

themselves believers in education. Benjamin Franklin founded

the University of Pennsylvania. George Washington was chan-

cellor of William and Mary College. The leading trustee of

Hampden-Sidney was Patrick Henry. Thomas Jefferson

founded the University of Virginia. And those who came after

them carried their spirit. Daniel Webster stirred the Supreme
Court of the United States as it has seldom been stirred in his

famous plea for Dartmouth College. Before the Civil War,
Stonewall Jackson was the head of a school and after the

war Robert E. Lee could conceive of no greater service to

render his beloved Southland than to accept the presidency of

a college. In l<J62 Abraham Lincoln, though not a college

man, signed the land grant bill wliicli virtually created 52

col leges in llic west.

To an even greater degree our colleges have furnished I lie

religious leadership ol America. In the early pari of our

history the Christian colleges supplied all the trained leader-.

Even now they are furnishing a very large percentage. The
figures for the various religious bodies range from 80 to 90

per cent, from the days of the haystack prayer meeting at

Williams College, when a little group of consecrated students

started the whole tremendous foreign missions movement, down

to the present hour, the Christian colleges have supplied the

personnel for this movement. One college recently gave to

the church 24 missionaries in five years. A study last year

of the educational equipment of the missionaries of a single

religious body, shows that out of 2oo that have gone out to

active service in the past eight years, 90 per cent were trained

in church colleges and only 4 per cent had failed to receive

<i college education.

What the colleges have done through the rank and file of

their graduates in making America Christian cannot be com-

puted. The promotion of these institutions by the Church is

an investment in the life of the nation and the world which

has and will multiply itself many fold. But the responsibility

of the Church must go beyond its own colleges, if America is

to remain Christian and be made more Christian. There are

approximately 200,000 students in state universities, colleges

and normal schools. More than 70 per cent of these students

came from distinctly Protestant homes. They are taking

courses in law, medicine, engineering, pharmacy, dentistry,

agriculture and scores of other specialized curricula not offered

in the church college. To secure these they are compelled for

the most part to attend institutions not under church control

and which are prevented by law from offering religious in-

struction.

These great tax-supported and independent institutions are

turning out leaders by the thousand each year. What kind of

leaders are they going to be, so far as moral and religious

force are concerned? This is the question the Church must

answer. Too long already has the Church neglected this field

which President Bryan of Indiana University declares "Is the

greatest mission field in America. The danger of our time is

that this supremely important task will fall between Church and

State and be neglected by both. Today the Church is spending

less than one dollar for the religious care and instruction of

the students at these institutions to every three hundred dollars

which the State pays for their secular instruction!

The Disciples of Christ have their part to play in the redemp-

tion of America and the world. The colleges founded by

them have done a magnificent work. But they have been and

are handicapped by the lack of resources as are the colleges of

no other great religious body in America. Of all the great

churches in America the Disciples have done least for the

cause of education. No other church has so shamefully neg-

lected its institutions of learning. But a new day is at hand

and now we are going to make amends for past neglects. We
are patriots. We are lovers of truth. We are followers of

Christ and we will not fail America, the world and God in

this strategic hour.
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The Ideal Patriot
By GEORGE W. KNEPPER

FOR two thousand years men have retold the story of the

Macedonian vision. Seeing it from the standpoint of

Paul, they have declared it a call to foreign service; and

so it was. But there is another side, for this Macedonian

visitant was surely the home missionary par excellence and

the ideal patriot.

There were gross wrongs in Macedonia and he both knew

and cared. Looking over his native land he beheld the ex-

ploitation of the weak, personal selfishness, greed, lust, sin.

Piety was there, but it was untutored and without power to

change. The old condition was unbearable, the Jewish leaven

was ineffectual, a way out there must be, and that way must

be found.

A realization of actual conditions is the first step to some-

thing better. When the prodigal came to himself he was not

satisfied till he came to his father. Are we Americans as

wise; do we realize the desperate social and religious condi-

tions of our own land; have we discovered that the dominant

philosophy of our day is pessimism; do we know that big

men freely declare that our schools, our churches, our civi-

lization have failed?

Is there no hope? Yes, it is the gospel of the Living God,

and to the church has been committed its propagation. The

church holds the answer to every problem of society. Will it

be wise enough to see the need and recognize that desperate

need as a challenge to new spiritual conquests?

No American who travels, reads, interviews, and investigates

will long remain ignorant of the fact that certain great classes,

as a whole, have remained untouched by the richness and full-

ness of the gospel of God. And there is no Disciple of Christ

but must be ashamed of his own communion's neglect, in

particular, when he knows the facts. That religious force

that should have done the most, has, in reality, contributed

the least, when we consider its evangel, its power, its oppor-

tunities.

What about the foreigner? God brought him here to this

great western land in order that he might enjoy the God-given

rights which cruel systems denied him in the homeland. Have

we Americanized him, civilized him, Christianized him? Let

Trolzky answer for millions; he took his post-graduate course

in a New York slum. The alien came with a hungry heart, an

outstretched hand, a proffered friendship. Alas, to millions

America became the land of lost ideals. What have we done?

We have insulted his manhood by calling him "sheeney,"

"chink," "dago," "bohunk," "wop," "guiney," "greaser,"

"nigger." We have robbed him, exploited him. We have

denied him our homes, our churches. We have wrapped our

Pharisaic garments about us lest we touch and be unclean.

And you disciple, is it nothing to you? No, for you have

done less than the least.

The wit said of our Puritan fathers that "they first fell on

their knees, then upon the aborigines." Truly, and their pos-

terity are still there. The one shameful blot of American his-

tory, irrdelible as Lady Macbeth's blood spot, is our treatment

of the American Indian. To this day we deny him the rights

of men, in the land our fathers stole from his fathers. What

has the greatest church of American origin done for the origi-

nal American? Nothing, less than nothing. Today he is

asking a man's chance and even the church is silent.

"To the Jew first," said the Son of God. What has the

church done for the Jew without stint but to damn him? And
yet the fiat of God was, "Blessed is he that blesseth thee, and
cursed is he that curseth thee." Are we reaping our reward of

neglect? We declare the fearful menace to religion today is

a sport-filled Lord's day. The Sunday show is the enemy of

God and society. Yet the theater, movie and baseball are

absolutely controlled by the Jew. The exceptions are too few

to notice. Or again, is society menaced by revolution? What
is its source; Jews, who lost the God of their fathers and hate

your Christ. Call the roll, Gompers, Bergman, Goldman,

Eisner, Bela Kun, Liebkneckt, Rosa Luxemborg, Karl Marx.

Trotzky, there you are! Eighty-five per cent of soviet Russia

is Jewish. Disciples of Christ, where are your Jewish trophies?

What more than maudlin sympathy has been given to the

real toiler—the slave of the mill, mine, farm or forest? What
has been provided to meet his every need? Is it anv wonder

the church has been deserted by those whom the church de-

serted? The breach was not intentional on either side. Labor

has become dynamic, the church has remained static, and nat-

urally they grew apart. How far apart this little storv of a

western lumber camp will show.

A camp welfare worker tried long and hard to get the con-

fidence of the men. At last, thinking he had succeeded, he

asked if he might preach. The workers withdrew from hi?

presence to consult about the matter and and at last came
with this ultimatum, "You may preach and the whole camp
will be there to hear, providing you agree to talk onlv on the

theme we assign you." "Very well," answered the preacher,

"name your text." "It's this," replied the spokesman, "To
hell with the church." There is not a recognized industrial

missionary supported by a church of the Disciples in America.

There were rich men in our Lord's day who became His

disciples, but they needed a lot of cleansing first. Who will

preach the gospel to the rich—to the country club bunch? God
knows, they need it. At a fashionable wedding near Phila-

delphia, the bridesmaid carried the bride's little Pomeranian

pup and a bouquet of orchids which the paper reported were

"yellow to match the color of the dog." There thev march

to the altar of high God on the most solemn mission on earth,

except to confess our Lord as Redeemer! Through the ages

there have been missions to the poor. God send us a mission

to the rich!

There is even a sadder condition in America. Her children

are growing up pagan. And the so-called Christian home is

furnishing as large a share as the slum. The modern child

is. blase, pert, lost in pleasure because it is a la mode, and

ignoring such old-fashioned things as Bible school and church.

A man, brought up in a Christian home himself, and by his

achievements and interests, not far from the most conspicuous

citizen of his citv. confessed the other day that he had four

daughters, the eldest twelve years of age. who had never been

inside of a Bible school. Church! We need a new children's

crusade. Not to rescue the tomb of a crucified Lord, but to

find the living Christ!

Thus in brief words we have called attention to some classes.

The roll is not complete. Here. howe\er. is a suggestion of

great, teeming, strategic fields that the church has scarcely

touched. And when we. as Disciples of Christ, face the need
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of our Macedonia and our record in the light of the facts, we

have only cause for shame. God grant it may be the godly

sorrow which leads to repentance.

Alongside these needy classes we should consider several

conditions. Many others might be named. All society is

astir. There is a universal unrest, and a widespread belief

that things are not right. Passing over the many social, indus-

trial and political problems for which the church alone can

offer the solution, may we think of but two conditions, and

remember they are no more serious than a score of others.

The neglected fields rise up to condemn the church's leth-

argy. It's appalling to think that after two thousand years

two-thirds of the race has never heard that Christ died to make
men free. More condemning still it is to know that in Chris-

tian (?) America there should be those who have never heard

the story. In Washington, Oregon and Idaho there are 2,900

organized school districts, with boards, teachers and school-

houses, in which there is absolutely no religious service. This

is not in India, but in America! And our eastern cities are as

neglected as our western states. Or think of divorce. One
county, and that not the worst in its commonwealth, last year

issued 1,377 marriage licenses and had 516 suits for divorce

filed in in its courts. One American state allows divorce for

nine causes, and the ninth is this, "Any cause that the judge

deems worthy." Truly Sodom will have to look to her record!

This Macedonian knew the gospel was the last and only hope

for the evils of his land. It was a great realization. What
was true for his land is equally true for our own. Christ is

the only redeemer of nations as he is of men. An appeal to

history proves that Christ is the only solution to the whole

problem. On history's page is written the attempt of morality,

science, philosophy, legislation, humanitarianism, beauty, util-

itarianism—and their failure as well. These things are good,

have been helpful, but never solved the problem nor ever will.

All problems are but phases of that master problem, Sin.

And the only remedy earth or heaven knows for sin is the cross

of Calvary. But even at this, it will take a complete gospel

to win the world; a gospel that keeps as well as saves; a

Photograph from Methodist Board of Fore'gn Missions

Mohammedan Children in Johnstown, Pennsylvania
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gospel that rejoices instead of wails; a gospel that eventuates

in sacrificial, altruistic service.

In facing this whole problem of the evangelization of our

homeland, the Disciples of Christ have a peculiar interest. Of

all the great evangelical churches, we alone have had an Amer-

ican origin. Surely the call has a greater compulsion for us.

But there is another thing: to us has been given a unique

glimpse of Christianity, for when the ultimate church comes,

we will have less to give up than any other religious people.

Our birthright demands that we be second to none in the

full redemption of America.

Now these facts being true, the natural query is, why have

we Disciples failed in our duty so lamentably? The reasons

are apparent. We have restored the form of apostolic Chris-

tianity but have missed its spirit of passionate devotion. Then,

we have never thought in large terms ; we have had the narrow

vision of a rural folk. Again we have never preached a full

gospel. We are experts on getting men into the kingdom, but

we largely fail to get the kingdom into men. Sanctification,

the personal second coming of our Lord, stewardship of money

and life, divine healing, intercession, these are tabooed subjects

to most Disciple prophets.

Probably our most serious failure has been in teamwork.

We have never exerted all our strength or resources on any

one great objective.

Lastly, one can readily read another lesson in this story,

for surely the Macedonian's words imply he recognized the

necessity of cooperation. Cooperation is the modern word.

It's the secret of large and successful business. It's the domi-

nant idea for future government. Shall all the world be

wise and the church alone be foolish? Unity will come as

surely as the Son of God prayed for it. But cooperation will

be the first step to its consummation. It was cooperation that

brought the palsied man to the feet of Jesus, and it is cooper-

ation that will yet bring the world there for healing. When
the church moves as a unit the Kingdom of God will come in

a day. When any communion acts as a whole on any program

it will leaven the world.

The American Christian Missionary Society is a cooperation.

It exists only to give a chance for a common task backed by

a united folk. Its record is not to be despised, but it might

have achieved the impossible had it had the support of all

Disciples. This is no day for pettiness, for personal aggran-

dizement, for childish disputes and for unbrotherly suspicions.

This is the day supreme for fellowship with man and God in

the great task of establishing the Kingdom of our God. Big

tasks break little men; they challenge big souls. What is

our caliber as a people? Are we in this supreme hour of

the world, in this day of overwhelming opportunity, unitedly

going to measure up to the divine summons, or shall we. like

the carping spies of Israel, put our opinions against the will of

God and thereby lose our heritage?

God is on the march! We march with Him or we will be

trampled by His cohorts as they move. "Prepare ye the way

of the Lord!" "Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at

hand."

"He hath sounded forth (lie trumpei thai sluill never call retreat;

He is sifting out the hearts of men before Mis judgment seat;

Oh! be swift, my soul, to answer Him! be jubilant, my feet;

Our C!od is marching on!"

Central Church. Spokane. U ashinglon.
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How Division Undermines the Church
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

THE sin of division and the weakness of denominationalism

becomes more emphatically obvious with every advance

in the study of the missionary problems of the Church.

On the foreign field unity is the outstanding, imperative,

practical necessity. On the home field division is the one

evil that renders the program of the Church ineffectual. Yet,

strange to say, it is at home, where its evils are most obvious

and most acute, that division has its stoutest, and indeed about

its only, defenders. We are so accustomed to our divisions

that we are not troubled by them. We read of India's divisions

and we are appalled. But when a prominent Hindu lecturer

tells us that denominationalism in America functions in the

same general social direction as caste in India we are highly

offended. We may or may not be willing to admit the sin of

division, but the facts being brought to light by the Interchurch

World Survey are compelling us to acknowledge the weakness

and inefficiency of the present divided order. These facts are

telling us why "a divided Church cannot evangelize the world,
1 '

or even the part of the world in which we live.

None who attended the great World Survey Conference of

the Interchurch World Movement at Atlantic City and saw that

long, long list of Church divisions run out on the screen can

ever forget the impression made upon that audience as the

scandal of the present situation was Hung out before our eyes.

Two hundred and one divisions in the Church in America!

Some of them as small as thirty-live members! No wonder

the great English journalist and author of ""The Church We
Forget'' shudders. "Let us lake up the New Testament, and

read for ourselves the Acts of the Apostles and then record

our first and immediate impression. Docs il n<>[ strike you

at once that if these early Christians revisited us today they

would need a dictionary? Il seems to me ihey would be

puzzled by our sectarian labels— I hardly dare think what

Paul would have said about ihe schisms which now cleave

asunder ihe Body of Christ.''

Ministerial Supply and Support

"The pastor is ihe keystone ol success" lor ihe entire pro-

gram of the Church. The minister is ihe indispensable man.

"Ministers are the officers of the army of the Lord. The
nation thai loses its officers loses ils army; and il the armv

is lost the nation is lost; and if ihe nation be lost, all is lost.

It is so with ihe Church. II we lose ihe ministers we lose

the Church; and lo lose ihe Church is lo lose all." There is

the crisis. The Survey reporls show that vve are losing the

ministers, It is said that there are at least 50,000 vacant

pulpits in the United Stales. The Survey reporls thai last

year in one communion 3,3oo congregations did not have regu-

lar pastoral care. In another ihere were 991 fewer ministers

than in 1914. In ihe one section of ihe country 35 per cent

of the congregations of one communion were without regular

ministers in 1915. Another communion needs 1,000 new
ministers a year to fill the gaps.

Division is directly al ihe bottom of ibis alarming condition.

By dividing the resources of the community denoininalionalism

makes adequate salaries impossible. "Inadequate salaries

make widening gaps in the ministerial ranks by compelling

efficient men to seek other means of supporting their families

and by preventing the recruiting of ihe ablest and best young

men." Moreover, and vastly more vital, denominationalism

does not challenge the young manhood of the community.

Studies of religious conditions in the armies of both America

and Great Britain show that our young men are not even

interested in the churches. The ministry as a profession never

enters their minds. In one of these studies il is reported "The
religious work in the army showed clearly how little interest

ihe men of our country have in any form of denominational-

ism." It can no longer be doubted that division is the supreme
problem in the program of the Church and its ministry.

The Church and the Community

Division is not only depleting the ministry; it is estranging

the people, young and old, from the Church. The Interchurch

Survey reports that there are in the United States 53,000,000

unchurched people. More than half the population are not

in any church of any kind. There ore 26,000,000 children

and youth under 25 years not in any Sunday school or insti-

tution of religious training. Denoininalionalism has not suc-

ceeded and is not succeeding in winning America to Christ.

The Interchurch Chart shows that in no state are half the

people in ihe Church, and in some slates as much as three-

fourths and seven-eighths of ihe population is out of the

Church. Division is definitely al the base of this tragic situa-

tion. The surveys made in some of the stales show thai in

the sections where there are the most churches most people

are oulside the Church, and conditions of heallh and morality

arc worst. The reasons are not far lo seek. Division means
overchurchhig in some sections and neglecl in others. Both

overchurching and uuderchurchiug mean inadequate church

facilities and programs. Both result in part-time preaching

in many places, with little or no pastoral care. In short,

division means that a constructive church program is impos-

sible. For example, one town in Texas with a population of

1,050 has seven churches, one lo every 150 inhabitants. The
smallest church has forty members and ihe largest 350. What
chance has that town lor any adequate religious program for

ils salvation? Just the same chance that thousands of other

lowns like il in America have—no chance al all. There is one

supreme, imperative home missionary necessity. It is the

union ol the Christian forces of America.

Moreover, as with our young men, so with the people gen-

erally, denominationalism does not challenge their lives. Dr.

James 1. Vance has well said. "The world has become too

enlightened lor a sectarian church lo flourish much longer.

People have gone loo far in the practice of ihe Golden Rule

lo be stirred by sectarian appeals. The church that thinks

only of itself in this century is doomed. A church that pre-

fers to walk alone will soon discover that ils solilude is that

of ihe city of the dead. "The church faces a task which is

staggering, but which is sublime. The war has released forces

in human society which will wreck the world if allowed to run

wild, but which will usher in the Kingdom if brought under

control of the law of love."

There is a day of sunny rest

For every dark and troubled night

—

And grief may bide an evening guest,

But joy shall come with early light.

—

Bryant.
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The Old Soldier's Last Battle
By E. S. MUCKLEY

THE deepening shadows of the dying day were a symbol

of the gathering gloom that had been settling down with

increasing weight upon the heart of the old soldier. This

evening, as he had done many evenings before, he sat upon
the porch of the humble three-room cottage fighting the hard-

est battle of his life.

Sometimes during these evenings there was a far-away look

in his eyes and you knew he was dreaming the old man's

dream as he was projecting himself in swift flight back through

the years and traveling again the long way he had come. The
varying experiences through which he had lived were reflected

in the changing expressions of his face while the dream went

on—now placid, now perturbed; now bright with joy, now
clouded with sorrow; now the glow of victory, now the gloom
of defeat.

Sometimes the dream would change to a vision, for not

only dreams of the past may haunt or cheer an old man,

but visions of the future as well. In the case of our old man
it was not a vision of the far-off future, but the immediate

future which he saw this particular evening. And it haunted

him. Somehow the far-off future did not seem to worry him.

In his faith, that was secure enough, but the nearby future

—

what of that? And a great fear came into his eyes as if his

soul quailed before some menacing form ready to strike a

blow he was not prepared to parry.

This particular evening the battle between faith and doubt,

hope and despair, had been more fiercely waged than ever

before. His soul was travailing through most exquisite suffer-

ing. Nor was his suffering self-centered. Another was in-

volved—the one who had cheerily traveled the long trail with

him and had kept him happy even through disappointment

and loss; victorious in spirit even when facing defeat.

But now it was different. The strength of manhood was

gradually leaving him—in fact was almost gone—and thought

of the brave little woman who had so cheerfully faced her

trials and sorrows, and had been such a comfort all the long

years, coming to want and possibly starvation, almost para-

lyzed him with fear. That was the picture he saw. Even his

faith could see no other just now.

So fierce was the conflict that in his preoccupation he had

not heard the gentle rattle of the dishes as they were being

washed in the kitchen—music it had come to be to his ears. He
had not even heard his wife slip out on the porch and into

the other old weatherbeaten rocker.

She had been sitting there for some time waiting for him to

sense her presence. At last, unable to wait longer, she said:

"Henry, you're worrying again. Don't do it."

The old soldier was startled, and turning quickly, looked at

his wife, the love-light in his eyes gradually dispelling the

fear and doubt that had been lurking there. And his soul

was quieted as he looked into her beautiful face above which

rested her crown of waving silver hair.

"When did you come out Mary? I didn't hear you come."

"I must have been here five minutes before I spoke."

"I didn't hear you washing the dishes, either, or I would

have heard you come out," he said, half apologetically.

They were silent for a few minutes, then:

"Henry, I've been watching you for several days. You're

worrying about something and I can't stand it any longer.

dear. It hurts me to see you troubled this way and not know
what's the matter so I can help you. Tell me what's the

matter; you always did."

"I know I always did. But this is different. It would only
trouble you. You can't help. Nobody can."

"Yes I could help," she said bravely. "I could help you
bear your burden if I couldn't do anything else."

He looked at her a moment, then said:

"Move your chair over here, dear, I haven't the heart even
to get up and move a chair."

She obeyed. He took her hand in his and thus they sat

in tender silence for several minutes. She felt he would speak

when he could and waited.

"I think I have the courage to tell you now, dear. Do you
think you have the courage to hear it?"

"I must know," she said calmly.

"We are getting pretty old, you know," he began. "I am
eighty and you are seventy-nine. We can't work much longer.

The garden patch was pretty burdensome this summer. I

think I could go through another summer's work like this if

the winter is not too hard on me, but not many more. What
will we do then?"

She saw the despair written in his face, heard it in his voice,

felt it in the relaxed pressure of his hand on hers. But she

did not lose her courage, and said:

"But you have your pension."

"Yes, but even with the help of the garden it is barely enough

to keep us with the prices so much higher than ever before.

If you should get sick, or I, what would we do?"

"There would be a way provided," her faith insisted.

"Yes, by death," he said in desperation.

"But you know, Henry, you can go to the old soldiers' home
any time you need to. Somebody would provide for me. The

church wouldn't let me suffer."

"Yes, I know I can. I talked with the superintendent yes-

terday. They could take me in the main building, but they

won't take you. And there are no cottages vacant and the

waiting list will take years to accommodate."

He paused. Then with voice almost breaking, he said:

"Mother, I won't go and live anywhere without you. Id

starve first."

"And I would starve with you, father.'" she replied as she

pressed his limp old hand in both of hers. And they were

silent awhile, each thinking of him who had come to be their

hope in old age, but of whom neither had the courage to

speak at first, for when his name was mentioned the old pain

would come back. The little woman spoke first:

"If only Willie had lived he would have cared for us." She

could not keep the sadness out of her voice, though she did

succeed in keeping the tears from her eyes.

"Yes, Willie Was a good boy. And every time I think of him

—and I have thought of him so often lately—I recall how

anxious he was to get well so he could buy back our home

for us. If I had only been younger I could have laid up an-

other sum for our rainy day."

And the old soldier recalled those former days when he had

the resiliency both of body and mind to jump up again and

light when he had been thrown down by misfortune. And he

almost wept.
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Possibly no condition of life is more pathetic than childless

old age, especially when caused by the death of children. A
daughter had died in her teens. In later life a son was born.

As he grew to manhood he became an increasing comfort. He

never married because he saw the growing dependence of his

parents upon him and felt he owed them his whole life in

their declining days.

The father and son together had acquired a small farm.

When the work of the farm had grown burdensome to his

parents, the son suggested that they sell it and invest part

of the proceeds in business and the balance in a home in

town where they could take life easier. They gave their

consent.

But the unforeseen happened. A scheming partner planned

a swindling game that was carried on for several years. A
crash finally came that not only wiped out the assets of the

business, but took their home as well. And as so often hap-

pens, almost immediately following this crash, a worse calam-

ity befell the old couple in the death of the son after a long

illness, during which he struggled bravely but in vain for life.

This all happened only three years before the opening of this

story. Thus the old soldier and his wife were left stranded

at the end of life. They rented a three-room cottage with a

good-sized garden patch and settled down to make their last

fight for life under the double handicap of waning strength

and rapidly increasing prices.

We cannot wonder at the old soldier for letting this men-

acing cloud of gloom obscure his vision, for he did not know

the mysterious movements of Providence. So absorbed were

they both in the sorrow that had intruded again its heavy

weight upon their souls that they were startled when out of the

quiet of the evening hour came a voice:

"What is it that seems to be troubling you both?"

The voice had in it both sympathy and good cheer, for it

was the voice of their pastor, who had greatly cheered and

comforted them through their sorrow. Before they could

recover, he continued

:

"Do you feel as if all your friends had forsaken you?"

"I guess we did feel a bit that way. I have often felt that

way since Willie died," the old soldier said with trembling

voice.

"Well, they haven't."

"No, we know you haven't."

"Nor has the church. I've got good news for you, Brother

Hardin."

The faces of both began to brighten. Could it be that a

ray of hope was going to break through this heavy black cloud?

"I just received word that there is now a place for you in

our Home for the Aged where you can spend your last days

together without being worried and wearied with cares and

problems."

"Mother, why are you weeping that way? I never saw you
cry so except when Willie died," said the old soldier, greatly

perturbed at his wife's sudden expression of grief. The old

saint had covered her face with her apron and was shaking

convulsively.

"Don't, mother, don't cry so," he said tenderly, as he put

his arm across her shoulders and tried to comfort her. But

it was not comfort she needed, for it was a fountain of joy,

not a fountain of grief that had broken loose. Presently she

regained control of herself. When she could speak she looked

up at her pastor and said:

"I knew, I just knew the Lord would answer my prayers. I

didn't know how, but I knew He would."

The fountain broke loose again, but in a moment she could

ask:

"How did you find this out, Brother Miller? I thought of

the home and wanted to write, but father said there was no

use, because they had such a large waiting list and we would

just die in disappointment waiting."

"I had written to the home eighteen months ago," the pastor

replied, "because I thought you would need its shelter some

time. I didn't tell you because I didn't want to give you

hope for fear you might be disappointed, for they could not

take you until some one died in the home. The wailing list

ahead of you dwindled away one by one because some died

while waiting and others could wait no longer and trudged

their weary way over the hills to the poorhouse. Now there

is a vacancy for you when you can arrange to go."

The pastor was a busy man, and after conveying this joyful

news he departed. They hardly knew when he had gone. For

a long time they sat in silence, their hands clasped. It was

difficult for them to give expression to their gratitude for this

new-found happiness. Mother spoke first:

"Father, the Lord has provided a way for us by letting some
old soul pass on into the larger life. Sometime He will

make room for others by letting us go over to see Willie."

The thought brought a smile of contentment to the sweet old

face.

Missions and Patriotism United

AMERICA spent $20,000,000,000 the last year of the war

u and called millions of men to arms to carry out the exact

purposes that underly the missionary conquest of the world

for Christ. We must not be deceived in our thinking by the

fact that one has emphasized the religious motive, while the

other added the patriotic thrill. Beneath all this, the world

war and world missions are close relatives. Patriotic loyalty

and Christian devotion have always been brothers. Now they

are indistinguishable twins.

Darkness and Light

John Oxenham

There is darkness still, gross darkness, Lord,

On this fair earth of Thine,

There are prisoners still in the prison house,

Where never a light doth shine.

There are doors still bolted against Thee,

There are faces set like a wall;

And over them all the Shadow of Death

Hangs like a pall.

Do you hear the voices calling.

Out there in the black of night?

Do you hear the sobs of the women.

Who are barred from the blessed light?

And the children—the little children—
Do you hear their pitiful cry?

O brothers (sisters), we must seek them.

Or there in the dark they die!
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Calling Sinners to Repentance
By MISS JOSEPHA FRANKLIN

SOME twenty-five or thirty years ago, before I came to

India, I saw a picture which typified the then common
idea of mission work in foreign fields. A white preacher

in his long black coat and a huge sun hat stood under a tree

holding out the Bible to a crowd of naked black heathen.

The heathen were reaching out their hands in joy and grati-

tude and tumbling all over themselves in their eagerness to

grasp the Book. I trust the present generation knows more

about the manners, customs, religions and history of races

and particularly more of human nature than the past gener-

ation did; still a little information now and then as to what

a foreign missionary is up against in a non-Christian country

will probably benefit all, even at the present time. Some
others better informed may say you can find such conditions

in your native town any day you look for them. This is also

probably true, but all the more shame to you and your native

town that you permit such conditions to exist. If they had not

existed the indescribable war of all ages would never have

taken place.

Some years ago a woman in a loathsome stage of syphilis

entered Dr. McGavran's hospital for treatment. She had con-

tracted the disease from her husband. When she became

helpless her husband drove her from their home. She re-

mained in the hospital for months and learned much of

Christianity. She would not, however, go to any mission

home for women and it was impossible for her to become a

Christian and remain among her people or even to live alone

and lead a moral life from the Christian standpoint. She

grew fairly well and strong after a certain time. A caste-

fellow saw her and asked her to live with him as a concubine,

and she consented. The man had a legal wife. The zenana

missionary and Bible woman visited the section of the town

in which the pair lived. The concubine was a hard worker

and good manager. In a short time her master's business

began to improve and he became comparatively well to do

owing chiefly to the energy and devotion of the concubine. I

began visiting this section about a year ago. I found that

the concubine opened up her house every Sunday for a Sunday

school and when my Bible women and I •came lo leach them

she always collected a crowd of women to hear us. A few

months ago her ungrateful master fell in love with a young

woman of his caste and decided lo drive away the old concu-

Thc Mission Church, Dnmoh, c. r., India

bine and keep the new one. The caste-people had a meeting

and decided he must keep the old concubine. The man then

most opportunely was seized with a demoniacal possession

and sickness. He foamed at his mouth and had violent fits.

They smeared him with hot ashes, blew into his ears, swept

him up and down with brooms and went through other in-

cantations to drive out the evil spirit. The man recovered.

He said the Chul (evil spirit) of the dead husband of his

new concubine had seized him for turning the woman out.

The castefellows received something more substantial than

the revelation and decided that the old concubine must go.

When my Bible women and I were last at the place the new
concubine called us in, gave us seats, and called the women
in the neighborhood to hear us. The old concubine was living

alone in another house near and called us to her place later.

She was making her living by going daily to the great grain

depots and cleaning the floors. She received the grain that

was left when the bags were filled. She told her own story

and at the end said: "Why should I remain in his house

when he loves the other woman? I would make trouble for

both and also be unhappy myself. I do not want the evil

spirit of the other woman's dead husband lo persecute him.

It is belter for me to go out and make my own living and

let them be happy." Oh, the unutterable pathos of il! How-
ever, ihe injustice, the hardness, the cruelty, the mohstrositv

and the chaos of non-Christian social systems are not what

discourage the missionary, but it is the fact that all of these

things are so born and bred in the people that they are accepted

as a matter of course, and they bow down to them as to the

fiat of Fate.

There is, however, a little plant that grows under the huge

boulder of heathenism, and slowly but surely displaces it.

The plant is growing from the seed, which is the Word of

God. A few years ago all of the members of a certain caste

in another district waited upon the missionary in a body.

Their spokesman made this remarkable statement: "In our

caste our women have to submit themselves to the priests

whenever they come about. We know this custom is degrading

and revolting, not only lo the women, but lo our whole caste.

We hear that no such thing is demanded in the Christian

religion. If il is Irue our whole ca-te will consider becoming

Christians." In this case the boulder of heathenism had been

loosened. May it not be in Damoh as well?

In a certain village where my Bible women and I work we

have entrance into two of the wealthiest houses of ihe place.

Two weeks ago, while teaching the Bible in one. a woman
entered weeping. She was the second wife in the oilier house.

She and the first wife had a violent quarrel and the husband

thrust her out of the house because he loved the first woman
better.

We not only have to deal with wickedness and superstition

among non-Christians, but among so-called Christians as well.

Recently during her husband's long absence from the country

a wife became unfaithful to him. In spite of all rebukes and

warnings from missionaries and old Christians the guilty pair

continued their illicit relations. \o actual proof of their

conduct could be produced, but when the husband returned

he found the proof, and himself brought the matter before

the church. During the investigation it was proved that the

pair had resorted to practices as ignorant, senseless and de-
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Only the Coming of Christianity Can Save These Women of India from a Condition That Is Worse Than Slavery

graded as those of the lowest animists. When they had heard

that the husband was returning home ihey went to a witch

doctor to get a prescription for a "love potion" to keep the

husband from exposing their guilt. Fellowship was with-

drawn from both and it is hoped they have lost faith in the

efficacy of ihe potion. The surprising thing is not that a few

people in the Indian Church revert to heathenism (or possibly

never emerged from it), but that so many Christians remain

true to Christianity and go on growing in their spiritual life.

Some very good people at home think that as soon as idol

worshippers become Christians they are immediately trans-

formed from ignorant, degraded beasts to highly intellectual

and spiritual worshippers of the one great Cod. Such people

should carefully study the parables of the wheat and the

tares, the net in which all kinds of fish were caught and

Paul's leaching on the Milk of the Word and the Strong Meat

of the Word. The Great Teacher gave us the parable of a

sower, seed, ground, growth and fruit, not a parable of a

professor, a laboratory, an experiment and an instantaneous

chemical change. Whatever methods may be employed to

raise a people—philanthropical, educational, medical, social

and industrial—the great and fundamental purpose underlying

all of these must be to bring the people to Christ. When this

is done evil practices will disappear as slavery and polygamy
have disappeared among the more enlightened nations.

Where the Churches Are Lacking

WHY are less than half the people of the United States

actively connected with organized religion? An anal-

ysis of early results of the Interchurch World Movement
survey gives the following as important elements in the

situation

:

1. The churches are not holding their own people—their

natural adherents. A great mass of people who in childhood

and youth lived in Protestant homes and were connected with

church and Sunday school are now not actively related. A
household survey of a certain suburb revealed as many un-

churched people who preferred a certain church as there were

members of the church in the community.

2. Protestant propaganda is making little or no headway

with the foreign-born residents who have forsaken their old-

country churches or with the recent immigrants whose families

never have been Christian.

3. The movement from the country to the city, which has

been a marked feature of American life in recent decades,

means a great loss in church membership. Only a small pro-

portion of church members who move to the city ally them-

selves to the churches there.

4. Due largely to lack of interdenominational cooperation,

there are stretches of territory in every part of the United

Stales, enormous in the aggregate, where population is scat-

tered but numerous enough to support regular schools, but

where no church whatsoever is at work. This revelation of

"overlooked
1
' territory is perhaps the most surprising result

of the Interchurch survey.

5. Duplicating of the churches in communities unable to

support all of those present on an adequate basis. This leads

to the "absentee ministry," which cannot build up the spiritual

life of the people.

6. The church has failed to adapt itself to the city so as

to make an appreciable impression on the unchurched groups

or nonsocial conditions of city life.

"A disease known is half cured." It is safe to predict that

the tide will be turned the other way within this decade. The

very cooperation of the churches in the Interchurch World
Movement which has revealed these facts promises much
toward their correction.
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The Church at Paonia, Colorado

Present -Day Frontier Experiences
By Charles G. Stout

I
HAVE felt that I was cluing the right

thing here, in this community work, and

believed in it enough to risk everything

for it; but I have not felt before that I had
the moral support of the brotherhood to the

extent that the case merits.

I made it plain and emphatic upon accept-

ing the pastorate of the Community Church,

that I would yield no point of doctrine or

interpretation of what I understood to be the

doctrines and interpretations of the Disciples

of Christ, neither would I sacrifice any prin-

ciple of conscientious conviction, but that I

would be broad enough and kind enough to

allow to every other one who believed him-

self to be a true servant of Jesus Christ to

have his conscientious conviction of truth and

righteousness, without purposely hurting his

feelings or belittling any doctrine or inter-

pretation or practice which he might deem
sacred.

Upon this clear statement I was unani-
mously elected and, spontaneously, there came
from the audience a motion to allow me the

same, freedom in the pulpit and in the homes
of the people which I should feel if I were
serving my own religious body only. That
was unanimous and hearty and there lias

been no retraction, but there has been a spirit

of freedom and brotherly love and loyalty

as true as I have ever known in my own work
as a pastor, or in the work of my brethren

in the ministry, many of whom I know most
intimately and for whom T have the highest

appreciation.

Members of all churches represented call

me for counsel in trouble or sorrow or sick-

ness or death. They confide to me their

secrets and share with me their joys. My ac-

quaintance has grown to rather large propor-

tions considering the fact that this is a new
country and religious work is a pioneer en-

terprise throughout this great inland empire.

There is a strip of country here which is

indescribable for beauty and natural resources

and possibilities for the future. There is

estimated to be enough coal cropping out

along the slopes of this valley to supply the

navies of the world for a thousand years;

enough water power to run all the mills and

factories of the United States forever. The
valleys can produce enough fruit to supply

all the markets of the country if we could

secure the people to cultivate them. There is

government reserve land approaching with-

in three miles of our town where there is

pasture for 100,000 head of cattle and horses.

The climate is unsurpassed for health ana

exhilaration. We have had only three sunless

days since the first of December. We have
several beet sugar factories scattered around
over the mountain districts and two more to

be built this season within a few miles of

here.

I am not a real estate agent or an agent

for anything else. I have never had a
commission either for buying or selling a
home or locating a. settler, but if I could be

relieved in the "battle for bread" sufficiently

to be free to develop a strong Christian sen-

timent along with. the material development

of this country. I think my life would count

for far more than it is counting now. Please

take a map of Uncle Samuel's country and

look at the three gateways to the Rockies,

Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, then
look westward to Salt Lake City. Take that

distance as the width of a strip reaching from
Mexico to Canada, and then look up on your
map of churches or the map of other re-

ligious bodies, or study the reports of the

Home Missions Conferences, and see how
many churches there are with settled pastors.

or how many centers of religious influence

there are, you may he appalled. (Only ten

per cenl of die population members of Prot-

estant churches.— Editor.

)

Traveling men tell me that the church
here, of which I am the minister, comes the

nearest to being a source of religious influence

of any in the Rocky Mountain region. If this

is true there is something to be done relig-

iously for the people of the Rocky Mountains.

I went to one of our nearby mining camps
i eleven miles from here ) and preached a

few sermons. Xo one had ever preached a
sermon in the town excepting Mormon
elders or missionaries. It is a town of

twelve hundred people. I held my first meet-

ing above the saloon, the next in the school-

house. I preached two sermons, organized

a Sunday school with sixty-seven members,

had seven confessions, and, at the close of

the meeting, a man arose and made a motion

that they organize themselves into a class

and ask the Christian Church at Paonia to

accept them as a Mission station and give

them regular spiritual guidance. It was duly

considered and carried unanimously. Every

one voted. There is another mining town of

about five or six hundred people six miles

from here, where not a single sermon has ever

been preached, even by the Mormons, and

there are a few families there with whom I

am quite well acquainted and where we could

enter more easily than anyone else. One .sum-

mer my wTife and the children insisted upon
my going to the hills for an outing and rest,

so I took the two little boys and started up the

river. We went past the last mining camp and

the end of the railroad and followed the trail

for thirteen miles up the stream where we
pitched camp and started in for a season of

hunting and fishing. Xow there is sport!

Everything from the wily trout to the elk

and grizzly bear. With a bed on the spruce

boughs and with the splashing of mountain

streams and all the beauty and solitude of

the glorious out-of-doors, one really soon be-

gins to feel carefree. On my second day

after locating camp I was out for a walk

and a climb of the hills when I came upon

a log cabin in which I found a woman and

five children. All except the older one had

been born there and even the older one could

not remember ever having been out of that

valley, as they had lived there for twelve

years. The woman. I learned, was a native

of the State of Missouri and had been brought

up in a Christian church home. When she

learned that I was a Christian minister she

was overjoyed and insisted upon extending

the hospitality of the humble home. The

boys and I took dinner with them and learned

the life story. She was married while very

young and went to the mountains with her

husband, who was determined to pursue the

life of a miner. In the mining camps there

were such conditions of immorality that she

insisted upon finding a country home, to

which he consented, provided she would tile

and live upon a homestead. This she did. and

they had been living there for twelve years.

She was the homemaker and the teacher of

the children and all they knew of religion

was what she had been able to teach them.

The church and the Bihle and the Lord

were the subjects of our conversation ami

the young girl expressed a desire to obey the

Lord and the mother also proposed obedience.

She stated that she would like to be baptized

and that she would like to have the neighbors

come (o witness the baptism. Then she

thoughl that she had no shoes and that it

would hardly look right to go barefooted to

(lie baptism, whereupon Hilda, the daughter.
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said, ''Mamma, I will go to Somerset tomor-

row and get you a pair of shoes and will go

by Adamses and tell them, so they can come."

Mrs. Adams was their nearest neighbor, eight

miles distant. Somerset was the mining

camp, thirteen miles away. It would have

been a walk of twenty-six miles for a pair of

shoes for her mother to wear to be baptized

in. My little boy, twelve years of age, said,

"No, you will not walk to town and back.

You could not do it in one day." She said,

"I have walked the distance many a day and

have carried most of our provisions that way

for several years." The shoes were provided

and the neighbors invited, and everyone with-

in twelve miles was there. On a Sunday aft-

ernoon where the clear water gushes out of a

deep canon and flows as clear as the blue sky

the little boys and I had a real revival.

It was a sacredly beautiful service as we

mingled our voices with the sound of rushing

water and in the presence of a number of

people, none of whom had ever witnessed such

a service, the mother and daughter were

buried in the typical grave. They were re-

ceived into our congregation upon my state-

ment, and after two years came down to our

town, found their way to the church and

received the hand of fellowship.

These are just a few experiences which

the good Lord has seen fit to allow me
to enjoy. I could tell of scores of other ex-

periences which are just as thrilling and real

and personal. If my dear wife had not

broken down I would never have thought of

taking missionary help, but that has dis-

qualified me for going back into the Slates.

where our people are numerous and where

they are able and willing to pay. I have had

splendid pay for my work in Iowa and Mis-

souri and my last visit there (one month)

paid me almost as much as the people here

paid me for a whole year, even last year, and

that was more than twice what I had received

in previous years. Our board is certain that

it would add greatly to the help of the cause

of Christ in this community if I could give

my full time to the work and I could do it

now. so far as home duties are concerned, if

we were supported from the work or had

support provided.

i took the privilege of consulting a friend

of mine who is not a member of either of the

cooperating churches. He is a royal fellow. A
man of clean life, well born, of a good New
York family, and Harvard education. I have

worked with him in matters of community
interest. He is our representative in the

state legislature, and being of the kind and

character he is, I wanted him to write you

a few words and tell you his version of our

place in the community. My reason for doing

this was to allow you to have a little more

data as to the probability of my mixing with

the people of a different type from the miner

and homesteader. We have all kinds. One
night I looked carefully over my audience

here and counted graduates from thirteen of

the big colleges of America and Europe. They

were so to my personal knowledge. Of course

that was an exception and not the general

rule, but there are about fifty college grad-

uates who live in or near our town and I

picked out Mr. Rockwell as a representative

of the highest type of man.

If you do or do not succeed in securing the

help of which I wrote, please remember that
• there is a fellow out here still doing his best

' with no plan to strike or turn "red."

In conclusion let me say to you what a,

poor old man said to me as, in his lonely

cabin, he looked up from his bed of suffering

and in his loneliness and heart hunger asked,

"When you talk to God again won't you have

me in it just a little?"

Pao'nia, Colorado.

Alfred (). Kulm

Rocky Mountain Bible School

Superintendent

ALFRED 0. KUIIN, Albuquerque, New
l\ Mexico, lias been appointed by the Bible

School Department of the American So-

ciety, superintendent of Bible school work for

the Rocky Mountain District. W. F. Turner

says of Mr. Kulm: "I have known him for

over ten years. He is pure in life, spiritual

in temperament, cultured and optimistic. He
has succeeded splendidly in the ministry, spe-

cializing in the work of the Bible school. He
is still growing. He will make good."

Summer Conferences on Missions

THIS summer the Interchurch World
Movement will conduct eight Missionary

Education Conferences under the direc-

tion of its Missionary Education Department.

These are the conferences formerly conducted

by the Missionary Education Movement,

which in 1919 became the Missionary Educa-

tion Department of the Interchurch World
Movement.

The location and dates of these conferences

are as follows:

Winter Park, Florida, June 3 to 10; Blue

Ridge, North Carolina, June 25 to July 5

;

Silver Bay, New York, July 9 to 19 ; Estes

Park, Colorado, July 9 to 19; Asilomar, Cal-

ifornia, July 13 to 23; Ocean Park, Maine.

July 20 to 30; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,

July 23 to August 2; Seabeck, Washington,

July 28 to August 7.

Blue Ridge, Estes Park. Asilomar. Lake

Geneva and Seabeck are most accessible to

Disciples of Christ and special attention will

be given to our representation both on the

programs and in the attendance at these con-

ferences.

Complete information may be secured from

the Missionary Education Department, 45

West 18th street, New York City.

News from Home

WE were very happy to receive several

letters from India, which has been our

"home" since 1902.

Miss Clarke, superintendent of the Indus-

trial Home in Kulpahar, our last home town

in India, tells of the marriages of seven of

our young women from the "Training Home."
After several years in this "Department of

Home Economics" we feel sure they will make
good wives and that each new home will pre-

sent to the heathen community a new idea of

womanhood and the place of woman in her

home. Among the brides "is Tijiya. who was

my assistant in the embroidery department

when I left India a year ago. How we shall

miss her bright, sparkling face, and her help-

fulness. She marries an evangelist in Biha.

Miss Burgess also writes from Kulpahar.

She tells of the repairs needed on houses in

the institution, where walls were injured by

the very excessive rainfall of last year. Her
account of the vegetable garden (where the

women and girls do all the work) sounds

very inviting to us in our winter cold; of

green peas, tomatoes, cabbage, cauliflower and

lima beans, all growing nicely. "Turnips are

almost as good as apples."

Mrs. Springer is looking well and strong

and has moved to her .new work at Maudha.

Mrs. Rice says the Damoh Orphanage is

crowded to overflowing and they have to turn

away children who should be taken in. She is

becoming quite a hunter, as she shot a deer

while out in the camp at Christmas time.

Dr. Thomson is enthusiastic about the work

in Mahoba. "At the beginning of 1920, I

think we have the greatest hopes for a fruit-

ful year in the evangelistic work that we've

ever had since coming to Mahoba." We are

centering on the low castes all over the dis-

trict. At our outstation of Kabrai fifty fami-

lies of weavers seem about ready to come over

to Christianity. I have been treating the

head-man, who has been very ill with malarial

fever. When he fully recovers we shall ex-

pect results. We rejoice to know that there

have been thirty-four baptisms at Maudha
during 1919, from several castes. In Mahoba
the basket weavers and other low castes are

very favorable; we expect to bring many of

them across in 1920. There are ten wards

of the city occupied by these castes and we
have the leading men of each ward in the

Cooperative Credit Society. It is' wonderful

how much these societies have broken down
prejudice and have delivered the people from

their bondage to the money lender. (These

Shylocks in India often take from 75 to 100

per cent of interest.) Formerly the bankers

would say, "You don't dare listen to those

Christians or we will cut you off. and how
will you get grain for food?" The Society

charges 12 per cent interest and the people

are very grateful to Mr. Thomson when they

come up to pay it. We have a young man,

Christian of second generation, in training in

a government school, wdio will come to Ma-
hoba in February to take charge of this coop-

erative work. With him in charge we hope

to make it an evangelistic agency also. We
are organizing a Temperance Union of Hin-

dus. Mohammedans and Christians, working

together. Next will be a union for women
with meetings on child welfare, etc. I am
taking charge of the boys' school now, as

Dr. Dill has the medical work in her care."

Mes. E. C. Davis.
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Our New Community and Religious Education Plant

for St. Charles Ave. Church, New Orleans
AT a special meeting of the Board of

i\ Church Extension on March Hi, it was
*•*• decided to advance the gift of $25,000

granted by the Cincinnati Convention last

October for the purpose of erecting the first

unit of the new building for St. Charles Av-

enue Christian Church, New Oilcans, where

\V. II. Allen has been preaching for the last

five years.

Our Board felt very keenly the possibility

of other religious bodies taking our vision and
running away with our opportunities. The
various evangelical denominations are pour-

ing money into New Orleans. for the purpose

of subsidizing congregations very much more
wealthy than our faithful band of Disciples

on St. Charles Avenue.

The Board felt that our brotherhood would
justify us in beginning the erection of the

first unit of the $100,000 plant, which is the

rear portion of the building shown in the

picture of the new building at the head of

this article. The present building will be

moved to the front of the lot and will be used

for worship. The first unit of the building

will l>e used for community work and the

Sunday school.

With the advance of this $25,000 gift, the

church will raise $15,000 and erect a $40,000

building. In another year it is expected that

the entire plant will be completed, as shown
in the picture. The building is expected to

he ready for use in the course of three or

four months. No happier people could be

found anywhere than Mr. Allen and bis con-

gregation, who have worked so faithfully to

this end. The Disciples should rejoice, every-

where throughout the land I hat in (his city

of dominant Roman Catholic influences the

plea of the Disciples for unity is now to have

a sure foundation, and should give accordingly

to the Interchurch World Budget of which

this splendid building is to be one of the ob-

jectives.

Last spring tin- church raised $34,000 for

this new project on the basis of the Board
of Church Extension giving $25,000 and loan-

ing $25,0(10 out of the Interchurch receipts.

All of us are aware that this is the day
when the Interchurch World Movement and
the Christian Unity programs build largely.

Bill while we rejoice i;i all that, the Disciples

are still decidedly of the opinion, and some
of us affirm it dogmatically, that there is

great need of the plea we have to present in

that city of Catholic crosses, splendid cathe-

drals and crowded parochial schools. Such
is the thought of the minister and his con-

gregation. Mr. Allen says, "I am of the Old
Order, if you will, in believing that the Union
for which Christ prayed will come about, cer-

tainly on spiritual life, and no less certainly

on the biblical basis, and I firmly believe that

the Disciples of Christ not only are correct

in the basis they propose, but are largely

responsible for the great impetus given to

the sentiments that now urge the churches of

America to closer fellowship and cooperation."

James L. Wright, a member of the Board
of Managers of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society and chairman of the board of St.

Charles Avenue Church, urged that our Board
make this gift now so that their overcrowded
Sunday school might have enlarged facilities

for the division of the school into classes dur-

ing the class period, At present the church
auditorium is the only place for the classes to

assemble and I hey arc silling as close together

as people do in a congregational assembly
for worship, He fell I hat the fact of com-
mencing work on (he proposition would result

in new pledges and would enable the church

to go to business men and secure money for

the work. Other people in the church are

jus! as deeply interested and the Ladies' Aid
Society alone has pledged $6,000. while work-
ing girls and stenographers have pledged as
much as $60 apiece for the new building.

With the erection of this plant they will have
a property of 855.000 with no indebtedness
but a loan of $14,000 from the Board of

Church Extension, which is covered by
pledge-.

It is certainly true that a religious people
can be judged by the churches which they
build, and the congregation of St. Charles
Avenue, one of the most beautiful in the

world, want to see a temple erected in honor
of Jesus Christ which will testify to the

unifying message of the Disciples of Christ in

no uncertain way. G. W. Muckley.

Progress in Porto Rico

TIN-; annual convention of our churches in

Porto Rico was held in Upper Dajaos.
January 27-29. The attendance was

good, and the convention was pronounced the
best ever held in spiritual uplift and in

plans for greater service. The question of

self-support received marked attention and
plans for it took definite shape. The Dajaos
church has already attained to self-support

aside from the attention yet given by Mr.
Carpenter. Not only do they support the

pastor, Augusto Cotto Reyes, but propose
also to carry on their services part time
without him so that he may conduct the serv-

ices in the mission points of Buena Vista
and Santa Alaya. The Dajaos church has

also led in starting a Tithers' League, and
the representatives of other churches caught

the spirit. It was voted that the committee
on self-support continue its work of teaching
on the subject of stewardship, and that the.

Tithers' League he extended to all the church-

es. The churches of the mission will co-

operate in securing a building lor the new
work in Vega. Alta.

Florence A. Mills.

Proposed New Building for St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans
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The Book Shelf
Two New Mission Study Books

THE foreign mission textbook, published

by the Central Committee on the United

study of Foreign Missions, is entitled,

"The Bible and Missions." Its author is

Helen Barrett Montgomery, the writer of

three of the si inly books previously issued by

the Committee. The book is divided into two

parts. Tart I deals with the Bible as itself

the great Mission Study Text! k. In chap-

ter one the missionary message of I lie Old

Testament is outlined; in chapter two, that

of the New Testament. In both chapters, it

is shown that the Bible offers itself as a.

hook for mankind, as a message of salvation

from I he I Jod of I he whole earth.

The remaining lour chapters of the hook

deal with various phases of the Bible's con-

tribution to the missionary enterprise. Chap-

ter three deals with the story of the great

translators, whose work has made it possible

for the Bible to be read in their own tongue

by almost all races of men. Chapter lour

tells the story and describes the work of the

great Bible Societies, through whom the Bible

has been printed and distributed to every

part of the world. The fifth chapter discusses

the effect which the Bible has had upon the

law, government and literature in all lands

to which it has come. The last chapter shows

that the introduction of the Bible into a

country inevitably produces a demand for

Christian literature. The need of the great

non-Christian lands for Christian literature

is described, and the efforts now being made
to meet this need are indicated.

The mission study book for children is

'"Lamp Lighters Across the Sea," by Mar-
garet T. Applegarth. All who know Miss
Applegarth's charming style will long to put
this book in the hands of all children. It is

not only a book for study in Junior Mission

Societies, it should be in every Sunday school

in the land. If this generation of children

could be taught in the Word of God we might
hope to reconstruct this land of ours which
has, in some respects, so sadly wandered from
the ideal of its founders.

The various chapters bear the following

interesting and suggestive titles: Handing
Down the Big Little Library, The Book the

Cobbler Made, Behind Closed Windows, The
Book Fished Out of the Water, Answering
the Giant Question Mark, and Speaking Their
Language.

These books may be ordered through the
literature department of the Christian Wom-
an's Board of Missions.

Books Worth While
Six Thousand Country Churches—By Charles

Otis Gill and Gifford Pinchot, New York.
The Macmillan Company.

Mr. Gill has been for many years secretary
of the Commission on Rural Churches for the
Federal Council of Churches in North Amer-
ica. He made the first scientific survey in

three counties of New England and New York
several years ago and published the results

in collaboration with Gifford Pinchot who
generously supported the work. This volume
is the results of the great Ohio state-wide

rural church survey. It is the most thorough

and widest sludy ever made and is made
authoritative in its interpretations as well

as in its figures through Mr. (Jill's expert

knowledge of the field as ;i rural pastor and

as the lending investigator of the country.

The great Intcrchurch rural and town church

survey will carry the work done in Ohio

into v\rvy state of the mil ion.

We will not forestall interest in the hook

itself with any general account of ils findings.

Suffice if to say 1 hey are more Hum inter-

esting—they are startling in their revelation

of I he duplication of churches and the weak-
ness and inefficiency of I he rural church as

compared with ils city sister. This weakness

Do Not
Send orders for Literature of the

Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions to World Call. Send all such

orders to Literature Department,

College of Missions Building, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Do Not
Send World Call subscriptions to

the Literature Department of the

Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions. Send all World Call sub-

scriptions to World Call, 222 Dow-
ney Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

is due to duplication making small congre-

gations in rural communities with the con-

sequent small support. The most striking

revelation is that of a large group of counties

in Southeastern Ohio where churches are

largest in numbers, have held the largest

number of revival meetings in the past decade

or two and have the smallest number of resi-

dent pastors. Notwithstanding the great

number of churches in this group of counties

the record for criminality, pauperism, defec-

tives and tuberculosis is the greatest of any
counties in the state.

Such a record of church duplication in

consequent religious weakness is put over

against striking situations of community suc-

cess where there is a strong church. It is a
powerful document for advocates of Christian

union. A. W. T.

(The first edition of this book has been
taken over by the . Federal Council of

Churches. All orders should therefore be

sent to that organization at 105 East Twenty-
second Street, New York, N. Y.

)

A National System of Education. By Walter
Scott Athearn. New York. George H.
Doran Company.

Professor Athearn sets forth in this highly

suggestive volume a thoroughly developed and
practical solution of many of the great prob-

lems of American education.

He discusses in turn "Present Tendencies
in American Education," "The Evolution of a

National System of Public Schools," "Prob-

lems in I he Administration of a National Sys-

tem of Education" and "A National System
of Religious Education." In the statesman-

Like program evolved by The National Educa
lion Association and embodied in the Smith-
Towner hill now pending before Congress,

Professor Athearn sees a. challenge to the edu-

cational leadership of the Church to produce
a plan lluil will he equally scientific, equally

democratic and equally prophetic. Such a,

program he has presented in Hie inspiring

chapters of this Limely and vital book. The
chapters of this volume were delivered as

The Merrick Lectures for l!H!>.

Professor Walter S. Athearn is director of

l he Department of Religious Education and

Social Service of the Boston University, and
also director of the Religious Education of

the Survey Department of the Interchurch

World Movement.

The Use of the Story in Religious Education.

By Margaret W. Eggleston. New York.

George H. Doran Company.

The author says in her Foreword: "Be-

cause I have longed to help teachers and

workers with boys and girls in religious edu-

cation work, I have written this book. It is

for those who are eager to know how. I

have given lists of stories and have divided

the book in such a way that it can be used

in classes in story telling work in our com-

munity schools and colleges where the demand
is growing for such classes."

Sunday school teachers, recreational lead-

ers. Camp Fire guardians. Scout masters,

mothers and elder sisters will each find chap-

ters devoted to the type of stories they need

for all the varying occasions. This book, by

a recognized expert in the art of story telling,

will be found an indispensable help in the se-

lection and preparation of the right story for

the right time and place.

Margaret W. Eggleston is instructor in

story telling in the School of Religious Edu-
cation and Social Service of the Boston Uni-
versity.

Literature

Announcement has been made of the new
Mission Study books for 1920-1921. The
Home book has been prepared by Mr. Ralph
E. Diffendorfer on the subject, "The Church
and the Community."
The Foreign book has been prepared by

Mrs. Helen B. Montgomery on "The Bible and
Missions." These books are not yet available

for distribution, but due notice will be given

when copies may be secured from head-

quarters.

Programs

Program material for Woman's Missionary

Societies and Young Woman's Missionary Cir-

cles the last six months of 1920 will be ready

May 20. This will include Program Year
Books and leaflets and other suggested helps.

There is no more encouraging feature of the

work than the constantly increasing demand
for literature.

World Call is an unfailing source of sup-

ply for missionary programs, as most inter-

esting articles on all fields are constantly ap-

pearing. A file of these magazines should be

kept in every home for reference.
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The Relation of Woman's Organized
Missionary Work to the World

Movement of Disciples

of Christ

TJU] Church in the present hour is con-

fronted by absolutely new and appalling

conditions throughout the whole world.

Never have the nations been so unsteady, con-

tused, and chaotic. Never have the peoples of

many nations been so distressed and despair-

ing. Never has there been so compellent reali-

zation of the failure of every system and
agency aside from Christianity to bring peace

and right conditions among men. Never before

have the united voices of great leaders in

every secular field called to t lie Church as

the only hope for the solution of the world's

problems. Never has there been manifested

such heartache and hunger for salvation from

the wreck and confusion into which a ma-
terialistic civilization has plunged the peoples

of the world. The Church possesses the only

olive branch that can sweeten the bitter

waters of human woe.

World Movement of Disciples of Christ

All Protestant Christians are feeling the

new call of the world and are responding

either through the Interchurch World Move-

ment or through great forward movements
within their own communions.

Disciples of Christ generally are cooper-

ating in the sweeping plans of the Interchurch

World Movement, though certain state or-

ganizations, and congregations here and there,

prefer to move forward independently.

To bear a worthy part in meeting the de-

mands of the hour a great forward movement
among Disciples of Christ is imperative. Our
organized missionary and educational agen-

cies have given much time to formulating

plans for the far-reaching advances demanded
at this time. The intensive campaign launched

jointly by the United Christian Missionary

Society and the Board of Education has for

its goal the stimulating of every church in

America to cooperate in meeting present

world emergencies. This work will be pro-

moted under the World Movement of Dis-

ciples of Christ.

Under this movement all societies auxiliary

to the Christian Woman's Board of Missions,

and becoming auxiliary to the United Chris-

tion Missionary Society, will have a very defi-

nite program. The Interchurch World Move-
ment has stimulated Churches of Christ to

undertake undreamed-of aims for 1920-1921.

The last year of the Five-Year ( 'ampaign

of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions

is almost coincident with the first year of the

World Movement of Disciples of Christ; the

former begins duly 1, 1920, the latter May 1,

1920.

Goals fixed for (lie (dose of the Five-Year
(ampaign are as follows:

Organizations—10,000.

Woman's Missionary Societies 4.500

Missionary Circles and Triangle Clubs 1,500

Boys' and (Jills' Societies 4,000

Membership—250,000.

Woman's Missionary Societies 175,000

Missionary Circles and Triangle Clubs 25,000

Boys' and Girls' Societies 50,000

Subscriptions—125,000.

World Call 100,000

King's Builders 25,000

Financial—$1,000,000.

Woman's Missionary Societies $900,000

Missionary Circles and Triangle Clubs 60,000

Boys' and Girls' Societies 40,000

The Financial Campaign

With the launching of the financial cam-

paign for the World Movement of Disciples

of Christ, the Executive Committee of the

United Christian Missionary Society votrd to

fix the dates for the first year, coinciding

with those of the Interchurch Movement, to

run from May 1, 1920. to April 30, 1921.

Since missionary societies report by quarters,

and blanks for all auxiliary societies are

made for quarterly reports, it is necessary to

continue the quarterly plan already mapped
out.

Reporting the Current Year

Where the state or provincial y-ear closes

later than June it may not be possible to at-

tain aims for 1919-20 in full by the close of

the June quarter. Certainly the proportion-

ate part of the year's aims for the months
up to June 30 should be secured in full by
that date.

Attaining Aims for 1920-21

In apportioning the $1,000,000 to states

and provinces great care has been given to

making the quotas equitable and in propor-

tion to the possibilities of undeveloped re-

sources.

The following receipts will be credited on
the aims adopted by state and provincial or-

ganizations:

1. All funds from Woman's Missionary So-

cieties sent to the headquarters treasury in-

cluding dues, proportionate monthly offerings,

special offerings, life memberships, etc.

2. All funds sent to the headquarters treas-

ury from Young Woman's Missionary Circles

and Triangle Clubs.

3. All funds sent to the headquarters treas-

ury by Boys' and Girls' Organizations.

4. Amounts sent to the headquarters treas-

ury by Negro societies and churches are also

to be included in the general state aim.

5. Individual gifts designated for credit

on Christian Woman's Board of Missions aim
of $1,000,000 will of course be credited on

the state or provincial aim. Such individual

gifts will also be credited to local societies,

but large gifts shall in no case release the

society from raising an equitable aim from

the entire membership.
(i. All field receipts sent to the headquar-

ters treasury will be credited on the slate or

provincial aim.

7. State and provincial development funds

remitted to the headquarters treasury will

be credited on (lie state quota.

Note: Money sent in for literature or sub-

scriptions, of course, cannot be credited on

aims for auxiliary societies.

Note: Total amounts raised by auxiliary
societies will in all cases be credited on the
apportionment of the local church.

State and provincial quotas of the $1,000,-
000 aim will he apportioned |, v state and pro-

vincial executive committees to local societies.

It should be constantly announced that all

aims for auxiliary organizations will be at-

tained through the regular plans and meth-
ods of work in use among the societies.

Money But an Expression

Offerings and gifts for missionary work are

a significant expression or vision and zeal.

but they are only an indication of Christian

devotion. The deeper aims of all development
work are the cultivating of a missionary
spirit, disseminating missionary intelligence,

winning cooperation in missionary activities,

and deepening spiritual life.

We cannot meet together to study the world

fields, lift our voices to Him in prayer, give

of our means for advancement of missionary
enterprise, or go out to interest and enlist

others for the Christian conquest of the world

without receiving great blessing and enrich-

ment in our own lives, and at the same time
bringing enriched vision, capacities, and blu-
ings to others.

Repeatedly it is stated that the most zeal-

awakening and spiritualizing influences among
the membership of the local church, emanate
from the missionary society. Immeasurable
resources of power, service, and money await

the development which can come only through

the consecrated efforts of missionary societies.

Phases of Development Work
The cooperation of every member of every

society is needed to carry forward the com-

prehensive plans for development and exten-

sion work. The following phases should be

noted

:

1. Enriching the vision, deepening the spir-

itual life and increasing the service of

each individual member of the local so-

ciety.

To this end the use of missionary literature

and devotional books, especially the Scrip-

tures, should be increased. World Call sub-

scriptions should be urged. Enrollment in

the League of Intercessors, and service

through prayer should be extended. Every
member of the society should be actively en-

gaged in j^ersonallv influencing other women,
going out after them, selecting missionary

articles to interest them, helping to strength-

en the programs of the society, and assisting

in every phase of the work. Division leaders

have limitless possibilities of service in bring-

ing their women into full and enthusiastic

activity, along their lines of service.

2. The missionary education of the church

and the community.

Every congregation and community poss -

rich, undeveloped resources for the work of

God. Information only is needed to bring

them into the full realization oi the onsweep*

ing program of God. Executive committed
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and literature secretaries have a great and

effectual door opened before them for the

missionary education of the church and com-

munity. Mission study classes wisely

planned will bring realization and awaken

zeal. A missionary school should be held

in every society at least once each year.

Would Call subscriptions should be placed

•in every home, and old copies collected for

samples, and for sending to schools and in-

stitutions where they will be read. In every

church the Woman's Missionary Society

should encourage and assist in the holding

of the "Church School of Missions" once each

year.

3. Increasing Efficiency in the Local Society.

Making most effective the work of the local

society is a sacred trust to the officers elected.

Each officer should be provided with the leaflet

outline for duties of her office, and should

seek to carry forward the worK according 1<>

adopted plans to the fullest extent of her

ability.

Regular Executive Committee meetings are

essential for planning and carrying forward

the work of the society. Where such meet-

ings are not held there can be no great effi-

ciency in the work of the society, and the

whole cause languishes. Plans for Executive

Committee work and meetings are outlined in

a special leaflet which should be in the hands

of all officers.

No society of more than twenty members
can do its best work under any other than

the Division Plan. The committee plan will

do for small societies, but even with two
divisions of five or six members each, much
more effective work is possible. A special

leaflet on the Division Plan is provided.

Every society should be fully informed on

this plan as recommended. Where the di-

vision plan has not been successful it is

usually because it has not really been worked

out as outlined. Every Division Leader should

have the leaflet on the Division Plan together

with the Division Leader's Booklet.

4. The Enlistment Campaign:

Every woman and young woman in the

church should be enlisted. As yet approxi-

mately but one woman in six has been

enlisted. We must win the other five. Every

woman is eligible and can cooperate in some

way.

The Continuous Calling Plan should be used

as fast and as far as practicable. Let us

really put it to the test as outlined, unless

better plans are assured for winning the

unenlisted.

5. Extension Work.

According to latest reports there are ap-

proximately 9,000 congregations of Disciples

of Christ in America. There are missionary

societies in but 3,200 of them, Eive thousand

churches have no missionary societies and in

large measure they are visionless and inert.

The fires of missionary zeal must be kindled

in all these churches! This is extension work.

Throughout the states the work of district

and county organization is thoroughly

planned, and is being systematically de-

veloped.

Between October. 1910, and July, 1921, we
must organize 1.300 new Woman's Missionary

Societies, 435 Missionary Circles and Triangle

Clubs, and 2,100 Boys' and Girls' Societies

if, our aims are attained. These gains are

apportioned among the states and provinces

according to their strength and undeveloped

resources. State and provincial executive

committees assign to the various districts and

counties their quotas.

To visualize the work, all state, district

and county secretaries should have in hand

K

All Churches Must Work
Together

T the China-For-Christ Conference

recently held in Shanghai, where
more than a hundred mission-

aries and Chinese Christians gathered

from all over China launched the

China - For - Christ Movement. Dr.

Cheng Ching-yi, secretary of the

China Continuation Committee, who
was later selected as general secretary

of the China-For-Christ Movement,
struck the keynote in a great speech

in which the following were striking

sentences

:

To neglect the divine call is a sin,

and to shrink from such a great re-

sponsibility is unpatriotic on the part

of subjects of the Kingdom of Cod.

This is the time of times; this is

the day of the Lord; and the doors of

opportunity are clearly marked with

the word "Push."

The Christian Church is facing a

great crisis today, and it is our duty

to take advantage of this unusual op-

portunity, which, great as it is, may
be only a passing one.

Man after man who used to despise

Christianity and would not even

glance at. its printed pages is now
coming to regard it as the hope of

China.

Even men who are its strongest op-

ponents recognize that Christianity

is a force in the world today.

The Chinese Christians have never

been so willing and ready to take

part in the divine task of serving

their fellow men and of extending the

Kingdom of Cod on earth.

Men and women are ready for serv-

ice, although they may not always

know what to do and how to proceed.

While the Church is in such a plas-

tic and formative stage it is a matter

of life and death importance to help

to keep it in the straight and narrow
way, especially when it is becoming

restlessly active and craving for initi-

ative and responsibility.

Foreign missions in China are the

scaffolding and the Church the per-

manent building. All our policy and
work shall be Church-centric rather

than mission-centric.

Extension Maps locating all churches within

their respective fields.

A regular series of state, district and
county conferences is planned annually for

intensive study of the churches within the

given area, and assignments are made for

visitation, organization and fostering.

This great army of development workers in-

cludes approximately fifty regional, state and
provincial secretaries, about 700 district sec-

retaries and probably not fewer than 1,800

county secretaries. This force of 2,500 field

workers, - well trained, working unitedly ac-

cording to systematic and carefully formu-

lated plans to reach definitely fixed objec-

tives, equipped with literature, material, and

methods for making the work effective, em-

powered through prayer and spiritual endue-

nient, certainly should be able to achieve the

heretofore impossible in bringing the woman-
hood of Churches of Christ throughout Amer-
ica into full and active cooperation for the

Christian conquest of the world.

Inpressed Irish Visitor

WILLIAM CORKEY, pastor of the Town
•'

send Street Presbyterian Church. Bel

fast, Ireland, one of the delegation of

Ulster clergymen which has just concluded

a speaking tour in the United States, was

much impressed with the practical workings

of Church Federation in the American cities

which he visited.

At a reception tendered the delegation at

the New York headquarters of the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in America,

Dr. Corkey said:

"I am glad to bear witness to the effective-

ness of your federated church work in many
of the cities where we have spoken. The
.manifest spirit, of cooperation among the

churches and the instant response to the sug-

gestions of their central officers greatly facili-

tated our approach and gave our message a
larger hearing than might otherwise have been

possible. I shall certainly commend the fed-

eration idea to our Irish churches upon our
return."

How Hymns Have Changed

BISHOP Theodore S. Henderson, general

superintendent, of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church in the Detroit Area, who
has become associated with the Interchurch

World Movement, said at a recent confer-

ence that ten years ago one of the favorite

hymns was "When the Roll Is Called Up
Yonder I'll Be There." Now that hymn has

been displaced by "The Son of God Goes Forth

to War."
'Tn other words," said the bishop, "the

young people of the present day are singing

songs of service. Many of them who are

still singing the old song should change it to

express the idea that 'When the job of savin',

the world is on, I'll be here.'
"

To Aid Starving Preachers inHungary

THAT most of the Protestant clergy of

Hungary are in dire need of the necessi-

ties of life was the statement of John
Pelenyi. delegate from the evangelical church-

es of Hungary, to the Commission on Rela-

tions with Religious Bodies in Europe of the

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in

America at a meeting of that body.

To meet the most urgent needs of many
Protestant ministers who have been without
salary for a year or more, the Commission
voted the immediate forwarding of $25,000,

and will send a deputation to Hungary at the

earliest possible moment to investigate con-

ditions there.

Mr. Pelenyi reports that there are 4,000.000

Protestants in Hungary, mostly Presbyterians

and Lutherans. Their chief strength is in

the Transylvania, where their churches have
existed from the time of Luther and Calvin.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Sludy

Fields White Unto the Harvest

John 4:35-38

THIS fourth chapter of John's Gospel

records Jesus' first conversation with a

woman. He was returning to Galilee

in mi Jerusalem shortly after the beginning

of His public ministry, realizing that if He
stayed in Judea the hatred of the Pharisees

would not allow Him to live long enough to

give to men the truth He had left His Fa-

ther's glory to bring to earth for their re-

demption.

On His way, John tells us, Jesus did not

take the road usually traversed by the Jews,

but "He must needs pass through Samaria."

At noontime He and His disciples came to

Jacob's well and, utterly wearied, He sat

down, to rest while His companions went on

into the city of Sychar to buy food.

The noontide sun was burning in its beat,

and the dust of the roadside had made more
wearisome the hard journey and caused an

intense thirst. But this physical suffering

was as nothing compared to the thoughts

that were crowding through the mind of the

Master; thoughts of "His Father's House.''

Avhere it had seemed most fitting (bat He
should begin His public ministry, and which

He had found "a place of merchandise and

a den of thieves"; thoughts of the Pharisees

with their balled and hypocrisy, and the

great, suffering multitudes of the people, scat-

tered as sheep, having no shepherd; thoughts,

too, of Nicodeinus, whose open allegiance

would have meant much to Jesus, but who
came to Him '"only by night." While the

blaster sat thus by the well He saw a woman
coining down from the city to draw water.

He immediately asked her for a drink, and

she, recognizing Him as a .h'W. questioned

why He should ask water from her, a Samari-

tan woman. Then followed in quick succession,

through question and answer, one of the great-

est of all the conversations of the Gospels,

giving the lesson of the Water of Life, from
the greatest of all teachers straight to (lie

mind and heart of a poor, sinful woman. And
what was the result, first to the pupil? She

was a woman of keen mind, although a sin-

ner, and accepted as truth tlie word of Jesus

that He was the long-expected Messiah and
His gift to her of the true Water of Life. So

she forgot her water pot and ran back to the

city to tell the people. "Come, see a man who
told me all things that ever I did; can Ibis

be the Christ?" One drink of the Water of

Life had transformed (he sinful woman into

a messenger, a missionary for Jesus Christ.

And what was 1be result to the Teacher?

When the disciples returned with bread from
tbe city they marveled that their Master was
speaking with a woman, for one of the six

tilings forbidden to' a rabbi in thai day was
that be should speak to one so inferior. But
they asked Him no question, only urged Him
to eat and were surprised when lie said to

them, "I have meal to eat dial ye know not

of." They understood Him literally and

thought someone bad brought Him something
to eat, not realizing that .lesus bad forgotten

His hunger and thirst in (be joy of giving a

drink of Hie Water of Life (<> a woman whose

life had been seared and burned with sin.

Then His eve,-, Looked oul over the harvest

fields shining while with ripened grain and

He saw still other greal white fields of the

souls of the world, waiting for the laborers

of the Lord of the harvest. They have waited

so long, those whitened fields, while the reap-

ers have tarried. They are waiting today, in

India, China, Africa, South America, truly

the great harvest fields of tbe world are over-

ripe.

Jesus asked the woman at the well for a

drink of water. We are sure thai our hands

would have hastened without question to
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draw for Him the cooling drink! But He is

.thirsting today, not for the water from the

historic well, but for the souls of men.

He has no hands to draw with today ex-

cepting human hands and the well is deep.

He has no hands with which to reap the

white harvest fields but human hands.

Must Jl( be kept waiting, loaiting?

Ellie K. Payne.

Congo Mission Stations and
Missionaries

Bolenge, (
1

o<niil]in I ville, Congo Bch/c, W. C.

Dr. and Mrs. (i. J. P. Barger. Mr. and Mrs.

W. II. Edwards, .Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Hensey.

Dr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Pearson, Mr. and Mrs.

E. P. Moon. Dr. and Mrs. Geo. 10. Mosher,

Mr. and Mrs. Emory Boss. Miss Goldie Wells.

Lotumbe, CoquilhaMlle, Congo Beige, W. C.

Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Frymire. Mr. and Mrs.

If. ('. llobgood. Miss Ruth Musgrave. Mr.

and Mrs. Herbert Sin i lb.

Monielra. Coquilhafville, Congo Beige, W. C.

Mr. and Mrs. C. I'. Hedges, Dr. and Mrs.
L. I". Jaggard, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Johnston,

Miss Martha Bateman.

Faets for the Busy Woman
Somebody, nor without reason, has called

Africa "the dark, sobbing continent." Over
its nearly ten mill ion square miles, in which
the areas of Europe, India. China and Mexico
could easily be engulfed, somewhere between
130 and 150 millions of people are scattered.

It is a topsy-turvy mental world in which
the native African lives. He explains natural

phenomena in terms of the miraculous. His
mental processes are simple but irrational.

The great war brought over a million Af-

ricans into touch with tbe Western world.

Each one who returns is a messenger either of

weal or of woe to his people.

Africa is awakening to the realization of

its commercial value. Western nations are

linking its peoples and vast resources with
their civilizations. The Orient is likewise at

work. Islam is especially active and offers

a debasing religion, with a measure of civiliz-

ing power, to credulous peoples. Christianity

—the only religion which really civilize ia

doing far too little to fulfill its mission. If

it delays much longer. Islam and materialism
will divide Africa between them.

Africa needs tbe gospel of .Jesus Christ

to avert this catastrophe. This alone can
transform the African's moral nature: set

bis feet upon tbe impregnable rock of truth,

and order his goings along the path of spir-

itual achievement.

In the mental labyrinth in which the Afri-

can still lives we shall probably find the clew-

to the African himself and come to know- him,
mind and heart, a little better. Benighted as

it is. Africa is not the "Darkest Africa"' of

the days of Moffatt. Livingstone or even
Stanley. Many thousand miles of railroads

have been thrust into its interior from every

port. and thousands more are being woven
together into a network of communication
which, spreading over the entire continent,

will unite the vast area, bringing its people

into a homogeneity undreamed of a half cen-

turv ago.

Africa has been stirred industrially, politi-

cally, socially and to some extent religiously

by the world war. A million sons of Africa

served as soldiers, laborers and carriers in

the great conflict, and this cannot fail to

effect some transformation in the lives of the

millions untouched b\ the war.

As a result the Hark Continenl is being

permeated with knowledge as to tbe rest of

the world. A new consciousness of values, of

social relations, of desires and possibilities

has been awakened in the native breast. In

many ways Islam has seized upon this fait

and improved the opportunities offered by the
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war for an active propaganda. Meanwhile

Christianity has done little or nothing.

The Mohammedan religion is for the in-

vader, but not for the invalid. Having once

embraced Islam, whatever happens is God's

will.

copies of the Gospels and Acts to be printed

at once for school use and 10,000 copies of the

New Testament complete."

The paramount issue in Central Africa is

Islam or Christ. Another crucial problem is

whether a material civilization and exploita-

tion of Africa, while the church lags far in

the rear, shall be realized, or a Christian,

development of Africa shall take place, with

the church everywhere adequately cooperating

with government and commerce.

Modern industry and luxury have created

large demands for the raw products of Cen-

tral Africa. Ivory and forest rubber, for

years the leading articles of export, are giv-

ing place to plantation rubber, to cocoa, to

oil-bearing seeds, to copper, tin, diamonds and

gold as articles of export.

Africa has been the great unclothed. Two
cat skins or a bit of beaten bark, or a grass-

woven apron, seem not so insufficient a cover-

ing in the primitive forest-enveloped village.

But when emerging into the multiplying

"civilized" settlements and joining the swell-

ing industrial army of modern commercialism

in Central Africa, the raw pagan himself

feels the need of different and more adequate

clothing, and Eve's daughter gladly changes

the nature of her covering from literal iig

or other leaves to the most elaborate outfit

the trader's store furnishes. Sad to relate,

her body is too often the price she pays for

the gay attire.

The "Darkest Africa" of Livingstone's day

has been penetrated by steam routes, both rail

and water. Wireless messages pass over for-

est and swamp. The pilot of the aeroplane

wings his way over cannibal feasts.

But the Sun of Righteousness has yet to

find an entrance for his light into all but a

pitifully few hearts.

A greater missionary force for a given unit

of numbers of people, is more needed in Africa

than in most mission fields. This arises from

the backwardness and childhood of the race.

While the latent, inherent ability of the peo-

ple is good and able leaders have arisen

among them, yet it will be generations before

any appreciable number of dependable lead-

ers such as China enjoys is available in

Africa.

Most, and first of all, the African needs

relating to God, his Father, the great, good

Spirit, who he admits made the world, but

who he thinks has withdrawn himself far

away and has no further or present contact

with or concern for the people on the earth.

Only by coining to accept God, creator, and

rulei - of I lie world, as one who is mightier

than all the evil spirits in which he believes,

can the animistic African be freed from the

terrors of the world of malignant spirits

whi<h have hemmed his life in on every side.

Mr. Hedges wrote from the Congo mission

November 3: "The translations of the four

Gospels and Acts are now complete, and the

committee meets again the first of the year,

hsping to finish the rest of the New Testa-

ment at that sitting. We are asking for 2.000

The welcome announcement has been re-

ceived that the long-desired sawmill will be

shipped to Africa next week. This was the

gift of the church at Ionia, Michigan, and

will greatly help our building operations in

the Congo mission.

Heroes of the Sudan. Who Are They?
Graham Wilmot Brooke

TRAVELERS have crossed the Sudan in

all directions. They have gone at the

risk of their lives. Many of them, like

Mungo Park, have died while, exploring it.

They have left their tracks and traces all over

it; but the missionary of the cross has never

entered its kingdoms. The Arab has gone

Hidden Answers

1. What opinion did a certain

statesman hold regarding our great

Northwest 1

2. What does Africa need to avert

the threatening catastrophe?

3. What is the appeal that has

been made to the medical women of

America ?

4. What are the factors which dis-

tinguish the people of Paraguay from

those of other South American na-

tions ?

5. How many Protestant churches

have been abandoned in New York
within the last twenty years?

6. What are the principal foods of

the natives in Africa?

7. What is said to be the greatest

mission field is America?

8. How many unchurched people

are there in the United States?

9. What is the percentage of for-

eign population in California?

10. What are the good reports

which come from Porto Rico?

there. He has conquered and killed, and

boasted of Allah and Mahomet, and multi-

plied houses and wives and slaves; but the

messengers of the cross have shunned the

region. Only a handful has dared to enter it.

Merchants have gone there; gold seekers have

gone; hundreds of each are gathering the

riches of the land. There are scores of steam-

ers in the Niger. The Royal Niger Company
alone made two hundred treaties with the

Niger chiefs and potentates, but the mission-

ary of a Higher Power and a nobler enter-

prise has in >l yet. won those lands for Jesus

Christ. There is just, a handful of mission-

aries on the Lower Congo, but in the Central

Sudan, along the Upper Benue, around the

vast overflowing waters of Lake Chad, in the

mountains of Adamawa. in the plains of Wa-
dai, in the rugged ranges of Darfur, in the

deserts of Kordofan, among the teeming mil-

lions of the Sudan proper, no missionary is

found, no gospel is proclaimed, no Bibles are

scattered, no voice is raised to cry, "Behold

the Lamb of Cod, which taketh away the sin

ol' I he world."

The men of the world are the. heroes of

the Sudan. Travelers have been heroic. Lis-

lance has been no bar to them. Disease and
death have proved unable to affright them.

Neither love of friends nor fear of foes has

been able to dissuade them from their fixed

resolve to open it to the knowledge of the

world, and bring its people into contact, with

I he civilization of surrounding lands. But
the heralds of salvation have almost wholly

forgotten this mighty heritage, a host of

heathen nations. They have left them all

these ages to the reign of unmixed darkness

and unmitigated depravity.

We plead for the neglected millions of the

Sudan. We say to the church of Jesus Christ,

"'Behold them! They are our brothers and
sisters in a common humanity. They are one

with us in sin and ruin. Let them be one
with us in the knowledge of salvation. Awake,

selfish, sleeping, and forgetful church;

arouse thee to thy neglected duties; fulfill

thy solemn mission; bear thy testimony and
send forth thy sons; proclaim thy glorious

message; gird thyself and give thyself, in the

name of Jesus Christ, to the tremendous task

of evangelizing at last this greatest and most
populous of all the wholly neglected and be-

nighted regions on the surface of the globe.

Our Hope Is in the Children

WHAT a familiar phrase! So familiar

that it requires a new or unusual set-

ting to grip the hearer. It "gripped"

recently when II. A. Baker of Tibet told of

the beginnings of a Sunday school in an

outstation of Batang.

The avenues through which any conception

of God must travel to reach the mature mind
of the heathen Tibetan are almost as im-

passable as the winding, perilous trails of

that wild country itself.

"While we reach some of the grown men
and women by constant and untiring effort,

it is very difficult to discover in their experi-

ences of life a point of contact by which we
can reveal to them the love of God. But
our hope is in the children. They enjoy the

Bible stories just like any other child. They
are eager for them. When we win the chil-

dren we will win Tibet."

The application is obvious. Spend not

less time with men and women, but spend

more with the children.

Our hope in grappling with the stupendous

issues confronting the church lies in the chil-

dren and. not in the adult life of the church

except as it assumes the responsibility of

training the young for the task.

"1 consider it a great privilege to lead

(he children in their mission studies," writes

many a superintendent. To such the "hope

of the church" lies in the children.

Is the program of missionary education

lor the children of your church as complete

;ts it can be made? A six-months' study of

China is provided in the material issued for

the Sunday schools by the Joint Committee

on Missionary Education. The King's Build-

ers, the only missionary magazine of the

Disciples of Christ published for the chil-

dren, is giving until July 1 a definite study

of "Our Church in China." The last, half

of the year w ill be devoted to studies of work
in America.
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The Park Christian Church, New
Albany, Indiana

THE Park Christian Church was organized

May 19, 1835, by forty-three persons,

who had withdrawn from the Baptist

Church. Thomas J. Murdock was licensed to

preach, and D. G. Stewart was chosen as

minister for a time. T. J. Wilson is the

present pastor.

A brick building was erected in 1836, which

with the lot cost $6,000. This building was
torn down in 1868, and a more commodious

building erected, bringing the value of the

property up to approximately $15,000. It was

this building which was constructed in 1917,

at a cost of $11,200, making the building

modern throughout, and one of the best in

the city of New Albany, with an estimated

valuation of $30,000.

This congregation has passed through many
trying experiences, which were sufficient to

have discouraged many churches to the point

of dissolution, but their faitli was such, that

a few struggling disciples held on, and now
their labors have been rewarded, and their

dreams made real. One of the most trying

experiences was at the time when the Central

Church was formed, the occasion of which in

part was the heavy indebtedness upon the

church property. A part of the membership

were in favor of surrendering the property

to the mortgagee, and moving up town and

building anew, which they did, but a few

members were unwilling to make this move.

Following the lead of J. M. Gaston, now of

Long Run, Kentucky, those that remained,

though weakened numerically and financially,

assumed all responsibility of the congrega-

tion, and continued to hold services of worship

in the mother church. I have been informed

that there were those in the membership who
mortgaged their homes, and made many other

sacrifices to save the church property to the

cause of Christ. Their memory should be

held sacred to every Disciple. "They have

received their reward," "We have entered

into their labors/' and "Their works do follow

them.*' Mr. Gaston was present on the day

of the dedication of the new building ( Dec. 23,

1917), his face was radiant with joy, and his

words an inspiration and a treasure to all

who heard him recite the joys and disap-

pointments of former years.

Three years ago last September we came

to this pastorate; at that time there were

sixty-three paying members; since that time

there has been added to the membership one

hundred and eighty-four new members, and

the entire church revived. The present mem-
bership is four hundred ninety-five. All de-

partments show a vigorous, healthy growth,

and are well organized throughout, using

the most up-to-date methods. Conversions

are frequent, and enduring. The year

just closed was the most successful from

every standpoint of consideration, of auy

previous year of the church's history. The

average attendance of the Bible school last

year was one hundred sixty-eight, and the

average, offering $7.12. For incidental,

benevolent, missionary and other purposes,

the congregation raised a little less than

$4,000. and this, in spite of the fact that

the church has added heavy financial re-

sponsibility. The pastor's salary has twice

been increased by the voluntary act of the

Official Board, one time $200, and at another

time $300. Shortly after the new building

was dedicated, application was made to the.

Board of Church Extension for a loan of

$7,000, which was readily granted, but before

the papers were drawn up, the indebtedness

had been reduced to $6,500. so we asked to have

the loan reduced to that amount, and when
the final papers were returned to the treas-

urer of the board, $300 accompanied them,

reducing the actual indebtedness to $6,200.

and I am told that the treasurer of our Board
of Trustees is embarrassed again, having

something like $100 in hand at the present

time. Perhaps the force of these statements

will be better understood bv making known

the fact that the loan was closed about the

middle of January this year. It should also

be borne in mind that this is an industrial

congregation, and that not more than fifteen

per cent of the members are the owners of

their places of residence.

It will be noticed that the church's largest

growth and development has come since the

Board of Church Extension consented to in-

dorse the Work of the church by a loan suffi-

cient to clear the indebtedness incurred in

enlarging, reconstructing and beautifying

the church building. I frankly admit that

from the beginning, I believed, that when the

proper moment had arrived in the success of

our work, that the Board of Church Exten-
sion would play the role of the big brother.

Had I not believed this, and if the Board of

Church Extension had not been in existence

as an organization making such belief possi-

ble, the effort would not have been undertaken

by the writer. This of course presents the

idea, that our organizations make possible

the preachers' best work in the local field,

which I believe is absolutely true. Not one.

hut many churches have been built as a result

of this relationship. As Paul said, "How
shall they hear without a preacher?

-

' we
might say, How shall they meet without a

place of meeting? It is true a congre-

gation can meet most enywhere for a

time, on the bridge in dry weather, and
under it in wet, if necessary, but if they are

to continue to exist and develop great re-

demptive power in the ministrations of the

Gospel, they must have a home compatible

with the dignity of the cause represented.

The Board of Church Extension stands ready

to help a worthy church do its best work for

the Master. This being true no church of

the Disciples of Christ should fail to remem-
ber in a large substantial way our beloved

Board of Church Extension.

T. J. Wilsox.

New \ear Afar

DEAR World Call:

What a gracious service you render.

You arrived in your November dre>s

December 29. We were rejoiced! All mails

seem astonishingly late. Holiday mails with-

in Japan are so very heavy, perhaps the for-

eign mail has to wait. Six thousand postals

passed through the post office here in one day
lately. The Xew Year cards are used very

extensively. Among those received the fol-

lowing may interest you

:

"Dear Mrs. Garst! Our Mamma san (Please

excuse me thus call) :

"I thanks many, many for your kindness.

Our church is very small. But we want to

see you our work. Please come to us next

early spring.

"Merry. Merry Xtmas,
"Happy, Happy Xtmas,
"Yours sincerelv.

I think you will agree that we started the

year 1920 vigorously when I tell you we had

three earthquakes January 3. We do not like

•earthquakes.

We have thought and prayed for the United

Board meeting scheduled for December 30,

also for the Student Volunteer Conference,

probably adjourned last night in Des Moines.

We are with you in the Week of Prayer.

God bless you.

Laura De T.axy Garst;

Akita. Japan. January •>, 1920.
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An Appeal to the Medical Women of

America

DR.
JOSEPHINE LAWNEY, who left the

Pittsburgh Tuberculosis Hospital last

fall to devote her life to medicine in

China, has sent home the following message

"to the Medical Women of America."

"Two months in China, and yet, so much
do I feel a part of this great empire with

all its new tides and ancient problems that

I have no desire to return to America.

"How I wish I might make you feel it all!

Some artist with the pen might make you

see it, but I would that somehow the needs

of the women and girls of China might grip

you so that scores of you would turn your

footsteps toward the East.

"Some of you are interested in public health

work. Perhaps you have already tried to

'break into' some municipal department in

America, and perhaps you have been told

that if your political friends are of the right

sort and you pass a certain set of examina-

tions and get your name on the list of appli-

cants you may hear from the department in

the course of a few years. China offers you

a virgin field. There is an opening at pres-

ent for a woman physician with public health

training, and the scope of the work would be

greater than that covered by the combined

departments of public health in New York,

Philadelphia, Chicago and Boston.

"China needs everything that America
needs, only more so. Some of you who are

students and are undecided as to your spe-

cialty and have a leaning toward surgery,

will you not take up orthopedic surgery and
come out to China just as soon as you are

ready? If you could see the little kiddies as

I see them day after day, their little bodies

horribly distorted with tuberculosis of the

spine, you would not need any further appeal.

The Chinese apparently have a relatively high

resistance to staphylococcic and streptococcic

infections, but a very low resistance to tu-

berculous infections. I have yet to learn of

a single orthopedic surgeon in China, and yet

the women's hospitals draw the largest num-
ber of children as patients. It would not be

at all a wild conjecture to assure our pioneer

in this field that she would have cases

brought from all over a large province and
even neighboring provinces.

"The need of general surgeon is no less

great. The efficiency of many a woman's hos-

pital is diminished because the doctor in

charge has not had sufficient surgical experi-

ence before coming out to undertake single

handed the work of a general hospital. I

hope the day is not far distant when two
doctors at least may be sent to every mission

hospital—one for surgery and one for gen-

eral medical work.

"The needs come tumbling over each other

in mind! That heart of the hospital, the

laboratory, has been sadly underdeveloped in

mission work because of the lack of workers.

Women trained in pathology and bacteriology

and serology are needed so much that I do
not know how to express the need. We must
have specialists in these lines, else our medi-
cal work will continue to go around in circles.

I can count on the fingers of one hand the

hospitals in China that are doing Wasser-
mann reactions. Those of you who have a
penchant for research work have all the op-

portunity in the world to have a micro-

organism or a parasite named after you as

the discoverer.

"Many a hospital has received or lias been

offered a special gift of an X-ray outfit—but

you know it is about as useful as a fifth

wheel without a roentgenologist. One such

thoroughly trained worker in each of the

large cities would take care of the needs of

a group of hospitals and further the advance

of medical science in China perhaps more

than, any other one, agency.

"There is a fine new medical school for

Chinese women which will be ready for a

complete staff very soon. It will be the most

attractive teaching opportunity for medical

women in the entire Orient. Many in America

arc already looking forward to this oppor-

tunity. Only the best prepared people for

the various departments will be chosen. Per-

haps you are one of them.

."I know why some of you are not coming,

because I have so recently been up against

the same reasons. My ! But they look insig-

nificant now. Professor Palmer once wrote

that Harvard College paid him for doing

what he would gladly pay it for allowing

him to do. That describes very well the

compensation of the missionary, measured

by the inner outgo and not by the external

income.

"Many of you feel that you haven't the

courage to face the years away from your

home friends. One forgets in looking ahead

that there are always fine, strong comrades

going the same way, and if this is true any-

where it is true in the mission field. I've

resolved not to preach, but to give you the

facts, and ask you to picture to yourself the

need, and then decide as to your share in

the work."

Shanghai.

Tin Cans Their China

ABIT of ingenuity often goes a long way
in satisfying a need, as the people of

' Montenegro have discovered. With their

chinaware destroyed or carried away during

the war, a popular substitute has been found

in the American jam tins saved from the

Bed Cross food distribution. The ragged

edges of these little cans are pounded smooth,

and a handle of wire or tin is attached.

Thus an indestructible cup is made.

Twentieth Century Feudalism

A
BREATH of the Middle Ages has reached

Poland. There was no transaction of

' money in those .early days, and in the

twentieth century, the same idea has been

reverted to. Today payment is made in

potatoes. In certain remote agricultural

parts of Poland, potatoes are now being used

as the standard currency. They are the

staple article of food, and their value fluc-

tuates far less than any of the various types

of paper money which are in circulation.

For example, in the vicinity about Grodno,

when the war ended, and the financial status

of Poland was at a crisis, hundreds of people

flocked to the American Red Cross centers,

be<rerin£ for work or food. There was no

money for payments, but there were many
bushels of potatoes held in the possession of

a few wealthy landowners. These the Red
Cross bought, and in turn paid, as a weekly

wage, to the laborers employed in warehousing

or in the activities of the field units. About
twenty pounds of potatoes are regarded as a

fair weekly wage for an ordinary laborer.

The story of one of Grodno's largest land-

owners lias a very sharp flavor of a medieval

business transaction with ;i twentieth century

setting. His manor house was wrecked during

the war, and later the mansion was entirely

refurnished with articles purchased solely

with potato-money. This involved a series

of purchases from local merchants, the most

important being a complete set of drawing
room furniture which cost 12,000 potatoes.

The landowner, a count and head of one of (

the oldest families of the Polish nobility, *

harvested the greater part of his potato crop

with his own hands.

A Plea for Common Honesty

THE other day in one of the

state conferences of our people

with regard to the Interchurch

World Movement, a woman from a
small town came to one of the sec-

retaries and handed him a check

for $50 for foreign missions, given

personally by her and her husband.

She remarked, "I do not wish you
to credit this to the church, but to

us direct. I am discouraged with

our church. The treasurer an-

nounced that $250 was raised for

missions by the congregation last

year and in the Year Book only

$30 appears as having been sent

in for all missionary purposes.

Money in our church is being de-

flected to other purposes, and my
gifts have not been sent to the

causes for which I have given

them. It has caused me to lose

confidence in the missionary pro-

gram and leadership of our local

congregation."

Every now and then something

like this occurs, indicating that

some church treasurers are not

handling the missionary money of

the congregation as they should.

There is no more sacred trust in

the local congregation than that re-

posed in the treasurer who receives

the money dedicated to certain

purposes. It should go to the

causes for which it was given with-

out a single variation, and the

treasurer who does not keep faith

with the church members in this

regard is not only losing the con-

fidence of the people who give, but

is striking a death blow at the mis-

sionary and spiritual interest of

the congregation. The majority of

people who discover that some-

thing has gone wrong do not do as

this good lady did, send in their

money direct, but they lose interest

in the missionary causes and
straightway refuse to give for

these sacred interests.
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Building Up the Bible School Attendance
By Hazlx A. Lewis

HOW many of tlie 41,470 pupils mst trom

our Bible schools lasi year are in your

neighborh 1? H is impossible to

evade this matter, because the reports are

gathered in such a manner thai the distribu-

tion of the loss can he plainly seen. The
greatest value of the total figures in any

table of statisties is often lost, because when

we begin to look at filings in this large way,

wc at once think that the conditions arc

somewhere else.

And then Ave can always explain things so

glibly! The loss last year was even greater

than this, and of course we could lay that to

the epidemic. What would we ever have

done without the epidemic to blame for every-

thing that happened? The plain fact of the

matter is, that this total loss in Bible school

membership is made up of hundreds of cases

of community indifference, poor school ad-

ministration and individual carelessness on

the part of Bible school teachers and officers.

Miles and miles of Bible school records

have been kept, but very little use has ever

been made of them. Meaningless reports are

read each Sunday, they accumulate in the

desk or office of the secretary, and that is

about as far as the matter ever goes. It is

true that some schools have definite plans for

looking after absentees, hut these are very

often too mechanical. A printed card that

needs only the address and postage stamp, is

better than no- effort at all to locate absent

pupils, but as an indication of the tempera-

ture of the school, it certainly would not

register more than lukewarm.

We must get down to cases. Where is

James W—— ? lie was in our school at least

part of the time last year. And what has

become of those two girls who used to come
from away over on K street? We heard

that they were going to another Bible school.

And there was that class of nine boys that

was promoted out of the junior department!

MISS FLORKNCM CAUMICHA1
Now Elementary Superintendent J

Central District

Where in Hie world are they? Only three or

lour are ever present and these are not the

same ones each Sunday. One of them caddies

at the Golf Club and another runs errands

for a florist so late on Saturday night that

his mother can't get him up the next morn-

ing. And so it goes. There ought to be an

encyclopedia of Bible school explanations,

carefully indexed for easy reference!

We must care, and that intensely. We can

work out theories and plans- of organization

when we are dealing with things in the mass,

hut we do not really care in a deep personal

sense until we are dealing with individuals.

Back of the whole matter is the general at-

titude of the group of workers in any local

Bible school. It is all very well to have a

system by which the enrollment of the school

is kept clear, by dropping from the active

list those who have not been present for two

months, provided that school has a conscience

that is in full and active operation and makes
the dropping of any name the result' of care-

ful investigation and the cause of real grief.

Look around in any community on any
Sunday morning and see the groups of chil-

dren that are not in Bible school. One church

that has a real community conscience, sent

out a committee from its Bible school on

several Sunday mornings for a half hour be-

fore the Bible school session and on the first

Sunday they found twenty boys and girls

who did not go to any Bible school, but who
did not have any real reason for not doing

so. We of course can talk about the responsi-

bility of the home, and the adults who set a

bad example and many other similar ex-

planations. But if for the space of one year

we would never once indulge in the comfort-

ing but dangerous business of explaining

things, and would start in to deal with in-

dividual cases of irregular attendance and

with the problems of non-attendance, we
would greatly increase the active enrollment

of our Bible schools.

A Bible school noted for its high educa-

tional and spiritual ideals, has for many
years followed the plan by which the teacher

gets in personal touch with the home the first

Sunday the pupil is absent; the department

superintendent calls if the pupil is absent

two Sundays, a general officer of the school

or the pastor calls after an absence of three

Sundays. If these do not get results, the

case is brought before the, next meeting of

the Workers' Conference and an effort is

made to find in the counsel of many minds

a solution to the difficulty. Of course, if

the first effort of the teacher reveals the

fact that the pupil is ill, perhaps with a

contagious disease, and will probably be ab-

sent for a certain number of weeks, arrange-

ments are made to send the Bible school

papers into the home and a record is made
of the probable date of the pupil's return,

thus making if unnecessary for the other

officers to follow up the visit. Our greatest

mistake is in not following up individual

cases of absence quickly enough and in failing

to keep the contact between pupil and school

sufficiently vital.

Remember that the 41,470 are made up of

individual losses and that your school has

had its share in this.

JOHN STUART MLLL.

Missouri Regional Bible School Superintendent

American Mayflower Council. Headed
by Wilson and Taft Plans Na-

tion-Wide Celebration

PLANS for the celebration in this country

of the tercentenary of the landing of the

Mayflower has just been announced by
the American Mayflower Council, and include

seventy mass meetings in seventy cities, the

observance of Mayflower week November 21-

29 (Thanksgiving week), with Mayflower
Sunday November 21. concluding with a na-

tional mass meeting in Madison Square Gar-

den, New York, on Monday. Novemher 28, to

which representative citizens from all over

the country and from abroad Mill be invited.

The object of the Mayflower Council's pro-

gram is to make known to the whole nation

the story of the Pilgrims and the deeper

meanings of the movement of which they

were a part: to emphasize the spiritual sig-

nificance of their coming to the new world

and to interpret their ideals in terms of de-

mocracy, thus making the spirit of the Pil-

grims the basis of an appeal to heroism and

consecration in meeting the problems of to-

day.

The American Mayflower Council, which

it. is hoped may co-ordinate the programs
and proposals of the various committees and

commissions that are planning celebrations,

has been set up by the Federal Council of

the Churches of Christ in America, bul is

broadly representative of all the constructive

elements in American life The Council will

endeavor to secure the cooperation of Hoards

of Education, directors of schools and colleges

and of patriotic organizations in the staging

of pageants and program-.

President Woodrow Wilson and Hon. Wil-

liam II. Taft are the honorary chairmen oi

the Council-. Dr. Henry van Dyke is honor-

ary secretary. The chairman is President

Henry Churchill King of Oberlin College.

Vice-Presidents have been chosen represent-

ing all sections of the United Slates and

Canada.
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Four New Bible School Field

Workers

IT
is a pleasure to introduce four new Bible

school field workers. Two of them have

been in field service in other important

positions for the brotherhood, but two of them
are entirely new to us. All four are now at

work and are being heartily received by the

Bible schools they seek to serve.

John D. Zimmerman succeeds David H.

Owen as Bible School Superintendent in Kan-

sas. He is a native of Kansas and announces

that when work calls him out of the state,

he always hurries back. For the past two

years he has served as the Secretary of the

National Board of Christian Endeavor.

John Stuart Mill becomes the Missouri

Regional Bible School Superintendent. For

several years he has served as Superintendent

of the Second District in Missouri. During

this time he has been called upon frequently

by the Bible School Department of the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society to special

work outside the state. The past two sum-

mers were spent in Canada in this way. Mr.

Mill is a native of Australia but has been so

long in Missouri that he lias become thor-

oughly identified with the interests in this,

our strongest Bible school state.

George T. Simons becomes Associate Sup-

erintendent in Kentucky. He will serve with

Lin D. Cartwright, who has made such com-

mendable progress in the Bible school affairs

of Kentucky during the past two years. Roy
K. Roadruck, who formerly served as Associ-

ate Superintendent in Kentucky, discovered

Mr. Simons in Twin Falls, Idaho, where he

was doing a most commendable work with

W. A. Moore. Mr. Roadruck says "Mr.

Simons was held in the highest esteem not

only by our own church people, but by the

community in general. Kentucky is to be

congratulated upon having secured the serv-

ices of this fine man."
Miss Florence Carmichael becomes Elemen-

tary Superintendent for the Central District

serving with Garry L. Cook and Roy N. Cloyd.

She will also give some time for special field

service outside of her district work. J. Boyd
Jones of Bloomington, Indiana, says, "For
eight years she has been the superintendent

of the Primary Department of our Bible

School. She has gathered about her a corps

of workers until today she has one of the

most efficient departments I have ever seen.

Our loss will mean a large gain to the Bible

schools of I be brotherhood."

We are sure the Bible school forces every-

where will rejoice in the addition of these fine

workers to our staff in their respective fields.

Robt. M. Hopkins,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Bible School Secretary.

(J. P. Rossman, recently located in Alex-

andria, Louisiana, writes tints of the situation

there: "it is going to take a great deal of

hard work to build this church up to lill the

place it should occupy in the community.
But we are determined to win through con-

centrating on a strong evangelistic campaign.
I have organized a workers' conference, that

meets every week in the parsonage. The
"Each One Win One" campaign is gathering

momentum and there are numbers of addi-

tions in sight. Influenza is here now and

greatly cuts down our attendance. Bui we
are bound for success. Better reports to

follow."

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920

May
5. The Parables of Restoration. Luke 15.

12. Christian Internationalism. America's

debt to the world. Ps. 33:8-12; Rom.
1 : 14.

10. The Crime of Cherishing Anger. Matt.

5:21-26.

20. Our Dead Heroes. Acts 20:24; John
15:13.

June

2. The Conditions of Christian Fellowship.

I John 1:3-2; 11.

9. Christian Internationalism. The need of

volunteers. Isa. 6:1-9; Luke 10:1-3.

( Prayer for graduates from high school

and college.)

16. Renunciation Through Recompense. Heb.

11:23-27; Mark 10:23-31; Matt. 24:27.

23. The Way a Christian Ought to Live.

Rom. 12.

30. Our Nation (heat Through Service. 1

Peter 2:9, 10; Matt. 20:20-28.

Echoes from the Kockies

By Charles Lemuel Dean

THERE are in iiijs large territory of the

Rocky Mountain District, one hundred

and twenty-seven churches; not as many
as there are in some state districts in the

east. A membership of 15,361. When we
remember that it covers Wyoming, Colorado,

]\v\v Mexico-West Texas, Utah, and Nevada,

we are able to realize that, the field is limit-

less. It is only that we might have the men,

means and consecration to occupy the land!

Many counties are asking for county pas.-

tors. This means that, a new type of worker

must be developed to cover the whole country,

with headquarters in the county seat. Our
rural fields are hungering for development.

For illustrations of what can be done in this

work, one only needs to look at Clifton, where

Clark Bower has been for nine years, easily

the leader in his district, and the outstanding

man in our brotherhood on rural work. Also

the fine church at Severance, led by Gilbert

C. Counts.

Religious education lias always been the

work of C. W. Dean in this district, and now.

as he lias laid down the work, let me say

a word of appreciation for his line service in

the field. No church can be a true church

without having a, well-developed department
of religious education. Here is one of the

strategic points (hat, must ever be given more
and more attention in the life of our child-

hood.

We need to learn anew Hie command of our

Lord, "Make disciples." Could we in each

of our present churches have this as our

supreme goal we could take our place and do

our pari in this region. In all our churches

we are hoping thai, this will be done with a

zeal that will reach a goal set by our "Win
One Campaign."

Beside the common battles that (lie faith-

ful must Hghl in every land we have the

Mormon on the West, the Roman Catholic' on

the South, the pioneer on the North, and de-

itoininationalism in the East. But a new daj

is here and the 500 pastors in attendance

al the Interchurch Conference will see to il

thai the church of (air Christ has a chance

in this stale. Thirty-two of our forty pas-

tors were in attendance.

Another piece of work we are going to

do is to enlarge our Colorado Christian Home,
the only home for the orphan among Prot-

estants in Denver. We will be in the field

with the Interchurch Financial Campaign
for $100,000 for this home. We had to refuse

admission to nearly 200 children last year.

We look with faith and hope toward the
future, the new day, praying God to show us
His will, and for strength and vision to enter

the open door and bring His will to a glorious

realization.

Broadway CTvwrch, Denver Colorado.

Our Ann Arbor Bible Chair

THE Upper Room Bible Class held its an-

niversary meeting last night, marking the

sixth year of its existence. It has gone
its way quietly, gradually but surely extend-

ing its wholesome influence, till at present its

members number nearly five hundred stu-

dents; the evidence of its growth, and the

students' receptivity can be seen in the fact

that if has outgrown ils old quarters, and

will soon he housed in a new building, The
time lias come when il is a factor to be reck-

oned with in University life; yet it began
six years ago with only thirty-six members.
What it has accomplished if owes to the

generous efforts of its founder. Dr. Thomas
M. Men. And the thanks due him from flu;

students of the University can best be ex-

pressed on this occasion, marking as if does a,

result of which he can be justly proud. The
spirit of helpful comradeship, which he has

extended to the members of bis class has suc-

cessfully combated the unreasonable preju-

dice which deprives so many of its valuable

inspiration.

Chas. W. Ross, Winnipeg, Manitoba, is en-

couraged over the bright, prospects in that
field. He says, "We are in the midst of a
campaign of personal evangelism which will

culminate in the Easter week of prayer. We
are planning to have services every evening

of the week preceding Easter Sunday.
Through the Interchurch survey I have got-

ten in touch with the names of several new
families of Disciples of Christ."

GEORGE T. SIMONS
Associate Bil>lc School Superintendent in Kentucky
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The Immediacy of the Russian Task
By Karl Borders

WE have been so ardently and frequently

assured that because of the war the

world can never be the same old world

again that there is grave danger that with

a sublime, blind faith we shall supinely wait

for the metamorphosis, firm in the expecta-

tion that one fine morning we shall awake to

find a smiling, contented Christian world.

It is true that the world will never be the

same again. The processes of eternal change

have been accelerated and latent forces loosed

which like an avalanche are sweeping across

the world. But these movements are ad-

vancing by no miraculous dynamic. The same
age-old principles are working with freer

hand among men who live and work and think

in essential likeness to their fathers.

And if these new manifestations of democ-

racy and liberation are to be made Christian;

if, whatever political shape man's relations

take, we are to have them formed in the spirit

of Christ, then this too must come about

not by a miracle, but by work, .service, the

impact of life upon life and ideal upon ideal.

Americanism cannot be legislated upon men,

"nor can Christianity come by fiat of great

councils. Both must be translated into life

through life.

In no field is the need of this approach
more evident than in our work among foreign-

ers in our land. The organizations which

have most notably succeeded in interpreting

American ideals to these groups have been

not agencies of the government as such, bnt

those institutions of religious and social pur-

poses which have been built in the foreign

neighborhoods and have there sent their work-

ers to live among the people that they might

know and understand and, therefore, love

them. It is significant to note in this con-

nection that almost without exception the

directors and workers of settlements and for-

eign work of all kinds, in short, those who
know the situation best, have deeply deplored

the recent actions of the government in its

dealings with the so-called Reds and radicals.

And deplored it not because of a lack of

patriotism, but because they had acquired an

Karl Borders

informed and sympathetic Americanism as

contrasted with the blatant, flag-waving type.

There is but one institution which, with

no ulterior motives, can take the whole of

America's best to the newcomers within our

gates, and that is the Church. The director

of the largest institutional church in Chicago

when asked about their plan of Americaniza-

tion replied that if the people were Chris-

tianized, Americanization would take care of

itself. Surely any process of Americaniza-

tion which fails to contribute, as fundamental,

the principles of America's free Christianity,

will fall far short of producing the ideal

citizen for a country born of such principles.

This problem of Christian Americanization

has ever been with us, but the immediacy of

its needs have never been greater than eon-

This Xwo-Kooin House Is Occupied i>.\ Two ltiissiiin Families Hint Number Ten People

ditions growing out of the recent convulsions

of war have made it. And perhaps there is

no group in more urgent need that true

Americanism be interpreted to them than the

Russians whom we have undertaken to serve.

Just prior to the war Russia was beginning

to furnish the largest percentage of our im-

migration. Xow it is rare to find one of

them who does not express a determination

to return to that new land emerging, through

blood, to a new birth of liberty. The reasons

for this are more than one, but one to be

reckoned with is a disappointment in Amer-
ica, as her spirit has been revealed in a mis-

guided patriotism. When men are arrested

without warrant, torn from their families

and sent to jail, when the stigma of meaning-

less names is fastened upon a whole group,

and in free America men must be careful of

their speech, there is little wonder that the

name of America should cease to be synony-

mous with all it has stood for in the hearts

of those who in faith came to us.

I sat for an hour and a half in a little

restaurant on Halsted Street not long ago

and talked with a young Russian - Jew and
a young lady who accompanied him." "You
do not know," he said, "what it means to one

coming from Russia to America. You do

not appreciate liberty because you have al-

ways had it. When I first saw and heard

men freely speaking from their hearts on the

street corners of Xew York," he continued.

"I almost jumped for joy at knowing that I

was in a free country. But now—."

It is against the reaction resulting from
such conditions that we are called to work.

A feeling of suspicion and resentment has
been aroused which will require years of de-

voted sympathetic ministry to allay. And
yet there is a certainty in the minds of the

observant Russians that such treatment as

that to which they have been subjected is

not representative of the best nor the most
of America. For where there have been heart-

less laws to tear men from their families

there have been tender ministering agents of

the people outside the machinery of govern-

ment to care for the bereaved families, and
those Americans who have known them best

and in whom they have trusted have staunch-

ly befriended them in their trials.

To make this interpretative ministry still

more effective, more institutions should be

established where sympathetic contacts may
be made. At the end of the conversation in

the restaurant the young lady who had said

little, but listened most intelligently, said to

me. "This conversation has meant much to us.

for it is not often that we find an American
who will talk to us as you have done."' But
what I had done was no more than any Chris-

tian American should be willing to do—speak

earnestly his own convictions, listen respect-

fully and open-mmdedly to their ideals and
through it all seek to he brotherly. And no

greater advance toward understanding can

he made than through Institutions which shall

stand as incarnate witness of our willingness

to do just this thing.

We invite the foreigner to our shores with

all the allurements of liberty, prosperity, and

happiness for which our taint 1 lias gone forth.

And when lie comes we compel him to live

in the meanest, dirtiest pari of our great

cities, surrounded with every form of vice

imaginable and are shocked, outraged and

ready to do violence when he has no! grown
io i he stature of full American manhood.
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Boys' Social Center, Russian District, Chicago

The shame and sin is upon us that we have
closed our eyes to things as they are and
have weltered in a sentimental slough of sat-

isfied patriotism gleaned from our common
school histories and the oratorical flights of

our aspirants for office.

The first duty of the Christian and the

citizen is to know, and the second, without

which the first is sin, is to act.

In Chicago alone there are thirty thousand

Russians for whose welfare our people have
assumed responsibility. Of that number it

is safe to say that not more than one-sixth

are vitally affiliated with, any church what-

ever. Their faith in the old forms of Chris-

tian experience is gone. Their faith in Amer-
ica in thousands of cases is shattered. Far
too many live in houses unfit for human be-

ings to occupy. The majority of them are

adult men, homeless and often unable to even

read in their own language. Even the saloon

with its warmth and doubtful companionship
is gone or going and there are few decent

places left for them to go for an evening.

Our brother, John Johnson, who has come
recently from New York to Chicago, ministers

to the only organized evangelical group
among these Russians in the city. We are

negotiating for a beautiful and adequate
place of worship for them. They have caught
the spirit of true Americanism. But what
of these other thousands whose only religion

is radicalism, whose most present idea of

America is repression.

Perhaps no greater contribution could be

made to the welfare of this great body of

men than a clubhouse where they might find

decent recreation, night classes and lectures

in their own language, under the supervision
of both American and Russian men. with
sympathy, understanding and helpfulness.

Whatever is done must be done quickly.

Thousands may soon return to the homeland,

and in them lie the potentialities of apostles

or apostates in that new Russia. And those

who remain will in a few years be loyal, en-

lightened citizens or remain a suspicious, sul-

len group who stay because they cannot leave

or for the sake of gain only. The answer in

a large and responsible measure lies with us

and it must be made at once. A year or two
years hence will be too late. The tide in the

affairs of the Russians is at its flood.

Communitfi House, Chicago.

Appeal for Food Relief to Europe
Renewed by Federal Council

IN"
a telegram to Joseph W. Fordney,

chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives,

Charles S. McFarland, general secretary of

the Federal Council of Churches, renewed the

appeal for the immediate passing of the meas-

ure appropriating .$50,000,000 for the relief

of the starving population of various Euro-

pean countries.

The text of the telegram was as follows:

"The imminent death by starvation of tens

of thousands in Europe constitutes as great

a challenge to America as the war. itself.

We cannot refuse their call for aid without

stultifying ourselves before European nations

already impatient over our long delay in

acting upon the Peace Treaty. The perma-
nent policy of aiding rehabilitation in dev-

astated countries of Europe through regular

commercial undertakings will lie in no way
affected by granting credit for purposes of

immediate relief to starving people. Pursuant
to the action of the Federal Council of the

Churches of Christ in America, I urge that

favorable action be taken on the bill now
before your committee appropriating fifty mil-

lion dollars from funds remaining with the

Grain Corporation to be used as recommended
by Mr. Hoover for European relief."'

In commenting on this action, Dr. Macfar-

land stated that he had seldom seen such

unanimity of sentiment in regard to any pub-

lie measure as American church leaders are

showing in backing up the recent appeal of

the Federal Council on behalf of this relief

appropriation.

"The Gospel According to the

Telephone Book"

IX
an idle moment, some day. pick up your

telephone book and turn to the classified

supplement at the back. With paper and

pencil make note of the number of men physi-

cians listed, of women physicians, of dentists,

of nurses, of hospitals, of free clinics, of drug

stores. Then compare your home town with

the entire non-Christian world, and ask your-

self if we have not been unbusinesslike in our

Christianity, when one city, like New York,

has more doctors than all the Orient, as these

figures show:

New York City has S.241 doctors.

The United States and Canada have sent

1,011 doctors to mission fields.

New York City lias 8.021 graduate nurses.

The United States and Canada have ;>ent

130 graduate nurses to mission fields.

For 100.000.000 women in India who dare

not consult a man physician—159 women doc-

tors.

For 200.000.000 women in China—93 wom-
en doctors.

For 50,000,000 women in Africa—15 women
doctors.

"We then that arc strong ought to bear

the infirmities of the weak, and not to please

ourselves." (Romans 15:1.)

Frederick E, Taylor.
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A Missionary Imperative

By George W. Brewster

ALIFORNIA" is a name possessing an.

irresistible hue. With magic power

it draws men from the remotest sec-

tions of the world. "There's a reason." Here

is a land into which Nature has poured her

rarest treasures with bewildering prodigality.

The mighty Pacific dashes against a thou-

sand
r

miles of coast line, across which the

imagination leaps to the distant Orient,

where the most complex problems of world

civilization and evangelization must be

wrought out within the next swift-flying

decade. Turning from this one beholds the

high Sierras, whose towering summit peaks

are crowned with eternal snows. From the

.secret recesses of these incomparable moun-

tains vast wealth in precious metals is being

extracted) while their melting snows, im-

pounded in giaht, man-made lakes, make the

valleys to blossom like the rose, while they

provide the energy to drive the throbbing

motors of ever-increasing industrial centers,

and then turn night into day by transforming

streets of city and hamlet into pathways of

gold.

Bui one thing is needful to make it a veri-

table paradise— aitcl that is the gospel of our

risen Lord. Before ils possibilities can be

truly realized it must lie evangelized. The
dross of materialism must be transformed
jnlo spiritual gold. Mere in this land (hat

overflows with milk and honey there is being

waged a. ceaseless battle with forces which

threaten to eal up. the inhabitants thereof.

Willi their" simple, direel aild forceful inter-

pretation of the simplicities of New Testa-

ment Christianity) the Disciples of Christ,

are pre-eminently qualified to lead oul in

Ibis life and-dealb struggle for I be supremacy
of Christ and His Church. The situation pre-

sents a tremendous challenge tfcnd an incom-

parable opporl unil v.

California is divided into 59 counties; 49

of them are found in California North, with

two-thirds of the state's population. Twenty
of these counties have no church voicing our

historic plea for the unity of Christ's people.

There are a hundred towns and cities with a

population of one thousand and more, where

we have no representation. During the past

fifteen years people have flocked into our

section in great numbers, but our churches

have diminished frotn ninety to seventy-five,

and our membership from 15.000 to 11.000.

These figures are startling. What is the ex-

planation?

It must be remembered that this is a fron-

tier state, therefore of necessity advancing

much faster along material lines of growth
than spiritual. The state has a foreign pop-

ulation of from 35 per cent to 50 per cent;

in some seel ions the foreign birth rate greatly

exceeding the American. The Catholic church

is strongly fortified and wields a mighty in-

fluence in educational and governmental af-

fairs. In San Frahcisco it is estimated that

bul .'! per cenl of the population is identified

with the Protestant churches, while 30 per

cent are with tlie Catholic church. While

the city has doubled in population in He-

past twenty years the Protestant churches

have virtually stood still. In San Francisco

We have two churches with about one in

evei'y 1,700 people identified with our cause,

and in Hie Bast-Bay section about one in 500.

The Metropolitan area, of San Francisco, cov-

ering what is known as the Bay District,

contains a population of about 1,250,000, and

in Ibis area we have around 1,700 members,

or one in 700 COliliected Willi our people. This

condition has come lo pass because of lack of

Organisation among our churches of Cali-

fornia North and the further fad (hat our

greal brotherhood did not come to our assist-

ance wild llie outstretched helping hand

struggle was too greal and main of

churches had lo die.

Now a brighter day has dawned. Our
California North brotherhood is organized
with a determination and unity such as it

lias never had before, and with the vital

assistance of the American Christian Mis-
sionary Society, is aggressively facing the
situation. Financial assistance has been given

during the past six months to 35 per cent

of our churches. One field abandoned nine

years ago has been re-entered and a church
With 100 members organized, three new
churches being organized during the year.

In the San Francisco Bay District, out of

eleven churches. *i\- are receiving missionary

help—the First. San Francisco. Alameda,
Idiiihurst (Greater Oakland). South Berke-

ley. Brentwood and Vallejo. The American
( luistian Missionary Society has assumed the

responsibility for this District, with an in-

spiring five-year program of stabilization and
expansion. They should lie givetl unstinted

help for the furtherance of their plans. These

churches are all putting forth heroic efforts.

The First Church. San Francisco, W. P.

Bently, minister, is gaining in both number
and vision, with a completeness of organiza-

tion, program and vision, unexcelled any-

where. The First Church in Alameda, with
\V. B. Higgiiis as leader, is laying big plans

for the future; Wm. C. Jones just completed
a most successful pastorate with this church,

during which its Bible school trebled in at-

tendance, its church audience quadrupled, its

financial strength doubled and its member-
ship largely increased. This church has the

distinction of working in an industrial city.

increasing with astonishing rapidity, and in

a section of that city where there are 25,000

people and no other church. In Oakland, at

Elmhurst. a group of our people, with J. A.

Shoptaugh as leader, under the joint direction

of the First Christian Church of Oakland
and the State Board, are forming our third

church in Greater Oakland, a city with a

population of 225.000 and showing a net gain

of 100.000 people in ten years. Our South

Berkeley church. Cedric Price, minister, is

ministering to a city that shelters the largest

college in the world. The church feels keenly

its responsibility and is making remarkable
strides toward reaching the entire city of

Berkeley, as a church loyal to the principles

of our brotherhood and built upon New Testa-

ment Christianity. A recent letter from one

pastor contains this statement: "This all-

important work would long ago have gone
into decay and the doors of our edifice have
been closed and our brotherhood would be

unrepresented in ibis great field bad it not

been for the help ibis congregation has re-

ceived in the past and is noW receiving from

our Missionary Hoards."

May our big-hearte

loyal brotherhood heed

pert) i i ve
!

'" Now is th

in California North—tomorr

lastingly too late!

Sail FranciscOi California.

. w ide-visioued and

iliis ••missionary im-

day of opportunity
w i 11 b ever-

he

Episcopal Diocese for Interchurch

\S oriel Movement

Tilt; Diocesan Convention of th* Pro!

eslanl Episcopal Church ju-i closed al

Foil land. Oregon, formulated h resolu-

tion expressing a desire lo extend moral sup-

port io the Inieii liurcli World Movement.
There was oiil\ one vole against the resolu-

tion.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
The Snuggest Cradle of All

By HAZEL A. LEWIS

INHERE are all kinds of cradles all over
the world ! Mothers everywhere find

snug little places for the baby, and
there is none that is any cozier than the

basket that the little Indian papoose sleeps

in—and stays awake in, too. It is long and
round and warm, like the nest that old

mother caterpillar spins for herself when
she is ready to go to sleep

for the winter, and fastens
her cocoon on the side of

a tree or under a bush.

But the Indian basket is

much more beautiful than
this. Sometimes it is made
of soft deerskin and is

lined Avith the fur of little

animals. Often there are
beautiful beads woven in-

to the outside of it and it

is hard to tell which is

brighter, the colors on the
outside, or the shining
eyes in the little brown
face that is peeping from
the inside.

The back or bottom of
this strange cradle is a
board. My ! Someone will

surely say that it is cruel

to fasten a little baby to

a board. But this is a
great deal better for a baby than to sit all

humped over, or to be carried all day until
its poor little back is tired. Perhaps the
board in the little papoose's cradle is the
reason why nearly all Indians are so
straight. Sometimes the basket is woven
so that there is a top part, like a hood, that
shades the baby's eyes.

But cradles are supposed to rock, and
this one does not look as though it could.
It does sometimes, though. When the little

papoose's mother takes him with her when
she goes to gather roots and herbs, or to
look after the growing corn, she fastens

this snug little cradle basket on a wild
grapevine or the strong limb of a tree and
soon it is rocking gently in the soft wind
that blows through the forest. This motion
sets the beads to dancing in front of his

bright eyes. There are many wonderful
things to be seen, but the sun is warm and
the wind is crooning a lullaby. Before long

the dark eyes have closed,

and the little papoose is

fast asleep.

The United States Gov-
ernment has set aside

places that are called "Res-
ervations," and in these

the different Indian tribes

make their homes. Many
of them live in houses
and some of them are
good farmers. A few of

them become very rich,

and in the towns near the

great Indian reservations

of the northwest, you may
sometimes see a whole In-

dian family in an automo-
bile. One day a man from
the east stopped at the

side of a street as he saw
a great big touring car
come nearby, having in it

an Indian family. "Well,"

he said, "that is a long way from blanket

days !" But when the car came near enough
that he could see the people who were in

the back seat, there was the mother with a
beautiful Indian blanket about her shoul-

ders and a bright-eyed papoose in his little

basket cradle! The Indian likes the ways
that are new, but he is wise enough to keep
the old ways that are comfortable and best,

especially for the baby.
Of all the cradles in the world there is

none that would seem quite so good to the
little brown papoose, as his own little bas-
ket with a board in the back of it.
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All Things to All People
By Bertha Merrill

TO be all things to all people is the task

of the Community Worker in our large

cosmopolitan cities.

A stranger, a young Italian, dropped into

our Community House to hear our night

program because a countryman was to sing.

After the program was over the people were

escorted through the building to see the facili-

ties for the work and to be impressed that it

was theirs. The stranger, quite curious to

know the aim or purpose of the house, asked

the Italian singer to tell him. The latter,

realizing keenly the Italian nature, replied:

"It is to teach the girls how to sew and cook

and to be better homemakers, and to bring

the boys in from the street and teach them
something useful. We work so hard and are

so busy we have no time to teach our children

what they ought to know. Here they take

the time to do so."

We cannot realize the temptations of these

boys. There are dangers from the gangs

that infest the streets. With fruit and candy

displayed everywhere, and only cigar boxes

serving as cash drawers, the street itself is

full of temptations.

Three of the boys went with us to church
one Sunday morning to see what the church

was like. One of the teachers thought that

it would be better to take them into the chil-

dren's meeting downstairs rather than the

preaching services upstairs. They were hav-

ing a stereopticon address in the children's

meeting. One of the boys said, "Gee, a show

!

Is that why you come to church every Sun-

day?"

They maintained a very critical attitude

throughout the meeting and on the way out

one said: "All the fellows around here are

Susies." When asked what kind of fellows

these were he replied: "Oh, fellows that

play and act like girls. We are real fellows.

We fight and kill people."

They do have a terrible propensity to fight,

and quickly resort to the fist to assert their

power or vindicate their rights. In Chicago,

just a block from the Center a gang of boys
was organized under pain of death, to steal,

plunder and debauch.

Imagine the struggle of these people for

existence. They live close to actual want all

the time and are continually haunted by the

fear of unemployment through strikes, sick-

ness or slack seasons.

Their system of markets and marketing is

very interesting to Americans. Each mer-
chantman or woman has a stall or push cart

as his market place. Thereby, with the
elimination of rents, light, delivery and
clerks, they can sell on a closer margin
and dispose of their fruits, vegetables and
wares, which include everything from live

poultry to full dress apparel, for about half

the usual price. By such means merchandise
is put within the reach of these people. I

discovered that I could not buy buttermilk
or sweet milk at many of the shops unless

I had a bucket or bottle to carry it away in.

The other day I learned the same regarding
oysters.

Cigar boxes serve as cash drawers for these

thrifty merchants with possibly a wrapper
from an orange or a grapefruit as the only

cover! Is there wonder that the temptation

proves too great for the boys and girls whose
only playground is in the street, and that

many of them suffer the fate of Rosie? As the

children said, "She was put away because

she crooked things all the time." Rosie was
just a little girl six years old, and in a

correctional institution because of the temp-

tation of the street.

The boy or girl who comes through safely

and resists such temptation is certainly

worth while. However, is it not better to try

to give them some moral environment in such

a place as the Disciples' Community House in

New York's Lower East Side and implant a

moral stamina that makes resistance easier?

Why all the tragedy of so many being lost

that might be saved ? The growing, formative

years must be safeguarded.

Many of us do not know the temptation

that comes because the body is starved. Sev-

enty-three per cent of the children in one of

the public schools on our Lower East Side

were found to be undernourished. When you
see the pathetic gratitude of the children for

a party—a cup of cocoa and a cookie, or a

dish of ice cream—you wish that you might

be a fairy godmother to give them parties

and food until they wanted no more.

Yet they so willingly give their mite

that they make us ashamed. They had been
shown through the House on "Open House"
night and had been served with tea, coffee or
cocoa in the kitchen. They then enjoyed a
fruit and nut bowl in the center of the dining
room table. One widow, as she was leaving,

gave a quarter that she said she wanted to

go for the poor.

Disciples of Christ Community House,
Nev York City.

Correspondence Bible Study in Korea

NO less than 1.200 have taken the Cor-

respondence Bible Course in Korea
during the past season. This work has

centered in Pyengyang and has been under
the able direction of W. L. Swallen. The
students are residents of all parts of Korea.
The missionaries itinerate through the remote
districts and the Christians become eager for

an intensive study of the Word. The Cor-

respondence Course helps to meet their de-

sires. The Men's Bible Institute of Pyeng-
yang gave 99 bright young men six weeks of

intensive Bible study during the winter.

The Ancient Samaritan Pentateuch

Draped in Mourning

THE Samaritan Pentateuch is one of the

most ancient manuscripts in existence

and is treasured above everything by the

remnant of the Samaritan Colony at Sheehem
in Palestine. When the Samaritans learned

of the death of their beloved and very helpful

friend, Edward K. Warren of Three Oaks,
Michigan, past president of the World's Sun-

day School Association, they draped their

synagogue at Sheehem in black and wore
mourning for a month. Most impressive of

all was the fact that the very ancient Samari-
tan Pentateuch was also draped in black for

the same length of time. Mr. Warren had
visited the Samaritans at the time when the

World's Sunday School Convention was held

in Jerusalem in 1904. Since then he had been

their constant friend and had helped the

"remnant" on many occasions. A Samaritan
committee had been appointed by the Execu-

tive Committee of the World's Sunday School

Association and Mr. Warren was the chair-

man of that committee.

SOPHIE
A Fourteen-Year-Old Lithuanian Girl Who Is

Only in the Fourth Grade Because of the Handi-
cap of Language. She AVill Kow Get Her AVork-
iiijr Certificate hy Reason of Being' Fourteen
and Will Become a Wage Earner.

These All Died in the Faith

Miss Lou Wilson. April 13. 1919; Ver-

sailles. Kentucky. For several years presi-

dent of the Woman's Missionary Society.

Stephen M. Myer, March 20, 1920; King-

man, Indiana. Age 53 years.

Mrs. Wm. Walker, February 27. 1920; Chi-

cago, Illinois. Age 7S years.

Mrs. Sarah B. Osborne, February 14. 1920;

Maysville, Kentucky.

Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson. February 12,

1920.

Mrs. Laura Savery. December 9. 1919.

Mrs. C. M. Griffith, December 20. 1919;

Russellville. Kentucky. Age 67 years.

Mrs. Lester Hardy. Russellville. Kentucky.

P. H. Rea. December 24. 1919; Marshall.

Missouri. For ten years a trustee of the

Bible College of Missouri.

Miss Carrie Breeze. January 12. 1920;

Brooksville. Kentucky.
Mrs. Leona May Harryman. February 20,

1920; Ottumwa. Iowa. President of the

Woman's Missionarv Societv.
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The Shanghai Women's Mission Conference
By ELSIE McGORMIGK

Interchurch Correspondent ivilh the Women s Deputation to the Far East

THE desire to do big tilings in a big way,

to see beyond the boundaries of mission

or denomination, marked the conference

held here January 2 to 8 by prominent Amer-
ican and Chinese women under the auspices

of the Federation of Woman's Boards of

Foreign Missions of North America. The
spirit of enlightened service which inspired

the calling of the meeting remained its guid-

ing force and made its findings unique in the

history of women's missions to the Far East.

"It is safe to say that from an educational

standpoint the present conference is the most

important meeting that has thus far been held

in Shanghai," said a leading secular news-

paper. The seven commissions, making up
the Women's Deputation from the United

States, were led by women of national dis-

tinction, while delegates from China included

some of the most conspicuously successful

women on the mission field.

At the head of the Collegiate Education

Commission was President Ellen F. Pendleton

of Wellesley College; leading the Secondary

Education Commission was Miss Charlotte

Conant, principal of Walnut Hill School.

Natick, Massachusetts, an authority on edu-

cational questions, while Dr. Gertrude M.

Walker, formerly of the faculty of Philadel-

phia Women's Medical College, was chairman

of the Medical Commission.

Miss Amelia Josephine Burr, the poetess,

headed the Christian Literature Commission

;

Miss Nellie Prescott, secretary of the Wom-
an's American Baptist Foreign Mission So-

ciety, the Administration Commission; Miss

Ernestine Friedman, social service expert for

the American National Young Woman's Chris-

tian Association, the Social Service Commis-
sion; and Miss Helen Calder. secretary of

the Congregational Woman's Board of Mis-

sions, the Commission of Religious Education

and Evangelism.

Seven provinces and thirty-one boards and
societies were represented by the missionaries

present. Sitting with the social service com-
mission was Mrs. Chauncey Goodrich, who
has served with the American Board in Pe-

king for forty years and who is now helping

conduct the first scientific survey ever made
of living conditions in that city. In the col-

legiate education group were Mrs. Murray
Frame, president of the North China Union
Women's College at Peking, and Miss Minnie
Vautrin, acting president of Ginling College

at Nanking, the only two women's institu-

tions in all China offering a complete college

course.

In the Christian Literature section one saw
Miss L. M. Garland, a small, slight woman
with a very big purpose—that of fighting

Chinese illiteracy with the thirty-nine sym-
bols of the new phonetic script. In the same
section was Miss A. Mildred Cable, who has
labored for twenty years in an isolated inland

city where she and two or three associates

were the only foreigners and where she has
built up a normal school that is famed
throughout China.

"Sir Michael Sadier, educational adviser to

the British government, said to me last sum-

mer that the future civilization of the world

depended in no small degree on the kind of

education China developed in the next two
or three decades," declared E. C. Lobenstine,

secretary of the China Continuation Commit-
tee, in his opening address to the delegates.

"You members of this conference can help

shape that program to a very considerable

extent."

Some of the leading features of the con-

ference were as follows:

1. There were repeated requests for inter-

denominational secretaries with duties of na-

tional scope, such as a Christian Literature

secretary, a home economics expert, an in-

structor in translation who could divide her

time among the colleges and train Chinese

girls for this work, and a specialist in re-

ligious education to give intensive training

to missionaries already on the field.

2. A great tendency to link social service

with evangelism and make every church mem-
ber a worker for community welfare appeared

in the reports of two commissions. "It is our

great hope that philanthrophy and Chris-

tianity will not be divorced in China," said

Miss Ernestine Friedman, chairman of the

Social Service Commission. "That has been

an unfortunate development in America. We
recommend that every evangelist, whether for-

eign or Chinese, have at least the rudiments

of social service training." "In all parts of

the country Christian Chinese are being

taught that they must 'work out' their Chris-

tianity," stated Miss Helen Calder of the

Commission on Religious Education and
Evangelism. "In many schools and churches

members have pledged themselves to teach

the phonetic script to at least ten illiterates

a year. Others are teaching the blind a sim-

plified Chinese Braille. This tendency to ex-

press faith by works should be given impetus

throughout the Chinese church."

4. This Commission declared that the two
union colleges for women should be fully sup-

ported by the boards at home in the matter
of staff, buildings and other equipment. It

decided it was inadvisable for Chinese girls

to go abroad for undergraduate work, as it

is an exceptional student who can remain
away from home for five or six years and
adapt herself readily to the conditions of

Oriental life on her return.

5. The same commission was unanimous on
the subject of the need for normal training.

Training in the government normal schools

is without the Christian background neces-

sary for success in mission work.

6. That one union bilingual medical college

for women be established to serve the needs

of northern and central China, including

Fukien, the site to be determined by the

China Medical Missionary Association, was
the recommendation that provided most dis-

cussion. Just what will be the fate of the

Women's Union Medical College at Peking,

supported by the women's boards of the Meth-
odist Episcopal, Congregational and Presby-

terian churches will not be known until the

new site is fixed.

7. The conference recommended that a sec-

retary with medical training be appointed by
every women's foreign mission board, these

secretaries combining to form a medical board
to have general supervision of the staff and
equipment of medical schools and hospitals in

the foreign field.

8. Emphasis was put on the necessity for

safeguarding the health of the missionary
herself.

Feeling that women's missions deserve

more recognition than has hitherto been given

to them, the conference urged the appoint-

ment of women secretaries to national com-
mittees and organizations, such as the China
Continuation Committee and the China Chris-

tian Literature Council. The appeal for funds
necessary to sustain these secretaries will be

directed to the Interchurch World Movement.
Almost the last official act of the body was
the acknowledgment of the "indispensable co-

operation" of the Interchurch World Move-
ment and a request for its further help in

carrying out the conference plans.

For Conscience' Sake

IN
southern Indiana lives a man who for

the sake of conscience is doing a notable
piece of work as a preacher. Because of

his heroic and sacrificial spirit he receives

the confidence of all the people.

Some twenty years ago he came to this com-
munity and helped to found a sect noted for

its fanatical and emotional traits. Being an
ardent lover of the truth his investigations in

the Scripture led him to dissatisfaction with
his position. He went West, was gone for

fourteen years, during which he established

himself thoroughly in the New Testament po-

sition. On moving to Ohio he came in touch
with M. L. Buckley and was offered a place

with Ohio churches.

He refused all offers and came back to his

former home to try to lead his brethren of

former days into fuller light. This they re-

fused. He then proposed to the Christian

church that he preach for them, they having
been without a minister for months, propos-

ing that they should have the morning offer-

ing and he would take as his part the evening
collection. He began thus, at the same time
preaching at many other points in the county
with true missionary spirit. He now gives

all his time to the church in town, but is

entreated to preach in many other places.

His salary is now below half what he could

have received in Ohio. The rest of his living

he makes as a painter. The respect with
which he is held all over the county of Pike
is shown by his election as County Chairman
for the Interchurch World Movement. He
proceeds at once to organize the county, put-

ting on a conference in each community. He
already has a hearty welcome among those

who know him. He is unassuming. He
speaks with deep tenderness of his love for

the scripture and the brethren. He is alto-

gether worthy of the affection of his new-
found fellowship. I count it a privilege to

have met him and know of his fine spirit and
work. He is D. B. Moore of Winslow.

F. E. Smith.
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Mt. Rainier from Indian Henry's, Rainier National Park, Washington

The Great Northwest

THE Great Northwest, in this article,

includes Montana, Idaho, Washington,

Oregon, and British Columbia. It is a

land of far distances, of mountain ranges

whose peaks are covered with eternal snow,

of great rivers whose waters irrigate desert

places, causing them to blossom as gardens,

of seaports where ships from all nations ride

at anchor, of wonder places like the Glacier

and Yellowstone National Parks, of growing

towns and populous cities—in short, a land

of opportunity. Hence people are going there

in a steady stream, where there is room to

breathe health-giving air, room to think in

new channels, room to build new homes and

to help form and shape a great new section of

America, gateway to Alaska and the Orient.

While the Great Northwest is in a forma-

tive condition, while hundreds of members
from our churches in the middle west are

going thither, while multitudes from other

religious bodies are seeking readjustment in

their new environment, and while many
whole communities have no church or Bible

school at all, it is the golden hour to present

the New Testament basis for a united church

in all that wonderful country. We have made
a fine beginning, but it is little more than a
beginning in most of the territory. With such

opportunities before us, we would be negli-

gent indeed if we failed to take advantage of

them. The conditions are treated more fully

in the following paragraphs.

By W. F. TURNER
Montana

It takes a fast express train twenty-four

hours to cross Montana from east to west

and for the past two years the state legisla-

ture has been carving out numbers of new
counties by subdivision, trying to get them
down to normal size. Montana is not only

immense in area, but rich in minerals, tim-

ber, stock raising and wheat. The tallest

smelter smokestack in the world is at Ana-
conda, where copper ore from Butte is treated.

Gallatin Valley wheat is world famous for

yield and quality. When Montana went
"dry" even the heavens withheld their rain

and the snows failed to fall for a time. But
while prohibition has come to stay, the earth

in 1020 is receiving "the early and the latter

rains." mountains are white with snow and

Montana will be richer than ever. This year

should see the realization of much of the prog-

ress which our churches in Montana desire.

In this great state we have twenty-seven

churches. Eighteen of them have consider-

able strength. Fourteen have regular preach-

ing. Bozeman, Butte and Missoula are among
our best churches in the state.

There are yet twenty-four counties in Mon-
tana without a church of our people, and one

without a church of any faith. A number of

our churches are small and find it difficult

to maintain their work without help. Walter
M. Jordan, our only minister in Montana
who was born in the state, is state secretary

of missions, and his wife is secretary for the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions. Both

are held in high esteem. They ask for the

modest sum of $3,600 this year from the

American Christian Missionary Society and

ought to have at least §5,000. Besides this,

our church at Great Falls should be backed

in its efforts to erect an adequate building.

Inland Empire

Inland Empire is comprised of East Wash-

ington and North Idaho, and is so combined

because of mountain ranges and railroad fa-

cilities. Here again are mines, lumber, wheat

and fine farms. One may drive by automobile

a whole day through the Big Bend or Palouse

regions and see nothing but vast stretches

of wheat fields, brown as the soil is turned,

green as the seed springs forth, or waving

seas of gold as the harvest is ready. This

section has been called the bread basket of

the nation. Great irrigation systems from

the lakes and the Columbia River are now
being surveyed. This project will reclaim

thousands of acres of tillable land from dry

places.

Spokane is the metropolis and railroad

center. Here is located the regional mission-

ary headquarters for the Northwest, sending

out Roy K. Roadruck to inspire and help our

Bible schools, and Mrs. Louise Kelly to be an

inspiration to our churches and particularly

our women. A successor to the writer will

also be. chosen in due time.
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We have seven! y-six churches in the Inland

Empire. State Secretary 0. A. Ishmael is

busy in the field, and by the generous gifts

of the church at Waitsburg, Washington,

R. E. Jope is also maintained as state evan-

gelist. However, these men cannot answer

all the calls. Many churches are small and

without regular preaching, and four counties

are unentered. The educational centers of

Cheney and Pullman remain mission points

and Moscow needs better equipment* Inland

Empire asks but $2,000 and ought to have

$5,000 this year.

West Washington

West Washington is rich in lumber, coal,

fisheries and shipping and is the home of

"Carnation Milk." As the tourist drives

about Puget Sound or sails its waters he is

charmed with the snow-capped Cascades to

the east and the snow-crowned Olympics to

the west, with Mt. Rainier towering in maj-

esty above all. The metropolis of the North-

west, seat of the State University with 6.000

students, is Seattle, whose canal and locks

bring ships into fresh water for cleaning and
repairs, whose harbor is unsurpassed, and.

whose shipping sails all seas. Tacoma
is a close second. Near one city is Bremerton
one of Uncle Sam's greatest naval training

stations, and near the other Camp Lewis, to

be maintained permanently as a military

training camp of superior advantages.

In Seattle is the largest Presbyterian

Church in America and there the Methodist
Episcopal church is planning an educational

plant by the University to cost a quarter of

a million. We also have a group of splendid

churches, two of which will soon be housed
in adequate buildings. Ben N. Mitchell, sup-

ported by a fine board, has the state work,

involving fifty-three churches, in good order.

But funds should be placed in their hands
for a great advance. New fields like Bremer-
ton await our coming, the weak must be made
strong and six more counties evangelized.

Ten thousand dollars is needed this year.

We may discount the prediction that Seattle

is destined to excel New York as a metropolis,

but we cannot but admire a land that casts

such a spell over its people.

The Olympic Mountains, Viewed from Seattle, YVashinjjton

Oregon

From the heights in Portland can be seen

Hood, Adams, St. Helens, and other snow-

covered peaks. The famous drive up the

Columbia rivals the scenery of Switzerland.

Charming beaches on the Pacific are near.

A trip to Coos Bay, up the valley of the

Willamette, over the "top of the world'' cir-

cling Shasta and up to Crater Lake will never

be forgotten.

But beside scenery, Oregon is rich also in

timber, farms, dairying and fruit, and is

noted for its schools.

C. F. Swander and his board have a five-

year program for the 121 churches, which

aims to secure 10,000 tithers and reach five

dollars per capita for missions. A city evan-

gelist for Portland will be provided. A state

office is maintained in Portland. Mrs. Clara

G. Esson is state Sunday school secretary.

There are seven counties to enter and hun-

dreds of school districts where religious edu-

cation must be provided. To neglect such

opportunities would be utter folly.

The Falls at Spokane, Washington

South Idaho

South Idaho is being reclaimed by irriga-

tion. The winding Snake furnishes electric

power in its great falls and moisture through

the canals for a growing and happy people.

Fields like Pocatello are a challenge we
must meet with enlarging faith. A field

secretary is needed to visit and encourage the

twenty-one churches we already have and to

enter the sixteen counties yet awaiting our

coming.

British Columbia

In this Canadian Province with its metrop-

olis of Vancouver, M. R. Ely serves our two
churches, looking for that better day when
with adequate housing and stronger forces

we shall build a great, strong fellowship to

greet our missionaries as they go to and
from the lands to the West.

The American Christian Missionary So-

ciety has for many years given generous

assistance in planting and maintaining
churches in all this region and has contracts

now ih force with all the Northwest state

boards. The society is giving special support

to Vancouver, British Columbia, will help

make possible a city missionary in Portland,

Oregon, and by special arrangement with our

great church at Anderson, Indiana, gives Liv-

ing Link assistance to Pocatello, Idaho, and
for two years has helped maintain a North-
west regional office and superintendent of mis-

sions. The Bible school department has kept

a superintendent of that work in the North-
west for nearly seven years and the Board
of Church Extension has been liberal in

building loans. The American Christian Mis-

sionary Society is anxious to do far more
for the regular work and to open up new
fields.

New Opportunities

There are numerous Indian tribes in the

Northwest. Our brotherhood does not have

a single mission among the Indians in the

United States. Our great church at Yakima,
Washington, is on the border of the Yakima
Indian Reservation. There are but two small

and apparently inefficient missions among the

Yakimas, conducted on the old lines and. be-

ing gradually absorbed by the whites and
deserted by the Indians.
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High School Class, White and Indian, at White Swan, on the Yakima Indian Reservation

President F. W. Burnham, the writer, and
a group of friends at Yakima visited this

Reservation last summer. We learned that

the Indians desire a school and home under
Christian auspices. One wealthy Indian said

he would furnish five children for such a
home and pay their way. The society hopes

to inaugurate such a work at the earliest

date that arrangements can be made.

The lumberjacks offer another field that

should challenge us to enter. Recent surveys

indicate that they have been almost wholly
neglected by Protestant churches, but assidu-

ously cultivated by the I. W. W. evangelist

with his gospel of "direct action." The so-

ciety already has a man in mind for this

work as soon as he finishes his college course.

Colporteurs are also needed to search out

the neglected places in the rural sections,

mountain regions and along the coast line

to distribute Bibles and religious literature,

and give at least an occasional gospel mes-

sage. There are literally hundreds of these

places overlooked and forgotten.

There are also open doors among the Orien-

tals, many of whom are found in the rural

sections as well as in the cities. They are

expert in gardening and fruit raising. Illus-

trations of what can be done are the Chinese

Mission of the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions in Portland and the union mission

among the Chinese at Walla Walla, Wash-
ington, in which our great Central Church
there cooperates.

The great Northwest is an enchanting land.

It can and must be the land of our Christ.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

New Phases of Home Missions

THE Home Missions Council of New York
City, which is a cooperation of many of

the Home Mission Boards of the Prot-

estant churches of America, and a sort of clear-

ing house for their plans and activities, has
under consideration some new phases of work
for the coming summer. The work proposed

is to be done among the migrant or seasonal

workers hitherto almost wholly neglected.

The outline of the plan is as follows:

1, Harvest Service. June to September.

Texas, north to Canada. Four or five tents

each in charge of the Harvest Welfare Secre-

tary. Each tent in four different regions

during the season. Local cooperation of

churches, commercial club, farm bureau. As-

sistance and advice from the Interchurch

Office and the extension bureau of state col-

leges. Local churches to be especially en-

listed. Expense of overhead organization and
necessary equipment to be furnished by co-

operating boards. Upkeep, depreciation,

transportation and half workers' salaries to

be borne by the local communities. Two or-

ganizers to be put in the field by May 1.

2, Fruit and Cannery Service. May to
October in selected canneries in Delaware,
New Jersey, New York, and California, ten or

twelve women welfare workers. Two or three

moves during season. Tent if necessary.

Child hygiene, recreation, instruction for chil-

dren, including the equivalent of vacation

Bible schools, friendly advice to adults, etc.

Cooperation of local church through women's
committee and volunteer workers. Coopera-
tion of employer to the extent of costs of

renting tent and half the workers' salaries.

One organizer to start in May and supervise

the work during the season. California model
enterprise. Santa Clara county. June to

September. Cooperation with State Immigra-
tion and Housing Commission and other re-

ligious and philanthropic organizations.

3, Lumber Camps. Theological student3

and other religious workers to work for wages
with the loggers during the summer months.
Church boards to pay transportation.

The American Christian Missionary Society

and the Christian Woman's Board of Missions

cooperate with the Home Missions Council,

but so far have made no appropriation to the

type of work above outlined. This article is

given to show the practical service which
the Home Missions Council is trying to

render.

PEE CENT OP ILLITERATE
MALES OF VOTINS AGE,

BY COUNTIES.
PER CENT TOR THE STATE, 4t.

LC33 THAN «« PER CENT.

43' TO M PER COTT

<cO TO 7© PER CENT.

&o TO- M -pee am
ioo to 1 1-» pck c-ewx

In the Worst of These Counties Protestantism Has
for Here IUcgitmacy and Overehurching

See "6,000 Country

Failed as Certainly as Romanism in Latin America
Also Reach Their Highest for the State.

Churches," Page 37
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Six Months Ending March 31, 1920

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1919

Churches $18,650.77

Bible Schools 37,626.12

Christian Endeavor Societies

—

163.75

Individual Offerings 1,046.36

Annuities 6,300.00

Bequests 4,612.29

Special Offerings 2,849.12

Interest 11,289.79

Men and Millions Movement— 26,470.29

Sale of Year Book, Literature

and Other Books S24.69

Miscellaneous 8,308.79

1920

$24,068.64

58,432.81

388.82

887.50

8,300.00

2,933.05

6,309.65

15,165.27

63,653.61

1,326.81

9,504.55

Gain

$5,417.87

20,806.69

225.07

158.86 s

2,000.00

1,679.24*

3,460.53

3,875.48

37,183.32

502.12

1,195.76

$118,141.97 $190,970.71 $72,828.74

Bible School Department for March
Number Schools Contributing- 133 88

Offerings from Sunday Schools $3,056.39 $2,261.68

Offerings from Individuals 31.00

For Near East Relief 683.61 1,752.31

Miscellaneous Receipts 258.59 268.42

Total Receipts for the Month $3,998.59

Previous Receipts 41,368.12

$4,313.41

65,682.81

45"

$794.71*

31.00

1,068.70

9.83

$314.82

24,314.69

$45,366.71 $69,996.22 $24,629.51

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $15,926.99 $30,031.62

Missionary Societies, Circles,

etc. 120,175.50 170,154.00

Children's Organizations 4,619.21 4,008.87

Individual Gifts 20,596.25 48,697.68

Men and Millions Movement— 30,095.11 27,469.22

Bequests 5,698.90 12,799.73

Interest 13,652.72 16,493.77

Literature and subscriptions-- 17,401.75 6,655.04

Mission Fields & Institutions— 8,640.67 8,720.91

Sale of property 3,914.42

Miscellaneous 4,291.25 4,746.86

$14,104.63

49,978.50

610.34'

28,101.43

2,625.89*

7,100.83

2,841.05

10,746.71*

80.24

3,914.42

455.61

$241,098.35 $333,692.12 $92,593.77

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number Contributing Churches 1188 1329

Number Cont. Sunday Schools- 203 230

Number Cont. C. E. Societies— 828 720

Number Cont. Individuals 355 375

Churches $51,417.63

Sunday Schools 3,573.52

Christian Endeavor Societies— 7,923.71

Individuals (General Fund) 13,570.95

Individuals (Special Fund)— 4.602.92

Men and Millions Movement— 29,266.96

Bequests 3,634.46

Miscellaneous 9,647.52

Annuities 12,399.54

$66,434.59

4,862.27

9,714.99

9,899.75

15,929.50

3,590.17

5,930.70

1,920.64

30,344.00

141

27
108*

20

$15,016.96

1,288.75

1,791.28

3,671.20*

11,326.58

25,676.79*

2,295.24

7,726.88*

17,944.46

$136,037.21 $148,625.61 $12,588.40

Loss in General Fund Receipts $15,273.85

Gain in Special Fund Receipts 9,917.79

Gain in Annuity Fund Receipts 17,944.46

National Benevolent Association

(Five Months Only)

Churches $19,274.57

Schools 13,920.78

Societies 950.07

Individuals 22,314.26

Lodges and Welfare 1,090.81

Patients

—

Board and Admission 10,317.91

Annuities 4,800.00

Trust Funds 780.00

$24,017.77 $4,743.20

18,558.60 4,637.82

2,189.55 1,239.48

56,948.18 34,633.92

1,807.06 716.25

12,458.48 2,140.57

19,342.57 14,542.57

5,266.69 4,486.69

1919

Endowments 100,500.00

Bequests 16,445.99

Interest Earned 4,104.83

Men and Millions Movement— 12,992.70

Miscellaneous 2,512.22

$210,004.14

Board of Church Extension

Churches $9,987.06

Sunday Schools 154.50

Individuals 162.95

Annuities 10,070.00

Bequests 19,954.09

Men and Millions Movement— 13,934.34

1920 Gain

100,500.00*

1,005.00 15,440.99*

12,213.28 8,108.45

2,990.74 10,001.96*

2,637.18 124.96

$159,435.10 $50,569.04*

sion

$13,688.74 $3,701.68

307.01 152.51

931.24 768.29

25,550.00 15,480.00

706.00 19,248.09*

3,692.82 10,241.52*

$54,262.94 $44,875.81 $9,387.13*

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches $14,034.39 $20,506.10 6,471.71

Bible Schools 2,745.02 13,780.38 11,035.36

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 26,443.49

Bequests 7,484.85

Annuities 400.00

Interest and Rent 2,789.61

Miscellaneous 514.02

3,867.83 22,575.66 4

3,768.97 3,715.88'

2,800.00 2,400.00

3,013.70 224.09

3,979.31 3,465.29

$54,411.38 $51,716.29 $2,695.09*

Pension Fund October 1, 1919 $52,513.05

Dues Paid in by Ministers 15,692.97

Balance in Pension Fund April 1, 1920 $68,206.02

Board of Education

Churches $2,161.76 $7,712.35

Colleges 1,650.00 1,511.47

Miscellaneous 557.68 781.70

Interest 3.18 3.18

$5,550.59

138.53*

224.02

1,372.62 $10,008.70 $5,636.08

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches

Sunday Schools

Individuals and Men and
lions Movement

Miscellaneous

$998.69

Mil-

1,831.09

144.65

$1,434.02

33.19

4,499.33

991.26

$435.33

33.19

2,668.24

846.61

$2,974.43 $6,957.80 $3,983.37

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools. $1,515.81 $1,889.92 $374.11

Individuals 997.70 302.10 695.60*

Literature 64.10 21.50 42.60*

Miscellaneous 30.25 30.25*

Interest 13.38 10.03 3.35*

$2,621.24 $2,223.55

Grand Totals for All Boards
Churches $171,593.79

Sunday Schools 58,019.94

Christian Endeavor Societies 8,087.46

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 315,860.42

Bequests 93,830.58

Annuities 33,969.54

Interest and Rent 31,853.51

Missionary Societies & Circles- 120,175.50

Children's Organizations 4,619.21

Mission Fields and Institutions 8,640.67

Subscriptions and Literature 18,290.54

Miscellaneous 43,644.29

$188,785.06

95,974.26

10,103.81

242,428.43

27,143.45

86,336.57

46,899.23

170,154.00

4,008.87

8,720.91

8,003.35

58.018.82

$397.69*

$17,191.27

37,954.32

2,016.35

73,431.99*

66,687.13*

52,367.03

15,045.72

49,978.50

610.34*

80.24

10,287.19*

14,374.53

Loss. $908,585.45 $946,576.76 $37,991.31
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WHERE 58 MILLIONS UNCHURCHED
PROTESTANT AMERICANS RESIDE

ALABAMA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
D. C.

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
IDAHO
ILLINOIS

INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA k

NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
N CAROLINA
N. DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND

S CAROLINA
S DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON
W VIRGINIA

WISCONSIN
WYOMING

CATHOLIC
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Totals; Catholics 16,788.214 Jews 3,388.951 Other Non-Prot. 739,709

Protestants 24,354,216 Not members of any church 58,368,241

OTHER NON PROTESTAN T NOT MEMBERS

B9i3§§ Y//////A HSU
PROTESTANT OF ANY CHURCH

JEWISH
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United Christian Missionary Society

THE Executive Committee of the United

Chirstian Missionary Society, at its meet-

ing in Cincinnati on Tuesday, March 23,

1020, by unanimous vote, selected St. Louis,

Missouri, as the city for general headquarters

for the United Christian Missionary Society.

This decision was supported by the unanimous
vote of the officers of the Society, including

all the national secretaries present.

The question of the location of the gen-

eral headquarters had been studied through-
ly by a sub-committee of the Committee on
Unification during a period of more than
two years. The investigations had included

visits to each of the cities considered and
many conferences with those interested. Care-

fully prepared typewritten statements had

been submitted by local committees in each
of the cities and these statements had been

revised and brought down to December, 1919.

They were accompanied by literature, charts

and maps setting forth the advantages of each

city,

A questionnaire had also been circulated

regarding the items which should be taken

into account in the selection of the head-

quarters city, from which questionnaire a
schedule covering the chief points for con-

sideration had been prepared.

All of this was submitted by the Committee
on Unification to the Board of Managers of

the United Society at its first meeting in St.

Louis, December 30. 1919, at which time the

Board of Managers voted to commit it to the

Executive Committee, which it named, the

constitution requiring that the Executive

Committee should report its acts to the

Board of Managers for confirmation.

The Executive Committee, at its meeting
in January, had set Cincinnati, March 23, as

the place and date for determining' this issue.

Judge Frederick A. Henry, Chairman of the

General Board of Managers, had been selected

as an attorney to direct the Executive Com-
mittee in the matter of the incorporation of

the United Christian Missionary Society.

Judge Henry had the matter under advise-

ment for two months, with the findings of

the attorneys previously consulted before

him. A telegram was received from Judge
Henry and presented to the Executive Com-
mittee on the above date, stating that the

question of incorporation would undoubtedly

turn on the location of headquarters, which

question he could not decide. The Executive

Committee, therefore, felt that it must pro-

ceed to determine the general headquarters

city.

The Executive Committee carefully con-

sidered all the material submitted and also

the personal statements which were made re-

garding the several cities.

Before balloting the Executive Committe

determined that no ballot should constitute a

vote of the Committee until one of the cities

under consideration should have received, in

a single ballot, two-thirds of all the votes

cast, and that when such a ballot was reached

the vote of the Committee would be made
unanimous.

The secretaries present also agreed in ad-

vance that they would unanimously support

any decision reached by the Executive Com-
mittee.

The fourth ballot stood as follows:

St. Louis, 12; Indianapolis, 3: Xew York,

; Cleveland. ; Chicago, 1 ; Cincinnati, 2.

The Committee then voted unanimously in

favor of St. Louis, Missouri, as the head-

quarters city.

This action of the Executive Committee is

subject to the approval of the Board of

Managers and to the final approval of the

Convention. The Cincinnati Convention pre-

viously directed the officers and Board of Man-

agers to take the necessary steps, after com-

petent legal advice, to incorporate the United

Christian Missionary Society and to carry

into effect the purposes of its organization,

and the Board of Managers at St. Louis, as

above cited, committed this matter to the

Executive Committee.

It should be stated that the Committee
reached it conclusion wholly upon considera-

tion as to the best interest of our great

brotherhood and without personal regard for

themselves or for the officers of the con-

stituent boards. Xo financial or material in-

ducements icerc offered or considered from
anii source whatsoever.

F. W. Bfrxham. President.

Index to World Call for 1919

THE large amount and groat variety of

t lie material that appeared in World
Call in 1919, made the preparation of a

complete index a serious undertaking. It is

now printed and ready for mailing, without

charge, to subscribers who request it.

Others will do well to follow the example

of the thoughtful ones who kept a file of the

magazine. It will be found invaluable for

reference, and the index makes every article

and illustration readily accessible.
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LATIN AMERICA
STATUTE MILES

200 400 600 300 1000

EACH DOT (0 = 100.000 PEOPLE

MISSIONARY OCCUPATION

H UNOCCUPIED.

U VERY INADEQUATELY OCCUPIED.

MOST NEARLY OCCUPIED.

MISSION STATIONS IN UNOCCUPIED OR

INADEQUATELY OCCUPIED TERRITORY

ON SAME SCALE

G.D.I90.

H^HE photograph shows one of the entrances

to the compound of St. Peter's Church, Lima,

Peru, and by its side, on the wall of the com-

pound, a poster advertising whisky, and it is

characteristic of Latin America that no one sees

anything incongruous in such an arrangement.
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Present Church Building; at New Orleans, Louisiana. A Modern Community Plant Will Soon
Occupy this Site

Opportunities in the South
By A. R. Moore

THERE has never been a time when there

were greater opportunities for the Dis-

ciples of Christ in the "Old South" than
the present. Our first opportunity came in

the days of Mr. Campbell, when that great

man visited this section of our nation and
preached in most of the southern states, and
when the Millennial Harbinger was taken and
read far and near. But the war between the

states broke up and scattered the churches

then in existence and a new start had to be

made.

In the period that followed the civil con-

flict a few disciples got together and tried to

reorganize and recoup their losses. But in

the South, particularly, our people inherited

some of the principles of the Primitive Bap-
tists, a people who did not believe in Sunday
schools, or organized missions. For a period

of twenty years or more very little was done

in the way of cooperative effort and many
opportunities for both churches and schools

were lost.

When, under the leadership of the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society, an effort

was made to organize for effective work,

there was much opposition on the part of

those, our own people, who did not believe

in the use of societies, and this very nat-

urally retarded our growth.

But the South is no longer tied to the

past. It reveres and holds in sacred memory
all the good of the past, but the South today

stands with its face to the future. It has

experienced a great commercial awakening,

and it sees in no less degree its opportunities

in religion.

The First Church in Atlanta, the First in

Jacksonville, and the First in Birmingham,
are among the great churches of our brother-

hood; great in membership, great in mission-

ary offerings and great in all lines of church

activity. Then there is a larger group fol-

lowing close to these, such as Augusta, Sa-

vannah, Macon and Valdosta, in Georgia;

Selma, Montgomery and Mobile, in Alabama;
Tampa and Miami, in Florida; Columbia and
Charleston, in South Carolina.

The seaport towns of this region deserve

careful consideration. Already active, the

ports of the Old South are starting into a
period of vast development. In some of these

we have no churches as yet. In all, we need
to put in more money and do a bigger work.
Mobile, Pensacola, Tampa, Miami, Jackson-
ville, Savannah, Charleston, are all growing
cities, destined to be great cities in a few
years, and need special effort of the wisest

sort at this time. In great industrial centers

like Atlanta and Birmingham, it is impossible

for the churches to keep pace with the growth
of population.

Then there are big, growing towns in all

these states—towns of from five to twenty
thousand population—where we have a nu-

cleus of disciples, but no church organization.

Such towns are Albany, Americus, Bainbridge,

Brunswick, and Cordele. Georgia; Dothan.
Enterprise and Huntsville, Alabama; Green-
ville and Greenwood, South Carolina, and
many others of perhaps equal importance,
towns which must be entered within the next
two or three years.

We have our hands full with the missions
now being conducted, like Rome, Columbus,
Waycross, Mobile, Gadsden, Orangeburg,
Sumter, and others; missions that are

prospering and which will in a few

years become self-sustaining churches. But
if the other cities are to be entered now, and
every day lost is more than so much time

lost, we must have the help of the American
Christian Missionary Society.

The South is a great and inviting mission-

ary field. I have spoken only of the states

in which I am at work, but the same can be

said of other states of the South. Today
is the day of opportunity in the South. The
plea of the Disciples of Christ is needed in

the South. The forward steps in cooperation,

looking toward ultimate union, make it im-

perative that this plea for simple, Xew Tes-

tament Christianity be pushed now. It is

equally imperative that we maintain our own
unity. We are on the threshold of the great-

est victory in all our history, and we must
stand together now more than ever, in order

that we may not be cheated of that victory.

Loyalty to Christ, to the prayer for unity

which He prayed and to the spirit of brother-

hood, which He taught, will give us that

victory. And that will not be our victory.

the victory of a human organization, but the

victory of the Kingdom of God.

Camp Meeting at Benjamin, Texas
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Notes and News
Argentina is the melting pot of Latin

America. In it are being wrought out the

same social and economical problems the

United States is wrestling with.

We have learned with regret that toward

the close of 1919 little Rachel Bierna of Rath,

India, was quite ill. The last letter we had

reported her much better, and the parents

were altogether hopeful.

If Latin American mothers hear and heed

His counsel, the presses of the American Bible

Society will have to run overtime. The So-

ciety is already supplying Scriptures to meet

rapidly increasing demands from Latin Amer-

ican countries.

The idea of Bible Year, 1920, which is

being promoted by the New York Bible So-

ciety, started in Great Britain. The purpose

is to set forth the value of the Bible upon

the individual and national life, and to in-

crease interest in the Bible and Bible reading.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dobson, formerly of

Birkenhead, England, reached the Jamaican

field March 16, 1920. We are looking for

strong and efficient service from these people

who have made a good record as leaders in

churches in the United States and also in

England.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Vannoy left the College

of Missions March 11 for their new work in

the boys' school at Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Mr. Vannoy received his doctor's degree from
the University of Iowa. Before coming to

the College of Missions he was a member of

the faculty of Culver-Stockton college.

Miss Hallie Lemon of the Mexican Chris-

tian Mission, San Antonio, writes that the

workers are all very happy and just as busy

as they can be. In preparation for an evan-

gelistic meeting they were holding daily work-

ers' conferences and prayer meetings, also

planning for Bible studies in the Mexican
homes.

Mr. Elmer R. Child of the Mexican Chris-

tian Institute, at San Antonio, Texas, reports

that they had ten confessions during the days
of their special effort, and were expecting to

have baptisms Easter Sunday. He says the

confessions do not measure the good done to

the little congregation.

"Stable government rests on the character

of its citizens. There can be no regeneration

of society until there is a regeneration of the

individuals who compose society. In the lan-

guage of Herbert Spencer, 'There is no po-

litical alchemy by which you can get golden

conduct out of leaden motives,' or, in the

pithier phrase of Moody, 'If you want good

water, it is not enough to paint the pump;
you must clean out the well.'

"

News of the death of Mrs. Christina For-

sythe, the missionary W. P. Livingstone im-

mortalized as "The Loneliest Woman in

Africa," at her home in Rothsay, Scotland,

last February was recently received by her

friends in America. A few years before she

had returned from one of the most glorious

triumphs in missionary history. Broken in

health, she was forced to undergo a surgical

operation, the shock of which killed her.

Captain J. B. Frazier, head of the Chap-

lains Corps in the Navy says: "Just now the

churches of our country have a great oppor-

tunity in the Navy. There are approximately

sixty vacancies in the corps of Chaplains. We
need men of culture and of established ability

and character—men of high class who will

not put the church to shame, not fail to

measure up to the ideals and demands of the

Navy. It is a hard place to fill—weaklings

will not do."

The 1920 Summer School of Missions, un-

der the auspices of the Interdenominational

Committee of the Central West for Missions,

will be held at Winona Lake, Indiana, June
17 to 24. Those who may attend are women
and young women, presidents of missionary

societies, Sunday school teachers, program
leaders and those who wish to become leaders.

Further information may be had from the

publicity chairman, Mrs. W. P. Topping, 706

Douglas Avenue, Elgin, Illinois.

T. H. Lawson of Willows, North California,

writes, "I am now in the midst of a ten days'

evangelistic effort. I was disappointed in

getting an evangelist so am doing the preach-

ing myself, with our adughter, Mrs. Shirley

R. Shaw of Stockton, singing for us. In-

fluenza has tied things up somewhat, but we
hope to at least increase the spiritual life

a little. We have been having a full house

Sunday nights for some time. We are using

the lantern and have the town interested. We
have sold the lots where the building now
stands and will move to a new location in

April and enlarge the present building. I

am hoping the church can be induced to

make it a modern workshop."

Emory C. Cameron is preaching for the

churches at Fairfax and Kay City, Oklahoma.

At Fairfax the church has been granted a

loan which has not yet materialized on ac-

count of high prices. At Kaw City the Sun-

day school is growing so rapidly that they

must add to their present building. They
are now making provision for their increased

Sunday school and must have $600 or $700

assistance from the Board of Church Ex-

tension.

At the March meeting of the Board of

Church Extension the following loans were

made at 4 per cent: Lonsdale Church, Knox-
ville, Tennessee, $1,300; Morgan Park
Church, Chicago, Illinois, $7,200; First

Church, Grafton, West Virginia, $8,000;

First Church, Batesburg, South Carolina,

$1,500; Central Church, Louisville, Kentucky,

$6,000; First Church, Hugoton, Kansas,

$1,750; the church at Maryville, Tennessee,

$1,500; First Church, Bigheart, Oklahoma,
$3,000.

Cullman, Alabama, is erecting a $27,000

modern church plant, including the furnish-

ings, and is earnestly asking for $8,000

help from the Board of Church Extension.

The building will be gray brick veneer, Gothic

in style, with a basement under the whole

building, hardwood floors, electric lights,

modern Sunday school facilities. Cullman

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

RAZOR BLADES re - sharpened 3c

each. An edge that satisfies. No
checks accepted. Blade Shop, Room
AR, Bible House, New York City, N.Y.

-PHURCH FURNITURE
Pewt. Pnlpitt, Chain, Al>ari, Book <E^

Racks.Tablei, De.k«—EVERYTHING. The 7s\t
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac- \ Ml
tory to your church. Catalog free. lWl
DeMonlinBroi&Co.Dept. 8 Gretnville.lll.

Individual Cups
IEvery church should use. dean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

I wid special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima, Ohio

BINDERS FOR
WORLD CALL
TV TOST of the material appearing in

-*-"-*- World Call is of permanent value.

The magazine should be kept for ref-

erence. To facilitate its use an index

and title page have been prepared and

will be mailed free to subscribers re-

questing them.

The binder is strong, convenient and

attractive. It is made to hold twelve

numbers of World Call, which can be

inserted easily by anyone.

Price, $1.50, Postpaid

World Call, 222 Downey Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana

Act! Don't Wait
This is a real opportunity which

you cannot afford to overlook.

The subscription price of World
Call will be increased to $1.50 on
July 1, 1920. New subscriptions for

one year will be accepted until July 1,

1920, at the dollar rate.

If you have an expiration date not

later than September, 1920, you may
renew for one year, and no more, at

the dollar rate, providing such re-

newal reaches World Call office be-

fore July 1, 1920.

Tell your friends.

WORLD CALL
222 Downey Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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BUTLER

COLLEGE

A standard coeducation college, well

located. Indianapolis is the capital of

of the State of Indiana and is near the

center of the great brotherhood of Dis-

ciples of Christ. Four of our National

Boards have offices at Indianapolis.

Butler College is coordinated with the

College of Missions, where missionaries

for Home and Foreign fields are being

trained.

A College of Arts. Courses

may be taken leading to

academic degrees—such as

A.B.,A.M.,B.S.,M.S.

A Christian College. A
school of ministerial educa-

tion is maintained.

A College for Teachers.

Accredited by the State

Board of Education of In-

diana for the training of

teachers.

Second Semester closes

Thursday, June 17, 1920.

Summer Session opens

Monday, June 21, and

closes Saturday, August

14, 1920.

Fall Session opensTuesday,

September 14, 1920.

For information address

BUTLER COLLEGE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

has a population of 4.000 and is growing

rapidly. Has any individual or church $8,000

which could be better used than to put up
a building like this?

Help from the Board of Church Extension

will soon be needed for a new church at Great

Falls. Montana. It is absolutely imperative

that the church there shall have better equip-

ment for its work. This is perhaps one of

the greatest cities in Montana and a most
strategic point. The pastor, E. E. Francis,

is leading the church in a splendid way. W.
F. Turner recently visited Great Falls and
considers it a most promising ana important

field. He urges the Board of Church Exten-

sion to go the limit in extending help to

that church.

Sterling, Colorado, has a population of

8,000 and is located on the Chicago, Burling-

ton and Quincy, and the Union Pacific rail-

roads. They are building a brick church to

cost, including the lot, $23,000, and want
at least $8,000 help from the Board of Church
Extension. They state they can be self-

supporting in two years if they get this help.

They will have Sunday school rooms, full

basement, kitchen and restrooms, study and
a furnace. They have 100 members there

with a Sunday school of 117 and there is

prospect of growth. This is another fine op-

portunity for the Disciples of Christ.

With sorrow we hear of the death of one

of the most devoted members of the Board

of the Cleveland Christian Orphanage—Mrs.

M. P. Bucholz. She had long been a member
of the Board and was ever active in the ad-

vancement of the children, giving one day

in each week to teaching them in some use*-

ful branch of industry.

She was an accomplished woman, gifted in

many ways. Many of her poems appeared in

the columns of the Christian Philanthropist.

She was an expert painter on china and found

time for these things and her duties as Sun-

day school and Bible class teacher while she

faithfully for many years nursed an invalid

husband and reared her five children. She

was a member of the Highland Avenue Church

of Cleveland.

Lewis P. Kopp, Brownsville, Texas, writes:

"During February the third Church Exten-

sion note of $500, together with the semi-

annual interest was paid. It should be a very

easy task for this congregation to pay the

other two notes on or before maturity."

Mr. and Mrs. Earl N. Griggs completed

nine months of Work in the Fargo Church,

North Dakota, early in March. In a personal

letter Mr. Griggs says: "Nine months ago

today we arrived, and tonight we doubled

our membership in the church. We want to

keep humble, but we can't help but be just

a little glad that the Lord has seen fit to use

us in a small way. We hope His name has

been honored and men really helped." We
understand the Sunday school has had as

high as one hundred and seventy-five present.

That is fine progress.

• Miss Alice Hines. one of our faithful mis-

sionaries at Hazel Green, Kentucky, in writ-

ing recently about the baptismal services

there when nine of the students and one of

the teachers were baptized, speaks enthusi-

astically of the happy Easter season they had
been having among the students. She adds,

"I wish I might hand you for perusal two
letters received from former Christian En-
deavorers who were in our school here, and
are now in other schools. They not only sent

these messages of loving thought, but an offer-

ing for the work."

F. D. Butchart reports as follows regarding
our Bohemian mission in Cleveland, Ohio:
"Our Home Department of the Bible school is

in a very prosperous condition. We have
about one hundred mothers in the department
who find it impossible to attend Sunday meet-
ing. For them we are holding cottage district

meetings, and once a month an afternoon

meeting at the church. Our topics of study
for the current months are as follows: Jesus

and Our Church, Jesus and Our Friendships,

Jesus and Our Homes, Jesus and Our Work,
Jesus and Our Amusements, Jesus and Our
Ideals and Purposes."

MINISTERIAL SALARIES
PER CAPITA GIVING

INCREASED WAGES
and LIVING EXPENSES

/''^v«..Tl Wv*M>.e-Mr o'*>-'» '"
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Central Church, Gary, Indiana, where 0. E.

Tomes ministers, reports thus on the every

member canvass, "The pledges for missions

from the every member canvass and a close

follow-up have doubled the amount this year

over last. We have introduced the duplex

envelope into the Bible school as well as

church. We have but two funds, current

expense and missions. Every boy and girl as

well as members of the church are given

opportunity of supporting the church at home
and abroad. Almost every Sunday school

child is giving to both funds every Sunday.

Bible school expenses are paid from the

church treasury and all funds go into the

treasurer's hands. We believe we are train-

ing the future church to get under the whole

task, and incidentally we are getting more
money for current expenses and missions than

ever before."

Good, fresh milk is an exceedingly impor-

tant item of food for the children whether

in a private home or an orphanage. Our
Cleveland home is quite fortunate in this

regard. W. C. Bower for several years has

furnished the home with five fine cows. When
a cow gets too old he replaces it with a

younger one. When a cow goes dry he im-

mediately replaces it with a fresh one. He
also furnishes the feed for the cows. He
doubtless regards this as the finest invest-

ment he makes, for it must be a constant joy

to him to think of the fact that the kiddies

have all the good, rich milk they need.

Miss Alice Hines, of our Hazel Green
School, reports that on March 15 fifteen of

our students were baptized, and that seven

of the number were boys from Mr. Ronsheim's

Sunday school class. Mr. Ronsheim wrote

recently, "God helping me, every boy in this

dormitory, aye, every boy in my Bible school

class will have entered into the church by

Easter time. Beginning tomorrow night I

will hold ten-minute services each evening

here in the dormitory. Miss Hines will do

the same work among the girls." The latest

word from Hazel Green is that twenty-five of

the students have been baptized.

Recently the Board of Church Extension

has received an annuity of $500 from an old

friend in Kansas, another annuity of $2,000

from a former giver in Kentucky; a gift of

$4,000 from a friend in Missouri, who for-

merly gave $10,000, and $800 from a friend

in Iowa, who has already given $13,800.

Negotiations are now going on for the clos-

ing up of another $10,000 annuity gift, and
one of $1,000. Do you know that annuity

money given to the Board of Church Exten-

sion is used to erect church buildings? What
a satisfaction it must be to know that your

money is building and housing homeless Dis-

ciples of Christ while it is earning you an

income.

Mrs. J. C. Gentry of Atlanta, Georgia, has
left her beautiful home on St. Charles Street

and moved over to the Southern Christian

Home, bag and baggage—husband included

in her belongings, but not as baggage—in

order to supervise the home while some
changes are being made and the whole place

put in order. The grounds were in need of

considerable attention to make them look

trim and presentable.

In explaining her mission she says: "It

is my purpose, at the wish of the Board, to

handle the business end of the work here for

awhile, in order to reach a conservative es-

timate of the cost of operation." Her com-
pensation is revealed in her statement: "The
children are very obedient and it is very

pleasant being with them. One grows to love

them from association." This service to the

home is only one of the many expressions of

devotion to this ministry that has charac-

terized the attitude of both Mr. and Mrs.

Gentry toward the orphan child.

Second and Oak Streets, through the assist-

ance of $6,000 from the Board of Church Ex-
tension. Mr. Nichols writes, "We had our

The Central Christian Church, Louisville,

Kentucky, over which Albert Nichols pre-

sides, has been made to rejoice heartily by

the securing of a splendid church building on

Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degreei.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .". Missouri

ANNUITIES of the
American Christian

Missionary Society
108 Carew Bldg.

Cincinnati, Ohio

A First-Class Investment

No Insurance

No Repairs

No Risk
No Taxes
No Trouble

Semi-Annual Payments
Prompt Remittances

Conservative Management
A Missionary Endowment

"EVERY-DAY LIFE" Books
INSPIRATIONAL, DEVOTIONAL

Compact, handy, pocket edition volumes, printed on thin
paper, hound in art leather cloth, round cornered. INSPIRA-
TIONAL, DEVOTIONAL books, with brief, daily Scripture
passages, an invigorating message for each day, and stimulating
weekly comment—-built around some central theme.

Building on Rock, henry kingman
Seeks to meet the demand of our day for reality in religion by studying what Jesus showed to be essential

to a life built on eternal foundations. Arranged for daily reading and study during ten weeks. .90

Marks of a World Christian, daniel johnson Fleming
An analysis of "the mind which each Christian should bring to bear upon the world" in these days
when we need to realize that we must be world Christians if Christians at all. Arranged for daily
reading and study during nine weeks. .90

Meaning of Prayer, .... .90

Meaning of Faith, ..... 1.10

Manhood of the Master, . . .90

Harry Emerson FOSDICK'S
"Everyday Life" books which
continue their phenomenal
appeal.

Shall we send you a complete list of "Everyday Life"
books, and a catalog of "Books with Purpose"?

Ask your Bookstore

cr write to us
ASSOCIATION PRESS
347 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK
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Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexi&gton, Ky.

i'OR MIEN AND WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.

Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.

Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine, Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial

1
- and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIFXD, President

"By Their Fruits"

When you think of Eureka Col-

lege you think of the Kingdom.

The Reason
1855 1920

SIXTY-FIVE YEARS
573 GRADUATES
Of those now living,

30% are in definitely

religious work.

19% are in education-

al work, many of

them in our col-

leges.

11% are in other pro-

fessions.

40% are housekeepers
and in other scat-
tered occupa-
tions.

90% are active in the
Church of Christ.

When you think of the education of

your children you should think of the
Kingdom.

EUREKA WILL BE
GLAD TO HELP

Send for a catalogue, Eureka, Illinois

opening day Sunday in our new church build-

ing and it was an auspicious day. The Sun-

day school was the largest in its history

and the audience was more than we expected.

We had one addition to the church. I feel

sure that Central Church has the best pros-

pect of growth of any of our congregations

in the city. We are grateful to you for this

loan and feel rather comfortable in knowing
that such a fund has been ready to help us "\

through this important and splendid deal.''

Of the Scoville union evangelistic meeting

in Deming, New Mexico, N. J. Reasoner

writes, "We received nearly twenty-five per

cent of the cards signed. Seventy-five of these

were reconsecrations and 88 confessions. I

have baptized one who did not sign a card

and 40 others, and have received nine, while

one backslider, whose name was still on the

church roll, returned. The Presbyterians have

twice used our baptistery and have immersed

six. They have already received about a

dozen and the Baptists, who have twice used

our baptistery, have received about two dozen.

The Methodist Episcopal Church has im-

mersed none as yet. but their numbers had
increased 137 before last Lord's dav."

The first reports from our Superintendent

of Missions in North West District of Okla-

homa, J. G. Parsons, gives the following in-

formation: "Visited Tyrone Church. Or-

ganized Bible school. Arranged to visit this

church two Sundays each month until work
can be built up and minister located. Boise

City has' a "group of unorganized disciples.

No building. Also Garlington. in country

near. Will try to unite these groups in one

church at Boise City. Forgan has no organ-

ization or building, but quite a number of

disciples. May hold meeting and organize

later. Gray Church badly disorganized by
removals. No Bible school at present. Will

endeavor to organize both school and church.

Nice little building here."

When Boyd Keith, the genial and persist-

ent treasurer of the Christian Orphans' Home
Board of Dallas, Texas, passed through St.

Louis recently, he informed the National

Benevolent Association that they were at

work on the unfinished portion of the building

and expected it to be ready for occupancy in

about three months. This will furnish ca-

pacity for fifty more children, and will great-

ly relieve the situation in Texas. They have

been turning away children by the score. Inci-

dentally it might be remarked that Boyd
Keith has such a grip on our churches of

Texas that he keeps our two institutions at

Dallas supplied with needed funds by corre-

spondence. He is a busy business man and
does the work without charge.

T. Newton Hill, Bina, India, writes of their

enjoyment of the visit of Mr. Bert Wilson to
Bina, and the pleasure of himself and Mrs.
Hill in having Mr. Wilson in their home. He
writes further: "We have appreciated his

coming for this reason too, that we have not

yet seen through the problems of our work,

and his fresh impact and his vision, un-

clouded by any getting used to conditions,

will help much. He is making a fair and
thorough canvass of our work here and we
shall always know that he has seen with us

some of the conditions which we shall be

facing through the years. It is at an oppor-

tune time. The mission out here has been
unifying its work and organization and is in

a better position to conserve the results of

any forward movement. We are expecting to

get out into camp soon, and hope to keep the

men out most of the time until convention

time. On the other trips we preached to

about nine hundred men, while Mrs. Hill and
one Bible woman talked to about six hundred
women. After convention I shall have charge

of all the work here except the zenana work.

We shall not be able to get out so much then,

but there are more in Bina than we can reach.

We are getting a bit of a vision of a commu-
nity house, especially for our Christian

women. The girls' school building offers an
opportunity."

At the last meeting of the Board of Minis-

terial Relief, action was taken placing twelve

people on the honor roll of the brotherhood.

Six men and six widows. Some of these had
as high as 63 years spent in the ministry.

One had reached the advanced age of 93 be-

force circumstances brought her to the atten-

tion of this Board. The responsibility as-

sumed, including the increases, at this one

meeting amounts to $280 per month. Pay-

ments are now at the rate of $64,524 per year.

There are now 246 homes in this family of

faith to whom the churches owe generous

recognition for their faithful labors in the

past.

We rejoice in the splendid report from Ala-

meda, California, as given by the minister,

William Jones: "Every department of the

church is forging ahead. Held a 'White gifts

for the King' Christmas, and by this means
we very ably assisted two families. Christ-

mas dinners were provided and suitable gar-

ments were purchased for them. Church
school is caring for a Belgium orphan as well

as making preparations for the installation

of a stained glass window in the church this

year. The church is making arrangements

to pay the minister at least $2,000, this being

an increase of $700 over a year ago. Last

year the Bible school averaged 4.S per pupil

each Sunday. Over seventy-five new puipls

were added to the school last year. Our ap-

portionment for the brotherhood activities

will be realized with great joy."

A letter from Mr. E. T. Cornelius of Mex-
ico, under date of March 30. gives the follow-

ing good news: "There are special services

in San Luis all this week, and our Mexican
minister, Pilar Silva. went over to help.

There will be about ten baptisms next Sun-

day. The work is doing nicely there. We
have been having good attendance at our

preaching services here at Aguascalientes, and

have recently had several confessions. We
plan for our third baptismal service April 11.

The big pila or fountain in the large patio

here makes a splendid outdoor baptistery. Dr.

Fuller has made steps, and it is fine to have

the services out there under the grapefruit,

pomegranate, apricot and aguacate trees, and

with the shade of our beautiful pepper trees

over us. Our colporteur is out on his long

trip over the states of Aguascalientes and

Zacatecas, and I am expecting a very inter-

esting report of his work. He is one of our

own members, and is largely supported by

the Bible Society. The service he has ren-

dered has been invaluable."
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A letter from Mrs. Lillian P. Johnston, of

Monieka, Africa, has in it the following inter-

esting note concerning the way they live:

"We are comfortably settled in one end of

the hospital. Dr. Jaggard and his" bride

are in the other end. I suppose one family

will move into the old house when the Hedges

move into their new one. We have cement

floors, cheesecloth for glass in windows,

thatch roof, tin walls, and mud kitchen as

far away as an ordinary barn at home. But

it is necessarily so, on account of possible

fire on the thatch roof, and because it will

become a cook house for native patients later.

We have two rooms and bath room, with

porch all around. We shall probably use the

back porch for a dining room, as it never gets

the sun, and rarely the storms."

From Florence, Alabama, the following

message comes, sent in to the home office by

the pastor, E. C. Sechler: "A Christian En-

deavor Society was organized about the first

of September and has grown both in numbers

and efficiency. There are now more than sixty

members with an average attendance of more

than fifty. The Christian Woman's Board of

Missions is having its regular meetings with

new members reported each month. It is

seeking to enlist each woman of the church.

The Sunday school is possibly the most pros-

perous organization within the church—pros-

perous in attendance and its very generous

offerings to missions and local work. Fifty-

six have united with the church by confession

and letter during the last ten months. We
are working hard and expecting much bigger

things in the not far distant future."

The Christian Woman's Board of Missions

has given help to the church at Fargo, North

Dakota, for several years. Mr. Earl 1ST. Griggs

is now the minister there. One of the mem-
bers has recently written: "We are moving
on very well. Mr. Griggs is a hard

worker; preaches telling sermons, and results

are being seen. A Brotherhood was organized

in November. We have over thirty members
and meet twice a month; have- a 'feed' pre-

pared by the men, and a program is given.

A week ago Sunday evening there were four

baptisms, all grown people. There was one

confession last Sunday. Many have been

added by statement and letter. We started

in last June with forty-one members. Our

goal is three hundred and forty-four in 1924.

Mr. Griggs made an appeal at our annual

meeting to establish an altar in each home.

The majority of our members responded."

Miss Effie B. McCallum, Nanking, China:
The schools of the city and the students all

over China have been greatly disturbed over

the recent events in Foochow and the killing

of two Chinese in a riot by the Japanese. In

many cities schools were closed for three days
while the students marched through the

streets preaching to the people and seizing

Japanese goods, which they burned. In Nan-
king they were only out one day. They col-

lected in a large parade ground in the after-

noon with their booty heaped in the center

of the crowds gathered there to see the ex-

citement and the goods were burned. The
whole affair resembled a big football rally in

the States, and if it were not for the serious-

ness of the affair and the earnestness of the

students one might mistake it all for a frolic.

They do not cease to go out on the streets

and into the tea-shops and teach the people.

The boycott is being made more rigid every

day. Every prayer meeting partakes of the

nature of a patriotic meeting, and constantly

prayers are going up in the churches for

China.

Last week our school received special notice

and mention in the city. The students' or-

ganization is seeking to get cooperation in all

the schools of the city, and have outlined a
course of lectures and special meetings for

all students to encourage this feeling of unity.

Last Sunday an oratorical contest was held,

the orations being given on the subject, "How
can the city of Nanking be improved?" One

of our girls was chosen in the preliminary

tryout for the contest. Our girls were es-

pecially pleased over this, because there were
only two girls represented in the contest, the

others being boys. The schools are both gov-

ernment and mission schools.

Miss F. W. Henry, the chairman of the

admission committee of the Colorado Chris-

tian Home, wrote the National Benevolent

Association recently that they were turning

away from twenty to forty-five children a
month. While all of these were not cases that

would have been received into the home, the

great majority of them were cases needing

A Music Question Answered
Are there any new religious songs that grapple the vital problems of the Church

in this day of reconstruction?

Yes—such songs will be found in a book just off the press entitled,

HYMNS FOR TODAY
edited by J. H. Fillmore and a number of experts in hymnology. It is a general
purpose hymnal for the use of Graded Sunday Schools, Churches, Social and
Patriotic Meetings.

The price of the present edition is $75 per hundred. Future editions subject

to change in price. Sample copy sent for examination.
A complete Orchestration is being prepared, which will add greatly to the

effectiveness of the music.

525 ELM STREET
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE

CINCINNATI, OHIO

New Children's Day Exercises Are Now Ready
Fill in this order card, out it out and mail to

BERT WILSON, Secretary

FOREIGN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Box 884, Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Brother: — Please send the following Children's Day Supplies to the
Christian Sunday School at

—

Give local name of Sunday School here, as Mt. Pleasant, Seventh St., etc.

Average attendance Shall we send you a Birthday Box free?

Please send me Coin Pocket Collectors, one for each member of our school.

Also send Children's Day Service, "Healing the Hurt of the World.'
(Make order as economical as possible, usually about one-half of the average attendance.)

Send also copies of illustrated leaflet (one for each teacher).

It is understood that these Children's Day Supplies are furnished free of charge, and that the offering will

be sent for Foreign Missions.

Please send "The Flag With Five Colors," your "Little Journeys No. 5," 25 cents.
(Please send money or stamps with order for mission study material.)

Name of Superintendent

St. or R. F. D. Route

Postofflce State

Name of S. S. Missionary Secretary

Address

Our Pastor's name is

Address

fMark with cross the person's name to whom supplies should be sent.

Name of new Sunday School organized near you during year

—

Name of Superintendent new school.

Address
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the protection of a Christian home. The
pathetic thing ahout the situation is that

other children's homes in Denver are as

crowded as ours. We wonder what becomes

of these children. Our home can care for

only forty-five. Something must be done to

William Woods
College

flA junior college for young women,
fully accredited' and standardized,

fl
Endowed as but few colleges are

through the munificence of the late

Dr. W. S. Woods.

fl
Equipped with most modern facili-

ties for education, including gymna-
sium and natatorium. New conserva-

tory of music building and new
academic building in course of con-

struction.

fl
Faculty of twenty-four well trained

and qualified teachers.

If Courses in junior college, prepara-

tory, art, commerce, expression, music
and physical education. Campus of

fifty acres, five dormitories.

For Catalog and Picture Book address

Joseph A. Serena, President
Fulton, Missouri

HIRA
A Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

relieve the situation. No wonder the board
at Denver is getting nervous and restless

when they are compelled to say "No" to so

many pathetic appeals from needy children.

It is sincerely hoped that the lnterchurch
drive in April will net the Colorado brethren

a sufficient amount to enlarge the home at

Denver.

Note the forward movement in the work at
Lakeland, Florida, where Charles H. Trout
ministers. "We are starting out on 1920 with
the brightest prospects in the history of the
church. We are having splendid audiences,

and excellent interest and two and three addi-

tions every Sunday. On Wednesday evening
I am giving a course of Bible lectures and
Bible study, which is now gaining in interest

and attendance. We have such poor advan-

tages in the way of a building to take care of

them. We want to secure what is recognized

as the best site for a church in the city, but
they Want $10,000 for the lot. We must have
that lot, as it means so much to us. We are

trying to see if we can get a cut in the price.

Our motto for 1920 is 100 additions, and in

five years to have a property worth $45,000.

Lakeland is growing and we must have a
plant here.'"

Dr. and Mrs. George E. Mosher have
reached the Congo in Central Africa. Dr.

Mosher has gone out as a special dental mis-

sionary and Mrs. Mosher was formerly Miss
Apperson, with one term of service at

Monieka. Dr. Mosher writes very interest-

ingly: "I gave Mr. Johnston a bit of relief

and have extracted two molars for natives,

taken charge of the carpenter gang at Bo-

lenge. done a little gardening, killed a monkey
and a pheasant, and shot a crocodile which
got away into deep water. I call that some
record for the first month's dentistry in

Africa.

"Our stations need more workers every-

where, teachers, builders and evangelists. Dr.

Frymire told me that he had fifteen major
operations waiting because he could not get

other work off his hands, and he is also try-

ing to get a house ready to live in by the

time the returning missionaries crowd him
out of his temporary quarters. All the doc-

tors are pitifully short of drugs at present.

"Here in Africa where the natives are

anxious for every new thing we can teach

them, the work rapidly assumes vast propor-

tions and every missionary on the field is

overworked. Some of our workers cannot

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences. Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Clogd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethany, West Va.

bold out many years at the rate they are
going. It wili not be the climate that kills

them so much as lack of time for recreation

and proper care of their bodies."

He adds, "If there are fifty good, whole-

hearted Christian Americans who really want
to do the most possible good in the world
in the shortest space of time why not em-
brace the opportunity of this crying, be-

seeching work?"

Frank E. Harnar, Harda. India: The school
work has started well. We had to dismiss
two teachers, one other resigned, and two
Were transferred: so we have had to employ
a number of new teachers; and we have also

had to employ an additional teacher in one
of the primary schools. This taking on new
teachers is always an uncertain thing. One
never knows how they will turn out; but I

think that in most cases we have made no
mistake in our choice. But the one thing
about all Indian workers, with a few excep-

tions, is that they need oversight and guid-

ance, and that is what takes so much energy
and time in a big work like our school work
here. We have four primary schools, middle
and high school, and in all there are about
forty-five teachers. But I am glad to say

that a number of them are excellent workers
and can be trusted to go ahead. Our total

attendance is larger this year than last. In

the boys' primary school, the attendance last

year was one hundred and fifty-nine, and
already it is two hundred and one this year

and there will be still more a little later.

The first English class in the Middle School

has over forty boys in it. There is a larger

number than we have had in that class ever

before. I go to the High and Middle Schools

every day, besides attending to the office work,

having conferences with the teachers, etc. I

plan to visit one or two classes each day to

see how the teaching is being done. As often

as I can find time, I visit the primary schools.

but I can't spend much time there; the days

are too short. Correspondence takes at least

one hour a day. and many days much more.

Every day some of the workers come to the

bungalow to see me about something or other,

either concerning their work or some personal

matter. The hostel takes a good deal of my
time also; giving time to that I consider one

of the most important matters. We have

seven Christian boys in the hostel this year.

I would like to spend some time with them
each day, not only in an official way. but as

a friend. I would like to take part in some

of their games and' get into closer touch with

them, for it means so much to them and it

would mean so much to the Mission later on.

But as long as there is only one school man
here, it is impossible to do much along these

lines.

Bible students and teachers will he inter-

ested in the report of the death of Francis

N. Peloubet at his home in Aubumdale, Mas-

sachusetts, age eighty-eight years. He had

been a leader in Sunday school circles since

1875. when he issued the first volume of

Feloubet's Select Notes on the International

Sunday School Lessons. This annual com-

mentary has grown in popularity from year

to year. .since 1901. Dr. Amos R. Wells,

editor of the Christian Endeavor World, his

been associated with Dr. Peloubet in the pro-

duction of the commentary and will naturally

succeed him in that important work.
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Circulation Department

THE subscription price of World Call

will be increased to $1.50 on July 1, 1920.

New subscriptions, for one year, will be ac-

cepted at the dollar rate until June 30. Any-

one having an expiration date not later than

September, 1920, may renew for one year at

the dollar rate, providing such renewal reach-

es World Call office by June 30, 1920.

Please take a look at the expiration date

shown on your magazine. If you are entitled;

to renew at the dollar rate, why not send in

your renewal now? In so doing you will as-

sist Circulation Departmciil to more satis-

factorily handle the increased volume of work

incident to the change in subscription price.

Please do not let the fact that you may
receive an additional number of World Call

confuse yon about your expiration dale. The

expiration month shown on the back of your

magazine is correct.

Please give your expiration notice 1 prompt

attention. Will you not cooperate with

World Call office and your local magazine

chairman by returning card and subscription

price to the office and by notifying your chair-

man that your subscription has been renewed?

Please notify World Call office directly

when you change your address; also when

you fail to receive any copy of the magazine

due you.

Please send literature orders to the Litera-

ture Departments of the Boards, and send

subscriptions for World Call to World Call
office.

Our Cover Subjects

ON the front of this issue is reproduced

a photograph of a Chinese Mandarin's

daughter with bound feet. Through the

influence of Christian missionaries and the

introduction of Western customs and educa-

tion the practice of footbinding is rapidly

passing away. It is hard for one who has not

seen the crushed, broken and deformed feet

of Chinese girls and women to realize what
excruciating suffering footbinding caused or

what a handicap for life it put upon those

who were so afflicted. Only a beginning has

yet been made in changing the habit of mind
that made such a custom possible, but the

further these changes go the faster they ad-

vance.

On the opposite page we are glad to present

an orphan girl of India, rescued from starva-

tion by missionaries. Being brought up as

a Christian she is saved from child marriage,

from possible girl widowhood and from a
thousand other woes which her millions of

little sisters must continue to suffer until

Christ is enthroned in the hearts of her

people.

On the back cover is reproduced a wonder-
fully fine photograph of a Japanese girl hunt-
ing clams. It is truly typical of the grace
and beauty of the marvelous island empire.

Christian Endeavor Day for Home
Missions

JULY 4 comes on Sunday this year and so
is doubly appropriate for the observance
of Christian Endeavor Day for Home

Missions. A special program has been pre-

pared and may be secured, free of charge,
from the American Christian Missionary So-
ciety, 108 Carew Building, Cincinnati, Ohio,
which also furnishes other literature to be
used in preparation for the day.
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JUBBULPORE INDIA.

TO THE SUPERINTENDENTS Of CHRISTIAN SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

Dear Friends
;

*f f^^SST*! * *l^s^T *$ it Tgxt *<3

I am sitting away out in the heart of India

TO efft fa<3m ff. ^f^^f % f^ ^ vnsn

as I write this letter. As the time approaches

srt q*m sn^rsiT | Rig 3« m*m *t ^-Tr ^^
tor the next Children's Day Campaign, I am

thinking o£ all the loyal Wends in the Sunday

Schools at home. Almost every day I am seeing

w&£t ^ nw ~^k m^fx mi ^mx i$k§ 5^
men, women and children bow down to wood

and stone.

mm& srt ana I fa tj« ^x{x f^p^Ti?n
Only yesterday a poor Hindoo mother

walked into One o£ our Christian homes and gave

her baby away. She walked twelve miles and

fqvn. gf st^ ufta tart ^» ^
calmly handed the child over to the mission*

aries. When she was leaving she did not kiss

the child good bye nor did she weep. Her

fJfqT * «;>!• 3935T

husband was dead, she had to work for a living

mh *^T *TT, 3*3 *RT S3<**»T qiTT 95T^[ ^TTHT ^Sctt

and she knew of no Hindu institution in all

India where she could leave her child and

*fiWT^m *ft^X 3f 53TOHT m5J^! **3^, fa

have it cared for.

3*3 3»T tJT9R^m ^T%

^ % 33 % 3J3T fa SJT31 *T?T «V 'Sra H*»

I asked her; "How will you feel tonight

aif «fit vfr% $1 f^R fat* ^t^tifV H3 <=r s?t «r^

when you go to bed and your baby is not there?"

gicT ISijt *tfw/. 3H 3t sjfo *»fts % apfr fa

She shrugged her shoulders and said;

"Sahib I will be sad but it will have a good

HS^Vl gill ^J fa$ 1} 3% ^Tfeft j" "Reft ift

home now, so I will leave it." Bare

mix qf^t §% w ^ sfa; Tjj^ir^^ *3*3 %
footed afid forlorn, in a ragged sari-dress she

•SSjqsiT Win f?l«5T. 39 ^ mm % *f^q 3
went off down the dusty road, an empty place

•a?i| vsm *^t. qufrfq^^ ^q% ^j ^t

in her mother heart. She will probably never

far 5i*ft * ^%>ft. f|^Tcn»! % \\m ft jai
see her child again. That's typical. That's

India. That happens nearly r-vcry day at some

qf frm %
of our institutions.

Hinduism has its sacred cows, but the

^r^g^f ««t ^^i qf^?( i|f *3*th;t ^t?u |.

child life of the country is not held sacred.

There is no hope of a redeemed India in

Hinduism. The only hope lies in Christianity.

vtt. gT<?i ^rt ^^f^ff m m*{ vt^q^m
It was a great record that the Sunday

Schools made last year. I heard the great good

news after I arrived here. But if they could

all see what I am seeing, and feel what I am

experiencing almost every hour of the day,

HT 3f fal^q ^TcTT fa % J* ^TT^ ^ ^T % *w
I am sure they would give this year at least

m?£ ^Tcf ^"3 ^<5TJT ^^.

a quarter of a million.

TJ^T «RT^ *t M^ "XT* ^^ *3TTT»r

Fill out the order card for your supplies

ifiT ^«TT ^Tfa^. SH^ % mV* SR^ T>er ^tTTTT

and return it immediately and begin prepara-

qftf^q fa ^tj^ f^nifi I; qf gT^s^f «t f^i »3^

tions for the greatest Children's Day in

% 5fT sfk n^m ^- ^6 ^t^it I fa *sr* IRT

the history of our work. I hope to be home by

the first of June to help count the money

as it comes pouring in.

I send my best salams from this great and

5*3lclT f

.

needy land.

vfx ^n^rr ^f?^ ^sttt-i cut %q$
Yours most hopefully,

Bert Wilson.

P. S. This is being printed on our Christian Press

at Jubbulpore, which is turning out about

four million pages of Christian literature

annually. The Indian boys who are setting

this type have all learned the printing busi-

ness at this press.

P. S. Translated into Hindi by 0. J. Grainger,

Princinal Jubbulpore Bible College.
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Let the Children Lead the Way
WE shall not enjoy Children's Day less, but more, if we

look a little deeper into it and discover some of its

serious and profound possibilities. It is well to warm
our hands and hearts by its cheery glow, but if at the same

time we can project its warmth with doubled power into the

frigid souls of our neighbors, at home and abroad, why not?

We are too apt to make playthings of our children. The

Savior was even more joyous with them than we are, but also

far more serious. He uttered no sterner challenge than, "Ex-

cept ye turn and become as little children, ye shall in no wise

enter into the kingdom of heaven."

Uncorrupted, unhardened and unspoiled, our children see

so clearly the immediate necessity of giving the children of

other lands a knowledge of Christ, that they empty their little

banks on Children's Day. Have we anticipated their example

by our giving in the World Movement of Disciples of Christ?

If not, here is another chance. Match the children's dimes and

dollars with hundreds and thousands.

Still more. Before the glory of the day has faded, sit down
with such larger or smaller children as trust you, and tell

them more of what it all means; that it is the ultimate war

against war; that there is just one thing that makes it impos-

sible that the children of Canada and the children of the

United States shall ever go to war with each other after they

grow up, and that is that they are Christians; that only so is

it safe to leave the long line between the two countries, from

the Atlantic to the Pacific and far up to the Arctic, unguarded

by forts and soldiers, because the hearts of the people on either

side are kept by Christ, from their youth up.

Now here is the most wonderful thing in the world today.

We are at liberty to teach Christianity to the children of all

lands! To neglect such an opportunity is sheer insanity.

Look again at the Chinese Mandarin's daughter on the front

cover of this magazine. See the inarticulate pathos of her

hand tenderly holding her tortured foot. Remember that,

through the marvelous working of the gospel, that barbarous

custom of foot-binding has all but passed away. Read the

story of Chinese college girls and realize that Christ has begun

to free the minds as well as the feet of China's womanhood.
In another place you will find a less favored family of Chinese

children, and then the children of Japan, India, Tibet, Africa,

the Philippine Islands and Latin America—all born to be

children of God as truly as the darlings of your own household.

It is only ten or fifteen years before these children will be

men and women. If Christians, they will be our steadfast

friends, and war with them impossible. If not Christians,

they will be possible enemies, and war with them an easy prob-

ability. If Christians, fellowship with them will enrich our

lives as certainly as their petroleum, rubber and sugar are

already increasing our material wealth and physical comfort.

If not Christians, the blight of their vices will fall upon our

souls as surely as their yellow fever and cholera have hereto-

fore devastated our cities. The world has become too intimate

a neighborhood to endure on any other terms than Christian

fellowship, with a thoroughgoing observance of the Golden

Rule.

It is reported that the subcommittee of the United States

Senate, appointed to investigate conditions in Mexico and along

the border, will advise against armed intervention and in favor

of using some of the money that it would cost as a loan of,

say, a billion dollars, to help our neighbor republic to unify

her people and develop her resources. That money, whether

provided by the national treasury or by private enterprise,

would eventually return. Armed intervention, on the other

hand, would have been a sheer expense, would have carried

with it the loss of countless lives and would have started an

endless chain of future wars, with their incalculable moral

and material losses.

Why not let dawning intelligence serve us further? Taxes

and missionary contributions come from the same pockets.

Soldiers and teachers must be supplied by the same homes.

Mere material development of Mexico will not suffice; would

eventually make matters worse. Education and Christianity

are her primary and supreme necessities. Let us calculate

what it would cost to fight Mexico, and then give as much to

bring up her children—and ours—as Christians, and so make
war forever unnecessary and impossible.

The same formula will apply to every other foreign nation.

Our greatest statesmen are realizing that international peace

depends upon the Church of Christ more than upon diplomatic

skill or military strength.

With one accord the Protestant churches of America are

learning at last what the Roman Catholics have known for

centuries, that only by the thorough training of children in

religion can the strength of a church be maintained. The
plain strategy and duty of the hour is threefold: first, to

gather the children of all unchurched Americans into schools

and teach them the way of Christ; second, to extend a like

opportunity to grow up in Christ to the children of other lands;

third, to train the children of the church to carry forward the

twofold task of making the whole world Christian.

At this great hour the world's wisdom bows to heaven's

revelation and sets the child in the midst; builds the nation

out of the school and the home; transforms the kindergarten

circle into an international and interracial bond of brother-

hood.

Magnify Children's Day in the church, for the children's

era in the world has dawned.
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Dr. Shelton's Captivity and Escape
(Related by Dr. E. I. Osgood of Chuchow, China)

Dr. A. L. Shelton, of Tibet, is now in America, having landed at Vancouver, British Columbia, from
the steamship Empress of Asia on April 26. Dr. Elliott I. Osgood of the Christian Mission at Chu-
chow, China, who was with the rescue party, writes an intimate report of Dr. Shelton's harrowing
experiences. The accompanying photographs were made by or for Dr. Shelton during his captivity.

DR. A. L. SHELTON of the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society came to China in 1904 and, with his wife, was

stationed at Batang on the Tibetan border. Their work

has been almost entirely with the Tibetan people. All eastern

Tibet for a thousand miles has been their field, and "big"

Dr. Shelton has become almost as familiar to every town in

the large district as one of their own people.

On November 18, 1919, Dr. Shelton, with his wife and two

daughters, Doris and Dorothy, started by caravan south for

Yunnanfu, where he expected to start them on their journey

to America, he to return and make a trip to Lassa, the capital

of Tibet.

January 3, 1920, when they were within three days of Yun-

nanfu, the party was attacked by robbers and Dr. Shelton

taken into captivity. They had halted for dinner at a village

and the doctor had sent in his card and passport to the local

military official. Soldiers were standing about the street and

Mrs. Shelton asked her husband if all of them were going to

escort the party to the next town. Foreign parties or Chinese

traders never travel through this region without military escort,

furnished by the Chinese authorities. The doctor has so long

traveled through wild country, amongst robbers and warring

parties, and because of his skill in medicine and surgery,

always found a welcome and freedom from molestation, that

he had little fear of Chinese or Tibetans. So he answered his

wife in his characteristic way, that the number who might be

sent as their escort was the official's business and he was not

worrying himself whether they should be many or few.

When they left the village only four men accompanied

them, although more may have intended coming on with their

caravan of luggage which had but just begun to move when
the doctor and his family were attacked. Mrs. Shelton was

riding in advance in a sedan chair and the two girls were

following on mules. Dr. Shelton was a little distance behind

on his mule and accompanied by one of his Tibetan servants.

Suddenly from the bluffs on the left of the road the band
of robbers began firing upon the party. One of the bullets

pierced the thermos bottle which Mrs. Shelton had in her

chair, but no one about them was wounded. She rolled out

of her chair and crouched behind it. The girls speedily dis-

mounted and joined her. Upon hearing the firing Dr. Shelton

grabbed his gun from its scabbard on his saddle and, with

his servant, ran toward the chair in front. The soldiers, how-

ever, cried out, "Robbers, robbers," and ran for the village.

where the rest of their company still were. The doctor saw

that they were being deserted, so gave his gun to his servant,

who put it back in its scabbard and the two of them, unarmed,

hurried up to the rest of his family.

DR. SHELTON kept a journal during his captivitv, and the

first entry describes the capture. "Mrs. Shelton and the

girls were crouching behind the chair and calling me to get

down. Bullets were flying about. The robbers surrounded us and

began taking our things. One drew a large pistol and another

a sword, threatening me. The fellow with the pistol looked

so grotesque that I laughed. They did not harm us.

"One man grabbed Andru's ( his Tibetan servant I knife and

Pere Baiily, the Friend in Need Dr. A. I.. Shelton in Captivity Y.uis. the Bandit Chief
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chopsticks which he had in his belt. Andru looked appealingly

at me, but I said, 'Don't resist. Give it to him. It is all you

can do.' After we had been stripped of all that attracted their

attention, one of the robbers came to me and told me to go

with him to their leader. I started off. Mrs. Shelton called

to me not to leave them alone, but I could do nothing but

comply with their request."

Mrs. Shelton says the robbers also tried to hustle her up

the side of the bluff, but she is a large woman and it was

impossible for her to climb the hill. Then they put her into

her chair and commanded the chairmen to carry her up, but

they, too, said it was an impossible task to climb the steep

mountain side with such a load. Supposing that they were

merely trying to get her out of the way of the fighting, which

had now become general, as the soldiers had rushed out of

the village and attacked the robbers, she told the robbers

that they would get down into some hollows where other non-

combatants had found shelter. Without more ado she and

the girls, with their Tibetan servants, made for the shelter.

The firing was becoming so hot that the robbers gave them up

as a bad job and fled for their own safety.

" \\ /"HEN I reached the leader," the doctor records, "he had

VV my camera and field glasses. As we went along he

wanted me to explain how the camera worked. As soon as we

were out of danger I had to take his picture and then a number

of his men until I had used up one roll of films. They wanted

me at once to show them the pictures. I could not make them

believe that the films must first be developed, but finally had

to pull it out and show them the blank and spoil the roll

before they would believe me.

"Many people were along the road and the robbers were

opening their packs and taking whatever they wanted. They

even made some of the people strip and give them such gar-

ments as they fancied. We finally arrived at a small pass.

Grouped around the leader were some twenty men. He had

my shotgun and immediately wanted me to show him how it

worked. A shot came whizzing by, so he adjourned the meet-

ing for a time and told his men to take me farther up the

mountain and informed me that I would be held for ransom.

I told him he could hold me for ransom as long as he pleased,

but that I would never consent to be ransomed as it would

endanger the life of every other foreigner whom they might

take a notion to capture.

"My mule had now been brought up and I mounted and

Pere Bailly and Some of the Bandits

we started. It was with a heavy heart for I could clearly

see Mrs. Shelton's chair in the road below. The battle was

in full swing and shots were flying overhead. When we
stopped to rest a tall, lean man asked me for my watch, which

had been overlooked in the scramble. When it began getting

dark we waited for the rest of the band. They came straggling

in. I counted seventy-one of them at the resting place. Fires

were built and supper cooked and eaten. Then for two hours

they lay and smoked opium. I was to learn in the days to

come that they depended, when under strain, far more on

opium than on food."

MEANWHILE Mrs. Shelton had gone back to her chair and,

with guarding soldiers, had gone on to Lao-yao-kwan,

where they were to stop for the night. There they waited, hoping

for the speedy return of the doctor. At every footstep they

heard during the night they thought he was coming. They

waited there for two days. Then Pere Bailly, a French Cath-

olic missionary, came to their relief. He had received a note

from Yang Tien-fu, the bandit chief, saying that he had cap-

tured a German ( ! ) and would the father see that the wife

and girls were safely taken to Yunnanfu.

Pere Bailly has lived in Yunnan for thirty years. He is

loved by the Chinese there even as Dr. Shelton is loved by the

Tibetans. Some months before the capture, Yang Tien-fu,

the bandit chief, had come to Pere Bailly and asked his good

offices in negotiating with the Yunnan Governor for his pardon.

The morning light is breaking; The darkness disappears;
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Dr. Shelton and Yang: Tien-fu

Formerly the bandit had been a soldier, but owing to lack of

five months' back pay, he and a number of others had walked

out and started collecting their pay from the people and the

caravans which go over that great road. He was now tired

of being hunted like a wild beast and wanted restoration to

citizenship. Father Bailly had brought the matter before the

French consul, but without result. Then Yang Tien-fu resolved

on this bold stroke of taking a foreigner and using him as a

lever for obtaining pardon for himself and his men. Later

he told Dr. Shelton that he had been kept informed as to the

progress of his journey for some time as the bandit had de-

cided that he was to be the man to be captured.

AS soon as Mrs. Shelton reached Yunnanfu she sent tele-

u grams to the American Minister in Peking asking that im-

mediate steps be taken to bring about the release of the doctor.

The French Consul in Yunnanfu was asked to act for the

American government. Since Father Bailly had had intimate

relations with the bandit chief, he willingly consented to act

as go-between and for a solid month worked to get the doctor

released.

Dr. Shelton continues in his diary: "I was not allowed to

take my clothes off for some days. The first day I sat in a

straw shed and did something that Mrs. Shelton had often said

I should do—started a diary. I had in my saddlebags three

little books, which were a blessing, a little leather New Testa-

ment given me by Mr. McLean, president of the Foreign So-

ciety, in 1911; 'The Rhymes of a Red Cross Man,' sent me by
F. W. Burnham in 1917, but which had just arrived in Batang
shortly before we left; also Ian McLaren's 'Beside the Bonnie
Brier Bush.' 'A Doctor of the Old School' is my ideal, after

Jesus and Livingstone. In the latter volume I started my diary."

Mrs. Shelton says that the "Life of Livingstone" and the

above volume by Ian McLaren are great favorites of the doctor.

When he is discouraged she finds him reading "A Doctor of

the Old School"; when he is thinking of doing some espe-

cially hard task, like taking one of his numerous journeys

into Tibet, he reads the "Life of Livingstone."

JANUARY 4 he wrote, "I spent the morning estimating what
the robbers had taken the previous day. Including the ani-

mals and my things, it amounted to about 81,300. The leader,

Yang Tien-fu, told me the Yunnan Governor has his family

in custody at the capital. He said he did not wish to harm
me, but wanted to injure the standing of the Governor and
compel him to restore his family to him."

January 5 he says further: "Started at noon and traveled

until near night. At dark we went to a village and stopped

with confederates. They were afraid of soldiers. Rested until

midnight. Crossed the back road and telegraph line. Went
on over the mountains until 3 a. m. Stayed until daylight

with some Catholic converts. They said the church was very

near and they would take me there, for which I was thankful.

At daylight they started on again, but back to the mountains.

1 sat down and told them they could do as they pleased, I

could go no farther. They took one of my cards and about

2 a. m. sent a man with it to see the priest. A card marked
'Claude Bailly,' with writing in French, which I could not

read, came back. They said the priest had gone to take my
family to Yannanfu."

Tuesday, 6. "About dark we went down the mountain to a

large temple and stayed all night. I got my first sleep since

my capture. It is now afternoon and we are still here with

forty guards out in every direction. They have done nothing

all day but gamble and worship. They smoke all the opium
they want. Yang Tien-fu tells me they have a hundred horse-

loads, half of which was taken from the Governor's caravans,

who is the greatest opium dealer in the province. Then he

makes a bluff of not allowing the people to plant poppv.

"They have all kinds of guns, but everywhere are short of

cartridges. I have counted nineteen kinds of guns and eight

kinds of pistols. They are all the way from the old firelocks

The sons of earth arc waking To penitential tears;
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up to modern rifles and Colt's automatic revolvers. They do

not even go to sleep at night without their guns. If a man
lays his gun down for a minute the captain gets after him.

Their cartridge belts are never off.

"They have been working to get me to permanently join

their band. At first I thought they were just talking, but am
now convinced they are in earnest. They want me to take

charge of the money. They cannot trust each other. They

offer me anything if I will consent. The band now
numbers 104."

Northern Yunnan is a series of steep mountains and narrow

valleys. The bandits rarely followed a road, but climbed

straight up or down or followed a ridge without giving any

attention to paths. The doctor had little rest. The band was

ever on the move, for the soldiers were hunting them as they

would hunt wild animals. They shifted from place to place,

occasionally robbing a village. For a considerable time they

had also held captive an old gentleman, from whom they

were extracting money as ransom. The doctor, when taken,

had only his horse blankets and they had to do for bedding.

Cooties began to crawl, but he was given no time to wash his

clothing.

YANG TIEN-FU was willing to negotiate with the govern-

ment, so representatives accompanied Pere Bailly, who
made their first approaches to the bandit chief on January 12.

The arrival of these Chinese negotiators greatly increased Dr.

Shelton's popularity with the bandits. "Many of them when they

came near me wanted to show off and began singing, 'do, re,

me,' 'Jesus Loves Me,' and other hymns they had heard me
sing. The captain asked me to teach him the English alphabet.

The best boy in the company won twenty dollars in gambling

yesterday and the others stole it from him while he slept.

They are a big bunch of thieves even among themselves."

Even while the negotiations were going forward the bandits

kept on the move, for they did not like the way the soldiers

were being shifted about. One large city sent in as a quieter

some $5,000 to the bandit chief. They got a still larger sum
out of one of the country gentry who had no walls or soldiers

to protect his place. One day the bandit chief came to the

doctor with an offer of a thousand dollars a month if he

would stay with them in the capacity of a pastor. He offered

to pay six months' salary down at once if he would do so.

Needless to say the offer was refused. When they were pass-

ing through one little town the chief handed the doctor a few

dollars and told him to spend it as he pleased. Shelton

hunted for meal, for bread, for fruit. He was hungry for

such. He had eaten rice until be was starved for a change.

He found nothing. So he bought some sugar and fed it to

his faithful mule. Without that mule he could not have stood

the hardships over those mountain ridges.

ON the fourteenth there came letters from Mrs. Shelton and

the French Consul. It looked as though negotiations were

going through. The bandits were jubilant. They told the

doctor that when the Governor restored Yang Tien-fu's family

he would be set free. Things dragged on until the twenty-

second, when bedding, camp bed and clothing from Mrs. Shel-

ton came through to him. "I have had a bath," he wrote, "a

new shirt from my mother, and though still a prisoner, am in

good spirits."

On the following day Pere Bailly came to Yang Tien-fu

and reported to him that his family was at the priest's home
and asked that Dr. Shelton be also sent in there for exchange.

The bandits, however, were suspicious and fearful of losing

the whip hand. It was not until the fourth of February that

they felt negotiations were at such a pass they could risk the

doctor in the priest's home. There he remained for three days,

once more enjoying a more civilized bed and food.

"I got my clothes back, had a good bath and sent my dirty

clothes to be washed in a Christian manner. The priest says

that at the most, three or four days will mark the end of the

affair and I will see the end of the robbers. A score of them

are guarding me, even here. Once more I have coffee to drink.

His dogs come to see me before I am up and want to get into

bed with me. I took the picture of the old gentleman this

morning. I am at a perfect loss to know how to repay his

kindness. He has given his entire time for a month to working

for my release. If I were a young man, more than anything

else, I would like to go with these bandits and be a pastor to

them. It would be a great opportunity to do the Lord's work.

Why wasn't I born twins or triplets? It is good to speak a

word for the Lord Jesus when men's hearts are longing for

the right."

At the very time the negotiations were going on, some hun-

dreds of the government troops, for lack of pay, revolted and

Dr. Shelton witnessed the taking in to the bandits' band of

one entire company. Yang Tien-fu demanded from the gov-

ernment pardon for himself and men, place and rank in the

army, the return of his own family and the payment of a

Each breeze that sweeps the ocean Brings tidings from afar
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sum of money. Papers for these were signed and sealed and

his family turned over to him. Then late one night the ban-

dit's spies came hurriedly in and reported that the government

troops were secretly surrounding the place. Yang took both

his family and Dr. Shelton and at midnight slipped through

the circles of soldiers back into the mountains. "Left at mid-

night," wrote the doctor. "We are in the mountains again.

They are just concentrated evil. The Lord only knows what

the end will be." Pere Bailly was some miles away telephon-

ing to the Governor when the break came.

Dr. Shelton in his journal during the following few days

showed how desperate and almost hopeless he felt the situa-

tion. It was not humanly possible for him to escape. Four

soldiers were always detailed to guard him. During a part

of the time two of them had slept beside him.

February 10. "Since yesterday noon it has been a perfect

nightmare. When we started we came upon four men kneeling.

They were of the ex-soldiers who had been promised, when

they joined, that they could leave any time. Of course they

were refused now. I rode my mule into the midst of the crowd

and before Yang Tien-fu, himself, spoke to the whole two hun-

dred a seditious speech. I asked the captain to stand all of

us who wanted to go back against a wall and shoot us. There

are only two or three who are hindering everything. But

sedition is working and unless they are careful these leaders

will go the way of all officials who oppress their men. I know
of at least least fifty who are ready for resistance. They are

tired of lawlessness. I have dysentery and have had it for

thirteen days. It is getting worse. If something doesn't come
off soon, I'll fight Yang for the leadership of the band. I

can command half of them now. I might be killed in the

struggle, but I want to help those who want to do right. Yang
himself would come if it were not for Wu, his secretary. He
is the devil of the bunch. Yang lets him persuade him, 'Lead,

Kindly Light, Amid the Encircling Gloom.'
"

AFTER the negotiations through the French Consul and Pere

L Bailly had thus failed, Governor Tang ordered his troops

to mercilessly pursue the bandits. A reward of $5,000 was out

for Yang Tien-fu. The entire section through which the ban-

dits were working is composed of high mountains and deep,

narrow valleys. It was no trouble for them to outwit the

soldiers. They cared little for roads, could scatter at will

and could gather together again when least expected, The
bandit chief has carefully scattered seeds of rebellion among

the people and has a much larger following than those who
are usually with him.

As noted in Dr. Shelton's journal there was discontent

among the bandit chief's immediate followers just before the

Chinese New Year. He shot one or two of the ringleaders.

He rarely risked a fight with the troops, retreating at this time
northward along the Yangtze River. Dr. Shelton. of course,

was dragged along with the bandits. Had it not been for his

faithful mule, he would have dropped by the wayside long

before. Once he recorded, "I can see no hope ahead, but all

things end sometime. If my body were weaker it would die

quicker. I am tired to the death. x\ll I can say in my deso-

lation is, 'Make Thy grace sufficient for me, God!' "

TVTITH the negotiations broken off Mrs. Shelton, waiting inW Yunnanfu, was likewise nearly desperate. The foreigners

there did all they could to encourage and help her. For nearlv

three weeks she had no word from her husband. Her cook,

who had come with them on the long journey, volunteered to

try to make his way through to the doctor. The French Consul

willingly gave him a passport and the Governor sent two men
to escort him. The Wu-ting-ehow magistrate, who had been

also trying to negotiate with the bandit chief for Shelton"s

release, sent a couple of his men to show the way through

the lines.

The cook succeeded in getting through by boldly walking

up to where he was told Yang Tien-fu was stopping and.

when challenged, asking for their chief. Some of the bandits

recognized the cook. The latter hardly knew his master when
brought face to face with him. Dr. Shelton had not been

able to shave since he was captured. His beard was covering

his face. His clothes were ragged. Fortunately, when cap-

tured he had on some leather cowboy pantaloons. Nothing

else would have stood those wanderings. As the doctor ex-

plained, "Many times I had to just sit down and slide down
the mountain on those leather pants."

The doctor seized the occasion to send back his copy of

"Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush," in which he had written his

diary. He also sent his precious camera, which had been

returned to him and with which at different times he had been

able to snap pictures of the bandit chief and various members

of his band. These reached Mrs. Shelton's hands safely and

the films have been developed and prints made. It was her

first word for some weeks and it was not reassuring. The cook

found the doctor lying down most of the time, yet able to

Of nations in commotion Prepared for Z ion's war,
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get up when necessary. He had lost nearly forty pounds of

flesh and looked very haggard in spite of his heavy beard.

When the cook left, Yang Tien-fu himself gave him ten dollars

for road expenses. He also sent back letters to Governor Tang.

These he signed with the official seal the Governor had given

him during the first negotiations, through Pere Bailly. His

letter was a satire upon what the Governor had promised and

then had failed to do.

Mrs. Shelton had also in her loneliness telegraphed the For-

eign Christian Mission in East China for assistance. I was

chosen to go to her aid, Mr. Sarvis volunteering to look after

the Chuchow work in my absence. Frederick A. Smith, Far

East correspondent for the Chicago Tribune, had been watching

the case and when he heard of my going, asked to accompany

me. He proved to be a most pleasant and valuable companion.

Leaving Shanghai February 19, by the last steamer south before

Chinese New Year, we were able to reach Yunnanfu in the

quick time of eleven days.

Arriving there we found that the American Minister had

sent Colonel W. S. Drysdale, military attache to the legation,

to take charge of further negotiations. He had arrived a week

before us and had spent the intervening time collecting data,

coming to an understanding with the Chinese authorities and

in organizing an expedition to go three days north to Wu-
ting-chow, near which Dr. Shelton was supposed to be held.

Conditions in Yunnanfu made him feel the necessity of remain-

ing in the provincial capital and he had selected J. P. Thorn-

ton of the Standard Oil Company to head the expedition. The

Governor arranged that they should have private telephone

connections over the official's line.

COLONEL DRYSDALE kindly granted Mr. Smith and my-

self the privilege of being a part of the expedition. This

gave great relief to Mrs. Shelton, who felt that we, being under

the same missionary society, would hold a deeper personal

interest in the work. We had arrived on the evening of March 1.

On the morning of the third we started for Wu-ting-chow. Upon
arrival there the party was met by the local magistrate and

commander of the troops. They expressed hearty approval

of the proposed plans and offered every help to carry them

out. Mr. Thornton and his Chinese staff wasted no time, but

worked all that night getting ready letters to forward to Yang
Tien-fu and Dr. Shelton. Shen-si, the Shelton cook, who had

previously been able to reach Dr. Shelton, was again the

chosen messenger to the bandit. He left with the messages on

March 6, but never reached the bandit. A battle between the

bandits and troops held him up and on the eighth Dr. Shelton

succeeded in escaping.

IT was during the last days of February that her cook suc-

ceeded in getting Mrs. Shelton's letters through to the doc-

tor. The bandit chief had treated the cook very decently, but one

of the two men sent with him by the Wu-ting magistrate seems

to have aroused the suspicions of the bandit for he was taken

and put under severe torture. Dr. Shelton vigorously protested

against the man's being thus treated, declaring that Shen-si,

his cook, would not have brought a spy with him into the

camp. The man was finally released, but the bandit, with

his usual caution, shifted camp.

More soldiers were being sent after the bandits and they

found it hard to keep out of the way of so many. They
gradually withdrew into the northern part of the province

along the banks of the Yangtze River. Along the bluffs above

its course they trekked for several days. Then the main body
of the band one night slipped quietly down the southern side

of this bluff and climbed the next ridge. A smaller body of

the bandits were instructed to go on down the Yangtze for a

half day, leaving a false trail and then in the night join

the main band. Then the whole body retraced their steps to

the southwest. As they went back they could see the soldiers

on the opposite bluffs following up the trail they had left.

Soldiers multiplied and they had to constantly change their

course to avoid them. They ceased to follow beaten tracks.

They would start straight down some mountain side, through

jungle or over cliffs, then start right up the opposite mountain.

Shelton's mule had faithfully carried him thus far, but over

such routes no animal could carry such a load. The doctor

was compelled to slide and climb with the rest. One day of

it finished his strength. When the morning came he told the

bandits they could do what they pleased with him, but walk

he could not.

They rigged up a rough sling or stretcher between two poles

and for five days carried him. It nearly finished those who
tried to carry him. One time for a part of a day, Yang Tien-fu

himself put his shoulder to the doctor's carrying poles, as an

example to his men. Even under these conditions Shelton's

strength continued to ebb away and the bandits realized that

his life would be the forfeit if they kept it up much longer.

Yang Tien-fu is a born leader. When his own interests are

at stake he is stony-hearted with regard to others. He is taller

Hail to the brightness of Zions glad morning,
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and stronger than any of his men; seems to never tire. His

powers of endurance are beyond them. He knows every inch

of the country 'hrough which he has been operating. He
preaches sedition in every town into which he enters. He
knows how to play upon the prejudices and emotions of the

people and is working to set them against the Governor of the

province. Yunnan is almost a kingdom in itself and at present

has little to do with the rest of China. He is working to oust

the Governor and put himself in his place. He knows where

the rich men live and how much he can safely squeeze out of

them. He has his spies even in Yunnanfu and Dr. Shelton

frequently saw him with copies of letters written by leading

men in the Governor's employ. He has several lieutenants, but

he usually sees to such details as the posting of his own sentries.

He will not allow his men to mistreat women and he had Shel-

ton carefully looked after. Such things would work to his credit

should he ever see the Governor's chair. Any act of dis-

obedience was punished with severity.

We asked Shelton if he had ever tried to escape. "There

was no opportunity when I had the strength," he said, "and

when opportunity came I was too weak." He was unfamiliar

with the country through which he was being dragged. Phys-

ically he is a powerful man and he weighed 230 pounds when

he was captured. During his sixty-six days of captivity he

lost forty pounds. After such mountain climbing his legs

became too weak to carry him. For a long time he was

troubled with dysentery. Later he suffered with severe pain

in his neck and shoulder. When we reached him he still tot-

tered as he walked.

WHEN the bandits came to realize that the doctor's strength

was rapidly ebbing away, they placed him under the

guard of one of their men and he was put into a straw loft over

a stable. He had been carried in a litter for five days. Now he

was left in a bed of straw for an equal length of time. He
was not allowed to crawl into sight lest some passing stranger

should see him and report it to the authorities. There he lay

and strength came slowly back. He was given all he could

eat and drink of their food, but he hungered for wheat or corn

foods and for fruit. His keeper was under constant fear lest

it should be noised abroad that he had the doctor in his place.

As soon as he saw the doctor was improving a little he went

to Yang Tien-fu to ask that he be taken away.

It is probable that the bandit chief thought it impossible to

hold the doctor much longer as a hostage. He had become too

weak to stand further hardships. Yet he had found that

through having a foreigner in his hands he could compel the

Governor to offer better terms. On March 4 the band made
a circuit to avoid the soldiers, and then raided the China In-

land Mission Station at Ta-ku, twenty-seven miles from Yien-

mo-hsien. Mr. Metcalf and Mr. and Mrs. Gowman live at

this place and work among the hill tribes. The bandits looted

the church and the homes of the missionaries, then left, taking

the two men and three of the Chinese Christians with them.

Mrs. Gowman was untouched.

The bandits assured the two missionaries that they were

merely taking them along as their guests and for the purpose

of compelling the Governor to give them better terms. They

had been hard pressed by the soldiers and had had little sleep

for some days. When they made camp that night at a small

village they placed the two men in an upper room and put a

guard at their door. They had already discussed plans for

escaping and had decided that should opportunity come to

either, he should take it without waiting to inform the other.

DR. SHELTON had been placed in the straw loft on the

third. The China Inland Mission Station was raided in the

early morning of the fourth. At dark on the same dav Mr.

Gowman and Mr. Metcalf found their supper slow in coming.

Mr. Gowman decided to brave the guard and find out why they

were not being fed. "If we are their 'guests,' " he remarked

to Mr. Metcalf, "they should at least feed us." Taking no

precautions to conceal his movements he walked down the

stairs. The guard was asleep on his post. Mr. Gowman
walked past him around the corner of the house to where the

bandits had built a fire and he found the men about the fire

also sleeping. They had traveled so hard and long they were

too tired to even cook supper.

He stood near the corner of the house wondering if his time

for escaping had come. If he were to run he would need

some sort of a stick to find his way through the brush. Ln-

consciously his foot rolled a bamboo at his feet. He picked

it up and found it just what he needed. It looked providential,

so he started by sliding down the steep bank in front of the

place. Again he waited to see if the noise had aroused anyone.

Still nobody stirred, so he started. During the night he worked

his way over four ranges of mountains and in the morning

found himself on the edge of the Yien-mo plain. He quickly

made his way to that city. The news of his escape was tele-

phoned to us at Wu-ting.

Joy to the lands that in darkness have lain!
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On the evening of the sixth the bandits attempted to take

possession of Ma-to-shan, a market town in the same plain as

Yien-mo. They were defeated by local volunteers and soldiers

combined and were scattered. Had it not been for this battle,

doubtless the bandit chief would have had Dr. Shelton again

brought into his camp. On the afternoon of the eighth, a

runner who had been sent by the Wu-ting magistrate to investi-

gate the looting at Ta-ku, was approaching Ta-la-wu, where

Dr. Shelton was secreted. Some of the villagers cried that

soldiers were coming and most of them fled to the hills. The

doctor heard the news and crawled out in time to meet the

runner. The latter was also frightened when he discovered

what a find he had made single-handed, but the doctor pre-

vailed upon him to aid him in escaping.

No chair or horse was to be had. Ropes were twisted out

of wild grass and three men of the village were drafted to

assist the doctor over the mountain to the next village. It

proved to be a Christian village. As soon as the villagers

here knew who was their guest they did everything possible

to aid the doctor. Two small ponies were procured and they

started with the doctor for Yien-mo, he alternately riding each

pony, the men supporting him as he rode. From Ta-la-wu to

Yien-mo is about forty miles. The doctor was from six o'clock

in the evening until noon the next day making the distance.

Nov/ that he was escaping he dared not stop until he was

within the protection of soldiers. Had it not been for the help

of those humble Christians he never could have made the

distance. Half carried by his attendants, the doctor tottered

into the official's presence. Had he risen from the dead they

would not have been more surprised. His beard had grown

so that his own wife would not have known him had she been

there.

THE news was immediately telephoned to Wu-ting, where we
were patiently awaiting the return of our messages to the

bandit chief. Those messages never came, but we forgot to

look for them after that telephone message from Yien-mo.

The good news was at once relayed on to Yunnanfu. It took

some time to convince them that it was true.

After consulting together it was decided that the Wu-ting

magistrate and myself (being a doctor) should go out with a

strong guard to bring the doctor in. The Yien-mo commander
was instructed by telephone to put Dr. Shelton in a chair and,

also with strong guard, he started our way. We left the same

evening (March 9) and traveled half the night. Our journey

was through places where Dr. Shelton had at times been con-

fined when held as prisoner by the bandits. We dined at one

place where the soldiers, attempting to capture the bandits,

had attacked them.

ON the eleventh on the mountain top at Shih-lao-tah our two

parties met. At this point the road angles around a cliff.

From the opposite side we saw break out to view the line of

soldiers, accompanying Dr. Shelton. They swung around the

angle and, following them on his pony, came Mr. Gowman,
who with his wife, had decided for the time being to seek the

shelter of the provincial capital. Then came the bearded doc-

tor in his open chair. It was a picture show in real life to

stand there and see that longed-for procession swing around

that mountain side.

Dr. Shelton and Mrs. Gowman were at once transferred to

better chairs and we started back for Wu-ting. That night

we stopped as guests of the magistrate and soldiers at Lung-

kiai in the very room where for some time Dr. Shelton had

eaten and slept and treated many of the sick of the place, even

while he was a prisoner in the hands of the bandit. It was

at this place the bandits had been suddenly surprised and

attacked by the soldiers. They had very narrowly escaped

capture and had had to leave so suddenly that the doctor's

saddlebags were left behind.

Now the people came crowding back to welcome the release

of the doctor, to return his saddlebags, which they had kept,

and to ask for his ministrations to more of their sick. For-

tunately we could take this work off his hands for he was

still too weak to look after the nearly two score who came

or were brought to see him.

Here we learned for the first time why the negotiations

through the French Consul and Pere Bailly had failed. The
commander of the troops at Lung-kiai had been a party in

those former negotiations.

"We almost caught Yang Tien-fu that time," he remarked

to the doctor upon greeting him in Lung-kiai. "While we
were closing the negotiations we nearly succeeded in surround-

ing the place with our troops. Yang's spies discovered our

move just in time for him to slip through our lines with you

and his family we had returned to him."

Just before the above-mentioned attack on the bandits at

Lung-kiai, Yang Tien-fu had been negotiating with the Wu-
ting magistrate for the release of Dr. Shelton and was actually

waiting for the coming of that magistrate when he saw the

Hushed be the accents of sorrow and mourning,
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soldiers creeping in sight on an opposite hill. He sent his

men posthaste for Dr. Shelton and they got away with barely

five minutes to spare. It was at this time the saddlebags were

left behind.

"You see how much trust we can put in the word of our

officials," Yang bitterly remarked to Dr. Shelton.

We hold no brief for the bandit. Over and over again, Dr.

Shelton says, he broke his own word. When both parties so

dishonor their word there is little chance of reconciliation.

It wao for just such reasons Colonel Drysdale remained in

Yunnanfu instead of heading up the expedition himself.

This time Lung-kiai was full of government troops and the

robbers were far away. Probably their spies were there, but

when our procession left the place we numbered 250 in the

cavalcade and there was little danger of attack. That night

at Wu-ting Dr. Shelton on the telephone once more talked

with his wife, who had worked so hard and waited so long

for his return to freedom. Two days more (March 14) re-

ceived by a large party of friends from Yunnanfu we rode

into the capital and Dr. Shelton was once more surrounded by

his family and Tibetan servants.

Shen-si, the cook, had been unable the second time to get to

the bandit chief. Messengers who went ahead with requests

from him to see the chief, never returned. Eventually the

news reached him of Dr. Shelton's escape and he returned to

the capital. Still later the Wu-ting official informed Dr. Shel-

ton that the bandit chief had written him, "I do not know

where the doctor has gone," he wrote, "but I am sending his

mule to you and trust you will see that it gets to him." The

magistrate has promised to see to the mule and keep it well

fed and cared for until the doctor calls for it again. Governor

Tang has, as far as money can do it, tried to recompense the

doctor for the losses he incurred and the suffering he had to

endure. Men worked for the release of the doctor, but after

all it was God who brought it to pass.

Interchurch World Movement
PLEDGES to the churches participating in the Interchurch

World Movement reported up to May 6 amounted to over

$150,000,000. Most local congregations are holding back

their reports until their quotas are complete.

The success of the financial campaign among the churches

is noteworthy, especially when account is taken of the persist-

ent misunderstanding of the movement's character and purpose

and the diligence with which misinformation has been propa-

gated. The failure of the canvass outside the churches is

equally striking, and is due chiefly to the absorption by the

churches of the entire Protestant constituency.

The colossal task of making a complete house to house

survey of every rural township and every city block in the

United States has proceeded far enough to demonstrate its

incalculable worth to all the forces of righteousness. It will,

of course, take months to carry it through to completion, but

as its value is being demonstrated active cooperation is being

secured not only from the churches that have participated in

the financial campaign, but in many cities and localities from

churches that have had no part in other departments of the

movement. One Hebrew congregation voluntarily contributed

$1,000 toward the expense of a city survey.

The Interchurch World Movement neither claims nor con-

templates any sort of authority over any church or group of

churches. Both Baptist and Congregational churches are just

as jealous of their independence and autonomy as are our own,

and Methodists and Presbyterians will not tolerate any ecclesi-

asticism except that which they themselves have formed and

hold in complete control.

Those who fear that the movement is designed to bolster

up denominationalism should reflect upon the fact that the

bitterest opposition to it has come from those churches that

are most pronounced in their denominationalism.

Those who are frightened by reports of heavy expenses

will find in the long run that there is true economy in the

vast accomplishments of the movement at a low percentage

of expense.

This movement is strictly a promotional undertaking. It

is of temporary duration and lives only at the will of the

participating boards. It attempts no administrative functions

and does not try to influence the conduct of the boards or

churches that profit by its service.

To refuse to contribute is only to injure orphans that should

be fed, missionaries who should be supported, students who

should be taught and aged ministers who deserve the fellow-

ship of all their brethren.

If men and women in places of responsibility had failed to

undertake some such effort to meet the world's supreme neces-

sities they should have deserved censure far more severe than

any they have yet received.

(Continued on Page 15)

Zion in triumph begins her mild reign.
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The Angel of the Church
By G. M. ANDERSON

This article was put into type for the issue of July, 1919, but was held over because we feared it would seem

imaginary, whereas we knew it to be only a fraction of what might be related truly. But Mrs. Mary Frances

(Oliver) Holbrook, of Whittier, California, and Onawa, Iowa, would not allow us to use her name. Now her sudden

death April 15, 1920, leaves us free to lay the tribute openly where it belongs. She was largely instrumental in

housing the Bible College of Drake University and, with her like-minded sister, Mrs. Margaret B. Evans, in en-

listing the other members of the Oliver family in establishing the Henry W. and Margaret Oliver Named Fund
of $18,000 in the Permanent Fund of the Board of Ministerial Relief.— [Editors of World Call.]

GETHSEMANE, then angels. Sweat of blood, then calm-

ness of victory. "Let this cup pass." Oh! it is the

broken cry of God's elect through all the ages.

Who that has dared greatly has not also cried up through

the storm that was beating full

on his upturned face, "Let this

cup pass"?

Who, like Peter, hopefully

venturing on billowy seas, has

not had to cry in the crisis,

"Lord, save, or I perish"?

Gethsemane, then angels! 0,

blessed angel of the church,

sometimes man, sometimes wom-

an, sometimes—0, Jesus, was it

you standing there in the, "Lo, I

am with you always"?—how

you kissed away the pain, how
you came to me when the hurt

was more than I could bear, and

your gracious words and deeds

made me all over again, inside,

outside, made me all over again;

till songs began resinging them-

selves in my new-born soul, and

the sun blazed out from clouded

skies, all over again, all over

again!

0, angel of the Church, blessed

you, brightening the corner

where you are; twice blessed

the child of God that, sitting in

the shadows, and catching the

glow from your glow, glows and

glows; thrice blessed the preacher that, lying wounded under

stones of bruising blame, opens the eyes, "all wet with unshed

tears," to find you standing there blasting it all away with

broadsides of healing praises. Yes, and thrice three blessings

on the church within whose precincts you abide to carry on

your holy, healing, cheering, life-giving ministry!

The gates of glory shall lift to let thee in, the port will be

massed with friends and lovers welcoming thee home—when
thou goest home.

Dear soul, I see you now, standing amongst the Inasmuchers

of Matthew 25, and it is your coronation day. Jesus Himself

is there confessing you before His Father and the holy angels;

and these are amongst the words I hear Him say to you:

"I was preaching the gospel of the kingdom and was in need,

and when those to whom I ministered did not discern it, thou

didst, and helped me, and shamed them till they saw it too.

Thou didst not know it was I, for I was disguised as one of

my ministering servants, but thou didst not fail, thou didst

not fail.

Mrs. Mary F. Holbrook

"I was old and weary, and worked for my daily bread, and

my old horse died, and with him died my living. One morn-

ing I found a new horse in the shed, and as I looked, thou wast

by my side laughing, and I laughed back at thee and thanked

thee and went on earning my
bread as before. Oh! thou didst

not know it was I that thanked

thee that day.

"I was a poor widow with four

little children, and I did not

know what to do. To give them

away— I could not. To feed and

clothe and house them—how
could I? And I cried for my
little ones at night when I went

to bed. Then thou didst come

and smile at me and speak cheer-

ful words, and somehow, after

that, nobody came to collect the

rent, and nobody came to turn

us out; and work came to me,

and people were kind, and new
hope gave me new life. Ah;

thou didst never suspect, thou

didst never suspect.

"I was sick and the doctor

came and said, 'Hospital,' 'Oper-

ation!' But it was impossible.

I could not pay. Thou didst

come to me and see the white,

white face, and as thou didst talk

sweetly to me an ambulance

drove up and took me away, and

I was laid on a white, white bed,

and then, and then, oh, dear one, they made we well again;

it was life from the dead! Ten times I appeared to thee in

this form, and thou knewest me not, but did not fail.

"I was a humble worker in the kingdom and thou didst send

me to the convention—-'for my works' sake,' thou saidst. It

was my first convention, and, oh, dear one, how I did drink

it in, and how it helped me in the work of the kingdom ! Times

out of number thou hast helped me this way, and how I did

appreciate! I told thee so, but thou didst not know who
thanked.

"I was amongst the grasshoppers those days in Kansas, and

the grasshoppers consumed our living; and it was published

in the papers how the Lord's people were in need and His

ministers were hungry. One day there came a box, and out

of that box I clothed myself for many days. The big Melton

cloth overcoat—oh, it was so warm! I wrapped myself in it

and faced the frost and biting wind, and went on in the work

of the kingdom. Hast thou yet the loving letter I sent thee

under a nom de plume?
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"As I was fitting myself to preach the gospel of the king-

dom, and was working my way through college as best I

could, a friend, fearing I might break down under the strain,

placed a fund to my credit in the bank. Whenever I could not

pay, they told me* it was all right, that a good woman had

thought of me and provided what I could not provide without

injury to my health. I have not kept count of the times I

appeared to thee in this form, and thou didst never fail.

"Once I was burned out. All my books were burned. It

got into the papers. There came a box of books. Some of

them bore thy name. They were such a help! Did I not tell

thee on that day that I thanked thee?

"Misfortune kept me from paying college debts. While I

was worrying about what I should do to save my honor, the

debt disappeared, and I traced the coincidence to thee. What

a load thou didst lift from my heart that day!

"I needed a church building to minister to my little ones,

and while I was wondering how they could be cared for, I

looked and, lo, a building! Somebody had fallen heir to

money, and the money was put into this building. Thy name I

found on the legal papers. Didst thou know thou wast giving

that money to me? Thou knowest it now.

"My little ones were sick, and there was no place to go, and

while I waited, lo, a hospital! It was somebody's home, and

she reasoned that I needed it more than she; so she went out

and we went in. Didst thou recognize me that day? No?
Thou didst not.

"I was training leaders for my kingdom, and there were
heavy burdens to bear. Thou didst see and understand and
take pity. Thousands and thousands thou gavest me. and
look! see those whom thy thousands have trained calling a

wicked world back to God, and trying to get things done on
earth as they are done in heaven!

"I sailed overseas to spread my kingdom there, and thou
didst follow me, and give me tens of thousands with which I

founded new empires in righteousness.

"Time would fail to tell of the countless times I came to

thee in many forms, and thou didst never fail me—never."

And so, dear one, you passed in through the gates, and your
guardian angel escorted you along the golden streets. Your
friends and lovers, a great throng of them from every land,

lined themselves on either side and gave you triumphant en-

try. The angel showed you your mansion in the midst of

those you had blessed.

As I looked, behold, many great ones who had lived for

themselves first and for the kingdom of heaven a poor second,

lived in humble dwellings far removed from yours. They had
thought you a fool. Now they know the fool was not you. And
they wonder with a great wonder why they were so blind. If

they had it to do over again, they would live like you did,

dear soul; they know it now. And if they could warn their

children yet on the earth, they would do so; but the angel only

answers, "They have the Word of God; if they will not heed

that, they could not heed if one went unto them from here."

Summer Slump or Vital Service
By F. D. BUTCHART

(Being the summary of six years'" experience with the Daily Vacation Bible School at the Broadway Christian Church, Cleve-

land, Ohio, told with the purpose of interesting others in a worth while piece of service.)

THE Daily Vacation Bible School is the answer to a long-

felt need in the church during the summer months. The

usual summer slump is the pastor's regret while a vital

forward-looking service is his ideal. Summer is a period of

comparative idleness in the majority of churches, especially in

the city. No forward movement is ordinarily put on as it is

not thought possible. It is also the time of greatest moral

danger for the boys and girls of the community, inasmuch as

the back lot and the street gang become the chief formative

force in the lives of the idle children. But just at this same

time many experienced teachers and college trained young

people are readily available for at least part-time altruistic

service. It is also the time when our splendidly equipped

church buildings are for the most part, six days of the week,

closed and idle.

Why not bring these three factors together? The trained

leadership in the idle church building to direct the play and

study of the waiting boys and girls? If we do this we have

an effective Daily Vacation Bible School and the church vi-

talizes itself in the lives of the children of the neighborhood

at the time of the greatest need.

Six years' experience in working out the Daily Vacation

Bible School idea at the Broadway Christian Church, Cleve-

land, has put it far beyond the experimental stage. It has

become an established factor in the community and the re-

ligious educational program of the church. We count it in

just as we do the weekly Bible school. It has a desirable

advantage in that it has distinctly a community aspect, being

open to all boys and girls and recognizing no barriers of race

or religion.

We provide a group of trained teachers and open our build-

ing every forenoon of the week during an extended period of

the summer months. Special emphasis is placed upon the

Bible work during the opening hour of each session. A Bible

story is told and a Bible drill and concert memorization of

choice passages of the Bible conducted. Frequently the chil-

dren themselves participate in the teaching bv acting out in

pantomime a parable, a Bible story, or some odier storv bear-

ing upon good habits and good morals. Mission work is

presented through hero stories and stereopticon views. A life

story bearing on the habits of life is always an outstanding

feature.

The second hour is given over to hand work, varied to

suit the age and sex, and always coupled up with character

development. The boys have hammock weaving, mat weaving,

wood carving, and other such features. The girls have sewing,

darning, basket weaving, crocheting, raffia weaving, and cook-

ing. Attention is given to recreation and out-of-door life by

means of picnics and directed sports and games.

Evidence of the interest in the work may be found in the

fact that the average annual enrollment in the six-vear period

has been 380 boys and girls, comprising fourteen nationalities

and nearly as many different religious affiliations. Many
families are now in the regular work of the church that we
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Girls of Cleveland's Bohemia Qualifying to Fulfil the 31st Chapter of Proverbs

first came to know through the open door of the Daily Vaca-

tion Bible School. The hearty appreciation of the boys and

girls themselves is best expressed in the following letter, which

was received by one of our teachers from one of her ten-year-

old boys:

"I am glad I found that Daily Vacation Bible-school, and

I am glad I found all of youse, and I'll think all the time

about youse all, I wish youse a happy vacation. I hope I'll

see youse next year again. Your scholar,

Cleveland, Ohio. "Conrad Dusik."

Interchurch World Movement
(Continued from Page 12)

Every known way was used to learn the will of our people

as to our boards sharing in this movement. Full publicity

was given to every step. The secretaries submitted the matter

to the boards and the boards laid it before the national conven-

tion at Cincinnati. There the large and representative Com-
mittee on Recommendations, chosen by the several states, ad-

vised participation in the movement. The convention heard

the matter presented and instructed the boards to proceed.

No church or individual is being forced to countenance the

Interchurch World Movement or to contribute to boards that

do so. The sacred liberty of everyone is full) respected. But

should not those who want to give be allowed the same liberty?

Hearing that only $4,000,000 of the $40,000,000 Citizens'

Fund had been obtained, members of the Field and Survey

staff of the General Committee of the Interchurch World Move-

ment poured out their gifts at Cleveland on May 11, despite

the fact that they already had pledged themselves to the utmost.

One worker gave a piece of timberland, the only possession

he had in the world. Another gave half his salary. John D.

Rockefeller, Jr., announced that he would double his previous

gift of $250,000 to the movement itself, making the total con-

tributions of the Rockefeller family to the movement and to the

New World Movement of the Northern Baptist Convention

about $6,500,000. "My gift is insignificant in comparison

with these princely gifts we have been getting," said Mr. Rocke-

feller. "I give it in deep humility."

One after another of the two hundred persons present then

walked up to the platform and made his pledge. The total

amount pledged was $273,000.

The Field and Survey men scattered the next day for their

posts in all parts of the country to start a new campaign, under
the leadership of A. E. Cory, for funds which would rescue

the imperiled cause to which they all had committed themselves

and for which they had worked with their utmost strength

for a year or more.
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Mamma Ji of Bilaspur
#

By BERT WILSON

ONE day, sixty-three years ago, out on the plains of Illi-

nois, a little girl named Mary was born. It was out in

the open country, where there is sunshine unobstructed

by smokestacks, and where there is green grass, and flowers,

and the open sky. From her earliest youth this free, clean

environment stamped itself upon the disposition of Mary

Kingsbury.

When she had graduated from feeding the ducks and geese,

and milking the cows, and helping cook for the harvest hands,

and finished the course at the village high school, she became

a country schoolma'am. ( I'm strong on country schoolma'ams.

I believe it's the best training in the world for a girl who is

going to do school work on the foreign field.)

Later she heard the call of India. Her young life answered

it. She was twenty-five. Whether she had had any affairs

of the heart before that time I do not

know. She is not the kind of a woman
that you can ask about a thing like that.

At any rate, since that time her one

consuming love has been India.

On the same boat with "Rajah the

First," she sailed out of New York har-

bor in September, 1882. The name of

the boat was the Ethiopia. Along with

three other young women she landed in

India in November of that same year.

She went to Harda, rented a small na-

tive house, hired a pundit, and went to

work on the pundit, in the hope of get-

ting out of him a working knowledge

of the Hindi language. As far as Mary knew, there was not

at that time a language school for new missionaries in all

India. Being young, strong and energetic, she worked the

pundit several hours a day. Thus the first year passed, and a

second similar year in Jubbulpore.

SINCE Harda was well staffed, it was decided to open a new

station in Bilaspur. There being no railroad to Bilaspur at

that time, the trip was made overland from Jubbulpore. It

was a distance of two hundred and twenty miles. Two families

and two single women, Mary being one of them, made this

long overland journey. How? Well, I have been out here

in India long enough to know how. There is only one way.

The goods must be taken in a two-wheeled cart called a tonga,

drawn by a small animal called a horse, but which is only

about one-quarter horsepower. If one does not like the horse,

then the only alternative is to take a yoke of oxen. A cart

drawn by two horses is not even thought of in the "best circles"

in India.

So one morning in February, 1885, a caravan of eleven ox-

carts started on its "long, long trail, a-winding" in and out

through the paths of the jungle, and over the great rocky

ranges of hills. They made about ten miles a day. They

pitched their tents at night near some village where they could

buy wood, milk, chickens and eggs from the villagers.

A part of the trail led through some very dense jungle. At

night they could hear the call of the jackal and the hyena, and

now and then the challenge of the leopard and the tiger. There

is something awe-inspiring about the Indian jungle. There is

* Note—Ji is pronounced as if spelled Gee.

Mamma Ji says she has never done
anything very great. She says about
all she has done is to keep well,

stay on the job, keep up her faith,

and love the people. Note those
four points. I count those points

about the biggest things that any-

body, anywhere, can do. To keep
well, to stay on the job, to keep a
firm grip on faith, and to actually

love the people. Mamma Ji, your
simple philosophy incorporates the
greatest things in human existence!

a call, an appeal, a romance about it, that grips one's heart

and soul. One day as Mary was walking along the road bv
a small stream she saw a huge tiger come out of the bushes

to drink. She confesses that her heart stood still for a while.

After that she did not walk out alone.

The trip took a full month. On the day of their arrival in

Bilaspur a man named B. Jagganath came out to bid them

welcome, and helped them to secure houses in which to live.

Here at least was one friend to begin with. That was thirt 1
.

-

five years ago, and both he and she are still living in Bilaspur.

Let the reader imagine now the task of Miss Kingsburv and
the other missionaries. There were no Christians: in fact,

the people had never heard of Christianity. This was not only

true in the city of Bilaspur, but in the large Bilaspur district.

So the work had to be built from the beginning. However,

the people received them kindly, and

they were all soon hard at work.

Mary's first work naturally was to

get a Sunday school class of boys and

girls. This was organized on the veran-

da of her home. When the second class

was organized there was no room on

the veranda, so it was put out under

a big tree in the yard. Other boys and

girls came, and veranda and yard were

filled up with Sunday school classes.

The next step was to visit the homes of

the children, getting acquainted with

their mothers and in many cases the

fathers also, and breaking down anv

prejudices there might be against the missionaries and their

work.

Being a school teacher by profession, the next natural step

was to organize a girls' school. Mr. B. Jagganath and a small

committee had started a small school for girls some time be-

fore, but they were unable to make it go. Hence, they asked

Miss Kingsbury if she would accept a school if it were turned

over to her in toto. She would, and she did. So the beginning

of her school work was the gift of a high caste Hindu. There
were fourteen girls, and Mary was principal and teacher. It

met in a rented house, but she made it so good nevertheless

that the school increased and grew.

BY the time of her first furlough she had at least a good
start in India. She had the language, she had located in

Bilaspur, she had a good Sunday school and a good day school,

and she had the friendship and the good will of the people.

Soon after she returned from furlough she took in two
orphan children. This was the beginning of the orphanage,

which has done such a great work for the helpless children of

Bilaspur and vicinity. By the end of the year there were

twelve children under her care. Their relatives would bring

them in and say that their parents were dead, and would the

Miss Sahib please take the children and care for them?
Now and then a father would come up the path carrying his

child upon his hip and say, "Its mother is dead. How can I

keep my child? I have to work. Take it. feed it. and keep it."

Mary Kingsbury's tender heart has never turned an orphan

child away in all these years she has been in India. The num-

ber grew to sixty, and by the time of her third furlough, to
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a hundred and twenty. These earliest orphan children are

now the foundation of the present Christian community. Many
of our best Christian homes are the result of saving those

starving boys and girls of the early famine days. The present

pastor of the Bilaspur church, a fine growing Christian Indian

gentleman, with a family of seven, one boy of which is now in

high school, was one of the boys rescued and cared for and
partially trained by Miss Kingsbury.

She started a second school in a different part of the city.

Later this school was turned over to others and she continued

her management of the orphanage. Thus she has been mother

to a great host of little Indian boys and girls.

And this fact led to her being called "Mamma Ji" by all

the children who came to know and love her. The expression,

"Ji," is a term of respect and honor such as our American

word "sir" or "madam." Those who spoke to Miss Kingsbury

then, and those who speak to her and of her now, never fail

to put on the Ji. So well is she known and loved that Indian

men and women all over the mission call her Mamma Ji. Even

many of the Hindu folk in Bilaspur, grown men, and especially

women, call her Mamma Ji. I have heard a missionary or

two in speaking to the Indians call her Mamma Ji.

SINCE her last furlough it was necessary for a younger wom-
an to take charge of the heavy responsibility of schools and

orphanage. So Mamma Ji has been assigned to do zenana

work. She is therefore a missionary to the women who are

"behind the veil." They call them "purdah women." Their

husbands will not allow them to go out without a veil over

their faces. If they go to the hospital they go in a closed cart,

and the doctor must receive them in the "purdah" room. All

our hospitals are equipped with such a room. I had tea one

afternoon with a Hindu gentleman into whose home Mamma
Ji goes to teach his wife. I sat down at the table with the

man of the house and his son of about twenty-five served the

tea and cakes. No woman showed her face during the hour I

was there. This is the highest type of Indian etiquette.

It is easy to imagine the good cheer and the touch from the

outside world that Mamma Ji brings to these slaves of the

Indian social order. Their minds and hearts are veiled the

same as their faces. Most of them cannot read or write. One

of Bilaspur's most educated and advanced citizens has a wife

whom Mamma Ji has taught to read and write. The men now
often invite her to go into their homes and teach their women
folk. She always explains that if she goes she will teach them

the Bible, but no objection is ever offered to that.

One day a woman said to her, "Mamma Ji, you Christians

are different from others. You talk of different things, of

good things. You have a good spirit in your heart. You don't

hold malice and hatred in your mind."

Another woman, after she had read a Bible story to her.

said, "Now you have read it to me, I will read it to you. I

want to buy a Bible so that I can read it whenever I want to."

Often as she goes into these homes the word will pass quickly

from one house to another, and she will have an audience of

from six to ten women listening to her kindly talk and her

stories of Jesus, who came to save women as well as men. The

reader must not imagine that she does all this work herself,

or alone. She is truly apostolic in that she believes that she

must multiply herself through the work of others.

Hence she has under her guidance, training and direction,

a force of ten Bible women. Three of these live in Bilaspur,

and assist her in her work, and seven live in the villages round

about. They spend about five hours a day at this work. They

go two by two into the villages, get the children together, teach B. Jagganath, of the Reception Committee 35 Years Ago, and
Still on the Job
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Mamma Ji and Three Hand-Picked Assistants

them songs and Bible stories in the mornings. They then

go to visit the women in their homes in the afternoons. In

this way hundreds of people are reached with the gospel mes-

sage who would never hear it from the men. In India it

takes women to reach women.

WELL, some are beginning to ask as to what she does for

recreation, or what she does with her spare hours. Take

it from me, there are no spare hours in India. But here are a

few of the extras she has to look after, whether she would or

no: She had to train a cook, not a woman, but a man. Also

a servant to do the work around the house, likewise a man.

Why did she not do her own cooking and her own housework?

If she had she would have done but little else. And she would

have been in her grave long ago. Only the lady readers of

this story who are good cooks, and who have the wildest sort

of imaginations, can begin to understand what it means to

train one of these dense Indian men to be a good cook. There's

enough work for the spare time of four women!

In January and February I was around in Bilaspur for three

weeks. I visited Mamma Ji in her home, and had my feet

under her table. She had fried chicken, and mashed potatoes!

When any woman, married or unmarried, can train up an

Indian cook to prepare fried chicken and mashed potatoes so

that they can be recognized, and eaten with relish, it is an ac-

complishment that should be recorded in the most cherished

literary annals of missionary achievement. Mamma Ji, thanks

again for that good, square meal!

Land was bought and a bungalow for the single women had

to grow. And who grew it? Mamma Ji had a large part in

the process. A traveler among our mission stations will see

a number of houses which have been, planned and built by the

oversight of the Miss Sahibs. And he will see one which was

built by one of them that has the reputation of being the "hand-

iest bungalow in the whole mission." While woman in gen-

eral takes a back seat in India, I can

testify that some of the most efficient

and businesslike missionaries I have

seen in India are single women.

And could a girl from Illinois live

in a bungalow, with a bare yard, and

no trees? Not Mamma Ji. As the bun-

galow grew she plotted the yard, helped

to plan the drive and the planting of the

trees. Not in straight rows, but a beau-

tiful circular drive with trees on either

side. She hired a gardener with her

own money, and had flower beds made.

and vegetable plots. In short, she was

living in India. That was to be her

home. She wanted it to be just as nice

a home as it would be if she were living

in America.

She sure had her eye out for variety

when it came to planting trees. A row
of elms and call it square? Not so.

That bungalow and yard are a delight

•to the eye. There are cork trees, tama-

rind, mango, pipal, sirish, teak, sago

palm, date palm, chinaunj (oil tree
I

,

goldmohur, banvan, and the papava

(the tree cantaloupe). She not onlv

planted them, but she loved them, and

pruned them every year and made them

grow. Through thirty-five years she has

seen them grow from very small shoots to those great towering,

beautiful plants.

All over the veranda were flowers and ferns and beautiful

plants. Around the yard and in her flower garden were a

dozen kinds of flowers, all in bloom, sending their fragrance

all over the nice, big yard. In the back yard were her three

ducks, nine chickens and two geese. A big, stately gander

paraded up and down, the boss of the whole back yard.

And as the yard and trees reflected the life and spirit of

Mamma Ji, so also did her big front room. There were vases

of flowers in several different places. There were pictures

on the walls, of Abraham Lincoln, George Washington. Hoff-

man's Christ, Christ before Pilate, a beautiful picture of a

lighthouse, another of flowers, and another of a row of kittens.

How much those pictures tell!

One morning I saw two buffalo cows being driven in from

the street to the back yard. On inquiry I discovered that she

has them driven up every day and milked in the yard, so that

she will know the milk is fresh and clean. Thus it will be

seen that she still has a vivid imagination. The cream is

skimmed and churned, and the butter used not onlv for the

table, but for cooking purposes as well.

I
WAS introduced also to her oxcart, and her gari-uala. the

driver of the oxen. There was a mission school four miles

in the country, and Mamma Ji and one of her helpers felt that

I should see it. She keeps a bail-gari (oxcart) instead of a

horse cart, because she feels that it is more suitable and more

reliable. The oxen can go over roads that are impossible for

the horse. So one day I climbed aboard the bail-gara, the

gori-ivala sitting on his seat astride of the tongue, cranked up

the tails of the oxen and we were off.

If I were a poet I would write a poem entitled. "The Song

of the Gari-W ala." When it conies to the real Indian artist,

the gari-walo leads all the rest. Mamma Ji said we would
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make the four miles in forty-five minutes. For the first two

miles we made fairly good time. As the oxen grew tired, the

speedometer indicated that we were slowing down. Then the

gari-wala began to scold them and pound them with his bam-

boo pole, and twist their tails with greater frequency.

"Oh brother, you've had your food, go on. Hut, hut, you

lazy ones." Thump, thump, thump. Twist, twist, twist.

Thump, twist. "Hut, hut, your stomach is full, why don't you

trot along?" Poke, thump, twist of tails, blankety blank,

harangue, yells, and finally we anchored alongside of the vil-

lage school, having covered the entire four miles in an hour

and ten minutes. And during the whole trip Mamma Ji was

as calm and serene as if this were an everyday occurrence. It

is, almost.

That is typical of the calmness and serenity of spirit that

characterizes the life of Mamma Ji Kingsbury. To this is

partly due the fact that while others have come and gone, she

has stayed on. Through thirty-seven years, "now going on

thirty-eight," she has learned to preside over her work and her

own spirit. She confessed very frankly that she once had a

very hot temper, but that she now has it under subjection.

Let me record an item here worth consideration, both at

home and abroad. There is a word out here called "zuder-

dust." It means to be forcibly or violently bossy. It is Very

easy to be that in India. English authority rules over the land.

The Indian salaams, and gets out of the path for the English-

man. In their minds the white missionary is in the same class

as the English. He or she is a Sahib. It would be very easy,

therefore, for the missionary to assume an authority that he

does not have, and get away with it, But Mamma Ji has rnan-

aged her servants, her schools, her orphanage and much other

work through all these years. Be it said to her credit she has

not developed the "zuderdust" spirit.

Many a new lady missionary has been "broken in" along-

side of Mamma Ji. They used to send them to Bilaspur first.

They would get lonesome and homesick and sometimes dis-

couraged. Miss Kingsbury would "Mamma Ji" them back into

courage and faith and hope.

I asked her the other day, "How have you been able through

all these years, many times living alone, to keep up your faith

and courage in the midst of so many trying circumstances

around you daily?" She replied, "I am not looking at today.

This work is very necessary and I know results will come.

India is being influenced through and through. I have never

been lonesome since I have been in Bilaspur. I have been too

busy, and too interested. I have seen something growing up
all the time, and I have done my best to grow with it, so that

I would not be left behind in the progress that was being

made."

AS the girls in the orphanage and school grew up, Mamma
u Ji found herself with a good-sized matrimonial bureau on

her hands. She had no personal experience, but she tackled the

job in true Mamma Ji style. Let the reader remember that in

India no boy and girl make their own marriage arrangements.

That is always done by their parents or other relatives. Mar-

riage arrangements are made for tens of thousands of boys

and girls before they are ten years of age. Hence it was en-

tirely in keeping with Indian custom for Mamma Ji to make
arrangements for the marriages of her girls.

Since many of them were Christians, she planned, of course,

to marry them to Christian men. It worked out about like

this: A man Would send her word that he wished a wife. She

would look up his record and if it was satisfactory, and he

had the ability to support a wife, she would ask him to call.

She would then pick out some girl that she thought would

make a suitable wife for the man. She would arrange a meet-

Mamma Ji's Entourage for Village Work
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ing between Ihem on her front veranda, Mamma Ji being

present. It would be entirely improper for them to be alone.

She would have the man tell of his prospects, his work and all

of his affairs. Then the girl would retire and Mamma Ji would

go in and ask her if she were pleased. If not, that settled the

matter. If she were, plans would be made for the marriage.

Sounds rather formal and businesslike, does it not? I did

not believe in it when I came to India. I do now.

One day a man came from another station to get a wife.

Mamma Ji picked out a good girl and arranged the meeting.

The fellow had had a "little learning" and in his case it had

proved to be "dangerous." He seemed to "feel his oats" as

soon as they met, and showed his superiority in a number of

ways. He sat on a chair, while she sat on the floor. He asked

her questions which showed his knowledge and her ignorance.

He made her feel that she would get a bonanza if she got him.

When the girl

was asked if she

would marry him,

she replied, "No,

no, never, never."

Mamma Ji went

out and told the

fellow, and he was

perfectly astound-

ed. The idea that

any girl would re-

fuse him had never

entered his con-

ceited head. How
could he go back

without a wife?

He would lose face

with all his asso-

ciates. Then Mam-
ma Ji had the

courage to tell

him what was the

matter. That he had the big head. That he had ruined his

own chances. That he had nobody to blame but himself.

But would she not plead for him, that he might have another

chance? Yes, she would, but not until he had returned home,

and in a reasonable length of time had proved that he could

act a gentleman and humble his pride. (How good it would

be if some wise person could give advice to young fools in

America who want to get married!)

IN all Mamma Ji has arranged over a hundred marriages,

and she says that most of them have turned out well. She

could give the "marrying parsons" a good many fine points

about the business. But her biggest job along this line was

when another missionary arrived one day with fourteen young

men from Damoh. Damoh specializes on boys, Bilaspur on

girls. They get these Christian young men and women to-

gether, and arrange for the establishment of Christian homes.

It took Mamma Ji and the other missionary two days to

arrange all the meetings for the fourteen couples. With sev-

eral it was a case of love at first sight. When all the arrange-

ments were made, the fourteen couples marched over to the

church where the ceremony was performed. The pastor of

one of our largest Indian churches was married in that group.

He is to be ordained during the coming year.

I sat one evening out under those great, beautiful trees, and

heard the girls in the Boarding School render a fine program.

There are now two hundred and twenty in the school. It goes

from the primary grades through the middle school and two

years of high school. There is also a normal class of twenty.

The girls all had clean faces, and clean saris (dresses). They
gave the Japanese fan drill, also several other splendid drills.

One girl was dressed to represent the kaiser, and another small

one came along and pulled his whiskers. The closing number
was a quartet. As they were singing, Mamma Ji said to me,
"Do you see those two girls on the ends? They are my grand-

daughters. Their mothers were here as orphans. Now they

are married, and sending their children back here to school."

IT is a great record to have spent thirty-seven vears as a mis-

sionary, thirty-five of those years in the same station. It is

the high record among missionaries of the Disciples of Christ.

There may be some in other churches who have a longer rec-

ord, but there are very, very few of them.

She has seen our work grow from its very beginning. Bil-

aspur was the second station; Damoh the third. Then others

were opened as the

3Iiss Kingsbury, Her Garden and Well Sweep

church at home
saw the vision and

sent the men and

the money. Now
there are thirteen

stations in India,

and a wonderful

work is being done

along educational,

industrial, zenana,

medical and evan-

gelistic lines. Fur-

thermore, she has

seen the work
open in China,

Japan, Africa,
Philippine
Islands, Mexico,

and South Amer-

ica. Her long pe-

riod of service in

Bilaspur has given her a host of friends, in the church, among
the Hindus, and among the English officials. People come
to her for advice on all kinds of questions. What would she

do about a certain lawsuit? And should this cloth merchant

give up business and go out and take control of a village?

How can this man get along better in business? Another is

poor, and being oppressed, would Mamma Ji please listen to

his troubles and tell him what to do? Just imagine the tales

of woe she has listened to through thirty-five years!

In January there was inaugurated the first agricultural and

industrial fair ever held in the Bilaspur district. It is to be

an annual affair hereafter. It would correspond to a state

fair at home. Mamma Ji was chosen as one of the judges of

the industrial exhibit. They knew that she knew the job, and

that she would be absolutely impartial in her decisions.

On the big day of the fair the Deputy Commissioner and

wife, English officials, were garlanded with beautiful wreaths

of flowers. It is a beautiful Indian custom at all public gath-

erings, to hang a garland of flowers around the neck of officials

and distinguished visitors. It was a big day. Thousands of

people were present from all over the district: Rajahs and

Princes, Malgazars and Zamindars, Hindus. Mohammedans
and Christians. People were dressed in all colors of the rain-

bow, and seventeen additional colors, if there be that many!

After the Commissioner had been garlanded the committee

turned to hang a garland upon Bilaspur's most distinguished

citizen. He is a barrister who studied law for four vears in
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England, a member of the municipal council, and withal a

high-grade Hindu gentleman. As the committee came forward

with the garland of flowers he took it from their hands and

said that it was not for him, but for one who was more worthy

than he. And he walked over to where Miss Kingsbury was

sitting and put the garland of flowers upon her. The great

crowd accepted it as the proper thing to do. This gentleman

calls Mamma Ji his oldest and best friend.

I talked with B. Jagganath one day. He is the man who

bade her welcome on the day of her arrival in Bilaspur. While

he is still a Hindu, he has befriended her and the mission in

many ways. He said to me. "Miss Kingsbury is the most un-

selfish person I have ever met. She loves India and India

loves her. She is welcome in any home, rich or poor."

Mamma Ji says she has never done anything very great.

She says about all she has done is to keep well, stay on the

job, keep up her faith, and love the people. Note those four

points. I count those points about the biggest things that any-

body, anywhere, can do. To keep well, to stay on the job, to

keep a firm grip on faith, and to actually love the people.

Mamma Ji, your simple philosophy incorporates the greatest

things in human existence!

WITH her sixty-third milestone behind her, is she ready to

quit? Will her next furlough finish her missionary

course? This is what she says: "I'm coming back to India.-

I'm young yet and want to do a lot more work. I want to do

more work among the Christian women, in their homes. I

want to encourage and teach them, and give them more help

in the care of their children."

That's Mamma Ji "all over." To teach, and help, and en-

courage. Wanted: A whole flock of Mamma Jis who will

form a band of encouragers. Encouragers who will go out

to all the discouraged folks of earth, and plant a new faith

and hope in their despairing hearts.

There are millions yet in India, waiting, waiting. In these

past months I have seen tens of thousands of them. And they

are waiting.

Mary Kingsbury, Mamma Ji, of Bilaspur, has blazed the

trail. "Who follows in her train?"

Pathways Toward Christian Unity
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

THE necessity of Christian unity and the sin of division

were never so clearly recognized as now. Reunion be-

comes increasingly the concern of Christian men the world

over. The desire and demand for union is the one rising tide

of the time. The latest contribution to the present movement,

and one of the very most important, is that of the Swanwick

Free Church Fellowship in England. At the request of the

Fellowship a commission of six prominent men of different

communions have made together a careful study of the ques-

tion and have presented their findings and recommendations in

a book just published. Their work issues in an appeal worthy

of the widest possible circulation and as applicable to the

situation in one country as in another. Following is an abridge-

ment of the appeal:

The Present Upward Trend

We recognize and welcome every possibility of declaring

that we all stand together in adherence to the absoluteness of

Christ as Lord and Savior, and the ascription to Him of Su-

preme Headship over His Church. We note the irenical results

of modern scholarship, which slowly but inevitably bring about

a more impartial judgment upon the original character of

Christianity, the interpretation of Scripture, the points at issue

in theological controversies, and the underlying causes of his-

torical schisms and separations.

We welcome the growth of toleration, which is one of the

most conspicuous marks of our age. And higher than tolera-

tion is the developing sympathy which not only allows others

to follow practices and beliefs which one would never follow

oneself, but sees that they are necessary to meet needs and

satisfy instincts which are real and legitimate. There is even

a welcome willingness to correct one's own convictions by ref-

erence to the convictions of others, and to adopt, along lines

of one's own approach and with such alterations as may be

necessary, the valid elements in the faith and practice of others.

While, therefore, we may have to wait for some supreme

baptism of love and loyalty which will fuse the Church into

one, we believe we ought to be not only continually waiting

on God from whom alone that gift can come, but also laying

down lines of connection and planning avenues of contact in

believing expectation of some such visitation for which we
shall need to be prepared. It seems open to us, therefore, to

suggest certain steps by which the practical problem ought to

be approached and the future be prepared for.

A Plea for Recognition of the One Church

To begin with, it should be regarded as incumbent upon all

denominations whatsoever to show good reason why they

remain separated from any other church or churches; and the

only reason that will be reckoned sufficient at this hour is

that they are diligently preparing themselves to make some
great contribution to the catholic church of the future. They
will not only have to show perfectly clearly that they really

possess the thing they believe they are called to witness to,

and that they possess it as no other church does, but they will

have to consider why other churches seem to be so complacent

in not possessing it, and how they propose to recommend it for

their adoption. Especially must each denomination see to it,

in all its practices and pronouncements, and particularly in

the instruction given to the young and to candidates for mem-
bership, that loyalty to the church as a whole is the first duty

acknowledged and commanded. Every denomination must

make it clear that baptism is not the sign of admission to a

sect, but is baptism into the one body; and that the Lord's

Supper is the sacrament of unity, and apart from unity is

without full meaning and value. Let every church member
be taught that he is related to the One Church, not because

his denomination is a branch of the True Vine or a member
of the Sacred Body—a notion that we have seen to be un-

scriptural—but because he himself is immediately united in

Christ to the whole Body of His Church.

A Plea for Cooperation

The next step is to extend the cooperation between different

churches. People everywhere now want to discuss the differ-

ences and distinctions of the various churches, to compare ex-
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periences, and to learn from one another; and the desire for

religious fellowship with those of other denominations has

fortunately become one of the most promising features of our

times. It is where gatherings can be arranged in an atmos-

phere of friendship and common desire to learn from one an-

other that hostilities are broken down, ancient prejudices aban-

doned, misunderstandings remedied, and the old-style polemics,

once so common on platform and pulpit, made impossible.

We look to the growth of such fellowship gatherings, espe-

cially those which could be established locally, to provide the

growth of opinion and demand for action which are essential

if central action is to be taken with any success. We, therefore,

lay utmost stress upon the importance of developing local

Christian fellowship, in thought and action, upon every pos-

sible line.

A Plea for Comprehension

Alongside all movements towards union the whole process

would be enormously speeded up, and properly prepared for,

if each denomination first set itself towards becoming really

comprehensive. The idea that one denomination is solely and

wholly the church is now almost confined to the church of

Rome. Others have to fall back upon the plea that the various

denominations stand for a certain aspect of truth or a particu-

lar form of religious experience. We have, we hope, finally

disposed of this plea by showing that it is neither an actual

fact nor an adequate ideal for any church. In view of the

fact that the truth of Christianity is whole and indivisible,

because it centers in Christ, who is the truth, this plea of de-

nominational witness can only be characterized as an attempt

to sectarianize the truth and dismember Christ. Therefore, no

denomination can be sanctioned merely to stand for some par-

ticular truth, except temporarily, as it may still be necessary,

in order to preserve the balance of truth which has been dis-

torted or neglected. It therefore becomes the duty of every

denomination to look not only upon its own things, but upon

the things of others; to consider the truths which other denom-

inations hold and to appropriate them itself. If only every

denomination were to seek to be truly comprehensive, and

set itself to explore all that had been found valid and valuable

in the practices of others, union would become the simplest

and most inevitable of all things to be undertaken. This cross-

filtration is taking place, but sporadically, often in a merely

imitative and external manner, and without recognition of

underlying principles. It needs to be done consciously and

conscientiously, as necessary and as preliminary to the union

of the whole church, on the recognition that the churches can-

not be united until they are somewhat more alike.

We call upon our officials, on the rank and file of the min-

istry, and upon all our fellow members, to make this ideal the

object of our prayers and its realization the thing for which

we shall spend our lives. Let us consider ourselves first and

foremost as members of the One Church; let us guide all our

thought and action by its total experience; let us repudiate all

that cuts us off from the communion of the saints, whether on

earth or in heaven: let us refrain from anything in word or in

deed that would deny the Christian name to others, even though

they deny it to us; let us play our part in every movement in

which our unity can be expressed, and even when some hoped-

for plan immediately fails, or we are rebuffed, let us still

believe that Christ's latest prayer shall yet be fulfilled; and

in all charity and comprehensiveness, in our private prayers

and in our public utterances, let us strive, not by dogmatic

claim, but by example, to deserve the name "catholic," to earn

the description "holy" and to show ourselves already in good

will and intention "one" with all who name the name of Christ.

A Modern Plea for a Return to New
Testament Christianity

THE Interchurch survey has revealed the fact that 100,000

children were turned away from Protestant orphanages in

the United States last year. It has also revealed the fact that

there are only 50,000 children in Protestant homes for children

in the United States. Twice as many children were turned

away last year as we have capacity for in all the Protestant

homes. Where did the 100,000 children go last year? Where
will the 100,000 children, in whose pleading faces the doors of

Protestant homes will be shut this year, go? For it is not

difficult to believe that in this year of profiteering another hun-

dred thousand will be turned away.

Protestants must wake up to this condition!

But let us look at the problem as it faces the Disciples of

Christ. Of that 50,000 children, we are caring for only 500

—

one in a hundred. But our numerical strength compared with

the entire Protestant membership in the United States is one

in twenty-two. If our people were doing as much in propor-

tion as the rest of the Protestant communions in the United

States, we would be caring for 2,275 children instead of

only 500.

We have been trying for over a hundred years to persuade

ourselves as well as the rest of the Church and all the world

that we are the most scriptural of all the communions. But

are we, measured by James's definition of religion, and by the

parable of the judgment in MatthewT twenty-five?

We have been pleading for a return to New7 Testament Chris-

tianity. Have our own churches and Bible schools heeded that

plea? The 6,346 churches and 6,055 Bible schools that gave

nothing last year to help minister to helpless babies and un-

fortunate aged—did they make a plea for a return to New
Testament Christianity?

The strongest plea for a return to New Testament Chris-

tianity is not being made by the Disciples of Christ. It is

being made by the deserted baby left on the doorsteps of the

church; by the widowed mother seeking protection for her

babies; by the child living in the foul atmosphere of crime:

by the father and mother in Israel left stranded as they are

taking their last few tottering steps toward the grave. That

100,000 children turned away from Protestant homes last year,

by their utter helplessness, are pleading for us, even us Dis-

ciples of Christ, to return to New Testament Christianity and
provide a place of refuge for them. And the strongest plea

the Disciples of Christ can make for a return to New Testament

Christianity is to answer this plea of the helpless by at least

providing our share of care for the orphan and the aged.

Then will we be giving James's definition of religion in deed

rather than word. E. S. M.

Opportunity

TO every man there openeth

A way, and ways, and a way.

And the high soul climbs the high way,

And the low soul gropes the low;

And in between, on the misty flats,

The rest drift to and fro.

But to every man there openeth

A high way and a low%

And every man deeideth

The way his soul shall go.

—John OxenJiam.
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Children of the Heavenly Blue
By RUBY L. HAGMAN

ACROSS the sea, in the land of the neavenly blue, the boys

l\ and girls are just as truly boys and girls as in the land

of the Stars and Stripes. Most of them enter this world

under far less favorable circumstances than the child of Amer-

ica. If boys, they are doubly welcome, unless the family be

very poor and already has many sons. Sometimes a baby girl

is not as carefully nourished and cared for as she might be

and the unwelcome little life goes out.

During that period of glorious childhood when your chil-

dren are having the great playtime of their life and are sur-

feited with toys, the Chinese

child is almost without a

plaything. He is usually

allowed great freedom of

action, at times even to the

inconvenience of the adults

of the household. He is

carried about to social gath-

erings with his mother, or

he runs about the street in

abandon, or if in the coun-

try, follows his parents as

they till the soil. True, he

may collect a few clods of

earth, some small rocks,

some beans, or other similar

material and play happily

by the hour.

Just as the baby is encour-

aged to sit and stand before

nature intended him to, pre-

mature treatment is typical

of his whole life. If he is

the fortunate child of edu-

cated parents, he is started

on his literary education at

an early date. He will be-

gin laboriously tracing the

complicated Chinese charac-

ters and memorizing lessons

which he does not under-

stand. If he is of the mid-

dle class home he early

takes up the tools and tries

to do his part. If he is

from a very poor home he shoulders a real burden.

I think of one little boy, the only child of a poor widow,
who was early put at the only task considered possible for

him. It was to rise at daybreak, shoulder his carrying-pole

with a shallow basket-scoop at each end, take a little hoe in

hand, and fare forth to collect night-soil, which he later would
be able to dispose of as fertilizer. Two years ago when this

little boy came to the Nantungchow hospital, said to be thirteen

years old, he appeared to be about nine years of age. Upon
examination the doctor found that he had tuberculosis of the

spine. The doctor said there was hope for his recovery, but it

would require long, weary months on his back in the hospital.

After careful consideration of the case the child was admitted
to the hospital at the special charge of fifty cents per month.

Children's Care of Children in China

You would have to see the transformation to appreciate

what a change was wrought in that small boy's appearance.

Our good hospital woman quickly used her scissors on his

long, unkempt hair and nails. A good tub bath, clean white

hospital clothing, and rest in a clean hospital bed, brought a

gleam of pleasure to those patient little eyes.

One of the first things given to amuse this weird little boy

was a National Geographic Magazine with many colored illus-

trations of the wild animals of America. He had been con-

tented on his back for several days and was quite happy with

his picture book, when the

son of the hospital woman
came into the ward after

school. His mother told

him of this wonderful book

the sick boy had. He took

it from the bedside to where

his mother was at work. I

fear he may have teased the

sick boy a little with a

suggestion that it was not to

be returned. Forgetting the

doctor's repeated injunction

to remain flat on his back,

quick as a flash, the boy was

out of bed, and across the

floor in his bare feet, snatch-

ing the precious book from

the other boy's hands. Just

at that moment the doctor

stepped into the ward. He
scuttled back into bed and

it's hard to tell who felt the

worst of the three—patient,

hospital mother, or the boy.

Never again, during his long

stay in the hospital, was

this little boy known to dis-

obey orders.

At the end of a month,

when his mother came from

her distant home to see him,

she could hardly believe the

clean, happy boy was hers.

The Bible woman began to

teach him to read, using a Gospel primer. He went through

the three volumes in that series, which meant recognizing

enough characters to enable him to read the New Testament.

He was a diligent student and spent many happy hours with

his books. By learning to read he came to know of Jesus and

His love for a little Chinese boy.

His physical condition had improved so that one of the

last things the doctor did before leaving Nantungchow was

to set him up in bed and give directions for his getting up in

the near future. His ideals have been so changed that I am
sure he can never return to the old life as it was. What it

is to be we don't know. The hospital has been the means of

bringing real life to him—one of the millions of boys and

girls in the land of the heavenly blue.
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Village Children of India
By ISABELLE M. DAVIS

ARE there many children in India? Swarms of them, and

f-\ merry little brown folks they are, too, up to the age of

eight or ten, when, as the penalty of being born in a

land where child marriage is the custom, little girls disappear

from the streets and market place to the seclusion of the home.

Not their own home, with father and mother about, but to

another household among strange people. The parents will

go as far as the boundary of the town with the little bride,

then we hear them wailing as her future guardians take h»r

away in their cart.

The wee little girls are the nursemaids of their younger

brothers and sisters, and how fleetly they can run with a fat

little brownie astride the hip! As one is driving along the

road and turns in the narrow lane leading to a village, a

swarm of children quickly surround the cart, all screaming,

"Salaam, Salaam." You wonder why they are not in school?

It is because education is not compulsory in India, and in the

villages only a few favored boys, whose parents are willing to

pay the small fee required by the government, are in school.

There is probably no school for girls in the town.

Ofttimes little boys and girls five or six years old tend big

flocks of goats and cattle and drive them about to pasture

morning and evening, and gather up great baskets of the

manure, which is used for fuel. As they bring their cattle to

drink at a lake at evening time, we often see them playing a

game they call "making rain." They throw handfuls of fine

gravel high in the air, and as it falls on the water it disturbs

the surface just as by big drops of rain. We see groups of

them sitting at a street corner making houses, barns and gar-

dens from the deep dust of the road, with even bits of green

planted for trees. 'Tis a pity we have to drive through their

little playhouses, but the lane is very narrow.

The pith of the cornstalks is splendid for toys, and many
ingenious little carts, beds and wheels we have seen them make.

They use the outer, tougher part of the stalk as a thong to bind

the toys together. In most market places we can buy for a

few cents crude little earthen mills, such as those with which

A Sunday School Class in Damoli, India.
>Joto the Familiar Lesson Leaflets

women grind the grain; little dishes and plates, also balls

and bells, and most grotesque dolls. Some dolls are only bits

of rag twisted up and tied; some are made of plaster with

painted faces and clothes. After a few moments of happv
possession, the owner drops her doll and it is in fragments.

One time as Mr. McGavran was walking through a village

he came suddenly around a corner and found a girl about

ten years of age and two younger girls, playing with four tiny

rag dolls. As she saw the Sahib she tried to hide them, but

he talked gently with her and asked questions about her "chil-

dren." She answered, keeping up the play just as girls here

at home do. Several months later when the McGavrans were

camping in the same village, they came upon this girl and

asked her about her "little children." At first she replied, "I

haven't any"; then she said, "Oh, they all died; I didn't have

any milk for them." How truly her play was related to real

life when so many, many babies die because there is no milk

for them.

When a little boy was given to us at Maudaha I saw many
big scars from burns on his chest and abdomen, and I said,

"Mangaliya, what happened to you?" He replied, "I had a

terrible pain and the priest burned me with a hot iron to drive

away the evil spirit." There was no doctor to come and ten-

derly help little Mangaliya, and his mother was not wise

enough to soothe him. We must have more doctors so little

children will not suffer in this way.

Children are often hungry in India. We have seen them

eating dry berries and grass seeds and raw grain. Think of

chewing wheat grains and digging roots from dry lake beds

in famine times. Then they sit about listlessly, hungry, hollow-

eyed and old looking, as if they had never played and never

could. But give them a week or two of good food, and watch

them come to life.

There are many, many poor people whose children work

hard all day long carrying baskets of dirt for road building.

or bricks and mortar, on their heads when houses are being

built. No play for them, or school, either, and yet they

have a right to live even as we in this

favored land. The life of the majority

of children in the small towns and vil-

lages is care free and happy up to the

age of 10 years, though sometimes their

plavtime ceases at 8. Then comes the

time for the "other side." the sad story

of the child wife, often the property of

a brutal husband, the victim of pre-

mature motherhood. Other little girls

are dedicated from birth to the service

of the temple. "Married to the gods."

which is a life too sad to describe, but

one that can easily be imagined. Re-

cently about 100 influential men of

Bombay and West India. Hindus, pe-

titioned the governor of Bombay that

all minors wedded to idols should be

placed in the care of proper guardians

or in misison orphanages. W e are thank-

ful that the long dormant conscience is

at last awaking on such evils.
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A Child in the Land of the Eternal Snows
By MINNIE F. OGDEN

SOMETIME ago I wrote about the decision of the mission

here to open the lower ward of the hospital for the

purpose of taking in some destitute orphans. The first

month we took in ten, six boys and four girls, the oldest being

twelve years of age, and the youngest six months. Some have

neither father nor mother, the father having been killed, in

many cases by robbers or during battle.

For several years mothers who had no hope in life for their

children kept coming to our homes, bringing their little ones

and asking us to take them. We could not take them as we

had no place for them to stay. Since we have a home and

some one to take care of them, we have taken in fourteen, and

have local support for them. Others are asking to come, but

we can take in no more for the present.

We have a woman to take care of the little home, do the

washing, cooking, mending, or what needs to be done for the

children. She is a real mother to them, and treats all alike.

Her husband was sent to Atuntze as mail carrier by the post

office here. He was attacked by robbers, stripped of all his

clothes and suffered so from cold that he died in a few days.

The mother and children were in destitute circumstances until

we took them in. He was the father of our youngest orphan.

Just the other day an old grandmother came and asked me
to take her daughter's little boy. The father has been dead

over a year, and the mother had no means of support for him.

I told her I must study about it, as I had very little money for

the children, and must first see where his support must come

from. We talked it over, and by using some clothes we did

not need, and with a little native cloth I had on hands, we fixed

Drashe up nice and warm and he looks real happy. I am
sure he is happier than when he was carried from mill to mill

begging dsamba.

It takes $40 a year for food and clothes for one orphan.

For breakfast and supper they have dsamba (parched barley

flour) and butter tea, and for dinner, noodles or some kind of

bread, and one vegetable. The bread is

either wheat bread or buckwheat cakes,
I

and on Sunday they have rice and vege-

tables for dinner, rice being something L
special with them. This is good native ! .

food, and all say they have plenty to eat

and it is good. They are no longer the

little thin, pale fellows they were when

they came, but look fat and husky. They

all wear dark blue cotton clothes. Their

beds and bedding are not what I would

like, but we cannot do better now. I

bought boards from the Tibetans, and

had a carpenter make wooden beds. In-

stead of mattresses they sleep on straw-

ticks, and we used the rug clippings for

the inside of the comforts. The outside

is the same native blue cloth from which

their clothes are made. We hope some

day to have iron beds. We could keep

them much cleaner.

This all may not sound very good

to people in America, but it is the best

the children have ever had. Most of

them have never had any bedding but old clothes, and have

eaten dsamba, and instead of butter tea, have had only water

to drink.

The first money was given to Mrs. Shelton for this little

home when she was home on furlough. Mrs. Shelton and her

daughters are supporting three of the orphans. Sometime

ago Mrs. Shelton was walking along the street when a little

bright-eyed girl walked up to her, and claimed her for her

mother. She told the little girl to wait until she went home,

and she would send back for her. The child held on tighter,

so she gave a boy some copper cash to carry her over to her

home. She had no father, and her mother was in a dying

condition. The mother lived about two months after this.

The child was given her bath (probably the first she ever had )

,

her head was shaved and clean clothes provided. She has

been with Mrs. Shelton ever since, but will soon come to the

home, as Mrs. Shelton and the girls are soon to leave us. She

has found a real mother, and will miss her very much. These

are poor children, but we have some of the brightest in this

town, and some very beautiful children.

In Tachienlu we took in a girl who had no parents who
has lived in our home ever since. She was baptized last sum-

mer, and is doing good work helping out in the kindergarten.

We hope to raise up workers for Tibet, young men and

women who can go to their own people with the message. We
pray for more like Lee Gway Gwang, and his brother, Lee

Gwa Yuin.

This work of doing all I can for the orphans is a great work

to me. I enjoy planning their clothes and buying and looking

after the grain and other food, and I am willing to do the

little things to make these boys and girls happy. We hope

we may see our way clear to make more poor little boys and

girls happy, and take them out of their homes where love is

not known, and put them in a home of love.

Beginning- the First Orphanage Ever Known in Tibet. Three of These Orphans Are Supported
by Mrs. Shelton and Her Daughters
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The Children of Con£oland
By MYRTLE G. BARGER

""11 /TAM'ONGIJI, OLEKO?" The greeting and query in a

VI thin, small voice came to me from a dusky group

sitting in the semi-darkness of a small faggot fire in

front of a row of mud houses. It was a moonlight evening,

but the houses were shaded by the tall palms bordering the

path. We were out for a walk, Miss Musgrave, two-year-old

Wenona and myself. Hearing my name we stopped and the

group about the fire transferred itself to the path, led by the

owner of the thin, small voice.

It was a little girl who, though two or three years older

than my own little girl, was scarcely a bit larger. She had

often been to our doorstep with the modest little plea, "Njoka

nzala" (I feel hunger), and one day had made her request

for palmnuts "because I am going to cook some greens."

We talked a while and Wenona sang for them, in their own

language, "Precious Jewels," "Jesus Loves Me," and "I Will

Follow Jesus." They all followed along the path as we went

on, but the little girl was the last to turn back.

She is a fair sample of hundreds of the little boys and girls

of Congo. When they learn to know us they leave their play

as we go through the village and follow some distance along

the path, especially if there is a baby in her carriage in the

company. The only carriage they know is some older person's

hip or shoulders.

The children usually sleep on a mat, similar to a piece of

tea matting, about three by six feet. Up to four or five years

many go entirely without clothing. After that they wear at

least a small loin cloth, and many children of Christian par-

ents dress neatly at home as well as at church and school.

Their clothing is not always clean, as they have only earth

floors and play on the ground much of the time. The many

who are not fortunate enough to possess even a tin spoon eat

with their fingers, or improvise a spoon by folding a part of

a plantain leaf into a small scoop. They are fond of oranges,

New Pupils for the Christian Schools in Congroland. The Old Men of the Forest Bring
Their Childen to the Mission

bananas, plantains, palmnuts and sugar cane, as well as their

toko (native bread), greens, and fish.

When Congo children are well they spend very little time

in their mud huts, but live almost entirely in the open. Many
of them limp along with painful, disfigured feet, due to the

jiggers, which no one has helped them to remove. As they

grow older such a condition becomes a disgrace, but many a

child loses toes before he is old enough to remove the jiggers.

Among their favorite games is one in which two, or a whole
group, mark time and two match steps and try to catch each

other in a misstep. One evening in Bolenge we saw a small

group of boys playing this game. They had ingeniously rigged

up a sort of banjo-like instrument with some strings drawn
taut over a little wooden bridge, and two lads were keeping

time on this for the feet of the players.

Congo boys and girls early learn the forest and many of

their games have their setting there. They make small bows
and arrows and cook and eat the birds they kill. They swing

on a forest vine, tie hoops to roll of a similar vine and spin

whip tops. With small stones they play our old game of

jackstones. Another game much played on the wide village

paths by the older boys is quite like shinny. Small boys are

often adept at making models of river steamers from the

palm-bamboo pith.

When the little folks start to school they are eager to have

you see what they have done. Great is their joy when they

are able to read and write. Some of the first money they

earn is spent for a pencil and perhaps a sheet or two of paper

unless they can rescue scraps from some one's waste basket

on which to practice. When they haven't pencil and paper

nor lamp and table, you find them doing sums and writing

names on the smooth, cleanly swept village paths with stick

or finger. Singing is their delight. When the missionaries

are itinerating or the Oregon lands at a beach where there has

been a teacher, the children and often

older people greet them with the gospel

songs.

They also learn to work and to re-

alize the rewards as well as the dignity

of labor. One lad came in to the mis-

sion with the evangelist from his town.

For several years he dallied along with

school and work, making little progress.

Finally he realized that many of his

companions who had come to the mis-

sion had been baptized. A year's hon-

est effort with plenty of discipline saw

him a member of the church, able to

read and write, and wearing a neat suit

of white singlet and trousers. On one

of the trips of the Oregon he visited

his elder brother, a chief of a distant

village. A great crowd of half-clad

boys and girls, his old friends and ac-

quaintances, followed him about the

village. His brother told him he would

give him a wife, but he refused, saying,

"I am too young—I will return to my
work at the mission."
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Japanese Children
By STELLA LEWIS YOUNG

JANUARY the first and the birthday of 8,000,000 children!

Wouldn't it seem strange to have all the children of

America celebrate their birthdays all on the same day!

Yet this is exactly what the children in Japan do! Of course,

the day registered at the city office is the one upon which each

child is really born, but—according to Japanese custom—on

the first day of January of each year every one is one year

older and is so counted. The reason is that a new year is

beginning and that age is counted according to the years and

parts of years one may have lived rather than from birthday

to birthday.

There is no country in all the world where children are more

loved than in Japan and everything possible is done to make
them happy. Two of the greatest events of the year are the

Girls' Festival on the third of March and the Boys' Festival

on the fifth of May. It is indeed a happy time when the home
prepares for the Girls' Doll Festival. The dolls that belonged

to great-grandparents and even farther back, together with

those of each generation since, are brought out and for three

days some part of the best room in the house is given over

to the shelves for the dolls where all are arranged in order

—

the emperor and the empress reigning over all on the top

shelf. Special food is always prepared for these occasions,

and it is a time of great merry-making. But the boys are not

to be outdone by the girls and so when May comes around

they have the Festival of the Carp. In Japan this fish is em-

blematic of the spirit to overcome difficulties, for the carp is

thought to be able to swim up even the swiftest of streams and

even to climb the waterfalls. Figures of the carp—made of

silk or cotton cloth and in the poorer homes even of paper

—

are raised on bamboo poles and flown to the breezes. Usually

there is one for each boy in the home and often two, three, and

sometimes even four are seen fastened to the same pole. These

festivals are continued from year to year until the children are

several years of age.

Much of their joy centers in other children and nothing

makes them happier than to have a tiny brother or sister to

carry on their backs. Often in their play the very small chil-

dren will be seen with baby dolls strapped to their backs,

while some, having no dolls, have rolled

up cushions or something else for their

dolls. Thus they play for hours. There

are no more doll-like babies in the

world than some of these little, pretty,

bla^-eyed, black-haired tots themselves

—whether they be girls dressed in red

or boys in blue, kimonos. Many have a

small brother or sister tied upon their

backs. If the baby is not asleep he is

laughing and pulling at his sister's hair

if she has been careless enough to have

left off the towel which she ordinarily

ties around her head to protect the

baby's face from her hair as well as her

hair from the baby's fingers.

One favorite game for Japanese chil-

dren is called "Bounce the Ball." The
rubber ball is dashed against the ground

with considerable force and the player

tries to turn completely around in time to knock the ball back

with each rebound. Five times in succession she must do

this and in case she fails it is another's turn. "Otadama"

is the name of another game. This is a Japanese word, but

I do not know of any English name for that game. A
number of small bags—about two inches square—are made
and filled with rice. The game is to toss them into the air

—

keeping three, four, and sometimes five going at the same time

and allowing none to fall to the ground.

It is only a few years and the little babies have reached the

kindergarten age and such an important time it is with them

all! The little girl must have her pleated skirt and the little

boy his. Morning after morning if the weather be fair one may
see the old grandmother taking "Taro San" or "O-Hana San"

to the kindergarten or if it be raining, servants carrying them

on their backs or maybe they come riding in a kuruma. Happy
indeed are these days filled with play, learning many songs

and stories that, in the evenings, must be repeated to all at

home. One of the most popular of these songs is the "Dove

Song," which the children sing and act out and which, when
translated, runs something like this:

"From the roof of the Temple, Doves, please come down,

And eat the grain which I'll scatter around;

But even when you eat, do not go away
Singing 'poppo-poppo'; here let us play."

The years of the kindergarten soon pass and then comes the

primary school and the beginning of real, earnest study. But

here, too, there is a place for play and one of the greatest

occasions is that of the annual or semi-annual picnic of the

school. A pretty sight it is to see them marching along the

street—dressed in their brightest clothes and often singing as

they march. Many times we meet them and are happy to find

many of them bowing and speaking, for this means that they

are members of one of our many Sunday schools. One day in

Fukushima we passed a little girl and her brother at play.

As usual we smiled at them. They paused a moment and we
heard the little girL say, "Waratta yo! Waratta yo!" which

means, "they laughed—they laughed!" and then she added,

"Those foreigners can laugh and so I am not afraid."

Celebrating: All Birthdays at Once in Japan. A Period in Which 8,000,000 Children Are
Very Happy Indeed
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Children of Argentina
By MABEL YOKLEY REAVIS

IT
IS difficult to draw a picture of the Argentina children

so you would know them from all the rest of the children

of the world. They look very much as do the children

here except there will be more big brown or black eyes, and

dark hair. One sees almost every nationality represented in

the streets—for that is the common playground, and in many
cases the only playground. The children as well as the grown-

ups love bright colors and pretty clothes, and poor is the child,

indeed, that has not at least one pretty "going out" dress, as

they call it.

They have few games and the "give and take" as we under-

stand it is wholly lacking from their play. The words "sport"

and "fair play," as well as all terms referring to sports, can-

not be translated into their language, Spanish, but have had

to be adopted. Among the poor and middle classes the little

girls early become the "little mothers" to the younger chil-

dren, which probably helps to account for the high death rate

among the babies. Out of every eight babies in Argentina

under two years og age, one dies. It has been a pleasure,

though, to see how both boys and girls really and tenderly

love their baby brother or sister and never did I hear children

quarreling to avoid such delightful tasks. While the children

are sometimes very rude and disrespectful to their parents,

especially the boys, still they will be courteous and even

obliging to a stranger and often respond in a very unexpected

way in doing a favor.

The little girls are taught to sew, embroider and crochet

from the very first grades of school and many of them become

very adept. They are naturally very musical and among the

better classes both boys and girls are taught to play an instru-

ment and, perhaps, to paint and draw. No school grade

goes to school more than half a day. Away down in the third

and fourth grades they begin teaching the elements of chemis-

try, geometry and other studies that we consider hard, but

it is much easier to learn hard things when one is little, pro-

vided the subjects are made to fit the grade.

One of the worst things to be said about these bright-faced,

sympathetic, loving little people is that they lie and cheat and

steal, often dreadfully, just because they see and hear such

The Gorgeous and Clamorous Street Organ of Buenos Aires, from a Picture Taken Near the
Home of I'rof. and Mrs. Reavis.

things all about them. They do not know they are doing

wrong until taught better. Our chapels are nearly all un-

pretentious buildings, not at all like their splendid churches.

Often they do not feel very much respect for these former

corner groceries or saloons that we have had to rent in lieu of

a better chapel. It sometimes occurs that through idle curi-

osity dirty little ragamuffins will come into the Sunday school.

Naturally if there are better class children present they move
over and look askance at the poor little waif. When close

contact between the child of the street and the clean, well-

dressed child occurs, more than likely the mamma of the little,

well-dressed girl will not want her to come any more. No one

can blame her, but how could we say to the poor child, "You
can't come in here. Only well dressed, better class children

are allowed here." No, we must do what we can for these

neglected children, but some way, somehow, Ave must work

out a way to keep the better class children and their parents,

for they can be of great help and influence. Too long we
have thought of "mission work" only in terms of helping the

lowly and downtrodden, but our Latin-American neighbors are

teaching us a new way of looking at missionary work and that

is, that whoever is without Christ, the Living Christ, is a sub-

ject of missionary endeavor.

Argentine children as well as other Latin-American children

are highly sensitive to color, form and music and to everv

influence. Even the poorest child seems to have the bee's

affinity for flowers. One sometimes feels that the high walls

and iron gratings around the lovely villas and palaces were

put there to protect the flowers from these little floral thieves.

Even here amidst a "wilderness of flowers" every plant and

shrub has its market value.

A child is easily moved to tears or laughter, and as easilv

provoked to anger. He moves swiftly and speaks rapidly, and

always in a high key. His little engine is always in "high,""

seldom in "low." At school he rather explodes than gives

answer. On asking a class a question it is difficult to keep the

whole school from yelling in a chorus, "Yo, yo, Senorita, yo,"

(I, I, Miss, I).

The Argentine child is a natural born orator, and as the Ar-

gentine literature abounds as much in

patriotic prose and poetrv as the calen-

dar does of national holidavs, he often

has an opportunity to exhibit his "amor

de patria." Saluting the flag and singing

the national hymn is a part of the daily

rote in school. The tragedv is that too

many children are denied the privilege

of school. In the city of Buenos Aires

alone there are, according to one Ar-

gentine author, ten thousand children

without father or mother, "who drink

only tears in place of milk," to say

nothing of many more thousands who

do have some sort of a home, but who

are, for one cause or another, denied

the privilege of an education and the

blessings of a Christian home. These

highly sensitive Latin children respond

promptly to Christian culture.
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Medical Missions Among Filipino Children
By Dr. W. N. LEMMON

THE people of the Philippine Islands, as a rule, are in-

different as to health conditions. They have not the idea

of prevention as we have, as evidenced by the fact that

sixty-five out of every hundred children die before they reach

the fifth year, and fifty per cent of that number die before

the end of the first year. They are fatalists in thought and a

death is the expected thing. They think it is "the will of God."

Among the lowland people the care of the child is given over

to a younger brother or sister, who allow them to eat any-

thing obtainable. A green banana, raw comate (sweet potato),

is given at an early age. This, with undernourishment, starts

the youngster off in life

with a handicap. Should it

live through the fifth year,

the gauntlet of skin troubles

and bacterial diseases it

must run gives battle for its

life. Often I have inquired

of the mother if she did not

want her child cured of its

scabs, sores and other mala-

dies and received this reply,

"Hindi vali, no importo"

("It is of no importance, if

it is cured of it, it may have

something worse"). Though

she knows we would gladly

cure it for nothing, our offer

is often thrust aside.

Seven out of ten are vic-

tims of some form of in-

testinal parasite. Should one

stay around the hospital for

awhile one will see some

poor mother coming in with

a bundle in her arms, which

proves to be her child. After

undoing a number of cover-

ings we find the child is in

convulsions. After getting

it so we can treat it, we put

it in a hot pack, pour pitch-

erful after pitcherful of cool water to its head to ease the

fever and quiet the nervous system. The water pouring is

the signal for an outburst of weeping from the mother, as

water is considered fatal to the sick. As we work the woman
squats upon the floor calling upon Santa Maria and other

saints to save her baby.

When she sees that the baby is peacefully sleeping she

clasps our hands and pours out her thanks, praising some

departed spirit. We now tell her it is necessary to leave the

child with us for further treatment. This calls forth another

outburst of grief, and maybe is the cause for taking the child

home to die. Should she leave it, the medical treatment con-

tinues, resulting in securing from twenty to one hundred and

fifty worms, often the nurse having to pull the parasite out

of the sufferer's nose and throat to prevent its choking. Fre-

quently the little one has so many they form into balls and

cause locked bowels. When the mother sees that the child is

better there is rejoicing again and she respectfully listens to

Can You Resist the Wistful Eyes of
Philippine

the gospel message. We never can tell where an operation

will end. It is always a time of great anxiety, for upon it

depends the good name of the mission. One day the mother

of Benito Felipe sends him out to secure sida, a vegetable to

mix with the day's portion of rice. The dry season is on.

No rain has fallen in months. The dry earth refuses to yield

its abundance. Only a few trees have any vegetation suitable

for eating. All have been gathered by others who were in

like need. So the little man wanders hither and yon until he

finds a tree that has been overlooked. He is tired, hot and

thirsty, but he must hurry, so up the tree he goes. In his

haste he falls and crushes

his head.

One of our Christians

passes that way. He knows

Benito and carries him
home. He wants to take him

to the hospital at once, but

knows he must not until he

has consulted the parents.

On reaching the home there

is a discussion of what they

must do, as they are afraid

of the pratistonlis. When
they see they cannot arouse

the child they reluctantly

start for the hospital. Tim-

idly they enter, and then

begins the fight for life. The

doctor removes dirt and bits

of bone from the brain, and

for days the brain exudes.

But we win and on the pa-

tient leaving we ask if they

would like for us to come to

their house for a meeting

that we may thank God for

saving the child. They read-

ily agree, and a Sunday-

school is opened in a new
section of the city.

A mother brings her baby

to the hospital. The mother has never seen strangers work

so faithfully before. She asks, "Why does the senora (my
wife) do this?" She is told because Jesus taught her to do

it. The fight goes on. We lose. As she realizes that the

baby is dying she forgets she is in a missionary hospital and

begins to call for the padre (priest). The head nurse calls

for the doctor. Our opportunity is before us. We gather

about the little white bed and read: "He shall feed his flock

like a shepherd, he shall gather the lambs in his arms and

carry them in his bosom." Jesus said, "Suffer little children

to come unto me and forbid them not, for of such is the King-

dom of Heaven." "And He shall wipe away every tear from

their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall there be

mourning, nor crying, nor pain." So with these blessed words,

which the mother hears for the first time, we comfort her and

bring peace to her heart. The father and mother are converted,

a Sunday school is organized and the teaching goes on. God
grant that many homes may open this year.

These Children of the Pampagna,
Islands?
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Little Miss Wing Goes to College
By ELSIE McCORMICK

)ln,

"HEN little Miss Wing of Chengtu decides to go to

college she is spared at least one of the worries which,

under similar circumstances, beset Miss Smith of Lin-

Nebraska, or Miss Brown of New York City. She does

not have to spend long hours turning the pages of attractive

catalogues and wondering whether or not an unusually heavy

Latin requirement is fully compensated for by a beautifully

wooded campus, and if it would be more fun to choose a city

institution with metropolitan advantages or a college in a

small town with lots of sorority houses. In all the great re-

public of China there are only two women's colleges offering

a complete four-year course, and both of them are Christian

institutions, under the joint control of women's foreign mission

boards. So all that Miss Wing has to decide is whether she

would prefer to study in Nanking or Peking, and if she would

rather take the course in English or Mandarin Chinese.

When Miss Smith of Lincoln, Nebraska, starts for college

she boards a comfortable Pullman car, waves good-bye to her

family, and though she dabs at her eyes a bit, she rests in the

comforting assurance of seeing them all again during the

Christmas holidays. Circumstances are somewhat different in

Miss Wing's case. In the first place, there are family con-

ferences—a great many of them. Then Miss Wing dons a

skirt for the first time in her life, thus proclaiming her gradu-

ation from the trousers of her earlier girlhood. The skirt is

a universal college uniform in China, and some of the older

conservatives were quite as shocked by this innovation as

America would be if the girls of higher schools felt a sudden

penchant for trousers.

THE day comes at last for Miss Wing's departure. The

province of Szechuen, with a population as large as that of

the United States, has not one mile of railroad within its

borders, which means that Miss Wing sets out in a sedan chair

for a ten-day journey overland. In order to be present on

registration day she is obliged to leave Chengtu a whole month

before the time set for opening. Traveling in a sedan chair

may sound like a luxurious mode of transportation to the un-

initiated, but have you ever tried to sit perfectly still in a

swaying chair for ten hours'? The road between Chengtu and

the river is known as the Great Highway—but its claim to

greatness lies in the amount of traffic that passes over it, not in

the quality of its paving. At its best, the Great Highway is

ail of four feet wide and it is covered with sharp little stones,

which cause the chairmen to stumble and the conveyance to

sway at disastrous angles. The nights are spent at inns along

the way, in many of which the livestock are accepted as priv-

ileged boarders. Then there is the additional fear of meeting

a band of the soldier-brigands who have harassed Szechuen

since the clash between the northern and southern governments.

But even when little Miss Wing reaches Chungking, the

largest port on the upper Yangtze, her journey has scarcely

begun. She must journey over a thousand miles down the

river, passing first through the vast, gloomy gorges where

treacherous rapids demand a fearfully heavy toll of ships and

where navigation is made more difficult by the number of

junks being laboriously towed upstream by coolies on the

rocky shores. At Ichang the river widens and the gorges sink

into lowland. From there to Nanking, where Miss Wing
disembarks, the river swings through a fruitful countryside

and busy ports. Then, if she is going to Peking, there is a

railroad journey about as long as Miss Smith of Nebraska

would take from her home to Bryn Mawr. Throughout all

the long trip Miss Wing, who has never been away from home
before, cannot console herself with thoughts of rejoining her

family at Christmas or even during the summer holidays.

Because of the length, dangers and expense of the journev, she

will not return home until she receives her diploma at the

end of four years. If she has decided to become a doctor, as

nearly one-third of the Chinese college girls are planning to

do, she must count on a seven-year absence from home. Is

it surprising that Miss Wing's tears are more frequent than

her smiles during the long month of travel and that, in con-

trast to Miss Smith, she is far from looking upon going away
to college as a joyful lark?

At the end of her Pullman car ride, Miss Smith finds a

stately institution with a wealth of traditions and a widespread

campus covered with massive stone buildings. Miss Wing,
whether she goes to the North China Union Women's College

at Peking or Ginling College at Nanking, discovers an ancient

Chinese palace divided by many small courtyards and with

practically no modern facilities. At Ginling there is much
graceful wooden grillwork over the windows, but no glass

—

the chillblained hands of faculty and students proving that

paper makes a very poor substitute. The dormitories are so

crowded that some of the girls are quartered in attic rooms
with such a low ceiling that they cannot stand upright. "When
that attractive picture of the chemistry laboratorv is thrown

on the screen in America, you might mention the fact that

when I need molds and fungi for work under the microscope

I can scrape them up in abundance from the flagstones of the

laboratory floor," said a science teacher of Ginling apropos

of some lantern slides. Miss Wing of Chengtu, who has

gleaned of college from accounts of Yassar and ^ elleslev

given her by teachers in the mission school at home, is more
than a little disappointed when she first meets her alma mater.

But the opportunities offered are so great and the spirit of the

institution so fine that as the days go by she becomes more and

more proud of the fact that her name is on the roll of the

freshman class.

ONE of Miss Wing's early discoveries is that though she is

still in China, she suffers some of the disadvantages that

would come to her in a foreign land. Her two roommates are

from Canton and Shanghai. When they tried to chat together

on the opening day of college they found their dialects were

mutually unintelligible. After trying in vain to make them-

selves understood by speaking very loudlv and very slowly,

they collapsed on the beds in laughter, and then tried to piece

out a conversation in painstaking English. Though neither

she nor her companions have ever been out of China, they

are obliged to communicate with each other in a foreign

tongue. Miss Wing's Mandarin. Miss Chung's Cantonese, and

the Wu dialect spoken by Miss Tsu are as different as French

and German and English. This fact, of course, causes a good

deal of difficulty in selecting a medium of instruction. Ginling

College gives all its courses in English, and the North China

Union College in Mandarin. Though Miss Chung and Miss

Tsu, if they happen to attend the latter college, shed many
bitter tears over having to learn a new language before beins;
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able to understand lectures, they at least have the satisfaction

of knowing that they are helping to unify China by studying

what promises to become its universal tongue.

Miss Wing's college life would seem singularly tame to

Miss Smith. There are no midnight fudge parties, no sorority

rushing, no bids to junior proms. Though Miss Wing fre-

quently gets up at three o'clock in the morning and proceeds

stealthily to the library, she is not out on a pillow-case prowl

or a hazing prank. She intends to spend a couple of hours

on her outline for history class, and her teachers, singularly

enough, have a prejudice against allowing her to break the

back of her night's rest. But because Miss Wing is very much
in earnest, one should not gather the idea that she is a hopeless

bluestocking. She takes quite as much pleasure in amateur

dramatics, for instance, as Miss Smith does, and is probably

considerably more talented. Besides, with Chinese readiness

of speech, she improvises bits that would generally do credit

to the playwright. Not long ago the girls of the North China

Union College raised considerable money for refugee children

from the flooded district by giving the "Merchant of Venice."

Even Shakespeare, however, did not escape from the Chinese

tendency to improvise, and Portia held a conversation with

her father's spirit, in which she explained elaborately just

why she was so immodest as to receive her suitors in person.

THOUGH there are no sororities for Miss Wing to join, she

finds a lofty conception of sisterhood in the college branch

of the Young Women's Christian Association. At Ginling the

membership represents one hundred per cent of the student

body, and the influence of the Association is one of the strong-

est factors in college life. Early in her freshman year Miss

Wing volunteers to take a street Sunday school, and every

Sunday morning finds her starting out with a roll of picture

charts under her arm toward one of the poorest sections of

the city. Here she gathers the ragged children of coolie fami-

lies together, in a doorway perhaps, or in the grounds of a

temple, and tells them the story that was once told to her at

the mission school in faraway Szechuen. Little Miss Wing's

aristocratic family would be somewhat shocked to see her

entering coolie homes as a guest and chatting familiarly with

the mothers of her Sunday school pupils. But if college has

taught her anything at all it has taught her that the light is

hers only in so far as she passes it on. Miss Wing takes her

turn as a teacher in the half-day school conducted by the

students on the college campus, and when the half-day pupils

are lined up once a week for an informal sanitary inspection.

Miss Wing is very much in evidence with a brush and a pail

of brimming suds. If she had been at the North China Union

College during the year of the great floods in Chihli Province,

she would have had the additional task of helping to care for

the thirty refugee children who were temporarily adopted by

the students.

The only interest which Miss Smith of Nebraska has in

the college dining hall terminates each day with dessert. But

early in her sophomore year Miss Wing is elected to the menu
committee, which means that she must help choose the dishes

to be served at each meal. Later on she works on the market-

ing committee and helps to audit the household accounts,

straightening out the bewildering confusion of "big money"
and "small money" and the continual change in the number of

cents which compose a dollar. It is doubtful if there is a

college in the United States with as large a measure of self-

government as that enjoyed by the girls of the North China

Union College. Outside of making a few general rules regard-

ing absences and the reception of visitors, the faculty leaves

the students in entire control of the household and the dis-

Cliina, its Represented by Hei- Students, Awakes to National Consciousness

cipline. Out of a certain apportionment they buy the food,

pay the servants, and cover the general expense of house-

keeping. The system has given perfect satisfaction both to

the faculty and to the students, besides developing a college

spirit that can hardly be surpassed in the western world.

IN Miss Wing's junior year comes a series of events which

even Miss Smith of Nebraska would admit are "thrilling."

The placid current of college life which flowed on calmly be-

hind courtyard walls suddenly runs into the rapids of political

conflict. Miss Lee, the student body president, dashed into

the library one day excitedly waving a letter. "The college

men of the city have asked us to join them tomorrow in a

great patriotic parade and demonstration!" she exclaimed.

"They want us to appoint two delegates to the big student

council which is working out plans for a Japanese boycott as

a protest against their aggressions in Shantung!" The girls

put down their books and look at each other in amazement.

It is the first time that the college university men have acknowl-

edged their existence. "Shall we go?" asks Miss Wing a bit

timidly. "It is our duty!" replies Miss Chung, with the fiery

spirit that is characteristic of Canton
—

"Our country is so

vast and the dialects so many that the people think only in

terms of provinces. They have never been taught to be pa-

triotic, they do not realize that we are a nation. It is our

responsibility to see that they learn!"

Thus it is that Miss Wing finds herself carrying a banner

and marching a bit self-consciously with a long file of students

on their way to the open place outside the wall of the For-
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Orderly and Determined Chinese Students Marching in Organized Protest
Against Governmental Corruption

bidden City. The meeting is orderly enough—there are a

few speeches by the men students, and a general oath to boy-

cott Japanese merchandise. But some of the soldiers who, the

students whisper are under pro-Japanese control, see fit to

break up the gathering. A number of the men are arrested

and carried off to prison. Word comes through to the college

girls that their "comrades," as they are already beginning

to call them, have been denied food for twenty-four hours.

The various household committees immediately join forces

and, accompanied by coolies with baskets swinging from their

shoulders, go out to buy supplies for the hungry martyrs.

This episode marks the beginning of busy days for the

Chinese college girls. As one of the two representatives

chosen from her school to serve on the Students' Council, little

Miss Wing finds her leisure time entirely occupied with hold-

ing courtyard meetings for secluded women of the upper

classes and organizing night schools for illiterates in the new

phonetic script. As the script consists of only thirty-nine

characters, uneducated people can learn to read and write in

less than a month. Miss Wing agrees with the men on the

Council that China can never be roused to national conscious-

ness until the unlettered millions are put in touch with world

affairs. She becomes greatly interested in their plan to es-

tablish a newspaper in phonetics, so that the lower classes may
understand the background of the boycott and learn besides

the trend of international events.

The climax of her new experiences is reached on the day

when Miss Wing and all her comrades go out on strike. It

is an entirely friendly strike as far as the two women's col-

leges are concerned. No doubt the overworked faculty secretly

welcome a vacation of a week or so, and are glad to have the

students work off their excess of public spirit. At Ginling

the entire student body resolves itself into the committees.

One group sets out to investigate social conditions in the neigh-

borhood, and discovers a three-year-old child with bound feet

within a block of the college. It also learns that many women
of the middle and upper classes spend practically all their

time gambling, because they do not know any other way of

employing their leisure. The college girls promptly organize

crocheting and knitting classes—and the gambling games suffer

a sudden fall in popularity. Another committee gives special

attention to the children, teaching them the necessity for bath-

ing, the fun of cultivating plants, and, as a patriotic basis, the

geography of China. A third committee is busy translating

patriotic appeals into phonetics, so that the lower classes may
know the meaning of the Shantung question. At the North

China Union College the girls are concerned with the organ-

ization of a workshop which serves the double purpose of

giving employment to needy women and of helping in China's

industrial development.

At the end of the strike, however, Miss Wing suddenly
realizes that she has fallen far behind in her college work.

Through a tactful conversation her favorite faculty member
impresses upon her that the greatest immediate service which

she can render to China is to take the fullest possible advantage

of her educational opportunities. Miss Wing sees the logic

of the argument, and though she does not give up her interest

in the workshop of the proposed phonetic newspaper, she

learns to temper patriotism with reason and to wrork against

the calling of any further strikes.

After a feverish session of final exams, Miss Wing awakes

to a momentous day. Her commencement differs from Miss

Smith's in degree rather than in kind. The academic proces-

sion is pathetically short and the entire senior class is not as

large as Miss Smith's exclusive little clique. But the Chinese

girls in cap and gown are pioneers of the same stamp as the

first college graduates in America. They realize that upon
them lies a responsibility which Miss Smith has never been

obliged to consider. If they fail to make good, the higher edu-

cation of Chinese women may be set back fifty years, and their

younger sisters will miss the opportunity of enjoying a college

course.

Amid the flowers and notes of congratulation in red en-

velopes which litter her desk. Miss Wing discovered a letter

from the Ministry of Education. It was written bv a verv

well-known man indeed—a man whom her father would be

very proud to number among his acquaintances, and it offers

Miss Wing a flattering position in one of the largest govern-

ment schools of Peking. It would be delightful. Miss Wing
muses, to remain in the great capital, to enjoy the cultural

advantages which she has learned to appreciate so much, and

to be surrounded with the homage which scholar-loving China

always offers to those who teach in high places. But before

her inner vision there passes a dim, vast panorama of Szechuen

—not of Chengtu—but of the great back-country where mil-

lions of women and children are waiting for someone like her

to lead them to the Abundant Life. There is only one choice

for her to make. With reluctant backward glance at the

brilliant capital little Miss Wing of Chengtu sets out shortly

afterward on her thousand-mile journey up the yellow Yangtze

Kiang—a journey to the far country on the edge of Tibet

which she will hereafter call home.
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What Has Happened Since the First

Children's Day
By STEPHEN J. COREY

FOLLOWING the first small offering of a little more than

a dollar when the Children's Day fund was established in

1880, the gifts from this source have grown to the enor-

mous sum of $1,976,487.16. As contrasted with that first

year's gift, last year the offerings on Children's Day for For-

eign Missions amounted to $161,268,41. How little did the

two boys who gave the first meager sum dream that their

example would set a stream of money like that in motion!

What a tide of influence has been set going by these wonderful

gifts! How many children's hearts, how many homes, how

many churches down through the thirty-nine years of history,

have been inspired and lifted to nobler ideals by the giving of

this money! This first little pebble cast into the Sunday school

life of a growing brotherhood has caused ever-widening circles

of influence to spread out until more than five thousand schools

have participated in this altruistic service. No diagram is

sufficient to chart the contrast between the first little gift and

the nearly two millions of dollars which have accrued since.

It would take a whole library of books to make record of the

spiritual influence which these contribulions have engendered.

Thirty- nine years of a single individual life offers a varied

experience almost beyond computation, but here are thirty-nine

years of a church's life as influenced by its children's gifts. "A
little child shall lead them," and surely the Disciples of Christ

have been led in their growing beneficence by our Sunday

school hosts.

Thirty-nine years ago when this first small gift started the

Children's Day fund, the Disciples of Christ did not have a

single missionary in any of the non-Christian lands. The

missionary conscience was just beginning to emerge in the life

of our people. No great world responsibility had gripped our

prayer or service life. All the great, dark fields were waiting

for this vigorous new American church to launch out into a

world task. It was not until 1882, two years after the begin-

ning cf the fund, that the first group of four started out to

India. Today our churches and Sunday schools are sustaining

over three hundred missionaries in all lands under the Foreign

Christian Missionary Society and the Christian Woman's Board

of Missions. The growth of the staff of workers in the different

fields has been paralleled by the growth of the Children's Day

gifts. With a small sum of money in the treasury in those

early days the first little group fared forth to conquer for

Christ. Today, after thirty-nine years, the greater gifts support

a correspondingly greater force. Since that first Children's

Day offering India, China, Japan, Tibet, Africa, Mexico, Latin

America and the Philippines have been opened to the work.

In that early day there was not a single trained native worker

under the support of our people in any non-Christian land.

Today there are over 1,200 of these preaching the gospel of

Christ in ten different fields of the world. Hospitals have been

erected in almost every land; orphanages, schools by the

scores have been established; colleges, training schools, Bible

schools and even universities have sprung up under the in-

spiration of Children's Day. A mission steamer plies the

Congo; missionary pioneers ride over the mountains of Tibet.

In the orphanage at Damoh, India, farmers and tradesmen are

made. A sawmill hums in Africa. Dormitories house college

and university boys in the Philippines. Girls are taught mod-

ern learning in a Christian college in China, and a Christian

institute brings modern social training to groups in Japan.

What a vast diversity of missionary operation has arisen in

the thirty-nine years.

One of the most marvelous results of the years of missionary

history since Children's Day began, has been the entire change

of attitude toward the missionary cause. In those early days

the few who believed in the foreign missionary enterprise

pleaded and argued and begged for support and contributions.

Today the church or Sunday school which is not interested in

the whole world is hardly recognized as a going institution.

Preachers, Sunday school teachers, superintendents and leaders

everywhere vie with each other in their desire to send the

gospel to the ends of the earth. There is no more popular

day in the whole church calendar than Children's Day when in

song, recitation and exercise the burdens of the world fields

are laid upon the hearts of the people. Instead of an occa-

sional missionary sermon preached as an apologetic, the live

minister puts the world vision into every message. Schools

of Missions are becoming in some places almost as popular as

Chautauqua lecture courses and mission books are read by
thousands. Thirty-nine years ago a missionary periodical

was unknown among our people. Today World Call is

read by scores of thousands. Children's Day has had a great

place in creating this new atmosphere and outlook.

When Children's Day began among our people scarcely any
religious communion had made great advances in Foreign

Missions. In recent years the Laymen's Missionary Movement,
the Missionary Education Movement, the Student Volunteer

Movement, the Foreign Department of the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association and the Young Woman's Christian Association

have sprung into existence. Today the Interchurch World
Movement is correlating and strengthening the work of all the

Protestant churches for a mighty move on the world. It is

doubtful whether the growth in any movement throughout

the world has been more significant or more rapid than that

of the world missionary movement in the last thirty-nine years.

The Triennial Civil Service Examination
A story illustrating the conceit of the Chinese scholar thirty

years or more ago, related by Dr. Macklin.

THEY looked upon us foreigners in China as foreign devils

and barbarians. At their great triennial examinations in

Nanking, when thirty to forty thousand students came up for

examination, I was down distributing tracts and preaching in

one of the big tea houses. One of these conceited scribes came
up to me and said, pointing to the examination halls and to

the Confucian temple, some of China's architectural wonders,

"You have nothing elegant like that in your country." I

humbly remarked, "We have nothing in our country." "Ah,"

he says, "you talk our language. Where did you get that?"

I said, "I learned from one of your distinguished scholars."

He said, "You don't know anything in your country. You
have to come here and learn." I replied with a quotation from

Confucius that always silences the Confucian scholar, "Be dili-

gent in study and do not despise learning from an inferior."

He was laughed out of the house.
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America's Best Export

THE whole world looks to America for

export materials necessary in foreign

lands, articles of commerce whose num-
ber is legion. Of the millions of tons of ex-

port shipments leaving American ports there

is, however, none so truly valuable or so es-

sential to the national welfare of the lands

to which American goods are consigned, as

the strongly crated boxes of Bibles in scores

of languages which go forth from the Ameri-

can Bible Society in New York on American

and foreign ships to the very ends of the

earth.

Box follows box to Constantinople, Buenos
Aires, Tokyo, Shanghai, Bio de Janeiro, Mex-
ico City, San Juan, P. B., Bangkok, Cristobal,

Manila, and many another distant spot on

the globe with names less easily pronounced.

Yet despite the amazing diversity as to the

language of the Scriptures which are sent

out from the Bible House, there is such uni-

formity of the message of the one interna-

tional Book that red, brown, black, yellow,

and white men in all parts of the world may,
despite Babel, rejoice in a common spiritual

treasure and sing, "Blest be the tie that binds

our hearts in Christian love."

Many an immigrant to these shores may
well feel grateful to the American Bible So-

ciety for his ability to enter this country;

for upon his arrival at Ellis Island he is

presently confronted with a Bible in his own
language as the literacy test of his eligibility

to reside in America. Thus, doubtless, many
a Bible exported by the American Bible So-

ciety has prepared an ambitions soul in a
foreign land for citizenship here.

To be true, the Society started out in 1810

as a home missionarv organization, but even

By L. W. BARNARD
during the first sixteen years of its existence

it circulated the Holy Scriptures in no less

than twenty languages, in this and other

lands. Now the American Bible Society is

one of the greatest home and foreign mission-

ary societies of the world, supplying the Holy
Scriptures in over 150 languages and dia-

lects to the inhabitants of five continents and
the islands of seven seas.

Naturally enough, the supplying of Ameri-
can missionaries, whenever they have gone
throughout the world with the Holy Scrip-

tures in Amharic, Azerbaijan, Bicol, Bulu,
Chamorro, Chimanyika, Dikele, Grebo, Iban-

ag, Ifugao, Ilocano, Luragoli, Mpongwe,
Nauru, Pangasinan, Ponape, Sechuana, Ses-

uto, Shulla, Talain, Zambal, Zapotec, and a
host of .other languages is no simple task.

For example, at the Bible House in New
York, the type is being now set for the first

complete New Testament ever published in

the language of the Quechua Indians of Bo-
livia. The compositor knows no more about,

the language than does the proofreader, but

when the missionary translator, Mr. Allen,

receives the finished volumes in Bolivia, the

text will agree absolutely with the manu-
script of his translation which he has been

sending in installments by mail to the United

States.

If the great presses on which the Society

prints the Scriptures did but possess memo-
ries, they would know more languages than

the "Wandering Jew." Most of the publica-

tion work of the Society is done at the Bible

House in New York, but auxiliary printing

centers are also maintained at Yokohama,
Weihsein, Chengtu, Shanghai, Chengmai,

Bangkok, Beirut, and Constantinople.

The Tennessee Mountaineer und Family Welcome the Bible salosm.in

It is surprising and encouraging to know
that a new demand for the Bible is arising
among the Turks. Mr. \Y. W. Peet, Levant
Agency Secretary for the American Bible
Society, with headquarters at the Bible House
in Constantinople, writes: "We have before

lis what will prove, I think, to be an un-
precedented demand for Scriptures for the
coming year. There are indications from all

sides that the demand for Scriptures will be
large, and this in all the languages used
here. Probably Greek and Armenian will

lead, though the demand for Scriptures in

the Turkish language will doubtless exceed
that of any previous year. We are doing all

we can to get ready."

One of the Society's interesting undertak-
ings this year is the preparation of plates

from which to print a pocket Testament for

the natives of the island of Cebu in the
Philippines. Some of us did not know that
the tropical Cebuans wore pockets, but this

announcement is most encouraging.

In many cases the Society undertakes the
complete preparation of a new edition of the

Scriptures, from the translation by mission-
ary and native scholars (which may occupy
a large committee for as long a period as

twenty-five years, as in the case of the Be-
vised Mandarin Bible, which has just been

completed for the Chinese) to the making of

the plates from which to print, and the print-

ing and binding of the complete volumes. It

is thus evident that the Bible Society has
to be sufficient unto itself for the diversified

mechanical details involved in the prepara-

tion of such a large book as the Bible, which
goes forth in so many languages with prac-

tically absolutely perfection of text and cer-

tainly durability and excellence of binding.

Not only are these Bible attractive to the

eye, but some of them are perfumed and
spiced as well. Bibles going to the Gilbert

Islands contain in the binding glue and the

paste which fastens the covers a mixture of

oil of cloves, cayenne pepjier, and corrosive

sublimate. It seems that the bookworms of

the Gilbert Islands are more pious than

learned, and have a particular pleasure in

devouring the bindings of Bibles, so that

this appetizing and fatal menu awaits their

attacks upon the Scriptures. So even in the

Gilbert Islands there is a lowly counterpart

of the western destructive critics of the Holy
Scriptures.

In tropical countries a leather bound Bible

may over night become covered with mildew.

A very acceptable substitute is a composition

fabric known as texoderm. and Bibles intend-

ed for use in tropical countries are now cov-

ered with this material.

An interesting shipment of Bulu Scriptures

lias recently left the Bible House on its way
to the west coast of Africa. The Scriptures

were first packed in a tin box. ami a tinsmith

enlisted to solder the case watertight; the

tin box of Bibles was then encased in a stoui

wooden box. These precautions were well

taken, for the absence of a harbor at the

destination makes it necessary to land the

boxes of Bibles by light surf boats, often

half submerged with water. The same care
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is required with shipments going to certain

of the Pacific islands. Practically all ship-

ments of Scriptures to Panama and other

tropical destinations are enclosed in cases

lined with waterproof paper.

Probably every common means of trans-

portation used in any accessible part of the

world has been employed to carry the printed

Gospel to waiting, hungry souls; steam and

electric railways; steamboats of all sorts;

sailboats, as in the Arabian Gulf; gasoline

launches, as in the Panama Canal; motor-

cycles, bicycles, saddlebags, canoes, on the

backs of burros in Brazil, by camelback in

Arabia, wheelbarrows with sails in China,

the horseless cart pulled by a Japanese, push-

carts of manifold sorts, and even now the

airplane! What next? If better methods of

carrying the Word of God to distant nations

are devised, the American Bible Society will

doubtless use them.

The Society has a staff of distributing

agents which many commercial houses might

well envy. In this country nine home agen-

cies are maintained with headquarters in

Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Rich-

mond, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, San Francisco

under the direction of resident secretaries.

A special agency for the colored people is

maintained with headquarters in Charlotte.

Atlanta, Memphis, Houston, and Cleveland.

The distribution of the Scriptures in foreign

lands is accomplished under the direction of

resident agency secretaries in Cristobal,

Canal Zone; Mexico City, Mexico; San Juan,

Porto Rico; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Buenos

Aires, Argentina; Constantinople, Turkey;

Tokyo, Japan; Shanghai, China; Bangkok,

Siam; Manila, Philippine Islands.

It is not surprising that the Society circu-

lates Scriptures by the billions ( about 6,000,-

000 annually) when one knows the zeal of

the 1,614 colporteurs who spend their whole

time doing first-hand missionary work under

the direction of the resident agency secre-

taries. These men often precede the mis-

sionaries into new territory and supply to

the natives the Word of God, which arouses

their interest, and prepares them for the

ministry of the missionary . when he later

arrives upon the field. It may, therefore,

well be said that the Bible colporteur is the

pioneer who prepares the way for the mis-

sionary, the forerunner of Christian civiliza-

tion.

Every great manufacturer who plans upon
increased production makes the matter of

raw materials the subject of special care

before he undertakes his program of expan-

sion. It is inspiring to observe the greatly

enlarged missionary plans of practically all

of the Evangelical denominations. It is very

much to be hoped that in this great expansive

missionary movement proper thought and
preparatory measures will be taken by the

churches to insure that the supply of the

Holy Scriptures in all languages needed will

keep pace with the enlarged missionary pro-

gram—for Bibles are the sine qua non of

Christian advance, the basic supply needed

for missionary work. .

The annual budget of the American Bible

Society is at present approximately one mil-

lion dollars, but if the present unprecedented

opportunities for Scripture distribution in all

parts of the world are to be seized, the So-

ciety's budget should be increased to at least

five million dollars. Only about ten per cent

of the present budget is met by income from

Bibles Are in Demand on the Philippine Islands

endowment and trust funds. The Society is

therefore almost entirely dependent upon the

gifts of churches and individuals for funds

with which to carry on the publication and

world-wide distribution of the Holy Scrip-

tures.

America's most important export institu-

tion, the American Bible Society, has an ex-

cellent manufacturing equipment and staff

and is confronted by an opportunity for tre-

mendous enlargement of its fundamental ex-

port business. In the language of commerce,

the Society needs only adequate capitalization

to insure the greatest boom in the Scripture

export business that America has ever known.

What shall be the value of America's Bible

exports during the next five years—present

cost price in the United States and eternal

spiritual values to the rest of the world?

more. They said they were now going to

Damoh and hoped to learn more of Christian-

ity while they were there. Many incidents

of this character delight the heart of the mis-

sionary, not because so much is accomplished

through one meeting, but because it shows

him that the good seed may at any time find

good soil. Josepha Franklin.

Damoh, C. P.. India.

A Pleasant Experience in Evangel-

istic Work

A
FEW days ago my Bible women and 1

were driving along the road to a village.

We alighted and were just going in

when some people camping on the roadside

hailed us. They were mat makers. Some
ran with a large piece of mat and spread it

on the ground for us to sit on. We sat down
and were instantly surrounded by a crowd.

We were asked to sing a hymn, which we did.

Then one after another (there were three of

us) told Bible stories or explained Christian-

ity. The people gave most excellent attention

and said they wandered from place to place

to sell mats. They would get a number made,

then go to the place where the weekly bazaar

was he*id and sell them. We asked them how
they happened to call us. They replied that

They had just come through the Sagar district

and had seen missionaries and Indian Chris-

tians there. (There is a Swedish Mission in

Sagar). That they "had sung hymns and

given them wisdom". When they saw us they

recognized our calling and wished to hear

The Vacation Bible School

THE High Street Church of Christ- in

Akron, Ohio, maintained a successful

Daily Vacation School for three success-

ive years. I feel that it was of real value

to some two hundred who were touched by

it. We were forced to abandon the school

in our church because of the tremendously

congested traffic in downtown Akron, two
accidents having occurred to children en

route to or from the school. Because of this

we have had to throw our influence and co-

operation with schools meeting in a less con-

gested district.

In my opinion the Daily Vacation Bible

School is of great help, particularly where

the church is surrounded to a greater or less

extent by folks of foreign tongues. Nearly

any school with the average leadership can do

this work successfully if they can secure one

person who has had some training to super-

intend the work. I understand that there

is to be special instruction at the Ohio State

Convention at Zanesville this year to prepare

those who may be interested for leadership

in this work. I am wondering if this could

not be made helpful in connection with state

conventions throughout the country.

The hand work and manual training in con-

nection with a Daily Vacation School is of

great value, but this is merely supplemental

to the moral and religious instruction. This

is the big thing in any school.

L. N". D. Wells.
Akron, Ohio.
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The New Emphasis on the Woman's
Missionary Society
By MISS DAISY JUNE TROUT

THAT there is a new emphasis on the

woman today no one will deny. Glance

through the magazines for only the head-

lines and you will find them reading like

this: "The Widening Field of Women's
Work," "Women Working Together," "The
Woman Voter and the Grand Old Parties,"

or read of the conventions that are being

held today—"International Congress of

Working Women," "Congress of the National

League of Women Voters" and "The Inter-

national Conference of Women Physicians."

The Association Monthly of April, 1920,

has a significant paragraph. "The Young
Women's Christian Association holds today
perhaps the most strategic position in the

whole field of organizations of women. This

statement could be made without the qualify-

ing 'perhaps' except for the nation-wide or-

ganizations of women within the church in

all its branches. These do a pioneer work in

planting Christianity and thus experience

contacts of the most fundamental nature."

This great organization of women places em-

phasis upon the fundamental work of the

organization of the women in the church.

The Woman's Missionary Societies have

laid the foundations for the great women
movements of today. For over fifty years

the women of the churches have been working

for the women of the world. A few brave

women started out on an adventure of the

soul that very few had sympathy with, and

these small groups were opposed by many of

the church. They went to missionary meet-

ings when fathers and sons opposed, when
pastors quoted Scripture to prove that women
should keep silent in church and when even

many of their sisters ridiculed. Today every

opportunity of the church is before them.

Remembering its foundation.!) and purpose

will the women of the Missionary Societies

rise to the occasion ?

When opportunities for leadership in wom-
en's movements are crowding the life of every

trained woman at this time, will she consider

the organization in her own church that needs

leadership and the organization without

which all other organizations are as though

built upon the sand? When the demands

for the time of every woman seem many
more than she can answer. Mill she realize

that the one that she can least afford to neg-

lect is the Woman's Missionary Society?

Some new points of emphasis or points of

re-emphasis: (1) The people of the world

as human beings with God-given rights. The

Church has talked in world terms for these

thousands of years. We have had a commis-

sion to preach to the whole world. We have

prayed for those in other lands, but have

they been faced as real people with the God-
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given right to equal privileges with us? Will

the people of the world first learn of the

brotherhood of man through the Church or

through the labor movement? If you are not

feeling the suffering of the women of India,

if you are not understanding the struggles of

the women of Japan, if you are not entering

into the problems of the women of China, you

have stood still while the procession moved

on. Other organizations outside the Church

will take to these millions of our fellowmen

some of the fruits of Christianity while we

hold on to the seed.

(2) How little we have known of the con-

ditions of the world. We have had few facts

and those have been unrelated. The surveys

have only begun the task of revelation. The

un-Christian sections in our churches, in our

communities, in our country and in the world

have been partially shown to us. Will we as

Christian women be satisfied with less than

the whole truth? Have we the courage to

face facts? If so we will study the programs

for the coming six months in order that we
may know the untouched resources of our

own churches. We will study the mission

study book, "The Church and the Com-
munity," that we may realize that it is the

business of the church to know the conditions

of the community and to solve them with

the gospel of Jesus Christ and not to leave

these tasks to civic and other organizations.

The church will plan to meet the needs of

its membership. Do we believe that Christ

expects us to establish His Church upon the

earth? Then we will study the world surveys

in order that we may know the unoccupied

fields and bring to the problem of reaching

these fields all the power of our minds and
hearts.

(3) The recognition of the splendid mis-

sionary work that has been done. The great-

est contribution that America has made to

the world has not been made through the

government. It has not been the building of

canals for the production of a great republic.

Her greatest contribution has been the groups

of teachers, doctors and other missionaries

who have not only changed the lives of indi-

viduals through the gospel that they have

preached, but have changed whole nations.

Add together all the schools, hospitals and
churches of the world and consider the small

A Group of Students in Ginling College, Nanking, China

number of missionaries and the meager
amount of money, and no other enterprise in

the world can show such large results. The
great undone task is not because of small

results but because of inadequate equipment.

(4) The necessity of God and of Commu-
nion with Him. The world has tried many
man-made methods in the past years and per-

haps never more keenly realized their failure

than just now. The world is tired of the

machinery of civilization. It wants life. Our
relationship to God. His life in us and ours

in Him, are the all important subjects today.

What do these things mean to the Wo-
man's Missionary Society? For forty-five

years we have been in the process of train-

ing for this hour. More than a hundred
thousand women in our churches meet
monthly to study these great questions. For
these many years the women of the mis-

sionary societies have had a definite aim and
responsibility for their part of the great

missionary work and have given ther offer-

ings regularly each month. While falling

far short of our ideals of stewardship, has
there not been a marked growth in our giving

to that which God has entrusted to us? Do
any other hundred thousand of the member-
ship know the mission fields as do the mem-

bers of the Missionary societies? As we
have met month after month to pray togeth-

er, has not something of the passion of Jesus

for the world gotten into our souls? As we
have heard the call for workers have we
not been compelled to look for them in our

own homes?
What has been our greatest failure? We

have not led all the women of the church

to see that the Woman's Missionary Society

is the one woman's organization of all great

women's organizations of today that is the

basis upon which all the others rest. Their

progress depends upon that of the mission-

ary society. There is none with so great a
record behind and none with a greater future

ahead. If we ever needed a woman's mission-

ary society in the church we need it ten times

more today. Let us say with pride, "I am
a*tnember of the Woman's Missionary Socie-

ty." Let us say it with such love for our

Master that all the women of the church will

be constrained to add their time and talents

in causing the womanhood of the church to

say,

"0 use me, Lord, use even me,

Just as Thou wilt and when and where."

0.

Hi.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920
June

. The Conditions of Christian Fellowship.

I John 1:1-2; 11.

Christian Internationalism. The need of

volunteers. Isa. 6:1-9; Luke 10:1-3.

(Prayer for graduates from high school

and college.)

Renunciation Through Recompense. Heb.

23.

30.

14.

21.

28.

11:23-27;

24:27.

The Way a

Rom. 12.

Our Nation

I Peter 2:

The Girls of Ginling; College Do Not Forget to Play

Mark 10:23-31; Matt.

Christian Ought to Live.

Great Through Service.

), 10; Matt. 20:20-2S.

July
The Good Shepherd. John 10:7-18; Ps.

23.

Christian Internationalism. Foreign Mis-

sions a civilizing influence. Isa. 55;

Rev. 21:1-7.

The Faithful Use of Individual Talents.

Matt. 25:14-30.

The Anger of Jesus. John 2:13-17;

Mark 2:1-6; Matt. 25:1-13.
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In Camp in India with the Boys
By Fay E. Livengood

"OW would you like to sit on the ground
and eat your Christmas dinner from a

plate made of leaves, with your fin-

gers? That is what all the members of the

Damoh church did the day we arrived there

and we sat down and ate with them in this

fashion. There were nearly two hundred
people present and they all got as much pilau

and meat curry as they could hold and every-

body had a generous portion of sweets after-

wards. Though Secretary Wilson has been

in the country only a little over a month, he

sat down and ate the Hindustani food like

an old-timer and asked for more.

The next day all the missionary people ate

Christmas dinner with the boys of the or-

phanage. Each boy had his own brass or

enameled plate, and we had plates from the

house. The next day after that was Christ-

mas and the missionaries had their Christmas

dinner at the home of the Rices. Besides

other good things, we had a fine peafowl

which Bert Wilson had shot the Monday be-

fore. We had the joy of seeing two Christ-

mas trees and attending the Christinas serv-

ice in the church. The first Christmas tree

was at the orphanage and the boys drama-

tized the birth of Jesus, with the wise men,

shepherds and all. When it was time for the

star to appear, a hand was thrust through

an open window with a burning sparkler such

as we use on the Fourth of July.

Friday morning was all bustle and hurry

as we were to be off for camp as soon as pos-

sible. By ten most of the fourteen ox carts

were off with their loads and the hundred and
fifty-nine boys who were to go along were
walking along the road to Kota, twenty-four

miles away. By noon everybody had gone
except Eay and me and we soon followed on
our bicycles. After we had gone a few miles

we came up with some boys who excitedly

called to us that Wilson Sahib had killed a,

big black buck. Sure enough, we soon saw
it tied on the back of his tonga. At a village

ten. miles out we stopped for tea and rest

and then pushed on to the first camp which
was fifteen miles from Damoh. Before we
had reached there Bert had killed another
buck, so we sent the first one back to Damoh
for the small boys, sixty of them, who could

not be taken to camp. That evening Bert and
I went out to look for more deer, but we
could not get a shot. I killed a wildcat be-

fore we got back to the tents.

Before we got to Kota next day Bert and
I killed another deer, so the boys were sure
of having some meat. The camp was set up
under some large trees beside a river and
soon the boys had made for themselves neat
little huts of leaves and branches among the
bushes and under the smaller trees. For
these boys this is the great time of the year.

They are free from school and can spend the
whole day in the great out-of-doors. Besides
gaining health and strength, they learn a lot

about nature. Every evening they gather
around the big campfire for singing, an im-

promptu program and a general good time,

and then after prayers go away to their little

bowers to sleep. One evening they called on
Wilson Sahib for a speech in Hindi. He gave
them all he knew and some he did not know,
and they almost split their sides. Another

time some of them dressed up to represent

the whole Wilson family, including all of the

eight girls. After being introduced to the

audience they sang a song for us in English

and then Mr. and Mrs. Wilson each made a

speech which was interpreted by one of the

other boys. Bert was quite as much tickled

at the performance as they were with his

address in Hindi.

Sunday morning the boys had church and
communion service, and I was the preacher

of the morning. In the afternoon we took

some of the larger boys and held a meeting

Ray Rice and a His Sombhar

for the people of the village. About one hun-
dred and fifty came and they listened most
attentively while one of the older boys and
the house-father told them of Jesus and His
jjower to save.

Bright and early the next morning we were
off with some good Indian guides to hunt
sombhar in the jungle. The sombhar is a kind
of deer, very much like the elk, and as large as

a medium-sized cow. Ray and 1 and Bert

went in different directions and we all saw
sombhar, but did not get a chance to shoot.

As I came to a little ravine in a deep jungle,

a big sombhar with long horns jumped up
not more than twenty-five yards away and
ran off through the trees. It was such a
magnificent sight that I forgot all about
shooting. As we started to follow him an-

other jumped up from the same place and
ran off in the other direction. They disap-

peared so fast that we could not find them
again. Determined to shoot if I had another

chance, I sneaked up to the edge of another
little ravine and in the bushes on the other

side I saw the legs and tails of two sombliar

grazing. I could not see their heads, however,

so maneuvered for a better position. Finally

I saw about six inches of a sharp horn thrust

above the leaves, whereupon I took careful

aim and fired. The two animals ran pellinell

to the top of the ridge and stopped. The
guide and the boy who were with me came
running, but I beckoned for them to be quiet

as I felt sure I had made a hit. In a few
seconds one of them went down on ils knees
and rolled over and over until slopped by a

(lump of bushes. If was only then that we

discovered that I had killed a tame buffalo

belonging to an old woman in the village. It

worried me a great deal, but the house-father,

Mr. Alfred Aleppa, a mighty good Indian,

took the matter up with a committee of vil-

lagers and decided that twenty rupees would
be a fair price for the animal. I gave the

skin and carcass to some men of the leather

workers' caste in the village, so everybody
was happy.

Tuesday morning we got a lot of men and
boys and organized a drive, but they only

succeeded in driving out a female sombhar in

the first drive, a bear in the second, and noth-

ing in the third. Ray got a shot at the bear,

but did not bring it down. That evening Mr.
Lall Chand, a sub-inspector of police from
a village nearby, came to camp and tried to

organize a tiger hunt for us. The next morn-
ing the elephant which he had sent for ar-

rived early, but we soon had news that the

bait which had been put out for the tiger had
not been touched so we knew that there was
no use in hunting for tiger. We therefore

got on the elephant and went about two miles

into the jungle to hunt sombhar. After three

unsuccessful drives we started down into a

valley to have lunch. On the way we hap-

pened on a place where there were a great

many sombhar. Bert hit one and knocked it

over, but it got away, leaving only a few

drops of blood as a souvenir. After lunch we
thought the men might find it dead, so Bert

offered a rupee to the man who should find it.

While they were looking we saw a couple

more and finally Ray got a good shot and
killed a fine big sombhar. Its horns were

about a yard long and it was all I could do

to hold them while Ray cut its throat. While
Ray and the boys were cutting it up, Bert

and 1 went on and saw several more, but

could not get a shot. It took sixteen men
to carry the meat and skin back to camp and

it was after dark when we got in.

Bert and I wanted to stay on and get an-

other chance at the big deer, but we had to

start back to Damoh the next morning. We
put our goods and a hind leg of the sombliar

into an ox cart and started off on bicycles.

Alice and Ray and Merle went as far as Pa-

tera with us and there we had a very good
breakfast of native foods in the home of Mr.
Lall Chand. On the way there Bert and 1

hunted black buck while the elephant was
catching up with us. but we did not get any-

thing. Two miles from camp we stopped at a

famous pilgrimage place of the Jains. There
are numerous temples on the hilltops and in

the valley around a pretty little lake. We
went into several of them and saw the images

and decorations. The images are all much
alike, resembling a seated figure of Buddha.
They are made of different kinds of stone.

however, and the guide told us that they all

represent different incarnations of Cod. Bert

tried to buy one of the small ones, but they

would not sell it at any price.

After breakfast Alice and Merle and Ray
started back to camp on the elephant while

Bert and I faced the twenty miles of dusty

road between us and Damoh. We saw a num-
ber of black buck in the wheat fields along

the way and I managed to shoot one. After

bleeding if and removing its interior fittings

we left it beside the road for the ox can 1"

pick up and pushed on. When we pulled

info Damoh about six we were both ready to

sit down and stay put for a while. 1 waited

up for the cart until ten and then went to
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"bed. At ten-tliirty I liad to get up again

and help unload the cart. At noon the next

day the Honorable Secretary, Bert Wilson,

took the train for Bina, and soon afterwards

I was speeding in the opposite direction

toward Jubhulpore.

Alice and Merle had a good time in camp,

shooting doves and partridges with a twenty-

two rifle, and they may get a chance to shoot

at a sombhar before starting home the end of

this week. I am feeling fine and will be ready

to go to work with great enthusiasm in the

morning.

We got some good letters from home just

before we left here and some more came while

we were in camp. We are glad to know that

you are all well. I suppose Mother Peterson

and Miss Wetmore are now on their way to

India. We both hope very much that nothing

will keep them from getting here.

The Visit of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Doan
to Japan

MR. AND MRS. DOAN have been in the

Far East for several months. They

are studying the situation in Japan,

and assisting the workers with their advice

and sympathy.

For years the missionaries have felt the

need of more intimate contact with the ad-

ministration at home. They have wanted
someone from the Missionary Societies who
could spend a large share of his time on the

field, counseling with them and helping to

guide the work. Mr. and Mrs. Doan were

asked to take up this work on their return

from the Orient in 1915. The war prevented

their going at that time.

Japan entered the world war at the be-

ginning. The Japanese people have been

profoundly affected by the experiences of the

last six years. Before entering it she was

a debtor nation; now she is a creditor na-

tion. Living expenses in Japan are more
than double what they were before the war.

These changes have made missionary work

more difficult than it was formerly. The

managers at home and the missionaries on

the field must understand each other and

the conditions that prevail in order that

they may cooperate most effectively in the

prosecution of the work.

Mr. and Mrs. Doan have visited every

station and every institution and every home
connected with the mission. They were anx-

ious to see things as they are. With this

end in view they made it a point to be un-

hurried. They knew if they acted otherwise

they would not get at the facts.

Before leaving Japan for home Mi', and
Mrs. Doan will visit China to attend the

Annual Convention. Their presence will

hearten the missionaries and the Christians.

Mr. Doan knows the work in the mission

rooms and the work on the field. For three

years he has conducted the official correspond-

ence with the missionaries. Because of his

intimate knowledge of the work at once and
on the field he will be able, as no one else is

able, to give wise counsel. After the conven-

tion he will return to Japan to complete his

mission. When he has done that he will sail

for America. He expects to reach home about

the first of August.

To the missionaries the visit of Mr. and
Mrs. Doan will be as rivers of water in dry
places, as the shadow of a great rock in a
weary land. The workers will be more en-

ergetic and more efficient, and more joyous

because of their touch with these two Christ-

like souls.

Church Leaders Active in Community
Planning

THE Federal Council of Churches and tlie

Interchurch World Movement were rep-

resented informally at the National Con-

ference on Community Organization in Wash-
ington, March 20, by Secretaries W. M. Tippy.

C. F. Armitage, E. 0. Watson, L. C. Clarke

and F. P. Haggard. Dr. Tippy made one of

the addresses and Dr. Tippy and J. E.

McAfee are members of the temporary execu-

tive committee and of the small committee

on survey to study types of community or-

ganization and report back recommendations
for organization.

New Church Federation in

Washington, D. C.

THE Protestant churches of Washington,
D. C, representing fifteen communions,
have formed a strong city federation.

Charles Wood, D. D., pastor of the Church of

the Covenant, is president. Lucius C.

Clark, pastor of the Hamline Methodist
Episcopal Church, has accepted the call to

be the Executive Secretary. The Executive

Committee has opened an office in the Bond
Building. Secretary Roy B. Guild of the

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in

America, spent two months in Washington
organizing the federation and securing suffi-

cient funds to meet expenses for two years.

This action on the part of the churches in

the capital city will mean much to Prot-

estantism not only in that city, but through-

out the States. There are now more than
thirty of the largest cities in the country

thus organized and the number is increasing

steadily.

Japanese Kindergarten, the Wide Open Gate to the Japan of Tomorrow
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Life Memberships and Name Plates

FOR many years the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions has been granting Life

Memberships for individual gifts of $25

in one payment, or extending over a period

of five years. Name plates have been placed

in the College of Missions building on receipt

of an individual gift of $1(1.

This recognition for small gifts will be

discontinued June 30, 1920. Any one may
begin payment on a Life Membership before

that date and receive certificate when final

payment is made. No payments are received

on name plates. They will be granted only

for a cash individual gift of $10.

All money given for a Life Membership or

a name plate will apply on the apportion-

ment of the local society.

Life Memberships in the United Christian

Missionary Society will be $1,000. We be-

lieve many women will want to avail them-

selves of this last opportunity to secure a

Life Membership either for themselves, some

members of the family, or a friend, at the old

rate of $25.

Program Outlines for Missionary Societies

July, 1920—June, 1921

General Themes

July-December—The New Emphasis.

January-June—The Bible and the Nations.

The New Emphasis

July—On the Woman's Missionary Society.

August—On Trained Leadership.

September—On the Use of Money.

October—On Spiritual Power.

November—On Knowing the World.

December—On the Necessity of a Savior.

The Bible

January—In India.

February—In China.

March—In Africa.

April—In Latin America.

May—In Tibet.

June—In Japan.

President A. McLean has very kindly con-

sented to prepare the Bible Studies for the

programs, and these should be assigned for

careful study long enough before the meetings

for helpful presentation.

There will be a special article in World
Call for each month's topic, and two special

leaflets will be furnished as helps for each

program.

The program booklet and leaflets will be

ready about May 20. All orders received

before that time will be filed and filled im-

mediately upon receipt of the material from
the printers.

Woman's Missionary Society

This is the last call for rounding up the

work for the fourth year of the Five-Year

Campaign. Every society should reach the

proportionate part of the aims by June 30.

Certainly after six months' study about the

nations that are needing doctors and nurses

and most of all "The Great Physician," no
Woman's Missionary Society will dare say

we cannot accept our apportionments for the

last year of the Five-Year Campaign. Our

vision lias been enlarged, our hearts have

been touched. We have prayed that more
workers might be sent to relieve these suffer-

ing, dying people, that new hospitals be built

and that, better equipment be provided, and
all this will be done if each woman will help

to answer her prayer.

Apportionments sent out from the state

office should lie in hand for the June meeting.

At the July meeting very careful preparation

will need to be made for the ensuing year

which will be the first year of the Five-Year-

Campaign. Tilings worth while don't just

happen. No doubt most societies will be given

aims that far exceed those of previous years,

but this should be a challenge to even the

most conservative members.

There are no new plans or methods for

attaining the aims for this closing year of

the Campaign. There are new organizations

to be formed; there are hundreds of women
to be won; the people must be informed

about this great missionary task, so sub-

scriptions must be secured for World Call/
and funds must be provided not only to main-

tain the work already begun but new fields

must be entered.

Where the Division Plan is used some so-

cieties will apportion a certain part of the

aims to each division. This will throw more
responsibility on the division leader ahd she

will make special effort to get each woman of

her division to assume her proportionate part,

in number of women to be enlisted, subscrip-

tions secured and money given.

Where the Division Plan is not being used
the Executive Committee should see that

each member of the society is encouraged to

accept her share of the responsibility. The
aims of 200.000 women, 100,000 subscriptions,

$1,000,000 can be realized if every woman will

do her part.

The Five-Year Campaign

The last year of the Five-Year Campaign
opens July 1, 1920. This campaign was
started in 1916 upoil the receipt of urgent

letters from our missionaries that we plan

to double the number of missionaries on the

field in five years. To double the number
of missionaries meant that Ave must double

our strength at home. For the last four

years the plahs have been going forward for

increasing the number of societies through

the Extension Work, for increasing the mem-
bership through the Enlistment Campaign,

for increasing information through securing

subscriptions for World Call and for in-

creasing the offerings through emphasis upon

stewardship.

At the International Convention at Cin-

cinnati the Committee on Recommendations
made the following recommendation, which
was unanimously voted by the convention:

"We very heartily commend to the church-

es the plans and aims as set forth by the

Board (Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions) for the ensuing year and for the com-

pletion of the Five-Year Campaign. We urge

the churches to cooperate in furtherance of

these aims."

The Joint Promotional Committee of the

United Christian Missionary Society and the

Board of Education has taken the following
action

:

"Motion prevailed that the Joint Promo-
tional Committee considers the completion
of the Five-Year goal now being pressed by
the Christian Woman's Board of Missions as

a normal and regular promotion of their

budget expansion and part of the regular
work of the society, and that it does not
Constitute

-

a violation of the cooperative
World Movement agreement between the
national organizations, and will aid in stim-

ulating the realization of the total mission-
ary goal set in the World Movement cam-
paign."

Young Woman's Missionary Circles

For nearly fifteen months many of the
Circles have been on a "Pilgrimage" visiting

a different mission point at each monthly
meeting. As they complete this tour they
are asking for new programs. Beginning
with July the following outline for Circle

programs have been prepared:

Making Life Colnt

July—In the Circle.

August—In the Daily Yocation.

September—In the Church.

October—In the Neighborhood.

November—In the Homeland.
December—In the Home.

The Bible and the Nations

January—In India.

February—In China.

March—In Africa.

April—In Latin America.

May—In Tibet.

June—In Japan.

Splendid new leaflets are being prepared for

each month. During the first six months* study
many suggestions will be made that should
help each young woman to see how she can
do some practical missionary work. The last

six months we will learn about the transla-

tion of the Bible into the language of the

people of foreign countries and how it is

being taught to those people. These programs
and helps will be ready to mail out the last

of May. Circles that are using the Pilgrim-

age can continue until they have completed

the lessons. Perhaps it would be best for

the new circles to begin with the 'Pilgrim-

age."

As the fourth year of the Five-Year Cam-
paign closes June 30. 1920. it is expected that

each Circle will make special effort to reach

all aims. This will only be a nine-months'

year, but certainly the proportionate part

of the year's aims should be secured by that

date.

The Executive Committee of each Circle

should have in hand by that meeting the

new apportionments for the last year of the

Five-Year Campaign which will begin July 1.

They may seem large, but these are days

when Christian people must undertake the

big things. The missionary often prays.

"Lord. I thank thee for giving me a hard

task." Dare we. who are living in a Chris-

tian country, surrounded by every eomfoit

and hosts of friends, be satisfied with the

easv task?
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Triangle Clubs

The Triangle Clubs are at this time making
a tour of China by airplane, and are becom-

ing well informed about a few of the impor-

tant mission stations.

They will complete this trip with the June
meeting and then they will make a similar

tour of the United States to see what kind

of missionary work is being done in the

homeland. Programs are being prepared and
will be ready about May 20. The following

are the topics for the first six months begin-

ning with July:

July—Necessary Preparations.

August—Across the Appalachian.

September—In the Southland.

October—On the Mexican Border.

November—At the Golden Gate.

December—College of Missions.

The offerings from Triangle Clubs are used

for the Orphanage work at Aguascalientes,

Mexico.

Good reports are coming from the Triangle

Clubs and it is hoped that at the July meet-

ing enlarged aims will be adopted.

A Missionary Library for the Juniors

A city librarian was recently asked what
aged people read the most books. Her prompt
reply was "The Juniors." This truth, which
is quite general, coupled with the fact that

the junior years are the most impressionable,

force upon Christian leaders a mighty respon-

sibility. What kind of books are the juniors

of your church reading? Do you have a

shelf in your library for them ? Perhaps they

should have a library all their own. Below

we give a list that will make an excellent

beginning:

Suggested Missionary Library for Junior
1. "Giovanni"—A story of an Italian boy

—50c.
2. "The Dragon and the Cross"—An ex-

cellent book for boys—$1.25.

3. "Lantern Stories"—Good Short stories

—60c.
4. "The Land of the Golden Man"—Story

of South America—50c.

5. "The Story of Sonny Sahib"—An in-

teresting story of an English boy in India

—50c.
6. "Myths of the Eed Children"—A book

of legends of American Indians—50c.

7. "The Honorable Crimson Tree"—A book
of excellent stories on China—60c.

8. "Friends of Ours"—Twelve stories of

boys and girls of other lands, beautifully

bound and illustrated—75c.

9. "Pioneer Missionaries" — Biograjmical
sketches of the first great missionaries—50c.

10. "Children at Play in Many Lands"

—

Games of children of other countries. Good
for socials—75c.

On the Bargain Counter
A library of eight excellent books for $2.50.
The Life of Helen E. Moses.
The White Queen of Okoyong.
The Soul of the Soldier.

Sita.

Thirty Years with the Mexicans.
The Trail to the Hearts of Men.
The Path of Labor.
The Life of Jacob Kenoly.
A library of twelve excellent books, paper

covers, for $2.00.

In Eed Man's Land.
Among Central African Tribes.
An African Trail.

South American Neighbors.

The King's Highway.
Women of the Meiji Era.

Missionary Milestones.

America, God's Melting Pot.

Path of Labor.

The Lure of Africa.

The Child in the Midst.

Sons of- Italy.

Alarming Transiency of Ministers

THE Statistical Department of the Ameri-
can Christian Missionary Society issues

the accompanying statement regarding

churches that changed preachers during 1919.

The facts are arrived at by a comparison of

the 1919 and 1920 Year Books.

It is alarming to note that 3,231 churches

changed their preachers during the year, or

36 per cent of the entire number of churches.

Some of them had three or more preachers

during the year, but in this table they are

counted only once.

The states and provinces range all the way
from Arizona, 11 per cent, to Hawaii and
Utah, 100 per cent. Missouri, Indiana and
Illinois report over three hundred churches

changing in each state, while two out of three

churches in Iowa changed their preachers

last year. Twenty-four states and three

provinces are above the average, 36 per cent.

It should be remembered in this connection

that many of the churches that are counted

among the non-changers have had no preach-

ing either in 1918 or 1919. In the 1920 Year
Book 3,318 churches are listed as having no
preachers at all.

Number of Churches in Each State
Which Changed Preachers Dur-

ing 1919

State Number Percent

Alabama 18 21

Arizona 2 11

Arkansas 49 30

California North 32 39

California South 37 46

Colorado 27 44

Delaware 1 50
District of Columbia 3 37

Florida 20 37 •

Georgia 47 29

Hawaii 1 100

Idaho North 5 28

Idaho South 5 22

Illinois 307 44

Indiana 344 43

Iowa 201 66

Kansas 159 42

Kentucky 272 27

Louisiana 10 24

Maryland 21 47

Michigan 38 31

Minnesota 25 49

Mississippi 26 15

Missouri 392 36

Montana 8 25

Nebraska 66 35

New England 7 37

New Jersey 1 ' 50

New Mexico and West Texas 8 19

New York 24 40

North Carolina 68 31

North Dakota 3 37

Ohio 198 34

Oklahoma 137 37

Oregon 70 58
Pennsylvania East 27 46

Pennsylvania West 39 30

South Carolina 22 34

South Dakota
Tennessee 71
Texas 208
Utah 2

Virginia 75
Washington East 24
Washington West 20
West Virginia ._ 48
Wisconsin 7

Wyoming 4
Canada-

-

Alberta 3

Manitoba 4

New Brunswick 2

Nova Scotia 2

Ontario 21

Prince Edward Island 4

Saskatchewan 2

Total 3,231
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Give Country Boys and Girls a Chance

IN
their social relationships most country

people are open to conviction as either

selfish or thoughtless. More lodges, secret

orders and similar organizations exist in the
open country and small villages in proportion
to population than anywhere else. It indi-

cates an attempt to satisfy a perfectly nor-

mal human craving. But these organizations,

with the exception of the Grange and one or
two others, are exclusively for adults, and
even the exceptions do not make very much
of their junior organizations.

Boys and girls have every right to organ-
izations for their own benefit. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture is utilizing the hunger
of young people for some such form of ex-

pression in the formation of thousands of

corn, pig, potato, canning and other clubs

which have useful by-products and which in

many instances frankly enter other than ag-

ricultural fields.

One of the objects of such clubs should be
frankly that of play. There is a great moral
benefit in directed recreation. The proper

leader can put a morale into a baseball or

basketball team that will mean lessons never

to be forgotten. With the Boys' and Girls'

Scout organizations, the Camp Fire Girls and
the straight out club work, with the books

and articles available, no church has any
reason for neglecting the young P there

are no seeming leaders they can be trained

and if there are none to train the chances

are there are no young people to form togeth-

er into a club.

Furthermore, these clubs should have a

room in the church and, if possible, two

—

possibly not for their sole use, but at least

a place where they can express themselves,

if possible even in the decorations and fur-

niture. Here again valuable lessons can be

taught. Such clubs, too, furnish an abun-

dant opportunity for the church leaders to

learn the mind of the young people, who are

to furnish the leadership for any church

within a few years as they mature.

Lack of a room need not, however, prevent

a club from doing very good work. Members'
homes and the parsonage are always avail-

able. Nature is open for study, and what a
field the country boys and girls have; Pos-

sible vocations can be considered. Bible study

definitely planned for the group should be

conducted.

Edmund deS. Brunner,
Associate Secretary, Home Missions Council.

New York City.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

"The Perfect Tribute."

Mark 14:3-9

WHILE the chief priests and scribes

were plotting to take His life, and
while the Twelve were concerned as

to who should have the first place in the

Kingdom, Mary of Bethany was thinking

of His death and preparing to anoint His
body in advance. The ointment she used was
pure and very costly. The disciples, and par-

ticularly Judas, were indignant at what they

considered a needless waste. They said the

ointment could be sold for three hundred
shillings and the proceeds given to the poor.

Our Lord was ever considerate of the poor.

He fed them when hungry, healed their sick,

and preached the gospel to them. He him-

self was one of the poor. He said that the

foxes have holes; the birds of the air have

their nests; the Son of man has not where
to lay His head. He sympathized with the

poor in their poverty; at the same time he

accepted and commended Mary's loving trib-

ute. He said to her critics, "Let her alone;

why trouble ye her? She has wrought a

good work on me." He told them that they

had the poor with them always, and they

could do them good whensoever they would;
but they did not have Him always. Pie added,

"She hath done what she could; she hath
anointed my body beforehand for the bury-

ing." After His death a group of women
bought spices with which to embalm His
body. Mary anticipated them and poured
the precious and fragrant nard on His head
and feet while He was still alive. Because

she had done this He predicted that wherever

in all the world the gospel would be preached

her act would be told for a memorial of her.

Mary's gift was inspired by her love for

her Lord. It was she that sat at His feet

and listened to His words, while Martha was
cumbered with much serving. It was she that
chose the good part which should not be taken
away from her. It was to assuage her grief

and the grief of her sister that the Lord
raised up Lazarus from the dead. Because
of her great love she gave of her best. This
is the way we give when love inspires our
giving; we give our best things, our costliest

things, our most beautiful things to those we
love most.

It is stated on good authority that the

American people paid one hundred and
seventy-five millions for perfumery last year.

This perfumery was to anoint their own
mortal bodies, and not to honor their Lord.

The amount spent for perfumery is more
than the Interchurch World Movement is ask-

ing all the Protestant churches in America
to give this year for advance work in the

Kingdom. A. McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere

MR. W. B. ALEXANDER writes from
India: "We had a great convention.

Evangelism is to the forefront. Our
missionaries are happy and ambitions. The
outlook is encouraging. Amidst political un-

rest and a great deal of uncertainty as to

what the future holds in store for us, the

work moves on little disturbed."

We need more doctors for India! Dr. Cro-

zier has started home on her furlough. Dr.

Drummond will soon be leaving and there

are no doctors available to fill their places.

Dr. Osee Dill has gone to Kulpahar to take

care of the large community there. Our

July

The New Emphasis on the Woman's
Missionary Society

Music.
Prayer.

Business.

Devotional Period.

Hymn.
Bible Study: "The Perfect Offer-

ing." Mark 14:3-9.

Prayer.

That the Society may have courage

and zeal to undertake large aims.

That the aims for the last year

of the Five-Year Campaign may
be realized.

Hymn.

Talks or Papers.

The New Emphasis,

On the Woman's Missionary So-

ciety.

On the Five-Year Campaign.

Echoes from Everywhere.

Benediction.

Program Helps:

Leaflets: "Why Our Missionary

Society did not disband."

The New Emphasis on the Five-

Year Campaign.
Special article, World Call, page

40.

Home for Women and Babies is located at

this station.

Miss Minta Thorp writes from Kulpahar

that she has passed the second year's exam-

ination in Hindi, and is at work on third-

year material, but talks more like a "one-

vear-old."

We are happy to report the safe arrival of

two new Junior Missionaries. K'athryn Louise

Edwards, San Luis Potosi, Mexico, and

"Baby" Leach, Asuncion, Paraguay.

Our mission in Aguascalientes. Mexico, sent

$24.60 as its Easter offering. All the chil-

dren had some part in giving, and many con-

tributed who never before had made an offer-

ing: for the evangelization of the world.

Miss Lola Connor, the very efficient leader

of Young Woman's Missionary Circles, has

been seriously ill for many weeks. She has

been granted a leave of absence from office

duties. Mrs. Affra B. Anderson will carry

her office work for the present.

The faculty and students of the Southern
Christian Institute are looking forward to

a fine commencement, as this year's gradu-
ating class of 16 is the largest in the history

of the institution.

Dr. Mary Longdon had so far recovered

from the attack of the panther at Pendra
Road some months ago, that she was able to

attend the convention of Disciples of Christ in

India, at Jubbulpore, the middle of February.

The College of Missions is in the closing

weeks of one of the very best years in its

history. Dr. G. Campbell Morgan will give

the address at the commencement convocation,

which will be held in Graham Chapel on the

morning of June 9.

A gift of $40 to the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions has been received from
Mrs. Wilhelma Smith Jaggard of Africa.

Miss Goldie Wells, our new missionary to

Africa, writes: "My juniors are little dar-
lings even if they are black and dirty. Bless
their little hearts, they have so little in life.

Each day they come to Mrs. Smith's after

school and I play the organ and sing with
them for a time. They certainly enjoy it.

"We have had such an interesting time
with some natives who came in a few weeks
ago. They had never seen white women be-

fore, and marveled at our long hair.

"One day we heard a big noise and on
looking out saw Dr. Frymire riding his bi-

cycle and about 100 of these people running
after him. They were greatly excited to see a
man on wheels! Mrs. Moon and I have been
trying to teach some of our evangelists some
new songs. It is not an easy task, for it is

hard for some of them to carrv a tune."

Dr. McGavran of Damoh. India, writes:
"Just now it is such a pleasure to make the
bi-weekly inspection of the orphanage—not
a. sick boy in the place!"

"All of our Indian boys who have come
back from the front have been asked to speak
in the church on Sunday morning, and they
have done wonderfully well, even those who
had little education and went in the labor
corps. At least a dozen in our church have
been all over the Mespot and in Palestine,

up to Constantinople and Baku and Egvpt."
"You should hear our Secretary Sahib (Mr.

Bert Wilson) talk Hindi! He sent the boys
'into fits' during the camp at Christmas time
with Mr. and Mrs. Rice. The funniest part

of it is that they know what he means most
of the time—they have enough English to

help a little and he acts out his meaning.
The gallant secretary killed two big deer

while taking a little recreation after his

strenuous weeks of work visiting the various

stations, and the -whole Christian community
about two hundred people had a feast."

".Mother" Boss was with the students at

the Southern Christian Institute for a week's

services preceding Easter, she tells her ex-

perience in this beautiful way: "T spent

hours in preparation in a big. quiet room
alone. 1 climbed the mountains, wept over
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Jerusalem, went through the garden, bore

the cross, lay in the tomb, rose and talked to

Mary and Peter. It never was so real to

me. I told it each morning like a story and

at certain stages I would look at a young

man and he would start a verse or song.

When I spoke of the betrayal he led in sing-

ing, 'I Don't Want to Be Like Judas in My
Heart'; at the time of the crucifixion, 'Were

you there when they crucified my Lord?' and

at the resurrection story on Sunday morn-

ing, 'He rose, He rose, He rose from the dead.'

Unless you have heard them you cannot im-

agine how weird and sweet it was as their

rich, mellow voices sang these pathetic words.

Several of the students told me they never

had seen it so plainly. It was a blessed week

for me on the dear old plantation."

And tohat of the others?

" 'Tis not the grapes of Canaan that repay,

But the high faith that fails not by the way."

The women of the "Refuge Church," where

Mr. C. C. Dobson preaches, recently sent 7

gallons of fresh country lard to the College

of Missions' "culinary department" as a gift.

Mr. Dobson and family go to missionary serv-

ice in Mexico this summer.

We some time ago told our readers that

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dobson of Birkenhead,

England, were going to our Jamaica Mission

to serve as missionaries of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions there. They

reached the field about the middle of March.

In their characteristic warm-hearted way, our

churches, Jamaican ministers, and our mis-

sionaries gave them most cordial welcome.

They are located at King's Gate. The home
there used to be the residence of C. E. Ran-

dall and his family. Recently Mr. and Mrs.

G. D. Purdy have been located there. They

have returned to the home at Oberlin, where

they worked for so many years. Mr. and

Mrs. Dobson are getting used to their sur-

roundings and believe they will be happy in

their work.

We constantly have most encouraging re-

ports from our missionaries in Central Mex-
ico. Two more little girls have been taken
into our Girls' Orphanage at Aguascalientes.

We have warned the missionaries that they

must not take any more. Sometimes we won-
der whether our people really feel that we
should limit the number to thirty. That is

what we have done to date. The cost of the

food supplies for one child in the orphanage
amounts to $100 in our money. Out of this

orphanage we expect to get some splendid

Christian teachers and leaders. We have
been gratified to hear that in the four months
our workers have been in Central Mexico
there have been, in the two stations, about

fifty conversions to Christ. Thirty-five con-

fessions were made at San Luis Potosi. On
Easter evening there were twelve baptisms.

The colporteur, who is one of our own men,

reports little groups of believers throughout

the territory, who are hungry for the gospel

message.

"Ntukunyu Bosuki Wa Jwilo"

THE title is a native proverb which means,

"Mushrooms
(
stop meat hunger." The

proverb is applied to anything used as a

substitute. For instance, if for the want of

a spade you used a stick to dig with, that

would call forth the proverb or just the one

word, "Ntukunyu," mushrooms.

Last year while in the United States one

of the words I heard most frequently was

"substitute." When I arrived in Congo early

this year I found that "substitute" or "ntu-

kunyu" was quite the order of the day. After

an investment in a little flour at the rate of

$70 a barrel, and finding after taking it over

Hidden Answers

1. What was the amount of the

first Children's Day offering?

2. What are some contrasts that

need to be corrected?

3. How are Bibles prepared for use

in tropical lands?

4. What is a sombhar?

5. What is the food of the children

of Congoland?

6. Who was the first man sent out

by the foreign Christian Missionary

Society ?

7. What are three forces which

threaten our national existence?

9. How does Mamma Ji arrange for

a wedding in India?

10. How many students attended

the conference at Baguio?

11. In what land do all children

celebrate their birthday at once?

12. How does a Cleveland church

combat the menace of the summer
slump ?

13. When did Dr. Shelton begin

his work in Tibet?

14. How much did the bandit chief

offer Dr. Shelton to remain with the

band as their pastor?

15. Who was "The Angel of the

Church?"

The answer to question 8, in the April

Hidden Answers will be found in Miss Frank-
lin's article in May World Call. This ar-

ticle was omitted because of lack of space

after a part of the magazine had been printed.

five hundred miles from where I purchased it

that it was absolutely unusable, for weevils

had got there first in such quantities that

a separation was impossible, we decided to

try "ntukunyu," which we did in plantain

flour and corn meal of home manufacture.

We made starch for our clothes of the bitter

manioc, and corn starch for table use from

green corn. We used palm oil for cooking

fat and peanut oil for salad oil. Dr. Frymire

is now trying to domesticate the wild hog.

When I arrived at Lotumbe I found that

they had a big building program on. The
appropriations were at hand for a dwelling

and a large church. I took charge of the

building work and asked about tools, only to

find that about all they had was the invoice

for a tool order that should have arrived

months before but did not. There were only

enough axes and knives for twenty- five or

thirty men. I knew that we would have to

have a crew of more than one hundred men
if we got anything done. So I tackled the

tool proposition. With the help of a native

blacksmith we repaired what tools we could

and then took the pieces of old broken and
worn out ones and forged them into native

axes. The natives' ax head is stuck into

the handle instead of the handle into the ax.

We now have fifty axes. We needed big

knives for getting the bamboo poles and
leaves for roofing material. These we forged

from broken grass hooks. We needed big

rip saws for ripping the rough planks after

they are brought in from the forest from the

pit saws. These we got by taking pieces of

old broken pit saws and cross-cut saws, cut-

ting the teeth off and cutting smaller teeth

suitable for the work. Then we needed planes

for smoothing the lumber, for you must re-

member that we have no sawmills or planing
mills here and the lumber comes to us in a

very rough and uneven state. I fortunately

was able to buy a few plane-bits at a trading
house and found a few old ones here and we
soon had planes made. There was also the

need for match planes for making the flooring.

We took some old worn-out plane-bits, drew
the temper and by means of a hacksaw and
file we soon had the bits made Selecting

a nice piece of iron wood we made the stocks

and have turned out about five thousand
lineal feet of flooring.

We made hand moulds and are now turning

out about 1,500 bricks per day. The question

arose about brick trowels, so we took some
short pieces of broken saw blades and now
have a half dozen fairly good trowels.

Work is progressing. We have turned out

several kilns of brick and have much of the

wood work framed for Dr. Frymire's house,

and by his help most of the brick work is

done on the foundation.

Our greatest need is men and women who
will eat anything as a substitute for food,

use anything as a substitute for the tools

they can't get, but who have the plain, old-

fashioned, practical, every day Christianity

and will accept no substitute for it.

E. R. Moo>\

Missionary Programs for the

Summer

THE missionary programs for the summer
months are ready. Stewardship is the

dominant note, and the fourfold purpose
of all missionary instruction is conserved and
emphasized.

The material seeks to bring to the minds
and hearts of the pupils ( 1 ) the recognition

of God's ownership: (2) the realization of

the pupil's partnership with God in all

things; (3) the desire and determination to

discharge the responsibility which such a

partnership entails; (4) ways in which such

cooperation may be expressed.

Every church should make provision for

this instruction to be given where it will

most effectively meet the needs of its student

body.

For detailed information write any of the

following Boards

:

American Christian Missionary Society,

108 Carew Building, Cincinnati, Ohio; Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions, College of

Missions Building, Indianapolis. Indiana;

Foreign Christian Missionary Society, Box
884, Cincinnati, Ohio; Board of Ministerial

Relief, 627 Lemcke Building, Indianapolis,

Indiana; Board of Church Extension, 603

New England Building, Kansas City, Mis-

souri ; National Benevolent Association, 2955

North Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.
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China Awaking
THIS is a photograph of the Chuchow

Students' Association which, in harmony
with all other schools throughout the

country, have organized to preach patriotism

and arouse the country against the encroach-

ments of the Japanese.

The Chuchow association elected as presi-

dent one of the older students in the Christian

Boys' School. He can be seen standing in

front of the booth wearing a white long gar-

ment with a dark vest over it. He is one

of the leading Christian boys in our school

and all through tlie year has been regular

in visiting our local prison and preaching-

each Sunday to the prisoners. He is also

secretary of our Sunday school.

The picture contains groups of students

from the government boys' and girls' schools

and from our boys' and girls' schools. Vari-

ous teachers stand apart from the students

and are near the taller willow tree.

The picture is especially interesting as it

shows the front of out present boys' school

on the left; the mud wall and tliatcbed roof,

whitewashed building in the center, which is

being used as a school kitchen and the dwell-

ing place of one of our Christian teachers;

our two-story Tisdale Hospital over the wall

from the school grounds, and beyond the hos-

pital at its right, a glimpse of the roof of

our present girls' school quarters across the

river. The church lies squarely behind the

hospital and cannot be seen. The pagoda

near the church stands out in bold relief.

Back of the Whitewashed building and over

in the corner of the hospital yard (to the left

of the hospital building) can be seen the

new cottage home of Dr. Sung, which we
built with the $S0O given by an unknown
friend down in Texas. It was given through

Nannie Hopper, as you know.
Our Christian Boys' School this year begins

real high school work, still continuing a

grammar grade. The primary school work
tor boys will be continued in an old temple

building just outside our city south gate,

not far away. This temple has been recently

turned over to us for a period of ten years,

that we may carry on a primary boys' school

in ii. We have already destroyed the idols

and are putting it into good repair and in

another month will be ready to begin work.

Thirty-three new pupils have been signed

up by their parents as prospective students.

Within a few years our high school will

need a two-story building, which we plan to

erect on the spot which the speaker's booth

occupies in this photograph. Such a building

will cost perhaps $4,000 Mexican, though it

is difficult to forecast what such buildings

will cost four or five years hence. We have

the only high school in the whole district of

2,500 square miles—and the best grammar
grade school.

Elliot I. Osgood, M. D.

Energetic Southerners

IK
Porto Rico, it is claimed that the people

like to work—at least, the women and
children do. The April Everyland lias a

series of pictures of them weaving straw

hats, making cigars and engaging in various

other money-getting occupations. Workers of

the Episcopal Church, wishing to stimulate

this spirit in the island, have organized a

sort of woman's exchange where Porto Rican

mothers can work in comfortable surround-

ings, and where they can find a market for

their products. There is an interesting photo-

graph of this workshop, showing white-clad

women of contrasting complexions, busy at

the frames on which they make the famous
Porto Rican lace.
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Transylvania College and College of

the Bible, Lexington, Ky.

ONE of the significant undertakings of

Transylvania, the College of the Bible,

and Hamilton College, during the pres-

ent year was the raising of funds for the sup-

port of the staff representative of the Dis-

ciples of Christ in the University of Nanking

Hospital, Nanking, China. In previous years

the college has been exceeding the required

$600 for the support of this representative.

This year, however, owing to the increased

cost of exchange and the high cost of living,

it has been necessary for the Foreign Board

to raise the support of a living link to $1,000.

The offering was taken after a forceful pres-

entation of the facts connected with the work

of the hospital and the University of Nanking

by the students. Nearly $200 more than the

required amount was raised. Even more sig-

nificant than the amount of money given was

the evidence of deep spiritual desire express-

ing itself throughout the entire student body.

As two-thirds of the student body earn all or

a part of their living while in college, many
of these gifts represent a real sacrifice.

President R. H. Crossfield has received

notice from Mrs. Rose S. Rains of Cincinnati,

executrix of the late F. M. Rains, Sec-

retary of the Foreign- Christian Missionary

Society, that Mr. Rains had bequeathed to the

College of the Bible the sum of $1,000. This

sum, one-half of which has already been re-

ceived, will be paid in full within the present

year. In a codicil to Mr. Rains's will he pro-

vides that any residue of his estate be equally

divided between the College of the Bible and

the Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

Clifford S. Weaver of Eureka, Illinois, has

been chosen Field Secretary of Transylvania

and the College of the Bible to succeed J. L.

Finnell, who has accepted the pastorate of

the Clifton Church of Louisville. Mr. Weaver

is a graduate of Eureka College, and for the

past two years has been the financial secre-

tary of that institution. Mr. and Mrs. Weaver
served seven years under the Foreign Chris-

tion Missionary Society at Osaka, Japan,

where they rendered conspicuous service as

missionaries.

Are They Extravagant?

AMONG the workers in such homes as the

l\ National Benevolent Association is con-

ducting for the churches of the Master,

one can find some rare cases of self-sacrifice.

We have just read a letter from the matron
of one of our homes telling us of the work
there and the prices paid and the difficulty

in keeping help. She pays the housemaid

$6 a week. The housekeeper, who has the care

of ten or twelve old people, several of whom
are sick, serves their breakfast, keeps their

house clean and carries meals from the main
building to the sick and gets $7 a week. The
laundress gets $12 a week. She washes for

a family of forty-eight.

"It would not cost us so much," the matron
writes, "if we had an electric washer. We
have an old machine that has to be turned

by hand and the clothes rubbed on a board

besides. One of the old men who turned the

machine had a stroke this week and that has

left us short of one helper. Very few of the

old people are able to do anything. We have

— GEOWKKAMER^ON— ==-- ARCHT.5 rtYC

Community Church, Ridgewood Heights, Brooklyn, New York, to Build which the Board of Church
Extension is to Give $20,000 and Loan $25,000. The First Unit is Now Being Built.

Ridgewood Heights Community Building
ABOVE is the picture of the Ridgewood
l\ Heights Church and Community Build-

ing, Brooklyn, New York, which is now
being erected by a gift of $20,000 and a loan

of $25,000 from the Board of Church Exten-

sion. This is made possible by the Inter-

church campaign, April 25 to May 2. The
Board of Church Extension is advancing this

money in anticipation of the above ingather-

ing and because the National Convention has

urged it. This building and the one in New
Orleans were in process of erection during

the financial drive the latter part of April.

In a recent visit to Kirby Page and this

church, one of the secretaries of Church Ex-

tension found that 500 people lived in apart-

ments three stories high on either side of

the street, one block long. This is an indus-

trial community.
Now is the time for Christian people to

help the industrial classes. Whatever leader-

ship develops among them, that must be sane,

inclusive, and religious, and not characterized

by narrowness, eccentricities, and contempt

for the church. In America, alone, we find

churches supported only by voluntary contri-

butions of the people. As shown by the ln-

terchurch Survey it is a significant fact that

nearly 200,000 churches have been started,

and are now being maintained by the volun-

tary contributions of their members. In Eu-

rope the churches are subsidized. Therefore,

the religious leadership of the world, at the

present moment, rests unquestionably with

the United States.

Kirby Page, the pastor, and the Disciples'

Missionary Union of New York City, are

vigorously backing up the Ridgewood Heights

proposition. Let us be sure that we give

them sympathy and prayer and gifts, and the

local problem in that community will be on
the way to solution. G. W. Muckley.

three meals a day. A hundred-pound sack

of sugar doesn't last long, as old people

like sweet things. We had a fine lot of nice

canned fruit sent in, but because of the scar-

city of sugar last summer, almost all has to

be sweetened when opened. We have received

three cases of eggs, which will not last long

in this family. We pay our cook $10 a week
—couldn't get one for less. I had to cook

almost a month at one time last winter and

then sit up till eleven o'clock or later to do

my own work. I enjoy my work, but when
I have to do the work of two it is too much,

but it has been so hard to get help unless we
pay more. The nurse we have had for four

years will leave us when school is out. She
cannot care for her three children and herself

on $50 a month. If you could see the work

this poor woman has to do in the care of the

helpless invalids whom she must treat as little

babies, you would wonder that she stays, but

a true mother will do anything, suffer any-

thing, for her children."

This matron gets only $40 a month herself,

but she loves the work and it is for her Lord
and the old people who need her that she

makes the sacrifice of self. Think of this

poor nurse, struggling to clothe and feed these

three children on $50 a month, these times of

high prices. Ten dollars a month for a room
for them—the girl in high school—two boys

to keep in shoes and clothes. Should we not

give her more money and keep her at her
work ?

Will not some one give this home a Blue-

bird washing machine, or at least make it

possible for us to get one at the wholesale

price? We hope to hear from you.

Mbs. J. K. H.,

Secretary.

Church and Community Convention
to Meet in June

THE Church and Community Convention
under the auspices of the Federal Coun-
cil's Commission on Interchurch Federa-

tions and the Council of Executive Secretaries

employed in over thirty leading cities in the

United States, will be held at the Cleveland
Hotel in Cleveland, Ohio, June 1-3. Nine
commissions composed of leaders from the

Federal Council, the Interchurch World Move-
ment, Young Men's Christian Association,

Young Women's Christian Association, and
denominational Forward Movements are pre-

paring community programs to be discussed

by the Convention. These Commission reports

will constitute a book on methods of Inter-

church \Vork. Delegates will come from all

parts of the United States. Full information

can be secured by writing to John R.

Voris, Convention Secretary, United Charities

Building, New York, N.- Y.
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A Call to the Colors
By Cynthia Pearl Maus

THE accompanying extract from the re-

port of the Religious Education Survey

of the Interchurch World Movement pre-

sents a challenge to every parent, every teach-

er in the public and the church's school, and

to every older hoy and girl to "carry on"

until the three great armies that now threat-

en our national existence are routed forever

from this land of the free and the home of

the brave.

Intelligence and righteousness must become

the universal heritage of every individual in

America if the democratic form of govern-

ment of which we are so justly proud is to

be insured to future generations. The world

war revealed to us how inadequate our public

school machinery has been and the Smith-

Towner bill now pending before Congress pur-

poses to create a Department of Education

in our national government, to place a secre-

tary of education in the President's cabinet,

and to set aside an annual budget of $1,241,-

000,000 for the secular education of the

childhood and youth of America.

Shall the Church Do Less?

The State has delegated to the Church re-

sponsibility for the religious education of its

people. The fact that fifty-eight million are

unidentified with any church, and twenty-

seven million Protestant children and young

people not enrolled in any Sunday school,

should challenge every member of the Church.

Spiritual illiteracy is the greatest peril to

organized society.

The Church cannot teach the people until

it reaches them. Fifty-eight million un-

reached people means fifty-eight million un-

taught people. If the 24.354,216 Protestant

Christians in America were each one to win

just one person to regular attendance at

church and Sunday school during the ensuing

year there would still be a field for mission-

ary service here in the homeland.

The twenty-seven million children and

young people not yet enrolled in any Prot-

estant Sunday school mean twenty-seven mil-

lion potential spiritual illiterates in the

United States. The Church must find a way
to reach and teach the children and young

people of this great continent, and must

account for them systematically from infancy

to maturity before the last of these three

great armies that menace our democratic

ideals can be successfully routed.

Facing the Problem

If the millions of unreached and untaught
people in America revealed through the sur-

veys of the Interchurch World Movement are

to lie reached and trained in the fundamental

principles of the Christian religion the church

must first of all provide more time for the

church's school if adequate instruction is to

be given. The Interchurch survey shows that

the average Protestant child has only twenty-

four hours of time provided annually for re-

ligious instruction as over against 335 hours

for the Jewish child and 200 hours for the

Catholic child. Longer class periods on Sun-

day, and daily instruction through Daily Va-

cation Bible schools and weekday schools of

religion must be provided.

Second, the church must face squarely its

responsibility for the task of Christian edu-

cation and provide budget adequate to the

needs. The annual per capita expenditures

of the churches of a typical city show that

the church is now paying twice as much for

its janitor as it does for the support of its

Sunday school. For the secular education

of the childhood and youth of America the

nation proposes an annual budget of $1,241,-

000,000. For the spiritual nurture of the

A Call to the Colors

The United States of America
has been invaded by three enemy
armies which threaten our national

existence. First, there is within

our borders an army of five and
one-half million illiterates above
ten years of age; second, there is

an army of fifty-eight million peo-

ple who are not identified with any
church, Jewish, Catholic or Prot-

estant; third, there is an army of

twenty-seven million Protestant

children and youth, under twenty-
five years of age, who are not en-

rolled in any Sunday school or

other institution for religious

training.

If these three armies should
form in a double column three feet

apart they would reach one and
one-third times round the globe at

the equator. If they should march
in review before the President of

the United States, starting on the

day of his inauguration, moving
double column at the rate of

twenty-five miles a day, it would
take the three armies three years
and eight months to pass the Pres-

ident.

These three armies constitute a
triple alliance which threatens the

life of our democracy. Patriotism
demands that every loyal American
should rush to arms and wage three
campaigns—a campaign of Ameri-
canization, a campaign of adult

evangelism, and a campaign for

the spiritual nurture of childhood
and youth.—Interchurch Survey
Bulletin on American Religious
Education.

same army of children and young people the

church must provide a budget large enough
to insure that intelligence and godliness shall

go hand in hand in the making of the citi-

zens of tomorrow. Adequate church build-

ings, equipment, teachers and parental sup-

port and cooperation are not likely to be se-

cured until the church begins to regard its

Sunday school as one of the chief, if not the

chief agency, for spiritualizing the life of

the community.
Perhaps the weakest spot in our educa-

tional program in the past has been its fail-

ure to provide trained supervisors for its

army of untrained teachers. The public

school has one supervisor to every 82 teach-

ers, while the church's school has one super-

visor to every 2.716 teachers. As rapidly as

possible churches should engage the full

service of a trained worker in the field of

religious education who will be directly re-

sponsible to the church for supervising, di-

recting and training its army of untrained
workers.

The church must provide for the adequate
training of its teachers and officers. In days
gone by untrained church and church school
leadership has been both a strength and a
weakness,—a strength in that it was volun-
tary and enthusiastic, a weakness because
it was inefficient and often dangerous. We
must retain our army of consecrated volun-
teer teachers and officers, but we must pro-
vide them with two essential things, train-
ing and supervision.

How We May Train Them
The church should provide each year at

least two training classes—one for its group
of volunteer teachers now at work in the
Sunday school, and one class for its young
people (prospective teachers) meeting* pref-
erably at the regular Sunday school hour.
Correspondence courses are now available for
those who, for any reason, may not be able
to secure the needed instruction and training
through the local church.

Almost every large city now has one or
more community training schools in the field

of religious education through which teachers
and officers may secure invaluable aid at a
minimum cost.

Every year there are a number of church
summer schools and missionary conferences
offering splendid short courses for teachers
and officers in the local school.

During the summer of 1920 the Interchurch
World Movement will provide eight such
training centers for the enrichment of the
lives of volunteer workers, as follows:

Winter Park, Florida. June 3-10.

Blue Ridge, North Carolina, June 25-

July 5

Silver Bay, Xew York. July 9-19.

Estes Park. Colorado, July 9-19.

Asilomar, California. July 13-23.

Ocean Park, Maine. July 20-30.

Lake Geneva. Wisconsin, July 23-August 2.

Seabeck. Washington. July 2S-August 9.

In addition to these interdenominational
training schools, the Disciples of Christ hold
annually some seven or eight summer schools

and young people's conferences for the train-

ing of workers in the local church. The
schedule for 1920 is as follows:

Summer Schools of Methods

Kentucky Summer School, Lexington. Ken-
tucky. June 9-17.

Southern Summer School. Shreveport
(Forbing), Louisiana. June 27-July 14.

Lake View Christian Assembly. Enid, Okla-
homa. July 25-31.

Crystal Lake Assembly, Frankfort. Michi-

gan. August 7-14.

Southeastern Summer School, Lynchburg.
Virginia. July 19-25.

Ozark Assembly. Hollister, Missouri, Aug-
ust 19-29.

Young People's Training Conferences:

West Central States. William Woods Col-

lege (Fulton. Missouri). June 21-25.

Northern States. Crystal Lake. Michigan

(Frankfort), August 1-7.

Minnesota Christian Assembly. Lake Min-

netonka. Spring Park. Minnesota, July 5-11.
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One of the Classes in the School of Methods, Flint, Michigan

Every church should set aside in its

budget from one to two hundred dollars and
plan to send a number of its workers to

some one of these summer schools or con-

ferences this year.

An Appeal for Christian Nurses for

China

THOSE of us who have been even a few
years in China, are seeing that she is

changing, that she is awaking, and we
long that the foundation of that change may
be for the eternal welfare of this great people.

To this end, we, the members of the Nurses'

Association of China, appeal to all Christian

nurses in the homelands to reconsecrate them-

selves to God's service, and obey His com-

mand, "Go ye into all the world and preach

the gospel to every creature," (Mark 16:15)

and "heal the sick: . . . freely ye have,

received freely give" (Matthew 10:8). Many
of you heard the call of king or president

and country, and nobly lived and worked
during the years of war, seeking to "do your

bit" and now this higher call comes from
the King of kings to work with Him in this

fight against sin.

With a population between three and four

hundred millions of people, roughly speaking,

between three and four hundred mission hos-

pitals, and between three and four hundred
missionary nurses, it will be seen at a glance
how inadequate the service is for the care
of the sick and suffering of China.

Two, nay three, great evils—ignorance,

dirt, and superstition—stand on every thresh-

old like gaunt and hungry wolves, and in

maternity work alone, the mortality of the

mother and especially of the child is ap-

palling.

The women of China need you, the babies
of China need you, and the Savior of the
world invites your cooperation in this great
and pressing work.

The all too few hospitals are undermanned
or shall we say undernursed. What is needed

is the multiplication of our teaching staff in

every branch of nursing, so that there may
be, year by year, a multiplication of well-

trained, efficient Chinese nurses graduating

from our hospitals and ready for "any man-
ner of service" in caring for the diseased bod-

ies and sin-sick souls of their own people.

We ask you who read and you who hear,

prayerfully to consider this call to help in the

fight against ignorance, disease and sin, and

to herald with us the "good news" of "repent-

ance toward God and faith toward our Lord

Jesus Christ."

The Executive Committee of the Nurses'
Association of China.
Shanghai.

A Pastor's Earnest Appeal

DEAR Brother Mohorter: I am writing

with reference to a matter that has
been greatly concerning me for some

time. It may take your breath to see the

audacity of these Westerners, but I can't hold

in any longer. Now my concern is regarding

an orphanage for the Northwest.

Even under ordinary circumstances, I know
it would require no effort to convince you of

the tremendous need of such an institution,

but the need is augmented by extraordinary

circumstances here.

First. The nearest home of that nature is

Denver. It is impossible to make that home
adequately serve the Northwest. Surely,

while we are branching out in all the other

departments of our work, we will not allow

ourselves to remain stationary in this most
excellent expression of genuine Christianity.

If there ever was a time when we ought to

expand along this line of work it is now,
when, because of war and epidemics there is

such a need. If the acid test of our religion

is our disposition to meet the world's need,

then surely we have a great opportunity to

demonstrate that we have the genuine brand.

Second: There is a crying need for a
Protestant children's home in this section of

the country. There is no home of any nature,

save the Roman Catholic home, of any dimen-

sions anywhere near. Repeatedly Judge Dyk-
mann of the Juvenile Court of Seattle has

appeared before the Ministerial Federation

of this city making a strong appeal for a

Protestant home for children. There is con-

siderable sentiment aroused along this line,

and I feel reasonably sure that should our

people start a campaign for such a home we
would secure a good deal of help from people

outside of our own church.

Third: Two of the men of the University

Church, after the presentation of our Na-
tional Benevolent Association's work on

Easter, came to me the following week; one

offering a gift of five acres of land, the other

a gift of ten acres, for the establishment of a

children's home near Seattle. There never

was a finer opportunity to make a move along

this line through our National Benevolent

Association than right now. Brother Mo-
horter, if you or some equally competent man
could spend some time in the Northwest on

a fund-raising campaign among our churches,

for a month or two in the near future, I be-

believe the money could be secured without

any difficulty. We already have a woman
who has volunteered to act as matron for

such a home should it be established, and she

sure is a wonder. Of course that is a matter

to be left entirely in the hands of the Na-

tional Benevolent -Association.

It will be a keen disappointment to me if

a home is not established, but that is nothing

compared to the fact that there actually is a

tremendous need for it and our brotherhood

ought and can meet that need.

Cleveland Kleihatjek.

Handy Binder for World Call

It is scarcely possible to preserve loose

copies of magazines, and still harder to find

any particular back number, unless they are

kept together in such a handy binder as we
supply for $1.50.

We have several in stock and are prepared

to fill orders promptly. Price covers postage.
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Bible Study Group at Bagniio, in the Kecent Student Conference, Led by E. K. Higrdon, of Manila

Annual Conference of Philippine Students

ONE hundred and fifty students and
twenty leaders attended the Fourth
Annual Student Conference of the

Young Men's Christian Association, held at

Bagnio, December 26 to 31. These confer-

ences are fast taking the place in the Filipino

student life which similar gatherings hold

in the minds of the American students. The
first one was held in 1916 and was attended

by 59 delegates and leaders; the second one

drew 98 students to its sessions; there were
128 at the third. The interest in the Con-

ferences is growing rapidly and, in spite of

the fact that each one takes a solid week out

of the Christmas vacation, there is every in-

dication that the attendance will continue to

increase until, within the next five years,

there will be as many as 400 or 500 delegates.

A few years ago I heard Bishop McDowell
say at a Lake Geneva Conference that he was
glad to get back to the center of the universe.

He had been on an extended visit to the for-

eign fields and wherever he had spoken, in

India, China or Japan, there had been from
one to a dozen people in the audience who
had heard him at "The Lake." There are

hundreds of us throughout the world who
received our inspiration and made our de-

cisions for foreign work at Lake Geneva.

And already the Baguio Conferences are hav-

ing a marked effect upon the life of the Phil-

ippines, and a good many young Filipinos

look to the Conferences as the center of their

religious experiences and determinations.

At this Conference the men were particu-

larly anxious about two things : They wanted
to know how to fight successfully against

temptation and they were eager to decide

their life work in line with God's desire for

them. Not all of them faced these issues;

some were afraid. But nearly every man
who came to me for a talk had real problems

to solve. There were very few wooden ques-

tions. One has a profound respect for these

young fellows after he has talked through

their difficulties with them and has tried to

help them to right decisions.

One young man who is preparing for the

ministry has not received a letter from his

father for three years. The father cut him
off when he decided to preach. Another stu-

dent said that when he became a Protestant

his father was exceedingly angry and made
life uncomfortable for him. But after a time
the parent became somewhat reconciled. He
still said, however, with an implied threat,

that he did not know what he would do if

he ever saw his son preaching. The boy
wanted to preach as soon as he returned from
the Conference. After our talk, he said he

was determined to obey God rather than
men. One student wanted to know how to

pray; another asked for help in fighting evil

thoughts and desires; a third had married

a girl who did not suit his father because

she was poor. The wedding had been kept

secret and the old man declared that the son

must never live witli the girl. What should

he do?

But the most interesting talk I had was
with a young Moro. The Moros are Moham-
medans who live to the south of Luzon.
There are only a few Christians among them

;

the one who was at the Conference was not
a Christian. He is the son of a Representa-

tive in the Philippine Legislature and his

father comes of a high-class family. Two
years ago this young man came to Manila to

study and he has been living in the Student

Y. M. C. A. There at the morning chapel

periods he heard for the first time the mes-

sages of Christian men. It was all new to

him. No one had ever told him about Jesus.

He wanted to learn. In the Bible study

groups which the "Y" conducts each year,

he gathered more of the story of Christ. He
was a member of one of the discussion classes

which met each morning at the Conference

and before the sessions closed he had decided

to become a Christian.

He was one of those who, at the last meet-

ing, signed the "Resolve of a Christian,"

stating his purpose to read his Bible daily,

to pray, to fight temptation uncompromis-

ingly, to serve whenever and wherever God
calls, to live in honesty of spirit and purity

of life, to make the will of God his standard

of judgment and sole basis of choice, and to

actively affiliate with a church. He wanted
to do all this, but there were some things

which still caused him concern, so he came
for a talk the last day of the Conference. He
wanted to know just what he must do to he-

come a member of the church and we opened
the New Testament and read its teachings.

He said he was satisfied. Then as we walked
along together he said something which
showed how deeply in earnest he was about
the whole matter.

"I am afraid God will not accept me as
gladly as he will the other fellows, because
I belonged to another religion."

"But you always tried to live up to the
teachings of that religion, didn't you?" I

asked.

"I have always lived up to the teachings
of Mohammed. I knew nothing better."

It was another case of Paul. I was glad
to tell him that he had a much better record
in the sight of God than a good many of the
men who have known the teachings of Chris-
tianity for years and have not tried to do
them, and that God holds no grudge against
any one who has been doing all he knew how
to do, regardless of the name of the religion

under which he has lived.

On the first day of the new year we all left

the land of the Igorotes and came down the
beautiful Benguet trail to our various tasks
in the valley. Many of the men had seen
Jesus and some of them will never sink back
into the "consciously wrong, inferior and un-
happy" lives which they lived before they
Avent up into that mountain.

William Woods College Notes

THE commencement program begins with
the baccalaureate sermon by President

Joseph A. Serena in First Christian

Church, Fulton, Sunday. May 30. The laying

of the cornerstone in the new William Stone
Woods Memorial Academic building will oc-

cur that afternoon with Masonic exercises.

Raphael H. Miller of Kansas City will deliver

the commencement address on Wednesday eve-

ning, June 2, to the largest class that has
ever graduated from this college.

Work on the William Stone Woods Aca-

demic Building is progressing so well that

it promises to be ready for occupancy next

fall. It is a three-story brick, fireproof build-

ing that will contain the very latest and most
approved schoolroom furniture. It will cost

approximately $140,000.

The recent visit of Mr. Alexander Paul
was a great inspiration to the faculty and
students, and. as a result, many are enquiring

concerning opportunities for foreign service.

His, together with Dr. Macklin's recent visit,

has awakened great interest in China.

Mr. H. N. Jacobs 448 Livingston Avenue,
Dayton Ohio, is now preaching tor the Fidel-

ity Church in Miami county. Ho sends a

nice offering for American Missions and says:

"It has been several years since this church

has made an offering for missions. A little

over a year ago the writer found a little

handful of discouraged Disciples at this

place. I took up the work for one-half time.

The building has been repaired and redeco-

rated. All bills were paid as they became

due. The minister's salary is paid up to

dale, with a small amount in the treasury.

We are planning for a greater work the com-

ing year."
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1919 1920 Gain

Churches $25,217.27 $32,586.18 $7,368.91

Bihle Schools 39,579.39 60,463.87 20,884.48

Christian Endeavor Societies— 187.75 423.14 235.39

Individual Offerings 604.50 941.50 337.00

Annuities 8,300.00 8,300.00

Bequests 4,612.29 3,183.05 1,429.24*

Special Offerings 2.820.69 6,912.98 4,092.29

Interest 12.312.43 17,277.20 4,964.77

Men and Millions Movement.. 26,520.29 64,378.61 37,858.32

Sale of Year Book, Literature,

and other books 887.01 1,431.61 544.60

Miscellaneous 11,694.89 16,638.68 4,943.79

$132,736.51 $212,536.82

Bible School Department for April

Number Schools Contributing- 107 107

Offerings from Sunday Schools $2,311.07 $2,055.86

Offerings from Individuals 15.00

For Near East Relief 24.57 603.33

Miscellaneous Receipts 357.06 627.87

Total Receipts for Month™ $2,692.70 $3,302.06

Previous Receipts 45,366.71 69.996.22

$48,059.41 $73,298.28

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $19,734.15 $35,631.94

Missionary Societies, Circles,

etc. 133,530.20 190,603.47

Children's Organizations—' 6,448.16 6,210.31

Individual Gifts 28,996.25 50,200.98

Men and Millions Movement— 30,420.11 27,719.22.

Bequests 6,098.90 13,049.73

Interest 14,738.82 17,628.27

Literature Sales and Subscrip-

tions 18,247.68 7,422.28

Mission Fields and Institutions 9,921.08 8,893.96

Sale of Property 297.50 3,964.42

Miscellaneous 5,254.69 5,852.84

$79,800.31

$255.21*

15.00

578.76

270.81

$609.36

24,629.51

$25,238.87

Seven Months Ending April 30, 1920
National Benevolent Association

(Six Months Only)

1919 1920 Gain
Churches $23,210.84 $26,707.28 $3,496.44

Schools 14,900.82 19,135.96 4,235.14

Societies 1,126.07 2,345.78 1,219.71

Individuals 25,058.27 64,454.30 39,396.03

Lodges and Welfare 1,149.14 1,868.04 718.90

Patients, Board, Admissions.. 12,910.06 13,789.48 879.42

Annuities 16,880.00 22,892.57 6,012.57

Trust Funds 780.00 6,131.86 5,351.86

Endowments 100,500.00 100,500.00*

Bequests 16,545.99 3,505.00 13,040.99*

Interest Earned 5.562.74 13,634.43 8.071.69

Men and Millions Movement— 20,100.17 3,393.74 16,706.43"

Miscellaneous 3,615.35 3,217.68 397.67*

$242,339.45 $181,076.12 $61,263.33*

Board of Church Extension
Churches $12,402.28 $16,825.70 $4,423.42
Sunday Schools 172.54 330.39 157.85

Individuals 165.03 934.37 769.34

Annuities 10,470.00 27,550.00 17,080.00

Bequests 19,954.09 956.00 18,998.09''

Men and Millions Movement.- 13,934.34 3,692.82 10,241.52*

$57,098.28 $50,289.28 $6,809.00*

Board of Ministerial Relief
Churches $17,099.77 1525.275.51 5,175.74

$15,897.79 Bible Schools 3,039.32 14,179.03 11,139.71

57,073.27

237.85*

21,204.73

2,700.89*

6,950.83

2,889.45

10,825.40*

1,027.12*

3,666.92

598.15

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 26,751.24

Bequests 7,484.85

Annuities 550.00
Interest and Rent 3,583.11

Miscellaneous 545.02

4,003.83

4,118.97

5,300.00

3,615.37

4,159.06

22,747.41*

3,365.88*

4,750.00

32.26

3,614.04

$59,053.31 $60,651.77 $1,598.46

Pension Fund October 1, 1919 $52,513.05
Dues Paid in by Ministers 17.272.85
Balance in Pension Fund May 1. 1920 69,785.90

$273,687.54 $367,177.42 $93,489.88

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number Contributing Churches 1,879 1,951 72

Number Cont. Sunday Schools- 251 286 35

Number Cont. C. E. Societies— 965 828 137*

Number Cont. Individuals 414 428 14

Churches (General Fund) ___ $83,634.50 $98,063.39 $14,428.89

Churches (Special Fund) 1,231.15 1,340.00 108.85

Sunday Schools 4,647.45 5,795.21 1,147.76

Christian Endeavor Societies-- 9,786.06 11,120.66 1,334.60

Individuals (General ,Fund)'__ 15,839.40 17,349.33 1,509.93

Individuals (Special Funl) ... 5,652.92 16.284.50 10,631.58

Men and Millions Movement

—

General Fund 25.607.84 3,828.17 21,779.67*

Special Fund 4.599.12 500.00 4.099.12*

Bequests (General Fund) 3,634.46 8,494.65 4,860.19

Bequests (Special Fund) 5,000.00 1.445.36 3,554.64*

Miscellaneous 9,857.52 2,208.72 7,648.80*

Annuities 18.499.54 36,344.00 17,S44.46

$187,989.96 $202,773.99 $14,784.03

Loss in General Fund Receipts $6,643.31

Gain in Special Fund Receipts 3,582.88

Gain in Annuity Fund Receipts 17,844.46

Board of Education
Churches $2,745.43 $9,640.04 $6,894.61

Colleges 1.666.66 1,538.12 128.54*

Miscellaneous 557.68 S07.90 250.22

Interest' 3.18 3.18

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare
Churches $1,451.45

Sunday Schools 1.00

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 1,838.09
Miscellaneous 278.74

$1,955.78

44.78

4,499.33

1,335.97

$504.33

43.78

2,661.24

1,057.23

$4,972.95 $11,989.24 $7,016.29

$3,569.28 $7,835.86 $4,266.58

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity
Churches and Sunday Schools- $1,870.82 $2,849.93 $979.11
Individuals 1,442.70 428.10 1,014.60*
Literature 68.70 22.60 46.10*
Miscellaneous 31.25 31.25*
Interest 15.60 10.03 5.57*

$3,429.07 $3,310.66 $118.41*

Grand Totals for All Boards
Churches $188,597.66 $250,875.75 $62,278.09
Sunday Schools 62.340.52 99.949.24 37,608.72
Christian Endeavor Societies— 9.973.81 11,543.80 1,569.99
Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 328.030.27 262,608.80 65,421.47*
Bequests 63.330.58 34.752.76 2S.577.S2*
Annuities 54.699.54 100.3S6.57 45,687.03
Interest and Rent .... 36.215.88 SS.3S4.36 52.168.48
Missionary Societies and Circles 133.530.20 190.603.47 57.073.27
Children's Organizations 6,448.16 6.210.31 237.85*
Mission Fields and Institutions 9.921.08 8,893.96 1,027.12*

Subscriptions and Literature-- 19,203.39 8,S76.49 10.326.90*

Miscellaneous 52,585.26 70.771.53 18.186.27

""Loss. $964,876,35 $1,133,857.04 $168,980.69
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A Two-Edged Suggestion
Visalia, Calif., May 2, 1920.

DEAR Mr. Warren:
I am more and more deeply impressed

with the superior quality of our new-

missionary magazine, World Call. I read it

with the greatest interest and find it full of

the living truth that I have longed for, and

the news of the work that is the joy of my
life.

I do comparatively little for missions, but

World Call gives me inspiration for the

little I do, and I am using its information

weekly in talks to our Bible school. I am
a sort of four-minute woman for missions,

and certainly World Call is my great source

of information.

I have wished that I might have good pic-

tures of our missionaries to put on the post-

ers I make to give emphasis to my talks, and

I wonder if other workers would not appre-

ciate the same contribution, if World Call
coiild make such an offering to the work.

Once you gave us pictures of Washington,

Lincoln and President Wilson, and for my-
self I should like to see as good pictures of

our heroes and heroines of the cross, on the

inner side of the cover, and then they would

be large enough to make creditable posters

and give our young people a knowledge of

our workers and their work.

If these could be made without greater ex-

pense than the illustrations you do use, woidd
there be any objection to using the space in

this way?
I hope my suggestion is not impertinent.

Katherine M. Peirce.

We print the above letter in full both to

acknowledge our gratitude for the suggestion

and to lead other teachers to make full use

of the material appearing in World Call
from month to month.

Our chief difficulty will be to choose each

month a subject for the picture from the

hundreds that deserve such presentation. We
hope, however, to make such selections as will

be unquestionable.—[Editors of World Call.]

The Call of China

ONE of the finest things that ever came
from the pen and heart of President

Charles T. Paul is the beautifully il-

lustrated paper book of 105 pages that bears

the above title. It will be remembered that,

while the author is conversant with and pas-

sionately interested in all mission lands,

China was the field of his foreign service and
that but for a miracle he would have paid

for his devotion with his life. Indeed, it

could more truly be said that his life was
given to China and that he was called back

from the gates of death that he might train

scores and hundreds of others for the su-

preme service of all lands and especially of

the most populous and promising.

The book gives in compact and graphic

form the present situation in the awaking
land where a fourth of the world's people

live. The reader cannot resist the infection

of Dr. Paul's intense interest in China.

Then it describes in a personal and con-

crete way the fields and missions of the Dis-

ciples of Christ and tabulates each station's

need of workers.

The book is published by the College of

Missions, Indianapolis, for the Foreign Chris-

tion Missionary Society and the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions. The price is

60 cents.

A Personal Message from

Dr. Shelton

En Route, May 4, 1920.

Dear Brother Warren:

Your wire asking for photographs
was received and I had it attended to in
Seattle yesterday. It will probably be
along in a day or two.

My chief feeling these days is one
of gratitude for my preservation. It was
in answer to prayer, for no human agency
could effect my release.

will you please express our grati-
tude to all those friends, both known and
unknown, who remembered us to God in our
time of trouble.

I cannot yet see God's purpose. I

should now be leaving Batang for the in-
terior. Instead I am 12,000 miles from my
starting point. But probably Dr. Osgood's
rebuke that "perhaps the Lord could run
things better than I could" was well de-
served. It is a keen disappointment that I

should have to return home just now, but
I trust He will overrule all things to His
own glory and I want, above all things,
to be a willing instrument in His hands.

I owe more than I can ever repay to

many, many friends who worked for my
release both here and on the field, but
especially to Father Bailly, who, after my
capture, escorted Mrs. Shelton and the

children to Yunnanfu, and who, though old,

traveled hundreds of miles and worked day
and night for nearly a month in my behalf.

For all the kindnesses shown to

my family and myself by all these friends,
I thank them and thank God.

A. L. Shelton.
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Back from the Jaws oi Death

Dr. A. L,. Shelton and Family, Photographed for World Call ITpon their Arrival at Seattle

United Christian Missionary Society

THE Executive Committee of the United

Christian Missionary Society met in the

Planters' Hotel, St. Louis, on April 28,

and was called to order at 9:30 a. m. by Pres-

ident Burnham.
The roll call showed the following members

present: Mesdames Carney, Craig, Ferris,

Fillmore, Harrison, Latshaw, Scott, Weaver,

and Messrs. Chilton, Clarkson, Cooper, Cow-
herd, Jones and Logan.

The morning was devoted largely to con-

sideration of principles and plans of organ-

ization.

A delightful feature of the day was the

luncheon given by the ministers and their

wives of St. Louis to welcome the members
of the Executive Committee and Officers'

Council to the city soon to be the headquar-

ters of the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety. A large number of noted citizens of

St. Louis were also present and gave mes-

sages of welcome and good fellowship.

The following recommendations of the Offi-

cers' Council were adopted:

a. Foreign Work.
1. That Mr. and Mrs. Byerlie be appointed

to Africa, the former to have charge of the

printing department of the Mission.

2. That Mr. and Mrs. Burch of Wuhu,
China, be appointed missionaries of the

United Christian Missionary Society.

3. That we approve the action of the Trus-
tees of the College of Missions in calling Mr.
Alexander Paul as one of the faculty for next
year, while on extended furlough.

4. That we approve action of the Foreign
Work Subcommittee in continuing the serv-

ices of Mr. D. 0. Cunningham of India as

Candidate Secretary.

5. That an urgent invitation be extended

to the Executive and Officers' Council to

attend the Annual Missionary Conference at

the College of Missions, June 9-13.

b. Home Work.
1. That the American Christian Mission-

ary Society and the Christian Woman's Board
of Missions cooperate in the plan of the Home
Missions Council to do migrant work this

this summer, further arrangements to be

made in conference of the two named boards.

2. That approval be given to the plan of

holding Institutes for the training of rural

pastors to be selected; these Institutes to be

held at the State Agricultural School centers

where possible, our special responsibility be-

ing the states of Kentucky and Missouri ; ex-

penses of preachers to be met and a budget of

$3,000 allowed to be shared by the American
Christian Missionary Society, the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and State organ-

izations, the division of expense to be worked
out in conference of the interested organiza-

tions.

3. That in the reorganization of the Inter-

national Sunday School Association Execu-
tive Committee, the four representatives al-

lowed our brotherhood according to member-
ship be chosen to serve until their successors

are appointed by the International Convention

as follows:

Walter E. Frazee, Rushville, Indiana;

H. B. Holloway, Chicago, Illinois; C. R.

Stauffer, Cincinnati, Ohio; Robert M. Hop-
kins, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4. That beginning May 1, 1920, the Ken-
tucky Christian Bible School Association be

united with the Department of Religious Ed-

ucation of the United Society so far as all

financial matters are concerned, being sup-

ported on a budget basis, the amount of the

budget for the Kentucky work to be decided

from year to year. That for the first year

the budget be $13,200, all direct receipts to

be sent by Kentucky to the United Christian

Missionary Society and credited to that state,

c. Promotional and Regional.

1. That a budget not to exceed $1,700 be

allowed Mr. C. L. Dean, who began his work
as Superintendent of Missions of the Rocky
Mountain District, April 15, and the Chris-

tion Woman's Board of Missions regional sec-

retary and Superintendent of Bible School

work for office, rent, furniture and equipment

and stenographer's salary, local arrangements

to be made by these three officers.

2. That a budget not to exceed $1,700 be

allowed for the first year to include rent, office

furniture, equipment and stenographer's sal-

ary for a Regional office at Atlanta, Georgia,

and that the three officers of this region

make necessary local arrangements.

3. That the National Negro Convention be

asked to make recommendations with regard

to establishing a central office for the Negro
work.

4. That a special campaign for increasing

the circulation of World Call be conducted

from May 1 to June 30.

That F. E. Smith be asked to conduct this

campaign, and wTork in connection with the

circulation department of World Call.
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That a national aim of 100,000 subscribers

be adopted, and that a special effort be made
to enlist the interest of small churches in

the campaign.

d. Missionary Education.

1. That a series of four textbooks be writ-

ten and published within the next twelve

months, presenting the fields and forces in

which our churches are at work, giving the

results of the recent surveys and outlining

the service to be rendered for the future

—

this plan being in harmony with the program
of the Missionary Education Department of

the Interchurch World Movement.
2. That these books be prepared upon the

following basis:

(a) A book presenting the American Task
for adult study.

(b) A book presenting the Foreign Task

for adult study.

(c) A book presenting an adaptation of

both Home and Foreign tasks for

Young People.

( d ) A book of stories from home and for-

eign fields adapted for Juniors with

plans for study and activity.

e. Trc-asury Department.

1. That as soon as possible the three mem-
bers of this department visit each of the co-

operating boards and study the present status

and methods of the six existing treasuries.

2. That they also visit and study the treas-

ury departments of some of the leading

boards with headquarters in New York.

3. That the Treasury Department be al-

lowed to frame up its working plans—secur-

ing necessary assistance and arranging sal-

aries, i. e., a head bookkeeper and assistants.

4. That if a building is secured, the pres-

ent treasury departments be transferred bod-

ily to this headquarters building about Au-

gust 1, each board to complete its work of

this missionary year in the new location and

be ready to actually function as the United

Christian Missionary Society Treasury Octo-

ber 1.

f. Headquarters.

Mr. Burnham announced that a letter had

been sent to each member of the Board of

Managers regarding the action of the Execu-

tive Committee on selection of the headquar-

ters city, asking his vote on the ratification

of the action.

Of a possible 116 votes, 99 had been re-

ceived, 94 affirming the action of the com-

mittee, 2 registering objection and 3 sending

no vote.

It was voted that the committee on location

be asked to confer with the Board of Educa-

tion, the Temperance Board and Christian

Unity Commission with regard to local head-

quarters in St. Louis.

It was voted further that the committee on

location be enlarged to five, and given power

to act, with the understanding that this com-

mittee will invite a member of the Board of

Education to confer with it regarding the

location. Teh members of the committee are

Mr. Burnham, Mrs. Atwater, Mr. Plopper,

Mr. Warren and Mrs. Scott.

On account of the matters of importance

now pending regarding the removal of head-

quarters to St. Louis, it was thought it

would be necessary to hold the May Meeting

in that city, and the 28th was fixed as its

date. Ellie K. Payne, Recorder.

A Blessed Memory and Fellowship

ON"
one of the quiet streets of Irvington,

Indianapolis, Indiana, waits and reads

and prays one whom Disciples of Christ

everywhere count it a privilege to honor, Mrs.

Mary E. Lucas, widow since 1907 of D. R.

Lucas, one of the outstanding national figures

of his generation.

With Chancellor George T. Carpenter and

Governor F. M. Drake, Mr. Lucas devoted two
years of his life to organizing and building

Drake University, resigning in 1881 the pas-

torate of the Central Church, Des Moines,

which he had held for five years, that he

might do this monumental work.

From 1888, when he began a ministry of

seven fruit fid years with the Central Church,
Indianapolis, Mr. and Mrs. Lucas made their

home in Indianapolis, erecting a building for

the Central Church and rendering many other

distinguished services of both a patriotic and
a religious sort. Among his gospel songs

that have been widely used are, "We Wait
the Coming of the Lord," and "There Is No
Love Like the Love of Jesus."

Always eagerly interested in everything

pertaining to the Church, it was natural that

Mrs. Lucas went up to the National Conven-

tion at Des Moines in 1916 with especial en-

thusiasm. But the session was scarcely

started before she was stricken with paralysis,

which' has made her bedfast ever since.

With devotion that is beyond praise, her

children have ministered to her as tenderly

and faithfully as she cared for them in their

infancy. Every book and periodical of the

Disciples of Christ she reads with the closest

attention and keenest interest. Is she not

a mother of the church, as well as of the son

who employs her nurse, the daughter, Mrs.

Maude Rumpler, with whom she lives, and

her namesake daughter, Mrs. Mary Aid, whose

sudden death last winter broke the mother's

heart again?

To show with more than words the brother-

hood's real affection for those who give their

lives to Christian service, and to justify ils

motto. "We will not forget," the Board of

Ministerial Belief now claims as a sacred

privilege a share in ministering to Mother

D. K. Lucas

Lucas during her further waiting time. Her
husband was not only a faithful minister all

his years, but one of the organizers of thi>

board, and even in her widowhood Mrs. Lucas
gave liberally toward the care of those who
were situated less happily than she. With
equal dignity and grace she now accepts the

fellowship which she never asked.

An Island of History

BY way of getting acquainted with our

neighbors, Americans in general will do

well to read ''Through Santo Domingo
and Haiti, a Cruise with the Marines." by

Samuel Guy Inman. It is a paper-bound vol-

ume of 96 pages packed full of interesting and

important information that will be news to

most readers. The Committee on Cooperation

in Latin America. 25 Madison Avenue, New
York City, is the publisher. The price is 50

cents. Most people know that Santo Domingo
and Haiti are the two parts of our island

and that Haiti is a "black republic," but

few are aware that in the former Columbus
lived and ruled, was imprisoned and buried,

or that the United States is now acting as

receiver for both of these turbulent republics.

Sunday Sehool Dividends in Egypt

CANDY gifts produce half-dollar returns

in Egypt, writes Stephen Trowbridge,

who represents the World's Sunday
School Association at Cairo. This sMry
follows: "In many schools a special effort

is being made to reach the children of the

streets. A pastor in a rural parish tells

how he used to fill his pocket with pieces of

sugar. He gave to every street child a piece

of sugar if he would follow him to Sunday

school. Most of these gamins were Moslems.

At first the congregation was not pleased to

find the church full of these dirty, mischiev-

ous children. At the end of the year, how-

ever, some of these very urchins came to

the pastor with half-dollar pieces. AVo have

been working in the cotton fields.* they said.

'and those are our tithes'." Most important

of all they had the bovs. too.
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Henry S. Earl

HENRY S. EARL was born in Northamp-

ton, England, November 10, 1831, and

graduated from Bethany College in

June, 1S59. After seven years spent in the

ministry in America he accepted a call to

Australia, where he preached to large and

appreciative audiences. The Melbourne papers

advised the clergy of that city to hear Mr.

Earl and learn how to preach with power.

From Melbourne Mr. Earl went to Adelaide,

where he built up a flourishing church. After

completing his work in Adelaide he spent

some time in New Zealand, where he preached

with marked success. Later he returned to

America, the land of his adoption, and after

a brief stay, resolved to go to England, the

land of his birth, as an evangelist. In 1875 he

went to England under the auspices of the

Foreign Christian Missionary Society. Mr.

Earl was financially independent, and he was

going to England whether the Society afford-

ed him any assistance or not. He was the

first man sent out by the Foreign Society.

He was appointed and ordained the night the

Society was organized.

On his arrival in England Mr, Earl visited

several places seeking for an auspicious open-

ing. He began his ministry in Southampton.

The Philharmonic Hall, in which he preached,

was always filled to overflowing. Within two

years he erected and dedicated a large and

suitable house of worship. From Southamp-

ton he went to Cheltenham and engaged, at

his own expense, the largest hall in the

city; his preaching packed it to the doors.

From Cheltenham he went to Liverpool and

took charge of the church on Upper Parlia-

ment Street. He preached with much success

in Liverpool for several years,

Mr. Earl spent seventeen years in evan-

gelistic work in England. Then he resigned

and came home. After serving the Woodland

Street Church in Nashville, Tennessee, for

two years, he retired from the active minis-

try. Since that time he made his home in

Indianapolis, spending the winters there and

the summers in Macatawa, Michigan. The

last few winters were spent in Florida.

While he was evangelizing in Adelaide, Mr.

Earl met and was married to Miss Anna J.

Magarey. To them seven children were born,

three in Australia, one in America, and three

in England. All are living save the young-

est, who died in 1899. In 1904 Mr. Earl was
married to Mrs. Abigail Heath, of Toledo,

Ohio, who survives him.

Henry S. Earl was a man of faith. In

making plans to do anything or to go any-

where he was always careful to add, "the

Lord willing." He loved the Lord and wore
out his life in His service. He was a great

believer in morning and evening prayers in

his family. Pie practiced and preached this

duty as the best way to teach the children

reverence and devotion.

While he was preaching in Southampton
the church gave him a leave of absence to

visit Palestine with J. W. McGarvey and
others. On this trip, under the blessing of

God, he was able to save Professor McGarvey
from drowning while he was bathing in the

Mediterranean. His daring brought him very
near to death more than once. One of his

children says that his father was always will-

ing to help. If staying with any of his chil-

dren he would spade in the garden if he knew
that by so doing he would help things along.

He was very enthusiastic in everything he

undertook to do either at home or elsewhere,

and often overtaxed his strength. He never

seemed to feel that he was growing old and
would work until he was utterly exhausted.

The last winter he spent in Florida he con-

Henry S. Earl

ducted service every Lord's day. At the Cin-

cinnati Convention he spoke in one of the

churches for half an hour with a clear, strong

voice.

In December last, while visiting a son jn

Richmond, Virginia, on his way to Florida,

he was taken very sick. He was removed to

the Memorial Hospital, where he passed to

his reward December 16, 1919. Four days
later he was buried in Crown Hill Cemetery,
Indianapolis.

Mr. Earl had the satisfaction of knowing
that he was used of God in leading thou-

sands to confess with their lips the faith of

their hearts in Jesus the Christ, as their

Savior and Lord.

World Movement of Disciples ot

Christ

IN
some entire states and in many local

churches the canvass for pledges has not
been started and most congregations are

withholding their reports until their quotas

are reached.

There is cause for profound gratitude jn

the report from Secretary J. H. Mohorter
that $7,000,000 of the $12,000,000 aim for

the year ending April 30, 1921, is now (May
10) in sight, and that state leaders are con-

fident of reaching the total.

The Chesapeake Area, for instance, compris-

ing Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and the

District of Columbia, is seeking five-year

pledges toward a budget of two million dol-

lars. When their aim was mentioned in a
meeting of the Executive Committee of the

United Christian Missionary Society mem-
bers who had known that section a few years

ago said, "That is impossible! They will do

well to raise $25,000." Now there is every

assurance that pledges will be secured this

year to the amount of between a million and

a million and a half and that the two mil-

lions wijl be secured within, the five-year

period.

Of course such achievements are registered

only by giving on a scale which most people

would have considered impossible a few years

ago. A new era of giving among Disciples of

Christ began when R. A. Long pledged a mil-

lion dollars to the Men and Millions Move-
ment and others followed with amounts vary-

ing from five hundred to a hundred thousand,

until the total reached five millions from two
thousand persons, and then ran up to seven

millions in the Emergency Drive.

It is only by heroic giving that the aims

are being reached, for most of the members
oi our churches have not yet learned to give

either systematically or proportionately.

A few instances that have been learned of

incidentally will illustrate this fact.

The Vermont Avenue Church, Washington,

D. C.j has given $50,000 for the five years,

the Ninth Street Church a similar amount.

Linwood Boulevard, Kansas City, has over

$40,000 pledged and expects to make its goal

of $50,000.

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, is well enough

advanced to be sure of its $40,000.

First, Topeka, Kansas, secured $6,600 the

first day.

North Canton, Ohio, raised $3,800.

Wooster Avenue, Akron, Ohio, has an un-

completed building, which was started when
prices were about half what they are now.

It has postponed a building fund canvass

that was scheduled for this spring and is

raising $2,000 extra for missions, benevolence,

and education.

Ridgewood Heights, Brooklyn, combined its

apportionment of $780 with local necessities

and raised $3,000.

Williamsville and East Aurora, New York,

small churches that usually give about $100,

have pledged $1,650 and $1,300 respectively,

and are not through.

Englewood, Buffalo, with only 100 members,

who were already giving an average of $75

a year, pledged $1,500. There are 55 tithes

in this mission church.

The Phillips Tri-State Movement (Okla-

homa, Arkansas and Southern Kansas) has

reported $327,000 pledged.

All that is needed is that the same earnest-

ness continue and there will be universal

thanksgiving over the results.

These All Died in the Faith

Silas Beard Negley, February IS, 1920;

aged 75 years, Elder in Central Church, In-

dianapolis, Indiana,

. Mrs. F. D. Aid, February 14, 1920; Chino,

California. Aged 37 years.

James Richard Bryan, February 19, 1920;

Vicksburg, Mississippi. Bible school super-

intendent and elder in the Vicksburg Church.

Mrs. Carrie I. (Van Fassen) Weedon,

April 28, 1920. Wife of W. W. Weedon, min-

ister, Friendsville, Illinois.

Mrs. Elenora Turner, February 24, 1920;

Pasadena, California.

Mrs. Mary J. Lewis, March 25, 1020; Pas-

adena, California.

Mrs. D. W. Scott, March 19, 1920; Somer-

set, Kentucky.

Mrs. Orah Adcock, March 30, 1920; Santa

Monica, California.
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E. R. Williams, Associate Colored

Bible School Worker
"Run ye to and fro through the streets

of Jerusalem, and see now, and knoiv, and
seek in the broad places thereof, if ye can

find a man."

WAS it more difficult in the days of

long ago, than at the present time to

find a man, one willing to consecrate

himself to a given task, one whose heart

beats in unison with the great heart of the

Man of Gallilee? When the call is made,

"Whom shall I send, and who will go for

us?" the answer does not always come, "Here
am I, send me."

For some time we have looked forward

to the coming of an associate worker into

the field, to help hold the gain already made
and to extend our borders in the Bible

School world. Tbe America Christian Mis-

sionary Society kept up the search until

finally they came in touch with E. R. Wil-

liams, of Mathews, Alabama. After much
corresponding between him and the general

Bible School Secretary, Mr. Hopkins, we at

last met, March 27, in an upper room in the

city of Montgomery, Alabama. In this con-

ference Mr. Willioms agreed to accept the

work, coming to the field April 15.

We hail with delight the coming of this

good man into the work. He comes well rec-

ommended both by his home church in which
he has been a member from a boy, and by
the state which he has served creditably as

secretary of the missionary board. The
writer has known him as a Bible school dis-

trict worker for nearly four years. His

home school is one among the few rural

Sunday schools that run the year round.

Mr. Williams was educated in the state

of Alabama, the State Normal being the last

school he attended. He taught several years

in the country schools. At the time we be-

gan communication regarding the Bible

school work, he was asked to accept the prin-

cipalship of a consolidated school in Mont-
gomery county.

It was my privilege to be present and to

take some little part in the service setting

him apart to the work whereunto he has

been called. It was at this service that the

minister who has served as this man's pas-

tor for more than a dozen years, said that

the board made a selection of the best mate-

rial of that congregation, he had known Wil-

liams from childhood, he knew nothing to his

discredit as a Christian gentleman for he

had always given himself to the task of ele-

vating those about him, especially those who
were less fortunate than himself.

When we consider that out of the 10,000

Bible Schools that disbanded in the past

year, 230 were among the Disciples of Christ,

and we have 41,470 fewer pupils attending

the Bible schools this year than last, is it

not time for reinforcement? I am not able

to tell the reason why, but it is an obvious

fact that too many of the men returning

from war have not found their way back in-

to the church school. And if there can be

anything worse than that, it is that many of

them speak disparagingly of the Church of

God. It is time the Church awakens to the

task of saving the children of the nation.

E. R. Williams and the writer are willing

to cross-lift under the burden of the Bible

Schools that we are called *to serve. Some
one has said:

"The man who wins is an average man,
Not built on any peculiar plan;

Not blessed with any peculiar luck;

Just steady and earnest and full of pluck.

For the man who wins is the man who works,

Who neither labor nor trouble shirks;

Who uses his hands, his head and his eyes

The man who wins is the man who tries."

I feel that the man of our discussion is a
man who can and will come up to the senti-

ment expressed in these lines. We com-

mend him to the task, asking the blessing

of the Heavenly Father upon him.

P. H. Moss,
Field Secretary of Colored Bible Schools.

Serving Under Handicaps

THE following paragraph from Mrs.
Brown's April report for the Christian

Orphans' Home, tells a wonderfully beau-

tiful story:

"In Huntsville, Missouri, lives Aunt Vicci

Rutherford, as she is tenderly called by all of

the town. She has long been interested in

the home and is delighted to solicit eggs at

Easter time for the children. While she has
been an invalid for years, and, of course, each

year finds her just a little more feeble, she

insists upon calling every person she knows
over the telephone and asking them to divide

their eggs with the children. This year she

had a collection of seven cases, 210 dozen

eggs."

What an abounding love must prompt a
service like that. And how full must be Aunt
Vicci Rutherford's joy! The weight of years

and the weight of disease together cannot

quench her spirit of service. And, as long as

there is strength in her arm to hold the re-

ceiver to her ear, as long as there is strength

in her voice to speak, she will solicit eggs

at Easter time for the Christian Orphans'
Home. So she will forget herself in her

thoughts of others. And when she goes to

that fairer clime where years are no longer

counted and disease is forgotten. I think I

can hear her Lord say, "Come. Aunt Vicci,

inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from
the foundation of the world. For I was hun-

gry and you fed me."

Annuities lor Orphans and Aged
People

THE first six months of this fiscal year
the National Benevolent Association re-

ceived .$29,997.50 Annuity Money, as
against $37,302.50 Annuity for the entire year
previous. This is a fine showing and gives

evidence of an increasing interest in this

practical method of perpetuating one's service

after death. One sister gave 84.500 in Decem-
ber and sent us another $2,000 in March.
There was another gift of $4,000. There
were several of $2,000, $1,000 and $500. Also
several .smaller amounts.

The Association will take any amount from
$100 up and pay 6 per cent to annuitants
fifty years of age ana over, and 5 per cent

to those between forty and fifty, as long as

they live, allowing another beneficiary to be

named as second annuitant, who will receive

the annuity for life after the first annuitant's
death. And then the money goes on in per-

petuity serving the Kingdom of God.

The sister who invested the $6,500 in two
annuity bonds found great joy in the thought
that after her death and that of her sister.

her $6,500 would provide for three orphans or

aged people through the decades and cen-

turies to follow. Selfish relatives cannot go
into court and quarrel over her money as they
could over a will. She has no tax to pay.

Her investment earns interest for her every

day, which is paid to her promptly every six

months. But best of all, she is relieved of

all worry of collecting interest and reloaning.

and of concern for the future use of her
money.

The annuity plan is ideal for those who
must have the earnings on their money as

long as they live, but want to be sure it will

go on after their death in perpetual service

of the helpless.

Shall We Wait Longer?

IN
writing from another point in New.

Mexico, W. F. Wills has told us, in Feb-

ruary World Call, of a very sad instance

of a member of the Christian Church who is

a victim of tuberculosis, having very limited

means and with no place to go for proper

sanitarium care. This is just one case. Liv-

ing as we do in Albuquerque, I could multi-

ply it by hundreds with both limited and
abundant means, both within and without our

membership, and this situation has so im-

pressed me that I want to submit to everyone

who is interested, this slogan—"Our Own for

Our Own." This means that there is now
under way a movement to establish in Albu-

querque a sanitarium for the tuberculous

church members first, and for others as space

and room may be available. Tins matter was
thoroughly discussed in this city last summer,
when a number of authentic delegates met

in a conference with J. H. Mohorter.

A church membership of our magnitude

should have at least one sanitarium that

would do us credit, and furnish a home
and haven of refuge for the vast number of

its members who are now in sanitariums

owned, controlled and operated by other or-

ganizations—Protestant and Catholic.

I believe Mr. Mohorter Mill be pleased to •

hear from anyone interested in that matter,

and I will take pleasure in answering any

letters that may be addressed to me.

Dr. C. C. Meacham.
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Notes and News
The brewers are trying to take its cities

away from America. They think that Ger-

many can still win the war.

The Supreme Court of California has dis-

missed a petition for a referendum on the

prohibition amendment. Six of the fourteen

referendum states have taken similar action.

Arrests for drunkenness in Buffalo, New
York, in January, 1919, numbered 2,761, and
in January, 1920, 1,012. The number of

commitments to the Erie County Penitentiary

declined from 554 to 176.

The St. Louis Times of March 5 says that

for the first time in the history of East St.

Louis, Illinois, there were no prisoners in

the city jail at 8 o'clock on that day. No
arrests had been made for twelve hours. East

St. Louis was the scene of the great race riot.

During the month Port Orchard, Washing-
ton, received a loan of $2,000 from the Lizzie

P. Chapman Fund ; Greybull, Wyoming,
$4,500 from the Thos. E. Bondurant Fund;
$12,000 was loaned to help the Belmont Ave-

nue, Kansas City, Missionary Church com-
plete their building.

Minor J. Boss reports thus of the work in

Pensacola, Florida : "Prayer meetings have
increased, average thirty. Our meeting was
a great success. Ten baptisms, two by state-

ment and more to come. Are beginning a
Sunday school campaign to last until the first

of June, to close with Children's day ex-

ercises."

The church at Mobile, Alabama, is making
a drive to pay off the entire balance of its

indebtedness under the leadership of M. B.

Harmon. This is a debt of many years'

standing due the Board of Church Extension
and the idea is to pay it off and enlarge and
improve the present building. The present
indebtedness of $3,000 is sure to be wiped out
this year.

"They" say there is a reaction. Very
probable. Everywhere prohibition has been
tried it has reacted—in a way. For instance,

in Arizona, they adopted prohibition by 3,114
votes, and two years later the reaction was so

strong that prohibition got a majority of

only 12,000. In Colorado, after adopting
prohibition by 11,572, they tried it two years
and "reacted" to such an extent that prohi-

bition could only get a majority of 85,792.

J. H. Monk, reporting the work in Ala-
meda, California, says: "Our offerings have
risen from about $25 weekly September 1st

to $30 and better each week at present. Last
Sunday our church offering was $48 besides
the $56.20 for benevolences. Our attendance
has risen from 50 to 130 at evening services.

Our choir has increased from zero to 12,

about all we can accommodate in our choir
seats. Our Sunday school attendance has
come up from 140 to 195."

F. A. Poffenberger, Waynesboro, Pennsyl-
vania, writes: "Closed two weeks' home
force meeting March 7 with eleven additions
to church membership. Closed a contest in

the Christian Endeavor during month, in

which the attendance ran as high as eighty.

Raised $25 for missions and $17 for the

building debt in the contest. Have purchased

new hymn books for the church."

Baron Shibusawa, among the most eminent
of Japanese business men and a non-Chris-

tian, is advocating the Golden Rule as the

best standard for international relations.

The following Annuities were received in

April by the Board of Church Extension:

$200 from a friend in Oelwein, Iowa. $700
from a friend in Des Moines; $1,000 from a
friend in Minnesota; $100 from a friend in

Ohio; $250 from a preacher friend in Kansas,

and $1,000 from George L. Snively.

D. S. MacDonald, recently located in Sum-
ter, South Carolina, reports: "We find im-

provement in attendance at midweek service,

increase in number who will take part in

public prayer. Special evangelistic services

were held recently. Interest was good and
grew. Three confessions of faith and con-

tacts made with new families."

Note the encouraging report from Galves-
ton, Texas, by the minister, D. B. Titus:

"We did not hold pre-Easter meeting, as we
held our meeting in November with 26 ad-

ditions. We had 8 decisions for Christ from
the Sunday school on Easter Sunday. Sun-
day evening our Sunday school gave National
Benevolent Association program with collec-

tion of $54."

From Lethbridge, Alberta, the following

message is sent us by the minister, Oliver L.

Curtis: "The church here gave me some
time off in order to hold a short meeting at

Ardley, which resulted in thirteen confes-

sions. On the way I passed through Edmon-
ton and there took the confession of a young
man in the morning and baptized him in the

afternoon at 4 o'clock and united him in

marriage at 8 o'clock in the evening. Thus
the day he became a part of the bride of

Christ, he took a bride for himself. The
church at Lethbridge placed an order for

new pews, costing $1,100. So you see we
are not asleep and are looking forward to

a building of our own and at the same time

will have the tise of the seats. Our old

chairs were getting pretty hard."

A RARE OPPORTUNITY 1
$40.00 to $75.00 every week, or $1.00 to $2 50 an hour §
spare time, easily and pleasantly made, distributing §
religious literature and Bibles in your community. -

[
Write today and we will show you how. No money j
or experience required. Special vacation offer for |
teachers and 6tudents.

UNIVERSAL BIBLE HOUSE Dept. Z PHILADELPHIA
|
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ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

-CHURCH FURNITURE
Pewj. Pnlpits, Chain, Altars, Book

Racks.Tables, Desks—EVERYTHING. The ^a|
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac- \ f4l
tory to your church. Catalog free. 11—'I
DeMoulinBros&Co.Dept. 3 Greenville, 111.

Individual Cups
I Every church should use. Clean

laud sanitary. Send for catalog

|*nd special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima, Ohio

BINDERS FOR
WORLD CALL
TV TOST of the material appearing in

J-vJ- World Call is of permanent value.

The magazine should be kept for ref-

erence. To facilitate its use an index

and title page have been prepared and

will be mailed free to subscribers re-

questing them.

The binder is strong, convenient and

attractive. It is made to hold twelve

numbers of World Call, which can be

inserted easily by anyone.

Price, $1.50, Postpaid'

World Call, 222 Downey Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana

REV. Henry G. Bowden, Secretary of the Men and Millions

Movement, says

—

(Hymns jor Today'Meet the Need ofthe Hour.

Read his letter.

"Dear Brother Fillmore: I have studied with great care your new book 'Hymns for
for Today.' Let me say without reservation, it fills, from every standpoint, the need of
the hour. It is just what its name implies, and more. These hymns of all kinds will go
down in history as a godsend to the race. The arrangement from beginning to end is the
best I have ever seen.

"May I not wish that 'Hymns for Today' will be the means of leading many souls to
the feet of the Master? With deep appreciation of your good self and this great work, I am,

"Cordially and sincerely, HENRY G. BOWDEN."
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 5, 1920.

"Hymns for Today," by J. H. Fillmore, contains 340 songs. Services for the various
grades of Sunday School and Church; is bound in fine cloth, with gold stamp. Price
$75 per 100. Sample copy sent for examination. Orchestrated.

525 ELM STREET
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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The party and candidates that flirt with Our friends, the British, are just now be-

beer during the coming campaign will go ing flooded with some wonderfully re-lie-able

down in one red ballot wrapped. statistics by American wets.

THE BRITE COLLEGE OF THE BIBLE
Self-Help Assurance: "Any boy who is anxious to preach and is

willing to work can make his way."
Investigate the standard courses, varied departments, missionary

zeal, successful grads, great climate.

Courses, Full, standard; including A. B. in Texas Christian Uni-
versity, of which it is a part.

For Informing Bulletin Write

DEAN COLBY D. HALL FT. WORTH, TEXAS

/— — A

1855

BUTLER
1920

COLLEGE
Summer School Session of 1920

Monday, June 21 to Saturday, Au 5ust 14

Attractive Surroundings Mode rate Expenses Standard Instruction

Courses wi 11 be offered in

Astronomy Economics
Biblical History Education
and Literature English

Botany French
Chemistry

History

Latin

Mathematics
Physics

Political Science

Psychology
Sociology

Zoology

A Summer School Bulletin Can Be Obtained by uAddressing

BUTLER COLLEGE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

William Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.

Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.

EL T. Brown, Janesville, Wisconsin, writes:
"Our Sunday school has made a big gain
over last month. There were six confessions
from the Sunday school last Sunday. One
pledged himself to the ministry and one
pledged herself to the foreign mission field."

At the April meeting of the Board of

Church Extension the colored church at Bir-

mingham, Alabama, was granted a loan of

$1,500 to assist them in securing a splendid
piece of property on Avenue D. Cullman,
Alabama, was granted a loan of $8,000 at

6 per cent. Sterling, Colorado, $8,000 at 4
per cent: Meridian, Oklahoma, Colored
Church, $400 at 4 per cent: South Side
Church, Oklahoma City, $1,000 at 4 per cent;
Garden City, Kansas. $15,000 at 6 per cent

to help erect the only church of the Disciples

of Christ in that county; Sand Springs. Ok-
lahoma, $2,000 at 4 per cent; Duluth, Min-
nesota, $25,000 at 4 per cent; Clarendon.
Texas, $5,000 at 6 per cent; Trafalgar. In-

diana, $8,000 at 6 per cent; Lincoln Park
Church, Tacoma, Washington, $10,000 at 4

per cent to put the first unit of their com-
pleted building over the basement.

Vicksburg. Mississippi, where H. S. Alle-

good has been for nine months, is already
planning an addition to the church. The last

report from this point reads thus: "We are

planning an addition to the church to ac-

commodate our growing Sunday school. The
cooperation of the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society and the State Boards has

made this work possible. While we do not

look for such a large increase in membership
among adults, we are reaching many families

hitherto unchurched through the children. We
have enlisted whole families in this way.

This church is the only one in this north-

eastern district of the city which is making
any systematic effort to enlist the children,

who, to a large extent, are those of working
people, in the church and Sunday school.

This work is the result of the vision and ef-

forts of our departed leader, J. R. Bryan.

The community is planning to join us in

enlarging our building, to be named the

Bryan Memorial Christian Church, as a trib-

ute to him."

Alma, Michigan, is having a very fine op-

portunity and is anxious to erect a new build-

ing. They are asking the Board of Church
Extension for a loan of $15,000 to help them
in acquiring a new property to cost $36,000,

which will be strictly modern in its equip-

ment. Alma has a population of 9.000 and

the last census gives it the largest percentage

of increase of any city in the United States

so far as the census is completed. They have

an increase of 197 per cent. In fact, the city

is growing so rapidly that the present census

will be obsolete in a tew months. The Re-

public Motor Truck Company, the largest

automobile truck manufacturing plant in the

world, is located in Alma. In the past year

important industries have located here. On
account of the new people who are coming

more than 150 homes are to be erected this

spring. The Christian Church building, which

it is proposed to erect, is situated in the exact

geographical center of the city, nearest to all

the shops ami factories, and the only church

supplying a great residential factory district.

This church has the brightest prospects. This

successful work is being carried on by Chas.

D, Poeton, as pastor of the church.
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World Call 100,000 Campaign

Aim, 100,000 Subscribers by June 30, 1920

The Executive Committee of the United Christian Missionary Society,

at its meeting April 28, voted unanimously in favor of an immediate

campaign to bring the circulation of World Call up to at least 100,000 by

June 30, 1920, and appointed F. E. Smith Campaign Manager to cooperate

with the circulation office during this period. Such a wide distribution

of the magazine will strengthen the local church and enrich the lives of its

members, as well as advance the cause of missions, benevolence and

education.

During the Campaign the Price Remains at

$1.00 for One Year
Beginning July 1, 1920, the price will be $1.50, to meet the actual cost of

production.

Subscriptions for more than one year cannot be accepted at the dollar rate, nor

can renewals of subscriptions expiring later than September, 1920. Let present

subscribers follow the example of those who have shown their copies of World Call

to friends and sent in from one to ten new subscriptions. Let officers and other

workers in missionary societies match the success of those that have every member
a subscriber to World Call. Let ministers lighten their labors and double their

power by getting World Call into every home. State leaders and district conventions

in Illinois have started the campaign with a rush by accepting their quota of the

100,000 by districts, counties and congregations.

Springfield, Illinois. one of our church homes. I assure you it is indispensable

I wish to express my very hearty appreciation of the to us as members of the church,

scope and subject matter, and of the high ideals which J - **< GOLDNER.
the magazine proclaims. I want as large a circulation (In a pastoral letter to the Euclid Avenue Christian
for it among our Springfield Disciples as it is possible Church.)
to get.

WILLIAM P, ROTHENBURGER. Des Moines, Iowa.

The magazine is going to make a wonderful contribu-
Cleveland, Ohio. tion to 0UI . ljfe and WO rk. It is a relief to the spirit

You have heard of the magazine, "World Call." It just to contemplate the great work. It stirs the soul
is published by our United Missionary Society, and tells to read of the ongoings of the Lord. I wish World Call
us exactly where and how our missionary money is might he in every one of our homes and we are goin™
spent at home and abroad. It is recognized as one of to plan to come as near to that standard as we
the most interesting and informing magazines now possibly can.
published anywhere. It is our aim to have it in every CHARLES S. MEDBURY.

Sample copies and subscription envelopes are supplied on request.

F. E. SMITH, Campaign Manager
222 Downey Avenue Indianapolis, Indiana
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Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.
Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.
Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine, Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial
and missionary students.

Address B. H. CROSSFIELD, President

WHAT A MAN SAYS WHO HAS
PROVED THE PUDDING

"If the 'proof of the pudding is in

the eating,' the proof of your Class
Books and Records is in the using;

and since I have eaten the pudding
and used the books, I know about
both.

"I have tried, and seen tried, all

sorts of plans, schemes, contests, etc.,

for building up a Sunday school, but
among them all I put your system at

the very head, for increasing and sus-

taining a continuous interest and con-

stant, steady, sturdy growth.

"The method of marking attendance

and giving credit for faithful work
has given our school a long list of

'Honor Roll' members, of which we
are all justly proud. I am glad to

commend the books, and do it most
heartily."

Tit is m-an is only one of the hun-
dreds of satisfied user's sending us
similar appreciations.

No. N" S. S. Record, 48 pages $ .65

No. 1 S. S. Record, 96 pages 1.25

No. 1 Class Book, 14 pupils .05

No. 2 Class Book, 25 pupils .10

No. 3 Class Book, 60 pupils .15

Order S. S. Record and a Class
Book for each class and we will in-

voice them with privilege of return
if not satisfied. Address

Meigs System of Records
Occidental Building, Indianapolis.

Two branches of the Municipal Court of

Chicago are reported to have been closed.

These branches dealt with criminal cases.

Boston's municipal lodging house for

tramps has been closed.

Senator Ernest L. Tustin, who is at the

head of the Board of Charities in Philadel-

phia, says: "There are 1,110 vacant cells

at the house of correction."

The total arrests of the San Francisco

police for violation of state, city and Federal

laws in February, 1920, were 1,988, as com-

pared with 4,105 in February, 1919.

By an oversight the name of Miss Harriet

E. Moorehouse, of Portland, Oregon, formerly

of Des Moines, Iowa, was ommitted from the

end of her highly interesting story of "A trip

to the Northwestern Christian Home," in

April World Call.

From the 1st to the 10th of April, ten ap-

plications for help came to the office of the

Board of Church Extension : one from Geor-

gia, one from Mississippi, one from Cleveland,

Ohio, one from Anniston, Alabama, one from
New York, one from South Carolina, one from
Des Moines, Iowa, one from Illinois, one from
Portland, Oregon, and the other from Cor-

vallis, Oregon.

During the month of April the following

churches completed their buildings and re-

ceived their loans from the Board of Church
Extension: Athens, Alabama (Annuity

Fund), $10,000; Ripley, Indiana (George F.

Rand Fund), $2,000; Highland Park, Ken-
tucky (Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Church Fund),

$4,000; Warren, Arkansas (Ft. Worth, Tex-

as, First Church Fund), $600.

Concerning the situation in Brownsville,

Texas, Lewis P. Kopp, our missionary, writes:

"The Bible school is now becoming more ac-

tive than at any time for years. This prom-

ises much. Word comes of many members
of the Christian Church, who have already

purchased land near Brownsville and will

move into this community this coming sum-

mer or fall. We believe they will gladly en-

list with us."

Leon H. Couch sends in the following from

One Hundred Sixty-ninth Street Church, New
York City: "Bible school and audience at

preaching services growing. Children's Story

Hour for every Wednesday at 4 o'clock, has

had an average of 42 with several Jewish

children in attendance. Believe this is going

to be quite a factor in the work in reaching

new homes. The population is mostly Jewish

around our church. Have begun a publica-

tion of a weekly church paper. The Christian

Reveille, which reaches practically all our

homes."

F. D. Butchart of our Bohemian Mission

in Cleveland, Ohio, writes: "During the two
weeks preceding Easter we held a series of

devotional services. Our Personal Workers'

group joined heartily in prayer and personal

service. Kyle Brooks of Bedford. Ohio, led

in the devotional study and Mrs. Eubanks

from Franklin Circle led in the devotion of

song. There Mere thirty-five dedications of

life to the writer's service and to his church.

The majority of these are young people whom
we have been leading toward Christ through

the years in our Bible school and Club

Groups."

During the last month the Board of Church
Extension purchased for $10,000 the Baptist

Church property in Regina, Saskatchewan.
This church building was sold for this nomi-
nal sum by the Baptist brethren, who started

a work in this splendid residence section of

Regina and after the war asked the Disciples

to take it over because they were so depleted

in numbers during the war in the loss or

manpower, that they could not any longer

carry on this mission work. This is a rare

opportunity for the Disciples in Regina,

which is the capital of Saskatchewan.* The
American Christian Missionary Society is

supporting a pastor and the work promises

great prosperity. In the July issue of Wokld
Call we are presenting a picture of this

building with an article from William G.

Kitchen, who is the secretary of the provin-

cial board of Saskatchewan and pastor of the

church at Saskatoon. He has made as many
sacrifices for our mission field in Canada as

many a missionary has made on the foreign

field.

Treasuries and Funds

Church treasurers and others
who may have money to remit for

missions, benevolences and educa-
tion should keep in mind the fol-

lowing rules:

1. All regular offerings of

churches, Sunday schools, Endeavor
societies, missionary societies and
individuals, should be sent to the

separate boards as listed on page 1

of WORLD CALL. This rule ap-

plies both to payments in duplex
envelopes on Every Member Can-
vass pledges and to offerings made
on special days, and indeed to all

regular funds.

2. Returns from pledges made in

connection with the World Move-
ment of Disciples of Christ and
the Interchurch World Movement
should all be sent to C. W. Plopper.

Treasurer of the Joint Promotional
Committee, Box 1352, St. Louis.

Missouri. Mr. Plopper will make
proper distribution of this money,
dividing it equally between the

United Christian Missionary So-

ciety and the Board of Education,

if not otherwise instructed by those

that send it.

N. B. The above arrangement
does not conflict in any way with

the provision that both the money
received by the several boards di-

rectly, and that coming through

the Joint Treasury, will be counted

on our quota of the Interchurch

World Movement from May 1. 1920.

to April 30, 1921. Counting and
using are entirely different mat-

ters. To mix these two funds

would seriously cripple certain de-

partments of the work by subject-

ing money on which they are de-

pending to a basis of division meant
for other funds.
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As high as 8%
with

perfect safety!

~\\0 WORRY and never a loss when you invest your money in

Annuity Bonds. Every dollar pays for the work of distribu-

ting the Holy Scriptures in scores of languages in all parts of the

world. Non-sectarian.

Get the full particulars at once by writing for the descriptive book-

let "Bibles and Bonds" sent free on request by asking for

Booklet K

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
BIBLE HOUSE :: ASTOR PLACE :: NEW YORK CITY
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Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missouri

Arrests for drunkenness in Detroit in 1919

numbered 6,248, and in 1917, 19,309.

Colleqe
for

and Conservatory of Music [Women
70th Year. Literary course. School
of Education (State Certificate),
Music. Art, Physical Education
and Home Economics.
$150,000 Dormitory
under construction.
$25,000 Natatorium.
Dormitories with hot 'i»:

and cold running
water i n every room.
Send for catalog and
viewbook.
Mrs.L.W.St.Clalr-Moss

President
Columbia, Mo.

HIRAM
A Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

"I am for prohibition because the experi-

ment of a few months has proven that it

involves a vast amount of good among the

people who were most harmed by the liquor

traffic. Not only that, but the benefit it has
worked to the community at large has been
incalculable. It is not so much the compara-
tive figures relating to commitments and the

decrease in the need for charitable relief, but

it is the atmosphere it creates. Here in this

office, where we come into direct contact with
the acute phases of misery induced by drink,

we feel the improvement in a thousand ways.
This year we expect to receive $500,000 from
patients in city hospitals who are able to

pay for treatment and who are of a class

who formerly would have been unable to

pay anything. Last year we received $247,-

000 from this source. ... It is this con-

dition, new phases of which develop each day,

that convinces me that prohibition works an
amazing improvement."

—

Bird S. Coler,

Commissioner of Charities of Ne*w York.

At the meeting of the Board of Church
Extension, May 4, the following churches

were promised loans for the purpose of assist-

ing them to complete their buildings: East
Superior Church, Alma, Michigan, $12,500 at

6 per cent ; Central Church, Auburn, New
York, $7,000 at 4 per cent ; Second Colored

Church, Tulsa, Oklahoma, $400 at 4 per cent;

Antioch Church, Bowling Green, Virginia,

$1,000 at 6 per cent; First Church, Monck's

Corner, South Carolina, $2,000 at 4 per cent;

Baleigh, North Carolina, $9,300 at 4 per cent;

Highland Park Church, Chattanooga, Tennes-

see, $10,000 at 4 per cent; First Church,

Ganado, Texas, $4,000 at 4 per cent; St.

Johns Church, Portland, Oregon, $5,000 at 4

per cent; First Church, Moline, Illinois,

$6,000 at 4 per cent; Mansfield, Missouri,

$1,500 at 6 per cent; Bristow, Oklahoma,
$7,500 at 6 per cent; Central Church, near
Tulsa, Oklahoma, $750 at 6 per cent; First

Church, Shelbyville, Illinois, $25,000 at 6 per

cent; Central Church, Kewanee, Illinois,

$2,500 at 6 per cent; Cantril, Iowa, $5,000 at

6 per cent; Scott's Bluff, Nebraska, $10,000

at 6 per cent. There are seventeen of these

aggregating $109,450. This indicates that

church building activity is increasing.

The brotherhood in western Oregon will be

pleased to know that the Christian church at

Corvallis is wide awake and is making plans

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Clogd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethanv, West Va.

for at least a $30,000 building for which
they are expecting help from the Board of

Church Extension. Clarence W. Reynolds,
formerly of South Berkeley Church, Berkeley,
California, has charge of the work and is

waking up the brethren in Corvallis in re-

gard to the need of an up-to-date building.

The important character of this field is due
to the fact that 4.S44 students are in the
Agricultural College of Corvallis and our
church is responsible for their spiritual wel-

fare. C. F. Swander, secretary of the Oregon
Christian Missionary Convention, says, '"Our

church has for a number of years been in

touch with the student life for Christ, in

proportion to their equipment, but their

equipment is so badly limited that their ac-

tual influence is only a drop in the bucket
compared to the big responsibility that is

there. Everywhere I go over this state I am
meeting young men of influence and impor-
tance in the industrial and commercial life of

the state who remind me that they met me
at the Christian Church in Corvallis. Many
of these young men go out into the rural

communities, where they have active touch
with our churches and to their credit they
have been missionaries for the New Testa-

ment Church." It is not hard to understand
why this church will have a great influence

if it has a new building.
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Before me, a Notary Public in and for the state
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aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
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College of Missions
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

(THE SARAH DAVIS DETERDING MEMORIAL)

A Graduate School for the Special Preparation of Candidates for

Missionary Service in Foreign and Home Fields

Devoted to the enlistment and training of leaders, both men and women, for Christian reconstruction

and expansion in the new era of world missions now dawning after the Avar.

Offers specialized disciplines directed by scholarly methods to the actual tasks of the various depart-

ments of mission work in different countries, e. g., evangelistic, educational, medical, social, industrial and

literary. Instruction given in an atmosphere of spiritual culture.

The following are the principal courses, based on the reports of the Board of Missionary Preparation,

relating to non-Christian lands, and on the latest surveys of religious conditions in North America.

For Special Fields

1. History of Amer-
ican Missions.

2. American Social
Conditions.

.'5. Immigration.
4. Int roductor y

Courses on Africa,
China, India, Japan,
Latin America a n d
Philippines.

5. Literature of the
Orient.

6. Literature of His-
panic America.

7. .Modern .Missions
in India, China, Afri-
ca.

8. Religions of Af-
rica.

i). Religions of
China.

10. Religions of In-
dia and Persia.

11. Religions of Ja-
pan.

12. Roman Catholi-
cism in Latin Amer-
ica.

13. French.
14. Spanish.
15. Portuguese.
16. Chinese.
17. Hindi.
18. Urdu.
19. Japanese.
20. Lunkundo.

For All Fields

1. Science of Mis-
sions.

2. History of Mis-
sionary Expansion.

3. Church History.

4. Science of Reli-
gion.

5. History and Com-
parison of Religions.

"6. Linguistics.

7. Phonetics.

8. Sociology.

!). Folkways.
10. Social Reform.
11. Medicine.

12. Domestic Sci-
ence.

13. Philosophy.

14. Ethics.

15. Interna t i o n a 1

Relations.

16. Religious Edu-
cation.

17. Economics.

In addition to the above an ample curriculum of courses in BIBLICAL LANGUAGES,
Literature, History and Theology is provided by the Faculty of Butler College.

Since the foundation of the College of Missions in 1910, one hundred and fifteen of its students and

graduates have received missionary appointments to the principal fields of the world.

Students are received from all Boards and all Communions. The degrees of M. A. and B. D. are con-

ferred in recognition of prescribed achievement in graduate studies.

The College has comfortable residential facilities, with ample libraries. Some scholarships are avail-

able, and opportunities for self-support by preaching appointments. The eleventh year opens September

14, 1920.

Write for catalogue and further information to

PRESIDENT CHARLES T. PAUL, or to WALLACE C. PAYNE, Registrar

COLLEGE OF MISSIONS, Indianapolis, Indiana

"The Field Is the World*"-matt. n. J8
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Circulation Department

THE subscription price of World Call
will be increased to $1.50 on July 1, 1920.

New subscriptions, for one year, will be

accepted at the dollar rate until June 30.

Anyone having an expiration date not later

than September, 1920, may renew for one

year at the dollar rate, provided such renewal

reaches World Call office by June 30, 1920.

Please take a look at the expiration date

on the back of your magazine. If the date

is not later than September, why not send in

your renewal for one year at the dollar rate?

Remember the time is short until June 30,

the last day on "which renewals at the dollar

rate will be accepted.

Please do not let the fact that you may
receive an additional number of World Call
confuse you about your expiration date. The
expiration month shown on the back of your

magazine is correct.

Please give your expiration notice prompt
attention. Will you not cooperate with
World Call office and your local magazine
chairman by returning card and subscription

price to the office and by notifying your chair-

man that your subscription has been renewed?
Please send literature orders to the Litera-

ture Departments of the Boards, and send

subscriptions for World Call to World Call
office.

If for the past few weeks you have been
receiving letters concerning your expiration

date, and you are at the same time receiving

the magazine regularly, take note of the ad-

dress on the envelope, and if it is not your
present address, let us know about it. You
perhaps have an old card m our expiration

files. A letter from you will help us to cor-

rect our records and save your further an-

noyance.

Our July Cover

IN
placing on the front cover of this issue

of World Call a representation of the

statue, "The Coming of the White Man,"
in the City Park of Portland, Oreg :n, we are

following the example of the Sunset Maga-
zine of November, 1906. The photograph
which we are using was made for us by the

Oregon Commercial Studio, through the kind
offices of Harold H. Griffis, minister of the

First Church of Portland, Oregon.

The Index for 1919 World Call

AFTER many unavoidable delays the title

l\ page and index for 1919 have been
printed and mailed to those who re-

quested them. A few more are left and will

be distributed without charge to those who
request them, indicating in so doing that they
wish to bind and preserve the first volume of

World Call.

Respecting the Paper Famine

THE shortage of paper has laid two af-

flictions on World Call which we hope
will pass in another month. First, we

have been compelled to use a substitute for

the usual superb paper on which the maga-
zine is printed, the disadvantage appearing
in the body of the May and June issues.

Second, for the July and August numbers we
are printing only forty-eight pages and cover

instead of our usual sixty-four pages and
cover. We are trusting both to the excellence

of the material going into these issues and to

the grace of our subscribers to take the re-

duced size as kindly as they did the sub-

stitute paper.
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The World's Stake in America
CERTAIN distinguished men in Washington City have at-

tracted widespread attention by telling how they were

practicing economy and conservation by having their

clothes turned. The idea was not new, though it may have

been novel to this generation. Our grandmothers were adepts

in the art of securing double service from one piece of goods.

Their carpets were turned until both sides were well worn

and then they were ripped through the center and the outer

slightly worn edges brought together in the middle of the room

where the wear was greatest.

There are some well-worn ideas that may be turned as

profitably as carpets and clothes. The Savior voiced some of

His most important teachings by reversing proverbs that the

Jews held in the greatest reverence. "An eye for an eye?" No.

"Resist not him that is evil." "Love thy neighbor and hate

thine enemy?" No. "Love your enemies." Most prominent

in their thought was prudence, but He said, "Be not anxious

for tomorrow."

46God Looketh on the Heart"

In the same process of going beneath the surface and getting

at the essential truth Christ's greatest Apostle declared, "I am
debtor both to Greeks and to Barbarians, both to the wise and

to the foolish." That is the original statement of the principle

of life that has been crystalized in the phrase, noblesse oblige.

The old idea, the selfish idea, was that wealth, position,

learning, put one in a place where he could exact service and

homage from those less fortunately situated. But the Son of

God girded with a towel and washing the travel-stained feet of

Galilean fishermen reversed the standards of greatness. Hence-

forth, "He that would be great must be servant of all."

It is a commonplace to say that the world war was fought

over this fundamental principle. We have seen arrogant self-

ishness dethroned, but we have yet to behold the universal

acceptance of the opposite principle of unselfish service and

disinterested love. America took high ground in pure idealism,

and few were found to question the finest statement that could

be made in the utmost application of the Golden Rule—while

the war lasted. But as soon as it was over the pendulum began

to swing the other way. Our poor human nature had outdone

itself and must return, not merely to the ore-war status but to

a lower condition, lest the average over a period of years

should show an advance!

"But Be of Good Cheer, I Have Overcome the World!"

The strategy of political conventions may seem to produce
a net result that would put property above people and repudi-

ate the finest principles and precedents of international neigh-

borliness. Ecclesiastical politicians, no less adroit and no less

selfish than those who practice the same trade in governmental

affairs, may appear to be having everything their own way.

In private life the people may seem to have lost their heads

entirely in feverish haste to squander money and time on
frivolous amusements and luxuries.

But "God is not dead!" And the people of God, the great

average body of men and women who aspire to neither dis-

tinction nor wealth, who have no grudges to even up and no

ambitions to gratify, are honestly striving to serve God and

humanity with a pure heart fervently, and succeeding remark-

ably well.

Witness the wonderful enthusiasm, crowds and offerings of

Children's Day. Witness the steady stream of substance and
service flowing into the Near East, for the relief of hunger and

disease in Bible lands. Witness commencement throngs and
graduates and sentiments on every hand and especially at the

College of Missions, Indianapolis. Witness the Annual Con-

ference of Missionaries at home on furlough. Witness sub-

scriptions totaling $176,000,000 to missionary, educational

and benevolent tasks represented in the Interchurch World
Movement. Witness the enlargement of missionary effort in

all the fields of the world. Witness Dr. A. L. Shelton at home
among his brethren after seventy-one days of untold privations

in the hands of Chinese bandits, and already fretting to get

back into the heart of Tibet!

Supply and Demand

There is an irresistible law of supply and demand that runs

through all human affairs. The supply must run to meet the

demand. Hoarding and profiteering of any sort are not only

unchristian and inhuman, in the long run they are impossible.

By the very fact that she has them, America must inevitably

send enough physicians into Tibet to complete the work which

Dr. Shelton has begun, and enough teachers and preachers to

carry through the tasks of Ogden, Baker and McLeod.

It is just as impossible that Mexicans should remain ignor-

ant while Americans are educated as it is that two rooms of one

house, with an open door between, should show a difference

of fifty degrees in their temperature.

Since the oceans are no longer barriers but highways, Ameri-

ca's long overdue debt of education and Christianity to Africa

and South America must be paid, as certainly as she is supply-

ing food and clothing for Armenia, agricultural implements

and methods for India and financial resources and republican

ideals for China.

The nations are in the process of realizing upon their stake

in America. Blessed is the man, the church, that helps her

to pay in full.
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A Decoration of Honor
By EDWARD B. BAGBY

ONE good result of the war is the improved interest of

Uncle Sam in the spiritual welfare of the men who wear

his uniform. The moral guides of our soldiers and

sailors are no longer appointed upon the advice of congress-

men, but are selected after investigation and endorsement by

committees of the various churches. Chaplains thus selected

for service during the war felt that they were representatives

of the churches as well as officers of the government. The

church is justifiably proud of the record made by these men
on shipboard, in camp, and on battlefield. The Wartime Com-

mission and the General Committee on Army and Navy Chap-

lains agreed that the fine and heroic service

rendered by these chaplains deserved some

recognition on the part of the churches.

When the Wartime Commission was dis-

solved it turned over the remnant of its

funds to the Committee on Chaplains with

the suggestion that the money be used in

the purchase of medals to be given to all

the Protestant chaplains of the army and

navy who served during the war.

As a member of a committee to select a

design for the medal it was my privilege to

go to New York in company with Doctors

Forest J. Prettyman, E. 0. Watson, and

Gaylor S. White and examine the model

submitted by Mrs. Laura Gardin Fraser, one

of the foremost medalists of the world. We
were pleased not only with the design of

Mrs. Fraser's, but also with the interest and

sympathy she displayed in the task. That

the medal might be historically correct the

artist had invited the criticism of high army Charles D. Priest

officers and chaplains who had served at the front. The design

pictures a chaplain ministering to a wounded artillervman in

the midst of a battle. The gas mask has been removed while

he kneels to succor the distressed soldier. Strength and sym-

pathy are in every line of this fine model.

The splendid service of the chaplains of the navy, who min-

istered to the men on their own ships and to the soldiers on

the transports is recognized by the representation of a battle-

ship on the reverse side of the medal. The central cross sym-

bolizes the inspiration and devotion of all that was done on

land or sea. The medals—some 2,000 or more of them—will

be struck in bronze by the Gorham Com-

pany of New York. One hundred and thir-

teen of them will be presented to Chaplains

who represented the Disciples of Christ. It

is hoped that the presentation of these med-

als will be made at the session of our St.

Louis Convention in October.

The bravery and kind offices of several of

our men have already received recognition

at the hands of the Government. \S e are

especially proud of the achievements of

Chaplain Ora Jason Cohee, the first man
appointed by the adjutant-general at the in-

stance of our committee. Cohee was commis-

sioned in 1916 while a resident of Indiana,

was recommended by J. M, Alexander. J. M.

Philputt. and Vice-President Marshall, and

by the Executive Committee of the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions, under

whom he served as a missionary in Mexico.

He served on the Mexican border in 1918

and was promoted to a captaincy May 14,
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1918, awarded the Distinguished Service

Cross December 24, 1918, and the Croix de

Guerre July, 1919. The former decoration

was given him "for extraordinary heroism

in action near Crezancy, France, Novem-

ber 1-2, 1918. He worked untiringly, under

constant artillery fire, for two days in

charge of the stretcher-bearers, personally

assisting in carrying the wounded men to

safety."

Charles D. Priest of Estherville, Iowa,

recommended by Deans Jesse C. Caldwell

and Alfred M. Haggard, received the post-

humous award of Distinguished Service

Cross. A fellow officer writes: "It is gen-

erally conceded that the bravest man in

the 90th Division was Charles D. Priest. In

burying the dead he was absolutely fearless.

On one occasion, after a burial party had

twice tried to bury in an exposed place and

had been driven off by German artillery

fire, Chaplain Priest went out alone with

pick and shovel and buried the dead while a German one-

pounder was playing on him all the time. On another occa-

sion when a poor, wounded soldier had been without water

out in front of the foremost line for two days and no one

dared to relieve him because he was in a field over which the

German machine gun bullets were whistling like hail, Charles

Priest walked out, picked the wounded man up in his arms

and walked back to the American lines. Not a bullet hit him.

The soldiers came to believe he had a charmed life. On the

Meuse-Argonne front, however, the same tactics proved fatal.

On the third or fourth day after the 90th moved into line he

was killed by an exploding shell and was buried by the writer.

Like his Master, 'he saved others, himself he could not save'."

Winfield E. Robb of Des Moines, Iowa, was appointed a

chaplain in the national guard by the governor of his state. He
was promoted to a'captaincy November 1, 1918. He was given

the D. S. C. "for extraordinary heroism throughout the advance

across the River Orcq, northeast of Chateau Thierry, France,

July 26 to August 2, 1918, during the pursuit of the enemy by

the 168th Infantry. During all this time and particularly

during the operations

near Serty he showed

the greatest coolness un-

der severe artillery fire

in attending and caring

for the wounded and

dying and in every way
ministering to the needs

of the men of his regi-

ment."

Maj. Thomas J. Dick-

son is not only our

senior chaplain, but is

also senior chaplain of

the combat troops of

France. He was appoint-

ed chaplain in the regu-

lar army in 1901, pro-

moted to the grade of

major in 1911, served

overseas with the Sixth

Field Artillery for two

years, saw the first shot

Winfield E. Robb

Ora Jason Cohee

fired from the American lines, participated

in the five big battles of the war, and was

cited for bravery for conducting a funeral

service under heavy shell fire south of Sois-

sons, July 18 to 22, 1918.

Albert K. Mathews, a Kentuckian, was

made a captain May 11, 1919, was with

the 65lh Artillery at St. Mihiel and Argonne

Forest and was gassed at Verdun. He says,

"I preached the gospel fearlessly and regu-

larly and found it accepted in the same

manner."

Walter B. Zimmerman, another regular

army man, was born in Illinois, commis-

sioned from Iowa, promoted to a captaincy

May, 1918, accompanied the expedition

against the Villistas in June, 1919, saw two

members of his regiment shot by the enemy,

and received the Mexican campaign medal.

Thomas G. Mantle went over with the

13th Machine Gun Battery early in 1918

and did service with the hard-fighting First

Division until August, 1919.

Gladstone H. Yeuell of Abbeville, Alabama, went into the

service from West Virginia and served with the troops from

West Virginia and Pennsylvania during the year of his over-

seas experience. He was with the 313th Field Artillery for

twelve months on the Meuse, and was at Argonne and St.

Mihiel. He accompanied this regiment of combat troops from

its inception until it was mustered out.

Edwin S. Priest, brother of Charles D., was with the 31st

Engineers at Saumer, France. Rodney L. McQuary of South

Bend, Indiana, had a profitable year at Camp Hunt, France.

Paul Morton Trout of good Hoosier stock, now located in

Virginia, was in the thick of things with the 321st Field Ar-

tillery at La Courtine, Marbache, Belleville, Argonne Forest

and the Meuse. He baptized 282 while in the service. Percy

M. Kendall did such fine work as Red Cross Chaplain in

France that he was commissioned a chaplain in the national

army and rendered valuable service at Limoges. Joel R. Ben-

jamin, Camp Dodge, Iowa, went into the service from West

Virginia, was promoted to be captain in 1919 and was cited

for excellence in his

work February, 1918.

Niles Alfred Borop of

Olney, Illinois, visited a

thousand patients ill

with influenza and spinal

meningitis at Camp Dix

and made a splendid

record in the transport

service. James Alfred

Barnett served with the

20th Engineers in vari-

ous camps. He was with

the army of occupation

at Allenz and Mayen,

Germany. He says, "I

did the best I could to

help and cheer the

homesick men, and in

every way to improve

their c o nditions. I

worked with the Y. Mi

Thomas J. Dickson C. A., Knights of Co-
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luinbus, and Red Cross whenever possible to bring practical

benefits. I found a ready reception for the preaching of the

gospel."

The General Committee on Army and Navy Chaplains of

the Federal Council is seeking to record the names, service,

experiences and comments of all the Protestant chaplains who

served during the war. Were these records complete I could

add many other distinguished names and tell other interesting

stories.

If many chaplains did not render such service as that pic-

tured on the medal it is only that they did not have the chance.

It was for this dangerous and loving service they offered

themselves and for which they were ever eager and ready.

"As his part is that goeth down to the battle, so shall his part

be that tarrieth by the staff: they shall share alike."

1644 Park Road, Washington, D. C.

Interchurch World Movement
THERE are so many and such contradictory reports regard-

ing the Interchurch World Movement that we axe sure

our readers will welcome a frank statement of the facts.

Attention has been focused so exclusively upon the Movement's

expense budget that the chief issues have been largely over-

looked.

Of course, it was understood from the beginning that an

enterprise of such vast proportions could not be carried

through without a large expenditure of money. The budget

was fixed by the All-Boards Conference at Atlantic City and

has not been exceeded, although the cost of every sort of mate-

rial and service has continued to increase throughout the year.

As is well understood, it was agreed at the outset that the

expense of the year's operation should be paid at the end of

the year on a pro rata basis from the financial returns to the

participating boards, the money in the meantime being ad-

vanced by a group of New York bankers on the written guar-

antees of these boards.

The fundamental proposal of the financial campaign was

the canvass of the entire citizenship of the United States in so

far as it was friendly toward the great causes of Protestant

missions, benevolence and education, and not merely the actual

communicants of the participating churches. The original

purpose was to make the canvass by communities without

regard to denominational lines and to include nonchurch mem-

bers on the same basis as members, since they also are inter-

ested in the world-wide civilization. Certain denominations,

however, insisted that each church should canvass its own mem-

bers and this compelled the division of the list into Class A and

Class B; church adherents and others. In the actual canvass

two results became manifest at once: First, that Class A was

completely absorbing Class B after the manner of Pharaoh's

fat and lean kine. Second, that few of those who are not

actual members of some church are willing to give considerable

amounts to denominational purposes.

Neither of these results had been anticipated, so the total

subscriptions to church funds amounted to $176,000,000 and

the undesignated pledges to the general fund came to only

$3,000,000. This meant that instead of the general fund

amounting to four times the cost of operation, and thus bring-

ing to each participating board two or three times as much as

it should eventually pay toward the Movement's expenses, the

Movement was confronted with the dilemma of calling on the

boards to pay their under/writings or making a special canvass

to save them this necessity. It was finally decided to ask them

to begin the payment of their underwritings in installments.

while a special canvass was made for 89,600,000 to meet the

expenses for the year past and the year ahead and relieve the

underwritings.

This campaign was to run from May 15 to Julv 15, was

placed under the direction of A. E. Cory and the Field and

Survey Departments of the Movement, and started out hope-

fully with heroic pledges by the workers themselves. The

progress of this special campaign has been seriously hampered

by conflicting rumors regarding the Interchurch Movement
and by the diverting of attention to the reorganization of the

Movement for next year's work.

However the Movement may be considered by others, to

Disciples of Christ it is a long step toward Christian union

and the part which has been borne in it by the Disciples has

been the most effective witnessing which they have done for

the great cause of Christian unity in the one hundred and

eleven years since Thomas Campbell's declaration and address

was issued. Everywhere and always we have given complete

cooperation without reservations. We have even submitted to

the reservations made by others contrary to our convictions,

because we believe in achieving the fullest possible degree of

cooperation until actual unity can be realized.

Whatever may be the outcome in other respects the Disciples

of Christ have completely won the respect and confidence of

Christians everywhere, many of whom were not aware of our

existence before.

We have been gratified with the fraternal spirit in which

our representatives, national, state and county, have been rec-

ognized and utilized by the other participants in the Movement.

We feel that, in spite of the miscalculations at one point, the

Movement as a whole has been a tremendous success and the

results in many ways worth far more than they have cost.

For instance, three or four years ago our Board of Minis-

terial Relief agreed to pay $5,000 toward a common fund for

advertising the necessity of ministerial relief and pensions in

the general magazines of the United States. On account of the

war this campaign was held in abeyance, but the publicity

given this cause by the Interchurch World Movement was

worth far more than a separate campaign of advertising could

have been. This is but one item of the hundreds that could

be mentioned.

Our J. H. Mohorter is chairman of the committee on the

reorganization of the Movement. It is sincerelv hoped that

a plan will be presented and adopted that will conserve the

results already attained and go on to the accomplishment of

greater things.

Ancient Writing Materials
"TT'S in the oven!" That was the ancient Babylonian version

J_of the modern printer's "It's on the press." When a native

of Babylon or Egypt wanted to "write," he shaped soft clav

into little bricks. On these bricks he scratched signs, some-

times pictures, which stood for letters, words or ideas. His

"pencil" was an oyster shell or a piece of broken pot. After

he finished his story, he had it baked in an oven or dried in

the sun. Later the Egyptians found that the pith of the papy-

rus—a plant growing in the Nile ^ allev—made a good foun-

dation for writing; so they scratched "papyrus letters." using

a reed pen and ink made from gall-nuts and sulphate of iron.

For hundreds of years papyrus was the world's "writing

paper." But when Mohammed conquered Egypt. Europeans

could not get papyrus; so they used a fine leather instead. Even

today leather is sometimes used—only we call it parchment.

—

June Evcryland.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
The Little Fla;

By HAZEL A. LEWIS

PEDRO'S uncle and cousins had written

many letters to their friends and relatives

back in the little town in Italy. They had
left their homes and gone to this new country

because of the freedom and the great wealth of

America. In the evening after the work. was
done, Pedro's father and mother and their

friends would talk about America and plan for

the day when they, too, might go to find a new
home in that land.

One day a bright

bit of silk fell out of

a letter from Pedro's

uncle. It was a tiny

American flag, and
one of his cousins

had written a letter

on the Fourth of July

telling of the bright

flags that were wav-
ing everywhere, the

parades with march-
ing bands, and the

happy time, because

this was America's
Independence Day!
Pedro did not know
what this meant, but

he thought the little

flag was beautiful,

and he was the hap-
piest boy alive when
his mother pinned it

on his coat and told

him that some day
he, too, would go to

America. How care-

ful he was of the little flag! Most of the time
he kept it carefully wrapped up in a little silk

handkerchief that his grandmother had given
him for Christmas. But when he played that

he was the leader of a band, marching at the

head of a parade in America, he wore the little

flag proudly.

After a while Pedro began to notice that the

grown people had a great many important
things to talk about that did not seem to be for

little boys to know. But Pedro felt very sure
that it had something to do with going to Amer-
ica. Finally the time came when his mother
explained to him that in only a few weeks they
would start for the new home in that land.

Copyright, Underwood and Underwood.
Immigrants at Ellis Island, the Door of America, Waiting for

Permission to Enter the "Promised Land"

Pedro wore his flag all the time then, and he
played "going to America" as hard as the

grown people worked.
When at last Pedro, and his father and

mother and the baby sister, together with some
of their friends from the same little town in

Italy, were actually off the boat and in America,
Pedro watched for the first American flag he
would see in this new country. It is true that

there was a flag on
the boat, but the fam-
ily of Pedro and their

friends were down
below in the steerage.

Finally, they were
at Ellis Island, where
Pedro's father had to

show his papers, and
they, all of them,

must be examined to

see if they could come
into America to make
their home. They
went into a great,

big room full of long

rows of benches
where many people

were waiting, with a

great many men in

uniforms hurrying
about, sometimes not

very patient, and Pe-

dro grew sleepy and
a little bit hungry.
But he knew he must
not cry, for mother's

arms were full, with
little sister and all the bundles. Just when
he thought he could not stay awake any
longer he looked up and saw, in the top of that

big room, an American flag larger than Pedro
had ever dreamed any flag could ever be. It

was so large that at first Pedro did not know
it was a flag, but the more he looked at it the

more beautiful it seemed. Then he was not
sleepy any longer, for he knew that he was in

America, and that the big flag was really his

flag. Pedro's hand reached down into his

pocket and took out the tiny silk flag that he
had worn in Italy. No matter how big it was,
no flag could ever be as dear to him as the first

one that had been his very own.
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Thomas Jefferson and Education
By H. O. PRITGHARD

THE name of Thomas Jefferson is inseparably linked with

the birthday of our nation. He wrote the Declaration of

Independence, and with only a few minor changes, it was

adopted as it came from his hand. That great human docu-

ment immortalized him. But Jefferson did more for his nation

than formulate the magna charta of our national independence.

He was the author of the bill which gave us our decimal sys-

tem of currency. He negotiated the purchase of that vast and

fertile area known as the Louisiana Territory. He succeeded

in abolishing in his native state the law of inheritance which

gave the property to the eldest son. He secured for Virginia

religious freedom. He was a stanch advocate of the abolition

of slavery. He served his country as congressman, ambas-

sador to France, vice-president and president.

However great may have been the contribution of Jefferson

along the lines above indicated, his greatest contribution to

our nation was in the field of education. Furthermore, it is

my opinion that his contribution in this field of endeavor was

as great and far-reaching, if not greater than that of any other

citizen whom our nation has ever produced. Jefferson put more

time, more money, more sacrifice and more of his soul, into

this cause than into any other. The "holy cause" of education

outweighed every other in his own heart and mind.

Jefferson's interest in educational matters began while he

was a student at William and Mary College. As a student,

he frequently attended the House of Burgesses, and standing in

the lobby would listen to the discussions on the vital topics of

that day. He was present when the resolutions against the

Stamp Act were under consideration, and heard the "torrents

of sublime eloquence from Henry" and others, which he after-

ward referred to as "that most bloody debate." The new
thought and feeling which he heard there expressed, had a

marked effect upon his plastic mind. While a student, Jeffer-

son came under the influence of Dr. William Small of Scot-

land, professor of mathematics and philosophy. The teacher

became much attached to the slender youth from "the up
country," and made him his daily companion. Sixty years

later, Jefferson declared that from Professor Small he received

"his first views of the expansion of science, and of the system

of things in which we are placed," and attributed to Dr. Small

the ideals which had determined the destinies of his life.

Jefferson's attempt to put into practice his educational ideals

began in 1776 and ended with his death on July 4, 1826. Only
a few months before his death did he actually see the ripening

fruits of his labors. Those fifty years of ceaseless struggle

for the attainment of a purpose, wholly in the interest of

others, in which he had to meet every obstacle which human
ingenuity could devise, in which he overcame insuperable

barriers and accomplished the seemingly impossible, constitute

one of the most glorious and thrilling stories which it has ever

been my privilege to peruse. It has seldom been equalled and
never surpassed in the life of any American patriot.

FIRST of all, Jefferson advocated a system of primary and
secondary education leading up to the university, which

should be for all the people and supported by taxation. He
introduced bills in the Virginia Assembly in 1779 making
three provisions for popular education. First, primary edu-

cation for all children generally, rich and poor, male and
female. In this latter item, he was ahead of any man of his

time, for it was not until 1789 that girls were admitted to the

schools in Boston. Second, "colleges for a middle degree of

instruction, calculated for the common purposes of life; and

third, an ultimate grade of teaching the sciences, generally

and in their highest degree." The preamble to those bills is

interesting as giving a compend of one phase of Jefferson's

political philosophy.

Whereas, it appeareth that however certain forms of government
are better calculated than others to protect free individuals in the

exercise of their natural rights, and are at the same time themselves

better guarded against degeneracy, yet experience hath shown that,

even under the best forms, those entrusted with power have in time,

and by slow operations, perverted it to tyranny; and it is believed

that the most effectual means of preventing this would be to illu-

minate, as far as possible, .the minds of the people at large, and
more especially to give them knowledge of those facts which history

exhibiteth, that possessed thereby of the experience of other ages

and countries they may be enabled to know ambition under all its

shapes, and prompt to exert their natural powers to defeat its pur-

poses; and whereas, it is generally true that the people will be

happiest whose laws are the best, and are best administered, and
that laws will be wisely formed and honestly administered in pro-

portion as those who form them and administer them are wise and
honest; whence it becomes expedient for promoting the public hap-

piness, that those persons whom nature hath endowed with genius,

and virtue, should be rendered by liberal education, worthy to re-

ceive and able to guard the sacred deposit of the rights and liberties

of their fellow citizens, and that they should be called to the charge

without regard of wealth, birth, or other accidental condition or

circumstance. But the indigence of the greater number, disabling

them from so educating at their own expense those of their children

whom nature hath fully formed and disposed to become useful instru-

ments of the public, it is better that such should be sought for and
educated at the common expense of all, than the happiness of all

should be confided to the weak and wicked."

JEFFERSON'S plan provided for dividing the county into

hundreds, or military units, which in reality were townships

averaging about six miles square. Each unit was to have

the right to decide location and construction of building and

hiring of teacher, but all at the expense of taxation. His

scheme also made provision, whereby, by means of sholarships

the best young men would be sent on to the colleges or secon-

dary schools and from there the best would be sent to the uni-

versity. Or, to put it briefly, he was seeking to avoid the over-

education of mediocrity and the under-education of geniu:.

One sometimes wonders if Jefferson were not in advance even

of our own day on this point. His bill failed of passage and

although a sort of makeshift was passed in 1796, it was so

framed as to be ineffective, and Jefferson never lived to see

his idea of a free public school realized in Virginia. Not

until 1870 did it come into full operation. But this cause

was on his heart to the day of his death. To his friend Joseph

Cabell, he wrote under date of January 13, 1823 (in his 82nd
year) :

Were it necessary to give up either the primaries or the univer-

sity, I would rather abandon the last, because it is safer to have a
whole people respectably enlightened, than a few in a high state of

science and the many in ignorance. This last is the most dangerous
state in which a nation can be. The nations and governments of

Europe are so many proofs of it.

Jefferson said in 1818:

A system of general education which shall reach every description

of our citizens, from the richest to the poorest, as it was the earliest,

so it will be the latest, of the public concerns in which I shall per-

mit myself to take an interest.
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Thomas Xefferson had a sublime faith in the common people

and he loved them and gave himself unreservedly for them

as few Americans have. Only the immortal Lincoln surpassed

him in that regard.

SECOND, Jefferson was the founder of the first real univer-

sity in America and that supported by public taxation. Not

only so, but he was the first conspicuous advocate in this

country of centralization in university education and decen-

tralization in the secondary and grammar schools. It is in-

teresting to see how modern were his ideas. In a letter, under

date of March 9, 1814, to Peter Carr, who was at that time the

president of the board of trustees of Albemarle Academy, lo-

cated at Charlottesville, Jefferson outlined his ideas of a uni-

versity. Its provisions were somewhat as follows:

First of all, he would have what we call a college of liberal

arts and sciences, which was to con-

sist of three departments as a begin-

ning—language, mathematics and

philosophy. Under each of these

was grouped a wide variety of sub-

jects. Under language, he insisted on

the study of the modern languages

and also a study of the Anglo-Saxon.

Jefferson was the first man to intro-

duce the study of Anglo-Saxon on

this continent. He insisted that

each of the professorships should be

filled by the ablest man that could be

found in either Europe or America.

In writing to his friend Joseph Ca-

bell, under date of January 1, 1815,

he said, in speaking of the Academy,

which was then being proposed:

Could the petition of the Albemarle

Academy to our legislature have suc-

ceeded at the late session, a little aid

additional to the objects would have

enabled us to have here immediately the

best seminary of the United States. . .

. . In addition to this if we could ob-

tain a loan for four or five years only of $7,000 or $S,000, I think I

have it now in my power to obtain three of the ablest characters in

the world to fill the higher professorships—three such characters are

not in a single university of Europe ; and for those of language and

mathematics—able professors doubtless could also readily be ob-

tained. With these characters, I should not be afraid to say that the

circle of the sciences, composing that second or general grade, would
be more profoundly taught here than in any institution in the United

States, and I might go farther.

From this high ideal of getting the ablest men in the world

for the various chairs, Jefferson never swerved a hair's breadth,

and when in 1825 the institution was ready to receive students,

the ablest young men on either side of the Atlantic that could

be secured had places on the faculty of the University of

Virginia.

In addition to this general college, there were to be profes-

sional schools. I quote Jefferson's own words taken from the

Carr letter:

In these professional schools each science is taught in the highest

dpgree it has yet attained. To these professional schools will come

—

the lawyer to the school of law; the ecclesiastic to that of theology

and ecclesiastical history; the physician to those of the practice of

medicine, materia medica, pharmacy and surgery; the military man
to that of military architecture and projectiles; the agricultor to

that of rural economy; the gentlemen, the leisure gardener, the

painter and the musician to the school of fine arts.

You will observe that we have here stated clearly the very

Thomas Jefferson

genius of the great modern universities. But Jefferson did

not stop here.

He went beyond that of professional schools and advocated

the modern idea of technical education. He proposed what he

called a school of "technical philosophy," where certain of

the higher branches could be taught in an abridged form for

practical purposes. He said, and again I quote:

To such a school will come the mariner, carpenter, shipwright,

pump-maker, clock-maker, mechanist, optician, metallurgist, founder,

cutler, druggist, brewer, vintner, distiller, dyer, painter, bleacher,

soap-maker, tanner, powder-maker, salt-maker, glass-maker to learn

as much as shall be necessary to pursue their art understandingly,

of the sciences of geometry, mechanics, statics, hydrostatics, hy-

draulics, hydronamics, navigation, astronomy, geography, optics,

pneumatics, acoustics, physics, chemistry, natural history, miner-

alogy and pharmacy.

In this school he proposed to group

the students in classes for elemental

and practical instruction by lectures,

which should be given in the evening

so as to leave the students free to

labor during the day. In this plan,

he anticipated the methods which are

now in vogue in the foremost techni-

cal schools of our day.

Third, Jefferson's greatest contri-

bution to university education and

education in general was in the in-

auguration of the elective system and

grouping of subjects. Harvard is

generally given credit for the elective

system but it can be conclusively

proved that Harvard got the idea

from Jefferson through George Tick-

nor, a professor of modern languages

at Harvard, with whom Jefferson car-

ried on an extensive correspondence

over a period of years, and further-

more, the system had been in vogue

for years at the University of Vir-

ginia, before Harvard officially adopted it. Two letters will

make this point clear. Jefferson first wrote to Ticknor in 1817,

while that gentleman was still abroad, trying to persuade him
to take a professorship in Virginia, upon his return to this

country. Jefferson never let up in his attempts, until Ticknor

positively refused to come. Writing to Ticknor, under date of

June 16, 1823, he said:

I am not fully informed of the practices at Harvard, but there

is one from which we shall certainly vary, although it has been

copied I believe, by nearly every college and academy in the United

States. That is. the holding the students all to one prescribed

course of reading and disallowing exclusive application to those

branches onl\T which are to qualify them, for the particular vocations

for which they are destined. We shall, on the contrary, allow them
uncontrolled choice in the lectures they shall choose to attend, and

require elementary qualifications only and sufficient age. Our insti-

tution will proceed on the principle of doing all the good it can and.

without consulting its own pride or ambition, of letting every one

come and listen to whatever he thinks may improve the condition

of his mind. I know you scout, as I do. the idea of any rivalship.

Our views are catholic, for the improvement of our country by

science, and indeed, it is better even for your own university to have

its yoke-mate at this distance, rather than to force a nearer one from

the increasing necessity for it.

In 1824 Ticknor visited Jefferson and the University of A ir-

ginia. whose buildings were nearing completion, and wrote a

letter to William H. Prescott. the historian, which has historical
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value as bearing on this question of priority in the matter of

the elective system. Ticknor says:

Yesterday we formed a party and with Mr. Jefferson at our head,

went to the University. It is a very fine establishment, consisting

of ten houses for professors, four eating houses, a rotunda on the

model of the Parthenon with a magnificent room* for a library, and

four fine lecture rooms, with one hundred and eight apartments for

students; the whole situated in the midst of 250 acres of land, high,

healthy and with noble prospects all around. It has cost $250,000,

and the thorough finish of every part of it and the beautiful archi-

tecture of the whole show, I think, that it has not cost too much.

Each professor receives his house, which in Charlottesville, the

neighboring village, would rent for $600, and a salary of $1,500 and

a fee of $20 from every student who attends his instruction, which

are to be lectures three times a week. Of the details of the system,

I shall discourse much when I see you. It is more practical than I

feared but not so practical that I feel satisfied of its success. It is,

however, an experiment worth trying, to which I earnestly desire the

happiest results; and they have to begin it a mass of buildings more

beautiful than anything architecturally in ISTew England, and more
appropriate to a university than can be found perhaps in the world.

Ticknor went back to Harvard and introduced the program

of election into his own department and kept it up until his

resignation in 1835.

BUT what is more significant to us, Thomas Jefferson was

the father of the idea of building theological schools, or

what we call Schools of Religion, up against State Universities.

He held firmly to the complete separation of church and state

in matters of education as well as in matters of worship and

government. However, he did not oppose religion. He was

accused of being its opponent. It was asserted on every hand

that the new university was to be a seminary for atheists.

Religious prejudice and sectarian opposition to a state univer-

sity were among the most stubborn and powerful opponents

which Jefferson and Cabell had to overcome. On the contrary,

Jefferson clearly recognized the importance of religion, but

he knew there was no place in a state institution for sectarian

theology. He said:

The proofs of the being of a God, the creator, preserver and ruler of

the universe, the author of all the relations of morality, and of the

laws and obligations these infer, will be within the province of the

professor of ethics; to. which adding the developments of these moral

obligations, of those in which all sects agree, with a knowledge of

the languages—Hebrew, Greek and Latin—a basis will be formed
common to all sects.

For further theological training he expects to make provision

as outlined in a letter to his very dear friend, Dr. Cooper,

whom he regarded as one of the most eminent scholars in the

world. In a letter to Dr. Cooper under date of November 2,

1822, he outlined his plan as follows:

In our university you know there is no professor of divinity. A
handle has been made of this to disseminate the idea that this is an
institution, not merely of no religion but against all religion. Occa-

sion was taken at the last meeting of the Visitors to bring forth an
idea that might silence this calumny, which weighed on the minds
of some honest friends of the institution. In our annual report to

the legislature, after stating the constitutional reasons against a
public establishment of any religious instruction, we suggest the

expediency of encouraging the different religious sects, to establish

each for itself a professorship of their own tenets, on the confines

of the university, so near as that their students may attend the
lectures there and have the free use of our library and every other

accommodation we can give them, preserving, however, their inde-

pendence of us and of each other. I think the invitation will be
accepted by some. sects from candid reasons and by others from
jealousy and rivalship. And by bringing the sects together and by
mixing them with the mass of other students, we shall soften their

asperities, liberalize and neutralize their prejudices, and make the

general religion, a religion of peace, reason and morality.

So far as I have knowledge it remained for the Disciples of

Christ to be the first religious body in America to take advan-

tage of Jefferson's plan through our Christian Woman's Board

of Missions. These good women have, by the help of generous

friends, endowed a chair which is occupied by Dr. W. M. For-

rest. Dr. Forrest is a regular member of the faculty of the

university. Credit is given for all the courses which he offers.

His work is all purely elective so far as students are concerned.

He informs me that he is teaching three courses of three hours

each and that he has had enrolled as students, first term 109,

second term 126, and the present term 119. It is a work of

which we all have a right to be proud and the more so because

of its historical connection.

I
HAVE reserved to the last, what I regard as Jefferson's most

unique and in many ways most important contribution to

education, the architecture and ground plans of the University

of Virginia. It has been my privilege to visit most of

the colleges and universities in the United States. Some I

have not seen, but I have seen nearly all the important ones,

and I give it as my humble opinion, that for lovely simplicity,

delightful symmetry and sheer architectural beauty, there is no

group of college or university buildings on this continent that

equals them. And when you know that the ground plans were

Jefferson's own and that with his own hands he sketched those

magnificent Pavilions and the Rotunda and that he made all

the calculations as to materials and costs and that he personally

supervised the laying of every brick, the rearing of every col-

umn and the placing of every capstone, you can begin to ap-

preciate something of the artistic sense and wonderful versa-

tility of this truly remarkable man.

The first building constructed was Pavilion Number 7 and

was begun in September, 1817; the last of the original set of

buildings was finished in 1825. Thus Jefferson spent more
than seven years in erecting those buildings, and he would not

consent to receiving students until the plant was completed.

He was severely criticised, even by friends as well as enemies,

for spending so much money on architectural frills. He said

nothing but pressed on. One who knew his work has said:

As much as he was attached to popular education, and as firmly

as he believed the establishment of his university necessary to the

safety of the state and the happiness of the people, he would have
abandoned it all, if he had been required to disregard the arts in

the forming. He was its architect. What other man in the United
(States at that time was competent to supply what his taste de-

manded?

WHEN one knows that Jefferson spent a large independent

fortune in the public service and at his death the beauti-

ful estate at Monticello, with all its furnishings, was sold for

debts, and when one knows the cost in personal sacrifice and

pain which his labors in behalf of public education

required of him, one can begin to appreciate something of

the debt which this nation owes to its first great democrat.

To illustrate the devotion and pain which it cost, I quote in

conclusion from two letters. The first, a letter from Jefferson

to Cabell, under date of December 28, 1822:

You propose to me to write a half a dozen gentlemen on this

subject. You do not know, my dear sir, how great is my physical

inability to write. The joints of my right wrist and fingers, due to

an ancient dislocation, are become so stiffened that I can write but
at the pace of a snail. The copying our report and my letter lately

sent to the Governor, being seven pages only, employed me labo-

riously a whole week. The letter I am now writing you (three printed

octavo pages) has taken me two days, a letter of a page or two
costs me a -day of labor and of painful labor.

Frequent references have been made in this article to Jeffer-

son's friend, Joseph Cabell. He was a brilliant young Vir-

ginian whom Jefferson met in 1806, and between the two a

beautiful friendship immediately began which lasted until

Jefferson's death. At Jefferson's earnest request, Cabell ran
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for office and became a member of the House of Delegates of

Virginia in 1809. Two years later he was elected to the Vir-

ginia Senate and remained in that office until 1829. Those

twenty years were devoted unceasingly to carrying out Jeffer-

son's idea of establishing a public school system. It is not

too much to say, that without Joseph Cabell, Jefferson would

never have lived to see the establishment of the University of

Virginia. The name of Cabell is honored next to that of

Jefferson on the campus of the university.

In 1821, when suffering from bodily weaknesses, worn out

with public speaking, utterly weary of politics and of Rich-

mond, where he had spent thirteen winters in arduous labor in

the legislature in behalf of this great cause of education and

desiring to return to his own fireside for domestic, rural and

literary leisure, Cabell wrote to Jefferson saying he intended

to speedily withdraw from the legislature. The old hero,

from the heights of Monticello, came back with this trumpet

call of a prophet and seer:

I know well your devotion to your country, and your foresight,

cf the awful scenes coming on her sooner or later. With this fore-

sight what service can we render her (the university) equal to this?

What object of our lives can we propose so important ? What interest

of our own which ought not to be postponed to this? Health, time,

labor, on what in a single life, which nature has given us, can these

be better bestowed, than on this immortal boon to our country?

The exertions and the mortifications are temporary; the benefit

eternal. If any member of our College of Visitors could justifiably

withdraw from this sacred duty, it would be myself, who, quadra*

genis stipendiis jamdudmn perftctis have neither vigor of body nor
mind left to keep the field ; but I will die in the last ditch. And so

I hope you will, my friend, as well as our firm-breasted brothers,

Johnson and General Breckenridge. Pray then, dear, and very dear

sir, do not think of deserting us, but view the sacrifices which seen
to stand in your way as the lesser duties, and such as ought to be

postponed to this, the greatest of all. Continue with us in these

holy labors until, having seen their accomplishment, we may say

with old Simeon, nunc dimittis, domine.

Cabell replied, "It is not in my nature to resist such an

appeal." And both continued at their posts until the end.

Emerson once said, "An institution is the lengthened shadow
of one man." If Emerson's words contain any truth, then they

find fulfillment at the Lnivercity of ^ irginia. for as one walks

across that beautiful campus, the shadow of Jefferson appears

on every terrace and along every serpentine Avail and across

the portal of every building and the voice of Jefferson calls

out from every dormitory, class room and acsembly hall.

There are those who are dismayed because at such a time as

this no great leader stands out head and shoulders above all

others in the Church. Perhaps we sometimes forget that the

strength of a democracy is less likely to be found in this type

of leadership than in a multitude of leaders scattered through

every walk in life and found wherever men dwell and walk

together. The leadership of the Christian Church will doubt-

less in these days be found not in one man but in the many.

The remarkable readjustment of our nation to the new condi-

tions imposed by war was made possible because of just such

leadership in every part of the nation, and in so far as the

Christian Church can bring into activity this type of leadership,

just so far will it be able to build its principles of living into

the new social-economic order. —Herbert A . Shenton.

Jefferson's Architectural and Educational Masterpiece

The Rotunda (Library) at the North End of the Lawn, University of Virginia. The Two-story Buildings on Either Side Are Residences of Trofessors:

the One-Story Struetures Connecting Them Are Students' Quarters, the Cloisters Running Through from find to End of the 1 awn.
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Scouts Acquire the Habit of Reverence for the Flag of Their Country

Scouting and the Church
SCOUTING is a definitely religious movement. As such it

should be vitally related to the churches—and it is. That

relationship dates back to the very inception of the move-

ment. The original group of men who were instrumental in

organizing the Boy. Scouts of America were almost without

exception active members of churches and by profession and

practice genuinely religious. In a number of cases those who
were especially related to the determination of the policies of

the new organization were prominent also in the councils of

some of the great interchurch movements which were then and

still are effective agents of the churches in important social

service endeavors.

During the ten years in which the movement has been oper-

ative a great deal of time has been given to the serious and

sympathetic consideration of what the relation should be be-

tween the Boy Scouts of America and the ecclesiastical bodies,

particularly the relation between the movement and the indi-

vidual churches of these bodies. This relationship has been

a constantly developing evolution. It has proceeded slowly

and carefully in order that hasty and prejudicial action might

be avoided.

The steps taken in determining the relationship under dis-

cussion were worked out in no small measure by the study of

conditions as they developed in the actual operation of troops

of scouts connected with individual churches and under direc-

tion in a large number of cases of the minister as scoutmaster.

This method guaranteed statement of relationships not as a

mere theory, but as a result of practical experience toward
the preparation of which both the leaders of the movement
and those of the church made definite and concrete contri-

bution.

With the phenomenal growth of the movement, which in-

cluded a large increase in the number of church troops, the

question of relationship increasingly attracted the considera-

tion of different ecclesiastical bodies as such and representa-

tives were commissioned to work out new phases of the

question, with official representatives of the Scout movement.

The foregoing statement had been made with one purpose in

view, to show conclusively that there is a most sympathetic

relationship existing between the Boy Scouts of America and

the various ecclesiastical bodies and that accredited representa-

tives of both institutions have mutually served in determining

what the relationship should be. With these facts as a basis

it will be in no sense a serious task to meet new developments

as they arise and work out such adjustments as will make the

relationship between them minister to the increasing advantage

of both.

The supreme question is: What is the best relationship from
the standpoint of the boy? All the related institutions are

primarily interested in his highest welfare. This immediately

predicates the fact that no selfish attitude can be taken by any
of them. It is not primarily a question of Scouting serving

the church, or of the church serving Scouting. It is a question

of both adjusting their relationship to each other so that the

boy shall benefit from both to the fullest possible extent. In

working out this problem the service relationship of each of

the contributing institutions to the other will be happily solved.

It may be of value to discuss some of the factors in the

situation, not from the standpoint of an utterance inspired

authoritatively by the Boy Scouts of America, but merely as a

contribution of evidence to be considered.

The history of the Scout movement proves beyond question

that the most effective and permanent troops have been con-

nected with churches. The percentage of lapses has always
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been much less with this class of troops. This has been due

to a number of causes. The church was organized to do

character building work. The purposes of Scouting were so

identical that church leaders immediately availed themselves

of its program as an aid in its ministry to boys. The average

minister having command of his time was in a natural position

to give the needed oversight of the troop. The emphasis of

the church on practical service as a manifestation of vital

membership made available the necessary leadership for the

Scouts. The building equipment of the church made immedi-

ately available an excellent meeting place with little expendi-

ture of money. These factors made the church a wonderful

ally of Scouting.

THE success of Scouting in the individual church is largely

a matter of the cooperation of pastor and members.

A successful troop, wherever located, must have the generous

backing of a number of genuinely interested adults. It is not

enough to provide a good meeting place, important though

that may be. Nor is it enough for the church to make available

a generous amount of money to meet the troop's financial

needs, although that too is most necessary. Personal service

is the great need. Without it no troop can do its best work.

The first need along this line is the enlistment of one of the

strongest men in the church to guide the boys as scoutmaster.

Scouting is one of the most technical programs that has ever

been developed as a boy program. It requires a bigger man
to handle it successfully than most other phases of boys' work

the church has ever undertaken. The best is none too good.

Let no church set aside a second-rate man and expect to get

first-class results. The bigger the man the bigger the results.

Scouting has been blamed for many a failure that really re-

sulted because an inferior man was made leader of the troop.

The National Council charters a church to conduct a troop

of scouts and agrees to commission as scoutmaster the man
selected by the church to do the work. It can do nothing else.

It does not possess the ability nor the desire to go back of the

decision of the church. Whether the man makes good or fails

depends on the kind of man secured and the backing he gets

from the church. The commission which he gets from the

Boy Scouts of America has no mysterious power to make a

mediocre man a superior leader of Scouts.

In order to make doubly sure that a real man will be secured

the local church is asked to gather three or more men, members

of the boys' work committee of the church or a special group

brought together for the purpose, to act as a troop committee.

This committee accepts the responsibility, when it is chartered,

of seeing that the work of the troop is properly conducted in

every particular. The most important particular is the choice

of the scoutmaster and his assistants. The next most impor-

tant particular is the amount of time and study which scout-

master, assistants, troop committee, pastor and church members

give to the troop. Scouting is a wonderful program. It deliv-

ers splendid results, when it is worked.

But it has to be worked by real men. The more help the

better results, provided the help is intelligent. There is no

place where consecrated ignorance is more blameworthy than

in work with boys. The "zeal that is not according to knowl-

edge" is responsible for many a wrecked church troop. And
the pity of it is that Scouting has been blamed. It cannot

accept the responsibility. It is a plan and a program which,

put into the hands of proper people and enough of them, is as

sure to make good as the sun is to shine. The church must

assume the responsibility of furnishing the right kind of leader-

ship and plenty of it.

All this means that every church applying for a charter to

conduct Scouting among its boys enters into an agreement with

the Boy Scouts of America which is just as binding on the

church and everyone connected with it as it is upon the Scout

movement and its managers. When the full significance of this

dual responsibility is realized Scouting will do an infinitely

bigger piece of work for boys than will otherwise be possible.

It is very desirable that those who use Scouting as a phase

of boys' work in a given church understand what it undertakes

to do and what it does not undertake to do. Scouting is an

outdoor recreational program with distinct educational and

religious values. The emphasis should be placed on the recre-

ational viewpoint. Scouting seeks to supplement the work of

home, school and church by furnishing all these institutions

with a program which keeps the boy busy in a worth-while way
during as large a part of his leisure time as possible. The
boy's leisure is confined to very well defined hours. During

that leisure time he is very busy, usually out of doors with

a group of boys he knows. Left to himself his activities will

be carried on day after day without a program and without

adult leadership. Scouting takes the boy as he stands, with

his boundless energy and with his boon companions, and gives

him a program that is attractive enough to grip and hold him
and of a character which builds strength of body, alertness of

mind and straightness of moral character under the comrade-

ship of a safe, wise adult leader. If it doesn't do this it isn't

Scouting. To demand more than this of Scouting is to demand
something which Scouting is not arranged to do, so its success

or failure must be estimated in terms of the things it under-

takes to do.

HOW far does Scouting go in religious instruction? In the

first place the absolute necessity of maintaining the

democracy of the movement must be recognized. If troops

were all church troops the problem of religious instruction

as a part of the Scout program would be much simplified, es-

pecially if the membership was confined to boys of one church

or one faith. Such is not the case. There are many troops

which are church troops where the membership includes boys

of other faiths and other denominations than the one conduct-

ing the troop. There are many other troops which are con-

nected with schools, with boys' clubs, with organizations of a

social and fraternal character and there are many which have

no affiliation with any institution, simply having a troop com-

mittee which accepts the charter responsibilities and runs the

troop. It is this democratic condition that has led Scouting

authorities to decide that it cannot wiselv attempt other han

very simple religious instruction on matters that are universal

with all groups which would attempt to operate a character

building program like Scouting. No man can secure a com-

mission as scoutmaster who does not believe in God and who is

not leading a life of genuine reverence toward Deity. Scouting

prefers men as scoutmasters who are members and workers in

some church organization.

The first promise the Scout makes on signing the oath is

that he will "do his best to do his dutv to God." The last of

the twelve points of the Scout law affirms that "a scout is rev-

erent." Accompanying this point of the law is a promise to

respect the religious convictions and customs of others and to

be faithful himself to the church of which he is a member or

communicant. Every real scoutmaster definitely handles his

boys so that these requirements and interpretations of Scout

law and oath are faithfully observed bv every Scout in his

troop. If he does not do this he is open to serious criticism

and censure.

If all the boys in a given troop are members of one faith

or one denomination there is nothing in the plan or program
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of Scouting that prevents a scoutmaster from using in troop

meetings any religious ceremonies or customs or giving any

instruction of any religious character that may be authorized

by the responsible representatives of the church which is char-

tered to conduct the troop. Such exercises, however, must not

be regarded as a part of the Scout program, nor must Scouting

be held responsible for the presence or absence or character of

such exercises in any given troop.

SCOUTING believes that it is eminently right and highly de-

sirable for boys to be taught the principles and practices

of the religious faith of the church with which they are con-

nected, but believes it is on the highest and safest ground in

refusing to be responsible for seeing that such instruction be

given and in urging very earnestly that it be done and thor-

oughly done by the church or religious institution with which

the boy is connected. If the Scouts of a troop do not receive

such instruction Scouting should neither be criticised nor con-

demned. It must not usurp the prerogatives of religious in-

struction which reside in churches and in their established

systems of religious instruction. It must not interfere nor

must it handicap any church from giving such instruction nor

any Scout from receiving it nor should its scoutmasters be per-

mitted to attempt any activity which would seek to unduly

influence the belief of any independent troop along lines of

religious faith or dogma. These are matters of personal con-

cern and must be kept sacred and inviolate. Does it not seem

that such an attitude as this is all that can be regarded as

proper and desirable? On such a basis Scouting welcomes

the largest possible development of the number of church

troops and invites suggestion as to how it may better serve all

faiths and all denominations on the basis outlined. It is al-

ready cooperating most heartily along these lines with the

leaders of all the major religious bodies and many denomina-

tions and sects, and notes with sincere gratitude that its attitude

on these matters is constantly being better undersood, more
heartily endorsed and more genuinely respected. It is con-

vinced, after careful study and years of experience, that any

other policy would hinder, vastly more than help, the great

purposes of God's universal Church in the exceedingly impor-

tant program of religious instruction of boyhood.

The Scout Oath
On my honor I will do my best:

1. To do my duty to God and my country, and to obey the

Scout Law.

2. To help other people at all times.

3. To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and

morally straight.

Scouts Getting Acquainted With the Trees of the Forest

Leaf and Flower and Fruit, Wood and Bark and Root, Habit and Use and Locality; Everything Practical About Trees, and
Everything; Else Out of Doors, Is of Interest to the Scout
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Bitter Root Mountains from the Station at Florence, Montana. The Snowy Ridge Shows Through the Gap Between the Foothills

The First President
By W. R. WARREN

IN
1884 a thirteen-year-old boy was clerking in a general

store at Chapin, Illinois. His father, the village doctor,

had died the year before, and his pay of five dollars a

month was a necessary addition to the family's income.

Into the store there came one day a college president, who
said to the lad, "My boy, we would like to have you come to

our college." "There is nothing I should like better, sir, but

how can I?" "Well, if you will just make up your mind, you

can." "Nobody can make up his mind quicker than I can;

thank you, I am coming to college."

Now Illinois College, whose president was speaking, was

only ten miles away, at Jacksonville. And the boy's parents

were from New England, where a college education has always

been reckoned a necessity. Then the mother helped the boy

•to cherish his impossible dream, until finally he was enrolled

as a student at Jacksonville. Of that mother the son says:

"It was she who carried the burden after father's death, to-

gether with my elder brother, Frank, she, who was the inspira-

tion and comfort of my life through youth's days of struggle,

through college ambitions and until after another helpmeet

had come alongside; and even then hers was a mother's

rhare until she was called away in 1905, just after the first

bit of triumph in the completion of the Central Church at

Decatur, Illinois. From her came ideals, imagination, poetry

and optimism. She is among the singers 'beside the sea of

glass mingled with fire.'
"

His funds were sufficient for only one year in school and

then he returned for a year to his occupation of telegrapher, in

which he had become proficient before going to Jacksonville.

Leaving the straight, level railroads of Illinois, he went on a

far venture into Montana and took the post of station agent

and telegraph operator at Florence, where the snowy heights

of the Bitter Root Mountains rose in perpetual contrast to all

the scenes he had known before.

It was a good place to be with God. There was time in the

still night watches and in the long, silent hours of the dazzling

sunlight to reflect upon the Godly example and teaching of

his parents, to read the one Book and to ripen a supreme life

purpose in the heart. Florence is a hallowed spot for Fred-

erick W. Burnham, as Bethel was for Jacob. Twenty-five

years later he stopped off to take photographs of the little

station and of the Bitter Root Mountains as diey appear from

the station platform. It is this latter photograph that stands

at the head of this story. It is picturesque enough to any be-

holder; but no one else can ever see in it the sheen and glory

of the mountains of God as the station agent of thirty years ago

will always remember them.

When the young man turned eastward in the late summer of

1891 his life was definitely dedicated to the ministry of the

gospel and he went to Eureka College to prepare himself for

such service. The atmosphere and traditions of the school

and town, and the stalwart faith and thorough instruction of

President Johann and Professors B. J. Radford and R. E.

Hieronymus and B. C. Deweese and their associates, with the

earnest temper of his fellow students, fitted well the high re-

solve of his soul, and made Eureka another sacred spot.

If anyone had taken the pains to notice it at the time, the

student from Chapin gave a demonstration of managerial
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ability during the next four years that would

have singled him out at once for high executive

responsibility. He organized among his fellow

students, under collegiate direction, a class in

telegraphy, the fees from which supplemented

the money he had saved in Montana so well

that, although he also kept his younger sister

in college with him for two years, when he

graduated in 1895 he still had some of the

Montana money.

Telegraphy, however, was strictly subordi-

nated to college work and Mr. Burnham's nick-

name in Eureka was not Morse, but "Demosthe-

nes," which designation was assigned him by

Ben Herr, a fellow student in Greek.

With all these serious pursuits it required

good management indeed to find time for win-

ning distinction of another sort. As it has hap-

pened in most similar pursuits, part of this

extra time was borrowed from sleep, contrary to

the rules which required all Eureka students to

retire at ten o'clock.

It is related on good authority that when Pres-

ident Johann's house caught fire at one o'clock

in the morning it was student Frederick W. Burnham who

made the discovery. The thoroughgoing Sv/iss president did

not wait until the fire was extinguished before he inquired of

the young man how he happened to be about at such an hour

and learned that he had been seeing Miss Cenie Allison home

from the weekly session of the literary society. Thereupon

the two were duly thanked for their efficiency as a fire de-

partment, but told that they would not be expected to serve

in the same capacity again. But whatever reprimand was

administered was not sufficient to discourage thoughts of co-

operation in the minds of the young people. So, 1920 is their

silver anniversary and none ever celebrated a happier partner-

ship.

THREE pastorates engaged Mr. Burnham before he was

called to the presidency of the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society. The one in Charleston, Illinois, was pre-

ceded for a few months in Carbondale, Illinois,

and the seven years' pastorate in Springfield was

succeeded by the ministry of eleven months at

Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles. Between

Charleston and Springfield he was at Decatur,

Illinois, for six years.

His term at Carbondale formed a sort of post-

graduate course with President H. W. Everest

as his mentor, and in Charleston he was helped

by the intellectually stimulating friendship of

President L. C. Lord. Decatur claimed more

strenuous service in the erection of a new build-

ing. But this was not allowed to interfere with

the upbuilding of the saints in numbers and in

character. From Decatur it was natural that

he should be called to the capital city of the

state and to the First Church, one of the greatest

congregations in the brotherhood.

Here again the old building was outgrown.

The new one that finally took its place is one

of those rare churches that proclaims the gospel

to all who behold it, while it provides ample and

convenient accommodations for all forms of

Christian service. The main assembly room is

more than an auditorium. No preacher could
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Growing a Mew England Con-
science in Illinois. Dr. J. K.
Burnham's Son Frederick.

"The Thoughts of Youth Are
Long-, Long- Thoug-hts." Burn-
ham at College, Doing- the Im-
possible as a Matter of Coursrc.

ask for a better place in which to preach, but it

is also, and manifestly, a place of prayer, a place

for baptizing those who would commit their

lives to Christ, a place for the observance of the

Lord's supper.

Of course many good and wise men and

women shared with the minister the planning of

the Springfield church, but they would be the

first to say that it is preeminently an expression

in stone of the faith and character of Frederick

W. Burnham. It was his faith that dared to

build so well when many said the means could

not be found. It was he that insisted people

enough would come to fill so large a building.

It was he, above all others, that refused to be

satisfied with anything less than the best in the

architecture of the whole and the appointment

of each several part.

The superb provision made in the Springfield

building for the observance of the two ordi-

nances which Christ left to His Church fitly

represent his four-square fidelity to New Testa-

ment teaching in all regards. To him Christ is

Prophet, Priest and King, the Son of God as no

other ever was or can be. This very loyalty to Christ empha-

sizes the soul's liberty in Christ. And liberty as well as

loyalty is manifest in that great building. Building traditions

are shattered at every turn, and other traditions recognized

with equal freedom. The house was made for man, and for

God, and that the men and women and children of this day and
the days to come may serve and worship God most acceptably

to Him.

These twin principles of loyalty and liberty run through all

Mr. Burnham's work. He is earnest and cheerful,- logical and
humorous, fearless and companionable. He believes in be-

ginning at Jerusalem; but not in staying there forever. The
Samaria of outcast, despised and neglected peoples at our

own doors, and the uttermost parts of the earth, are also in

the geography of his religion.

"The Valley of Democracy" has left its glowing impress

upon Fred Burnham. If he had grown up in

New England he might have been too severe for

companionship. But the generous prairies of

Illinois made him a man among men, with only

occasional difficulty in turning an abrupt corner.

The severe discipline of his early struggle pre-

pared him to give instant recognition and fellow-

ship to the unfortunate, while his manifestly

superior intellect, character and personality

have given him the immediate friendship of the

leading men and women in every community
where he has lived. He can quote the poems of

Robert W. Service by the hour and he stands

high in the Masonic fraternity. He feels the

case of the immigrant and frontiersman and he

deals level-eyed with the masters of learning,

the field marshals of commerce and the artists

of statecraft.

In 1914, Mr. Burnham was called to give up
his pastorate and become president of the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society. It was a

staggering challenge to service and sacrifice as

great as the original call to lay aside worldly

ambition and give himself to the gospel minis-

try. The Society was heavily in debt. Its field
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was broken up by all the states and provinces, and many of

the cities and districts of the continent. Its work Was over-

shadowed by both the Foreign Christian Missionary Society

and the Christian Woman's Board of Missions. Its prestige

had been broken by frequent changes of administration. But

after careful consideration the call became clearly the voice

of God and the loyal soul could not refuse. He gives high

praise to those who have wrought loyally with him to bring

the mother society to her rightful place, and they as generously

ascribe to him chief credit for transformed conditions and

multiplied success.

THE mettle of the man appeared conclusively at the Cincin-

nati Convention last October. The address on "Unredeemed

America," which has since been printed in May World
Call, was acclaimed as an expression of true Christian states-

manship. Then the fairness and firmness, the courtesy and

discernment with which he presided over one of the stormiest

meetings ever held in one of our conventions, confirmed prac-

tically the entire body of those present in the judgment, which

had been growing wherever he had appeared throughout the

years of his public ministry, that Frederick W. Burnham had

inherited and acquired the rare combination of gifts and at-

tainments that make a man a safe custodian of great interests

and responsibilities. After the plans for the United Christian

Missionary Society were adopted sentiment rapidly centered

upon Mr. Burnham as the fittest possible man to serve as the

first president of the new organization.

His acceptance of the new and heavy responsibility laid

upon him was as frank as it was modest. He mentioned

how unexpectedly he had been drafted from happy pastoral

service into the difficult presidency of the American Christian

Missionary Society, how he had given himself without reserve

to that task and how unfeignedly he would now prefer to see

another undertake the new labor. The tribute which he paid

to A. McLean, both in the convention and in a letter written a

few days later, is a credit to both men.

Both in the preparations for the organization of the Lnited

Christian Missionary Society and in the councils and con-

ventions of the Interchurch World Movement, Mr. Burnham
has again and again demonstrated his preeminent fitness for

the task laid upon him by his brethren. ^ hen the canvass of

"Class B" for the general fund of the movement had failed

and the General Committee in its meeting at Cleveland was

voicing its disappointment, it was he that sounded the call to

repentance for the sectarian selfishness that had caused the

collapse. When, a week later in New York, the same com-

mittee and the representatives of the participating boards

faced the situation again, recognized the necessity of going

forward, but saw no practical way of advance, it was Mr.

Burnham who proposed what John D. Rockefeller, Jr., im-

mediately seconded as the solution of the problem. Certain

modifications were finally made in the plan before its adoption

and these are its only, and it is hoped but slight, weakness.

Surely it is in the good providence of God that the Disciples

of Christ have for the president of their United Christian Mis-

sionary Society a man so thoroughly proved and so completely

approved for faith triumphant but not arrogant, for loyalty

steadfast but not standpat, for leadership aggressive but never

rash. Both in the complex administration of our own work

and in leading on toward the day when all Christian service

shall be one, we can trust him without reserve.

Airs. Burnham, Safe Keeper of Her Husband's Home and Heart,

and a Merry Soul and True in Her Own Right.
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Should the Church Run Hospitals?
By E. S. MUGKLEY

IT
should, if it puts the distinctive Christian note into its

service. But if the church fails here and runs its hospitals

as civic institutions are run, which do not provide either

a Christian atmosphere or religious teaching, then it were

better, or at least just as well, to turn the entire hospital

service over to the state and the city. The church should

enter no field of service where it cannot differentiate its service

from that rendered by nominally non-Christian institutions in

the same field by putting the Christian mark on what it does.

Everything the church does should advertise Christ and His

ideals.

The righteousness of the church should exceed the righteous-

ness of the state and city. Civic institutions cannot, under the

present divided state of the church, attempt to create a Chris-

tian atmosphere and provide religious teaching, even if they

were inclined to do so, because of the jealousies such an

attempt would create. So, civic institutions at their best, can

only serve the physical man. And many of them do render

high-class service to the physical man. But many others fall

woefully short because of the shortsighted policies of city offi-

cials who refuse to provide the equipment and service needed.

Not until the state is wholly Christian should the church be

willing to commit to it the entire care of the sick.

There are many private hospitals and sanatoriums run by

individual doctors, or groups of doctors, that provide excellent

service for the physical man; but they are frankly run for

personal gain as a rule and therefore cater only to those who
can afford to pay well enough for the service rendered to fur-

nish a good margin of profit to the owners of the institution.

Often such institutions are luxuries for the rich. Poverty

seldom is admitted except by the philanthrophy of some in-

dividual. But the distinctive Christian note is missing.

Even the institutions run by philanthropic individuals and

organizations do not, as a rule, provide for the deeper needs

of the sick, who must have the service of a hospital or sana-

torium. The spirit of good will and brotherly kindness may
be present, but Christ does not get the credit. Those who in

the days of their health chose a Christian atmosphere in which

to live, would all the more covet it when sick.

BECAUSE of ail these facts the church should enter in the

largest possible way the entire field of philanthropy and
give it the Christian flavor. As affirmed by the Interchurch

survey on hospitals: "Alleviating suffering is primarily a

Christian responsibility, a service to the sick and needy to

which Christ devoted a large part of His ministry. The story

of the good Samaritan remains today the best example of

Christian duty well performed. If every Christian were a

good Samaritan, how much less suffering there would be in

this world!"

That alleviating suffering was the major portion of Christ's

program and task while He lived will not be denied by those

familiar with His life. In the message Jesus sent to John in

prison five items referred to physical needs that He answered
and one item to spiritual needs. And I wonder if, in preaching
the gospel to the poor, Jesus did not hold out hope of bettering

those physical conditions that have handicapped the poor in

all ages. We are understanding as never before that the

ethical principles of Jesus were meant to apply to the entire

man.

With Jesus life was so sacred that it must not be oppressed

by ill conditions or handicapped- by sick or defective bodies.

Everyone has a right to a body as nearly whole as is possible

for him to have. Otherwise he cannot have freedom of ex-

pression. And so Jesus said that those who were whole did

not need a physician as they had every natural facility for

self-expression. The sick, the deaf, the blind, the lame, the

leprous were all less than whole and often the sick were as

good as dead. So since human life was the one thing to be

conserved and expanded, Jesus gave the major portion of His

service to removing handicaps and opening opportunities that

life might come into its full fruition.

SO the church must do this, for Jesus committed His task to

the church. But there is a tendency because of the new
social consciousness developing among all classes, to relegate

the amelioration of human suffering to civic and philanthropic

agencies. I have met preachers and a large number of other

Protestant Christians who have argued that all philanthropic

work should be in charge of the state. It is true that eleemos-

ynary institutions are found only where Christianity is the

dominant religion, but this does not argue that the state is as

well qualified for running hospitals and homes for children

and the aged as the church is, for in the very nature of things

the state cannot give what the church was organized to provide,

because the function of the state is different from that of the

church. The church should educate and has educated the state

to apply the ethics of Jesus in its realm of service, and it is

right here where the new social consciousness is largely finding

expression, for it was here in the state's realm of service

where the greatest defects were found—where injustice and

greed and crime sought intrenchment and protection in ex-

ploiting the masess.

But though this be true, the functions of the church and

state are distinctly differentiated and the church dare not, if

it cares to exist, relegate its function to the state. When the

church ceases to minister to the physical as well as spiritual

needs it ceases to be Christian. When it ceases to be Christian,

it were better that it cease to function, for it has gone out of

business. The church has no right to function as a self-centered

social organization. There are other organizations that can

do that to perfection. The church should not invade their field.

Assuming then that the teaching and practice of Christ and

the practice of the early church in all their implications recog-

nize that the church should provide hospital service for the

sick and crippled and hurt who need institutional service, let

us take a frank look at the situation as it is.

The Interchurch survey reveals these facts: "Neither states

nor counties nor cities have ever made adequate provision for

all their sick. In New York City there are forty-five non-

municipal hospitals caring for one million patients annually!

They are always crowded and compelled to refuse urgent cases

simply from lack of accommodation.

"It is stated on good authority that of the seven thousand

American hospitals one-half are under Roman Catholic aus-

pices and less than one-tenth are conducted by evangelical

churches."

The last fact is the one that grips me and is the one to

which my interest shall be directed for the remainder of this

article. If it is true—and it is not difficult to believe for those
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who are at all familiar with the activity of the Roman Catholic

Church in hospital work—that half of the American hospitals

are under Roman Catholic auspices, while less than one-tenth,

in fact, only about 400 are conducted by evangelical churches,

Protestantism has a jolt coming its way.

Think seriously of these further comparisons figured on

a basis of one hospital bed for every four hundred of the

population.

The Catholic Church has hospital capacity for its own mem-
bership of 17,549,324 and 5,264,790 besides, while the Prot-

estant church with its membership of 24,364,316 has capacity

for only 10,476,656. In other words, the Catholics provide

for a population equal to 130 per cent of their membership,

while the Protestant communions provide for a population

equal to only 43 per cent of their membership. And further-

more, while the Catholics are seldom known to turn away a

case the Protestant Church hospitals in the United States are

forced to turn away 1,000 sick and suffering human beings

daily for lack of room, or 365,000 a year.

"That looks appalling," you say. It is appalling. And it

challenges Protestantism to an infinitely greater task if it

hopes to meet unscathed the criticism of a public that is de-

manding as never before that the church give practical expres-

sion of its faith in service.

Why is it that the Catholic Church goes complacently on

about its business, like a man on the street at whom some four-

year-old is shooting peas from his little spring-gun, ignoring

the exposes of The Menace, the philippics of Tom Watson

and the charges of superstition, false doctrine and idol worship

made by Protestantism? In answering it is not enough to

say that Catholics in this country are ignorant and therefore

easily preyed upon by superstition, attracted by the spectacu-

lar and easily amenable to control. They are not ignorant.

The answer lies deeper than that. Why are Catholics so

influential in politics? Not because the priests can deliver

the Catholic vote. The answer is much more than that.

Here is the answer to both these questions: The Roman

Catholic Church with a membership of but a little more than

two-thirds that of Protestantism is doing more than twice as

much hospital work and is similarly outclassing Protestantism

in other forms of benevolent work. It is futile to hurl doc-

trinal criticism against the Catholic Church as long as thev

can silently answer back with the concrete argument of practi-

cal service. And there is scarcely a county court in the United

States but what knows that the Catholic Church stands readv

with open arms to receive into its hospitals, children's homes
and homes for the aged, the dependent cases that cannot be

provided for otherwise. This is the secret of the influence of

the Catholic Church in politics.

FOUR years ago Mr. McClure, soliciting for the Spokane
Children's Home Finding Association, went to Olvmpia,

Washington, to secure from the legislature an appropriation

for his work to which he was entitled by its undenomina-

tional character. He found a Catholic priest there from
Spokane who knew him. He asked McClure what he was

doing in Olympia. When McClure told him, he grew indignant

and said:

"What business have you trying to secure money for orphan-

age work? What business have you anyhow doing orphanage

work? Why don't you leave that to the church ihe meant
Catholic Church). That's our business and we know how to

do it because we have always done it."

"An impudent piece of arrogance," you say. But let us not

criticize the priest. Rather should he be commended for feel-

ing that such work is the business of the church. And it is

fine advertisement for the Catholic Church, too. that countv

judges know that, when some one is hurt or taken sick with

no place to go but a hospital, the Catholics stand readv to

receive such cases.

And what of the Disciples of Christ? What are we doing

to help the dependent sick or furnish a place where those can

go who are able to pay and want the service of a church

hospital?

TWO HOSPITAUS!

The New Emphasis on Training for Leadership
By MRS. T. W. GRAFTON

THE greatest challenge ever put before the Christian people

of America is the call for a hundred thousand young

people to fit themselves for some form of religious activity

as a life work. That call must be answered by the young

people of our churches. Heretofore the country church has

largely had to supply the material for ministers and mission-

aries, but if a leadership is to be furnished, adequate to the

needs of this new day, the stronger churches must be able to

inspire their young people with a passion for Christian service.

The following is the story of what one church is doing today

to answer the call. For the last seven or eight years the Third

Christian Church of Indianapolis has been fostering young

people's work along several lines, and is just now beginning

to see the fruitage of its effort.

Of course there is the Endeavor work. This work has taken

on the old-time enthusiasm and is proving a splendid training

school in developing the talent and quickening the zeal of

young people. Believing the old adage that as the twig is

bent the tree is inclined, a splendid company of children are

gathered into the Junior, where they are given a vision of the

world's need. Another group of high school age are being

taught expression and the importance of making wise life

decisions. Then the senior society is emphasizing the need of

the dedication of life to the world call. Already a dozen

young men and women are in training for the work of the

Kingdom, at home and abroad.

Another outstanding organization is that of the Christian

Men Builders. This is an organization of young men incor-

porated under the laws of the State of Indiana, for the training

of young men for greater efficiencv by putting before them

Christian ideals. The organization has something over three

hundred young men, between the ages of eighteen and thirty,

and an average attendance at the Bible class, held in connection

with the Sunday school, of nearly two hundred. During the

war these young men sent 204 of their number into the army

and navy, six of them as Y. M. C. A. secretaries. YUiile the

war lasted most of the activities of the class were directed

toward the care of its members in camp, or across the sea.

Letters and bulletins were sent to each soldier weekly, keeping

them in constant touch with the home force. The organization

has alert employment, membership and social committees. It

publishes a bi-weekly paper called the Man Age. which keeps
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before the class plans of work and reports of its activities.

Through its teacher, Mr. Merle Sidener, to whom the success

of the work is largely due, the necessity of Christian life and

leadership is kept before the young men, with the result that

its members are constantly finding their way into the church.

Recently a large addition to the church plant has provided

ample quarters for young men, one whole floor devoted to their

activities. Here are clubrooms, classroom and office, open at

all times except the hours of public worship. In expression

of their appreciation the Christian Men Builders, at the public

opening of the building, made individual pledges amounting to

$30,000, toward paying for it.

THE Girls' Federation is another organization that is train-

ing leaders. It became a reality because a group of Chris-

tian girls had a vision which reached out and included every

girl in the city as a potential member. As in other Bible schools

there were several classes of young women, each doing their

own little job and keeping within their little circle. But the

leaders realized that if big things were done there must be one

body of girls. The church helped by building a big commun-
ity house with one floor all their own. Here are parlors,

library and classrooms, with fireplace and cozy corners, where

girls can meet for either work or play. This has helped in

attracting many new girls, until more than four hundred girls

have been brought together.

It would be impossible to keep so large a group of girls at

work without organization. So the Federation supplies the

machinery and provides a job for all. Of course there is the

executive council, with the president, vice-president, corre-

sponding and recording secretaries, treasurer, etc. There are

the program, social, Sunday school, church, missionary, pub-

licity, extension, finance, reception, telephone, employment

and room, hospital, educational and ways and means com-

mittees.

Once a month they have a "Federation feed," provided at

cost by the women of the church. Last month the girls enter-

tained their mothers, with an attendance of one hundred and

fifty girls and one hundred and twenty-five mothers. The
church committee has been active in lining up girls in the

church. During the recent Easter campaign twenty-five girls

accepted Christ. The extension committee is sending invita-

tions into every factory and store, and letters to the ministers

of the state, asking them for the names of all girls coming

to the city to work. Through the finance committee the Fed-

eration paid $2,000 last year on our new building, and this

year its members have pledged more than $9,000 in weekly

pledges. The employment and room registry committee find

both jobs and living places for girls coming to the city.

Through the educational department classes were formed in

French, Spanish, art, and business English this spring. Plans

are being made to greatly extend this work in the fall.

It is a big class, and to make each girl feel that some one

is particularly interested in her, it is divided into twelve

divisions, with a girl captain of each group. But that is not

the best. From the Women's Bible class twelve mothers have

been chosen, one for each group, to whom the girls can go for

friendly counsel. Although each of these mothers have more

than thirty daughters, they know and love each one individ-

ually. These groups hold open house on Sunday afternoons

and Wednesday evenings. Jolly good times are planned by the

mothers and the captains, who are hostesses. Every girl and

her gentleman friend is invited. The public library has given

us a branch circulating library, which is not only an opportu-

nity for the girls, but which is open to the Christian Men Build-

ers. With the thousands of young women, many of whom are

Standing-, Left to Right—Laurence Hawkins, Warren Grafton, Lester
Young.

Seated, Left to Right—Herbert W. Fillmore, Richard Lentz, Rex Hopper,
Frank Hartwell.

Of the above, five have decided upon the Mission Field and two upon
the Ministry as their life work. Four are now in college in preparation
and the fifth expects to enter next fall.
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without homes in the city, the opportunity of the Girls' Fed-

eration is unlimited.

Among the large groups of young people who are being

trained for Christian work, there is a smaller group that have

already decided to take up definite lines of Christian service

and since their aims are common they have been drawn to-

gether into a group. At first this group was composed of four

young men who, upon learning the intent and purpose of each

other, decided that it might be profitable for them to meet

and talk over just what had led to their decisions and what

plans each was making for his future work. The first few

meetings proved so helpful that they decided to set aside one

evening a week to carry on the discussion in a more definite

way. They accordingly set three aims for their work as fol-

lows: (1) To strengthen the Christian lives of the members
of the group; (2) To aid in bettering the spiritual life of the

young people of the church; (3) To encourage preparation

for definite Christian service as a life work.

AV 71TH these aims before them not many weeks passed until

fY they found others who were thinking seriously of study-

ing for the ministry or for home or foreign missionary work.

So, the group is now double in number. While this is an en-

couraging growth they feel that it is only the beginning. Many
others, through their example, are beginning to think along

the lines of life service.

The members of the group try not to forget their present

obligation and duty. So instead of devoting all their time to

future plans, they seek to serve as best they can, from day to

day, as they go along. Each week, under the leadership of

some member of the group, they discuss such topics as. (1)

The needs of the church and how one can help meet them.

(2) Soul winning and how one can be successful in it. (3 I

Methodic Bible study as an aid to better knowledge of the

Scriptures. (4) Current developments of church affairs in

the world. These discussions are informal in every sense of

the word, but bring to the young men who participate a new
appreciation of the real problems before our churches today.

It goes without saying that if the churches of America are

to raise the required quota of young people to carrv out the

program the Interchurch Movement has set before us, the ma-

terial must be found in the Sunday schools and Endeavor So-

cieties. The purpose of this group of young men is to encour-

age and foster a spirit that will lead others to heed the world

call.

While the young men are seeing visions and planning to

make them realities, the young women are not forgetful of

the larger task. The Young Women's Mission Circle is one

of the growing institutions in the church. In a very definite

way at its monthly meetings it is giving instruction along mis-

sionary lines. They are looking forward to the day when

every girl in the Federation will be a missionary young woman.

Several of the Circle girls are considering devoting their lives

to the task of world redemption.

The army for Christian conquest cannot be organized and

trained as quickly as was the army that won the world war.

It is the purpose of the Third Christian Church to live not for

itself alone, but to put its best efforts in the training of its

young life and be able to send forth a band of workers, of

which it will not be ashamed.
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Present Prospects for Christian Unity
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

THESE are testing times for Christian unity. The Inter-

church World Movement and the American Council on

Organic Union have put the questions of cooperation and

unity squarely before the religious bodies and before the re-

ligious public in America in a way heretofore unknown. While

these movements are fundamentally different in origin, pur-

pose and method, they have this one thing in common: they

make definite proposals which call for and call forth definite

response. Such response has not been wanting nor slow. Suf-

ficient time has now elapsed and discussion has been sufficiently

general to give at least a partial idea of the relative strength

of the new spirit of unity and the old spirit of division.

Sentiment Generally for Unity

Of the movement for organic union the New York Christian

Advocate predicts that, "It will mark a definite step toward

that fusing of Protestant forces whose absence hitherto is

responsible in large part for the failure of Christianity to

make powerful headway among men." The New York Even-

ing Mail is in obvious agreei-ient with this sentiment. It is

quoted as saying, "This excellent, reasoned, and apparently

quite practicable movement deserves to succeed. It is address-

ing itself to a work that will make religion a more powerful

force in America and will facilitate and accelerate the attain-

ment of the high ideal of the brotherhood of man."

The Interchurch World Movement is characterized as "the

greatest world-evangelization campaign in the history of re-

ligion." Concerning the attitude of the public toward the

movement the Literary Digest says, "With but few scattered

exceptions, the movement is warmly indorsed by the religious

press, and the secular papers regard its program with hopeful

eye." General sentiment seems to be overwhelmingly on the

side of unity and cooperation.

"But Some Doubted"

Nevertheless, neither movement has been without opposition.

This, of course, is not surprising. Denominational interest is

still keen, and denominational "interests" are still strong. So

much so that there are those who despair of any voluntary

change toward unity on the part of the religious bodies them-

selves. The case is boldly stated by Mr. Henry E. Jackson,

a special agent in the United States Bureau of Education, in

his recent book, "The Community Church." He said, "It is

my conviction that the churches will ultimately evolve from

sectarian into community churches. They will do it when
they are compelled to, and not before. The compelling force

will be the pressure of public opinion from the outside."

This need not be discouraging. All great reforms—politi-

cal, social, moral, and religious—have had to be so forced.

Moreover, public opinion is a "compelling force" which

sooner or later prevails. Furthermore, there is a "public

opinion" rising within the churches which though now it be

but "to the ankles" may be so deep and strong as to sweep

away all obstructions and lift the whole Church into unity and

power.

Generally speaking, the forces opposed to one of these move-

ments have been opposed to the other, and, strangely enough,

for exactly opposite reasons. That is, both movements have

met with criticism among those who believe frankly in the

denominational order on the charge that they make for union,

one in spite of itself, the other by deliberate intention. At

the same time, both have met with criticism among those bodies

which have been open advocates of union, on the contrary

charge that they hinder union, the one by building up denom-

inationalism and the other by not going far enough toward

union or by not going toward it in the proper direction. Thus

they suffer at once at the hands of honest "out and out" denom-

inationalists and at the hands of honest "out and out" anti-

denominationalists, an interesting example of extremes meet-

ing.

New Friends of Unity

The striking feature in the case is that much of the best

support for these movements is coming from those religious

bodies which have hitherto had comparatively little to say

about unity. This again is not surprising. Such bodies are

for the moment at a point of advantage. They are able to

take up the question with a certain newness of mind, free from

the presuppositions, preconceptions, and prior point of view

which inevitably affect the action of those already committed

to a special plea for or against unity or some particular form

of it.

In this connection it is interesting to recall that the final

factor which carried the great temperance reform into effect

was not the party which the reform itself created, nor the

Woman's Christian Temperance Union which created the re-

form itself, but a set of new forces working together in the

councils of parties not theretofore concerned with the issue.

Is history to repeat itself in the case of this great reform?

Also there are those who favor these movements for others

though they themselves are unable to participate in them.

One. prominent journal says, "We sincerely hope and pray that

this may prove the beginning of a great Pan-Protestant Ameri-

can Church. We have never been able to understand why
Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, Congregationalists, Disci-

ples of Christ, Dutch Reformed and Lutherans could not lay

aside their slight theological differences and come together."

This attitude raises an important question. Are the differences

which divide Christians and churches as "slight" as they ap-

pear from the outside, or are they as great and vital as they

appear from the inside? A true and adequate answer to this

question would contribute much to the solution of the whole
great problem of division and unity.

The Rising Tide

Two points are coming to be increasingly clear and certain.

First, the tide has set in toward unity and is steadily rising.

The sin and failure of division are obvious and painful. Says
one, "Denominationalism is a failure. From 50 to 75 per cent

of the men of our country do not feel the need of the Church's

message. Surely the perilous situation which confronts us
should bring the church bodies together."

On the other hand these present movements and efforts are
mere beginnings. They are not proposed as ultimate or ade-

quate solutions of the great problem. They simply call atten-

tion to the supreme need and furnish channels through which
Christians can begin to work together for unity. They testify

to the possibility of better things and point out the next step.
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Education the Open Door to Argentina
An Interview with Tolbert F. Reavis, for Seven Years a Missionary

Argentina Under the Christian Woman s Board of Missionsin

IN
common with the other republics of South America,

Argentina has had a long but not inspiring educational

history. Despite the fact that the earliest institutions for

higher learning in America Avere established on the southern

continent the percentage of illiteracy runs from 40 per cent in

Uruguay to 90 per cent in Peru, Bolivia and Paraguay. In

Argentina the illiterate constitute one-half of the population.

Out of 1,540,890 children of school age, whom the compulsory

school law says shall attend school a certain part of each

school year, 872,634 were inscribed in the school register in

1916, leaving 668,256 who did not attend school at all. In

Buenos Aires 110,575 children out of a school population of

293,148 defied the compulsory school law. In many of the

provinces, which correspond to our states, the condition is

much worse. In the province of Santa Fe more children did

not attend school than were enrolled in the various institutions.

The city of New York alone spends $86,000,000 a year on

education, while South America, with a population of 50,000,-

000, spends only $50,000,000 a year on education.

The state of New York, with a population not a great deal

larger than that of Argentina, has 45,000 school teachers and

1,406,580 children in school, while this most progressive re-

public of South America has only 16,000 teachers and only

872,634 children in school. The result is that the percentage

of illiteracy in New York is only one-tenth that of Argentina,

or 5 per cent.

Education may be said to have had its beginning in Argen-

tina, in the year 1601, six years before the founding of James-

town, Virginia, the first permanent English settlement in North

America. Dated in the above year we find in the minutes of

the Cabildo (municipality) an allusion made to a school and

a teacher who received his pay in frutos de la tierra (products

of the soil). Little was taught except the catechism and the

three "R's."

With the arrival of the Jesuits in Argentina in 1610 educa-

tion took on new form and vigor. In addition to gathering

together a great concourse of Indians in the primeval forests

and teaching them the ways of peace and industry, they

Mr. Reavis and Young Men of Christian Churches Who Are Preparing for the Ministry

founded great schools and universities; such, for example, as

the one at Cordoba in Argentina, the third in point of age

among the universities of both Americas, being preceded only

by the University of San Marcos in Lima, and the University

of Mexico. The University of Cordoba really had its begin-

ning in 1609 when Fernando de Trejo y Sanabria, bi?hop of

Tucuman, established a school under the name of Colegio De
Santa Catalina, and a few years later carried out his desire to

found a university in which "Latin, the arts and theologv should

be taught.*' In the year 1614 the institution assumed the name
of Colegio Maximo, and opened its doors with an attendance of

fifty students. The plan was complete when in 1622 the pope's

approval was given and confirmed by the King of Spain.

Education in Argentina has progressed but little since that

period. The traditions which were handed down from the

mother country, Spain, have been jealously guarded, and it

is only in recent years that the ideals of modern scholarship

have been able to obtain a foothold in this country.

ANOTHER reason for present conditions is that education

u has been given to a few classes of the population, while

the general education of the masses, so popular in this country,

has been neglected. The Latin-American republics have at-

tempted to build their school systems from the top downward,

there being several universities before much attention was

given to the common branches and the high school.

The third and prevailing reason for illiteracy in the South

American countries is the lack of intellectual freedom. In

Argentina, whose constitution provides that only a Roman
Catholic may become president, the state religion has erected

almost insurmountable barriers in the path of modern learning.

In Uruguay, the only South American nation in which reli-

gious freedom exists, the percentage of illiteracy is the lowest,

while in Peru, where the condition is the opposite, the highest

average of illiteracy may be found. It may be said that illit-

eracy is in inverse relation to freedom of thought.

The intellectual awakening Avhich has made the Latin

American nations one of the world's greatest missionary fields,

began in 1868, during the administration of President Sar-

miento, who appealed to Dr. W illiam

Goodfellow, a Methodist missionary, for

assistance in waging war on illiteracy.

With the latter's assistance several nor-

mal teachers were brought from the

United States for the purpose of estab-

lishing schools. From that time prog-

ress has been gradual but slow, due

chiefly to the lack of trained missionary

leaders to take advantage of the oppor-

tunities that are open. Just before his

return to the United States Mr. Reavis

was invited to establish a chair of com-

parative religion in the great University

of Buenos Aires, which enrolls about

5,000 students. Such a position, when

developed, should compare favorably

with the schools of religion in several

of our slate Universities.

The schools of Argentina mav be
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divided into three classes, in so far as

origin, source of support and manage-

ment are concerned. They are (1) the

national schools; (2) the provincial

schools; (3) the private schools. The

national school system is supported by

the national government somewhat the

same as our post office system. From

the point of efficiency, and also numeri-

cally speaking, this is far in the lead of

the other syctems; in fact, the bulk of

the school children who attend school

are enrolled in the national schools.

The provincial schools correspond in

name at least to our state schools. This

is true because each respective province

attempts a system of education like that

of the national government. The provin-

cial schools are not on a par with the

national schools, since the latter have a

more efficient organization, and a far

greater revenue at their command.

The third system is that of the private

schools. Of course, they are a negligi-

ble quantity as compared to the entire Presidei

school system. In the year 1917 there

were about forty-five thousand pupils enrolled in the private

schools of the country. At that time, in the city of Buenos

Aires alone, there were about 350 private schools. But their

number is rapidly diminishing. Last year there were only

about three hundred and fifty private schools in Buenos Aires.

This reduction of the number of private schools is due to

two factors, mainly, pressure of the national government

school authorities in founding schools, rigid inspection*, and

the examinations which discourage private instruction of an

inferior type; and to war conditions which have made it neces-

sary for schools founded and maintained for patriotic pur-

poses, such as the German schools, and possibly the French

and Italian schools, to close their doors for lack of funds.

THE evangelical educational workers in Argentina are

interested primarily in the private schools, yet we
cannot separate the private from the public schools of the

land because of the fact that the private schools are under

government supervision as well as the public schools known
as national and provincial. The pupils of the private schools

must take their examinations, and get their certificates from the

government examiners. The private schools must teach a min-

imum of subjects in Spanish, such as agriculture, geography,

history, literature and civics, though they may be English

schools or German or what not. They are subject to inspection

by the superintendent of private instruction. And though there

are nearly a thousand private schools in the entire country,

about three hundred and fifty of which are in the city of

Buenos Aires, yet there are few which offer courses above the

sixth grade.

An opening of particular importance awaits the Disciples

of Christ in the city of Parana, about three hundred miles

above Buenos Aires, on the left bank of the great river which

bears the same name. This city, with a population of 50,000,

is on the road to Asuncion, Paraguay, is the capital of Entre

Rios, one of the three provinces allotted to the Disciples of

Christ in the division of territory made in 1916. It is the

logical gateway to this great, territory of Entre Rios, Corrientes

and Misiones, which contains more than a million people. In

this city is located a normal school where five or six hundred

Roca High School, Buenos Aires, Argentina—Handsome in

Architecture but Inadequate in Service.

young men and women are gathered from the various towns

and cities of these provinces.

Since the Argentine law provides that only native teachers

shall be employed in the schools, it is both our privilege and

responsibility that these shall be Christian. We should place

at once in Parana a strong man to equip and conduct an insti-

tutional church and give to these students the ideals of Christ

along with the studies which they are pursuing in the normal

school. As these young men and women who may come under

the influence of our message go back to their native villages

and towns they should go as leaders in the cause of righteous-

ness. Parana may become our factory for supplying the

Argentine schools with Christian teachers.

As the medical missionary has broken down the barriers of

superstition and distrust in China and India, so the educator

has within his power the opening of Argentina to the gospel.

Through the established university centers it is possible to

reach the coming leaders of the nation by teaching the ethics

of Jesus to the young men, many of whom have thrown off all

allegiance to any kind of religion. These university centers

have always been the determining factors of the nation's des-

tiny and to influence the universities is to influence the whole

nation. This is more or less true of any nation, but it is uni-

versally true of Latin America.

Another journal says, "No one of these proposed methods or

tentative efforts may prove to be the right one or successful in

bringing about the great object of the organic unity of Christ's

Church. But every one conduces to that 'will to unity' from

which, under the guidance and inspiration of the Holy Spirit,

the true unity for which Christ prayed will one day come forth

in its strength. It is His to direct this 'rising tide' upon which

His Church will ride to victory. That tide will doubtless

sweep away many preconceptions and prejudices which to

one or another of us seem very sacred and necessary. But let

us, as a church and as individuals, in every sincere way, we
had almost said at every hazard, further its oncoming, trusting

the great Head of the Church to safeguard His truth among
all men bf His good pleasure."
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Entering the Capital of Saskatchewan
By William G. Kitchen

ABOUT half way from Winnipeg to the

L\ foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and

as far distant from Winnipeg as Dcs

Moines, Iowa, is distant from Chicago, lies

the queen city of Canada's western prairie,

Regina. This growing and prosperous city

is the capital of the great province of Sas-

katchewan, the banner grain-growing prov-

ince of the world. Nearly three hundred

towns and villages, scattered along more than

two thousand miles of radiating railway

lines, look to Regina as their thriving center

of commercial, industrial and political life.

From these rural communities and from hun-

dreds of farms and homesteads a half million

people look to Regina's stores and ware-

houses, banks and offices, schools and church-

es, for those advantages which the people

of a great rural territory may rightly expect

to find in their queen city. Three great

transcontinental railroads bring from the

ends of the earth merchandise, oil, coal, farm

implements and machinery, and their trains

go back laden to capacity with grain, cattle,

hogs and sheep with which to help feed an

always hungry world.

There are few, if any, great manufacturers

of farm implements and farm machinery, in

either the United States or Canada, who do

not have offices and warehouses in Regina,

w%ich has become the greatest distributing

point for these things in the world. To

finance this wholesale exchange of commodi-

ties, financial houses and banks to the number

of more than one hundred, have establish-

ments within the city. Perhaps the Customs

returns of the city of Regina as a port of

entry will indicate better than any other

figures the recent rapid growth of this city

as a distributing center. The figures for the

year 1915 were $653,915.75 and for the year

1917, $1-,801,S63.2S, an increase in two years,

and while the great war was in progress, too,

of nearly 300 per cent. Shrewd business men
have not been slow to see the possibilities for

trade in this thriving western city. The Im-

perial Oil Company at a cost of $1,500,000

have built an immense oil refinery, which

daily receives from the oil fields a trainload

of crude oil for refining and distributing to

its customers in the Canadian west. The

Robert Simpson Company, well known by

reason of their great store in Toronto, at a

cost of a quarter million dollars, has erected

a great mail order plant and is already doing

a business with an annual turnover of more
than $3,000,000. So also the T. Eaton Com-
pany, which has immense stores in Toronto,

Winnipeg and Saskatoon, not to be outdone

by the Simpsons, has erected a similar plant

and already threatens to surpass them in the

volume of their trade.

And perhaps not less significant than these,

business establishments is the placing here

by the Roman Catholic Church of their im-

posing cathedral, with its lofty twin steeples,

which can be plainly seen as one approaches

the city from any direction. A fine public,

library, Young Men's Christian Association,

Young Women's Christian Association, four

colleges, fifteen public schools, and about a

score of churches make their constant con-

tribution to the social, intellectual and re-

ligious welfare of the people.

When the writer first saw Regina, now

more than sixteen years ago, it was a, quiet

country town, with muddy streets, no street

cars, nor much of anything else that goes

into the makeup of a modern city. Since

then thousands of people have flocked into

the city. Beautiful homes have been erected

by hundreds. Miles of streets have been

paved with asphalt and many miles of grano-

lithic sidewalks have been laid. Street car

lines radiate to all parts of the city from a
center indicated by the site of the big Do-

minion Custom House and Post Office. The
population has swelled from five thousand to

William O. Kitchen

nearly fifty thousand and the city has the

reputation of being the best paved city of

its size in the Dominion and one of the best

on the continent.

Perhaps no one thing has given greater

impetus to the growth of the city than its

choice or selection by the newly created pro-

vincial government in the year 1905, as the

capital city of the Province of Saskatchewan,

which in that year was carved out of the old

North West Territories of Canada. This se-

lection brought many hundreds of govern-

ment officials and employes to the city, and
also caused the erection here of the stately

and beautiful home of the Provincial Legis-

lature at a cost of nearly $2,000,000.

One day last August. R. J. Westaway, pas-

tor of the church at Yellow Crass, and presi-

dent of our provincial missionary society,

while in Regina learned of an exceptional

opportunity to purchase an unused church

building, formerly the home of the Central

Baptist Church, at a price which was about

one-half of the real value of the building.

Mr. Westaway wrote to the writer, suggesting

that we investigate and report the matter to

our provincial missionary board. This we
did. Practically the whole strength of the

provincial society Mas being concentrated In

aid of the work at Saskatoon, and to secure

the Regina building, even at half price, was
quite beyond its strength. In this emergency
we turned' again to our Board of Church

Extension and to the American Christian
Missionary Society, and after acquainting
them fully with the situation, they agreed
to cooperate in the work of planting a
Church of Christ in this very important
center.

The actual cost to the Baptists of the
property we have bought, in 1912 was over

$15,000. The price of labor, lumber and all

building materials is today so much greater
than it was in 1912 that the present value of

the property is easily over $20,000. This
valuable property our provincial society, witli

the aid of a loan of $10,000 from the Board
of Church Extension, has purchased. The
purchase price was $8,100, and the balance
of the loan is being used to thoroughly re-

pair, clean, paint inside and out, and to

completely renovate the whole building.

Furthermore, by a special arrangement made
with the Board of Church Extension, the
draft for the amount of the loan was for-

warded at such a time that we were able to

secure a premium on the draft at our bank
in Canada which amounted to about $1,100.

Thus the outcome of the whole matter is

that with a loan of $10,000 we secured

$11,100 at the bank, with which we have
bought a property valued at over $20,000,
and had enough money, over the first cost

of the building, from our loan, to completely
paint, renovate and put into good repair the

whole structure, placing it in fine condition

for church services. The building stands on
a fine corner lot in a splendid residential sec-

tion of the city, with a seating capacity

of 400.

In this missionary enterprise at Regina
the provincial missionary society stands back
of the local membership and guarantees the
return of the loan to the Board of Church
Extension; and the American Christian Mis-
sionary Society guarantees the support for
the present of a missionary pastor wdio will

help develop the local church into a strong,

self-supporting missionary-spirited church.
Thus it is by this fine cooperation that these

societies, servants of Disciples of Christ
everywhere, are planting and watering the
church in Regina; and may we not confi-

dently believe that in due season God will

give the increase?

An interesting fact about the population
of the city of Regina is that the latest census
reveals that five-sixths of the population is

made up of people of British or American
origin : also that three-fourths of the people
are Protestants. At the present time the

seating capacity of all the Protestant church-

es in the city is probably not more than
one-third as large as the number of Prot-

estant people. To the south of The church
which we have just bought, the direction in

which the city is growing most rapidly, there

is not another church of any description.

During the coming summer we plan to hold

our 1920 Saskatchewan missionary conven-

tion 'in the newly acquired church building

in Regina.

In the winter of 191G-1917 the same three

missionary societies which are now cooper-

ating in this Christian invasion of Regina.

invaded the splendid city of Saskatoon in

the same way. The Saskatoon church is now
one of the unanimous missionary churches of

the brotherhood ; its church Extension loan

lias been repaid to dale as agreed: it has a

good graded Sunday school and an excellent

auxiliary of the Christian WomaiCs Board
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Our First American Indian Mission
Announcement by the American Christian Missionary Society

Church at Keginu

of Missions; it is growing steadily and looks

forward to the day when it can assume com-

plete self-support. Other cities are waiting:

Moose Jaw, Battleford, Prince Albert, Swift

Current, Weyburn, all in Saskatchewan, are

cities ready and ripe for Christian invasion

of this same kind. In Alberta no doubt the

great cities of Edmonton, Calgary and Leth-

bridge present opportunities very similar to

these cities of Saskatchewan.

During the nearly fifteen years of phenom-
enal development that have passed since

Saskatchewan was created a province of west-

ern Canada, the question has been asked over

and over again, why do we not have a church

in this growing capital city, Regina, the

center and core of all the great progress of

the province? Have we.no message for such

a city, or are we too poor to deliver it?

Our people have not been too poor, but the

sad fact is that in the past neither the Sas-

katchewan Missionary Society nor the Amer-
ican Christian Missionary Society have ever

had the men or the money sufficient to ac-

complish all the great missionary tasks before

them. Nor have they now! Conditions may
be improving, but neglected fields like Regina,

along with a host of other unmet missionary
needs, are the very good and sufficient reason
for any and every forward movement that

aims at enlargement and extension of the

missionary endeavor of those who profess to

be lovers of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Neighborhood evangelism may give excel-

lent results in many places, but problems
presented by such neglected cities as those
mentioned above are far beyond the scope
and reach of neighborhood evangelism, and
can best and most speedily he solved by the
exercise of those two great arms of "our whole
people, known as the American Christian
Missionary Society and the Board of Church
Extension. We Ought to constantly and in-

creasingly strengthen these exceedingly use-

ful arms for service, with the training and
enlistment of hundreds of consecrated Chris-
tian lives, and with fully adequate funds,
until the last neglected community on the
American continent has regularly proclaimed
within it the plain New Testament terms of

present and eternal salvation through Jesus
Christ.

OUR churches in the Yakima Valley,

Washington, particularly our church at

Yakima, have long been interested in

the Indians of the Yakima reservation, hoping

for the day to come when Christian work
would be inaugurated among them by the

Disciples of Christ. Some two years ago Red
Fox and his cousin, Black Hawk, of the

Blackfoot tribe of Montana, who had attended

eastern schools and who were Christians, vis-

ited the valley and also became interested

in the Yakimas. They held conferences with

George W. Knepper of Spokane and learned

of the plea of the restoration movement. The
fact that this movement originated on Ameri-

can soil and was based on the Bible alone,

appealed to these "original Americans" and
they soon united with our church at Yakima.
After further conferences with several of our

ministers and with our Northwest regional

secretaries, they made a tour among our

churches, speaking of the needs of the Indians

and arousing much interest. During this

tour a conference was held with them by the

secretaries of the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society in Cincinnati. Some study

was made of Indian Missions and during the

summer of 1919 President F. W. Burnham
and W. F. Turner, accompanied by a group
of men from Yakima, visited White Swan,
on the Yakima Indian Reservation, where

it had been suggested a mission should be

founded. After a report to the Board of

Trustees of the American Society, and on its

recommendation, the Cincinnati Convention

adopted the following resolution:

"Regarding work among American Indians,

your Board recommends" that the Society au-

thorize its executives to inaugurate such

work whenever, in their judgment, sufficient

funds are available to warrant the carrying

through of such an enterprise; provided, of

course, that thorough investigation reveals a

need and opportunity for the Society to under-

take such work ; and provided further, that

any such work undertaken shall be put in

charge of trained and responsible American

leaders and that the entire enterprise shall be

held strictly accountable to the American
Christian Missionary Society."

Pursuant to this resolution the executives

of the American Christian Missionary Society

gave further consideration to the founding

of a Mission at or near White Swan. After

many conferences, much correspondence and
some readjustment of agreements, a final pro-

posal was made by the American Society,

which has been approved by the West Wash-
ington Christian Missionary Society, the Yak-
ima Church, and a Council of Indians. A
local Board of Managers, consisting of four

white men and three Indians, has been formed

at Yakima, Washington, that will have charge

of the Mission, subject to the direction of

the American Christian Missionary Society.

The four white men include S. G. Buckner,
our splendid pastor at Yakima, and C. C.

Wheat, J. N. Price and L. V. McWhorter,
well-known citizens and business men. The
three Indians—B. B. Olney, Neal Olney and
Chief S. G. Waters—are equally well known
among their people, and favorably known to

white citizens.

The Yakima Church has such confidence in

this Mission that in a single day the members

pledged about $3,500 to this work. The In-

dians themselves have pledged over .$2,000.

The American Society has already taken title

to 80 acres of land, at a cost of $8,800, on
which the Mission is to be located.

The local Board of Managers is now busy
with preparations for the election of buildings

and the opening of the work. Many churches

and individuals who have heard Red Fox
speak have either made pledges or given as-

surance of help when the American Society

was ready to inaugurate the Mission. That
time is at hand and all payments should be

sent at once to the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society, 108 Carew Building, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Thus our first American Indian

Mission is about to be realized. At a later

time the work will be set forth in detail with

appropriate i 11 u strati ons.

Prohibition Diverts $2,000,000,000
Into Useful Channels

AT the beginning of the first year of prohi-

l\ bition under the constitutional amend-
ment, it is possible to gauge the mate-

rial value of the new order of things in the
light of the changes in the spending habits

of the people which wartime prohibition has
wrought.

Under the old regime more than a billion

dollars was spent annually in the corner sa-

loon. Some $400,000,000 was paid into the

federal treasury, for the privilege of manu-
facturing liquor in its various forms. The
sums levied on the liquor traffic by states

and municipalities brought up the total

amount of money that changed hands in the

liquor transaction to about $2,000,000,000.

This power of expenditure has not been
destroyed by prohibition. It has been di-

verted into new and more useful channels.

Tiie effect of the vast saving of money by the
suppression of the liquor traffic is shown by
crowded theatres, movie houses and other
places of entertainment; by record purchases
of goods in all the stores, as demonstrated
strikingly in the present holiday season; by
the diversion of vast sums of money to the
home and family which formerly went into

the till of the corner saloon.

—

~N. Y. Mail.

Prayer Meeting Topies for 1920
July

7. The Good Shepherd. John 10:7-18; Ps.

23.

14. Christian Internationalism. Foreign Mis-

sions a civilizing influence. Isa. 55;

Rev. 21:1-7.

21. The Faithful Use of Individual Talents.

Matt. 25:14-20.

2S. The Anger of Jesus. John 2:13-17;

Mark 2:1-6; Matt. 25:1-13.

August
4. Great Preachers and Their Message.

John the Baptist and repentance. Luke
3:1-20.

11. Christian Internationalism. Christian

union and world-wide evangelism. John
17:20-23.

15. The Voice of God in the World. Pom.
1:20; Acts 14:15-17; Ps. 19.

25. The Parable of the Lost Opportunity.
Matt. 25:1-13.
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Two Barrels of Cookies

rilHINK of it! Two barrels of cookies!

[
Unless you are a baker, it will take you

some few minutes to adjust your think-

ing to cookies by the barrel. In fact, with

sugar at 23 cents a pound, most of us doubt-

less have learned to adjust our thinking to

—

well, to no cookies at all.

In my thinking, cookies had slipped into

the dim and misty past—a tender memory
seldom revived, of years on the farm when
mother made cookies with sour cream. Par-

don me if I stop just a few minutes to revel

in the thought of the times I stole out into

the barn with a pocket full of mother's

cookies and ate them on the hay-mow. Noth-

ing beats a hay-mow and a pocket full of

sour-cream cookies for solid comfort. Those

days can never be repeated except in memory.

So, when I saw the phrase, "two barrels

of cookies" the other day I began to let my
imagination play, for it is almost as difficult

to think of cookies in terms of barrels as

dollars in terms of millions. I began to guess

how many cookies there would be in two bar-

rels. Suppose you guess.

"It will all depend," you insist, "on the

size of the barrels and the cookies."

True. But guess anyhow. Would there be

1,453 or 1,829 cookies in two barrels? Too
hard to guess, is it?

Then try something easier—perhaps. How
long would two barrels of cookies last a

family ?

"Oh. a long time, of course, but that would
depend on the size of the family."

Yes, and it would also depend on the size

of the opportunity each member of the family

had to get into the barrels. The length of

time that two-gallon crock of mother's cookies

lasted, depended on how closely she guarded

the pantry door.

"But even if every member had free access

to the cookies, some of them would surely

get stale before the two barrels could be

disposed of by the average family," you say.

But suppose the family was above the av-

erage and had about 175 in it like the Chris-

tian Orphans' Home of St. Louis. How long

would two barrels of cookies last in such a

family? That makes the guessing easier,

doesn't it? Especially when you know that

it takes a bushel and a half of potatoes for

a meal and 100 loaves of bread a day for this

family. So, of course, two barrels of cookies

wouldn't get stale on their hands, in fact,

would scarcely last as long as mother's two-

gallon crock of cookies lasted us boys on the

farm.

"Did they bake these cookies in the home?"
you ask.

No. They were sent to the hoim by the

ladies of the church and Miss Zimmer's clas3

of girls of Culver-Stockton College at Canton.

Missouri, and arrived the day before Easter.

"Wasn't that a sweet thing to do," you
are thinking.

It certainly was, for cookies, to be good,

have to be sweet with sugar at 23 cents a
pound. For sugar at that price seems twice

as sweet as sugar at 10 cents.

Those two barrels of cookies started a train

of thought in me that has been going ever

since I read Mrs. Brown's March report to

her board. I thought of the happy groups of

children upon whose bright faces came a

richer glow of pleasure as they ate the cook-

ies. I thought of the greater joy, the joy of

giving, that filled the hearts of the women
and girls of Canton, as they were baking

those cookies.

Suppose we analyze those cookies and see

what ingredients they contained. I'll not

bother to name the material ingredients be-

cause—well, because I don't know what you

use to make good cookies when you don't

have sour cream like mother had on the farm.

And besides, the women readers will know,

and if the men want to know let them ask

their wives at home as Paul says, or rather

as he would say if he were living today in the

United States and saw how much more the

women know about both the material and
spiritual ingredients of two barrels of cookies

sent to an orphanage, than men know.

It's the spiritual ingredients I am thinking

about. Love went into those cookies, lots of

it—love for the children left hopelessly

stranded at the very threshold of their lives.

For mothers today are learning that they

must mother not only their own children, but

other children as well. That's the reason

they wanted the ballot; that's the reason

they are getting so effectively into the civic

life of their communities. Their children

must have a better world in which to live.

Prayer went into those cookies, the kind of

prayer Paul was thinking about when he
told us to "pray without ceasing." Joy, too,

went into them, the joy of giving joy to oth-

ers—the greatest joy of all. Devotion was an
ingredient, devotion to the Lord, who told us
that we can serve him only by serving the

helpless. And I wonder if some mother did

not put into the cookies she baked, the sacred

memory of her own sweet child that slipped

out of her arms into the arms of Jesus, per-

haps long years ago. And, too, perchance

some childless wife put into her cookies that

passionate longing to mother some child that

every normal woman feels. How rich those

cookies were with spiritual ingredients!

I wonder if some nameless specimen of hu-

manity, like a woman I heard of, is saying
while reading this: "Why waste cookies on
orphan children? Why not give them plain,

substantial food?" This woman was rich.

She had heard a talk at a convention, given

by one of our Atlanta women in behalf of t!ia

Southern Christian Home, telling of the do-

light the girls had over a gift of hair ribbons

some friend had sent them. After the session

this woman approached the speaker with re-

buke in her manner and chiding in her voice.

"Do you mean you let those orphans wear
hair ribbons? I shouldn't think you would
waste hair ribbons on orphans."

But why not orphan children wear hair

ribbons—wear hair ribbons and eat cook:

They have as good a right to cookies and h_.ir

ribbons as your children or mine have. 7"

old type of orphanage that marked its chil-

dren with the appearance of poverty is a

thing of the past. It seems strange th A
anyone should ever have thought that because

a child is deprived of parents it should also

be deprived of the things that make a child

happy. All the more should it have the

things. And I am sure it gives the support-

ers of the National Benevolent Association

special delight to know that when the chil-

dren of our homes attend public school or

Sunday school they cannot be distinguished

from tlie other children by the clothes ti.cy

wear. E. S. M.

Christmas and Cookies Go Together, So Having No Photograph of Two Barrels of Cookies We Show the Christmas Tree in the Children's Home
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School of Evangelists, Galveston, Texas

Texas School of Evangelists
By W. F. Turner,

Associate Secretary American Christian Missionary Society

THE writer was recently initiated into the

big activities of Texas Disciples in gen-

eral and of the Texas Christian Mission-

ary Society in particular. Our churches in

that empire not only have their "wagon
hitched to a star," their automobile seems to

be fastened to a comet and it is difficult to

keep in sight of their dust. Texas is a big

state and Texas people see things in a big

way. Texans insist that every person in

the world could live in their domain with

only nine people to the acre. They jokingly

remark that the state is so large that the

people in Brownsville look on the residents of

Tort Worth as "Yankees," and those of the

panhandle regard Texarkana as a town lo-

cated in the "effete East." One of the big

men of this big state who has a big vision is

J. B. Holmes, State Superintendent of Mis-

sions. One plan of work devised by him and

his capable board is to divide the state into

twelve districts and then place a pastor-

evangelist in each district.

Last year these district workers were
brought together for a week of conference and
study in what is termed a "school of evange-

lists." This year the second annual session

of this school met in our church in Galveston,

May 4-10. In addition to the district evan-

gelists, there were also invited the city evan-

gelists and missionary pastors.

J. W. Holsapple gave a series of lectures on
"Evangelism," H. E. Beckler on "Steward-
ship," and the writer spoke each morning on
"The Preacher's Devotions" and each evening
on miscellaneous themes, including "Ameri-
can Missions," "The Every Member Canvass,"
"Life Service," "United Christian Missionary
Society," and "The Signs of the Times." W.
P. Jennings of Fort Worth presented "The
Endowment of State Missions," and Colby D.
Hall, Dean of Texas Christian University,

"The Grouping of Churches." J. B. Holmes

led numerous conferences relating to the s^ate

work, and the evangelists took turns in pre-

senting various phases of their work as they

actually meet it in the field. Ample time

was given for questions and discussion. It

should be added that the entire expenses of

each worker are paid by the State Board.

This school has several advantages. It is

a season of refreshing for the workers. They

are widely scattered and some labor in remote

sections, where they get lonesome. The dis-

tances are so great they could not afford the

cost themselves. After a week of worship

and study they feel renewed for their difficult

tasks. Again it makes for unity. Various

methods are presented and discussed and
finally a common program adopted. Each
adapts himself to his own field, but the pur-

pose is one—to win the state for Christ. It

also means greater efficiency. The best meth-

ods of conducting evangelistic meetings, or-

ganizing new churches, reviving old churches,

putting on the Every Member Canvass, erect-

ing church buildings, etc., are presented and
these men carry the latest and best plans

directly to all parts of the state. Personally

I like this idea of a school of workers and
believe even from the standpoint of dollars it

is a wise investment. I consider it a privi-

lege and an honor to have been in its sessions.

On Sunday we preached in various pulpits,

and on Monday the day was given up to a
fishing trip on the Gulf. As we went to and
from the church our eyes were regaled with

. rows of blooming oleanders, and through the

courtesy of the Commercial Club, we all en-

joyed unsurpassed sea bathing. The hospi-

tality of the Galveston church could not be

excelled. D. B. Titus is the genial pastor,

and his work is going forward steadily to

success. After the school of evangelists came
the Texas state convention, May 10-13, at-

tended by over 500 registered delegates,

which reached high tide in Texas history.

The outstanding features of this great con-

vention are as follows:

1. The formation of a corporation to be

known as the Texas Christian Missionary

Convention, chartered under the laws of the

state, which will incude the Texas Christian

Missionary Society, the Juliette Fowler homes
for the aged and orphans, the Board of Chris-

tian Education, and the Texas Auxiliary of

the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

Each of these several departments of the

church work will be managed by its respective

board, but under the general direction and

advice of the Convention.

2. A campaign for one million dollars of

endowment was launched by the Board of

Education for the Texas Christian University,

one-third of this sum being announced in

pledges at the Convention. H. E. Beckler,

who has been serving as Stewardship Secre-

tary in Texas so effectively, was elected as

field agent for Texas Christian University.

3. The receipts of the Texas Christian Mis-

sionary Society were the largest in its history;

$46,920.14 passed through its treasury. Sixty-

nine thousand dollars were received by the

Fowler homes for aged and orphans. The

Fowler Orphans' Home is to have additions

and also plana a new building for the invalid

aged, and later a baby hospital. It might be

well to say that probably the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society is cooperating with

Texas in more institutions than any other

state. I will mention the Mexican Institute

at San Antonio, the Negro school at Hawkins,
the Bible Chair at Austin, the Juliette Fowl-

er Home for the Aged, the Juliette Fowler

Home for Orphans, the work of the American

Christian Missionary Society, in cooperation

with the State Board in support of mission-

ary pastors, and through the Bible School

Department of S. W. Hutton and the work
of the Board of Church Extension in general,

and the help which we hope this board will

soon give in the erection of a suitable build-

ing in Galveston. We have about five hun-

dred churches in Texas, besides about five

hundred of those called conservative. Texas
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Jt'irst Christian Church, Douglas, Arizona

is a prosperous state financially and our

brethren are sharing in that prosperity, the

holdings of quite a number running into the

millions. But along with this, Texas leads

the brotherhood in its campaign for tithers.

Our brethren in Texas are determined to try

to keep up with their material development.

Please note their eight aims for the coming

year:

1. The employment of a force of not less

than sixty men.

2. The raising of not less than $75,000 for

Texas missions.

3. The employment of a few missionary

pastors for strategic points.

4. The employment of one or more expert

evangelists.

5. The employment of as many pastor

evangelists as our funds will permit.

6. The employment of a stewardship sec-

retary to be supported by special gifts and
directed by a special committee.

7. The continuance of our relation to the

American Christian Missionary Society in the.

employment of S. W. Hutton as State Bible

School Superintendent, and in cooperating in

support of as many fields in Texas as their

funds will permit them to join in developing.

8. The efficient working of the district pro-

gram suggested in the report.

And while doing these- great things the

Texas brotherhood will also reach out and
have fellowship in all the great missionary

enterprises of the brotherhood in making
Christ known throughout America and
throughout the whole wide world.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Arizona Folks Show Their Mettle

THE city of Douglas, in the southeastern
corner of Arizona, has a population of

15,000 and is the site of two great

smelters, the Copper Queen and the Calumet
and Arizona. About is a vast cattle-raising

country and a considerable area of agricul-

tural lands which only partially has been
brought under cultivation. The city itself

has large commercial establishments, well-

built residences and several miles of concrete

pavement. It has ample public -school build-

ings of the most approved type both for the

grammar grades and high school. In these

about 4,000 children are being trained for

the business affairs of life. The Roman Cath-

olic, Presbyterian, Baptist, Episcopal and
Methodist Episcopal churches have for a long

period had buildings. But these buildings all

told could not accommodate more than 25

per cent of the children and young people,

and then furnished no modern Bible school

plant. Both the Methodist and Presbyterian

churches are building mission houses for work
among the Mexicans.

The Christian church has had a small work
here for about fifteen years. They had a
small frame church building which, after sev-

eral years of service, was sold and the con-

gregation met in a hall which did not afford

a sufficient base for a great work. More than

three years ago a tabernacle was built on a

leased lot under the leadership of Melnotte

Miller and for a time it looked like a suitable

building would be erected. But this finally

failed.

In September, 191S, by the advice of both

the State and American Christian Missionary

Societies, R. E. Dunlap, the state secretary,

went to Douglas to make an effort to prop-

erly ecpiip the church for a great forward

movement. No detailed statement can here

be made of the obstacles to be met and over-

come before an adequate building could be

completed. It is enough to say that the

church membership was small and poor, and
discouraged almost to the point of despair.

At the very beginning the influenza epidemic

swept the city and all public meetings were

forbidden. This continued for months and

it was almost the first of March before defi-

nite work could be undertaken. Then, too,

all sorts of "drives" for money were still

being made to meet exigencies of the great

war. The great corporations were unsympa-

thetic and the public apathetic.

In the midst of this, the first campaign for

funds was planned, prepared for and worked
through and resulted in gathering in pledges

an aggregate of nearly $6,000. Plans were
drawn which called for more than $20,000

and adopted by the church. A resolution

was passed to undertake to raise $15,000. A
lot was already owned at the corner of C
Avenue and Eleventh Street only fifty feet

in width. This was accepted as the building

site. Ground was broken May 1, 1010. In

June the concrete foundation for a building

fifty by one hundred four feet was laid. The
contract for the building on a ten per cent

basis was entered into with J. M. Sparks and
Company, with the immediate oversight of

the state secretary, who served as pastor to

the congregation, had also oversight of the

missionary work in the state and anything

else that came along in his line.

Progress was slow. Propositions to com-

plete a first unit of the church were made

and rejected again and again. With a firm

reliance upon God for guidance the forces

were leu with no thought of failure, on and
on up to the dedication on May 16. 1920.

The little handful of members had paid in

more than $10,000, the most heroic giving
in our history. Many members had loaned
their personal credit to the church and made
it possible to pay the laborers. There could
not be the usual preparation for a financial

drive at the dedication. Public sympathy
came when it was seen that a building worth
while was really to be completed, and on
dedication day Methodist. Baptist and Pres-

byterian Churches adjourned their morning
services, and pastors and people came to re-

joice with and help us. W. S. Buchanan of

Phoenix came to preach the sermons and
make the appeal for funds. Right well he
did his work. J. M. Sparks & Company led

off with a gift equal to their claim for build-

ing the church. The women of the church,
who had already paid nearly S2.000, pledged
another $2,000. One gift of' $500 came from
a man of moderate means who had already
given $1,000. Others who had gone to the
limit, who. were without a home of their

own, pledged again. Members of other com-
munions gave from $25 to $100 each until

the sum total was over $8,400. I have never
seen a. congregation more deeply moved by
the appeals. Tears coursed the cheeks of

many. It was no cold-blooded affair. Xone
seemed to grow weary with the long session.

R. E. ,Du>-lap.

A Message to Christian Tourists in

Europe

THE members of our churches who are to

be. in Europe during the coming summer
are especially requested to visit the

various Protestant churches and institutions

in France and Belgium.

They are requested to make their arrange-

ments with the

Comite Protestant Francais

M. Andre Monod, Secretary

S rue de la Victoire

Paris, France

and the

Comite Beige d'Union Protestante

Dr. Henri Anet

c/o Eglise Chretienne Missionnaire Beige

11 rue de Dublin, Brussels, Belgium

Advance information, with handbook, may
be obtained by prospective tourists on appli-

cation to the Commission on Relations with

France and Belgium of the Federal Council

of the Churches of Christ in America, 105

East 22nd Street. New York City.

Negroes in American Cities

NEED for religious work among the col-

ored population of our large cities is

demonstrated by the Interchurch Home
Mission Survey which has revealed that church

membership among the Xegroes, while common
in rural districts, almost invariably falls off

when the Xegroes migrate to cities. Xew York
City, which has one of the largest Negro
colonies in the world, has only 2S,000 Negro
church members out of a total Xegro popula-

tion of 145.000. One Xegro in rive in Xew
York City is affiliated with a religious or-

ganization, while in rural districts at least

half the Negroes are active church members.
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Sunday School Delegates Seeing

Mission Stations

THOSE who go to the World's Convention

in Tokyo next October will have unusual

opportunities of coming into close con-

tact with the work at many of the mission

stations. The itineraries are planned with

this in view. Receptions are being planned

by the missionaries and members of the na-

tive churches. Tokyo, of course, will extend

a gracious welcome, as will Yokohama. Spe-

cial courtesies are contemplated in such

places as Osaka and Kobe, where there are

large Christian educational institutions.

The Interchurch World Movement has
placed the matter of directing the deputations

of tourists in the care of M. L. Swinehart of

Kwangju, Korea. He is now in Tokyo mak-
ing advance arrangements in cooperation with

Horace E. Coleman, World's Association sec-

retary for Japan. Korea has requested that

at least five post-convention meetings shall

be held in that country at such centers as

Taiku, Seoul, Pyengyang, Kwangju and Won-
san or Hamheung. Similar meetings will be

held in China, Philippine Islands, and by the

around-the-vvorld tourists at Singapore, Co-

lombo, India, Cairo and Jerusalem.

Groups of business men, educators and Sun-

day school specialists will visit just as many
parts of Japan and elsewhere as may be

possible. Women, specially qualified for that

work, will hold meetings for the girls and
women of these countries. The personnel of

the delegates who have registered thus far

indicates that there will be an abundance of

spcakerr, who can do these types of work.

World leaders are among those already chosen

by the Program Committee for Convention

speakers. A number of state Sunday school

secretaries will lead the delegations from
their respective states.

An Additional World's Sunday
School Tour Party

SO many World's Sunday School Conven-

tion delegates have desired to take Tour

15, sailing by the Empress of Asia on

August 26, that no more reservations can be

obtained for that particular trip. To meet

the demand for just such an itinerary another

tour has been provided which will go to

Manila and South China before the conven-

tion begins. The new tour is No. 23 and the

sailing will be on the Korea Maru, of the

Toyo Kisen Kaisha line from San Francisco,

leaving August 21 and stopping at Honolulu

en route. After visiting Manila for two days

and spending eight days in Hong Kong and
Canton, the delegates will journey to Shang-

hai and thence to Tokyo via Nagasaki. They
will arrive in Tokyo on the second day of the

convention, but the program for the remain-

ing days will be abundantly rich and satis-

fying.

Reservations are being made daily on the

ten steamers that will carry the delegates to

the convention. The sailings are from July 30

to September 23. Three ships are for the

exclusive use of those going to the Tokyo
convention. All are popular Pacific Ocean
steamers

—

Montcacjle, Siberia Maru and Suwa

Maru. On some of the steamers, where not

more than fifty or seventy-five reservations

could be obtained, all berths have now been

taken, hut good accommodations can be had
on other tours. Some of the trips provide

for louring in Japan only, while others in-

clude in their itineraries Korea, China or the

Philippines. The privilege of Christian com-
panionship during the entire tour is one of

the very attractive features that is assured to

every delegate.

World Wide Representation at the

Tokyo Convention

APPLICATIONS for delegates' credentials

l\ to the World's Sunday School Conven-

tion are being received from the very

ends of the earth. It will be truly a world's

convention which will meet in Tokyo next

October. in addition to the hundreds who
will go from the United States and Canada
there will be representatives from different

countries in South America and from the

Continent of Europe. All sections of the

British Isles will send delegates. Then they

will come from Australia, India, Java and
Africa. All parts of the Orient will send

many delegates, both from among the mis-

sionaries and from the native churches.

Tampa, Florida, is planning to erect a new
building to cost in the neighborhood of $100,-

000. Recently A. R. Moore, Regional Secre-

tary, was on the ground helping them plan

for the building. They are asking help from
the Board of Church Extension.

A Temple in the Mountains of Western China, One of the Places Where Dr. Shelton Was Kept in Captivity, and Where the Bandits Divided Their

Time Between Worshiping and Smoking- Opium, Photographed by Dr. Shelton
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Bible School ot the Belmont Christian Church, Kansas City, Mo.

Belmont Avenue and Church
Extension

ONE of the most outstanding and remark-

able victories in the establishment of

new churches in Greater Kansas City

is the auspicious beginning and development

of the Belmont Avenue Church within a

period of less than four years and less than

one year's preaching for full time. A Bible

school was started in a very small storeroom

in June, 1916, under the auspices of the City

Mission Board, with Frank L. Bowen in

charge. Elmore Sinclair, then pastor at Jack-

son Avenue, and whom we greatly miss since

his untimely death, was present with a fine

band of his members to lend every possible

assistance. Within a few months we were

compelled to seek larger quarters and finally

rented the largest available storeroom in the

vicinity.

Though greatly handicapped the work pros-

pered. Handicaps seemed to change into

privileges and opportunities. As the only

way out and in order to meet the demands
constantly increasing, we sought to purchase

a building site. Restrictions confronted us.

A suitable location could not easily be se-

cured. The city missionary was constituted

notary public and with papers granting per-

mission to erect a church building in the re-

stricted territory he actually spent weeks

before the consent of the property owners was
secured. Upon our new location we placed a
tent, hoping to remain but a short time and
then have at least a part of our new building

ready for occupancy. All plans were halted

by the war conditions. No material could

be secured, nor men to do the work. The
outlook for Belmont was one to try the most
courageous. We wintered with much suffer-

ing in our temporary tent, after having made
it habitable as far as possible. In the midst,

of apparent defeat, frequently compelled to

adjourn a meeting, these loyal people planned

and executed larger things.

Pledges were taken, the wheelbarrow
brigade was formed and the dirt flew. Con-

crete footings were put in by the members.
More calls for money were made and such

giving one rarely sees. After Mr. Bowen
closed his work at Oak Park he gave full

time in preaching at Belmont. Plans were

drawn for the building and the outlook

seemed brighter. Everybody began to smile.

The members kept giving, praying and work-

ing. Our Bible school needed but one tiling,

as we thought, and that was more room.

The Woman's Council became a great host,

all departments were active and the success

of the enterprise seemed assured. But prices

of everything were prohibitive. What could

we do? Belmont had given her thousands,

she had hoped against hope. The boys and

girls were all asking, "When are we going

to build?" "What about our new home?"
"Wberc is the building committee, why don't

they get busy?"

There was only one thing to do, call up
Main 1386. No, one thing better than that,

go down to 603 New England Building, Kan-
sas City, Missouri, on the first Tuesday in

the month and tell your troubles to the

Board of Church Extension. Just say Bel-

mont, that's enough. They keep abreast of

the times, they know what is going on

in the world. They can tell by looking at

you that you are down in the mouth. They
said, "Frank, tell Belmont they need not ad-

journ; we will match Church Extension dol-

lars with Belmont dollars. We will grant a
loan of $12,000. Tell the community that

you have friends that are going to see you
through. Tell the boys and girls we will

help you build a place for them. The young
people will have a social center as well as a

place for sermon and song. Say that Church
Extension and Belmont together will make

a place for everybody in the new community
building."

We now have a five-room modern building,

the first unit of our Bible school plant. There

are beginners', primary and junior
#
depart-

ments, with separate classrooms for the

juniors. Modern kitchen and dining room
on the first floor. There are ten rooms on
the second floor. It is, however, already in-

adequate for our growing work and we need

immediately our proposed third floor and, a
little later, our auditorium. There were 415

present two weeks ago at Bible school. Our
church membership is over 400 and we have

every activity in the church at work. Take a
glimpse of the picture of our school, taken on

a rainy Sunday. Our treasurer is mailing

this week $1,000 to the Board of Church Ex-

tension on the loan recently granted. Every

dollar of the loan is covered by good pledges

We must give credit to the devotion and

liberality of the faithful workers in the field.

but without the help given to us by the

Board of Church Extension we could not have

gone forward as we have. It is our intention

to repay in full this money within the year

that it may be given out to other needy

fields and thus lengthen the cords and

strengthen the stakes in the work of the

Kingdom.
We are just entering upon our twenty-

fourth year in the work of city evangelization

in Greater Kansas City. Every held we have

entered has had its benediction from Church

Extension when it came time to erect a per-

manent building, and every field has either

returned in full their loan, or will do so

within the coming year in the plans now
under wav. Frank L. BOWEK.

The supreme court of California has dis-

missed a petition for a referendum on the

prohibition amendment. Six of the fourteen

referendum states have taken similar action.
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The Size of Our Sunday Schools

THE Statistical Department of the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society has

issued an interesting table showing the

size of our Sunday schools as they are re-

ported in the 1920 Year Book.

It will be a surprise to many to learn that

we have only twenty schools reporting an

enrollment of over one thousand pupils, while

there are less than two hundred schools re-

porting over five hundred pupils. The vast

majority of the schools, 4,500, report less

than a hundred pupils enrolled. In every

case the attendance will run below the en-

rollment figures.

The total enrollment of the 7,561 schools

reporting is 922,222, and the average enroll-

ment 121. There are nearly a thousand

schools, 956, that fail to report their enroll-

ments, and while they are all among small

churches, it is probable that they have from

seventy-five to one hundred thousand pupils

in them, that if reported would make the

total enrollment figure for the brotherhood

approximate a million. There are 802

churches listed that maintain no Bible school

at all.

The total follows, grouping the Bible

schools of each state according to size:

Schools with

over 1000

pupils

State

Alabama
Alaska

Arizona 1

Arkansas

California, North

California, South 1

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Dist. of Columbia 1

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho, North

Idaho, South

Illinois

Indiana 3

Iowa „ 1

Kansas ,

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland •

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri 2

Montana _
Nebraska 1

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York
North Carolina

North Dakota
Ohio 6

Oklahoma 2

Oregon

Pennsylvania, East

Pennsylvania, West
Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas 2

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington. East
Washington, West
West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming
Canada

Total 20

Schools with

from 500 to

1000 pupils

15

29

S

7

1.3

1

11

37

2

10

171

Schools with
from 100 to

500 pupils

15

5

31

40

46

38

1

2

5

8

24

1

7

12

313

2SS

ISO

16S

233

5

1

17

5

39

19

4

292

14

5S

9

36

42

242

124

39

26

55

6

42

159

2

1

71

29

25

43

9

3

2S

2,870

Schools with

less than
100 pupils

52

1

5

125

36

30

19

1

1

38

99

10

s

316

375

163

192

400

21

4

24

2

67

29

98

60S

13

97

21

21

87

7

220

169

65

28

54

1

43

11

129

370

1

185

35

33

109

14

4

59

Growing Success in the Philippines

I
HAD not been out in the province for

an evangelistic trij for many a day, so

was very glad when I found myself
packed up and away for a few days of real

living among the people. We visited churches

in three places, held conferences and special

services, had three baptisms and a delightful

time of fellowship. To reach one of these

churches we followed a narrow roadway, too

narrow and rough for the automobile, down a

portion of which a river, suddenly appearing
because of rains in the mountains, found its

course. This we waded, slipping over sharp

stones.

Homeward bound late in the evening, we
were stopped by a river which we couldn't

get across, although the Hood of water had

come down from the, mountains just a few

minutes before we arrived. The men who
have charge of the ferry were obdurate, so

we turned back, although Laoag and home
comforts were less than one-half hour's ride

away, and spent the night in the nearby

town where we superintended the cooking of

our belated supper and looked after cholera

precautions. Then we held a short service

and slept as soundly as though we had not

been thwarted in our plan to reach town.

Delays are a matter of course in the Orient.

Such an experience brings one back with

new zest for the institutional life of school

and dormitory.

Just twenty-five girls living in the dor-

mitory! During an evangelistic campaign
seven of these girls became Christians, six

of them making the decision in one evening.

All were baptized that "same hour of the

night." It was a very happy time for all

of us.

Our Christian girls are enthusiastic work-
ers among the other girls in the building

and to them is due much of the credit in

helping win these new converts. There were
heated arguments and differences of opinion

as well as unwise talking among the girls for

a few days. Some Catholic girls said they

would not consider these new Christians as

their friends. But tilings soon quieted down.

I had Dr. Pickett come for a series of chapel

talks in which he cleared up the difficulties

and misunderstandings for the girls by his

clear explanations of the fundamentals in

becoming Christians, Christian living, and
the church of Christ.

In the Training School we were busy with
closing up the year's work, final examina-
tions, programs and picnics. The work ended
in a satisfactory manner and our girls have
gone out for their six months of work as

Bible Women.
We had a Sunday school rally November

30, with a special program and an attendance
of 182. The regular attendance averages
about 90. Edith Eberle.

Laoag, Philippine Islands.

,500

At a largely attended meeting of the Bir-

mingham (England) University Political

Union and Debating Society the following

resolution was passed by a large majority:
'•That, economically and morally, the prohibi-

tion of the common sale of alcoholic liquors

and berevages in this country is most desir-

able. The means by which this reform must
be obtained will be by an act of parliament
granting local option in given areas on the

lines of the Scottish temperance act of 1913,

which comes into force in June."
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

Trained Leadership

Mark 3:13-15; Mat. 10:1; Luke 9:1

OUR Lord went up into the mountain
and called unto Him whom He himself

would. From them He chose twelve,

that they might be with Him, and that He
might send them forth to preach, and to

have authority to cast out demons. He spent

the whole night before the selection in prayer
to God for guidance. The future of the king-

dom depended upon these men.

It is not too much to say that the training

of the twelve was one of the main works of

our Lord in the days of His flesh. He went
about all the cities and the villages, teaching

in their synagogues, and preaching the gos-

pel of the kingdom, and healing all manner
of sickness. He could say, "The blind receive

their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers

are cleansed, and the deaf hear, and the

dead are raised up, and the poor have good
tidings preached to them."

But all the while He was thinking of the

men He had chosen to carry on the work He
began to do and to teach after His departure

from them. They followed Him on His eight

circuits through Galilee, and on His visits

in Samaria and Judea and Perea. He spoke

to the multitudes on the mountain, and from
the boat, and in the temple, and in the syna-

gogue, but privately to His own disciples fie

expounded His principles and His program.
He sent out the twelve on a tour through

Galilee and Judea, and said to them, "As
ye go, preach, saying, 'The Kingdom of

Heaven is at hand.' Heal the sick, raise the

dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons:
freely ye received, freely give." This tour

was an essential part of their training. As
they obeyed His instructions they understood

them better.

In the Acts it is said that when the people

beheld the boldness of Peter and John, and
perceived that they were unlearned and ig-

norant men, they marveled, and they took

knowledge of them, that they had been with

Jesus. These men were unlearned only in

the sense that they were not versed in the

learning of the Jewish schools. They did

not sit at the feet of Hillel or Gamaliel. But
they did sit at the feet of the world's great-

est Teacher and their ministry shows to what
extent they profited by the instruction they

received. Take Peter's sermons and epistles

and words, and John's gospel and epistles

and the Revelation, and what is there in the

works of any rabbi of their time or of any

time that will compare with them?
It is believed that Paul was a university

man. No one ever charged him with being

unlearned and ignorant. As he spoke in his

own defense, Festus said with a loud voice,

"Paul, thou art mad; thy much learning is

turning thee mad." Fairbairn spoke of Paul

as a foremost king of men, reigning by his

imperishable words, clearest interpreter of

the deepest mysteries of being, shaping no-

blest minds to noblest uses, making the men
that lead the nations, making the minds that

make the thought, the faith, the freedom of

the world. The Lord selected the ablest and

noblest man of his age and of all the ages

for leadership in His kingdom.
To Timothy Paul wrote, "Till I come give

heed to reading, to exhortation, to teaching.

Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which
was given thee by prophecy, with the laying

on of the hands of the presbytery. Be dili-

gent in these things; give thyself wholly to

them, that thy progress may be manifest to

all. Take heed to thyself, and to thy teach-

ing. Gontinue in these things; for in doing

August

The New Emphasis on Trained

Leadership.

Music.
Prayer.

Business.

Devotional Period.

Song.

Bible Study.

Prayers

:

That parents may be willing to

dedicate their children to Chris-

tian service.

That many young men and wo-

men may enter the College of

Missions this year.

Song.
Talks or Papers.

The New Emphasis on Trained

Leadership.

The Fulfillment of Life.

Echoes from Everywhere.
Hidden Answers.
Song.

Benediction.

Program Helps.

Leaflets: Training for Leadership,

3 cents.

The Fulfillment of Life, 5 cents.

Special Article: "The New Empha-
sis on Trained Leadership,"

World Call for July.

this thou shalt save both thyself and them
that hear thee. Again, "Give diligence to

present thyself approved unto God, a work-

man that needeth not to be ashamed, han-

dling aright the word of truth."

Paul had concern for the future and said

to Timothy, "And the things which thou hast

heard from me among many witnesses, the

same commit thou to faithful men, who shall

be able to teach others also."

There has never been a period in the world's

history when trained leaders were more need-

ed than now. More people are literate than
ever before, and they call for trained leader-

ship. They are unwilling to follow blind

guides. They want to know that the men
who teach and preach understand their sub-

jects. The men and women who go to the

mission field must be intelligent and qualified

to guide the people to whom they go into

the way of holiness and peace.

A. McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere

MRS. Rose Bush Wilkinson, who is in

China with her daughter Wenona.
writes in a cheery, hopeful strain con-

cerning the work there. She is helping by
teaching some classes in English in the

Boys' School, while Mr. Baird is having
to give considerable time to superin-

tending the building of the hospital. She
says that old Chinese women with bound feet

come hobbling in to see the Foreign Teacher's

Mother, marveling that she has so many
daughters and no sons, and is happy to have
them. They think it strange that she never

killed any of her daughters. One poor old

woman asked Wenona if her God could

love such as she is. and when assured that He
does, she said, "But I have killed three girls.

Can He forgive that ?" Wenona told her how
he forgave those who killed His own Son.

After Chinese New Year, there was an in-

crease in attendance in the schools in Lu-

chowfu from ninety-one to one hundred nine-

teen pupils.

Mrs. Callie Hunter, Wilkinsburg, Pennsyl-

vania, gave an endowment life insurance pol-

icy to the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions in 1915. This has now matured and
brings a gift of $1,000 to the Board.

The whole town of Livingston. Tennessee,

is delighted with the prospect of the new
school building. A good friend of the work
there says if the progress that has been made
in this town and among the people could be

told in words it would sound like a fairy tale.

Two of our Mexican Orphanage girls are

proving to be excellent students in the Normal
school at Saltillo, Mexico. Avelina obtained

one of the highest grades in her class and
Maria the highest in their examinations at

the end of the first semester. These are real

Christian girls.

Miss Goldie Wells writes from Africa:

"Mrs. Moon and I have been teaching the

people some new songs. We spent one whole

evening on 'Anywhere With Jesus.' First we
read the words over and over; then Mrs.

Moon sang it while I played : then we sang

a line at a time over and over again. At last

we decided that the cornet might bring out

the tune better, so Mr. Moon left his picture

developing and came in and played it for a

while; then Mrs. Moon played the cornet and

I led them, after which we went back to the

organ again. These people are just like the

rest of us. Some have "good ears for music,'

while others do not."

A letter from Mrs. Hobgood of Lotumbe.
Africa, gives a most interesting account of a

seven weeks' itinerating trip she had taken

with Mr. Hobgood and the baby. During

this journey about three hundred persons

were baptized, and the up-river people were

pleading for the missionaries to come and
open a new station. Mrs. Hobgood writes.

"My heart yearns after the heathen in those

many towns: especially the girls and women
—they do need the gospel so very much."
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Miss Gibbons writes from Aguas Calientes,

Mexico: "Our roses liave been such a pleasure

this spring. Easter Sunday we cut nearly a
thousand for the Chapel. The Orphanage
girls are all well and happy and appreciate

their new home."

The Manner House ( Indianapolis' Colored

Settlement), in its Employment Department
supplied 578 places during March and regis-

tered eighty-nine children in the Day Nursery.

One hundred sixty-three visits were made
in the Preventive Tuberculosis Department.

Miss Lois Ely writes from China: "I am
grateful for the work I had at the College of

Missions. That gratitude increases every day

as I mingle with fellow students in the Lan-

guage School, as contacts with the older mis-

sionaries increase, and as I read and hear of

problems in China. One has neither library

facilities nor leisure here to gain the insight

into the life and thought of the people that

the missionary should have. It seems to me
that the College of Missions' work fulfills

that purpose admirably. There we were at

least introduced to some of the problems and

helped to a valuable viewpoint."

Mr. Rothermel, at Maudha, India, has a
helper in the mission whom he calls a "wit-

ness bearer." He does not know enough to be

a preacher, but he simply goes around to his

friends and talks about Jesus and the great

joy that has come into his own life. He talks

to individuals, for he could not talk to crowds,

and the last ten or twelve baptisms in the

mission are traceable to this "witness bearer."

An evangelistic meeting was held in our

church in San Luis Potosi the week preced-

ing Easter, and thirty-five made confession

of faith. Mr. Edwards wrote that in the

large audiences each evening were found some
who for the first time heard the gospel. The
beautiful new baptistery has just been com-

pleted.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coop of England have

had an interesting visit to Jamaica, and write

very encouragingly of the work of the mis-

sionaries on the island. Mr. and Mrs. Dob-

son have already entered upon their work
with the King's Gate Church. Mr. and Mrs.

Coop visited friends in the United States on
their way home to England.

Dr. Thomson writes from India: "I think
every one at the convention was proud of the
'Junior Missionaries' this year. We had one
evening on which they gave the program
and the entertainment was certainly fine.

Some of the boys and girls are quite grown
up now, and we hope and believe that before

many years we will have some 'second genera-

tion missionaries' in the India Mission. I

believe they will be much more efficient than
their parents because they will have the ad-

vantage of knowing the people and language
from childhood. Then, too, they will have
the benefit of what experience we have had,
so they ought to be stronger and better mis-

sionaries.

The India missionaries are trying earnestly

to get into the hearts and lives of the native
workers a passion and zeal for winning souls

to Christ and also the proper methods by
which this can be accomplished. The outlook
throughout the Mission is more hopeful than
ever before in the evangelistic line.

How We Won Out in Gladstone,

Oregon
[This is typical of what has taken place

in many churches and will yet come to pass

in many more.—Editors.]

I
AST fall and winter when the air was full

. of rumors about what the Interchurch
World Movement was going to do I was

by no means sure of the course I ought to

pursue in regard to it.

I was raised up to think our people were
just about right—(hat the plea for the union

of all Christians was a divine plea, as Jesus

prayed for it, asking God to bring it about
and keep them one. I considered it to be as

clearly our duty to preach it as it was to

Hidden Answers

1. Who first proposed that church-

es maintain religious instruction at

state universities?

2. What is the first promise made
by Boy Scouts?

3. How many of the distinguished

persons whose life stories have been

told in the last four issues of World
Call were orphans?

4. What church operates half the

hospitals in the United States?

5. Name the two organizations of

young men and young women in one

of our great churches.

6. What is the Open Door to Ar-

gentina?

7. What city claims to be the

greatest distributing center in the

world for farm machinery and im-

plements?

8. Who baked two barrels of cook-

ies for the orphans?

9. How did Fairbairn speak of the

Apostle Paul?

10. What made a Chinese woman
doubt the possibility of God's forgiv-

ing her?

11. Where and when is the next

World's Sunday School Convention to

be held?

preach the gospel. And now to be brought

face to face with a movement that seemed to

have sprung up among some other people, I

did not know wdiat I ought to do in regard

to it.

But I remembered that the great Christian

Endeavor Society had originated elsewhere

;

also the world-wide Sunday school work, and
I was heartily in favor of both and had
seen the churches for which I preached great-

ly blessed by both of these movements. So
it seemed to me the part of wisdom to go to

the state conference and hear for myself

what the leaders in the movement had to

say about it, and for it

:

With this spirit and attitude I went to

Portland to hear. I watched carefully every
statement as to the aims of this movement.
I heard and saw the results of the great

world survey that had been made. I was
somewhat disappointed to learn that this

Avas not a movement to destroy denomination-

alism. I even thought I could see it was

the aim to keep denominationalism intact.

But when they stated clearly that it was
not their aim and intention to interfere with
the internal affairs and management of any
church oi- denomination, if you please, I saw
that they gave us free rein in do our work
as we have been trying to do it for over a

hundred years. In fact, I saw that it gave
us a better opportunity to do our work' than
we ever had before. So it seemed to me thai

we had all to gain and nothing to lose by co-

operating with them in this nation-wide cam-
paign to raise money to build up the kingdom
of our Lord.

I returned home and asked four of our
members to go to this meeting. They were
favorably impressed and, upon their return

home, we had an echo meeting and presented

our views to the church. Day by day and
week by week we made our preparations for

taking the pledges for an offering. We had
only one hundred members in our church in

Gladstone, and when we learned that our

quota Mould be $1,060 it looked pretty steep,

especially in view of the fact that we were
undertaking to raise over $1,200 for improve-

ments on our building.

But we talked stewardship, tithing and the

needs of the world at this time. And finally

we tried to show the church that Jesus was
actually depending upon us to convert the

world insofar as that could be done. Then
just before our workers started out to make
the canvass the church assembled for prayer.

It was a wonderful season of consecration

and refreshing! The brethren again gave
themselves to God, and in about four hours'

time we had our quota pledged. And what
is better still, we had the happiest church I

have preached for in years. So far I have
not heard a murmur since the report was
made, but everywhere expressions of happi-

ness and satisfaction. The results in spir-

itual power have been worth much more than

it cost us. And such of our churches as failed

to put on this campaign have lost a great

opportunity for securing spiritual power.

Yours for Christ and His kingdom,
B. F. Clay,

Minister.

Around the World with Sunday-

School Delegates

TWO ships Mill leave Japan after the

World's Sunday School Convention has
concluded, with delegates, who will re-

turn by way of China, Singapore, Colombo,
and Port Said to Marseilles. There the con-

ducted tour will end and railroad tickets to

a Channel port and Trans-Atlantic steamship
tickets Mill be provided. If possible, detours
through India will be arranged for at addi-

tional cost. It is likely that special sight-

seeing can also be planned for Egypt and
Palestine. Special information on the subject

can be obtained by addressing World's Sun-
day School Association, 216 Metropolitan
Tower, New York City. The ships to-be used
for these around-the-world tours are the

Kitarto Maru and the Kamo Maru of the

Nippon Yusen Kaisha line. The first tour,

M'ithout the detour in India or Palestine, will

arrive at Marseilles December 14 and the

second on January 11, 1921.

A conference is planned for all Home Mis-
sionary workers among the Spanish-Ameri-
cans of California at Los Angeles.
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Commencement Exercises in Tokyo
Takincgawa, Tokyo, Japan.

THE twelfth annual commencement of the

Margaret K. Long Girls' School occurred

on Wednesday, March 31.

There were twenty-three girls in the class,

as follows: One from the Bible school class,

eleven from the high school, and eleven from
the domestic science. The exercises were

short but very impressive. One feature of

the program deserves special mention. Miss

Catharine Campbell Linn, a concert pianist

of note, who has volunteered her services to

to the school the past term rendered two num-
bers which were greatly appreciated by all.

It was our great privilege to have had Mr.

and Mrs. R. A. Doan as guests of the home at

commencement time. This is the second com-

mencement they have spent with us, the first

time being the spring of 1915.

After the commencement exercises were
over teachers, graduates and alumnae had
dinner together at the Domestic Science hall

and the afternoon was spent in very happy
manner. It is hard to lose from the school

a class of lovely girls on whom we have
lavished so much of care and affection, but

it is wonderful to see them take places of

responsibility in the work that needs them so

greatly, so we. pray Cod's blessings upon
them and send them forth. Some remain in

our own school for higher work, some go into

other schools for further study, some go into

homes of their own; and one, the strongest

girl in the whole class, will in the autumn
go into the country to do evangelistic Work
among women and children. Pray for these

girls. They need your prayers.

Bertha Clawson.

The High Cost of Missions

INFORMATION" collected by the Interchurch

World Movement from several foreign mis-

sion boards shows that it is costing from
one-third to one-half more than it did before

Hie war to support the same amount of for-

argaret K. Long Girls' School, Tokyo, Japan

eign mission work. In some regions the cost

of living has advanced by as much as 400

per cent. Missionary salaries have been in-

creased in amounts ranging up to 50 per cent

in advance of the pre-war figures. Building

and labor costs have in some cases almost

doubled. Financial obligations of American
boards are made still heavier by the high cost

of money in India and China. In the latter

country, an American dollar has less than

half the buying power it had before the war,

and in India, just one-third its pre-war value.

In spite of the increased cost of doing work,

the increased needs of the foreign field must
be met.

TheTokyo Sunday School Convention
Building

THE convention hall that will house the

main meetings of the Eighth World's

Sunday School Convention, which will

convene in Tokyo next October, will be erected

on the great plaza in front of the Tokyo rail-

road station. Plans have been drawn and
the work will begin soon. The building will

be in barracks style and will seat at least

3,500. Even more than that amount of space

will be needed, for in addition to the 1,000

delegates who will go "from America many
will come from other countries. Korea has

asked for the privilege of sending 250. Of

these, 200 will be members of the native

Korean church and the. other 50 will be mis-

sionaries. Then there are thousands in Japan
who would like to gain admission. The dele-

gates from Japan will be in proportion to

the number of schools in a given district and

the size of the school.

Five hundred can be accommodated on the

large platform. This will furnish places for the

chorus choirs and especially for the pageants

which are to be both instructive and attract-

ive features at the evening sessions. A dining

hall will be one of the sections of this large

edifice and will seat 1,000 at a time. Many
delegates will be entertained in Japanese and

missionaries' homes over night and for break-

fast, but provision in the restaurants will be

made for the other two meals. Some will be

cared for in the Imperial Hotel and in the

Tokyo Railroad Station Hotel, opposite which
the convention hall will be erected. Baren
Okura will entertain fifty or more in his

home.

A Century Church

THE church at Xew Union, Kentucky, has

for years been giving more for others

than it spends on its own local work.

Last year, according to the Year Book, this

church gave to missions and benevolences

$2,669.90, or a per capita contribution of

$43.06 for each of its 62 members. This

year the church adopted a budget the same
as last year's, but when the time came for

the offering to the World Movement of the

Disciples, pledges for the year ending April

30, 1920, were made totaling about $3,600.

Most of this is in addition to the budget.

The total for missions and benevolences for

the period will hardly reach S100 per capita,

but if we count in the local expenses the total

wnl be well over that amount.

The Mexican in the United States

THE Mexican problem is not all on the

other side of the border. The Interchurch

surveys have revealed that there are no

less than a million Mexican-Americans in the

United States today. 600,000 of them in the

Southwest. These Mexicans, living in

wretched poverty, illiterate, alien to Ameri-

can life and citizenship, present an almost

untouched home mission field.

Darkest America
ACCOBDIXO to Interchurch estimates, two-

l\ thirds of the population of the United

Slates are without a regular, reasonable

opportunity of attending church every Sun-

day. Absentee pastors, inadequate church ac-

commodations, and great unchurched area .

are among the contributing causes.
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The Book Shelf
The War and the Broadened

Missionary Horizon

WRITING last summer in the Neio

Republic, Israel Zangwill tells of or-

dering from his local newsdealer a new
publication called the International Review,

which specialized on problems connected with

the League of Nations. Through the dealer's

mistake he received a copy of the Interna-

tional Review of Missions. Mr. Zangwill

writes

:

"When a small boy solemnly delivered to

my rural retreat an International Review of

Missions, I was divided between annoyance

and amusement. To send me this—me of all

persons in the world—to whom missionaries

had been anathema since childhood ; conceived

as a sort of spiritual spiders in wait for the

Jewish soul and spinning a wicked web of

textual sophistry to entangle it ! . . . Thus

pondering, I opened the Review of Missions

and turned over its pages in ironic expecta-

tion of a record of ubiquitous futility. What
was my pleasant disappointment to find that

it was as much concerned with the League of

Nations as the magazine which it mistakenly

replaced!"

A book that embodies to perfection Mr.
Zangwill's new vision of the breadth of the

missionary undertaking has just appeared

from the Association Press. It is "The Mis-

sionary Outlook in the Light of the War,"
one of the series of statesmanlike reports

that is being issued by the Committee on

War and the Religious Outlook. Here is

the completest refutation imaginable of the

old patronizing attitude, based on complacent

ignorance, that conceived of missions as nar-

row and unrelated to the vital tasks and
problems of the day, as outside the possible

range of interest of a really big, brainy,

broad-minded man or woman.

Three of the twenty-three chapter headings

will serve to indicate the scope of the volume:

"Foreign Missions as a Preparation During
the Past Century for the New Internation-

alism."

"The Effect of the War on the Vitality of

the Non-Christian Religious."

"Reconstruction of Missionary Methods in

the Light of the New Situation."

To mention the men who have contributed
to this volume would be to call the roll of

American missionary statesmen, executives,

educators and publicists. Robert E. Speer
writes the introduction in which we are in-

formed that the Secretary of the Committee
on the War and the Religious Outlook,
Samuel McCrea Cavert, in consultation with
Dr. Frank K. Sanders, is responsible for the
final form of the volume. A few character-
istic sentences from the book will give some
hint as to its general trend

:

"For a hundred years the missionary en-

terprise has been an agency of tranquillity
and peace over the entire world, getting men
acquainted with one another, showing the un-
selfishness that lies behind much that seems
to be and often is so purely selfish."

"Throughout the whole Near East inter-

national relief has been carried on by the
missionaries, Why? Because there was not
a single other agency upon the field organized

for the purpose of ministering to human life

in a spirit of disinterested service."

"Universal Christianity is the only suffi-

cient basis for world democracy. It sets be-

fore the world the ideal of the Kingdom of

God, embracing all nations upon the earth

in the sway of the spirit of Christ and calling

all nations to a great program of mutual
service as the will of God."

"It would be hardly creditable to the Chris-

tian Church in her efforts to Christianize

the non-Christian races, if she were to endorse

and propagate among these peoples the de-

fects of our Western economic system, which
has come so short of ministering justly to

human needs."

"Except for its missionary character Chris-

tianity would have remained a Jewish cult.
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It was by becoming indigenous in Greek,

Roman, and Teutonic cultures as well as

Semitic that it was progressively enriched.

It may well be that we shall never have a full

vision of Christ or a completed Christianity

till the East has contributed its thought and
practice to it."

"We cannot hope to Christianize interna-

tionalism unless we thoroughly international-

ize Christianity."

Here is a volume that no student of the
missionary task can afford to ignore. It is

a striking evidence of the quality of our
American missionary leadership that in the
relatively short time at its disposal the Com-
mittee has been able- to produce a book so

worthy of its title and so broadly representa-

tive of the many phases of this supremely
Christian enterprise.

The Missionary Outlook in the Light of the

War. Association Press, New York, 349 pp.,

$2.00. Jasper T. Moses.

A New Booklet by Dr. Fosdick

HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK, who has
achieved the rare distinction of crowd-

ing a Fifth Avenue church (New York)
beyond its capacity, so that it has to be en-

larged, has written a booklet for the Commit-
tee on the War and the Religious Outlook in

which lie discusses "The Church's Message

to the Nation."

In this booklet Dr. Fosdick says: "In a

sense thai never has been true before, what
happens in America happens to all the world.

This fact brings no special credit to us. It is

the result of our situation, our heritage, our

unexhausted resources, and our recent emer-

gence from our traditional isolation. This

new importance of America should issue, not

in pride, but in humility. But whether it be

faced with modest serviceableness or with

boasting, the fact remains, as an Englishman

recently has said, 'The United States of Amer-

ica is the greatest potential force, material,

moral and spiritual, in the world.'

"The responsibility which this state of af-

fairs throws upon the churches of America
is obvious. To sensitive and conscientious

spirits it is very burdensome. Are the

churches prepared to lead the march? Our
divisions, our overlapping activities, our be-

lated emphasis, our contradictory messages,

our lack of vision, our unharnessed zeal

—

the indictment is a long and just one. No
good churchman should seek to soften it. One
of the worst disservices that the common-
wealth of God can suffer in these days comes

from those who ply the church with soothing

syrups to numb her against the sting of

criticism.

"Lincoln's attitude is far nobler and more
useful. Stanton had called him an old fool,

and Lincoln heard of it. 'Stanton is a level-

headed man,' said Lincoln. 'There must be

something in his charge, I will speak to him
about it.'

"But when all the indictments against the

church are given their due weight, the fact

remains that even in our present state we are

a tremendous power in America.

"Never in the world's history has a chal-

lenge faced the church more stirring than the

one. that faces her today. May she be great

enough in spirit, wise enough in mind, to

draw her forces together for the great cam-

paign that will make America the blessing of

the world !

"

World Survey

THE revised preliminary edition of the

Interchurch World Movement's World
Survey has just come from the press in

two volumes and in two forms. The Library

edition is 8x11 inches and costs $2, the Handy
Volume Edition is S^xS inches and sells for

$1. In each case the price covers both vol-

umes. The same material oppears in the two
editions. Orders should be sent direct to in-

terchurch World Movement, Sales Depart-

ment, 45 West Eighteenth street, New York.

One volume coevrs America with 316 pages,

the other devotes 222 pages to the foreign

fields and a "statistical mirror." The books

are printed in two colors and abound in maps
and graphs and other illustrations. Supple-

ments will be brought out from time to time

as the surveys are completed, but the mass
of reliable and vital information already as-

sembled is no less than amazing both in its

variety and extent and its revelations.

These volumes deserve immediate reading

by every member of every church and espe-

cially by every minister and teacher.
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George F. Stivers, Eugene, Oregon

AFTER sixty-nine years, he went to dwell

/-» above, March 12, 1920. He spent over

forty years in the ministry helping to

build the gospel into the life of the Northwest.

He worked principally in Washington.

His son, E. V. Stivers, minister of the First

Church of Eugene, pays the following tribute

in his church bulletin:

To the memory of my father, Geo.

F. Stivers, who for forty years pro-

claimed the message of salvation, and

who taught me to walk in the path

that he trod and to preach the won-

derful story of the Cross, and who has

left a heritage to his children and to

the world that is of untold value,

this bulletin is thankfully and loving-

ly dedicated by your pastor.

E. V. Stivers.

The fellowship of this good man with his

long years of service was made the richer by a

place on the honor roll of the brotherhood

through the Board of Ministerial Relief.

Recent Schools of Methods

AN" exceptionally successful trip to the Pa-

l\ cific Coast has recently been completed

by the Bible school workers of the

American Society.

In addition to twelve institutes and rallies

there were seven Schools of Methods, each of

five days' duration, held at Denver, Colorado;

Twin Falls, Idaho; Missoula, Montana; Se-

attle, Washington; Walla Walla, Washing-

ton; Stockton, California; Los Angeles, Cal-

ifornia.

The calling of Bible school teaching repre-

sents in America, perhaps the greatest

amount of consecration to Cod's work in the

world. Hundreds of thousands of men and

women are giving themselves week by week
to this great task. Cod means that they

should find joy in service. In most cases this

joy can be largely increased by an equal

amount of consecrated attention to preparing

for the task. If it is worth while to devote

lives to the teaching of the way of life, it is

certainly profitable to learn how to do this

teaching to the best advantage.

In the Schools of Methods mentioned above

about one thousand workers were enrolled and
over two hundred graduated. These last re-

ceived the diploma bearing the seal and en-

dorsement of the International Association in

addition to that of our own American office.

Active workers from approximately one-

third of the Bible schools in the states touched

by the trip received training in the seven

Schools of Methods. In addition thirty de-

nominational churches embracing twelve dif-

ferent religious bodies took advantage of the

privileges offered. ,

Members of the national team, Miss Cyn-

thia Pearl Maus of Cincinnati, Miss Ida May
Irvin of St. Louis and Charles Darsie of Cin-

cinnati, were assisted by the field workers,

Charles Wm. Dean in the Denver school, Roy
K. Roadruck in the schools at Twin Falls,

Missoula, Seattle and Walla Walla, and Edgar
Lloyd Smith at Stockton and Los Angeles,

California.

Miss Irvin was graciously loaned to the

party by the Christian Board of Publication.

The success of the work accomplished was
repeatedly attested by students who enrolled

in the Schools of Methods, including fifty-six

ministers of churches and thirty-nine Bible

school superintendents.

Others Take Notice, Please

AN item in the April report of "The South-

l\ era Christian Home" tells of a letter

being read from Mrs. Stickley of Wood-
stock, Virginia, asking that ten barrels of

empty fruit jars be sent to Woodstock to be

filled with fruit.

So far as we have any knowledge in the

Central office of the National Benevolent As-

sociation at St. Louis, this is the largest sin-

gle order for empty fruit jars ever received

by any of our homes. Some of the homes

have had orders for as many as five barrels.

The good people of Woodstock have broken

the record. This is a fine expression of sym-

pathetic interest in the children of the South-

ern Christian Home.
It is not too late for others to order empty

jars. Our homes gladly furnish jars in any
quantity to any community willing to can

fruit for them. This is a most practical

service. Children and old people alike are

very fond of canned fruit. And no part of

the diet is healthier than fruit. Canned
vegetables are also very acceptable. Canned
goods would be inhibit ive if we had to buy
them.

In analyzing the reports from our schools

on the Easter offering, we find that a very

great majority are increasing their offerings

over last year, the increases ranging as high

in several cases as 1.000 per cent. There have

been a large number of increases from 200

per cent up. First, Church Sunday school

in Atlanta gave $457. Canton, Ohio, gave

$906—more than twice their offering last

year. Union Avenue, St. Louis, gave $2,362

—over eight hundred more than last year.

Linden Street, Memphis, and Central. Wichi-

ta, each gave $400 and Maryville, Missouri,

and Independence Boulevard, Kansas City,

each gave $500.

A large number of smaller schools, too

many to mention, even made larger offerings

comparatively than some of the larger schools

like the schools at Carlisle, Indiana, which
gave $75, and Ukiali, California, which gave
$104—each a 700 per cent increase over last

year. Comparatively few schools gave less

than last year. And nearly all those that

did, attributed it to the bad weather on
Easter dav.

A Reminiscence with a Point

SHE was starting to the pre-Easter week
prayer meeting, heart and mind full of

the subject of enlisting the young for

Christ, when the postman handed in World
Call. Now the rule with World Call is,

look it through at once if possible. So she

took it on the car with her. And behold,

the earnest faces of two little boys very seri-

ously engaged in ''having their picture

taken."

Back, back, through the years went her

thought and when she took her part in the

meeting this is the true story she told: 'T

Avas a very young preacher's wife when we
were called to the Bedford church and some
of my youthful enthusiasms were a sore trial

to some of the 'pillars.' In my Sunday school

class were these two boys, Ed and Henry
Robison (brothers of Mrs. Anna R. Atwater).

"How well I remember the evening Ed
and I drove to the carpet weaver's. The
Western Reserve women were famous for the

beauty of their rag carpets. With most
people a rag carpet is just a rag carpet

—

nothing more—desirable, because cheap and
durable. But with them it was also a labor

of love and work of art, and woe to the

weaver who did not closely follow the direc-

tion of the carefully-wound stripe stick. I

had caught the fever and had my material?

all ready, but must now see my weaver and

engage my time. So I asked Ed to drive me
over.

"There was a meeting in progress and as

Ave rode I said to him, 'I think you and
Henry ought to come into the church.' He
answered, 'We wanted to sometime ago. but

mother was afraid Ave were too young. But
you can speak to her and if she is willing it

will be all right.' When I told her of our

talk she said, 'Oh, I am glad you spoke to

Eddie, for I was afraid I had made a mistake

and they might not feel that way again.'

"That evening they took the seat in front

of me and when the invitation was given I

whispered to them, 'Don't wait. boys, you

may lead some one else.' And they at once

walked to the front. Immediately one of

the elders stepped to my side and said.

'Now, Ave don't want children dragged into

the church. You let people make their own
decisions.' But I had been watching the face

of the man up in the amen corner who had

long known his duty. So I slipped past the

elder and was at his side in a moment. Then

I had the joy of seeing him join the boys

on the front scat. And there was great

rejoicing over him. for he was well to do.

and there was great joy in my heart over my
boys." Mary V. S. Woods.

Lcs Auricles, California^

Recently for more than twenty-four hours

there was not an arrest for any cause in

Columbus. Ohio, the capital of that state.
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Prohibition Movements in the Philippines
By E. K. Higdon

I
HAVE just received a request for infor-

mation about the status of the liquor fight

in the Philippines. It came from the

secretary of the Temperance Board of the

Disciples of Christ and was accompanied by

an offer of financial assistance.

The first anti-liquor bill was presented to

the legislature in 1918, but died in the com-

mittee. A few petitions were signed and

sent to the lawmakers at that time, but no

great impression was made upon them.

The real struggle began last August. The

regular session of the legislature was to meet

in October and to continue in session until

after the date when the prohibition amend-

ment should go into force in the United

States. The dry forces here saw that the

issue should be brought before the legisla-

ture as soon as it convened. There were

two organizations, each partially prepared to

carry on the campaign. The Christian Serv-

ice League had been organized a year before

to do just such work and it had branches in

almost every province in the islands. But

it had no money. The Evangelical Union,

which is made up of the missionaries of the

islands, had a committee for the purpose and
it had some money, but it did not have the

organization to reach the people. So it was
agreed that the two organizations should

start at once and enlist all possible help.

The president of the Evangelical Union cabled

Dr. D. M. Gandier, who was in Japan, and
asked him to direct the campaign. He re-

plied that he would arrive about the first of

September. In the meantime the Christian

Service League prepared a pamphlet, "Why
the Philippine Islands Should Prohibit the

Manufacture and Sale of Alcoholic Drinks,"

and distributed it through its bands in the

various parts of the islands. Through the

bands, prohibition committees were also

formed and hundreds of petitions were circu-

lated. By the time the public hearing was
conducted by the committee of the legisla-

ture, about 250,000 people had signed the

petitions.

As soon as Doctor Gandier arrived a pro-

hibition campaign committee was formed, an
office was opened, and a publicity drive begun.

Funds for this work were supplied to the
amount of $250 by Mr. Gandier and increased

to almost $1,000 by the contributions of

Americans and Filipinos. "Facts About the
Liquor Traffic in the Philippine Islands," was
printed in English and Spanish and trans-

lated into three of the dialects, but the dia-

lect translations have not yet been printed,

largely because of lack of money. Large
posters were prepared and displayed in dif-

ferent parts of the city. Mass meetings, ad-

dressed by the leading Filipino preachers
and laymen, brought prohibition facts to hun-
dreds of the people. In October a monster
mass meeting was held at the Grand Opera
House. That building had more people

crammed into it than had ever been inside

before and many hundreds were turned away.
There was great enthusiasm throughout the

whole meeting, especially in the singing of

the prohibition songs written for the occa-

sion. One very inspiring feature of this

meeting was the action of Jorge Bocobo, dean
of the College of Law of the University of

the Philippines and president of the Prohibi-

tion Campaign Committee. He had been

asked to speak, but refused because of the

heavy pressure of his college work just at

that time. But previous to this meeting a
ruling had gone out from the Bureau of Civil

Service that the prohibition fight was a po-

litical issue and that, therefore, no teacher

could take part in it without breaking civil

service rules. The university was then under

the Civil Service Department and the au-

thorities went to Dean Bocobo and warned
him to have nothing to do with that public

gathering. That aroused his fighting blood

and he went to the program committee and
asked them to let him speak. He delivered

a rousing address. The assistant director of

education, another Christian Filipino, also

threw down the gauntlet in regard to the

civil service ruling although not in so open

and challenging a manner. But many of the

teachers were afraid and the splendid work
they had been doing in spreading information

and circulating petitions was pretty largely

stopped. Some even went so far as to tele-

graph the committee to remove their names
from petitions they had signed before the

ruling was announced.

The presiding officer of the mass meeting

was Teodoro Yangco, one-time resident com-

missioner to Washington. He made a pro-

found impression upon the audience by tell-

ing them that they were no doubt surprised

to see him, a member of a family of drinking

men, presiding at a prohibition gathering.

At the various hearings before the Prohibi-

tion Committee of the Legislature speeches

were made by the dean of the College of

Law, the assistant director of education of

the Philippine Islands, the director of health

of the Philippine Islands, one or two Filipino

preachers and one or two missionaries. In
his message to the Legislature the Governor-
General recommended the passage of the pro-

hibition bill and when the lawmakers had
to close their regular session without acting

upon that bill, the Governor-General again

asked them to pass it in their special session.

But they were content to increase the revenue

a little and do nothing more. As far as

getting any prohibition legislation is con-

cerned, the campaign has failed. But it has

had a great educative value. The big task

before us now is to continue to educate.

Prohibition is badly needed, but the mass of

the people do not realize it. The job before

us now is to create a public conscience on the

matter. Philippine facts and figures must
be presented.

We must collect case after case of the ill

effects of alcohol right here in the Philippines

and give the facts a wider publicity than they

have ever had before. Lessons regarding the

evils of liquor will have to be put into the

textbooks of the public schools. The con-

tests of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, with their fine educational value, have
only been begun; they must continue. All

this requires money—hundreds of dollars.

Part of it can be raised on the field, but we
shall need outside assistance. And if any
of the other organizations which are out to

fight alcohol are of the same mind as that

secretary mentioned in the beginning of this

letter, the Prohibition Campaign Committee
of the Philippines can assure them that the

money they shall send shall be very profitably

used. To date we have spent $100 more than

we have collected and that amount has been

advanced by the treasurer of our committee,

a leading business man of Manila.

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. McCaw and
Philippine Islands, fr

Children, Missionaries to Manila,
ora Coldbrook, Illinois.
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1JAI5Y TOWKR OF NANKING, CHINA
In the Extreme Distance Are Ueh Gih Koli, Left, and Purple Mountain, Right.

In Front of the Former Is the Language School

Contrasting Heathenism and Christianity

BEN" HOLROYD of Nantungchow, China,

in describing the death of their baby

recently, makes the following state-

ment, indicating the sharp contrast between

heathenism and Christianity in considering

the death of the little child, and indeed the

value of the living child:

"Her going away was very beautiful, in-

deed, just a quiet slipping away at twilight

one evening. We were so glad to be in Nan-
king at the time with so many kind friends,

and to be able to leave her in that beautiful

little spot, the foreign cemetery, where there

are now four of our mission graves, Dr.

Butchard, Mr. Saw, Marian Macklin and our

Mary Elizabeth. Not far from this spot,

which will always be so sacred to us, is the

baby tower of Nanking, where are thrown

to the dogs and the vultures the little girl

babies that are not wanted. Our prayer is

that we may in some way bring closer home
to these people the message of Him who loved

the little children and took them in His arms
and blessed them."

Juapa-Lomela Trip

MPvS. MOON and I have just returned

from another trip with the steamship

Oregon up the Lomela and Juapa
rivers. Mr.. Johnston was with us for part

of the trip.

We left Monieka Thursday morning, No-

vember 6, and at noon the next day turned

up the Lomela river. Four days steaming up
the Lomela brought us to Nkile, the only

outpost we have on this river. Efunza, a

native preacher from Bolenge, has been hold-

ing forth there. For months he and his wife

and two children were all alone. During this

time they all had the influenza and one baby-

died. Six months ago Isekya and wife went

to join them in the work. We baptized six

at Nkile.

After one day at Nkile we turned down the

Lomela and Saturday reached Boende, a gov-

ernment post on the Juapa river. There are

usually several officials here, but most of

them were away collecting tax or trying to

put down the native uprising farther up the

Juapa. Monday we reached Bosombo, where

we have teachers, and the next day arrived

at Wema. Mr. Johnston, who is to open our

new mission station at Wcma, will probably

write more fully about this field.

Mr. Johnston stayed at Wema and Wednes-
day Mrs. Moon and I started on up the

Juapa river. We reached the first outpost

in the Belo field, Bekungu. We had heard

that the teacher here, Eliya, had been killed

in the uprising, but we found all well. They
had been fighting within a few hours of there,

but not at Bekungu. The next day, taking

the teachers from our outposts along the way,

we came to Belo.

Monday we started on up the Juapa, ar-

riving at Ikela Tuesday evening. The Com-
mandant was here with soldiers and a group

of prisoners who had been ringleaders in the

uprising. The uprising was against civiliza-

tion. They tried to kill everyone who wore
clothes. Our teachers here were cheerful, but

looked worn and haggard for they had had
a strenuous time. They had fled across the

river, built shelters in the jungle and lived

there for weeks till the Commandant arrived

and rescued them. In Ikela the heathen

caught two State police and killed and buried

them, then dug them up and ate them. They
smoked the hands and wore them as fetishes.

At Bosodongo, where we have two teach-

ers and their wives, one section of the village

joined the insurrection. The chief, who is

very friendly to our work, notified our teach-

ers that the insurrectionists were coming to

kill them that night, and asked them to come
to his house for protection, but they preferred

to stay at home. Then he said, "Take off

your- clothes and they will let you alone," but

the teachers answered, "We are Christians,

and if we die we shall die with our clothes

on." At dark their house was surrounded,

and they could hear the signals, but could see

no one. Then a poisoned arrow was shot and
stuck in the skirts of the wife of Ifaso, one

of the teachers. A slight scratch of a poi-

soned arrow usually means death. Fortu-

nately, the woman was not touched, but

thinking she was she rushed into the house

screaming that she had been killed. Just then

a drenching rain burst upon them and the

heathen, rejoicing in their seeming success,

withdrew, shouting their song of victory.

The next day the teachers made their way
to Belo, where they remained till we went

up. The chief and inost of the people of

Bosodongo wanted them to return, and, as

the trouble was all over, we paid them and
sent them back. Bosodongo is a very large

and strategic village. The day before our
teachers went back they received a letter from
a Catholic catechist saying that he had lo-

cated there and they need not return. As
the village wants our men and the govern-

ment official of this district is friendly to us,

there will be no trouble. But you can see

what we may expect if we get a Catholic

Administrateur and that may happen any
time.

We returned from Ikela to Belo and with
all of our teachers in the district spent three

weeks. While there we baptized twenty-five.

We sent teachers to two more very important
points within a half a day of Belo.

Bokese, who has had charge of Belo sta-

tion, has done splendid work. The station

runs back from the river about seven-eighths

of a mile. He has most of it cleared and a
path ten yards wide the full length, with a
palm set out every ten yards on each side

of the path. He has an adobe house built

for us to move into when we come to open

up the station. He also has about eleven

thousand brick made. While we were there

I saw to the putting up of the framework
for a brick kiln shed, a cook house and a
storehouse.

It was mighty hard for us to pull ourselves

away, knowing it would be six months before

we could get back again. We are hoping to

stay there permanently when we go next time.

E. R. Moox.

The Mayflower Tercentenary

THE objects of the celebration may be

epitomized as follows: (1) To make
known the story of the Pilgrims to the

whole country. (2) To emphasize the spir-

itual significance of their coming, and inter-

pret their ideals in terms of democracy. (3)

To make the spirit of the Pilgrims the basis

of an appeal to heroism, consecration and

the spirit of sacrifice. The observance will

include: (1) "Mayflower Week." November
21-29, will be set aside for a special celebra-

tion in the churches and religious organiza-

tions. (2) In the schools of the country spe-

cial exercises will be prepared and essays

written, under appropriate direction, and for

special prizes. (3) A series of nation-wide

mass meetings in seventy of the leading cities

of America will be held in "Mayflower Week."

culminating in New York on Monday. Novem-
ber 29. (4) All of the religious conventions

and conferences of the year will be asked to

give new recognition to the event. (5) A
bill before Congress carries a generous appro-

priation and provides for the issue of a May-
flower Commemorative Stamp. (6) The State

of Massachusetts, and the towns of Plymouth

and Provincetown have planned for special

observances. (7) Many patriotic societies

join in the celebration. (8) The Congrega-

tional churches, whose American history be-

gan at Plymouth Rock, have a special cele-

bration in Boston the last of June, continu-

ing until Julv 6.

At Ottawa they have had little use for

their county jail since prohibition went into

effect. Now Sheriff C. S. Ayres wants to

turn the jail into a hoi el for the summer
tourists, as the Ottawa hotels are unable to

accommodate all the motorists. Sheriff

Ayres plans to furnish the jail attractively.
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Decennial Commencement of College

issions

EACH annual commencement of the Col-

lege of Missions, Indianapolis, has

marked distinct advances over its pred-

ecessor. This is pre-eminently true of the

1920 event. The attendance for the year

just closed included fifty-two regular students

and a large number of special students, prin-

cipally from Butler College. The degree of

master of arts was won by four: Arthur E.

Elliott, Drake University, 1913; Esther Gale,

Drake University, 1918; Ina Elizabeth Smith,

University of Kansas, 1913; Lyrel Grace

Teagarden, Bethany College, 1910.

Certificates were granted, to twenty-one:

Goldie Pearl Alumbaugh, R. K, Mt. San

[Rafael Hospital, Trinidad, 1918; Anna Kath-

erine Bender, R. N., Christian Hospital, Kan-

sas City, 1919; Elmer George Boyer, B. A.,

University of Oregon, 191S; Mrs. Beatrice

Alexander Boyer, Eugene Bible University,

1917-1919; Mary Campbell, B. A., University

of Washington, 1919; Carey Cleo Dobson,

B. A., Butler College, 1919; 'Mrs. Clara Ar-

buckle Dobson, Butler College and College of

Missions, 1918-1920; Bertha Colera Douglas,

B. A., Eugene Bible University, 1919; Mrs.

Ivy Furman Elliott, B. S., Drake University,

1915; Frederick Julius Huegel, M. A., Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, 1914; Mrs. Alleen De
Garis Huegel, Oxford University, Mississippi,

1918-1919; Fred Walmsley Hughes, B. S.,

Drake University, 1916; Mrs. Mary Esther

Hughes, B. S., Drake University, 1917; Annie

Vicie Mullin, B. A., Butler College, 1919;

Blanche Adelle Parker, special student, Drake
University, 1917-1919; Helen Lenore Richey,

B. S., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1913;

Charles Amzi Vannoy, B. A., M. A., Ph.D.,

Drake University, 1910-1911, University of

Iowa, 1914; Mrs. Mary Adelaide Vannoy,

Canton, Missouri, sailed for Argentina March,

1920; Mrs. Mabel Anna Vierling, Union Mis-

sionary Training Institute, Brooklyn, 1908-

191.0; "Edna May Whipple, B. A., University

of Oregon, and Eugene Bible University, 1917;

Harriet Elizabeth Young, B. A., Cotner Col-

lege, 19.19.

Four missionaries at home from India on
furlough have been in residence at the College

for part or all of the year:

Anna Belle Cowdrey, B. A., Edwin Carey
Davis, M. A., Mrs. Isabelle Marshall Davis,

Myrtle Furman, B. A.

Commencement exercises began at 9 a. m.
Wednesday, June 9, with missionary pageants

of India, China, Japan and Paraguay. These
were given on the campus and presented, in a

striking manner, actual conditions in the

lands represented and the means being used

to Christianize them.

Graham Chapel being too small for the

great crowd that had assembled to witness

the exercises, the Downey Avenue Church was
utilized and even it could not contain the

multitude. The principal address was given

by G. Campbell Morgan, the great English

preacher and educator, who is now happily

located at Winona Lake, Indiana. He also

spoke in the evening and the next morning
to the Annual Conference of Foreign Mis-

sionaries. All of the addresses were expres-

sions of the most robust faith and the high-

est type of spirituality.

About a hundred of the guests had the

privilege of lunching with the students and

faculty in the college dining room and these

and another great company witnessed the or-

dination of the outgoing missionaries in the

afternoon on the college campus. Many no-

table words were spoken by those who par-

ticipated in the various exercises. We must
content ourselves by letting tin? charge to

the missionaries as given by President Burn-

ham and printed on the hack cover of this

issue of World Call represent the word- of

wisdom, of faith, and of consecration spoken

by all who took part in the exercises of the

day.

The impressive valedictory exercises, with

the planting of the ivy and the severing of

the ivy chain and the addition of the 1920

link to the College of Mission's chain, fol-

lowed the ordination service on the campus.

One who has not witnessed it can never ap-

preciate how the vastness and the solemn

reality of the mission task is visualized. The
circle of ivy binding together the entire group

of students was severed, leaving those who
are to continue their studies on one hand
and those who are going out at once to the

world fields on the other, then the one seg-

ment of the circle was broken again into

groups of the countries to which the new

The Severed Ivy Chain, College of Missions, June 9, 1920. Left, Those Who Remain in the College; Right, Those Who Go Forth
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missionaries are going. Today they are un-

der one roof and in one intimate fellowship:

tomorrow they will be separated by half the

circle of the earth.

As usual the commencement was followed

for three days by the conference of mission-

aries, Carey E. Morgan, Nashville, Tennessee,

and President A. J. Bowen of Nanking Uni-

versity being among the speakers.

The forecast for next year at the College of

Missions is not only encouraging, but inspir-

ing. The attendance will require all the space

that is being vacated by the Christian Wom-
an's Board of Missions, the Board of Educa-

tion and World Call, and probably addition-

al buildings.

Alexander Paul of China will continue as

Assistant Professor of Oriental Missions, and

T. P. Liu, from the University of Nanking,

will give courses in the Chinese language and

life, for which he is highly commended both

by his university and the China mission. S.

Kato, a graduate of Drake Bible College,

Tokyo, will render a similar service for Japan.

Professor A. E. Miles will give full time to

Latin America. Professor William Leeds

Richardson of Butler College will offer a new
coui'se in the Science of Education in its

Bearing on Religious Work.

A particularly fine feature of the 1920

commencement came as a surprise to Presi-

dent Paul. It was the presentation by the

class of 1920 of a splendid enlargement of

the photograph of the President, which ap-

pears as the frontispiece of this issue of

World Call.

United Christian Missionary Society

THE Executive Committee of the United

Christian Missionary Society met in the

Planters Hotel, St. Louis, May 28, and

was called to order at 9:30 a. m. by President

Burnham.

Prayer was offered by Mr. McLean.

The roll call showed the following members
present: Mesdames Grafton, Harrison, Case,

Weaver, Craig, Scott; Messrs. Clarkson, Cow-

herd, Philputt, Logan, Jones, Chilton.

Actions were taken on recommendations of

the Officers' Council as follows:

1. That contracts now existing between the

Joint Promotional Committee of the Disci-

ples' World Movement and state and area

cooperating organizations terminating on or

before July 15, 1920, shall be extended with

their consent and approval until sufficient

time has been given in which to make a care-

ful canvass of all existing contracts with a

view of arriving at a definite conclusion as

to the best plan for correlating and unifying

all of our promotional work, and with a view

of recommending to the Board of Education

and the United Christian Missionary Society,

the continuance, modification of existing con-

tracts, their abandonment or the adoption of

new and better plans for joint promotional

work.

2. That Mr. Mohorter change his office as

soon as practicable to St. Louis, dividing his

time between the work of the National

Benevolent Association and the Joint Promo-
tional Committee, salary and time to be ad-

justed between the Joint Promotional Com-
mittee and the National Benevolent Asso-

ciation.

3. That the Executive Committee through

the Joint Promotional Committee authorize

the Kentucky Campaign of the World Move-
ment of Disciples of Christ, to continue its

campaign under the present contract, and
that it aecure a director at a salary not to

exceed the rate of $3,600 per year.

4. That the Promotional and Regional Com-
mittee be authorized to open an office in St.

Louis not later than August 1.

5. That the Promotional and Regional Com-
mittee be requested to clarify the present

Budget situation, to prepare a budget of ask-

ings to be referred back to the Executive

Committee for their approval and presenta-

tion to the Budget Commission of the Inter-

national Convention.

6. That selection of Miss Goddard for tem-

porary service as National Superintendent

of Christian Endeavor beginning July 1, 1920,

be approved.

7. That the African mission be written

that if they approve the Kinshasa Hostel

and consider it a most vital item of work
we will grant it, but we will not be able to

meet the budget they will present.

S. That we grant the request of the African

mission that Mr. and Mrs. Moon and Miss

Goldie Wells be sent to open the new station

at Belo, 500 miles from the nearest mission

point in the Congo region.

9. That we approve the action of the For-

eign Society in declining to enter the Philip-

pine Islands Union College at the present

time.

10. That we approve.the Shanghai Ameri-

can School as the school for Disciple support

in China.

11. That we approve the plans for prepara-

tion of missionary material by Mr. Yocum
and Mrs. Hodgdon on Stewardship for use in

Bible schools during July, August and Sep-

tember; also the plans for preparation of the

new material to be used beginning October 1,

by Miss Lewis, Miss De Moss and Mrs. F. D.

Butchart, for the year 1920-1921; this mate-

rial to consist of a book on Stories of the
Church at Home and Abroad, for platform
use, with appropriate picture sheets.

12. The Executive Committee of the United
Christian Missionary Society having spent an
entire afternoon in earnest and intense con-

sideration of the present crisis in the Inter-

church World Movement, advises that the

several Boards meet their called-for under-
writings and heartily cooperate in carrying
forward the present financial campaign to a
successful conclusion.

13. That the following program outline for

the convention to be held in St. Louis in Oc-

tober, as recommended by the Officers' Coun-
cil to the Executive Committee be adopted:

October 18, a. m., Separate Board Meet-
ings; p. m., Meeting of Board of Managers,
United Christian Missionary Society.

October 19, a. m., Meeting of Board of Man-
agers; p. m., Opening Session, International

Convention, Reports, United Society and
Uniting Boards; evening, Session Interna-

tional Convention.

October 20, a. m., p. m. and evening. For-

eign Missions. Sessions, Foreign Christian

Missionary Society and Christian Woman's
Board of Missions.

October 21, a. m.. p. m. and evening, Home
Missions; Sessions, American Christian Mis-

sionary Society, Christian Woman's Board of

Missions, Bible Schools and Church Exten-
sion.

October 22, a. m., National and Benevolent

Association and Ministerial Relief and Pen-
sions Sessions: p. m. and evening. Board of

Education Sessions.

October 23, a. m. and p. m.. Temperance
Board Sessions of International Convention;
evening, Christian Endeavor Session.

October 24, p. m., Communion Service;

5 o'clock Hour of Prayer; evening. Christian

Endeavor Prayer Meeting.

14. That funds clearly designated through
Disciples of Christ World Movement for a
given Board be turned to the treasury of that

Board immediately by the Joint Treasurer;

that funds designated through Disciples of

Christ World Movement for the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society be held in the Treas-

ury of that Society.

That any money sent to any one of the

uniting societies designated for Disciples of

Christ World Movement be sent to the United

Treasurer.

The Committee adjourned to meet June 23.

in St. Louis, and Mr. A. B. Philputt closed

the meeting with prayer.

Ellte K. Payxe.

Principal

G. CAMPBEM,
Speaker at tin-

MORGAN
Col Ione

Commencement

275 Miles of Bibles

TWO hundred seventy-five miles of Bibles

would reach from New York to Boston,

on to Lowell and just run over into New-

Hampshire. And that is the kind of path

the American Bible Society could lay with

the Scriptures published by it during the past

year.

The annual report of the Society, just made
public, shows that over 3,400,000 volumes
were issued during 1919. Of these about

350.000 were Bibles. 550.000 Testaments, and

2.500.000 portions of Scriptures.

Nearly 140 million Scriptures have been

issued by the Society during its history t

:"

104 years.

During the World War 6,67S,301 Testa-

ments wore distributed among the belli"

forces of all nations.
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Notes and News
J. M. Talley, minister at Hattiesburg, Mis-

sissippi, writes: "I do hope this work can

continue at least two more years, for by

that time it can be self-sustaining. We are

preparing to do some needed repair work on

our house and as soon as that is paid for

I think we can take care of ourselves."

Glen Park, Gary, Indiana, where Rayborn

L. Zerby is minister, reports: "Had most in-

teresting men's service with crowded houss

and fine interest. Every-member canvass just

being completed in connection with World

Movement Campaign. Pledges to mission

will be four times that of last year. Sunday

school reorganized, with individual card rec-

ord for each student."

Plans have been made by the Central Com-

mittee on Alaska of the Home Missions Coun-

cil for a conference at Juneau and Nome for

the purpose of organizing under the rules of

the Associated Evangelical Churches of

Alaska, adopted by the Home Missions Coun-

cil and cooperated in by all the Evangelical

Mission Boards now doing work in that far-

off territory.

The most recently organized church of Des

Moines, the Douglas Avenue Church of Christ,

has decided to build. When the property

is completed it will cost $6,000 and this

money is already being raised. The Disciples

of the Des Moines Union will assist. The

church hopes to dedicate in June or July.

This church has a splendid location on the

east side of the city and has street car con-

nections with the city.

0. F. McHargue, Dunkirk, New York, says:

"We are putting an addition to our church

building to double the size of our auditorium

to accommodate our growing Sunday school

and to provide space for a great evangelistic

meeting next fall. Forty-seven new families

in touch with the church through the Sunday

school and Christian Endeavor in last six

months. Our financial budget has increased

fivefold in three years."

It is not too late yet to take an offering

for this gracious ministry of the Association.

Your school would be glad to give if it had an

opportunity. Do not allow carelessness or

prejudice or indifference to withhold from

your school this happy privilege of helping

the dependent in our own land. Take an

offering and send it to the National Benev-

olent Association, 2955 North Euclid Avenue,

St. Louis, Missouri.

The Historical Film Corporation of Amer-
ica, which has at last entered upon the big-

gest motion picture task of the age. that of

filming the Bible, is rushing production in

order to have six pictures ready for exhibi-

tion at the World's Sunday School Conven-
tion at Tokyo, Japan, in October. These pic-

tures will be exhibited throughout the Orient,

Australia and the British possessions of Af-

rica after the convention at Tokyo.

Will Moore, a student of Phillips Univer-

sity, has been preaching at Tyro, Kansas. As
a result of his work the church has wonder-

fully revived and they are now wanting to

erect a building. Mr. Moore will be their

regular pastor during the summer months,

during which time the church expects to erect

its building. This church plans to erect a

building to cost $10,000 and will dedicate

early in the fall.

North Little Rock, Arkansas, which re-

ceived a loan of $2,000 last year from the

Board of Church Extension for the erection of

a beautiful building, and within a month will

burn the mortgage, are now asking for an-

other loan to do a larger work. The church

was dedicated only last September and since

that time fifty-five have been added to the

church in a revival and sixty-one added at

the regular services.

Prohibition has so reduced the receipts of

what was the best paying political job in

Aurora, Illinois, that Police Magistrate

Thomas Barlow has asked the council to give

him some kind of a salary to keep the wolf

from the door. The office is supported by

police court fees and before the camel came,

paid hundreds of dollars each month. Now
the cases are so few the fees won't even pay
board. They were $46 last month.

Our living link churches are sending en-

couraging messages to headquarters. Horace
Kingsbury, minister at Owensboro, Kentucky,
writes: "This church contemplates no back-

ward steps in its missionary program, but

rather an advance. Don't get anxious about

Owensboro. I think you ought to know, how-
ever, that we follow a plan of two offerings

for 'others,' one on first Sunday of March
and the other on second Sunday of Septem-

ber."

For some time the church at Klamath
Falls, Oregon, has been contemplating a build-

ing that will really serve the community.
They are proposing to erect a building to cost

$30,000 and ask a loan of $10,000 from the

Board of Church Extension. C. F. Swander,

the State Secretary of Oregon, says that if

these folks undertake it they will carry the

church building to completion with the help

of $10,000 from the Board of Church Exten-

H. R. Allegood, Vicksburg, Mississippi,

writes: "We are very much encouraged over

the prospects here. These last nine months
have seen about a forty per cent increase in

church membership, a ninety per cent increase

in average Sunday school attendance, several

additional organizations for the young people,

and a general increase in all lines of church

work. Just now we are practically at the

limit of our capacity. We are planning en-

largement as soon as possible."

It cannot be determined yet whether or

not there will be an increase in the numbei

of schools contributing over last year. Though
we have gone ahead of last year in amount
of offering we have not at this writing yet

gone ahead of the number of schools con-

tributing. We have had some wonderful in-

creases in amounts from a very large number
of schools, but we are hoping also that then

will be an equally encouraging increase in

the number of contributing schools.

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.

Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

CHURCH FURNITURE
Petri. Polpiti, Chain, Altars, Book

Racksjablei, Deik»—EVERYTHING. The S /\1
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac- \M[
tory to your church. Catalog free. jt—>[

DelHonlinBrot&Co.Dept. 8 GreenTille.lll.

Individual Cups
jErery church should use. Clean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

Itnd special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Bos 488 Lima, Ohio

BINDERS FOR
WORLD GALL
TV TOST of the material appearing in

A World Call is of permanent value.

The magazine should be kept for ref-

erence. To facilitate its use an index

and title page have been prepared and

will be mailed free to subscribers re-

questing them.

The binder is strong, convenient and

attractive. It is made to hold twelve

numbers of World Call, which can be

inserted easily by anyone.

Price, $1.50, Postpaid

World Call, 222 Downey Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana

THE BRITE COLLEGE OF THE BIBLE
Self-Help Assurance: "Any boy who is anxious to preach and is

willing to work can make his way."
Investigate the standard courses, varied departments, missionary

zeal, successful grads, great climate.

Courses, Full, standard; including A. B. in Texas Christian Uni-
versity, of which it is a part.

For Informing Bulletin Write

DEAN COLBY D. HALL FT. WORTH, TEXAS
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Eight Months Ending May 31, 1920

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1919

Churches $36,078.91

Bible Schools 41,673.74

Christian Endeavor Societies 253.25

Individual Offerings 729.90

Annuities 8,800.00

Bequests 5,118.44

Special Offerings 2,874.14

Interest 15,142.53

Men and Millions Movement— 26,561.04

Literature 978.27

Miscellaneous 12,942.16

Board of Church Extension

Christian Woman's Board of

Churches $22,963.39

Missionary Societies, Circles,

etc. 153,984.51

Children's Organizations 9,425.51

Individual Gifts 32,456.65

Men and Millions Movement— 30,820.11

Bequests 6.398.90

Interest 15,689.45

Literature Sales and Subscrip-

tions 19,077.68

Mission Fields and Institutions 11,607.93

Sale of Property 297.50

Miscellaneous 6,261.64

1920 Gain

$41,195.95 $5,117.04

61,864.29 20,190.55

499.61 246.36

1,526.50 796.60

8,300.00 500.00*

3,183.05 1,935.39*

7,115.98 4,241.84

20,523.14 5,380.61

87,686.94 61,125.90

1,479.03 500.76

17,886.19 4,944.03

$251,280.68 $100,128.30

f Missions

$39,721.95 $16,758.56

202,722.47 48,737.96

7,259.12 2,166.39*

55,205.98 22,749.33

51,269.22 20,449.11

13,049.73 6,650.83

18,401.42 2,711.97

8,204.99 10,872.69*

13,360.08 1,752.15

5,564.42 5,266.92

6,664.40 402.76

$308,983.27 $421,423.78 $112,440.51

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number Contributing Churches 2,220 2,237

Number Cont. Sunday Schools 270 315
Number Cont. C. E. Societies. 1,056 916
Number Cont. Individuals 491 467

Churches (General Fund) ___ $99,205.67

Churches (Special Fund) 1,231.15

Sunday Schools 5,340.42

,080.32

,512.34

,694.42

Christian Endeavor Societies

Individuals (General Fund)
Individuals (Special Fund)
Men and Millions Movement

—

General Fund 25,738.84

Special Fund 4,599.12

Bequests (General Fund) 3,S09.65

Bequests (Special Fund) 5,000.00

Miscellaneous 11,325.66

Annuities 23,099.54

$115,085.63

1,340.00

6,463.13

12,597.32

13,801.39

22,617.00

3,634.17

1,000.00

8,769.84

1,445.36

12,801.39

38,444.00

17

45
140*

24*

$15,879.96

108.85

1,122.71

1,517.00

3,710.95*

16,922.58

22,104.67*

3,599.12*

4,960.19

3,554.64*

1,475.73

15,344.46

Loss in General Fund Receipts—
Gain in Special Fund Receipts_-

Gain in Annuity Fund Receipts.

[5213,637.13 $237,999.23 $24,362.10

$1,356.24

10,373.88

15,344.46

National Benevolent Association

(Seven Months Only)

Churches $34,812.79 $49,266.64

Schools 40,544.'36 75,951.31

Societies 2,734.29 3,523.73

Individuals 33,879.97 70,111.06

Lodges and Welfare 1,255.04 2,028.66

Patients, Board, Admissions— 14.783.27 15,560.92

Annuities 18,002.50 30,397.50

Trust Funds 970.00 6,131.86

Endowments : 100,500.00

Bequests 1S,520.99 4,855.00

Interest Earned 6,209.06 14,106.36

Men and Millions Movement— 20,563.92 3,278.74

Miscellaneous 3,901.81 3,767.97

$14,453.85

35,406.95

789.44

36,231.09

773.62

777.65

12,395.00

5,161.86

100,500.00*

13,665.99*

7,S97.30

17,285.18*

133.84*

1919

Churches $14,223.10

Sunday Schools 187.54

Individuals 168.11

Annuities 11.570.00

Bequests 20.471.59

Men and Millions Movement— 14,068.34

1920

$18,629.61

368.34

937.38

27.550.00

1,231.19

10,309.49

Gain

$4,406.51

1S0.S0

769.27

15,980.00

19.240.40*

3,75S.85*

$60,688.68 $59,026.01 $1,662.67

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches $19,634.05 $28,299.63

Bible Schools 3. 182.60 14.547.28

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 26.855.24 10.624.01

Bequests 7,4S4.85 4,118.97

Annuities ' 550.00 5.300.00

Interest and Rent 5.084.08 4.215.37

Miscellaneous 774.52 4.356.31

$63,565.34 $71,461.5;

$8,665.58

11.364.68

16.231.23*

3.365.8S*

4.750.00

868.71*

3.5S1.79

$7,896.23

Pension Fund, October 1, 1919 $52,513.05

Dues Paid in bv Ministers 18.704.85

ialance in Pension Fund May 1, 1920 $71,217.90

Board of Education

Churches $3,180.03 $10,525.73

Colleges 1.666.66 1.538.12

Miscellaneous 567.74 809.90

Interest 3. IS 3.1S

Disciples' World Movement 573.00

$7,345.70

128.54*

242.16

573.00

$5,417.61 $13,449.93 $S,032.32

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches $1,690.92

Sunday Schools 1.00

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 1.83S.09

Miscellaneous 4S7.42

$2,306.10

45. 7 S

6.166.00

1.390.97

$615. IS

44.7S

4.327.91

903.55

$4,017.43 $9.90S.S5 $5.S91.42

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools-

Individuals

Disciples' World Movement
Literature

Miscellaneous

Interest

$2,327.72

L45S.95

69.75

32.25

15.60

$3,904.27

$3,242.27

1,474.10

50.00

29.60

7.60

10.03

$4.S13.60

$914.55

15.15

50.00

40.16*

24.85'

5.57'

Grand Totals for All Boards

Churches $235,347.73

Sunday Schools 90.929.66

Christian Endeavor Societies

—

11.333.57

Individuals and Men and Mil-

lions Movement 243.445.04

Bequests 66.S04.42

Annuities 62,022.04

Interest and Rent 42.143.90

Missionary Societies and Circles 153.9S4.51

Children's Organizations 9.425.51

Mission Fields and Institutions 11.607.93

Subscriptions and Literature

—

20.125.70

Miscellaneous 60.S74.10

$309,613.

159.240,

13.096,

339.641

36.653

109.991

57.259

2U2.722

7.259

13.360

9.713

89.771

$909.33

s74.265.7S

6S.310.47

1.763.36

96.196.94

30.151.2S'

47.969.46

15.115.60

4S.737.96

2,166.39*

1.752.15

10,412.08*

2S.S97.32

$1,008,044.11 $1,348,323.40 $340,279.29

$296,678.00 $27S,979.75 $17,698.25*
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A questionnaire was sent to the doctors of

Ontario, Canada, regarding the effect of beer

drinking. The question which the medical

men were asked and the number of negative

and affirmative replies were as follows:

Is it your opinion that the regular use of

beer for beverage purposes is

—

Yes

(a) Conducive to health? 29

(b) Harmless? 55

(c) Injurious? 443

No
472

422

41

The Board of Church Extension has, agreed

to help purchase a lot in Raleigh, North Caro-

lina, having appropriated $9,300 for this

project. The entire cost of the ground is

$11,000. In the North Carolina Campaign,

$25,000 will be appropriated for a new church

building in Raleigh, the capital of North Car-

olina. One of the Church Extension Board

secretaries recently made a survey of Raleigh

in company with C. C. Ware, the State Sec-

retary. The location is the finest in the city.

The Court Street Church of Christ, Salem,

Oregon, received a loan some time ago for the

erection of a small building, which is now
overgrown. In every way their church is

more alive than it lias ever been. The Bible

school is growing; the Christian Endeavor

Society is among the best in the State. The

same can be said of the entire church. The

church is having a sound growth and has

every reason to continue if proper equipment

can be furnished. Forty-five people were

added to the church during the "Each One

Win One" campaign.

The following encouraging report has been

received from E. C. Sechler, Florence, Ala-

bama: "Eleven were added, five to confes-

sion, as a result of the pre-Easter Campaign.
Prospects are bright for a number of other

new members in the near future. Christian

Woman's Board of Missions is growing in

numbers and enthusiasm. Our little church

sent an offering of $30 to Christian Woman's
Board of Missions headquarters, $30 to For-

eign Society, $18 to American Society and
$25 to State. Recently organized a Junior

Christian Endeavor. Sunday school is in the

special campaign leading up to Children's

Day."

The church at Middletown, Ohio, is just

planning a forward movement for the purpose
of erecting . new building with the assistance

of the Ohio Christian Missionary Society. Mr.
Booth of the Board of Church Extension, with
Mr. Cahill of the Ohio Society, has looked
over the ground and a splendid lot was pur-

chased which business men and others say is

the best location in the city for a church.
The last census gives Middletown 23,000. The
church is to be located in a part of the city

where there are no other churches and will

have a population of 6,000 from which to

draw. The church has a growing Bible school
of 400 and a membership of nearly 300. They
have been worshiping in a tabernacle which
is entirely inadequate. Tt is absolutely neces-

sary that the Board of Church Extension help
this church at Middletown and the Board is

ready to do its full part. The Board must
get its full budget if it is to answer the
many interesting and splendid appeals from
all parts of the country.

Rev. HENRY G. BOWDEN, Secretary of the Men and Millions

Movement, says

—

'Hymns for Today Meet the Need ofthe Hour.

Read his letter.

"Dear Brother Fillmore: I liavo studied with great care your new book 'Hymns for
for Today.' Let me say without reservation, it fills, from every standpoint, tin- need of
the hour. It is just what its name implies, and more. These hymns of all kinds will go
down in history as a godsend to the race. The arrangement from beginning to end is the
best I have ever seen.

"May I not wish that 'Hymns for Today' will be the means of leading many souls to
the feet of the Master? With deep appreciation of your good self and this great work, I am,

"Oordially and sincerely, HENRY G. BOWDEN."
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 5, 1920.

"Hymns for Today," by J. H. Fillmore, contains 340 songs. Services for the various
grades of Sunday School and Church; is bound in fine cloth, with gold stamp. Price

$75 per 100. Sample copy sent for examination. Orchestrated.

525 ELM STREET
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE

CINCINNATI, OHIO

1855

BUTLER
1920

COLLEGE
Summer School Session of 1920

Monday, June 21 to Saturday, August 14

Attractive Surroundings Mode rate Expenses Standard 1 nstruction

Courses wt 11 be offered in

Astronomy Economics
Biblical History Education
and Literature English

Botany French
Chemistry

History Political Science

Latin Psychology

Mathematics Sociology

Physics Zoology

A Summer School Bulletin Can Be Obtained by Addressing

BUTLER COLLEGE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

William Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.

Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.
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Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions..

Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.

Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical

courses in Law, Medicine, Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial
and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

Forty Per Cent Underpriced
50 Cent Books for 30 Cents

This very popular series of books is now
being advertised at fifty cents per copy.
A large stock makes it wise for us to sell

at this price. We will fill orders only
from stock on hand. You will do well to

buy for next Christmas as well as present
needs.

LITTLE FOLKS FROM LITERATURE
Books 1, 2, 3, 4, Each Complete, 30c Each
"Takes from the pages of the classics

some of their brightest figures and puts
them on a simpler basis, but in the very
words of the author. David Copperfield,
Lorna Doone, Paul and Virginia, and oth-
ers of the best juniors in literature live

again for the children of today in these
little stories.

LITTLE FOLKS IN HISTORY
Books 1, 2, 3, 4, Each Complete

Sixteen fascinating stories about little

folks in history, comprising the fourth and
last set of books in our popular Little
Folks Series. Mrs. Calhoun knows just
how to write for children, and these
stories with all the charm of romance and
history, will be eagerly read by the little

ones.

LITTLE FOLKS OF THE BIBLE
Book I—Boys in Patriarchal Homes

Isaac, Ishmael, Joseph, Benjamin.
Book II—Boys in the Days of the Prophets

David, Saul, Daniel, The Shunammite's
Son.
Book III—Girls of the Bible
The Story of Miriam. Jephthah's Daugh-

ter. The Captive Maid. Jairu's Daughter.
Book IV—Boys of the New Testament
The boyhood of Jesus. The Lad with

the Loaves. John the Baptist. Paul's
Nephew.

LITTLE FOLKS IN ART
Books 1, 3, 3, 4, Each Complete

Children love both pictures and stories,
and in this unusual combination they will
find great pleasure and delight. In addi-
tion to the pleasure given the little folks
they are being unconsciously educated in
art lore.

30c Per Copy, Postpaid

The people of Tennessee have for some time

lieen deeply interested in the church at Kings-

port, a rapidly growing city in the eastern

part of the State. On May 11 the church

purchased a lot which cost $2,100. It is lo-

cated one block from the center of the town.

The plans for the Bible school building, to

cost $10,000, are being prepared. They will

build at once and want a loan of $4,000 from

the Board of Church Extension. H. L. Pat-

terson reports that they have the largest au-

dience now that they have had since he went

to Kingsport. Additions are constantly com-

ing and this new church now has a Bible

school of 118.

Sunday school attendance is encouraging.

Republic mission school is ninety per cent

Italian. Thompson Xo. 2 school is seventy-

five per cent foreign.
- '

The Minnesota Republican convention at

its recent gathering put the following plank

in its platform:

"The pressing needs of efficiency and saving

during the trying days of the world war
having brought about the eradication of the

liquor traffic, we resent any attempt to again

foist the saloon and its accompanying evils

on this country. The results so far achieved

in the reduction of crime and the improve-

ment in legitimate industry indicate that we
would never again countenance the waste,

crime and misery that follow such traffic, and

we announce ourselves as opposed to the re-

turn of any such business in any shape and

form."

MEIGS PUBLISHING CO. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

During the month of February the mission-

ary in charge of the evangelistic work of the

Laoag station conducted twenty local con-

ferences in the churches, which with the days

required for travel, in some cases filled the

month full. These conferences are proving to

be a very satisfactory way of keeping the

church organization to a higher point of effi-

ciency and of keeping the members in line.

They are held quarterly. A Filipino supervisor

is aiding in this work, although thus far he

has failed to relieve the missionary of the bur-

den of the responsibility. Mr. Saunders of

Vigan strengthened the February conferences

by his presence and by his stereopticon lec-

tures.

The H Street Christian Church, Washing-

ton, D. C, had the happy experience of burn-

ing their mortgage April 30. This was a

great occasion for this faithful group of Dis-

ciples and they are now inspired with a

strong determination to complete their church

building with the addition of the auditorium

this summer. This will require about $35,000.

The congregation is putting on a drive at

once for $20,000 and they are asking for

$15,000 from the Board of Church Extension.

P. A. Cave writes that the outlook for the H
Street Church is most promising and with a

completed building they can within a few

years have a strong church of 500 or 600

members.

Miss Bessie Beckett, who assists Ray Man-

ley in the coke regions of western Pennsyl-

vania, writes thus to the American So-

ciety: "A Junior Christian Endeavor has

been organized and is doing good work.

A meeting is being held on Tuesday evening

to organize a senior society. The young peo-

ple are asking for it. During the month of

February a Disciple church was organized at

Tower Hill with a charter membership of one

hundred. Since that time two more have

been "added, one by letter and one by baptism.

In its convention at Vincennes, the brother-

hood of Indiana requested the Xational

Benevolent Association to take over the

Emily Flinn Home of Marion, Indiana, and
operate it as a home for the aged. The reso-

lutions adopted involved a commitment of

the churches of Indiana to a more loyal and
hearty support of the Association's ministry

than ever before. This home is a direct gift

to the Association, the only condition being

that it continue to provide during their lives

for the old ladies now in residence there.

This home is greatly needed to help provide

for the long waiting list. This matter was
engineered by E. L. Day, pastor of the First

Christian Church, Marion, Indiana.

A member of the 169th Street Church. New
York City, which the American Christian

Society is helping, writes : "I felt quite sure

you would be glad to hear about our church

here since things are improving. It surely

would have done your heart good to have at-

tended our evening for the new members.
Looked fine to see a whole row of them, ex-

tending nearly all the way across the front

of the room, and among them one Italian lady

and daughter, and others are interested. Mr.

Storer and 1 have had wonderful experiences

with Jews, who are anxious to know the

truth. Truly, this is a great' mission field.

May those who are followers of the Man of

Galilee walk worthy of the high calling and

exemplify his teaching in our everyday lives."

'"Nothing could be more false than the as-

sertion, made a million times, that beer, as

the nation knows it, is not intoxicating. It

is not only intoxicating, but has made more
inebriates in America than hard liquor, be-

cause it has educated untold thousands to

seek stimulants who never would have begun
on whisky. The police station, the police

court, the hospital and asylum, and the re-

formatory records of the nation, and of a
large part of all the world, utterly disprove

the assertion that beer is a harmless beverage.

The very fact that it seems to contain only

an insignificant and innocent percentage of

alcohol makes it a more insidious social dan-

ger than the distilled intoxicant, which, as a

rule, is repellent to the smell and abhorrent

to the taste of the normal man."'

Miss Bertha Merrill, our worker among
the immigrants in Xew York City, writes at

the close of April: "It has been a splendid

month with good attendance, interest and

enthusiasm. The "Working Girls' and Mothers'

Club have combined into a most successful

dressmaking class for six weeks and will

hold a Style Show May 7. when they will

wear the dresses they have made.

"The first real gathering of the religious

workers of the East Side was held at the

Community House. A banquet was served

and a splendid fellowship enjoyed by all. It

is hoped that a permanent organization will

be effected, meeting monthly. The next meet-

ing will be at Olivet. May 17. We are using

the present building almost to its capacity

of afternoons with three groups meeting then.

Sunday evening. May 7. we give a program

at Central Church."
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A Rare Opportunity
Awaits Your Son and

Daughter if they are

Prepared for Leadership

The call for strong, trained Christian men and women who know The Way, who
will lead the way and cause others to follow, is loud.

The demand for Christian men in the Home, the Church, and the State is as

great as at any time in the world's history.

The call for thoroughly trained Christian women to lead their sisters, at home

and abroad, as missionaries, teachers and home makers grows more insistent.

What Will Your Son and

Daughter Do ?

Help them to get the best possible training for life's work.

Your Church maintains her Christian colleges to help you achieve your fondest

ambitions for your children.

"It matters not how well educated a man may be," says Dr. John R. Mott, "if

he goes out into the world with a corrupt heart, an ungoverned will, and low ideals, he

is a menace to society and a source of weakness to the life of a nation."

The Christian College exists and is maintained for the very purpose of increas-

ing the output of that which is in greatest demand in America and the whole world to-

day—intelligent, highly trained Christian character and leadership.

"I wish that all those who come up to the University would first take their train-

ing in a high-grade Christian college."—Pres. Edmund James, University of Illinois.

The Colleges Named Here Are Cooperating in This Advertisement,
Your Choice. JVrite for Information.

Taki

Bible College of Missouri Columbia, Missouri

College of Missions Indianapolis, Indiana
Cotner College Bethany, Nebraska
Culver-Stockton College Canton, Missouri
Drake University Des Moines, Iowa
Eureka College Eureka, Illinois

Hiram College Hiram, Ohio

Lynchburg College Lynchburg, Virginia

Missouri Christian College Camden. Point, Missouri

Phillips University Enid, Oklahoma

Texas Christian University Fort Worth, Texas

Transylvania College Lexington, Kentucky
William Woods College Fulton, Missouri
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Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missouri

and Conservatory of Music
70th Year. Literary course. School
of Education (State Certificate),
Music. Art, Physical Education
and Home Economics.

,

$160,000 Dormitory
under construction.
$25,000 Natatorium.
Dormitories with hot
and cold running
water in every room.
Send for catalog and
viewbook.
Mrs.L.W.St.Clair-Moss

President
Box 342 Columbia, Mo.

A Junior
Colleqe
for

Women

Jl Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

The Jail Board of Baltimore reports that

there were 3,992 fewer commitments in 1919

than in 1918.

Plans for fuller cooperation in Home Mis-

sionary work in South Domingo, Hayti, are

rapidly being completed.

We now have a chance, for the first time

in history to show what, by the grace of God,

America may attain to.

H. T. Brown. Janesville, Wisconsin, reports

forty-four added to the church in a recent

meeting. The greater number came from the

Sunday school.

William M. Reeves has been a professor in

Cotner College, Bethany, Nebraska, for

twenty-three years. He is head of the De-

partment of Mathematics in that institution.

R. II. Miller of Independence Boulevard

Church, Kansas City, Missouri, says: "I

assure you it is our intention to continue the

Living Link relation with the American So-

ciety."

All ministers who are going to Europe this

summer are requested to notify Charles S.

Macfarland, General Secretary Federal Coun-
cil of the Churches of Christ in America, 105

East 22nd Street, New York City.

P. H. Welshimer, Canton, Ohio, assures us

of his continued support: "The church at

Canton, Ohio, will continue its support of

Willis and Webber, The one thousand dollars

will be sent between now and the latter part

of June."

Representative Charles H. Randall of Los
Angeles, California, said: "I, myself, have

stood by the graves of men who shot them-

selves after being ruined gambling at Tia

Juana, Mexico, just across the California

line."

E. B. Kemm, Borough Park Brooklyn, New
York, writes: "We have been very busy get-

ting ready for the drive, and expect to exceed

our apportionment. Our people are very

happy in giving to the Lord's work and are

realizing more than ever the meaning of

stewardship."

The Easter offering of the National Benev-

olent Association has forged several thousand

dollars ahead of last year's total of $74,099.51

in spite of severe weather throughout the

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1 840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Clogd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethany, West Va.

Central states. We are growing in practical

sentiment for the needy child, the widow in
distress and those upon whom old age and
poverty have come at the same time.

One of the interesting facts in connection
with the Easter offering this year is that
while the number of offerings reported early
was not as large as last year, there lias been
an increase at the latter end of the period
over last year. The Easter blizzard com-
pelled a good many schools to postpone their

offerings, and a great many schools held their

offering open longer than usual in order to

gather up the fragments.

The campaign of the National Federation
of Federal Employes for a minimum living

wage for Government workers was brought
to a victorious conclusion when the Johnson-
Nolan bill, providing a wage of at least $3
per day or $1,080 per year for every adult

employe of the United States Government
and the District of Columbia, passed the

Senate without opposition. The bill had
already passed the House, promptly received

the signature of the President and so becomes
a law July 1, 1920.

The Johnson-Nolan bill will affect some
66,000 men and women in the employ of the

United States Government throughout the

country. The groups chiefly affected are the

custodian service, customs laborers, library

workers, Bureau of Engraving and Printing

employes, Indian schools, St. Elizabeth's hos-

pital and other institution employes.

F. E. Livengood, Jubbulpore, India: I am
enjoying my work in the Bible College very

much and will be glad to take full time work
the first of July. The students that we have

now are tine young men, and I am sure that

most of them will make good preachers and
successful Christian workers.

V, e have certainly all been benefited by
Secretary Wilson's visit to India, and he
claims that he has been heljied. It would
be a fine thing if more of you could come.

Gather up a lot of rich church people some
time, who are more or less interested in inis*-

sions, and bring them to India, making them
pay your expenses for suggesting the idea.

We can show them a lot of interesting things

which will make them want to invest all

of their money right here.

Our work and study go along about as

usual. A week from Tuesday I will begin

to take the third Hindi examination, so I am
spending several hours a day on language

study. Every morning I give the Bible Col-

lege students a singing lesson from 6:45 to

7. and from 11 to 11:45 I have a class with

them in the Philosophical Systems of India.

An hour each day outside of school time I am
giving special work to a new student whom
we have taken into the English course on
trial. He has almost a full year of work to

make up but he is very bright, and I have no
doubt he will be taken in as a regular student

at the beginning of the term in July. It is

a pleasure to work with him because he is

so interested and enthusiastic. He has made
a good record as a preacher for some years

and I am sure that he will be greatly bene-

fited by this additional training. I wish we
could get several dozen like him. Alice is

quite busy keeping house, but she manages
to get in a little Language study.
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A Journal of Christianity

IN THE task of extending the Kingdom of Christ on earth, no
single agency is more important than the weekly religious paper.

It reaches its readers when their thoughts are turning toward the

services of the Lord's Day, and inspires in them a spirit of greater
devotion.

Of all the religious periodicals published in the interest of the

various Protestant communions, there is not one that surpasses The
Christian-Evangelist, the great weekly paper of the Disciples of Christ.

And no paper among us contains such timely and vital messages.

The one purpose of The Christian-Evangelist is to serve the cause
of Christ through the brotherhood. It stands for New Testament

Christianity, without compromise:
It is a material factor in the in-

struction and inspiration of our
membership.

For more than fifty years this

great religious weekly has helped
in linking the thoughts of its

readers with their Master, has
carried the tidings of sacrifice

and reward, has encouraged the

people to greater effort.

The Christian-Evangelist wants
to be used in helping to advance
the cause of Christ. That is the

reason for its existence. But the
measure of its power is its circu-

lation. You can greatly increase

its influence, while at the same
time you will have the benefit of

its help.

These are great hours in the world's progress. You cannot afford

to miss a copy of the paper. Every week there are single articles

worth more to you than the price for a year.' The best membership is

an informed membership.

The Christian-Evangelist expects to reach the members of every
church in the Brotherhood. Many of its friends, who realize the value
of. its influence, are active in enlarging its list of subscribers. Join

this company and send us a list from your church.

| The Christian-Evangelist

| Offers its readers week by week,

| news, interpretation, emphasis,

| discussion and exposition of:

I Our Plea
M Church Doings
j Pastors' Plans
§§ Thinkers' Ideals

Schools and Colleges
World Christian Movements
Significant World News

H Book Reviews
Children's Hour
Sunday School Lessons
Prayer Meeting Topics

j§ Evangelism j|
Sermons and Songs

W Pictures and Poetry
Lyric and Laughter
Helps to Service
Inspirations to Worship

| All in the Christian Temper and j
| with loyalty to the Divine Christ.

Subscription Price $2.00 a Year

Christian Board of Publication St. Louis, Mo.



CHARGE TO OUTGOING
MISSIONARIES
By FREDERICK W. BURNHAM

President of tlb United Oh

Jndianupoht,

r
IT

would fete appropriate if Dr. Shelton or Dr.

Macklin or some other of our missionaries

who have seen long service on the field

might be here to give this charge today. I can

only give you the charge of another missionary,

who, advanced in years and having endured

abundant hardships, writes to a young mis-

sionary whom he had trained this inviting

challenge to service. It is found in II Timothy.,

2 :3, "Take thy part in suffering hardship with

me as a good soldier of Christ Jesus."

I bring this message to you not only because

the fields to which you are going and the con-

ditions of the world in our day foretell the

possible endurance of hardship which awaits

you, but also because the message itself rings

true to life. It is a manly challenge, it looks

at the facts of life with level eye, it blinks no

part of the discipline out of which character is

wrought. It is the call to the untested mission-

ary of one who has learned in the school of

experience.

Education has been defined as "the rise of

the individual into the experience of the race,"

and this call of the Apostle Paul to take one's

share of hardship as a good soldier of Jesus

Christ fits the definition of education. It is the

rise into the experience of the race.

There are three considerations which enforce

this challenge.

First: The law of reciprocity demands it.

"Other men have labored and ye have entered

into their labors." Every path over which your

feet shall go, whether the paved street of the

city or the trail of the wilderness, has been

wrought out of the labors of others. All the|

beginnings of missionary service, the transla-

tions, the literature, the schools, the hospitals,

the training stations, are the results of the la-

bors of others who have endured hardship, and

you are to take your share and to add thereto.

Second : The law of comradeship enforces it.

nstian Missionary Society

June g, IQ20

To be a good comrade one must play the game.

You will play up to the fellows by your side.

One of our chaplains who served in a hospital

in France told me the other day of a colonel

who was brought into his hospital grievously

wounded and burned with liquid flame. As the

colonel was recovering the chaplain asked him
how it came that he, as an officer of rank, had
suffered these injuries. The colonel replied

that he could not stand it to be safe in a dug-

out back of the lines telephoning other men how
to go out and get killed. He had to go over the

top with them. Your sense of comradeship

will keep you beside the bravest.

Third : Your own inherent sense of manli-

ness, of womanliness, will demand response to

this challenge. To do any less than to take your

full share of hardship as a good soldier of Christ

Jesus would violate the high sense of manhood
which has been developed in you as the disci-

ples of Jesus Christ. To shrink would be an act

of turpitude. To take your share of hardship

will be to rise to your own conception of man-
liness.

And now you are going out as the first mis-

sionaries appointed by the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society, and as ambassadors of Jesus

Christ to the nations. I want to give you the

assurance that you shall have the sympathy

and support of the entire organized life of the

Disciples of Christ. Henceforth our work is

one. Every missionary in the home land, every

teacher in our schools, every nurse in our hos-

pitals or homes, will be sharing the task with

you as you teach or preach or minister in the

regions beyond. You are going out as the

servants of no mere corporation (our organized

work has its business aspects) , but as the fel-

low servants of a living, loving Brotherhood

who, through this organized agency, will sup-

port your endeavors, while individually they

bear you up with constant intercession to the

Throne of Grace.
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The Primacy of Prayer
By PETER AINSLIE

CHE getting together of God and ourselves

is the great ideal in human life. It is

the fundamental basis of all good. The
priests of Buddha say, "Think of Bud-
dha and you will be transformed into

Buddha." How much truer is this when applied to

our heavenly Father! When we think of Him and
hold communion with Him we are transformed by His

Spirit into His likeness. Hence said an American
preacher, "Let the day have a blessed baptism by
giving your first waking thoughts into the bosom of

God. The first hour of the morning is the rudder of

the day." There is no other experience like it and
none that can be a substitute for it.

Prayer is to our spiritual instincts what eating is

to our physical needs. The inspiration of all the best

in us has its motive power in prayer. It is the atmos-

phere in which courage, faith, truth and love grow,

flourish and bloom. "Prayer is," says Brierley, "the

gracious circulating of divine ideas through the human
soul." It moves all our inspirations Godward and
makes communion of man with God as normal in

human experience as eating food or breathing air."

It is God's method of changing man rather than

man's attempt to change God. The spirit of prayer

comes from the Father. Some one has said, "It is God
seeking for Himself on earth and finding Himself in

man." The Spirit presses for entrance upon all souls.

Only those who pray receive inwardly this atmosphere,

which so awakens our hopes and aspirations for holi-

ness that our words fail to convey our thoughts and
in our meditations "the Spirit Himself maketh inter-

cession for us." In none of this are we changing

God, but God is so changing us that we are finding in

His will the highest joy of human experience.

It is man's privilege to pray. There is nothing in

the physical world that can respond in affection to

the love of God, except man who holds communion
with the heavenly Father and prays. Other things in

nature respond to Him, such as the growing of animals

plants and sand dunes, the changing of tides, air cur-

rents and seasons, the ripening of grain, vegetables

and fruit, but all these have their day and disappear.

Man lives by communion with the Father and is the

praying product of the world. It is the fundamental

experience of mankind, not only indicating his right-

ful nobility, but his undisputed kinship with God.

Taller than the highest mountain, broader than the

widest ocean, grander than the most gorgeous sunset,

sweeter than a garden of blooming flowers is the

humblest human soul—the only created thing that has

the privilege of prayer.

In our bewilderment of approach to the Father we
find in the first epistle of John a single sentence that

shines as a star on our way—"If we ask anything ac-

cording to His will He heareth us." There are three

strokes. In the first we ask, implying faith in God
through Jesus Christ our Lord ; in the second, we bow
to His will, surrendering wholly to Him, and as truly

as the sap comes in the living trees in the springtime we

are brought into the third, which is the blessed fact

that God hears us. Not only the Scriptures abound
in instances that God hears when His people pray,

but the history of the past and the experiences of the

present are witnesses that cannot be stared out of

countenance nor browbeaten by criticism or op-

position.

In the opening of the Anderson School of Natural
History, Agassiz said, "I think we have need of prayer.

I don't feel that I can call any one here to ask a

blessing for us. I know I could not have anybody
pray for us at this moment. I ask you for a mo-
ment to pray for yourselves." There in a silence that

was solemn and beautiful the distinguished scientist

and his pupils reverently bowed their heads in prayer

to God. It was an appropriate opening for the study

of nature. It must likewise be an appropriate ap-

proach to every daily task. Plato says, "The best

and noblest action which a virtuous man can perform,

and that which will most promote his success in life,

is to live by vows and prayers, in continual inter-

course with the gods: nay, all who would act with

due consideration before beginning any undertaking,

whether great or small, ought to invoke God." This

is the witness of pagan culture and philosophy. It

furnishes the background for the best in our race.

Christian culture and philosophy can only exceed it

by the nearness with which Christ has brought our

heavenly Father and mankind together, thereby show-

ing the fruits of the closer communion of souls whose
constant prayers have changed first themselves and
then others to the glory of God.

Prayer is the greatest comfort to the soul.' A thou-

sand things burden us as we thread our way through

the years. There is no heart but has its trouble. Add-

ed to all this, man is characteristically lonely- Some-
times he plunges into all sorts of things for comfort,

but only God can go into that inner chamber and there

prayer finds the altar and benedictions of divine grace

come as gentle as the sunrise, until all the soul is

warm with heavenly light. A barren life becomes

fruitful and its only explanation lies in the practice

and mystery of prayer.

It is the greatest of all human experiences. Merely

saying prayers will not give this experience, nor drop-

ping into the mechanical and indefinite public or pri-

vate prayer. The soul must put itself in preparation

for prayer. It must not be contented with shallow

wading. Go out into the deep. Until you do this you
will never know anything about the joy of prayer.

Like all rare things it is costly. Time, meditation,

confession and sacrifice must be the ministrations at

the altar of prayer. The best in us must be given

to the best from God. Prayer is the method of pos-

session.

With the wealth of human experience in prayer

back of us every Christian is challenged to make
greater changes in himself and human society by

God's method of uplifting us by prayer. Jesus says,

"Pray to thy Father who is in secret."
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Trust God—Trust God's People

NOT within the memory of this generation has there been

so much cynicism and pessimism abroad in the world.

It is easily accounted for as the inevitable recoil from

the high tension of the war, but to explain it is not to justify

it, and still less to justify surrender to it. Neither is it enough

to explain it. Rather must it be resisted as one of the chief

works of the devil.

It is commonly remarked that the forces of reaction openly

and defiantly controlled both the Republican and the Demo-

cratic national conventions, and this in spite of the fact that

the great majority of each party, given a fair chance to express

itself, is of altogether different temper. Temporarily, the old

order of professional politician, with his ironclad alliance with

material greed on one hand and the liquor traffic on the other,

has won a great victory. The people, apparently, are left to

choose between two evils; more of the tyranny of property

over people on the one hand, or more of truculence to the

traffic in human souls on the other. Can the Prohibition Party

put forth a prophet and' a platform for the hour and deliver

the nation from this dilemma?

Of course the same spirit of reversion to the old order is

manifest in the churches. Here as in politics the extent of its

prevalence is due not only to the arrogance, influence and

organization of those who believe that the state of things

before the flood was the divine order that must be restored

for the millenium, but also to the defeatism of those who think

differently but have abandoned hope. Not for half a century

have the forces of reaction been more clamorous or the forces

of progress more timid. It is an alliance of cynicism and

pessimism that must be broken.

The alliance can and will be broken and the sooner it is

done the more easily it can be accomplished. We must recog-

nize the extent of the present advantage gained by the enemy,

but we must not overlook the strength that remains with the

forces of righteousness. Compared with the party of Mat
Quay and Mark Hanna the party that followed the absentee

leadership of Bois Penrose at Chicago is a radically progress-

ive organization; over against the conventions adopted a

perennial plank against "sumptuary legislation" the San Fran-

cisco meeting might have passed for a session of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union. Of course, Mr. Penrose and
Mr. Murphy would go all the way back to the feudal age, if

they dared, but they know that their parties would not follow

so far and that there is a vast body of independent voters in

America with whom they have to reckon. Why admit for a

moment that human progress must halt or the hands be turned

backward on the dial of God's clock?

Of course there is this practical difficulty, that the agents

of reaction get their livings and seek their fortunes directly or

indirectly in the line of their political activities, while it is a

notorious fact that reforms offer crucifixion to their leaders,

and frequently at the hands of their own constituents, and that

progress does not yield temporal rewards before the third or

fourth generation, and then to the children of those who op-

posed it as well as those who died for it. The blood of martyrs

may be the "seed of the church" but the tragedy lies in the

fact that the martyr never sees the fruitage.

Herein lies the opportunity and the obligation of the church.

The moral and human questions of the hour are well within

its realm. As certainly as it threw its entire strength into

the winning of the war it should now give its care to conserving

the best results of the war, and not permit it to come to pass

that its sons died in vain. The church embraces a body of intel-

ligence and unselfish devotion to the general good that is easily

the dominant influence of North America. The problem of

the hour is to save the church from division within and from
discouragement without and to harness it to its supreme

opportunity.

AND there are encouragements. Already the reaction against

. reaction has set in. It was manifest in the great meeting

of representatives of thirty Protestant communions who sat to-

gether in New York City July 8 and began the reestablishment

of the lines of cooperation and unity that have been broken by
a financial reverse of the Interchurch World Movement that

was altogether trivial in itself, as compared with the vastness

of the interests involved, but on account of this very import-

ance, all but fatal, a reverse occasioned for the most part by
the anomalous recrudescence of denominationalism and the

imperious spirit of reaction which has been rife in all the com-

munions since the armistice.

Again we are apt to think too much of organization and too

little of the substance that makes up the organization, the life

that gives it power. The Church of Christ lacks outward union,

but it has a vital unity that is more powerful than any or-

ganization can be. Whatever the local and organizational

names they bear, each individual member of the church sus-

tains a vital relation to Christ Himself, otherwise he is cut off

as a branch and is not a member at all. But all who are in

Christ are dominated more or less completely by His mind
and will and so must inevitably come out at the same place in

all matters of great moment. God's plans and purposes cannot

fail.

So let us each one follow the gleam, believe in the best,

give ourselves to the highest, and rest assured that in the end

we shall not be left in Elijah-like solitude or Jonah-like de-

spair. God lives and His forces are marching steadily on to

victory, though often unseen and unknown of one another.

Can we not be content to walk by faith and not by sight?
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How Smith Went After Shelton
By DR. ELLIOT I. OSGOOD

AMERICAN people were greatly interested in the capture

f-\ of Dr. A. L. Shelton by Yunnan bandits; and they were

even more interested in the efforts which were made to

gain Dr. Shelton's release; but few people in America have

known that their interest was gained through the very definite

work of an American correspondent.

I never had a more delightful traveling companion than

was Frederick A. Smith, Far-Eastern Correspondent for the

Chicago Tribune. He had been a war correspondent in France

and was the first American to enter Berlin after the armistice.

He hustled into Frankfort, enlisted the interest of revolution-

ists already organizing, got them to loan him a German air-

plane and an aviator, flew with him into Berlin and inter-

viewed Dr. Solf. Later he got a chance to visit the castle in

Holland where the ex-emperor was chopping wood—and

watched him chop. They wouldn't let him interview William

Hohenzollern.

Fred Smith is a very human man. He hunts for the human
element in a way that makes him a big man in the newspaper

world. When he got up to Yunnanfu and found that Shelton's

diary had been smuggled through to Mrs. Shelton, he went

after that diary. Mrs. Shelton wanted to leave out certain

things: like Shelton buying sugar for his mule, or Pere Bailly's

dogs trying to get into bed with him, or Shelton cussing out

the bandit chief. Smith wanted them all in—and he got them.

When we were on our way to Hongkong on a coast steamer,

he was greatly interested in the sheep and goats we had on

board. The sheep were on the forward deck and the goats on

the rear. They separated them from each other. Smith

snapped my picture while I was scratching the head of a

sheep. I suggested he let me snap his over by the goats. He

didn't do any such thing. He got mine there and then later

made me take his by the sheep.

When we were discussing his going with me on the trip

and I tried to tell him something of what we might expect while

traveling into some of the wildest parts of China, instead of

letting that affect him, he wrote to his editor that we were

going after Shelton and he thought I had the "guts" to go

clear there until we got Shelton. He had been through a good

many things in France and he thought Yunnan could be no

worse. He found it worse—so bad that he came down with

para-typhoid and for a time his life was despaired of. "w e

went to save Shelton and nearly lost another great missionary

;—Smith.

HE would kick if he knew we called him a missionary.

When he introduced himself to me in Shanghai his ex-

pression for himself was, "I am neither a saint nor a devil."

Nevertheless, I think he is a missionary of a high type. He
wanted the American people to become intensely interested in

the Orient, especially in China. He wanted every American

to realize that, being a citizen of the greatest nation in the

world, he must—simply must—be willing to share responsi-

bility in lifting up the citizens of backward nations. That is

the job God has given America and the sole reason why God
made America the great nation she is.

So he early was interested in this capture of Dr. Shelton by

Yunnan bandits. Shelton is an American citizen. He has

given his life to Tibet to do the thing which every American

citizen ought to have a part in—making the world better.

Smith believes that the American government ought to give

through our consuls as much thought to the work of the Chris-

tian missionary as it does to the work of the American business
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Travelers on the Border of China and Tibet

In this Fashion Mrs. A. L. Shelton was Being Carried When the Party was Attacked by Bandits and Dr. Shelton Carried Away in Captivity

man in China. So he wanted to go after Shelton that the Amer-

ican public might become more interested in their American

representatives they have sent for the uplift of the Orient. We
judge by the articles and notes in American papers that he

succeeded fairly well. Like all the rest of the world the

American public needs to be educated into doing the better,

the unselfish things.

I
SAID that Fred Smith is a very human man. When he was

sent out to the Orient last year, conditions in his home
made him feel the wisdom of bringing along his little six-year-

old son. There was no mother along to look after, to guide the

little kiddie. Steamships are notorious places for spoiling

children. Smith stopped for a short time in Japan. He had

the boy with him at hotels and found a Japanese nurse to look

after him while he would be out.

Then came a sudden call for him to go into Siberia and

follow up the American army there. He couldn't take the

little fellow into such a country. He hunted around among
the few friends he had already made, seeking for some mother

heart to whom to entrust his baby. He found a young couple

who had come to Japan as missionaries. They had no children

of their own. The woman is a graduate of Wellesley. He
went to them in his direct way.

"I want you to come and see the kiddie," he said. "When
you have seen him it will not be a question of whether you will

take him, but when will you return him to me, and ivill you

return him."

He got them to go with him to his hotel. The baby had

just had his evening bath and been put to bed. He lay asleep

on his pillow, his yellow curls falling about his head like

a halo.

The Wellesley young woman caught one glimpse of the

baby. She knelt down by the bed, drew the little head into

her arms and asked, "When can I have him?"
"Will you let me have him back when I want him?"
"I don't know; but I do want to know when I can have him."

She got him. Smith went into Siberia clear to the Bolsheviki

lines and sent some valuable cables to America. Then he came

back and anchored for a time in Shanghai, which appeared to

him to be the center of the Chinese evolving life. News came
from his paper that he might soon be sent back to Europe.

So he thought it wise to call for his baby and have him sent

to him in Shanghai. He sent over the money for passage.

The adopted mother had faithfully kept the father informed

of all things concerning his small boy. He also was kept

posted as to the difficulties she was having in bringing his

young highness back into obedience to authority. She tried

to write of the things which a father so longs to know about

his children. When the letter came requiring her to give up
her charge and restore him to his father, she calmly wrote

back, "Our furlough comes this summer and I think it better to

take him back to America. We have made all arrangements

for his and our own passage. Do not Worry further about him."

Smith told me the story with a chuckle. He was exceedingly

happy that his baby was in such capable hands and he was

tickled over how the adopted mother had been captured by

the baby and how she had worked her scheme to keep him with

her a while longer. He is very, very human, and he showed

it in his father love.

The day our expedition left Yunnanfu to go into the North

country to hunt and bargain for Shelton, Shelton's two daugh-

ters, Doris and Dorothy, came out to the city gate to see us off.

With them were their two picturesque Tibetan servants. Those

two men thought it their duty to follow those girls wherever

they went in that city. Had anyone offered any insult to the

girls there would have been trouble. Long years they had

served the family and they had seen those girls grow from

babyhood.

Instinctively Doris and Dorothy picked out Smith as their

cavalier. They readily lined up, and lined up the Tibetans to

let him snap them. Then one of the servants began talking

to Doris. She is only fifteen but she knows Tibetan literallv

as a native. She knows her home and schoolbook English

also. So she translated, "Andru savs you are going after his
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master." "Andru says to tell you be sure and bring him back

with you. Don't come back until you get him—but get him

quickly."

I couldn't have answered if I had had to. My throat got

full of something. "Just tell Andru we'll bring back his mas-

ter," was all Fred Smith said. We brought Shelton back,

taking only eleven days for the job, though we had to travel

five and a half days north from Yunnanfu. We didn't waste

any time. Those girls waiting at the gate of the city, waiting

for their father, helped to quicken our footsteps.

APART of the Chicago Tribune correspondent's meager out-

fit was a Corona typewriter. He carried it with him in his

sedan chair. He pulled it out at all sorts of odd times to jot

down something which had caught his eye or ear. He saw the

despised aborigines with their heavy burdens. He saw their

almost universal goitre. One of his chairbearers, who was

cultivating rather long hair, he called his play actor, for the

fellow knew how to get the most work out of his gang. The

captain of our guard, the little fat official who met us, the dirty

aproned inn keeper and his loud mouthed wife, were all grist

to his mill. He stored them away in his notebook for future

articles.

"The woman at the inn,

In the town of Yao-yin,

When men were around,

Had a voice like a saw

And laid down the law,

Till we wished she were drowned."

"Said the King of Annam,
They say, a robber I am,

I am."

We wish we had jotted down more of the rhymes which fell

so easily and often from his lips. They were a running

description of every new sight.

Fred Smith didn't have any manager nearby to tell him
whether he could go or not. His going cost his paper not less

than three thousand dollars—quite a bill to pay for getting

the story of Shelton and his Yunnan bandits. For twenty-four

years he had been connected with the papers in Chicago. They

sent him to the Orient with no special instructions. He gave

instructions to himself and went. His cables were copied by

a score of leading American papers—and hundreds of smaller

ones. He had learned not only what the American public

want as news, but what they should be taught through the

news. The story was doubtless a good investment for the

Chicago Tribune to make.

Smith was preaching to an all-American audience and he

knew his auditorium was all America. He called to Americans

to invest more of their lives, their thought and money in the

uplift of an awakening nation. Because of his preaching.

more bankers are going to put money into Chinese securities:

more consuls are going to be scattered over China; more

steamships are going to cross the Pacific; more hospitals are

going to be built, more schools opened and more churches es-

tablished. America is going to educate China in public health.

in business efficiency, in business honor and in brotherhood of

peoples and nations. So we believe time will prove that Fred

Smith is both a good sport and a good missionary.

This Clump of Trees Was Dr. Shelton's Place of Prayer During One Period of His Captivity in the Hands of Bandits in Western China
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The New Emphasis on Money
By MRS. JOSEPHINE M. STEARNS

'The Day of God is here. Not since Christ came has the world-need been so articulate and momentous a

as at this hour. We must be big."—Bishop Quayle

THE Great War and world conditions following have un-

leashed destructive forces which imperil the welfare of

human society. Nations, swept from their moorings, are

chaotic. Wars continue. Statesmanship surrenders to partisan

policies. Governments are unsteady. Greed and selfishness

are everywhere manifest. Industrial conflicts are threatening

throughout the world, while all classes are largely engrossed

in quests for pleasure and gain.

Legislation, material development, business efficiency, educa-

tion, science, all the phases and forces of modern civilization

are unavailing to adequately meet the issues confronting human

society. However efficient they be, they are not sufficient to

ameliorate the woes of the world, to reconstruct governments,

to regenerate human society, and to lift the race to the realm

of righteousness.

The kingdom as announced and portrayed by Jesus is be-

ginning to be apprehended as the only adequate program for

the world.

The church as the divinely commissioned agency for ex-

tending the kingdom throughout the earth is confronted by-

a task so gigantic as to demand an allegiance and loyalty no

less exacting and entire than that of the allied heroes whose

devotion brought victory in the Great War.

A redefinition of Christianity is demanded for such an hour.

"Christianity does not mean a few good folks meeting for

fellowship and worship. It does not mean keeping up the

church. It does not mean "saving" a few folks for another

world. It means a new world here, where the will of God
shall be done for the good of men in every condition through-

out the earth, even as it is done in heaven.

In the Great War men learned that every interest of life

and all possessions were subordinate to the great cause. We
are under the stern necessity of equal devotion to the supreme

cause of Christ. Crisis hours have come and with them the

fundamental call to the Christian to place God and the King-

dom first.

The new needs of the world are calling for new standards

of stewardship in the church. The vitality of Christian faith

and obedience is being tested, while the destiny of the world

and the future of Christianity await the issue. The need of

the world is for a generation of Christians who will actually

put Christ and the Kingdom first in the dedication of both life

and money.

The work of Kingdom Extension for which the church has

been divinely commissioned is beyond question the biggest of

big business. For its consummation such resources of life and
money are demanded as will test the loyalty and zeal of the

whole church. Old schemes for "raising money," church

dinners, sales, "drives," and financial campaigns have been

ineffective, unbusinesslike, and trifling in presence of the great

program of God. "It was like supporting a world war with

pink teas."

One of the most encouraging symptoms in the church today

is the new emphasis being placed upon money. People are

coming to realize that Christ has more to say about a man's

attitude towards his money than any other one matter.

Throughout the four gospels one verse in every seven deals

with this topic and sixteen of his thirty-eight parables are on

this theme. He teaches that money-giving is both the way to

and the expression of the larger stewardship of life.

Many congregations among different Christian denomina-

tions are adopting the following principles to which, in in-

creasing numbers, their memberships are pledging support.

1. God is owner of all things.

2. Every man is a steward and must give account for all

that is entrusted to him.

3. God's ownership and man's stewardship ought to be

acknowledged.

-4. This acknowledgment requires, as part of its expression,

the setting apart for the extension of the kingdom of Christ

such a portion of income as is recognized by the individual to

be the Will of God.*

5. The separate portion ought to be administered for the

kingdom of God and the remainder recognized as no less a

trust.

As individuals and congregations accept their obligations of

stewardship and adopt the plan of regular and proportionate

giving their financial obligations for the work of the Kingdom
are abundantly met while deepened spirituality and devotion

to the whole program of Christ become manifest.

Because so timely and so strongly stated, the following

paragraphs from an article on "The New Emphasis," by Harris

Franklin Rail are reprinted here:

I. Wealth is increasing rapidly in this country. Thirty

thousand millions is the amount produced each year. Chris-

tian men possess a large share of this.

II. The power of money for good was never greater. Fifteen

millions will stamp out tuberculosis in New York, says one

expert. Think what a million would do in China or Korea

today! God uses human power and waits upon it. Money is

simply stored-up human power, ready to be used in any field.

III. The world has never seen such opportunities for Chris-

tian investment. Here at home a nation still in the forming,

the peoples of the earth at our gates, the church face to face

with great tasks and a great program. Looking abroad, we see

open highways with multitudes, open hearts, great nations in

transition, and messengers at home ready to be sent, and native

workers yonder waiting to help.

IV. The church is standing still instead of leaping forward.

At home our strength is consumed in discussing "finances" in-

stead of being rallied for a great aggressive movement.

Abroad, where nations are waiting to surrender to their Lord,

we are calling off the troops. And the church of the God of

all the earth stands apologetic and suppliant while it asks for

a little of that wealth of which the whole belongs to its Lord!

What do we need? Not more collections. Not fewer

* In the Scriptures the tenth is recognized as such acknowledgment.
The proportion should increase as income increases. The Federal income
tax law exempts us to 15 per cent of ii.oome given for purposes of religion.
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collections. We need a generation of Christian men who
will understand the plain truth about the stewardship of

money. What is this truth? We might put it into a creed for

Christian stewards.

I Believe

I. My money is mine only in trust. It belongs to God, just

as I do.

II. This money is not filthy lucre. It is not the devil's

coin. It is stored-up human power. It is so much of myself

which I can set at work in China or India or New York or

Colorado.

III. God is counting upon this money for His work. It

is to build His churches and preach His gospel, train His

workers and send them out, teach and heal and save His chil-

dren, and help bring in a new kingdom of righteousness and

brotherhood and peace.

IV. To spend my income rightly is one of my first tasks

as a Christian. Until I settle this, my prayers and confessions

will be like saying "Lord, Lord," and not doing the will of

my Father.

V. I should set aside a definite proportion of my income

for the church and the service of others. I do this in ac-

knowledgment of God's sovereignty over all of my material

possessions. I do this to guard against my own selfishness. I

do this because it is businesslike. Giving by impulse and

without system does not accord with the importance of this

work.

VI. The proportion to be set aside for these purposes

should not be less than one-tenth of my income. The Old

Testament enjoined the tithe in ancient Israel, and surely I

am receiving far more from God than did the men of any

former generation. Nevertheless, one-tenth is not to be the

limit of my giving. I should not begin with less than one-

tenth. I ought to give more if I am able.

VII. I should invest this money for God as carefully as

in my temporal business, and keep strict account of this fund.

I should study the Church and its work that I may give

wisely. I should give systematically. I should pray with my
giving.

What would it mean for the church to have a generation of

Christian men adopt this creed?

The church would be set free for the real task of saving

and serving men.

We could face a bigger program and have resources to

back it up.

We could at once double our forces in city and frontier

and foreign field, and the church would mark the greatest

advance of its history since Paul took an empire for his parish.

What would such systematic giving mean for Christian men?

I. It would mean moral victory. We have slurred over

the passages in which Jesus has pointed out the peril of money.

He made it one of the two great dangers of the Christian life.

There are multitudes of Christian men whom God has pros-

pered who are actually giving a less percentage of their in-

come today than ten or twenty years ago. It hurts diem to

give what they do. Their danger is as real as that of the

drunkard or gambler, and more subtle. A fixed proportion

set definitely aside means moral victory.

II. It would mean freedom and jov in giving. The Lord

loveth a cheerful giver, but there are many people to whom
giving is more like pulling a tooth. Benjamin Adams of

sainted name wrote on "The Fun of Giving." Set a proportion

apart once for all. You will find so much freedom and jov

in the spending of it that you will want to increase the amount.

III. It would mean a richer spiritual life. There is only

one method of spiritual growth. That is fellowship with God.

And here is a fellowship in the things that are most like God
and that He cares most about—giving and loving and serving.

Indeed, there is no salvation at all without this. Salvation is

just another word for life. And Jesus knows no other kind

of life or salvation than this: "Except a grain of wheat fall

into the ground and die by itself it abideth alone. He that

loveth his life loseth it."

I know one man in an eastern city whose friends have seen

his life grow each year richer and stronger, broader in sym-

pathy and larger in vision, because his giving has put him

in touch with the noblest spirits and the greatest movements

in his city, his country, and throughout the world. It has been

an unsurpassed education. Shall not the revival for which

we pray come this way. not in big tabernacles and crowds and

statistics, but in the larger life of this Spirit of Christ, filling

His church and His people?
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Barriers All Down in Japan

THE imperative need of our work in Japan is more mis-

sionaries. The mission has sent out a call for forty-five

—nine each year through a period of five years. A brief

sketch of the work will reveal the need of these reinforcements.

Our most southern station is in the city of Osaka—the second

city of the empire, with a population exceeding two millions.

It is known as the "Pittsburgh of Japan," and presents every

phase of modern industrial life and so offers opportunities

for Christian work that we dare not neglect. Yet for all our

evangelistic work as well as the Institute and Night School

there is, at this writing, but one missionary family.

Twelve hours to the north is the capital, Tokyo, third largest

city in the world, with a population of three millions and a

half. Here we have an extensive evangelistic field with but

one family and one single woman for all its needs. The East

Tokyo Institute has but opened, yet as soon as possible others

must be added to the one family in charge of this. In Tokyo

also we have our schools, each of them undermanned and the

work hindered because of it.

Going ten hours farther north we find Fukushima and Sendai,

two cities which, together with all the outstations, form one of

our great evangelistic districts; yet for a year there has been

no resident missionary and necessarily the work has greatly

suffered. Still farther north by ten hours is Akita, its vast

evangelistic field offering untold opportunities, but with a sin-

gle missionary family and two single ladies to superintend its

splendid kindergarten and -to take advantage of all its open

doors.

.We thank God for the three splendidly equipped missionaries

going out this fall, but we plead for the others; they, too,

must be secured and sent out as soon as possible that our work

may go on.

Yet, in spite of all difficulties, the work is moving on. The

number of converts grows slowly but surely year by year;

the vision of the Japanese is enlarging and they are more and

more taking their share in the burden of self-support. There

has appeared recently a statement that Christianity has failed

in Japan. But the one making such a statement had neither

a knowledge of the facts nor faith in the promises of God.

By one who is an authority on things Japanese it has been

estimated that Christianity has influenced, directly and indi-

rectly, not less than 5,000,000 Japanese. But even more than

this is true, the whole empire has been influenced, for the

Japan of today is not what she would have been had Chris-

tianity never entered the country. She has changed and by

the grace and power of God she will some time be fully

Christian.

One dare not stress one phase of the work above another;

the evangelistic work, the educational work, the social service

work, all are but different tones of the same voice, presenting

to the world some little effort to make this dominant nation of

the East a Christian nation. How much longer must we wait

for those reinforcements that will make this possible?

At the present time two great things stand out in Christian

work in Japan. The first is the recent founding of the Christian

College and University for women, which was successful from

its very start. It is a herald of the coming day when the

womanhood of Japan shall intelligently play its part in the

molding of the young life of Japan along lines that will lead

to real Christian character. The second is the great World's

Sunday School Convention, which will soon convene in Tokyo.

Japan Pageant—Verbeck Receiving Students at His Home
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Whatever purpose may actuate the leading Japanese who are

patrons of this great gathering they must have known that its

influence would be such as to reach and quicken every part

of the empire. Still they want it. Their desire is nothing

less than a confession that, having tried all other things to

meet the growing industrial and social problems of Japan and

having found them ineffective, they are now turning to Christ

and His teaching. At last the greatest barriers are all down.

The present is the high time of Christian opportunity. Japan

waits for the coming of Christian missionaries sufficient in num-

ber to make the Kingdom of the Rising Sun the Kingdom of

the Risen Son! Will she wait in vain?

Thomas A. Young.

Fukushima, Japan.

Continent of Neglected Opportunity

South America has been called the "Continent of Oppor-

tunity." It has also been referred to as the "Neglected Con-

tinent"; in reality it is both.

The United States has neglected South America woefully

from the commercial standpoint. We often insist on their

buying from us what we are ready to style "the best article

in the world," when, if we would study their artistic tastes,

we should see that it is not "the best article in the world" they

want, but something which appeals to and satisfies the aesthetic

sense.

In diplomatic matters our government has been accused of

sending men to represent us before the Latin-American gov-

ernments who were not worthy samples of our civilization and

culture.

As a mission field the South American countries have been

neglected. We have too often referred to these Latin lands as

"Christian Nations," when as a matter of fact, there are few

lands in all the world more in need of missionary effort. In

the great cultured city of Buenos Aires, counting all the

churches, Catholic and Protestant, there are 28,000 people for

each church.

We know very little about our South American neighbors,

and what is worse we have not made a very great effort to

understand them. We wonder at the little headway the gospel

has made in South America. We will not wonder at this when
we remember how little we have done to help solve the social

problem.

One who goes out to any of these Latin countries ought to

be reasonably sure of two things, and dead sure of one thing.

He should know something of the Roman Catholic Church, its

history and doctrines. He should know philosophy, especiallv

psychology, sociology and the history of human thought. And
third he should be dead sure that the gospel of Jesus is the

only cure for all the moral and social ills of South America.

The average American does not understand the Latin character,

and yet it is not an impossible task.

They have made an effort to understand us. Although thev

know ten times more about France than they do about the

United States, yet they have more of an understanding of us

than we do of them.

They have borrowed from us. We have not borrowed from
them. Some of the best things which they have thev got from
us. At the close of the war for independence in 1818. the

Argentines were free, but were undecided as to the form of

government they were going to have. Some wanted a mon-

archy. General Belgrano went to Europe and spent a lot of

time and money trying to secure a prince to rule over the

Argentines. Some were in favor of crowning a surviving

prince of the old Indian dynasty known as the Incas. But in-

stead they set up a republican form of government and bor-

rowed their constitution, at least in part, from us.

When Sarmiento was president of the Argentine republic he

commissioned Dr. Goodfellow, a Methodist missionary from

the United States, to bring out thirty-five Normal teachers to

organize the Argentine schools. So they may be said to have

borrowed from us both government and education, and they

will borrow religion from us when we make it beautiful enough

to satisfy their aesthetic souls.

President of Paraguay and His Staff Welcoming the Missionaries
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China Pageant—A Chinese Wedding Ceremony

We used to wonder if we were not doing more harm than

good by allowing the public to witness our Christian baptisms.

Our plain cement tank in the pulpit platform was so homely
they often spoke of the baptismal rite as a "holy bath." I

sought a Spanish painter, who reproduced a scene of the Jor-

dan River for me which we arranged to blend harmoniously
with the waters of the baptistery. We adorned the baptistery

with flowers and vines. The candidate and pastor dressed in

white robes. This gave to the sixth chapter of Romans, which
we always read, a significance as beautiful as it was impressive.

TOLBERT F. REAVIS.

Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Present Status and Outlook for China

The word "status" signifies the actual condition, the facts

of the case. I know of no better way to get this before you
than to think of the army. If you can put yourselves over in

France, in the trenches in France, when the bombs were falling

out of the air, the shells were breaking and gas was coming
on, you get somewhat the conception of the status of bur mis-

sionary enterprise in China today. What I want you to think

of especially is the men pitting themselves against these ter-

rible forces. How weak and helpless they seem, and yet withal

what masterfulness there is in these men. Not different is the

situation on this far-flung battle line of this great Christian

enterprise. I am thinking of them, a little company, about
five thousand strong, scattered over that great mission field.

There in the trenches the shells are bursting, the bombs are

dropping, the gas is spreading, the forces of evil are uncon-
trollable and this little group seems pitiably weak from every
human standpoint. The fight is on, and what a fight! This is

the status.

The Confucianist in China today is humbled to the dirt. For

the first time in his long, proud history he knows not which

way to turn. For the first time since the Christian forces be-

gan operating in China a strong presumption in favor of Chris-

tianity as the only solution of China's problems has found

lodgment among the thinking classes as well as the poor. This

fact is of tremendous significance. The only way we can make

good is by meeting these men with an even greater humility,

born not of the first sense of failure, but of coming very near

to the great Lord whom we serve and whose we are.

When we think of the word "outlook" a different vision

rises above the mere facts of the hour. This word sums up

the whole great enterprise. We try to see the end. Now
there is an immediate outlook and there is one more remote.

In China today the immediate outlook is dark; the cloud of

battle hangs heavy. We are holding the trenches, but the

fight is so intense that no one has time to ponder the outlook.

Thank God, this is not the only outlook, for we know in whom
we have been believing, and when we lift our eyes above the

clouds of battle to that more remote, that larger outlook, it

is as bright as the Light in whom we have believed. Our hope

is sure; our victory is certain. We shall not only hold the

trenches, but we confidently expect great victory. The very

abandon with which we are compelled to throw ourselves into

this conflict is the great hope. God has taken away every

human support and we are compelled to rely wholly upon
Him. Ellis P. Gish.

Nanking, China.

Inverted India Turning Right Side Up

The greatest thing in India is her people. There are 300

millions and more, yet we need more people there; people
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who will help to bring these millions of India's sons to their

inheritance.

'Many conditions in India are as they were two thousand

years ago. The sadhu (holy man), hanging head downward

and slowly swinging back and forth through the smoke of a

smoldering fire, is typical of the inverted social and religious

conditions in India. The almost naked,' ash-smeared devotee

typifies the spiritual destitution of that great land. The "holy

man" on his bed of spikes is but reaching up for God. The

ancient end of self-torture was holiness. All these and more

need the Christ to aid them in their search for the eternal

realities.

The million men from India who served on the various battle

fronts saw the worst and best of Western civilization. Let us

be thankful that they saw some of the best in the Christian

ministrations of some undenominational and international

organizations. Great changes are sure to come as a result of

India's contribution to the fighting force of the Allies. The

other million workers who remained in India lent much and

will have their place in the silent revolution that is sure to

come.

A writer who knows, says that if all Christian agencies were

withdrawn from India there are forces from within powerful

enough to work great social and economic changes. We may
add that an enlarged force of messengers of the cross can

materially hasten the long-desired changes.

During the year I have been away from India every letter

has been full of a great expectation and hope. Never has

the outlook been more bright. All institutions are full to

overflowing, we have taken more orphaned and destitute chil-

dren during the past year than in the ten or fifteen previous

years. This young life will be conserved and trained for the

Kingdom of Christ.

Secretary Bert Wilson, who has been studying conditions in

India, says the mission should have as its goal 5,000 converts

a year. This is the word of a man who has been on the field

and knows of what he speaks. Will the churches put the

necessary force of missionaries on the field to reap this great

harvest?

If we mention the need of workers, look only at Mungeli.

Mr. Saum has so many converts in the villages that there are

not hours enough in the day for him to instruct the non-

Christians. Motor cars and bicycles may serve as a sort of

first aid, but the great need is men.

I am thinking of a great oak trunk three feet thick prone

upon the ground. It is too big to be sawed up and handled

until reduced by dynamite to pieces that can be worked into

furnace lengths. The gospel, God's power, must break up

the unwieldy mass of India's ancient systems that multitudes

may be reshaped for the Kingdom of God. Let this word re-

main with you: only by an enlarged force of missionaries can

the human side of the task be accomplished. E. C. Davis.

Kulpahar, India.

Auspicious Beginnings in Central Mexico

The last two months have seen great changes in Mexico

because in that time there has been a complete change in the

government in that country. I cannot say exactly what the

Court Scene in India—Address of the British Resident
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conditions are at present (June 10), because it has been five

weeks since 1 left Aguascalientes. However much we regret

the dreadful death of President Carranza, and in spite of hi:;

faults, the Christian forces felt him to be a true patriotic man,

we are all facing the future of Mexico with hope. All the

reports that have come to us since I left have been favorable.

Our native workers and missionaries say things are quiet, and

a recent letter from John Howland, president of the Union

Seminary in Mexico City, reports that "everybody is hopeful

for the future of the country."

Whatever may be the status of the government we shall go

-forward with our missionary program. Political conditions

will have little effect on our work.

We talked for a long time about moving our forces from

our northern Mexico field to the interior of the republic; and

now we have really made the change, having arrived with

our force of workers at San Luis Potosi December 19, 1919,

and at Aguascalientes December 16. We have opened two

schools in these central stations, Colegio Ingles in San Luis

Potosi, and Colegio Morelos in Aguascalientes. In night classes

and our day schools we have a little more than 350 pupils. We
have had a little over fifty confessions of faith since January 1.

In spite of the fact that we are in one of the most fanatical

sections of the republic we have been well received. In Aguas-

calientes, where the governor is such a Roman Catholic that

he kisses the hand of the priests on the street, we have received

full permission and guarantees for the school, and the general

director of education remarked to Miss Gibbons that he wished

there were half a dozen such schools.

We are in the center of fanaticism in Mexico, our colporteur

having had to lock himself in a hotel room to escape an angry

mob just the Sunday before I left, all because he had sold

three copies of the Scriptures on the public plaza in Encarna-

cion, Jalisco. He was taken out to be stoned in another place.

A young traveling man bought a Bible from him on the train

from Canitas to Sombrerete in order to tear it in pieces before

him. During holy week the barbaric "culto de discipline" was
held in San Jose church in front of our school building in

Aguascalientes. One of those nights the service was for women
only and the doors were locked, the lights put out except the

altar candles, and the women kneeling there in the darkness

beat themselves with whips, in the ends of which they had
placed sharp objects, screaming aloud in their agony, while

the priests harangued them.

The need is terrible. We must have more reinforcements.

How grateful we are that we are almost doubling our mission-

ary force this summer! We have a territory of 50,000 square
miles with more than one million inhabitants for which we are

responsible. We have perhaps the ideal climate in the center

of the greatest resources of the country, with the two main lines

of railway from the United States border to Mexico City pass-

ing from north to south through the territory. It is a great

field, a great opportunity, and we pray the Lord of the harvest

to thrust forth His laborers. E. T. Cornelius.

Aguascalientes, Mexico.

Evangelizing Without Sermonizing

TO sermonize without evangelizing might be considered in-

effective work but evangelizing without sermonizing can be
very effective and often is essential. All missionaries find this

to be true but especially do women missionaries give thanks for

this method of work.

To many who read the words "evangelistic missionary" the

thought of a "protracted meeting"—"street preaching"—"being

a pastor"
—"making public speeches" comes and they at once

say, "I cannot be a missionary, I do not like school work, I am
not a doctor or a nurse, and since the only other form of mis-

sionary work for women is evangelistic, and I cannot preach,

I cannot go."

As a matter of fact, all missionaries are evangelistic. Those

who are engaged in school work are doing one of the greatest

forms of evangelistic work, for what work can be more evan-

gelistic than that of educating young men and women who are

to be the coming pastors and women helpers? To a great extent

the work of the evangelistic missionary is educational. Many
are the classes held by the woman missionary; classes for

women who have never had the opportunity of attending a

Christian school or for girls who will never be able to go fur-

ther in their school life than the high school.

ONE answer to the question, "How can one evangelize with-

out sermonizing?" is the kindergarten. There are hundreds

of cities and towns in the non-Christian world today waiting

for kindergarten work. How gladly those heathen parents would

allow their children to attend such a school! To lead the chil-

dren is a wonderful thing and through them the homes are

opened, for there is no mother's heart or father's, in all the

world, that cannot be reached by kindness shown to the chil-

dren. The parents come to visit the kindergarten, a friendship

is established with the teacher, the home is opened, calls are

made, soon questions are asked concerning the stories which

the children have heard, the songs they sing at home, and before

one knows it, there is opportunity to do direct evangelistic work

and no sermon has been preached. The women come to ask

about the care of the home, of the children, how to cook, how
to sew, one way after another is opened until every day seems

to be filled full with opportunities of telling the Old, Old Story.

Some young women have spoken of social service. To us in

Japan one form of social service is house to house visiting with

or without a Bible woman. In such visits the lady of the house

will bring to you problems, sometimes big problems and then

again problems not so great, but all of them, with His help, can

be answered in a way that satisfies. Perhaps you are asking,

"What is a Bible woman?" Our Japanese Bible women are

those girls who have graduated from our own Margaret K.

Long Bible School and have come to assist us in the work. We
are American Bible women working with the Japanese Bible

women.

The missionary home is still another means of evangelizing

without sermonizing. The Japanese love to come to the Ameri-

can home to know how it is kept. It is wonderful how the

home can be used to preach Christ. Recently I read a letter

written by a Japanese woman to a woman missionary in which

she said, "I always tell my friends how you sacrifice to come
to us, how you left your home, that we might know Christ."

Christ was preached by that missionary even v/hen che did not

know it.

Then there is the work in the Sunday school, classes in

English, girls' clubs, song classes, translating, writing. When
we come home on furlough and show some of the Japanese

things we have brought with us our friends say, "O! the won-

derful Japanese materials—what beautiful things one can

make of them." The same can be said of the Japanese char-

acter; there is wonderful material and beautiful things can be

made of it under the guidance of the Great Teacher.

These are a few of the ways in which evangelizing without

sermonizing can be accomplished. There are many other ways.

But it is His good pleasure to make use of the ordinary ways
and day by day to reveal the new ones.

Fukushima, Japan. Stella Lewis Young.
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O Ye of Little Faith
By HERBERT SMITH

OUR LORD, on the occasion of that matchless Sermon on

the Mount, used the above words, "0 ye of little faith."

He was talking about physical needs, every-day things

—

food and clothing. He illustrated his thought by calling

attention to the unmindfulness of the birds. They find their

God-prepared food; they sing, marry, raise their young, and

are contented. The flowers make the valley and the hillside

glad. In an atmosphere that is cold or warm, damp or dry,

they fill their quiet places in the general make of things; they,

too, are contented. Why are not we who have minds and

bodies and spirits immortal?

But I want to use the above words more in the spiritual

sense than in the physical. That is, in the lack of vision, the

unaccomplished tasks, and the unattempted work. Perhaps

it is possible to show that because of our great anxiety for the

purely physical calls of life, the great and more weighty

matters of the spiritual have been almost stifled.

And what an age of spiritual significance we now live in!

Who can breathe and be unaffected? It is an age of heroics

—

attempting the impossible and gaining accomplishments. Spir-

itual leaders say that three great powers who have ruled in

this old world will soon be gone forever: Poverty, saloons and

wars. We are going to make all things new and better. Very

well! But the part is not greater than the whole; therefore,

the mission shall be world-wide.

But pray, who will talk about banishing the saloon from the

African jungle? Could you gain one spark of interest in his

black mind? You would be thinking and speaking "white"

while he only knows and thinks "black." And who would

lecture about universal abundance on the crowded streets of

China? Most Chinese want more than they get. But just

plain talk will not long hold a crowd in the congested street of

Shanghai. The Chinese want demonstrations. Japan is cer-

tainly in deep earnest when she talks about there being no

more war. But how are you going to help the people living

among the islands of Japan, the sin-infested cities of China,

and in the forest villages of Africa, without the gospel. Pover-

ty, saloons and wars will not be done away with "forever" if

this is neglected.

The Lord taught that if one seeks first the spiritual things

material blessings follow. But how are the children of Para-

guay, or the mountain dwellers of Tibet, or the women in the

zenanas of India to know this? If they do not know the Great

Teacher how can they know His teaching? This problem is

made more difficult because so many Christians at home are

absolutely indifferent about sending the gospel to them, "They

were born in an unlucky country; I was born in one that was

lucky. Why should I be responsible for them?" says the

supposed Christian. And yet we are overwhelmed with the

sense that this is the beginning of a new era, an era of Chris-

tian responsibility to His unknown, heathen brothers. Can a

Christian who has lived through this great war still say, "My
sphere is my immediate home and the occurrences outside it

do not concern me"? A pistol shot, the death of a prince, the

mobilization of nations, millions dead, dying and wounded,

show the mistake of a man. The field is the world, and the

events occurring in any part of it are the concern of Christians.

If the appearance of a few Greeks should cause our Lord

to cry out, "The hour has come," what must he be saying now

concerning this hour which has no parallel in the world's

history. The field assigned to the Disciples of Christ in Bel-

gian Congo could be taken and evangelized in our dav, if the

six thousand and ninety-four preachers among us were con-

vinced. The door to Africa is wide open. \^ ho is he that

will shut it? In India the war has so shaken the old super-

stitions and customs, that men now turn to the great spiritual

power that has done so much in winning the war. Thev cry,

"Where did this spiritual power come from? Is it your God?
Show us!" And we have to endure the painful sight of seeing

our missionaries afraid of urging the claims of Christ because

of a possible mass movement toward Christianity. \^ e would

be unprepared for such an event. Because of the inability of

a few missionaries to cope with such a movement, seven demons

will enter where one demon has been cast out. Oh, sad India,

there are so many Christians at home and so few to come to

thee!

How can 1,250,225 Disciples of Christ remain unmoved

while Tibet shouts from her mountain tops her present need.

We sweetly sing,

"And seek the Saviour's blessing

A nation in a day."

And when a nation calls, how many missionaries do we send?

How many fingers have you on both hands? You have more

fingers than new missionaries sent by the Foreign Society to

that hermit nation in the year of our Lord, 1919.

THE call of the Open Door is not from one field only, but

from every field. Historians will possibly say that this is

the supreme moment for Christian missions. It is the psvcho-

logical moment. The opportunity will never come again. The

eyes of the world are upon us. The Disciples of Christ have

a great history. We boast of what we have brought to light.

But the present test will show7 wdiat our religion is worth. Did

not one of the prophets say something about lip worship and

the heart being far away? Let not such a stigma be upon us.

Habits are strong with all of us. What we have done, that

we usually continue to do. Do you know how much we love

God outside of our local congregation? Just SI.80 per mem-
ber a year. With this magnificent sum we clothe God's or-

phans in the home land; we care for the widows and aged: we
preach to the foreigner who comes to us from over the seas.

We teach him the principles of citizenship and Christianity

all for $1.80. School work in conducted among the Negroes,

and evangelists emploved in most of the states to visit the

churches in the city and in the country, for the same sum.

And yet again wTith this wonderful SI.80 we carry on work in

Africa, India. China and the isles of the sea. This SI.80 may

be as miraculous as the flour in the widow's bin, but I do not

believe it represents your love for Chirst.

One dollar and eighty cents a year, per member, for the

salvation of the world—for benevolences and education. THiat

will that sum buy in an everv-dav world. It will not buy a

Ford; and in fact it would not buy many gallons of gasoline.

Flour is $72 a barrel at Bolenge. so it will not buy a quar-

ter of a barrel. Butter is SI.60 a pound. Now we are

getting to it. For SI.80 we can buy one pound and two ounces

of the best Danish butter. Se. in other words, we are going

to convert the heathen at home and abroad with one pound
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and two ounces of butter. We will care for the motherless

babies and aged preachers, and assist weak congregations in

building their churches. Did you realize that butter was worth

so much? One can imagine a little maid presenting our

Savior with such a gift, but a picture of a full grown man do-

ing this would not be at all attractive.

We worked like Trojans to win the war. We nearly burned

ourselves up with enthusiasm for prohibition. But we are

strangely indifferent about carrying out the last and final com-

mand of Christ. I am afraid most of us have run away from

our job.

Last year our missionary societies issued a call for one hun-

dred and fifty-one new workers. That call is the minimum re-

enforcement our missionaries ought to have if they are to hold

the battle-line. Are we going to desert them this year; cable to

them "Retreat. We can't find helpers, and there is no money if

they be found"? How many of our brotherhood have tried to

find them? How many of our leaders take the list into the

pulpit, read it aloud to the people and pray over it? How
many go to the Christian Endeavor Societies and Sunday
schools and call for volunteers. If among a million and a

quarter Christians there are not 151 people willing to go for

Christ, how poor and impotent and worthless we must be.

Surely, the glorious Word Could be so read that in twenty-

four hours the needed workers would be secured.

A woman who gave nearly twenty years of missionary serv-

ice to India, said: "Oh, send me back to India at once. My
heart cries out with the sights I see. I speak to a women's
meeting. The tears roll down their cheeks as I tell of India's

needy womanhood. They give 15 cents, and then go and
buy the most expensive hats and dresses possible!"

A wounded soldier returned to his English home to recu-

perate. He gained in strength and his wounds healed. One
day he appeared to be very nervous and despondent. His

father asked him what was wrong. He replied, "I am growing
selfish again. Let me go back to France once more where I

can forget self and serve others." Oh, would that we might

walk in the footsteps of Him who for our sakes became poor,

that we through His poverty might become rich!

It is a great thing to have a choir and an organ that peals

forth His praises. It is essential to have a noble church

building and spacious Sunday school rooms where crowds

may gather to glorify Him. But let us beware. When we

have provided our soul with stirring music and artistic archi-

tecture, we are only in the A. B. C. of our Lord's "Go Ye." If

the Lord, looking upon what we have done and the little we
are attempting, should speak to us, would He not likely say,

"0 ye of little Faith"?

Does Japan Need Missionaries?

ALEADING Japanese newspaper recently contained the fol-

lowing:

"To preserve the world peace and to promote the welfare

of mankind is the mission of the Imperial family of Japan.

Heaven has invested the Imperial family with all the qualifi-

cations necessary to fulfill this mission. He who can fulfill

this mission is one who is the object of humanity's admiration

and adoration, and who holds the prerogrative of administra-

tion forever. The Imperial family of Japan is as worthy of

respect as God, and is the embodiment of benevolence and

justice. The great principle of the Imperial family is to make
popular interests paramount—most important.

"The Imperial family of Japan is the parent not only of her

own sixty millions, but of all mankind on earth. In the eyes

of the Imperial family all races are one and the same; it is

above all racial considerations. All human disputes, there-

fore, may be settled in accordance with its immaculate justice.

The League of Nations which proposed to save mankind from
the horrors of war can only attain its real object by placing

the Imperial family at its head, for to attain its object the

League must have a strong punitive force of a super-na'ural

and super-racial character, and this can only be found in the

Imperial family of Japan."

This is deep rooted in the minds of the people, and added
to this the proud self-sufficiency so characteristic of the Japa-

nese, makes the missionary task both difficult and fascinating.

Tokyo. Edith Parker.
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Recruiting for the World Task
By GEORGE T. SIMONS

SOME time ago Dr. John R. Mott made the statement that

"What the church needs is not simply more men, but

more strong men." He was correct. The strength of a

movement lies in its leadership. A movement is born when

a strong personality takes the findings of the academic, simpli-

fies and interprets them to the multitudes. It will remain a

movement as long as the ideas involved are given life. Prot-

estantism and the Disciples of Christ, today, are suffering from

the loss of life in their leadership.

The General Situation

A glance at the leadership situation in the larger com-

munions will give us something of the desperateness of the

need for leaders. There are approximately 170,000 ministers

in the United States. Four thousand ministerial candidates

yearly are required to supply vacancies, caused by death, dis-

ability or loss to other occupations. In the foreign field the

church is short some five thousand missionaries, due directly

to the war. It should have an expansion of fifty per cent in

the homeland to meet the present needs here.

There has been an unprecedented loss of workers in most

of the Protestant churches in recent years. It is estimated

that at least a thousand less men entered the ministry in 1918

than in the previous year. The Presbyterian Church (North)

reports twelve fewer men ordained in 1917 than were lost by

death and dismissal. The Lutheran General Synod had forty

deaths in 1917 and only twenty-seven graduate ministers. The

Methodist Episcopal Church (North) reports a mortality rate

of five per cent and a recruiting rate of three and one-third

per cent with a fourth of its pastoral charges left to be sup-

plied. This in spite of the familiar slogan of that body,

"Every charge a pastor and every pastor a charge." They

need one thousand new preachers a year to fill the ranks.

Between 1870 and 1910 the increases of university student

bodies show this advance: Dentistry, 5,405 per cent; law,

1,083 per cent; theology, 238 per cent. Thirty years ago

thirty per cent of the college graduates entered the ministry.

Today the proportion is three per cent. The increase in the

ministry has not kept pace with other professions.

The Disciples of Christ

The Disciples have gained twenty-four and six-tenths per

cent in membership in the last ten years, and yet have one

thousand less preachers than they had ten years ago. Their

colleges graduate two hundred and fifty Christian workers of

all types each year or about four per cent of their leadership.

The mortality rate alone is approximately five per cent.

Statistics in the Nineteen Hundred and Twenty Year Book

are illuminating as to the character of the leadership of the

Disciples. A glance at the status of the brotherhood in one

of our stronger states will give us something of the situation in

general and its effect upon a given locality.

LEADERSHIP FOR THE BROTHERHOOD AND KENTUCKY
Brother- Ken-
hood tueky

Preachers in business but preaching regularly 515 7!>

Preachers in business but preaching occasionally HI

4

46

('lunches with full-time preaching 2,047 '25:5

Churches with part-time preaching 2,48

1

;]<53

Churches without regular preaching 3,318 378

Totals 8,696 !1S4

Figures may be cold and prevaricate considerably, but

sometimes their implication is so obvious as to be startling.

It is impossible to instill a continued vision of service or to

build a strong home base, from which larger work may radiate,

with such part-time leadership.

Its effect upon our missionary training and activities may be
seen from the following missionary statistics of last year:

MISSIONARY ACTIVITY FOR THE BROTHERHOOD AND
KENTUCKY Brother- Ken-

hood tucky
Churches making some missionary offering 6,255 601*

Churches making no missionary offering 2.643 407
Churches making unanimous missionary offerings

(to all organized agencies) 642 17

With the demand that the church Christianize America's

national life and international relationships upon us and the

unlimited opportunity of the Disciples to bring their message
of Christian unity, the personality of Christ, the open Bible.

a democratic church and a world Christian social order to the

present undecided world, we must have a well trained and
adequate leadership consecrated to the fulfillment of the task.

A Vast Neglected Field

The church should have a consistent policy for the recruit-

ing of its ministry. In the past apparently it has had none.

The Men and Millions Movement made a splendid beginning

and a large number of decisions were made through its influ-

ence, but these were not followed up carefully and for the

most part were lost. When I was Recruiting Secretary for

Christian Callings at Camp Lewis for the Y. M. C. A. during

the war, we had the active cooperation of practically all the

larger Protestant denominations. No representative of the

Disciples ever appeared, nor was there a representative organ-

ization to take over this work so far as we could learn. Re-

cently a former Y. W. C. A. Secretary at Oberlin College said

that in the two years of her service at that great institution,

while nearly lT the larger Protestant denominations recruited

among the student body, the Disciples were not represented,

although they had many members attending.

While it is true that individual churches, colleges, and mis-

sionary societies have recruited considerably, we need a larger

program. Only about one-tenth of the Disciple students are

in our own colleges, and it is upon this tithe that the church

must depend for its leadership, we are told. Is it not because

we have no telic agency recruiting among this larger group?

The Interchurch survey of the first eighteen state universities

up until January, 1920, shows 4.032 Disciples out of 63.137

church members among the students. The Disciples are calling

for eleven hundred new leaders this vear. Here are nearly

four times as many potential leaders in a portion of a vast

neglected field.

From the colleges we might glance at the thousands of high

school young people without Christian vocational guidance.

It is estimated that ninety per cent of the decisions for full-

time Christian callings are made before eighteen years of age.

The instruction, ideals and influences which furnish the back-

ground for life work choices for the most part are received

here.

Add to these fields those of the rural, mountain and indus-

trial groups and we have a responsibility and an opportunity

almost loo huge to comprehend.
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A Consistent Policy for Recruiting

In the forming of the United Christian Missionary Society

it is hoped that there will be a Department of Recruitment

which will carry out a unified program for the Disciples. This

should include:

1. A national program which would give the brotherhood:

(1) Information as to the world's need.

(2) The present Christian service activities.

(3) The need of trained, consecrated workers.

(4) Definite fields and special types of workers needed.

(5) Recruiting through all agencies connected with the

United Society with special student secretaries.

Close cooperation between the colleges and the mis-

sionary society should be followed in recruiting.

2. A correlated program carried on by the regional, state, and

district organizations.

3. A local church program which should include:

(

1

) A life work program in the church and Sunday school.

(2) A life work superintendent who would correspond

with the state and national agencies, see that life

work instruction is put into the secondary classes,

and that special service information is given the

church and school. He could also work personally

with individuals and arrange special programs and

conferences with vocational guidance specialists.

(3) An extension program for the employed and student

groups.

(4) An educational fund to help students obtain adequate

preparation.

In thinking of recruiting for the world task the Disciples

should keep in mind the service principles of the Master, the

right of the young people to have proper instruction and

influence to help them decide their life work, adequate training

and suitable placement in the world's work. Add to this the

supreme opportunity to develop a strong leadership from the

rising generation to guide the church in the future and we
have a task which is challenging to the utmost. Let us not

fail to make our contribution.

I Will Look Unto the Hills

RELIGION has nothing more essential to give to life than

the sense of true proportion, of wide horizons, of escend-

ing aspirations, without which man walks stumbling and dim-

eyed to the end of his days.

Religion offers to each of us a mountain invisible. It is

what the world needs most—a mountain of separation and

refuge, of aspiration, of vision, a mountain of communion and

therefore of comfort and hope.

We may not climb above the dead level by our own experi-

ence, and yet we may climb the heavenly steeps of the soul's

great adventure. We may get away to the quiet places of the

heart. On the upward slopes of the mountain invisible we
may find spiritual reality.

H. D. Gallaudet, in Congregationalist.

WS&.

cm

One of the Mammoth Wheat Fields in the Great Northwest Awaiting the Coming of the Thresher
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Ministerial Leadership
By L. N. D. WELLS

MINISTERIAL leadership is a subject which strikes to

the very root of the great question of the winning of

the world to Jesus Christ. In the Divine order the min-

ister stands at the front among the beneficent agencies of all

time. The greater part of our Lord's life was spent in prepa-

ration of the twelve for leadership.

I will not agree with those who think that the minister is the

greatest barrier to Christian Union, but they will agree with

me that he is the key to world-evangelization.

Your problem, my brother minister, is to make your church

a world-factor. To give the gospel in the shortest period to

all the world is the supreme task of the Christian Church. The

greatest difficulty is no longer with those who need, but with

those who have the gospel. A few years ago the world was

barred against our message and its messenger. Today the

world is calling us to come, and now and then there comes

from the depth of darkest heathendom a threat against our

dereliction.

The pastor must be zealous for his cause. The missionary

claim will never seize the affections and stir into activity the

conscience of the flock, until the Divine Spirit has inspired the

pastor with burning zeal for this sacred task of the Church.

The study must be ablaze with a consecrated enthusiasm, and

the pulpit must ever ring with the virile message. An apolo-

getic, perfunctory pastor is suicidal to a missionary church,

and could never lead an indifferent one to missionary service.

Little will come from your leadership unless you have a world-

vision and a definite plan and adhere to that plan tenaciously.

Instruction, intercession and organization are the essentials

for missionary victory, and the pastor is the natural leader in

each of these.

1. Instruction—The Lord's conception is that we are only

stewards, and the Church will never do its best in missionary

giving until it views the question from the standpoint of our

Lord. The Church must stand face to face with the world's

need. It must also be made to face its own ability to respond

to that need. These visions will never come to the rank and

file of our churches until they are spread before the people

by the man of vision in the pulpit. The most broadening,

deepening, inspiring and elevating subject to which the min-

ister can address himself is the world program of Jesus Christ.

And no pastor deals fairly with his people, who fails to bring

them into intelligent and sympathetic relation to the enter-

prise of Christian missions. People will not be zealous for

that of which they are ignorant. The zeal that grows and

endures and achieves is according to knowledge. We cannot

tell the recent story of world missions without kindling hearts.

The work of the pastor is not only to inform, he must make

his missionary information grip the hearts of those who hear.

The ministrations of the pulpit are the foremost means for

instructing and inspiring in the great work of God. A mis-

sionary sermon? Yes, preach it frequently, but let the great

heart-throb of missions be felt in every sermon of the year.

2. Intercession—The best way to secure money for the Lord

is to deepen the spirituality of his people. We will be liberal-

ized as we are spiritualized. Dr. A. J. Gordon of Boston, once

came before his people and asked them to use the machinery

then operating in the church, but between that day and the

time for the foreign mission offering he wished them as mem-
bers of the church, Young People's Societies and Bible schools,

to give themselves to prayer that their offering might be ac-

cording to the will of God. When the day arrived 810.000

was subscribed. Prayer is the mightiest agency for arousing

and sustaining the missionary interest of any church. Christ

said, "Pray ye the Lord of the harvest, that he send forth

laborers into the harvest," and "this has been the potent agencv

in world-conquest whether in the little group with Samuel

Mills in that memorable haystack intercession, or in heaven's

ante-room in dark Ilala when Livingstone went home." A great

offering for missions can come forth from slender purses bv

nothing but by prayer. The missionary theme must never be

absent from the prayer service. Real missionary intercession

is in its most effective place when combined in a most effective

way with all the other topics of the ordinary service. Insensi-

bly we come to feel that missions is a real part of our church .

life when borne up with matters of local interest before the

throne of grace.

3. Organization—And what shall I say of organization?

We may have the information, we may have had the inspira-

tion, we may be imbued with the spirit of intercession, but

if we lack definite plan, well worked out, our offerings will

not be worthy of our cause.

There is no great outstanding accomplishment within a

period of fifty years, which does not stand as a monument to

organization. All honor to the man who works, but greater

still the honor to the man who can inspire others to do the

work. He is a great man who has a worthy vision which he

can and does realize, but he is a greater man whose ideal is

such that he must inspire and enlist others in its realization,

and when others are brought into the realization of our ideals,

organization is necessary.

THERE is no more important work in any church than that

of the missionary committee. It must be composed of men
and women of great soul and largest vision. Avhose hearts

have been gripped in pity for a sin-cursed world. Thev must

know the world's need, and they must organize the forces to

keep missions to the front throughout the year. Through this

committee every member of every church must be personallv

interviewed every year, whether it be for a special offering on

our great missionary days, or for an adequate weekly mis-

sionary gift through the year. More money will be raised,

and it will be more easily raised, by laying by in store on the

first day of the week as God has prospered us. But the vital

things are system and personal touch. Manv who have given

pennies will gladly give their dollars, if one who is filled with

missionary enthusiasm will present the cause of missions in a

personal appeal. The purpose of our organization is that we
may educate, and then inspire, and then present this direct

and personal appeal. The result will be most gratifying.

My ministerial friends, God is calling us to larger things:

the need of the world is a challenge to Christians. For every

need there is an answer somewhere; deep down in the bowels

of the earth God has prepared the coal beds. They are God"s

answer to the world's need of heat and power. Off somewhere

in earth's hidden laboratories he has prepared that subtle

something which we call electricity : it is God's answer to our
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need for light and locomotion. The surface soil is impreg-

nated with the mysterious power that sends forth grass, and

herbs and trees; this is God's answer to the world's need for

food and sustenance. But, my friend, the greatest need of this

old world is not for heat, or power, or light, or locomotion;

nor is it for that which feeds our physical life; the supreme

need of the world is for the knowledge of Jesus, which means

everlasting life. Whence this supply? Where is the answer to

this crying need? You are that answer.

Was it by chance that you were born of Christian parents?

Was it by chance that you were reared in a Christian home?

Was it by chance that you were sent to the little school house,

and later to the high school, the academy, or even perchance

to the great university? Was it by chance thai- you received

the light of the gospel and were privileged to dedicate your

life to the cause of Christ? Was this all chance, or was the

process of your preparation for life's great service God's

wonderful answer to the world's greatest need? God has pre-

pared us, let us go forth and be the answer, as real leaders of

our great congregations which shall move forward to the con-

quest of the world.

It Depends Upon You

I
WOULD rather live in this period after the world war than

in any other in the history of the human race.

The thinking of the world is molten. It is seeking practical

application of its idealism. The very restlessness prevalent

indicates a new consciousness which will not be satisfied until

it expresses itself in a new social order.

Will the new order be Christian? Old habits of thinking,

profligate reaction, and stress caused by the present economic

conditions, pull heavily toward a mold of greed and self-

interest.

The new order will be Christian as you and I live and give

the best within us. Nothing less is sufficient to meet the needs

of this hour. Can you afford to give anything less than your

noblest self? Geo. T. Simons.

You cannot turn people back without a revolution; you

cannot turn them back at all

—

Shailer Matthews.

The church is a laboratory in which the ideas of humanity

have been tried out.

—

Shailer Matthews.

The Great Wall of China, 1500 Miles Long, 20 to 30 Feet High (Towers 40 Feet High), 12 Feet Wide on Top. It Was Begun in the Third Century

B. C and Finished in the Sixteenth Century A. D.
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Starting the Boy Scouts in a Community
IN

the past nine years thousands of towns and cities in all

parts of the United States have used the Boy Scout program

as a means of developing their boys into manly men, and

the success of their efforts is shown by the fact that today there

are over 369,000 Boy Scouts in this country.

The movement has been endorsed by educators, by churches

of every denomination, by civic and philanthropic organiza-

tions, by the press and by the public generally. It is broad

enough to take in every boy who is interested in his own de-

velopment; and no matter what his social status, creed and

education may be, he will find in it a means of attaining his

proper ideals.

A Boy Scout begins by joining a Troop. The Troop may be

organized in connection with a church, a neighborhood center,

a boys' club, a Young Men's Christian Association, or inde-

pendently. Three things are necessary— it must have a Troop

Committee, of three or more representative men to guide its

policies, a Scoutmaster who will direct and supervise its

activities, and from eight to thirty-two boys. In exceptional

cases there may be less than eight or more than thirty-two.

The average number is twenty-five.

Eight Scouts make a Patrol, one of them being a Patrol

leader. The Patrol is the unit within the Troop.

One thing is kept constantly before every Scout—he is train-

ing to become a man. Because Scouts wear uniforms which

somewhat resemble those worn by soldiers, some people imag-

ine that the organization is militaristic. All wrong. The uni-

form was adopted because it was the strongest, most conve-

nient, most serviceable suit which could be bought for the

money. From five to ten dollars it costs, at the local store;

and when it goes on, mother may settle back in her arm-chair

with a sight of relief, for there will be no patching to do for a

long time.

It is not necessary for a Scout to wear a uniform at all. He

Hoy Scout First Aid-—Bnndagfing an Injured Foot

can be just as good a Scout without one. But it adds to his

pleasure to have it and it adds to the impression which he

creates, and besides it puts all the boys in a Troop, rich and

poor, on the same footing.

A boy in becoming a Scout takes the following oath:

On my honor I will do my best

—

1. To do my duty to God and my country, and to obey the

Scout law.

2. To help other people at all times.

3. To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and

morally straight.

The Scout law, which the oath binds him to obey, requires

that he shall be trustworthy, helpful, loyal, friendly, courteous,

kind, obedient, thrifty, cheerful, brave, clean and reverent.

It is an interpretation of the best ideals of our modern civili-

zation in terms of boy life.

The next step is to learn the history of the Stars and Stripe?

and the forms of respect due to it. Then comes the tving of

knots. A very practical bit of knowledge. When he has met

these requirements, he receives the title of "Tenderfoot Scout,"'

and is then entitled to wear the official insignia of his rank.

After one month's service as a Tenderfoot he may be pro-

moted to Second Class Scout as soon as he has learned elemen-

tary first aid and bandaging; the semaphore or International

Morse code for signaling; how to follow human or animal

tracks at the rate of at least half a mile in twenty-five minutes:

how to cover a mile in exactly twelve minutes at Scout's pace,

by alternately running and walking fifty paces; to use a knife

or hatchet without cutting himself or anybody else, or damaging
the tool or anything else; how to build a fire in the open, using

but two matches at the most and no kerosene or anything which

he could not pick up in a virgin wilderness; how to cook over

an open fire without kitchen utensils; how .to earn and save

money, at least one dollar; and how to read a compass, and to

"box" it, or name the points. Having

earned his second class badge, he finds

that his troubles—or pleasures, all ac-

cording to the point of view—have just

begun. A first class Scout must be able to

swim fifty yards; earn and deposit in a

public bank at least two dollars: send

and receive a message at the rate of six-

teen letters per minute : make a trip alone

or with another Scout to a point at least

seven miles awav and write an account

of the trip ; render first aid ; cook a vari-

ety of nourishing and palatable dishes

overan open fire: draw and read maps:

use an axe properly : judge distance, size,

number, height and weight within 25

per cent; describe trees and plants fully

from observation, particularly those

which are especially useful or especially

harmful : furnish satisfactory evidence

that he has put into practice in his daily

life the principles of the Scout oath and

law: and enlist a boy trained by him-

self as a Tenderfoot.

And that is not all. Having become a

first class Scout, he is eligible to earr

merit badges, and there are enough of
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these to keep him busy until he has

grandchildren enough to make a Troop

by themselves. Each Merit Badge rep-

resents a considerable start in some

trade, profession or vocation, among

them architecture, art, astronomy,

bee-keeping, blacksmithing, business,

camping, electricity, forestry, poultry

keeping, and surveying.

The Scout program has developed

many heroes. Every month the Na

tional Court of Honor awards letter.,

of commendation and honor medals to

Scouts who, in grave . emergencies,

have saved others at considerable risk

to themselves. These cases are report-

ed in Boys' Life, the Boy Scouts' mag-

azine, and serve to inspire many
youngsters just awakening to the mean-

ing of altruism.

The national headquarters registers

every Scout and protects him in the

exclusive use of the badges and uni-

form which he works so hard to earn.

It scrutinizes every application for a

Scoutmaster's commission, and every

applicant must prove himself worthy

to be a leader of boys. Locally, the close supervision of the

work is delegated to a local council, provided there are three

or more troops, this council being composed of ten or more

men who represent every civic, religious and educational ele-

ment in the community.

The Scout program is adaptable to all sorts of conditions,

and it fills those hours which are often wasted, and worse than

wasted, by boys who lack nothing but proper leadership. It

teaches them to serve their community. Many an unsightly

dump has been turned into a garden spot, many a mosquito

incubator drained and destroyed, many a public occasion been

made brighter and better by the Boy Scouts.

Economically, educationally, morally, the organization of

the boys of a town into troops of Boy Scouts pays big returns.

Religion and the Public Schools

IN a certain group of syndicate-owned newspapers there

recently appeared an article deploring all efforts to insti-

tute religious teaching in our public schools.

In the main the article is good, but the stand which the

writer, a minister, takes is calculated to do unbounded harm
among certain classes of people who are unable to distinguish

religion as a vital force from the creedal teaching of the

various communions.

The writer says in part:

"If religion is to be made a part of the curriculum of the

public schools, how can it ever be amicably decided which

one of the one hundred and fifty odd creeds is to be taught

to the exclusion of all others? And would not such step

actually lead to an attempt to establish a state religion, which,

of course, would be a direct violation of our constitution? Our

forefathers, in their great wisdom, provided that 'no laws

should be made respecting an establishment of religion, or

prohibiting the free exercise thereof.'
"

Two misconceptions are apparent in the above. The first

is that the creedal consciousness of any group is in itself re-

ligion. It may be an expression of faith, but this consciousness

Hoy Scout I/it'f in the Open—Individual Cooking

is in reality anti-religious since it is a force which tends to

separate the vital tenets of religion and weaken its capacity

for the greatest good.

The second misconception lies in the failure to understand

either the mind or spirit of the American people. An effort to

establish a state religion in this nation would be as abortive

as an attempt to convert our democracy into a monarchy.

The real danger lies in the failure to familiarize the boys

and girls of America with the great religious principles upon

which the foundation of our nation rests, and which are in-

corporated in the Bible. The presence of this Book in our

public schools can be made one of the greatest factors for the

spread of the American ideals of justice, liberty and truth.

The suggestion of Professor W. L. Ettinger, superintendent

of the public schools of New York City, that religious instruc-

tion be given, as it is now, on Sundays in the churches and

Sunday schools is not enough. The sphere of our churches

is limited while that of the public schools is almost universal.

Ten years ago a mid-western school made a step in the right

direction by instituting a course in the literature of the Bible.

No effort was made to interpret the teachings in the light of

any communion; the emphasis was placed upon the simplicity

and beauty of the language used and the loftiness of its ideal?.

Such a plan, when developed, would place religious instruc-

tion beyond the pale of the demoralizing situation which exists

in our churches, and is sadly needed. Thus defined and taught,

religion becomes the "performance of our duties of love and

obedience toward God."

'

In addition to its religious values, the Bible as literature

stands without a peer. To teach it as such is to give our

children the best; to bar it from our schools through fear of

denominational jealousy is to deprive our future citizenship of

the influence which made Shakespeare, Milton and countless

others great.

The great spirit of Christ has broken loose from our the-

ology and is working throughout the entire social order.

—

Shailer Matthews.
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Members of the United States Supreme Court Who Upheld the Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act

LEFT TO RIGHT, SEATED: William R. Day, Joseph MfKenna, Edward Douglas White, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Willis Van De Vanter.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Louis Brandeis, Mahlon Pitney, James Clark McReynolds, and Jehn H. Clarke.

STANDING.

The Eighteenth Amendment to the

National Constitution
By Charles M. Fillmore

WHEN Congress passed the Eighteenth

Amendment to the National Constitu-

tion and along with it the Volstead

Act designed to make it effective, and when
more than the requisite three-fourths of the

states ratified the Amendment, the liquor

men were made to realize that the prohibition

forces had captured a stronghold from which
they must be dislodged or the war against

intoxicating beverages in our country was
about Avon.

The liquor men are not quitters. What-
ever else may be said against them, they can-

not be accused of cowardice or of lacking in

eternal perseverance.

And so, as was to be expected, the new
stronghold of prohibition became at once the

object of the most vicious and virulent at-

tacks from every conceivable direction. The
shrewdest and keenest legal talent that .could

be hired for such disreputable work was re-

tained to scrutinize the Amendment and the

Volstead law and to attack them at every

point which appeared to be the least bit

vulnerable.

Immediately after the Amendment became
effective on January 16, steps were taken to

institute suits against it attacking it from
every conceivable angle and. on motion of

counsel, the consideration of the various

cases was expedited in every way.

Two cases were original suits brought by

Rhode Island and New Jersey as sovereign

states to enjoin the enforcement in their jur-

isdictions upon the grounds that both enact-

ments were unconstitutional. In both suits

the validity of the Eighteenth Amendment
was attacked, but the New Jersey case also

alleged that even if the Amendment were
valid the enforcement act was unconstitu-

tional because it had not been concurred in

by New Jersey under provisions of the

Amendment giving the federal and state gov-

ernments concurrent power to enforce prohi-

bition. New Jersey also contended that if

the entire enforcement act were not uncon-

stitutional, the portions of it limiting the

alcoholic content of beverages to less than

one-half of one per cent and relating to the

dispensing of liquors for medicinal purposes

were invalid.

Cases reaching the court on appeals were

those of the Kentucky Distilleries and Ware-
house Company; Christian Feigenspan. a

Newark brewer; the St. Louis Brewery Asso-

ciation, and Ceo. C. Dempsey. a wholesale

dealer of Boston, who lost injunction pro-

ceedings in the lower court. The other case

before the court was an appeal by the Gov-
ernment from a decision of Federal Judge
Geiger enjoining federal officers from inter-

fering with the Manitowoc Products Com-
pany, a Wisconsin concern, in the manufac-
ture of beer containing 2.5 per cent alcohol.

Tn all the cases a general attack on the

Amendment was made on ffrormd that it was

revolutionary and unconstitutional legislation

in the guise of a constitutional amendment
designed to regulate the private habits of

individuals; that it interfered with the states'

police powers; that it was invalid because

adopted by two-thirds of the meml>ers of Con-

gress present, when the vote was taken, and

not by two-thirds of the entire membership,

and that the amendment was nut ratified by

three-fourths of the states, owing to provi-

sions in many state constitutions requiring

that amendments be submitted to a referen-

dum.
On June 7 the Court reported on all seven

cases. Contrary to all precedents the Court

gave a unanimous decision establishing the

validity of the Eighteenth Amendment and

the constitutionality of the Volstead Act.

Briefly summarized, the decision estahlishe-

these vital points:

The prohibition amendment is valid, and

was adopted in a legal manner.

Where state and federal laws conflict, the

•federal law is supreme.

The federal government can control the

liquor traffic within a state and between

states.

"Concurrent power" of enforcement does

not mean states must approve the federal act.

or must themselves legislate to make it effec-

tive; does not enable Congress or the several

states to defeat or thwart prohibition, but

only to enforce it by appropriate means. The

power to enforce is not divided between Con-

gress and the several states.

The action of the court makes inoperative

state laws which have sought to allow light

beer and wines. The Volstead Act is held

supreme, and must be enforced in every state.

regardless of whether the state has ratified
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prohibition or not, and regardless of what-

ever action legislatures may take.

Regarding arguments to the effect that a

state having constitutional referendum pro-

visions could not have been said to have rati-

fied the amendment until it had been sub-

mitted to the voters, the court cited its opin-

ion rendered in the Ohio referendum cases,

in which it held that such referendum provi-

sions do not apply to the federal amendments.

The fifth point in the decision virtually in-

volves all the rest when it says that the

amendment ''by lawful proposal and ratifi-

cation has become a part of the Constitution

and must be respected and given effect the

same as other provisions of that instrument."

All the justices agree to this; even Mr. Jus-

tice McKenna, who alone of the court finds

the words "concurrent" to mean "divided,"

says that "the Eighteenth Amendment is part

of the Constitution and as potent as any

other part of it."

It is impossible to estimate the value and

significance of the decision. And yet it must

not be considered as being the end of the

liquor controversy in our country. Until the

liquor men themselves acknowledge defeat

and surrender unconditionally, it will not do

for the forces of temperance and prohibition

to disband and cease their vigilance.

That the liquor men have not given up is

evident from the fact that immediately upon

the rendering of the decision by the Supreme

Court, attorneys for the liquor men asked

permission to file motions for the rehearing

of the cases and the permission was granted.

While it is hard to believe that the attorneys

will succeed in obtaining any material change

in the decision, it will not do to shut our

eyes to the obvious fact that the liquor men

have not yet given up and left the field.

One point, at least, seems to offer an open-

ing for an insidious attack. Under the Vol-

stead law it is recognized that Congress has

the authority to define "intoxicating bever-

ages." The definition now says that any bev-

erage containing more than one-half of one

per cent of alcohol is intoxicating. But any

Congress in the future, may change that to

2.75 per cent or to any other figure that it

chooses.

The prohibitionists do not believe that such

a change is likely to be made, but it is just

as well not to be overconfident and be caught

off our guard.

The census which is now being completed

by the Government will call for a reapportion-

ment of the members of Congress. From
twenty-five to thirty-five more congressmen

will be elected in two years than are in Con-

gress now. Most of these will come from the

large cities where sympathy with the liquor

cause is strongest.

If the temperance forces are alert and on

their job in the next congressional elections,

a congress can be elected that will not weaken
the Volstead law in any way, but will, if

necessary, strengthen it. If, however, becom-

ing overconfident because of the decision of

the Supreme Court and other favorable con-

ditions, the temperance people are caught nap-

ping, it will be possible for the liquor men
to so change the complexion of congress as to

modify the Volstead law or start retrogres-

sive action in other ways.
The temperance forces must not be demobi-

lized. Aggressive work must be carried on
until the liquor men themselves abandon all

hope of reviving their nefarious business.

Armenian Relief from Japan

FOR two weeks during the winter term in

Akita Kindergarten, the teachers told

3tories of need in Armenia, and helped

the children to plan their bit in helping

others. As a preparation, the teachers called

in each home and urged again that the offer-

ings be the children's own. A box was pre-

pared and hung in the kindergarten, and the

contents counted by the children after each

session. On Friday night of the first week

there was a meeting at the church for the

children and their parents. With the invi-

tations which the children took home were

copies of a pamphlet containing stories of

need in Armenia. The committee planned to

have these in the hands of teachers only, but

through the kindness of Mr. Coleman, Field

Secretary for Japan of the World's Sunday
School Association, we were able to send one

to each home.

The meeting at the church consisted of

stories illustrated with a reflectoscope. There

Avere pictures of the life of Christ, the chil-

dren largely telling the stories, and some

snaps of kindergarten life. The children

were so filled with the idea of Armenia
that their first response to some pictures

of themselves was to exclaim, "Those are

Armenian children!" The main part of the

evening was spent on the subject, and the

children understood many of the pictures

without any explanation. Although there

had been no mention of money as a part of

the evening's program, an explanation of

what the children themselves had done

brought a response from the adults present

amounting to $3. It sounds pitifully small,

and is impossible to understand except as

one realizes how narrow the lives of most

of these people are.

During Thanksgiving preparations last fall,

the children stored away some chestnuts in

the regulation Japanese fashion. They packed

them in a jar with twigs of cedar, and filled

in with sand, covered the jar with paper,

and turned it upside down in a large jar of

sand. While planning what they could do to

help those who are far away, they used these

chestnuts cooked with rice for a needy old

woman here in Akita. The poorest of the

city are kept as wards at the temples. They
live in sheds of the poorest kind, and have

only straw, and what old bedding may be

given to them. It is next to impossible to

help them in any permanent way because the

avaricious priests take what they will.

The head kindergartner told the children

about a visit that Mrs. Garst made, and they

were at once eager to help, too. When the

story was told, it included an old man, but

when the children went, only three went with

the teachers as representatives of the kinder-

garten—the old man had died. One of the

children asked why the old man died. The ex-

planation was made, that he was ill and there

was no one to help him. "Why didn't toe

help?" asked the same boy. The teacher said

that we couldn't do what was needed in ill-

ness—she was really perplexed as to how to

answer. The boy is the son of a doctor, and he

said, "It would have been good if my father

had helped !"

The "pennies and nickels and dimes" that

the children brought—Japanese "dimes" of

today are paper bills, and the other money
is very different from that in America

—

amounted to $2.34. It was their own offer-

ing from the little money that is given to

them in their homes. We hope that the ex-

perience of childhood will bear fruit in grown-

up doctors, nurses and men and women of

all occupations, who feel the needs of those

far away as keenly as they do their own.

Akita, Japan. Gretchen Gaest.

A Sunday School with a System

THE Central Christian Church of Indian-

apolis is proud of its great Sunday
school. In the whole brotherhood there

are few larger schools, and if there are any

that are better organized or more efficient,

the leaders of the Central school are anxious

to learn how they do it. Like ancient Rome
the Central school was not built in a day,

but has been gradually evolved by the per-

sistent efforts of many devoted workers

many years, beginning under the leadership

of Howard Cole of blessed memory. On ac-

count of its size and success, and especially

of its fine working organization, the school

has become a model which attracts the atten-

tion of prominent Sunday school workers of

other denominations, as well as of our own
faith and order.

Some time since the school was visited by

Mr. Lyndon B. Phifer, contributing editor of

the Graded Sunday School Magazine, pub-

lished in Cincinnati by our Methodist breth-

ren. In that excellent publication he devoted

much space to a detailed description of the

school, with enthusiastic praise of its many
excellent features. Mr. Phifer says, "Allow

me to make you acquainted with what I like

to think of as a school with a system. For

that peculiar factor so well known in the

commercial world as system seems to enter

into everything that the Central Christian

Sunday school of Indianapolis does. The
physical equipment of the school is not of the

best, and more room is needed. But the

visitor forgets these things in admiration of

the businesslike way in which the school uses

its resources. From an educational stand-

point it is surely a going concern."

Mr. Phifer goes into details, the board of

managers, the superintendent, William E.

Bell, and his assistants, the secretary, the

large orchestra. He notes that the school has

an enrollment of about 1,300, and an average

attendance of over 800; that it pays its own
way and contributes about $600 per y-ear to

the missionary societies. (Twice $600 this

year.)

He then takes up the various departments,

beginning with the cradle roll, and ending

with the big Bible classes, one of men, an-

other of women, and the large class of young
men, taught by Dr. Philputt, pastor o/ the

church, from which came most of the more
than two hundred young men whom the

church and school sent to the defense of the

Stars and Stripes. Pie speaks of the brave

array of silver trophies won by the boys of

Dr. Philputt 's class in athletic contests be-

fore Mars called on them to play the awful

game of war. Mr. Phifer devotes a separate

article to the Junior and Senior departments,

and prints a half-page picture of the Inter-

mediate department at work.

All of which is high praise from a very

competent and disinterested critic. Other

experienced and expert workers have also

praised the school for its excellent organiza-

tion and methods of working. Each year the

Sunday school yields a rich harvest of new
members of the Central Church who come
from its classes. F. M. Wiley.
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Some of the Outgoing Missionaries of 1920
LEFT TO RIGHT, FIRST ROW: Mrs. 1>. A. Byerlee, O. A. Byerlee. Helen L. Rlcliey, Kdim M. Whipple. SECOND ROW: F. W. Hushes. Harriet E.

Youngs Mrs. A. E. Elliott. IMnry E. Huslics, A. E. Elliott. THIRD ROW: I.yrel G. Tensurden. BUmche A. Parker, Mnry Campbell. J. B. Hunter.
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Some of the Outgoing Missionaries of 1920
LEFT TO RIGHT, FIRST ROW: Ethel R. Garrett, Mrs. C. C. Dobson, Anna K. Bender, Bertha C. Douglas. SECOND ROW: Goldie P. Alumbauffh,

Carey C. Dobson, Ina E. Smith, Mrs. Lottie Roberts Cornelius. THIRD ROW: Searle Bates, Annie V. Mullen, F. J. Huegrel, Mrs. F. J. Huegel.
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Hazel Green Academy Campus and l.uildings

Commencement at Hazel Green
HAZEL GREEN ! I came upon the place

in mid-afternoon. All night and a half

day we had traveled to get from the

heart of the blue grass country into the heart

of the mountains of Eastern Kentucky. Leav-

ing the train at Helechawa (accent on second

"e" )
, we entered a three-cylindered Stude-

baker—an old-fashioned wagon loaded with

a ton of freight and drawn by two trusty

mules that looked so much like they were

from Missouri they made me homesick, with

a well-trained horse for a leader. Seated by
the skillful driver we negotiated six miles of

road in somewhat less than three hours, di-

viding our time between quiet meditation and
frantic efforts to avoid going headfirst into

capacious mudholes. I call upon Mrs. Anna
R. Atwater, who made this trip a year ago,

to corroborate my veracity. If you still dis-

believe, I appeal to Principal and Mrs. J. T.

McGarvey both of whom were recently hur-

tled backward over the seat on the aforesaid

roads. A number of former graduates re-

turning for the week, being wiser, chose to

walk. But finally, climbing a hill, there lay

before us the object of our quest.

Hazel Green ! We paused. The village,

completely encircled with mountains, nestles

in a beautiful valley, with Red River mur-
muring by. The air was still; the sky was
blue. The dogwood was in bloom and moun-
tain flowers were everywhere. Birds were
singing that I heard in boyhood among the

hills of Missouri, and the mocking birds were
fairly splitting their throats in welcome. Im-
mediately to our left, on the lovely campus
of twenty-six acres—on Harrison Heights

—

were the buildings of Hazel Green Academy.

The toil of travel and even , the external

beauty of the place were soon eclipsed as I

was enveloped in the genial hospitality of Mr.
and Mrs. McGarvey, whom I knew in their

courtship days, whom I delight to honor, and
who have presided over the Academy most
successfully for eight years. The Christian

Woman's Board of Missions is fortunate to

have as leaders of this institution those of

the highest Christian culture, ideals and
training, and who have nine others of like

character on their faculty.

A hurried inspection of the campus fol-

lowed. First, of the industrial department,

where furniture made by the boys equalled

that in the finest stores, where the sight of

bread, cakes and jellies, to say nothing of

aprons and dresses made by the girls, fairly

captivated me. and where proud parents and
faithful pupils happily fraternized. Next,

Pearre Hall, or Academy proper, brick, three

stories, fourteen rooms, steam heat, electric

light, library and assembly hall. Then, the

beautiful, new, modern girls' dormitory,

where meals are cooked and served by stu-

dents; the fine concrete boys' dormitory of

twenty-six rooms ; the pumping plant ; the

two cottages; the gardens; the heat and
light plant; and last, but not least, two barns

with a herd of eleven milch cows; poultry

sheds and stock lots, that helped to furnish

cheap but wholesome food for the 227 stu-

dents enrolled last year. Mr. McGarvey has

gradually built up this herd of cows, making
them pay for themselves from the first, with

a slight dividend over, thus adding a valuable

asset to the school without cost to the Board,

proving how faith and love at work can ap-

parently bring something out of nothing.

The student programs included one on Sat-

urday night by primary and intermediate

pupils, one by the U. D. Society Monday
night, the H. B. Society Tuesday night, and
an operetta Wednesday night. These afforded

entertainment, instruction and inspiration for

large audiences that attended them all, for

Commencement week at Hazel Green is the

event of the year in that region.

It fell to the writer to preach on Sunday
and to address the graduating classes on
Commencement day. There were eleven grad-

uating from the eighth grade and five from
the high school course which is the highest

given. The church was packed to hear the

Baccalaureate sermon, the major portion of

the audience being bright, happy-faced boys
and girls. The church was filled again at

night with people eager to hear God's will

for their lives. But Commencement day

—

May 19—was the climax, the day of culmina-
tion but of new beginning, the day of high
sentiment and farewell.

The school was founded by local men in

1S80, but, after six years, was about to fail

when it was taken over by the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and has been
continued thus for thirty-four years. M. 0.

Carter, W. H. Cord, H. J. Derthick and W. D.
Willoughby all served as principals. It is

said that over half of the public scool teach-

ers in Wolfe County went to school at Hazel
Green. One graduate, Miss Delia Legg, is a

missionary in China. Two, Glen Haney and
Gabriel Banks, are studying for the ministry

in Transylvania. Others are scattered far

and wide. The influence of Hazel Green is

far-reaching.

A few things should be noted. First, any
student found using tobacco is instantly sus-

pended. Second, the Bible is taught every

day to every class and every pupil from
primary to high school. Third, daily chapel

services are held. So, while the school has
high standards educationally, its crowning
glory is the teaching of the Bible and the

development of Christian character. Most of

its students confess their faith in Christ be-

fore they graduate.

Principal McGarvey feels keenly the need
of a small farm to furnish pasture for the

milch cows, for milk and butter are vital to

the health of the students, and this food

must be produced there. Food must not only

be produced but produced cheaply, for most
mountain folk are limited in finances. The
principal must serve in many ways—as

teacher, preacher, administrator, gardener,

dairyman, machinist, plumber, electrician.

freighter, poidtry raiser, carpenter, contrac-

tor and builder, merchant and financial ex-

pert—meeting increasing needs on rising

prices and keeping within the income.

The five millions of mountain folk in the

Alleghenies are probably the purest Anglo-

Saxon stock in America. Shut off in a meas-
ure from the main currents of travel and
business, their development has been arrested.

Living a rather exclusive life they are some-

what timid and reticent and often suspicious

of strangers. Most mountaineers are indus-

trious, kind hearted, hospitable,' and have a

high sense of honor. They are true to one

another, but their fidelity, unguided. leads to

the spirit of the clan; their courage, uncon-

trolled, has often led to feuds; their liberty,

unrestrained, finds expression in ••moonshin-

ing" and other acts of lawlessness. Their

public schools generally have buildings lim-

ited in equipment, terms that are short, and
teachers with limited educational training.

Their young people are bright and ambitious

and only need the opportunity for develop-

ment. If all the mountain people could have

the advantage of such schools as Hazel Green,

they would be pouring out a stream of life

for the evangelization of America and the

world.

Cincinnati. Ohio. W. F. Tn?:>rER.

In the Mountain* Near Hazel Green
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International Missionary Conference
By Stephen J. Corey

President of the Foreign Missions Conference of Nor tit, America, and one of its tioelve repre-

sentatives in this meeting at Geneva.

ALL international movements have been

gravely affected by the World War.

While foreign mission work has not

been disrupted as have many other enter-

prises, yet in many areas directly affected by

the war, most grave and pressing problems

have arisen. These questions are of such a

nature that no missionary board or national

group of boards can effectively deal with

them. This fact has necessitated the calling

of an international conference or council for

the purpose of discussing and as far as possi-

ble adjusting these immediate problems. It

is such a conference which will be held in

Geneva, Switzerland, June 22 to 28. The

United States and Canada will have twelve

delegates, Great Britain ten, Germany four,

and France, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium,

Scandinavia, Australasia, India, China and

Africa one each. These latter delegates from

the mission fields will be leading foreign mis-

sionaries. John R. Mott, who leads the Amer-

ican group, is already in Europe.

One of the most pressing questions to be

discussed will be that of German Protestant

missions throughout the world. The German
Christian people had built up prior to the

war strong missions located largely in India,

China and Africa. These missions repre-

sented the very best and most evangelical of

German Christianity. In 1913 they had over

1.700 foreign missionaries in the fields of

India and Africa alone and were expending

about $4,000,000 annually in their foreign

work. At the present time about twenty-five

missionaries, loaned from the allied nations,

constitute the force trying to look after this

great work and the situation with regard to

the conservation of this important spiritual

enterprise is most critical. The American

Lutherans and other mission boards are doing

what they can to guide this work, but the

scarcity of workers on all hands makes the

effort very difficult.

The greatest problem in connection with
the German missionary work lies in the fact

that the allied governments occupying these

various fields felt it necessary to send home
or intern all the German missionaries, and
there seems to be no immediate hope of their

return to their work now that the war is

over.

The German Christian people naturally feel

very keenly on this point, and now that the

war has ended, urge the claim that it is the

inherent right of the church everywhere to

send the gospel throughout the world. Add-
ing to their anxiety is the distressing fact

that the German mark has now only about
one-sixteenth its former value, so that money
they have been collecting during the war for

their mission cannot be used everywhere to

aid their disintegrating work. It is easy to

imagine the distress of these people when they
see their cause, built up through long years
of sacrifice, now in such a state while they are
helpless to relieve the distress.

It remains for the Geneva conference to

somehow cement the old friendships, remove
something of the bitterness and misunder-
standing which now exists and pave the way
for saving the work of our Lord which has
been so seriously affected.

Another problem which faces the conference

is that of the attitude of governments toward
missionary work following the war. Tlie.se

questions have especially arisen in connection

with the African colonies and the Turkish

empire. It is exceedingly difficult to carry

on missionary work when governments are

hostile or fail to recognize some of the funda-

mental principles of the Gospel.

It seems pathetic that in these times o'f

readjustment in international relationships

of all kinds that America has no representa-

tion in the League of Nations and thus no
connection with an international clearing

house for world questions.

This conference in Geneva is the first inter-

national gathering since the war which will

have German representation. It is hearten-

ing to know that the Church of Jesus Christ

can be the first in trying to heal the wounds
of conflict.

On the same ship with our American dele-

gation to Geneva is the American group of

business representatives on their way to Paris

to attend a conference for the organization

of an international Chamber of Commerce.
Some of the most prominent business men in

the United States are in the group. Like

ourselves, they have been holding daily con-

ferences on board the ship. It is interesting

to note that although Germany and Austria

have not been invited to send representatives

to this conference on world trade, a vote was
taken in their conference the other day as to

whether these nations should be included or

not. The vote was thirty-four to two in favor

of admitting them. One of their speakers

said last night: "Business can no longer live

unto itself nationally or with respect to a
certain group of nations—it is a world unit."

Also on board our ship is Gustave Kirby,
the American director for the Olympic Games
to be held at Antwerp this year. This great

athletic meet will also have its place in ce-

menting international friendships. Although
Germany and Austria will not be represented

this time, Mr. Kirby has expressed the hope
that another contest will see them partici-

pating.

How One Pastor Brings Things
to Pass

SOME men are successful by accident

;

others achieve success. To the latter

class belongs Ernest C. Nicholson, min-
ister of the little church at Lansing, Mich-
igan.

When he received the apportionment for

the church at Lansing for all our missionary

activities he was struck with the fact that the

National Benevolent Association was on the

list for but $10. Not being quite satisfied

that this was a fair amount for the support

of the widow and the orphan and not being

quite satisfied that it was a sufficient amount
for his church to raise he took the matter
before the church board, and the board recom-

mended that the Easter goal be set at $70.

Since the apportionments for each of the

other interests in the united budget had been

oversubscribed he decided to give his Sunday
school free rein on Easter Sundav, with the

K. C. Jvicholson

result that the cash offering amounted to

$140.69. In reporting that amount he said,

"I assure you that no other branch of mis-

sionary or local work will suffer in the least,

but on the other hand will gain." That truly

magnificent result was accomplished in spite

of the fact that Easter Sunday at Lansing
was a day of blizzard. This $140.69 comes
from a school that has an average attendance

of about one hundred.

A little later on, in the month of May.
came the call for the World Movement of

Disciples to this little church at Lansing and
to this wide-awake, alert pastor. Two thou-

sand dollars was the amount the 162 members
were expected to give. Only two of the mem-
bers own their own homes. The church had
already raised a budget of $3,000 for the year.

Pastor Nicholson carefully laid the founda-

tion in a systematic campaign of education.

And then on the morning of the second of

May he presented the world's need and asked

for subscriptions, with the result that $3,240

in cash and pledges were received before the

Every-Member Canvass was actually begun.

He had faith in God and faith in his peo-

ple. His labors are therefore abundantly
rewarded.

Plans for Ecumenical Conference

PLANS looking toward an Ecumenical
Conference, representing Christians of

every faith and land, were approved by
action of the Administrative Committee of

the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ

in America. The preliminary meeting of an
international commi +J ~3 to arrange the details

for the larger gathering was called at Geneva.

Switzerland, August 10-11, 1920.

The plans under consideration will involve

the assembling of the most widely representa-

tive Christian gathering of modern times.

The questions for discussion are to be limited

to "the urgent practical tasks of Christian

life and service and the possibilities of world-

wide cooperation in testimony and action."

The meeting will therefore be less doctrinal

and theological in its purpose than the World
Conference on Faith and Order which is being

promoted by leaders of the Episcopal Church

looking toward the reunion of all Chris-

tendom.
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Reorganization of the International Sunday School

Association and Sunday School Council

PERHAPS the most significant event of

the year thus far in the general field

of religious education has been the re-

organization of the Sunday School Council

and the Executive Committee of the Inter-

national Sunday School Association. This

reorganization has been in process for some

two years and it has been the privilege of

the Bible School Secretary of the American

Christian Missionary Society to serve during

this time of reorganization upon the Joint

Committee of Reference and Council which

was charged with the responsibility of con-

ducting all negotiations and perfecting the

plans. On June 3 and 4 in the city of Buf-

falo there gathered the new elements to make
np these two bodies and their complete re-

organization was effected.

The Sunday School Council becomes the

advisory body, composed of the professional

and executive Sunday school leaders of the

continent from both territorial and denomi-

national bodies, while the new Executive <'<mi-

mittee of the International Association will

be the administrative body charged with re-

sponsibility for the interdenominational activ-

ities in Sunday school work. The member-

ship of our Sunday school leaders in the Sun-

day School Council remains the. same as in

former years, but upon the International

Executive Committee we have four members

to be appointed directly by our people, from

year to year. Our first appointees are Walter

E. Frazee of Rushville, Indiana, C. R. Stauf-

fer of Cincinnati. Ohio, H. B. Holloway of

Chicago, Illinois, and Robt. M. Hopkins of

Cincinnati, Ohio, and all four were present

at the Buffalo meetings.

It is hoped that this new alignment will

lead to a vigorous and harmonious effort to

secure needed accomplishments in the whole

North American field of religious education.

A proposed schedule was adopted for special

cooperative activities for the year 1920-1921

which is submitted herewith after the ap-

proval of the Bible School Committee of the

American Christian Missionary Society for

the consideration and adoption of every Bible

school among us. It is of course possible to

make such revisions or additions as in the

judgment of any local Bible school leaders

may be thought wise, bill these are the special

activities that will receive cooperative pro-

motion during the coming year.

September—Extension and Attendance cul-

minating in Rally Day and Promotion Day.
October- Leadership Training, including

Teacher Training and a Father and Son Week.
November—The Bible in National Life,

Christian Citizenship, Tercentenary of the

Landing of the Pilgrims, Thanksgiving Sun-

day.

December — Religious Education in' the

Home, and Near East Relief.

January—Organized Adult (.'lasses and In-

augural ion of Pre-Easter Evangelistic Cam-
paign.

February — Boys' Month (a) Organized
(lasses for boys, (b) Older Boys' and Young
..Men's ( Conferences.

March- Stewardship and Pre-Easter Evan-
gelist ic ( Campaign.

April- Children's Month (a) Elementary
[nstitutes, (b) Children's Week.
May—Girls' Month (a) Mother and Daugh-

ter Bancpiets, (b) Older Girls' and Young
Women's Conferences.

•June—Children's Day and Life Commit-
ment.

July-August—Training Schools, Camps and
Daily Vacation Schools of Religion.

Robt. M. Hopkins,
Cincinnati, 0. Bible School Secretary.

Help for Those Who Help Others

ANEW correspondence course in Teacher

Training is being worked out by the
' Bible School Department of the Ameri-

can Christian Missionary Society. It is de-

signed to meet the needs of two classes of

people, isolated teachers who cannot attend

a regular Teacher Training class and teachers

of Teacher Training classes who feel the need

of adequate preparation in their work.

Very many consecrated teachers are not

enjoying their work in the Bible school. It

is a duty not a pleasure. Teacher Training-

would change all this and might make their

work both successful and attractive. To such

the new course will come as a distinct bene-

factor.

Leaders of Teacher Training in our broth-

erhood, as well as in other communions, have

discovered that the success in the new Stand-

ard Teacher Training Course generally hinges

upon the teacher of the Teacher Training

Class. If he is prepared and appreciates the

work it is almost always enthusiastically re-

ceived. The new course by correspondence

will so present this work that a teacher can

acceptably present it to others.

Three Units are now ready:

(1) The Pupil. This unit fits both teach-

ers and parents to understand the nature of

the growing child. It acquaints us with the

class with which we have to deal, and fits

us to do for the class just exactly what ought

to be done. In other words, it teaches the

teacher to "rightly divide the Word" by mak-
ing plain the needs of divergent ages.

(2) A Study of the Teacher. This course

will introduce Bible school workers to the

commonly approved methods of lesson pres-

entation. Provision is made for observation
and practice work so that a teacher will have
the opportunity to apply what he learns in

his own class.

{?,) .1 Teacher's Study of the Life of
Christ. In this course the teacher is in-

structed how to present our Savior to his

own class. The life of Je-u- is studied, but
with a view of presenting him to the par-

ticular scholars with whom the teacher has
to do. Such a course i- most vital for one
who desires to give a savin" knowledge of

the Word of God.

The cost of this course i- $2 for each unit.

This includes the text book in each case and
personal attention week by week on the part

of the instructor. This price is estimated to

merely cover the cost of materials, time and
postage involved.

Further information concerning this work
can be had by addressing the Department
of Teacher Training. 108 Carew Building,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

A New Building in the Capital of

West Virginia

THE First Church. Charleston, West Vir-

ginia, has the foundation in for a

magnificent new building to cost about
$so,ooo.

For many years the First Church has been

housed in a small one-room building with no

basement. No doubt twenty years ago. when
the old building was new, and the congrega-

tion was young, it seemed quite sufficient:

but in this day of the church's larger vision

of usefulness to the community in social serv-

ice and religious education, such a building

is not only inadequate, but discredits the

congregation and the great body of the Dis-

ciples of Christ of which it is a part.

Charleston is the capital of West Virginia

and has a population of 40.000. We have two

churches in Charleston, the Boyd Memorial,
located in a good residential section of the

west side, and the First Church. The Boyd
Memorial is doing a splendid work under the

able ministry of C. N. Williams. First

Church is ideally located to serve the down-

town section and also the best residential

section of the city. R. W. Lilley is the pastor,

lie is greatly loved by bis people and also

the citizens generally of Charleston. Under
his able leadership and with the aid of Church
Extension we will soon have in the capital

city of West Virginia a church that fairly

represents us r housed in a magnificent church

building.

Adeline Goddard

New Christian Endeavor Secretary

Miss ADELINE GODDARD oi Okla-

homa is the new National Secretary

of Christian Endeavor appointed to

till the vacancy caused by the resignation oi

Mr. John D. Zimmerman.
Miss Goddard has been serving as Bible

school and Christian Endeavor secretary for

Oklahoma for a number of years and brings

to the new work a wealth oi personality and

experience thai will be oi the greatest value.

The only condition on which Oklahoma
would consent ai all to release Miss Goddard
was that the new position should be con-

sidered a "leave of absence" generously

granted by the great state until the time of

the International Convention in October.
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Hopi Camp Fire Girls, Central Church, Buffalo, New York

Report of the Hopi Camp Fire

Girls of Buffalo, New York

SOLD $16,750 Liberty Bonds; saved $300
in War Stamps; knit 33 sweaters, 8
pairs socks, 2 scarfs and 6 pairs wrist-

lets; made 30 towels for Red Cross; did sur-

gical dressing work at Red Cross rooms;
adopted French orphan, $36.50; gave $25 to

Red Cross; gave $10 to United War Work
Fund; gave $7.40 to Camp Fire War Chest.

Visited an old lady who is a shut-in, tak-
ing her fruit and entertaining her with
songs. Sent flowers several times to munici-
pal hospital; at Easter time supplied an old
couple with food, fruit, etc.; supplied 2 poor
families with a complete Thanksgiving din-
ner; gave a day's outing at the park to 15
poor children one day in July ; held a "Christ-

mas party for 30 needy children at the
church; had a Christmas tree and Santa
Claus, who presented each child with toys,

handkerchiefs, a pair of mittens and a stock-
ing full of good things to eat. Purchased a
pair of shoes for a poor child.

Celebrated the sixth anniversary of Camp
Fire by having charge of evening service
March 17, 1918. Gave $15 to Building Fund;
donated $10 toward repairs on church; pre-

sented church with electric clock; gave $5 to

Armenian Relief; paid $65 towards our camp-
ing expenses. All money used in the above
report was earned by the girls as a group by
selling chocolate, cocoa and Christmas cards.

We made $175 on the Christmas cards.

We also presented the plays, "The Betty

Wales Girls and Mr. Kidd," and "The Camp
Fire Cinderella."

We have nearly $150 in our treasury now
which will help us carry out the best point

of the Law, "Give Service."

Miss Vera Fisher, Guardian.

Another Roosevelt Letter

A
HERETOFORE unpublished letter writ-

ten by the late President Roosevelt to

one of his children when they lived in

the White House at Washington has been

discovered. The letter was written to little

Quentin Roosevelt when his father was taking

a vacation and trying to forget his trials as

President by enjoying a hunt in the Yellow-

stone National Park. It contains one of the

little drawings which the children of America
have learned to associate with Colonel Roose-

velt's little notes to his beloved children.

A young chemist who was employed in the

Navy Department during a part of the Roose-

velt administration, was assigned to the

White House on special duty. He and the

Roosevelt children became great friends, and
little Quentin was his constant companion.

The day the Yellowstone letter reached Quen-

tin he showed it to his friend and later

slipped it into his pocket. There it remained

in the man's pocket until recently it was
fished out of its hiding place when the old

suit was taken from a hook in a dark corner

of the closet to be thrown away. The man
had resigned from the navy and was em-
ployed at Red Cross headquarters in Wash-
ington. Among those to whom he happened
to show the card was the editor of the Junior

News, and Mrs. Roosevelt gave her permission

that the letter might be published in the

school children's magazine.

The letter, which was written April 16,

1903, reads:

"Blessed Quenty-quee

:

"I love you very much. Here is a picture

of the mule that carries, among other things,

my bag of clothes, etc. There are about

twenty mules in the pack train. They all

follow one another in single file up and down
the mountain paths and across the streams.

"Your loving "Father."
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Report of the Annual Convention of the India Mission

of the Disciples of Christ

By Neva Nicholson

THE annual Convention of the India Mis-

sion of the. Disciples of Christ was held

in Jubbulpore, C. P., from February 20

to 25, 1920.

There were sixty-four missionaries. present,

five of whom were visiting delegates from the

British and Australian Churches of Christ

Missions. Dr. Edith Brown, of the Ludhiana

Women's Medical school, was present one day

and told briefly of the aims of that institu-

tion. Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Menzies and family,

Mrs. David Rioch and daughter, Janet, and

Mrs. George Springer, all of whom had re-

cently returned from furlough, were welcomed

back' to India. The presence of Secretary

Bert Wilson, who came last fall on a visit of

inspection, and had just completed a tour of

the stations of the Mission, was helpful to

all.

There were also five representatives of the

India Church, M. J. Shah, who has charge

of the promising work in the Fosterpur Cir-

cle of the Mungeli district; Samson Power,

for years the head compounder in the medi-

cal work at Harda; Balchand Parker, pastor

of the church at Bilaspur; Sarawan Wilson

and Khet Singh, students of the Bible Col-

lege in Jubbulpore.

The convention addresses were as follows:

"The Place of the Church in Present Day
world Movements," by Secretary Bert Wil-

son; "The Relation of the Indian Church to

Present Day National Movements," by C. H.

Thomson; "The Coordination of the Indian

Church with the Foreign Missionary Forces,"

by M. J. Shah; "The Recreational Life of

the Indian Church," by W. E. Gordon. The

convention sermon was delivered by O. J.

Grainger.

The devotions of the morning service were

based upon the lives of Moses, Samuel,

Isaiah, Peter and Paul. One of the special

musical numbers was a chorus of the Bible

College students, which was much appreci-

ated.

In the business sessions an important step

in advance was taken when it was voted that

India representatives also might be appointed

on some of the standing committees of the

Mission. Heretofore only missionaries have

been members of these committees. It is felt

that there are now men among the Indian

brethern whose spirit and experience are

such as to make their counsel of increasing

value. Much has been said about the desira-

bility of closer sympathy and unity between

foreign missionary forces and the Indian

Church. This is one of the means by which

it is believed this may be accomplished.

During the past year more has been done

than formerly in attempting to secure better

coordination in all departments of work,

—

that is, more of an effort has been made to

gather up anu bind together all the influ-

ences for good which may have been exerted

upon a given family through various agencies

of the Mission. When the parents of the

non-Christian children in our schools can be

visited by the evangelists and Bible women,
when the patients in our hospitals can be

followed up with the message of which they

have already heard a little, when the non-

Christian relatives of the Christians can be

found and influenced by that which won the

rest of their families, then will our work
be really effective ; then can we hope to see

the fruit of our labors. Only a beginning has

yet been made, but even so, the results are

encouraging, and this year all departments

will more determinedly cooperate with each

other in the one aim for which all exist,

namely, the implanting in the life of this

land the seed of transforming power, alle-

giance to Jesus Christ.

The development of industrial and agricul-

tural work in Christian rural communities

was discussed and approved. By far too little

consideration has hitherto been given to this

phase of our responsibility. We - have been

too ready to make into teachers and preach-

ers all who showed any indication what-

ever of being able to take up such work. We
have never put proportionate emphasis upon,

nor given proportionate attention to the

cultivation of honest pride in manual labor

faithfully performed. Indian youths have yet

to hear that not what the hand does but

what the heart holds determines a man's
rank in today's world, and that no service

that helps humanity can dishonor mankind.

The best of the Indians are more and more
realizing this and encouraging interest in.

trades and agriculture.

The importance of an intensive and ex-

tensive temperance campaign during the year

1920 was another matter to which new at-

tention was given. It is feared that when
more power of government is given into the

hands of the Indians, they will be reluctant

to prohibit the sale of intoxicants because

of the seeming advantage to them of revenue

from that source. Therefore it is hoped that

much may be done by circulating tracts, hold-

ing meetings, and teaching temperance in the

schools. In Jhansi, Harda, Jubbulpore, and
Bilaspur special endeavor was made in this

direction last year, and in other stations

classes were conducted weekly in which tem-

perance lessons were taught. In some places

temperance societies were organized. The
statement was made that excise officers have

been found very willing to help in suggesting

practical means of working. A standing

committee has been appointed whose duty

will be the promotion of temperance work
throughout the Mission.

The need of more missionaries for medical

and for evangelistic work was keenly felt.

There are at present six stations with no
missionary whose time can be given to the

evangelistic phase of the work. Hatta is be-

ing left with no missionaries at all. No
new missionaries have come to the field since

the convention a year ago. The number of

those going home on furlough this spring is

larger than the number of those who have

returned. The new missionaries who come
out next fall will not be ready for another

year to take up even a little work in any
station. Meanwhile—

?

This year more stress was laid upon the

need of prayer—more definite praying, more
sense of responsibility for the answer to our

prayer. The Indian Christians also feel this.

Facing larger opportunities for service and

heavier responsibility in that service, it is

not strange that there should come again

the realization that the consummation of His

work will come not by might, nor by power,

but by His spirit . That Spirit is manifest-

ing itself in India today. Pray that He
who sent it forth may find it grown strong

and beautiful in the heart of His Church in

India.

But the convention included not only de-

votional services, inspirational addresses and

important business sessions. Fun and laugh-

ter had places there too. There was the

general reception to which the members of

the other Missions in Jubbulpore were in-

vited. There was the party at which the

guests of honor were those who had birth-

days in February.

That group of missionary children who are

no longer children, impressed everyone. It

was good to see them enter so whole-hearted-

ly into the fun and play, and yet to see them
meeting the occasion with unconscious digni-

ty. The evening on which the Junior Mis-

sionaries entertained was the most thorough-

ly enjoyed of all. After the songs, recita-

tions and pantomimes of the children, the

young people gave a play—the trial scene

from the Merchant of Venice. The caste con-

sisted of Ruby and Harold Elsam. Janet

Rioch, Margaret Grainger, Theodora and

Miriam Madsen, Robert Benlehr, and David

Menzies. All took their parts exceedingly

well, and everyone was delighted.

Nor is the fellowship about the dining

tables easily forgotten. There was something

kindly and cheery and helpful in the very

atmosphere, and it was good.

When the days of convention were ended

and faces were turned again toward separate

ways, it was with greater zest for a great

task, new courage for old problems, stronger

faith in the triumph of His Kingdom, deeper

sympathy with each other in His service.

These All Died in the Faith

Mrs. J. W. Stough, May 11, 1920; De-

catur, Illinois.

Mrs. W. T. Mayo, May 26, 1920; Rocky
Mount, North Carolina. Age 69 years.

Mrs. E. A. Hoover, February 7, 1920; Mil-

ton, Illinois. Age 64 years.

Mrs. Bertha Custer-Miller, April 23, 1920;

Streator, Illinois. Vice-president of the

Woman's Missionary Society.

Mrs. Cecil Fryer Hobday, April 10, 1920;

Falmouth, Kentucky.

Mrs. S. R. King, March 17, 1920; Fal-

mouth, Kentucky.

Mrs. Mary Whisler, January 30, 1920;

Mackinaw, Illinois. Age 79 years.

John Alanson Stanton, September 20, 1919;

Hiram, Ohio. Age 64 years.

Miss Mary E. Hill, November 30, 1919;

Mt. Healthy, Ohio.

Mrs. M. J. Fuller, April 14. 1920; Cottage

Grove, Oregon. Age 74 years.

Mrs. Sarah Knox, May 17, 1920; Cottage

Grove, Oregon. Age 70 years.

Mrs. W. S. Grafton, January IS, 1920;

Wheeling. West Virginia.

Mrs. William Echols. February 21, 1920;

Moundsville. West Virginia.

Mrs. Alice Jessie Hawkins, March 24. 1920;

Versailles, Kentucky.
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My Year As a Navy Chaplain
By Karl Borders

THE "amazing interlude" is ended and I

am back in "cits" again, feeling rather

undressed and rinding myself a bit sur-

prised now and then not to receive a salute

from some stray soldier or sailor.

It was my misfortune to come ten thousand

miles from Manila to get into the war and

then have the armistice signed before I could

locate in any branch of service. But I was
determined to be in at least at the aftermath

and if possible catch some of the reflected

spirit of the war from those who had been

through it. I was fortunate, once in, in hav-

ing crowded into a little less than a year

almost all the experiences the navy can offer

save battle itself—a training station, a long

voyage to France on a transport, and around

through the canal to the west coast, and then

idle anchorage at a navy yard.

The chaplain's concern, however, is not

stations, nor ships, but men. And now that

I think through the list of those I came to

know and love in the service, I do not once

connect them with uniforms or any sort of

strange customs, but think of them just as

men with essentially the same problems,

temptations and ideals that are the common
property of us all. The glamour and romance
of the life at sea displayed on our colorful

city signboards soon softens into the more
subdued grays of the daily round with its

constant need of new inspiration.

I was inclined, at first, like most chap-

lains, to preach more or less technical ser-

mons, so to speak, drawing my illustrations

from navy life and experience. My discourses

were moral talks. But I early came to find

that the men wanted to hear about Christ

and religion in a straightforward, undiluted

fashion and I tried -to meet their needs. I

believe, indeed, that it is a part of the chap-

lain's business to make them forget now and

then that they are in uniform, and reduce

their thinking to the terms of man to man,
and man to God.

At the training station, which was one of

the largest ones, there were four chaplains.

Thousands of men were coming and going,

so that about the most we could do was to

preach on Sundays, do hospital visitation

and confer and advise with men who sought

us in the office. There was little opportunity

for a real personal touch. What was done

had to be planned on a large scale and sent

forth with faith that some of it would find

fruitful lodgment in the minds of the men
who passed through the station. I recall that

among other things T planned a campaign
against profanity and indecent language. By
poster, and screen, and sermon we worked to

create a sentiment against this persistent

navy practice, and then gave the men an

opportunity of making a pledge to quit. Thou-

sands of them signed, and there were no-

ticeable results. But it was impossible to

practice a follow-up plan which is necessary

to make such a campaign permanently ef-

fective.

It is only at sea and aboard his own ship

that the chaplain finds his most satisfying

field. Here he comes to know his parishioners

in an intimate way. He drops in to chat at

the laundry or bakeshop; he sings with a

group about the piano or listens to sea tales

on the fo'castle, until he comes to be one of

them. I have sometimes said to the men that

I regarded myself as an amphibious animal,

living both with the officers and the men, and
being a little of each. I was made entertain-

ment officer on my ship and in the planning

and conduct of our "happy hours," and in

the promotion of the general welfare and

happiness of the crew, found many of the

coveted "contracts." In the pursuit of these

tasks, ordinarily regarded as without the pale

of the minister's bailiwick, come many of the

chaplain's finest opportunities. Nor is it re-

garded as inconsistent by the men that their

chaplain should be, like "Dick." my right-

hand man, and a gentleman of color from

Maryland, a promoter of prize rights and
prayer meetings. The chaplaincy teaches the

wisdom of being all things to all men.

We had a gradually diminishing number
of men, from the crowded quarter-deck full

of sailors and soldiers coming home from
Brest, to the little handful which remained
when we dropped anchor at last in Puget
Sound and went into reduced commission
with about two hundred men aboard. But
the service was constantly more satisfying

as it became more intimate. Gradually my
room grew to be a haven for men in distress.

Sometimes it was trouble at home, sometimes

simply general discouragement and the desire

to give confidence and get sympathy. And
then our little meetings in the six-inch-gun

room, and particularly the communion serv-

ices, assumed a sort of mountain-top atmos-

phere and led to so many quiet talks after,

that when the time came to leave I was near

to making a sentimental fool of myself.

Nor must we forget the officer part of this

amphibious being. Unless the chaplain finds

himself happy in the ward room where he
eats and plays with the rest of the officers,

he is not likely to be a success. Perhaps our

mess was an unusual one. We all like to

feel that we are different. But I am sure

that a finer, more courteous and genuinely

helpful and sympathetic body of gentlemen

was not assembled in the navy than that

in our ward room. Every movement which

the chaplain inaugurated for the welfare of

the men was heartily supported by the officers

in a position to do so. And the friendships,

too, which came in the course of time in the

close intimacy of life aboard ship lent a

charm to the days which made one contented

and happy to do his work, and will linger a

pleasant memory for years to come.

The chief chaplain in correspondence said

once that he regarded the navy chaplaincy

as the greatest missionary field in the coun-

try. We are all liable to the overuse of

superlatives, especially when pleading a cause,

and I do not agree with this statement. But
1 am convinced that there is work to do and

plenty of it in the navy, for the man whose
tastes and family ties permit of his spending

much of his time at sea. The man who
regards the chaplaincy as a soft job is either

misinformed or is a shirker. The churches

owe it to the country to see that the proper

men for this work are recommended to the

army and navy, so that the high standard of

efficient and devoted work attained during the

war may not suffer in the equally important

time of peace. The place of the chaplain in

the military and naval organization, at one

time dubious, is well on its way to a recog-

nized importance in the maintenance of an
efficient and reliable army and navy. The
chaplain's corps should receive the commen-
dation of all who are interested in seeing

the religious and moral well-being of our
soldiers and sailors safeguarded now and in

the future as has been done during the war.

And in the end, let me bespeak for the
men who sail the dark blue sea to guard
our country's honor and maintain her ideals,

the continued interest of those of us who
stay at home. They do not need, nor want
coddling and charity. There has been en-

tirely too much of that already. Just re-

member the line of Kipling"- "Tommy" that
they are "most remarkahle like you." They
come up from the ends of our land, the best

of them from the inland portions, from the
farm and the smaller cities. Treat them,
when you meet them, as brothers and do not
regard the lot of them as blackguards be-

cause you have seen a few men in uniform
painting the town red. Conformity in dress

doesn't mean uniformity in character. And
even with the few, deal gently and again let

"Tommy" speak.

"And if sometimes our conduct isn't all

your fancy paints, Why. single men in bar-

racks don't grow into plaster saints."

They are men like the rest of us. but living

in unnatural quarters, removed from the re-

straining and refining influences of woman,
shut up for long voyages at sea and likely to

pop off like a surcharged boiler when they
hit the first port.

I'm glad I came to know them, and' to love

them—so glad that I am staying in the naval
reserves with the chance of getting back
among them for a month now and then to

renew" acquaintance.

Ten Years of Religious Progress

THE Home Missions Council gives circu-

lation to the following: "There are 202

denominations in the United State-.

Thirty-one new denominations were born in

ten years and seventeen died. Of all the

people in the United States 41,926,854 are

church members, an increase of 6,860,000 in

ten years, or 20 per cent. There are 227,000

churches, an increase of 15.000. The value of

church property is $l,676J000,O0O.

There are 721.S15 Roman Catholics. From
this number should be deducted 15 per cent

for infants and children.' included in the

Roman Catholic statistics. Less than one-

third of the church members in the United

States are Roman Catholics. The Roman
Catholic proportion in the total membership

was 40% per cent in 1906; in 1919 it was

37% per cent. In ten years the Roman Cath-

olics gained 10 ,'i ."i per cent, while the Prot-

estant churches gained 23 2 .i per cent. Bap-

tists gained 26 1/5 per cent ; the Disciples

24 4 ,i per cent : the Presbyterians. 23 1
•">

per cent: the Methodists ami Episcopalians,

23 1 5 per cent: the Congregationalists and

Lutherans. 13 per cent. The Iniversalists arc

losing, having today only 59,000 members.

The Unitarians have only S2.000. The per-

centage of men in nearly all Protestant

churches is increasing. It is now 4.'i 9 P>

per cent. The average ministerial salary

among the Northern Methodists is $1,223;

among the Congregationalists. $1,343; North-

ern Presbyterians. SI. 474: Episcopalians,

$1,632. and Unitarians. $2,080."
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Wanderland— Wonderland
The Adventures of a Baby

From the Japan Advertiser, Tokyo

THE North American Indian baby in his basket cradle and the baby kangaroo in his mother's pouch are
both more securely carried than the Japanese infant whose baby carriage is his older brother or sister.

When an American boy or girl "tends the baby" he must give up doing anything else for the time
being. They manage it better in Japan. There are so many babies and the grown people have to work so
hard that the children who are not old enough to work have to look after their little brothers and sisters
all day and every day. But Japanese fathers and mothers know that children must play, so they dress their
boys and girls in strong but loose kimonos, in the backs of which they tuck the babies.

The six pictures show some of the adventures in baby's busy day. These are only samples, but surely
if walking on stilts, playing ball, jumping the rope and riding a bicycle do not compel baby to dismount, he
can ride through any possible sort of exercise. If we admire the hardiness of the baby that endures such
jolting and jerking, what must we not think of the strength and skill of the boys and girls who carry such
loads through all their games and tasks! And how we must praise the good nature of both the baby carriage
and its passenger!
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Prospecting China's Golden Fields
By Wallace R. Bacon

WHEN" we had gotten onto the ferry to

cross the Yangtze from Hsiaw Kuan to

Puko we checked up on baggage and

people. There were eight folks and more bag-

gage than we could handle. Mr. and Mrs. Bro

and baby and Dr. and Mrs. Wilmot and baby

and Mr. Sarvis made up the party. The
ladies were going to Chuchow to visit the

Sarvises while the men made a short itiner-

ating trip in the interests of evangelistic and
educational work, intending later to join them

at Chuchow. Just, before the party left Nan-
king I decided to go along with the men for

a couple of days. When we were leaving the

ladies at Puchen a man rushed up with a note

from Mrs. Sarvis asking Dr. Wilmot to come
on to Chuchow because of the sickness of Dr.

Song, the Chinese doctor who is now in charge

of the hospital at that place, while Dr. Osgood

lias been in Yunnan seeking the release. of

Dr. Shelton from the hands of bandits. How-
ever, he was able to join the party again that

evening.

On our way through Puchen we stopped to

look at the land that is being considered as

a site for the development of our work there;

and when we arrived at the school and found

thirty-five bright-eyed little chaps crowded

into small and inadequate quarters we wished

that we might hurry up the plans for the

development of this work.

Pastor Ko, who is now superintendent, of

the churches in this district, joined us here.

We loaded our baggage onto a couple of tiao-

fus. They carried the things on their poles

and swung along ahead of us the whole
twenty-five li. As we left Puchen I stopped

to get a picture of the old Puko pagoda which
stood out against the horizon on the hilltop.

It is in bad condition now, but has stood

there for centuries.

The road we were traveling wound about

between the fields and over the hills. At
home we would call it a cowpath. We passed

little donkeys with baskets of rice, wine, and
fertilizer, and occasionally had to make way
for the lumbering water buffalo to get by.

Most of the fields were already planted with

Our Four Chinese Workers at Go Tan Izi. Guy
W. Sarvis Stands JS

Tear Lett and Wallace
Bacon and A. C. Bro at Right

wheat or beans, and both crops were doing

nicely.

The farmers were busy everywhere fertiliz-

ing their fields with the mud from the bottom

of the ponds. In places where the ponds were

dried up they were taking the mud about six

inches deep from the bottom of the empty
hole. Whole families would be engaged in

this task. The old father would have his

sons and their 'Ge^es assisting him. The in-

evitable pole -'iila. baskets were being used.

Whenever the sort
,en would bring their bas-

kets back to \>0 so >cl they would first sprinkle

a few grass asPte 'into them so that the mud
would not stick when they emptied them out

in the field. Then, too, the ashes would stick

onto the mud and thus find their way all over

the field. After this mud is put all over

the field in basketfuls; then the women go
over the field again, using a crude sort of

spade and scattering the mud by the shovel-

ful. If the pond was not dry at this time of

the year, they used a boat and by means of

a tool that was something like a post hole

digger, made out of large scoops, they would
fill the boat with the mud and then go to

the bank and throw it out onto the field.

Christians and Enquirers at Go Tan Tzi. A Typical Country Congre.nnth

One can but marvel at the patience and in-

dustry of these people.

Everywhere along the way we found the

farmers getting the small irrigation ditches

around their rice fields cleaned out and the

terraces between the fields built up. We
passed a water wheel, or as the Chinese say

a "water wagon." These are of different

kinds, some run by water buffaloes, some by
use of the feet, but this one was operated by
hand. A man and his wife were running
it and they were elevating the water between

four and five feet and the quantity lifted was
sufficient to make a good sized stream as it

rushed on through the ditches into the fields.

A fish trap had been placed in one of these

ditches so as to catch any small fish that

might get out of the pond.

We stopped at a tea house to refresh our-

selves. It was out in the open country. The
house was the typical country house with

mud walls and thatched roof and dirt floor.

The people served the four of us all the tea we
wanted for only one copper.

Go Tan Tzi knew we were coming and the

whole village was in a stir upon our arrival.

We went directly to the school and church

which are being conducted in the same quar-

ters, and there we met Mr. Liang, the teacher,

and Mr. Ting, an evangelist from Nanking,

who was then in the midst of an evangelistic

meeting at Go Tan Tzi. A delightful tea was
served immediately and in about ten minutes

we had a splendid Chinese dinner set before

us which we relished greatly. It seemed to

us that a remarkably large part of the town

was there to watch us eat. This was true

at every meal. They increased in numbers
the longer we stayed.

The last meal I had there we pulled some
desks around in such a way as to block the

crowd from coming closer to us than about six

feet. I suppose there must have been at least

fifty people back of that barrier. They were

of all sizes and kinds; old men and old Mom-
en, young men and young women, kiddies of

all ages, some with sore heads and some with
sore eyes. One mother set her baby on a desk

and leaned over to let it nurse while she

watched the foreigners eat: they were all

there, . some Mere fearfully dirty and others

M~ere not so dirty, but none of them clean.

They stood there for about an hour, some

with squinted-up eyelids, and all of them
with necks stretched and with an apparently

tense interest.

One member of our party had smuggled a

can of peaches to the table and at the close of

the meal offered us all a share in his dessert.

The Chinese men did not care for the sweets

and left the table to drink their tea while the

rest of us finished up on something sweet.

But when they left they did not replace the

desks of our barricade and in a minute the

whole crowd swarmed in about us. They
began debating among themselves as to what
we had in those cans. About the time they

had decided that it wa^ pork, we told them
that we Mere eating peaches and that the

white liquid we poured over them was con-

densed cow's milk. And again, for the hun-

dredth time I suppose, they thought we were
strange indeed.

Mr. Bro and I wandered about the village

and its environs one afternoon. The boys

were out with their kites. These kites are

of unusual designs and the boys are very

clever in flying them. We passed stone

arches with some very clever carving upon
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A "Slraei Che an Inclined rump with an Endless Chain, which the Chinese
Use for Irrigating Purposes

them. They were doubtless erected to the

memory of some worthy widow. We passed

through the paupers' field and encountered

some ferocious dogs. An empty pu botv, or

bundle, told anew the old sad story of the

fate of many of China's babies.

A fine piece of land, high, with splendid

drainage and in fine location, had been point-

ed out to us as the site they were trying to

secure for the development of our work here.

Then we came back through the main street of

the village to the school, stopping in at vari-

ous shops along the way. We went into one

temple where the gods had been piled in one

corner to make way for a school. The teacher

was very courteous and talked with us about

his work. There were about twenty-five boys

in the school and they were studying the

"Four Books," a part of the Chinese classics.

Out in front of the temple we heard a blind

woman telling another lady's fortune, for

which service she received a few coppers.

Most of it was told in a chant which was
accompanied by a few chords struck on a
stringed instrument.

Everywhere we went the people were cour-

teous and interested. Old women making cot-

ton thread by hand would stop and show' us
how they did it and seemed greatly pleased

when we praised them for being clever at it.

Wherever there was a baby in the shop, we, of

course, could get them started to talking by
telling them how pretty the baby was. All the
forms of industry were being carried on in

medieval ways. Rice was cleaned by hand and
the use of large reed sieves swung from a rope.

The coffin shop is in every village. This shop
was very busy, but nevertheless the old Lao
jjan took time to give us a cordial and insist-

ent invitation to do him the honor of coming
in and sitting down. These coffins are made of

logs and special care is given to dressing the
ends of the logs. We asked about the price

of a coffin and he told us the one he was
then making would cost thirty dollars.

That evening Mr. Sarvis showed some views
in an old Buddhist temple near the school.

We had to go there because our building was
much to small. The crowd was at the doors
very early and the place was packed and all

standing room' taken long before time to be-

gin with the pictures. The people of Go Tan
Tzi seemed to thoroughly enjoy the pictures.

Mr. Ko talked about them as they were

thrown onto the screen. There were some
views of China and then some views of Amer-
ica and then a number of pictures on the life

of Christ which gave Mr. Ko an opportunity

to instruct the people. When it was over we
had an interesting time keeping the people

from stampeding to investigate the machine.

Sunday night the service was planned for out-

doors because there were so many people

turned away from the temple.

There was a record-breaking attendance at

Sunday school next morning. Mr. Sarvis was
asked to teach one of the classes but before

he began he asked Pastor Ko to say a few

words about the Bible so that these men
would have some idea about the book. Before

Mr. Sarvis had been talking long all the other

classes in the room and stopped to listen to

him.

At the morning church service Mr. Ko
preached from Matthew 13:44, 45, about how
much it w^as worth while paying in order to

be a Christian. At the close of the service

all the Christians stood together to take com-

munion. I could not see just how many there

were in the women's section, but altogether.

I think we were about fifteen. During all of

the service people were gambling in the street

just outside our room. The gambler had conic

where the crowd was and he was doing a good

business too. Men. women and kiddies seemed

to be in abundance who had the necessary

coppers to pay for a chance to draw the lucky

stick out of bis bamboo box.

After another good Chinese dinner 1 left

t lie men and started on my way back to

Puchen. The afternoon was hot but T thor-

oughly enjoyed the trip. Stopped for tea

and let the folks sample some raisins I had

with me. People were busy on every hand

as I walked between the fields. And they

were always ready to smile and pass some

word of greeting, most of which I understood.

On the whole trip I never heard the call "for-

eign devil" but three or four times and then

it was always from some little youngster and

given without any evident malice. Occa-

sionally I would pass two or three little boys

or girls astride water buffaloes, and being

alone they sometimes looked very serious and

afraid of me.

At Puchen I took a chedza (riksha) the

last three miles to Puko and the river. I

came across the river in a sampan. As
they lifted the great single sail to the

breeze and we started across the Yangtze

for Hsia Kuan, the four rag pickers and
their rags, my fellow passengers, and the old

man and the boy who helped him sail the

boat were not in my thoughts much. A great

cloud hung over the mountains in the back-

ground and the sun setting behind it was
throwing a red glow out over the edge of the

cloud. Before we got across the river the

cloud had lifted enough to let the glow of the

sunset appear in wondrous glory beneath it

and against this the sails and masts of Chi-

nese junks stood out. The old Yangtze flowed

on its way as it has done for thousands of

years and was wholly oblivious to my pres-

ence, but the glory of the sunset was reflected

on its yellow waters. And some day, some-

how, the glory of our God will be reflected in

a new and more glorious way in the lives of

China's vellow millions.

The Puko Pagoda. This Stately Temple Has Been Standing for Several Centuries
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

The New Emphasis on the Use of Money

II Corinthians, Chapters 8 and 9.

WHAT is called the new emphasis is not

really new, but is simply a revival of

the emphasis of the New Testament.

Our Lord and His Apostles had much to say

about money and the right use of it. In fact

there is scarcely any other topic on which they

had so much to say. When the rich young ruler

went away sorrowful because he was told to

sell what he had and give to the poor, the

Lord's significant comment was, "How hardly

shall a rich man enter into the Kingdom of

Cod.'' The man whose fields brought forth

so plentifully that he was embarrased by his

superabundance and proposed to spend all

the increase on himself, is known to us as

"the rich fool." He laid up treasures for him-

self and was not rich toward God. The man
who was dressed in purple and fine linen and

fared sumptuously every day, is represented

as lifting up his eyes in torment. This man
saw Lazarus lying at his gate, full of sores,

and did not minister unto him. Our Lord

taught his disciples to lay up treasures in

heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth

corrupt, and where thieves do not break

through and steal. He said to them, "Give,

and it shall be given unto you; good measure,

pressed down, shaken together, and running

over." And again, "Give to him that asketh

thee, and from him that would borrow from

thee turn thou not away." There is a great

saying our Lord's in the Book of Acts

and that is not found in the Gospels and reads

thus: "It is more blessed to give than to re-

ceive."

The great Apostle said, "As ye abound in

everything, in faith, and utterance, and
knowledge, and in all earnestness, and in

your love to us, see that ye abound in this

grace also." Speaking of some churches, He
told "how that in much proof of the affliction

the abundance of their joy and deep poverty

abounded unto the riches of their liberality.

For according to their power, yea, and beyond
their power, they gave of their own accord."

He reminded the Christians to whom he wrote
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and said that

though lie was rich, yet for their sakes he
became poor, that they through his poverty

might become rich. Again, "Let each man
do according as he has purposed in his heart,

not grudgingly, or of necessity; for God
loves a cheerful giver."

Money was needed then and money is need-

ed now. Paul said that one church had sent

once and gave unto his need. He spoke of

the gifts of that church as "an odor of sweet

smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well-pleasing to

God." He taught that Christian people were
to give as they were prospered. He spoke of

every Christian as a steward, and said that

it was required in stewards that a man he
found faithful. What a Christian has in his

possession he holds in trust. He is not to

think that his Avealth is his own to spend as

he likes. The scriptures teach that one's

riches and what he possesses are limited on
the one hand by the sovereignty of God from

whom he has received everything, and to

whom he must render an account of all. and

on the other hand by the claims and the needs

of his fellow men.

The gospel is to be preached in all lands,

both at home and abroad. Those who preach

are to be sustained, for God has so ordained

that those who preach the gospel shall live

of the gospel. Schools of all grades must be

established on the mission fields. Hospitals

and orphanages and homes must be provided

and maintained. The aged and the dependent

at home must have their needs supplied. This

cannot be done without money, and God calls
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upon those whom he has prospered to supply

the money necessary. There are millions who
cannot preach or teach but they can assist

the work by the right use of the funds God
has given them. A man like Dr. Goucher. or

T. W. Phillips, or John S. Kennedy, or R. A.

Long, or Albert Teachout can assist the work
of Christ in all lands. By doing this a man
does far more for the enrichment of his own
life than he could possibly do by following in

the footsteps of the prosperous man who said

io himself, "Soul, take thine ease, eat, drink

and be merry."

For centuries the church forgot her duty
to give for the maintenance and the enlarge

incut of the work of the Kingdom. The ma-
jority of Christian people gave nothing. What
was given was given by a few. So long as

little or nothing was attempted, little money
\\as needed; but now when missionaries are

going to the uttermost parts of the earth,

when the war-cry is the evangelization of the

world in this generation, when social reform-

ers are seeking to improve the conditions of

all classes, money is needed as never before.

This is the special reason for the new empha-
sis on the use of money.
Perhaps it should be said that though the

teaching of the Scriptures on this subject has
been emphasized, those who claim to know,
confidently affirm, that the present generation

is giving less than their fathers gave, all

things being considered. The world was never

before so rich as it is now. The church

shares in the general prosperity. It becomes

those who are teachers to keep the duty of

giving before the people in season and out of

season. There must be line upon line, pre-

cept upon precept, here a little, and there a
great deal. The church should give head to

the suggestion found in the following words:

"Make channels for the stream of love

Where they may broadly run,

And love has ever-flowing streams

To fill them, every one.

"For we must share if we would keep

That good gift from above;

Ceasing to share we cease to have,

Such is the law of love."

A. McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere

A
SPLENDID offering has come from our

Chinese Christian Institute at San Fran-

cisco. California, for missions. Seventy-

five children in the day school gave as an

Easter gift, $55, to be used for hospital

work on the foreign field. The C. W. B. M.
Day offering was $20. We are glad, not only

for the offering, but for the fine missionary

spirit that is being developed among the

Chinese people touched by the work of the

Institute.

Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter and daughters were

to have sailed from Porto Rico for furlough

in the States on May 20. hoping to get to the

College of Missions in time for commencement
and the Missionary Conference. However, the

strike of the longshoremen delayed their com-

ing, which was a great disappointment, for

Mrs. Carpenter lias been seriously ill and their

vacation was overdue. These good mission-

aries have been working very hard and need

a change and rest.

Mr. W. E. Gordon. Jhansi, India, writes:

"We started a dispensary in connection

with the school when Mrs. Gordon came
down from the hills. The boys so often

come to school with sore eyes, boils,

itch, ringworm, or colds and coughs just

starting. This way they can be treated

right away. In January the young man Mrs.

Gordon had under training in Mahoba, who
had been in lima ever since we left India,

was transferred here, lie has been quite a

help. He and his wife are running the dis-

pensary now. In three months we have had

over four thousand patients, over three thou-

sand of them being boys from the school, the

others outsiders. The boys are treated free.

others pay one anna a ticket. The District
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Board, a semi-government body, have granted

ten rupees a month for the dispensary.

"Some months ago I started a class in

physiology among the boys. They have been

greatly interested in what they have learned.

It is something so absolutely new to them.

I expect to follow up these lessons with talks

on temperance, hygiene, and sanitation."

The Elsam family of Bina, India, have

promise of passage to London on steamer

sailing the 10th of May. They expect to

spend part of their furlough in England.

Miss Orah Haight's furlough is due, but as

late as April 21 she had not been able to

secure her steamer passage.

Mr. Carpenter writes that the Evangelical

Seminary, Porto Eico,, has just closed its

first year, and it has been a successful one.

Three students received full diplomas, one

of whom was our Juan G. Rivera, who came

to our Boys' Orphanage when a small boy.

Credits were given him for the course he

completed under Mr. Wood and Miss Siler.

The Seminary grants diplomas only to those

who have finished high school. Certificates

are given to special students.

Miss Lillie F. Abbott, Nanking, China, has

been teaching this spring three classes in

English and a Sunday school class in Chinese.

With her language study in the mornings,

this has kept her pretty busy. She writes:

"Yesterday afternoon the girls were out in

groups talking against cigarettes, which at

present are being widely advertised and given

away. So many of the coolies we meet on

the streets are smoking. It seems to me that

even in the short time I have been here I

can notice an increase in the number of ciga-

rette users. Saturday afternoon, on the hill

near the school, an immense crowd was gath-

ered together to see a balloon ascend. When
it had gone up a little way the man in it

threw down quantities of cigarettes. Here
in the school the teachers are doing every-

thing they can to influence the men not to

smoke. After the girls had talked to a small

group of women in one of the Christian

homes, they gave out papers on the street,

telling of the evil effects of smoking."

Dr. Jenny E. Crozier is visiting relative'

and friends in California. She is planning
to spend most of the summer getting the rest

she needs after her strenuous medical work
in India.

After her year of study in the Language
School at Nanking, China, Miss Lois A. Ely
is to be located in Luchowfu for the next
two years, helping in our Girls' School there
while Miss Lillian Collins comes on furlough
this year, and Miss Wenona Wilkinson next
year. After that it is planned that she, with
Miss Effie McCallum, shall go to the Girls'

School in Nantungchow.

The Butler College Student Y. M. C. A.
and Y. W. C. A. are establishing scholarships
in India, Japan and China. The latter is

for SJIIOO and Mill go through the Christian
Woman's Board of Missions to Ginling Col-
lege, Nanking, for the use of Sun Gi Shuh,
one of our own Christian girls there.

and butterflies; then she adds: "My greatest

interest just now is to learn the language

so I can understand and be understood. Peo-

ple come and try to talk and it is so hard

to make yourself understood. The children

are my patient teachers and are always will-

ing to say things slowly and as many times

as I ask them. They are such interesting

little fellows."

Miss Laura Lynne Major now has charge

of the women's work in Luchowfu, China,

housed in the building that was formerly used

for the girls' school before it was moved into

its fine new home. In the winter the mission-

aries held a child welfare exhibit with charts,

posters and models, splendidly adapting the

proper care of children to the possibilities

of the average Chinese home. More than

Hidden Answers

1. What is the imperative need of

our work in Japan?
2. What are some of the methods

of the evangelistic missionary?

3. How is a Boy Scout organiza-

tion constituted?

4. How many new missionaries are

being sent to the various fields this

year?

5. What was the basis of the morn-

ing devotional services at the annual

convention of the India Mission?

6. Give the percentage of men in

the Protestant Churches.

7. Where is the United Christian

Missionary Society to be located in

St. Louis?

8. What method is used to appease

divine wrath in the Philippines?

9. Who is the dean of our foreign

missionaries?

10. Why was Frederick Smith in-

terested in the capture of Dr. Shel-

ton?

11. What important meeting was
held in Geneva, Switzerland in June?

12. Who is the new National Sec-

retary of Christian Endeavor?

13. How has the International Sun-

day School Association been reorgan-

ized?

eight hundred women saw the exhibit during

the three days of its continuance, and heard

the lectures given by our best trained Chris-

tian women.

Mrs. Maria Reynolds Ford has been doing

relief work under the Red Cross in Albania

the past year. Recent word has come from
her in Greece, where she was enjoying a va-

cation in visiting historic scenes.

Mrs. Bierma writes of the two little "Junior

Missionaries": "Ruth and Rachel are fine

playmates. They like to dress up in Indian

costumes and play that they are Bible women
just starting to the town to teach. Their

Hindustani speech and gestures are a delight

to the Indian people."

Miss Manha Bateman of the Congo mission
writes with much appreciation of the natural
beauties of Africa, the flowers, ferns, birds

Mrs. Hobgood of Africa writes of her little

Junior Missionary: "Bob is about the busiest

person around even if he hasn't any definite

plan of work. He runs and gets the Bible

and is very quiet while I read to him and we
have our prayers, and then he likes for me to

tell about Jesus, or sing to him while he-

gets real sleepy." Mr. and Mrs. Hobgood
hope to be at home on furlough in time for

the October convention.

Miss Major writes of one of the women bap-

tized at Luchowfu recently: "I wish you could

have seen her, so old and stooped, but with

that wonderful light of the Spirit in her dim
eyes. It was the story of the Prodigal Son
that first gripped and held her. She said "1

drowned three of my own baby girls long ago.

I did not know it was wrong. Can God for-

give even that?"

Humanity Requires No Mandate

WHETHER or not the American nalimi

ought to accept a mandate for Armenia
is clearly a debatable question. And

the debate is still going on, even though the

Senate has expressed its disapproval of the

President's recommendation. There is much
to be said on both sides of the question, for

the issues involved are fundamental to our

foreign policy.

But while the debate goes on with reference

to the matter of the mandate, there can be

no room for debate relative to the duty of

America to succor distressed Armenia in

every proper way. There may be weighty

political reasons why America should not as-

sume the obligations involved in the proposed

mandate, but there can be no good reason

why America should not continue increasingly

to pour out her sympathy for Armenia
through the channels of practical helpfulness.

For, as an editorial in the Providence Journal

of June 9, states: "America does not need a

mandate to furnish of her abundant wealth

the little that Christianity suggests for the

Armenians." »

There is no question as to the need. The
conditions prevalent in Armenia today are

quite as severe as any that have been faced

by these brave people within the last few
years. Their enemies are pressing them on
every side. They are in great peril of utter

extermination. A Turkish official recently

made this remark, which is quoted by Sir

Philip Gibbs, the well-known correspondent,

in a recent article: "We do not mind if the

Western Powers proclaim a free Armenia.
We will make it a desert without people. It

will be free to us."

It is surely within the right of any nation

on the face of the earth that is actuated by
the broad principles of humanity to do all

in its power to thwart the threat of the Turk,

and to save a worthy people from extinction.

America already has done much for Armenia
through the Near East Relief, but there re-

mains very much more to be done. And, as

an Armenian from Aleppo, suffering under

the persecutions of the Turk, has recently

said: "It is to America that Armenia cries

for help. Help us now, before there is a

tragedy more terrible than any in the past."

Mr. Charles V. Vickrey, General Secretary

of the Near East Relief, is about to make a

tour of the countries in which that organi-

zation is operating, sailing from New York
on July 3. The Near East Relief, because

of the splendid work it has done through the

generosity of the American people, is a star

of hope to the thousands of distressed j^eople

of Armenia.
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Woman's Missionary Societies

YES, the last year of the Five-Year Cam-
paign began July first. Very special

preparation should be made for the

meetings during this quarter. Through the

officers and division leaders every member
of the society should be urged to be present,

and participate in these beginning meetings

of the year's work. True, this is vacation

time, but world conditions are such that a

new emphasis must be placed on the responsi-

bilities of the church of today. Old plans and

a half-hearted service will not meet the needs.

This is not only a day of opportunity, but

a day of necessity.

Every society will receive from their State

Office an apportionment in members, World
Call subscriptions, and offering for the year,

July. 1920, to July, 1921. Aims that will be

a real challenge should be accepted by every

society.

The Executive Committee has doubtless

worked out a plan suitable to local conditions

whereby the responsibility of the year's work
will be shared by every member of the society.

Divisions should be apportioned a definite

per cent of all the aims. Societies that are

not using the uniform Division Plan will find

it very much easier to promote the work and

greater results will be attained if they use

some plan for dividing the responsibilities.

During the first quarter of the missionary

year an every member visit should be made.

Every member should be asked to assume

definite obligations for the last year of the

Five-Year Campaign. Cards to be used in

this visitation will be provided free, from

Headquarters. It is suggested that every

member be asked to designate how many new
members and World Call subscriptions she

will try to secure and the amount she will

give in addition to her regular monthly

offering.

If this visitation is carefully planned and

systematically carried forward, great results

will be attained. The enlistment of women
should be stressed above every other aim. If

the womanhood of the church could but know
of the spiritual uplift that comes into the

lives of those who serve through the Woman's
Missionary Society, we would need no aim in

membership. However, since only a small

per cent of the women of the church are

receiving this blessing the enlistment work
must go on.

World Call should be going into every

home represented in the church. All subscrip-

tions in the local church will count on the

aim of the Woman's Missionary Society.

The power of money for good was never

greater. Think what a million dollars will

do. It is to build schools, hospitals and
churches, preach His gospel, train His work-

ers and send them out to teach and heal and
save His children. God is counting upon
this monev for His work. Dare Ave fail Him?

Where the United Ohristiun Missionary Society Is Loented, Missouri State Life Building, fifteenth
and Locust Streets, St. Louis. Four-fifths of the Sixtli Floor and One-tenth of

the Basement Will Be Oecupied by the Society.

It is necessary that we have a new Honor
Roll for the closing year of this great cam-

paign.

HOXOR ROLL FOR WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SO-

CIETIES, 1920-1921

1. Payment of dues in full for enrolled

membership.

2. Four quarterly reports sent as required.

3. A Boys' and Girls' organization for mis-

sionary instruction.

:' 4.- Observance of Easter week of prayer

with, thank offering.

5. An average attendance of not less than

forty per cent of the membership.

6. Accepted aims reached in members, sub-

scriptions; and offerings.

Circle and Triangle Clubs

All auxiliaries to the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions have been cooperating in

the Five-Year Campaign. Circles and. Tri-

angle Clubs will receive an apportionment in

membership and offering from their state

secretary. Plans suggested for the Woman's
Missionary Society can be adapted to the

Circles.

The Circles do not receive an apportion-

ment in World Call subscriptions, but they

should secure subscriptions and use every in-

fluence in getting the young people to read

the magazine. Any young woman or any

boy or girl who secures subscribers for this

great missionary paper, will be rendering a

real missionary service.

Every young person should set aside a defi-

nite part of his or her income or allowance

for the Lord's work. Give regularly for mis-

sions as you do for your local church. It is

far easier to give fifty cents a month than

six dollars at the end of the year. Accept a

worth-while aim. one that will require real

work and sacrifice. It will put new life and

determination in your members.

The young people will be a mighty factor in

evangelizing the world. The task would be

impossible without them.

The Circle Honor Roll has been revised and

wo hope will be used in every circle.
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Honor Roll for Young Woman's Mission-

ary Circles, 1920-1921

1. Payment of dues in full for enrolled

membership.

2.. Four quarterly reports sent as required.

3. At least half the membership reading

World Call regularly.

4. Aims attained in membership and offer-

ings.

We believe the Triangle Clubs can do better

work if they too have an Honor Roll, so the

following is submitted.

Honor Roll for Triangle Clubs, 1920-1921

1. Ten regular meetings during year.

2. Reports for December, March and June
quarter, sent to State Secretary.

3. Average attendance of one-half the mem-
bership at each meeting.

4. Aims attained in membership and
offering.

Programs and helps for both Triangle Clubs

and Circles should be ordered at once, from
Literature Department, Christian Woman's
Board of Missions, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Boys' and Girls' Work

"It Is Only When He Is Older that it Is Hard
to Make a Missionary of Him."

A. M. Harvuot

THE following resolution was passed by
the Board of Trustees of the American
Christian Missionary Society at its quar-

terly meeting June 11.

"In the death of our brother, A. M. Har-
vuot, we recognize the loss of a forceful, en-

thusiastic and devoted worker in the King-
dom. His zeal and initiative resulted in the

organization of a number of congregations
in his home city of Cincinnati; his vision

and activities called into being the great
Jubilee Convention which marked a turning
point in the development of our people; lie

was an earnest and unceasing advocate of

the work of the American Christian Mission-
ary Society and of all our missionary work.
"By his going our fellowship is the poorer,

but by his life and service the world has
been greatly enriched.

"Be It Resolved: 1. That we hereby ex-

press our deep sense of loss in his death, our

great appreciation of his life of service, and

that we regard the prosecution of the task

he loved as a sacred heritage which it shall

be our joy to accept and to give to it some
measure of the devotion we have learned of

him.

"2. That we express to his widow and
family, and make a part of the permanent
records of the Society, our heartfelt tribute

of love to him who was our comrade in long

years of devotion to the sacred interests com-
mitted to our Society."

Religious Instruction for Rural

Churches

RELIGIOUS education is now recognized

to be something much broader than

the instruction received in the .Sunday

school. Indeed, even the name of that time-

honored institution is open to criticism.

Bible school is preferred by some and church

school by most leaders. The country church

should develop definite means of religious

education both for children and adults and
bringing pulpit, home and church school into

definite cooperation to the end that personal

and social duty and morality may be inter-

preted in terms of rural life and applied in

actual service with the parish and com-

munity.

This is the ideal, but we fall far short of

it. Whole denominations report from one-

sixth to one-fourth of their churches as lack-

ing in Church Schools. In what other way
can the young be influenced or more surely

brought to the great decision for Christ than

through this agency? On the other hand we
find throughout America thousands of union

Sunday schools unaffiliated with any church,

lacking in supervision, and furnishing no op-

portunity for uniting with a church.

What then, is the program in religious

education for the country church ? First

there should be graded instruction in the

Bible. To the early adolescent boy David
is a hero, to the young man he is a super-

successful leader and so on. The time has

passed when one narrative can be studied

by any given school as a whole and the best

results attained. All schools can secure

graded lessons if they desire them and they

can be adapted to the needs of the small

rural school.

In the next place the teachers who will

have harder but more interesting work to do
must be trained for it and they and the

other adult members may be instructed

through midweek meetings or consecutive

sermon presentation.

Third, the children in the church school

should be studied by their teachers and
the pastor and the parents taken into

confidence so that the church and -the

home may agree upon the objectives of char-

acter. This study must not be only during
the hour on Sunday, but whenever opportu-
nity arises. Some of the most valuable ma-
terial one pastor ever secured for dealing

with his young folks he gathered watching
them now and then from his study window
as they enjoyed themselves on the church
playground.

Fourth, there must be more use of the rich

rural material in the Bible. The barnyard
hen takes on a new meaning when the child

connects it with the big lesson Jesus taught

by it. And so through both Testaments, as

indicated in a former article in this series,

there lies ready to hand a wealth of illus-

tration, suggestion, truth to him who. having
eyes, sees, and seeing, shows others.

In such a brief article it is not possible to

do more than enumerate, but any board can
amplify these suggestions and make others.

A final word may be said. In these days
when there are a number of devices thai in

no way mar the looks of the church audi-

torium, no class should lack at least a cur-

tained partition during the teaching session.

The advantages of this need no proof and
with the devices mentioned not more than
eighty or a hundred dollars stand between
this improvement and the Sunday school

which meets in the church auditorium.

Edmund deS. Brunner.
Associate Secretary, Home Missions Council.

Pay Up Day

THE church at Mason City, Iowa, has es-

tablished Pay Up Day in its calendar of

special occasions. W. T. Fisher is the

pastor. The following notice appears in the

Mason City Christian, the weekly publication

of the church:

Come, friends, let us make Pay LT
p Day a

success ! We must not fail in this one thing.

The need is great and we must meet our
obligations. We have been favored and credit

has been extended to us. These have enabled

us to have our splendid temple of worship
and workshop. To pay interest and principal

we depend upon your pledges to our Lord's

work. In fact upon your pledges the credit

was extended. Only one thing is fair—we
must meet the obligations as they come due.

These are no greater than what is due on the

pledges which we have made. By paying
what each one owes up to date the church

will have money to meet all obligations due
at this time. Come, friends, let us pay up.

i'ou can do this Sunday morning at the

church. Brethren will be designated at the

morning service to receive your payments.

Please pay up on both Current Expenses and
Building Fund pledges.

Self-Whipping in Philippines

THE practice of self-whipping in public

to appease divine wrath, which flourished

in certain countries of Europe centuries

ago, still exists in the Philippine Islands, al-

though in a diminishing degree each year.

Advices from the provinces where educa-

tional advantages are not enjoyed show that

the practice was indulged in during the Easter
holidays this year.

Hundreds of Americans and other foreign-

ers gathered at an open field a few miles from
the center of the city to witness the weird
performance, but only six appeared to do
penance.

These beat themselves over the backs with
heavy flexible bamboo flogging rods. Later
they walked to seven places in the field, de-

noting the seven points of the cross, where
they were beaten by the master of ceremonies.

When the lashing is completed they throw
themselves into a pool of mud and as they
come from the stagnant water their wounds
are washed with pure water and healing med-
icines applied.

—

Kansas City Star.
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The Call for Expansion

WE of the United Society are busy

—

busy in mind, in calculation and rest-

ive in the delayed assurance that will

make us busy in preparations for the re-

moval of the offices of the several units to

their permanent abiding places.

But notwithstanding this restlessness and

unsettled feeling, each office is going steadily

on, no doubt, doing its regular work of keeji-

ing intact its records and of keeping in touch

with the great brotherhood.

In the office of The National Benevolent

Association, we are day by day going right

on with our work. There are many letters to

answer from faithful friends of God's needy

ones who do not forget that they need to eat

in order to live and to be otherwise properly

cared for in order that the Father may he

honored in the care of his poor children.

Our receipts are not so numerous or so

large in the summer months but our homes
are all sending cheerful reports. If some of

them are running a little behind in current

expenses we are sure of being able to help

them catch up and "carry on." in a little

while, and we know all will be well.

But what of the 100,000 children of the

Interchurch survey found in the United

States uncared for? Will we as Discijdes of

Christ have done our duty if we make no

effort to assist in diminishing chis number?
Beside the home for children in Omaha, we
have none west of the Missouri River except

the small one in Denver. The board in Den-

ver has long clamored for enlargement. Their

hearts too, are saddened by the many pitiful

appeals they have to refuse. And the far

Northwest calls to us for help in caring for

its needy little ones. You have doubtless

read the letter from Seattle published in

June World Call. We have done well

—

ironderfulhi toell when we compare the five-

room, rented cottage of 1889 with the four-

teen splendid buildings, now owned by the

Association, and best of all, all paid for ex-

cept the Jacksonville, Florida, and the At-

lanta, Georgia, homes. Five of the others

must be enlarged or rebuilt and we cannot

wait much longer.

We know you are not afraid to trust us

with enough of the Lord's money which you
have in your possession to do this work. Not
many of our brethren are like the brother who
sent us $9 saying he was sorry it was not

more, but he suspected it was more than would
be used for the purpose for which it was sent.

Of course, womanlike, we felt like sending it

light back to him, but we didn't. We con-

tented ourselves with telling him of the many
thousands of dollars our brethren had en-

trusted us with as shown in these fine build-

ings. I hope he is proud of them, that he

feels a deep interest in them and will send

us as many more of his $9 as he can feel sure

we will use for the homes.

Kind friends in the vicinity of all our
homes are taking children for a week or two
into their own homes. Some of the children in

the home here in St. Louis are going nearly

every day.

This year will doubtless see the greatest

need. The prices show no signs of coming
down. More old people than ever before will

likely fall by the way bruised and bleeding,

overcome by high cost of living. So we must
expand. Our people are demanding it, yes,

commanding it. East, West, North, South,

those in our brotherhood intimately acquaint-

ed with the benevolent situation are most
urgently insistent that we make more room
for homeless children and the dependent aged

now on our waiting lists.

If we expand we must expend. The Joint

Apportionment Committee has assigned the

National Benevolent Association 8252,081.21

in the budget as a bread and butter fund. If

we obey your command to increase our ca-

pacity you must heed our demand for more
money to care for the increased family.

Mrs. J. K. Haxsbbough.

Decoration Day Picnic at Havens Home, East Aurora, New York. Given by Christian Churches of Buffalo
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Reorganization of the Interchurch World
Movement

A
MEETING of the General Committee of

the Movement and representatives of

cooperating bodies was held in New
York, July 8 with a full attendance. The

unanimous decision was to go on with the

Movement, though on a greatly modified

scale, particularly as to the outlay for ex-

penses.

The committee of eight business men ap-

pointed June 18 to look closely into the

financial status of the Movement reported

a much more favorable situation than any-

one had expected to find. The obligations to

the banks, entirely covered by the under-

writings of the participating boards, amount

to $6,500,000. The other liabilities of the

Movement, exclusive of interest and rent,

amount to $500,000 less than its dependable

assets.

After hearing the report of the committee

and statements of the actions taken by re-

cent meetings of general church bodies, which

ranged all the way from enthusiastically

favorable through conditionally favorable to

unfavorable, a special committee of eleven

was appointed to make recommendations as

to the future. After conference -with the

Business Men's Committee and thorough con-

sideration, it brought in the following report,

which was unanimously adopted:

Basis of Continuance

1. The Committee is unanimous in the

conviction that the main purjiose and objects

for which the Interchurch World Movement
was created should be conserved, and there-

fore the Movement should be continued,

though on a greatly modified scale.

2. We heartily approve the action of the

Executive Committee in closing the accounts

of the Movement as of June 30, in calling

upon the churches to meet their obligations,

and in making a clear distinction between

the past and future operations of the Move-
ment.

3. That inasmuch as material must be
cared for, subscriptions collected, and an
irreducible minimum of work must be car-

ried on pending the reorganization hereafter

to be recommended, we recommend a budget
not exceeding $75,000, which shall become a
part of the obligations already incurred by
the corporation.

4. Inasmuch as the time is manifestly too

short for working out a feasible plan of re-

organization today, we recommend the ap-

pointment of a committee of fifteen members,
which committee shall confer with repre-

sentatives of denominations cooperating in

the movement, and, if they deem wise, with
representatives of other Interchurch bodies,

and shall recommend plans for the future.

The Executive Committee is requested in the

meantime to utilize the surveys, literature

and all such material of the Interchurch
World Movement as can be operated through
the boards and other agencies of the denom-
inations without expense to the Interchurch
World Movement as such.

» 5. This committee of fifteen shall be au-
thorized to call together the General Com-
mittee of the Interchurch World Movement
and representatives of the denominations in

order to consider the report on reorganiza-
tion when the report is ready. It is under-

stood that eventually the direction of the

Movement shall be in the hands of a board

officially appointed by the cooperating de-

nominations.

6. For the purposes mentioned in this

report, the Business Men's Committee shall

be authorized to employ such assistants as

in its judgment shall be necessary.

7. We further recommend that no budget

of expenditures other than that heretofore

and herein provided shall be authorized, un-

til it has been properly approved and the

expenses provided by the proper authorities of

the cooperating denominations.

The Committee of Fifteen was appointed

as follows:

Bishop Thomas Nicholson, Methodist Epis-

copal.

Mrs. Mary Leonard Woodruff, Methodist

Episcopal.

H. C. Swearingen, Presbyterian in United

States of America.

E. C. Morris, Presbyterian in United States.

Mrs. Anna R. Atwater, Disciples of Christ.

James H. Mohorter, Disciples of Christ.

William Horsee Day, Congregational.

Mrs. Frank Gaylord Cook, Congregational.

W. G. Parks, National Baptist,

A. C. Sidall, Church of the Brethren.

W. B. Anderson, United Presbyterian.

Bishop .lames Cannon, Jr., Methodist Epis-

copal South.

L. H. Lewis, Methodist Protestant.

Joseph H. Appel, Reformed in United

States.

Bishop S. C. Breyfogel, Evangelical Asso-

ciation.

The Committee on Reorganization

It is expected that the reorganization of

the Movement will be entirely acceptable to

the Presbyterians (North), whose official

representatives took part in the meeting, and
that the Northern Baptists will come into

the cooperation after their next convention.

Their representatives were also present and
reported their people anxious to work with
other Protestant bodies as far as possible.

As an earnest of their attitude the last con-

vention voted not only to pay their share of

the expenses of the Movement already in-

curred, up to the full $2,500,000 of their

writings, but also appropriated $60,000 for

interdenominational work during the current

year, at the discretion of their Board of

Promotion.

The Congregational Council, at if tneel

ing just prior to the New York meeting of

the Interchurch General Committee, voted in

favor of complete and continued cooperation.

B
Modern Acts of Apostles

Y a curious turn in the currents of his-

torj a. statement in the Acts of the

Apostles is having a new application

and interpretation. We are told there that

"the disciples, every man according to his

ability, determined to send relief unto the

brethren that dwelt in Judea; which also they

did, sending it to the elders by the hand of

Barnabas and Saul."

This same gracious task is being performed

today by "disciples" in America, who "are

determined to send relief unto the brethren"

dwelling in many parts of the Near East.

Armenia, Syria, Persia and wherever the

pressure of recent terrible events has brought

suffering, hardship, distress and need.

Sir Philip Gibbs in an article in the New
York Times of June 12 says that "to the

Christian peoples of the West, Armenia
cries desperately for help. I have just had
desperate news of these people. Unless new
forces are sent to support them it is certain

they will be butchered by the Arabs and
Turks. The French colored troops, at their

present strength, are no longer able to protect

them. The massacre at Marash, where the

Senegalese retreated, owing to their insuffi-

cient numbers, will be repeated on a greater

scale unless there is instant relief."

While he was in Constantinople a number
of Turkish officers were tried by court-martial

for cruelties inflicted upon deported Ar-

menians, and condemned to death; but as

they are now with Mustapha Kemal in

Anatolia, organizing a new campaign of mur-
der, the sentence was without effect.

The situation, as far as the Armenians are

concerned, is now desperate. The enemy is

pressing in from every side and the threat

of speedy and complete extermination is

spreading consternation among the people.

The Near East Relief is doing all it can to

meet the present emergency; but as the task

increases in urgency and difficulty it will

require still larger support from the friends

of Armenia in America.

Where to Send Missionary Money
Until the end of the present missionary year, September 30, all offerings

for Missions should be sent as heretofore. Offerings for the American Christian

Missionary Society should be sent to the Carew Building, Cincinnati, Ohio;

offerings for the Christian Woman's Board of Missions should be sent to the

College of Missions Building, Indianapolis, Indiana; offerings for Church Ex-
tension should be sent to the New England Building, Kansas City, Missouri;

offerings for the Foreign Christian Missionary Society should be sent to

P. O. Box 884, Cincinnati, Ohio; offerings for Ministerial Relief should be

sent to 627 Lemcke Building, Indianapolis, Indiana; offerings for the National

Benevolent Association should be sent to 2955 N. Euclid Avenue, St. Louis,

Missouri. Beginning with October 1, 1920, all offerings designed for the United
Christian Missionary Society should be sent to Fifteenth and Locust Streets,

St. Louis, Missouri. But until then all offerings intended for the organizations

named should be sent as usual. It will save confusion and loss of time if

these suggestions are carefully noted.
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The Necessity of Practical Unity
By H. C. Armstrong

NOT in many a day lias a more important

and illuminating event transpired than

the completion and publication, under

the title of "Religion Among American Men,"

of the first part of the Report of the Com-
mittee on the War and the Religious Outlook.

The Committee was constituted, while the

war was still in progress, by the joint action

of the Federal Council of the Churches and

the General War-Time Commission of the

Churches. It consists of representative men
and women of the various Protestant church-

es and was appointed "to consider the state

of religion as revealed or affected by the war,

with special reference to the duty and oppor-

tunity of the churches, and to prepare these

findings for submission to the churches."

The data on which the present portion of

the report is based have been gleaned from

many sources, among which are replies from

chaplains, Young Men's Christian Association

secretaries and officers or privates of the

army to a questionnaire sent out by the com-

mittee; extensive interviews in the army;

personal conferences with chaplains, secre-

taries and others; letters and correspondence

from soldiers and chaplains; articles in re-

ligious and other papers, and the personal

experience of members of the committee.

While the report deals with all phases of

the church problem, it necessarily gives great

prominence to the church's chief problem,

that of division and reunion. Concerning the

attitude of the men toward denominations the

committee found that "the soldier knew very

little about doctrinal differences between

churches and cared less. It seemed senseless

to him that the Protestant Church should be

divided into denominations." Also, "Careful

analysis showed that only about 10 per cent

of the Protestants in camp, with nothing else

to do, care enough for their own church to

attend its services on Sunday morning. Any-
where from 25 to 30 j>er cent of the Prot-

estants attended the undenominational serv-

ices. Even in the sacrament and prayer the

men showed absolute disregard for denomina-

tional lines." One chaplain writes, "I found

a general belief that theology was unim-

portant and had no relation to life." An-
other writes that, "With regard to the atti-

tude of the men toward denominationalism

one can hardly say that they are impatient

with denominations simply because they do

not reflect about them. It is nearer the truth

to say that they ignore denominational lines."

On the other hand, the most outstanding

feature of the religious work and life in the

army was unity and cooperation. The report

states, "The most distinct and important of

the immediate effects of army life and war
on the churches and churchmanship were

in the line of church cooperation or unity."

One chaplain writes, "There was no room for

sectarianism in the army." Of the unity of

the chaplains, Bishop Berry, as chief of the

Chaplains' Bureau of the American Red Cross,

at the head of a force of seventy-six chap-

lains representing sixteen different bodies,

writes, "A singular fellowship unites them,

prophetic of a unity that must survive the

war if the capacity for real religion has been

accurately gauged. Without surrendering

their conviction or descending to the common

ground of compromise, these representatives

of every church, Roman, Anglican, and Prot-

estant, have learned to work side by side, un-

derstanding and respecting one another's po-

sitions."

A large number of the chaplains corre-

sponded with speak of unity as one of the

things they desire most for the church, and
many put it in the forefront. "We must
prepare ourselves for church cooperation. No
longer will the name of a church, a particu-

lar church, have any challenge in it." Again,

"The fundamental trouble when you face the

three great phases of church activity, reli-

gious education, social service, and missions,

is lack of unity. We can do nothing on a
saving scale till we have unity." Another,

"There is no need so great as Christian

unity."

The report closes with a section on what
the churches may learn from the facts re-

vealed by the study. The final chapter deals

with the findings concerning church unity.

"One of the outstanding lessons of the

war is the possibility of, and the widespread

desire for, a greater degree of practical unity

and cooperation among the churches. An
overwhelming majority of the chaplains with

whom this committee has come into touch de-

clare that one of the impressions made most
keenly upon their minds is the need for unity

in the churches. The conditions under which

they worked made practical cooperation on

their part an imperative necessity. They are

convinced that a continuation of this cooper-

ative relationship is both practicable and
needed in a larger degree than has obtained

in civilian life. They have no ready-made
scheme for bringing this about, but they do
insist that the problem must be tackled with

more earnestness and energy than has yet

been given to it. They are convinced that in

the war we found ourselves possessing more
practical unity than we had supposed, and
that we must not let this vision of our unity

grow dim.

"We have learned in the army how indif-

ferent many laymen within the churches and
many earnest men just outside are to our

denominational differences. The personality

and approach of the minister is a vastly

greater factor in his appeal or authority than

the source of his ordination, as far as most
men within or without the church are con-

cerned. Most laymen are not able to see why
sacraments as administered in a certain way
or by a certain order of ministers are more
valid than the same sacraments otherwise

administered. They may have preferences as

to the form, and a certain feeling of family

pride in the church they belong to. But the

question of validity is not intelligible, to

many. Similarly our creedal distinctions are

not vital to the majority. That a majority

should feel this way does not, of course, prove

that the majority is right, but it does prove

that our divisions and exclusions far outrun

any living differences between our constitu-

encies.

"An important factor in promoting fellow-

ship among the chaplains in the army was
their frequent conferences for discussion of

their common task. Similar conferences

among Christian workers from the various

churches would be equally desirable in normal
times and conducive to a spirit of unity. The
secret of the fellowship among the chaplains

during the war was to be found in the com-

mon task in which they were engaged. The
oneness of their work was more clear when
they were comrades in arms in a single army
than when they were detached from one an-

other in civilian life, each pursuing his own
work with very little knowledge of what
others were undertaking to do. Xot only in

the training schools for chaplains, but also

in many of the large camps, were there fre-

quent conferences concerning their work and
the methods by which the task, too large

for all of them together, could be most effi-

ciently carried out. A parallel to these con-

ferences was found among the churches at

home in the General War-Time Commission,
in which representatives of the war commis-

sions of more than a score of bodies came
together every two weeks during the war to

consider their common task and to make their

plans in consultation with one another.

"We believe that one of the reasons why
there is not a larger degree of cooperation

among the churches at home is because Chris-

tians of the various denominational bodies

do not more often meet together, around the

table, to share with one another their experi-

ences, to take counsel together concerning

common problems, and to receive the inspira-

tion of united undertakings. Can we not

learn from our experience in the Mar to lay

hold of the benefits that can come from more
frequent and systematic conferences together?

"Can the churches show cause before God
and public opinion why the cooperation and

mutual recognition which characterized the

ministry in the army is not practicable and

desirable out of the army? In the army we
have in the main: Allowed men of all de-

nominations to come to our communions,

taking their desire to communicate as a suf-

ficient reason for receiving them; united

freely in common worship wherein the min-

isters and people of many denominations

joined together; cooperated fully in practical

service, in religious ministries to the sick,

and in the generous sharing of plans and as-

signment of responsibilities.

"Shall we now undertake to prove to the

men of our own constituencies that the min-

istrations which they received in faith from

ministers of other denominations were not

only irregular but invalid, that the Christian

comrades with whom they joined in worship

were not complete brothers in Christ or were

not joint inheritors of the true faith, that

the cooperation of the chaplains in the army
is not desirable among churches at home:

Shall we not rather go forward, in the unity

of the Spirit of Christ, into an ever increas-

ing cooperation and more effective achieve-

ment of our common task?"

Boys America's Future Men

IT
was the late President Theodore Roose-

velt who said, "What we have a right to

expect of the American boy is that he

shall turn out to be a good American man."

It. is for the purpose of cooperating with the

schools in turning out boys who will be good

American men that the Junior Red Cross

has developed its program in training them

for citizenship by providing opportunities for

serving others. It is based on the theory that

the best citizen is he who Ix'st serves his

country and those about him.
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United Christian Missionary Society

THE Executive Committee of the United

Christian Missionary Society met in the

Statler Hotel, St. Louis, and was called

to order at 9:30 o'clock by President Burn-

ham.
Mr. McLean read a Scripture lesson from

the twelfth chapter of John's gospel and

offered prayer.

The following members were present

:

Mesdames Harrison, Ferris, Case, Carney,

Craig, Fillmore, Scott, Latshaw, Grafton,

Weaver; Messrs. Cooper, Clarkson, Morgan,

Chilton, Logan, Philputt.

Mr. Burnham read a statement from Judge

Frederick A. Henry concerning the incorpora-

tion of the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety, and presented the articles of incor-

poration under the laws of the State of Ohio.

It was voted, That the Executive Committee

of the United Christian Missionary Society

approve these Articles of Incorporation as

presented.

I. It was voted, That in the form of organ-

ization of the U. C. M. S. the Executive

Committee approve that an advisory Officers'

Council be constituted, meeting at least

monthly.

II. It was voted, That approval be given

to creating in the Officers' Council a Cabinet

advisory to the Council.

III. It ivas voted, That the plan of four

General Divisions in the Organization be ap-

proved, viz.: Administration, Education,

Promotion, Service, with suitable departments

in each division.

The Committee on Headquarters recom-

mended the leasing of the major part of the

sixth floor of the Missouri State Life Insur-

ance Building, at Fifteenth and Locust

streets, St. Louis, and was instructed to make
the lease accordingly.

The following resolution was offered and
voted:

That the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety declare its purpose to cooperate with

the Board of Education in every way con-

sistent with the welfare of the Society; and
that the Promotional Committee be instructed

to confer with the Board of Education with
a view to arriving at some definite plan of

cooperation to be presented for further con-

sideration.

Mrs. Ellie K. Payne, Recorder.

Who Did It?

FIVE years ago there lived at Moberly an
old man. Eighty-two years were the

years of his pilgrimage. He had been a
member of the Christian Church sixty-two

years and now old age and poverty had come
upon him.

He sent for me and asked if it would be
possible for him to have a refuge and a home
in the Old Peoples' Home at Jacksonville,

Illinois.

I wrote J. H. Mohorter and after a time
we filled out the blank form of application

and forwarded it. After the usual investiga-

tion and examination we were informed that

he was accepted and placed on "the waiting
list." The old man was pathetically happy,
for he did not then know what "the waiting
list" was, but he learned what it meant, for

there were eleven accepted ahead of him and
all on "the waiting list," and the home was
full to overflowing!

He waited patiently for some time and

then with hope deferred making the heart

sick, he sent for me and asked, "How long

will I have to wait?" I told him I would

write to Mr. Mohorter again and ask for

some assurance and the old man was com-

forted by the promise. With failing health

and sinking faith and fading hope he would

say: "When can I go to the home? How
long do I have to wait ?"

Finally, weary of unfulfilled promises, and

tired of waiting, he gave up all hope of the

Jacksonville home and turned his face to the

wall and entered that house not made with

hands—that home eternal in the heavens

where there was room for God's child.

Who did it? Did the National Benevolent

Association turn this old brother away—this

old saint in Israel, who had been loyal to his

Lord for sixty-two years? Did the Admis-

sion Committee of the Jacksonville home do

it? No! The Association and the Admission

Committee at Jacksonville are not made up
of heartless folks. These were acting as your

agents. They only said what you told them
or compelled them to say. The brotherhood

had not provided room enough. The brother-

hood did it—a brotherhood set for the resto-

ration of primitive Christianity, for loyalty

to the King who told us that the final test

of qualification for membership in the Church

Triumphant would be unselfish service to the

needy—feeding the hungry, giving a cup of

cold water to the thirsty, shelter to the home-

less, clothes to the naked, healing and con-

solation to the sick and imprisoned.

When will our practice measure up to our
preaching? Will Christ judge us as a people

by the fact that we have faithfully preached

first principles, that we are told in Hebrews
6:1 we were to cease to speak of? The mar-
ginal rendering in the Revised Version puts

It
—"Let us leave the word of the beginning

of Christ and pass on unto perfection." Christ

begins in our lives when we accept him by
faith and obedience, but only begins. We go

on unto perfection by learning to serve. The
Gospel begins in the Commission but ends

in the twenty-fifth chapter of Matthew.
There are found the final conditions of en-

trance into heaven.

We are saddening the hearts of more old

people today than ever before by putting

them on long "waiting lists" where many
have to wait until they die or go over the

hills to the poorhouse. Let us become as

orthodox in practice as in preaching, for

finally we will be judged by our orthodoxy

of practice. Benjamin L. Smith.

Henry Watterson's Tribute to

Religion

ONE of the most striking tributes to the

Christian religion from notable men of

the present day is the following passage

found in "Marse Henry," published by George

H. Doran Company, the autobiography of

Colonel Henry Watterson:

"I retained the spiritual essentials I learn-

ed then and there (referring to his child-

hood). I never had the young man's period

of disbelief. There has never been a time

when, if the Angel of Death had appeared

upon the scene, I would not have knelt with

adoration and welcome. * * * Though I have

read a great deal of modern inquiry I have

found nothing to shake my childlike faith

in the simple rescript of Christ and Him
crucified. * * * Never in the history of the

world was Jesus of Nazareth so interesting

and predominant. * * * Can you discover

another in word and deed, in luminous far-

reaching power of speech an example to walk

by the side of this the Anointed One of your

race and of my belief? * * *I would not in-

veigh against either the Church or its min-

istry; I would not stigmatize temporal

preaching; I would have ministers of religion

as free to discuss the things of this world as

the statesmen and the journalists; 'but with

this difference : That the objective point with

them shall be the regeneration of man through

the grace of God and not the winning of

office or the exploitation of parties and news-

papers. The pulpit remains the moral

hope of the universe and the spiritual light

of mankind. It must be nonpartisan. It

must be nonprofessional. It must be manly
and independent. But it also must be world-

wise — not artificial — sympathetic, broad-

minded and many-sided, equally ready to

smite wrong in high places and to kneel by

the bedside of the lowly and the poor. I

have so found most of the clergymen I have

known, the exceptions too few to remember."

Miss Ruth Musgrave writes from Lotumbe,

Africa, that she has not had fever since she

has been there. She is happy in her work.

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.

Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

rCHURCH FURNITURE
Pews. Pulpiti, Chain, Altars, Book

Racks, Tables, Desks—EVERYTHING. The
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac-

tory to your church. Catalog free.

DeMoulioBros&Co.Dept. 8 Greenville, HI.

Individual Cups
hould use. Clean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

|%nd special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Uma, Ohio

BINDERS FOR
WORLD CALL
TV TOST of the material appearing in

XVJ. World Call is of permanent value.

The magazine should be kept for ref-

erence. To facilitate its use an index

and title page have been prepared and

will be mailed free to subscribers re-

questing them.

The binder is strong, convenient and

attractive. It is made to hold twelve

numbers of World Call, which can be

inserted easily by anyone.

Price, $1.50, Postpaid

World Call, 222 Downey Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana
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Progress in Manila, Philippine Islands

ARCH 21 to 28, 1920, was a great week

at the new Gastambide Street Church,

Manila. Included in the week's pro-

gram was a Bible institute, which enrolled

about seventy-five. At the closing exercises

in the church of the Nurses' Training School

M'

Transylvania College and

College of. the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MEN A1VD WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.
Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.
Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine. Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

I>EGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial
and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

of the Philippine Christian Institute, nine

graduates and seven post-graduates from the

Mary Chiles Hospital received diplomas. This

does not include the seven graduates and two
post-graduates who were awarded diplomas
at the graduating exercises held by the Chris-

tian Hospital at Vigan. Thus the Philippine

Christian Institute this year graduated a
total of sixteen nurses and gave diplomas to

a total of nine post-graduates. The program
of dedication of the new church was held the

28th. We are proud of this new church and
the missionary home beside it. The cost of

the land and buildings exceeds $25,000. This

splendid plant was made possible by the gen-

erosity of Mrs. Miner J. Allen of Ohio, and
is to be a memorial to her deceased husband,

Miner J. Allen. The church is of reinforced

concrete and has a seating capacity of 400.

In the district of which this church is the

center the total attendance at the Sunday
school in the church and at the afternoon

classes outside averages 400. The present

membership of the church numbers 129.

Eight were baptized the week of dedication.

We are equipped for a great work in this

district. The Mary Chiles Hospital is open-

ing many hearts and homes here for the en-

trance of the gospel. In a decade we have
seen our cause in Manila grow from weakness
to power. Our four churches now have a

total of more than 700 members, though a

large per cent of these are nonresident or

inactive. This new Gastambide church gives

our work a sign of permanence and a place

of recognition in this great city not hitherto

enjoyed, and its realization after many years

of laboring and waiting is most heartening

both to the missionaries and the Filipino

brethren. The Filipino brethren and some
American friends and brethren here have

shown their interest by their contributions to

the building of this church.

In this notable week was also held the

annual convention of the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel, a missionary or-

ganization of the Tagalog brethren. Twenty-
nine churches had representation. For the

1855 1920

BUTLER COLLEGE
A standard co-educational college well located. Indianapolis is the capital

of the State of Indiana and is near the center of the great brotherhood of
Disciples of Christ. Butler College is co-ordinated with the College of Missions
where missionaries for Home and Foreign fields are being trained.

A COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS. Courses may be taken leading to academic
degrees — as A. B., A. M., B. S., and M. S.

A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. Splendid opportunities for Ministerial and
Missionary Education. Butler College and the College of Missions offer forty
courses in religious education, all under competent, well-trained professors.

A COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. Accredited by the State Board of Education
of Indiana for the training of teachers. Butler College last year established
a separate department of Education and is enlarging this department for
next year.

COURSES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. Beginning with the opening
of the fall semester, Butler College will offer new work in Business Administra-
tion.

Fall Semester opens Tuesday, September 14, 1920

For further information address

BUTLER COLLEGE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

twelve months past these churches reported

a total of 239 baptisms, 2,239 Sunday school

pupils, 13 Christian Endeavor Societies with
237 members, 16 church buildings having a
total value of $24,500, of which $4,500 is

owned by the Filipino brethren, and the bal-

ance by the Foreign Christian Missionary
Society. The total number of members in

these 29 churches is 2,042, but we failed to

get reports from several of the churches and
groups of brethren which have a sufficient

number of members to bring the total up to

2.650. During the year past $1,552.08 was
contributed by the Tagalog brethren for mis-

sions and self-support. At the present time

the Tagalog churches are paying $71.68 a

month toward the support of nine preachers

located with the churches, which amount is

30 per cent of their salaries, and the direction

of the work of these preachers is largely in

the hands of the Filipino brethren. As the

churches assume responsibility for the sup-

port of their preachers the Mission will be

able to turn its attention more to the entering

of new fields of which there are many calling

for help. The growing sense of strength and
of the spirit of self-reliance among our Fil-

ipino brethren encourages us to hope that

self-supporting, self-governing and self-prop-

agating churches in the Philippines, not

partly, but fully so, shall be realized in the

not far distant future. Leslie Wolfe.

American Mayflower Council Meets

to Plan National Celebrations

MORE than sixty members of the Ameri-

can Mayflower Council and representa-

tives of the affiliated organizations

met in New York City, Friday. June 11, to

consider plans for the various celebrations

that are to be held in connection with the

Mayflower Tercentenary in November and

December of the present year.

An international aspect was given to the

meeting by the presence of two delegates from

the Mayflower Council of England. Principal

Alfred E. Garvie of New College. London,

and Dr. W. Nelson Bitton, borne secretary of

the London Mayflower Society. Principal

Garvie, who is one of the most eminent of

British churchmen, is outspoken in his satis-

faction at finding the American people back

of the League of Nations, in spite of the

failure of the Senate to ratify the covenant.

His statement that he is sending word back

to his friends in England that "they must not

judge the conscience of the United States by

the acts of its politicians" was roundly

cheered by the members of the Mayflower

Council.

The executive secretary, Charles W.
Gulick. reported that already some sixty

national and international organizations have.

affiliated with the Mayflower Council and all

indications point to a thorough cooperation

for a nation-wide program that will be one

of the most effective means of education and
Americanization that has been carried out in

years. The plans for teaching foreign lan-

guage groups within the country, and to in-

terpret to them their part in the Mayflower

heritage have received special attention from

the committee of experts. The historical

pageants which are to be a feature oi the

program in hundreds of cities and towns will

lie under the cooperative supervision of the

Young Woman's Christian Association and

the Daughters of the American Revolution,
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Graded Sunday

School Lessons
Are admittedly the best that have thus far been produced. A
searching analysis of the needs of Sunday school pupils and of the

material best suited to meet those needs will find the Graded Lessons
standing the test. The Graded Lessons present the Bible systemat-

ically,—to young children, in story form ; to boys and girls, chrono-

logically ; to older pupils, biographically ; to young people, a survey
of the Bible.

Every School

A Graded School
Graded schools are thoroughly practical. Not only have large

schools, but small schools, under most unfavorable conditions, pro-

duced satisfactory results. With Graded Sunday School Helps,

Graded Sunday School Teachers, Graded Sunday School Pupils, we
have a combination so strong that workers with children in any
school may rejoice that this good day in their lives has come during
this generation. Some results : It helps the pupil to Christian
decision, to adjust himself to the world about him, and encourages
self-expression in conduct.

Prepare Now
For October

If you contemplate grading your school this Fall you can do 100%
better work by preparing now. For this preparation you will need
free samples of "Prospectuses of the Graded Lessons," "How to

Grade a Sunday School," a "Worker's Manual," "Departmental Use
of Graded Lessons" (three-year cycle plan), and samples of graded
literature from the Christian Board of Publication. Also, you will

need to know the fundamental principles underlying the Graded
Course. Our specialists are holding themselves in readiness to
give you every possible assistance.

Write Us About Your Problems

Christian Board of Publication
2704 Pine Street

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

The profits of this business belong to the brotherhood.. We hare paid to the Missionary Societies $30,650,

and SJ/0,000 on buildings and improvements. Larger amounts will be available for these purposes as the

patronage of the brotherhood, increases.

L
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Notes and News
W. B. Higgins ot Alameda, California,

reports: "Our Bible school is about three

times larger than the church membership.

We have forty members in this little church

who give one-tenth of their income to the

Lord's work."

A. P. Hodges, missionary under the Ameri-
can Christian Missionary Society at Halifax,

Nova Scotia, writes: "Our Sunday congrega-

tions are still small but this is partly due to

our unsuitable quarters. There Is a hopeful

spirit among the membership. Our building

is making progress and we hope to be able

to return to it next week."

A good meeting is reported in Viroqua,

Wisconsin. J. Harry Bullock, the minister,

writes: "C. B. Osgood held us a fine meeting

in May which helped the church greatly.

There were twenty-five additions in all. Bible

school attendance increased during the meet-

ing, averaging 192 for the four Sundays he

was here."

ports : "On the eleventh of April, F. W. Burn-

ham was with us to dedicate our new church.

His three great sermons will be remembered
as long as most of us will live. At the morn-

ing and afternoon services over $5,500 was
pledged, $2,000 of which has already been

paid in. Since entering our new building it

has been in use from three to five nights

every week. It being the only comfortable

auditorium in town all of the school exercises

were or will be held there. We feel it is a

privilege to serve the community in this way
and we have reason to believe the community
appreciates our being here. In the last twelve

months we have seen our Bible school grow
from thirty-five to 167. Our morning service

from forty to nearly 200 and the evening

service from fifty to 300."

John H. Wells, pastor at Montrose, Colo-

rado, which point is receiving aid from the

American Christian Missionary Society, re-

H. T. Brown, writing of the building proj-

ect in Janesville, Wisconsin, writes: "Things

are looking fine at Janesville. We are mak-
ing a great effort to get a church built. The
Presbyterians will want their building in a

few months and that will leave us without

a place to meet. We have asked the Church
Extension Board for a loan. Our plans are

THE BRITE COLLEGE OF THE BIBLE
Self-Help Assurance: "Any boy who is anxious to preach and is

willing to work can make his way."
Investigate the standard courses, varied departments, missionary

zeal, successful grads, great climate.

Courses, Full, standard; including A. B. in Texas Christian Uni
versity, of which it is a part.

For Informing Bulletin Write

DEAN COLBY D. HALL FT. WORTH, TEXAS

William Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.

Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.

already drawn and work will begin soon, so

we hope to have our new building readv by
fall."

Kingsport, Tennessee, is launching a build-

ing enterprise and with help from the Ameri-
can Christian Missionary Society expects to

accomplish great things under the leadership

of H. L. Patterson, the minister. He writes:

"The past month marks one of progress. We
bought a corner lot in the center of the town,

paying $850 down, balance in six, twelve and
eighteen months. Continued soliciting sub-

scriptions so that we are now able to report

that with pledges and the property on Dale
.Street we can figure up enough to finish pay-

ing for the new lot and building a $10,000
Sunday school room.borrowing $4,000 from
the Board of Church Extension. Architect's

plans for a Sunday school room with audi-

torium seating 225, with class room seating

fifty, divided from it by sliding curtain, with
pulpit, choir and baptistery and three class

rooms at the rear, has been accepted and
plans perfected for constructing at once. At-

tendance in Sunday school averaged highest

to date, also the average attendance at night

service has gone over the one hundred mark.
-
'

J. G. Parsons, recently located as District

Evangelist in the Northwest Oklahoma, re-

porting to the American Christian Missionary

Society writes: '"Meeting at Eula Valley re-

sulted in a total of twelve additions to the

church, church debt raised, and church dedi-

cated. We hope to report before long that

this church has succeeded in arranging for

at least half-time preaching. Meeting at

Tyrone resulted in church revived, money
raised for half-time preaching and to repair

and repaint parsonage and church. This

church will be reorganized soon. Two new
congregations, unorganized, located; one at

Locust Grove school house in Beaver County,

and one at Bichland Center school house in

Texas County. These will be attended to as

quickly as we can get to them. The Tyrone

church accepted the proposition of the Dis-

trict Board and State Superintendent of Mis-

sions for the District Superintendent to lo-

cate with them for half-time until this church

can be reorganized and put in shape to locate

a permanent pastor, the Tyrone church to

assume the responsibility of one-half of super-

intendent's salary while thus employed."

Dr. Jenny E. Crozier, who is home from

India for her furlough, is resting at Hunt-

ington Lake, California. She expects to spend

some time in a good post-graduate medical

school.

F. D. Butchart of the Bohemian Mission in

Cleveland, Ohio, reports thirty-four acces-

sions to the church following a two weeks*

series of Dedication Services preceding Easter

Sunday. He also reports the opening of the

seventh session of the Daily Vacation Bibb'

School, Monday. June 2S. to continue for

five weeks.

Leon E. Norton, minister at Minot and

Rolling Green, North Dakota, reports three

baptisms and three other additions in June.

The state convention was held at Minot. An
excellent feeling and good fellowship pre-

vailed throughout The convention. Mr. Nor-

ton and his sister. Miss Lillian Norton, be-

gan a meeting at Rolling Green the last

Sundav in June.



Attention—Parents—Attention

YOU have been careful concerning the home train-

ing of your son and daughter. Now that they are

approaching the time for going to college why not

see to it that they attend a Christian college, where the

atmosphere of the home is duplicated as nearly as pos-

sible and where the eternal verities are emphasized?

The psychologists are telling us that the most danger-

ous period in the life of a child is the period of later

adolescence, or the ages 16-20. They tell us that if a
child goes wrong it will probably be during that period.

Has it occurred to you that those are just the ages when
you send your children to college and perhaps away from
home the first time in their lives?

The church college exists for the purpose of assisting

you in keeping your child what you would like him to be

by helping to tide him over this critical period. Further-

more, the work offered is of standard rank and no matter
what vocation or specialty he expects to follow later, the

first years of his course can be secured as well or better

in one of your own church colleges than elsewhere. Why
not safeguard your child and magnify your church by
sending your child to one of our schools?

More Students For Our Colleges
Better Colleges For Our Students

The Colleges Named Here Are Cooperating in This Advertisement.

Take Your Choice. Write for Information.

Bible College of Missouri Columbia, Missouri

Butler College Indianapolis, Indiana

College of Missions Indianapolis, Indiana

Cotner College Bethany, Nebraska
Culver-Stockton College Canton, Missouri
Drake University Des Moines, Iowa
Eureka College Eureka, Illinois

Hiram College Hiram, Ohio
Lynchburg College Lynchburg, Virginia
Missouri Christian College___Camden Point, Missouri
Phillips University Enid, Oklahoma
Texas Christian University Fort Worth, Texas
Transylvania College Lexington, Kentucky
William Woods College Fulton, Missouri
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Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missour

and Conservatory of Music
70th Year. Literary course. School
of Education (State Certificate),
Music, Art, Physical Education
and Home Economics.
$150,000 Dormitory
under construction.
§25.000 Natatorium.
Dormitories with hot
and cold running
water i n every room.
Send for catalog and
viewbook.
Mrs.L.W.St.Clair-IWoss

President
P"X 312 Columbia, Mo.

HIRAM
Ji Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

Mrs. Maria Reynolds Ford left Albania in

May. She made several stops in Italy. The
last letter from her was written in Paris.

She was delayed in her journey on account

of illness.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Davis are visiting rela-

tives and friends in New England before

returning to their work in India. They made
the trip from Indianapolis in their new Ford,

which will go with them to India.

A unique service flag was recently unfurled
in Central Church, Indianapolis. It shows
a star for each Life Member enrolled in the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions within

the last five vears. The number is 136.

From H. R. Allegood, we have the following

concerning work in Vicksburg, Mississippi:

'"May was our second best month in Sunday
school attendance and in general interest.

The average attendance was 105. Two addi-

tions at regular services."

Recent letters from Mr. and Mrs. H. P.

Leach, in Asuncion, Paraguay, assure us of

their happiness on the new field. They are

both helping in the work of teaching in

Colegio Internacional, in that city. Their

two little ones are making fine progress. Our
leaders will remember that the school was
opened in March, 1020. All the workers re-

port that it is prosperous in its work, and
is winning appreciation from the people. Mr.

Manly Morton is at the head of the school.

In the Disciples World Movement in Ken-
tucky a. prominent church was apportioned

$10,000. This was considered too much by
the pastor. He felt that the church would do

well to duplicate its regular missionary

budget of $4,000. The canvass actually

brought in pledges totaling $14,000. Then
it was proposed in the Official Board that all

in excess of the apportionment be diverted

to the local work, but when the moral neces-

sity of applying every offering to the cause

for which it is given was pointed out there

was prompt and unanimous action for the

honorable course.

Mr. N. Madsen of Pendra Road, India,

writes: "Mr. and Mrs. Menzies will come to

Pendra Road and take over all the local

work—church, Christian community, schools,

building work, etc. I will then be absolutely

free for evangelistic work in the district until

the time for our furlough, after nearly thirty-

three vears in India. It is clear to me that if

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1 840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethany, West Va.

Christian communities are to be created,

something besides merely preaching must be
done for the people. We must interest our-
selves in every phase of the life of the people
—spiritual, moral, intellectual, physical and
material if we make headway among them.

C. H. Thomson write* hopefully of the
evangelistic work at Mahoba. India. He re-

ports that the war and the famine sea -on
following it was hard on the work, but he
believes that blessings will come out of it all.

There have been eight of the Cooperative
Credit Societies established in different areas
of our mission field. About five thousand
rupees were taken on deposit and loaned to

130 needy families for seed grain, etc., at a
very opportune time. These societies are all

registered by the government and under the
supervision of the government.

Xorman Brighton, minister at St. James
Street church. Boston, writes: "Our budget
apportionment of $50 to American Christian
Missionary Society will be forwarded to you
in the course of a few days. I wish with all

my heart we could make it more, and per-
haps we can with a good strong effort. We
are prospering in a wonderful way. Fifteen
young men and women have been added to
the church in the past two months, and a
number of others have expressed their inten-

tion of doing likewise. We are in the midst
of a spiritual awakening in this little mis-
sion church the like of which it has never
before experienced."

Mr. and Mrs. Xorment, in a letter written
April 15. say:

"At this writing we are able to salute you
from Asuncion, the goal of our hearts, for it

is the place we have been dreaming of as the

seat of our labors in mission work. We have
not been the least disappointed in our hope
that here lay one of the most needy and
neglected of all the mission fields. As one
now stands on the upper end of the school

lot, looking down over Asuncion, and out
across the Gran Chaco, one thrills with the
idea of what this venture of Protestant forces

into the heart of the Latin continent may
mean to this poor republic and the other

countries lying about. Our property in Asun-
cion lies in one of the very choicest spots in

the city. It only awaits the needed buildings.

The one building is already crowded beyond
capacity, with an enrollment of about fifty-

five. There is no room to put students who
may come next year, and we are assured

that we could easily have four or five hun-

dred. These boys, too, are coming from some
of the best homes in the country. We could

have easily had one hundred and fifty or two

hundred this year."

H
'Hymns for Today"

"YMXS for Today" is a combination

hymnal for both Sunday school and

church, edited by J. H. Fillmore, as-

sisted by a number of experts in hymnology.
It is a general-purpose book, graded for Sun-

day schools from Junior age up. including a

complete collection of hymns and Scripture

readings for the Sunday school and church.

Its aim is to have the children learn the

hymns of the church, as well as the special

ones adapted to their ages. The book contains

Orders of Service for all Sunday schools

and church needs, and Special Day Services

for the calendar voar.



COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
Indianapolis, Indiana

Founded in igio

by the

Christian Woman's Board

of Missions

A Graduate School

Devoted to

Special Preparation

for

Missionary Service

Approved by the United Christian Missionary Society

OFFERS CURRICULUM OF ADVANCED DISCIPLINES RE-
LATED TO HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS

Scholarly Training in an Atmosphere of Evangelical Faith and Spiritual Culture, for the Exacting

Tasks of the Modern Missionary.

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Science and History of Missions. (2) History and Comparison of Religions. (3) The Social

Sciences. (4) Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. (5) Philosophy and Ethics. (6) Religious Education.

(7) Missionary Apologetics. (8) Ethnography—Courses on Africa, China, India, Japan, Hispanic Ameri-
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ic-American Literature. (11) Linguistics—including Philology, Phonetics and the following Languages of

Mission Fields : French and Lunkundo (Belgian Congo), Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Hindi,

Urdu. (12) Full curriculum of Biblical courses (provided by the Faculty of Butler College).

One Hundred and Thirty Graduates and Former Students have received Appointments to India,

China, Tibet, Belgian Congo, Angola, British East Africa, Japan, Philippines, Arabia, Argentina, Mexico,

Paraguay, Chile, Porto Rico, Cuba.

Residential Facilities for Men and Women. Select
Libraries. Scholarships. Students Received From
All Communions. Degrees of M. A. and B. D.
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Address

Charles T. Paul,

President

Wallace C. Payne,

Registrar

College of Missions

Indianapolis, Ind.

The Entrance Beneath the Elms
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Ladies and Gentlemen
—The Church

r^UTILATED by its friends, gassed

ill by its enemies, the Church of

Christ is still the hope of the

world. The perfection of its Head and
the essential soundness of its body assure

the final fulfilment of this hope.

It is only through misunderstanding
or viciousness that the Church has ene-

mies ; it is chiefly through divided loyalty

—magnifying a part above the whole,

counting some doctrine or ordinance
more vital than the whole of Christianity

—that the triumph of righteousness is

deferred.

In every congregation there are modest
but glorious saints whose type will finally

prevail ; in every race there are wonderful
•

converts after the order of Cornelius and
Lydia who are but the file-leaders of the

millions that will follow, until the Church
shall stand forth, "Clear as the sun, fair

as the moon and terrible as an army
with banners."

CORNELIUS YDIANAPOL1S
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Inspire You to Give

First:

The Church Extension fund is a per-

manent fund, and is created by gifts

from Disciples of Christ all over the
world. The fund is used to help erect

church buildings. The fund, August 1,

1920, amounted to $1,704,143.69.

Second:
This fund is a financial friend to the
mission church that has no financial

friend from whom it can borrow money
with which to build. A loan granted
out of this great fund to a mission
church secures for the church local

credit and gives it better financial sta-

bility in the community.

Third:
Present obligations: The Board has
promised 133 loans aggregating $786,-

250, and has also promised $64,700 in

gifts to help build community houses,
making a total of $850,950. We need a
great annual offering to help pay the
above amount.

Fourth:
This fund is kept in perpetual motion,
because it goes to one church to help
complete its building, and is returned in

five annual payments, to go out again.

Church Extension "runs the mill" with
the water that has passed.

Fifth:
To prove that it has been in perpetual

motion during thirty-one years please

note the following facts : That $2,821,-

056 has been returned to be reloaned.

There is $1,704,143.69 in the fund at the

present time. Therefore, the above re-

turns on loans show that more work
has been done by returned money than

by the original fund.

Sixth:
This fund is a creator of wealth, because

the churches helped actually raise two
dollars for every dollar loaned. For
example, thus far the Board has loaned

the original fund of $1,704,143.69 plus

$2,821,056 that has been returned, or

$4,525,198.69. This amount has caused

about $9,000,000 to be raised by the

churches aided, and has thus produced

$13,500,000 of church property.

Seventh:
Churches aided by this fund not only

help themselves, but help others. These

2,058 churches have now a church mem-
bership of 309,582, a Sunday school

membership of 259,227, and church

property aggregating $13,500,000, ac-

cording to the Year Book.

The above churches gave last year $2,747,034 for their local work, and $562,214 for

Missions and Benevolences. Already 1,514 churches have paid back all they borrowed.

Does it pay to establish such churches? If

so, give liberally to the offering in September



Please Note!

WHILE the printing and mailing of

World Call will remain in Indian-

apolis for several months, pending com-

pletion of mechanical arrangements in St.

Louis, all correspondence should be addressed

to the new office, Missouri State Life Build-

ing. Fifteenth and Locust Streets, St. Louis,

Missouri.

An Omission

BECAUSE of unavoidable delays in pre-

paring some of the financial statements,

the Comparative Statement of Receipts

were omitted from August World Call.

This statement will appear regularly in all

subsequent issues of the magazine.

Our September Cover

1UTHERANS, BAPTISTS and others, as

. well as Disciples of Christ, have built or

are proposing to build in Washington

City, churches that will both house local con-

gregations and represent their national fel-

lowships. Up to date it is generally agreed

that the handsomest of these buildings com-

pleted is the Mt. Vernon Place Methodist

Church,, South. Its very presence in the city-

testifies to the supreme value placed by its

builders upon the things of the spirit, and

challenge others to give like substantial and
appropriate expression to the faith that is

in them. Our dream, approved by the Cin-

cinnati convention, is of a great National

Church of Christ, whose home will cost half

a million dollars, provided in equal parts by

the people of the District of Columbia and by

the brotherhood at large through the agency

of Church Extension.

Change, Change, Change!

COINCIDENT with the removal of the

office of World Call to St. Louis two

important changes are faking place in

the staff of the magazine.

Almost a year ago the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions asked the Magazine Com-
mittee to allow Mrs. Effie L. Cunningham to

return to its exclusive service, but was per-

suaded to withdraw its request. With the

organization of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society and its heavy and increasing

draft upon the time and strength of Mrs.

Atwater, it became imperative that Mrs.

Cunningham be released from (he magazine
to share the burdens of the other office.

Mrs. Cunningham
It is not possible, nor is it necessary, to

set forth adequately the high value of Mrs.

Cunningham's service to World Call. The
magazine itself is evidence of her faithfulness,

self-effacement and rare good judgment as to

what should be printed and how it. should be

presented. But for her vision of what the

magazine should be and her insistence that

the Missionary Tidings should be merged into

the united magazine, it is probable that

World Call as we know it never would have
come into being. But for her modest readi-

ness to serve without ruling, her own dreams
for the magazine could not have been so fully

realized.

It is the same spirit of consecrated service

that causes her to turn now to another task
that seems as imperative as this did two
years ago, and she is the more readily recon-
ciled to this change since her friend and co-

laborer, Mrs. Esther Treudley Johnson, has
(Continued on Page fi'i)
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Home of the Church—Home of the Soul
PROTESTANTS are better than their talk with reference

to their meeting house. In the heart of our hearts we
know that it is far more than a mere meeting house. It is

the home of the church, and that means the home of the soul.

By a common figure of speech we speak of the building

as the church. And however plain, uncomfortable and in-

adequate it may be, and whatever may be the puritanism of

our notions, we love our church house as the very house of

God and the home of our souls.

As every family in heaven and on earth is named after the

heavenly Father, and has its prototype in God's household of

faith, so the church home is the prototype of our private

homes. Where the church has never gone there is no home
worthy of the name; where the church has failed the home is

decadent.

Our modern life is in a state of transition. We have left

the country, but have not yet learned to live in the city. In

the country the normal thing was for each family to own its

home. Most of us are not yet reconciled to the opposite order

in the city. We want a home that we can call our own. We
want a little plot of grass, a rose bush, a honeysuckle, a lilac,

a bed of lilies of the valley. Rent-paying may be financially

better than tax-paying, but we loathe it as a sort of serfdom,

while we think we should take pride in paying taxes. The

landlord's power to give us notice to vacate the place where

we live hangs over us like a very sword of Damocles.

It is a great satisfaction to maintain the normal order in the

church. If like David we dwell in a house of cedar, we re-

joice to have the Lord's house even better. If like Jacob, we
are strangers and pilgrims, we take all the more delight in

having a permanent, beautiful and ample church home.

HOW vital and deep these feelings are is demonstrated in

the erection of every church building that springs from

the earth. There is nothing else to which so many people will

give both money and labor, nor is there anything else to which

they will give their time and substance in such sacrificial

measure.

It is a rare church that has more than half of its members
contributing regularly to its current support, but it is a com-

mon thing to see a congregation practically unanimous in

helping to pay for its home. Scarcely any outside of actual

members give to any other church fund, but nearly everybody

in the community will help to build the church, if given a fair

chance.

Building the church's home is such a fine spiritual exercise

that it may be said truly that the best thing about the church

is not the auditorium or the baptistery, not the organ or the

parlor, not the prayer meeting room or the pulpit, but the

building of the whole. To build a church home is such a fine

thing indeed that, even if it should be burned the day after

dedication, the congregation is better off than if it had never

been built.

Would it not be well to devise some way of keeping the

building, like the church itself, forever growing? There are

distinct advantages in the way the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine is being built in New York City, like the cathedrals of

the old world that took decades and even generations for their

growth. It is not altogether a calamity when we must build

first only the basement, then the Sunday school rooms and

then, several years later, the great assembly room. It takes

cooperation, sacrifice, patience, hopefulness, to so build, and

all of these are Christian virtues.

They have solved the problem in Kansas City by restoring

the New Testament order of our church in the city, meeting

in many houses. So scarcely a year passes without the whole

church having the fellowship and inspiration and sacrifice of

building a new church home. This is better than adding

another chapel to a cathedral or another wing to a central

church.

1ET no one fear that we are going to put too much money

J into our church homes. We may spend it unwisely by

employing poor architects or none, by building in the wrong

place and too small, but never too much. Why shouldn't our

churches surpass in beauty our banks, our stores, our hotels,

our office buildings, our courthouses, our railroad stations, our

theatres and our state capitols, as well as our private homes.

It is we who supply the money for them all. And each in

turn measures what we think of our money, our clothing, our

food, our travel, our comfort, our souls. The world doesn't

know what we are giving to missions or whether we attend

prayer meeting, but it is compelled to look at our church home
every hour that the sun or the street lights shine. Invariably

it estimates us and our religion accordingly—and we do our-

selves, as certainly as we never gain in self-respect by dressing

in rags or misfits.

But fine and gracious and fruitful as is the building of the

house in which we ourselves are to worship God, and in which

our children and our neighbors and their children are to learn

and to walk the way of Life, it is still better to help in the

building of churches for others. That eliminates even spirit-

ual selfishness and puts us into more definite fellowship with

our Lord, who "loved the Church and gave Himself up for it."

Best of all is it to help in the creation of the magic Church

Extension fund that goes on forever, not building churches for

indifferent people, but helping earnest souls to help themselves

into church homes worthy of the Son of God.
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A New Home for the Russian Church
By KARL BORDERS

THE American Christian Missionary Society began work

among the Russians of Chicago more lhan ten years ago

in a rented store room on South Halsled street, where first

Daniel Protoff, and a little while later Basil Keusseff, taught

classes in English, preached and conducted Sunday school.

From this location a move was made to another store room on

Fourteenth street, just off Halsted, in the heart of the Russian

and Jewish district of that time. Here Keusseff continued his

work with great success until 1918 when he went into War
Camp Community service and was followed by Constantine

Jaroshevitch, who himself resigned after two years, hoping to

return to Russia. By this time a congregation of about fifty

had been gathered, and through a series of trials and vicissi-

tudes had been welded into one of the strongest evangelical

groups among the Russians in

this country.

For several years a general

community service was carried

on at the Fourteenth Street Cen-

ter, where Miss Bertha Merrill

heroically labored with inade-

quate equipment and insufficient

help until she was transferred to

a larger field in New York.

The resignation of Jaroshevitch

made it necessary to bring John

Johnson from New York to the

pastorate here, so that, with the

coming of myself as director and

general advisor at the beginning

of this year, the work was under

entirely new leadership and was

facing the problem of wisely

planning for an enlarged pro-

gram.

My first task was, plainly, to

make a thorough study of the

entire Russian field in the city.

The Interchurch Survey was on

at the time, and for two months

I devoted a large portion of my
time to a field study of Russian

life and activities in connection with this survey. I sought to

know where and how they live; what they are thinking, plan-

ning and dreaming. I met their priests and physicians and

newspaper men; their shopkeepers and laborers. I came to

know radicals and conservatives, Bolshevists and Menshevists—

-

and found that whatever their social or political bent, they

need Christ and his gospel. I discovered, too, that to take this

message will be no easy matter. There are ardent prejudices,

creeds and counter creeds, hatreds and loves seething in the

group in these troubled times that are not apparent to the

casual observer. There must be practiced a measure of di-

plomacy and a degree of wisdom and patience as never before.

It has long been apparent to those observing our work that

adequate buildings with modern equipment are essential if we

are lo perform a task commensurate with the needs of the field

and with the dignity of the brotherhood. Two primary con-

siderations guide us in our plans: First of all the fact thai by

JOHN JOHNSON, Minister
Russian Church

agreement with the Cooperative Council of City Missions, we
have assumed the responsibility for the Protestant ministry to

the Russian group, about 20,000 in number; and second, the

fact that in whatever community we find ourselves, if we are

truly Christian and truly American, we shall be confronted

with the needs of ministering to the whole community. This

means that we shall seek to locate in a community where there

are large numbers of Russians and, at the same time where

there is not already an adequate community service being

rendered.

This problem is difficult enough in itself. But, upon further

investigation it seemed to be most wise to separate the Russian

church work, as such, entirely from the broader institutional

features of the community service. The Russian, upon con-

version, comes out of a state of

superstition and sin and worldi-

ness into a new life. His reac-

tion is complete. He casts from

him all that smacks of the world

and its vanities as of the evil one,

and finds his joy in singing

psalms and spiritual songs, and

talking about the Bible and his

faith into the witching hours of

the night. This is said in no

spirit of levity. One who knows

them cannot but respect pro-

foundlv their intense earnestness

and their loyalty to their con-

victions.

The congregation, then, was

established and needed a home.

This was the first problem. And
here enters the Board of Church

Extension, the friend of homeless

congregations. A year ago the

funds had been appropriated and

the deal practically closed for

the purchase of propertv on

Crystal street in the Northwest

part of the city, which it was

proposed to use for housing the

congregation and undertaking a broad community program.

Several members of the church widi their families were al-

ready living in this community, where there are better houses,

cleaner streets and altogether finer living conditions than those

found near the old mission. As the stream of Russian im-

migration passes out of the receiving communitv in the Ghetto,

much of it flows into this Polish and Jewish Northwest. Here

are the Russian Orthodox churches, their press and their

schools. The original deal for propertv could not be consum-

mated, but this spring we discovered across the street from the

buildings first considered a small Lutheran church used by a

congregation of deaf mutes, and upon inquiry it proved that

they were anxious to sell and seek a more favorable location

for their work. Mr. Muckley came to Chicago and examined

the property and after the due process of church business pro-

cedure it was purchased at a cost of sixteen thousand dollars.

The new church is in excellent architectural taste and is entirelv
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Russian Church and Mission Workers in Chicago

adequate for the growing needs of the congregation. The
auditorium will comfortably seat two hundred and will accom-

modate fifty more. There is an excellent basement with a well

appointed kitchen. All necessary equipment has now been

provided by the congregation and they plan to meet frequently

for dinners together, and for the promotion of the social life

of the group.

The dedicatory service was held on Sunday, June 6. Early in

the morning the basement was filled with the brethren and

their friends who met for a service of prayer and breakfasted

together. Then followed the regular morning service, dinner,

together again, and the dedicatory service in the afternoon.

This meeting was especially arranged as a Russian-American

service. George W. Muckley of the Extension Board, Grant K.

Lewis of the American Society and a delegation of ministers

and members from our churches in the city were present. Mr.

Muckley delivered the dedicatory ser-

mon in his usual felicitous style, and

after a brief message of congratulation

from Mr. Lewis all of the visiting Ameri-

cans were introduced and given the

privilege of a word. The chairman of

the official board of the church respond-

ed on behalf of the congregation with

words of thanks and the assurance that

this act of brotherliness and interest

on the part of the American brethren

will ever remain in their memories and
that the story will go back even to

Russia. There is no greater need in these

troubled times than that men should

come to know each other face to face.

Before the spirit of frankness and friend-

liness and open diplomacy, the barriers

of suspicion and misunderstanding

crumble. It is our hope that this ex-

perience may be repeated and that an

increasingly large number of Americans
may interest themselves in this congrega-

tion and come to know them personally.

During the week that followed the

meetings were continued. The pastor

gave several interesting lectures and outside speakers represent-

ing a broad field of thought and activity were invited and

spoke. These speakers included an Independent Russian Ortho-

dox priest, a member of the editorial staff of the Russian

paper, a reporter of the Chicago Daily News who represented

that paper in Russia, and Dr. Willett, who presented the

history and ideals of our movement in this country.

Since this auspicious opening the congregation has consist-

ently increased in size and interest. A Sunday school has been

opened which meets in the basement simultaneously with the

church service. Here the children are instructed and enter-

tained while their parents engage unhampered in the worship

in the room above. Fifteen Russian children were present on

the first Sunday. Every one of them will one clay be an Ameri-

can citizen if they remain in this country, and the bent of their

religious life is largely in our hands.

Interior View of the Russian Church
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One other plan remains to be perfected

before we are prepared to minister whol-

ly to the Russian community. This is

the establishment of a club house for the

benefit of the great body of non-family

Russian men. Funds have been appro-

priated by the- Board of Church Exten-

sion for the purchase and equipment of

such an institution and the American so-

ciety has agreed to man it. It is planned

that lodging may be provided for 30 or

40 men, and that an educational pro-

gram and religious and inspirational

meetings may be promoted for the bene-

fit of the entire community. All the

Russians who have been consulted feel

fhat such an undertaking will be emi-

nently successful and helpful. The edu-

cational features particularly, will ap-

peal to the men at this time. It is rare

to find a Russian who is not eager to

study. Thirty-three per cent of them are

illiterate in their own tongue and a very

small percentage of them speak or read

English.

The same building will also house our

community work which, while beginning

with the Russians, will minister without

question of race to all who come. It is

planned that a trained woman shall be

put in direct charge of this department

and a competent staff added as condi-

tions demand.

Two primary elements are now pro-

vided for a significant contribution to

the solution of the great religious prob-

lem of Chicago's foreign population by

the Disciples—buildings and men. This

is a new field for our people and trained

workers are difficult to find. We must

move slowly and cautionsly. We shall

make mistakes. But our faces are set in

the right direction. Our fundamental

thesis is correct— that the foreigner

above all things, whether he remains with us or returns to his

homeland, needs Christ. The Russian newspaper man said

he was sure that any social or economic system was destined to

failure unless dominated by the spirit of the gospel.

Reference has been made to the earnestness and religious

zeal of the new Christians. A single example will suffice to

illustrate their spiritual mettle, and to reveal potentialities of

the Russian for religious life:

A few days ago the congregation, now happily worshipping

in their new home, concluded that they were in need of a

revival of spiritual power in order that they might be made
more effective instruments for carrying the gospel to their

brethren in the city. Quietly, and without ostentation, they

agreed to meet at the church for a day of fasting and prayer.

Strangers were not invited; it was not an advertising scheme.

The men left their work and with their families came at six-

thirty in the morning and remained until night without food,

telling their experiences in the Christian life, confessing their

sins one to another and communing with God in prayers of

thanksgiving and supplication that they might be more greatly

used in the service of the Kingdom.

The New Home of our Russian Work in Chicago

One man related how before he had known the Master he

had been a slave of drink and in one night had spent $250 in

riotous living. Then had come conversion, complete, trium-

phant. He made a bonfire of his "idols,
7
' as he called them,

his pipe, his cards, his evil books, and burned them to ashes:

then to be certain, again burned the ashes, so that all the

symbols of his life that was might be removed from him. And

with these outward signs were burned his old passions. It

was in reality a new man who told the story.

One observing these men and women would have seen no

signs of great emotion. There was here and there a tear-

stained face, and that was all. above the earnest tones ot the

speaker. But there was depth in the quiet earnestness and

reality of it all that searched the heart and gave assurance that

something of that greater purity and power For which they

prayed had come upon them. Their prayers of thanksgiving

included us who made it possible for them to worship in their

beautiful "House of the Gospel." May it not be that we need

the prayers of such as these in our behalf for other things?

Hang this picture in the mental gallery of Russians over

opposite that one of the shaggy demon caressing a bomb.
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The Emily E. Flinn Home for the Aged
By J. H. MOHORTER

A MOTHER member has been added to the National Benevo-

l\ lent Association's already large family. This new member
is not exactly an infant, since it was born in August,

1905, and has lived a vigorous, useful life ever since. The

Emily E. Flinn Home for Aged Women located at Marion,

Indiana, was the outgrowth of the vision and work of the

Twentieth Century Club of that city. The members of the club,

not content with the somewhat stereotyped social and cultural

activities of the average club for women, undertook to establish

a home for the care of "needy, deserving and aged women,"

and declared it to be their purpose "to so surround the lives of

their less fortunate sisters with the comforts and atmosphere of

home life as to bring brightness and cheer into their sunset

hours," and that this service should be rendered not as charity

"but as a simple duty."

Fired by the enthusiasm born of such a lofty purpose, the

women of the Twentieth Century Club soon enlisted others.

First came the gift by Peter G. Flinn, a citizen of Marion, of a

five-acre tract on one of the highest points in the city. Later

Mr. Flinn made a second gift in memory of his deceased wife,

Emily E. Flinn, whose name the home bears, of an amount

almost sufficient to erect the present building. Challenged by

the generosity of Mr. Flinn, other citizens of Marion and

vicinity responded until sufficient funds were in hand for the

completion of the building free of debt and for its furnishing.

The house is of brick construction, stone trimmed, with a

slate roof. It sits in the midst of a beautiful lawn surrounded

by fruit trees and a flourishing garden. It is modern in all its

appointments. Each resident has her own room. The rooms

are spacious. There is a large reception hall and a ge::erou-

assembly room. The furnishings are abundant and well adapt-

ed to the service they are intended to render. Nothing has been

overlooked that would contribute to the comfort and happiness

of the dear old ladies who find a home within its protecting

walls.

It was not long after it was opened on October 13, 1905.

until every room was taken. As long as the members of the

Twentieth Century Club who were actively interested in open-

ing the home remained young and strong the home flourished.

Its old people were comfortable and happy and its benefactors

gratified and repaid in the consciousness that they were helping

bear a portion of the world's burden of suffering.

The day came, however, when the ranks of those who had

made possible the home in its beginning and its continuance

for fifteen years were thinned. Some had gone to their heaven-

ly home and others had gone to seek homes elsewhere. And
the remaining members were no longer young. New member-

had failed to come into the club or if they had they failed to

take the same interest in the home that the old members had

taken. Gradually the support dropped off and rooms were

empty while homeless aged women begged for admission.

There was but one answer; there were no funds and there was

no one of sufficient strength and interest to secure the funds.

About this time E. L. Day, the alert and active pastor of

the First Christian Church of Marion, came to the rescue of

the home and helped it out of a financial crisis. As a re-

sult the ladies who were in charge suggested to Mr. Day that

he and his great church should assume full responsibility for

The Emily E. Flinn Heme for Aged Women, Marion, Indiana
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The Dining Room at the Emily E. Flinn Home

the home management. Realizing that the home had in a

measure failed because its life depended upon a purely local

organization, the church at Marion passed a resolution urging

the National Benevolent Association to accept the proposed

gift of the home. The Association hesitated because it had

made no provision in the budget for such an increase in its

annual expense account. Finally the Indiana brethren in the

State Convention at Vincennes took action urging the Associa-

tion in behalf of the people of Indiana to accept the Emily E.

Flinn Home and to operate it as an interest of our great

brotherhood.

On July 10, 1920 this beautiful property, valued from $35,-

000 to $50,000, was deeded outright to the National Benevo-

lent Association without cost. The only condition imposed

was that it should be operated as a Christian home for aged

women. With this home comes the responsibility of caring for

a dozen old ladies. The home has a capacity for twenty at

least. As soon as the funds are in hand the home will be

put in condition for capacity operation. This will increase

its present family eight or ten. A number of aged disciples

of Indiana are already on the waiting list. The anouncement

of the opening of this home will send a thrill of joy through

the hearts of a score or more of the finest souls in our Indiana

brotherhood, souls that have long waited for a home under

the sheltering care of their own brethren.

A new board of managers has been chosen from the two

churches in Marion. E. L. Day is the chairman, Mrs. J. W.

Stewart secretary of the board and J. H. LeFavour, the treas-

urer. Mr. Day has been made chairman of the Admission

Committee.

This home is now the property of our brethren in Indiana.

It will be operated for their service and in their name and

answers a long felt need in the Hoosier state. \^ e never

dreamed that such a beautiful home as this would come to us

as an outright gift. While this property has become ours for

a "thank you" it has come without funds for maintenance.

The Association operates on the budget plan. The support of

this home was not included in this year's askings. \^ e urge

our brethren, therefore, to come to our rescue. \^ e should

have at least $5,000 between now and the first of October to

make some minor improvements and put the home in first

class condition, and for the immediate support of the family.

This home will need a generous supplv of canned goods for

the winter. It will need bedding. \^e sincerely hope that our

brethren everywhere, especially those of Indiana, will send

cash offerings to the Association at once for the benefit of the

Emily E. Flinn Home at Marion, and that thev will send liber-

al donations of food supplies directly to the home.

The brethren in every state will clasp hands with the breth-

ren of Indiana in their common effort to make of this new

home entrusted to us by the original donors a real haven of

rest for weary saints.

Let it be burned into the minds of our church leaders that

a church which cannot save its own children can never save

the world.

—

Spirit oj Missions.
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The Appeal of the Child

AND the dear children, what shall we say on their behalf?

They are their strongest apeal, their upturned faces and

pleading eyes burn their cause into our minds and we open

wide our arms to take them to our hearts. See them in our

great cities, hear their cry on the streets at night. Shivering

with cold and gaunt from hunger they are struggling with

competition in the marts of trade while beneath the grind is

a baby face. In our factories, mills, department stores and

coal mines there is a child problem with which Christian be-

nevolence must grapple; some may feel this is beyond our

domain but I am persuaded that the distressed cry of a child

from any portion of this land of ours entitles the church to

enter there; yea, lays upon it the obligation. Within the child

lies the hope of the world's future and the saving of the child

means the saving of the world. Oh, shall we not consecrate

ourselves and our wealth to the redemption of childhood?

Putting a twinkle into the eye of a child and merry ring into

his laugh is better than building libraries or endowing great

institutions. Greater joy hath no man than this, that he lay

down his life for a little child. If there is any loss comparable

to the loss of faith in God, it is the child's loss of its mother;

if there is any cry more pitiable than that of a lost soul, it is

the bitter night cry of an orphan child. If there is any loneli-

ness greater than that which Christ experienced in Gethsemane,

it is the loneliness of the boy or girl who has no father and no

mother. L. J. Marshall.

It should be our habit of life on awaking each morning to

yield ourselves completely to the service of Christ, and then to

be continually guided and controlled and strengthened by His

Spirit during all the hours of the day, whether in the home or

in the church, in the office of in the mill.

—

C. R. Erdman.

Where the Credit Belongs

IT STRIKES us as being strangely inconsistent for a Christian

man or woman to extend aid through a secular organiza-

tion, for instance, a lodge. You say, "What difference does it

make, so long as the suffering gel the benefit? Is that not the

main thing?" Yes, so far as they are temporarily concerned;

the chief thing is to receive aid. When we are hungry the

main thing, of course, is to obtain food, but some of us have

a preference as to the manner in which it is to be obtained

and the source from which it is to come. And this work of

philanthropy has its effect on the giver as well as the receiver.

Since the spirit of philanthropy is in the world because of

Christ and his Church, it is only proper that credit for our

philanthropic activities should be given to them. The first

fraternity, the highest fraternity, the divinest fraternity, is the

fraternity of love, the church of Jesus Christ. And for the

members of that to aid each other in the name of some secu-

lar organization is a little like the children of the baker ob-

taining their bread from someone else. And with all of our ef-

forts to serve each other in the highest needs of our natures

as Christians, we should recognize the church as the almoner of

all true charity. With fourteen homes under our National Be-

nevolent Association through which to minister in mercy,

members of our churches are without excuse. Our ministry

should be in the name of Christ.

Our Father, we would live as Thy dear children, and show

such characteristics and dispositions as shall cause men

to glorify Thee. We fail in effort because we fail in vision.

Grant that we may ever see Him who is the Fairest among

ten thousand. Disperse all earthborn clouds, we pray Thee,

and help us to follow on to know our Savior. For His sake.

Amen.

—

John Gardner.

Residents of the Emily E. Flinn Home
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Chinaswamy, Christian Cook
By EMMA RICHARDSON WHARTON

WHEN Chinaswamy came into our home as cook and

house servant in the autumn of 1887 all my little

worries and troubles incident to laboring with raw

heathen cooks and their impenetrable ways, took wings and

flew away. The problem of satisfactory and efficient domestic

service was solved for me for more than twelve of the remain-

ing years of my life in India, for Chinaswamy was not only

our faithful cook and house servant, but also a devoted friend

of the family and fellow Christian helper in the Lord.

When he came to us he was a young man of about twenty-

two, with a sweet young wife and three little children, and

both he and his wife were worshippers of the gods of the

Telugu religion.

Within a year, however, they threw away their idols, and

were both baptized into the Christian faith. When the first

church of the India Christian mission was organized in Hurda,

Chinaswamy and Tai were among the charter members, and

from that day to this, like Zacharias and Elizabeth of old, they

have been ''righteous before God, walking in all the com-

mandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless."

They have had a large family. In this picture of them, their

daughters and sons, daughters-in-law and sons-in-law and their

grandchildren, Chinaswamy stands farthest to the right in the

row of men standing and Tai is the farthest to the right in the

row of women sitting. These, with the exception of four whom
he does not designate, comprise their family members. I

understand that all of his children are members of the Hurda
church. Some of them are teachers in the mission schools

and workers in different departments of mission work, some

are training for service.

Chinaswamy himself had only a rudimentary education,

enough to read the Bible in the native language and speak a

little English; but he has seen to it that every one of his chil-

dren has received as good an education as the mission schools

in Hurda afford, and how proud he is to tell me that his

youngest, his Benjamin, is receiving a college education to fit

himself for the Master's work. To have supported, clothed

and educated a family of such proportions on a cook's wages

of rupees 12, or $4, per month seems a remarkable achievement,

in the face of which the difficulties most of us encounter with

the H. C. L. fade away into thin air! But I have no doubt

but that with the principles of thrift and stewardship taught in

those early days by the mission sahib to every new convert,

Chinaswamy has not only done this but has also given regular-

ly his tithe to the Lord's work, and laid away a little in the

postal savings bank for his old age.

Those were wonderful days, when the India mission was

young, and we were young, and every day was full of matters

of absorbing interest and joyful service, and the young mission

was growing strong, being fed on the "sincere milk of the

Word." And the blessing of God was upon us in the home and

in the work. They were the days of Miss Judson and Miss

Robinson, and their wholehearted service, and of other big

souled Indian workers, now gone to their reward. Those days

also had their sorrows and trials, but they are very bright to

look back upon.

Through all the ensuing years Chinaswamy has been serving

the Hurda mission in the same humble capacity. By his stead-

fastness and perfect trustworthiness he has given them freedom

and ease from domestic cares, to plan and work for the greater

things of the kingdom. And when I think of him, and look

upon this picture of his splendid family, I feel that this

tribute is due him, that he should have a share in the credit

of whatever success has been achieved. God bless him!

"1 am with you always, even onto tlif. end of the world.— Matthew
28:20.

Christian Mission, Hurda, India.

May 6, 1920.

My Dear Maim Sahib, and all dear ones:

We received your welcome letter, and noted all its contents.

Received all the pictures, and we are very glad to see them.

We are all giving many thanks for your kindness that vou are

always remembering us, and sending us letters and pictures,

and best of all, that you are always praying for us. Really, it

has been so many years since we have seen you, but since that

time we are all daily praying for you.

Dear Maim Sahib, it was the will of our Almighty God
that our dear Sahib may pass away from the world and rest

there forever. But this I know very wTell that the name of our

dear Sahib will never go away from Hurda though he is not

here, but his good deeds are still before our faces. And I

think his name will live here forever. We also hoped that our

dear Sahib and all of you will live in India for many years

but we are all very scrry that it was not fulfilled. And it

would be a great happiness if you Avere here now in Hurda.

and would have seen all my children and grandchildren and

all of us.

Shahbai and his wife and family are not here in Hurda

now. Since two or three years ago they were transferred to

Mungeli in Bilaspur. And am very sorry to tell you about

Bhaklibai. She is no more in the world. She died last year.

I am sorry to tell you that only three or four old people are

living in Hurda, and the rest oi the men are working in

different Christian stations. Gunpub and Sarubai are here,

but nowadays Yakub Masib and his family are in Nowdha.

He was in Damoh since many years, but this year he is trans-

ferred to Nowdha, Hamispur district.

Now I am again telling you about Mr. Jackson. He also

died last year in Kirkyan, five stations from Hurda. but lived

in Hurda. Mrs. H. L. Jackson was living in Kirkyan and

preaching the gospel and giving medicine to the people. But

on account of her health she went to England in this year in

the month of January. Now, after recovering her health she

will again come to India to serve the Lord in Kirkyan. She

has got her own bungalow in Kirkyan. It is hoped that she

will return in the month of November or December. She is

giving a scholarship to my voungest son. Benjamin. He is

reading in St. John's Christian Hostel. Agra. Mrs. Jackson

giving all the expenses for him. l ou can see my youngest son

in this picture ( not reproduced ) which I am sending you. He

is standing with Mrs. Jackson, on the left of Mrs. Jackson. And

my youngest daughter is sitting with Mrs. Jackson. Her name

is Karunabai. She is teaching in the Mission Girls" school in

Hurda. Another son is standing behind my daughter. He is

vounger than Karunabai.

Herewith I am sending you two pictures. One is of my
whole family. Here vou can see rav children and grand-
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children, but except four persons. There are all my family

members, and I think you will not be able to recognize them

all. These pictures are not as good as it may be, but still I

am sending you. This whole group is taken in the time of

Christmas and it is not so clear as your pictures. We are all

very anxious to see the pictures of Lawrence and Paul. Thank

God that he spared both of them to come back from the war.

Nowadays I am not living in mission compound, because

Mr. Drummond exchanged bungalow and is living in Bara

Bungalow, and he told me live with me in Bara Bungalows

but I cannot get any suitable house there for my family. That

is why I did not went there. Nowadays here was plague in

Hurda, but now it is decreasing. All Christian brothers are

well, keeping sound health.

And I already know that Mr. C. C. Drummond will come

to America next year, and perhaps you, too, know about this.

So this is my last year of working and I hope that I shall

give up my work next year, and I hope that I won't work any

longer. And you already know that Mrs. Drummond is in

America now.

Dear Maim Sahib, I am very glad to let you know something

about my house. In my house there is daily one small meet-

ing of my children and grandchildren. They all meet to pray

and sing a song in the evening time, and my son will read the

Bible before them and explain the mystery about our Lord

Jesus Christ's history. And whenever I coming from my work

in the time of meeting, I always sit among them and pray for

all of you. I am very glad now that in my house even a small

child or grandchild is taught to write and to read Bible. All my
family membership are living in Hurda, and you can see them

in this picture. And I hope by the help of God all our family

members remain faithful. And I am always believing our

Lord Jesus Christ that He is our Master, and He is our Refuge

in the time of trouble and of need. And this time I am also

remembering the verse of Bible, "Believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ and thou shalt be saved." And I also know that though

we are poor, He is rich; though we are weak, He is strong:

though we have nothing, He possesses all things. He suffered

for us. He calls us to be conformed to Him in suffering. He
conquered in His own person, and He will make each of His

members more than conquerors in due season. In Him
we have righteousness, peace and power. He can control all

that we fear, so that our faith should be through the fire or

through the water, neither the flood shall drown us, nor the

flame kindle upon us, and ere long He will cut short our con-

flicts, and say come up hither.

Dear Maim Sahib, when I go to our church, and when my
eyes go to that marble memory stone I remember with rever-

ence our dear Sahib, and shall never forget his good works

which is done in Hurda.

Mr. Samson Powar and his family and Sarubai are well and
giving their salams and pyar (love) to all of you.

Now I am sending you these two pictures. In this picture

you can see my ten grandchildren. Each daughter has got

five children and they are all well.

Now may God give you comforts and protect you from every

kind of danger and troubles. May God bless you and give

you long life and prosperity. Now I thank you from the

bottom of my heart for your favorable letter and pictures.

Now lots of salams and pyar from my children and grand-

children and from all of us. Give our salams and pyar to

dear Grace and her husband and to her children. Now the

God of peace give you peace Himself always by all means.

The Lord be with you all.

Salam and good wishes to you.

I am yours faithfully,

Chinaswamy.

Everyone in this Group with the Exception of Four Persons is a Member of Chinaswamy's Family
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Wildly Happy
By E. S. MUCKLEY

IN
JULY, 1919, I went to the depot in Lebanon, Oregon, a

little early for the train. I had been there but a few

minutes when a large auto-truck pulled up to the station,

loaded with some fifteen boys and their belongings done up in

all sorts of packages. I mean their belongings were done up
in all sorts of packages. And for that matter, the boys were

done up in all sorts of packages too, for the Lord hasn't made
any two boys quite alike.

Some of the packages were done up in wrapping paper

—

others in newspapers. Some were neatly done, others—well,

you know how the others looked. There were possibly a half

dozen rather indifferent-looking suitcases in the crowd. There

were also ballbats, gloves and other baseball paraphernalia,

together with some boxing gloves.

Mingling with the boys in an intimate and easy way, was a

genial looking man whom I took to be about forty years of

age. While he was exercising a fatherly interest in the group,

he was not intrusive or fussy. He didn't burden the boys with

directions and commands or make them nervous with hyper-

vigilance. As the boys averaged about ten, he assumed they

would not stand on the track when the train pulled in.

I watched and studied the group for several minutes. When
my masculine curiosity could stand it no longer, I said to a

farmer who was also watching the boys with some interest:

"Who is that man?"
"His name's Reed."

I saw it would take several questions to elicit all the in-

formation I wanted, so I asked:

"Where does he live?"

"In Portland."

"Where did he pick up that bunch of boys?"

"They're from the Boys' and Girls' Aid Society in Portland,"

he answered.

"Is he employed by the Boys' and Girls' Aid Society?" I

asked.

"No, he's in some sort of business there, I understand. He
brought that bunch of boys here for an outing."

"How did he happen to bring them out here?" I pursued.

If I had been an experienced interviewer, I would likely have

been more economical with my questions, but questions hadn't

gone up in price like other things, so I was lavish with them.

Besides, the farmer didn't volunteer much information beyond

the content of the questions. He answered:

"He owns a farm about three miles south of here. He
brings 'em out here to his farm for a couple weeks. This is

the second bunch he's had this summer. He'll bring another

bunch back with him tomorrow. He does this every summer;

gives an outing to sixty or seventy boys that way; sort of a

hobby of his."

My farmer informant likely thought his lengthy answer had

anticipated all other possible questions, but he didn't know
the depth of my curiosity, so

:

"Who pays the fare of the boys out here?"

"He does."

"He must be rich," I hinted, making a hasty calculation of

the cost of taking a company of fifteen boys from Portland to

Lebanon and back.

"No, he's not rich. He has a fair business he can leave for

a couple of months and has some income from his farm. He

takes his vacation this way—giving a lot of boys a good time."

"Hello Dave," Mr. Reed said to my farmer informant as he

was hurrying by to the ticket office.

"Hello, John! Are you going to bring another herd out

tomorrow?"

"Yes, about eighteen—enough for two baseball nines, so we
won't have to call on the busy farmer boys to fill in," he

replied, jocularly.

"So you seem to know our philanthropist prettv well," I

ventured.

"Yes, our farms join. When Reed's out here, he"s an old

farmer with the rest of us. And he sure gives them boys a

great time."

"Must take something to feed them," I said.

"Yes, it takes some grub. They eat all they want and seem

to want all they eat, too. You'd think them boys was all

stomach to see 'em eat," he said with a chuckle. "Ls farmers

around there chip in with a bit of butter and eggs and chickens

because we like Reed and his boys."

Here the train pulled in and in a few minutes we were on

the way. As I had only seven miles to ride. I immediatelv

engaged a couple of bright boys in conversation. A boy who
has just had an outing is easier to interview than a farmer.

All he needs is starting.

"Hello, boys!"

"Hello" in unison from the two. We were acquainted now
and on easy speaking terms.

"They tell me you've had an outing in the country."

"Yep" from one and "You bet we did" from the other.

"Tell me about it. What did you do? Did you have a fine

time? Don't suppose you had nearlv enough to eat!" The

boys were equal to this onslaught of demands, questions and

insinuations.

"Aw-w-w! Not enough to eat!" with a bit of indignation

and some rebuke from the red-headed boy with an Irish face.

"Say, mister, were you ever in the country?"

"Was raised on a farm," I informed him.

"Say, then, you know. Say, didn't we have a plenty? Po-

tatoes an' beans, an' peas, an' meat and preserves an —
"Strawberry preserves," interjected the other.

"An' peaches, an' pears an'
—

"

"An' cream on 'em," the other interrupted again.

"Yep, an' pie, an' cake, an' chicken
—

"

"Two times a week," assisted the other boy.

"Aw, say, Skinny, I'm tellin' this. Let me alone,

panied with a few friend ly thumps with his fist. Then

so, mister. Skinny ain't a-lvin!

week."

"Tbat must have been awfully tough on you

to eat chicken twice a week," I said.

The laugh that followed this drew half a dozen other boys

our way. And in the three or four minutes left before my
station would be called. I had that two weeks" outing pretty

completely visualized into a moving picture of baseball games,

fishing excursions, swimming country fashion in the brook

north of the farm, tramps over the country, riding the horses.

feeding the chickens, hunting Mie eggs and—but why try to

tell you everything that babel of voices from >ha>t group of

accom-

••Thafs

W e had chicken two times a

)ovs to have
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happy boys told me. The fact that they had the time of their

lives is enough to reveal.

But there was one more thing 1 wanted to know, so I said:

"Mr. Reed's a pretty nice fellow, isn't he?"

"Say, mister, he's some guy," from Reddy, the boy with the

Irish face.

"You bet he is," from the rest.

They could have given no finer compliment, nor expressed

their approval in heartier fashion. To those boys, Reed was

a little the biggest man in the United Stales.

I did some thinking during the mile-and-a-half walk 1 had

to take before reaching my destination that morning. I specu-

lated on the effect of that outing on the boys. That two-weeks'

touch with nature had a wholesome influence upon them,

building more character in them than could have been done in

a year's moralizing. It will be difficult to erase from their

memories and lives the influence of the unselfish service of

their benefactor. One man had given himself to making them

supremely happy.

And I recalled an account Mrs. J. C. Gentry gave of an out-

ing given to the children of the Southern Christian Home by

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Mitchell of St. Louis, Missouri, at their

summer home at Helen in the mountains of Northern Georgia.

Everyone who had an opportunity, contributed to the happi-

ness of these children. One railroad gave half-fare, another

charged nothing. People in Atlanta contributed the expense

money. Friends and neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell joined

in their entertainment. There were fishing and swimming

parties and auto rides. A barbecue was given on the side of

the mountain with all sorts of good things to eat. All this to

make the little folks "wildly happy," as Mrs. Gentry ex-

pressed it. So even the orphan child is coming into its own.

There are many farmer folks and people in small towns who
invite one or two children to their homes for a few weeks in

the summer. And such people are always blessed by the

presence of these wards of the church. One woman who had

some of our children from the Christian Orphans' Home, St.

Louis, said to me a few weeks ago:

"They were so well-behaved that they made my children

seem like wild Indians."

All such benefactors testify that they are rewarded ten

times over for the little time they give to the children's en-

joyment.

Our Over-Delayed Ministry

THE National Benevolent Association is laying upon our

hearts an urgent and too long delayed ministry. We
were conceived in evangelism and dedicated to a gospel proc-

lamation. We have interpreted that gospel in terms of proc-

lamation, rather than in terms of a proclamation plus a social

service. The shibboleth of "our plea" has caught our ears so

completely that we have faintly heard the orphan's cry and

the aged's sigh. The vision of expansion per se has so dazzled

our eyes that we have preached by the roadside and overlooked

blind Bartimaeus. We have preached in courthouses and

walked past the juvenile courts. We have debated doctrine

with the jailer and forgotten that our judgment bar is our

relation to the wards of his care. We have preached this

gospel intoxicated with the Napoleonic dream of universal

empire. We have applauded reports from the far-flung battle-

line with the spirit of a Roman rejoicing that his eagles were

flying in foreign skies. Our glory has been extensive, not

intensive; territorial, not service; numbers, not men. When
our numbers become our embarrassment, then will our em-

barrassment glorify our numbers.

Building the kingdom in terms of social service is the long-

delayed ministry of the Disciples.

A. D. Harmon.

The Kentucky School of Methods Group Visits Historic Old Cane Ridge Church
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Saju Konno of Shinjo, Japan

ON the tenth of October, 1868, in the small village of Mi-

yauchi hid away in the mountains of northern Japan, a

little boy Saju was born. This little lad has grown to be a

man of course and though he is not an old man his more than

lifty years have seen marvelous changes in his beloved coun-

try. There was no grammar school in his village when he

was ready to enter school at six years of age, so he was put in

the Buddhist Temple to be taught by the priest.

There was something even in his boyish soul that kept him

from being satisfied with the atmosphere of this life so as

soon as the regular government school was established in the

village he left the temple and became a student there, at nine.

At the astonishingly early age of fourteen he became a teacher

and for five years devoted himcelf to this work. After that

experience he went up to the capitol at Tokyo where he studied

the Chinese Classics for two years. Later he returned to his

own village and to his own people where he opened a private

school, teaching, after the old style, any who would come to him

with a thirst for learning. He taught without compensation.

Thus for twenty years he served his people in whatever

manner he was able. He established a newspaper called "The

Common People" and published much that proved of great

value to his countrymen along political and industrial lines.

He took a special course in Sericulture that he might be able

in a practical way to promote the interests of the silk industry

among his people.

During these years he was no doubt led of that "Light that

lighteth every man," yet when he heard the ringing call
—

"But

I am among you as he that serveth"—he realized that he had

known only the shadow—that the real substance was Christ

Himself. Consequently on April 24, 1908 he was baptized in-

to Christ in the Shonai Jordon at Tsuroka. After a long sick-

ness his wife died the following year. Immediately following

her funeral he entered Drake Bible College in Tokyo, where

he gave himself for four years in faithful preparation for the

ministry of the Word.

After graduating he entered at once upon his work at Shinjo

which has been especially blessed. Though not a young man
he has gathered large numbers of young men and children

about him and led them to Christ. It is indeed beautiful to

see this teacher seated in the midst of a large company of

young people. Before the services begin he talks familiarlv

with them and several times I have heard him refer to his

shining bald head, as he said under the electric light, as "a

fifty candle-power".

Very often parents and employers are unsympathetic when
the young people wish to know of Christ. For a while he

held three meetings on Sunday evening. The regular service

from eight, another from ten, for those that could not come
to the eight o'clock meeting and then a final service for a young
man whose master did not consider him free to leave the shop

until twelve, midnight.

Not only has he had great influence with the student body of

the Middle School, which is situated just across the street from

his preaching place, but he has been bold to meet the principal

of the school who for many years has been opposed to the

cause of Christ. Through argument and service and kindness

this man's heart has been changed until he has asked for the

missionary to come and teach English in the school. He also

encourages the boys to attend the church and Bible classes.

One of the most highly educated men on the faculty one day

remarked—"I had always thought favorably of the teachings

of Christianity but I had never known the power and beauty of

the Christ life until I came to know Konno San."

Konno San is a lonely man in several respects. His onlv

companion in the home is a young daughter of his vounger

brother. This child has become an earnest and faithful Chris-

tian and stands at the head of her class in school, a fact that

they attribute unmistakably to the blessing of God in her life.

All of the six or eight having the highest standing in her class

attend Bible school regularly. He fully expects this child to

dedicate her life to teaching the Bible as a Bible woman when
she has served some time in preparation as a school teacher.

Those of his own household have not been able to under-

stand, which has served to set him apart in a more solitary

way though he has worked for their conversion with a zeal that

has not been altogether unrewarded.

As Moses' earthly life was divided into three periods of al-

most equal length so will it be with this apostle of service of

this great Northland—twenty years in preparation, twenty

years of service without Christ and twenty years of rich ser-

vice in the shadow of the Cross.

Minnesota Yor.r.g People's Training School, Tipi-Wakan Lodge, Spring Park, Minnesota
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Some Interesting Salvage

I'VE been down to the strand again, for the love of the

"stranded," down on the shore with the beach-combers

where the sea of humanity beats on the rocks of inhumanity.

Here is where the "wreck" and the "derelict" is made, and

pounded to pieces, too—where serf is surf. We were down

to save what we could, and the wreckage was enough to in-

terest a miser or make an angel pause.

I showed a man a pile of this salvage some short while

ago, a whole house full of homeless little children, and he

said, "Yes, but you don't know where these came from." I

said to him almost fiercely, "Man, where did you come from?

Can you produce a clean bill of health three generations back

in all branches of the line?" Not many of us can.

It is unfair for us to take the unfortunate child and fasten

upon him our labels of "unfit" and "bad parentage" and

"undesirable," to hobble him with our prejudice and handicap

him with our puny judgments, unless and perchance he breaks

our bonds and spite of them all puts us to shame by making

good. Such records, and they are many, give us to see how

small and ignorant is the business of trying to lash a child to

his past with the merciless cords of our opinion. We would

pinion him with a bad name instead of helping him out of it

with all eagerness. Who commissioned us to this labeling

business anyway? Not science. It says man has in his power

by gradual processes to modify life as he will. Nor experi-

ence. It says, ounce for ounce, a man is one-fourth inheri-

tance and three-fourths environment. Not Christ. He says,

They that are sick need physicians, not labels.

It is easy to label a little bunch of ragged humanity, but it's

ten to one that inside of thirty years that little bunch will make

a fool of the prophet who labeled him. And if the Church of

Jesus Christ has any clearly defined business here below, it is

precisely to give the bunch a chance to do it. Christ didn't

label, he just lifted. We will say he is ragged and dirty,

untaught and unmoral (little children are not immoral). For

honesty's sake we will also say he is in God's image, meant

for the Kingdom and may become a greater, better man than

you or I. Now what shall we do with this child? You can

consult his past and clog him, or you can consult his future

and help him. Catalogue him you may not—time alone can

do that.

In the year '59 two little Irish boys, Brennan and Burke,

were digging their toes into the sands of Brooklyn beach. Few
knew or cared for the tattered waifs. But a good man, the

father of Theodore Roosevelt, found the boys and consulted

their future by putting them into a Brooklyn orphanage.

Could he tell who they were? No. He knew their names

probably and where they came from maybe, but that was not

knowing who they were. Time has told. One of them, Bren-

nan, was the Governor of Alaska under McKinley; the other,

Andrew H. Burke, was the second elected Governor of North

Dakota. Taken to an Indiana farm at eight, he was a drummer
boy in the Federal army at twelve, serving throughout the war.

While Governor, the grasshoppers devastated the country and

in fighting the pest he poured out his private fortune like

water, thus saving thousands of acres to the farmers of his

state.

Now if anybody has a penchant for labeling little boys,

these two Brooklyn ragamuffins are ready for their badges.

You know the original "message to Garcia" was carried

forty years ago. The first missionary had gone for the second

time into the dark continent, piercing it this time to the very

core, and a rumor of his death had come back. Livingstone

was lost in Africa! An enterprising newspaper of New York

City determined to find Livingstone or his grave. It was a

long and unknown way, where every mile was girt with danger.

Who could take it? They found a man with full chin, de-

termined mouth and calm, clear eye. In a little while the

great forests swallowed him, and for months that wa:j all.

But away up at the headwaters of the Nile, the messenger,

scarred with the battle and worn with the journey, was con-

fidently approaching the only white man's tent within five

hundred miles. It was then that Dr. David Livingstone, sick

and destitute, hearing messengers announced, came feebly from

his tent and fell into the outstretched arms of Henry M. Stan-

ley. Now that English explorer, defeated and far from home,

must have thanked God for the intrepid soul who, as a lad, in

his Missouri home, had been without parents or education.

Forty years ago in Tennessee a nameless child was placed

in an Episcopal orphanage at Knoxville. As time passed the

escutcheon of that fair state was clouded with the infamy of a

Patterson and the Coopers. And when she searched among her

citizenship for a man strong enough and pure enough and tall

enough to wipe that deep damnation from her brow, she

elected to her Governorship a captain of volunteers, Benjamin

W. Hooper, the unknown boy of the Knoxville orphanage.

So runs the tale, and if we chose to come closer home, we

should find some household names on the same brave list.

Had not wise heads and kindly hearts, some forty years ago,

made room for homeless little fellows, the Disciples of Christ

today would lack at least one of their sweetest singers in

Israel, and the American Christian Missionary Society would

lack one of its most effective servants.

If there is anything the angels of heaven lean over the

parapets to watch, I believe it is human beach-combing.

Summer Sympathies

THE old approach to the orphan or dependent child was

solely sympathetic. About the only thought anyone had

was, "Poor child, he's hungry, I must feed him; he's cold,

I must keep him warm; he's without shelter and I must house

him." The main effort was to minister to his physical needs.

As a result, he was kept in an institution, often void of beauty

and convenience. He was clothed in a cheap uniform and fed

from a tin plate, as a matter of economy. While he was made
physically comfortable, there was comparatively little sympa-

thy for the needs of his mental, social, and spiritual nature.

His daily life was often a treadmill grind of institutional

duties with seldom a break in the monotony.

All of this is changed. While there never was such an

intelligent care for his physical welfare as there now is, the

keenest interest is taken in the other needs of his nature.

Nothing is overlooked to add to his health and happiness and

his future usefulness. The interest, for instance, taken in his

entertainment and recreation is characteristic and most com-

mendable. In reading the reports from the homes of the

National Benevolent Association we have been impressed with

the effort the public has made this summer to add to the joys

of living for the children in our institutions. It has been an

automobile ride or a street car excursion. It has been picnics

and picture show parties. It has been treats of fruit and cake

and ice cream and candy, and invitations for vacation visits

have been a multitude. This tendency to share the pleasures

as well as the necessities of life with unfortunate children

indicates a new valuation upoji the child, no matter whose

child, and a broadening of our sympathies. This refinement

of sympathy is one of the richer fruits of the Christianity of

our age.
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A Trip to the Russian Sunday School
By BEULAH DEMING

PVO YOU want to take a trip with me to see the merits were made to go to see them in their own home.

I Russian girls and boys? Good! We will take When I arrived, the next day, the little boy was

the Division-California street car here in Chica- downstairs and led me up the flight of stairs to his

go to the Russian church. mother, even though he

I am so glad we chose .

' \: :
. - -.'";

'
.-

" could not talk. I took a

Sunday morning to visit '.'

•

''' '" \' .
' •' ",:"

•

' ,- soft ball with me and

for we can see them in '-.-.., '/••- '. v.. ;• showed him how7 to hold

their Sunday school. Let ^jjjip
' , ,

""-
' -

'

his hands to catch the ball,

us get off here at North m then threwr
it into them.

Hoyne and walk one block *mr'%
' 4wtifrjf jJl Whenever he was able to

north and one-half block catch the ball he was hap-

west. It is a nice church, WE&m. ... *£ ^ py and laughed. Don't

but there are no Sun- 8^4.. *
'^&§L fr

: you wish he could hear so

day school rooms upstairs '^nJP^HH he might again learn to

like most of you have.
""'"'::

talk? I do. And you can

Nevertheless they have help by praying for him

good times in their base-

t wm and his mother, and also

ment room studying their that the right treatment

lessons and singing songs may be found to bring

in English and in Russian. t .

'"'' back his hearing so that he

Last Sunday they sang ''•." '

"'•'••
- • .

•" •' i
"* "^ ^H may enjoy Sunday school

"Jesus Loves Me, This I more than he does now7
.

Know" and "Jewels" in Bar*" "* MB And then there is little

Russian, for you see some, :

i - mm Helen. Helen's mother has

like little Mary and Frank, been a Christian onlv a

cannot understand English.
*)

,
JJ^m short time. She wants to

See how eagerly they ''--.
.

- i*.- .. make little Helen's dresses

listen to the story of little .'
.

'
.

::

:-"' &'':.. ':. '' f '
;'

"
;
:;; but does not know how to

Joseph and his cruel I';
•• - ; * sew. I told her I would be

brothers who sold him,
fe&'v"' :^K

1 glad to help her. So on

and how quietly and rev- Wednesday she learned

erently they stand with how to run the sewing ma-

heads bowed as Mr. Bor- chine. First, she sewed a

ders talks to Jesus. couple of seams and a hem
"Where do these little

' '**
^Jh. *** ^V on paper, then a little doll

girls and boys come .«;

dress of paper and last a

from?" They come from little cloth doll dress for

homes on the second and Helen's doll. How happy
third floors of buildings little Helen was for the

which have no yards. Of dress, and how happy was

all the children's homes I •v her mother to think she

have visited not one is on

the ground floor nor has a
Material for the Ilussi in Sunday School

could sew.

\K hen you so home will

yard in which the children can play. But their homes you learn all you can about Jesus so that you can

and playthings are clean and tidy. The mothers keep teach little children about His love for all children?

the floors almost white, they are so clean. Well, good-bye, I cant go home with von now. There

Last Sunday I said "Hello" to a little boy about are too many people to teach. I wish I could keep

seven years old. He did not answer and there was just some of you to help with the little kindergarten folk.

a blank expression on his face. He does not hear nor Vera and Elizabeth Johnson are taking music lessons

talk. His mother looked at me very earnestly and said: and I hope Vera will soon be able to play for us in

"Do you know a good doctor we can take him to?" Sunday school.

"Yes, I know Dr. Maude Hall Winnett." Arrange- Good-bye. Come again whenever you can. Good-bye.
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The New Emphasis on Spiritual Power
By MRS. ELIZABETH W. ROSS

"Without me ye can do nothing" said Jesus. "Except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain who build it."

THE greatest need of which Christians everywhere are eon- hreadth of the love of Christ. For the Church at Philippi,

scious is the need of power, and prayer is the secret of "And this I pray, that your love may abound more and more,

power. Prayer links us with the inexhaustible dynamic. in knowledge, and in all judgment that ye may approve things

Prayer underlies all fruitful service and it releases the omnipo- that are excellent, that ye may be sincere and without offense

tent power. "Real prayer means the breaking down in the till the day of Christ." To the Church at Colosse, "We do

secret places of the heart in full and free submission to the

will of God. So and only so does the inner life become a

great highway for the transmission of God's message."

Jesus prayed. Prayer was His fixed habit. He needed to

not cease to pray for you and to desire that ye might be filled

with the knowledge of His will in all wisdom and spiritual

understanding." To the brethren at Thessalonica, "Where-

fore we pray always for you, that our God would count you

pray so as to keep His understanding of His Father's will clear, worthy of His calling, and fulfill all the good pleasure of His

His purpose steady, His spirit

gentle, His daily life fresh as the

new day. As we study His prayer

life, we shall be increasingly

impressed by its range, its depth,

its reality, and we shall be con-

strained to cry out, "Lord, teach

us how to pray." If our Lord

found prayer an absolute neces-

sity in His life, by so much more

do we, who have no such inti-

macy with God as He had, and

no such secret sources of spir-

itual strength as He possessed,

need also to pray. We find that

all the great events of His life

were preceded and followed by

prayer. Just before He chose

His twelve apostles, He contin-

ued all night in prayer with God.

When the church chooses its offi-

cers, elders, deacons, and when

our societies seek leaders, prayer

should be offered, and earnest

prayer, for that wisdom that

cometh down from above. Most

of His great miracles, His out-

goings of power, were preceded

by prayer. Before He gave the

Sermon on the Mount He prayed; and rising very early in

the morning, He went into a solitary place to pray, alone with

God. Lowell says, "If chosen souls were never left alone in

deep midsilence, opened doors toward God, no greatness had

ever been dreamed or done."

In that matchless seventeenth chapter of John, Jesus prayed

for three things for His disciples—their unity, their purity,

their consecration. "I pray, Father, that they may all be one

as Thou, Father, art in me and I in Thee, that the world may
believe that Thou didst send me"—Unity; "I pray, not that

Thou shouldst take them out of the world, but that Thou

shouldst keep them from the evil of the world"—Purity; "as

Thou, Father, hast sent me even so send I them into the

world"—Consecration. We read that Jesus is at the right

hand of God making intercession for us—are we not confident

that He intercedes for us, His followers, in these turbulen' days?

Paul prayed for his brethren. Paul lived on his knees that

the Ephesian brethren might know the height and depth and

The Mother of Emory Ross of Africa

goodness, and the work of faith

and power." Paul begged his

brethren to pray for him, "Final-

ly, brethren, pray for us that

the word of the Lord may run

and have free course, and be

glorified even as it is with you,

and that we may be delivered

from unreasonable men, for all

men have not faith."

Our missionaries cry out to U3

as Paul did, "Brethren, pray

for us."

"The weary ones had rest one day,

The sad had joy. They wondered
how.

A ploughman at his work had
prayed,

'Lord, bless them now.'

"Away in foreign fields

Their single word had power;
Some Christians, two or three.

At home, had met to pray an hour,

"Yes, we are always wondering, won-

dering how,

Because we do not see;

Someone unknown, perhaps, and far

away,

On bended knee."

What an inspiring example of prayer for each other we have

in this life of Paul. Christ in prayer grounded His motives in

His Father's will. His very act of prayer was a consecration of

heart and mind to the eternal Father.

So shall this close fellowship with God bring to His people

spiritual power. Jecus paid the price of power by way of the

bitter cup, the bloody sweat, by the way of Calvary. Jesus

came to His cross leaving two miles of stone road reddened by

His own blood. At the very last moment He cried, "Not my
will, Father, but Thine be done." This utter abandonment

was the secret of His spiritual power. Who follows in

His train?

"I heard Him call.

' 'Come, follow,' that was all.

My gold grew dim.

My soul went out to Him;
I rose and followed, that was all.

Who would not follow if he heard Him call?"
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Why and How to Dedicate Churches
By G. W. MUCKLEY

Why Dedicate Churches

GOD called Abram to get out of Ur of the Chaldees and

go into a land that He would show him and in which

a nation was to be founded that would make his name

great and whose people would be as numerous as the sands

of the sea. When Abram had reached Canaan the Lord ap-

peared unto him and said, "Unto thy seed will I give this

land." To commemorate this event Abram "builded an altar

unto the Lord." When Abram went from this place unto a

mountain on the east of Bethel and pitched his tent we are

told that "there he builded an altar unto the Lord and called

upon the name of the Lord." And as Abram journeyed, going

still toward the south, every place to which God had helped

him he builded an altar and called on the name of the Lord.

Every altar was dedicated to the Lord and meant "hitherto

hath the Lord helped me.".

We all remember that in ancient times a sinful man named

Jacob fled in awful haste from Beersheba toward Haran and

"lighted upon a certain place and tarried there all night."

During the lonely hours of that long night while in fitful and

feverish slumber, a ladder was stretched from earth to heaven,

and the angels ascended and descended thereon while God

talked to him from the top thereof as only God can talk. The

next morning on awaking Jacob set up a stone and anointed it

with oil, a form of dedication, and worshiped God, making

a covenant with Him, and he called the stone which he set

up the "House of God." Once, by divine command, Jacob

went back to Bethel, but even before starting toward that

"House of God," he made his whole household put away

strange gods and change their very garments. This was a

form of dedication.

When the ancient Hebrews were migrating from Egypt to

Palestine they had not proceeded far until by divine appoint-

ment they built the Tabernacle, a portable church building,

and dedicated it for: worship. When that divine tent was

pitched it became a center around which all other tents were

pitched. Even in their nomadic life God thought it necessary

for the Hebrews to have a tent especially suited to, and set

apart for, divine worship.

When God had finally led his people into the promised

land he provided for the Temple, which was built in Solomon's

time and on the day of dedication the cloud containing the

presence of the Lord rested over it. God gave His approval.

As the people increased, and needed priestly care, synagogues

were dedicated all over Palestine. For centuries the whole

life of that great nation revolved around Mount Zion, which

was beautiful for situation—the joy of the whole earth. Just

as in the wilderness journey all life centered in the tabernacle,

so now, when the Jewish nation had been made permanent

their life centered in the Temple which had been dedicated

to the welfare of society. Here was where God met with His

people. God dedicates the church to the people so that the

people may dedicate their lives to Him.

God made society essentially a religious matter. It was

the dedication of life. Principal Fairbairn in his Philosophy

of the Christian Religion says, "The thing that anthropology

has made most certain is this: That primitive religion is

not the apotheosis of accident, the child of nightmare and

imaginative terror, but the organizing idea of society, the force

which holds the whole social system together, builds it up,

and gives to it its character and unity." Religion, therefore,

in order to do its full work must come out into the public.

It deals with the individual, but more with the public. Wash-

ington Gladden says, "The same impulse which moves men
to worship, draws them together in their worship. Anarchism

is no more workable in religion than in politics." Christ

went regularly into the synagogue and the eloquent author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews exhorts us not to forget the assem-

bling of ourselves together. God's blessing has signally rested

upon his assembled worshipers.

We have seen that in all great events in the development

of that nation which was to give Christ to the world the people

called upon God, and an altar, or place of worship, was set

apart to Him. And as Jacob's heart turned back to Bethel in

crucial moments of his life, so we turn to the house of God.

Houses grow sacred. The incense of worship seems to exhale

its perfume throughout these buildings and to sweeten them

forever. "Like a violin in the hands of a great player, 'the

music got into the wood'." We dedicate our churches because

God approved it and because our social life needs the idea

of dedication. God had the tabernacle and temple dedicated

to the people and the people were set apart to Him.

There was so much significance in the transfiguration scene,

which summed up all the elements of the gospel of Jesus, that

Peter, in the rapture of his love, cried out, "let us build three

tabernacles" and keep alive these great truths represented in

the life of our Lord. France dedicates monuments to Na-

poleon, England to Wellington and Nelson, Germany to Fred-

erick the Great, Russia to Peter the Great, Italy to Garibaldi,

and the United States to Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Lee,

Grant, Garfield and McKinley. Why? Because these monu-

ments are fitting. These men fought and lived for great ideas

and principles which were for our uplift, and to erect these

monuments dignifies our common humanity and keeps alive

great principles for which these men stood. If we build and

dedicate monuments to great men, how much more should we

erect and dedicate churches to our Lord. Christ was divine

and was also humanity at its best. We should honor Him in

our buildings who was the consummate flower of humanity and

the Messiah—the lamb of God Avho takes away the sin of

the world.

How to Dedicate Churches

No building should be dedicated to God except it be finished.

We should give God the best equipment. \^ e can do this if

we have first dedicated ourselves to Him. In the fifth chapter

of Second Chronicles the records show that "all the work

that Solomon made for the house of the Lord was finished:

and Solomon brought in all the things that David his father

had dedicated." Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel,

the heads of the tribes, the chief of the fathers, to bring up the

ark of the Lord which contained the presence and power of

God just as a body of church members todav should contain

the presence of God. Then Solomon and the priests performed

the sacrifices customary in that day and the trumpeters and

singers and congregation were as one. to make one sound to

be heard in praising and thanking the Lord: and when they

lifted up their voice, with the trumpets and cymbals and in-

struments of music, saying, "for the Lord is good, for His
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mercy endureth forever, then the house was filled with a cloud,

even the house of the Lord, so that the priests could not stand

to minister by reason of the cloud: for the glory of the Lord

had filled the house of God." Thus history shows that minis-

ters, elders, deacons, singers and congregation assist in the

program of dedication. There should, therefore, be a sermon,

the Lord's Supper, an offering and singing. There should be,

as recorded in chapter sixth of Second Chronicles, a dedica-

tion of the people to the principles of the holy religion for

which the church stands and then the prayer of dedication by

Solomon might well be read before the prayer of dedication

is made by the minister. Any intelligent preacher can take

the fifth and sixth chapters of Second Chronicles and make

a beautiful dedication service. The declaration services print-

ed below could be used with good effect just before the prayer

of dedication.

Declaration Services

Dearly beloved, we learn from the Holy Scripture that

houses erected for the public worship of God should be reli-

giously set apart and dedicated. For this purpose we are now

assembled.

God, our Heavenly Father, having by His grace brought

us to the consummation of this part of His house, we now

gather in His presence for the purpose of devoting this house

by a solemn act of worship, to its proper and sacred use.

Minister—For the preaching of the gospel and the educa-

tion of Christians in the knowledge of spiritual things.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—For worship in prayer and song: for the cele-

bration of the holy ordinances.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—To comfort those who mourn, relieve the sin-

burdened: and help the weak.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—For the opposing of wrong: the encouraging of

right: and sanctification of the home.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—For aggression against evil: to foster patriotism

and education.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—For the promotion of brotherhood and coopera-

tion in every good work.

Congregation—We dedicate this building.

Minister—For the worship and praise of Jehovah, our

Father, and to the service of His Son, our Savior, in the power

of the Holy Spirit.

Congregation—We dedicate this house.

In Unison—As a tribute of gratitude and love to all these

high and holy uses, for ourselves, our children, and all those

who come after us, we, the members of Thy church and the

friends who have assisted us, do, in the love and fear of Je-

hovah, solemnly and reverently set apart and consecrate this

house: and we beseech Thee to dwell within these walls, and

ever be revealed to us as the covenant-keeping God.

Surely it will not be disputed that a house built for pur-

poses of worship should be dedicated or set apart as holy and

made the best place in which to worship God. A certain in-

effable sacredness attaches to such a place and is filled with

an atmosphere which makes worship richer and fuller. It i-s

because God really fills the house in a way that He is not

present anywhere else.

"Speak to Him, thou, for He heareth

—

Spirit with spirit can meet.

Closer is He than breathing.

Nearer than hands and feet."

Observe Go-Away- to -College Sunday

ONE of the special days which has been increasingly

attracting attention and receiving increasing observance

is the Go-Away-to-ColIege Sunday. There are many reasons

why this day is commending itself to pastors, Sunday school

superintendents and other church leaders.

First of all, perhaps, is the advantage which the pastor

has of making it a purely "spiritual" service. There is no

appeal to be made for money. There is every opportunity to

make it a day for the appeal for dedication of life, young

life, to the great unselfish tasks of the world's upbuilding.

There is that fine idealism running through the whole project

of higher education which can be emphasized to the advantage

of the church and the glory of God.

There is the unusual opportunity of bringing the great cause

of education, particularly Christian education, to the attention

of the church membership, which among the Disciples is so

sorely needed. There is opportunity for urging upon the

youth of the church the necessity of continuing their educa-

tion through the high school and then in many cases through

college. True education is the hope of individual success, of

national perpetuity and of world redemption.

Again the minister, the Sunday school superintendent and

others have the high privilege of using, in the Sunday school

and church services of the day, the young men and women of

promise, who are going to college, or who hope to do so, in

setting forth to others the reasons and ambitions which impel

, them in their efforts for further training. Those who have

given it a thorough trial unanimously testify that no service

of the year has proved more beautiful, more inspiring and

more beneficial in permanent results than the adequate ob-

servance of this day.

As for the date for such an observance, the second Lord's

Day in September is suggested. It is rather difficult to have

uniformity in this matter as the date for the opening of high

school and college varies so much in different states and in

different sections of the country. It ought to be observed just

prior to the opening of the higher institutions of learning.

It is also the desire of the educational forces of our brother-

hood, that the day be not allowed to interfere with the ade-

quate presentation of the cause of Church Extension which

has annually taken place the first Lord's Day in September.

However, the great cause of Christian education underlies

all our benevolent and missionary enterprises and to neglect

it means ultimately to defeat them. There is no incongruity

in having the two services on the same day—the one in the

morning and the | other in the evening, if circumstances and

the minister's calendar compel it. We need make no request

of those church leaders who have once observed the day to

repeat the experiment this year—they are fully committed.

We do beseech those who have not done so previously, to put

time and energy into the Go-Away-to-College service this

year and confidently predict that the results will be so satis-

factory as to make the day a permanent establishment in the

yearly calendar of the local church.

He whose speech shows a decent disposition, who takes no

advantage of intimacies, who is the last person to approach

with slanderous gossip, whose hatred for evil and reverence

for religion are written in his face, with whom honor is never

measured by cost and whose profits never issue from another's

wounds. This kind of a man need not worry.

Robert Freeman.
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Three Inexorable Laws
By H. O. PRITCHARD

THERE are certain physical and spiritual laws governing

the universe which cannot be abrogated by human power.

These laws are ordained of the great I AM, and from them

there is no escape. All that man can do is to discover them

and work in harmony with them. He who does so is "work-

ing together with God." And what is equally significant, these

laws have a wider application, in most instances, than we are

accustomed to ascribe to them. That is to say, certain laws,

which we are in the habit of delimiting to the purely physical

universe, have spiritual import and application. Vice versa,

laws commonly thought purely spiritual apply in the realm of

the physical as well.

Nowhere is this monistic reign of law more clearly illus-

trated than in the field of education and especially higher

education in America today. In this connection we desire to

call attention to three laws—each taken from widely divergent

realms of the universe, and each perhaps, not usually thought

of as having any operation in the field of education—and

show how they are operating in higher education with an

inexorable dominion. It is impossible to escape them.

The first of these is a law of physics. It is stated as follows:

WHERE COLLEGES GET THEIR
STUDENTS

THE COLLEGE SERVES THE COMMUNITY
THE COMMUNITY SHOULD ASSIST THE

COLLEGE

DOTS SHOW HOW MANY STUDENTS OUT
OF EACH ONE HUNDRED COME FROM THE

AREAS INDICATED

"Every body in the universe attracts every other body directly

as the product of the masses and inversely as the square of

the distance between them." Sir Isaac Newton discovered,

formulated and enunciated this law. It is known as the law

of Gravitation. It has been said by scientists to be the most

important law ever discovered and proclaimed. It unlocked

the mystery of the movement of the heavenly bodies and
brought within man's comprehension the orbits of a thousand

worlds and the sweep of a myriad blazing suns. Thanks to

the immortal Newton, for astronomers can now calculate the

exact position of any heavenly body a thousand—or even a

million years—hence.

But the pull of the law of gravitation is not confined to

physical matter. It operates in the field of education. It

relates particularly to student attendance. A college will

draw students "directly as the product of the masses and

inversely as the square of the distance between them." ^ e

call your attention to Chart 1. It is a chart of the student

attendance of one of the larger universities of America. You
will notice that two-thirds of the students come from a radius

of one hundred miles and 45 per cent from a radius of fifty

miles. The larger an institution, the farther it "draws," the

smaller an institution the less it "draws." This law has almost

unfailing application. It applies to the oldest and best-known

institutions, such as Yale, Harvard, and Princeton, as well as

to newer and less known ones. The three universities just

named get approximately two-thirds of their undergraduates

from a radius of one hundred miles. There are exceptions to

this rule, such as a specialized school or highly technical

institution where competition is eliminated. But in the main

the law holds good.

Now what is the significance of this fact? It has manv
significances. Chiefly, it sheds light on the matter of location

of colleges and helps to answer that question sometimes asked.

"Do we (Disciples) have too many colleges?" The answer

is NO. If we had less we would have fewer students under

our care, for our children would not travel long distances to

attend even one of our own schools. They do not attend them

now, in many instances, when they are near at hand. Then.

too, in locating a college this law should be kept in mind. The

size of the city in which a college is located and the proximity

of other schools have much to do with the drawing power of

a college. Most students go to some college located within

one hundred miles of their homes. The law of gravitation

operates in the field of education.

The second of these is a law of Economics. It is stated

thus: "Any piece of land or an industry will yield increasing

profits with the addition of capital and labor, up to a given

point, but when added beyond that point profits decrease in

proportion to the expenditure of capital and labor."* This

is known as the law of Diminishing Returns. It was first

formulated by David Ricardo with respect to agriculture. It

has since been applied to manufacturing establishments and

various other industries. It has not been thought of as having

application to education. But nowhere can its operation be

illustrated to better advantage than in that field. An institu-

tion is not getting—indeed it cannot get—largest returns on

the money invested unless enough money and enough men
are applied to bring it up to maximum capacity. But when
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once that is reached, then returns diminish in proportion as

money and men are added.

Witness Chart 2. The longest block to the left represents

the income of one of the larger state universities. Beside it

you have the combined income of fifty church colleges. The

university spends more money for operation and maintenance

each year than the fifty colleges combined. But what of the

output for the money spent? On the right you will see that

the fifty colleges are taking care of more than two and one-

half times the number of students on less total money. Fur-

thermore, keep it in mind that a third or a fourth of the in-

come of the colleges came from tuition while the university's

income represents taxes, paid direct. That is to say, measured

by the output, the large—very large—colleges and universities

of America are operating under the law of diminishing returns.

It could be shown also that the very small institution is

operating under said law in that it does not live up to its

possibilities. In other words, the land is not producing what

it is capable of producing because not enough labor and

capital is applied to it. In our judgment this constitutes one

of the very strongest arguments for the well-equipped, well-

endowed church college with a fairly limited attendance. It is

not only sound pedagogy, but it is also sound economics.

Money given to the good church college brings the largest

returns.

The third of these laws is a law of the Gospel. It is stated

thus: "To him that hath shall be given, but from him that

hath not, even that which he hath shall be taken away from

him." This is known as the law of Possession. Jesus was

its author. It is one of those remarkable paradoxes for which

he is noted. Nearly every great spiritual truth or law which

Jesus enunciated he put in the form of a paradox—a seeming

contradiction. So much is this true, that one is led to believe

that all spiritual truth is in its very nature paradoxical.

Think of the great paradoxes of Christ. "He that would be

greatest must become the least"; "He that would be first shall

be last"; "He that would live should die"; "He that would

keep must give away." One might go on almost indefinitely.

No paradox which Jesus gave has wider application or

works in a more inexorable manner than the one first quoted

above. It not only has profound spiritual implications, but

can be applied—and indeed is—to the temporal and material

affairs of everyday life. How frequently have you seen the

mortgage foreclosed on the widow's home and because she

hath not, even that which she hath is taken away. How often

is a business corporation forced into bankruptcy because it

cannot get further extension of credit. There are a thousand

ways in which we see this law operating every day if only

we have the eyes to observe.

And it applies with an almost ruthless power in the field of

education. Particularly is this true just now when costs are

so abnormal. Witness Chart ,3. Do you see those horizontal

lines? The shaded portions represents permanent funds and

the light portion buildings, grounds and equipments, while

the whole line represents total educational assets. Does that

chart mean anything to you? Do you see the line representing

total educational assets of the Disciples? It is so short you
can hardly observe it. How deadly significant are those com-

parisons. The Congregationalists number only nine hundred
thousand and yet they have colleges representing total assets

ten times our own. The Northern Baptists number one million

three hundred seventy thousand (only slightly more than we)
and yet their educational assets are more than ten times ours,

and if you look at the shaded portions—which mean endow-

ments—they have assets more than twelve times ours. And so

ONE LARGE STATE UNIVERSITY COMPARED

WITH 50 REPRESENTATIVE DENOMINATIONAL

COLLEGES IN RESPECT TO INCOME AND

ATTENDANCE
University

Income

$3,075,409.

Colleges

RELATIVE
INCOME

Combined

Incomes

RELATIVE
ATTENDANCE

l

$2,927,814.

Colleges

University

Attendance

5716

Attftndanr.fi

13,357

Chart Two
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INVESTMENTS IN EDUCATION
BY LEADING DENOMINATIONS

U Endowments

Q Land and Buildings

Congregational

Northern Baptist

Methodist Episcopal

Presbyterian North

..,;..'

Southern Methodist

Lutheran

Presbyterian South

Disciples

Reformed in U.S.

United Presbyterian

United Brethren

The longest line represents $80,000,000

Chart Three

we might go on. What does it mean? Many things. For one

it means that Congregational and Baptist c6lleges have and

will get. It means they will live. It means, also, that they are

and will continue—unless we change our attitude and repent

of our neglect—to dominate the thought life and intellectual

product of America and to a very large extent of the world.

That is precisely the case now. Who have produced the

thought-provoking, epoch-making books of the past genera-

tion? For the most part, Congregationalists, Baptists, Presby-

terians. Who have produced the great educators of America?

Congregationalists, Baptists, Presbyterians. Who will continue

to do so? Look at the chart and find your answer. It is

one of the laws of Christ which you can no more beat back

than an old woman can sweep back the tides of the sea with

her dilapidated broom.

And there is another side to the equation. "Even that which

he hath shall be taken away." Unless that line, representing

Disciple educational assets, is speedily and appreciably length-

ened, it will be speedily shortened. That which we have will

be taken away. The high economic pressure which is forced

upon colleges today, makes them absolutely helpless unless

resources are augmented. We may say, "Oh, that is an old

song, we have heard it before." Yes, but you must know that

conditions have almost wholly changed in the past five years

and the whole educational situation is entirely different to

what it was twenty, ten, or even five years ago. The most

urgent problem before the great brotherhood of the Disciples

is to take care of their colleges. Unless they do it even that

which they have will be taken away by a just and righteous

God. He will let no people lead or live who have no love of

enlightenment and who care not for the great cause of Chris-

tian education.

The Supreme Suitableness of the

Gospel

BISHOP BUTLER, the author of five epoch-making sermons

on Human Nature, tells us that it was the supreme suit-

ableness of the Gospel to a thoughtful man's mind and heart

that decided him to choose the Gospel for his life-work. And,

with all due humility, I subscribe to that great theologian's

judgment. It is the supreme and unapproached suitableness

of the Gospel to myself that makes me to be so glad and

so proud and so assured to be a preacher of the Gospel to

other men.

Other callings in human life have their attractions and

their rewards. But there is no attraction to me like the

attraction of the Cross. I thank God continually that it is

with me according to our Lord's prophetical words: "I, if I

be lifted up, will draw all men unto me." And all His words

were immediately and gloriously fulfilled in the conversion

and the apostleship of one of the greatest of the sons of men.

Amid all the attractions of the Greek and Latin philosophy and

literature of his day, Paul proclaimed himself, determined to

know nothing compared with Jesus Christ and Him crucified.

"Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this grace

given, that I should preach among the Gentiles the unsearch-

able riches of Christ." And our own William Cowper has

the same determination in his famous hymn:

"E'er since, by faith, I saw the stream

Thy flowing wounds supply.

Redeeming love has been my theme
And shall be till I die."

Redeeming love has been my own theme for over fifty

years, and I wish I could have another fifty years wherein to

magnify far more than ever the same supreme and unapproach-

able theme—a theme supreme and unapproachable because it

is God's own one theme to sinful and miserable men. Pursue

that one theme in all you say and do: and be sure and confi-

dent that God will bless both you and your divine work.

Dr. Alexander Whyte.
Edinburgh, Scotland.

A still, small voice in childhood,

A beckoning hand in youth,

An impulse prompting justice,

A heart inclined to truth.

A firm resolve to follow

The paths where saints have trod

—

Some of us call it Conscience.

And others call it God.
—Charles C. Albertson.
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The Best Thing I KnowAbout Church Extension
It Prompts the Impossible

Church Extension gets the local

church to attempt and to do the thing

it considers impossible by letting it

know that help is at hand if needed.

In my own ministry I have been

connected with three building pro-

jects. In two of these I think it cer-

tain the building would not have

been attempted had it not been for

a promise of a loan from the Church

Extension Board, while in the other

case we knew the loan could be se-

cured if an emergency arose. In no one of the three cases

did we have to call upon the Board. The last instance in my
experience was that of Central Church, Enid, Oklahoma, where

a loan of $15,000 was promised before we began the building.

This is the third building this congregation has built with

the help of Church Extension.

Another feature that appeals to me strongly is that it com-

pels the church to get itself properly organized in both a

legal and business way—a thing that is vital to the well-being

of any church.

The Board has the everlasting appreciation of the Enid

Church and of myself. Nothing we have, or can do is too

good for Church Extension. A. G. Smith.

Enid, Oklahoma.

of support.

Build the Builders

The hour of indecision is a delicate

and dangerous hour in a congrega-

tion of disciples. Indecision imperils

the future and often rolls in the day

of doom on a people who cannot

abide alone in their own hired house.

We advance with a courage partly

borrowed from the supply house of

a friend. Joshua and Caleb believed

the promised land could be taken,

but even those courageous men would

not try to take it without the evidence

"The keen spirit beholding a friend,

Seizes the prompt occasion—makes the thought

Start into instant action, and at once

Plans and performs, resolves and executes!"

The best helpers help others help themselves. They support

the strength of those who would advance with double speed.

A bequest will bless much, but a loan has power to lift to the

highest heights of confidence. To build a church house where-

in dwells righteousness is good, but to use a plan that builds

the builders is better and that is righteousness.

The Church Extension Board has employed the wisest pos-

sible plans of service. They have imparted courage when

men hesitated and have given strength when congregations

were weak. They have taught people to lean upon the organ-

ization only long enough to get their own footing. It is the

hour of rich blessing when a congregation can return the last

dollar of a loan that has lifted them, that it may go and

render a similar service in helping others to the joyous, vic-

torious possession of an adequate church building.

Kansas State Secretary. Geo. E. Lyon.

A Necessity, Not a Luxury

Church Extension is not a luxury but

a necessity; without the church build-

ing the local church will have little

influence in the community. We can

do without luxuries, but we can't do

without the things that are essential.

We can do without cut glass on the

table when we eat, but we can't do

without bread. Church Extension

work is as necessary to the growth of

the local congregation as bread is to

the physical body.

Church Extension is essential to all missionary activity;

the largest gifts given to missions today come from the church

that was once helped by another. What the bank is to the

commercial life of the community, Church Extension is to the

spiritual life of the community.

Our Church Extension Board is as sound as the best banking

institutions in our country. It has behind it consecrated busi-

ness men and two secretaries that can't be surpassed in all

our missionary work. The church that fails to contribute to

the building of churches fails to have a vision, and where

there is no vision the church will perish; then, too, it fails

to contribute to the largest missionary work; because Church

Extension will never die and the money given is never lost, but

like Banquo's ghost, is always bobbing up and asking to

go again and help another congregation that is building along

the side of the highway of life where it can be of help to man.

You can't down Church Extension money; you can't destroy

it; it works night and day; it brings more happiness and joy

to the Christian than any other missionary money, because

it helps a congregation get in position so it can give to all

missionary work. Church Extension money never has a sad

face for it is always on a mission of mercy, it is always about

its Master's business.

Get some money in this circulating missionary organization

and watch it work, and then stand off and enjoy life.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. W. S. Buchanan.

Walls Out-talk Pages

A brotherhood cannot escape archi-

tectural balances in the weighing of

its worth to its generation. The Dis-

ciples of Christ are judged by the

shrines they have builded at the rim

of the rural highway and by the

street curb. We may write volumes

concerning our plea, but the proof of

its potency to the average resident is

a well-built house, rather than a well-

written book. Walls out-talk pages.

When the Ark of the Covenant had a

decent habitation, the ranks of the prophets were recruited. A
church must have a fine physique if it impresses youth and

inspires the recruiting of the ministry. Sometimes strangers

care not to inquire about our brotherhood when they behold

a local shrine builded no farther than the foundation, or left

unroofed. The Board of Church Extension enables us to have

standing and influence as His witnesses.

Birmingham, Alabama. Robt. N. Simpson.
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Enduring Monument of Service

Church Extension makes it possible

for the poorest disciple to render

monumental service. Thirty years

ago, when I was a young clerk, I

heard G. W. Muckley present the

cause of Church Extension. I in-

vested a dollar a year for five years.

It was not much, but it was the best

that I could do. Every year since

then I have contributed in a modest

way and there has been a sense of

satisfaction in knowing that my mod-

est gifts, because they were added to other modest gifts, and

kept at work by the very genius of Church Extension, have

been rendering service to needy churches through the years.

I have since preached for three churches which had been

helped by the Church Extension Board and I have taken great

pleasure in feeling that I was in some measure responsible

for their existence. George L. Peters.

Canton, Missouri.

Just Like Dear Old Dad

In purchasing a farm a potent factor

is the "terms of the sale." In build-

ing a church the problem of nego-

tiating a loan is among the first to

be solved. A long-time loan at a

low rate of interest is desired. Our

resources are banks, corporations, in-

dividuals, and "The Board of Church

Extension." A careful comparative

study will at once reveal the virtue

and advisability of negotiating with

the Board of Church Extension. It

is to the church, new born, or spreading its wings for a greater

financial flight, what a parent is to a son "going into business

for himself." For the sake of the child, it is as solid as a

bank, as thorough as a big corporation, yet like a father, it

is sympathetic and forbearing and will stand by the church

to the last ditch. Just like a dear old dad. That's a good point.

Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Everett S. Smith.

Builds Monument to Our Faith

The next quarter of a century is

destined to mark a forward step in

church erection among the Disciples

of Christ. It is as impossible to

grow a strong congregation without

an adequate workshop and temple of

worship as it is to grow a family

under nomadic conditions. An ade-

quate house of activity inspires, at-

tracts, dignifies, and makes an appeal

to a community which is indispensa-

ble. It is to be hoped that in this

new day, after a century of splendid history, the Disciples will

realize the wisdom of the best architecture necessary to both

effective worship and community service. The influence and

permanency of the second century of our history will be reflected

in our missionary program and in our church edifices alike.

Every worthy building erected will be a monument to our faith.

Springfield, Illinois. W. F. Rothenburger.

It Upbuilds and Sustains Morale

During the recent world war we
learned as never before the impor-

tance of sustaining the morale of an

organization. The equipment of Ger-

many was superior, but her morale

was finally exhausted. Hence defeat.

The morale of France and her allies

was sustained at the right moment by
the promise of help from the United

States. Church Extension has done

just that for many a congregation.

A splendid example was the building

of the splendid house of worship at Hastings, Nebraska. A
loan was promised when the people felt unable to go forward

unaided. The mere promise sustained the morale of that con-

gregation and they went forward to victory without the u:e of

one dollar of Church Extension money. If a promise meant
so much to a church like that, the actual loan, though it may
be small, means much more to weaker congregations. May
the purse of our Big Sister increase continually that she may
constantly sustain the morale of the growing church

!

Topeka, Kansas. R. A. Schell.

Meets Emergencies

Church Extension helps to meet emer-

gencies. For many years the high

cost of a site prevented the starting

of a mission in the Mount Pleasant

section of Washington, D. C. WTien

at last the Columbia Heights Church

decided to make the venture a loan

from the Church Extension Board

made possible the purchase of a

choice lot. When the Government

demanded the hall in which this con-

gregation was meeting, a telegram

from the Church Extension enabled us to construct within

thirty days a chapel to meet our temporary needs. An ade-

quate response in the September offering would enable us to

meet the greater emergency now confronting us—the housing

of our 500 members and of the hundreds more who could be

won if we had ample facilities. Edward B. Bagby.

Washington, D. C.

Big Business

Church Extension is a big business.

It thinks and plans and operates in

Kingdom terms. It dignifies the

cause of the Christian religion and

challenges the respect and confidence

of men of affairs. It inspires the

strong to cheerfully lend a helping

hand to the weak, being confident

that the Church Extension Board will

give nurturing care through the vears

of greatest need and in the end will

develop another unit of Christian

forces to take their place in the battle line for world conquest.

The best thing that I know about Church Extension is that

it does things and inspires others to do likewise.

Memphis, Tennessee. Walter M. White.
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New Interest in Metropolitan Centers

The best thing I know about the

work of Church Extension is the new

interest the Board is manifesting in

the larger metropolitan centers. Our

cause in these centers has always suf-

fered for the want of adequate build-

ings. It may safely be affirmed that

in Chicago we have from time to

time lost men of means who, if wc

had been able to enlist them, would

doubtless through the years have

have given many times the amount

needed to provide buildings adequate in size and attractive in

design to meet the needs of our churches. Churches need

buildings which will correspond with their surroundings and

in the cities therefore they must have architectural significance

and be sufficiently large to command the attention of the

passing multitudes. Recently the Church Extension Board

has made loans and grants to city churches strategically

located, in amounts sufficient to enable them to plan adequate

buildings and thus a new day is dawning for our work in the

larger cities. Perry J. Rice.

Secretary Chicago Christian Missionary Society.

Spiritual Collateral

Church Extension has demonstrated

that the quixotic practice of sympa-

thetic credit is both possible and

successful. It has reversed the rule

of conservative business. The banks

take pride in loaning money only to

those who can offer the best security

where the personal hazard is reduced

to a minimum. But our Board of

Church Extension says to the well-

to-do who can give a surplus of col-

lateral, "Get your money elsewhere,"

and to the poor and needy who have but a minimum of

material security and a maximum of moral and Christian

honor, "Come to us." The record of more than thirty years

has proved that it is safer to loan money to Disciples of Christ

on a basis of sympathetic credit than to go out into the marts

of commerce with the choicest collateral. This is the finest

thing I know about Church Extension. C. E. Lemmon.

Hastings, Nebraska.

Pioneering in Great Cities

The best thing I know about the work

of Church Extension is that it gives

sorely needed aid in the task of

Christianizing the great cities of the

country. Conditions in many met-

ropolitan areas are such that locally

it is quite out of the question to

finance an adequate work. Church

Extension helps to provide a build-

ing that is adapted to the needs of a

city community and makes possible

pioneer work in ministering to such

a group. Without the assistance of Church Extension it would
be impossible to make the work of certain city missions per-

manent and comprehensive. Kirby Page.

Brooklyn, New York.

High Ideals Find Practical Expression

In the work of Church Extension the

highest ideals of the Disciples of

Christ find practical expression.

First, unity. It binds the strong

church and the weak together in a

great common interest and fellow-

ship, making all alike feel that they

are "workers together with God."

Second, democracy. It tends to

deepen the sense of mutual respect

and appreciation. The weak church

feels that, being an integral part of

a great brotherhood, it can receive help from the strong with-

out shame or embarrassment, while the strong church in re-

sponding to the call of the weak thereby fulfills its own high

mission and self-realization.

Third, service. What is the church for, anyway, but to

serve? And what greater service can a church render than

to lend a helping hand to a struggling sister congregation?

Thus in conserving and applying these noble ideals Church

Extension is fundamental and challenges the loyalty and sup-

port of all who are interested in the conquest of the Kingdom.

Mayfield, Kentucky. J. J. Castleberry.

A Personal Appreciation

About the finest thing about Church

Extension is the personnel of the men
who are engaged in the work, and

have been from its inception. Al-

ways they have been men of vision

and faith, combined with a rare in-

stinct for sound business principles,

which, given entirely over to some

secular occupation, would have made
them millionaires years ago.

They have stood for the very best

in church architecture and have had

no little influence in bringing up-to-date plans for church

buildings that will adequately represent the Disciples of Christ

and efficiently present the Apostolic Gospel of Christ.

There has never been a corner of our great nation too

remote for the Society, through its efficient secretaries, to visit.

And never one too poor for them to encourage and foster. They

are not only men of business acumen and indomitable energy

with respect to the financial work of the Society, but with

true evangelistic fervor, our Church Extension Board, through

its secretaries, has helped in many lonely communities to

"establish the things that remain" in our local congregations,

and by presenting the glorious gospel, in its beauty, brought

the power of God to men who were needy.

New Orleans, Louisiana. WlLLIAM H. Allen.

Sets Up Altars of Faith and Hope
It sets up altars of faith and hope, around which multitudes

may gather for worship. This is the most valuable asset to

a community in that it both awakens in us and holds us to

the reality of God. Church Extension also furnishes an op-

portunity for a permanent investment of money for Christian

service, furnishing friendly cooperation in accomplishing a

purpose, which probably could not be done at all or if done,

done under difficulties too severe for the best results.

Baltimore, Maryland. Peter AlNSLIE.
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A Strong Right Arm to State Societies

Church Extension is a strong right

arm of the Ohio Christian Missionary

Society in ministering to the more

than a score of mission churches we
have with us always. We help to

build the congregation. Church Ex-

tension helps to build the house.

But there are other fine things

about this enterprise that do not

come from the state secretary's point

of view simply. Churches enter on

the building enterprise with assur-

ance because of the backing of this friend. In the midst of

building they are safeguarded from serious mistakes by the

rules of the board and the counsel of its secretaries. After

the building is erected the church is debtor to an institution

that will never be compelled to foreclose a mortgage to save itself

from destruction in a panic or a period of money tightness.

Church Extension is a great stabilizing power to all churches.

Ohio State Secretary. I. J. Cahill.

The Best Investment and Finest Security

Church Extension has given to our

brotherhood one of the finest pieces

of business administration that I

know anything about. No financial

institution in America has made a

better record. To gather a fund of

one and three-quarter million dollars

in a period of thirty-two years, and

make it do the work of over four

and a half millions, without the net

loss of a penny, is a magnificent

achievement. As a safe place for in-

vestment of money to be devoted to the extension of Christ's

Kingdom, Church Extension is not surpassed. An investor may
know where every dollar of his investment goes. He may know
also that not a single dollar of the investment is dissipated, but

that the whole of it is constantly and permanently at work
building the Kingdom. M. M. Moss.

Minnesota State Secretary.

Primes the Pump
The Board of Church Extension

has helped us in establishing the

cause in some of the most strategic

fields in Illinois. It has come to the

rescue in several places where, with-

out this assistance, the church would

have been unable to complete the

building. I might mention twenty-

five such places, but one is before me
in a very special manner just now.

Irving is a village of 1,000 inhabi-

tants. They needed a new church and

wanted to build a good one. A loan from Church Extension is

the thing that finally enabled the brethren to put across the

proposition. Sunday, June 13, we dedicated the building

with all the money to pay for it. The Board of Church Ex-

tension will be taken care of as the money comes in, but its

loan was what primed the pump. H. H. Peters.

Illinois State Secretary.

The Zero Hour

What is the best thing I know about

Church Extension? As wrell ask a

Frenchman what is the best thing he

knows about America, while upon
him are visible marks of privation

and the scars of battle.

Out on the Western Front at Pa-

onia, Colorado, it seemed that the

day had come awl the hour had
struck. The contingent climbed out

of the old morgue in which the wor-

ship was being held, concentrated all

forces on a strategic position, and were bending every possible

energy to reach the objective when it became apparent that

we were compassed on every side. The battle was going

against us. Every resource was exhausted. We were on the

defensive. Debts were crushing. Mortgages and liens were

threatening our beautiful building. It was advertised to sell

under the sheriff's hammer. The most beautiful building in

the Rocky Mountain district was about to be changed into a

monument to mark the place of burial of a lost cause. It was

the zero hour when from across the plains and over the. moun-

tains from the Board of Church Extension came enough of

sinews of war to turn the tide of battle and now after eleven

years we are in the "Army of Occupation."

Paonia, Colorado. Charles G. Stout.

Statesmanly Administration

The best thing I know about Church Extension is the busi-

nesslike and statesmanly administration its funds have had

and are having. It is the best operating commentary on the

question of our Lord, "Which of vou, intending to build . . .

sitteth not down first and counteth the cost . . . whether

to finish?" More than any other agency among us it exalts the

wisdom of "seeing through" a program before its launching.

And better than that, it practices its preaching.

E. F. Daugherty.

Los Angeles, California.

Inspirational Value

The best thing I know personally

about Church Extension is the great

number of churches it builds which

it does not build. Now, that sounds

like a paradox, but I know the trudi

of the affirmation.

When pastor of the First Church,

St. Paul, I tried to lead a building

program. The congregation de-

spaired till Church Extension granted

a loan. By this encouragement the

church took heart. It replenished its

own cruse of oil and never called for the loan. It was heart,

morale, that the church needed—this Church Extension fur-

nished. If this were an isolated case it would not be worth

mentioning, but the name of the First Church. St. Paul, is

legion.

Church Extension has erected scores of buildings and raised

hundreds of thousands of money by the silent fact of its exist-

ence. This kind of li3lp is better than money.

A. D. Harmon.

President Cotner University.
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The Reserve Bank of the Brotherhood

The best thing that I know about

Church Extension is that there are

many good reasons for its existence.

Let me confine myself to one.

It is a guarantee proposition. It

fills a place in our church's life that

the reserve bank fills in the financial

world. Many churches, big and little,

are led to build because they know
there is a reserve fund that will take

care of them if the unexpected

happens.

Many of these churches have never asked the Board of

Church Extension for a penny, but this confidence that the

permanent fund creates in our brotherhood, gives a stability

to the church building enterprise that nothing else can ever

do. Keep on building up the fund, for the greater your assets,

the more confidence the brotherhood will have, and the more

buildings will be erected. C. W. Cauble.

Indiana State Secretary.

Teaches Value of Good Building
The Church Extension Board and the principle on which

it works, have helped to create a conscience on the value of

equipment for church work. The intelligent Disciple no

longer believes that a "Board Tabernacle" is as effective as

"a Cathedral" in attracting the attention of men. We no

longer believe that a "bunk barrack" is as good as a "com-

munity house" for promoting Christianity.

Church Extension saves us from being bombarded by over-

zealous and under-intelligent men and women, who suddenly

conclude that there ought to be a church house built in their

town, to house a half dozen families, who "love the cause" and

despise the "denominations." Churches are located with a

view to serving the community, and honoring the Lord, for

those who expect to ask for a loan have come to understand

that these matters will be carefully weighed by the Board be-

fore the loan is granted.

We no longer feel that we are "hard-hearted" when we
throw a "tearful" letter into the waste basket, even though it

was pleading for "just one dollar" to assist in building a

meeting house.

Church Extension is gradually taking church building

out of the realm of sentiment, selfishness and senselessness,

and putting it in the world of sanity, solvency and service.

Carthage, Missouri. L. J. Marshall.

It Cannot Be Hid

The housing of a congregation by
Church Extension makes it a min-

iature city set on a hill; it cannot be

hid. The night-overtaken turn to its

fixed light as guide to rest and safety.

It is accessible by day as well as by
night, for its gates are ever open.

Blind beggars and sin-leprous ask

of it living bread.

Without Church Extension local

Christians lead a nomadic life, with-

out yak cloth for tents. They are

Hagars in deserts, with a cruse of water, praying their thirsty

children shall not cry in vain. I. N. McCash.
President Phillips University.

Gives Prestige

No sufficient emphasis has been laid

on Church Extension as a missionary

agency. It is vastly more than hous-

ing a weak church and making a

comfortable home for a family of

Disciples of Christ. On a missionary

field it becomes a holy temple where

the name and fame of our Lord is

seen and heard in power. Arizona

has several young cities, now church

-

less, so far as we are concerned,

which, with from $5,000 to $20,000

invested by the Board of Church Extension, would do more

than many times that sum dribbled out in small salaries to

unequipped missionaries on the outskirts of our civilization.

Thirty thousand dollars loaned to Phoenix, put us on the map
in the whole Salt River Valley. Twelve thousand five hundred

dollars invested in Douglas has directed more attention to the

character and mission of our people and our plea for unity

than all the fifteen years of service of faithful men with no

adequate building. Tucson and other important centers wait

for the aid of Church Extension. R. E. Dunlap.

Arizona State Secretary.

Perpetual Motion

There are four things about Church

Extension that have always made an

appeal to my imagination and to my
judgment:

1. Church Extension inevitably

means the extension of the church.

2. The Extension Board is the

Mark Tapley of our brotherhood. It

encourages our people to attempt big

things and to expect big results.

3. A loan to weaker churches

means that that church will have the

oversight and friendly advice of men who have a large knowl-

edge of the church and who have shown a progressive spirit,

coupled with a sound judgment.

4. Church Extension imparts to the dollar perpetual motion.

Spokane, Washington. George W. Knepper.

Three Good Points

Church Extension teaches the lesson of self-reliance to con-

gregations. Its methods are such that it does not do for con-

gregations what congregations can do for themselves. Often-

times the promise of help so urges the spirit of self-reliance

that they can do more for themselves than they had thought.

Church Extension corrects shoddy business methods on the

part of church officers who ordinarily exercise business sa-

gacity in secular affairs. It insists upon church boards coming
up to the scratch in the preparation of their property for a

loan, and the insistence is always wholesome.

Church Extension creates a confidence throughout the com-

munity in a congregation. It is a great thing to be backed by
a "million-dollar" corporation, and not all secular business

firms can command such prestige. Surely outside people will

have more respect for people who can command such respect

from their own brethren. C. F. Swander.

Oregon State Secretary.
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A Successful Business Enterprise

Contradicting the usual charge that

church affairs are not conducted

along business lines, the Board of

Church Extension has been one of

the most successful institutions known

to the business world. When their

losses in handling $4,500,000 are con-

sidered, I do not believe that there

is another corporation or a banking

institution on earth that can make

a favorable comparison. If any in-

stitution has a right to the patronage

of the brotherhood, certainly the Church Extension Board

has this right.

I desire also to call attention to this outstanding fact in

addition, that while there is a current idea that preachers have

little executive and business ability, yet this fund has been

handled from its beginning largely by preachers. It should

also be observed that the handling of this fund both in the

closing and in the putting on loans among the churches is

usually under the direction of preachers, which leads me to

make the observation that when preachers are placed in charge

of business matters they will lose nothing in comparison with

other men, for even in the business world men who pose as

business men are not all successful.

I regard the Board of Church Extension as one of the most

adequate agencies in our missionary enterprise.

Texas State Secretary. J. B. Holmes.

Its Reach Into the Future

Church Extension is the last and powerful word in inspiring

generations of human spirits. The fund is permanent and
will go on forever inspiring and helping the disciples of our

Lord to build temples of worship and to establish the kingdom
of God throughout the earth. J. Fred Jones.

Oklahoma State Secretary.

Church Extension and the Bible School

The Master said, "I am come that

they might have life and that they

might have it more abundantly." To
this end we work together with Him.

Life is dependent upon sustenance,

upon food. The Heavenly Father has

made a life investment in each in-

dividual, in each church. The test

lies in the return we show on this in-

vestment. In order to produce an

intelligent Christian citizenship the

church must provide the means for

the developing of the fourfold life, mental, social, physical,

and religious. The church building is no small factor in this

process. The best thing I know about Church Extension is

that it enables the church, through adequate housing, to turn

out the greatest product on the raw material with which it

works. Character building requires painstaking nurture.

Church Extension backs up the program of character building

by aiding churches to acquire buildings properly equipped

for modern Bible school work and a real program of religious

education. S. W. Hutton.

Southivestern Bible School Superintendent.

Wealth of Sentiment and Conviction
Perpetual and Multiplied

The church house in which I made
the good Confession as a boy has

long since disappeared and its foun-

dations cannot be identified. I be-

gan the study of the Bible in a rented

home over a store in a Wisconsin

lumber town. Our church work in

St. Paul, Minnesota, began without

a church house. I am one of the

charter members who met alternatelv

in three homes for a long while. I

have preached in schoolhouses, in

private homes, and in the open. I have dedicated scores of

church houses. I know the longings of saintly men and women,
the weariness of hope deferred, the long and almost hopeless

struggle to secure a church home. I know the joy and glad-

ness, often overwhelming and unutterable when realization

comes. I know our sacrifices, which the angels must have

written in tears and thankfulness and wonder. I know that

infidelity measures the success or failure of Christianity by

the increasing or decreasing number of church houses. I

know that on the mission field aroused paganism strikes first

by burning church property. I have seen hundreds and hun-

dreds come to the turning point of life and destiny in revival

meetings and church services. Some came from crime and
despair. Some have climbed to national distinction. I have

seen others going to the ends of the earth, and have seen them
planted in every nation under the sun. I do not wonder that

the Holy Spirit preserved the memory of the synagogue

builder. The best men and women of all time are of kin to

the builders of the tabernacle in the wilderness. Thev know
the heart of David, who made the temple possible. Our song,

"The Church in the Wildwood," was written only yesterday,

but its sentiment is as old as the race of mankind.

That all this wealth of sentiment and power of loving con-

viction is backed by a great financial foundation, that it is

perpetuated and multiplied, is the best thing I know about

Church Extension. The next best thing I know is that many
of the choicest souls ever known, though their bodies are dead

and buried, are yet living and working through gifts left in

its keeping. I know also that I can serve through it as long

as the sun shall rise and set. Alfred M. Haggard.

Des Moines, Iowa.

Equips the Church to Serve

Every business firm has come to re-

alize the need of modern equipment

to do its best work. Our great lack

at this present moment is just this, in

village and city. The Book tells us

to "Bear one another's burdens and

so fulfill the law of Christ." Just

here Church Extension does its best

work, in knowing the need, in sup-

plying that need for proper facilities,

so our churches can better "do the

work of God in the world." To help

the church to equip itself so as to be of greatest service in its

community is the great work and mission of Church Extension.

Denver, Colorado. Charles Lemuel Dean.
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Board of Reinforcement

The best thing I know about Church

Extension is its reinforcing function.

It gives practical and effective sup-

port to the evangelist who organizes

a new church. It gives courage and

aid to the little bands of disciples

who bear loyal testimony in their

several communities. It gives assur-

ance to the community that the new

venture is not an experiment. It

warrants the use of missionary funds

in supporting missionary pastors. It

makes more convincing the appeals of all our other boards,

because of the aid that was rendered the infant church at its

birth and during its early childhocd. It could well be called

our "Board of Reinforcement."

Los Angeles, California. W. F. Richardson.

A Trinity of Good Things
There are three "best" things about Church Extension: first,

a Capital Fund that recruits itself every year—that stirs the

imagination; second, a Non-Commercial Relationship of

lender and borrower—that accords with the fitness of things;

and third, a Recognized Obligation on the part of all the

churches to help build a house of worship for even the smallest

mission-field—that appeals to the conscience. As to the first,

one trembles and rejoices to think to what proportions the

snowball will eventually grow; as to the second, when a

church pays interest on a debt, it is fine to know that it is "the

cause" and not an individual or an insurance company that is

being benefited; as to the third, "we that are strong ought to

bear the infirmities of the weak." Go to it!

Richmond, Virginia. H. D.. C. MaclACHLAN.

A Democratic Organization

The democracy of the Church Extension idea appeals to me.

Back of the whole project of the church work in all lines stands

the assurance of this organization which recommends itself

through its management to all the churches. It means as much
to the large church as it does to the small church. The
struggling mission knows it as a big Brother and the great city

church knows it as a faithful ally. To both it holds out a

welcome hand as a channel through which a most practical

work can be economically done. It has become an increasing

necessity to all the churches because of its democratic appeal

and service to all the churches. The real Democracy of

Church Extension has wonderful gripping power.

Harvey Baker Smith.

Hope to the Hopeless

The best thing I know about Church

Extension is its ingenious way of re-

storing confidence in those who are

without hope and uncovering the hid-

den treasures which belong to God
and putting them to work in an un-

selfish way for Him. Thus enlarg-

ing the vision and developing the

spiritual life of the church. Solo-

mon says, "Where there is no vision

the people perish."

Winder, Ga. Jno. H. Wood.

Strictly Business

The Church Extension Board maintains a strictly business

relation to the beneficiary churches. It does not presume to

attend to the church's business, but it attends to its own busi-

ness, on strictly business principles. Because of this strictly

business relation a great fund has been handled with scarcely

the loss of a cent. Its business methods are both honest and

generous, and since these methods are business methods, and

have nothing whatever to do with the domestic affairs or

management of the churches to be helped, the Church Exten-

sion Board has thus far escaped any criticism which might

be launched against a managing or "bossy" board.

Our United Missionary Society, representing its various in-

terests, and our college boards would do well to take cogni-

zance of the methods of operation on the part of the Church

Extension Board. In point of fact, no one of these boards

has any other relation to the churches than that of administer-

ing, through cooperation, the business of the churches, and

offering suggestions as to the best way of securing cooperation

among the churches for the conduct of the big business.

All of the advantages of the Church Extension Board cannot

be pointed out in this article— I am simply stating what ap-

peals to me as an outstanding explanation of its great popu-

larity and the splendid service it has been enabled to render

to the brotherhood. E. L. Powell.

Louisville, Kentucky.

A Gall to Cooperation

The best thing that I know about

Church Extension is that it is a call

to the churches to cooperate in carry-

ing out Christ's will. He wants his

Churches to extend his gospel of

saving power to the ends of the world.

Church Extension, as experience has

taught, if not an essential, is found

to be a most helpful method of ex-

tending Christ's gospel. It says to

Christ, in effect, "We are working

with Thee and for Thee in the sublime

task of Christianizing the world; and we have reason to expect

Thy blessing upon us, and the hearty cooperation of all who

love Thee." Nothing better can be said of any institution than

that it can truly say this of its relations to Christ and to the

work He has left for His church to accomplish.

Los Angeles, California. J. H. Garrison.

The Parable of the Two Georges

The Building Committee came unto the preacher and said:

"Send the carpenters away, for our funds are not." And the

Preacher cried mightily unto George who is also called Muck-

ley. And he said: "Calm thyself and wait." And it came to

pass in process of time that from the Wide Place in the Road,

and from the Corners where the Bean Blossoms, and from the

church by the Boulevard, came many offerings both large and

small into the Board of Church Extension. And the Board

took them and gave thanks unto God, and distributed them to

the church. Then it was that the sound of the hammer and

saw ceased not until the evening before George the son of

Snively stood in their midst. When the "fragments" were

gathered and returned there was more than at the beginning.

The best thing about Church Extension is its cooperation.

Tulsa, Oklahoma. Meade Dutt.
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Builds Christian Character

The best thing I know about Church

Extension is not the great work it is

doing to help weak churches build

houses. It is helping God build Chris-

tian character by a challenge to the

Church to do larger things in the

way of better equipment for the train-

ing of the young people, by the call

to a consecration of life and money

to an Ideal, and by calling for team

work thus fostering and growing a

spirit of cooperation.

If there are sermons and poems in brooks and stones, God's

presence is felt in a house dedicated to His name as nowhere

else. R. W. Lilley.

Charleston, West Virginia.

Provides Backbone

The greatest thing that Church Extension ever did for me
was to give me back-bone enough to undertake what otherwise

I would have been afraid to. I led two congregations in build-

ing, both were weak and it was quite an undertaking, but I felt

that if need be we could get help from the Church Extension

Board. In one case we never even had to ask for help. In

the other you came to the rescue. Charles E. Cobbey.

Omaha, Nebraska.

An Asset to a Church

It gives credit and power and standing to the congregation

in the community, town, city, where it assists in building a

house of worship. It is a good thing to let the citizens know
that a great and loyal brotherhood is standing back of the

church that has enough vision and consecration and energy to

erect such a house of worship as will be a credit to the com-

munity—a house modern, beautiful, well equipped and adapted

to the various forms of Christian service in the twentieth century.

People of all faiths, and some of no faith, will help gener-

ously in an enterprise that means much for the moral and

spiritual advancement of men, to say nothing about the material

gain—which always follows—to the community.

Church Extension not only builds houses of worship; but,

through them, builds character, and that's the best building,

after all. And because it builds character, it builds up the

community; and whatever builds up a community builds up
the state and the nation—and that's quite well worth while.

Wichita, Kansas. Walter Scott Priest.

Religion Rebuilding Civilization

THE only figure on the horizon big enough for world lead-

ership is Jesus Christ. His humanity is spacious enough

for all nations and races to find themselves in Him. I am
glad I am a minister because the Savior I proclaim is certain

to be increasingly the world's hero.

If civilization is rebuilt, it must be by religion. The Gospel

is the only thing that will meet the situation today. Old
restraints have broken down. The world must be held by
new attachments, and these must be of a kind that will make
men friends. Force has played out. War has fired its last

shot and missed the mark. What the world needs today is

good will. It takes the Gospel to make men brothers. Be-

cause my message is the only hope of the new world, I am
glad I am a preacher.

But society, at last, is what the individual makes it. Society

can never be bigger than the social units of which it is com-
posed. If we are to have a better world, better legislation,

better trade, better industry, better labor conditions, better

race relations, we must have better people. The human heart

must be changed.

Tarn glad I am a minister because the message I proclaim

is an emancipator. It is the truth that makes men free. Char-

acter is a better dividend than money.

I am glad I am a minister because it keeps me optimistic.

My business is to make men hope, and I get a reaction in my
own soul that at midnight seems to shout: "The monr.ng
cometh!" I am in the cheering-up business, and my work
secures to me a place in the sun. I can tell men that God is

on the throne, and that because He is, evil is doomed, and
right and justice decreed to win.

Because I believe that Jesus is the Son of man, humanity's

Hero, because I believe the Gospel can meet and solve all our

problems and save the world, because I know it can regener-

ate the individual and make men free, because it is my own
hope for time and eternity, I would not quit preaching to

change places with any man who lives.

Nashville, Tennessee. Dr. James I. Vance.

Christ and the Crowd
IT is always interesting to know what is a person's opinion

of the crowd and what is his attitude toward it. If we
know these things we can estimate pretty closely the person's

character and worth.

There are individuals with hermit-like tendencies who pre-

fer to be alone a large portion of the time and who do not

relish being mixed up with the multitude. W e sometimes

hear the saying, "I hate a crowd."

Others look upon great companies of people with curiosity

as their dominant feeling. They like to study what is known
as the psychology of the mob. Thev delight to give free wings

to their imaginations and to speculate on the varied natures,

dispositions, characters, passions, ambitions represented.

Still others are oppressed with a feeling of melancholy as

they contemplate large multitudes of their fellow creatures.

The spectacle suggests the sadness, tragedy, barrenness, empti-

ness that constitute much of human life. Consequently, some

persons grow pessimistic as they contemplate the masses.

What about Christ and the crowd? What was His attitude

and reaction? What did He think about when He looked

upon great throngs of people? Howt did He act with them?

He was certainly no ascetic. He liked folks. He mingled

freely with the multitude. He was thoroughly interested in

His fellowmen, in the circumstances, motives, longings and

actions that made up their lives. He was verv informal and

unconventional, finding free contact with all classes.

He was thoroughly sympathetic with the crowd. He was

profoundly moved by the temptations, the trials and die sor-

rows of others. He was busy through the day and from day

to day, instructing the ignorant, healing the sick and bringing

comfort to the sad-hearted.

Finally, He died for the crowd. In the fulness of His won-

derful love He gave His life on the cross for the sons of men.

When we are blessed with a generous measure of His spirit we

are free from the narrow prejudices and miserable antipathies

that are all too common in this world. To be Christlike is to

love our fellowmen of every race and color.

—

The I nited

Presbyterian.
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Shall We Despair of Unity?
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

vf I lHE cause of church unity still lives. Some of our

I denominational journals may seem to have been burying

it with military honors—but burying it only in effigy.

It rises again before us, not as a specter from the grave, but

as the queen of the heavenly graces, with a train of reverend

and learned advocates. It has long had its enthusiastic friends

who were discreetly praised as amiable visionaries; now, ap-

parently, it has some alarmed foes, who have betrayed no

languid interest in the 'iridescent dreamers.' And so it takes

its place among the living issues of the day."

There words read as if they were spoken yesterday. As a

matter of fact they are words of prophecy spoken a quarter

of a century ago concerning conditions existing then, but in

reality describing even more accurately conditions today.

Christian unity is indeed, as it has been called, the character-

istic movement of modern times. "Other questions, matters

of doctrine or policy, may agitate certain portions of the

Church here and there, but this is the one question which

moves the whole Church everywhere in both hemispheres.

There is no corner of the world, no outpost of Christian mis-

sions, to which it has not penetrated. Meanwhile, too, the

great Christian heart of the age has been praying and hoping,

as never before, that Christ's own prayer for oneness might

be fulfilled."

Faith Faltering

Division and redivision, having run their unhallowed course

for four centuries, have reduced denominationalism at last to

the uttermost extremity of absurdity, until reproach has been

brought upon the very Church itself, and the supreme claims

of Christianity have become so obscured that the majority of

men feel that they can get along without the Church. Not

only so, but for a century or more those sovereign bonds of

the Holy Spirit and Holy Scripture have become so relaxed

among Christians that it has been possible for groups and

coteries of men for one doctrinal reason or another, instance

after instance, to withdraw and start "new churches" and

commit the supreme heresy without fear or compunction of

conscience.

Yet in full face of these scandalous facts there seems to

be a faltering of faith in the grand ideal of Christian unity.

It is being said that we have now the only kind of unity pos-

sible or desirable. "Cooperative denominationalism is the

best possible order for the Church in the present age." Pos-

sibly so, but it is a "second best" order, and God gives His

"second best" only to those or to that age which will not have

His best. In 1861 a prominent farmer said, "I am concerned

with the affairs of Harford county, after that I am interested

in the affairs of the State of Maryland, and after that I have

some interest in the Union." What one believes possible and

desirable depends much on one's horizon and perspective.

Jesus and Paul placed the perfect unity of the Church first.

"When the Son of Man comes will He find faith on the earth?"

The Church at Different Levels

Moreover, it is said that "the Church must always exist at

different intellectual, social, and spiritual levels because

humanity will always exist at these different levels." This

strikes at the very heart of the question. Humanity indeed

will always exist at different levels. Must humanity therefore

forever be divided into classes and castes, social and religious?

Here is where the law of conciliation applies. Here is the

one point of possibility and hope. The more enlightened can

always be the more magnanimous, the more cultured can

always be the more courteous and generous, the more deeply

and genuinely spiritual can always be the more forgiving and

gracious. The nobler can always yield with the better grace.

The stronger can always act earlier and concede more without

loss of nignity than can the weaker. Indeed, if Christians were

all of one level there could be no reconciliation. All v/ould

be equally incapable of the higher reason and higher grace

which make conciliation possible.

This is the task of the present hour. Edmund Burke well

said that no long-standing difference can be settled except by
conciliation. This means nothing more nor less than settle-

ment by peaceful methods. The supreme duty of the present

moment in Christian unity is friendly conference and coopera-

tion. It is time for each Christian body to be thinking not

only of its own things, but also of the things of others. The
complete unity of Christians is both possible and desirable

through reconciliation.

"A House Divided"

Meanwhile the irrevocable judgment of the Judge of all men
still stands, "A house divided against itself cannot stand."

We can take our choice, but we cannot change the fact. To
perpetuate division is to fix the doom of "the house." The
word of Lord Parmoor in his Manchester address concerning

peace among the nations applies equally to unity among Chris-

tians. He said there are three alternatives, and only three.

First, go on in the old order of rivalry and suspicion and

balance of power, which is unthinkable. Second, some one

nation rise up and conquer and absorb all the rest in a pax

Romana, which is impossible. Third, all nations agreeing

together in a free and voluntary covenant of peace and broth-

erliness. So it is with this other greatest of world questions.

There are three alternatives, only one of which is even think-

able, namely, a free and voluntary union in reconciliation and

brotherly love.

Dealing with the Mightiest Forces

THE conviction deepens with me year by year that there is

no more effective position from which to do good to one's

fellow men than the ministry of the Christian Church. I have

believed this ever since I went into the ministry myself, but

the events of the past few years have more and more made
me feel that after all, the most direct approach to a solution

of the problems of humanity in their world-wide phases is

through setting up a lofty spiritual ideal. In these large

relationships we have seen everything else but the emphasis on

spiritual ideals fail. I rejoice that; the minister has not only

an opportunity to preach, but also to practice. The innumer-

able fields for the Church's activity today make it possible as

never before for one who sees a real truth to put it into some
measure of working effectiveness. There are very many per-

sonal satisfactions in the ministry, but the greatest, after all,

is just the consciousness of dealing with those spiritual factors

which, in the long run, prove to be the mightiest forces.

Bishop Francis J. McConnell.
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Photograph of R. A. Doan and 896 of his neighbors in Nelsonville, Ohio, who attended the Bible Class which he taught before he became

Secretary of the Foreign Christian Missionary Society. It was a Community Class, attended by members of all churches and no church.

Naturally, no one could succeed Mr. Doan in the leadership of such a class, but the results have been conserved in the development of

huge men's classes in all local churches, with a strong fellow feeling among them. An actual attendance of 896 in a town whose popu-

lation was only 5,421 is undoubtedly the record, and will be for many years to come. And yet it shows what can be done when a
strong and earnest man undertakes to bring the Word of Cod to the people.
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.
Take a pencil and a sheet of paper and figure out the possibilities in adult classes if every community in the United States and

Canada had men and women who would follow Mr. Doan's example with something like the same ability, energy and enthusiasm that
he gave to the Nelsonville class. Allow for twice the population of the town, as undoubtedly many came from the country and nearby
villages. Allow also for visitors on the day the photograph was taken, for most people do like to stand before a camera. Even so,

there was at least one man from every twenty people, men, women and children, enrolled as a regular member of that class. On the same
scale there could be 5,500,000 men enrolled in Men's Bible Classes. Then, of course, it would be more easy to enlist that many women in

classes for women and corresponding numbers in classes for young men and young women. Is your community developed up to the standard?
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Back to the Drumtower
By E. I. Osgood, M. D.

IT
was in the old Drumtower Church, "in

the shadow of the Drumtower." The

speaker who had the floor was just con-

cluding.

"Mr. Chairman, there is one thing in the

plans for the Nantungchow school which I

especially can heartily endorse: that is the

expectation of teaching the younger genera-

tion of Chinese how to make soap."

Secretary Doan used to make hrick in

America, but he commends us to the making
of soap in China. Anyway, that was what

he said to us at our China Mission Annual
Convention in April, 1920. Then he added,

"You will get still more of my approval if you

will teach Young China the Salue of using

soap."

This 1920 convention showed that new
China wants to know how to make not only

soap, but gardens, forests, better wheat and

cotton, cleaner streets and healthier bodies.

Dr. Macklin reported lecturing regularly to

the police force of Nanking. His subject was
public health. They are buying a lantern to

show health slides to the people of the city.

They are publishing the books on health the

Doctor is translating. Mr. Sarvis has carried

his new lantern and slides on social, hygienic

and industrial progress, to more than half

of the towns in the Chuchow district, where

we have little churches and schools.

"Cleanliness is next to godliness" has been

preached by many in the Mission this year

—

and the Chinese people have shown a dis-

position to want to learn how to be clean

—

socially, morally, physically, politically and
spiritually. Not only throughout the dis-

tricts in which our missionaries work, but

among the students and literary classes

throughout China there is growing an intense

longing to clean up. They want to be clean

of the Japanese influence. They would like

to clean out the military party, which is

dominating politics. Students in government

and mission schools throughout this past year

have organized and agitated to imbue the

people with the spirit of patriotism.

Indeed this student movement indirectly

ministered to this 1920 convention, which was
the largest yet held in the history of the

Mission. The University of Nanking students,

in cooperating with students in all parts,

have been on a more than two weeks' strike

as a protest against the political situation.

This gave all of our Nanking missionaries

freedom to attend all sessions. With the ex-

ception of four ladies in the difficult-of-access

station of Luchowfu, every member in the

Mission was present. This feeling of restless-

ness and the desire for something lacking in

themselves have given the greatest opportu-

nity for aggressive direct evangelistic work.

In all our stations we have stressed evan-

gelism as never . before. The recent war has

rid the Chinese of the idea that all Western
nations are Christian, that the church is the

controlling power in these lands, and we are

driven now as perhaps we have not been in

the past to hold up Christ as the only Savior

and Hope of mankind. The fact that our
churches and Sunday school attendants have
greatly increased in numbers, and that on
week days preaching services have been better

attended than ever before, indicates that the

simple gospel message is getting hold of the

people.

Secretary Doan, who has been spending

some months studying the situation in Japan,

came over to cheer us by a two weeks' visit.

He brought along Mrs. Doan and the entire

McCoy family. The Japan Mission thought

it about time to educate us into the problems

of mission work in the Island Kingdom. We
decided that their whole Mission needed to

know more of what Japan is trying to do

with her unwieldy neighbor, so we voted to

have Mr. and Mrs. Marx represent us at the

convention of the Japan Mission this summer.

Since Mr. Doan has been Laymen's Secre-

tary and handling the Executive Committee"*

correspondence with the China Missions, we
have not only learned to love him. but have a

high respect for his business ability and his

capabilities shown in the letters he has been

sending us. His short visit at this convention

(and it was our thirty-second) was not a

benediction, but rather a prod to far more
efficient mission activities.

This last autumn there came to us the big-

gest bodv of new recruits the Societv has

Freshman Class, Ginling College, Nanking, China.
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Where the New Missionaries Achieve the Impossible by Learning the Chinese Language. At the Right, Meigs Hall, Dormitory for

Young Women Missionaries, Built with Presbyterian Money and Named for a Pioneer Disciple of Christ.

ever sent out in one year. At the convention

we older missionaries proceeded to disillusion

these newcomers on some points and educate

them on others. We have ten jobs for each

of them, wives and all. It slowly seeped into

their heads and hearts that China needs to

have each year for the next twenty years

sent into her borders the largest number of

missionaries ever sent in any previous year.

On the evening following the close of the

convention these new recruits invited us to

congregate in the home of our olde? t members,
Dr. and Mrs. Macklin. Among the older

members of the Mission present was Mrs.

Meigs, one of the first women our Society

sent to China. She could tell the newcomers
many fascinating facts concerning other days
when the conditions of the mission field were
far different from those of the present. Her
presence reminded us of the valiant labors

of Mr. Meigs in behalf of education in Nan-
king, and his great part in bringing about

the establishment of the University of Nan-
king, a report of whose tenfold increase in

almost every respect during the last ten years

was read before the convention.

It was the report on the medical work
which introduced the most immediate prob-

lem. Owing to the shortage of foreign work-

ers the past year compelled us to experiment

with placing into the hands of Western-

trained Chinese doctors the bulk of our medi-

cal work. In the Chuchow and Nantungchow
hospitals Drs. Sung and Yang have been

given the entire responsibility. Dr. Yang
received his entire training in the Luchowfu
hospital under Drs. Butchart and Wakefield.

He has had a few years of independent prac-

tice. During the absence of Dr. and Mrs.

Hagman on furlough this year he has had
charge of the Nantungchow hospital. Owing
to the shortage of workers at the Chuchow
station Dr. Osgood has had to take oversight

of the entire work there, schools, hospitals

and churches of the entire district. Fortu-
nately there is a group of consecrated and
experienced Chinese leaders to whom were

parcelled out the various departments of work.

Among these is Dr. Sung, a graduate of the

University of Nanking. In Luchc.vfu, Dr.

T'ang, a graduate of the medical department

of the University of Iowa, has carried much
of the hospital work while Dr. Stevenson was
busy with building plans and construction.

But no doctor can longer carry such

burdens alone. Both Drs. Sung and Yang
have nearly broken under the strain and
must have better support by the immediate

strengthening of the medical staff. Unless

more doctors and nurses are sent out to the

work, some of the medical work must be

closed for a time. This is a department
which the Chinese intensely appreciate. They
pay in large sums for the sustaining of the

work.

The reports of the convention also showed
that the Chinese church has given larger

sums for the Christianizing of the people

than ever before. A number of churches have

set a stake for raising at least half of their

budget. A number of Christians are more
than tithers. Large numbers of the educated

classes are flocking about the churches and
beginning to realize that Christ is the hope

of China.

The Chinese annual convention met in Nan-
king the week previous to the one for mis-

sionaries. They had for their president one

of Mr. Meig's old boys, H. F. Li, an older

brother of Alexander Li, who is well known
to many in America by reason of his having

done post-graduate work in Hiram College

and Yale University. In these Li brothers

there still lives the heart of their teacher.

To this Chinese convention was given the

privilege of electing the first Chinese to serve

on our new joint Chinese and Foreign Ad-
visory Committee, to which is entrusted the

oversight of the entire mission work. For-

merly the committee was composed of foreign

workers. The day has come in which the

Chinese Church must bear responsibility and
fellowship in the directing of the work.

The Chinese convention elected this same
H. F. Li as the first member of this new

joint committee. Mr. Li has been for years

our representative in the Nanking School of

Theology. Mr. K. II. Hsia, pastor at South
Gate, Nanking, is the second member, and
Miss Chen, so long a co-worker with Miss

Lyon in our Nanking Girls' School, is the

third member. To these three, with Messrs.

Sarvis, Burch, and Miss Vautrin, and Mr.

Garrett, secretary of the Mission, is now en-

trusted the work of the Central China Chris-

tian Mission.

This Chinese convention took another big

step forward. By unanimous vote they-agreed

to press the question of Home Missions *and

enlist the entire church in prayer and the

taking of offerings in support of the group of

Chinese men and women who last year went

out to Yunnan as missionaries to the Chinese

there. Every pastor present at the conven-

tion pledged himself to tell his congregation

of this Yunnan mission work, and win their

support of it.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920

September

1. Workers Together with God. I Cor. 3:

8-17; Mark 16:20.

8. Christian Internationalism. The benefits

of prohibition. I Cor. 9:25-27; Prov.

23:29-35; Hosea 14.

15. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Peter and the Good News. Acts 2.

22. The Church School. II Tim. 2:14-19;

Matt. 28:lS-20.

29. The Art of Encouragement. John 8:10-

12; 21:15-19; Luke 21:1-4; I Chfon.

12:21, 22.

October

6. The Sunny Side of Trial. James 1:2-4;

Matt. 5:10-12.

13. Christian Internationalism. Regard for

Nineveh—City evangelization. Jonah
1:1, 2; 3:1-10; 4:10-12.

20. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Philip Preaching Jesus. Acts 8:25.-40.

27. Hymns and Spiritual Songs. Eph. 5:19-

21; Col. 3:16, 17.
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A Church That Meets Community Needs
By James Speed of

THERE is just one church in North
Middletown, Kentucky, and there are no

other chixrches within a radius of five

miles. This peculiar fact took me t~ Bour-

bon county that I might learn how the com-

munity was persuaded to have one church

when other rural communities sustained from

three to five each.

Of course, I had some preconceived ideas,

as I asked the pastor, Mr. F. M. Tinder, "Did
the consolidated church come through com-

mittee meetings and an understood merger
of the other churches in the neighborhood?"

"I'm afraid you have the same idea that

many other people get and that is that this

church originated by several other churches

agreeing to come in as bodies. Really, this

church grew out of service rendered the com-

munity. In the early part of the last century

there was a small Baptist Church and a

Presbyterian Church in this neighborhood.

Later a Christian Church was organized and

gradually through carefully developed com-

munity spirit the majority of the young peo-

ple all came to this growing church.

"I believe the reason for the growth and

the continued growth of this church and its

ability to absorb the others lies solely in

the fact that it has continually kept before

the people some big, vital community question.

"Just how strong is this church in the

community and in what way docs the church

touch the life of the people?" I asked.

"One of our regular bits of service is a

survey of the neighborhood. This includes

every white family in North Middletown, with

its 400 inhabitants, and the surrounding

country for a radius of four and a half miles.

We have just finished our survey lately and
we find we have 1,100 white persons in the

community and 500 of them are members
of our church.

"During the war Hie church became the

center of all our patriotic activities. The Red
Cross workshop and headquarters were at the

church and our Boy Scouts of America, of

whom I am the Scoutmaster, scouted the

surrounding country to locate walnut timber

for gun stocks for Uncle Sam, gathered wal-

nut shells for gas masks and distributed lit-

erature of all kinds.

"Immediately after the Scouts got through

their war work they buckled down to the

work of making pork. Last year they had a

large and very successful pig show on the

streets of the town and the Commercial Club

put up $130 in prizes. So you see, we strive

all the time to make the church a real, every-

day part of the life that our rural people

are living."

"What are you doing in a social way?" I

asked.

"You might be interested in our social

hikes, which are a pronounced success. These

walks are quite popular in the spring of

the year and all of the young people, even

the married ones up to thirty, take part. The
hike usually takes us to some grove late in

the afternoon and we have the evening tnoal

under the trees and a delightful social time.

One-half of those on each of these walks fur-

nishes and serves luncheon for the others.

"That brings me to the point of the social

standing of the members of churches, espe-

cially those which happen to be located in a

neighborhood where there arc many landown-

Southern Agriculturist

ers. In the church here the word landlord

and tenant are never mentioned. They are

both yoked up in work for the good of the

community and the teaching of the church

eventually does the rest."

I was anxious to know how the larger

social events and entertainments were han-

dled, so I asked Mr. Tinder, who continued:

"We have entertainments and even our

farmers' institutes are held in the church

building. Only the other evening we had
a noted soloist from Chicago for a concert.

It was open to the public because by paying
for such concerts through public subscriptions

we can give high-class entertainment to every-

body in the community.

"The Redpath Chautauqua will pitch its

tent in the churchyard for live days this sum-
mer. During that time the church will be

' open for the use of the people, so that if we
happen to have bad weather the church can

be used."

After we had gone through the beautiful,

modern church, with its pipe organ, its many
Sunday school rooms, and its three pianos so

that the children may sing in any portion

of the building, Mr. Tinder showed me a

small stable and other farm buildings on the

back of tlie lot. I was anxious to know
about Hiese buildings, so I asked, "What
have thi :e to do with the church and its

activities'"

"A great deal. Those are the buildings

which house the teams and equipment which
my boys and 1 use in cultivating quite a bit

of rented land."

"So you, the pastor, are a farmer and also

a tenant farmer?" I asked in amazement.
"Of course I am. How could I be a real

live country preacher without knowing the

business? I not only farm with my boys.,

but I strive to keep thoroughly posted ana
up to date in my methods. Every now and

then I run up to the Experiment Station to

keep in touch with what's going on.

"Several years ago when we had an out-

break of cholera I went to the Experiment
Station and spent a week with the veteri-

narians and I learned 'to post a hog' and to

diagnose a case of hog cholera. When 1

came back I could be of real service in help-

ing the farmers stamp out the disease."

As I talked with Mr. Tinder I did not
wonder so greatly at the fact that on one
Sunday morning 536 people came to Sunday
school and that his men's Bible class often

has 100 or more men present. He and his

church have become so intimately interwoven
with the farming, the social life, and the

religious life of the people that the church
is a community institution.

The following summary of facts concerning

the North Middletown Community work
should be noted:

1. Buildings.—There is a church, parson-

age, stables, chicken houses and gardens.

2. Membership.—There are about 400 mem-
bers in the church with 500 to 600 in the

entire force.

3. Bible School.—There is an average at-

tendance in the Bible school of 300 and fre-

quently 536 people come together in the Sun-

day school. The Sunday school will give

about $650 for foreign and American mis-

sions this year.

4. Preaching.—Mr. Tinder preaches and
teaches the gospel in fact and in practice as

nearly as can be done and says very little

about themselves and their machinery.

5. Pastoral Work.—He keeps up a per-

sonal contact meeting the people on their

ground as nearly as possible. A very care-

ful canvass is made continually so that the

church may know who are members and what
changes take place annually.

6. The social element enters into every

phase of church and Bible school life. The
church is trying to meet all the needs of all

the people—not of landlords and tenants

alone, but of all the people.

Christian Churcli at ><>rtli Middletown, Kentucky
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The Department of

American Christian

THE evangelistic passion of the brother-

hood is being kindled anew. Everywhere

the keynote seems to be that of New
Testament Evangelism. You hear evangelism

emphasized in conventions, conferences and

committees; you hear it in the pulpits and

you read it in the religious press. Every-

where, everyone who has the kingdom inter-

ests on his heart is thinking, praying and

talking evangelism as the hope of the church,

the' nation and the world for the present and

the future. There seems to be no argument

or question about this being the supreme

task, and the mighty and holy obligation of

the church today. This is a worthy task and
should have a most worthy program. Our
brotherhood has made a program stretching

over a period of five years in many instances

for worthy interests but never as yet have

we anything like attempted a worthy, defi-

nite, clear-cut program for our evangelism.

If we have done what we have done without

careful planning and coordination of all our

forces, what could we in Heaven's name ac-

complish with definite goals in our evangel-

ism for a period of five years?

1.000,000 baptisms in five years is not an
impossible goal for the Disciples of Christ.

If it could be reached there would be more
rejoicing on earth and in Heaven than over

the accomplishment of any other task we
have ever unitedly undertaken. If we un-

dertake it unitedly, prayerfully, intelligently

and enthusiastically, a tide of spiritual

power will come upon the Christian Church
such as we have never seen before. But more
about this five year program at our conven-

tion, in St. Louis in October. This article

deals with the special campaign for this

fall which we hope will be a prelude to the

five-year evangelistic program.

September should be used as the month of

preparation. The local church should decide

as near the fore part of September as possible,

their program for evangelism and fit it into

the fall program of the church. The method
of carrying out a program for local evangel-

ism should be determined upon. Does your
church prefer a regular evangelist, an ex-

change meeting with another pastor, or a
home force meeting? If no regular revival

of several weeks is to be held then the church

should by all means plan to do their soul-

winning much along the plans of the Easter

Win One Campaign.
October and November, according to the

plan, are to be especially used for soul win-
ning. These two months are usually consid-

ered by our evangelists and churches as the
two best months of the year for a revival.

They are the ingathering months for our ma-
terial harvests from a summer's sowing. May
we not, in the kingdom of grace, as well as
in the kingdom of nature, look to the same
time for a spiritual harvest home? The sum-
mer is often a period of religious relaxation
when the members of the city churches are on
vacation. In the early part of September
they return and it is then that we have, "Go
to Church Sundays" and "Rally Days" to give

the work a new impetus and to get organized
for the entire year ahead. If part of our
year's evangelistic efforts can be put at the

opening of the year's work, a year of service

Evangelism of the

Missionary Society
will be gained. If it is put off until the dis-

tractions of the holidays are over, or we
come into the more active religious services

of the pre-Easter period, we have lost many
weeks which might have been given aggres-

sively to soul winning and evangelistic fellow-

ship. In rural districts the weather condi-

tions in the early autumn are most condu-

cive to church attendance. Later when the

traveling is bad and cold and snows inter-

fere, there is less opportunity for public ser-

vices.

Make it possible, for your church to receive

a blessing by having some kind of an evangel-

istic program in the church for October and

November.
The Plan

1. Organize a personal workers' class in

early September and begin training them for

soul winning.

2. Have the different organizations of the

church from the Official Board down, to com-

mit themselves to a program of evangelism

for October and November especially.

3. Make out a live prospect list of the

unreached in the community and give the

names to the personal workers.

4. Plan at least two decision days in the

Bible School, one for October and another for

November.
5. If at all possible hold at least a two

weeks special meeting with an evangelist, a

pastor or with home forces.

6. Organize a "Win One Legion" among
the men and young men of the church, com-

mitting them to definite soul winning. This

could best be done at a men's banquet.

7. The training and organization of a lay-

men's Gospel Team by every pastor to hold

services in pastorless churches or for their

own local church and send their pastor to the

pastorless "church on a soul winning mission.

8. The presentation and earnest discus-

sion of New Testament evangelism in our

ministerial meetings, in all conferences, con-

ventions, committee meetings and in all our

publications both state and national.

9. The report of additions for October and
November to be made to the Evangelistic

Secretary. The baptisms, and those coming
otherwise should be kept separate.

10. Our brotherhood should be most care-

ful to conserve the results of evangelism and

seek to enlist every new member in active

Christian service.

The above are but suggestions and each

preacher and church is asked to study them
carefully and to carry out these or some
other plans that will get the results that all

most desire—viz., to bring the last person

possible into fellowship with Christ and to

know and experience Him as their personal

Savior and Lord.

Helps for Autumn Evangelism
1. Your Secretary of Evangelism stands

ready to render every assistance possible to

everyone who asks. Address Jesse M. Bader,

17th and Jackson Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Get the habit of reporting weekly all results

on your field.

2. Special books and tracts for the train-

ing of personal workers can be had from our

publishing houses.

3. The District Superintendents and State

Secretaries also stand ready to advise and

help any church or preacher who will let his

needs be known. If an evangelist is needed

write your secretary at once.

4. Samples of Prospect, Covenant, Prayer

riedge, Membership and Win One Legion

cards will be sent upon request and each

church can have the printing done locally,

from the samples.

5. Many suggestions will be in our state

and national papers from now on until the

close of November, for the forwarding and the

best interests of the campaign.

Whatever is done on each local field for

evangelism will make the pre-Easter Cam-
paign of next Spring that much larger and

better. For a number of reasons our brother-

hood needs these two outstanding seasons for

special evangelism. It is true that all the

year should be permeated with the evangelis-

tic spirit, but if we can have these two great

peaks of opportunity toward which the

church is working, will we not thereby have

given greater opportunity for a public confes-

sion of faith in Christ Jesus and a greater

incentive to Christians to win their friends

to that same Christ whom they follow and
serve? Jesse M. Bader.
Kansas City, Mo.

A Faithful Negro Bible School at Houston, Texas
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The Community Church, Springport, Indiana

An Outstanding Rural Church
By G. I. Hoover

State Evangelist, Eastern District, Indiana Christian Missionary Association

THE writer was asked to tell the story of

"the best rural church of which you
know." We hesitate at making com-

parisons because we know many good rural

churches which are strong in different de-

partments of their activity. Viewed in rela-

tion to the sense of proportion which char-

acterizes its work the church at Springport,

Henry county, Indiana, is one of the most
outstanding rural churches in the Hoosier

State.

Its material equipment, the resourcefulness

of its membership, the strength of its min-

istry, its service to the community, its mis-

sionary activity, coupled with evangelistic

zeal and its continuous development have

made it for almost ten years an outstanding

rural congregation.

Springport is a town of about 150 people

located ten miles north of Newcastle in the

midst of an intelligent and prosperous agri-

cultural community. The schools of the

township are centralized at Springport and
Mt. Summit, a town three miles distant and
the seat of the township high school. There
are three churches in the township, one Meth-
odist and two known as Christian only. At
Springport the Christian Church is the only

congregation.

The history of this congregation is typical

of that of many rural churches. It had its

rising and ebb tides of religious interest. At
least once in its history its doors had closed

and services were discontinued. Under the min-

istry of such men as Polly, Goodykoontz,

Reynolds and Franklin a church cherishing

strongly the ideals of the Disciples of Christ

was developed. Mr. Goodykoontz lived on

this field eight years following farming as

an avocation and prosecuted a very fruitful

full-time ministry. After his ministry closed

the church returned to one-half time supply

preaching.

It was with the coming of A. L. Stamper,

now of LaPorte, that the present period of

enlargement began. Determining to return to

a full-time ministry the brethren found it

easier to provide support upon this basis

with a man located upon the field than for

half-time preaching by a preacher living else-

where. Stamper was a young man, married

and having two children. Having located

upon this field he began to dream dreams and

see visions. It was the Springport Church
of which he dreamed and its possible future

that he beheld in vision. Stamper is a prac-

tical idealist. His activity is not confined to

dreams. He determined with consummate
zeal to realize his vision.'

Four factors were basic to his constructive

program

:

a. The church itself .must be made in-

creasingly a center of spiritual life. Services

of spiritual power, culture and refinement

were developed. We recall a day spent with

this church under his ministry and one of

the things that impressed us most was the

spiritual character of its services.

b. Interest in young people. This mani-

fested itself in a kindly sympathy with young

people in the whole round of their lives, in

an effort to provide wholesome means for

their recreation and attractive facilities for

their social activities.

c. He conceived and formulated a definite

missionary program. He had himself caught

the missionary vision. He preached missions.

He invited the missionaries and the mission-

ary secretaries, state and national, to visit

the congregation and speak in its services.

He called upon the church to participate in

the carrying out of Christ's world program.

It came to be the custom under his ministry

to set apart one day of fellowship for the

taking of pledges for all our organized work.

Through five years the missionary offerings

of the church steadily increased from .?7.1"

the first year of his ministry, to $207 the

fifth year, all our organized interests being

remembered.

d. The erection of an adequate, modern,

rural church building at a cost of approxi-

mately $25,000. A large, rectangular, im-

posing brick structure equipped with Sunday
school, lecture and classrooms, an auditorium

and balcony, seating when thrown together,

nearly one thousand people. Under the whole

is a splendid basement with dining room and

kitchen facilities. This building was intended

to serve the ideals of worship, an at!e~t:aie

program of religious education, and as a cen-

ter of community intellectual and socir.l life.

To the foundation thus laid there came six

years ago from Hartford City. Indiana, the

present minister. G. D. Wyatt. a graduate

of the College of the Bible. Lexington. Ken-

tucky. Mr. Wyatt is a man of large caliber.
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He has shown his bigness in many ways. He
at once gave the fullest credit to the work

of his predecessor. He is a preacher and

pastor with broad sympathy and a large

and ennobling vision. He did not think upon

coming to this pastorate that it simply re-

mained for him to hold the fort. He deter-

mined that the development of the church

should continue, and it has done so from the

beginning of his ministry until now.

He is not a faddist, but has striven for a
well-rounded program of work.

a. He has recognized the primacy of the

spiritual life. His ministry is a life enlist-

ment campaign. His appeal is for the con-

secration of all life, whatever the work, to

the service of the Kingdom of God. The
making of Christ first in the life is his ideal

of service.

He has labored definitely to secure the con-

secration of young lives for special Christian

work. Two young people, one in college and

one preparing for college, under his encour-

agement have definitely committed their lives

to Christian service.

Believing that the spiritual interests of the

congregation can be best served thereby the

church has adopted graded lessons for the

church school and the unified morning service.

Much interest has been stimulated in the

services by making various organizations, or

groups, of the church responsible for a given

service ol the church, usually at the evening

hour. Young people, men, women, various

classes of the church school, the church choir,

and the official board have been thus used.

b. He has cherished constantly the ideal of

community service. His ministry has sus-

tained a close relation with the public schools

throughout the years. Work for young people

is directed through organized young people's

classes in the church school. It is the policy

of the church to permit the use of its building

for anything of agricultural or community
interest, comporting with the dignity of a
respectable community assembly. Annual
Farmers' Institutes with special courses are

held in the church building.

His "Community Week" stands alone among
features of its kind in the church life of

Indiana. This is an annual event and has
been maintained with increasing interest for

four years. We hold in hand the program of

last October. The observance began on Sun-
day night and continued until the following

Sunday evening. The following specials were
observed: Women's Night, Musical, Farmers'
Night, Business Men's Night, Patriotic Night,

Fraternity Night, and Young People's Night.

Space does not permit the description

of the nightly programs in detail, but
the program of each evening is of

unique interest. Throughout each pro-

gram is consistent with the special ob-

servance and the address of the evening is

appropriate. An abbreviated description of

one special observance is typical. Last year
the Community Week program opened with
Women's Night. A woman acts as chairman.
Another leads the devotional service. The
musical selections, consisting of solos, duets,

and quartets are rendered by women. A
young lady gives a reading. A woman de-

livers the address of the evening on "Women
As a Factor in Rural Life." A woman pro-

nounces the benediction. The eight special

observances of this Community Week were
attended by an average of six hundred per-

sons. On one evening by actual count nine

hundred and seventy-five persons were pres-

ent. One of the farmers, asked as to what
he thought would be a good time for holding

the Community Week series, answered, "It

doesn't matter. We'd quit work to go to

that."

Among the more recent enterprises is a

Community Church Bulletin to keep the

church and its community informed as to the

activities of the congregation. A rota-speed

has been ordered for the circularization of

the church and its constituency in the in-

terest of the work. The church stands on

a hill and can be seen twelve miles away.
In addition to the bell as an informant of

the public meetings an electric light is to

be placed on the roof of the church building

to inform the community that something is

going on.

c. Evangelism is exalted in the church life.

Mr. Wyatt has held five meetings during his

pastorate. He usually secures a singer, but

does his own preaching. The week preceding

Easter and a season in the fall are regularly

chosen for these special meetings. Sixty-

three additions to the membership were re-

ported last year.

d. A definite missionary program has been

formulated each year and, changed to con-

form to the results of the wisest and most
successful experience, has become increasingly

fruitful. Following the plan of one special

day for the year $447.81 was raised the first

year of his ministry and $683 the second.

With the adoption of the plan of the Every-

Member Canvass and weekly contributions

the missionary offerings of the church were

doubled. The 1919 Year Book reports the

missionary contributions of the Springport

Church as $2,103.48.

The story of the activities of the Spring-

port church would be incomplete were we
to write only or even mainly of the wise and
capable leadership of its ministers. The
strength, high spiritual qualities, good judg-

ment and responsiveness of the leaders and

body of the church membership are recog-

nized by all who know them. They have de-

liberately planned to put their minister in

the way of doing his best work. Desiring

that he shall live among them they have pro-

vided a commodious parsonage with good out-

buildings near the church plant. They pay a

salary of sixteen hundred dollars a year, par-

sonage and five acres of ground. This church

has had the wisdom to see that in putting its

minister in the way of doing his best work
it is serving best the interests which the

church was established to promote.

It is, too, a fact of significance that the

early life of two of our honored and service-

able missionaries, Miss Zonetta Vance of

India and Miss Bertha Clawson of Japan,

connects itself with Springport Church.

Ten Commandments on the Every-Member
Canvass

1st. Thou shalt set a day for the Every-Member Canvass some weeks ahead.

2nd. Thou shalt prepare for that day with great care.

3rd. Thou shalt teach faithfully the missionary and benevolent enterprises

of the church to the whole congregation of believers.

4th. Thou shalt preach with faith and understanding the spiritual reflex

influence of the Every-Member Canvass.
(a) That partnership with God is big business.

(b) That "God loves the cheerful giver."

5th. Thou shalt select able men to make the canvass—men who believe in

the program of Jesus, men who are earnestly and generously interested in the

missionary, educational and benevolent enterprises of the church.

6th. Thou shalt train these "selected men" as to the meaning of the Every-
Member Canvass, that it means every individual on the church roll—father,

mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, rich or poor. A pledge card signed by
every member is the real goal.

(a) These trained men to go out in teams of two men to each team.
(b) And keep on going until all have been seen.

7th. Thou shalt use the duplex envelope.

(a) By magnifying the duplex ideal.

(b) By showing that the New Testament giver gave "for others" as well

as for "ourselves."

8th. Thou shalt elect a missionary treasurer in every church, who shall

take charge of the missionary money at the close of every Sunday service.

This is the business of the missionary treasurer. The financial secretary of

the funds for current expenses should not touch a dollar of missionary money.
He has a big enough job to look after the current expense money. No one
man should be permitted to handle both current and missionary funds. The
job is big enough for two men and each man should carefully "attend to his

own business."

9th. Thou shalt pray to the Lord, thy God, to guide thee in all things.

(a) Would you keep sweet? Pray for a loving spirit.

(b) Would you be faithful to the end? Pray for courage and strength
and vision.

10th. Thou shalt begin now to prepare for the "canvass" a year hence by
(a) Reading World Call and some other good church paper, missionary

leaflets, tracts and books.

(b) By joining a missionary study class.

(c) By studying Bert Wilson's "How to inaugurate the Tithing System in

the local church."—Christian Worker, Bozeman, Montana.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

The N&io Emphasis on Spiritual Power

"fT^HERE is no power but of God." "God
I hath spoken once, twice have I heard

this, that power belongeth unto God."

The last promise our Lord gave to his dis-

ciples was this : "Ye shall receive power when
the Holy Spirit is come upon you". The
great apostle said, "Our gospel came not to

you in word only, but also in power, and in

the Holy Spirit, and in much assurance."

Again, "For the Kingdom of God is not in

word, but in power." And again, "Be not

drunken with wine, wherein is riot, but be

filled with the Spirit." We read of some who
held a form of godliness, but who denied the

power thereof. From these passages it is

plain that God is the source of power; that

the Christian system is a system of power;

and that his children should be endowed with

power.

The Scriptures teach us the conditions of

the possession of power. Our Lord said, "If

ye being evil know how to give good things

unto your children, how much more shall your

heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them
that ask Him?" It was when Jesus was
baptized, and while he was praying, that the

heaven was opened, and the Holy Spirit de-

scended in bodily form, as a dove, upon him.

It was after the apostles had spent ten days

in prayer that they were all filled with the

Holy Spirit, and began to speak with other

tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.

Later, it was when the church had prayed

that the place was shaken wherein they were

gathered together, and they were all filled

with the Holy Spirit.

Another condition is obedience. We are

told that God gives the Holy Spirit to them
that .obey Him. Those who desire spiritual

power must cleanse themselves from all de-

filement of the flesh and spirit, perfecting

holiness in the fear of God. If a Christian

would have spiritual power, he must be an

example to others in word, in manner of life,

in love, in faith, in purity. He must speak

the truth in love; he must be a good steward

of the manifold grace of God; he must give

as the Lord has prospered him; he must as-

sist to the utmost of his ability in making
disciples of all the nations. Christian men
and women are admonished not to grieve the

Holy Spirit of God by whom they are sealed

unto the day of redemption. We grieve the

Holy Spirit by harboring any thought or

purpose or motive that is contrary to the

will of God ; by failing to do what he has

commanded, and by doing what he has for-

bidden. We are told not to quench the

Spirit. We quench the Holy Spirit by neglect

of the ordinances of divine appointment, by

practices that are evil and only evil, by dis-

obedience to the heavenly vision.

There have been times in the history of

the church when religion was at a low ebb.

One of these times was at the beginning of

the eighteenth century. At that time a se-

rious man was regarded with suspicion. If

anyone spoke of religion he was ridiculed,

the law of God was in such disrepute that no
one respected it. A man could get drunk for a

penny, and dead drunk for two pence. Preach-

ers hunted, drank, and swore. Church ser-

vices were cut short that preacher and people

might attend the races. It was at that time

that Whitefield and the Wesleys began their

great career. These men and others like

them stressed the necessity for holiness. Un-
der their ministry a new day dawned on Eng-

land and on the world.

Ever since that time spirit-filled men have

been in demand for the pulpit. Spirit-filled

men and women have been in demand as

teachers in the Sunday-School and in the

missionary organizations. Knowledge is in-
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dispensable, and knowledge is power; one

may have all knowledge and know all mys-

teries, but if he lias not the Spirit of God
he is shorn of much of the power he would

otherwise possess. No church would call a

man if it knew that he was unspiritual, be-

cause an unspiritual man is without the

power needed in a religious teacher and lead-

er. If one aspires to leadership he should

give heed to the words, "Be filled with the

Spirit". That is the secret of spiritual

power, to power that is most needed today.

A. McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere

SUNDAY and Monday, .Tune 27 and 28,

were great missionary days in the Duke
Street Church and Bible school ai King-

ston, Jamaica, where Mr. John Randall is

pastor. Addresses were made by Mr. Purdv,

Mr. Edwards and Mr. Dobson, and the storj

of the "Do-Without-Barrel" was told. The
choir gave a fine service, and an offering of

over $100 was received for missions. The
Bible school supports a girl in the orphanage

at Mahoba, India.

Word has come from Miss Andrus of Pen-

dra Road, India, who is doing such fine work
in helping Dr. Longdon with the sanatorium
since her fearful experience with the panther,

that Dr. Longdon has been in a hospital in

Calcutta for several weeks having a number
of operations on her wounded arm. She has
suffered much, but feels certain she is already

seeing good results. She is very anxious to

get full use of her skillful arm if possible.

Mr. and Mrs. V. C. Carpenter and daugh-

ters have returned from Porto Rico for their

time of furlough. Their work at Dejaos up
in the hills has been an outstanding one in

the development and training of the people in

Christian life and service.

A message from Miss Lois Ely tells of her

going to the Avork in Luchowfu to join Miss

Wilkinson and Miss Major for the present.

She speaks also of the good health of Miss

Delia Legg and her happiness in her work
at Nantungchow.

Mr. Menzies writes, "On taking up the

work at Pendra Road I set about to try to

make Easter a Sunday that would be a help

to the church. We had special services that

week and when it came Sunday there were

fifteen came forward and were baptized that

day, while seven others joined the church

with them. The following Sunday we had
two more baptisms and then the third Sunday
we had five to come forward and be baptized.

50 we are thankful to God for these tokens of

blessing during the first few weeks at Pendra

Road. The school has increased quite a little

since our coming. There was an attendance

of 26 and now it is up to 46 attendance and

51 on the roll. We have been trying to get

matters in the church adjusted so as to open

the way for further progress and the com-

munity is responding in a lovely way. We
have a host of children in the village and

there is a bundle of enthusiasm wrapped up

in them; what shall we say of possibility:

"Things are not by any means monotonous

on the mission field. A young widow in one

of our India stations was married recently

to a rather slow but easy-going good fellow

in the community. She worked up till the

tenth hour of her marriage and then went

to the lake to bathe and get ready for the

appointed time. Mr. Madsen was to marry
them and so the folks were gathered and we
sent for her to come and no appearance was

the result. Then there came a messenger

saying that she Mould not come unless her

'hubby to be' would send a sari for her. that

is, a dress such as they wear. Well, he was

not prepared for such a thing as that and so

he came to Mrs. Menzies. knowing that she

had a sari or two. and she had to get the

loan of that sari before she would budge a

step to the marriage altar. When she did
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come she looked as if she possessed the whole

world, smiling as you please. After the mar-

riage was over she took off the wedding gar-

ment and sent it back and, donning her

working sari as they do in the Orient, off

Nhe went to work with her hubby." Mr.

Menzies told Mrs. Menzies that now she

might have to keep a supply on hand for

others were likely to do the same way.

During the furlough of Mrs. Thurston,

President of Ginling College, Nanking, China,

in this country, Miss Minnie Vautrin is act-

ing president of that institution. Six grad-

uates of Miss Emma Lyon's school are in the

college now, and one girl from our school in

Luchowfu.

Miss Lillian Collins has returned home on

furlough from Luchowfu, China. Miss Vau-

trin writes: "I do want to tel ' you how
delighted all of us are with the spJ .idid work
the girls are doing in Lu Chow. The schools

there seem to be getting along finely. The
Chinese always speak of their work in the

highest terms. 1 believe that this year all

the women teachers are their own graduates

or students. I surely feel that the girls'

schools in Lu Chow are the leaven that will

transform the city."

Mrs. Moody Edwards of San Luis Potosi,

Mexico, in a recent letter tells of work she

is doing in teaching the young people to sing.

She says that a number of them have very

good voices, but know nothing whatever about

reading music. For this reason she is very

glad that when she was just a little girl her

father taught her to read music and now she

can pass this knowledge on in teaching the

songs of the Kingdom.

The missionaries in Mexico are very happy
over the coming of reinforcements—Mr. and
Mrs. Carey C. Dobson with Ethel and Ruth,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Huegel and Mil-

dred, and Miss Ina Elizabeth Smith.

United Evangelism to be Stressed by
Churches in Coming Year

NATION-WIDE united evangelistic cam-
paign of the Protestant churches has

been decided upon for the coming year

by the leaders of at least eighteen of the

larger denominations. Contrary to the popu-
lar idea of evangelistic meetings, the cam-
paign just projected will not rely on the

high-pressure methods of professional experts,

but on the organized prayerful efforts of the

local congregations led by their own pastors.

The directors of evangelism for the Metho-
dist bodies, the Baptists, Presbyterians, Lu-
therans, Congregationalists, Disciples, the two
Reformed groups and for various other bodies

met in New York recently at the invitation

of Charles L. Goodell, Secretary of Evan-

gelism for the Federal Council of the Church-
es of Christ in America, and decided that

all the evangelical forces represented should
work on a common plan and schedule during
1920-21.

From September to December evangelistic

committees are to be organized and trained in

every local congregation. The plans will be

presented to the whole membership at a

Church Rally to be held early in the fall.

Parish surveys will be undertaken to ascer-

tain definitely the persons who should be
reached by each church.

From January to Easter, every Protestant

pidpit is to be called on to sound the evan-

gelistic note. The appeal of the church to

personal consecration of life service is to

be kept before the community in various ways.

Extension of the habit of personal prayer

and of the family altar will be striven for,

and the use of the Lenten daily prayer cal-

endar encouraged. Pastor's training classes

will be held for personal workers as well as

confirmation classes or study groups for those

who are to enter the churches.

The culmination of the whole unified evan-

gelistic program is in the special services

centering about Easter Sunday. During Holy
Week the meetings will not be confined to the

churches nor to the customary hours for re-

ligious gatherings. Congested centers in the

larger cities will be invaded with theater

meetings and noonday services in downtown

Hidden Answers

1. What important step regarding

Church Extension was taken by the

Alberta Convention this year?

2. Where is the youngest institu-

tion of the National Benevolent As-

sociation located?

3. What is the Law of Possession

and how may it be applied to our

colleges ?

4. Where did the Five-Year Cam-
paign start ?

5. Explain the development of the

North Middletown church.

6. At what time in the history of

the church was religion at a low ebb?

7. What were three things that

Jesus prayed for His disciples?

8. What is the program of the pro-

posed Department of Evangelism?

9. What is the final stand of the

liquor forces?

10. Outline the progress of the

Russian mission.

11. How old is the Congo Mission?

churches. In every legitimate way the

churches will endeavor to reach the whole

community with the Christian message and
appeal. A follow-up campaign will conserve

the results of the Easter ingathering and
will last until Pentecost Sunday. Special

plans are to be considered for the active en-

listment in definite Christian service of all

the new members received by the churches.

The fall campaign will be opened by a

series of all-day rallies for ministers in a

dozen strategic centers. A party composed
of the directors of evangelism of the cooper-

ating denominations will accompany Dr.

Goodell of the Federal Council to Buffalo,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago,

Detroit, St. Louis, Louisville, Pittsburgh,

Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Washington and
Baltimore. The directors who have already

arranged to assist in the series of metropoli-

tan rallies are : Frederick L. Fagley, Congre-

gationailst; George B. Dean, Methodist;

H. F. Stilwell, Baptist; George G. Mahy,
Presbyterian ; William A. Freemantle, Re-

formed Episcopal; Charles E. Schaeffer, Re-

formed, and Jesse M. Bader, Disciples of

Christ. Several other evangelistic superin-

tendents hope to accompany the party.

Aside from the indication that the churches
are eager to cooperate in what each recognizes

as its most vital task, the most significant

feature of the unified evangelistic program is

its reliance on the quiet, educative processes

of the ministry of the home church, stimu-
lated by careful organization and the fellow-

ship of the whole Christian community.

Report from the Bible College

in Manila

NINE men studied in the Bible College:

two of the second year, and seven of

the first. One of the two dropped out
in the middle of the year on account of sick-

ness, leaving only one to graduate from the

two-years' evangelistic training course. This

one was Pedro V. Azada, who was awarded a

certificate. None of the men who studied this

year ranked high in English, but all of them
know some English. The work of most of

them was only fair, and that of two or three

must be considered unsatisfactory. I believe

that every one of the boys really has a desire

to be a preacher, though not all by any
means possess what are usually regarded as

the marks of a preacher. I can say, however,

that all of them manifested a willingness to

obey and, on the whole, I think we never had
a group of boys in our school who were as
little disturbed by counter influences which
would turn them from their chosen purpose.

All the first year's students expressed a de-

sire to return to the school next year. All

did religious work on Sundays. Four went
out of the city to preach or teach. The others

taught Sunday school classes in the city. In

this connection I also make mention of the

religious work of the three Tagalog men in

the seminary. They had charge of six

churches. With the possible exception of

one, the work of all was creditable. A total

of fifteen baptisms was reported to me by
these student preachers. In some respects

I like their work better than that of some
of the older preachers. In two places they

led the churches into definite plans for build-

ing a chapel and enlisted all the members
in a weekly contribution for a chapel fund.

The money has been deposited in a savings

bank. The people are clearly interested in

the effort to house their church. The main-

tenance of the interest of the students in the

work of preaching I attribute to two things:

Every Thursday night we had a prayer meet-

ing in which special attention was given to

the work that they were to do on the follow-

ing Lord's day and constant emphasis was
laid upon the importance of the work of

preaching. Also it was made clear that we
would not keep the man who did not show
some activity in religious work of some kind.

Each was assigned a definite work and was
not allowed to give it up and was made to

understand that great blame would rest upon
him if the work did not show satisfactory

progress. As they felt the burden of the

responsibility of the tasks assigned them it

is certain that they did better work than

they would have done had not so much been

expected of them. Leslie Wolfe.
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A New Building at Port Arthur
By C. W. Horan

The First Christian Church of Port Arthur,

Texas, is a splendid example of the results

that may be secured by the encouragement

and aid of the Board of Church Extension.

The church was founded in 1904, when
Port Arthur was a new town on the Texas

Gulf prairie. Meetings were held in a room
in a business block until a frame tabernacle

was erected on two lots purchased for the

purpose. For several years all meetings were

held in the tabernacle, as the congregaiton

was small and the town grew slowly.

In 1913, while C. F. Pearce was minister,

W. G. Minges held an evangelistic campaign

at the close of which a building campaign was
launched, resulting in raising a sufficient

amount to warrant definite plans for a new
and permanent building. Subscriptions were

received, and building commenced. Before

the building was completed, however, condi-

tions developed which made it impossible to

continue. The population of Port Arthur at

the time was largely transient. When sub-

scriptions were due, many had moved away,

and when the money failed to come in, the

contractor quit the job.

For some time the church was without a
pastor. Then came the severe hurricane and
tidal wave of August 15, 1915, inundating the

entire city of Port Arthur, with five feet of

water in the basement of the church. Large

numbers of residents left the city immediately

thereafter, and the homes and furniture of

many others were destroyed. The hurricane

took the heart out of the membership.

Soon after the hurricane, J. W. Cockrill ac-

cepted the ministry of the Port Arthur
Church. There was never a more hopeless

prospect for any pastor to face. The building

was incomplete with an unplastered, unceiled

auditorium, and a discouraged and disheart-

ened membership. The progress was very

slow, for the members had their own homes
to reestablish after the destruction wrought
by the hurricane. But gradually the work
became easier and the prospect brighter. In

1917 the Ladies' Aid Society had the walls of

the church auditorium plastered and the room
ceiled. Then the call for war service stopped

all construction work.

Soon after the armistice was signed, the

church decided that the time had come for a
supreme effort. The Board of Church Exten-

sion had granted a $4,000 loan to the Port
Arthur church, which had not been repaid.

However, in order to complete the church,

an additional loan was requested, making the

total $12,500. Recognizing the importance of

the field in Port Arthur, the Board of Church
Extension granted the request.

Port Arthur has grown in ten years from a

town of 7,663 to a city of 22,251, and ranks

as the leading port in the United States in

the exportation of petroleum and petroleum

products. There are two of the largest oil

refineries in the world at Port Arthur, those
of the Gulf Refining Company and The Texas
Company. It is a thriving, growing city, and
one in which the Disciples of Christ should be

well represented. Since labor troubles at

Galveston have rendered operation there im-

possible, Port Arthur is now the port of entry

of the Mallory Steamship Company, with two
sailings weekly to and from Key West and
Xew York. There is only one other church in

the city that compares with the First Chris-

tian Church, since it has been completed

with the assistance of the Board of Church
Extension. Our location is the best in town,

only three blocks from the center of the

business district. The church also has a fine

eight-room parsonage adjoining the church

house.

Encouraged by the aid given by the Board
of Churc i Extension, the people have taken
on new interest in the work. Offerings the

year before the completion of the building

were only $1,597.39. The following year this

amount was increased to $6,576.98. On Dedi-

cation Day, Xovember 16, 1919, over $19,000

was subscribed to meet the debt on the church

property, payable over a three-year period.

The Bible school and other branches of the

work are receiving greater interest and sup-

port.

A. E. Underwood, formerly of Elwood, In-

diana is now ministering to our congrega-

tion. Since his arrival a Men's Association

has been organized, and the Ladies' Aid So-

ciety is operating a cafeteria in the dining

First Christian Church, Port Arthur, Texas
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A. B. UNDERWOOD, Minister,

Port Arthur, Texas

rooms of the church, and also serving the

regular weekly luncheon to the Rotary Club

and the Lion's Club. In this way the ladies

are making splendid progress in paying their

pledge to the building fund.

Special mention is due J. W. Coekrill, who
was minister during the trying days before

the completion of the church; to R. Sheeler

Campbell for his assistance in organizing our

drive for funds in the spring of 1919; to

George L. Snively, who had charge of the

Dedication Day services; and to C. W. Horan,
Treasurer of the church who handled the fi-

nance work in Port Arthur preparatory to the

building campaign. The Board of Church Ex-
tension has the warm friendship of the Port

Arthur brethren for so loyally supporting the

work when the call for help was made.

The Port Arthur Church has always been

self-sustaining, as the only assistance it has

ever had has been in the Church Extension

loans for building purposes. The property is

now considered worth $45,000 with a Church
Extension mortgage of $12,500.

Liberalizing the Volstead Act

IN"
political circles we hear a great deal

about prohibition. Many speak in its

favor, some speak against it. All seem
to agree that we do not want the saloon to

return, but many feel that too much of the

'"kick" has been taken out of intoxicating

drinks. The writer thinks that unfortu-

nately the word "intoxicating" was used in

the Volstead Act when it would have made
for clarity of understanding to have used
the word "alcoholic."

In using the word alcoholic we focus the

attention of the people upon the content of

a liquor, while in the use of the word in-

toxicating we focus attention upon the effects

of a drink upon the one who drinks it.

Any liquor is an alcoholic liquor according
to the practice of the United States Internal

Revenue Department when it contains more
than one-half of one per cent alcoholic con-

tent. As to whether it is an intoxicating

liquor there is a difference of opinion among
the people. However, there is no doubt as

to why the people desired to abolish alcoholic,

liquors. They wished to do this because they
were intoxicating, and any liquor, no matter
how we may classify it, is undesirable if it is

intoxicating.

The Supreme Court of the United States

has ruled that Hip phrase "intoxicating liq-

uor" is of congressional definition, and

Congress has said that in enforcing the

Eighteenth Amendment, under the Volstead

enforcement act, as it now stands, any liquor

shall be regarded as intoxicating which con-

tains more than one-half of one per cent

alcoholic content.

Now the liquor venders of the country are

not satisfied with any law which eliminates

the intoxicating element of drinks, hence;

their opposition to the Volstead act as now
written, and their desire to liberalize this act.

To liberalize means to so define "intoxi-

cating" that drinks of greater alcoholic con-

tent than one-half of one per cent can be

sold. To liberalize means to put more alco-

hol into liquors.

But let me ask, who shall define the word
"intoxicating"? The Supreme Court has

ruled that the right to do this is vested in

Congress. Hence the task which confronts

the dealers in alcoholic liquors is to elect a
Congress which will define "intoxicating" so

that a drink with a liberal content of alcohol

greater than one-half of one per cent shall

be permissible under the law. We feel con-

strained to congratulate those interested in

the selling of alcoholic liquors on their ability

to see the way to help the country out of

its sad plight caused by the enactment of

the Eighteenth Amendment.
The liquor men would have you believe

that there is a very large group of people in

the United States who wish the Volstead

Act liberalized. Under the pretension of rep-

resenting this group they are succeeding in

securing a good deal of notice in the news-

papers. Because of this many of the pol-

iticians are fearful of their strength.

To all lovers of righteousness we woidd
like to say that this is the final stand of the

liquor forces. Having failed to get the law
declared unconstitutional they now desire to

create the sentiment that the law ought to

be modified.

Two of the chief methods of thwarting the

will of the people with reference to prohibi-

tion are these: First, attacking the law

creating the impression that the law is too

strict, thus generating an atmosphere in

which there will be lax enforcement of the

same. Second, emasculating the law by mod-
ifying its chief provision.

With reference to the first method, many
continue to argue that a man ought to have

the privilege of drinking light wine and beer

if he desires to do so. To such we should

continue to reply that the question is not an

individual one but a social question. Our
experience has already proved that the whole

people are better off without the saloon. A
few of the people ought to be willing to suffer,

even though it seems an infringement upon
their liberties, when by doing so it is for

the uplift and betterment of the whole people.

In a democracy the privileges of the few must
ever be subordinated to the good of the many.

Prohibition has made more happy homes.

It has reduced crime, particularly in large

cities.

It has made for thrift and increased saving

deposits. -

It will make for cleaner politics in munic-

ipal affairs.

Why elect congressmen who believe in lib-

eralizing the Volstead act? Ask your con-

gressman where he stands on this question.

Milo J. Smith.

Looking in at Montana

ONI'] of (he teams which helped to make
the Every Community Service Endeav-
or Survey in Montana last year, under

the auspices of the Home Missions Council,

made the following interpretative comments
upon its observations: The Church of Jesus

Christ has a strong hold upon the State of

Montana. In one or more of its organized

forms it has penetrated into almost every

hamlet and into almost every part of the open

country. The buildings in which the church

worships compare favorably on the whole
with the homes and the equipment with which

the people are surrounded. Many of these

buildings are very humble, but so also are the

homes about them. The conspicuous build-

ings of almost every community are the

school-house and the banks. The banks are

beginning to be the dominating structures of

most communities, even of very small ones.

About two-thirds of the churches, both Prot-

estant and Catholic, have resident pastors;

and about one-third either have no pastors

or are served by ministers who come from
other communities. It is noteworthy, how-
ever, that pastors, even when resident, are

not giving undivided attention to the church-

es, for these reasons: 1. The majority preach

at more than one place, some having pastoral

oversight of a wide circuit of out stations.

The Episcopalian, Lutheran and Catholic

ministers particularly go far. This is a mis-

sionary impulse -and needs encouraging, yet

more men are needed to bear the burden of

this work. 2. Not a few are engaged in other

occupations, such as homesteading, ranching,

surveying, and working in the railroad shops.

Usually this is due to inadequate support

from preaching alone. 3. A mental unrest is

noticeable among not a few ministers. Some
are frankly discouraged, some are perplexed

about their problems, some have not yet dis-

covered their local problems and are uneasy
simply because they know something is wrong.

4. In a very few instances we have discovered

men trying to serve in the ministry who seem
totally deficient for their task, both in ability

and training. 5. Some of the ministers are

exceptionally fine men of the highest type

and are developing very strong pieces of work.

The Place of Foreign Missions in the

New International Situation

THE Committee on the War and Religious

Outlook has just issued its second vol-

ume, "The Missionary Outlook in the

Light of the War," which deals with such

questions as the effect on the missionary en-

terprise of the new international situation,

the relation between foreign missions and a

league of nations, the relation between mis-

sions and the new democratic movement and

the changes in missionary policies, and pro-

grams based on our war experiences. . .

The report is a volume of more than 300

pages, representing the mature conclusions of

scores of religious leaders both in this coun-

try and abroad arid is a significant estimate

of present religious conditions "in the non-

Christian world. The keynote of the report

is expressed in the introduction by Dr. Robert

E. Specr, in these words: "We need the mis-

sionary enterprise now, strong, living, ag-

gressive, because we require, more than we
have ever required them in the past, every

possible agency of international good will and
interpretation."
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Development Department
Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Financial Report
October 1, 1919—Jtj.ne 30, 1920

By States
Alabama $ 2,071.74

Arizona 883.72

Arkansas 4,155.24

California, North 8,686.66

California, South 15,618.32

Colorado 6,251.51

Connecticut 149.77

Delaware 4.25

District of Columbia 2,516.97

Florida 1,613.38

Georgia 2,659.94

Idaho, North 110.33

Idaho, South 1,225.21

Illinois 27,024.47

Indiana 45,021.29

Iowa 29,235.76

Kansas 16,030.53

Kentucky 50,796.38

Louisiana 1,114.47

Maryland 1,600.38

Massachusetts 636.98

Michigan 6,892.58

Minnesota 2,096.11

Mississippi 2,691.49

Missouri 36,518.10

Montana 1,316.45

Nebraska 7,019.10

New Jersey 456.25

New Mexico ' 767.64

New York 6,088.32

North Carolina 5,448.46

North Dakota 39.43

Ohio 59.062.55

Oklahoma 12,137.50

Oregon 2S,436.77

Pennsylvania 10,916.33

South Carolina 851.13

South Dakota 585.46

Tennessee 7,900.77

Texas 21,277.99

Utah - 54.00

Vermont 221.91

Virginia 7,994.22

Washington, East 2,143.30

Washington, West 3.849.78

West Virginia 4,323.98

Wisconsin 675.So

Wyoming 321.86

Maritime Provinces (529.31

Western Canada 1,343.02

Ontario 25.00

Comparative Receipts Nine Months and Twelve
1919—1920

Oct. 1-June 30

From Woman's Missionary Societies, Young Woman's Circles, Etc.

Regular monthly offerings $115,928.41

Offerings for special work 177,798.77

From Children's Organizations 9,569.51

From Churches 48,328.08

From Individual Gifts_l 61,149.81

From Men & Millions 51,375.56

Bequests 38,049.73

Interest on Endowments and Memorial Funds S.847.33

Interest on Securities and Other Deposits 9,9SS.95

Rents 3,145.86

Literature and Subscriptions:

The King's Builders $ 2,399.37

Books, Leaflets and Supplies 7,0S9.24

9,4S8.61

From Field Collections 624.10

From State Development Funds:

For General Development $ 3,151.41

For Expense 3S9.22

For Gift to General Fund 50.00

191L—1919
Oct. 1-Sept. 30

$129,452.95

184,387.36

18,923.96

50,567.20

58,029.40

72,219.75

16,525.14

8,994.23

11,282.63

5,023.91

13,350.53

569.76

3,590.63

For Sale of Property 8.0S0.42

4.718.72

1,739.16

$545,965.77 $575,784.70

NOTE—A little more than $30,000.00 was received during the first days of July that

were delayed June receipts. The Mission Field will not be reported until September.

Comparative Statement Nine Months
1919

Churches $ 26.551.50

Missionary Societies, Circles, Etc 222,756.55

Children's Organizations 12,191.58

Individual Gifts 39.S00.65

Men and Millions 31,375.11

Bequests 6.39S.90

Interest 15,937.3S

Missionary Tidings 9.019.86

Literature Sales and Subscriptions 11.179.06

Mission Fields and Institutions 15.615.00

Sale of Property ^ 297.50

Miscellaneous 7,153.45

1920 Gain
> 4S,328.0S $ 21J76.5S
293,727.18 70,970.63

9.569.51 2.622.07*

61.149.S1 21.349.16

51,375.56 20.00ll.45

38,049.73 31.650.S3

1S.S36.2S 2.S9S.90

9,019.86*

9.4SS.61 1 .690.45*

15,614.92 .08*

S.080.42 7.7S2.92

7.360.59 207.14

$398,276.54 $561,580.69 $163,304.15

Loss

The New Emphasis on the Five-Year

Campaign
1ITTLE Josephine threw her arms around

. her mother's neck, hugged her very tight

and said, "Mother. I love you this whole
house full, I love you the whole yard full. I

love you the whole sky full, I love you the

whole world full, I love you everything full."

The mother said. "My. that is a lot of love.

I don't know what I will do with so much
love." Josephine said, "Why. mother, you
will have to give it to all the little orphans,

and the children in India and everybody."

The women of the missionary societies

need "everything full of love" these days

that there may be enough to reach around
the world. Children are being turned away
from the doors of our orphanages, boys and
girls must be told they cannot enter the mis-

sion schools because they are already crowded

to the limit, hospitals are not adequate to

meet the needs and from every mission field

comes the call for more workers and en-

larged equipment. It is evident that ordi-

nary methods and ordinary giving will not

suffice.

At the beginning of this, the last year of

the Five-Year Campaign, aims that would
have seemed all out of proportion a few

years ago, yea even one year ago, are being

accepted with faith and courage by three

thousand or more missionary societies. Some
one may ask why. There is only one an-

swer, the world's needs demand it. We can

no longer talk about giving in terms of fifteen

cents. Churches and organizations that

through the past have been giving in hun-

dreds are now being asked for thousands.

Those who have given the thousands are now
talking in terms of millions.

The women who have been studying, pray-

ing and giving for missions through the

years, have come gradually to this day, and

are not alarmed at the call for increased

service. Mr. Drummond says, "There are two
classes of people in the Christian world today.

( 1 ) Those who have God's will in their char-

acter; (2) Those who have God's will like-

wise in their career. The first are in the

world to live. They have a life. The second

are in the world to minister; they have a

mission." To which class do you belong?

Every woman in the missionary society

should be in the second class. When we know
the will of God. we have a real mission in

the world. Each month as we study the topic

outlined, our responsibility will increase. We
will know His will. Dare we fail to perform

the mission that is ours?

Where the Five-Year Campaign Started

This campaign may well be said to have

started in other lands than our own. In the

early months (if 1916 there had come to

the Christian Woman's Board of Missions,

from its various foreign fields, special plans

for meeting the tasks faced by the mission-

aries. These programs emphasized the im-

mensity of the responsibilities, the oppor-

tuneness of the hour, and the need for ade-

quate forces with commensurate buildings

and equipment.

The acceptance of these challenges from
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the Orient, Africa and Latin America called

for vision and faith, and involved methods

of procedure to cover not one year, nor two,

but a period of years. Just as these compre-

hensive plans were being formulated for meet-

ing demands on the foreign field, appeals also

came from the homeland institutions for the

Highlanders, the Orientals, the Mexicans, the

European immigrants, the Negroes, and

others to whom service is extended by this

board, for such an aggressive, decided in-

crease in resources, that a program embrac-

ing a gradual growth through years had to be

taken into consideration for home fields.

Slogan and Aims

As adopted in the Des Moines Convention

with the launching of the Five-Year Campaign

the slogan and aims were: Information, In-

spiration, Realization. "Not by might, nor

by power, but by my spirit, saith the Lord of

Hosts."

100 new missionaries for foreign fields.

100 new missionaries for home fields.

Aims for 1921: 6,000 auxiliary societies;

200,000 members; 100,000 Missionary Maga-

zines; $800,000 in gifts.

Before the close of the third year of the

Campaign it was very evident that the finan-

cial aim of $800,000 for the fifth year would

be easily reached by the fourth year of the

campaign, so a new aim of $1,000,000 was

accepted for 1921. This financial aim will

be divided among the departments as follows

:

Woman's Missionary Societies, $900,000.

Missionary Circles and Triangle Clubs,

$60,000.

Boys' and Girls' Organizations, $40,000.

All other aims remain as adopted at the

beginning of the campaign.

These aims have been apportioned from

headquarters to each state. The state offi-

cers in turn send apportionments to all local

societies. In many states the number of

new organizations to be gained are appor-

tioned to districts. The district and county

leaders then select a number of churches to

be cultivated and where possible new so-

cieties are organized. Representatives from

a local society often go to a neighboring

church, put on a good strong missionary

program and in this way demonstrate what
the monthly meeting of the missionary society

should be. In most cases the women in the

church visited, will want to organize a mis-

sionary society.

One of the strong points of the Five-Year

Campaign has been the plans for bringing

all the women into cooperation by giving

them duties to perform.

The Closing Year

For three years and nine months the wom-
en have been steadily pressing forward with

plans outlined for putting across this great

campaign. It was not something new, but a

stressing of methods and plans for the in-

creased growth that should come each year

if the Christian Woman's Board of Missions

fulfilled its mission. Other Missionary and

Benevolent Boards put on a five-year program
for enlarging their work.

All aims can be attained this closing year,

if with faith and couarge we press forward.

Victory will come, and women will be so

burdened with world conditions that every

opportunity for service will be welcomed if

each month the subject for discussion in the

regular meeting is emphasized as it should be.

Officers and division leaders are responsi-

ble for the monthly meetirg, for bringing the

women together and then giving them facts,

stressing always the personal relationship

of every Christian woman to the subject

under discussion.

Mothers must be led to see that if the

world is evangelized in this generation their

sons and daughters must be surrendered to

God. "We must be brave enough to tell our-

selves plainly that it is not love of our

children but selfishness which interposes our

self-will between them and the will of God for

their lives."

We must learn anew the meaning of stew-

ardship. The women of the missionary so-

cieties have given well through the years,

and they have learned the value of system-

atic giving, but there must be a new emphasis

on stewardship of money.
The nine o'clock hour of prayer is being

observed by hundreds of earnest women, but

we face a task too big, too difficult unless

every woman prays. There must be a clear,

deep sense that the work we do is the will

of God; that the power of God is available

for the task, otherwise we fail in our pur-

pose. The power of prayer must be brought

to the whole church with a new emphasis.

Perhaps the best informed members of Hie

church, on world conditions as related to

Christianity, are the women of the mission-

ary society, but as we come to study the re-

cent surveys that have been made, we bow in

humility. It is possible, and it should be the

business of every woman to inform herself

on conditions as they are today. Those who
are really informed about world conditions

will support every effort that is made to

evangelize the world.

The Christian people are coming to realize

as never before the need of a Savior for the

whole world. The people of every nation

must know that the message of the angels

uttered nearly two thousand years ago, pro-

claiming "the good tidings of great joy,

which shall be for all people, for unto you is

born a Savior" included them. How slow

we have been in delivering the greatest mes-

sage the world will ever hear. We must
quicken our pace if in this generation this

great truth is made known to all. Every

Christian should pause and

"Survey the Wondous Cross

On which the Prince of Glory died."

He will then be able to say in all sincerity,

"Were the whole realm of nature mine
That were a present far too small

Love so amazing, so divine,

Demands my life, my love, my all."

"The Gospel is the power of God unto sal-

vation," so must be carried to India, China,

Africa, Latin America, Tibet, Japan, yea, to

the nations of the world in their own tongue.

The women of the church will be a mighty

factor is making this a reality. Every woman
won for membership in the local society will

add strength to the cause, and every new
society organized will increase the forces.

No new plans and methods are needed for

the great task before the women today, but

there is need of a new emphasis on the pur-

pose of the Missionary Society. Women must
be lifted to the place where they will really

want to have a part in the world task. The
Woman's Missionary Society has a great

place to fill in the individual church. As all

the Missionary Boards come together in the

United Missionary Society, the women will

have increased opportunities as well as added
responsibilities. The training through forty-

five years in the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions has prepared our women for this

new day. There should be no relaxing but a
pressing forward with renewed energy. Two
hundred thousand women should be on our

records by July, 1921. There should be a

Missionary Society in at least six thousand
of our churches and one hundred thousand
copies of World Call should be going to that

many homes to "inform those who are in-

terested and to interest those who ought to

be informed."

Are we equal to the task? We are, if we
have love enough to reach around the world

and if we are ready to claim the promise

"Lo, I am with you always."

Important

Beginning August 16, the Boards uniting in

the United Christian Missionary Society will

conduct their work in the headquarters of the

new Society at St. Louis, Missouri State Life

Building, Fifteenth and Locust Streets.

Until September 30 all offerings for the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions will

continue to come to the old address, College

of Missions Building, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Since the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions continues its legal existence an office

for the Board will be held in the College of

Missions building. All communications com-

ing to the Board will have right attention.

Junior Notes

Those interested in the work of the boys

and girls will be glad to know of the progress

in the department. At the beginning of the

missionary year, Oct. 1st, the Triangle Clubs

and Intermediate Societies were transferred

to other departments. This accounts for the

apparent loss in offerings as reported in the

comparative statement in the News Letter.

There has been a steady increase of offerings

from the Junior Societies and Mission Bands
and a fine increase in membership. The
subscription list of the King's Builders has

increased almost one-third.

The new Honor Roll requirements are:

1. Regular meetings for at least nine

months in the year.

2. An increase of five or more members.

3. Reaching the aim in offerings.

4. Subscriptions to the King's Builders

equal to two-thirds of the membership.

5. Reports sent as required in September,

December, March and June.

6. At least five missionary books in the

Junior Library.

Attention is called to the last item. This

is a new feature and one that should be em-

phasized. Juniors read. Interesting mis-

sionary books placed in their hands will go a

long way toward influencing boys and girls

for future service.

Below are suggested five good story books:

"Mr. Friend-O-Man"—Cloth 75 cents.

"Giovanni"—Cloth, 50 cents.

"Lantern Stories"—Cloth, 60 cents.

"The Honorable Crimson Tree"—Cloth, 60

cents.

"The Dragon and the Cross"—Cloth, $1.25.

To those contemplating the organization of

a Children's Society, free literature on organ-

ization and sample copies of the King's

Builders will be sent upon request to Mrs.

Lida B. Pearce, College of Missions Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.
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The Alberta Convention Group

The Western Canada Conventions

CANADIAN Conventions are always in-

teresting because each year the substan-

tial growth, both in membership and
giving, is pronounced. This year the United

Christian Missionary Society sent a team to

each of the conventions, both in the United

States and Canada. It was my good fortune

to have on my team Miss Daisy June Trout

and J. S. Mill, Regional Sunday School Sec-

retary.

Our brethren in the provinces of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta are as true and
loyal to the gospel as can be found anywhere
in all the world, and they are alert in pro-

tecting all the principles which the Disciples

have stood for during more than a century.

Some question had arisen in the minds of

the people concerning the Interchurch World
Movement and how the Disciples were linked

up with it through our own World Move-
ment. I am happy to say that all troubles

were cleared up from Manitoba to Alberta

as the team crossed these provinces and the

people are united and ready to cooperate in

their own work and in all the work of the

United Christian Missionary Society.

The Convention of Manitoba was held at

Winnipeg with the Holmes Street Church,

which has a membership of 154, and gave

for its local work $3,842 and for missions

$1,955, which is an average of $12.70 per

member. Our World Movement aimed to

reach $12,000,000—$0,000,000 for the United

Christian Missionary Society and $G.000,000

for the Board of Education. If all of our

1,200,000 members in the United States had
given for missions as liberally as the Holmes
Street Christian Church, that is, if they had
averaged $12.70 per member, we would have
given to our World Movement $15,240,000,

which would be $3,240,000 more than we
asked for in our budget.

The Portage Church gave $1,500 for mis-

sions besides raising $4,734 for local expenses.

They have 230 members. The Riding Moun-
tain Church, with 32 members, gave $937 for

local work. I did not get their missionary

record. The St. James Church raised $1,526

with 55 members.

Norwood Church, with 19 members and 25

in the Sunday school, raised $470. Norwood
and St. James are both a part of Winnipeg.
Charles M. Ross, who has done such splendid

work at the Holmes Street Church, will take

the work at Norwood. The work in Manitoba
is done practically by the United Missionary

Society idea because the women and the men
meet together for consultation about all their

work.

I will make no report on the Saskatchewan
('(invention because an admirable report is

given by William 0. Kitchen, secretary and

treasurer, which will be found with a picture

of part of the convention taken in front of

their new church building.

Alberta Convention was the best ever held.

There was real organized work done in the

convention because the convention decided

to back up the work of the Board of Church
Extension wherever the cities of Alberta ask

for excessive loans. Oliver L. Curtis, for-

merly pastor at Lethbridge. and doing some
secretarial work for the convention in con-

nection with his pastorate, will now take

the work of superintendent of missions for

all of Alberta.

The Alberta Convention, as did also the

Manitoba Convention, decided to do away
with the blackboard method of raising money
in the conventions and will put on the Every -

Member Canvass. Burton Davies has just

gone from Nebraska to the pastorate of the

Calgary Church and the Board of Church
Extension lias just recently assisted in pur-

chasing a splendid lot on which the church

expects to soon erect the first unit of the

building. 1 prophesy that the work in Al-

berta will be greatly expanded. The people

seem to want only to do what is the best

thing to do to forward the Kingdom.

G. W. MrcKT.EY.

Roderick A. MacLeod, Batang: We have

moved into our new quarters and the work is

in good condition. The woman's class taught

by Mrs. Osden is growing every day.
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The Congo Mission Attains Its Majority
By Herbert Smith

IT
is quite a long time since Dr. Biddle

and Mr. Faris and the Dyes and the

Eldreds first came to Congo. Twenty-one

years ago our Mission was first established

on the bank of the Great River. No one

could know the Congo of twenty-one years

ago as the Congo of this hour. Airplanes

fly daily over Stanley Pool; they soon are to

go on the thousand-mile stretch to Stanley

Falls. It is supposed that they will make

the round trip in eight days, while steamers

average about thirty days. Commerce is

pushing so fast that one can truly say the

face of the country and the sights on the

mighty river change almost over night.

The Congo Mission met in annual confer-

ence at Lotumbe on the banks of the Mom-
boyo River from March 27 until April 5.

There were twenty-one missionaries and five

white babies present. Our Congo force num-

bers twenty-nine, but some are on furlough

and some were not able to attend the con-

ference. If one allows himself to reflect he

might consider that the force of the Disciples

of Christ ought to be very much larger after

these twenty-one years. But here, as elsewhere,

we must deal with facts as they are and not

as aspirations and hopes which might be.

But twenty-one years ago prayer did a

great many things that nothing else could do.

It guided our early missionaries to this rich

equator field and opened up the way for us

who followed. Again at Lotumbe prayer did

more for us at the first session of intercessory

prayer than we can ever estimate. At its

annual gathering we can easily estimate how
many dollars and cents it will take to supply

the material wants of the Mission, but no

one can ever estimate how much prayer it

will take to pull Us through the year. We
have charts and forms to fill out to show

our physical needs, but who will make the

charts and forms which would estimate the

spiritual grace of prayer?

A regular program was followed each day,

and was loaded with subjects so rich that

some of them had to wait for later sessions.

This necessitated an extra day of conference,

but it was time well spent.

One day's subjects dealt mostly with native

topics, such as native games, gardening, ser-

mons in the vernacular, and the need of in-

struction in questions of hygiene and purity.

One evening was spent in a real missionary

meeting. A survey of the Sanga River in

French Congo had recently been made. This

was shown forth by charts and maps. Again
the Conference was made to see the growth
of its work during the past five years. Still

again we were led to listen to the patient

pleading of the African's voice, that new
work be begun in those vast Congo stretches

which still wait for the missionary.

The day on "Future Work" was perhaps
the high-water mark of progress and develop-

ment. A new station, Mondombe, on the

High Juapa River, eleven days' steaming
from Bolenge, is to be opened at once. Before

this is read our missionaries will be at that

far-distant place seeking new victories for

our great Captain. This is the first big step

in the Ten-Year Program of the Congo Mis-

sion. Three years have gone since first we
saw our field occupied for Christ. In the

seven years which remain we can do all we

have planned to do and more, if we can let

the vision appear among the home churches.

Again we labored over the question of co-

operation. How could we and other missions

make these differing African dialects speak

the same thing. They are more numerous
than the days in the year, in this mighty
continent. No comprehensive educational

scheme has been possible since each mission

must screw its eyes down to its own little

task. One mission cannot help the other, nor

can it receive help. So each mission does

over and over the same task, independent and
distinct from every other mission, just be-

cause the language is different. Yet we are

more and more impressed that the African

is much the same north, east, south, and
west, in his mental make-up. Will parallel

column work in English and French arranged

to suit the African type and mind, but .space

left on the opposite page for the dialects and
pictures, solve the question? If we can prove

it, many valuable books will soon be available

to millions of people.

Have you ever looked at the equator as

it crosses Africa? It bisects the continent.

It cuts across rivers and lakes and moun-
tains which are often covered with snow.

Most maps are colored to show the different

European governmental spheres. It looks so

easy to get these countries into a mid-African

conference. But it never has been done. The
great problem is transport. Vast stretches

of land without connections, no paths, no
roads, no railways, but the touch of the twen-

tieth century is being felt all over the land

and soon this transport problem will be

greatly reduced. In a few years some of

us hope to attend such a conference.

It is now eight years since the Congo was
visited by one member of the Home Com-
mittee. That is, one visitor in twenty-one

years. This is not enough. It is very neces-

sary that the Home Committee see the field

today as we see it. The Conference urged
most enthusiastically that a commission come
to Congo during 1921 to visit our work and
also attend the Congo General Conference

of Protestant Missions, which will meet at

Stanley Pool early in November of the year.

The mission, at twenty-one, is young, not

old. It has the hope and vision of youth. It

looks forward, not backward. Its golden

years are yet to be. Greater things are yet

to be attempted than have ever been dreamed
of. As far as figures can tell the story of

victory and faith in the years gone by the

following statistics set them forth:

The number of missionaries, 29; the num-
ber of native evangelists, 313; present church

membership, 7,173. The year's offerings were

$3,404.78. The number of schools is 240,

and the enrollment is 3,963. There are three

hospitals and 25,977 treatments were given

during the year. Our Sunday school scholars

number 5,188, assembling in 215 schools.

These are the facts which help us. There
are many things we see left undone. Homes
for the missionaries, school and church build-

ings are sorely needed. Building under trop-

ical suns is a long, wearisome experience.

Much has been done in many ways in evan-

gelism, education, and so on, but that which
still waits, to use a native idiom, "exceeds

exceedingly."

Transylvania College Notes

PRESIDENT R. H. Crossfield and daugh-

ter, Dorothy, sailed for a tour of the

battlefields of Europe July 23 from Mon-
treal, and will be gone until the opening of

the next session of college. The college is

giving this trip in recognition of service for

twelve years.

Professor E. E. Snoddy gave a series of

ten lectures at Auburn Theological Seminary,

Auburn, New York. The general subject of

these lectures was "Organized Religion." This

is the second series that Professor Snoddy has
given at Auburn.

Three additional professors have been ap-

pointed in the department of science, one

each in chemistry, biology and physics. They
are C. A. Maney of Minnesota and Chicago,

Miss Slingerland of Cornell, and Morris Saun-
ders of Franklin College and Harvard.

A new athletic field is being made for

football and baseball in League Park, the

ten-acre field purchased some time ago by
the college. Curator Ben Allen Thomas has
made a gift of ten thousand dollars toward
the improvement of the field.

Professor A. W. Fortune delivered a series

of eight lectures at Blue Ridge, North Caro-

lina, before the secretaries of the Young
Women's Christian Association of the South.

Chaplains' Addresses Desired

A
MEDAL has been prepared for award to

Chaplains who served in the World War.
'That these may be distributed it is need-

ful that we have the present addresses of all

who served as Chaplains during the War.
These addresses are constantly changing and
are hard to keep corrected to date. Any
Chaplain seeing this notice will greatly aid us

if he will at once address the General Com-
mittee on Army and Navy Chaplains, 937

Woodward Building, Washington, D. C, giv-

ing his address. We especially need the ad-

dresses of: T. J. Golightly, Wright T. Moore,
Perry L. Schuler, John S. Hawkins, Winfred
E. Robb, Samuel Joel Burgess, Geo. D. Kirk-

patrick, C. E. Schocke, Joan Cobbey and
Harry F. MacLane.

Vacation Bible Schools

THE Committee on City, Immigrant and
Industrial Work of the Home Missions

Council makes the following succinct

statement concerning the Vacation Bible

School: "The Vacation School provides moral
and religious instruction and happy, helpful

occupation for the idle vacation time. It meets

the growing demand for more time for reli-

gious instruction for children. Meeting
daily for a five to six week period, it makes
possible a constructive program of religious

instruction. It takes the children under

trained teachers for instruction. It teaches

the Bible. It uses the church equipment when
usually it is being the least used. It accom-

plishes maximum results in religious train-

ing at a minimum cost.

"The 1919 statistics from the International

Association of Daily Vacation Bible Schools

indicate that 906 schools were in operation

last year in the United States and Canada,
with the chief support coming from the Bap-

tists and the Presbyterians.

"It is significant that of the 175,000 Protes-

tant churches in the United States, only 1,000

are engaged in this work."
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First Young People's Conference of Disciples of Christ, Fulton, Missouri.

Young People's Conference a Success

THE first Young People's Conference, ever

held under the sole direction of the Dis-

ciples of Christ was held at William

Woods College in Fulton, Mo., June 21-28,

and was a most successful gathering. With
but two exceptions every one of the seventy

young folks enrolled were between the ages

of 16 and 25. This made a very fine group

with which to work and as a consequence

some really worth while results were accom-

plished.

This was the first of a series of five con-

ferences that wil be held this summer under

the auspices of the Bible School Department

of the American Christian Missionary Socie-

ty cooperating with the Foreign Society, the

Board of Christian Endeavor, the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions and the National

Benevolent Association. The work is thor-

ough systematized and ably directed by Miss

Cynthia Pearl Maus.

It is the plan to have a chosen group of

young people sent by the Bible Schools, En-

deavor Societies or Circles of local churches

to whom may be presented the various phases

of modern church work. The Bible study

was directed by Dean H. M. Robison of Can-

ton, Missouri; Circle work by Miss Pearl

Leonard of Springfield, Illinois; Endeavor

work by John D. Zimmerman of Topeka, Kan-
sas. C. M. Yocum had the Foreign Mission

Study while Geo. T. Simons conducted the

Home Field study. Mrs. K. E. Hodgdon told

the stories. Miss Nell Masters of Indepen-

dence was general hostess. Miss Maus was
conference director and led the Bible school

periods.

Each evening at sunset a brief vesper

service was followed by an appeal for con-

secration to a definite life service. These ap-

peals really got somewhere and as a result

definite decisions were made for special service.

The recreational features were under the

direction of Mr. Geo. T. Simons of Louisville.

Kentucky, and as a result each morning and

evening of the conference found the entire

group going through a well directed gymnas-

tic exercise. Games of every sort were in-

dulged in and swimming parties were the

feature of each afternoon. In fact, there

was not a dull moment in the entire week.

These conferences get somewhere. Every

live church in the Brotherhood should be

planning now to send a group of iis young

people to next year's conference. A special

fund .should be created out of which their ex-

penses could be paid, and as a result a new
epoch in church life would be written in many
communities. Joseph A. Serena.

The Orientals

DR. GEORGE L. CADV. in reporting for

the Committee on Exceptional Groups

to the Home Missions Council presents

the following obstacles to missionary work

with these people in the United States:

Race Prejudice
If these so-called pagan nations are to take

the attitude of large numbers of Americans to-

ward them as a real exhibition of Christiani-

ty, we cannot be surprised that Christianity

makes slow headway. The average foreigner

does not discriminate between Americans who
are members of churches and who are not

members of the churches—they are all

lumped in as Christians. The propaganda

carried on against the Oriental on the Coast

is exceedingly serious and holds in it not only

the inevitable result of alienating the Orien-

tal from any love or respect for America, but

also has in it the possibility of war with

Japan, No self-respecting nation will lone:

allow itself to be flouted bv any other nation.

Anti-Japanese clubs were being formed in

Seattle and Tacoma and other places on the

coast this summer. We condemn it as thor-

oughly un-Christian and dangerous.

Inadequate Housing
Better equipment must lie secured or there

can be no progress among these peoples, and

that equipment should be adequate and

should be unsectarian.

Sectarian Pride

The Oriental does not distinguish between

the sects and does not care. When it is pos-

sible to stand in a city like Los Angeles and

hit with a stone from six to ten different

missions, we may say of it as was said of the

"Charge" of the Light Brigade: "It is Mag-

nificent, but it is not war."

Oriental Vice
The opium dens have disappeared, at least

from the surface, but Chinese gambling still

runs wide open in most of the cities, with the

knowledge of every one and the connivance

of the city government. If it is possible for

the passer-by to be unable to avoid seeing

these gambling dens, surely it should be pos-

sible for the police force to discover them.

San Francisco has (dosed these in Chinatown,

but Oakland, "the city of churches", allows

them full opportunity. In Oakland nnd in

Los Angeles they line both sides of the streets

for a few blocks and are open to every one.

It is quite evident that if in both of these

cities the American people were being de-

bauched and American youths were Ixnng al-

lowed in them, they would be closed, but who
cares so long as it is nothing but the "heath-

en Chinee" or the "Jap"? This attitude is

(lie interpretation put upon it by the Oriental

and it is a sad reflection upon American

Christianity. It would seem as though the

local churches could long since have made this

condition impossible.
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How One American Woman Fought
the Turks

MISS ELIZABETH B. KELLY, of Cleve-

land, has done her part toward put-

ting Aintab on the map. She organ-

ized 10,000 native Christians during the re-

cent disturbances in this city in Syria, and

so effectively did she direct them, that with

such support as she could get from the French

garrison, she was able to fight off the con-

slant attacks of the Turkish Nationalists for

more than three weeks.

Miss Kelley, who has been in the overseas

service of the Near East Relief for the last

year, has just returned to the United States

for a period of work in connection with the

approaching campaign of t lie Near East Re-

lief. She is very eager to return to Armenia,

and to resume her task of helping these needy

and deserving people to get on their feet. She

is a most interesting speaker, and will be

heard with great acceptability in many parts

of the country during the next few months.

The tensity of the situation about Aintab

was relieved last March by the addition of

four thousand French troops to the garrison

of fifteen hundred then holding the city. But

the arrival of the new body of troops hastened

the climax that the Near East Relief workers

had been fearing for months.

Three clays after these new troops reached

the city, orders were received not only for

their departure but also for the withdrawal

of a large fraction of the original garrison.

The evacuation was set for the next day. Ar-

rangements for defense, long planned, were

hastily made. The Christian section of the

city was blocked off into districts and all ap-

proaches heavily guarded. The arsenal of the

Christians contained but sixteen rifles. These

were distributed among the most trustworthy

of the inhabitants. Women and children

were called upon to help build barricades.

The last of the departing French column

had not disappeared when two rifle shots

called the Moslems to action. The small

force of less than a hundred men furnished

from among the remaining French garrison

of the outskirts of the town was powerless.

So well had Miss Kelley perfected her or-

ganization, however, that the Turks were

unable to break through into the Christian

district. Though the sixteen rifles were suf-

ficient to equip only a small part of the hasti-

ly assembled garrison, ancient spears that

had once been the property of crusaders in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were

brought into service.

The Turks are accused by Miss Kelley of

treachery and with the deliberate firing upon
women and children during the siege that

followed the outbreak.

"Every day after the fighting commenced,''

she said, "the Turks tried to arrange an ar-

mistice and each night they would break it.

However, we did not place any faith in their

word and I told the men not to allow anyone
but Christians that they knew to pass the

barricades. I also told each of our small body
of riflemen that they would have to account
to me at least four Turks a day.

"In all the three weeks that the siege lasted

they fought valiantly. But not once did they
fire on a Turkish woman or child. The Turks,

however, did not so discriminate and picked

off our women and children whenever and

wherever they exposed themselves.

"As the siege continued we began to im-

provise weapons. Old cannon balls that had

been lying around the city as relics of the

old days when Armenia was a powerful na-

tion were available as ammunition. From
mangle irons used in washing clothes several

cannons were made. It was pathetic to see

the way these were camouflaged as if they

Mere real guns. About each was hung a bead

'to keep the evil eye away', as the supersti-

tious natives believed. Grenades, bombs and

other ammunition were made in one of the

chinches, temporarily used as an arsenal.

"The natives carried out the organization

program to the slightest detail. The women
were assigned definite tasks in every district

of the beleagured section. Some took care

of the wounded, others were responsible for

bettering sanitary conditions, and others still

were assigned the task of making gardens for

the growing of green food.

"No one will ever know what we went
through. The anxiety and uncertainty were
awful. We were not afraid, because we did

not give ourselves the time to think what
might happen to us. The call for relief work
was urgent, and the seven of her members of

the Near East Relief personnel were kept

constantly busy. I had a loaded revolver

with me constantly. There were five shots in

it and I was bound that if it became neces-

sary that I would get four Turks first and

save the last shot for myself. No Turk would

ever have taken me alive.

"Finally, after three weeks the af lacks

ceased and the city gradually became quieted.

During all the time t he only help we had

from the French was about sixty-five men.

It was not that they didn't want to help us,

but rather, I think, from a feeling that the

situation would only have been made worse

by sending more troops into the town. The
garrison was located a short distance outside

of the city itself."

Missionaries Appointed by Foreign

Christian Missionary Society and the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

1900—1910
Bethany College lfi

Brooklyn Missionary Institute 1

Buffalo Normal School 1

Butler College 4

Central Christian College, Albany, Mo I

Chicago University 1

Christian College 2

Christian University, Canton, Mo. (Culver-

Stockton College) 1

Cotner College 2

Drake University 14

Eureka College 15

Hiram College -_29

Johns Hopkins University 1

Kansas State Normal. Emporia 1

Moody Bible Institute 1

North Carolina State Normal 1

Rush Medical School 1

Salina, Kansas. Normal 1

Texas Christian University 2

Thomas School for Girls 1

Toronto Woman's Medical College 1

Toronto University 1

Transylvania I Diversity 10

Tri-State Normal College 1

University of Indiana 2

University of Iowa 1

University of Kansas 1

University of Louisville 1

University of Missouri and Missouri Bible

College 4

University of Michigan i

University of West Virginia 1

Vanderbilt University 1

Vassar College 1

Washburn College 1

Washington University. St. Louis 1

Wells College '. 4

West of Scotland College, Glasgow 1

William Woods College 2

Yale University :__ 1

1910—1920
Atlantic Christian College l

Battle Creek Nurses' Training School 1

Berea College 1

Bethany College 10

Bonham University 1

Boston Genera] Hospital 1

Brooklyn Missionary Institute 1

Butler College , 9

California Normal School 1

Chicago University 4

Christian College , 1

Christian Church Hospital 1

Cincinnati .Medical School 1

Clifton Forge Seminary 1

Columbia University 4
Cotner College 15

Culver-Stockton College 5

Drake University 37

Eugene Bible University 7

Eureka College 14

Georgetown University 1

Hiram College 12

Illinois Normal 1

Indiana University 1

Leland Stanford University 2

Northland College 1

Ohio Wesleyan University 1

Oskaloosa College 1

Oxford College, England 1

Pestalozzi-Froebel Kindergarten Training

School, Chicago 1

Phillips University 1

Pomona Valley Hospital 1

Protestant Deaconess Hospital 1

Shurtleff College 1

Smith College 1

Southern California State Normal 2

Texas Christian University 2

Thomas School for Girls 1

Transylvania College 21

Union Seminary 3

University of Cincinnati 1

University of Illinois G

University of Iowa 2

University of Kansas 5

University of Michigan 1

University of Missouri and Missouri Bible

College 5

University of Nebraska 2

University of Oregon S

University of Southern California 1

University of Washington, Seattle 2

University of Wisconsin 4

Vanderbilt University 1

Washburn College 1

Washington University, St. Louis 1

West Texas State Normal 1

Yale University 6
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In Shonai

FOREIGNERS! Look, look!" No one

wailed to be told a second time, they all

looked, wondered, commented and often

laughed. To understand this one has only

to consider what a sensation would be created

in the average American town by two .Jap-

anese women in their native dress, conversing

in Japanese. Miss Lediard had made the

trip once before,, and Miura San, Ihe Bible

woman, who accompanied us, was horn in

Tsuruoka, but it was my first visit to this

land of opportunity.

Shonai is a large district in the province

adjoining Akita with eight hundred thousand
people, three cities, many towns and no resi-

dent missionaries, though three societies have
work supervised by visiting missionaries and

we have a pastor in each of the cities. Sa-

kata, our first stop, is a notoriously wicked

place. One opponent of Christianity told us

that it is much worse now than before Chris1

tianity entered, a true statement no doubt,

but unfair, for the increase in wickedness is

due to the fact that it is a harbor town, and

the rapidly increasing shipping, the entrance

of the railroad, and the consequent prosperity

have lowered the morals. The young pastor

finds little to encourage him but he has some

peculiar talents which will win out if backed

by sufficient devotion and perseverance, lie

was at his best in Amarume, our next stop,

a town of four thousand, where we have a

little group of Christians but no church, the

meetings being held in the hotel. We had

been well advertised by Saito Kosuke. the

young man who is the leader there, a simple

maker of geta (wooden clogs), filled with the

love of Christ and radiating enthusiasm and

good will. He gave up his work apparently

and left nothing undone that could contribute

to the success of the meetings and to our

comfort. At seven-thirty we had an audience

of ISO children of all ages sitting on the

floor, and a crowd of grown-ups extending

out into the garden, with a good view

through the opening made by removing the

paper doors that formed the end of the

room. It soon became evident that Ishii

San's special gift is for dealing with children,

for although these were the same ones who
constitute the street rabble, he controlled

them all easily without raising his voice and
they quickly learned the first verse of "Who
Is on the Lord's Side?" and listened atten-

tively to Miss Lediard*s illustrated talk. The
crowning event was Ishii San's own talk on

Gideon with a wealth of local color, gesture,

and facial expression which held the audience

perfectly breathless and proved that he is a

positive genius. The general feeling was well

expressed by one little unfortunate summoned
to return home; Kosuke San came to the very

front to get him but he refused to go and
finally lay down flat and had to be carried

out. lie gave them all picture cards (the old

post cards, pasted with backs together, sent

by good friends), and they went away happy.

The room was soon tilled with adults who

listened attentively to the three addresses and

singing in Japanese and English. I could

not quite see the use of an English solo where
no one knew any English, but Ishii San in-

sisted that it would be appreciated and it

seemed to be. Miura San's address was in-

terrupted after an allusion to "Lincoln.

President of the Unite*? States.'' by a voice

calling loudly, "No, no. the president of the

United States is no good, foreigners are no
good!" The speaker was an intoxicated guest

uf the hotel who seemed determined to stop

the meeting. When Ishii San tried to quiet

him he flaunted an Osaka paper and told

what it said about America and the race

equality question. One of the crowd said.

"No one listens to a drunken man." which

enraged him more. He turned upon the

speaker shouting "Are you a Japanese?

Where is your Japanese spirit?" Argument
only excited him further but lie retired at

once when the four largest men rose to put

him out and he afterward came back and

listened quietly for half an hour. We took

it as an example of the evil of yellow jour-

nalism as well as of drink, for newspaper

agitation is entirely to blame for whatever

One of the old pine trees in Akita Paris that lias come down to us from the days of Kendal Japan.
If wo lisul ears for its voices it could tell us sad stories of the days when men

paid with their lives for the confession of the •"Nanie."

unpleasant feeling there has been against
America, there is nothing but good will in

the hearts of the Japanese people as a whole.

We had an interesting conversation with
the principal of the Primary School, when we
went after school for a "sing" with some of

the teachers. He knows enough to be a Chris-

tian but is notoriously stubborn in his oppo-
sition. Kosuke San was with us and was
made the subject of some remarks. The man
said that Kosuke San was undoubtedly a sin-

cere Christian but every one knew that he
did not get along well at home; the only spe-

cific charges were that he would not bow to

the god shelf or marry as his people wish.
We understood that he is waiting for a chance
to marry a Christian girl. We cannot have
too much sympathy for these isolated young
Christians who stand out practically alone
with every one trying to pull them back and
not even regular services to encourage them.

In Tsuruoka we found all that I had been
led to expect, a beautiful city, neat little

church building, an efficient pastor and the
beginning of a strong church. In the short

time that we were there we found from call-

ing in the homes and visiting after rervices

that there are some choice souls in the church
and a spirit of devotion and service which
will make it a leavening power in that needy
city. The only thing lacking to make this a

strong center for work is resident mission-

aries for whom the Christians are alwavs

hoping and praying and who will go as soon

as our mission receives the necessary rein-

forcements. Shionoya San. the pastor, is an

Akita boy of natural ability, fine scholarship

and complete consecration. His sweet, capa-

ble little wife was a Bible woman in Akita
for five years and we are expecting them to

do a fine work. Our first meeting was with a

Bible class of eighteen high school girls, an
unusually attractive crowd of girls we
thought. They sang beautifully in English

under Shionoya San's leadership and listened

appreciatively to Miss Lediard's Bible Read-

ing on ""The True Disciple." which I thought

a wonderfully clear setting forth of just what
if means to be a Christian. After a little

social time nwisic was suggested and we saner

solos, duets and choruses until the dormitory

girls dared imi stay longer, though none of

us wanted to slop.

On Sunday morning Miura San spoke at

both Sunday school and church services and

gave a striking example of the value of Chris-

tian education among Japanese women. It

is no small thing for a girl of twenty-two to

aland before a mixed audience, as she has

done repeatedly, in a land where woman's
place has always been to serve in silence with

little recognition of her intellectual ability.

We knew that it was especially hard for her

to speak to those who bad known her since

she was a child, but she 1 gave a clear, con-

vincing address upon the meaning and possi-

bilities of a Christian life, speaking with a

dignity and quiet assurance which not only

increased our admiration for her bin made
us feel that the graduates of our girls' school

fully justify all the expenditure of strength

and money that il has cost.

Shinjo. our last stop, is an important rail-

road town developing fast and in great need

of Christian influence. Konno San. the pas-'

tor, though not a young man has just cele-

brated his tenth anniversary as a Christian,

and is a man of very strong faith and pur-

pose. He spoke touchingly of the great inspi-
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ration he receives from the visit of the mis-

sionaries which anyone can readily appreciate

who will try to imagine himself the only ma-

ture Christian in a town of ten thousand and

constantly meeting complete indifference and

open opposition. The most notable feature of

his work is a Bible class of twenty-five young

men to whom Miss Lediard spoke in English,

as they are all English students. Some are

Christians, some are inquirers and all were

appreciative and friendly. They asked us to

take time the next afternoon for a little

social time with them and we were glad of

the opportunity to know them better, for the

personal touch counts for much in winning

them for Christ. Then they begged to be

allowed to come to the women's meeting in

the evening, sitting in the back of the room
after the women had gathered.

An unexpected privilege came to us when
we were invited to visit the Girls' high

school; we expected to visit only the etiquette

class, which we found very interesting as

illustrating the great importance that the

Japanese attach to formal observances. Two
girls received two others as guests, to whom
they served tea, with the teacher watching

and criticizing every detail. After the lesson

we were asked to sing and play for the whole

school and Miss Lediard gave a talk explain-

ing the meaning and claims of Christianity,

a thing seldom allowed in a government

school. It gave more than two hundred girls

their first opportunity to hear something

definite about the Christian faith and we
know that some will want to hear more. We
were glad of the introduction which made it

possible to exchange bows and smiles with

many girls in Shinjo, and are looking for-

ward to the time when missionaries and
Bible women can be friends and leaders of

the women and girls in all the cities of

Shonai.

Akita, Japan. Mrs. C. F. McCall.

When the Death Angel Comes
EARLY or late they pass by—these pro-

cessions for the dead on their way to

the cemetery. I never have outgrown

a childish impulse to follow7 a band, lull the

most my '"grownupness" dares do is to rush

to the doorway or window to see wind is

passing by. My curiosity is rewarded by

seeing sometimes a wedding group, but more

often a funeral procession straggling along.

To one used to the beautiful, impressive

and solemn service of the Western world, it

is hard to become reconciled to the utter lack

of all these things and in their place a matter

of fact, get-it-out-of-the-way attitude. But
death is such a common thing here, scarcely

a day passes that there is not at least one

funeral passing on our street, to say nothing

of those which pass by on other streets

which lead to the cemetery. One day during

a forty-minutes' class period two passed by,

and the coffins were so pitifully small, indi-

cating that again "His little one" had slipped

into the Great Beyond. And it is so often

thus, so many babies die unable to survive

the many diseases which lurk everywhere in

tropic climes.

The body is usually buried a few hours

after death, frequently on the same day the

death occurred or the following day. So
there is always confusion and hurry in the

house of death. There is no undertaker to

call in, so the family or friends prepare the

body for burial. Neither are there under-

taking rooms where a coffin can be selected,

so someone must set to work to make the

narrow, shallow box which will be but little

larger than the body and the top later fitted

on and nailed in place. I knew of one in-

stance where the coffin for a sick woman had
been ready for months and stored at the foot

of the stairs where she must have seen it

many times. The coffin is not rectangular

but is narrow at the foot and shaped outward
at the head. The coffin for an older person
is usually varnished or covered with plain

black or figured calico and perhaps some
brass ornaments. The little child's coffin is

more often covered with brightly colored

paper in various colors and decorated some-
what as childish fancy would adorn a May
basket or valentine; perhaps when there is

no coffin, the body is wrapped in a woven mat.
The coffin is carried to the cemetery by means
of long strips of cloth passed underneath at

either end. and carried by four people, or it is

swung from bamboo poles which rest on the

shoulders of the carriers. Sometimes a sort

of a hearse is used, drawn by men. with

plants and flowers around the coffin, which

rests on the platform like top. The husband

of a dead woman will sometimes ride on the

hearse with her, or the little children of the

deceased. The hearse is sometimes a canopied

wooden Spanish bed, with a lace-curtain ef-

fect of decoration around the canopy, the bed

being carried high on the shoulders of the

carriers. The tiniest coffin of all I have seen

was carried on the shoulder of a man.
The procession is rather a straggling one

—

the band has been earlier called together by
the leader, beating out his summons in a sort

of "tom-tom"' on a drum. The carriers with

the body lead the procession ; then comes
the band playing music, gay or solemn;

sometimes the strains are "Tipperary" or

''Over There." Then the family and friends,

most every one dressed in black, the wom-
en with enveloping black shawls which
completely enshroud the body r.nd touch the

ground. There seems to be little real grief;

in fact, the American at the window is more
an object of interest than the still form
ahead. Someone carries the rude, unpainted

cross with name and date in uneven printing.

The family has previously gone to the

"church" (Catholic or Independent) where
the priest for a fee pronounces the simple

service—the fee algo giving right to bury in

the cemeteryS-; Fo'r a |arge fee the priest

accompanies the procession, and a very costly

funeral may have several priests. Very poor

people have no band, but the few people hurry

by on their sad mission. Once when the

coffin was very small there was only a man,
the father, I thought, and one helper, with
the coffin, a small boy with the cross, and a
small girl, who followed farther behind.

I had long Avanted to follow a procession

and get inside of that high-walled Catholic

cemetery with a chapel at the farther end,

queer old monuments near by and the niches

for coffins in the wall.

Passing by this cemetery one day, the gate

was open, a grave was being dug, so we en-

tered and drew near. The father of the dead
child, Ins body bared to the waist, was dig-

ging the grave. Nearby sat the mother, bend-

ing over the coffin, from which she had re-

moved the lid and was gazing on the fare

of the little one. A little girl cried aloud,

other people roamed around, some sat on the

grass talking and laughing, others were in-

dulging rather freely in a native drink which

was being passed around. Later the mother
put the lid on the coffin. The father being

relieved from his digging, drew near, and

father and mother lighted their big cigars

over the crude little box. When the grave

was finished the parents nailed down the lid,

using a stone as a hammer. Father and a

helper lowered the coffin into the shallow

grave and began throwing in the dirt. Every-

one else turned away and left the cemetery.

Even the mother, squatting near the grave
while the coffin was being placed, turned her

bloodshot eyes and seemed to be thinking only

of the Americans, who stood by pitying,

sympathetic and wondering. Someone had
placed lighted candles on the graves of rela-

tives or friends nearby. Those would soon

flicker out. The gloom of a fast-approaching

nighl was rinsing in as we turned away and
followed the light-hearted crowd through the

great gates, away from the sunken, closely-

crowded graves, children on one side and
grown people on the other—all to be plowed

up after a few years and re-used as a burying

ground.

The Protestant funeral is. of course, con-

ducted somewhat like a funeral in the States,

but is more a time for evangelistic sermon

than in memory of the dead. Very little if

anything is said about the deceased and all

present join in the songs.

The ninth day after the funeral is the

time for a great feast and a merrymaking.
Likewise one year after the death there is

usually a dance, feast and merrymaking, the

scale of entertaining depending upon the

wealth and social standing of the family.

How these processions which pass so fre-

quently do appeal to one, stir the sympathies

and arouse the impulse to help, to put some
beauty into it and to add to it the trans-

formation which a risen Christ can give

—

a Christ of understanding love, and not one

enshrouded in superstition and ignorance!

No one watching as the funeral goes by can

doubt the need of carrying the "good news"
to the "uttermost parts."

Edith Eberle.

The Spice Box of the World

PEPPER, cloves, and coffee—the fragrant

kind of coffee that your mother saves for

her very special guests—all come from
Malaysia, the world's great spice box.

Malaysia is a land of perfume and bright-

ness, a land of wonder and of endless change.

New Guinea, the least known part of the East
Indies, is the largest island in the World, and
no doubt the smallest one could also be lo-

cated in this region; for the face of the

waters is speckled with countless islands of

every size and shape. They cut up the chan-

nels of the sea with their many hidden reefs

and shoals and make sailing more dangerous

here than in almost any other part of the

world. Then there are the "typhoons" which
rise like a whirlwind and sweep across the

waters, destroying everything in their path.

And yet the sailor does not stay away from
Malaysia. Malacca, Penang, Singapore, with

their mystery and their beauty, keep calling

him to return. Some of the greatest sea

stories in literature have been written about

these waters.

—

Even/land

.
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Evangelizing Under Difficulties

THE province of Ilocos Norte can boast of

only one pagan municipality although the

whole eastern border is fringed with pa-

gan communities. This pagan town was re-

christensd when it was given a place in a

Christian province. It lost the romantic name
of Paor-Patoc and gained only the prosaic

name of Nueva Era ( New Era ) . Nueva Era

lies in the far southeastern corner of the prov-

ince among the foothills of the great moun-

tain range beyond. The road runs out to

Banna, the last so-called Christian town,

which leaves a few hours' trip to be made

as best one can.

We have, a number of converts among these

people but they have advanced but little in

the Christian life. They have as yet no defi-

nite church organization although some effort

has been made to accomplish that end re-

cently. Since the people had never yet par-

taken of the Lord's supper we determined to

give them the opportunity. Miss Adamson
and I were visiting the churches in this part

and we arranged to spend Sunday morning

with them.

Our party consisted of the local evangelist,

a Bible girl we had brought along, a native

girl of the community and the two mission-

aries. As we moved out away from Banna,

there were signs of an approaching rain. But

we had adopted the policy long ago that dur-

ing the rainy season we would take what

came in the way of dampness. And we did

on this occasion. The rice was planted and

under water and that means anything but

good traveling in the country. The paths

were quite faint and running in many direc-

tions and so we missed an important turn

and soon found ourselves in the midst of a

big rice field with no way ahead. Rather

than go back we tried walking the little

dikes between the paddies, but these being

slippery, threatened to send us sprawling, so

we took to the field itself. We finally reached

a little path on a hillside too high to be

irrigated. Just then the rain caught us and

the path became a little mountain stream.

It was about this time that we saw a little

figure approaching us hunched up under a

big umbrella. We waited in anticipation and

then shouted our greetings, for it was the

judge, our friend whom we had hoped to meet.

He was returning from holding court in Paor-

Patoc, where he sits as justice of the peace

every Saturday. The judge is a member of

the congregation in the town. He is a good

fellow in any party and so we urged him

to turn back with us. In spite of the drench-

ing rain few words were needed. He became

our leader and began an endless string of

narrative in which he himself figured most
prominently. He made a picturesque figure

with his big umbrella and his trousers rolled

high and his feet bare. He carried a gun and

around his waist he had a rope, one end made
into a loop for his wrist and the other woven

around a heavy iron ore rock. "For." he said,

csy American Bible Society

.Sails Furnish a Part of the Motive Power in Solving China's Transportation Problems

"there are people that die here and no one
knows why." On this rope was hung his

machine for affixing his notary seal and a
big bunch of documentary papers which
looked considerably worse for the wetting.

After another hour, and several more
streams which were increasing in depth and
strength, we went up a steep incline, rounded

a point and came suddenly upon the little

pagan altar which stood guarding the village.

It was a little house about the size of a hen-

coop, high up on bamboo poles. It contained

a few strips of magic bark, several long

grasses, a little string of beads and a coconut

shell with a scanty supply of rice. These

had been given as an offering to the evil

spirits. The next thing we saw standing out

in the dnsk was the little bamboo school

house, for few villages in the Philippines are

so poor as not to have a school. Then came
the "city hall," also made of bamboo and
occupying a large court.

The judge led the party to his boarding

house, another bamboo structure high up on

poles away from the water-soaked ground.

The owner and I were friends from days gone

by and he tried his best to make us com-

fortable. The kitchen fire was burning
brightly and so we began to shed our gar-

ments one by one and hang them around the

fire. I was surprised to find that this man
was able to fit me out with coat and trousers,

things about which these pagans seldom con-

cern themselves. Miss Adamson was less

fortunate since the lady's wardrobe was not

so complete. She appeared in a bed spread,

arrayed after the style of the Grecian

maidens.

It was well into the night before these

changes were made, some of our clothes

ironed out for the morrow and supper served.

The judge and the Bible woman, who came

from another province, started up an end-

less discussion as to which district could

boast of the best Ilocano. Copious arguments
were cited. Finally the judge launched out

• in the task of naming all the different vari-

eties of rice he could remember, to show that

his Ilocano was more flexible. I believe he

had counted up to twenty or thirty when I

finally fell asleep. Later when I was awa-
kened again I hushed them up by asking them
to give me the Ilocana for "bug" and "bird''

and a few other class names which can only

be indefinitely translated into Iloco.

The next morning we had considerable

trouble getting the people together. Finally

a goodly number had gathered and we gave

them all we thought they could stand in ser-

mon and song. 1 then took up the topic of

the Lord's supper and explained it carefully

and in detail, and for the first time this

memorial feast of our Lord was spread in

their midst and those who considered them-
selves worthy were invited to partake. Not
many partook, and yet they seemed to appre-

ciate the solemnity of tlte occasion, perhaps
comparing it with some of their pagan rites.

It is too bad that workers are not enough to

furnish every little community with teachers'

and preachers to bring all to a full realization

of the holiness and helpfulness of Chris-

tianity. After the meeting we hurried back

to town for another meeting there. They
urged us to come again and made us feel that

our message had been most welcome to them.

Fraxk V. Stift.

Lwoag, Ilocos Norte, P. I.
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The Book Shelf
Book Notices

THE TRAGEDY OF B1TLIS. By Grace H.

Knapp. New York. Fleming H. Revell Co.

This is a story of Turkish atrocities, and

of missionary heroism. As one reads one

wonders that such atrocities are possible in

the twentieth century. If it were not for

the existing religious divisions and the evils

that have grown out of these divisions, they

would not bo possible. How long, O Lord of

hosts, how long will the massacres and depor-

tations set forth in this book and others like

them be tolerated ! Oyer against this awful

background of crime and cruelty stands the

brave and self-sacrificing behavior of the mis-

sionaries of the American Board, for whose

lives and ministries may God be praised now

and evermore!

THE FOUNDATIONS OF MORMONISM. By
William Earl Larue. New York. Flem-

ing H. Revell Co.

A subtitle is, "A Study of the Fundamental

Facts in the History and Doctrines of the

Mormons from Original Sources." The chief

merit of this book consists in the fact that it

is not made of reports about the Mormons;
on the contrary the author judges the Mor-

mons out of their own mouths. Every ma-

terial statement is fortified by quotations

from Mormon authorities In this work one

will find an account of the origin of Mor-

monism and of Joseph Smith. Jr., its founder

and apostle, of the political and religious

theories of the Mormons, and of the secret

of the growth and influence of Mormonism.

One who wishes to inform himself concerning

the nature of this system, or to prepare him-

self to debate with Mormon elders the truth

or falsity of Mormonism, or to convince the

honest Mormon of the error of his way and

the fraudulent character of his holy book,

will find this work most helpful.

NEW LIFE IN THE OLDEST EMPIRE, by
Charles F. Sweet. New York. The Mac-
millan Company.

The history of missions in Japan, problems

and difficulties past and present, and possible

lines of development are sketched in enter-

taining fashion by Dr. Sweet, a missionary

residing in Tokyo. There is little which is

statistical in this book, the emphasis being

placed on things spiritual and vital.

VIRGIL HART : MISSIONARY STATES-
MAN. By E. I. Bart. New York.

George H. Doran Co.

Virgil Hart, the founder of the American
and Canadian Missions in Central and West
China, was born in Lorraine, New York,

January 2, 1840, and died in his home in

Burlington, Ontario, February 24. 1904. It

was the reading of the story of David Living-

stone in his boyhood that led him to think

seriously of a missionary career. With this

thought in mind he decided to prepare him-

self for the Christian ministry, and much
to the disgust of his Unitarian father he

chose to become a Methodist minister. Before

going to the foreign field efforts were made
by some of his friends to keep him at home.
They urged that it was a great pity to have

a man of such parts go and bury himself in

a heathen land like China. A little charge to

which he had ministered with much accept-

ance for a year and a half pressed him to

reconsider his decision to become a mission-

ary and remain with them, and promised to

increase his salary to a thousand dollars a

year if he would. A distinguished committee

from his alma mater waited upon him and

offered h'im a lectureship in Hebrew and

Greek. But flattering as these calls to re-

main in the Occident were, the call of the

Orient was stronger.

In China he found an opportunity and a

reward more ample and more satisfying than

anything he could ever have found in the

United States. After serving his apprentice-

ship in Foochow he was called to open Cen-

tral China, the greatest, most populous and

richest field ever offered to a church. He es-

tablished prosperous missions in Kiukiang, in

Wubu, in Nanking, and in other cities. Later

he opened the work in Chentu, the capital

of the province of Szchuan.

Dr. Hart had all the qualities of a pioneer,

and he had all the trying and all the joyful

experiences that other pioneers in China have

had. Many of the people in that part of the

empire had never seen a foreigner and wher-

ever Dr. Hart went he was hooted at and

insulted. He was a foreign devil and was

not wanted. It was with difficulty that land

for hospitals or schools or chapels or homes

could be secured. He had a right to go where

he pleased and to preach and teach the people,

but the Chinese were determined that no

foreigner should get a foothold in their hon-

orable country. That was the feeling at first,

but as time went on and the people came to

know him and the nature of his work, much
of the opposition died away.

THE GOSPEL AND THE NEW WORLD.
Robert E. Specr. New York. Fleming

H. Revell Company.

Robert E. Speer is without doubt the ablest

advocate and champion of Foreign Missions

living. In this great book he is seen at his

best. One who wishes to be informed on the

subject and to be stirred to the depths of his

being, so that he can inform and stir others

will do well to read and study and digest this

volume. No one can acquaint himself with its

contents without having his faith in God and

the triumph of the gospel greatly strengthened.

HOW TO ADVERTISE A CHURCH, by

E. E. Elliott. New York. George H.

Doran Company.

The subject of church advertising is treated

in an entertaining fashion, supplemented by

examples from a school of church. advertising

conducted by the author in Kansas City. The

material is intended to be suggestive rather

than provide arbitrary rules.

THE ARGONAUTS OF FAITH, by Basil

Mathews. New York. George H. Doran

Company.

The quality of this fine story of the coming
of The Mayflower to Plymouth and the pre-

ceding and subsequent adventures of the Pil-

grims is vouched for by Viscount Bryee. The
book was written for and lias the official

approval of the church organizations on both

sides of the Atlantic, who will celebrate dur-

ing 1920 and 1921 the three hundredth anni-

versary of the landing of the Mayflower.

Basil Mathews is a well-known English

writer and needs no introduction to the Amer-
ican book reading public. He has a half

dozen books to his credit on this side of the

water, including "The Riddle of Nearer Asia,"

and "Livingstone, the Pathfinder."

THE MENACE OF IMMORALITY IN
CHURCH AND STATE., by John Roach
Straton. New York. George H. Doran
Company.

The subtitle "Messages of Wrath and Judg-
ment'' characterizes the scope of this book by
the pastor of Calvary Baptist Church, New
York City. Dr. Straton believes in a real

devil and a "real hell for real sinners." He
believes that much of the preaching of today
is too soft and spineless. The arraignment
of prevailing immorality is timely.

A Yale Professor Tells How to De-

velop the Spirit of Worship
in Children

IUTHER ALLEN WEIGLE, Horace Bush-
. nell Professor of Christian Nurture, has

collaborated with Henry Hallan Tweedy
in "Training the Devotional. Life" (Doran),

in which the following subjects are discussed

for the enlightenment of teachers and par-

ents: "The Meaning of Worship," "Teaching

Children to Pray in the House," "Teaching

Children to Pray in the School," "Worship
in Music and Song," "The Devotional Use
of the Bible," "The Memorization of Worship
Materials." "Worship in the Church and
School," "Family Worship," "Church Wor-
ship," and "The Gospel of Devotional Training."

The book is characterized by that same
clarity, insight and conciseness which have

made "The Pupil and the Teacher" and

"Talks to Sunday School Teachers" so accept-

able to those who are engaged in the religions

training of the child.

Books Are As Important in Forming Character As Are Companions

Which Do You Prefer for 1 'our Young People?

"The Bloody Footprints," or "Livingstone, the Pathfinder."

"Buffalo Bill's Midnight Ride," or "Whitman's Ride Through Savage
Lands."

"The Demon Cruiser," or "Captain Bickel of the Inland Sea."

"Jesse James' Revenge," or "My Galahad of the Trenches."

"Woodchuck Jerry, the Terror of the

Town," or "Frank Fliggins, Trail Blazer."

"Bloody Brook," or "African Adventures."

"The Sign of the Crossed Knives," or "Uganda's White Man of Work."

"Buffalo Bill and the Heroes of the John G. Paton's "Thirty Years Among
Plain," or the South Sea Cannibals."

"The Kidnapped Heiress," or "Ann of Ava."

—Selected.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for Ten Months Ending July 31, 1920

American Christian Missionary Society

(Including Bible School Department)

1919 1920 Gain

Churches .$54,773.97 $64,361.85 $9,587.88

Bible Schools 48,181.06 69,363.31 21,182.25

Christian Endeavor Societies— 1.045.16 889.17 155.00*

Individual Offerings 1,060.74 1,905.00 844.26

Special Offerings 3,377.77 7,367.77 3,990.00

Bequests 5,618.44 4.183.05 1,435.39*

Annuities 10,800.00 8,300.00 2,500.00*

Interest 18,531.52 25,128.15 6,596.63

Men and Millions Movement-. 26,911.04 98,953.61 72.042.57

Subscriptions; sale books and
literature 1,268.09 1,618.20 350.11

Miscellaneous 15,053.91 26,930.08 11,876.17

$186,621.70 $309,000.19 $122,378.49

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $30,216.81 $55,507.76 • $25,290.95

Missionary Societies and Circles 238,386.88 314,993.08 76,606.20

Children's Organizations 13,350.70 10,884.38 2,466.32*

Individuals 40.000.65 92,703.33 52,702.68

Men and Millions 32,057.62 62,935.56 30,877.94

Bequests 6,548.90 38,799.73 32,250.83

Interest 16,333.38 19,990.68 3,657.30

Missionary Tidings 9,019.86 9,019.86*

Literature Sales and Subscrip-

tions 12,597.13 10,743.67 1,853.46*

Mission Fields and Institutions- 20,966.75 19.022.79 1,943.96*

Sale of Property 397.50 12,597.50 12,200.00

Miscellaneous 8,189.92 8.S79.19 689.27

$428,066.10 $647,057.67 $218,991.57

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

Number Contributing Churches 2,884 2,818 66*

Number Cont. Sunday Schools- 3,551 2,952 599*

Number Cont. C. E. Societies 1.278 1,085 193*

Number Cont. Individuals 631 546 85*

$133 571.64 $157,485.28

127,549.96

$23,913.64

Sunday Schools 130,975.04 3,425.08*

Christian Endeavor Societies 13.932.71 15,792.35 1,859.64

Individuals 29,107.24 40,417.72 11,310.48

Men and Millions Movement 31.S59.96 9,665.22 22,194.74*

Bequests 9,335.65 13,256.20 3.920.55

Annuities - 26.899.54 42,044.00 15,144.46

Miscellaneous 33,805.35 14,839.78 18,965.57*

$409,487.13 $421,050.51 $11,563.38

National Benevolent Association

(Nine months ending June 30, 1920)

Churches $51,797.85 $60,973.83 $9,175.98

Schools 82,305.84 100,125,38 17.819.54

Societies 3,851.38 4.216.74 365.36

Individuals 30,919.34 78,923.90 42.004.56

Lodges and Welfare 1,307.54 2,619.28 1,311.74

Patients, Board and Admissions- 19,629.55 22,425.07 2,795.52

Annuities 31,502.50 32,397.50 895.00

Trust Funds 2.722.00 8,536.86 5.814.86

Endowments 100.500.00 100,500.00*

Bequests 22,718.38 7,286.90 15,431.48*

Interest Earned 11,158.66 20.188.35 9,029.69

Men and Millions 13.924.S4 3,768.74 10,156.10*

Miscellaneous 7,166.27 4,990.53 2,175.74*

Regular Receipts —

Churches

Sunday Schools -

Individuals

$3S5.504.15 $346,453.08 $39,051.07*

$285,004.15 $346,453.08 $61,448.93

Board of Church 'xtension

$18,615.53 $24,755.9S $6,140.45

409.79

203.40

Annuities 15.S20.00

413.48

1.029.S3

3.69

S26.43

Bequests

Men and Millions

World Movement

1919

20.497.59

14,120.24

1920

2.231.19

13.642.82

1,100-75

Gain

18,266.40

477.42

1.100.75

$69,666.55 $78,524.05 $8,857.50

Board of Education

Churches $4,196.23 $14,161.28 $9,965.05

Colleges 1.761.66 1.661.42 100.24*

Miscellaneous 759.31 1,923.62 1,164.31

Interest 3. IS 3.18

World Movement 15,477.83 15.477.83

$6,720.38 $33,227.33 $26,506.95

Board of Ministerial Relief

Churches $25,477.08

Bible Schools 3,455.65

Individuals and Men and
Millions Movement 27,203.29

Bequests 8,234.85

Annuities 1.750.00

Interest and Rent 5,810.42

Miscellaneous 859.52

$35,428.71

14,814.32

14.354.12

4.218.97

6.300.00

4.937.51

4.381.81

$9,981.63

11,358.67

12,849.17*

4.015.88*

4.550.00

872.91*

3.522.20

$72,760.81 $84,435.44 $11,674.63

Pension Fund October 1, 1919 .$52,513.05

Dues Paid in by Ministers 22.395.21

Total ___$72,7S9.15
Pension Paid 250.00

Balance in Pension Fund August 1. 1920 $74,65S.26

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches $2,910.00 $3,402.S2 $492.72

Sunday School 14.75 77. 7S 63.03

Individuals and Men and
Millions Movement 1.S41.59 7.001.33 5.159.74

Miscellaneous 552.37 1.400.97 S4S.60

$5,31S.S1 $11.SS2.90 $6,564.09

Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity

Churches and Sunday Schools- $3,402.00 $5,366.42 $1,964.42

Individuals 1,504.45 2,254.60 750.15

World Movement 51.26 51.26

Men and Millions 12.50 12.50

Literature 76.00 46.41 29. 59

Interest 17.0S 26.64 9.56

Miscellaneous 32.25 2.00 30.25*

$5,031. 7S $7.759.S3 2S.05

French Reconstruction—from October 1919 to Julv 1920— .81.731.SO

Grand Totals for All Boards
Churches $315,931.21

Sunday Schools 265.342.13

Christian Endeavor Societies 14.977.S7

Individuals and Men and
Millions Movement 357.214.40

Bequests 72.95.
-:

>. SI

Annuities S6.772.04

Interest and Rent 51.S54.24

Missionary Societies and Circles. 23S.3S6.8S

Children's Organizations 13.350. 70

Mission Fields and Institutions 20.966.75

Subscriptions and Literature- 22.961.08

Miscellaneous 99.466.30

$421,443.

312.344.

16.6S1.

427.56S

69,976

124.391

70.274

3 14.99:1

10,884.

19,022,

12.408,

139.402,

5105.51-2. 72

47.002.10

1.703.65

70.35: :!.S^

2.977.77

37.619.46

1S.420.27

76,606.20

2.466.32*

1,943.96*

10,552.80*

39.936.16

$1,560,177.41 $1,939,391.00 $379,213.59

35.350.00 19.530.00
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The House of Sacred Fellowship

A Score of Families Express Their Part

In the Ministry of Gratitude

"We Will Not Forget"

«T AM very glad I am not forgotten, though

I I am a member of such a large family.

* We surely appreciate the work of the

Board of Ministerial Relief and the offering

of the churches, who will not forget us.

"With greetings to all the 'Family' and

thanks to the Board, I am,"

"I often thought if I were to get in a

shape that I could not get through that the

Board would help me out, but I often think,

'Oh, how I only wish that I were able to help

in the good cause instead of having to be

helped.'

"

"And yet in another way I am not sur-

prised at anything good that the church that

we represent does for such as I. It brings

to my mind more fully as I no doubt have

told you before how Mr. answered

when I said in days that are past and gone, 'I

don't see what I will do for a living if you

should be taken from me,' 'The church will

never let you suffer.' And I believe it with

my whole heart. My prayer is always that

the good work may go on, which it will, and

relieve many more that need help as I do.

You can hardly realize what a comfort it is

to know that some one somewhere is making

provision for my comfort."

"They Do Not Forget"

"Your very kind letter was duly received

today with check for which I am very thank-

ful; first to our Heavenly Father and second

to all who keep us from want. My prayers

go up to our Father I don't know how many
times a day and night for every blessing

relative to His kingdom."

"Every evening just before we get ready to

retire, we get that good old book—the Bible

—

and we get close together, and after reading

a chapter, we bow in His presence, and on our

petitions we bear you, and your co-laborers

in the Ministerial Relief, together with all

the members of the church of God, with all

the subjects of our prayers before His throne.

But with us, those days are past, and we can

only enjoy the memory of them, and the

added fact that a half dozen men are today

preaching the gospel whom we persuaded to

do so."

"I realize God's mercy to me in this pro-

vision that comes every month through your

blessed ministry and I am very grateful. 1

do pray every day that His blessing may rest

upon every church, and those who proclaim

the gospel message, that all may be done
according to His word. May His peace be

with you."

"The Fellowship Counted an Honor"

"Your most excellent letter and check is

here. I love to read your kindly messages so

full of hope and good cheer. I think it an

honor to have a share in the brotherhood's

liberality. It is so good to be remembered
in our declining years."

"Yours reached me, for which I assure you
I am proud to receipt. The words of cheer

with my check always make me glad, yes,

thrice glad. No one of our family enjoys or

appreciates your letters more than I. They
are a great consolation to me. I cease not

to give thanks that when I thought I was
about to enter the door of adversity I was

met by a host of the disciples of Jesus who
in the name of, and for Him, relieved me of

the fears financially that burdened my heart."

"The Comradeship Still Lives"

"I am indeed happy this ideal, God-given

day for the many tokens of His love be-

stowed upon me. I feel that I am greatly

blessed in having fellowship with these hun-

dreds of laborers whose lives have been spent

in trying to carry out our Lord's will, in seek-

ing to make the world better."

"Your unusually good letter containing

draft from Ministerial Relief is received with

joyousness and deep gratitude. Your letters

mean so much in a spiritual way as the

money in a material way. 0, what a fellow-

ship it has become, and what a host of us

esteem it a real privilege to cry unto God
for all ministers and active leaders in every

department of the work."

"It is with a heart of gratitude that I

acknowledge your continual remembrance of

me and the long battle that I have fought

for the uplift of humanity. I am praying

daily for every worker in the home and

foreign fields, and asking the help of the

Lord for every leader."

"The Spiritual Value of This Sacred
Ministry"

"Your kind letter and check came to us

today. The check helps to bring to us ma-
terial things, but your good letters quicken

and renew our spiritual lives. Our hearts

cannot express to you and the good brother-

hood our love and gratitude. All we can say

with our hearts filled with gratitude and our

eyes filled with tears of joy, 'God bless you
all.'

"

"It is ever my habit to offer to the throne

of grace, daily petitions for our common
cause. I may not omit the special cause in

which we have such personal comradeship. I

am sure that your prayers ascend in behalf

of the old ministers who in their age and
feebleness so need them as they so rapidly

gather into the great beyond.

"May the Father bless the Ministerial Re-

lief and all who have helped to make it

possible."

"I was pleasingly surprised yesterday at

receiving your check. I could not but con-

trast this with the many, many times in

years gone by when the weekly or monthly
salary was seldom paid when due, and not

infrequently a deficit was covered to help in

the payment of some debt of lesser impor-
tance. The laxity of churches in this way
works irreparable hardship to many faithful

workers from whom no complaint is heard.
Such hardships could not forever be hidden
from their families, and in many instances
the children became alienated from the church
because of this injustice and some who would
under other conditions have entered the min-
istry, turned to more pecuniary lines of work."

"The Necessity of Continued and
Increasing Response"

"I remember you, and the dear friends who
are finding my living, every morning in my
gratitude service. Yours in the fellowship
of the gospel."

"Yours received with joy and gladness. It

found me in very good health these hot July
days and also the check which means all and
all to me."

"Yours with check was indeed welcome,
as my sickness of three months has made our
expenses heavier than usual. I am able, by
using a cane, to hobble across the room but
still suffer much from my nervous break-

down. Don't know how nearly well I shall

ever be. i thank the heavenly Father that
life is still with me. We all thank yon and
all the donors for the help in time of need.

May God bless you all."

Mrs. McEzell, agre 81, Who Came to the Havens
Home Two Years Ajro. She is the Wife of
One of the Pioneer Preachers of Texas

Sufficient Compensation

SOME twelve years ago, a little girl came
to one of the homes of the National

Benevolent Association from a tent on
river bottom. She had been neglected as a
baby and as a child until she was in a "sorry

condition." She was living in an environ-

ment that would have made culture, refine-

ment and virtue an impossibility. She was
growing up in ignorance, in filth and in moral
danger. She remained a little while in the

institution to which she was first brought and
then, through its influence, found a good
Christian home of her own. Today, she is a
young lady of both beauty of face and of

form. She has a charming personality. She
is a High School graduate with ambition

for higher education. She is exceedingly

popular in the community in which she

lives, because of her gracious consideration of

others and of her willingness to please and
to help. The little girl, who twelve years

ago was a sight to make angels weep, is a

woman today to make them rejoice. This is

our compensation and it is sufficient.
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Tipi-Wakan Lodge, Spring Park, Minnesota, the Assembly Grounds of the Minnesota State Convention

A New Advance in Minnesota

THE people of Minnesota have courage to

watch their convictions. This especially

applies with respect to the assembly and

convention location. In years past they held

their gatherings at Lake Minnetonka, on the

grounds of another religious people. During

the last year some of the braver spirits de-

termined that they should have a place of

their own.

An ideal location was found in Woolnough
Inn, which in previous years was a celebrated

hotel for vacationists. An option was secured

which held the property until the recent con-

vention, when $!).()()() was raised. This as-

sured this valuable location. The remaining

$6,000 does not press for immediate payment,

and plans are afoot to cover this during the

year. The building and grounds are con-

servatively appraised at $40,000. A new
name was at once given, Tipi-Wakan, or

lodge of the Great Spirit. The more than

thirty rooms, large dining room and assem-

bly hall seating 400, provide for the needs

of the gatherings. There are many conveni-

ences and comforts not usually found in such

a building.

The location is beautiful, some thirty feet

above Lake Minnetonka, overlooking an ex-

panse of several miles of Mater. Boating,

bathing, fishing and other sports add to the

attractions.

This year, in addition to the convention,

and following it, was held the Young People's

Training School, with an ambitious program,

having college presidents and other well

known and capable leaders on the faculty.

Another religious body is using the property

for their meeting at a. good rental. From

the very beginning Tipi-Wakan will be used

for the whole season in a most valuable way.

The wisdom and courage of our brethren

to the north afford in this adventure a

worthy example which others in states where
our churches are stronger might wrell heed.

F. E. Smith.

Minnesota State Convention

THE Fifty-ninth Annual Convention of

the Minnesota. Christian Missionary So-

ciety was held at the new convention

grounds, "Tipi-Wakan," Spring Park, Minne-

sota, from June 28 to July 4. The new-

grounds and hotel, with its splendid accom-

modations, were a great delight to all who
attended. ' After one year of convention in

the city, all were glad to get back to the lake

shore for the annual meeting. The conven-

tion -was one of the best, if not the best, the

State Society has ever held. Throughout the

whole week there was an irresistible spirit of

fellowship; a steadfast purpose to advance

the Kingdom of Christ; and a perfect har-

mony and unity of thought and action on all

matters considered.

The registration did not quite equal the

totals of the past two years. One hundred

fifty-six voluntarily registered, and forty

others were added to the roll, making a total

of one hundred ninety-six. It is estimated,

however, that at least fifty others attended

various sessions, which would bring the total

attendance to nearly two hundred fifty. The

Committee on Credentials reported one hun-

dred ten members and accredited delegates.

The program was unusually good. We
have not space to comment on every item of

the program, though every speaker and ad-

dress is worthy of mention. However, a few

of the new features of the program should

be specially noted. The expert Bible school

instruction by Paul B. Rains was of great

interest and value. The presentation of the

United Christian Missionary Society by a

team composed of Grant K. Lewis, F. E.

Smith, Paul B. Rains and Mrs. Ellie K.

Payne was most informing and helpful. The

team discussed the Society under these heads:

1. Its history and organization; 2. Its

.fields; 3. Its finances. The work of the

team was a splendid contribution to the pro-

gram. The inspirational addresses of Win. F.

Rothenburger of Springfield, Illinois, main-

tained the high standard set in previous con-

ventions. In former years our conventions

have had some great speakers, but none have

surpassed Mr. Rothenburger in the greatness

of the messages or the manner of their de-

livery. His inspiring optimism and his genial

personality were a blessing to the conven-

tion. The special addresses of A. D. Harmon
and D. 0. Cunningham also were of a high

order.

The convention readied high tide on Wom-
an's Day. The women had the greatest meet-

ing that has been held in the history of their

work in the State. The presence of Mrs.

Ellie K. Payne added greatly to the pleasure

of this and other sessions of the convention.

The convention reports were the best that

have ever been presented. Development and in-

crease has been marked in nearly every phase

of the work. We have cause for much joy

over the work of the year, and for much hope

for the year just before us.

M. M. Moss, State Secretary.
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Second Annual Young People's

Training School

THE Second Annual Young People's Train-

ing School, under the direction of the

Young People's Department of the Minne-

sota Christian Missionary Society, was held

from July 5 to 12 at the Minnesota Christian

Assembly Grounds, "Tipi-Wakan," Spring

Park, Minnesota. In every respect the school

far exceeded expectations.

Fifty-seven regular students were registered,

most of them remaining for the entire eight

days. Students were present from South

Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Michi-

gan, Canada and Minnesota. Seventeen

served on the faculty, as follows: Mr. J. S.

Leavitt, President of the School and Dean of

Faculty; Dr. Arthur Holmes, President of

Drake University; Dr. A. D. Harmon, Presi-

dent of Cotner College; D. 0. Cunningham,
National Recruiting Secretary of United

Christian Missionary Society; G. S. Ben-

nett, Minister Portland Avenue Church of

Christ, Minneapolis; S. G. Fisher, Min-

ister Christian Church, Muncie, Indiana;

Paul B. Rains, Bible School Superintend-

ent, Northern District; M. M. Moss, State

Secretary, Minnesota; Mr. Clarence C.

Hamilton, Field Manager of Christian En-
deavor World ; Frank S. Bartlett, Min-
ister Minnehaha Church, Minneapolis; Mr.
W. F. Chambers, Boys' Secretary, Minneapolis

Y. M. C. A.; Ada L. Forster, Regional Secre-

tary Woman's Work, Minnesota; Mrs. A. D.

Harmon, Dean of Women, Cotner College;

Mrs. Trafford Jayne, National Secretary of

Young People's Work of the Congregational

Church; Miss Laurel Morrison, Secretary of

Christian Endeavor Work of Twin City Dis-

trict; Miss Lorna Tuttle, pianist; Mrs. Verne
Growl, secretary of faculty.

Twelve classes were conducted' throughout
the school as follows:

1. "God's Call to a Life Work."
2. "Knights of the New Crusade."

3. "Serving the Neighborhood."

4. "Christians Only."

5. "The Social Program of Jesus."

6. "The Bible and Missions.

7. "The Loyalty Campaign."
8. "How to Hold the Boy."

9. "Personal Evangelism."

10. "Teacher Training."

11. "Juniors at Work."
12. "Christian Endeavor Methods."

The spirit of the school was wonderful.

President Holmes said he had been in many
Young Men's Christian Association and other

conferences, some of them large, and that he

had never seen a finer or more intense spirit

developed in any conference. Proof of this

lies in the fact that on decision night nine-

teen splendid young people responded to the

appeal of D. 0. Couningham to give their

lives in definite service to Christ. This was
a thrilling service and deeply stirred the
hearts of every one present. To have one-

third of the students in the conference volun-
teer for Life Service is a most notable

achievement.

The recreation, sports and stunts were a
constant delight. There was something new
and interesting doing all the time during the
recreation hours. Croquet, baseball, athletics,

hiking, boating and bathing were the chief

diversions.

The faculty and student body were unani-

mous and unreserved in their praise of the

school and the conference grounds. Various
persons who have visited other assembly
grounds declare emphatically that no other

such place in America surpasses, in beauty,

comfort, adaptability and accessibility, our
convention grounds, "Tipi-Wakan," Spring

Park, Minnesota.

The value of this school to the state and
the brotherhood cannot be estimated. Al-

ready the school in its two sessions has pro-

duced twenty-seven volunteers for Life Serv-

ice. It is destined to become, in future years,

a great recruiting station.

M. M. Moss, State Secretary.

Saskatchewan Convention

THE twelfth annual missionary convention

of Disciples of Christ in Saskatchewan
was held on duly 1 and 2 in the newly-

acquired church building in the city of

Regina, the capital of Saskatchewan. Fifty

delegates, representing all but one of the

churches and many "scattered" disciples, were

registered.

The church building, just purchased, with

the aid of a loan of $10,000 from the Board
of Church Extension, was the admiration of

everyone who came. A handsome new pulpit,

the product of the skill of W. G. Jamieson,
of Saskatoon, adorned the platform. The or-

gan used was loaned to the convention by
Mr. Ribble and his wife, who are members
of the Baptist congregation which formerly

worshipped in the building. These good

friends also subscribed $100 toward the

budget adopted during the convention. The
church friends at Zealandia have contributed

to the Begina work a splendid chapel organ
and a supply of hymn books. When the new
missionary pastor, who is being sent out by
the American Christian Missionary Society,

to undertake this extremely important mis-

sionary work in Regina, comes upon the field

he will have practically every convenience in

building and equipment to aid him in leading

the new congregation into the best of growth
and service.

Friends from outside the province who at-

tended the convention were G. W. Muckley
and J. S. Mill of Kansas City, Miss Daisy
June Trout of Indianapolis, Dr. A. N. Simp-
son of Norwalk, Iowa, and Dr. Mary B.

Cornelius of Winnipeg, Manitoba. The three

first named constituted a "team" which
brought us a series of very helpful and in-

forming addresses concerning the fields and
the work of the United Christian Missionary

Society. The messages brought by Dr. Cor-

nelius and Dr. Simpson were also very help-

ful and greatly appreciated; for, like their

Master, these two good friends work for the

betterment of both body and soul.

The first session of the convention was the

first service of any kind we have held in the

building, and it was therefore both by request

and design that the splendid convention ser-

mon delivered by Mr. Muckley was in the

nature of a fresh dedication of the building

to the service and the glory of our Lord and
Master, Jesus Christ. This fine sermon pre-

pared our hearts and minds for the Com-
munion Service immediately following, led

by Mr. Mill, and in which we were all made .

to be so sensible of the presence and the

blessing of God.

This convention marks an epoch in the his-

tory of our provincial missionary society,

because of the adoption of the new constitu-

tion. The old constitution had become quite
out of date, especially since the incorporation

of the Society in the fall of 1918. The new
constitution calls for the election of an equal

number of men and women on the Board of

Managers and seeks to strengthen in several

ways all the missionary work being done by
our people in Saskatchewan.

At the close of the last session of the con-

vention, when the treasurer gave a summary
of the Society's financial obligations amount-
ing approximately to $1,500 for the ensuing

year, it was decided to adopt a budget of at

least $3,500, the extra .$2,000 to be used to

provide as early as possible a parsonage for

the Regina church. Subscriptions were then

called for and in a short time pledges amount-
ing to $3,400 were received, $1,100 of which

was conditioned upon there being secured two
additional gifts of $500 each. If these are

secured, and it is entirely probable that they

will be, the budget will be oversubscribed by

$900 and the parsonage assured. The crop
prospects within the province are very good
this year and if the harvest is as bountiful as

at present it promises to be, it is quite likely

that Saskatchewan will raise this year nearly

if not quite $5,000 for provincial work. This
will be possible only by the fine consecration

and real sacrifice upon the part of those who
pledged, and this result will far surpass the

best efforts of any previous year. It is not

at all too much to say that the heroic giving,

as seen in this convention, was called forth

in no small measure by the missionary effort

being made in Saskatchewan by the American
Christian Missionary Society and the Board
of Church Extension.

Wm. G. Kitchen, Secretary.

Texas Convention Goes Forward

THE Convention of the Texas brethren

took their chairman, Will II. Evans, at

his word, when he appealed to them in

the opening address to "Go Forward." En-

couraged by an unusually large attendance,

considering that Galveston is far from the

center, and guided by that accustomed Texas
spirit of thrashing it out candidly but keep

loving each other all the time, the brethren

made several forward moves.

The most notable was the adoption of a
charter both for the convention itself and
also for the State Mission Board. This

straightened out some of the incongruous re-

lations due to slow growth of the years, and
made it possible for the several departments

of the work to function in a united way. The
chartering of the Mission Board is prepara-

tory to the acquiring of endowment, which
Superintendent J. B. Holmes has been for

some time talking, and for which there is

good prospect.

Another enthusing move was the announce-
ment of President Waits that nearly $500,000
had already been promised toward a million

dollars for the endowment of Texas Christian

University and the Brite College of the Bible.

Andrew Sherly started it with $100,000, and
Dave Reed was present to announce $25,000,

with more to come from the Reed family.

Other sums were in sight, but the names not
announced.

The school of evangelists conducted by the

state Board preceding the Convention was
voted a success and announced to be repeated
next year. The next convention goes to

Wichita Falls.
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The Building of the Woodward, Oklahoma, Church
IVDIES and Gentlemen: Meet about 175

. members of the First Christian Sunday

school of Woodward, Oklahoma, assem-

bled on a hot Sunday morning outside their

new Sunday school plant dedicated December

14, 1919, by Geo. L. Snively. If the request

for this picture had come before hot vacation

time you might see nearly twice as many
faces.

We want most that you see the building

anyway, and it will prove that there must

be a bunch of 'dive ones"' behind such a vic-

tory in war times. It will not seem much to

you of the old, thickly settled and wealthy

regions, but out here, where we are just out

of pioneer days, it is something to be proud

of. The history of this congregation reads

like that of yours. However recent, it is ever

the same. The faithful few who cannot be

satisfied without a church home for those who1

would be Christians only. In 1902, some

Texans, who had known II. M. Bandy there,

had him come and with difficulty he found a

place to preach three sermons, then the

church was suddenly needed for other pur-

poses. In September of the same year E,. M.
Smedley preached in the Probate Court room
and on the 28th organized a church with

twenty-two charter members, eight of whom
remain. For two years the little band met
wherever they could with preaching on rare

occasions. Then E. S. McKinney, fresh from

Texas Christian University, began his patient

and faithful ministry of several years, during

which time the congregation began to round

into the semblance of an organization. In No-

vember, 1905, the first house was dedicated by

J. M. Monroe, then secretary of Oklahoma Mis-

sionary Society. Three successful meetings

conducted by E. V. Spicer, F.C.Trimble and

John A. Stevens during the next three years

brought the congregation up to a place among
the religous organizations of the community.

Then for several years there was no appre-

ciable advance.

Of course, locally, there were several "im-

mortals," mostly Mothers of Israel, to whom
laurels belong, but the writer is not sufficient-

ly informed to do them all justice. But the

name of one true friend of this people, during

those good days of persecution, toils and

sacrifices, is quite well known to many. Be-

cause he is an exception, the "old-timers" love

to tell his loyalty and how it means every-

thing in those days. The church affiliation

of prominent newcomers is always a matter of

concern to small communities and Woodward
was to have a new land-office man. On the first

Sunday morning after his arrival late in the

week, one of the brethren shouldered an arm-

full of kindling, picked up a hod of coal and

started for the hall, leaving his good wife to

bring the communion basket when the fire bad

been kindled. A rather distinguished looking

stranger was already standing outside the

humble door who introduced himself as "Dick

T. Morgan, the Land-Office Man." He be-

came at once a main stay, elder, Sunday
school superintendent, leader in public wor-

ship, depended upon in all things. So it has

been from then until now with Dick T. Mor-

gan and his equally devoted wife. Though
now our Congressman, residing principally in

Washington, they are yet second to none in

their constant support of this congregation.

He said to the writer soon after the present

ministry began, "We cannot do much more

now than pay, but do not hesitate to call on

us for our part." Though as president of the

Oklahoma Christian Missionary Society and

as a prominent man in public life he had

been called upon to help build many churches,

when we wired him our largest gift for dedi-

cation day, he wired back a like amount.

The writer's labors with this good people

began nearly four years ago. Thev had de-

Sunday School Plsmt of the First Christian Chinch, Woodward, Oklahoma. Aided by a loan ot

$7,500 from the Board of Church Extension.

termined upon a more aggressive policy. They
would get the best preacher they could and

pay a living wage. Through a boyhood

friendship C. C. Hill of Roswell, Xew Mexico,

was called to the work and during his brief

stay inspired them with great hopes. But
the trouble which sent him to Boswell threat-

ened him here so he could not stay. He left

with a sad heart after securing as his suc-

cessor the writer, his son in the gospel. They
increased the minister's salary .$500, then

$300 more, again the next year 8400. The
effect of this policy on the congregation, to-

gether with the growth of Woodward into the

best town in all this section, made it evident

that the time had come for a forward move.

The building was no longer adequate. A
shift in the center of the town's interests

called for a new location. Good sites were
few and high and war-time conditions seemed
to deny our heart's desire. But after a year's

preaching and much personal persuasion that

we must not lose our opportunity, we started

by purchasing the best corner available, five

blocks east and two south of the old location,

in the center of a circle made up of the high

school, Baptist church, city auditorium, Car-

negie library. Methodist and Presbyterian

churches.

Then we began buying material, paying as

it was delivered, and burned the bridge be-

hind by selling our church property to the

United Brethren congregation. Plans were

drawn by Schueler of Wichita, an experi-

enced church builder was employed by the day.

and the preacher was elected general superin-

tendent.

It took lots of money for us to put

this $28,000 Sunday school job over. We
realized $3,250 from sale of our property.

The congregation paid in $S,250 during build-

ing operations. Friends in Woodward con-

tributed $4,000. We were encouraged in all

this by the promise of help from the Board

of Church Extension. When adding up bill?

on the blackboard, we Avould put $7,500

among our assets. Without that it could not

have been figured out. And toward the end.

when our last resources had been exhausted

(we had paid cash all the way) and final

deliveries called for many large payments,

we went to four bankers with our Church

Extension promise and secured the 87.500 in

advance and paid up our pressing claims.

Following dedication $5,000 cash came in and

good pledges remaining make it possible for

us to repay the Church Extension treasury

in two years.

And we are somebody in Woodward now.

Many substantial men have recently been

added, our audiences have increased, and

despite the long succession < f stormy Sundays

following an influenza scare, both covering

the period from dedication to vacation, our

Sunday school has grown, and even now we
are having a better attendance than before

even on red letter days. It takes heroic giv-

ing for a small congregation, none wealthy,

iii this short grass country, to pay $8,000 a

year into a building fund for four successive

years, and keep up a good-sized current ex-

pense fund. But soon, by the blessing of God.

there shall be a strong church of plain Chris-

tians in Woodward to help further the in-

terests of our great Brotherhood and we.

surely will be generous in our support of

Church Extension. J. F. QrrsKXBERKT.

[Note: This article was received prior to

the death of Mr. Morgan.—The Editors.]
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Notes and News
The National Benevolent Association has

had an exceptionally good year in annuity

<rifts. Its annuity department has grown

steadily in popularity. The nature of its

work, the absolute security of its bonds makes

it a most desirable investment.

C. E. Robinson: The latter part of May
has been marked by many farewell meetings

for Mr. and Mrs. William H. Erskine. They

have served their second term in Japan and

are going home on furlough. They have

greatly endeared themselves to the Japanese

people in Osaka.

J. C. Ogden, Batang: Since moving into

our own building the attendance at the Wom-
en's Sunday school class has increased. We
have a nice quiet room and a much better

room than we had on the street in the former

building. The orphans have all been well

during the month.

W. H. Edwards, Bolenge, Africa: We
reached Perth, Scotland, yesterday morning

after being fully six weeks on the way. We
are all well and are glad to be at this place.

We hope to make Perth our headquarters

until August 14, when we hope to cross to

the United States.

Uruguay plans to be dry in eight years.

A bill has been introduced in the chamber
of deputies providing for gradually prohibit-

ing the manufacture, sale and importation of

distilled liquors, wines, beers and cider, so

that complete prohibition would be reached in

eight years.

Roderick A. MacLeod, Batang: The Lord
is prospering the work in Batang. Many
have asked for baptism and are Vicing in-

structed more fully. The young man who is

being trained for the work of an evangelist is

full of promise. The members of the church

continue to grow in the knowledge of the

Lord.

"When the American people see, as we have
seen, the reclamation prohibition has wrought
among thousands and thousands of men
throughout the United States, there will be

absolutely no disposition to return to the

recognition of alcoholic beverages," says

Major Edward B. Underwood of the Salva-

tion Army of New York.

Legislation making all Mexico '"dry" is

heing prepared for presentation to the next
congress at the office of Provisional President
De la Huerta, says the newspaper El Uni-
versal. "The provisional president has de-

cided on this step," said the newspaper, "as
a means of accomplishing the regeneration of

the Indian and half-breed races, which are

great consumers of alcohol."

At the China convention it was thought
that Miss MeCallum should go to Nantung-
chow to open a girls' school there a year or

two from now. An inexperienced teacher

cannot open a school. The Mission thought
that Miss MeCallum was the only one to go.

Miss Vautrin is needed in Ginling College,

and Miss Collins cannot well leave Luchowfu.
I do not want Miss MeCallum to leave, but
for the good of the work this seems to be

the best thing to do. We are going to have

Miss Rose Garrett here next year. If Mrs.

Butchart returns she will be a tine help. She

is a splendid woman and very capable. I still

hope that our school will not suffer. If we
get the teachers we need Miss MeCallum can

go to Nantungchow as soon as she returns

from her furlough.

The missionaries in the Philippines and in

Africa are asking for cash registers. Many
hours are consumed every week in making
hundreds of payments and in keeping accu-

rate accounts of the same. The missionaries

suggest that perhaps some friends of the

work would be willing to assist by supplying

this need. A cash register is equal in value

to that of a native helper.

The newly acquired Home for the Aged at

Marion, Indiana, is fortunate in having been

able to secure the services of Mr. and Mrs.

E. C. Caffee as superintendent and matron.

Mr. Caffee has been for years one of the

elders of the church at Marion. They have

offered themselves to the work of the home
because of their deep interest in its ministry

to the aged.

Dr. Louis F. Jaggard, Monieka: We have

been away from the station most of the time

since January 1 on much needed preaching

tours. I hope soon to be able, to get the

temporary mud wards ready so that I can

do some operating. Just now I am feeling

fine. I had some trouble last summer, but

apparently I have gotten better. The rest

of the missionaries are in fairly good health.

W. M. Hardy, Batang: I returned to

Batang on February 4, and have taken over

the medical work. During the month
eighteen new patients were registered in the

dispensary. The total dispensary treatments

numbered !!•?. There was one operation

under general anaesthetic. During the last

half of the month I have studied Tibetan

about two hours a day.

Mrs. Esther MacLeod, Batang: We are

all well and busy here. We feel that we are

being blessed continually in our work. It

has given us new life and inspiration to have

the Hardys back with us and to see them en-

tering into the work with such zeal and
enthusiasm. I am studying the Tibetan lan-

guage as usual, both the colloquial and the

standard. Each Sunday I teach a class of

Tibetan girls.

Mrs. W. W. Hume, State President of the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions of West
Virginia, and Mrs. T. E. Combs, of Beckley,

West Virginia, have remembered the work
which Dr. Mary McGavran is doing with a
gift of seventy-five dollars. They say that

Dr. McGavran is a native of their little moun-
tain state, and want her to know that they

are thinking of her and praying for her in

the great work which she has chosen.

Miss Emma A. Lyon, Nanking, China : We
have more pupils in the girls' school than
ever before. We haven't room enough, so

have had to turn quite a number away. If

we had the buildings we could have 200
pupils and would need only a veiy few more
teachers than we have now. The first thing

is to have more land, then a new building.

This year we have 156 pupils in the school.

Some came from Java, some from Shanghai,

Chuchow, Wuhu, Nantungchow, Shantung,

Tientsin, Chinkiang, Canton, Nanking, and
a number of small towns north of the river.

We were very happy on Easter Sunday to

have eleven of our girls baptized. They are

very fine girls; two of them are from Java.

It is well for the friends at home to know
that our school is 75 per cent self-supporting.

We have a few trained Chinese teachers and
they are a great help to us here.

Alan Chester, in the Sunday Pictorial of

London, says, that unless there is a change

in tendencies England will inevitably go dry.

He predicts, "The first victories will come in

the north. Next Wales will secure a local

veto measure. Ireland, to the surprise of

many of its friends, has shown both in the

north and in the south a local veto will be-
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come an adopted principle there under home
rule. The trade here is following the same
defensive tactics employed by the American
trade with the same result—defeat."
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Mr. Boyd Keith, t Ji*- treasurer of the
Juliette Fowler Christian Home at Dallas.
Texas, reports that the work of completing
the Children's Building is drawing rapidly to

a close. He expects to he aide to open and
dedicate the finished building at an earlv
date. Ii lias a capacity of something over
one hundred. It will lie one of the most com-
plete buildings of its kind in the country.
Mr. Keith i> dreaming of other good things
for the unfortunate.

S. W. Hutton, Southwestern Bible School
superintendent, writes: Thirty-four schools

of methods have been conducted in the south-
west (Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana during
the last five and one-half years, enrolling

1,881 from 440 Bible schools and graduating
050 leaders. This enrollment shows 201 min-
isters, 93 superintendents. 120 departmental
superintendents, 135 other officers, 693 teach-

ers and 603 pupils. This is one angle of

advance upon the problem of trained lead-

ership.

Mrs. F. E. Harner, Harda, India: I have
continued the English Sunday school through-
out January, February and March. We opened
our collection boxes in February and sent

Bs. 11 to the Bible Society and Bs. 15 1

Dr. Barnardo's homes. The boys and girls

enjoy the Sunday school papers that are sent

by the High Street Sunday school in South
Carolina. These are practically all the good
reading matter these children get. I have
been teaching one of the classes of the wom-
an's reading course throughout the three

months.

Charles P. Hedges. Monieka: I have not

done much else in the month but work on our
new house. We lack about 1.000 mats to

complete the roof. We have the floor laid in

two rooms and in half of another. I made
three visits to our neighboring villages and
I have preached twice in the Sunday morning
service and twice at the Sunday evening

service. The inquirers enrolled number sev-

enty-two. The offering for the month amount-
ed to 170.60 francs. Backsliders numbered
thirtv-three.

Dr. Mary McGavran, Damoh. India: Last

month was a splendid one in the work. Only

once in our history have we had as many
patients and the interest has been good and

the workers happy. This year we spend our

vacations in Cashmir with Miss Vance and

a party of young people. I am to stop in

Bina on the way to see some sick people.

We leave Bina at 7 in the evening. May 8.

and in a week we hope to be in shrinagar in

our two houseboats. Mr. and Mrs. Renlehr

will be in Damoh alone for the hot weather.

This will be Mrs. Benlehr's. first hot season on

the plains for many years. She is enjoying

her experience very much. Her hobby is

birds* nests.

The headquarters office of the National

Benevolent Association was recently honored

with a visit from A. B. Liverett. pastor of

the First Church at Walla Walla. Washing-

ton, and secretary of the board of managers

of the Northwestern Christian Home for the
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Aged. Mr. Livered stated that 1 here are

forty applicants on the waiting li.st of the

Northwestern Home, lie insists that the ca-

pacity of that home must be doubled at once,

and that $50,000 will be necessary to do it.

He thinks the money is in the Northwest fur

the asking.

The Central Board of the National Benevo-

lent Association at a recent meeting decided

to begin work without delay on the newly

acquired property at Jacksonville, Florida.

An earnest effort will be made to have this

home ready -and open by the Christmas holi-

days. The Association is spurred on in its

efforts to put this building into commission

at once because of the large number of

applicants now on its wailing list. One good

minister writing about it said, "It would be

little short of a crime not to open this home

for the aged before cold weather."'

Word has been received by the American

Council of the Nyasaland Mission of Central

Africa, 153 Institute Place, Chicago, that

Dr. Andrew C. Murray, general secretary of

that society has sailed from Cape Town for

the United States, stopping off in England,

and expects to arrive in New York City about

August 1. for the purpose of touring the

United States and Canada, visiting Summer
Bible Conferences, Bible schools and churches,

for a period of three or four months, and

looking forward to the possibility of opening

the unoccupied Portuguese territory to mis-

sionary effort.

Dr. C. C. Drummond. Harda: I am glad

to have plenty of work. This morning on

my way to the hospital I visited four pa-

tients. One of these was a Mohammedan
and one a Hindu. Then a man came and

asked me to go and see a patient about a mile

and a half south of the town, so 1 went.

When I got back to the hospital I found a

man there calling for me to see a patient a

mile north of town, so 1 went there and saw
the patient. As there are a number of people

living in temporary quarters nearby I was
called to see six other patients. I started out

this morning before seven and returned at;

noon.

Herbert Swanson, Yigan, Philippine Is-

lands: Our local convention of workers and

members was held at St. Tomas, one of our

strong churches back of Vigan, for two days.

I gave a stereopticon sermon to more than
four hundred people with four baptisms as

a direct result, and fifteen additions within

a week after that. We have had over sixty

additions at St. Tomas since January 1, 1920.

Also we have succeeded in starting three

new churches, one with about forty members,
all new, and in a barrio of Sinait where no
Protestant church work was done before. The
Every-Member Canvass was a success at

Yigan for the third year. The pledges

amounted to about $350, which, with the

loose offerings, will still keep us on the self-

supporting list, though the pastor's salary
had to be raised again. About 00 per cent

of last year's pledges have been collected and
some more are still coming in.

C. E. Robinson, Osaka, Japan: Special

meetings were held this month at Tamabe and
also at Kizugawa. The attendance at both
places was good. A few inquirers were en-

rolled. Teranishi San, pastor of the Hongo
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Church, in Tokyo, made a preaching tour to

the Osaka district in April and studied the

methods of some of Osaka's independent

teachers. The workers in Osaka were happy
to have Mr. and Mrs. Doan with them during

the first three weeks of April. Mr. Doan
made several helpful addresses to the Jap-
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anese, preached at the service for Britishers

and Americans on Sunday afternoon, and
gave a very stirring address before the Cen-

tral Japan's missionary service on Monday
afternoon.

April is the month when the school year in

Japan begins. Christy Institute and both

kindergartens are full to overflowing. At
the Osaka Higher Commercial School, where
I assist in teaching, there were three hun-

dred applicants for admission, but only room
for two hundred.

Fay E. Livengood, Jubbulpore. India: I

am to take up full work in the Bible college

the first of July. I am to teach preaching,

church history, theology, New Testament In-

troduction and Mohammedanism. Part of the

courses will be in Hindi and part in English.

I am getting now so that I can express myself

in Hindi and can understand most that I

hear. We have some fine young men in the

Bible College and I have enjoyed my work
with them very much in the past half year.

We have appreciated the association with our

fellow missionaries and the many helpful sug-

gestions they have been able to give.

Early in the month I took my third Hindi

examination. I took over Mr. Grainger's

classes in the Bible College most of the month,

thus leaving him free to audit the Mission

accounts. A couple of weeks ago I was asked

to give an address before the students' club

in Jubbulpore. There was a good attendance

and afterward I met some of the students.

J. E. Moody, Bilaspur, India: Since my
last report one family has gone back into

caste. I have baptized ten during the month
and others are ready. The schools are in

good condition. The boys' school passed the

highest average in the district. Our great

problem in the villages is how to meet the

child-marriage problem. The people feel that

they must make arrangements for their chil-

dren before they are ten years of age. The
earlier the arrangements, the happier they

are. The young people do not begin living
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together before they are twelve or fourteen

years old. Because we discourage early mar-
riage and do not allow the Christians to sell

their daughters, some of them go back into

caste. The family mentioned has one son,

ten years old. They could not find a Chris-

tian girl to marry him so they went back into

caste. This family was much helped by the

misisonaries. They have now borrowed one

hundred rupees and have paid sixty rupees

for rice for the purchase of a Hindu girl and
the wedding feast.

Dr. C. C. Drummond, Harda: New cases,

787; in-patients. 8; treatments, 1,486; op-

erations, 28; visits to homes, 129. Our work
continues to be affected by the prevalence of

the plague in town and district. However,

the last case of plague occurred about the

middle of the month and soon after that peo-

ple commenced to return to their homes. By
the end of the month the greater portion of

the people were back and the town assumed
its normal condition. In the early part of the

month I conducted an evangelistic campaign,

making a special effort to reach Hindus and
Mohammedans. We had good meetings. In

addition to my other duties I performed a
marriage ceremony.

Miss Mary L. Clarke, Kulpahar: Daily

instruction in the Bible has told on many
who came in during the recent famine. To-

day at their own request twenty-one were

baptized ; two of these came from Moham-
medanism and nineteen from caste. In the

early part of the month one of the oldest

members of the home died. She was blind,

but she could read the Bible for the blind,

and she taught the gospel to a ntunber of our

women.
Today a young widow with a boy two and

a half years old was married to a widower
with two little girls. The children were ton

dear for anything. The little boy was happy
to have a father and sisters all at once, and

the little girls clung to their mother as if

they had known her all their lives, and the

little boy was a delightful possession to them.

He did look well in his green and gold cap

and new clothes. We are happy to have Dr.

Dill all our own. Our women and girls can

now be treated as they could not be treated by

a visiting doctor. During the past four

months we had several weddings.

F. E. Harnar. Harda. India : The govern-

ment inspector visited the high school in Jan-

uary. His notes are very satisfactory. Mi>^

Mary Campbell, the temperance worker, vis-

ited us and gave a very interesting lecture to

both Christians and non-Christians. This

visit was a great help to our new temperance

organization, and about ninety non-Christians

signed the pledge.

Under the auspices of the School Board

League of Honor an organization has been

formed with the purpose of helping poor

boys to get an education by assisting in pay-

ing fees and supplying textbooks to those

who cannot afford to buy their own.

On the whole our health is keeping good.

1 had a week of influenza and did not enjoy

it at all It is quite prevalent around here

again, but not in such a severe form as last

year. One of our newspapers has stated that
'

one siege of influenza, lasting only a few

months, claimed twice as many victims as

the plague has claimed in the last twenty-

one years. Those figures are for the Central
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Provinces. The influenza took ofT five and

one-half per cent of the population, or about

one million lives.

Herbert Smith, Lotumbe, Africa: The big

event of the month was the Annual Con-

ference. The Oregon had to make two trips

to bring the missionaries. Dr. and Mrs.

•laggard arrived by canoe. They had been

itinerating in the field between Monieka and

Lotumbe. It was a happy conference. There

was splendid fellowship. We did not agree

on everything, but the debates were conducted

in the finest spirit possible. Each one seemed

to be trying to find the right word and phrase

which would not detract from the harmony

of the conference. The school work at Lo-

tumbe has been progressing during the montli

—more boys that we can accommodate. We
could have two hundred boys in the boarding

school if we were prepared to take them.

One evangelist and the wives of two evan-

gelists died in the month. Very few of our

people live to be really old. Our evangelists

expose themselves a great deal on preaching

tours. This frequently shortens their lives.

There have been two calls during the month
for itinerations. These would take about six

weeks to accomplish. Quite a number of in-

quirers are reported waiting for baptism. It

may be possible to make these tours some-

time in the summer dry season.

Irma Josephine Frymire arrived on the

sixth of March.

Miss Edith Eberle, Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands: I had a most delightful experience

in Manila just before the convention. I was
invited to have part in a Young Women's Con-

ference at San Fernando. It was held simul-

taneously with the Young Men's Conference

in Baguio. This is the second year for Girls'

Conference, but the attendance was more than

double that of last year; we had over sixty

girls. There were many American women
there as class leaders and lecturers, and our

fellowship with one another was delightful

and helpful. The fellowship with our girls

was most pleasant and close, too. I had a

daily class in mission study. We had Bible

study classes, mission studies, two daily plat-

form lectures, recreation periods, stunt day,

socials—well, a conference patterned after a

summer Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion conference at home. It meant so much
to the girls and resulted in a deepening of

spiritual life and purpose of many and de-

cisions for Christ with others. We had an

excursion to Baguio and I was one of the

chaperons for the trip. I was the only one

of the three chaperons who had been to

Baguio, and as there were two big trucks,

packed with 50 girls bound to see Baguio in

one day, I felt a rather heavy responsibility,

but I do so love to do things for and with
girls, so I think I enjoyed it as much as

any, and it was a happy day for all.

The Institute held at Luchowfu recently

had an attendance of forty-five Chinese wo-
men. These registered as for a regular school,

and there were ten morning classes for Bible

study and three hours of music and general

lectures in the afternoon. One of the latter

was a scries dealing with social problems
which are met daily—slavery, gambling,
wine drinking, summer diseases, first aid,

and home nursing. This was the third an-

nual Institute and the best of the three. One
class was of candidates for baptism, and all

HYMNS FOR TODAY
A combination hymnal for both Sunday school and church, edited by J. H. Fillmore,

assisted by a number of experts in hymnology, is a general-purpose book, graded for
Sunday schools from Junior age up, including a complete collection of hymns and
Scripture readings for the Sunday school and church. Its aim is to have the children

learn the hymns of the church, as well as the special ones adapted to their ages. The
book contains Orders of Service for all Sunday school and church needs, and Special
Day Services for all anniversaries. The hymns, new and old, are high-class, modern,
and the music singable, charming, expressive of the mood of the words. Orchestrated.

Bound in fine cloth, gold stamp, price $75 per 100. Sample copy sent for examination.

Abbott Book, a leading Sunday school specialist, says of "Hymns for Today"
what hundreds of others are saying:—
"A number of high-class hymnals of this kind have come to my desk within the

past year and a half. I believe that 'Hymns for Today' surpasses them all. I shall

recommend the book."

525 Elm Street FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE Cincinnati, Ohio

THE FRONT RANK IS
GROWING IN FAVOR

The Christian Board of Publication takes a great deal of pride in its Sunday school

publication for Seniors, Young People and Adults, The Front Rank. Among our sixty-

one publications it stands close to the top in point of circulation. There is a reason
for this.

Enough Front Ranks to Go Round

:

"Please send to our school 50 additional copies
of The Front Bank. We do not have enough to go
round and some of the folks are disappointed in not
getting a copy." Each family in the school should
have a copy every Sunday.

New Schools Added to Front Rank List

:

"The sample copies of The Front Rank have cap-
tivated our people. Please send 240 copies each
week until further notice." This is not unusual.

"We notice a more lively interest in efficiency
since we get The Front Rank."

£3-

Letters to The Front Rank Editors

:

If there is any one thing that will spur con-
scientious workers to greater effort, it is expressed
appreciation. As it is the audience that makes the
sermon, so it is the reader that makes the maga-
zine. Our editors are rich in receiving expressions
of i his kind.

03s

Quoting The Front Rank:
Sunday school exchanges are clipping freely from

our pages. Superintendents are reading worth-
while articles from it to their people. Leading
Sunday school workers advise that "You can count
on The Front Rank programs and suggestions of
methods to be reliable."

The Front Rank as a Reminder

:

The one who first thought of using The Front
Rank as a "reminder" by sending a marked copy
to the absentee, rendered a real service. The re-
cipient of that "reminder" cannot help but feel a
glow of warmth for the class. He will read the
paper with his class in mind.

03s

WHY?
It meets the needs

of Sunday schools

WHY?
It meets the needs

of Sunday schools

WHY?
It meets the needs

of Sunday schools

WHY?
It meets the needs

of Sunday schools

WHY?
It meets the needs

of Sunday schools

The Front Rank may be the only religious journal that enters many homes. It is a wise
Superintendent and a wise Pastor whose concern for their people is sufficient to provide
this journal for all the homes. Include as many copies in your next order for supplies as
you have families in the Sunday school.

Send for samples. Write us your problems.

CHRISTIAN BOARD of PUBLICATION
2704-14 PINE STREET ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
The profits of this business belong to the brotherhood. We have paid $30,650 to the Mission-
ary Societies and $40,000 on buildings and improvements. Larger dividends will be available

as the patronage of the brotherhood increases.
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six members were baptized at the end of the

course. Five school girls were also baptized.

G. W. Sarvis: I have been absent from

Chuchow on a trip to several country sta-

tions during a considerable portion of the

month. There were two or three very sig-

nificant facts apparent on the trip. The first

was that everywhere the attendance at mis-

sion schools is increasing. Poor as our schools

are in many cases, they are much better on

the average than the Chinese private and

government schools. In spite of the fact that

we charge tuition and the government schools

and Conservatory of Music
,70th Year. Literary course. School
of Education (State Certificate),
Music, Art, Physical Education
and Home Economics.
$160,000 Dormitory
under construction.
$25,000 Natatorium.
Dormitories with hot
and cold running
water in every room.
Send for catalog and
viewbook.
Mrs. L. W.St. Clair-Moss

President
Box 34? Columbia, Mo.

HIRAM
Ji Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

do not, our schools continue to gain. Another
fact that was impressed upon me in many
ways is that the foreigner, particularly the

American, is no longer hated and feared by
the Chinese country people in this part of

China, but is looked upon with rather cordial

curiosity and some envy. The epithet "for-

eign devil" was used very infrequently on
this trip, and very rarely did I see even a
little child who showed any special fear of

the foreigner.

Politically, China is just now in as hope-

less a state as she has been since the revolu-

tion in 1911. The North and South are still

divided, and people are losing interest in

national politics. On the other hand, the

student movement against Japan will prob-

ably do something to stimulate Chinese na-

tionalism. This student movement is one of

the most significant facts in recent Chinese

history. It is in some cases taking a definite

Bolshevist turn. The future of China, like

that of the rest of the world, can best be de-

scribed by an interrogation point.

The foster mother of one of the babies,

recently taken from the Christian Orphans'

Home. St. Louis, writes as follows: My
dear Mrs. Brown : I feel I have waited too

long now to tell you of our new-found hap-

piness. Our baby seems too perfect—so full

of fun, still so good, and prettier each day.

She was wonderfully trained and I am trying

hard to keep her so. My husband was per-

fectly delighted and it took just one day for

my mother to be perfectly foolish over her.

Now what is the next step toward making
her our own? I haven't had any trouble with

her at all and she is getting roses in her

cheeks."

"Moulton, Iowa, May 28, 1920.

"B. L. Smith, Moberly

:

"Dear little Billie passed away at 12 m.
yesterday. Funeral at 2:30 Saturday at the

Christian church here. Interment at Moid-
ton. Your brother in sorrow,

"W. H. Wilson."
The above notice of the death of little Billie

shows how our ministers feel toward the chil-

dren from the home who are placed in their

midst. The foster father made a special trip

to the Home to tell in detail of the going of

the going of Billie. He was heart broken.

The death of this child cast a gloom over the

entire town of Moberly. Many messages have

been received from the various friends of this

little fellow at the Home. Billy was taken

from the Home in 1015 and placed in the

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethany, West Va.

^

home of foster parents in Moberly, where he
lived until recently. He was taken sick on
the 25th and passed away on the 27th. At
the time of his death he was living in Moul-
ton, Iowa, but friends in Moberly were noti-

fied and several attended the funeral from
that place. Little Billy was brought up in
the church in Moberly and was a great fa-

vorite with the entire town. Many beautiful
floral offerings were sent bv his friends.

Change, Change, Change!
(Continued from Page 1)

consented to succeed her as Associate Editor
of World Call.

Mrs. Johnson
Mrs. Johnson's name became familiar to

the readers of World Call during its early

months when she was using the magazine to

communicate with the Circle girls, of whom
she was national superintendent. She did

not stop with filling her space in the maga-
zine, but helped in the office when the work
was heavy and gave us valuable counsel in

planning the magazine. She was one of

World Call's keenest critics and stanehest

friends from the first. Sometimes she would
say, "Well. I don't know why 1 should be

worrying so about these things!" Perhaps
she can see now.

Mrs. Johnson has had fourfold preparation
for this task. From her infancy the affairs

of the Kingdom of God have been the supreme
interest of the home of Professor Frederick

Treudley, of Athens. Ohio. When her hus-

band's Y. M. C. A. service called him to the

Near East during the war. she threw herself

into the work of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions with equal devotion. After

the war ended it was thought safe for her to

join him and there she paid the supreme price

of Christian discipline when he was slain by

the Turks in Syria. She is a graduate of the

University of Michigan and so has the in-

tellectual equipment to render the service

which her heart would now give to God and
humanity.

Miss Haffield

Even when Miss Bertha A. Haffield suc-

ceeded Miss Trout as Circulation Manager of

World Call the doctors warned her that she

was jeopardizing her life in continuing such

heavy work. But there seemed to be no one

else who could take up the work, and so she

kept on as heroically as any soldier ever

risked his life for a cause. Subscribers, min-

isters and officers of women's missionary so-

cities. whose correspondence has permitted

them to know Miss Haffield as the soul of

honor and a model of cheerful, self-forgetting

courtesy, never suspected that she wrote those

clear, considerate letters with her own hands,

frequently while suffering intensely.

Mr. Allen

She had expected to continue in the new
office until November, hut we did not dare

to ask so much, and after September 1, Mr.

John W. Allen, well known to the brotherhood

as Treasurer of the Men and Millions Move-

ment, under whose auspices Would Gall has

been published from the first, will combine

the office of Business Manager of the maga-

zine with that which he has held and which

has made him familiar with the affairs o\

the publication. Advertising as well as cir-

culation will come under his care, since Mr.

Eastwood's time is all required in the edi-

torial office.



United Christian Missionary Society
July Executive Committee Meeting

THE Executive Committee of the' Unit-

ed Christian Missionary Society met
in St. Louis, July 21. The following

members were present : Mesdames Carney,
Fillmore, Harrison, Latshaw, Scott and
Weaver. Messrs. Clarkson, Logan, Mor-
gan and Philputt.

Home Work. The following actions

were taken.

1. That the proposition to have the Na-
tional Benevolent Association of the United
Christian Missionary Society assume own-
ership and management of the Christian

Church Hospital in Kansas City be given

careful and sympathetic consideration.

That Mr. Mohorter, Mrs. Latshaw and Mr.

G. W. Muckley be requested to serve as a
committee to thoroughly investigate and
make report to the Executive Committee of

the United Christian Missionary Society.

2. That C. B. Osgood be called as South
Dakota Evangelist, in cooperation with
the South Dakota Board and that the

United Christian Missionary Society ap-

propriate one-half of his salary—the sal-

ary to be $2,400 a year.

3. That an appropriation of $1,000 be

made for a student pastor at University

of Washington. That this work is to be

in cooperation with the West Washington
Board and the University Church.

4. That in view of certain outstanding
needs in the northwest, as of the home at

Walla Walla, a studert pastor at Seattle

and others, a special financial effort be put
forth in the northwest this fall to meet
these needs.

5. That we approve the plan of the
' National Benevolent Association to send
letters to the Indiana preachers regarding
the opening of the home at Marion and to

ask for a special offering to make possible

the opening of the home this year.

Foreign Work. The following motions
were voted:

1. That the United Christian Mission-

ary Society do not enter into the work in

Santo Domingo and Haiti at the present

time.

2. That Miss Blanche Parker be ap-

pointed as missionary of the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society to China.

3. That while sympathizing with the

work and need, because of our pressing
obligations, we do not respond to the re-

quest that has come for assistance to the
German missions in China.

Missionary Education. Mr. Yocum made
report of the reprinting of the leaflet on
The Missionary Committee in the Sunday
School and the issuing of a booklet of 8
programs on Stewardship for platform use
in the Sunday schools for the summer.

Treasury Department—The report of the
Treasury Department was read, asking for

advice and action on a number of consid-

erations growing out of the setting up of

the united treasury.

The following resolutions were in ac-

cordance adopted:
1. That the President, and either Vice-

President, and the Recorder, be authorized
and hereby are authorized to sign Annuity
Bonds on behalf of the United Christian
Missionary Society.

2. That the President or either of the
Vice Presidents on and after October 1 be
authorized and hereby is authorized to
countersign all checks drawn on the treas-

ury of the United Christian Missionary
Society.

3. That all bills be approved by the

head of the department in which they have
been incurred, that they be sent thence to

the Recorder or Assistant Recorder who
shall draw for them warrants on the treas-

ury of the United Christian Missionary
Society.

4. That the Treasurer and all associ-

ated with him in the handling of the funds
of the United Christian Missionary So-
ciety be bonded at the expense of the
Society.

5. That until after Oct. 1, 1920, the
bond of the Treasurer of the United Chris-
tian Missionary Society be fixed at $10,-

000, after that date at $100,000.
6. That each board where legally pos-

sible, turn over the custody of permanent
and annuity funds to the United Society
treasury, October 1, 1920.

7. That, since the Treasurer of each
board does not serve in the treasury of the
United Society, the Treasurer or one of

the Associate Treasurers of the United
Society be elected Treasurer of the board
not thus represented, for legal purposes.

8. That the Executive Committee re-

quest that all general funds be turned
to the treasury of the United Society, Oct.

1, 1920, with the understanding that such
funds will be applied to the department
of work for which they have been given.

9. That request be also made of the
several boards to submit to the Executive
Committee programs of future work tor

which they stand obligated, by the Septem-
ber meeting of the Executive Committee.

Promotional and Regional. The follow-

ing recommendations of the Committee and
the Officers' Council were adopted:

1. That, while keeping faith in relation

to pledges and obligations already made,
beginning with October 1, 1920, it shall be
the policy of the United Christian Mis-
sionary Society to make its appeal directly

to the churches.

2. That the United Christian Mission-
ary Society shall adopt a definite budget
based upon the combined needs of the
several phases of its work.

3. That the Executive Committee rec-

ommend to the International Convention
askings for the United Christian Mission-
ary Society and its auxiliaries for the
year beginning October 1, 1920, which shall

be approximately $5,000,000.

4. That these askings shall be prepared
and presented in two divisions, one for the
regular maintenance, amounting to $2,-

500,000 approximately; and the other, ap-
proximately $2,500,000 for necessary en-

largement.
5. That the budget for maintenance

shall be proportionately, distributed to the
churches, and th?.t the askings for neces-

sary enlargement shall be presented as a
challenge to the brotherhood, but not dis-

tributed to the churches.

6. That in presenting the annual bud-
get to the churches the needs on which this

budget is based shall be presented and each
church be given a suggested goal, based
upon its interest in the missionary pro-

gram of the brotherhood and its ability to

give; and in order to do this intelligently,

that the churches be studied and grouped.
7. That the churches be asked to send

all funds intended for its auxiliary or-

ganizations directly to the treasury of the
United Christian Missionary Society.

8. That the budget be promoted by the
Promotional Division through: (a) The
Publicity Department, by use of magazines,

news items, literature, advertising and ste-

reopticon. (b) The Field Department,
through conventions, state, district and
county, rallies, institutes and personal visi-

tations, (c) The Finance Department,
by use of the Every-Member Canvass,
definite objects in service, special day
offerings and individual gifts.

9. That it shall be the policy of the
United Christian Missionary Society
through its Promotional Division, to co-

operate in budget promotion with the
Board of Education and with state and
other organizations through conventions,
conferences, institutes, rallies and the
Every Member Canvass.
The following recommendations were

also presented and adopted as the result
of a conference on July 21, of the Pro-
motional Committee of the Board of Edu-
cation and the Promotional Committee
of the United Christian Missionary Society.

1. That the Board of Education and the
United Christian Missionary Society shall

each adopt a definite budget for itself.

2. That these budgets consist of two
divisions—one for maintenance and the
other for enlargement and betterments,
built upon actual needs.

3. That in view of urgent necessity of
getting the budgets to the churches im-
mediately we recommend that the Board
of Education and the United Christian
Missionary Society appoint committees
that can cooperate in formulating, dis-

tributing and promoting their budgets,
and that this committee be given power
to act.

It was further voted that the Executive
Committee of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions be asked to release Miss
Trout for as much time as necessary for
the work of the Promotional and Regional
Committee.
The following recommendations were

also voted:

1. That the resignation of Mr. C. B.
Osgood as Regional worker for N. and S.

Dakota and Minnesota be accepted.
2. That Mr. M. M. Moss be secured as

regional secretary for this region, salary
$2,400.

3. That $150 be appropriated for above
regional office equipment.

Miscellaneous—It was voted that in-

dorsement be given to letters that had
been prepared under auspices of Mr. Burn-
ham, Mr. McLean and Mrs. Atwater, and
sent to large numbers of ministers and
laymen, giving information concerning
matters pertaining to the United Christian
Missionary Society, and urging attendance
upon the International Convention in
October.

2. That indorsement be given the Au-
gust News Letter prepared for missionary
societies of the Christian Woman's Board
of Missions, with the request that this
letter be sent to the ministers of our
churches, as named in the Year Book.

3. That the Annual Reports for 1919-

1920 of all boards be made uniform in
size and style that they may be bound in

one volume for distribution.

4. That the recommendation of the Of-
ficers' Council that Mr. Hopkins be invited
to attend the International Sunday School
Convention, in Tokyo, Japan, in October,
be passed to the Bible schools with the ap-
proval of the Executive Committee asking
that the schools send him by special offer-

ing. Ellie K. Payne, Recorder.
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The

NINETEENTH
AMENDMENT

The right of citizens of the United States to vote

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States

or by any state on account of sex.

Congress shall have power to enforce this article

by appropriate legislation.

Technically, this amendment does not bestow the

right to vote upon women; the privilege of the

franchise is conferred by state constitutions. State

constitutions have still the right to fix the qualifica-

tions of the voter, educational or otherwise, and to

limit the franchise in any way, except that states

must not discriminate against women. To that extent,

provisions in state constitutions which have excluded

the women from voting, are annulled.

The plea of the Governor of Vermont that he

could not call the Legislature to pass upon the

amendment because such ratification would violate

their constitution, was the merest piffle. The manner
of the ratification, and its constitutionality, were

determined by the federal constitution. No governor

had any part in it, or responsibility, other than to

convene the legislature. Of course it would violate

the state constitution if passed. It would annul any
provision excluding women from the vote, just be-

cause they were women, as it would annul a similar

provision in any other state constitution. The fed-

eral constitution provides that it shall be the su-

preme law of the land.

The anti-suffragists of the Tennessee legislature are

making a hard fight to undo the ratification of

August 18. While I do not wish to offer a snap

judgment on a constitutional question, it is my
opinion that their efforts will be entirely unavailing.

The people of the United States have spoken, the

requisite two-thirds majority of both houses of Con-

gress has spoken, the legislatures of three-fourths of

the states have spoken, the Supreme Court of the

United States has spoken. It is finished.

As a result of this amendment, at least 9.000,000

women now have the right to vote, and to vote for

all officers for whom men may vote. Ordinarily, this

also makes them eligible to hold the offices for which
they may vote. There may in some states still be a
discrimination against the women for which the

states are not responsible. This is in reference to

their citizenship. For example, the constitution of

Indiana provides that citizens may vote, and also

aliens who have declared their intention of becoming
citizens. Federal statutes determine the matter of

citizenship, and no provision is made whereby a
married woman may become a citizen independent of

her husband. If he is an alien, she is an alien, though
born in and always a resident of this country.

Whether or not he has declared his intention of be-

coming a citizen, or, as it is called, taken out his first

papers, there is no provision made whereby a wife

may take out her own papers. He may vote indefinitely

on the strength of those first papers, while she may
not vote, or become a citizen, until he has taken out

his second papers and completed his naturalization.

This presents a nice constitutional question, and I

should like to see it tested—whether the federal

constitution, the supreme law of the land, which pro-

vides that there shall be no discrimination by reason

of sex, does not supersede federal statutes which
declare that married women are not citizens unless

their husbands are.

All women are not yet ready to vote, any more
than all men; some from ignorance of their right,

some from indifference. The same methods will be
necessary to get out the woman vote as are necessary
to get out the man vote. A very small proportion of

political campaign funds are spent to change votes

—

they are spent to get out the vote. Excitement and
enthusiasm are stimulated to increase the interest in

the result, and promote competition. But never in

the history of the world has the electorate been in-

creased by a body so ready to vote, so educated for

the ballot, as this body of women. They are reading,
thinking, intelligent citizens, already taking their

full share of work and responsibility. There will

be no millennium because of their admission to the
ballot, but it is inevitable that to a great degree
politics will be cleaner—municipal government will

be cleaner.

Women will be partisan, as they should be. They
will enter politics, as they should. Politics has been
defined, by a woman, as "patriotism on the job."

Women are patriotic enough to see that in this

government, always known as a two-party govern-
ment, the way to accomplish the most for the country
is through a political party. That is the cooperation
that gets things done.

The heaviest voting among the women in this fall

of 1920 will doubtless be in the west, where they
have had full suffrage by state action for a number
of years—in Wyoming since 1S69—and they have
acquired the habit. The women of the east are not
less interested, but many of them are conservative,

and it will take longer for them to vote in full

numbers. While the south has been almost solidly

against suffrage, excepting only Texas and Arkansas,
there will probably be no effort made to forcibly

prevent the women from voting as there has been to

prevent the Negroes, but the women there are more
dependent and less likely to accept the responsibility

at first.

The Nineteenth Amendment is accomplished. The
educational process, extending up to the time of its

adoption by Congress, was long and tedious: but

the course of its ratification has been remarkably
short. There is now no political reason why women
should not take any place in the economic or business

world for which they are fitted.

Mrs. Edwakd Fraxklix Wiiite.

TMrs. White is one of the real leaders of Indiana, not
merely iii the suffrage movement, but in everything
relating to the higher life of the state. She is a lawyer
of high standing, a successful Sunday school teacher in
the Central Christian Church, Indianapolis, and an
honored wife and mother.]



Circulation Department

THE new subscriptions and renewals have

been coming along splendidly during the

last thirty days. We are gratified but'

not satisfied. Not dissatisfied but unsatisfied.

We who are subscribers and readers of World

Call have come to love it for the vision and

inspiration which it brings to us each month.

Every subscriber should be an ardent self-

appointed agent to secure other subscriptions

and thereby more of our great brotherhood

would be reading Would Call and be blessed.

If you are moving from one street, city or

state to another will you not please advise

the Circulation Department and not leave it

to the United .States Post Office Department.

This will assist greatly in having your paper

reach you regularly and promptly.

We ask that you note carefully the expira-

tion date on your magazine and send in your

renewal. It saves money if renewals are sent

in promptly and especially before names are

withdrawn from the mailing list.

"WORK FOR WORLD CALL"

In this column last month we asked that

all correspondence be sent to our new address,

"Missouri State Life Building, Fifteenth and

Locust Streets, St. Louis, Missouri.'' Some
of our readers took us too literally and

omitted '"World Call" from the address.

Naturally the postman handed their letters

to the insurance company which owns the

building and occupies all of it except the

sixth floor. Just as naturally they were sur-

prised to receive requests for changes in ad-

dresses of subscribers to World Call, new
subscriptions and renewals with checks and

money orders payable to World Call, and

even checks payable to "Missouri State Life

Building." Let us be more explicit and also

simplify directions by omitting the names of

the streets, which are not necessary. Please

address all correspondence to,

World Call, Missouri State Life Building,

St. Louis, Missouri.

Churches That Have Reached Their

Aim in World Call Subscriptions

IX
addition to the list published in August

World Call, the following churches

reached their aim in the subscription

campaign

:

Itlinois—Ursa; Chapin; Litchfield, Union
Avenue Church; Streator; Falmouth; Law-
renceville.

Indiana—South Bend, Indiana Avenue
Church; Fowler; Thorntown; Augusta;
Vincennes, First Church; Greencastle; Mt.
Summitt.

Imca—Perry; Vinton; Rinard.

Kansas—Council Grove; Coffeyville; Ben-

ton.

Kentucky—Louisville, Parkland Church;

Louisville, Crescent Hill Church; Cynthiana.

Michigan—St. Johns.

Nebraska—Lincoln.

New York—Syracuse, South Salina Church.

Ohio—Tiffin; Springfield; East Liverpool,

Columbia Church.

Pennsylvania—Washington, Second Church.

Tennessee— Nashville, Woodland Street

Church.

Texas—Corsicana.

Washington—Sunnyside.

West Virginia—Bluefield, First Church.
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Shall We Not Keep Faith with This Lad
And With the Seven Hundred Other Motherless and Fatherless Children That Come to Us Every Year

For Bread and Love and Christian Nurture?



TO INFORM THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTEtffijJNpflEST THOSE WHO OUGHT TO BE INFORMED

OCTOBER 1920

Shall We Not Keep Faith?

WE may be selfish and lazy, pleasure-loving and money-

mad, but we are not traitors. We not only stop short

of covenant breaking, where we have definitely and

formally made a contract, but we recognize as equally binding

many obligations into which we come without conscious choice.

The formally and publicly acknowledged bond between

husband and wife is not more binding than the natural duty

of both husband and wife to their child. The citizenship of

the naturalized foreigner, with its public oath of allegiance, is

not more exacting than that of those who were born Americans.

No sort of compact, except the divine contract of marriage, can

be made between men and women that will tie them tighter

than the accident of being brothers and sisters in a family.

Canada and Australia absolutely could not stay out of the

war without perfidy unthinkable. Finally the United States

was called as inexorably. Everyone who saw the facts and

recognized the obligation put his strength into the conflict as

best he could. Some were called slackers, but few were so

in spirit; they simply did not know, or failed to understand

the force of the facts as the rest of us did.

"Greater Things Than These Shall Ye Do"

The situation following the war was generally recognized

as scarcely less serious than the war itself, and all the more

serious because not so sharply defined and so, capable of

numerous interpretations. However others might see it, most

Christians who took an hour from the struggle for existence,

the race for wealth or the strife for pleasure, were convinced

that future and worse wars could be prevented only by making

the world Christian with a better brand of Christianity than

prevailed in either Europe or America before the war. How
could it be done? By more thorough religious training in

home and church, by making the Bible a real handbook of

daily living, by establishing the habit of vital prayer in every

life and every home, by ordering industrial relations as well

as other social contacts according to the Golden Rule, by
systematically carrying the propaganda of such actual Chris-

tianity into every corner of every land.

A Truly Christian Revolution

Of course such a program demanded a revolution in the

measure of our giving, both of life and of money, to the

Kingdom of God. As it was equally the concern of all who
believe in Christ as the world's only possible Redeemer, profit-

ing by the lesson of the war, most of the Protestant bodies

of the United States undertook to go forward together, uniting

in surveys of the fields, in publishing the facts and in seeking

contributions. But whether avowing cooperation or acting in

complete independence, all the evangelical communions of

America recognized both the supreme obligations and the

extraordinary opportunity of the hour. Some of them have

made wonderful progress toward meeting the challenge of the

new world into which the war has thrown us. Whatever we
may think of them as denominations and however we disagree

with their creeds, their individual members, who have devoted

their lives to missionary service or divided their livings to

support the missionaries, are our brothers and sisters in Christ

and we cannot be indifferent to their sacrificial faith.

In aggregate financial results the Methodists and Baptists

lead, but even more influential with us may be the larger per

capita giving of the United Presbyterians, to whom Thomas
and Alexander Campbell belonged, the report of the Northern

Presbyterians, who produced Walter Scott of pioneer fame,

and that of the Reformed Church with its model organization.

But we do not need to go outside our own fellowship to find

inspiring examples of first-century consecration in twentieth-

century churches. Not only in our own brotherhood, but in

our own particular state has the impossible been done. Not
only in our state, but in precisely our sort of church, big or

little, city or country, well housed or renting, clear of debt or

heavily encumbered, have records been made that remove all

possible excuses for ignoring the world's cry for light.

Great Loyalties That Cannot Be Denied

There are other loyalties that compel us to do our utmost

in this great hour. It is not a matter of organizations and
agencies, but of unescapable duty.

The blood of our brothers who died in the great war cries

evermore, "If ye break faith with us who died." For their

sakes we must carry on. The graves of our missionaries who
died at their posts on foreign fields must not be dishonored

by our selfishness. The Christian martyrs are singing their

undying songs of triumph down the ages and across the seas;

shall we claim partnership with Judas rather than with them?
The illustrious pioneers of our own Restoration movement;

the men and women of our ranks who are in closest fellowship

with them today—devoted teachers in our Christian colleges,

ministers in frontier churches and missionaries in foreign

lands; the young men and women who are preparing with

single-minded devotion to follow in their steps; the great-

hearted men and women of China, India, Japan, Africa, Tibet,

Philippine Islands and Latin America who have accepted the

gospel at our hands as Cornelius and Lydia heard the apostles

;

all look to us for steadfast loyalty.

But even if all human relations and obligations were swept

aside, there sits on the throne of the universe One who for

our sakes once hung upon the cross. We cannot break faith

with Him!
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The Will of T. A. Gary
^—— __^^ ri"l() use money rightly

/ N X is a fine art. It is

also a gift of God. Only

the few ever learn it.

Many spend their money
well in life and ill in

death ; others, not so

many, redeem to some

extent their misuse of it

while they live by the

way they leave it after

they are gone. But to few

is it given to illustrate the

WM fine points of Christian

Jm MF stewardship and the so-

iH HP A Mm Wr '
,;|

'
°'d i;j;ii ion of wealth,

yB f-§ J^, _-JB WW not only in life, but also

^IKf mom Mm wr '" , ' r '' 1 ' 1 - as '" '- '*-

^^ ffjraiJB W^ Cary, in whose recent

death the Disciples of

Christ in Virginia have suffered a well-nigh irreparable lo: s.

That he took his stewardship seriously all who knew him

were aware. Not even his business gave him more anxious

thought than the right administration of the Great Trust. Emi-

nently and even meticulously just, he did not believe in the

easy salve of indiscriminate charity. He investigated, he

weighed, he sifted the chaff from the wheat and the coarser

from the finer grain. There were few good causes, whether

religious, patriotic or charitable in the larger sense, that at

one time or another he did not help and help generously. But

always he did it with understanding, and with due regard to

what he believed to be the relative merits of each. His prob-

lem was not how to divide his resources between God and self:

that came easy, for it was all God's. To him there was a more

serious problem—how wisely to administer the Divine Estate,

so that his giving should do the most possible good and stand

the test of the most exacting wisdom and justice. If he turned

down any good appeal, it was because he felt he had to help

some other that seemed to him better. Above all, he gave

unostentatiously. His left hand scarcely knew what his right

hand gave. It hurt him like a wound to have his generosity

paraded.

As he gave in life, so he gave in death. His will is unique

in the history of Richmond, perhaps of Virginia. Out of an

estate estimated at $900,000 he has left $578,000 to religious

and benevolent causes. Here is the schedule of the debts thus

liquidated to God:

Sheltering Arms Hospital $34,000

Children's Home Society 17,000

Home for Incurables 17.000

Trustees of Seventh Street Christian Church 68.000

Virginia Christian Missionary Society (58.000

Lynchburg College (Endowment) .340,000

American Christian Missionary Society 17,000

Foreign Christian Missionary Society 17,000

$578,000

One need not elaborate on the good that these bequests will

do—the burdens they will lift from the hearts of anxious trus-

tees—the lives of little children they will bless—the suffering

of hopeless invalids they will lighten— the opportunities of

larger service they will give to straitened missionary enter-

prises. The gift to Lynchburg College is typical. It means

the putting of this worthy and necessary institution, for the

first time, on its feet, so that it can run a not wholly unequal

race with the other colleges in the state.

But, beyond all this, the outstanding fact about this will

is that it is a challenge to all Disciples and men of wealth of

every or no communion. In Richmond, it is the "talk of the

town." The public conscience has been quickened. During

the past twelve years, during which the writer has been in

Richmond, many rich men have died, richer even than Mr.

Cary, but their bequests to church and charity have been few

and unimportant. Mr. Cary has set a new pace. Henceforth,

it will be increasingly difficult for men of means to go into,

eternity with their social and religious obligations unkept.

Quite apart from the actual funds devised, Mr. Cary has done

more for the churches and charities of the city than anyone

else in this generation, for in his death he has lighted a fire

of Christian stewardship that no one can put out.

There was a little group in one of the offices in Richmond.

The will of Mr. Cary was under discussion. Various opinions

were expressed. At last one of the group used these words:

"Most men leave their money behind them when they die: Mr.

Cary took his with him." Another of the group was silent for

a moment, and then said: "I'm going right home and alter rav

will." Thus the good seed fructifies.

Disciples of Christ, will you take your money with you

when you die? H. D. C. Maclxchlan.

Richmond, Va.

Directory of Boards and Officers

International Organizations of Disciples of Christ

INTERNATIONAL-CONVENTION OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

St. Louis, Missouri, October 18-24, 1920.

K. H. Miller, President, Graham Frank, Secretary, Central Christian

Church, Dallas, Texas.

UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY, combining-:

American Christian Missionary Society of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Board
of Church Extension of Kansas City, Missouri.

Christian Woman's Board of Missions of Indianapolis, Indiana.

Foreign Christian Missionary Society of Cincinnati, Ohio.

National Benevolent Association of St. Louis. Missouri.

Board of Ministerial Relief of Indianapolis, Ir.diana.

Headquarters, Missouri State Life Building:, St. Louis, Missouri.

F. W. Burnham. President; A. McLean and Mrs. Anna R. Arwater.

Aiee-Presidents; C. W. Plopper, Treasurer; Mrs. Susanne Moffett and
M. H. Gray, Assistant Treasurers; G. K. Lewis, Robert M. Hopkins.

G. W. Muckley, John H. Booth, Mrs. E. L. Cunningham. Mrs. Ellie

K. Payne, Mrs. J. M. Stearns, Mrs. Affra B. Anderson. Mrs. Esther
T. Johnson, Miss Daisy June Trout, S. J. Corey. Bert Wilson, R. A.

Doan, C. M. Yocum, J. H. Mohorter, W. R. Warren and F. E. Smith.

Secretaries.

The individual hoards maintain their legal existence at their old

locations, but the functions of these societies are now carried on by
the United Christian Missionary Society and communications should

be addressed to it at Missouri State Life Building, St. Louis, Missouri.

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Headquarters, 222 Downey Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana. H. O.

Pritchard, Secretary; Joseph C. Todd, Associate Secretary.

HOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
Headquarters, 821 Occidental Building, Indianapolis. Indiana. Milo

J. Smith, Secretary.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN UNITY
Headquarters, 540 North Fulton Avenue, Baltimore. Maryland. Peter

Ainslie, President; H. C. Armstrong. Secretary.

MEN AND MILLIONS MOVEMENT
Headquarters, Missouri State Life Building, St. Louis, Missouri. A.

E. Cory, Secretary: H. G. Bowdeu, Associate Secretary-; J. W.
Allen. Treasurer.
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Program of the St. Louis Convention
MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1920

ANNUAL BOARD MEETINGS

Christian Woman's Board of Missions, American Christian Missionary

Society, Foreign Christian Missionary Society
Union Avenue Christian Church, 9 a. m.

Board of Managers, United Christian Missionary Society
Union Avenue Christian Church, 2 p. m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19

Afternoon

UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
At the Coliseum

2:00—President F. W. Burnham, Presiding-.

Prayer, G. P. Taubman.
2:10—Report United Christian Missionary Society, President Burnham.
2:30—Report American Christian Missionary Society, including Biole

School and Church Extension.
3:00—Report of Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

3:20—Report Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

3:40—Report National Benevolent Association.

3:55—Report Board of Ministerial Relief.

4:10—Devotional Service, L. N. D. Wells.

Evening

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Mrs. W. B. Craigr, Vice-President, Presiding

7:30—Devotions.
Welcome to St. Louis.
Response.
Hymn: "The Church's One Foundation" Convention

8:00—President's Address Raphael Harwood Millet-

Hymn: "Jesus Shall Reign Where'er the Sun" Convention
Benediction.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20
FOREIGN MISSIONS

Morning-

9:00—Vice-President McLean, Presiding.
Prayer W. W. Sniff

9:10—Foreign Christian Missionary Society Business.
9:25—Message from Africa H. C. Hobgood

Latin America S. G. Inman
Philippines Leslie Wolfe

10:10—Introduction of Missionaries.
10:30—College of Missions.
11:00—Message from D. O. Cunningham.
11:20—Memorial Service for F. M. Rains Led by C. J. Tannar
11:45—Devotional Mrs. T. W. Grafton

Afternoon

2:00—A'iee-President Mrs. Atwater, Presiding.
Prayer C. G. Kindred

2:10—Christian Woman's Board of Missions Business.
2 :25—China Alexander Paul
2:45—India Bert Wilson
3:30—Report of Recommendations Committee, United Christian Mis-

sionary Society Business.

Evening

7:30—President Burnham, Presiding-.

Praise Service Stephen E. Fisher
7:50—Japan R. A. Doan
8:30—Tibet Dr. A. L. Shelton

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21

Morning

HOME MISSIONS
9:00—President Burnham, Presiding.

Prayer F. M. Rogers
9:10—American Christian Missionary Society Business.
9:25—Fields of American Christian Missionary Society:

Immigrant Work (10 Min.) Karl Borders
Indian Work (10 Min.) S. G. Buekner
Evangelism (10 Min.) Jesse M. Bader
Group Methods (10 Min.) C. J. Sharp
Social Service (10 Min.) A. W. Taylor

10:25—Fields of Christian Woman's Board of Missions:
Negro Mrs. Rosa Brown Grubbs
Spanish Speaking: Elmer C. Child
Highlanders L. E. Garrett
Orientals Mrr.. Affra Anderson

11:25—Address and Devotional Finis Idleman

Afternoon

BIBLE SCHOOL SESSION
Vice-President Mrs. Atwater, Presiding

2:00—Devotional E. L. Smith, California
2:i5—"A Decade of Service" J. W. Hagin, Kentucky
2:30—"Week Day Religious Instruction" Myron C. Settle, Missouri
2:45—"The Opportunity of the University Church"

Cleveland Kleihauer, Washington
3:00—"Our Investment in Colored Bible Schools"

Robert Goodin, Dist. of Columbia
3:1(1—"Cooperation in Religious Education" W. C. Pearce, Illinois
3:30—Report of Committtee on Recommendations.

United Christian Missionary Society Business.

Evening

7:30—Vice-President McLean, Presiding.
Praise Service.

7:50—Address E. F. Daughterly
8:40—Address—"Church Extension" G. W. Muckley

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22

Morning

Conference of Ministers' Wives at Marquette Hotel, at 8 O'Clock

Mrs. S. H. Bartlett, Presiding

BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF
W. R. AVarren, President, Presiding

9:00—Devotions J. J. Castleberry
9:20—Report of the Year F. E. Smith, Secretary
9 :35—Address C. S. Medbury
10:20—Prayers for the Workers.

NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
W. Palmer Clarkson, President, Presiding

10:30—Song—"God Will Take Care of You"
By the Children of the Christian Orphans' Home

10:35—Report of the Board.
10:50—Report of the Treasurer Lee W. Grant
11:00—Report of the Nominating Committee and Election.
11:10—"Our Aged Brethren, Our Guests"

A. C. Rice, President Home for the Aged, Jacksonville, Illinois
11:20—"The Widow and Her Child" Mrs. H. H. Hodgdon
11:25—"Giving the Children Their Chance" Mrs. B. R. Brown
11:30—"The Young Baby, Its Salvation and Care" Mrs. F. M. Wright
11:40—A Program of the Children of the St. Louis Home.

Afternoon

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dr. I. N. McCash, Presiding

2:00—Song Service W. E. M. Hackleman, Leader
2:10—Devotional President J. T. T. Hundley
2 :25—Special Music.
2:30—Address—"Christian Education and Leadership"

President A. D. Harmon
3:15—Business Session.
3:30—Report of Committee on Recommendations.

Benediction President John H. Wood
5:00-7:00—College Banquets Places to Be Announced

Evening-

Dr. I. N. McCash, Presiding-
7:30—Song- Service . W. E. M. Hackleman, Leader
7:40—Devotional President E. M. Waits
7 :55—Special Music.
8:00—Address—"An Educational Program for the Disciples of

Christ" H. O. Pritchard, Secretary
Special Music.

8:45—Address—"Our Most Neglected Duty" John E. Pounds
Benediction President L. O. Lehman

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
Morning

BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
L. C. Howe, Presiding

9:00—Devotions C. M. Fillmore, Song Leader
Prayer L. E. Sellers

9:15-—Election of New Board Members.
9:30—Report of Year's Work E. L. Day
9:45—Address—"Completing the Prohibition Victory"

Hon. Edward Jackson

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
10:30—General Business Period.

Report of General Secretary Graham Frank
Report of Treasurer W. Palmer Clarkson
Reports of Committees:

Attendance.
Transportation.
Nominations.
Time and Place.
Necrology.
Publicity.
Fraternal Relations.

New and Miscellaneous Business.

Afternoon
2 :00—Devotions.
2:15—"The Federal Council of Churches of Christ."

THE EVANGELIZATION OF THE WORLD
2:45—"Through the Church" P. H. Welshimer
3:00—"Through Teaching" C. R. L. A awter
3:15—"Through a United Effort" Jno. T. Brown
3:30—Open Period for Other Interests.
4:00—Business.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
Evening

7:30—Devotional Service R. E. Alexander
7 ;45—"A Word of Greeting- in Behalf of the Missouri Endeavorers"

Frank E. Loire
8:00—Response—"You Have Been True to the Task"—John D. Zimmerman
8:15—C. E. Outlook for 1920-21

Adeline Goddard, Acting- National C. E. Secy.
8:30—Address.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24
Morning

Preaching in Various Churches.
Afternoon

Communion Service at Coliseum with Offering- for Aged and Disabled
Ministers.

Evening

ASSOCIATION FOR THE PR03IOTION OF CHRISTIAN UNITY
Address—"The Union of Protestant Churches in America"

George AV. Richards, Professor of Church History in Reformed
Church Seminary.

Address—"The European Conferences on Christian Unity Peter Ainslie
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Shall We Not Keep Faith?

With Churches That Are Giving Heroically
THE recent peril of our country placed every citizen under

imperative obligation to respond with all he possessed.

He who failed to answer his country's call broke faith

with its past, present and future, but saddest of all, he broke

faith with those who did respond.

In this hour in which the backwash of materialism threatens

to engulf all of the finer things of our civilization, the result

of centuries of Christian work and sacrifice, every member
of the church is under obligation to put forth his utmost

endeavor.

One of the most encouraging things about these turbulent

times is the universal special effort of the church to stop this

mighty undertow by calling the world back to the ideals of

the Christ. Every great communion is engaged in a special

campaign of conservation and enlargement. We have our

own World Movement, the result of the bringing together into

a sympathetic cooperation of several unrelated movements, all

called into existence in response to the desperate needs of the

hour. The World Movement of Disciples of Christ took defi-

nite shape last winter and is to continue until certain goals

are reached.

THE response of our brethren has been such as to leave

no doubt about their faith in the efficacy of the gospel

of Christ or about their loyalty to Him. Their giving has

been nothing short of miraculous. It has not only broken all

previous records, but it has exceeded everything that anyone

has ever dared to ask or think. For instance, in speaking of

the Chesapeake Area one of our experienced men, with large

acquaintance in that area, said, "Keep your heads, brethren,

you cannot raise $25,000 among the churches in that section."

Already these churches have subscribed $700,000, to be paid in

five years, and only one-sixth of them have been visited. The

churches of Baltimore, Washington and Hagerstown alone

subscribed $212,281. The Ninth Street Church, Washington,

gave $55 128; the H Street Church, with only two hundred

and ninety members, gave $12,100; the Columbia Heights

Church, a mission, gave $6,000, and the Vermont Avenue

Church, with great need of modern equipment, gave $47,361.

In Baltimore the giving was equally heroic. The Harlem

Avenue Church gave $25,000, and the Twenty-fifth Street

Church $12,500. Hagerstown gave $25,000, while Beaver

Creek, a country church, responded with $10,649. In Vir-

ginia the giving was equally sacrificial. The First, of Norfolk,

gave $45,000; the First and Euclid, of Lynchburg, subscribed

respectively $40,000 and $14,000. In Richmond the Seventh

Street Church gave $71,000, the Third $10,000, and Hanover

$39,000. Even more heroic than the giving of the city churches

is that of the small town and country churches. Four churches

in "The Valley" of Virginia gave $40,000. The sacrifice

of the churches in New York City and Boston was apostolic,

for they gave even beyond their ability. The Central of New
York reported $10,767, to be paid this year, and the little

church in Boston, $3,000. The Central of Buffalo decided to

wait a while longer for its much needed building and sub-

scribed $4,900 to the world program. The little church at

East Aurora, half the time without a minister, gave $1,300.

One of the most surprisingly gratifying pieces of giving is

that done in the Carolinas. About one-third of the churches

in North Carolina have pledged $125,000 within the last two
months, while the South Carolina brethren have surprised

themselves by giving $30,000, ten thousand beyond their own
estimate.

This is the record of the East and South, where our

churches are not strong either financially or from the stand-

point of numbers. It is impossible to record in detail the

truly wonderful things our brethren are doing. Their giving

in almost every state in the Union has been on the same scale

and in the same spirit as that of the brethren on the Atlantic

coast. Exact figures are hard to obtain. However, we know
that California has raised over $800,000 within the last six

months. Missouri has raised a like amount. The High Street

Church, Akron, Ohio, reports $89,000, including one gift of

$35,000. From Euclid Avenue Church, Cleveland, comes the

announcement of $21,000 contributed, and from Franklin

Circle $11,750; and reports of giving in like proportions all

over the state. The figures for Illinois range through a long

list of churches in like proportion with Champaign's $25,199,

Jacksonville's $7,600 and Bloomington's $6,000.

The striking thing about the reports from Nebraska, Kansas

and Oklahoma is the number of churches participating. Thev

bid fair to make it unanimous in these states. In Kansas the

gifts range from $50,000 by the church at Hutchinson, to $119

by the little group at Colony. In Oklahoma the largest sub-

scription in dollars was $51,744, made by the church at

Ardmore; the total for the state, $800,000. In Nebraska the

First Church of Lincoln leads with a contribution of $9,800.

For real sacrifice the credit must be given to the countrv

churches. While many of them are denied the blessing of a

settled ministry, they are not denying themselves the blessing

of fellowship with Christ in the extension of His Kingdom.
Time and space forbid more than the mention of the trulv

sacrificial giving in Tennessee, Kentucky. Wisconsin, Minne-

sota and the Northwest. The giving has been generous and
almost universal. The rich have given out of their abundance,

the poor out of their poverty. They have given to Christ

with the same abandon of love and devotion with which thev

gave to the country. They gave because the world is lost and

in the confident belief that by united effort it can be saved

through Christ. The fruitage of their sacrifice depends upon

our cooperation.

FOR us to fail these godly men and women, our brethren,

would lower the morale of our brotherhood and the

whole Church of Christ. The strength of society and the

church depends upon the confidence we have in each other's

disposition to do right. The failure of one division of an army
to heroically sustain its share of an attack or carry its part

of a forward movement weakens the fighting power of every

other division and invites defeat to the whole army. The
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spiritual conflict that is on in the world at this time is so

great, so critical as to demand the presence in action of every

reserve of the Church of Christ. The failure of any one of

us to carry his full share of the fighting is to take a chance

on discouraging and hence destroying the confidence and

ability of others. There is inspiration and hope in numbers.

We will not fail these heroic souls who have answered the

battle cry of the Kingdom. We will cheer their hearts and

fire their souls by the touch of our sacrifice upon theirs. If

we should fail to give them the heartiest cooperation in this

truly heroic thing which they have done they would be de-

prived of the legitimate fruitage of their sacrifice and toil.

We will not fail them. We will keep faith with them. They

have sown in tears. They shall reap in joy. They have sown

material things; they shall reap spiritual things. They shall

see of the travail of their soul and be satisfied, for we shall

join our labor with theirs so that we may rejoice with them

over a lost world saved to the peace that only Christ can give.

J. H. MOHORTER.

What They Did and How
Ardmore, Oklahoma. Membership, 517. Crayton S. Brooks,'

Minister

Old Record, $298.07. New Record, $51,744.00 (3 Yrs.)

Our new budget is rather daring for a people of our numbers, lim-

ited wealth and conservative history. And the strange part of it is

that Ave are raising it. Every organized, recognized interest and

some others are to be remembered. How did we do it? Tithing.

John Booth preached it. H. E. Beckler preached it. Arthur Evarts

preached it. The minister preached it and practised it. These other

men practised it too. Many of our members are giving a tenth and

more.

Lincoln, Nebraska. First. Membership, 1,000. H. H. Har-
mon, Minister

Old Record, $3,863.75. New Record, $9,820.00

It gives me great joy to pay tribute to the faithful members of the

First Church and to the corps of leaders and workers who made
possible the splendid contribution to the Disciple interests under the

impetus and inspiration of the Interchurch World Movement. Not-

withstanding the fact that the First Church has been very generous

and among the first in point of gifts to the various special move-

ments of our people in recent years, such as the Million Dollar Cam-

paign, the Men and Millions Movement and the Emergency Drive,

and, further, notwithstanding the fact that just six weeks before the

World Movement undertaking we had closed a campaign for re-

sources for our enlarged church building

which totaled $65,000 in subscriptions, yet

our people rose to the occasion as if under

the spell of a mighty opportunity which

they believed to be of God and subscribed

in three-year pledges to the World Move-

ment the sum of $9,820, which with a few

gifts yet to come in will place us well above

the $io,000 mark. The largest gift received

was $500, and only two families subscribed

$300 each, the beauty of the giving lying

in the large number who subscribed.. Far

above the total of the amount received or

the number of contributions was the spirit

of our congregation. In all my life I have

never seen such a ready, willing and whole-

hearted response as brought together, in

actual fellowship for the task, 150 workers

who met at two o'clock on the rainy after-

noon of the Sunday of the canvass and, after

a delightful and most impressive devotional

period, rose silently together while the

chimes of St. Paul's church a block away
played "Faith of Our Fathers." Then the

visitation was on. Each of the sixty teams
had about eight persons to canvass and went
forth with cards in hands, finding that the

distance each team covered was not great

because of the system in arranging the route. In less than an hour
some of the teams had completed their tasks and were reporting at

the church office and in two and a half hours the entire jcb was
finished. The rainy afternoon had helped our people to obey the

request to remain at home. In the necessary instances the teams
gave themselves to the follow-up task.

Brethren of Christ, let us learn that spirit is everything. Christ's

spirit in the hearts of His people for the great cause of world con-

quest will make indomitable any group whose purpose is to glorify

His Name. One hundred and fifty workers, including generals, team
captains, canvassers, auto drivers and secretarial force in the finest

organization in our history did a piece of work that will never be
forgotten by them or our people.

Washington, D. C. Park View. Membership, 210. Walter
F. Smith, Minister

Old Record, $240.28. New Record, $1,358.00

The explanation of the increase is found in the fact that there has
been a growing interest in missions among us, brought about by a
systematic appeal to the missionary conscience of our folk. This
appeal was made by means of monthly sermons on this subject, a live

Christian Woman's Board of Missions auxiliary, and a splendid

Young Woman's Missionary Circle.

The climax was reached by making use of the wide publicity given

to stewardship by the Interchurch Movement, and the sending of

committees to visit the membership in their homes with the definite

purpose of increasing our missionary offering.

Washington, D. C. Ninth Street. Membership, 1,548.
George K. Miller, Pastor

Old Record, $3,480.90. New Record, $55,128 (5 Yrs.)

The Ninth Street Church has always tried to "keep the faith."

No sensational methods have been employed but a steady evangelis-

tic program has been carried out. The Bible school has, by a con-

sistent follow-up method, been increased over two hundred in aver-

age attendance. The average attendance for the year has been more
than eight hundred. Two hundred and eighty-eight persons have
been received into the membership of the church, making a present

active membership of 1,548. In May this church put on the Disciples'

World Movement of the Chesapeake Area campaign and the total

subscriptions for missions and education amounts to $55,128. This

is a five-year campaign. The year previous the total amount given

for these purposes was $3,480.90. The church has a building debt of

about $20,000 on wrhich they pay over $5,000 each year, and there

is a surplus of over $1,500. in the current expense treasury. They
do not believe that a larger missionary program will be detrimental

to either the running expenses of the church or to paying off the

building debt. Our future program is to "keep the faith."

Ardmore, Oklahoma. Advances from .07 to $17,248.00 Annually
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Church, 'North Canton, Ohio

North Canton, Ohio. Membership, 302. A. F. Stahl, .Minister

Old Record, $700. New Record, $4,200

The village of North Canton, Ohio, has kept pace in its growth
with tin- marvelous growth of the Hoover Suction Sweeper Com-
pany's plant, located in its midst. With greater resources, we
should therefore be giving more to missions. A proposition to make
the budget $2,500 was accepted favorably by the board.

Later it was discovered that this church was expected to give this

year $4,200. With this larger figure before us, a committee, ap-

pointed by the board, apportioned to the members of the church the

amounts they should reasonably be expected to give, but, before do-

ing so, made pledges themselves, in amounts from $100 to $1,000.

On the next day, in fifty-five minutes, two members of this com-
mittee visited the men who could be seen in the factory and in

business places and brought the total amount pledged up to .$3,500.

Upon the next Sunday afternoon, by an Every Member Canvass, the

total, covered by pledges, was brought up to over $4,200.

To prepare the people for this kind of giving, we had visits from
our different missionary officers, I. J. Cahill speaking one Sunday and
Alexander Paul on the next Sunday. In addition to this, before the

Bible school one Sunday morning, several of the men of the con-

gregation spoke on the church's obligation to the world at this par-

ticular time.

January and every one was much pleased

over the advanced step we had taken and
the record we were making. But before the

end of the first quarter we were made to

see that a much greater advance must be

taken; in fact, we were called upon to en-

large our plans to such an extent that to

many it seemed to be the impossible.

It was thought that to go after the mem-
bers so soon again would spoil all we had
accomplished simply because they had so

recently undertaken a responsibility which

was so far in advance of anything they

had ever attempted, but, because of the

revelation of the world's need brought to

us through the survey by the Interchurch

World Movement, all were willing to make
the effort.

The information we received and the needs

which were presented enabled us wonder-

fully to stress the importance of practising

Christian stewardship. We took advantage

of this opportunity to urge people to under-

take God"s method for us and to begin the

work of a steward. Consequently, our tith-

ing list increased very materially. There is

one member, fairly wealthy, who had not

attended the church for a number of years

because of misunderstandings. We were

able, by giving the information at hand and
also telling of the needs of the world, to

interest that one to the extent that the de-

sire was expressed to become a tither even before consenting to come
back into the church. It is needless to say that that member is now
happy in the church work.

The benefit which accrues to this congregation alone far exceeds

the effort which we have put forth.

Greensburg, Kansas. Membership, 255. Dan E. Smith,
Minister

Old Record, $332,82. New Record, $2,618 (3 Yrs.)

The growth of the missionary and benevolent offerings have been

largely due to the work of our Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Auxiliary and the Endeavor Society. The pastor has also lent some
aid by constant, earnest appeal from the pulpit.

Raymond, Washington. .Membership, 57. James Mailley,

Minister

Old Record, $67.92. New Record, $464

First—Emphasis, during two years, on stewardship and the tithe.

Second—The inspiration of a great program, that of the Inter-

church World Movement. The program was carefully explained to

them. No such an amount could have been raised otherwise. Third

—This was backed up by a careful personal canvass of the members
and friends of the church.

Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. Membership, 100. Chas. W.
Mahiu, Minister

Old Record, $10.42. New Record, $860 (3 Yrs.)

Education plus organization plus enthusiasm made our record bet-

ter this year. We talked missions freely, put up our "budget" card

and tried to meet the apportionment on the day set or within the

week. We took every advantage in teaching missions and giving.

Something is due to Oklahoma's generosity when properly directed.

Beaver Creek, Maryland. Membership, 265. Chas. N. Jar-

rett, Minister

Old Record, $655.97. New Record, $10,649.00 (5 Yrs.)

If Christian people are correctly informed and have common sense

plans of work placed before them in a practical form, they will re-

spond. The congregation at Beaver Creek, Maryland, is no exception

to the rule.

Last December was the first time the congregation ever worked
out and put into operation a thorough and systematic Every Mem-
ber Canvass. The result of this canvass increased our weekly offer-

ings more than threefold, for all purposes.

Our new financial system went into effect the first Lord's Bay in

Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. Membership, 250. F. A. Poft'en-

berger, Minister

Old Record, $300. New Record, $4,000.00 (5 Yrs.)

Our people were moved to this superb accomplishment, (1) Be-

cause the church, supported by mission money for sixteen years, saw
in the campaign an opportunity to demonstrate the wonderful re-

turns of missionary expenditure. (2) Because the Church attempted

the impossible in the power of Christ. (3) Because the Church had
an overpowering feeling of a great world need.

Lexington, Kentucky. Old Union. Membership, 200. H. T.

Wood, Minister

Old Record, $334.29. New Record, $2,840.50

The reason for this gain was the new vision of the great task.

The missionary budget was not made when the budget for local

work was made. We find that it is better to have two different

drives. Following the drive for the local budget, we installed a

furnace at a cost of $700. Following hard on that came the drive

for the missionary budget. We had as our aim $ -

2.740. Some of the

members were scared to death. Others said it could be done. We
told the first to keep still and the others to talk it up. A large
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amount of personal work was done as well as a scries of sermons

on the drive. We found one that would give a good amount and told

this to another of equal means. Every member of the church was

given something to do. Then it came. They caught the vision.

They say that it was not a playing thing, but a real task. Most

of the families were readers of the World Call. They passed the.

news on. Others caught the swing. The night the final amount

was announced the building was jammed, and there was great cheer-

ing when we found that we were over the top. The credit goes

to no one person. The minister and board could not make it go,

neither could the membership, neither could God, but the minister

and board with the members and God's help, all working together,

went over the top.

tors' conference at Chicago, lie was in full sympathy with the move-
ment. The big world challenge was held before the church. The
president of the board and Sunday school superintendent caught

fire, the entire board became sympathetic, and victory came. We
asked for larger things and tried to give the world-vision. The
people did the rest.

Evanston, Illinois. Membership, 255. O. F. Jordan, Minister

Old Record, $163.50. New Record, $2,476.00

From a. small annual offering to Disciple causes of three hundred

dollars and less, this church has risen to pledge during the past

year $2,476 in two canvasses, one the regular one and the other

in connection with the Interchurch. There are a number of con-

tributing causes. The Interchurch World Movement undoubtedly

helped, for wxe went twenty-five per cent over the quota which it set

for us. Having our church debt out of the way helped. The com-

ing of some new members with large resources helped. But the

big fact was that men who had previously shown little or no inter-

est in missions gave largely. They were influenced by a long course

of education received from our missionary visitors. The steady

stream of educational teaching through the Christian Woman's Board
of Missions has laid broad foundations. Because I believe our giving

this year wTas the result of teaching and not a mere spurt, I shall

hope to see the higher level maintained. Our men now know that

missions is a cooperative and not a competitive enterprise and that

it has a social service as well as a doctrinal program.

Bloomington, Illinois. First. Membership, 1,200. E. E. Hig-
don, Minister

Old Record, $2,859.53. New Record, $7,533.35

Why this increase? I believe it was in large measure due to the

inspiration resulting from study of the Interchurch World Move-
ment program, "The Whole Church, at the Whole Task, for the

Whole World." The people felt thai this was the hour for the church

to carry the gospel of good will and peace to a war-torn, tired

world. Our folks had a splendid opportunity to compare themselves

with the members of other churches. The giving was widely dis-

tributed. There were no extraordinarily large gifts.

Hutchinson, Kansas. First. Harvey B. Smith, Minister.

Old Record, $2,174.42. New Record, $10,000

In September, 1919, our missionary budget was planned for the

year on a percentage basis, in connection with the church budget,

to meet the suggested apportionment of the budget committee. This

was subscribed in the Every Member Canvass.

However, when the surveys of the Interchurch World Movement
began to reveal to the membership the in-

adequate care given to the whole task of the

church, the missionary committee went over

the program for missions, education and
benevolences. They took into consideration

the twelve million-dollar budget of the

United society, worked out a pro rata basis

of stewardship and placed the totals before

the church. It was slightly in excess of ten

thousand dollars per year. The church

voted to accept this as a goal and undertake

a five-years' program for fifty thousand dol-

lars. In view of the changing methods of

work in getting the United Society articu-

lated with the whole task, we decided to

ask for one-year pledges pending the final

plans of our national leaders. This was
done and the quota overscribed. Five-

minute talks by different church Avorkers

were used before several services, and slides

illustrating needs and fields were shown and
explained. There was no magic. The needs

pressed on the hearts of the people. In-

formation fostered inspiration and the giv-

ing was free, generous and, we pray, pro-

phetic of better days.

Portsmouth, Ohio. First. Membership, 1,042. Chas. R.
Oakley, Minister

Old Record, $3,040.66. New Record, $8,080.08

The Every Member Canvass in December was the most thorough

that we have ever taken. Great preparations were made, both of

the men and the congregation. It resulted in subscriptions to the

amount of $63.27 per week, by far the best we had ever done.

When the WTorld Movement came on in May, we felt the need of

more thorough and careful preparation. We made the congregation

acquainted with the pressing needs and urged a meeting of them.

The Stewardship cards were used and many sermons were preached

on this and kindred topics.

Then we divided the church into ten companies with the ten elders

as captains. Each captain had ten lieutenants, 100 in all. Each
lieutenant had nine or ten members in his squad. Each captain was
given a quota. This he divided by ten and gave each lieutenant a

quota. Each lieutenant divided his quota by the number of mem-
bers he had. A big clock was used to register each company's prog-

ress. The result was that we duplicated the results of the Every
Member Canvass of $63.27, making the total $126.54 per week.

(Other Reports in November World Call)

Williamsville, Illinois. Membership, 225.
James N. Thomas, Minister
Old Record, $202.60. New

Record, $956.00

The church had already decided to change
from the old special offering plan to the

budget system the first of May. The Inter-

church drive coincided with this plan. The
pastor attended the various conferences of

the Interchurch at Springfield and the pas- Hutohinson, Kansas, Church, Giving: Over $10,000 a Year
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With Forward Movements of Other
Churches

The Reformed Church in the
United States

THE Reformed Church Forward Movement was started at

a special meeting of the General Synod, the highest execu-

tive body in our communion, held in Altoona, Pennsylvania.

March 4-6, 1919. At the last regular meeting of the General

Synod held in Reading, in May, 1920, the commission reported

the progress made under its direction.

The results of the survey of the world's needs, made mostly

by the Interchurch World Movement, were found to be so

great that they almost staggered the imagination. What the

world now needs is the religion of Jesus Christ. Our spiritual

resources in Him and His Kingdom are greater than the

world's needs. The fuller coming of the Kingdom of God in

Jesus Christ, ruling, in the hearts of individuals, and in all

their social, industrial and political relations, will put an end

to all social, industrial and international wars, because it will

cast out envy and jealousy and greed and hatred. Human
hearts must be cleansed of sin, and redeemed individuals must

carry their regenerated life into all their earthly relations.

The facts and figures were collated, studied, reduced to

mere necessities and presented as the needs of the Church

to make her more fit to do her share of the world's work.

Along with these needs were presented the financial necessities

of each board, so that each might adequately meet the new

demands of enlarged service. That gave us our Forward

Movement Financial Budget of $10,847,425.

In our campaign, carried on under the Departments of

Spiritual Resources, Stewardship, Education and Publicity, and

Field Work, the following definite objects, to which the people

were asked to contribute, were set forth as worthy of study

and support: (1) Missions—home and foreign. (2) The

academies, colleges and theological seminaries of the Church.

(3) An enlarged and better ministry, adequately supported.

(4) Good literature. (5) Publication and Sunday school work.

(6) Life service and stewardship.

In order that the Church might be able to do the task thus

outlined, the necessity of deepening the spiritual life of the

people was stressed, they were urged, ( 1 ) to go to church

regularly; (2) to study their Bibles; (3) to pray without

ceasing; (4) to give proportionately and adequately of their

time and money. Sermons were preached on each of these

topics by our ministers at appointed times. Appropriate and

inspiring literature was sent out to the ministers and to the

people during the periods when these various subjects were

presented.

This campaign of education and discipline in the spiritual

life, carried on through the year, was crowned with a financial

canvass conducted along definite, designated lines, and after

the most approved method.

Where the campaign of education and spiritual reinforce-

ment was faithfully carried out, and where the proposed

financial plan was faithfully followed, the congregation suc-

ceeded in raising the quota which had been given to it.

The commission at the General Synod at Reading further

reported that of the 1,776 congregations of the Reformed

Church in the United States, about one thousand had carried

out the program and made the canvass; four hundred and

five had subscribed their quota in full ; about six hundred in

part. The total of the subscriptions taken in all the churches

up to this time amounted to six and one-half million dollars.

Our budget for the five years is $10,847,425.

General Synod heard this report with marked pleasure and
congratulated the churches and the men who had led in the

work. From its opening to its close the Synod was pervaded

by a spirit of joy and thanksgiving.

Then, in order that this feature of the Forward Movement
might be finished, and the whole five-year campaign be com-
pleted as planned in the beginning, the Synod requested the

commission to continue its work. It was decided that from
September 19 to November 14 a supplementary campaign be

conducted, leading up to a financial canvass during the week
of November 14-21 by those churches which had not made
a canvass, or had done so only in part.

We are trying to keep faith with God, with our sister

churches, with ourselves and with humanity. And we hope
that after this emergency movement, which is to continue for

four years more, will have run its course, we will have ac-

quired the habit of study, prayer, life service and giving, to

such an extent that we will continue to go onward and upward,

so that from then on the special work of the Forward Move-
ment will be merged in and become a part of the regular work
of the Church, and so continue through the ages.

These are our hopes. And we pray daily that the Master

may keep clear our vision of His Kingdom, that He will keep

our courage equal to our task and that He will give us patience

to endure always in His service.

United Presbyterians
TAKING into consideration the membership and the amount

to be reached, the United Presbyterian Church practicallv

stands at the top among the denominations in their finan-

cial campaigns. We give all glory to God, praising Him for

answered prayer and for the real spiritual awakening that has

come to our Church.

Several striking features make the campaign a notable one

in the history of our Church. In the first place, it bears the

marks of genuine self-sacrifice. It is safe to sav that fullv 75

per cent of the pledges have come from the rank and file of

our membership rather than from large givers. There was a

general feeling before the campaign began that a large part of

the money would come from people of wealth, but exactlv the

opposite happened. It has been a movement of die people

and very largely those of small means who have given at the

point of sacrifice because they loved the Lord and His kingdom.

Many instances of' such sacrifice could be given. For ex-

ample: A teacher, with a child, a father and modier almost

dependent upon her for support, receiving a salary of Si.140.

has pledged $50 a year for the five vears. A father, widi a

family of ten, with an income considerablv under S2.000, has

pledged $50 a year for the five years. But, perhaps, the most

far-reaching sacrifices have been those of our brethren in

the ministry, many of whom are living on "starvation salaries"

and yet have made liberal pledges to the New World Move-

ment. Incidentally, may not this movement be the forerunner

of a plan whereby no minister in our denomination will ever

be compelled to live on a "starvation salary?"*

Linked up with this outstanding feature is also the fact that.
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as a result of the campaign on stewardship, a new recognition

of God's claim on life and money has come to the Church.

The financial campaign would never have reached its great

success if there had not been a most thorough campaign on

stewardship during February and March. This was the foun-

dation, and in proportion as people convenanted with God to

give Him the tenth, they likewise pledged liberally to the move-

ment. Congregations were completely made over as their lead-

ing business men signed tithing cards. Of the 138 congrega-

tions now over the top, 81 conducted a most thorough steward-

ship campaign. From these same congregations are registered

4,765 of the 17,000 tithing stewards now enrolled. The six

congregations, which reported over 200 tithing stewards, for

each congregation, with a combined membership of 3,812, have

pledged $310,297 to the New World Movement, or an average

of $81.40 per member.

This financial campaign is also notable because of the new

standards that have been set in giving, with the consequent

releasing of new forces in the work of the kingdom. With the

completion of this campaign, the total for the New World

Movement Fund amounts to $10,805,351.80, which is an aver-

age per member of $68.76 for five years, or $13.75 per year.

Looking at it for the next five years, our people will give to

the regular benevolent work of the Church during these years

approximately $7,500,000, and in addition $10,805,351.80,

which will mean $23.27 per year for each member in the

denomination. If to this is added the amount given for cur-

rent expenses for the next five years, which will approximate

thirteen million dollars, it will be seen that each member in

the denomination will be giving $39.84 per year to the work

of the kingdom at home and abroad, or an increase of $13.60

over the average, per member, at the present time.

It is certainly the day of His power and the New World

Movement has offered a compelling challenge to measure up

in the largest possible way to this unparalleled opportunity.

Only a very few congregations refused to conduct the canvass

so that we can truthfully say the response has been practically

unanimous.

There were two notable instances of very liberal giving:

First United Presbyterian Church, North Side, Pittsburgh, with

a membership of 935, and a total subscription of $1,149,700;

Sixth Church, Pittsburgh, with a membership of 1,246, and a

total subscription of $679,250. The largest subscription in

the latter congregation was $100,000.

Presbyterian Church U. S. A.
(Northern)

THE New Era Movement made its second annual report

to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,

U. S. A., at Philadelphia, in May. The following extracts

from that report furnish some conception of its achievement.

The achievements of the Movement in its broad and in its

technical aspects have been significant. One of the most con-

spicuous features of the New Era program has been the intro-

duction of goals and objectives into the thinking and working

of the Church. It has set before the whole Church definite

goals for the winning of souls, the enlistment of life, the

training of life and the stewardship of life and substance.

Two hundred and ten Presbyteries out of 288 have reported

their adoption of the New Era organization for the achieve-

ment of these goals. Sixty-two more Presbyteries have reported

a partial adoption of the New Era form of organization under

which they are seeking the same goals.

One of the most important features of this New Era organ-

ization is the organization of the entire membership of the

individual church into neighborhood groups giving every mem-
ber personal oversight and definite tasks. Nearly two thousand

of our churches have been organized on this group plan with

a very decided improvement in esprit de corps and efficiency.

In fact, one of the great achievements of the New Era Move-
ment has been the quickening of a new spirit in the whole

Church. The evidences of that spirit are manifold. They
appear in the unexampled canceling of mortgages upon church

property, the increase of ministerial salaries, the enlistment

of largely increased numbers of church people in definite

Christian work, the enlistment of more than 120,000 church

members in 7,199 Mission Study classes, the widespread study

of the principles of stewardship and the enrollment of about

25,000 in the fellowship of stewardship, the establishment of

thousands of family altars, the ingathering of 98,000 into the

fellowship of Christ and the Church on confession of their

faith, and a net gain of 42,000 members over the previous

year.

There was also the contribution of the largest sum of money,

given by the largest number of givers, in the history of the

Church. The total increase in receipts from living givers, by
all of the General Assembly's agencies was $2,700,000 over

the previous year. This does not include the gifts of self-

supporting Synods or Presbyteries, or the gifts to local charch

enterprises. In the case of seven of the General Assembly's

agencies the increase in receipts for the last year (the New
Era year) was equal to the increases they had made for the

previous ten years.

While the Movement did not achieve 100 per cent of the

goals set for it, it has every reason to thank God and be grate-

ful for the successes attained.

The following illustrations and testimonies from individual

churches will speak more loudly than any general figures.

Joplin, Missouri. Bethany Church. Membership, 200. E. W.
Love, Pastor.

We put the lists of families and a work chart in the hands of

each group leader. They have visited families, reported prospective

members, conducted cottage prayer meetings preparatory to evan-

gelistic services. There has been renewed interest in our whole pro-

gram. The results are better attendance, closer fellowship and more
people at work.

Cranbury, New Jersey. First Church. Membership, 450.

Joseph E. Curry, Pastor.

The congregation, both the village and country residents, was
carefully districted and each district given to two coordinate resi-

dents of the district. They were set apart publicly by prayer. They
have made a survey of their districts tabulating results. They
helped to carry out the Every Member Canvass and make their

reports at meetings of the Men's Service Club. The results have
been splendid. The people realize that oversight is being exercised

and respond most gratifyingly. Sunday school attendance increased

50 per cent, also marked effect on church attendance.

Toledo, Ohio. Collingwood Avenue Church. Membership,
1413. R. Lincoln Long, Pastor.

Your group system is the medicine. We are getting an average

of 33 1-3 per cent increase. A noontide club formed as the result

of our men's work.

Butler, Pennsylvania. Membership, 950. George Miller,

Pastor.

The Every Member Plan works and this year we will go fully

25 per cent over the benevolent quota assigned.

Carthage, Missouri. Main Street Church. Membership, 190.

W. K. Eubank, Pastor.

They put over their program in great shape—raising their sub-

scriptions from less than $200 to over $1,300.
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With the MissionariesWho Died at Their Posts

IN
his address at the dedication of Gettysburg National

Cemetery, President Lincoln;, referring to the dead who

were buried there, said, "It is for us to take increased

devotion to the cause to which they gave the last full measure

of devotion; it is for us here highly to resolve that these

honored dead shall not have died in vain." It is in this way

that we should feel with respect to our missionaries who died

on the field. Their devotion, which manifested itself in heroic

service and in the supreme sacrifice, should challenge us to

play a part that will be worthy of them and worthy of the

cause for which they died.

In 1882, Green Lawrence Wharton led a little band to

India. After twenty-four years of pioneer work he fell asleep.

In these twenty-four years he saw the work fairly begun. He

saw churches planted in four stations and small groups of

believers worshiping at a number of outstations. He saw

schools opened, and hospitals and orphanages and leper

asylums established. But when he entered the life that is life

indeed, the India Mission was only in its initial stage. The

most that can be said is that different kinds of work had been

begun.

Mr. Wharton resigned the pastorate of the Richmond Avenue

Church of Buffalo to become a missionary to India. He did

this against the advice and earnest protests of a people that

loved him and wished him to continue with them as their

minister. For the sake of his family he returned to India

twice alone. The last time he left Mrs. Wharton and the

children in Hiram, that the children might attend the college.

Mr. Wharton gave himself wholly to the redemption of India.

He did so in the belief that the Disciples of Christ would carry

on the work they began until India is redeemed.

LIVINGSTONE told the students of Cambridge that he had

J opened the door leading to Central Africa; and he

besought them to see that it was not closed against commerce

and Christian civilization. Mr. Wharton had a similar feeling.

He had shown his own people the way to India and established

a mission in the Central Provinces. He felt sure that the

people who sent him to inaugurate the work would send

others in ever-increasing numbers to continue it until the day

of Christ. Sue A. Robinson and Hattie Judson and Dr.

Martha Smith and Daisy Drake and Ada Boyd died in the

same confidence. Shall we not keep faith with these workers?

Shall we not send out qualified men and women as needed?

Shall we not open new stations and outstations until the whole

field is occupied? Charles Elias Garst resigned his commis-

sion as an officer in the United States Army that he might

carry the gospel to Japan. After fourteen years of faithful

and unselfish service, his spirit went home to God. He lived

to see the gospel preached regularly at three points and to

welcome some reinforcements. But at the time of his death

there were not more than a dozen missionaries in Japan, and

most of these were engaged in the study of the language. It

Avas his confident expectation that scores and hundreds of

trained men and women would follow him to Japan, and that

they would be thoroughly equipped for the service. It is

probable that he would not have given up his commission in

the army and his prospects of promotion ii he did not feel

that the Disciples of Christ were going to do a work for the

Japanese that would be worth while. Otherwise, they would

be like the man in the Gospels who laid the foundation of

a house, but was not able to finish it. Charles Elias Garst

died in the belief that a great people would do a great work

in Japan. The same was true of Josephine W. Smith and
Kate V. Johnson. Shall we not keep faith with this man
and these women of God? Shall we not send some of the

ablest men and women in our churches and schools to continue

and to enlarge what he and they began? We are able to do

this: shall we not do it?

SOON after Dr. Macklin entered Nanking, Frank Eugene
Meigs and Dr. James Butchart left home and kindred

that they might be associated with him in the work in

China. Mr. Meigs, at the time the call came, was and

had been for several years Sunday School evangelist for

Missouri. His position was one of the most influential

in the state, and he filled it with great credit to himself and

to the entire satisfaction of his patrons. Dr. Butchart was

the gold-medalist of his class, taking every first prize that

was offered. He had a growing practice and the prospect

of a handsome annual income in the near future. At the

call of God, both left all and went to China. After many
years of devoted and efficient labor they went to their reward.

They lived to see the work established in Nanking. Shanghai.

Chuchow, Wuhu, Luchowfu, Wuweichow and Nantungchow.

Mr. Meigs lived to see three small colleges unite to form the

University of Nanking. Dr. Butchart saw Luchowfu opened.

a hospital built, and a church organized. Because of his

marvelous skill as a physician and surgeon, he was called to

fill a chair in the medical school of the University and to

serve as a member of the University Hospital.

While these men rejoiced and praised God for what had

been accomplished, they were not satisfied. Thev knew that

what had been done was only a drop in the bucket compared

with what remained to be done. Only one Chinese in a thou-

sand was enrolled as a Christian. Thev wanted to see the

whole people won from the faith of Confucius and Mencius

and Buddha to the faith of Christ. Albert Saw and Edwin

Arnold and Thomas J. Arnold and Carrie Loos Williams and

James Ware and Ethel Brown Garrett, who laid down their

lives for China, held the same sentiments. Shall we not keep

faith with these men and women, and strengthen the work

they began? Shall we not enter adjacent Provinces with the

gospel and the Christian institutions that are the natural fruit

of the gospel of God's grace?

DR. ZENAS SANFORD LOFTIS died within three months

after reaching Batang. On the way across China he

passed the grave of a missionary far from any mission station.

Perhaps he had a premonition of his own untimely death, for

he wrote in his diary that if it was God's will that he should

die in that land, his prayer was that his grave might be a

landmark and an inspiration to others. He felt in his inmost

soul that if he fell, others would follow where he led. and

that the work would go on from strength to strength. Doubt-

less Dr. Susie Rijnhart-Moves believed that, though it was

necessary for her to give up the work because of failing health.

Tibet would not be deserted. Her confidence was that someone

else would be found who would take the torch from her hand

and hold it high. Shall we not keep faith with Dr. Loftis and

Dr. Rijnhart-Moves? Dare we do other than this? It will be

more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah and for Tyre and

Sidon in the day of judgment than for us if we do not meet

the reasonable expectations of these servants of the most

high God.

Dr. Harry N. Biddle and Ellsworth Faris spent a year in

Africa, seeking a suitable place in which to found a mission.
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Dr. Biddle died before any work was done. But lie believed

that God used him as His agent in calling the attention of the

Disciples of Christ to Africa as a mission field. R. Kay Eldred

and Mrs. Eldred and Ella Evving responded to the call of God,

"Who will go for us?" and "Whom shall we send?" All four

sleep in African graves. But they looked forward to the time

when the Belgian Congo would be a Christian land, and when

fetichism, and nakedness, and uncleanness would pass away

forever, and all the people, from the least to the greatest,

should know the Lord. Shall we not keep faith with these

saintly and sainted workers? We have done something toward

the fulfillment of their hopes and desires, but we can say

with Cecil Rhodes, "So much to do; so little done." Shall

we not do all that is in our power to do?

We must keep faith with our honored dead in order to

retain our own faith in God and in His Son, our Lord. The

one work assigned to the disciples of Christ was that they

should be His witnesses, both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea

and Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth. We
cannot be guilty of disobedience to the parting charge of our

Lord without injury to our own faith. Disobedience will in-

evitably issue in infidelity, and in our rejection in the day of

judgment.

Please God, we shall keep faith with those who died at

their posts. We shall send out more workers, and give more
money for their maintenance and equipment, and give it thank-

fully and joyously. We shall do what we can to hasten the

coining of the day when the knowledge of the Lord shall cover

the earth as the waters cover the sea.

A. McLean.

With the Men Who Died in the War
ONE of the great statesmen of the Christian Church,

Sherwood Eddy, has said, "We are living in the birth

pangs of a world struggling to be reborn, and the issues

of our time will reach into eternity." The Church has never

faced such a superb opportunity for world-conquest and for

the vitalizing of the present structure of human society with

the principles of Jesus Christ. But for this opportunity hu-

manity has paid a terrific price. Cities where the noise of

industry mingled with the songs of contented toilers are now
heaps of ruins. Beautiful countrysides where happy people

tilled the soil and tended their herds and flocks are almost

as barren as the desert. But more appalling than all this,

seven millions of the choicest men of the earth "lie beneath

those rows of white crosses in the ordered armies of the silent

dead, or scattered in nameless graves under the fields of France

and Flanders."

To the scientific mind an accurate statistical measure of the

tremendous loss of life is a powerful appeal. But to the

average mind it is not. The mass of figures telling the num-

ber of American boys who died in our camps, on the sea, or

in France, is a very small thing compared with the human
units represented by those figures. Let us think of a few of

these human units as they are represented in the lives of our

own young men who made the supreme sacrifice. Some died

gallantly on the field of battle. Others were not called upon

to face the fire of machine guns; it was not theirs to go over

the top and be pierced by steel or blown to pieces by shells.

And yet, they all died as heroes. They met death in the line

of duty, and they faced it calmly and with courage.

One of the most promising of our young leaders to give

his life was John Gross Boone. He had finished his work in

the Chaplains' Training School, and was sent to Camp Mills

to await overseas orders. While there he was stricken with

the influenza and died. Dr. Lloyd R. Boulwell, a splendid

young physician, who with his wile was under appointment to

go to China as a missionary, felt the urge of the great world-

struggle and went to France. Three days before the armistice

was signed he was wounded in action and died three days later.

Hilton U. Brown, Jr., a young man of rare ability and char-

acter, who was reared in a splendid Christian home and about

to graduate from a Christian college, joined the "glorious

throng innumerable, of heroic souls joyously triumphant," who

deposited their bodies in the soil of France as a pledge of their

faith in the new order of things that should come as a result

of the war. On the "Croix de Guerre" presented to his family

are these words, "A very brave officer, animated by a high

spirit of sacrifice, died gloriously while commanding his bat-

tery under concentrated enemy fire." Then there were those

who were not killed in action who came home to linger for

months as a result of wounds received and then die. This was

the lot of the son of one of the great leaders in our church.

Dr. Fred Abbott was gassed while in action, and because of

the urgent need of doctors, served others when he should have

been in the hospital himself. The photograph was made when

his temperature was 103. He was a genius in surgery and

was performing miracles right back of the front line. His

was the characteristic spirit of the men in all branches of

the service. "They counted not their own lives dear unto

themselves." Returning to this country, for long months he

battled with death that he might put his splendid medical

training into the service of humanity, only to lose the battle.

Magnify and multiply these pictures fifty thousand times, and

Copyright Underwood and Underwood, New York
The Largest American Cemetery in France, Along the Road from Soissons to Villers-Catterets. Each Grave is Marked with a Wooden Cross Bearing: the

Name and Military Rank and Connection of the Soldier. The Photograph Brings to Mind Strikingly Major McRae's Lines, "Between the
Crosses, Row on Row, That Mark Our Place"
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you will see the awful price American homes have paid for

our part in the great war.

Does not the death and sacrifice of these men present a

mighty challenge? When the news of Dr. Boutwell's death

came his wife's brother hastened to her home. As she met

him she said, "This is not a house of sorrow. I have kept

Lloyd alive for service in the world by bearing him a son."

Lieutenant Paul Brown, in speaking of his brother Hilton,

says, "He died the way all soldiers would like to die—quickly,

while doing his duty on the far-advanced battle line of a great

drive." In talking with his brother, Fred Abbott said, after he

realized that death was near, "I only did my duty, and if I had

it all to do over again, knowing what I do now, I would do the

same thing." The doors through which a conquest of the

world for the principles of democracy and Christianity is made
possible, have been opened with blood. The blood of Jesus

Christ made it possible for God to break through into the

heart of man with his message of love and redemption, and the

blood of these men who gave their lives through a sense of

duty and love to a "great drive" has made it possible for the

Church to break through into the heart of the world in a

larger and more ef-

fective way than

ever before. If the

Church is to keep

faith with these men
it must now throw

all its reserves into

"the spiritual battle,

that the freedom

won in the earthly

war by so vast a

sacrifice of human
life and happiness

may be used for the

building up of a

nobler social order

and the laying of

the foundations of

an associated in-

stead of a warring

world society." We
must keep alive the

spirit of service of

these men by our

own renewed serv-

ice. We must be

willing to give our

all, if necessary,

upon the "far-ad-

vanced battle line

of the great drive

of the Kingdom of

Heaven." We must

keep alive that he-

roic sense of duty

by the deeper reali-

zation of our own
duty to the Church

in these great days.

Why did these

men die? Many rea-

sons and aims have

been given for the

war, but the real is-

iiiMon ii. Brown, Jr., Lieutenant of Artillery)
Killed iu Action, The Argonne, France.

A Spirit Unafraid.

sues of the conflict were these: The war was but the opening

battle in the death-struggle between autocracy and democracv

on the one hand, and the spiritual and the material conception

of the universe and life on the other. These are the real issues

of the war which is on today, and whether the men who died

at home or in France realized the full meaning of their death

or not, there is ample evidence of the fact that they died in

the faith that somehow they were giving humanity a lift toward

higher and better things.

Speaking of the many factors which had to do with the

crash of the old order of things in the war, the authors of the

"Army and Religion," come to the conclusion that,

Behind all these, and working through them, was the spirit of

materialism, carrying up into the life of human society the force

of the brute inheritance, putting the love of material wealth and
pleasure and power above justice, mercy, and the love of God. It

is no doubt true that great changes were coming in Europe in any
case. But that they have taken this appalling form is due in the

main to the practical materialism of Christendom. The roots of

this lie in the loss of faith in the living God, to which materialism,

however weak in theory, is in practice always the real alternative.

In the end of the day there are only two alternative interpretations

of life. Either all things have their origin in One who loves good-
ness, or in unmoral

force. The age which

is now closing, ob-

sessed by its victories

over nature, has been

swaying toward the

latter conclusion. To
meet this uprising of

evil there must be a

mightier uprising of

all the powers of the

spirit.

In the horror with

which all thinking

peoples look upon

the destruction
which brute force

has wrought upon

the earth, and in the

general reaction of

civilization in the

face of what is hap-

pening in Russia,

the materialistic

conception of the

universe and life is

receiving a stagger-

ing blow. Never has

theopportunity been

greater for the tri-

umph of the spir-

itual conception and

interpretation. But

the way into a com-

plete realization of

the spiritual ideal

for the life of the

world is the way of

a greater loyalty and

sacrifice than the

Church has mani-

fested since the days

of the Apostles. As

J. H. Oldham says

in "The World and Dr Fred B. Abbott, in Charge of Field Hospital
.1 p »1 " ou Argonne Front. After Gas Injuries
Uie IjOSpei, from Wn jcu He Died.
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It is only in the measure that the Church has a sure hold of eternal

things, a clear vision of the spiritual world of truth and beauty,

and an unwavering trust in a God of love and power, with whom
nothing is impossible, that it can hope to regenerate human society

and lead mankind into a richer and fuller life.

It was the young men of America, the young men of our

own homes and churches, that vast army of youth who went

down into the "haunted valley of death unafraid," who turned

the tide of battle toward victory. Utterly careless of their own

welfare, they dreamed of a day when the ideals and practices

of democracy should cover the earth. And in this dream many

of them died. They have challenged us to dream of the pos-

sibility of a "new heaven and a new earth" in which the ideals

for which they died may be realized. If we are to keep faith

with them we must accept this challenge.

"It's great to be out where the fight is strong,

To be where the heaviest troops belong,

And to fight there for man and God.
But it seams the face and it tires the brain,

And it strains the arm until one's friend is pain,

In the fight there for man and God.
But it's great to be out where the fight is strong,

To be where the heaviest troops belong,

And to fight there for man and God."

B. H. Bruner.

With the Workers Who Are Now at the Front

A
FAILURE to send reinforcements to the aid of the prac-

tically exhausted workers in every Christian activity at

home and beyond our borders amounts to more than a

breaking of faith with them. It is a failure to keep faith with

Christ himself. There is not a single phase of Christian work

anywhere in all the world today that is not crying desperately

and almost despairingly for consecrated lives. The hour for

advance has been sounded. A world is hesitating between

right and wrong, and Christian forces are calling for recruits,

and are unable to meet the demand which must be met right

noiv. Incidentally this tremendous forward movement will

require dedicated money; but the deepest, most appalling need

is for men and women who will suffer for Christ as they have

done and will do again for their country. Every delay on the

part of one who could go increases the strain on the thin line

of faithful workers who are holding on as long as life lasts.

Uppermost of all the impressions made upon us during the

recent visit to japan and China is the experience we had in

being present at the meetings in each of these countries where

the location of new missionaries, who had just completed the

language course, was determined. We had felt the pressure

of the need before, but not until we saw the missionaries from

station after station pleading for the assignment of one or more

of the new missionaries and realized that the supply could

hardly begin to meet the need, did we comprehend what our

failure to send help meant to those who are trying to do the

almost impossible with an insufficient force. Those who

needed the workers were really in agony in their desire to have

one of those who were being assigned. But alas, most of

them were doomed to disappointment for the supply could

only meet a fraction of the demand. In one lonely station

there was but one man located, and it was decided, rather than

allow him to remain there alone, to attempt to carry on the

work with native leadership, which is not adequate. The

situation was so desperate that at these meetings missionaries

almost contended with one another in the presentation of the

reasons why they should be given assistance at once. With an

immediate need on the foreign fields for nearly two hundred

missionaries, only twenty-eight new ones were sent out this fall

!

NONE of these dire needs across the earth can be met unless

we "keep the home fires burning." The supply over there

depends absolutely upon the Christian living of Christians

here. The war taught us that our workers had been telling us

for years about the need for intensive and extensive work for

Christ among the immigrants. We learned to our sorrow what

the neglect of these, most of them ignorant, meant. Now the

stream is flowing this way again at the rate of tiventy-five

thousand a week! That task alone challenges the best effort

of every individual Christian. Then there are empty pulpits

and indifferent congregations throughout our land. Our peo-

ple have gone to a length in riotous pleasure, personal and sel-

fish gratification, beyond anything ever dreamed of in pre-war

times. Saddest of all is the fact that followers of the Master

are not guiltless in this respect. We cannot keep faith with

Christ or with those who are literally giving their lives to save

America unless we do not rest till every deserted pulpit is filled

with a consecrated preacher, every seeking immigrant has been

enlightened and given a fair chance, every thoughtless Christian

has been brought to his senses, and every unchurched com-

munity has a suitable place of worship. The work of Christ

throughout the earth depends absolutely upon the faithfulness

of those at the home base. In these days no Christian dare

spend a day without serious consideration of his fitness to be

called such. The standard of living laid down by Christ can-

not be changed and the seeking of the Kingdom must be first.

We have forgotten that "whosoever he be among you that

forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple."

THERE is another thing which we must not overlook. None
of these imperative needs can be met without a prepared

leadership. What of our colleges and the teachers who
have been as heroic in self-effacement as have the pioneers

in our missionary work? It is upon these we depend for

those who enlist. As a people we have been blessed with

consecrated teachers in our colleges who have for the most

part ignored every personal advantage in the passion to train

young people for their best service. We have allowed these

instructors, men and women, to assume a financial burden we
should have carried. We have paid them so poorly that we
have made it next to impossible for them to maintain their

families, and have made the calling impossible to others with

deep devotion, but who could not ignore the needs of their

families. In a program that is to meet as great a part of the

world's needs as we can carry, we cannot for a moment ignore

this basic need. Our duty is plain. Our self-condemnation

for past neglect is severe.

But why continue to enumerate the many places where we
must keep faith with those whose strength is failing in an un-

equal struggle against darkest sin? Every place we turn, in

every corner of the globe, we face sin, organized and unor-

ganized, that makes us shudder in our weakness but challenges

our faith. A half-hearted, lukewarm, it-cannot-be-helped atti-

tude will be fatal. It must be our business above every petty

personal enterprise of our own to keep our hearts and lives

right, and to stir every believer to a realization of our danger-

ous position. It is no time for hesitancy or compromise. We
must keep faith with Him and with those at the Front, both

near and far, or dishonor our Leader and condemn ourselves.

The decision cannot be postponed. R. A. DoAN.
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With the Men and Women of All Lands Who
Have Answered Our Call

SHALL we not keep faith wilh Hira Lai? As an Indian

boy he was an idol worshipper. He and some other

boys heard the story of Christ. They pledged each other

that they would become Christians, no matter what persecution

came to them. Hira Lai gave up his idols and accepted Christ.

He pledged that even if they killed him, he would not renounce

Christianity. He finished the school work, took the course for

assistant in the hospital and is now assistant to Dr. Miller

in our hospital at Mungeli. Nearly half of all the Christians

in the Mungeli district are relatives of Hira Lai. He has done

personal work in season and out of season to bring his rela-

tives to Christ. He is devoted and consecrated and true. He
said to me, "The time is near when the dam will break, and

many will come to Christ." To break faith with Hira Lai

would be like the Jerusalem church breaking faith with

Stephen.

Shall we not keep taith with

the converts of G. L. Wharton,

has much of the evangelistic spirit of Wharton. While in

India I heard him preach several sermons. He preaches with

the passion and power of a prophet. He began work in a

new field, Fosterpur, nine miles from Mungeli, two years ago,

where there were no Christians, no buildings, no schools and

not very encouraging prospects. Today at Fosterpur there

is a good bungalow, the home of Mr. Shah, a church of about

twenty members, a school building with an attendance of

about fifty, a home for the assistant evangelist and teacher.

There is evangelistic work being carried on in about forty dif-

M. J. Shah? Shah is one of

He worked with Wharton and

ferent villages and already there are nine villages in which

Christians live. This is only the beginning of a great work.

Shah is the heart and soul of the whole program. He believes

that with proper assistance that whole area can be won to

Christ. He makes tours among the villages, encouraging the

Christians, setting things in order and seeking out other in-

dividuals and persuading them to accept Christ. To break

faith with M. J. Shah would be like Antioch breaking faith

with the Apostle Paul.

Shall we not keep faith with Saru Bai? She was one of

the first converts in Harda in the beginning of our work in

Ittdia. Like Cornelius of old, she has brought the gospel to

all within her own household. Her son Isaac is now a tall

man of the kingdom, and is the successful pastor of our church

in Harda. One of her daughters, Esther Bai, is the head mis-

tress of our Girls' School in Harda. Another daughter for

a while was teacher in our school at Bilaspur. Her youngest

boy is in the high school. Saru Bai is faithfulness personified.

When others are tired she works on. Many of the women of

Harda, both Christians and non-Christians, come and tell their

troubles to her and she knows how to sympathize with them.

She is now getting old, and yet she goes on tours among the

villages for a month at a time, entering the homes of the

women and talking to them personally about the Christ she

loves so well. One day she said to me, "Sometimes I just

feel I can't go out to do my work, and then I ask the Lord to

give me strength, and He always does it." Harda is in a

great field. There are nearly five hundred non-Christian vil-

Photograph by Bert WIls

Hira Lai and Dr. Miller Baptizing Lepers at Mungeli, India
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Iages around it. Saru Bai's consuming passion is that Christ

shall be made known to all the poor, degraded women in that

area. To break faith with Saru Bai would be like the church

at Philippi breaking faith with Lydia.

Shall we not keep faith with Chinaswamy? He is a Chris-

tian cook, and took the cares of life from Mrs. Wharton in

those difficult early days. He is still living and is now the

cook for Dr. Drummond. He is not only a cook, but a Chris-

tian gentleman, a faithful disciple of Christ, a devoted father,

and an ardent preacher of the gospel in a personal way. His

children and his grandchildren have been brought to Christ.

The family altar is reared in his household. He recently

wrote: "I am very glad to let you know something about my
house. In my house there is daily one small meeting of my
children and grandchildren. They all meet to pray and sing

a song in the evening time. My son will read the Bible before

them and explain the mysteries about our Lord Jesus Christ's

history. When I come in from my work in the time of meeting,

I always sit among them and pray for all of you. I am very

glad now that in my house even a small child or grandchild is

taught to write and read the Bible." To break faith with

Chinaswamy would be like Philemon breaking faith with

Onesimus.

Shall we not keep faith with Shyan Bhabini? She is the

matron of our home for girls and women in Kulpahar. In

her early years she heard the story of Christ. Her parents

and all of her relatives were of the strictest sect of the Hindus.

They refused to allow her to become a Christian. Her mother

got her half married, but after her mother's death the marriage

was called off. She was compelled to work in the home of

her brother, taking care of his wife. She said, "I learned by

praying that Christ is true. He is the only incarnation of

God. I hold Him fast and believe in Him with all my heart,

and I told my brother so." Her brother gave her some anti-

Christian books, thinking to win her away from her ideals.

She said, "There was one horrid book by a man named Thomas

Paine. I hated that book." Finally she ran away from home
and made her confession and was baptized. She is not only

the matron, but the mother of the women in Kulpahar. Many
of the inmates of that home have been turned out of their own
homes, and they are thankful for this haven of refuge. Shyan

Bhabini said of these women, "The wonderful thing Jesus

does here is to help change middle-aged women whose fore-

fathers were Hindus. Their faith is changed and their char-

acter is changed. They learn to read and write." Even the

poor blind women who come to this home are taught to read

the Bible for the blind. One Sunday afternoon, sitting on the

front porch of the Mission bungalow, Shyan Bhabini said to

me, "India is becoming Christian. The Hindus are imitating

Christ. See all the new things. Are they not the fruits of the

Christian religion? I believe it. I know it. And some day

all India will be Christ's." To break faith with Shyan Bhabini

would be like the church at Joppa breaking faith with Dorcas.

These devoted native Christians, and a multitude of others

in China, Japan, Africa, Philippine Islands, Latin America

and Tibet are our converts. An obligation is laid upon us by

that very fact. When we baptized them into Christ we thereby

laid upon ourselves the responsibility of encouraging and as-

sisting them to win their own people to Christ. They are our

children in the Lord. To break faith with them would be

as if Paul had broken faith with Timothy; as if a father had

broken faith with his own child. We dare not, and we will not.

Bert Wilson.

With the Missionary Volunteers
AHORSE leaping high into the air, his body so badly dis-

proportioned as to resemble the globe on which we live,

" his ears thrown back threateningly, his eyes protruding,

his mouth opened wide, showing teeth ready to bite viciously,

a label fastened to his back identifying him as "The Untamed
World"—this is the newspaper cartoonist's idea of the "Job

the Student Volunteers Have Met to Consider" as 5,428 stu-

dents of North America assembled in Convention Hall, Des

Moines, Iowa, in the Eighth International Convention of the

Student Volunteer Movement. A saddle marked "Christian

Civilization" lies on the ground and the bridle hangs on a

signboard which announces, "Wanted!! Strong Young Men
and Women for a Tough Job. No Mollycoddles Need Apply."

As one studies the cartoon he becomes conscious of the fact

that, though the drawing is skillfully done, there is more truth

than art in the picture. Truly the work of evangelizing the

world is a difficult task calling for strong bodies, alert minds

and consecrated souls. He who engages successfully in this

work must be the embodiment of a glorious trinity; he must

be Athlete, Philosopher, Christian.

But it is just such a task as this that youth seeks out. Call

him to work requiring courage, close application and consecra-

tion and he answers. Challenge him to a statesmanship that

is transforming the nations of this world into the Kingdom
of our Lord; call him to the work of leading redeemed men
and women into the presence of the King and, with alacrity and

gladness, he responds. More than 5,000 students met in Des

Moines last January to hear the challenge of the Foreign Mis-

sion fields and, considering the needs of men a call from

Christ, some thousands of them returned to their colleges and

universities to prepare themselves for overseas service for

Christ.

But such preparation requires hard work and hard cash and

this means sacrifice. Here is a young lady from a family

unable to send her to college, but she has put her hand to the

plow and will not look back. She has finished her normal

course and will now teach school on a meager salary and, by

painstaking care and economy, will save enough money to put

herself through school. It is hard enough to exist on a school

teacher's salary, much less save enough for a college course.

There will follow four long years of hard study in college,

some specialized study and a year in the College of Missions.

But, "he that doth not take his cross and follow after Me, is

not worthy of Me," and she, anxious to be worthy, is glad to

pay the price though, for her, the price is high.

A young man and his wife heard of the need for medical

missionaries in China, and, believing that a need made known is

a call to service, they presented themselves for the work. They
entered Transylvania University and by preaching for a coun-

try church on Sunday and working at odd jobs through the

week financed themselves through four years of academic

work. But the Great Physician was their ideal and to heal

the sick of China was their aim. Four more years must be

spent in medical school. Again preaching for a church on

Sunday offered not only a means of service but a method of

finance, which, added to remuneration received for after-school
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work, helped keep the "wolf from the door," and clothes on

the backs of wife and babies. The wife was not robust in those

days when her two babies were small, yet she was assistant

pastor to her husband, nurse to the babies, washerwoman,

housemaid and cook all in one. Many of those days were dark

days. The sun shone but little. Other men about him, no

more capable than he, were making large salaries, why should

not this young husband and father give up his ideal and give

to his family the same comforts and luxuries that others en-

joyed? But a consciousness of the fact that "man shall not

live by bread alone" enabled them to take heart and they went

on. On commencement day the coveted M. D. degree was be-

stowed, but the end was not yet. A year's interneship in a good

hospital with scarcely enough remuneration for his own needs

must be served. The wife and children went to the College of

Missions and for another year, she in Indianapolis and he in

Dayton, they further prepared themselves for their work.

Nine long years of preparation now ended, they sail at last

for China, but only they and God will ever know the hard-

ships they bore and the discouragements they overcame, that

they might be fitted to represent the Great Physician in a land

of four hundred million men, women and little children whose

bodies need medical attention and whose souls lack the healing

balm of Christ's Gospel.

Another young man and woman with iron in their blood and

love in their hearts yearned to serve God by serving humanity

in Africa. Through college and university they struggled only

to be told by the examining physician that they must not go to

their coveted work because of the ill heahh of the husband.

What a disappointment! Had not their fondest hopes been

dashed to pieces by the decision of a merciless physician? But

then, dejection gave place to determination. If they were

capable of mental preparation perhaps, by taking thought,

they could strengthen the body also. A few months spent in

outdoor work, proper exercise and diet and the doctor says the

word that sends them across the sea rejoicing.

Into a home of plenty came a son who in childhood attended

a Bible school and church which had recently sent out one

missionary and half a dozen preachers. The lad early decided

that "when he became a man" he would be a missionarv. In

college he was not disobedient to the heavenly vision but

sought those courses best calculated to prepare him for his

work. He married a young woman likewise from a home of

plenty who also had caught the vision. Friends tried to dis-

suade them, telling them of the hardships to be encountered

and of the utter impossibility of living on a missionary's sal-

ary on the plane to which they were accustomed. But thev

were determined, and counted neither houses, nor lands, nor

social standing, nor luxuries dear to them if only they might

witness for Him. But let no one suppose that it was an easy

task for them to make the adjustments necessarv.

Look into another home of plenty. A beautiful daughter of

splendid accomplishments and rare culture graced that home.

The mother had long planned that the daughter should fill the

place in the social world for which she was so eminentlv fitted,

but the daughter had planned otherwise. She had learned to

look upon life as a sacred trust, as a stewardship to be min-

istered. She decided that in China her life would count for

most and determined that there her life investment should be

made. She announced her purpose only to be told that if she

persisted in that desire she must go out from her mother's

presence never to return. Now, like every normal daughter,

she loved her mother dearly and it was not an easv matter to

hold true to her course. After a soul struggle that onlv she

can know she decided that to be true to God and to hold her

own self-respect there was only one thing to be done. She
must go out to China though the going should close her moth-

er's heart and home to her. She went, and in China todav she

opens heaven's gates to the women of that oldest of all nations.

May I quote Joaquin Miller's well known poem here as

especially fitting:

"The braves! battle that over was fought?

Shall 1 it'll you where ami when!
. On the maps of the world you will find it not.

It was fought in the hearts of men."

But what is the message to us of these gifts of life? The
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command of our Master is to us who stay at home as well as

to those who go. The only difference is that they discharge

the obligation directly, while we must answer some other way.

But though our gift must be of a different kind, shall it be less

freely given? Does not the sacrifice of these daring souls

who brave the danger and bear the burdens demand a like

sacrifice from us? Shall we not keep faith with them? How
shall we keep faith?

The work of God cannot be done even by missionaries save

God be in it and the power of God is released by prayer. We
must pray the Lord of the harvest to thrust forth laborers into

the harvest. We must pray that wisdom and strength and

grace sufficient be given them for their work. When the

Church of Christ really unites in prevailing prayer then will

the world be won.

"Then shall the shackles fall, the stormy clangor

Of wild war's music o'er the land shall cease.

Love shall trample out the baleful field of anger

And in its ashes plant the tree of peace."

Pastors must seek out and raise up Timothies to fill up the

thin ranks of the all too feeble force. As long as we send to

China each year less than enough missionaries to care for the

natural increase in population in China how can China be

won?
Funds must be gathered to help worthy students in their

courses. The medical course especially is expensive and finan-

cial aid should be given young doctors in fitting themselves for

the field. A large scholarship fund should be built up by the

Disciples of Christ.

Finally, proper equipment, sufficient supplies and adequate

salaries should be given to all the missionaries. Some one has

said that some folk must make money that others be enabled

to make converts. It is equally true that those who have money

should give it as freely as others give life and time. The

average American is capable of making $1,200 per year.

Counting our missionaries just average folk (they are far

above the average) each missionary life dedicated to the work

is as a gift of $20,000, for that sum producing at 6 per cent

makes $1,200 annually. Can we stay-at-homes keep faiih with

our missionaries on 10 cents per week unless that be a true

measure of our ability? As long as missionaries are com-

pelled to make bricks without straw, as long as the gospel

travels on ox carts while commerce goes in automobiles, v/c

are not keeping faith.

When in July, 1918, the American soldiers stopped the Ger-

man advance, what if we had failed them at that moment?
That would have been blackest treachery. Yet that is precisely

what we are doing with our missionaries. A long time ago they

took the front line trenches of heathenism; a long time ago

they began calling for reinforcements and supplies, and we in

America sat down and began debating whether we would use

one communion cup at the communion table or use the indi-

vidual service; whether we would use instrumental music in

our churches or just vocal music and, in our anxiety over these

things, we failed our brethren abroad.

Why were Ray and Mrs. Eldred alone when the death angel

came and took Mrs. Eldred away? Why had we not sent out

other missionaries? Why had we not equipped them ade-

quately? Some day we will look up into God's face and an-

swer the question. May we keep faith with those who give

their lives that the peace of God may possess all lands.

C. M. Yocum.

With the Pioneers of Our Religious Movement

IT
is a question of devotion and consecration to ideals and

the sacrificial men who showed us the way to their realiza-

tion. It is a question also of loyalty to a great leadership,

under God, in the divine business of the world's redemption.

It is a supreme task, and a compelling responsibility that these

fathers of ours have bequeathed to us. They were large men,

catholic men, broad minded, big hearted men, men of faith

and vision and power from on high, men who thought in

terms of continents and worlds, and not in terms of pig pens

and cabbage patches. . Theological pigmies, Lilliputian eccle-

siastics and degenerate sons of noble sires need not apply as

successors to these prophets of God, these stalwarts of the

Kingdom of Heaven. Their plans and purposes were large

and forelooking, and will require strong hands and brave

hearts to pass them across to the generations that will follow

us. Spirit-filled and Christ-intoxicated men, they contemplated

nothing less and nothing smaller than the restoration of the

unity, simplicity, spirituality, catholicity, fraternity and re-

demptive activity of the Church as Christ conceived it and the

Apostles began to establish it.

We need continually to refresh our memories and to inform

the rising generation as to just who these men were and what

they did, and especially at what sacrifice they entered upon

and persisted in the great adventure to which their long lives

and superb powers were consecrated.

Thomas Campbell and Barton W. Stone had reached the

age when men become conservative. They had won distinction

in their world, and to break with their people meant to throw

away their capital and not only start anew, but into a track-

less wilderness. It was not merely their own lives and com-

fort which they hazarded, but, that which was more precious,

the comforts and friendships and the very subsistence of their

dependent families.

Many who had been their stanchest friends became their

bitterest enemies and felt they were doing God's service when
they persecuted them as the former comrades of Paul perse-

cuted him.

Alexander Campbell and Walter Scott were young men.

Their sacrifice was different, but no less marked. They could

not be unaware of the marvellous intellectual powers and per-

sonal graces with which they were endowed. The superior

education which they had received in Scotland fitted them to

rise rapidly to pre-eminence. The way was open and the

path was plain. Many others with similar equipment had

won distinction and so their future was practically certain.

Yet they abandoned all such ambitions and threw themselves

completely into a venture of faith that was as radical as that

of Abram when he left Ur of the Chaldees, or the Pilgrims

of three hundred years ago who braved the storms of the Atlan-

tic and the terrors of the New England wilderness for con-

science' sake.

They were not mistaken in their anticipation of hardships.

By his marriage and the surpassing ability with which he man-
aged his affairs, Alexander Campbell came to a degree of

physical comfort, but all that he gained over his fellow re-

formers in that respect was more than counterbalanced by the

greater bitterness with which he was assailed by those who
counted the reformation he was leading a damnable apostasy.
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School teaching was for them what tent making was to the

Apostle Paul, a meager and precarious means of existence.

Scarcely any compensation was ever given them directly for

their labors in the gospel. They were sowing in tears that

others might reap with joy. We are the others. Shall we not

keep faith with them by carrying forward the glorious work

which they began? Their entire incomes were literally con-

secrated to the cause of Christ. Are we true to them when

we balk at giving a tenth of our incomes? Are there not many
of us that will keep faith with them by going at least as far as

Zaccheus and giving to God half of what we possess?

Their fundamental aim was the union of Christians in order

to the conversion of the world. Theirs was the church of all

good people, "the union of all who love in the service of all

who suffer."

The Christian religion had given to mankind the three

divinest and greatest things in this corner of the universe; the

greatest man, Jesus Christ; the greatest institution, the Church;

the greatest book, the Bible. This threefold affirmation or

proposition was "the everlasting yea" of the gospel of life

and salvation. God, righteousness and immortality made up

the unified message of the supremest greatnesses of all time.

The apostasy of a millennium and a half ago had dethroned

the divine Man, corrupted the divine Institution, and buried the

divine Book under the rubbish heaps of ecclesiastical tradi-

tion, in a temple more than half pagan. Thus the solution of

the problem of making the world righteous by saving it from

its sins, had been indefinitely postponed.

The denominational era intervened four hundred years ago,

as the first stage of progress on the way back to the Man,

the Institution and the Book, the historic trinity of original

Christianity. Denominationalism was a temporary stage in

the escape from Babylon and the return to Jerusalem, and our

fathers believed, a hundred years ago, that the time was ripe

for another step to realize in practice die idealism of things

as they were at the first. The denominational conception was

divisive and outworn, and had become as great a hindrance

to the conversion of the world as the rotten unity of Romanism.

The method of this new reformation was the exaltation of

the divine Man to his rightful place as Leader and Lord of

the spiritual realm; the restoration of the divine Institution as

the instrument of the Kingdom in the application of its ideals

to human life in the world; and the rational interpretation of

the divine Book as the standard of character and the means

of instruction in righteousness. And the fact must be noted

and emphasized that no representative man among the pioneers

of the first generation of Disciples ever made the mistake of

supposing that these inspired supremacies are mere ends in

themselves for the enjoyment and salvation of those who re-

ceive them. In the light of the purpose of the incarnation,

the function of the Holy Spirit and the mission of the Church,

all of these things were great means to practically greater ends.

the world's redemption from sin and its preparation for God's

presence "where there is fullness of joy and at whose right

hand there are pleasures forevermore."

And now for the thesis and moral of this little paper: \\^ as

this great cause of union and reconciliation and world evan-

gelization worth the sacrifices the pioneers made to establish

it and to hand it on, unimpaired, to the generations that should

follow them? And, may it not be said in answer to this ques-

tion, that the most becoming way to keep faith with them, and

the only way that counts, is to embrace the opportunities of the

present to pass the blessing on to our contemporaries and to

those who shall come after us? J. J. Haley.
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With the Christian Martyrs of All Ages

ONE of the books in my boyhood home was Fox's Book

of The Martyrs. It had a strong influence on my life.

To me it stood for loyalty to Christ in the face of great

opposition. Early did I receive the idea that there was some-

thing more precious to us than this life. Better death than the

denial of Christ who stood for all that was true and high and

good, was the message of that somber book.

We have been bought with a price, the price of many martyrs

stretching back to the first one upon the cross. The flower of

Christianity that blooms so divinely fair in our civilization

was fertilized in the blood of many saints only a few of whose

names history has saved for us.

My young soul was stirred by the courage and fidelity of the

martyrs. It is still stirred when I recall their tragic and faith-

ful deaths. The word martyr means witness. Beginning with

Stephen and James in the New Testament there is a long line

of noble witnesses to the reality and power of the faith. Poly-

carp was on his farm when the authorities came for him. See-

ing their approach he said, "God's will be done." Taken to

Smyrna the Judge said, "Swear, curse Christ and I will re-

lease thee." The old Bishop replied, "Six and eighty years

have I served Him and He has done me nothing but good, and

how could I now curse Him, my Lord and Savior?"

"As they were about to fasten him with nails to the stake of

the pile, he said, 'Leave me thus. He who has strengthened me

to encounter the flames, will also enable me to stand firm at

the stake.' Before the fire was lighted, he prayed, 'Lord Al-

mighty God, Father of Thy beloved Son, Jesus Christ, through

Whom we have received from Thee the knowledge of Thyself;

God of angels and the whole creation; of the human race, and

of the just who live in Thy presence; I praise Thee that Thou

hast judged me worthy of this day and of this hour, to take

part in the number of Thy witnesses, in the cup of Thy

Christ.'
"

"What appeared the greatest thing, to this church, was not

the martyr's death of Polycarp in itself, but the Christian man-

ner in which it was suffered."

MANY of the martyrs of the early Church were prominent

leaders, mature men occupying responsible places in

the Church. But the martyrs were of all classes. The spirit

of assurance, courage, strength and comfort came to the young

as well as to the old. All ages and all classes bear testimony

to the sustaining grace of Christ.

Balinda was brought in to see her fellow Christians die torn

by the wild beasts. After a time only she and a boy named

Ponticus were left, and finally she alone was left out of the

believing group. All had died save Balinda. Although tor-

tured by flogging, the hot iron chair and the wild beasts, she

would not recant. She passed away refusing to deny her

Savior.

The life of Perpetua of Carthage, though brief, has shone

through the centuries with great luster. She was only two and

twenty when cast into a vile prison. She was the mother of a

babe which part of the time was allowed to be with her. Her

aged father was not a Christian and besought her to renounce

her faith. She was a tender woman, loved life and her friends

and relatives. She said to her father, "We stand not in our

own strength, but only by the power of God."

John Huss of Prague, who lived at a much later date, is one

of the inspiring martyrs of history. July 6, 1415, he was led

to the stake. Refusing to recant he said to his accusers, "In

the truth of the gospel which I have written, taught and

preached I will die today with gladness." He followed these

words with the prayer, "Christ, thou Son of the Living God,

have mercy on me."

Many of the Covenanters of Scotland signed their covenant

of religion with their own blood and many wrote after their

names, "Till death."

No less illustrious are the martyrs of modern missions, Pat-

tison, Hannington, Pitkin and scores of their compeers and

thousands of converts.

RUNNING through the Church is the scarlet cord of sacri-

fice taking us back to apostolic days. The martyrs stood

for duty and for the truth of God. In their trials they were sup-

ported by Christ; counting it joy to suffer for Him. And they

looked upon themselves as witnesses for Christ. Their blood

proved to be the seed of the kingdom. The value of wit-

nessing for Christ through death is well brought out in the

story of the forty martyrs at Sebaste in 320. They were ex-

posed naked on ice in one of the coldest of nights. All per-

ished but one who, after recanting, was taken into a comfort-

able shelter. When the pagan captain of the guard learned

of this he was so impressed by the fidelity of the thirty-nine

that he confessed Christ and took the place of the one who re-

nounced the faith, so that forty perished.

Do you not think that this age needs to be reminded of its

heritage? Do we not need some of the courage and iron of

the martyrs? Christ was always courageous. Our pictures of

Him do not do justice to His vigor and manliness. He never

won a convert by lowering the cost of discipleship. "Christ

never hides a scar to make a disciple." Emerson says, "Every

heroic act measures itself by its contempt of some external

good." "Courage," says Christian, "is almost a contradiction

in terms. It means a strong desire to live taking the form of a

readiness to die."

Materialistic philosophy has had much influence in the past

years. It regards every thought that has been as being po-

tentially in the beginning alone. Man is but a microbe that

is acted upon, never acting with freedom himself. Can you

recall the martyrs and hold this theory? We need to guard

our moral responsibility for today and for the future.

There is a threatening love of the world possessing thou-

sands today. They ask, "What will it profit if I gain my own
soul and lose the world? I have my life to live. In no case

must I lose the world or any of the sensations it has to give."

THE challenge of service comes mightily to our people to-

day. What is our standard of measurement of men in this

time? In the days of Hercules the supreme standard was that

of muscle, in Shakespeare's, brain. Some one has it that

the standard of measurement now is the pocketbook. Some
day it will be that of the heart, of love, of service. Now how
is the Church, the spiritual instrument of God, to capture the

men and women of today? It must do as the martyrs, witness

to the gospel of the Cross.

It must witness to its joy which is higher than the world's

joy. It must show to the world its deep peace and satisfaction.

Again, its members must show to the world that it is not

possessed by the spirit of mammon. This it can do by lib-

erality in giving of money, and far better, by liberality in giv-

ing of lives. Only as we give both money and life up to the

full measure of the world's need and our ability, do we keep

faith with the Christian martyrs of all ages.

George A. Campbell.
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With the Christ of the Cross, of the Throne
COUNT ZINZINDORF, having looked upon the great

picture called "Ecce Homo," in a gallery at Dusseldorf,

a picture of the thorn-crowned, bleeding Christ inscribed

with the legend, "All this I did for thee; what doest thou

for Me?" went forth to a life of consecration and service the

like of which the world has seldom seen. In a later age

Frances Havergal, looking upon the same picture, was in-

spired to write the hymn to which her own complete devotion

was a beautiful response,

—

"I gave my life for thee

—

What hast thou given for Me?"

These two rare saints saw that the cross and its victory meant

not merely the supreme gift on the part of our Lord—it im-

plied also a supreme gift on the part of all who accept Him.

That the body of the Church thus answers the challenge of

the cross it would be sheer pretense to affirm. Many of those

of all time who have been reckoned as Christians might have

said, each for himself,-

—

"I lived for myself, I thought of myself,

Of myself and none beside,

Just as if Jesus never had lived,

As if He never had died."

Very many more willingly accept the way of escape provided

by the cross, but fail to see that it entails a debt of honor and

gratitude.

The obligation of the Christian to his Lord is perpetual and

complete. If His claim upon our lives is real it is a claim

upon all that we have and are. We have no more right to

accept Christianity for any good we may be able to get out

of it, and then to ignore the obligation it entails, than has

the slacker to claim police protection for his person and prop-

erty while he refuses to pay his tax or to defend his country.

But while the obligation entailed by the cross is always

present, there are times when we are made peculiarly aware

of the debt—when, indeed, we are criminally blind if we fail to

recognize it. Never since Calvary has the world cried out to

Christians to complete the work of that awful and glorious

hour more insistently than it cries today.

The cross and its sacrifice is tremendously real and under-

standable to the present age. It is no longer a stumbling-

block, as it was to the Jews, or foolishness, as it was to the

Greeks, or a tragic mistake, as it was deemed by a multitude

of the past generation. The crosses of France speak not only

of the many, but also of the One who died to make men

free. Persons do not longer argue that the death of Christ

was not worth while. Was the death of the brave lads of

France and England and America worth while? We dare not

say it was not. That they could not have withheld life we

know. With all reverence we can say that thus it behooved

them to suffer, that liberty and justice might be known among

all nations. But the full fruits of their victory may even yet

be held back by the materialism and selfishness of those who

claim to be themselves exponents of liberty. The glory of the

cross is best known by those who have suffered or given their

beloved to suffer, and who know that the way of the cross is

the only way. But what shall be the shame of those who

withhold His victory?

In every age the Church has been measured and tested by

the cross, but it seems that the testing of the present age is

to be the sharpest of all. As in no other period of the Church's

history we know the height of the cross as measured by the

divine love, the depth of the world's need to which it reaches,

the breadth of it as measured by the outreach of its arms in

human brotherhood.

Its height? We know now that real power comes through

self-giving, that divinity must be supreme in love and sacrifice.

Other ages might have argued that other forces might win the

world, but a weary humanity, bleeding and bereaved, is willing

now to testify that love is the only way to power. Armies

have come through war itself to be the shame of the nations

that maintain them. Physical force is recognized as the appeal

of moral weakness. Diplomacy is seen to be pretense and often

mere child's play. What the world needs to know is that God
loves it, that

"His greatness

Flows around our incompleteness,

Round our restlessness, His rest."

The depth to which the cross extends? We know human
conditions as they have never been known by the church in

any previous age, and we know that human need is greater

than it has ever been before. "Let Avell enough alone," we
used to say of heathen peoples, but now we know there is no

well enough to let alone. The Christian doctor can no longer

ignorantly run in competition with a dozen of his profession,

for he knows that thousands of patients are waiting for him in

Africa and that there are epidemics to be stamped out. cities

to be cleaned up and hospitals to be organized. The Christian

millionaire can no longer ignorantly go on piling up dollars

he will never need, not knowing that his surplus would build

colleges and orphanages and churches and send forth mission-

aries bearing the unsearchable riches of Christ. Christian

parents can no longer ignorantly hold their children to pleas-

ant fields and congenial associations in the homeland, for

the cross has measured the depths of human suffering and

need of which the world of the past never dreamed. The march

of armies over alien soils, the surveys made by governments

and by religious bodies, the commingling of the races in com-

merce, above all, the work already done on all fields in the

name of Christ, have shown the depth of human need in our

time—a depth which only the cross can reach.

The outreach of the cross? Who but the divinely forgiving

One can bring the spirit of brotherhood to mankind? The

arms of the cross point round the world. The outstretched

hands of the Son of God are pierced for every son of Adam.

"Father, forgive them!" Murderers? Yes, but brothers still

'

Shall we not be found keeping faith with Him who hung

upon the cross, with Him who, from His throne, asks the con-

servation of His sacrifice, the completion of His work? Blessed

is the man whom, when He cometli, He shall find so doing.

Hiram, Ohio. John E. Pounds.

Across the earth have marched and countermarched through-

out the centuries the merciless armies of world conquest. Nin-

eveh and Babvlon. Greece and majestic Rome. Turk. Teuton.

Saxon, Slav and the rest have, in turn, drenched the world with

blood. Shall we not reverse the order of the world, and send

forth men to serve mankind? Would that from this day we

might begin to raise a goodly fellowship of men and women,

strong in soul and brave to minister to a wounded world, to

go forth with hands quick to find, to heal, to bless. Year by

year their numbers would increase. And in time—in the good

time of God—they would reveal the secret of the reconciliation

of the world. Harry Emerson Fosdick.
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A Governor Who Was More
J. Frank Hanly was killed August 1, 1920, in an automobile accident. Oliver W. Stewart, partner

of Mr. Hanly in Prohibition reform pays the following tribute to his friend, who was one of the

foremost leaders in the abolition of the liquor traffic.

FRANK HANLY was no ordinary man. There are many
former governors whose passing would attract but little

• notice from the press. It was not possible for the great

spirit of our hero to bid the world farewell and wing its

flight to its heavenly home without causing commotion by its

going.

He had the elements of true greatness. The poverty of his

childhood could not thwart his boyish determination. Diffi-

culties, which beset his political career, could not daunt his

courage. The bitter opposition, which as a reformer he was

forced to encounter, could not

stay the conviction which im-

pelled him in his course.

He was born for great things.

God put upon him the stamp of

a splendid personality. He had

little patience with inefficiency or

indifference. But he had the love

which carries weakness in its

arms and which forgives even

before forgiveness is asked by

those who try and fail.

He was unable to turn back.

Once the course was charted, he

followed it to the end. He was

not a fatalist, but he believed in

a Father's love and care. When
in December of 1914 a great New
York specialist told him that he

could not live through the Flying

Squadron campaign, and that he

must pack his grip and go back

to Indianapolis and keep quiet,

he said to me, "There is one

thing the doctors do not know:

God never lets a man die until

his work is done." With him
that was not fatalism;, it was a

calm belief that he had been

divinely called to lead that great

movement and that if he did his

best, God would take care of

him until the work was finished. Tender as a woman, simple

as a child, thoughtful and considerate of the feelings and rights

of others, he was at his best when in the midst of a conflict.

One would not care to say that he loved a fight for the fight's

sake, but may unhesitatingly assert that he loved a fight for

the right's sake, and that he went into it with the light of joy

upon his countenance and with an unwavering faith in the

victorious outcome.

He hated sham and hypocrisy; he admired courage, strength

and faithfulness. His heart was touched by weakness and

helplessness. He believed in his country—and in its mission.

It was his firm conviction that America is to lead the nations

into right governmental channels and that it is to cleanse and

purge the social order and be the chief instrument in the hands

of God in making over this old world and its institutions.

J. Frank Hanly

With such convictions life was to him a stern battle, but he

fought it according to a code of ethics which required him to

be chivalrous, merciful and forgiving.

A warrior has laid off his armor and has bent his head

for the crown. Let us not begrudge him his rest, nor envy

him his great reward.

An Unanswerable Arraignment

The closing part of the famous address which J. Frank

Hanly, as Governor of Indiana, delivered to the Republican

state convention of 1908:

I bear no malice toward those

engaged in the liquor business,

but I hate the traffic.

I hate its every phase.

I hate it for its intolerance.

I hate it for its arrogance.

I hate it for its hypocrisy; for

its cant and craft and false pre-

tense. I hate it for its commer-

cialism; for its greed and av-

arice; for its sordid love of gain

at any price.

I hate it for its domination in

politics; for its corrupting influ-

ence in civic affairs; for its in-

cessant effort to debauch the suf-

frage of the country; for the

cowards it makes of public men.

I hate it for its utter disregard

of law; for its ruthless tram-

pling of the solemn compacts of

state constitutions.

I hate it for the load it straps

to labor's back; for the palsied

hands it gives to toil; for its

wounds to genius; for the trag-

edies of its might-have-beens.

I hate it for the human wrecks

it has caused.

I hate it for the almshouses it

peoples; for the prisons it fills;

for the insanity it begets; for its countless graves in potters'

fields.

I hate it for the mental ruin it imposes upon its victims;

for its spiritual blight; for its moral degradation.

I hate it for the crimes it commits; for the homes it de-

stroys; for the hearts it breaks.

I hate it for the malice it plants in the hearts of men; for

its poison, for its bitterness, for the Dead Sea fruit with which

it starves their souls.

I hate it for the grief it causes womanhood—the scalding

tears, the hopes deferred, the strangled aspirations, its burden

of want and care.

I hate it for its heartless cruelty to the aged, the infirm and

the helpless; for the shadow it throws upon the lives of

children, for its monstrous injustice to blameless little ones.
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I hate it as virtue hates vice, as truth hates error, as right-

eousness hates sin, as justice hates wrong, as liberty hates

tyranny, as freedom hates oppression.

I hate it as Abraham Lincoln hated slavery. And as he

sometimes saw in prophetic vision the end of slavery, and the

coming of the time when the sun should shine and the rain

should fall upon no slave in all the Republic, so I sometimes

seem to see the end of this unholy traffic, the coming of the

time when, if it does not wholly cease to be, it shall find no

safe habitation anywhere beneath Old Glory's stainless stars.

What Twenty-Five Years Can Do

IT
can discover, organize for and minister to a great need

—

the cause of support for the ministry.

The warm-hearted A. M. Atkinson was first to heed

the appeal and determined it should be answered. He wrote

many letters, took time from his business to make journeys to

homes of aged ministers and widows, assuring them they

should have the comfort and care they so much deserved. The

cause was born out of his passion to see the shameful neglect

of our worn-out veterans stopped.

Others took up the work, and the brotherhood began to

realize its obligation. A. L. Orcutt, of sainted life and de-

votion, helped to establish the work and caused the brethren

everywhere to think of the responsibility God imposed in the

long ago. Others have added their leadership and labor until

now the cause of support for the ministry is recognized as

fundamental to the success of every cooperative enterprise.

The work of a quarter century has ministered to 525 homes

with the help of $550,000. The support has grown from scat-

tering offerings by churches and individuals to regular individ-

ual payments, some as high as $50 a month, and a definite place

in the support of the churches, not a few of which are at or

over the $500-a-year mark. The list of churches paying 6 per

cent on the minister's salary shows a large increase each year.

Of the nearly 250 homes now on the Relief Roll, it is

interesting to note that seventy-one have served 45 or more

years. Of this number fifty-four have served 50 years or

more. Of these, four have a service record of 60 and more

years. The highest number of years in service is 65, by a

preacher now 86. Several others are a close second to this

record. Those now on the roll are 241, with applications

pending to reach very close to 250. Of these, 130 are preach-

ers, 97 widows and 14 are missionaries, besides wives and

children who are supported.

There are eighty children in the homes which receive the

help of the churches through this Board. In twenty homes

there are two or more children. In seven cases there are

three children and in three homes four children. There are

many small children. There are 41 girls with an average

age of 11 years and 39 boys averaging 11% years. There

are 100 wives and others in the homes, making a total of 425

who depend on the regular support of the churches.

The White Gifts Christmas service has been inaugurated

and developed to the place where 600 schools this year are

giving over $15,000. Already schools are making offerings of

$300 each. This is not only to be an important part of the

income for the work, but is a high spiritual service rendered

every school that accepts the opportunity offered in the White

Gifts exercise.

One of the most radical actions of this board was under-

taken when the Pension system was established January 1,

1919. There are already 525 who have enrolled. The dues

wilh the reserve from the churches will form a fund of

T. X. llolton

One of the messengers of the Lord. Eighty years have flown over

his head, sixty-one of which have been in the church and fifty-six

in the ministry, baptizing 1.500 people. For several years past he

has been a pastor at large, many churches of his state (Illinois)

receiving the blessing of his labors. One of the foremost leaders

in the state says, "He has laid the entire State of Illinois, in so far

as the churches are concerned, under obligations to him by his splen-

did work." His honors are the more complete now by reason of

the sacred fellowship with the churches into which he has entered

through the Board of Ministerial Relief. Fifty-eight years ago he

and Ellen M. Campbell were married in the old church at Bethany

by Alexander Campbell.

$100,000 by the close of this missionary year. This provision

will develop into one of the greatest enterprises of the brother-

hood and rightfully so because of the assurance for the min-

istry. The benefits of the Pension system are more than a

promise. Three claims are being paid, two for disability and

one for death. All have arisen in the last five months.

This is part of the record of a quarter century, worked out

in faith and devotion with a courage that asserts that when

the churches understand the justice and serious responsibility

of such a cause they will give whole-hearted support.

The philanthrophy of Jesus was objective. He cured real

diseases by direct action, not by mental abstraction. The

good works of Buddhism, as Edwin Arnold in '"The Light of

Asia" shows in one case, are imaginative
—"A poor woman

got all her comfort by simply understanding that suffering is

universal, and the way to get rid of suffering is to get rid

of affection."' If vou have no relation, such as father and

brother, wife and child, when you lose them you do not suffer.

The way to get rid of suffering is to get rid of feeling.

W. E. Macklin.
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TheNewEmphasisonKnowing theWorld
By J. G. McGAVRAN

WHAT do we mean when we say that we are living in a

new world and that we must reinform ourselves about

all the un-christian lands to which we send mission-

aries? Do the changes which have taken place within the

last ten years amount to very much after all, and does it make

any difference whether we know anything about them? Are

not the Japanese and Chinese and Hindus and Africans just

the same folks that they have been for centuries?

Ten years ago one might have said that, on the whole, these

peoples were practically the same as their fathers had been

for generations, with indications only here and there of im-

pending change. Today that is not true. We all know that

the war did not bring about the sudden regeneration of the

race. On the whole, it degraded all nations in just so far as

hate and selfishness and vengeance became dominant in their

thinking and those who entered the war with the most holy

and unselfish ambition to serve their day and generation have

had to suffer with the guilty. So along certain lines the world

has gone backward and not forward.

But there is another phase of the subject which far out-

weighs the moral and spiritual catastrophe of the war. That

is found in the general loosening of the bonds of authority.

All over the world old customs have lost their grip. The old

restraints have ceased to operate and three-quarters of the peo-

ple of the world have been more or less cast adrift. They

find themselves in a new era in which all sorts of changes

are going forward at a bewildering pace.

THE most apparent of these breakups is connected with the

political life of the world. Before the war the spirit of

what has come to be known as Bolshevism had been abroad for

centuries but had taken hold of the minds of comparatively

few. Since the rise of the Soviet regime in Russia, this spirit

has penetrated to the remotest corners of the world and is a

factor in the thinking of millions of people in all mission

lands. It strikes directly at the tap root of Christianity and the

two cannot exist together. Not because the new radicalism

would extend to the masses everywhere all human rights and

opportunities, but because it is based on principles which,

among the illiterate masses the world over, mean nothing other

than the spoliation of one class for the benefit of another.

All the problems of the native church on the mission field

will be tinged by this new political movement and unless the

missionaries, missionary societies and individual supporters

keep themselves well informed as to the relation between the

rapidly growing desire for greater freedom, fuller self-expres-

sion and extended self-government, we shall suddenly find that

the forces of Christian missions are promoting revolution rath-

er than development. There is special need that all Christians,

whatever experiments they may care to try at home, should be

very careful about their attitude toward the forces of unrest in

China, India and other oriental countries.

Another breakup which is producing startling results with

which all Westerners ought to be familiar is the failure, all over

the world, of the thing known in China as Feng Shui. It ex-

presses, more or less clearly, the idea that the earth herself, or

the spirits or the ghosts of deceased folks, or devils or gods are

displeased and resent disturbance of old customs, especially

those through which the will of these beings is expressed. This

idea is very dominant in China and has been not only one of

the great factors in hindering development—especially such

development as involved interference with hills, rivers and

cemeteries—but it is also, under other names and expressed in

other terms, the cause of the stolid inertia which missionaries

find so hard to overcome. For more than a hundred years

modern missions, through the seeming miracles of medicine

and surgery and the real miracles of Christian love, have been

undermining these beliefs in the potency of spirits and godlings

of all kinds and degrees. To crown all this the war disturbed,

in a forcible way, millions of men and compelled them to do

all sorts of things which age-long custom forbade. China and

India and all the East are seething with people whose confi-

dence in the old ways and the old inhibitions have been broken.

The world has known for a long time that China was a vast

storehouse of undeveloped resources, but only now do we begin

to know what and where these resources are.

The caste system in India has been getting weaker for sev-

eral generations and in several more it might have broken

down. It has lost more during the last decade than in two

centuries before that.

The changing of the German colonies in Africa from mines

of human wealth to be exploited to regions of human homes to

be developed means that intercommunication, education, sani-

tation and progress will more and more dominate the dark

continent.

In Japan the belief in the divine nature of the imperial fam-

ily has received an apparent reinforcement, but, in the light

of all that is going on there, the Western Christian who keeps

abreast of the times will be ready at any time to learn that

this reaction is only seemingly important and that Japan has

really joined the forces of democracy.

IN the world of religion there has never been so much
questioning, so much doubt and so much longing. The

non-christian world may have been a bit puzzled at first at the

seeming inconsistency of Christian nations and war, but it is

now a thousandfold more puzzled to know how the old reli-

gions are to grapple with the problems of the day. This has

resulted in the formation of numerous religious cults which

are seeking to incorporate the spirit of Christianity in the body

of the old religions of fear and superstition. It seems to be

more hopeless than the task of making figs grow on thistles

and so the rather rapid decline in moral stamina, under con-

ditions with which the old religions cannot cope, is driving the

peoples to consider the real worth of Christianity.

All these conditions and all these changes are matters of

profound interest to every intelligent Christian. No study of

the old books and the old conditions will make one an intelli-

gent interpreter of the affairs of today; nor will it enable un-

trained and uninformed men to cope with the problems of the

mission field. Those who go forth as missionaries must not

only be men and women of first rate ability and highly edu-

cated, but also specially trained for their specific task.

Fortunately, there is a growing literature which deals with

the new order of things, and among that must be mentioned

the current magazine discussions of the conditions of the Far

East. Such magazines as World Outlook and World Call are

great sources of fresh, up-to-the-minute information. Such

information is essential io an understanding of the problems

and tasks of the mission field and of our duty in respect to them.
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China's Greatest Need—Ideals and Leadership
in Agriculture

By THEODORE MAGKLIN

CHINA is one of the most undeveloped of the densely

populated regions of the world. Known as the home of

a quarter of the world's population, whose occupation

is chiefly agriculture, it is something of a revelation to learn

that Chinese farming is exceedingly unproductive and in-

efficient.

While the wonderfully fertilized and cultivated vegetable

gardens and irrigated rice fields of selected areas in China

are remarkable in themselves as examples of intensive develop-

ment, they are not in any sense representative of Chinese

agriculture nor of the efficiency of use or the productiveness

of most of the land now farmed.

A measure of the productiveness of agriculture is found in

the number of persons, in addition to the rural population, who
are provided with food.

In 1820 farming in the United States was so inefficient and

unproductive that about nine persons were required in agri-

culture to produce enough food for themselves and one person

in another occupation. In less than a hundred years the use

of invented machinery and scientific principles has changed

the productiveness of American farming so that one person

in agriculture now produces the food for himself and two

persons in other occupations. Consequently, only one-third

of the people of the United States are required in farming

in 1919 where in 1820 almost nine-tenths were so occupied.

China of 1919, from an agricultural point of view, is behind

the United States of 1820. About nine-tenths of her people

are rural. Her wonderful natural resources, such as coal,

iron and water power, are scarcely touched.

Farming for the masses -is, therefore, almost the only known
method of gaining a living. So overcrowded has agriculture

become that farms are exceedingly small and the year's output

of products is scarcely more than enough to support the farm

family. A living is so difficult to obtain that food and clothing

sufficient to hold body and soul together are all that the

masses hope to gain.

An Eight-Sail Irrigating; Windmill Used in China

If China is to make improvement of any kind, her agricul-

ture must become more productive. The efficiency of the

Chinese farmer must be increased. Farm products must be

produced in sufficient quantity to support a man in non-farming

occupations for every one who farms. The products which

the farmer sells must then have a purchasing power which

will bring back to the rural population resources adequate

to pay for a higher standard of life which means ideals, edu-

cation, convenience and luxuries, which are at present beyond
their horizon.

Three paralyzing obstacles stand in the way of vitalizing

Chinese farming. The most deadening of influences center

in Chinese superstitions and the destructive negative ideals

of the religions which dominate all activities of life. To cite

the effect of these forces on improvement, witness the super-

stition regarding railroads. Being an agricultural countrv of

uncertain rainfall, one of the most obvious and persistent needs

is adequate moisture. The dragon, according to popular con-

viction, is at once in direct control of rain and omnipresent

beneath the surface of the land. The establishment of rail-

roads is believed to be a restriction placed on the free move-

ments of the dragon because of the rigid steel bands thrown

about him. The cramped effect being disliked by the dragon,

his anger leads to retaliation by withholding rain from the

Chinese Empire. Just such beliefs retarded railroad develop-

ment, and yet without railroads the surplus products of a

more productive and efficient agriculture could not be placed

upon the market.

The universal- belief in evil spirits directly affects soil fer-

tility maintenance and causes a low yield of crops. The

average farm is exceedingly small and the income, at best,

inadequate for proper life were even the full 100 per cent

devoted to the physical needs of the family and the farm.

But owing to the belief in a future world which is no more

than a replica of the present, with all its graft, bribery and

injustice, the poor peasant is hoodwinked into spending a

fifth of his already inadequate income for paper money, in-

cense and other articles which he burns for the evil spirits

of the after world. This expenditure robs him of the needed

money for purchasing or otherwise providing sufficient fer-

tilizer.

As a consequence, after ages of cultivation, all but portions

of the flat lands of China are exhausted of productive ability

and only very low vields of wheat or other products are the

meager returns harvested from the enormous area of washed

clay soils on the hills and slopes. To shatter such super-

stitions as these and replace them with worthy and humani-

tarian ideals is to take a long step in increasing the pro-

ductiveness of Chinese agriculture.

The second obstacle lies in the ignorance of Chinese farmers

as to methods which will enable them to produce more grain.

live stock and other products per man. W hat good there is

in Chinese methods in agriculture has come as a result of

survival of the fittest and not because of any accepted scientific

knowledge or real understanding of the principles involved.

.Upon such a flimsy foundation no rapid or sound improve-

ment in agriculture is possible. Scientific principles and ma-
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chinery must supplement improved technical application in

Chinese farming.

The third serious obstacle lies in the faults of the economic

organization of Chinese agriculture. From half to two-thirds

of the farmers of China are estimated to be tenants who first

divide the crop with the landlord and then devote a fifth of

their share to the evil spirits of which they stand in awe.

Neither the landlords nor the government contributes to make

permanent improvements on the farms or in the rural districts.

Floods, droughts, deforestation and other calamitous influences

ravage the country with the result that crop failures bring

famines and pestilence. Here then is the opportunity for

human ingenuity, operating through an enlightened economic

system, to protect and multiply the fruitfulness of effort on

the part of millions of submerged Chinese farmers.

Such is. the problem which staggers China and makes her

look to enlightened, idealistic America for hopeful encourage-

ment and a practical helping hand. In this opportunity for

service Americans cannot be and are not slackers.

American universities have the spirit and the trained men
who can put across the improvements of which China stands

in need. Men of ideals and action, trained to find the de-

ficiencies and supply the critical elements in Chinese agricul-

ture are imperative as leaders. By practical demonstration

to the Chinese farmer of the productive power of fertilizer on

his clay soil and of the comparative loss which he chooses

when a fifth of his income is spent on idol worship, the trained

agriculturist can reform and vitalize a hopeless race. In

economic reforms he can open an avenue of approach and

instill ideals which will straighten out internal chaos and

lead to international confidence and cooperation. It is a

big game, worthy of the best that university caliber can give

of financial support or in actual service.

University of Wisconsin.

A Statement from the Foreign Society About the

Union Situation in China
FOLLOWING the China Convention of 1919, a letter was

received from China which stated that a union of churches

was being proposed by the missionaries and Christians of

several communions, and asked what the attitude of the Society

with regard to entering such a union would be if the union

were formed. The two main points in the plan of union upon

which an opinion was desired were these: (1) the control of

the local churches by a district association, and (2) the ques-

tion of open membership. The Executive Committee adopted

the following resolutions:

1. That we express our gratification at the growing interest

in the subject of Christian unity among the workers in China

and in other mission lands, as well as here at home. We can-

not but feel that the Spirit of God is working to the end that

his people may be one.

2. That we express our sympathy with our missionaries in

China, who, passionately desiring, as does every true disciple

of Christ, the consummation of such a unity, naturally seek

cooperation in this movement so far as is consistent with

individual loyalty to Christ and with the interests of the king-

dom as they see them.

3. It appears that no constitution has been adopted by the

missions in China. This being the case, action on the part

of the Executive Committee would not be either proper or

advisable. If any constitution should give to the district

organization authority over the local churches, that would be

contrary to the teaching and practice of the Disciples of Christ.

4. The Executive Committee is committed to the program

of the organization and maintenance of work on the mission

field in consonance with the teaching and practice of the Dis-

ciples of Christ in the United States. Such teaching and prac-

tice is clearly that of receiving into membership those only who

have been baptized by immersion. Recognizing though we do

the fact that the missionaries may see many facts in the situa-

tion which we do not see, and eager as we are to use this ap-

parent opportunity to speed any movement toward unity that

will save China from a divided church, we feel none the less

that to approve anything else than the established teaching and

practice of the churches we represent would be to exceed our

authority as an Executive Committee.

These resolutions, beyond question, mean that the Executive

Committee does not approve of any control of the local

churches by a district association, or of the advocacy or prac-

tice of open membership among the missionaries or mission

stations supported by the Foreign Society.

It should be added that the China Mission is not practicing

or advocating open membership and never has done so. Per-

sons are admitted to membership in these churches on the same

terms as among our churches in America.

Mr. R. A. Doan, one of our Secretaries, attended the annual

convention in China in May last. He reports that the ques-

tion of open membership was not discussed in the convention,

though it was referred to by the President in his opening ad-

dress. Mr. Doan was in the resolutions committee of the con-

vention when the question was discussed. He reports that the

committee agreed that open membership was not being prac-

ticed and that they were not planning to practice it.

With respect to the suggestion that Frank Garrett be recalled,

it should be said that it appears to the Executive Committee

that a missionary should not be recalled because of an opinion

expressed by him, provided he does not attempt to force his

opinion upon his brethren, or reduce his opinion to practice

and thereby create a schism in the body of Christ. To do S3

would be to do violence to the fundamental principles of our

movement. As long as Mr. Garrett does not practice or advo-

cate open membership, the fact that it occurred to him that the

practice of open membership might be a possible solution of

the union problem in China does not appear to the Executive

Committee to be a sufficient reason for recalling him.

Frank Garrett has been in China for nearly a quarter of a

century and recently his daughter Rose has sailed to join hin

in missionary work there. He is a true man of God. In all

the years he has been in China he has worthily represented the

Disciples of Christ. In view of the long service he has ren-

dered, and in view of his devotion and fidelity, we may rest

assured that he will continue to do so.

Signed by the members of the Executive Committee.

A. McLean, John E. Pounds,

T. W. Grafton, R. A. Doan,

L. N. D. Wells, Bert Wilson,

M. Y. Cooper, C. W. Plopper,

Joseph Armistead, C. M. Yocum,
C. R. Oakley, Stephen J. Corey.

David W. Teachout,
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International Foreign Missionary Conference,

Geneva, Switzerland
By STEPHEN J. COREY

THE first international missionary conference following

the war was held at Crans, near Geneva, Switzerland,

June 22-28, 1920.

Following the Edinburgh Missionary Conference, held in

1910, the Continuation Committee carried on the work which

had international hearings until the beginning of the Great

War in 1914. The war necessarily disrupted this committee

and from its outbreak until the summer of 1920 the numerous

international problems which arose were handled by a special

emergency committee, of which J. H. Oldham of England,

was chairman. As soon as the war closed it was apparent

that an international conference would have to be called soon

to deal with imminent problems which had arisen and also

to try to perfect a permanent organization to serve internation-

ally for all the Protestant missionary boards. Serious mis-

understandings had arisen during the war, not only as between

the German representatives and those of other countries, but

on the part of neutral countries as well. Because of the neces-

sary withdrawal of the German missionaries from Allied ter-

ritory and the further grave complications resulting from the

deterioration of the German mark, it became necessary to

confer on these problems and try in the best possible way to

adjust them. It was recognized that since a League of Nations

had been formed to deal with the political and economic prob-

lems of the nations, the churches should have something of

a parallel in an association which would guard missionary

interests and help in every possible way to put a Christian

spirit back of the international problems.

It was evident from the beginning of the plans for this

international conference that it would be necessary to hold it

in a neutral country. Since Switzerland had suffered less com-

plications arising from the war and was in happy relationship

with both France and Germany, it seemed wisest to hold the

conference there.

Sixteen nations were represented in the conference. These

were America, Canada, Great Britain, France, Switzerland,

Germany, Holland, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Norway,

Sweden, India, China, Japan and South Africa. Very for-

tunately the home of Colonel Von Berchem, a fine old chateau

on the shore of Lake Geneva, was made available by this

consecrated Huguenot family for the important conference.

Their oldest daughter had served as a missionary in India and

had died on her way home on furlough. The hearts of these

people were very tender and they had longed for many years

to do some large service for world missions and international

friendship. Through many weeks of special prayer the atmos-

phere of the home had been prepared for the coming of this

difficult but important conference and from the very beginning

there was a spiritual, sympathetic atmosphere which was most

helpful to the sessions. The conference was conducted in the

large drawing room of the chateau and the forty delegates

..at around a table with Bishop Roots of China as chairman.

German, French, Danish, Finnish, Dutch and Swedish addresses

were given, but where necessary the addresses were translated

into English, which was the official language of the conference.

A. General Problems. Some of the pertinent problems

growing out of the war which were under constant discussion

at the conference were such as the weakening of Western

moral and intellectual domination in the East; the new self-

consciousness of Oriental and subject races and their discon-

tent with outside influences; the national and racial antag-

onisms growing out of the war which are a great factor in

tempering missionary endeavor; the further fact that govern-

ments distracted by problems growing out of the war do not

find time or inclination to think constructively or act favor-

ably toward foreign missionary endeavor. Much of the old

freedom for missionary work which we had formerly taken

for granted is insecure now.

B. Educational Problems. The value of education in for-

eign missionary work is perfectly evident to every one who
is conversant with missions at all. \^ e must depend upon

native leadership, and mission schools of various kinds must

be conducted. But it is found that even the most backward

governments are rapidly taking charge of education, and that

they are very jealous of any type of education not definitely

under their control. It seems absolutely necessary that there

should be a unified policy and unity of action bv all Protestant

missions throughout the world with regard to missionary edu-

cation, or this phase of the work may suffer much in mission

fields. It is also evident that missionary societies must in-

crease and make more efficient their educational standards in

order to keep pace with the more progressive governments in

non-Christian lands. More and more our schools must be

model institutions and such as will not overlap any more than

necessary the distinctive work done by the government schools

themselves. We must emphasize quality and character and

set forth high ideals for our educational propaganda every-

where. Japan has recently passed a law for Korea that all

religious teachings and exercises shall be excluded from the

schools conducted in that land. Ten years' grace is allowed for

schools to adjust themselves to this new plan, but if the

Japanese insist on this new standard it would seem that mis-

sionary education will practically disappear from Korea.

Similar legislation has been discussed seriously in Japan itself.

In India there is considerable agitation over what is called

a "conscience clause" for the school system which might.work

in very much the same way in that land. There is a growing

feeling in all mission countries that education must be national

and must distinctly represent national aims. Because Chris-

tianity is international and Christian schools are often looked

upon as weakening the national consciousness, this problem

is extremely acute in some lands. Christian education always

acts as a solvent in lands where people are oppressed politi-

cally because it brings ideals of freedom and democracy.

Colonial governors are disturbed and feel that Christian

schools make their work harder. Thus it may be seen that

the carrying on of Christian education in mission lands is not

an easy problem and that this kind of work is facing more

difficulties just now than at any time in recent years.

C. The Problem of German Missions. During the war it

seemed to be necessary on the part of colonial governments in

India, Africa and many of the islands of the Pacific to exclude

German missionaries. Thirty-two German missions were af-

fected and at the present time fifteen hundred German Prot-

estant missionaries and eight hundred of their wives are at

home in Germany, separated from their work and with no im-
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mediate prospect of return. This withdrawal of German

missionaries leaves only such countries as the Dutch East

Indies, Japan and China open to German missionary work.

In these lands they had put forth very little effort before the

war. Their larger missions were in Africa and India. Because

of the removal of these missionaries from the field it is claimed

that 750,000 native communicants are unshepherded. The

property of these missions has been placed in the hands of

holding companies and the governments have tried in each

particular case to form these holding companies through sym-

pathetic missionary organizations holding similar theological

belief to the German societies which had carried on the work.

However, all mission boards are undermanned and it has been

impossible to provide anything more than a fraction of the

workers needed to guide these disrupted missions. In German

East Africa the German foreign missionary work was very

promising. All the missionaries were removed. It was pos-

sible for the Catholics to man their stations by using other

nationalities than German, but the Protestant missionary work

has not been cared for and it would seem that Islam and

Catholicism may soon sweep this field where so many prom-

ising missions were located. It is a territory twice the size

of Germany. The Basil Missionary Society was conducting

a remarkable work on the deadly Gold Coast of West Africa.

This mission carried on extensive industrial operations and

was largely self-supporting. It was of Swiss organization, but

there were ninety-five German missionaries in that field and

all have been removed except three Swiss who are able to

stay. This work is rapidly disintegrating.

The German leaders are suffering great anxiety from the

loss of this work which was at the heart of German Protestant-

ism and from the feeling that forty million Protestant people

are now practically shut off from foreign missionary work.

Added to these problems for the Germans is the fact that the

German mark has deteriorated so that what they have collected

during the war is practically useless now. The mark, which

was formerly worth twenty-five cents, is now worth less than

two cents in our money. The work the Germans have in China

is seriously menaced although their missionaries have not been

forcibly removed. Their money has been practically worthless

and they have suffered great hardship, managing to live largely

because of the kindliness of missionaries of other nationalities

in China. The German leaders now ask that American societies

help them financially to save their work in China.

D. The Outlook for German Missions. The conference at

Geneva gave evidence of the finest Christian sympathy for

the German missionary work. It was realized, however, that

while all would be glad to have worthy German missionaries

return to their fields at the earliest possible moment, this

was a problem with which the governments would have to

deal and that these governments have very serious difficulties

of their own. The colonial governments naturally prefer

their own nationalities as missionaries if they are interested

at all. The feeling in the homelands is very deep and will

be lasting and no colonial governor would think of taking up

such a question as the return of the German missionaries until

he was backed by his home constituency.

The problems which governments and colonial managers

face in these days are very great. There is much suspicion

and many movements among the native people that are hard

for those in authority to manage. No government wishes to

add to these difficulties. The return of the German mission-

aries for at least some time to come looks very dubious.

Those who go back will have to return gradually here and

there as local governments become sympathetic and as the

organizations which have taken over the German work are

ready to return the work to them. It was realized by all in

the discussions at Geneva that this situation was but one part

of the intense suffering following a great and evil war.

E. Another question discussed at Geneva was the one of

freedom to carry the gospel throughout the world. The Ger-

man Protestant people naturally think that they should not

be limited in preaching the gospel of Christ anywhere through-

out the world, that Christianity is universal and international

and that if the nation or a church is limited in its expression

of the Christian teaching its spiritual life at home may be

wrecked. It was realized that the problem of dealing with

governments just now is a very delicate one and we are apt

to face grave difficulties if there is an attempt in any way
to press the issue.

Photograph from Western Newspaper Union

The Harbor of Geneva, Switzerland, Which Will Be the Seat of the League of Nations

From the (lays of John Calvin. Geneva has been a capital and center of Protestant Christianity. It is equally

learning- and culture and international fellowship
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F. An International Organization. Much time was spent

in the discussion of the needed international organization to

deal with problems so grave and vital. The reasons for such

a body were as follows:

(a) Such an organization would bring united conviction to

bear everywhere, for freedom of conscience and missionary

work.

(b) It would enable societies to form united policies with

regard to educational work and other forms of missionary

service.

(c) It would make the best experience of missionary com-

munions and boards the property of all.

(d) It would enable the various boards to set aside persons

who are highly trained for the work to give intimate study to

international missionary problems and thus have available

for all the best trained talent.

(e) It would place at once at the disposal of all the best

knowledge, contacts and relationships existing between gov-

ernments and missionary boards of the world.

(f) A very important necessity for such an organization

arises from the fact that governments are impatient with a

divided Protestant front.

(g) It is recognized that if governments deal internationally

with each other through a League of Nations the missionary

forces of the world must be able to also deal internationally

in great problems that concern all, or we will lose out.

(h) The plan of the new organization is very simple. It is

that a council of twenty be appointed representing the foreign

missionary organizations of the different nations and that this

council have a smaller executive committee, with a chairman

and two secretaries who shall work between the meetings of

the council or the international conferences and deal with the

different problems which arise. No organization was con-

stituted at Geneva for it was felt that final authority should

lie with the individual mission boards and that no step should

be taken of which they did not approve. A suggestion for

the organization, however, will be sent down to the various

national councils and from them to the individual mission

boards for sanction.

Some of the outstanding observations gleaned from the

Geneva Conference are as follows:

1. It is absolutely necessary that our foreign missionary

work keep abreast of the current of world events today. It

must not be caught in an eddy of hesitancy or reaction in

this explosive time of readjustment and reconstruction. We
cannot be static in a dynamic world. Many of our old

securities and confidences are gone and we must be alert to

every changing condition.

2. Our foreign missionary message must be vital and living

and have to do with the great realities of the Christ life.

While we need to plan wisely and look to the international

bearings of foreign missionary work, our dependence must be

upon the gospel of Christ and spiritual leadership, and if

governments are not willing to deal fairly we must proceed as

loyal followers of Jesus Christ anyway, overcoming prejudice

and breaking down barriers through the simple truth of the

gospel.

3. The time has come when we must free our missionary

work from the domination of money; not that money is less

needed than before, but if we would win in this time of world

spiritual dearth, money must be put in a secondary place and

prayer and faith and the other spiritual foundations placed

first. We must have foundations for the money in spiritual

life and character. It seems evident from all sources that a

great world economic crisis is coming. We must so adjust

our missionary work that this crisis will not mean ruin for us

but spiritual victories.

4. We must all be apostles of reconciliation. The dele-

gates went to Geneva in gloom. We came awray in radiant

hope. We went as representatives. We came away as advo-

cates of peace. Just as there is a solidarity of guilt through-

out the world in connection with the crises through which we
have been passing, there must also be a solidarity of faith. It

is incumbent upon us as Christian leaders to preach and teach

reconciliation, to be peacemakers during every conscious mo-

ment of our lives.

5. It is recognized that our land and all lands are now
drifting from the high ideals of the war days. Our vocabularv

has changed. Our thinking has changed. Our ideals have

changed. Noble hopes that stirred the nations during the war

do not stir them now. There is a dead level of thinking, a

lowered appreciation of the horrors of human suffering, and

a dulled sense of the iniquity of warfare which should startle

us and as Christian leaders drive us to our knees. The church

must be awakened to the desperate need of the hour and it

will take international Christian thinking to awaken it. The

church seems to have fallen asleep as to its international

responsibilities in the hour of its greatest crisis and need.

We, as Americans, are members of the greatest nation, with

the greatest possibilities, and likewise the nation which has

suffered least during the war. We must do our part as Chris-

tians to make America take not the least place but the greatest

place in international friendship and understanding.

6. The foreign missionary work must be done unitedlv

just as far as possible. Widiout the most careful cooperation

in occupying fields, in planning programs, in settling upon
international policies, in carrying on educational and medical

work and in the difficult task of dealing with governments, our

work will be hesitant, confused and divided. The task is so

enormous and conditions so critical and explosive in many
parts of the world, diat Protestant forces must cooperate to

accomplish anything like what conditions demand today. ^ e

will no doubt see, within five or ten years, the greatest move-

ment toward Christian unity which has vet occurred. There

is a serious recrudescence of demoninational content just now.

but the pendulum will be forced in the other direction.

THE following verses were written by a New York school

girl. They continue the theme of W. H. Carruth's poem.

"Each In His Own Tongue."

The shimmer of dew on the needles,

A lone bird's wistful call,

The whisper of wind-blown grasses,

The gray mist over all;

The pine trees slowly bending

O'er paths as vet untrod

—

Some of us call it Morning.

And others call it God.

The thunder of far-off breakers.

W hen the wind sings wild and free.

The swish of storm-tossed branches

Blown towards the restless sea;

The music of steady rainfall

On the welcoming, thirsty sod

—

Some of us call it Midnight.

But others call it God.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
MARTA

By ELLIE K. PAYNE

THERE are smiles that make us happy, and
that is just the kind little eight-year-old

Marta is giving us right out of her
picture.

Marta's story begins right down in the heart
of Mexico in San Luis Potosi, where Marta lived

with her mother and sister. They were all the
"folks" she knew any-
thing about and they
were so poor they
did not always have
enough to eat. One
day this mother went
away to the fields and
when they came back
Marta says they ate

something and went to

sleep and never woke
up again.

So she was left all

alone and wandered
about until she came
one day to a group of
soldiers. These fellows
were good-natured,
and seeing she was
alone and friendless,

they invited her to go
with them on their
journey north to Pie-

dras Negras. It would
have seemed a funny
way for us to travel,

but Marta did not
know anything better
than the box cars in

which the soldiers

rode, and on top of

which she climbed and
rode with the soldiers'

wives. The long days
passed by until they
came to the border city, and there Marta soon
found out that the soldiers did not want to be
bothered with her any longer.

Bravely she went forth with no baggage ex-

cepting her smile, but found no door open to

receive her. As night came on she crept into

a lumber pile expecting to find a little protec-
tion and went to sleep: During the night, while
dreaming no doubt of box cars she fell and
broke her collar-bone and would have been help-
less again, but a poor woman took her in for a
few days. Soon she was again cast adrift, for
there was not enough food in that house for all,

and once more Marta had to look out for
herself.

Wandering up and down the streets, dirty,

ragged, begging for something to eat, she was
at last found by the Consul and her troubles

were over. This Consul knew that across the
river in the United States there was a beauti-

ful, kind woman who was mother to twenty-five

little Mexican girls who had been taken across
for safety at the time
of the Mexican revolu-

tion, and he felt sure
there would still be
room for one little girl

and her smile.

He was right in

thinking there would
be abundance of love

for Marta and she was
received and became
one of the big family.

First there was scrub-

bing and hair-cutting
and clean clothes and
new shoes, and how
the smile did grow as
the days went by

!

Marta quickly be-

came accustomed to

the new ways about
her and was one of the
quickest of the girls

and most ready to do
more than her part of

the work.
She had never

learned about Jesus as
we know Him, and
was very much inter-

ested in the beautiful
new story. One night
when the older girls

had come from church
with Miss Irelan, they

found Marta stretched out on her bed busily

studying World Call. She told the "mother"
she was worshiping only one God now.

About the middle of December our big mis-
sionary family, including all the girls of the
Mexican orphanage, went down to live in the

heart of Mexico, and so Marta really went back
home. It almost seems as if a kind, loving

Father had sent her forth to speak out of the
heart of her native land, telling of its sin

and sorrow and ignorance. Marta smiles at

us and says, "Thank you, but will you not
hurry to send other missionaries to my coun-
try, so that all the boys and girls may have a
chance?"
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Midsummer Faithfuls of St. Louis Churches

First, St. Louis

First, East St. Louis

Dover Place
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The New Headquarters City
By EARL V. EASTWOOD

EIGHTY-THREE years ago a little band

of people, seven in number, met in the

home of Mrs. Sarah Porter Patterson,

in St. Louis, to worship after the simple stan-

dards of the New Testament church. Of this

occasion the record of Robert B. Fife is as

follows

:

"On the nineteenth of February, 1837, a

congregation of our Lord and Savior Jesus

Christ was founded in St. Louis. They con-

tinued to assemble themselves together in

peace and harmony ( although their number
was small) for a length of time at least, until

their number was so diminished by removal

of its members from the city, by death and

otherwise, that they soon ceased to meet alto-

gether."

The decade in which this organization took

place marks the beginning of a period of re-

markable growth in the city. In 1830 St.

Louis was a frontier town of 4,977 people; in

1840, the population had increased to 16,469.

In 1844, two years after the reorganization of

the church, the population had again in-

creased to 34,140. Visitors to the Interna-

tional Convention, St. Louis, October 18-24,

Mill find the new headquarters city a metro-

polis of 773,000 people, in which the Disciples

of Christ worship in thirteen churches having

a membership of approximately 5,000.

Following the period of dissolution, the

church was reorganized in 1S42, under the

leadership of Robert B. Fife, one of the three

remaining members of the former congrega-

tion, and the church continued to depend upon

him for guidance for a number of years.

Among the visiting preachers who ministered

to the congregation from 1842 to 1844, were

D. P. Henderson, . David Henry, William

Brown, Samuel Rogers and Joseph Patton.

The congregation secured the Wainwright

school house in which the meetings were held

for several years.

In "The Dawn of the Reformation" (St.

Louis, Christian Publishing Company, 1888),

T. P. Haley gives the following reminiscence

of the early clays of the

little congregation

:

"These were grand

meetings in the Wain-

wright school house. I

have known many to

bring their dinner there,

being unable (otherwise)

to attend three services

—

morning preaching, after-

noon the Lord's Supper

and preaching again in

the evening—this being

the order of service. The

afternoon of Lord's day

was devoted to the cele-

bration of the Lord's Sup-

per as late as 1852 or '53.

The proposition to have it

follow the morning service

met with much opposition,

many feeling that such an

arrangement lowered the

dignity and importance

of the occasion. It was,

however, finally tried, and

has so continued." Finally the schoolhouse be-

came too small and a hall was secured at the

corner of Pine and Third streets. Later a frame
building was erected at the corner of Sixth

street and Franklin avenue, to be replaced not

long afterward by a two-story brick structure

on Fifth street, north of Franklin avenue. Jo-

soph S. Patton was the first pastor to give his

whole time to the church, his yearly salary

being $600. He was succeeded by Samuel S.

Church (1850-1S56) under whose leadership

a Sunday school was organized. This new
enterprise was successful from the beginning.

In 1852, Alexander Campbell visited St.

Louis and delivered some lectures in the then

completed house for the benefit of the church.

The lectures were a success ; at no one of them
could all the people be seated.

With the rapid growth of the city Fifth

street began to be invaded by business and
ceased to be desirable as a church location.

The congregation, in looking for a more de-

sirable location, finally decided on Seven-

teenth and Olive, exchanging their Fifth

street property for this. This occurred in

1S62. Some twenty or twenty-five of the

members, living in the northern part of the

city, felt it too inconvenient to meet at Sev-

enteenth and Olive streets, and petitioned the

church for letters and permission to organize

a church in their own neighborhood, which
was granted, together with a promise to help

them, which, when paid, proved to be $1,800.

It will be impossible to trace in detail the

further progress of this congregation and the

growth of the church in other sections of the

city. However, mention must be made of the

work of O. A. Bartholomew, under whose
leadership six new churches were built, in-

cluding one in East St. Louis.

The church worshiped in the building at

Seventeenth and Olive for a quarter of a

century. In the winter of 1888 and 1889, a

new location was selected at 3126 Locust

street, within walking distance of most of the

The Coliseum, Where the 1920 Convention Will Be Held

members. A lot was purchased and Mr.
Bartholomew, famed as architect and builder

as well as preacher, undertook the erection of

the building, which was completed Decem-
ber 25, 1889.

Mr. Bartholomew's remarkable career be-

gan at the early age of twenty-three, when he
was elected president of Jefferson College. In
his ministry at St. Louis it is known that
he personally drew the plans and supervised

the construction of the six churches which
were erected, in addition to caring for his

own congregation. The group to which he
ministered was known as First Church, which,

in addition to being the mother church of

five congregations, was also the only congre-

gation of the Disciples of Christ in St. Louis
which did not receive outside aid.

An interesting incident connects itself with
the establishment of Central Church, now
Union Avenue. In 1S72, a dispute arose

among the members of First Church over the

use of the organ in connection with worship.

Thirteen members who favored its use with-

drew from the mother church and founded a
church on Finney street near Grand. The
year before the removal of The, Christian

from Quincy, Illinois, to St. Louis, J. H. Gar-
rison, the editor of that publication, was vis-

ited by D. P. Henderson, the minister of Cen-
tral Church, as the new congregation was
called. The latter had prepared an article in

which he bitterly denounced the anti-organ
group and demanded that it be published in

The Christian. Mr. Garrison refused to do
this, stating that lie did not believe such an
attack could result in any good and might be
the cause of incalculable harm. When The
Christian was established in St. Louis, Mr.
Garrison was visited by a delegation from
First Church, who asked if his paper would
be a supporter of the organ faction. Mr.
Garrison, much amused at this turn of affairs,

assured the delegation that his publication

was not a partisan one. At a later period,

Mr. Garrison Mas minister at Central Church
in addition to his duties

as editor.

The present strength of

the Disciples of Christ in

St. Louis is directly due
to the missionary activity

of its churches, carried on

at first by the individual

congregations and more
recently through the City

Missionary Society. The
statement has been made
that, with the exception

of First Church, each o1

the congregations in the

j ^ll'

"

r
?i~vS

c^-v nas at one tmie oecu

aided in this manner. For
determining the present

status of the churches the

following brief sketches

are made:
First Church, now lo-

cated at 4300 Delmar ave-

nue, continues to prosper

in spite of the exodus of

its members to form new
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congregations. The pres-

ent membership is 555. C.

E. Miller is the minister.

Second Church, Elev-

enth and Tyler streets,

was founded in 1863 by

twenty-two members of

First Church, who wished

to effect an organization

nearer their homes. In re-

cent years the section of

the city which the church

occupies has been entered

by foreign classes, and

this has interfered with

the growth of the church.

At the present time, how-

ever, the work is reviving

under the leadership of

Ralph E. Alexander. The
present membership is

200.

Fourth Church, 1501

Penrose street, began as

a mission Bible school in

a hall on 4106 North Broadway, February 12,

1SS2. The church was organized March 11,

1SS2, with forty-one members. For a con-

siderable period this was one of our strongest

churches in St. Louis ,and was instrumental

in the founding of First Church, East St.

Louis, and Central Church, Granite City, Illi-

nois. J. F. Powers is now minister of this

congregation, which numbers 300.

Compton Heights Church, California and
St. Vincent avenues, was organized in 1S94,

with a membership of 166. This church is

well situated in a densely populated section

of the city, and has a present membership of

440. For a time this congregation supported

the work of Overland Park. J. H. Coil has

been minister of this church for two years.

The Hamilton Avenue Church, Hamilton

and Julian avenues, was organized as the

West End Church in 1S95, with twenty-eight

members. The beautiful building in which

this congregation is housed, was erected by

R. H. Stockton in memory of his wife. This

church is now second in point of numerical

strength, having a membership of 700. B. H.

Brunei-
is minister.

The Kingshighway Church was established

in 1893, as the Hammett Place Church, with

thirty-two members. In 1918, the new build-

ing at Kingshighway and Labadie avenue was
dedicated under the leadership of W. G.

Johnston, and the present name adopted. This

structure was made possible by the generosity

of Mr. Stockton. The congregation now num-
bers 300, and is prospering under the leader-

ship of F. Z. Burkette.

The Tuxedo Park Church was founded in

1895, with a membership of eighteen, and
named after the suburb in which it was lo-

cated, now a part of Webster Groves. The
present membership is 130. Because of the

rapid development of this region as a residen-

tial district, the church has a bright future.

0. A. Hargis is minister. A fine stone build-

ing has been erected on Tuxedo boulevard.

The Maplewood Church, Roseland Terrace

near Manchester avenue, was organized in

1896, with twenty-five members. This is in

a well populated section of the city, and has

a membership of 255. Frank James has re-

cently come to this field.

The Dover Place Church, founded as the

Carondelet Church in 1897, has a membership

An Interior View of the Coliheuin

of 220. With a new building partially erect-

ed, this church is in splendid condition for

rapid growth, and is well located. G. E. Ire-

land plans to retire from the ministry of this

church after having served it for thirteen

years, including a period of three years as

city evangelist.

The church in Clifton Heights dates its be-

ginning from a residence meeting held at the

home of J. E. Mitchell, 6241 Columbia avenue,

December 6, 1906. The present membership
is ninety. This church is located at • 6420

Marmaduke avenue, in a rapidly growing sec-

tion of the city. E. F. Harris, who has served

this church for twelve years, is the dean of

our St. Louis ministers.

Union Avenue Church is the result of the

uniting in 1904 of Central Church, previously

mentioned, and Mt. Cabanne Church, founded

in 1892. This is the largest congregation of

the Disciples of Christ in St. Louis, number-

ing 1,340. The building at Union and En-

right avenues is one of the finest structures

of its kind in the city. George A. Campbell

is the minister.

Overland Park Church was established De-

cember 30, 1906, by G. E. Ireland, city evange-

list. The present membership is sixty-five.

The work was cared for by Marion Stevenson,

of the Christian Board of Publication, for

several years and received financial support

from the Compton Heights Church. W. H.
Arp now serves this congregation.

The Centennial Church (Colored) was sup-

ported jointly by the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions and the City Missionary

Society from 1907 to 1910. The congregation,

which numbers fifty-six, worships in a build-

ing at 4199 Kennerly avenue. Moses Powell

is the minister.

The Strodtman Heights Church, Lillian and
Genevieve avenues, began as an independent

organization in 1906, but soon came under

the care of the City Missionary Society. A
temporary building was erected on a lot do-

nated by R. H. Stockton, which was later

replaced by a frame building at the present

location. For a considerable period this con-

gregation was supported as a living link of

the Union Avenue Church, but is now under

the joint control of the City Missionary So-

ciety and the American Christian Missionary

Society. The present membership is 120.

Strodtman Heights has

become in recent years the

immense new industrial

center of St. Louis. Plans

are being made to secure

a strong man who will

give his entire time to

this important field.

Three churches in the

state of Illinois should be

mentioned here, because of

their close relationship to

the St. Louis churches.

First Church, East St.

Louis, was started by J.

T. Boone, in 1890, during

his ministry at Fourth
Church. A building was
erected at Seventh and St.

Clair streets, and at a la-

ter period the congrega-

t ion moved to the present

location at Washington
Place and Belmont ave-

nue. The present mem-
bership of the church is 515. Thomas A. Min-

yard began his work as minister to this con-

gregation April 1, 1918.

Lansdowne (East St. Louis) is an inde-

pendent organization that now has 110 mem-
bers'. A. L. Snow is the minister.

Central Church, Granite City, is the out-

growth of a Bible school organized in Madi-

son, Illinois, in 1902. Most of the members
of this group lived in Granite City, so the

work was moved to the latter place and was
conducted at first as an afternoon mission

under the direction of E. T. McFarland, then

minister at Fourth Church, St. Louis. The
present church has 324 members and is pros-

pering under the leadership of Mr. and Mrs.

Rochester Irwin, well known evangelists.

The full significance of St. Louis as the

headquarters city of our missionary enter-

prises would be lost if we failed to consider

the rise and development of the National

Benevolent Association of the Christian

Church, a local institution which has extend-

ed its ministry throughout the brotherhood.

In 1S86, under the inspiration of Mrs. H. R.

Younkin, certain disciples in St. Louis com-
pleted the organization of the Association.

More than two years were spent in planning

for the future. In January, 1SS9, however,

the Association faced a concrete problem. A
poor widow with three children appealed to

the Association for help in caring for them,

in order that she might go out to earn money
for their support. In the conference which
followed this appeal, it was decided that little

could be accomplished until something definite

was begun, and the result was a committee

appointed to secure a suitable home. Mrs.

D. E. Cook, who was present, offered herself

as matron. By the time a cottage was se-

cured and made ready for use, the children

had been claimed by relatives. There were,

however, four more children on the way from

Houston, Texas, and a mother came to assist

in the work, bringing her baby. Fifteen chil-

dren were cared for in this cottage during the

first nineteen months of the Association's

work, and then larger quarters were secured

in response to the increasing demands upon

the institution.

The development of the National Benevolent

Association has been a gradual one, for the

work of organized benevolence was new to the
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New Annex of the Christian Orphans' Home, St. Louis, Mr. Stockton's Provision for Children That Are 111

Disciples of Christ, and many were slow in

coming to its support. The first year's offer-

ing was $87. But if the support of the

brotherhood was slow in coming, it has been

generous in later years. The report given at

the Cincinnati convention showed annual re-

ceipts of $445,699.22, and the value of prop-

erty belonging to the Association had in-

creased to $931,369.91. With the recent addi-

tion of the Emily E. Flinn Home for the

Aged at Marion, Indiana, the Association now
controls fourteen homes. For fifteen years J.

H. Mohorter has been the General Secretary

of the organization. Mrs. J. K. Hansbrough
has been an officer from the first.

An excellent example of the work of the

National Benevolent Association may be

found in the Christian Orphans' Home, the

result of the home founded in 1889. After

having outgrown several locations the insti-

tution now occupies a fine new building sit-

uated in a ten-acre tract on North Euclid

avenue. The present building was made pos-

sible by a $67,000 gift from R. H. Stockton.

Last year he gave $100,000 more for the

home's endowment.

The home is ranked first among such in-

stitutions in America by the Sage Foundation.

The new Kingshighway Church is situated on

the southwest corner of the grounds, afford-

ing exceptional religious advantages.

There are 164 children in the home at the

present time. Since 1889, the institution has

cared for 4,7S7 children, and has also aided

3,625 mothers during this period. Mrs. B. R.

Brown is the superintendent.

The coming of J. H. Garrison to St. Louis

resulted in the founding of the Christian

Publishing Company, publishers of much of

the literature of the Disciples of Christ. In

1909, after the Centennial Convention at

Pittsburgh, the property was purchased from

the Christian Publishing Company by E. A.

Long and the Christian Board of Publication

organized. Thirteen trustees direct the work

of the institution, with the provision that all

profits shall be distributed to the missionary,

benevolent and educational enterprises of the

brotherhood. Since that time both equipment

and volume of business have been doubled and

$30,650 paid in dividends, chiefly to the Sun-

day school wTork of the churches. B. A. Ab-

bott is editor of The Christian-Evangelist,

Marion Stevenson editor-in-chief of the Sun-

day school publications and W. P. Shelton

general manager of the Christian Board of

Publication.

When the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety was organized in response to a long felt

need for the consolidation of our societies, St.

Louis was one of a number of cities suggested

as headquarters. The final choice of this city

as the headquarters of our missionary and
benevolent enterprises was due chiefly to its

central location and its easy accessibility to

all parts of the country and especially the

sections where our strength is greatest. Since

August 20, the various societies included in

the United Christian Missionary Society, and
the Men and Millions Movement and World
Call have been at work in their new offices

in the Missouri State Life Building, Fifteenth

and Locust streets.

The United Christian Missionary Society

will begin active operation October 1. Visi-

tors to the International Convention are

urged to visit the offices and view at first

hand the manner in which the service of the

brotherhood is administered.

The churches of the new headquarters city

have supported generously all organized

agencies of the Disciples of Christ and the

workers of the LTnited Society find a warmly
sympathetic atmosphere in which to live and

labor.

Personal Home Missionaries

AS I step from the door of my office build-

ing all Jewry seems to surge around
me. These people coming and going,

speaking many of them an unknown tongue,

are not Christians, but by residence, by reason

of proximity and propinquity, and in many
instances by a transfer of allegiance, they

are Americans. They are a part of my en-

vironment. Without asking it. perhaps even
resenting it, they claim my sympathetic at-

tention, they should have my fraternal regard

and consideration. Toward them I must
manifest the spirit of brotherhood. That is a

part of my Home Missionary task: that is

the task of the Church in America today—not

simply to found missions in some extraneous
sense, but to be gracious, to be brotherly, to

overcome objections and prejudices, to claim

and secure attention when there is indiffer-

ence, if not indeed dislike.

—

A. TT. Anthony.
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Christian Orphans' Home, St. Louis, Missouri, Ranked by the Sage Foundation First Among Such Institutions

Wise Business Methods

"r I 1HE sons of this world are for their own
I generation wiser than the sons of light."

The business world discovered long since

the importance of strict business methods. It

has taken the children of light longer—even

yet many do not see the point. The church

has a first responsibility to its own. We are

enjoined to do good unto all men, but espe-

cially unto the household of faith. The man
who will not provide for his own is worse

than an infidel. God's children first, then the

world's. By means of cooperation, such as

our National Benevolent Association affords,

the Disciples of Christ can efficiently care for

their Avidows and orphans. This means a

common treasury, and trust in the wisdom
and goodness of a board of managers who
order disbursements. To maintain the con-

fidence of the Brotherhood, the managers must
render a strict accounting. Our Association

is not less religious,' but more, because of its

thorough -going business methods in handling

and reporting all funds entrusted to it for

disbursement. There are many would-be

charitable institutions, responsible to no one

in particular, that often disgrace the fair

name of charity by the squalor and negli-

gence with which they are conducted. It

should be highly gratifying to the Disciples

of Christ to know that nothing of this kind
can be truthfully said about a single institu-

tion of our National Benevolent Association.

I have been in more or less intimate touch
with the management of our benevolences,

and especially the Christian Orphans' Home,

St. Louis, for years, and it is a pleasure to

testify to the Christian sympathy and busi-

ness integrity with which all matters are

conducted. Those in charge of our benevo-

lences are responsible. An annual accounting

must be rendered to the brotherhood.

W. G. Johnston.

Mayflower Tercentenary a Religous

Event

«TN THE name of God, Amen!" Thus be-

I gan the solemn compact entered into in

the cabin of the Mayflower as she cast

anchor in the harbor of Cap Cod in November,
1620. The coming of the Pilgrims was the

mightiest factor in the founding of Christian

institutions in America. The very names of

the children witness to the things for which
they lived and the faith that supported their

spirits in their perilous undertaking.

To the American Mayflower Council, in

cooperation with similar councils overseas

—

The English Mayflower Council, the Holland
Pilgrim Fathers Commission, the French,

Canadian and Australian Commissions—the

first significance of the celebration is the re-

ligious one, and all. the rest hinge upon that.

The American Mayflower Council aims to

make the celebration an intelligent one, that

the message of the past for present and fu-

ture may not be missed. In a very true and
profound sense the Mayflower carried with
her the moral destinies of the world. These
Pilgrims were the pioneers of civil and re-

ligious liberty. They had great and high

qualities—the solid virtues on which stable

commonwealths are founded. There were in

these makers of New England, a grand, mas-

terful sincerity; a noble courage of convic-

tions; an overwhelming sense of the authori-

ty of righteousness in human life; and an

ever present consciousness of God's personal

rule over the world.

Our opportunity and endeavor is to pro-

claim the truth for which these Pilgrims

stood, to recover the sense of the value of

these principles, to make them vital through

all our broad land. In addition, the celebra-

tion has a world-wide significance of peculiar

value at this time. It is also an international

as well as a religious celebration. What more
providential opportunity could religious in-

stitutions have than now to declare that

there is a religious witness in international

affairs and that religion and international

relations are inseparable.

Emphasizing anew these mighty factors in

our plans for a memorable celebration of the

Tercentenary and seeking to make the spirit

of the Pilgrims the basis of an appeal to

heroism, consecration, and the spirit of sacri-

fice necessary to meet the new and pressing

problems of today—the American Mayflower

Council calls upon all religious bodies to

unite in setting apart Sunday, November 28,

as the day on which to emphasize anew these

foundation principles of our American in-

stitutions; to recapture the spirit of the

Pilgrims; to sound again the heroic note; and

to summon the churches to face, in the fear

of God, their present responsibility.
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How Captured Workers Were Delivered

from Robbers

ALARGE portion of the central section of

Yunnan province has been terrorized by

a large band of robbers headed by an

ex-colonel of the Chinese army named Yang
Tien-fu. His daring reached a climax when
on January 3 he kidnaped, three days from

Yunnanfu, Dr. A. L. Shelton, a missionary

working on the Tibetan border in Szechwan.

At first he demanded $50,000 as a ransom,

but later he revealed his true purpose of hold-

ing Dr. Shelton as a lever to be used in his

negotiations with Governor Tang for a pardon

and return to office of himself and lieutenants.

Negotiations for his release repeatedly broke

down, and Dr. Shelton suffered indescribably

as he was led night and day over the moun-
tains with the robber band.

On March 4, at six o'clock in the morning,

we were startled, at Taku, by wild cries

in the village that robbers were coming. Soon

our compound was filled with a band of them;

before I was dressed I looked down to the

school compound and could see them binding

Teacher Yen. They called for me to come
down.

In about two minutes they swarmed all

through the house, and the looting began.

Nothing that met their fancy was spared, and
for over an hour they continued.

After about forty-five minutes Mrs. Gow-
man came running to me with the news that

they were binding Mr. Metcalf. In a few
minutes my turn came. We were bound so

tightly that our hands were soon blue. They
even made preparations to tie Mr. Metcalf

up to a beam to torture him and compel him
to reveal the hiding place of the guns which
they insisted we had hidden on the place. A
few minutes after this, they divulged their

intention of taking both of us, as well as

Teacher Yen and Mr. Ho's son and Colpor-

teur Ma from Yunnanfu.

When after an hour and a half the band
left the village, every one of the forty-two

robbers as well as ten extra men they com-

pelled to go with them were loaded with

plunder from our compound.
We had breakfast about 9 : 30 on a bleak

spur of the mountain. While waiting for

the meal I had prayer with our little band,

and the Lord was very near and real and
our hearts went out to Him for deliverance.

We traveled off and on during the day, the

robbers assuring us that we would meet Dr.

Shelton and their "big boss," Yang Tien-fu,

that night.

And what of the little flock at Taku ? That
evening at dusk Evangelist Yang beat the

gong for service. Mrs. Gowman was busy

writing letters here and there concerning the

robbery. At service, after a hymn, no at-

tempt at preaching was made, all knelt down
on the mud floor (many of them lay on their

faces before God) and Deacon Ch'i began to

pray. lie had said no more than two sen-

tences before he began to sob, and soon the

whole meeting was doing likewise. Sobbing

and praying—weeping and praying—they

poured out their hearts to God in prayer for

the release of their teachers. Never was
such a prayer meeting at Taku.

That evening, after service, they were sit-

ting around discussing matters, and one

"doubting Thomas" said, "But really there is

no chance of their getting away; the robbers

will guard them night and day."

But Yang instantly spoke up, "But when
Peter was in prison (Acts 12) there were men
carefully guarding him and the Lord found

a way of escape, and I am sure that He is

able and will 'do so for our pastors now."

After a few minutes another doubter re-

marked, "But even if they do get away, the

wolves and other wild animals are so bad

this year that there is grave danger of their

being devoured on the mountains, with no

one ever to know their end."

But Yang promptly replied, "But God was
able to save Daniel right in the midst of the

lion's den, and He surely is able to save our

pastors from the wolves now."

Thank God for such simple faith and for

simple, prevailing prayer!

Almost at that very hour, at Tsaochiatsuen,

where we were, a robber came in holding Mr.

Metcalf's musical clock, and waking us up,

asked to have it wound. This clone he went
out. I found my sun helmet and remarked to

Mr. Metcalf that I thought I would go down
below and take a look around, having no idea

at the time of making an attempt to escape.

As I sauntered out of the door, past the two
guards lying by the fire, I thought they

seemed strangely still. Passing around to

the front of the house, I gazed intently at

them from around the corner, but there was
no stir on their part. (In fact, they were so

sound asleep that one of them burned his coat

tail in the fire without discovering it until

his jeering companions pointed it out the

next day.

)

Soon an unarmed robber from an outpost

guarding the road about twenty yards away
passed by me in the semi-darkness without

recognizing or even accosting me. Filled with

amazement at this wonderful opportiunity to

escape, I still pondered—but if I was to make
a break for liberty and possibly spend the

night on the mountains I ought to have a

walking stick with me. Just at that moment
my foot struck on something, and stooping

down I picked up a fine bamboo rod about

four feet in length. I took this as a sign

of guidance from the Lord, and in another

minute I slid down a ten-foot embankment
below me and soon was hurrying away. About

a quarter of a mile down the stream I almost

ran into an outpost of robbers who were sit-

ting by a fire above the road. I made a wide

detour and passed unnoticed.

I must have been gone at least half an

hour before my absence was discovered. Then

followed the pursuit, and I realized how the

runaway slaves in Uncle Tom's Cabin must

have felt. At one time they passed about

thirty feet below me on the riverside path,

and I hid in a crack in the hillside. They

passed on and I climbed the hill. It would

take pages to tell all the experiences of that

awful night and its many narrow escapes.

At one place I went down an almost per-

pendicular slope, tearing my way through

the bamboo thickets, and at other times just

letting myself go as I slipped down the moun-

tain. When almost to the bottom T heard the

sound of the chase at the top of the hill, hut

it didn't seem to them possible that I could

have gone down such a steep place, and they

turned back in another direction.

I made my way to the east as I supposed,

but at daylight received the biggest surprise

of my life when I discovered that I had been

going in a westerly direction and that I was
in plain sight of the great Yuanmow plain.

The Lord had guided my footsteps in that

wild night's flight to the safest possible place.

In a few hours I was down on the plain, and
at ten o'clock in the morning walked into

the magistrate's yamen, having been on the

road fourteen and a half hours. I think

the Lord literally fulfilled Isaiah 40:31 in my
physical body that night.

"There was no small stir" among the rob-

bers after my escape was discovered, when
they came to call the prisoners to the evening

meal, and for a while they threatened all

sorts of things to Mr. Metcalf and others.

But their wrath wore off a bit after several

hours tramping the mountains searching for

me. Later, however, they took their spite out
on one of our Taku Christians, Li Kuang-e,-

whom they tied up to a beam and beat unmer-
cifully, threatening to kill him in the morn-
ing if he were unable to produce me. When
they left him he crawled under a big pile of

rice straw- and hid himself. In the morning
they started a search for him and one of

them stood right on his back as he lay at

the bottom of the pile of straw. He never

uttered a sound, and soon after the robbers

left he came out of his hiding place and made
his way back to Taku.

Mr. Metcalf, on Friday, had been taken on

to a place called Matih, about ten miles from
Yuanmow. on the hills, where he met the

noted outlaw, Yang Tien-fu. Mr. Metcalf

wrote a letter in English to Taku. presenting

the conditions under which Yang was willing

to negotiate with the Governor, and Yen and
Ho were set free to act as letter carriers.

The soldiers scattered out across the plain

engaged the robbers about nine on Sunday
morning, just as they were leaving the vil-

lage mentioned. An hour or two previously

Mr. Metcalf and Mr. Ma had made an un-

successful attempt to escape, rising at day-

break, and getting almost a hundred yards

away when they met robbers, who compelled

them to come back. When the soldiers came
up and opened the attack Mr. Ma. in the

ensuing confusion, made a better attempt at

escape. He slipped away unnoticed and stum-

bled into a small pit between the opposing

forces
—"No man's land." if you please!—

and there he lay. with the bullets flying back

and forth over his head within reaching dis-

tance. When the robbers retired up the hill,

he eventually came out of his hiding place

and wandered to a nearby village, where he

was promptly arrested as a suspicious char-

acter. They sent word to Yuanmow about

him and upon my confirming his story he

was released and joined us Monday at Yuan-

mow. This left only Mr. Metcalf in the hands

of the robbers. Dining the engagement he

had been forced to ride his horse and go on

ahead tinder close guard, so there was no

opportunity to escape.

Tuesday morning I sent Mr. Yen and sev-
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eral of the others who had come to us from

Taku back to the station to look after the

place, and I remarked to my wife, "Well, 1

guess we can get a bit of rest and quietness

today at last." We did—for about two hours.

j*nd then—Oh! the most wonderful of sur-

prises—most amazing of events! In walked
Dr. Shelton!

I was conversing with the Yuanmow magis-
trate in our room when Evangelists Yang and
Pih, accompanied by five or six others from
Taku, came in with a large, full-bearded man,
with a cowboy hat. At first thought I won-
dered if it could be the French priest whom
the robbers had boasted of having captured,

but Yang soon exclaimed that it was really

Dr. Shelton, released at last from his sixty-

six days of captivity. With the united help

of all, for he could not possibly stand alone,

we got him to our bed, and soon he was lying

there comfortably. One of the first things he
said was, '"Well, this is the first word of

English I have heard for sixty-six days."
As soon as we could get the main outlines of

the story of his release, the magistrate and
I rushed down the street to the long-distance

telephone, and in a few minutes, Wuting,
Yunnanfu, and soon the whole world knew
that Dr. Shelton 's captivity was at an end.

And how did it all come about? A few

clays before the robbers came to Taku, Dr.

Shelton, then in the adjoining district of Mo
Lien, grew so exhausted that he was unable

to ride his mule any longer, so the robbers

rigged up a mountain chair for him, carried

by four men. Alarmed by the approach of

soldiers, the robbers had run for thirty-seven

hours on end, until when they arrived at

Tanao, a Laka village a dozen miles from
Taku, he was so exhausted that he was nearly

dead. He declared that he would have died

if they had carried him for another day.

Apparently the robbers also thought the same
and decided to send to Taku, so near at hand,

for Mr. Metcalf and myself to act as sub-

stitutes for Dr. Shelton.

So about 2:30 in the morning, March 4,

they left Tanao, dividing into several bands,

one of which came to Taku—as above related

—leaving Dr. Shelton in the loft of a barn.

The loft was filled with rice straw, but they
made a tunnel-like hole through to the back
of the loft, just large enough for a man to

crawl through, and then inside they made a
larger space, taking out a mud brick to serve

as a window. There he lay, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday, Sunday and Monday until

evening, guarded by one of the robbers. That
rest of five days saved his life. Monday
morning the guard, seeing that he was reviv-

ing and might be able to bear traveling again,

left to report to the robber chief.

Monday, about dusk, a special representa-

tive sent by the Wuting official to investigate

the robbery at Taku, arrived at the village

in a mountain chair, unescorted by a single

soldier. The report got around that the sol-

diers were coming, and the villagers fled,

leaving only a few old people in the village.

The old man in whose house Dr. Shelton was
lying, frozen with fear by the arrival of this

representative of the law, came and reported

Dr. Shelton's presence to him.

Dr. Shelton was able to walk, with assist-

ance, to the next village—a village of un-

believing Lisu, by the way. Here the special

representative stayed for the night after turn-

ing Dr. Shelton over to the Lisu. Eight of

these men, some supporting his arms, some

A Mountain Gorge in West China

pushing from behind, others pulling on hemp
ropes fastened around his waist, succeeded in

getting him up the mountain to Miliku, a

village of Christian Lisu. Here the whole

village turned out to help and escort him to

ITehku, where another relay of men brought

him to Taku. The Taku people, thinking the

robbers were coming again, all fled to the

woods, but some returned ere long, when they

discovered who their midnight visitor was.

Not daring to stop long for fear the robbers

would return to get him, he slept only an
hour and a half, and then started again for

Yuanmow. Our people had found two small

ponies (the robbers had taken all the horses

and mules) and these he rode alternately,

starting on the journey at half-past four in

the morning. Our men took turns, one on a

side, holding him on his pony, and by noon

they arrived at Yuanmow—and safety at last.

The next morning at eight o'clock all of

us were leaving Yuanmow, under heavy guard,

on our way to Yunnanfu. From that time

until we entered Yunnanfu, five days later,

we were never without a hundred or two

hundred soldiers as a guard.

On the road we received the joyful news

brought by a special messenger, that Mr.

Metcalf had made his escape Monday night

at dark—the very hour of Dr. Shelton's re-

lief. He had just finished his supper at an

adjoining house and was returning before the
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others to his sleeping quarters, escorted by

one of the robbers delegated to keep guard

over him. The guard went on ahead into

the house, but Mr. Metcalf, taking a daring

chance, bolted out of the door into the dark-

ness. He ran down a convenient gully,

sided by high banks, thus cutting off the view

from the pursuers, who started the hue and
cry about a minute after lie got away. Run-

ning down to a small but. deep river, he

crossed on a small tree bridge and ran up

the hill on the opposite side.

The pursuers' approach caused him to take

refuge in a group of three small trees on a

very steep part of the bank, and from there

lie could see them, armed with over twenty

torches, searching for him. Owing to the

steepness of the bank where he was hiding,

none of- the torch-bearers got near enough to

find his hiding place, and ere long they start-

ed searching in another direction. After the

searchers had departed Mr. Metcalf thought

he heard a slight rustling of the leaves be-

hind him, and didn't move for fear one of the

robbers had remained behind. His fears

proved true. One of them apparently had

heard Mr. Metcalf rustling the leaves and

was waiting for him to reveal his where-

abouts. After a long wait the man moved

up to the right for a time; later he was

heard above and then to the left. Again

he was heard down below, and for hours he

and Mr. Metcalf played the "cat and mouse"

game.

Finally, about midnight, the moon came up
and shone on the village where the robbers

were, and they began making preparations

for going. In an hour or so bugles were
blown and the whole band started off, when
"Mr. Cat" rushed out of his hiding place

and joined his companions. They had not

been gone many minutes when the moon, com-
ing over the hill, shone directly on the spot

where Mr. Metcalf had been hiding. If the

robbers had delayed a, few minutes longer, his

hiding place would have been clearly revealed.

And still, some say that the day of miracles

is over ! Thank God for His delivering power
—not only in ancient times, the times of the

prophets and apostles, hut today.

All of us are for the present unable to

return to our work, and this condition is

likely to continue until Yang Tien-fu has

been effectually dealt with. So it is a time
when we are in urgent need of prayer that

the Lord may soon grant a condition of peace

in this province, that the work in the country

stations among the tribespeople may not be

hindered. The whole future of the tribes'

work is at stake. Until this matter is prop-

erly settled, country residence will be im-

possible.

Pray much for the Lisu Christians, that

they may be kept during this time of trial

and testing—that the Lord will overrule the

whole thing for His glory and the purifying

of His church and the future propagation of

the gospel. Carl G. Cowman.
Taku, Yunnan, China, in "China's Millions.'"

The Gospel in Laguna Province

IAN" PABLO, one of the most progressive

cities of the Philippines, situated in the

midst of the largest cocoanut producing

district in the Islands, is also the center of

a. district where there are ten growing

churches of our brethren. At San Pablo were

held a Bible Institute for women and the

Annual Convention of the churches of Laguna
from May 10 to 23, 1920.

Miss Vera Adamson of the Laoag girls'

school came to direct the institute, as she

did the first institute for Tagalog women held

there last year. We are grateful to Miss
Adamson for coming so far from her station

(Laoag) to render us a most needed help.

After seeing the number of bright, promising

young women she had enrolled in the insti-

tute we are keener than ever in our desire

to have in the Manila station, all for our

own, a single woman to work among women
and children; for our success in the Philip-

pines will be measured largely by the success

we have in enlisting and training the women.
In the institute Miss Adamson was assisted

by E. K. Higdon, Mrs. Higdon, Leon M. Bana
and the writer.

Some three hundred brethren were present

at this, the third annual Laguna provincial

convention. Among other addresses given

was one by Simon Rivera on the "History of

Our Laguna Churches." Simon Rivera was
one of the first converts made in Manila. He
exhibited the certificate of his baptism, dated

\ Group of Students in Gmling College, Nanking:, China

at Manila. August 21, 1902, and signed by
Hermon P. Williams. Much of the time since

his conversion he has spent as a preacher in

Laguna province and has seen the work there
grow from small beginnings, in which he
himself has had a 'large part.

The beginning of the work in Laguna was
on this wise: A young man from Lilio, La-
guna, went to Manila to study, where he came
under the preaching of our missionaries, was
converted and returned to his own town and
his own home and told the story to his

parents, who immediately turned from their

gaming table, cast the images out of their

house, placed the open Bible on the center

table, and let Christ come into their hearts.

Though this son and his father have been
dead some years, the wife and mother of

the same household still lives to tell the

wonderful story to her neighbors and friends

near and far, her labors taking her even into

other provinces at times. Ligoria, as she

is familiarly known, has by her personal

work Avon more people than any other worker
of my acquaintance in the Philippines. An-
other speaker at the convention was Pedro
Obico, formerly a cockpit gambler, who waa
won in the early days of the work at Lilio.

After his conversion, it is said, he killed

his best fighting rooster, cooked him, and
invited his neighbors and friends to feast on

chicken and rejoice with him. Among the

speakers was an influential man from a neigh-

boring province, an unsuccessful candidate

for provincial governor at the last election.

who was one of the first to embrace the

gospel in Laguna. where lie formerly lived,

and who, in the days when the gospel had
more active enemies, one dark night was
badly beaten up by ruffians as he was passing

along the street, because of his boldly preach-

ing the gospel. The first church at Lilio

has become the mother of ten churches in

Laguna province, and, while the Mission has

for several years supported the work there,

without the faith and zeal of the Lilio breth-

ren and their active interest and participa-

tion in every effort made in that province,

little would have been accomplished. Ac-

cording to the reports given at the conven-

tion we now have a total of SOS members in

Laguna province.

The spectacular feature of the convention

was a procession of three hundred brethren

on the last day through the streets of San
Tablo with banners flying and a band playing.

At eight points on the march the procession

halted and a brief address was made on the

significance of the occasion. While Roman
Catholic processions hearing the images of

the saints are a common sight in all the

towns here, it is said that no such procession

of Protestants was ever before seen in San

Pablo, and the people were greatly stirred by

this unusual sight. On a previous day seven

teams canvassed the different districts of the

city, going from house to house distributing

tracts freely, selling Bible- and other books

and taking subscriptions for our Tagalog

weekly paper. More than $35 worth of lit-

erature was sold. Through the literature

campaign and the precession the city was
made well aware of our presence, and from

various comments heard we believe a good

impression was made which will result, we

hope, in the gospel's meeting in the future

with still greater favor.

Leslie! Wolfe.

Manila, Philippine Islands.
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Report from Akita

WE entertained the primary school teach-

ers from a nearby village recently. Only

two of them had ever been in a foreign

home before, and the piano, the Victrola and

the Balopticon, as well as photographs, gave

tJiem much pleasure, not to mention the for-

eign tea and cakes. But 1 think they enjoyed

singing hymns best of all. One of these

teachers seems to be truly in earnest in her

Bible study, the others are studying it as

literature, but we are praying that this study

may lead them to a real faith in the Son of

God.

The principal asked our position regarding

the worship of ancestors at the shrines, and
when we mentioned that we taught deep re-

spect toward all great and good men as well

as to our own particular ancestors, he agreed

with our position.

The Japanese government is making tre-

mendous efforts to preserve the custom of

shrine worship, propaganda in favor of this

worship, such as moving pictures, newspaper

articles, etc., is being carried on all over the

country, and in some schools the pupils were
told if they did not go to the shrines to

worship on the accustomed day, they would

be marked delinquent. The other day I had
an interview with the head of the depart-

ment of education for this prefecture, and he

also asked me our position regarding this

question. He, of course, said the government

did not demand that the reverence paid to

the spirits of the dead should be classed with

the worship paid to the Creator, yet he

acknowledged that the majority of the coun-

try people make no such distinction, but

consider these shrines as the abodes of deities

and worship accordingly.

Never before have I seen so much drunk-

enness as I saw in the park during cherry

blossom time this year. Several times drunk-

en men attempted to interfere with our meet-

ings in the park. One man called upon the

crowd, at that hour composed almost entirely

of soldiers, to drive us out as we taught

there is but one God, hence denying that the

imperial Japanese house is of divine origin

and the emperor worthy of being worshiped.

A high school girl who has been a faithful

attendant at our Christian Endeavor meet-

ings, but whose father had forbidden her to

come any more when he returned from Man-
churia last December, persuaded her mother
to listen to the message as given in the park,

and upon the mother's reporting to the father

what she heard, he has given his permission

to the daughter to attend the Christian En-
deavor meetings again.

Bose T. Aembrusteb.

Walking About Nanking

I
HAVE just returned from a walk, the

principal object of which was to secure

some fresh air before dinner. I took

some by-paths and followed along between the

gardens and ponds until I came upon Bell

Temple from one side and rather unexpect-

edly. This temple contains a huge bell which
may be heard for over a mile, and which
awakens us most every morning. The temple

was closed because the sun was almost set.

I walked to the front of the temple and as I

turned to look back over the way I had
come I saw a beautiful sight, which to me
was full of meaning.

The temple was shut in by a high wall

which bore all the marks of decay, but still

kept the needy out. But turning 1 found a

glorious sunset with a perfectly clear sky

and a horizon of the richest reds. And against

this horizon the wonderful Drum Tower stood,

splendid as an example of Chinese archi-

tecture and with a history of over a thou-

sand years. And just a little way to the

south of this the University buildings stood

out against the sky. The massive Chinese

roofs of those buildings made them harmonize

with the rest of the picture. The new ad-

ministration building, still incomplete, and
with scaffolding jutting out in various direc-

tions, indicated constructive activity. The
dusk deepened as I watched and the graves

all about and the poverty and filth through

which I had walked was obscured, and every-

thing helped one out into dreamland. Old

China with her superstitions was there, but

was behind me. There was massive, slow

moving but sturdy China, static for a thou-

sand years. And there, too, was new China

and the only constructive activity anywhere
in evidence was with the new China.

On my way back home I walked down
the railroad track a little way. Nanking
boasts a railroad track. The train came
ambling along, a queer sort of little engine

trailing five cars, which were of various kinds,

including box and flat cars, passenger car

and caboose, but all of which were packed

with Chinese, many of them soldiers, going

out from the city to the barracks or on to

Hsia Kwan about three miles away. A little

further on I passed some men carrying a

coffin out for burial. The men were making
the rhythmic cry of the coolie, which enables

them to keep step as they carry heavy bur-

dens by means of a pole on their shoulders.

Then I walked around by the drum tower

and was assailed by a horde of scantily clad

coolies, who wanted me to take their chedze

(ricksha) or ma cite (carriage) to Hsia

Kwan. I was kept busy keeping the ricksha

shafts out of my ribs and had a hard time

convincing the carriage drivers that I had
no intention even of going to Hsia Kwan. It

is a more serious struggle that goes on among
these coolies than we sometimes realize. It

annoys us to have them constantly clamor-

ing to serve us, but to them it is a contest

for life itself.

Wallace R. Bacon.

"After Many Days"

CHINA New Year, 1920, a deputation of

church members from the Hwaianfu Ku
Presbyterian Church went on an evan-

gelistic tour. I had the pleasure to be with

these men on this trip. One of the places

visited was Chi Chao, fifty li east of Hwaian.

It is an unworked place and no Christians.

This large town had been visited, one week
before, for preparation by one of our men
who was cordially received by Mr. Sao Tsung
Ro, one of the Dong Sz's ' (elders) of the

place and the head of a very influential fam-

ily. He secured for our party the use of

the public school for the services, and showed

great interest in the gospel. When I told him
that we wanted him to make up his mind to

be a Christian he said that about twenty

years ago he had heard Dr. Macklin preach

in Nanking and long ago he had determined

to be a Christian.

He told us he did not remember very

definitely the sermons which Dr. Macklin
preached, but he remembered very clearly a
conversation at the church door which Dr.

Macklin had with a man on the street. This

man held the hand of a little boy with one
hand and in the other was a basket in which
was incense and paper for idol worship. Dr.

Macklin asked the man if the little boy was
in school. The reply was, "No, I haven't

enough money to send my boy to school!"

Then Dr. Macklin earnestly asked him if it

wouldn't be much better if he would spend
the money he used to buy incense and paper
money on the son's education. Mr. Sao, who
was at the time a military student, said

that through all these years he had never
forgotten this conversation. Perhaps this is

the seed thought which caused Mr. Sao to

take a very strong stand in his town against

idolatry. When the time came for his town
to organize a public school Mr. Sao took

the lead. Possession was secured of a large

temple with over one hundred large idols

inside. When the time came to clean up
and get rid of the idols, there was not a

workman in the place who had the courage
to touch them, as the people are very super-

stitious. Mr. Sao was not afraid, as the

story is told that he, with his son and the

future principal of the school, in the night

burned or carried out over one hundred idols.

It is to be hoped that this man will be a
great force in putting out the false and bring-

ing in the true God.

James N. Montgomery.
Eioaianfu Ku.

This is interesting, as showing how little

of His truth God can use to save a soul, and
we pray it may be a whole district. Hwaian
is about 200 to 250 miles from here in Pres-

byterian territory. The second man is 25
miles away, halfway to Wahu.
About three years ago I met a man who

had been cured in my hospital over twrenty

years ago. He says I advised him to attend

the nearest chapel when he went home, but

lie says he neglected to do so and did as

most Chinamen do—gambled, drank and lived

a vicious life. After over twenty years he
believes the Lord called by a vivid dream.

He thought he saw me chiding him for neg-

lecting his duty. It impressed him so he
nearly lost his mind. He went to a China
Inland Mission chapel, studied the gospel and
has been baptized. I saw him a few months
ago and he is very happy and enthusiastic.

In these days of "efficiency" these examples
may seem a small thing, but the Kingdom of

God is still like a seed cast upon the ground.

W. E. Macklin.
Nanking, China.

These All Died in the Faith

Emma Whitmore Reed, June 10, 1920; Ak-

ron, Ohio.

Mrs. Ella May Beck, May 5, 1920; Garnett,

Kansas.

Mrs. M. M. Smith, April 1, 1920; Wills

Point, Texas.

M. M. Smith, April 1, 1920; Wills Point.

Texas.

Mrs. Clara Stanley, February, 7. 1920;

Freelandville, Indiana. Age 79 years.

Miss Mary E. Stevens, May 26, 1920; Ja-

maica, Jong Island, New York.

Miss Frances Whaley, February 12, 1920;

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

The New Emphasis on Knowing the World

ORE than in any previous age, the

people of this age feel that they must

know the world and the people that

dwell therein. Explorers and travelers go

everywhere. As a result of this thirst for

knowledge, the source of the Nile has been

discovered. The North pole and the South

pole have been visited. Distant and forbidden

places like Lassa and Mecca have been en-

tered and their secrets made known. Living-

stone traversed central Africa and added a

million square miles to the known world.

Amundsen is now in the polar regions on a

voyage of discovery. The nations that were

once called Hermit Nations—China, Japan

and Korea—are almost as well known as the

nations of Europe. There is no section or

corner of the globe that can remain hidden

much longer. There is an irrepressible de-

sire to know the economic value of these na-

tions, their supply of gold and silver and iron

and copper and coal, and their resources of

every kind.

The nations are being studied as closely as

the lands they inhabit. Elaborate and ac-

curate works have been written on the cus-

toms, the languages, the literature, and the

religions of the nations that formerly were

entirely ignored, as of no value and of no

interest to Western scholars and thinkers.

It matters not how backward or how ad-

vanced nations may be, the truth concerning

them must be ascertained and published.

Nothing relating to mankind is a matter of

indifference to the people of our day.

We are told that Jesus Christ tasted death

for every man; that He gave Himself a ran-

som for all. To the twelve He said, "Go ye

into all the world, and preach the gospel to

the whole creation." And again, "Ye shall

be my witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in

all Judea and Samaria, and unto the utter-

most part of the earth." More than any

other class of men, the missionaries are adding

to the knowledge of the world. They go in

person to the most degraded tribes and lift

them out of their degradation, and make them

priests and princes among the people of God.

Thus Moffat went to South Africa, Williams

and Hunt and Gecldie and Paton to the South

Seas, and Marsden to the Maories, with the

word of truth, the gospel of salvation. These

men discovered that all men can be saved,

and come to the knowledge of the truth.

Darwin saw the natives of Tierra del Fuego,

and said they were incapable of improvement.

Later, when he learned of the marvelous

transformation effected among these people

by missionary effort, he wrote, "The change

is wonderful, and charms me, as I had al-

ways predicted utter failure."

Other men have gone to other fields and

have gained most interesting information

about lands and people. Thus Morrison went

to China, Carey to India, Judson to Burma,

Verbeck to Japan, and Ross to Korea. Be-

cause of what these men and their associates

and successors learned and published, the

knowledge of the world has been greatly in-

creased.

The men and women who have given most

attention to this subject agree with Paul,

that God has made of one every nation of

men to dwell on all the face of the earth.

There are differences among the nations, but

the differences are on the surface; they are

not essential. As there is one and only one

God and Father, so there is one and only one

humanity. Every nation has some special

gift, and this gift is its contribution to the

good of the whole. On Patmos John saw
the nations walking in the light of the holy

city, and the kings of the earth bringing
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their glory into it. Paul prayed for the

Ephesians, that Christ, might dwell in their

hearts through faith, to the end that they,

being rooted and grounded in love, might be

strong to apprehend with all the saints what
is the breadth and length and height and

depth, and to know the love of Christ which

passeth knowledge, that they might be filled

unto all the fulness of God. It is only as

we are strong to apprehend "with all the

saints" that we are strong to apprehend at

all. Speaking of the human body, the apostle

states that those members which seem to be

more feeble are necessary. The same is true

of the body of Christ. Every race has its

place and function and is necessary, that His

body may be perfect and entire, lacking in

nothing. Bishop Westcott held that we shall

never fully understand the Gospel according

to John until some Indian Christian scholar

writes a commentary on it. The incomplete-

ness of our Western Christianity is our
reason for the missionary enterprise, through
which we shall have a fuller knowledge of

the world.

It has been said that to the Greek all

non-Greek peoples were barbarians; to the

Jew all non-Jewish peoples were Gentiles;

to the Chinese all outside peoples were for-

eign devils. It was because the Greek and
the Jew and the Chinese did not know the

other nations and peoples that they spoke of

them as they did. As we know other peoples,

their capacities and achievements, race pride
and race prejudice dies out of our souls. As
we know other peoples, sentiments of respect

and honor and affection take possession of

us. If we understand and realize that these

other peoples are God's children, made in His
image and made for His service and for His
glory; if we bear in mind the fact that
Christ died for them no less than for us. it

will be impossible for us to hate and loathe
them, or to be indifferent to their well-being.

One of the most significant mottoes of our
day is this, "Above all races is humanity."
and this motto is the outgrowth of the new
emphasis on knowing the world.

A. McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere
Mr. and Mrs. Moon and Miss Goldie Wells

are very happy in opening up the new station
in our Congo Mission at Belo. Dr. Pearson
writes that their letters, full of faith and
cheer, make Mrs. Pearson and himself anxious
to be there too.

Miss Mary Campbell, our new missionary
just going out to China, writes of her lasr

summer in the homeland as "filled with pic-

nics, relatives, speeches, long drives, larks

and tears." She had a wonderful trip up
Mt. Rainier, with her brother, into the snow
and glaciers and spring flowers.

Mr. and Mrs. Emerson E. Hinds, formerly

of the College of Missions, also of Purdue
Agricultural School, Lafayette, Indiana, have

gone to Berkeley. California, to study dry

farming and irrigation in the agricultural

school of the state university. These young
people have been well known as College of

Missions students, and as already under ap-

pointment to Central Mexico. We plan to

have an agricultural school in our district in

Central Mexico, which shall be the means of

teaching many of Mexico's people how to

get an honest living out of the soil of their

country. This is an outstanding need of those

people. The character of these missionaries

assures us that while the boys are learning

agriculture they will also be learning daily

lessons in the life of the Master. What could

afford a better opportunity for His teachings'?

We almost dream of that farm in Central

Mexico, with its church, its schoolhouse, and

its cottages for the home life of those who
shall be brought to it. Mr. and Mrs. Hinds

were welcomed to Berkeley. California, by

some of our splendid missionary women there.

who had already secured an apartment for
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them, having it in order and all ready for

its occupants. Such loving service is deeply

appreciated by those who have these special

missionaries under their care.

Miss Wenona Wilkinson writes of a number
of things for which the missionaries and
native Christians at Luchowfu are especially

thankful. The Alumnae Club of the high

school with their friends have helped to

finance a day school in a very good residence

district in the city, which opened with an

enrollment of 11. They are renting the

building and paying the janitor and taking

some of the incidental expense as well. This

effort of their own was very gratifying to the

missionaries.

There has been a decided increase in at-

tendance at the school during the year. The
missionaries had hoped for an enrollment of

100, but there were 120. Five of the girls

received baptism a few weeks ago, four of

them from heathen homes. The missionaries

decided that children must be required to

gain the consent of their parents before re-

ceiving baptism and this makes it necessary

for them to do a good amount of teaching

before they can win their parents' consent.

Miss Collins did splendid work during her

first five years' term of service in Luchowfu,

and is now at home with her people in Bed-

ford, Ohio. She finished her entire five years

of language work before she sailed from
China, an accomplishment which few mis-

sionaries achieve before their first furlough.

A number of the India missionaries took

a journey up into beautiful Kashmir for a

vacation trip. They are enthusiastic over the

wonderful scenery, but write that, although

"every prospect pleases," men, women and
children are sorely needing to know the truth

of Jesus Christ that they may be free from
idolatry and ignorance and poverty.

A letter from Miss Mills speaks of the

great good our workers in Porto Rico received

from attending the conference recently held

at San Garman. She is very busy with the

work in various ways, and is interested just

now in giving missionary addresses in the

country churches. She uses a map of the

world and speaks for an hour in Spanish

—

just as rapidly, she writes, as she used to

speak when doing field work at home!

Mrs. Wilhelma Smith Jaggard of the Congo
Mission writes that she and the Doctor have

had two very pleasant and profitable trips

through the "back country" visiting all but

four of the outstations of Monieka. She made
a special study of outstation schools and
their peculiar problems on the journey. The
Doctor had been able to render great help to

a Belgian official and his sick wife the day
before she wrote.

Mr. and Mrs. Vera C. Carpenter, mission-

aries of Porto Rico, came home for a vacation

in June of this year, bringing their two little

girls with them. They were very much in

need of this vacation. We had hoped they

might have a year in the homeland for

further study and refreshment, but of their

own choice they go bravely back to their

field of service. They will sail by the steam-

ship Coamo, October 9, from New York har-

bor. It will be a matter of interest to many
friends of the work in Porto Rico and of

Miss Fanny Carlton, who has been a student

at the College of Missions for the past year,

that she is to join Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter

on their return to Porto Rico. She will be

associated with our missionaries on that

island, especially in work among young people

in the churches. This will be a form of evan-

gelistic service. We had hoped that Miss
Carlton might have a second year of train-

ing in the College of Missions, but the needs

of the field call her to service sooner than we
had expected. Miss Carlton is a graduate of

Hiram College. Her home is in California.

The good wishes of all her friends will follow

her to the new and important work.

Miss Nora Siler attended the Estes Park
Conference in Colorado in August to meet the

young women who were gathered there from
our churches for missionary instruction and
enthusiasm. She greatly enjoyed this ex-

Hidden Answers

1. How many trained teachers will

our Bible schools seek during Octo-

ber?

2. Describe the organization of the

National Benevolent Association.

3. What motto did A. M. Harvuot
give to a Bible school?

4. Describe some of the conditions

of Chinese country life.

5. Tell the story of M. J. Shah.

6. What is the statement of Sher-

wood Eddy with regard to present

world conditions?

7. How many immigrants enter the

United States each week?

8. What challenge does the above

fact make to the churches?

9. Who are the missionaries that

are opening up a new station on the

Congo ?

10. Why was the loan made by the

Board of Church Extension to Doug-
las, Arizona, more than a loan?

11. Tell the story of five mission-

aries who died on the field.

12. Why is the National Benevolent

Association a national institution?

13. What is the approximate

church membership of the Disciples of

Christ in St. Louis?

14. Tell the story of Mr. Gowman's
escape from captivity.

perience, and reports the conference as a
helpful one. Forty of our girls were in at-

tendance. Miss Siler also taught a mission

study class in the Mountain Lake Park, Mary-
land, Summ er School of Missions and her
work was much appreciated.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dobson, from Eng-
land, were announced as our new missionaries

to Jamaica some time ago. We have, from
Mr. Dobson, a letter which is full of interest.

He says: "It is nearly five months since we
settled here. My wife and I are getting quite

used to the work. It is so varied and inter-

esting that we have little time for homesick-

ness. God has given to us a genuine love for

these people. Their simple, childlike faith

and respectful ways are attractive. God
seems to be blessing His word through us,

too. Numbers have been brought into the

fold of Christ. There is responsiveness to

our requests that is most encouraging. I

have visited three country churches since we
began our labors here, Beres, Bloxburgh, and
Highgate. We were cordially received in each
place by ministers and their flocks. Blox-

burgh is 4,500 feet above sea level and the

scene from Mr. A. N. Shirley's house is

one of surpassing grandeur. On Sunday I

conducted missionary services at the Blox-

burgh Church. There were fully one hundred
and sixty present. I never addressed a more
interested or appreciative company. Mr.
Shirley is doing a splendid work in that

lovely valley, and is heartily seconded by his

cultured and consecrated wife. Our visit to

Berea and Highgate were also much enjoyed.

Our annual convention was held at Torring-

ton the last week in July. It was voted one
of the best yet. Brethren came in good num-
bers from outlying districts, and the local

churches were well represented. "With our
plea for complete return to simple New Testa-

ment Christianity in its doctrine and life,

backed by the indwelling power of the Holy
Spirit in the men who represent it, there is

no reason why a great work should not be
carried on in this island."

The Uplift of the Indians

DR. Samuel A. Eliot, son of the distin-

guished former president of Harvard
University, and himself distinguished

in many ways, as author, preacher, church
administrator, and Indian Commissioner, on
a visit to the office of the Home Missions
Council in New York City, saw a map of

the United States, which shows the mission

stations of all denominations to Indians, with
this motto at the top, "The Gospel of Jesus

Christ will Solve the Indian Problem," and
Dr. Eliot said, "That is true; that must
be our reliance more than upon bulls and
buildings and bathtubs." And then he wrote,

over his own signature, this statement: "The
solution of the Indian problem in this coun-

try is not to be found in merely increasing

the material resources of the Indian people,

giving them land and tools and cattle, but in,

and through, Christian education, the up-

building of initiative and character, the in-

spirations of faith and hope and fraternal

good will."

Conference on Mormonism

ATENTATIVE program for the conference

on Mormonism, to be held in Salt Lake
City, Utah, October 17 and 18, 1920.

under the auspices of the Home Missions

Council has just been issued. Among the

items to be considered are those of better

equipment in property and personnel of Gen-

tile churches in Salt Lake City and other

Mormon centers; the present available lit-

erature and what ought to be prepared in

order to present the Evangelical idea of God

;

the arrangement for a high-class intellectual

appeal in Salt Lake City once a year and

the arrangement for public lectures with

first-class music in opera houses throughout

Utah, with moving pictures showing the

achievement of the Christian church for the

smaller communities. The matter of religious

work at state institutions at Logan and Salt

Lake City will be taken up. An appraisal of

colportage work and present needs in equip-

ment, men and methods and matters of admin-
istration will also be a part of the program.
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Junior Department of the Evanston Bible School, Cincinnati, Ohio

A Modern Bible School

A
CONSPICUOUSLY efficient example of

modern religious education is worth
' many printed pages of theory. Conspic-

uous examples, however, are not so common
as not to excite particular interest and atten-

tion. Modern religious education is hardly

twenty years of age. Forward moves, like

grading, teacher training, and organized re-

ligious expression, have been in practice for

scarcely ten years in the most up-to-date

schools. It will be illuminating to the aver-

age reader to learn that Bible school work
has progressed in ten years over the ground

that secular schools took fifty years to cover.

The Evanston, Cincinnati, Christian Bible

school is a conspicuous example. It has

received the attention of the most eminent
religious educators among the Disciples of

Christ. Such names as Herbert Moninger,

Mrs. John D. Ellis, A. M. Harvuot, Justin N.

Green, Miss Cynthia Pearl Maus and Miss

Hazel A. Lewis are closely associated with

its history.

Several results stand out. The school il-

lustrates the educational principle of coor-

dination between instruction and expression.

The old fashioned Christian Endeavor Society

has been discontinued. In its place have come
periods of worship, forms of service and recre-

ation adapted and organized in each separate

department. In the Elementary Division

there is worship and manual work in the

regular Sunday session as well as service

and recreation in club meetings during the

week. The Intermediate Department has its

own Intermediate Christian Endeavor Society

planned by the superintendent of the depart-

ment itself. The Young People's Department
expresses its religious interests in a Mission
Circle which includes the whole department.

The school is remarkable for graded, un-

selfish service. This is true of every depart-

ment and is too varied and multiplied to be
recounted in a short article. The Beginners

annually entertain the inmates of an orphan-

age. The Junior Department entertains the

Campfire Girls of a local social service set-

tlement, and makes scrap-books for the conva-

lescent wards in Cincinnati hospitals. The
Young People's Department works in the

House of Friendliness and has been engaged

in the activities of the Interchurch World
Movement. The Men's Class promotes Sunday
school work in surrounding weaker churches.

This class also conducts regularly a prayer

service in the pastor's study preceding the

Sunday school session.

Modern educational methods and efficiency

have created a wonderful spirit of enthusi-

asm and faithfulness among the teachers of

the school. The Sunday school superintend-

ent, B. L. Humbert, together with his de-

partmental heads, are found in their places

from thirty minutes to an hour previous to

the opening of the school. One division su-

perintendent spends an hour or two on Satur-

day preparing for the sessions of the follow-

ing day. The departments are started by
signal from the church office, each depart-

ment in its own assembly room.

As would be naturally expected in such a

condition of efficiency the growth of the school

has not depended upon contests, rallies or

similar efforts, but upon the actual attrac-

tiveness of an educational program in which
both scholars and teachers were interested.

The promptness of the working force does

not have to be promoted by continual injunc-

tions to be on time. In the early days of the

mission, some years ago, the first pastor,

A. M. Harvuot, put upon the tabernacle, then

used for an assembly building, the slogan

"We get up early." This new and original

motto for a mission school has dominated the

ideals of the workers since that time. A
tardy teacher is an exception; a tardy de-

partment head almost never known.

But the greatest result of this constant

attention to efficiency and serious educational

work is a remarkable Christian spirit. The
spirit and atmosphere of a school are more
important than its methods. Where regular

workers' meetings keep the working force

acquainted with the ideals of religious edu-

cation, the result shows not only new and
efficient activity but a remarkable Christian

bond that unites the workers. The most
noticeable thing in the Evanston Christian

church is the helpful spirit of service, the

mutual faith and confidence in each other and
in the Lord that has become a settled charac-

teristic of the work. The pastor, Justin X.
Green, has an absolutely united working
force behind him. The most interesting

tilings of the church and school are the things

that pertain to the growth of the Kingdom
of God. Even the recreation that is part of

the church fellowship is filled with serious

purpose and has its joy deepened thereby.

The record of this school cannot well be stated

in spectacular news items but bulks large

as a substantial achievement and Christian

enterprise. Chakles Daksie.

A Section of the Evanston Primary Department
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The Thanksgiving Sunday Offering

THE first call upon the Bible schools made
by the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety is the annual Thanksgiving Sunday
offering. This offering, which in the past

has been made to the Bible school depart-

ment of the American Christian Missionary

Society, will now be made for the work in

the home land supported through the United

Society. This considerably broadens the work
to be supported by this offering and with the

increased appeal there should be a correspond-

ingly increased response.

At Thanksgiving time this year all Amer-
ica will be celebrating the tercentenary of the

landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. Indeed this

promises to be an event of international as

well as national significance. Lord Bryce

of England has recently said in this connec-

tion, "It was by their faith in God's help and

blessing and by the courage with which they

bore hardships and faced dangers that the

men who sailed in the Mayflower won undying

fame. They set a noble example for the

youth of England and of America to remem-
ber and imitate. It is an example in which

the present generation, now called upon, as

it reaches manhood, to make good the losses

of the war, may find stimulus and cheer."

A special exercise has been prepared for

use in the Bible schools on Thanksgiving

Sunday entitled, "Pilgrims Old and New."
While commemorating the landing of the early

Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock in 1G20, it also

calls attention to the thousands of immigrant
pilgrims that are constantly seeking our

shores in 1920, who, unlike their predecessors

of three centuries ago, come largely to seek

gold, not God, and present the most alarming

menace as well as the greatest opportunity to

American Christianity.

The Disciples of Christ through the United

Christian Missionary Society are maintain-

ing some very significant enterprises for

Christian service among these incoming for-

eigners.

Two of these are among the Russians

—

one in New York City, where H. W. Ander-

son and Miss Bertha Merrill serve efficiently,

and the other in Chicago under the super-

intendency of Karl Borders with John John-

son, native pastor of what is said to be the

largest Russian Protestant church in America.

Another station is among the Bohemians
in Cleveland with F. D. Butch art in charge.

A fourth is in the midst of the coke regions

of Western Pennsylvania led by Ray Manley
and his helpers, where many races mingle. It

is said that the radicals find it next to impos-

sible to secure recruits in the vicinity of these

missions among European peoples. Radical-

ism will disappear from America in propor-

tion to the extension of this type of work.

Five stations are maintained among the

Orientals on the Pacific coast under the gen-

eral supervision of M. D. Clubb. The Jap-
anese Institute is located at Los Angeles, T.

Kawai serving as native pastor. The Chinese

Institutes are located, one in San Francisco

and the other in Portland. Special work is

done among the Japanese at Berkeley and
San Bernardino, California, and some other

work is done among fruit pickers and other

migrants.

For the Mexicans that press into our great

Southwest, a splendid mission is maintained
at San Antonio, Texas, with native Mexican
pastors serving three other churches in the

The Russian Sunday School, Chicago, Illinois

same state. Elmer Child heads the work at

San Antonio.

A new work is being opened this fall among
the Philippine students attending the Univer-

sity of Washington at Seattle under the gen-

eral direction of Cleveland Kleihauer and the

University Place Church, Canuto Udasco be-

ing the native evangelist.

All this work is supported by gifts of love

and prayer given through the United Society.

Much of it has never before been directly

presented to our Bible schools for support.

They will no doubt eagerly respond with in-

creased offerings for the proper maintenance

of all these mission stations among the Pil-

grims of 1920.

In addition to this immigrant work, there

is much other essential work in the home
land which the Bible schools must continue to

make possible through this Thanksgiving Sun-

day offering. All our Bible school work in

the great field of religious education must
be cared for as in the past, yea, must be

enlarged to meet the growing needs of all

the fields in our day. To reach the un-

churched masses the United Society continues

the nation-wide campaign of evangelism with

the slogan, "Each One Win One." Then there

is the steady program of support for evan-

gelists, pastors, regional and state missionary

superintendents and rural and city social

service workers throughout America. The In-

dians, the Negroes, the mountaineers, the

Mormons, the lumberjacks, the miners, the

homesteaders, even to far-away Alaska, all

must be reached and cared for with the gospel

of our Lord.

Let every Bible school prepare for the

greatest Thanksgiving Sunday it has ever

known. Copies of the exercise with coin

pockets and other needed supplies will be sent

free to every school asking for them. Be-

cause it is the first call, because it is our

opportunity to celebrate fittingly the ter-

centenary, because it is to support the en-

larged work representing all our activities in

the home land, let the schools respond with

the greatest possible offering on Thanksgiving

Sunday for the United Christian Missionary

Society. Robt. M. Hopkins,
Bible School Secretary.

Clothes First

•"TriHE crying need here," cables a Near
I East Relief worker from Diarbekir sta-

tion, in the Constantinople area, from
which there had been no word for several

months, "is clothing. We are concentrating

on clothing. All clothing sent to us is turned
over to the industrial department. Here it is

sorted, and women are employed to make the

clothing into garments for the children. That
which was made for an adult is worn by an
adult without alteration, and, sometimes, so

great is the stress, we have been forced to

make a garment worn by an adult cover a

child with almost no alterations. The gar-

ment covei d a naked body.

"If only he good folks of America could

see what I have seen. Little children stand-

ing in the snow in line to get a ration of

something to eat. The cold is penetrating

here, and they had only one cotton garment
on their bodies, and all were barefoot. Their

little feet swelled with chilblains, and often

burst. The pain is distressing; we do all we
can but, we could do more if we had more
money, and greater facilities.

"But there would be no need of much of

our relief work if the children had warm
clothing. Thinly clad bodies and bare feet

lower the power of resistance, and sickness

and disease and death result.

"It is estimated that there are a quarter

of a million orphan children who are looking

to the Near East Relief for food and shelter.

To interest the American people personally,

one child has been given to every state for

adoption. Forty-eight children off the total

number, however, is so small that an attempt

is being made to induce individuals to adopt

children, the same as was done in France

during the war.

"Five dollars a month provides food for

one child; ten dollars a month provides food

and shelter, and fifteen dollars a month pro-

vides food, shelter and schooling. The latter

item, however, is so unimportant when one

realizes the number of children who are dying

of starvation, that greater stress is laid on

the importance of adopting three children in-

stead of the one at fifteen. The education

will come when all mouths are fed."
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Americanization Directors of the Detroit Y. M. C. A.

Americanization in Detroit
By E. 0. Maple,

Americanization Director, Detroit Young Men's Christian Association

THE war has taught us one lesson that we
can neither forget nor ignore, namely,

America will never be safe or Christian

until all who live under the protection of the

fiig understand and appreciate the ideals and

purposes of our democracy. As yet, America,

as a ''melting pot", is only a dream. It is

clear now that immediate steps must be taken

to make efficient, English-speaking citizens of

the millions of foreign born. I is to this

end that the Americanization pr< grain of the

Detroit Y. M. C. A. is directed.

There are in America today more than

8,500,000 illiterate men. Of these more than

one-half are foreign born. Government ex-

perts state that of the 10,000,000 men em-

ployed in factories, 7,000,000, because of the

lack of training or the inability to read,

write, or speak the English language, are

earning less than 35 per cent of what their

wages could be and should be. These men
are not economically, politically or spiritually

efficient Americans and more than half are

ignorant of America's ideals and opportunities.

Let us state the problem in another way.

Since America means opportunity, the illiter-

ate native born and the non-English speaking

foreigner are burdens upon society that seri-

ously menace the security of our future. It

is a well known fact that this wrong must
be righted. We must train for intelligent

citizenship everyone living on America's soil.

Much is being said and written about Amer-
icanizing the foreigner. But Americanization

is a term generally misunderstood or too

narrowly applied. The Y. M. C. A. program
is based upon Americanization as the prepara-

tion of the hearts of the native born of

America to receive those from other lands.

This makes it more than an economical, po-

litical, or educational question. Without the

application of the spirit of Christ, Ameri-

canization will fail.

The Y. M. C. A. is interested in Ameri-

canization because of motives that are espe-

cially considered by other organizations.

Statistics show that 50 per cent of the for-

eigners coming to America lose their religion

because of their isolation from Christian so-

ciety and inability to speak and understand

our language. Furthermore, it is known that

two and one-half times as many crimes are

committed by boys of foreign parents as by

those of the native born. This condition

cannot be changed until the foreigner becomes

familiar with the English language.

In Detroit there are 300,000 men working

in the industries, of whom 55 per cent are

foreign born or controlled by foreign ideals,

and perhaps 75,000 are unable to read, write,

or speak the English language. We find that

it is impossible to get the native workman to

assist these men in becoming Americans if

conditions and methods in class are properly

suited to shop procedure. The best teacher

is the man who works with the foreigner

every day. This plan has a dual effect. It

Americanizes the foreigner and liberalizes the

American. It is amalgamation, a necessary

element of Americanization. Teaching Eng-

lish is but an entering wedge, a stepping stone

to our final and ultimate goal. A program
for Americanization must necessarily include

methods that will lead to the complete assim-

ilation of all our people into one unified nation

where one language is the medium of com-

munication between loyal, intelligent and
Christian citizens.

A Fatal Omission

WHY did we leave the ministry of

benevolence out of the church"s life so

long? We attempted to restore the

church of the Xew Testament. Why did we
leave out the only kind of thing Jesus men-

tions in his standard of final requirements,

the only thing for which we have the prece-

dent for taking offerings in the churches, the

only thing for which it was said deacons were

appointed in the church at Jerusalem? What
Campbell or Scott or Stone ever saw this

omission and contended against it ? Or what
son of these prophets ever contended against

it? As Disciples we are accurately acquaint-

ed with the place and form of baptism in

the church. What do we know about the

place and purpose of physical ministry in the

church? Yet the Xew Testament is shot

through with this thing like the warp of a
garment. Disciples have written a score of

treatises on baptism. Point to one on bodily

need. Which did Christ emphasize? If men
ask "What must I do to be saved?" our
mentors have pointed to the second Acts for

Peter's answer and they have not pointed to

the twenty-fifth of Matthew for Christ's an-

swer. The one has to do with beginnings, the

other with finals; the one with soil, the other

with crops; the one with means divinely

effective, the other with life divinely fruitful.

One of the Classes Conducted by the Y. M. C
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Somebody's Baby

"QOMEBODY'S Baby" has come to town.

^S There is a whole family of them and
^^^ they all have the same name, "Some-

body's Baby." Some of them are fat and
some are thin; some are just betwixt and
between. Some have red hair, some have

black, and some have no hair at all. They
are all lusty lunged and give evidence that

they want the world to know that they're

here, and you may believe those in their

neighborhood know it well enough. And then

they arc all hungry around about feeding

time. There is no second table for any of

the family, though all of them cannot expect

to sit at meal together because of their num-
ber. Every fellow thinks he is the most im-

portant member and that the family cannot

exist without him. But he is wrong. The
family has existed for thirty years before he

came to grace the household with his pres-

ence, and will probably exist thirty . years

after he goes away. But the great big fact

stares the neighbors in the face that "Some-
body's Baby" is very much here and wants

to be loved.

It is a strange thing about this family.

They have been coming and going for this

long time. Nobody seems to know where they

come from, but they do come frome some-

where, and they are not very presentable

when they first put in an appearance. They
don't seem to have had very much experience

with soap and water, and clean clothes were

not on their shopping list. But after awhile

they get acquainted with the bath, and clean

soft clothing makes them appear so different

you would not know them for the same
family. And then they grow a little, the thin

ones get fat and the fat ones get fatter,

until the whole family looks like a herd of

prize winners. And after a little while they

disappear, one at a time, into separate homes,
are given "real names" to go by, and grow up
to be men and women just like real people.

You might think this a "make-believe"
story, but it is as true as today. In St. Louis,

Missouri, thirty-three years ago, our churches

began to look after "Somebody's Baby,"
starting with just a few, but keeping at it

everlastingly. They formed an association

called the National Benevolent Association,

to handle the business of caring for the

babies, because the work of looking after an
ever-growing family requires buildings and
kind women to look after the little ones,

and strong men to go out after the money
to pay the cost of keeping them in the insti-

tutions. The work grew until the Association

had to open a home at Cleveland, and still

another one at Denver, another at Atlanta,

one at Dallas, and then one at Omaha; and
then, if they had the money, they might
start others, all to look after "Somebody's
Baby."

Each year at Easter our Sunday schools

make an offering to help support these homes.
Children save their pennies, and young people

put away their dimes, and the first thing you
know they become dollars, just like the older

folks give. Then the collection is "taken up"
and sent to the headquarters at St. Louis.

It is a great thing to have a part in bringing

up "Somebody's Baby", because some day
they will grow up into big men and women
and become famous in the world. Did you
ever read about Henry M. Stanley, the man
who found Livingstone in Darkest Africa?

Stanley was "Somebody's Baby". There are

more like him in all the National Benevolent

Association homes, and you will have a part

in their making if you will unite your efforts

to those who are already at work in the sup-

port of these homes. E. E. Elliott.

The National Benevolent Association

A National Institution

WHY have a national association? Can-
not every community care for the sick,

aged and orphan ?

Will not every church pledged to the "res-

toration of primitive Christianity, in ordi-

nance, doctrine and life," see to it that none
of these needing assistance are neglected?

The National organization does not in any
way seek to interfere with local, community
or church benevolence. There are many cases

which may and should be cared for by the

local church.

It is also true that there are many cases

that cannot be properly cared for by the local

church.

A national organization makes it possible

for the churches of the brotherhood to co-

operate in extending a helping hand to those

needing special care in every community.
A national organization makes it possible

to secure the expert leadership which is es-

sential if the work is to be carried on in a
manner worthy of the Master's blessing.

Such an organization makes it possible for

us to so distribute our institutions, that all

sections of the country can be served at the

least possible expenditure of money and
workers with greatest possible efficiency.

If the association shall be national in fact,

and in name, every local church must have
fellowship in the support of the institutions

already established and the workers already

employed and in providing the necessary

funds that the work may be so enlarged that

every worthy, aged or sick disciple of our

Master and every helpless orphan may be

ministered unto, in His name.

G. B. Townsend.
Angola, Indiana.

The Parlor of the Emily E. Flinn Home, Marion, Indiana
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South Central Young People's

Conference

THE South Central Young People's Con-

ference, which was held in the First

Christian Church, Frankfort, Kentucky,

under the leadership of Miss Cynthia Pearl

Maus, secondary division superintendent of

the American Christian Missionary Society,

opened Tuesday evening, August 17, 1920,

for a period of seven days. There were fifty-

one delegates enrolled representing nineteen

churches.

Walter M. White of Memphis, Tennessee,

gave an interesting and helpful course of

systematic Bible study. There was a mission

study class conducted by Mr. C. M. Yocum,
secretary for the Foreign Christian Mission-

ary Society; a social service class led by Mr.

George Simons, state secondary division su-

perintendent; a Christian Endeavor methods

class by Miss Adeline Goddard, acting Na-

tional Christian Endeavor siu^erintendent ; a

Circle and Triangle club class by Mrs. W. C.

Stanley, state secretary of Circles and Tri-

angles; a Bible school specialization course

by Miss Maus, and a story-telling class by

Mrs. Clifford Weaver of Lexington.

Life work challenges were given by Dr.

White, Mr. Simons and Mr. Yocum. In fact,

life work was stressed in almost every item

in the program,' the climax being reached in

Mr. Yocum's Sunday morning sermon on

"Overseas Service for Christ."

Every phase of correlation in the field of

work with young people was discussed by
Miss Maus, Miss Goddard and Mr. Yocum,
and the young people of the state are all re-

turning to their home churches with the

purpose of helping the local church to build

a thorough Christian educational program for

the young people of the church and com-

munity.

The vesper services were conducted very

successfully and effectively by Mr. Roger T.

Nooe, pastor of the Frankfort church.

Another most interesting feature of the

conference was the fourfold charting. Every
young person present knows just how he

stands physically, intellectually, socially, and
religiously as a result of having been charted

by a fourfold standard prepared by Miss

Maus.
The delegates were built up not only spir-

itually, but intellectually, physically, and so-

cially as well. A barge party up the Ken-
tucky River was given by the Frankfort

church. The delegates visited both the old

and new state capitol buildings, the peni-

tentiary, and the cemetery. Directed recrea-

tion in the form of games, mystery rambles,

hikes and aquatic sports was provided.

Virginia Blackesby.
Secretary.

The Mexican in the United States

I
HAVE just read your nine-line item under

the above title in July World Call and

feel moved to ask, "How is this mission-

ary work to be accomplished?"

We live half way between a town with a
large per cent of Mexican population and

a flag station on the D. & R. G.. where a
true pioneer Mexican agricultural settlement

exists, with their strange commingling of an-

cient customs and beliefs, with the most
modern practices, as for instance, their whip-

ping yard, where they torture themselves

before Easter, near a main, traveled highway
where hundreds of them ride in their own
automobiles.

In the town which we will call M— there

are eight church buildings. Besides these,

the Christian Scientist Church meets in a

hall and the People's Mission in a small

building and in the open air. Aside from the

Roman Catholic, their mother church, only the

Presbyterian and Mission churches seem to

have made any real headway in the assimila-

tion of the Mexican into Christian fellowship,

although, speaking for the Christian Church
to which I belonged a few years ago, I know
that the pastor and his wife and some of

the members felt a great burden and re-

sponsibility jdaced upon them and did try.

There seems to be a racial barrier that

neither race is willing to make the necessary

sacrifice to tear down. It is woven of thorns,

and only those who are willing to bleed will

ever get through from either side. Nearly

all of these children attend the public schools.

Most of them drop out before they reach

high school. A few persevere through handi-

caps and persecution and graduate and fill

responsible positions.

In Lariat, a Mexican town, one of the most
devout Christians I know, and her husband,

have opened their home (a Mexican one of

course) to a Protestant mission. I saw a
letter written anonymously to her three years
ago when mission meetings were held at her
house, and she was standing for social purity,

that was very threatening. If it did not
mean death, it implied it.

They have the dearest little girl, who said
several years ago that when she grew up
she would hold meetings and always sing

"Jewels" first and then let the people pick
the other songs. Dear child, once at a Chris-

tian Endeavor convention in the Presbyterian
church in M— Ramescha's baby brother cried

and she came down the aisle with him, accom-
panied by a brother about ten years old, on
their way outdoors. They spied me in a
back pew, came up as solemn as two young
owls and shook hands with me. I was greatlv
embarrassed as there was a speaker on the
floor, who could not help looking that way.
Afterwards the children's mother explained
to me that their neighbors told her children

that they must not shake hands with Protes-

tants; but she taught them that they should.

Then I recognized how the children had
bravely upheld their mother's faith through
persecution in the most public way known
to their honest hearts. Anyway, it is the
dearest memory of a handshake that I have.

We generally keep a Mexican maid and
when they do not go home over Sunday they
attend the country Community church and
Sunday school with our children. Not long

ago we had a new maid, a widow. She
confided to me that she was dissatisfied with
the Roman Catholic Church and thought of

changing. I welcomed the chance for her to

see our church, where seven denominations

are working together. To my great surprise

and grief my fourteen-year-old daughter re-

belled. I record with shame her words.

'•'Mamma, I will not go with her. They all

make fun of me now and say I always have

a Mexican following me around." I feel

that she is not truly converted or she would
see her cross and bravely take it up. I do
not doubt that it would lead to persecution

and at least partial ostracism.

Is it not true of us, as it was of Sir Laun-
fal in Lowell's beautiful legend, that we
would rather give our money than ourselves,

until the end of the journey?

We are told that race memories and hatreds

are overcome by the mixing of blood—inter-

marriage. That always brings its meed of

suffering to the first adventurers out of cus-

tom's still harbor. Is not Christian fellow-

ship a better solution? May we not walk
side by side under the Christian standard,

white with the purity of Christ, red until

eternity with His blood shed for all, and
whose stars are "they who turn many to

righteousness?"

A C. W. B. M. ME5IBEB.

Young People's Conference, Frankfort, Kentucky

Foundations of Mormonisni

THE Home Missions Council and the

Council of Women for Home Missions

have procured the publication of a book

by William E. LaRue entitled. "The Founda-
tions of Mormon ism.*' This book is almost

solitary in its field. It is not denunciatory,

nor alarmist in its utterances, but is ad-

dressed to the reason of its readers, and by

using the historical method examines the his-

toric sources of Mormonisni. in such a way as

to convince intelligent minds of the fallacies

of the system, and to equip those who combat

Mormon teaching with material for use.
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Two New Departments of Religious

Education

PROFESSOR C. F. Cheverton, of Eureka

College, has been called to the depart-

ment of religious education in the new
California School of Christianity, Los An-

geles, and F. E. Billington, formerly minister

at Ellensburg, Washington, lias accepted the

chair of religious education in Texas Univer-

sity, Fort Worth.- These men will begin their

work with the fall session.

Of the former, Walter S. Athearn, formerly

professor of religious education in Drake

University and now occupying a similar posi-

tion in Boston University, writes:

"I am delighted to learn of the appointment

of C. F. Cheverton, formerly of Eureka Col-

lege, as professor of religious education in

California College. It is a very wise selec-

tion. The man who heads a new department

of religious education must have executive

ability, the highest academic ideals, the abil-

ity to popularize without sacrificing scien-

tific accuracy, and the rare faculty of pre-

serving a warm spiritual emphasis in all of

his work, so that men and women will go out

inspired as well as informed, willing to actu-

ally become martyrs in the interests of the

cause they serve. Professor Cheverton com-

bines in a rare degree the foregoing qualifi-

cations. He has his A. B. and his B. D. from

Drake University, where he majored in the

field of religious education; his A.M. from

Columbia University, where he majored in

the field of educational psychology, and his

Ph. D. from Boston University, where he

majored in the field of religious education.

He has had teaching experience for two years

in the department of religious education in

Drake University, and since his graduation

from Boston University he has acceptably

filled the chair of religious education in

Eureka College. While in Boston he taught

in a number of community training schools

and also did practical work in connection

with social settlement houses.

"California College is to be congratulated

upon securing the services of a man so well

prepared by native endowment and by aca-

demic training as is Professor Cheverton. I

congratulate the Bible school department on

having as an ally to its great work a de-

partment of religious education in a growing
college on I he Pacific coast, which will con-

stantly reinforce the 1 rained leadership of

the local churches of that great state."

Roy K. Roadruck, Spokane, Washington,

Northwestern Bible school superintendent,

presents the following commendation of Mr.

Billington

:

"F. E. Billington, recently minister in the

First Christian Church, Ellensburg, Wash-
ington, and formerly Northwest Bible school

superintendent, has accepted the call of Texas
Christian University to the chair of religious

education in that institution. This chair

of education was recently endowed through a
campaign conducted by the Bible school de-

partment of the American Christian Mission-

ary Society and it is especially significant

that one of its most prominent field men in

former days should be the first one to occupy
this chair. Mr. Billington led in the North-

west Bible school work for three years and
laid a very fine foundation which has re-

sulted in the success in this regional enter-

prise in the Northwest.

"This good school is t« be congratulated

upon securing such a fine, well prepared

leader as Mr.. Billington to head up this

work. Aside from his field work as Bible

school superintendent he has done special

field work under the Oregon Christian So-

ciety and at one time was an instructor in

the Eugene Bible University. As a pastor

he has been very successful and especially in

the ministry which he has just closed with

the Ellensburg church. During his four years

there a fine new church building has been

erected and paid for. It is one of the best

buildings we have in our smaller Northwest
cities. The membership has been greatly

increased and the foundation laid for a con-

structive Bible school program. The Billing-

tons are well and favorably known through-

out the entire Northwest and their host of

friends will sincerely regret their departure

from this section. However, they go with

our best wishes, as we firmly believe in the

teaching of religious education in our colleges

and rejoice to see able, well-prepared leaders

being called to head it up."

C. F. Cheverton

Ten Thousand Trained Teachers

THE greatest waste among the Disciples

of Christ is in the life value of a hundred

thousand volunteer Bible school teachers,

most of whom are untrained and unsupervised

for efficient service. There is enough conse-

crated life among Bible school teachers to

win America, if it were only educated and
directed.

For this reason there is nothing more im-

portant in the whole year's program than the

concerted effort for an October enrollment

of ten thousand consecrated people in a thou-

sand Teacher Training classes, preparing to

make their service happy and efficient.

Ten thousand teachers is approximately ten

per cent of our total teaching force. It .will

mark a most pronounced step forward toward
a new and more efficient school and church to

have so large a proportion begin a thoroughly

tested course of training.

Heretofore Teacher Training has of neces-

sity been more or less of an experiment. Only
by experience could it be determined just

what kind of a course would really make
teachers ami leaders. Many large classi

came to a more or less insignificant end and

much enthusiasm was wasted because courses

of study were not sufficient to train men and

women how to teach.

The new Standard Teacher Training Course

is no longer an experiment. Two seasons of

extended use among many religious bodies

have demonstrated its strong and its weak-

points. As might well be expected, it has

been found far from perfect. Its stanches!

friends are most conscious of its limitations.

But the decided advantage still remains that

at last we have found a course of study that

will really make teachers.

The most evident difficulty with the new
course has been that of securing a teacher

for the Teacher Training class, who sees and

can make others see the necessity of under-

standing children, young people and adults in

order to "rightly divide the Word" to them.

Most teachers, who have disregarded psychol-

ogy and discussed flesh and blood children,

have secured the attention and interest of

their classes from the start.

To assist teachers in their work of leading

Teacher Training classes, the Department of

Religious Education is offering a special cor-

respondence course that will be absolutely free

to teachers of training classes in the units

that they expect to teach.

Efficient Teacher Training requires an ef-

fort. So does anything that is worth while.

Teacher Training does not require so much
effort as does attempting to teach without

training. Our hardest and most discouraged

workers are those who are trying to handle

Bible school classes when they do not know
howr

. Teacher Training would change irksome
duty to fascinating privilege for thousands.

No church leader can afford to neglect

Teacher Training in October. For the sake

of those who want to work, but are dis-

couraged, for the sake of laying foundations

of future church success, for the real progress

of the Kingdom of God there should be ten

thousand enrollments in a thousand training

classes this fall. Charles Darsie.

F, E. Billington
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Progress at Douglas, Arizona
By G. Edwin Osborn

FOURTEEN years ago a small congrega-

tion of disciples organized into a church

of Christ, under the leadership of J. A.

Smith, meeting for a time in a small rented

building on Ninth Street. With the spring I

of 1907 came J. K. Hester, who spent '
;

three months in earnest, consecrated and

faithful labor and left as the fruit of his un-
.

tiring efforts our first church home—a little

frame building on the corner of Twelfth and

E Streets. The membership then was small,

and the victory was one of faith.

In March, 1010, Walter L. Martin came

to serve in this field and here for five and one-

half years he gave of his entire ability. The
congregation had outgrown the first building,

so it was determined to sell it and seek a site

for a new and larger one.

In 1016, Melnotte Miller, an experienced

evangelist and church-builder, came on the

field, making plans for a new building. Lots

were purchased for the building, and a tem-

porary tabernacle, with a seating capacity of

about 800, was erected nearby.

In September, 101S, the Arizona Chris-

tian Missionary Society sent R. E. Dunlap,

the State Secretary and Superintendent of

Missions, for a conference with the congrega-

tion to consider a constructive program of

work. After the conference the church in-

vited him to come to Douglas as pastor and
superintend the organization i.f forces and the

construction of the new building.

Excavation was begun in Mas. 1010. The
old tabernacle was wrecked in June, and from
that time until the dedication of the new-

building the congregation met for services in

the Masonic Hall. Several times during the

summer, work was suspended because of the

inability to raise sufficient funds to pay the

workmen. In August came the promise of a
loan from the Board of Church Extension to

the amount of $7,500. This was cheering, but

ready cash was needed. Then it was that the

brethren went deeper and farther \?itli their

gifts than ever before, giving to the limit

;

and then a number loaned their credit, bor-

rowing on their individual notes money for

the use of the church.

On November 8, 1919, the corner-stone of

the new building was laid. The next Lord's
Day John H. Booth, of the Church Exten-
sion Board was present with the congregation
and led in raising $3,200.

The next week, after the visit of Mr. Booth,
the Church Extension Board promised a $5,-

000 gift in addition to the offered loan of

$7,500.

Dedication Day—May 16, 1020—finally

came. The little handful of members had al-

ready paid in over $10,000. There are no
wealthy people in the congregation. But on
Dedication Sunday, there came not only our
membership, but three Protestant churches

—

the Methodist, Baptist and Presbyterian—to

join with us in song and worship and giving.

And when the day came to a glorious close W.
S. Buchanan, who did his part so ably as

Dedicator, counted, over $8,000 in cash and
pledges.

The building is commodious and adequate,

built not for show but for use. The basement
has furnace and storage rooms; also kitchen

and dining rooms, which latter are in use each
Wednesday evening for a supper and fellow-

ship hour before the other activities of our
"church night" service.

The auditorium is on the first floor, with a
seating capacity of three hundred. The pews
are roomy and comfortable, of a plain design

in golden oak. The building is finished inside

in old ivory. The choir is behind the pulpit

platform with the organ above the choir.

The baptistery is placed to the left of the

pulpit platform, impressive and sublime in

appearance. Its front is fitted with a heavy
plate glass, permitting the audience to see

the candidate as he is buried in and resur-

rected from the watery grave, making a very

beautiful service. The baptistery was used on

First Church of Christ, Douglas, Arizona

Dedication Sunday, and has been used each
week since. It is kept filled, and clean robes

are always ready.

Opening into, the auditorium, both from
the first and the second floors, on each side,

are the departmental assembly rooms, four

in number, each with a seating capacity of

one hundred and twenty-five. These depart-

mental rooms, assigned to the Primary, Jun-
ior, Intermediate and Young People's Depart-
ments, are opened into, or separated from the

auditorium by the opening or closing of Ac-

cordion doors of heavy glazed glass. Opening
off of each departmental room are three class

rooms. There is also a well equipped nursery,

easy of access to the auditorium, where
mothers may leave their babies in charge of

an experienced matron.

The pastor's study, the Bible school secre-

tary's office, and a '"Prophet's Chamber"—

a

bed room fitted up for transient preachers

—

occupy other rooms in the building. The de-

partmental room ixsed by the young people

is to be fitted up as a parlor and reception

room for full-time service all week. The
adults meet in the auditorium in one class,

taught by the pastor. The building is

planned to be of service for Christ, in an ade-

quate way, to the entire community. So im-

pressed was the American Christian Mission-

ary Society with the program of the church

and the outlook for the future of Douglas,

that assistance was proffered the church in

the support of its work for this year.

It has be£n the assistance from our mission

boards that has helped the church gain such

a prestige in Douglas, as it now enjoys, by
being able to promptly meet its financial ob-

ligations, which fact and standing now are

invaluable assets in promoting and carrying

forward our plan of service. On June 28

the draft for $12,500 from the Church Ex-

tension Board came, and as R. E. Dunlap
went from firm to firm, it was gratifying to

note the effect produced on the business men
by our promptness in the ability to meet our

bills. The contractor who supervised the

building said, "I repeatedly advised Mr. Dun-

lap not to try to complete the building ac-

cording to the plans, but to finish only one

section and later build other units. I had

been in Douglas since its beginning and I

was confident of failure, and so I warned.

But Mr. Dunlap has a better business head

than I; he has succeeded."

But it was more than the business head

of R. E. Dunlap. It was his undaunted

faith, his incessant prayers—many are the

nights he spent with God in the planning

and building of his church-house, in pleading

for the raising Tip of friends and means—and

his ability to encourage and push on a willing

and loyal people to their very utmost.

The loan from the Board of Church Ex-

tension means, in Douglas, more than a loan.

It not only helped to erect a building, but it

will help to establish a church. It is a great

piece of missionary work. The cause of

Christ is just coming into Arizona. No de-

nomination has a firm footing yet. Our

present new and commodious building will do

as much as any one other thing to get a

favorable hearing in Douglas, and this new

and beautiful copper city of the great

Southwest is already eagerly listening to the

plea for the unity of Christ's p-M>ple in

Christ's own wav.
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National Convention of Negro Disciples, Paducah, Kentucky

The National Convention of Negro
Disciples

THE fourth National Convention of the

Negro Disciples convened in Paducah,

Kentucky, August 31, in the Trimble

Street Christian church. The delegation was
larger than ever before, many states being

represented. Miss Daisy June Trout, J. B.

Lehman, F. E. Smith, Robert M. Hopkins,

Lin D. Cartright, Mrs. Rosa B. Grubbs, P. H.

Moss, and E. R. Williams were the national

workers present. Each gave inspirational ad-

dresses.

Good reports were read by delegates from

each state Bible school, missionary societies

and church departments, showing much good

work accomplished. Through the report of

each state ran the sad wail of the great need

of more efficient and good consecrated work-

ers. The dominant note throughout the en-

tire convention was efficiency. Plans were

discussed for the training of more workers

for the great world task.

Each state was urged to pay promptly all

money pledged in the Emergency campaign
and in this way help to promote the program.

I am pleased to state that there were many
expressions on the part of the delegates of

entire satisfaction as to the manner of their

entertainment while in our confines.

The citizens in general joined heartily

with the church in caring for our visitors.

The Paducah Traction Company donated its

car service Saturday afternoon that the dele-

gates might have an excursion over the city.

R. E. Pearson,

Recording Sec, National Negro Convention.

Outgoing Missionaries

OCJR farewell to the group of ten mis-

sionaries and the children sailing on the

"Asia" seemed to be greatly appre-

ciated by them and was a great treat to us.

The ladies of the C. W. B. M. "did themselves
proud" in the preparations made and the
service they gave. Mr. E. P. Gish, a Eureka

College man, five years in China, told of his

evangelistic work and the church at South

Gate, Nanking. He paid a tribute to Dr.

Macklin which all here endorsed. Dr. Vier-

ling and wife, of New York City, impressed

everyone with their high and earnest pur-

poses. The doctor spent seven years in

Transylvania at Lexington and got his medi-

cal course at Cincinnati. Mr. Joe B. Hunter,

also of Lexington Bible College, is to teach

in a boys' school in Tokyo. Miss Lyrel Tea-

garden told of her joy in going to China. She
is a daughter of E. J. Teagarden, 25 years

pastor at Danbury, Connecticut. Miss

Blanche Parker comes from Drake University,

where for two years she was in the office of

Dean Caldwell of the College of the Bible.

Miss Parker told of the progress and plans of

the school. Miss Edna Whipple, of Belling-

ham, told of her impressions of the College

of Missions. She was particularly glad to be

in Vancouver once more and to meet old

friends. Her mother and sister and brother

and other relatives were here to see her off.

Mr. Searle Bates told us of Hiram and of

Oxford University. Mr. Bates is a son of

Miner Lee Bates, President of Hiram College.

Mr. Bates is a Rhodes Scholar. Mr. and Mrs.

Scott, of Harda, India, gave an interesting ac-

count of their work in India.

—

Christian

Church Bulletin, Vancouver, B. C.

"Redeeming An Arm"

THE readers of World Call all remember
the terrible experiences of Dr. Mary
Longdon in the clutches of the panther at

her mission station, Pendra Road, India. The
attack of the panther came, last October. We
have heard frequently from the Doctor since

then. She has suffered greatly, but in spite

of all that was done for her relief one of her

arms became stiffened, and after the conven-

tion of our India Mission, in February, she

went for special treatment to Calcutta. A
recent letter tells us that there were' adhe-

sions among the bones, muscles, tendons,

nerves, and blood vessels. At Calcutta she

passed through repeated operations to change

these conditions. Her arm was bent at right

angle, but between the operations it was
bound in a straight splint, and afterward tied

up as closely flexed as possible. She had
daily massage and electrical treatments as

soon as the inflammation allowed. She
writes: "It is hardly necessary to say that

I suffered many tortures, the sustaining point

being that, in the end, an arm would be re-

deemed to service." Not until July was she

able to leave Calcutta. She wrote on the 6th

of July from her old station at the Pendra

Road Sanitarium for Tubercular Patients,

telling of a successful surgical operation she

had performed by the help of our faithful

missionary nurse, Miss Ivalu Andrus. She

says we may judge the success of the opera-

tion performed on her arm when she tells us

that she was only a little awkward in her

operating upon another, and she exclaims, "Is

not that worth my rejoicing though after

months of suffering?"

Dr. Longdon rejoices in being back at her

old station where she has been so much need-

ed. She reports many of the patients in the

Sanitarium as doing well, and she says of

Miss Andrus, "I am glad she was born into

the world. I thank God for her."

A Correction

OUR attention has been called to a mis-

take in the article, "Alarming Tran-

siency of Ministers," in June World
Call. The Salt Lake City Church has not

changed preachers in five years. Chester A.

Snyder is still there and so the percentage

of change for Utah should be 50 instead of

100. Near the end of the war he was given

leave of absence to serve as a chaplain.

To Conserve City Surveys

THE Home Missions Council announces

that in addition to the aid which it is

giving to the Interchureh World Move;
mont in finishing up the rural surveys it

has made arrangements to pay for a worker

to compile data in the city survey section

and prej)are a report.
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Missionary Organizations Auxiliary to the

United Christian Missionary Society
THE International Christian Woman's

Board of Missions, comprising an asso-

ciation of more than fifty State and

Provincial organizations, with approximately

5,700 local missionary societies, is now merg-

ing its work in that of the United Christian

Missionary Society with headquarters at St.

Louis.

Both the International Board and its con-

stituent State, Provincial and local auxili-

aries have for forty-six years operated under

constitutions regularly formulated and adopt-

ed for the conduct of educational and promo-

tional work among the churches, and for

administration of missionary work in home
and foreign fields.

The devotion and solidarity of the organ-

ized constituency of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions is one of its greatest con-

tributions to the united missionary work of

Disciples of Christ in America. When the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions was
organized forty-six years ago- the plan for

organization of local missionary societies

which should be auxiliary to the National

Board was adopted and through this long

period such societies have been the strength

of the work. To assist the National Board in

the organization and development of its con-

stituent auxiliary societies, State and Pro-

vincial Boards, themselves auxiliary to the

National Association, were formed as the

interests of the work demanded.

As the International Board merges its work
with that of other Boards in the United

Christian Missionary Society, all State, Pro-

vincial and local societies, heretofore auxil-

iary to the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions, automatically become auxiliary to the

United Society. Provision is made in the

constitution of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society for the continuation of all Wom-
an's Missionary Societies, Young Woman's
Missionary Circles, Triangle Clubs, and Boys'

and Girls' Organizations. The plans and ac-

tivities of such local societies will continue

unchanged except that, with October 1, 1920,

they become auxiliary to the United Christian

Missionary Society and thereafter will give

themselves to study and support of the whole

work of the new board.

As the membership of societies formerly

auxiliary to the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions stand upon the threshold of this

greatly increased responsibility they are

thrilled with the new challenge of unlimited

service before them. The watchword should

now become "The entire womanhood of the

Church for the whole task of the Church."

As we come into this united work we in-

herit Hie hundreds of homeless children in

orphanages of the Church; we will minister

to the sick in our hospitals and the aged in

our Christian homes; we will share in sup-

port of veteran ministers and their families

and the retired missionaries of the Church;

we will stand solidly behind the whole home
and foreign missionary work of the Church,

while every missionary becomes "our mission-

ary," and we will share in every victory on
the field.

Blessed be that association of elect women

which for almost a half century has been

educating and preparing consecrated woman-
hood of the Church everywhere for the com-

pcllent and immeasurable opportunities of this

hour. Let us thrill with the joy of it, know-
ing that indeed the Master has come and

calleth for us in the great work being laid

afresh upon the hearts of His disciples. Let

us neither tarry nor rest until we have en-

listed the last woman through this great new
call, have inspired the young life of the

Church with the supreme need of the world

and the plan of God to meet that need, and
have helped to educate the childhood of the

Church for this work of the Kingdom which
is to determine the whole course of nations

and the destiny of civilization in the decades

just ahead of us.

The Five -Year Campaign
THROUGH the chaos and sufferings of a

war-torn world, facing with deepened

realization tlie mission of the Church,

and receiving as in no previous period in-

sistent appeals from every mission field, the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions at the

International Convention held in Des Moines

in October, 1016, adopted a five-year program
of advancement in the mission fields and in-

tensive cultivation of the Home Base.

One hundred new missionaries were urgent-

ly needed to care for the increaseu and ever

increasing work in foreign fields. The need

for an equal increase of workers in the home
field was no less urgent. For forty years new
fields had been opening before the Board and
such abundant opportunities and results in

every field had crowned our efforts that it

seemed impossible to meet the insistent de-

mands without an immediate doubling of re-

sources and missionaries. The Lord of the

Harvest is ever answering prayers, and open-

ing doors, and pouring out His great harvests

beyond our faith and capacity to expect and
receive. He leads so swiftly and inexorably

to the rescue and uplifting of the race that

our tardy footsteps sometimes falter, and our

faint hearts question whether or not we are

able to undertake that which human need and

divine love constantly press upon us.

The unprecedented advances demanded for

maintenance and development of missionary

enterprise in every field made commensurate
enlargement of the home base essential. Work
which seemed imperative was finally sum-
marized in definitely stated aims for a five-

year program, adopted at the International

Convention of 1916, as follows:

Watchword
INFORMATION. INSPIRATION,

REALIZATION.

"Not by might, nor by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."

Ams FOR 1921

(5,000 auxiliary societies. 200.000 members,
100,000 Missionary Thtinc/s, $800,000 for the

work.

Note: As the Missionary Tidings was
merged in World Call this aim for subscrip-

tions was transferred to the new magazine.

Since receipts for 1918-19, at the end of the

third year of the campaign, totaled $705,000,

and since conditions at the close of the World
War laid a new emphasis upon the necessity

for greatly increased Christian enterprise and
giving, the financial aim was advanced to

$1,000,000 for the last year of the campaign.

This increased aim was adopted first by the

International Board in its annual meeting,

held in Cincinnati, October, 1919. It was
ratified by vote of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions Convention, was approved

by the Committee on Recommendations of the

International Convention and by this com-

mittee recommended to the entire Convention

of Churches of Christ and adopted by unani-

mous vote.

The last year of the Five-Year Campaign
is upon us. As we set ourselves for accom-

plishment of the aims that remain it is well

to review the far-reaching work for which
the campaign was originally inaugurated.

( 1 ) The endowment of the College of Mis-

sions.

(2) City Mission and Social Service better

equipped and new work inaugurated.

(3) The securing of thirty new missiona-

ries for India as evangelists, physicians, nurs-

es,, zenana workers, teachers, industrial su-

perintendents and orphanage mothers, and
the opening of a new station.

(4) The development of Girls' School at

Luchowfu. China. Continuing the equipping

and maintaining of Ginling, the first college

for women in the Yangtze valley. Taking
full cooperation with the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society in the Nantungchow dis-

trict. Twenty new missionaries to be sent.

(5) In Africa the increasing, in coopera-

tion with the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society, of forces and buildings in all stations

already opened, and the opening of two new
stations. At least §65.000 and thirty new
workers are required.

(6) The reoccupying of Mexico. Return-

ing former force with twenty-one additional

missionaries. Supplying necessary buildings

and other equipment.

(7) Enlarging the work in Buenos Aires,

Argentina—erecting two buildings at $20,000

each and taking fuller cooperation in El

Coleaio Americano. Extending efforts to in-

clude three northern provinces of Argentina

and the republic of Paraguay. Twenty mis-

sionaries and the $50,000 asked for the initial

work. Entering the Union Evangelical Col-

lege, Montevideo.

(8) Reinforcing the Porto Rico stations

with six missionaries.

(9) The placing of one hundred new work-

ers in the enterprises of the Boards in the

United States.

To accomplish this work for the Church of

Christ, the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions asks for the fellowship in prayers and

gifts of all members and friends of the

Church.

During the past four years 63 new mission-
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a lies have gone out from the College of Mis-

sions, as follows:

To Africa, seven; to India, twenty-one;

to China, seven; to Latin America, twenty-

seven. The force of workers in the United

States, both in missionary education and de-

velopment work, as well as in educational,

evangelistic and institutional work, has been

greatly increased.

Great increases have not come alone in the

number of missionaries, but a commensurate
building program has been imperative. New
mission homes have been provided as the staff

of missionaries was increased. New buildings

for schools, churches, hospitals and other

enterprises have also been necessary, together

with many auxiliary buildings.

While the receipts of the Christian Wo-
man's Board of Missions have been greatly

increased the increased cost of exchange, of

rates of travel, of equipment and of mission-

ary salaries, have doubled the cost of sending

out and supporting the staff of missionaries

on the field and equipping and maintaining

their work. The income of the Board has

not been doubled, and our treasury has faced

an increasing deficit. Under the United So-

ciety the cost of maintenance will not be dim-

inished. It is most important, therefore,

that every effort be exerted to attain the

aims of the Five Year Campaign thus pro-

viding for the heavy obligations that we
bring to the new Board.

The womanhood of the Church is now
called upon not only to continue in loyal

support of former missionary work but to

widen the interest and increase the gifts in

support of all missionary and benevolent

enterprises of Disciples of Christ.

Attainment of Campaign aims in new so-

cieties and increased memberships, is more
than ever incumbent upon us. Good progress

is being made throughout the States, but

many states and provinces are far from their

goals. Every local society should provide it-

self with the full series of Campaign and
Manual Leaflets and realign its work to carry

out in the fullest possible measure all plans

as set forth. All Regional, State, Provincial,

District and County officers are asked to adopt
the plans recommended for Extension Work,
and press the Campaign among our thousands

of non-cooperating churches.

Offerings and gifts for missionary work are

a significant expression of vision and zeal,

but they are only an indication of Christian

devotion. The deeper aims of all development
work are the cultivating of a missionary

spirit, disseminating missionary intelligence,

winning cooperation in missionary activities

and deepening of the spiritual life.

It is estimated that there are at least

600.000 women and girls in our churches,

while but 120.000 are as yet actively enlisted

in missionary work.

Repeatedly it is stated that the most zeal-

awakening and spiritualizing influences among
the membership of the local church, emanate
from the missionary society. Immeasurable
resources of power, service and money await

the development which can come only through
the consecrated efforts of missionary societies.

We are heralds of the Christ, commissioned
like Mary of old to "go tell my disciples that

I go before them." We are to press forward
with messages of the Living Christ until the

womanhood in all Christian churches through-

out the land is enlisted to help in carrying
His gospel to the ends of the earth.

Every society should bo made fully effi-

cient; every non-cooperating church should be

entered and cultivated ; every new society

should be guided and fostered; the young
women of every church should be trained for

service, and the children in every church
should be taught and trained.

With thousands of non-missionary churches
and hundreds of thousands of unenlisted wo-
men in those churches, the importance of Ex-
tension Work cannot be overestimated.

Tt is a physical impossibility for state

officers to do sufficient field work to enter the

thousands of non-cooperating churches that
should be reached. They must have the as-

sistance of district secretaries, of county sec-

retaries in densely populated states, and of

committees of efficient representaties from
all Woman's Missionary Societies.

Our aim at home and abroad must be the

presentation of the living Christ to all men.
The very motive and essence of this message
is personal acquaintance with the living

Christ. Our plans and aims are meaningless

unless vitalized through prayer.

"Not by might nor by power, but by my
Spirit, sai'th the Lord of Hosts."

Among the Churches in Northern

Luzon

RECENTLY I took a trip up North. I

have been planning on this trip for

some time. Each missionary in Laoag
has chosen a special church for which he or

she is r-esponsible. I chose that at Baroyen,

up North. It is the most northern church
in Ilocos Norte. We started on Friday aft-

ernoon. Mr. Saunders had been up in the

province, visiting the churches with Mr. Stipp

and showing his pictures. He therefore ac-

companied Mr. Stipp, Mary Miguel, a Bible

woman, and myself on this trip. We reached

about 20 kilometers north of Laoag when
Mr. Stipp remembered that he had forgotten

to put in the gasoline. Fortunately we had
enough to get back to Laoag, which was the

nearest place to get it. Mr. Saunders helped

to bear the chagrin by discovering when
we got back to Laoag that he had forgotten

his screen for his lantern.

It is a most delightful trip up North be-

tween the mountains and the sea. We were

glad to have that part of the trip repeated.

We arrived at Burgos in the late afternoon.

We found our host and hostess away, as

shown by the ladder made of bamboo tipped

out away from the bamboo porch. However,

we took the liberty of replacing the ladder

and ascending and making ourselves at home.

Soon the Cabsat or brother in Christ arrived.

We planned for a picture show that evening

on the chapel lawn. It was well attended

and enjoyed.

A new missionary might find some diffi-

culties in accommodating herself for a night's

repose in one of the native homes. There

were four members of our "Flying Squadron,"

besides as many members of the family and

only one bed to go around. That, as usual,

was given the senorita. A bamboo screen

which reached only part way across the room
made a private room. On the floor of my
room were the Bible woman and a young

girl member of the household. On the other

side of the screen, on the softest spots of the

floor reposed Messrs. Stipp and Saunders.

We were glad for the blankets which we had
taken with us, which served as mattress and
covering along with other clothing, as it was
quite cold by morning. The beds in the

homes, if they are fortunate enough to have

one. are of the Spanish type with woven
rattan for the springs. They are cool but

IDENTIFICATION CERTIFICATE
Pre-Convention Congress

October 15-18

Disciples of Christ, International Convention

October 18-24, 1920

St. Louis, Missouri

Kansas City, Mo., October 1. 1920.

Ticket Agent:

This certifies,.

is a member of the Disciples of Christ, International Convention, and is entitled to pur-

chase round-trip tickets to St. Louis, Missouri, for himself (or herself ) and dependent

members of his (or her) family, at the reduced fare and under the regulations authorized
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Philippine Baml Among the Former Tingnans. They Were Mountain Headhunters. The Filipinos Are Aery JIusieal

ami Do Exceptionally Well Even with a "Bamboo Band" Such as This

far from comfortable to the American used

to the feather mattress. One is rather glad

when morning breaks if not well bolstered up
with native pillows, which are nearly as hard

as their beds.

As the lady of the house at Burgos wanted

to go to Bangui, a place was made for her

among the baggage, lantern and other equip-

ment. We were not only glad to assist her

on her way, but glad of an excuse to go to

Bangui as our place of meeting was south of

that town. Bangui is a very pretty town
close by the sea, and the end of the roadway.

We went down to the sea and went in wading
after we got caught in the waves and got our

feet wet anyway. It was great fun. Laoag
is a fine place, but far from the sea, for

which we are sorry.

We came back to Banban. where some of

our members live, and where the pastora lives.

She is Mercedes Manglallan. one of the Bible

training girls. She is doing a wonderful

Instructions to Ticket Agents
1. This certificate is not valid unless presented on one of the authorized selling

dates as specified in tariffs.

2. This certificate is not valid unless signed in ink in the presence of ticket

agent, in space provided below, by the purchaser whose name appears on face
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attach this certificate to report to Ticket Auditor.as authority.

Signature of purchaser

Insert below names of dependent members of family for whom excursion

tickets are purchased, giving relationship.
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work there in one of our largest churches.

They prefer her to any of our available

evangelists.

That afternoon, which was Saturday, we
held the conference at the chapel, which is

some distance away. It is a very nice chapel

of brick, thatched roof, cement floor with

benches. They are still working on it and
planning on cementing the exterior and put-

ting in the windows and doors yet. It is

located near a river at the foot of a mountain
on the south, and as you sit in the chapel you
can see the mountain in the distance to the

north.

Mr. Stipp presided at the conference. If

one was discouraged in the work, it would
do one's heart good to take a trip to Baroyan
and hear the counsels of the brethren there.

Nothing seems impossible to them. We spoke

of their splendid record. Xestorio Geren. the

elder, said, "God is responsible for that."

Bice is very scarce everywhere this year and
as the training girls are asked to bring a

half of a cavan of rice per month or a little

more than they eat in a month as their

payment for the schooling they receive, they

doubted if they could send again one of the

girls. They said, in discussing the question,

that many had not helped in that before and

therefore they voted, as she was a great help

in the Lord's work there, that they would all

have a part in it. They begin their services

about nine on Sunday morning and some days

run until five in the afternoon. They have

the Sunday .school, then church, and then

Christian Endeavor. They come a long dis-

tance. so remain all day. The custom for

many up there is to have only two meals a

day as the rice is scarce.

At the conference they discussed the chang-

ing of the hour of the Christian Endeavor.

It was decided to hold it at daybreak on Sun-

day morning. How would that work in the

States?

As the church here in Laoag is endeavoring

to be self-supporting, we missionaries are

giving our contributions in other churches

so I give mine here in my church at Baroven.
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They asked if I had any desires as to what
use my money should be put to, whether for

the support of the pastora or on the chapel.

Many of the churches in the outlying districts

find it easier to secure and cheaper to use

the wine or basi for the communion. Of

course, I disapprove of this. I took with

me for service that Sunday a bottle of grape

juice and I asked that the intoxicants be

discontinued, and enough money saved to pur-

chase grape juice.

Saturday evening another picture show was

given by Mr. Saunders on the yard by the;

home of Nestorio. Many people came; some,

I presume, had never before seen lantern

pictures.

One more incident I want to tell you about

which encouraged me greatly. Last Satur-

day Mr. Stipp was going to Bacsil, a barrio

of Laoag, but in an out of the way place. I

had never been so I went with him and -Mary

Miguel. We took our lunches and went to

Vintar, about eight kilometers to the east.

From there we walked a half an hour south

along a cart road. We reached there before

dinner. We were hot and tired, so while we
rested they brought out a dish of cooked

sweet potatoes for us to eat, which we en-

joyed. We stopped at the home of the leader

in the church there. There are only ten

members at this little barrio. They have a
little chapel in front of his house. It is

like a little playhouse. At the rear of his

house, up in a tree, with a bamboo cover

over it, is a big thirty-inch bell, which can

be rung from the porch of the house. I

rang the bell soon after arriving to call the

brethren together for a conference. Mary,

the Bible woman, went to the kitchen and

came in bringing a dish of green stuff in

vinegar which looked like a vegetable. It

was kapas sanglay, or native tree cotton

still green, cut up in vinegar.

I had taken with me some of the anti-

tobacco leaflets. I gave one to the old man
who leads the people there and he read it.

While Mr. Stipp and I were trying our hand
at the native spinning wheel, I heard him
quote part of the leaflet. I remarked about

it and he said that he used to smoke, but

had not now for a year. He had come to

the monthly conference when I gave a talk on

the evil effects of tobacco and he had stopped.

I was much pleased to know of some results

of those talks, especially with an old man like

that. Many young folk know it is wrong and
continue to use it, but to see an old man,
who had never before been told of the evil,

stop its use is fine.

Vera Adamson.

Make Your Reservations for the

Convention

IT
is important that all those expecting

to attend the International Convention

to be held in St. Louis October 18 to 25,

inclusive, should send to the committee their

requests for reservations in hotels or homes.

St. Louis is well supplied with good hotels,

but the housing situation is acute everywhere,

and this action is necessary to avoid con-

fusion.

State whether accommodations are desired

in a hotel or home, and with or without bath,

and whether one or two in a room.

Address E. S. Hallett, Chairman Enter-

tainment Committee, 5151 Cabanne Avenue,
St. Louis, Missouri.

J,iftiu£ World Call Truck Out of a Broken Bridge. For Both Speed and Safety the Jloi

Parts of Our Equipment Were Brought to St. Louis In a Steel Truck

Particular

Larger Giving, Stricter Honor

FROM memory of a conversation a brief

statement was made in Notes and News
of August World Call regarding an un-

named Kentucky church. There were two
points to the statement; first, success in

raising a large apportionment; second, scru-

pulous honor in applying it all to missions

and education.

In each respect the record was even better

than we said, as appears from the local Bulle-

tin of the church, First, Louisville, E. L.

Powell, Pastor. The apportionment was $14,-

000, instead of $10,000, in addition to the

regular missionary budget of $4,000. The
first action of the official board, appropriating

$4,000 for local use was taken, Dr. Powell ex-

plains, under the impression that this was ac-

cording to the plan of campaign, and not be-

cause it was in excess of the apportionment,

which they would not have considered permis-

sible for a moment. On finding that the ap-

portionment and pledges were exclusively for

missions and education, the board promptly
and unanimously voted to so handle the

funds and to make other arrangements for

meeting local needs. This makes the congre-

gation's total offerings for missions, benevo-

lence and education for the year, $18,000.

St. Louis Convention Trans-
portation Information

REDUCED fares applying from all points

in the United States east of a line

drawn north and south about the middle

of Montana, have been arranged through the

various passenger associations.

Fares from points west of a line drawn
through the center of Montana will be those

fares known as regular tourist fares, which
are in effect daily from principal points to

St. Louis and return. The amount of such

fares may be obtained upon application to

railroad lines or ticket agents in such ter-

ritory.

Tickets from all territory save the far west

as outlined above will be on sale beginning

October 13, and the return limit is October 30.

Validation of tickets at St. Louis is required.

A transportation booth will be maintained at

the St. Louis Convention hall.

Identification certificates entitling the

holder and dependent members of his or her

family to these reduced fares will be issued

by the undersigned and the same will be dis-

tributed through the various local preachers,

state and national missionary offices and pub-

lishing houses. A bona fide certificate is

printed opposite, which may be used in

securing transportation to the convention.

Transportation managers have been ap-

pointed to arrange for the assembling of

local parties at central points throughout the

country so that the trip to St. Louis may be

made in comfort and with the least incon-

venience.

The reduced fares authorized will be at the

rate of one and one-third fares for the round

trip. No reduction in Pullman rates will

apply.

Further information will be supplied by
the undersigned when request is accompanied

by stamped, addressed envelope for reply.

E. E. Elliott,

Railway Exchange Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920
October

G. The Sunny Side of Trial. James 1:2-4;

Matt. 5:10-12.

13. Christian Internationalism. Regard for

Nineveh—City Evangelization. Jonah

1:1, 2; 3:1-10; 4:10-12.

20. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Philip Preaching Jesus. Acts 8:25-40.

27. Hymns and Spiritual Songs. Eph. 5:19-

21; Col. 3:16, 17.

November

3. The Apostolic Method of Financing the

Kingdom. II Cor. S:17; 9:6-15.

10. Christian Internationalism. World Call
as missionary literature. Isa. 1:20;

17, 18; Rom. 15:15-21.

17. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Paul and Righteousness. Rom. 1:16, 17.

24. The Grace of Gratitude. Ps. 145.
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Christian Unity a World Prospect
By H. C. ARMSTRONG

THE movement for Christian unity has

achieved world proportions. Church di-

vision and denominational rivalry have

long been a world scandal. Now at last the

tide has turned, and the first steps are being

taken toward world unity and universal

Christian cooperation. Here at Geneva there

have just been held two preliminary meetings

looking to and preparing for two world con-

ferences. These meetings mark a new epoch

and usher in a new era in the history of

Christianity and of Christian unity. For the

first time conference is given right of way
over controversy in the solution of religious

differences. Debate, argument, anathema, the

rack and the stake have all failed either to

establish unity or to vindicate truth. They
belong to "a clay that is dead." The new
day proposes the way of friendly cooperation

and mutual investigation and voluntary

agreement.

Universal Christian Cooperation

These two meetings and the conferences for

which they were preparatory, while looking

in the same general direction, are entirely

separate and very different in nature and pur-

pose. The first of these is a movement for

universal Christian cooperation in practical

matters through a "Universal Conference of

the Churches of Christ on Life and Work,"

to be held some two years hence.

The meeting was attended by more than

eighty delegates representing fifteen countries.

The largest number from any one country

was from the United States. They were Dr.

Chas. S. MacFarland, New York; Dr. Arthur

J. Brown, New York; Mr. F. P. Turner, New
York; Dr. Nehemiah Boynton, New York;

Dr. W. P. Merrill, New York; Dr. Frederick

Lynch, New York; Bishop James Cannon,

Richmond; Dr. Chester, Nashville; Dr.

Finis S. Idleman, New York; Dr. R. II.

Miller, Kansas City; Dr. F. W. Burnham, St.

Louis; Dr. Peter Ainslie and II. C. Arm-
strong, Baltimore. An interesting and sig-

nificant feature of the meeting was the fact

that the delegates present were enrolled and

seated not as representatives of denomina-

tions, but as Christian men from many coun-

tries come together in common council con-

cerning the problems of cooperation in the

task of making the world Christian.

Origin and Spirit of the Movement
This movement arose in response to a de-

mand coming up simultaneously from many
countries during the war, notably Denmark,
Holland, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, Great

Britain and the United States. These sepa-

rate demands found coordination and ex-

pression in a neutral church conference held

in Upsala, December 14-16, 1017, from which

an appeal was sent out to all the world. The
spirit of the movement can be best shown

by a quotation from this appeal. "A deep

sense of the responsibility and of the possi-

bilities for the Christian church in the pres-

ent crisis of our civilization forced us more
than two years ago to invite the various sec-

tions of the Church of Christ and leading

churchmen in different countries to an inter-

national Christian conference, in order to

strengthen by prayer and mutual understand-

ing the conviction of unity among all be-

lievers in Christ in testifying that the cross

of Christ is the uniting force that transcends

all earthly divisions. The task of that con-

ference should also be that of taking up those

complicated questions that have arisen con-

cerning international Christian fellowship,

the social and economic renewal, the value of

lawful order, and other heavy duties of our

Christendom which have been more or less

neglected, and in regard to which there ought

to be common doctrine and preaching, and

a common indefatigable endeavor amongst all

believers and in all sections of the church.

"Our task is not to bring organizations to-

gether, but to unite hearts and minds and
endeavors Our conference may
be a most important preparation for the

World Conference on Faith and Order, but

it will not deal with faith nor order, but

with some well-defined, urgent, practical aims.

Union for such purposes does not require

unity in faith and order. Uniformity is not

necessary for common preaching and striving

in actual needs of mankind. In the words

of the report of the Archbishop's Fifth Com-
mittee, 'we say deliberately that in the region

of moral and social questions we desire all

Christians to begin at once to act together as

if they were one body in one visible fellow-

ship. This could be done by all alike without

any injury to theological principles.'
"

The World Conference on Faith and Order

In the preliminary meeting of the World
Conference on Faith and Order the hopes

and prayers and labors of a decade began

to be fulfilled. It is now ten years since the

general convention of the American Episcopal

Church sent out the unprecedented and epoch-

making call for a world conference. During
these years the invitation has been borne to

all the churches of the world and almost all.

with the notable exception of the Roman
Catholic, have accepted the invitation and

appointed commissions to cooperate with the

movement. When the present meeting opened

in Geneva eighty churches, Eastern and West-

ern, and forty countries were found to be.

represented. Nothing like it has happened

in five hundred years. Not since the Coun-

cils of Florence and Ferrari, 143S-0, lias there

been anything that could be called a world

council on Christian unity. The sessions

were held in one of the hall* of the Univer-

sity of Geneva, founded by John Calvin, and

from which the fuller light of the Refonna-

lion spread to all parts of the world. May
it he that from Geneva again still greater

light may go forth to lead the whole Church

into the "unity of the faith."

"Faith and Order"
The World Conference on Faith and Order,

unlike the Universal Conference on Life and

Work, aims directly and distinctly at the

complete unity of the Church, organically and

doctrinally. It deals, therefore, with ques-

tions very different and very much more deli-

cate and difficult. The first task of the pre-

liminary meeting was to perfect a fellowship

and create an atmosphere of understanding

and sympathy in which to take up those great

questions with which the world conference

must finally deal. This was done by a gen-

eral interchange of ideas and ideals in which
the positions and attitudes of the great

church groups were set forth. Those who
spoke in this connection were Professor Wil-

liam A. Curtis of Scotland, for the Presby-

terians of the world; the Bishop of Bombay,
India, for the Episcopalians; Dr. Nehemiah
Boynton of the United States, for the Con-

gregationalists; Bishop Nuelson of Gei"niany,

for the Methodists; Dr. Peter Ainslie of the

United States, for the Disciples of Christ;

Dr. Maldwyn Hughes of England, for the

English Wesleyans; Germanos Strinopoulos,

Metropolitan of Seleucia, for the Eastern

Orthodox, and Bishop Ostenfeld of Denmark,
for the Lutherans.

Following this general discussion, the meet-

ing turned to a preliminary consideration of

those fundamental questionswhich are to make
up the program of the World Conference when
it is finally convened. These were gathered

up into two general topics. First, the true

nature of the Church and the true conception

of its unity. This topic deals with the ques-

tion of a valid ministry and valid sacraments.

It is the question of order. Second, the

place of the Bible and the Christian creed in

the united Church. This topic has to do

with the question of ultimate authority and

the content of Christian belief. It is the

question of faith.

"Beginning at Jerusalem''

In the midst of this discussion of the great

questions of the true nature of the Church
according to the mind of Christ and the true

conception of the unity for which He prayed,

there came a communication from Metro-

politan Damianos. Patriarch of -Jerusalem,

inviting the World Conference on Faith and
Order to hold its next meeting in the Holy
City. It was a solemn moment. For the

first time in many, many years Jerusalem is

in Christian hands, and open to Christian

assembly. A voice calling across the cen-

turies—centuries of division, strife and con-

fusion—was bidding us all return to "an up-

per room"' where the first company of Chris-

tians "all continued with one accord in prayer

and supplication."

Whether or not the invitation will be ac-

cepted and the World Conference held in

Jerusalem is yet to be decided. A large con-

tinuation committee has been appointed to

select the place, prepare the program and
call the conference when "the time is ful-

filled." Nevertheless, to the greater question

there can be but one answer. The whole

Church and all the churches must return to

thai simple, profound, vital. Pentecostal unity

of those Jerusalem days in which the Church
had its birth. In the words of the Bishop

of Oxford, "we have got into a condition

which is intolerable and which must be

changed. We must go back to the mind of

Christ and see what He and His first in-

terpreters meant by the Church and its

unity."

Unquestionably the present movement for

unity is a movement of the Holy Spirit. It

is not of man. It is of God. The obstacles

are many and the problems are great, but

"God wills it," and it must be.
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Notes and News
Eight nurses have entered the College of

Missions this fall in preparation for the field.

Two are to go to China, three to India, two

to Africa and one to Mexico.

The sympathy and prayers of our readers

will go out to Mr. and Mrs. Moody Edwards,

at San Luis Potosi, Mexico, in the death of

their baby, Kathryu. She was five months old.

Plans for the alteration of the Military

Academy in Murray Hill, Jacksonville, Flori-

da, which was recently purchased for an old

people's home, have been approved and work

upon the building will soon be under way.

In Africa there are more than 50,000,000

people for whom as yet no definite plan of

evangelism has been manifested. These arc

without light, and will die in darkness, unless

new plans are formed and new workers are

enlisted.

The Daily Mail of London has this sentence

in a leading editorial: "Missionary endeavor

may not appeal to the lukewarm, nominal

Christian, but it is as vital to the Christian

Church as the circulation of blood is to the

human body."

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wolfe, who have served

the Foreign Society thirteen years in Manila,

passed through the city Tuesday with their

four children, going .to Des Moines, Iowa,

where they will spend their furlough.

—

Van-

couver, B. C, Bulletin.

The College of Missions, in Indianapolis,

Indiana, is opening up during this fall term

with the largest enrollment in its history.

There are forty-one new students, with possi-

bility of others. These, with the ten old stu-

dents, bring the total at the present time up

to fifty-one.

From the Colorado Christian Home in

Denver comes the note that Miss Smith, the

matron of the home, has returned after her

recent illness. The church 'at Palisades. Colo-

rado, recently sent to the home eight bushels

of peaches, which the Denver women canned

for use this coming winter.

Since the removal of the World Call

offices to St. Louis, the two" large front rooms

on the third floor in the College of Missions

building, formerly used by World Call, have

been made over into seven new dormitory

rooms. This building, as also the three hos-

tels, are filled with students.

From Atlanta, Georgia, comes the news

that alterations are in progress upon the

South Eastern Christian Home. These are

being made in order to tide it over until time

for the erection of the new building for

which pledges have been made and which are

already gradually coming in.

The Secretary of the Lutheran Board of

Foreign Missions has prepared a series of

fifty theses on the- doctrinal foundation of

missionary activities. One of these reads as

follows: "In God there is a universal will to

save. In Christ there is universal salvation.

In humanity there is universal need of re-

demption and universal capacity for redemp-

tion. In faith there is a condition for the

appropriation of salvation which by Divine

grace is universally possible. Christianity is

the universal and only true religion, and the

prosecution of missions is its central func-

tion. If salvation is for all, there must be a

mission to and for all."

Two are enrolled in the College of Missions

this fall in preparation for Tibet, Mr. Marion

Duncan and Miss Louise Habecker. A number
of the scholarships of the students are being

provided by the churches' from which they

come. Miss Habecker is being entirely sup-

ported by her own church in Buffalo.

D. S. MacDonald, Sumter, South Carolina,

reports that South Carolina has passed the

$26,000 mark in the Carolina Enlargement

Campaign. That somewhat exceeds the ob-

jective of $10,000. These pledges cover a

three-year period with 40 per cent for the

state work, .30 per cenl for Atlantic Christian

College and 30 per cent for Benevolence in the

Southeast.

The Mission in Africa is asking for the fol-

lowing workers: One business man and wife,

a stenographer, a doctor and wife, three evan-

gelists and their wives, one sawmill man,
three builders, one steamer captain, one print-

er. If the work is to be carried on in an

effective way, these workers must be supplied.

A young woman said to her friend: "J

cannot get interested in missions. Her friend

replied: "No, you can hardly expect to. It

is just like getting interest at the bank. You
have to put something in before you get any
interest, and the more you put in—time,

money, prayer—the more interest you get."

An appeal was made by Airs. J. K. Hans-
brough for a much-needed electric washing-

machine for the Old People's Home in Jack-

sonville. Illinois. Some interested friends re-

sponded to the call and sufficient money was
furnished to buy and install it in the home.
Thoughtfulness such as this makes the way
easier.

At the Missionary Conference in Lotumbe
in March the following statistics of the Mis-
sion were given: Baptisms during the year

1,622, total membership of the mission 7,173;

teachers and evangelists working in 381 vil-

lages, 485; scholars, 3,963; native offerings

for the year, francs 17.024. The African Mis-

sion is noted for its evangelistic spirit.

A family of eight brothers and one sister

who own and manage a large manufacturing
concern in the South have decided to support

their own missionary on the foreign field.

The father recently died and the children

agreed among themselves that the first profits

that come out of the business shall go in

support of the missionary in their father's

name.

Miss Dale Ellis, formerly a teacher in the

high school at Akron. Ohio, has just been

appointed by the Foreign Board for service

in the Philippines. Miss Ellis is a Cotner
graduate and goes out well equipped for the

emergency service to which she has been

called. Her work will be in the girls' school

in Laoag, with which Miss Eberle is con-

nected.

The British and Foreign Bible Society has

published the Scriptures in 517 languages.

During the five years of the war this Society

published more editions of the Scriptures

than any other five years in the whole course

of its history. It would take 150 trucks to

carry the annual fresh output of the British

and Foreign Bible Society. Its income last

year amounted to $1,930,000.

There are increasing signs that the leaders

of Indian thought are beginning to learn the

lesson which the missionaries were the first

to teach them—namely, the importance of

educating their women. The Maharajah Ku-
mar of Tikari has given his entire estate

valued at about $8,625,000 to found an insti-

tution for the education of women. The
Indian Society Reformer, which is.edited by a
Hindu, writes: "Education is essentially a
question of social reform, and in education 1

would give the first place to the education of

girls. The education of a single girl means
the uplifting of the whole family in a larger

sense than the educating of a single man."

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.
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THE HISTORY OF THE FOREIGN
CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

By President A. McLean
This book covers a period of forty-four years.

It gives an account of the founding of the Society

and some account of Officers and Missionaries.

The illustrations consist of 119 portraits and
thirteen pages of buildings and scenes. One mis-
sionary has enjoyed reading it immensely, "It is

so interesting and will be very helpful for ref-

erence purposes."
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Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

Leslie Wolfe of the Philippine Islands re-

ports with great enthusiasm the interest of

the native people in missionary work. He
adds that the Filipinos are steadily advanc-

ing in their grip upon democracy and in the

holding up of the ideals which America has
given them. This is the time of the greatest

opportunity, he thinks, that the Christian

world has ever had for the evangelization of

these islands.

The Chinese Recorder states that in the use

of the press the Seventh Day Adventists are

in the lead. They are in the lead too at home
in their giving for missions. Their average

gift per member per day exceeds 11 cents. If

the Protestant people in North America gave
as much per member per day there would be

a billion dollars for advanced work after all

the work at home was maintained as here-

tofore.

C. E. Robinson, Osaka, Japan : At a meet-

ing of the Joint Evangelistic Committee it

was decided to inaugurate a special three-year

evangelistic campaign. Three years from now
will bring us to the fortieth anniversary of

the beginning of our mission work in Japan.

We wish to celebrate it in some significant

and worthy manner. We wish also to round
out this period with some larger results than
we have been able to show thus far.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. Stipp, of Laoag,
Philippine Islands, with their baby, are en-

route home on furlough. They will stop in

China and Japan on the way and attend the

World Sunday School Convention in Tokyo.
Mr. Stipp has been invited to speak there in

the moving picture annex, which is to show
the Japanese the progress of Christian work
throughout the world. They expect to reach

home about the end of October.

The Congo Mission Neivs reports Mrs. Gra-

ham of San Salvador as saying that she often

gained the ears of her first audience in a
heathen village by showing them that the
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fruits of purity in its Christian sense meant
healthier babies and stronger and better chil-

dren. Mothers listen eagerly to this even out
in the heathen villages. As soon as the
mothers know of our attitude they encourage
little girls about to be given in marriage to
run to the Mission for protection.

William G. Morling, Second Church Bible
school, New York City, writes:

"In looking over some old records the other

day I chanced to find a Bible school report
for the year ending October 1, 1904. The ex-

expenditures were $361, including $47 for

missions. For the eleven months ending Sep-

tember 1, 1920, our expenditures were -$496,

including $250 for missions. This looks as

though we had at last attained that long

sought-for ideal of 'As much for others as for

ourselves'."

Sam Iligginbottom of Allahabad, India,

writes that his school requires $675,000. To
run the institution properly he needs twenty
trained American men, preferably married
men, and ten or twelve adequately qualified

American women, with two Indian assistants

for each American. These would constitute a
sufficient staff to train 600 boys and 200
girls. The work being done at Damoh in con-

nection with the orphanage is of the same
kind as that being done by Mr. Higginbottom
at Allahabad.

The Alumni of the University of Nanking
have raised $50,000 for a Department of

Commerce and Business Administration. The
funds needed for research and experimenta-
tion in the Department of Agriculture and
Forestry have been provided by Chinese or-

ganizations such as the International Com-
mittee for the Improvement of Cericulture in

China, the Cotton Mill Owners' Association,

the Shanghai Anti-Adulteration Association,

the Chinese Flour Mill Owners' Association

and others.

From Murfreesboro, Tennessee, the minis-

ter, A. Preston Gray, writes: "We are great-

ly encouraged. Had another baptism last

night after prayer meeting. In the eleven

months I have been here, there have been 33

additions, 14 baptisms, seven the last month.
Our men are getting into the work magnifi-

cently. Board meeting this week was a great-

inspiration. The church is commanding the

attention of the whole community, and not

only their attention, but their respect and
admiration."

E. R. Moon. Mondombe. West Africa: We
arrived at Mondombe May 7. We are quite

comfortably situated in an adobe house. We
will begin burning brick tomorrow for the

pillars under the frame house we brought
with us. We have our school working now.

In many places villages that were in revolt a

few months ago are now building churches

and dwellings for our evangelists, and are

asking us to send workers to them. The ad-

ministrator of the worst district asked us to

send teachers to the most savage village.

Other villages that fought the State six

months ago and tried to kill our work have
been visited by our evangelist. The chief

ordered that none should go fishing, hunting
or off to work that day. but all should stay

and listen to the Word of God. We are

happy in the work and are praying for useful

service here. The field is ripe.
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Mr. E. B. Bagby, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Chaplains in Washington advises:

"We have more than enough applicants to fill

our quota of chaplains under the new army

bill. The Roman Catholics have had a much
larger share of the appointments than they

were entitled to, and are fighting hard to hold

their advantage. The War Department has

not yet come to a decision in regard to the

quotas. But we will not have more than

four appointments, to the regular army and

there are nine applicants."

The present students in the College of

Missions represent, among others, the follow-

ing schools, colleges and universities: Texas

Christian University, Virginia Christian Col-

lege, Eugene Bible School, University of Ore-

gon, Mount Holyoke, Whittier College, Hiram

College, Bethany College, Drake University,

Vanderbilt Seminary, Phillips University,

Butler College, University of Cincinnati, Uni-

versity of Missouri, Ann Arbor Nurses'

School, Pasadena Nurses' School, Guelph Col-

lege, Toronto, Transylvania College.

The College of Missions has secured for the

new Dean of Residence Miss Luella Taylor of

Trinidad, Colorado. She is a graduate of the

University of Colorado and has been a teacher

of English in the Trinidad high school for the

past ten years. As a college student she be-

came a volunteer for the mission field, but

certain conditions have made it impossible,

up to the present time, to answer the call.

She is exceptionally well fitted for this new

position as Dean, and the college is very

happy to have secured her services.

From a man and wife in Illinois there has

just come to the National Benevolent Asso-

ciation another gift of $500 on the annuity

plan. For several years gifts have been com-

ing from them in amounts ranging from $200

to $2,000; a total investment of $12,100.

There is no surer or safer way than this to

care for old age, but at the same time the

blessing that comes into one's life from put-

ting one's money into immediate use for the

Kingdom brings an unmeasured satisfaction

and content that nothing can take away.

The Fir Street Church last Sunday voted

to unite with the Woodland Drive Church for

the purpose of building a united church in a
central location as proposed by the American
Christian Missionary Society and Board of

Church Extension. The Fairview Church will

be closed and rented or sold or otherwise dis-

posed of at the pleasure of the Church Ex-
tension Board. The work of the united con-

gregation will be focused at the Grandview
Church until we can get into the new loca-

tion. This decision was reached without a
dissenting vote.

—

Vancouver, B. C, Bulletin.

Among the students enrolled this fall in

the College of Missions, there is one me-
chanical engineer, one blacksmith and sta-

tionary engineer, one industrial builder and
one agriculturist, all in preparation for

Africa. We have a sawmill, a steamboat
and much building operation in our Congo
field. There is special need for agricultural

teaching for the natives know nothing what-
ever of the art. No fruit is raised by the

natives there in a land where fruit of all

kinds could be cultivated in such great
abundance.

Missionary Lessons for the Sunday School
To he used from October, 1920, to July, 1921.
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Stories.

One Dollar for Entire Set
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H. R. Allegood reports of the summer's
work in Vicksburg, Mississippi: Best August
in history of church. Bible school attendance

more than double thai of last year. Church
attendance and interest in Christian Endeavor
good. Missionary budget about double that

of last year, not including special campaign,
almost paid up. We arc planning for Promo-
tion Day September 20. More graded work
to be installed October 1. .Since many will

be returning from their vacations, we hope to

make next month better than this has been.

fathers' faith, but one lonely chapel in some
far-off wilderness, one faithfvd soul in some
foreign land proclaiming the good news of

God's love and God's redemption, means more
for the life and the truth of our religion than

••ill our noble minsters and our metropolitan

philanthropies."

At a special service for Americans in West-

minster Abbey on duly 10, Bishop Gailor of

Tennessee, addressing the congregation, said:

"You and I, brethren, know very well that

the life of the Church is in its Missions. Its

great cathedrals are the witnesses of our

At the Executive Committee meeting of the

Foreign Christian Missionary Society held in

St. Louis on Friday, September 10, there

were missionaries present from every field in

which the society has work, excepting Tibet.

The missionaries reported the work in the

fields as in excellent condition and that there

seems to be a very normal growth everywhere.

The missionaries present were Mr. and Mrs.

C. H. Plopper and Clarence E. Hamilton of

China, W. II. Edwards and II. ('. Hobgood

The Sunday School's
Educational Task

Sunday school workers in each local church have before them a definite

challenging task. It is threefold: 1. The instruction of childhood in

Christian principles. 2. The molding of Christian character. 3. The

training of youth for definite Christian service.

The Help You Need
This task requires a graded curriculum, graded activities, and trained leaders

and teachers. Your own publishing house, the Christian Board of Publication, is

at your service in furnishing this help.

Graded Activities
In each division may lie found abundant helps for graded activities for those

who are new at the work of using graded lessons—the Elementary Lesson Helps
have many suggestions; and, for young people, Around the Year Activities, a booklet

based on the outline prepared by Miss Cynthia Pearl Maus.

Large and Small Schools
Both large and small schools need a plan of graded activities. The large schools

should use the graded lessons according to the closely graded plan. Small schools,

having an attendance of one hundred or less, should use the Departmental Group
plan. Both types of school need a Teacher Training program.

The Worker's Manual, New Edition
Tlie Central Regional Elementary Superintendent, Miss Florence Carmichael.

savs: "I cany tlie Worker's Manual with me as my constant companion because

it so simply and completely answers almost every question on grading and materials."

Send for a copy of the new edition— free.

The House Tluit Stands Ready to Help You

The Christian Board of Publication
127112 Pine Sired St. Louis, Missouri.

YOUR PART
No material, !><• il ever so good, yets results unless efficiently used. MaJcd

careful preparations far yowr new year of work. Instruct your teachers in the

use of the new (leaded material. t'se care in the ordering of supplies. Order

early as this will ret/ace errors to the minimum. Ask questions alien /ion are in

ileal of information. Buy pour supplies from us, for the profits belong to the

brotherhood in irliich you are most vitally interested.

of Africa, W. H. Erskine of Japan, Leslie

Wolfe of tlie Philippine Islands, and
0. J. Crainger of India. In addition to

these and the Board secretaries from head-

quarters, there were in attendance at the
meeting the other committee members, T. W.
Grafton, John E. Pounds, L. X. D. Wells,

Joseph Armistead, C. R. Oakley, M. Y. Coop-
er and David Teachout.

Dr. W. M. Hardy, Batang, Tibet: We are

asking that two single women be sent to

Batang. For a munber of years the mission
policy has been not to have a single woman
in the Tibetan Mission, but we have come to

the conclusion that two women, living to-

gether, can do good work here in the school,

in the hospital and in tlie work among wom-
en. The duties of tlie married woman are too

many to allow her to do visiting in the homes,
and work among ' them is needed here now.
We hope that two young women will be sent

as soon as possible.

George B. Baird, Luchowfu, China: Twelve
boys have just been graduated from our pri-

mary school. The Commencement program
was very interesting. An assistant principal

has been engaged at the high school. The
dormitory building is under construction and
will be ready for the next term. This will

answer a real need and enable us to take in

more pupils. At the hospital the new clinic

building is ready for the roof. The new dec-

tor's residence is halfway up. jOur residence

is almost level to the ground, but the re-

building will soon begin.

F. A. Poffenberger, Waynesboro, Pennsyl-

vania, reports as follows: During the past

month both the primary and junior depart-

ment rooms of the Sunday school have been

completely renovated. Xew tables and chairs

of the latest design have been purchased for

the primary department. In both depart-

ments the walls have been decorated and fur-

niture and floors varnished. More than $100
has been spent in this work. Upon the return

of the pastor from his vacation a harvest

home service was held. The Sunday .school

attendance that Sunday (August 29) num-
bered 164.

The British Missionary Societies report a
successful financial year. The Church Mis-

sionary Society's income was a record one

—

$3,345,000, an' actual increase of $1,145,000

over the previous year; tlie China Inland

Mission's increase. $175,000; the United Free

Church of Scotland an increase of $130,000;

the English Baptist Society. $245,000; the

Wesleyan Missionary Society. .930.000. Not-

withstanding these large increases in the re-

ceipts of the Church Missionary Society it

states that its missions are under-staffed,

under-paid and under-equipped, both as re-

gards the Foreign work as well as the native

work. This is owing largely to the loss in

exchange. The Church Missionary Society is

asking for tlie current year an income of

$3.500.(»iHi. Tlie officers of this society say

that the problem of depleted coffers pales be-

side the problem of depleted staffs. Hun-
dreds of missionaries were recalled during the

world war; many died in service, many con-

tracted disease and are not able to return.

Men and women are wanted first. If God
calls and sends them, tlie officers believe that

tlie income necessary will be provided.
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The Pekin Daily Navs, a Chinese-owned

newspaper, speaks up plainly on the value of

the missionary to the Chinese nation. Here

are a few extracts from a leading article,

which might well have appeared in any Chris-

tian magazine: "The reduction of the mis-

sionary effort in China at this juncture would

be an irreparable disaster. The missionary

has been for a century and more the great

pioneer of the best progress. The missionary's

personal example, direct guidance, present in-

spiration, are still necessary, not merely in

the missionary sphere, but in the whole of

the national life."

Writing not long ago, with his eightieth

birthday in prospect, Dr. George F. Pentecost

said: "Should my Lord come to me now and

say, 'My son, I have decided to put you back

into your twenty-second year and give you

another life's opportunity. What line of serv-

ice for Me will you choose—merchant, lawyer,

doctor or politician?' I would unhesitatingly

say, 'My Lord, let me be a minister of the

gospel or a pastor in Thy Churches; I know
what it all means, and I would gladly live

the life and do the work of the ministry all

over again ; only give me more grace that I

may better live my life and do my work.'

"

Miss Vera Adamson, Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands: I have twenty-five periods of work
this year in the school besides overseeing the

Sunday afternoon Bible classes, directing the

students' Sunday school, and this month I

have charge of the Dormitory kitchen. I am
conducting a class in dietetics in the hospital

three days a week and take our third-year

class in English and Ilocano for the benefit

of that course. I also teach organ to the

training school girls on Saturday morning.

My days are full from five in the morning to

ten or eleven at night, but I love my work
and I am glad to have the strength to do it.

About the St. Louis Convention: Reports

will be heard from all mission fields in which

the United Society is carrying on work. Dr.

and Mrs. Shelton will speak. Bert Wilson

will tell of India, R. A. Doan of Japan and
China. R. H. Miller, Peter Ainslie, Stephen

J. Corey and F. W. Burnham will tell of

conferences in Europe and our work in Scan-

dinavia. Evangelism and our mission among
American Indians and among immigrants
will be featured, as also the enlarged plan for

benevolent and educational work in the home
fields. Plans for the new year will be pre-

sented for consideration and approval, change
or rejection.

Miss Edith Eberle, Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands: I am more than delighted with the
opening of the girls' dormitory. I have re-

ceived thirty-five girls into crowded quarters,

using all conceivable space, and I could have
many more if I had any place to put them.
We will grow into our new building before

we have completed it, and I have no doubt
but that it will be crowded the first year.

The more dormitory work I do the more I

love it, and I am impressed with its possi-

bilities. The call for the boys' dormitory is

insistent. Parents come with their daughters
and say, "Why do you not have a dormitory
for our sons also?"

Dr. C. C. Drummond, Harda, India: We
have had a very interesting and busy month.
There was a good attendance at the dis-

pensary throughout. The services with the

patients were excellent. The patients gave

good attention to the preaching. As the

weather was too hot for touring the evan-

gelists worked in Harda, and in the surround-

ing villages. They assisted also in the serv-

ices at the dispensary. The statistics for the

month are as follows: New patients, 1,038;

treatments, 2,193; in-patients, 16; operations,

21. There is more or less unrest among the

people, as the terms of peace with Turkey

are not satisfactory to the Mohammedans.

Books of
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America's Stake in the
l?o¥« TToef A "PROBLEM DISCUSSION"
Tell Eitlfel SERIES BOOK
CHARLES HARVEY FAHS
Questions on the issues involved in Christian
America's relations to the Far East, witli
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the principal suggestions for solution of the
questions raised. Paper, 95c; Cloth, $1.35

Christian Adventure
A. HERBERT GRAY
Shows that Christianity "emhodies the one
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Every Morning
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One man and his wife in Illinois have been

putting to a real test the promise of God,

"Bring ye the whole tithe into the storehouse,

that there may be food in my house, and
prove me now herewith, saith Jehovah of

hosts, if I will not open you the windows of

heaven and pour you out a blessing, that

there shall not be room enough to receive it."

A .letter has just come from the Missionary

Committee in the church of which this couple

are members enclosing a check for twenty
dollars, ten dollars to be given for the sup-

port of the Orphans' Home in St. Louis and
ten dollars to be used in the Old People's

Home in Jacksonville, Illinois. The letter

goes on to say that, while the givers are

people of small means, they have never been

so prosperous and happy as they have been

since adopting the system of tithing.

E. K. Higdon, Manila, Philippine Islands:

I am trying to make our student work better

known by beginning the students here with

open air meetings. The first Sunday night

we were rained out and had the church com-

fortably filled. Last Sunday evening was very

fine and we had an open air service, beginning

with some pictures and closing with an ad-

William Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.
Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

i

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.

SEND THIS ORDER FOR FREE SUPPLIES FOR YOUR BIBLE SCHOOL

Thanksgiving Sunday Offering forAmerican Missions
1620- -TERCENTENARY OF THE LANDING OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS- -1920

The Bible School

P. O. StateCounty

will celebrate Thanksgiving Sunday—And send a liberal offering for the AMERICAN
WORE of the United Christian Missionary Society, Missouri State Life Building, St.

Louis, Missouri.

The First Call of the New United Society Upon the Bible Schools

Send free supplies, coin pockets and the attractive program

—

PILGRIMS OLD

AND NEW. The average attendance of our school is

To

P. O.

dress by a missionary and a Red Cross worker
from Jerusalem. There were about 130 per-

sons present, more than could have gotten
into the church with all the class rooms in

the rear of the chapel thrown open. I plan to

use the pictures every Sunday evening until

the rainy weather stops us. There were more
than 30 nurses from the general hospital, a

larger group than has ever attended one of

our indoor meetings. A year ago thirty was
a large audience for our church.

Mrs. Minnie F. Ogden, Batang, Tibet: Since
last July I have had oversight of the orphan-
age. This has been the happiest year I have
spent at Batang. Our school has outgrown
our old building, and we hope to have a new-

one in the near future. The class of women
in the Sunday school is most encouraging

—

four of the class were baptized last summ er.

We have been having for the past few months
the Miracles and Parables of Jesus, and the

women have taken a great interest in these

lessons. They are happy that they can learn

and answer the questions in the assemblv
I'oom. I am very happy over the past year's

work, and pray for many more years of work
among the Tibetans.

Word has recently come to the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions of the safe ar-

rival of Mrs. Maria Reynolds Ford in this

country. Mrs. Ford was formerly connected

with the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions as an associate secretary but over a

year ago, went overseas with the American
Red Cross. Mrs. Ford's work has been chiefly

in Albania and at the urgent request of the

committee to remain in service for another
year, she went to Paris to sign up for the

extended time. There she came down with
Albanian fever and was in the hospital se-

riously ill for some time. She is much better,

and now is convalescing at the home of her

brother in Georgia.

From Kingsport, Tennessee, our missionary
pastor, H. L. Patterson, sends this encourag-

ing message to the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society office: We are progressing

so well with the erection of our new building

that the prospects are bright for getting

moved in by the first of October. The walls

are finished, all partitions up. all sub-floors

and all rafters on except those going over the

trusses covering the auditorium. The trusses

are in place and rafters will be set tomorrow.
We sold our Dale Street property for 81,600,

and are putting this money into the new
building. We had been including this sum in

our assets for this work, so that it does not

mean anv addition to our means.

On the College of Missions faculty this

year will be President and Mrs. Paul. Mr.

Payne, Mr. and Mrs. McGavran. Alexander
Paul of China, and Mrs. Mantel, formerly

Miss Esparza of Mexico, who will teach

Spanish. The sociology work, carried former-

ly by Dr. Lumley. who is now upon the facul-

ty of the University of Ohio, will be taken

in Butler College.

In addition to the regular faculty. Mr.

Hensey of Africa. Mr. Grainger of India. Mr.

Erskine of Japan. Dr. Shelton of Tibet and
others will, during the year, give courses

upon their various fields. This intimate

touch with the missionaries, fresh from their

service, means much to the students who axe

in preparation for these same fields.
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The Southern Baptists are a great mission-

ary people. Recently one hundred mission-

aries left America in one boat for the Far

East. This is the largest number representing

one society that ever left America at one time.

The Southern Baptists undertook to raise

$75,000,000 for education and missions in five

years. In a few months they secured the

whole amount, and several millions in addi-

tion. In a recent issue of their magazine

one writer says: ''There is but one salvation

for us, but one way to perpetuate our leader-

ship in blessing to the world's hundreds of

millions, and that is by our churches realizing

the purpose for which they have been brought

to possess this opportunity and then give

themselves in their fullest strength to its

missionary use."

Roy L. Dunn, supported in part by the

American Christian Missionary Society, in

Astoria, Oregon, writes: Lloyd Carrick spoke

on Christian Endeavor work on Sunday morn-

ing. August S. R. K. Roadruck spoke at both

services August 15. Wilhite and Gates, evan-

gelists, began a meeting for us on August 2U.

Eight of the ten additions reported came for-

ward Sunday, August 29 and 30, under Mr.

Wilhite's preaching. Four of these baptisms

were from our Sunday school, one by state-

ment, and one confession previous to the

meeting. Our new church building was pushed

forward during the month. I looked after the

ordering of all materials, directed the car-

penters and other workers, and worked on the

job myself almost every day. The tmilding

was made ready to use as a tabernacle on

Sunday, August 20.

W. H. Hanna, Manila, Philippine Islands:

Some of us with families of several children

are finding it increasingly difficult to live

without worrying, and take due care of the

family with the present allowance. This is

notably true of myself and Dr. Pickett. We
have, the present to look after, especially the

education of the children; we are unable to

lay by a cent for the future. I want to have

the joy of enduring some hard things for the

sake of the work and know that probably

there are many at home who support the

missionary enterprise who have a hard time

to make ends meet, but with the price of food

and of necessary service advancing it becomes

harder not to worry, and we wonder whether

we can ever catch up. The Presbyterian mis-

sionaries asked for an increase of 25 per cent,

but the Home Board gave them an increase

of 40 per cent.

Cadillac, Michigan, where C. E. Pickett

labors, supported in part by the American
Christian Missionary Society, reports a grow-

ing interest in missions. Note the following:

I should like to report a growing interest

in missions. Our treasurer recently called my
attention to the fact that every envelope had
a missionary offering in it. This is coming
to be nearly the rule and not the exception.

We have envelopes up to the number 60, and
the rule is that all, when they are returned,

should have offerings for missions in them.

Some give more for missions than they do for

the church, others give the same to both,

while others do not do so well. To me, all of

this is gratifying. About July 1 we had
reached our apportionment for the Missionary

Budget. The remainder of the quarter will be

mostly in excess. I think this is due largely

to the Tnterchurch World Movement enter-

prise. Personally 1 am very glad some one

invented this movement, for I believe it has

done much good. Our church is a fair sample.

"Old Man Slump" has not affected us very

much this year. I hope we can hold our own

and enter the fall's work free from any loss

in this respect.

W. II. Edwards lias recently returned

from the mission field in Africa with his

heart set upon seeming for the Congo field

HYMNS FOR TODAY
For the Sunday School and Church

"Meets the need of the hour."—Henry G. Bowdcn, Secretary Men and Millions Movement.

"The Christian Endeavor World" says: "An admirable general-purpose book for re-

ligious, social and patriotic gatherings. Designed to fit into the programs of Sunday schools
conducted after the most modern methods. 332 finely chosen hymns and songs, singable,
but free from clap-trap."

Bishop Henderson says: "Ten years ago the favorite hymn was 'When the Roll Is

Called Up Yonder,' but now it is displaced by 'The Son of God Goes Forth to War.' Young
people of today are singing songs of service." This is the sentiment of religious leaders today.

Hymns for Today contains excellent Orders of Services and Indexes pointing out
the material especially adapted to the various departments of the School and Church.

Bound in fine cloth with gold stamp. Price $75 per 100. Sample sent for exami-
nation. Orchestrated.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE 525 Elm St. CINCINNATI, O.

IS PREACHING FUTILE?
Dr. Lyman Abbott, in the' 'Outlook", says:

'*TOHN SPARGO, the most spiritually minded of modern
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** Chicago, an article entitled, 'The Futility of Preaching'.
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orthodox, liberal or Jewish, not because I agree with it, for
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in an admirable spirit the reason why so many men and

women of fine ethical ideas and genuine religious spirit do

not attend our church services."
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honor replies to him chosen from more than sixty man-
uscripts, Mr. Spargo's reply to his critics, and Doctor
Abbott's article in the "Outlook" will be reprinted as a
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two launches. He feels that the need for these

is imperative not only as a means for the

further evangelization and care of the field,

but as a necessity for the safety and well-

being of the missionaries themselves. When
one realizes such a fact as this that three of

our missionaries, Mr. and Mrs. Moon and

Miss Goldie Wells, in the new station at

Mdhdombe, are ten days away from medical

help, one can more readily see the urgency

of the need as far as the missionaries are con-

cerned. The building of the launches today

will mean an investment of $12,000 each.

There is, in the treasury, a sum of about

$•2,000, given before the war by the West

Virginia churches for the purpose of building

such a launch in memory of Ray Eldred.

Since the war the prices have quadrupled and

the amount in hand is quite inadequate to

HIRAM
Jl Good College

meet the needs. Will not some one find it in

his heart to help in this great opportunity

for service in our Congo field ?

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .". Missour

The American Christian Missionary So-

ciety has been back of the Glen Park, Gary,

Indiana, work. The minister, Rayborn L.

Zerby, writes encouragingly of it:

"In closing this first year of full time

work under the support of the American
Christian Missionary Society, we are glad to

be able to report a gain in resident member-
ship of 67 per cent. The average Sunday
school attendance has increased 64 per cent,

the average for the entire year now being

equal to the previous high water mark for a

single Sunday. The missionary offering was
more than three times that of last year. The
Society put $900 into the work this year and

for next year the church has pledged $600 to

all missions. The permanence of these gains

and a corresponding forward movement in the

next twelve months now hinges upon the se-

curing of an adequate building not later than

next summer. This is imperative."

C. C. McCaw, Manila, Philippine Islands:

We have one of the finest dormitories and the

most popular location in the whole city, but

the dormitory is only one-third large enough.

It should by all means be large enough to

hold at least 250 students. As it is it holds

only 76 without crowding. Last year we were

Overfull all the time and students came near-

ly every day for a place to stay. Many of

them told us they were sleeping in most un-

sanitary conditions. At present we have

allowed about 30 more students to stay in the

dormitory than we have room for. They are

sleeping on the floor, benches, tables or any

place where they can find room. This means

that we have over one hundred men in the

building. The housing conditions for the stu-

dents are growing worse every year. Last year

there were one hundred of our students that

had no accommodations at all and this year

it is going to be worse. It is estimated that

there will be from one thousand to two thou-

sand more students this year than last.

Chinese, Japanese and other Orientals are

coming to the University, which is fast be-

coming one of the greatest in the East.

Leon H. Couch, who is located with the

169th Street Church in New York City: "A
large share of my attention has been given

this summer to our Daily Vacation Bible

school, and I feel it is one of the best bits of

work with which I have ever been connected.

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethany, West Va.

We had an enrollment of 99 (50 girls and 49

boys) and of many nationalities. I think it

was a splendid expression of real community
work. In the school the nationalities were
as follows: Jewish 21, German 10, Swedish

8, Hungarian 7. Austrian 5, Swiss 4, Italian

4, Russian 3, Irish 2, Japanese 2, Roumanian
1, American 32.

"All these children came from a few blocks

around the church, so it gives one a clear

idea as to the general nature of our com-

munity. It was an interesting thing, last

night, to have the parents of many of these

children at our church. Six new children

have come into the Bible school through this

work, and many others will come. Dr. How-
lett, who is head of the Daily Vacation Bible

School work in the Metropolitan District, was
present at our closing exercises and seemed

very much pleased with the work done."

Hull of the Mayflower Said to Have
Been Found

ONTE of the most interesting announce-

ments in connection with the coming
celebration of the coming of the Pil-

grims to Plymouth 300 years ago is the state-

ment from Dr. Rendel Harris, chairman of

the English Speaking Union, that he has ac-

tually located the 300-year-old hull of the

famous Mayflower in which the Pilgrim

Fathers journeyed to these shores.

The tale of that epoch-making emigration

has been told recently by two writers whose

books make a permanent and delightful addi-

tion to our best and most authoritative his-

torical fiction. The first of these books, "Ar-

gonauts of Faith," by Basil Mathews, was
written expressly for the United Churches

who will celebrate the notable event with

great meetings and pageants. The other, en-

titled "The Founding of a Xation," by Frank

M. Gregg, is a full-fledged novel showing the

hand of a master craftsman both at historical

realism and the art of story telling.

Both books should find a place in every

home, school and church school library for

present and future reading.

College Head for 19 Years has

Retired

MRS. L. W. ST. CLAIR MOSS, for nine-

teen years president of Christian Col-

lege of Columbia and for six years

president of Hamilton College, Lexington.

Kentucky, retires this week as the head of

Christian College. She will, however, hold

the position of president emeritus and will

be actively engaged in conducting the college

for the coming year. Mrs. Moss will be suc-

ceeded by Edgar D. Lee, former vice-presi-

dent, who, by unanimous action of the Board

of Trustees, has been elected President. He
assumed his duties as head of the college

with the opening of registration.

"I am not severing my relations with the

college." Mrs. Moss said. "But after twenty-

five years of administrative duties I am now
released from routine service, and intend to

devote a large part of my time to plans for

endowment and for the general interest of

the college."

Lee is a native Missourian, having been

born and reared near Laddonia, Audrain

County. He holds the degree of master of

arts from the University of Missouri.— 8'.

Louis Globe-Democrat.



MakeYour MoneyDo DoubleDuty
By Investing In

6% Non - Taxable Annuity Bonds
of the

United Christian Missionary Society

The United Society is now ready to offer its new Annuity Bonds for

investment to the Brotherhood. Consider the following in connection with

these bonds:

1. Annuity money does double duty. First, it produces for you a safe, sure

income, as long as you live. Second, the principal helps to advance the

Kingdom of God after you are dead.

2. These Annuity Bonds at 6 rA are equal to an 8$ secular investment,

because they are non-taxable, there are no commissions or attorneys'

fees to pay, and no time is lost in re-investing the money.

3. 6% is paid to annuitants fifty years of age or over, and the annuity is

sent every six months without notification. You always get your

annuity on the day it is due.

4. A joint bond is issued to husband and wife. At the death of either, the

annuity continues to the survivor throughout life.

5. The Annuity Bonds are absolutely safe. All of the income, all of the

permanent funds, and all of the property of the United Society is back

of them. In addition to this, the principal is invested in safe securities

until the death of the donor.

6. When the money is released by the death of the donor, it will be used

to support the orphan, and the aged, or in support of the aged ministers,

or to erect some new church building in a needy field, or to preach the

gospel at home or on the foreign field.

7. Annuity Bonds will be issued for any amount from $100.00 up. Send in

your check stating legal name, or names, and age. The bond will then

be issued, legally signed by the proper officers of the Society, with the

official seal upon it, and mailed at once.

The first one hundred people who invest in our Annuity Bonds will be

enrolled on our ANNUITY BOND ROLL OF HONOR. The first Bond has

already been issued. Why not be among the FIRST of the FIRST ONE
HUNDRED?

For literature, sample bonds, and full information, address:

Finance Department

United Christian Missionary Society
1 501 Locust Street, St. Louis, Missouri



The CONVENTION CALL

MANY things conspire to give extraordinary im-

portance to the International Convention of Dis-

ciples of Christ of 1920, to be held October 18 to 24,

in the great Coliseum at St. Louis.

The United Christian Missionary Society, organized

at Cincinnati a year ago and incorporated and located

in St. Louis since then, is beginning its actual opera-

tion. It is an absolutely democratic organization.

Every member of every Church of Christ is a member.

All who can possibly do so should attend this first

and formative convention. Those who cannot come

should make sure that they are represented by the

minister and as many other members of the local

church as possible, both to express the will of the

members and to bring back first hand reports of the

convention.

Probably the constitution of the United Christian

Missionary Society needs revision. As a democratic

body we must attend to this ourselves. Possibly the

actions of the Executive Committee and the Board of

Managers should be changed at some point as well as

carefully reviewed in every respect. How can we do

so if we are not there? Certainly the choice of officers

for the first year of the Society's actual operation is

a matter that concerns us; and there is no voting by

proxy. We must be there.

St. Louis is the central city of the continent, and

especially of the Mississippi Valley—the "Valley of

Democracy"—where most of our members live. There

is ample room in the Coliseum for the largest con-

vention since the Centennial. Reduced rates have been

granted from all points in the United States. The

hotels and homes of the city and its superior street car

service make the entertainment of a host of people an

easy and agreeable task. It will never be easier to go

anywhere than it is to come to St. Louis in 1920.

There will never be more reasons for going anywhere

than for coming to St. Louis in 1920. In ordinary

times when nothing unusual is happening we might

leave the convention to those who have the convention

habit, in easy confidence that everything would go

right. But these are extraordinary times. We are

closing an extraordinary year and entering upon one

that may be more remarkable.

An earnest effort was made this year to secure suf-

ficient men and money to really meet the demands of

our missionary fields, and of the colleges on which

we depend for ministers at home as well as mission-

aries both domestic and foreign. As appears in this

issue of World Call many churches and some consid-

erable areas accepted the challenge and raised their

full quotas of money. (The consecration of life can-

not be tabulated so readily, but will doubtless be com-

mensurate with the other advance. I The complete

results of the Disciples' World Movement cannot be

reported in the convention, for the campaign runs until

April 30, 1921, but enough will be presented to show

some of the most wonderful achievements of faith in

the entire history of the Disciples of Christ. All of

us need to take account of these facts.

It is expected that the plans for the reorganiza-

tion of the Interchurch World Movement will be ready

to present to the convention. Nobody else can decide

for us what we should do with them. We need to be

present for this.

There will be "good news from far countries" pre-

sented by eminent messengers. Dr. A. L. Shelton, as

one alive from the dead, will tell if his terrible winter

of captivity in the hands of bandits in the mountains

of Western China. R. A. Doan will give a report on

our missions in China and Japan. S. J. Corey will re-

late the delicate and successful proceedings of the first

international missionary conference since the war, in

which British, Belgian, French, German and American

leaders talked and prayed and wept together over the

great task of making this Christ's world. F. \^ . Burn-

ham, R. H. Miller, Finis Idleman, H. C. Armstrong

and Peter Ainslie will tell the thrilling story of con-

ferences on Christian Unity in Geneva, Switzerland,

and of visits to many great European centers. A score

of missionaries will give fresh and first hand state-

ments of the facts in all the great fields.

Aside from all these weighty reasons we should

come to St. Louis for the wonderful fellowship diat

nothing else can give. Only as we meet face to face

can we maintain die unity which we were called into

being not merely to maintain, but to promote among

all Christians, to tfie end that all men may become

Christians.
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Copyright Underwood & Underwood, Now York.

EMBARKATION OF THE PILGRIMS FROM DELFT HAVEN, JULY 22, 1620

The Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers
{November 19, 1620)

The breaking waves dashed high

On a stern and rock-bound coast.

And the woods, against a stormy sky,

Their giant branches tossed;

And the heavy night hung dark

The hills and waters o'er,

When a band of exiles moored their bark

On the wild New England shore.

Not as the conqueror comes,

They, the true-hearted came:

Not with the roll of stirring drums,

And the trumpet that sings of fame;

Not as the flying come.

In silence and in fear,

—

They shook the depths of the desert's gloom

With their hymns of lofty cheer.

Amidst the storm they sang.

And the stars heard, and the sea;

And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang

To the anthem of the free!

The ocean-eagle soared

From his nest by the white wave's foam,

And the rocking pines of the forest roared:

This was their welcome home!

There were men with hoarv hair

Amidst that pilgrim-band;

Why had they come to wither there,

Away from their childhood's land?

There was woman's fearless eve.

Lit by her deep love's truth;

There was manhood's brow, serenelv high.

And the fierv heart of vouth.

What sought they thus afar?

Bright jewels of the mine?

The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?—
They sought a faith's pure shrine!

Ave. call it holv ground.

The soil where first they trod!

They have left unstained what there they found

—

Freedom to worship Godl

—Felicia Dorothea Heuwns.



World Call as a Christmas Gift

CHRISTMAS is coming. You are already

considering just what you will give to

friends and dear ones. You who read

these lines know World Call. You know its

true worth, you know how you would miss

it if you had to be without it. You know
the wealth of information in article and illus-

tration which it brings you each month.

Have you considered what a joy and blessing

it might be to some friend during 1021 if you

would send a year's subscription for Christ-

mas? Just a few days ago a letter came from

an earnest reader of World Call for whom
some one had subscribed. He said: "I

couldn't do without World Call, it is a bless-

ing to me and I cannot be thankful enough

to the friend who subscribed for me."

"Shop early." A beautiful notification card

will be furnished free to every one sending

in a Christmas gift subscription.

The following additional churches have

reached their aim in World Call gift sub-

scriptions :

WILLIAMSPORT, PENNSYLVANIA.
ATLANTA, INDIANA.
GARY, INDIANA, CENTRAL.

Please watch the expiration date on your

magazine and send your renewal early so as

riot to miss any issue.

. The 1921 articles on missions, benevolences,

education and other phases of our work will

be by our very best writers.

We wish to announce that the articles on

"Building the home life in foreign lands,"

will be especially fine. The established qual-

ity of World Call will be fully maintained

throughout 1921.

Address all correspondence to World Call.

Missouri State Life Building, St. Louis, Mis-

souri.

WORK FOR WORLD CALL.

Mr. Eastwood Returns to Transylvania

IN
June, 1919, Mr. Earl V. Eastwood re-

ceived his A. B. degree from Transylvania

College and became Office Editor and Ad-
vertising Manager of World Call. From
that time until the latter part of September,

1920, he served the magazine efficiently. Then
a special opportunity opened for the comple-

tion of his work in the Bible College at Lex-

ington for the B. D. degree and he resigned

his post here to complete preparation for his

life work in the ministry^ Twofold regrets

and best wishes go with our comrade who
is not only a capable worker but a most
agreeable man with whom to work.

Wanted

EXTRA copies of World Call of June and
July, 1920, are desired by some of our

subscribers who missed those numbers.
As the new subscriptions taken in the cam-
paign exhausted both of those issues we are

asking any of our readers who may have
copies which they no longer need to kindly

forward them to this office. Address World
Call, Missouri State Life Building, St. Louis,

Missouri.
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Witch Doctors Engaging in Ceremonies to Determine Who Has Been Guilty of the Death of an Official



TO INFORM THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTEDS@t[NTERESJ THOSE WHO OUGHT TO BE INFORMED

NOVEMBER 1920

The Supreme Election

NOT for His own sake is Christ asking the votes of all

mankind. He wants to satisfy every hungry child with

wholesome food and surround him with so much of

human love that he can lie down at night to sleep in peace and

wake up in the morning with laughter. Will you give Him
your vote for that and will you become a ward worker and a

contributor to the campaign fund to bring that to pass every-

where? By your doubled offerings to our half dozen homes

for orphans and other dependent children you have shown

your leaning. Will you follow the principle through to the

canceling of profits from child labor and to the enlightening

of nations that still feed their children to the crocodiles? There

is a sharp issue. How will you vote? How much will you vote?

It was not without regard for Jesus, the son of Mary, that

British and American men gave the franchise to their country-

women. But will they stop there? Will they vote again for

the Judge who wrote upon the ground, that there shall be

one standard of morality, and that the highest, for men and

women? Is not that a clear-cut issue? And will they vote

also that the women of Japan and China and India, and even

the bought-and-sold women of Africa, shall have like emanci-

pation? Lives and wealth, not of the few but of the thousands,

are necessary to turn this election. But could there be a clearer

issue?

ILL you vote, not merely with an "aye" or a marked bit

of paper, but with work and money to put all locksmiths

out of business? There are thousands of communities where

Christ has been elected so unanimously that never a key is

turned. These areas of honesty are large enough and numer-

ous enough to afford a demonstration. If the Word of God
produces such a crop of honor and good will on the experi-

ment plot, why not sow it over the whole farm of mankind?

What a host of bookkeepers, policemen and jailers it would

release for productive employment along with the former

makers of locks!

If this proposal seems visionary and impracticable, look at

the picture opposite and put over against it your own minister

standing at the communion table. All the difference is due

to the election of Jesus Christ in one life and His utter absence

from the other. Time was when the minister's ancestors, and

yours and mine for that matter, were as unsafe neighbors as

these painted savages. Where Christ has done so much why
not allow Him to do all He will? To what enterprise can we
give our time or money with hope of larger practical returns

than to electing Christ to succeed the locksmiths and police-

men?
Everything and everybody else has failed. His successes

have been uniform, universal and unlimited, but He refuses to

be an unbidden guest or an unelected ruler. Let a great de-

mocracy of Christian vision, enterprise and cooperation win

the world's free franchise for Christ. The program of battle-

ship building and gun making now being prosecuted by the

United States will soon give us a naval equipment greater even

than England's. The same Senate which could not agree upon
a League of Nations for disarmament found little difficulty in

voting hundreds of millions of our money for the opposite

course!

These statesmen may be right in refusing to entrust our

peace and safety to the League of Nations. They may be wise

again in preparing for a greater war than the one just finished.

But is there no other prospect for humanity? Ships and guns

call for men—to use them and to face them. War—do we
need to be reminded so soon?—means not merely bloodshed

and death, blinded eyes and mangled limbs, broken homes and

mourning hearts; but also, and infinitely worse, lies and

treachery, hate and malice, lust and revenge—and all the

unspeakable things that make hell too terrible to contemplate.

To be sure we prefer war to dishonor or slavery. But why
shut ourselves up to such horrible alternatives. Elect the Son
of God to be the Peacemaker of the world and we shall be

freed forever from both war and shame.

This is a simple proposition, but it is not an easy task.

AS in war, there is the twofold necessity of keeping the sol-

dier fit and of prosecuting the campaign. For the former

we need every means of grace, means that we are continually

tempted to neglect because they are so familiar; the Bible,

prayer, the assembly of God's people, the Lord's supper, the

Lord's day.

For the campaign we must advance as far beyond the scale

and scope of other years as aviation and T. N. T. excel walking

and stone-throwing. Is it not strange that in the realm i/f

worship we want to break away from what must forever re-

main essentially as unchangeable as God, while in work, we

want to make our slow and slack habits into sacred precedents

from which we dare not depart? It is easy to substitute the

Sunday paper for the Bible, the movie for the prayer meeting

and golf for the communion table, but when we are asked to

give systematically a definite proportion of our incomes we
become worshipers of precedents. "I always give just as I

feel like it." When asked for a son for the ministry, "No one

from our family ever was a preacher."

We must stand by the tried and sure disciplines of spiritual

strength, but smash the precedents of religious inactivity!

In nominal adherents our Lord has a plurality over the

foremost two among His rivals. It is easier to sweep on to

complete victory than to maintain the present divided condi-

tion of the world. But it requires multiplied ministers, teach-

ers and missionaries, and dollars instead of pennies.
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Shall We Not Keep Faith?
(Continued from October World Call)

With Churches That Are Giving Heroically
Moreover, brethren, we make known to you the grace of God which hath been given in the churches of

Macedonia; how that in much proof of affliction the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto

the riches of their liberality. For according to their power, I bear witness, yea and beyond their power, they gave

of their own accord, beseeching us with much entreaty in regard of this grace and the fellowship in the ministering

to the saints: and this, not as we had hoped, but first they gave their own selves to the Lord, and to us through

the will of God. Insomuch that we exhorted Titus, that as he had made a beginning before, so he would also

complete in you this grace also. But as ye abound in everything, in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in

all earnestness, and in your love to us, see that ye abound in this grace also. I speak not by way of command-

ment, but as proving through the earnestness of others the sincerity also of your love. For ye know the grace of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty

might become rich.—// Corinthians 8:1-9.

Muncie, Indiana. Jackson St. Membership, 1,250. S. G.

Fisher, Minister

Old Record, $3,997.63. New Record, $6,518.00

The Jackson Street Christian Church of Muncie, Indiana, is one

of the churches whose program is built upon the Great Commission

—the whole of the Commission.

The present minister has been on the field but a little over a
year, and, so, to the splendid men who have preceded him. to the

loyal support of the congregation and to the inspiration of such

dedicated lives as that of Lulu Snyder Hamilton, now home after

eight years of arduous labor under the Foreign Society in Nanking,

China, is due much of the seeming merit that there is in our present

record.

When the Interchnrch Movement approached, the minister in-

formed himself and the congregation as completely as possible of

all its features.

The preparation for the financial canvass was as usual. Literature

explaining the Movement and the Disciples' relation to it was sent

to every home. F. E. Smith spoke one Lord's Day upon the theme.

The minister preached on stewardship. There was much prayer.

When the day approached we felt that the time had been all too

short. We found ourselves deprived of the leadership of several of

our most valued men and women because they had been drafted for

the county and city Interchurch work. The county convener, the

county chairman and city chairman were all from Jackson Street

Church.

But we went on. The canvass was made and followed up with

some degree of thoroughness in some instances. The amount sub-

scribed was $6,518, payable in one year. This amount, added to the

amounts which normally will come in for the regular missionary

budget, Near East Relief and city missions, will bring the total gifts

of this congregation for all purposes, outside of the local church, to

nearly if not quite $15,000, or about twice our local expenses. This

is about $12.50 per capita of the membership. Of course this is not

yet money received, but we have a reasonable ground for belief that

it will all be received.

Richmond, Virginia. Hanover Avenue. Membership, 660.

J. R. Hunley, Minister

Old Record, $1,054.89. New Record, $46,809.00 (5 Yrs.)

Last fall the stewardship of money was emphasized in such fashion

that offerings for local work and missions were doubled in the

December Every Member Canvass. When the special campaign was
launched in the spring it was directed by a strong organization with

headquarters in Richmond. The directions were followed to the

letter. Painstakingly all details relative to our local situation wen-

worked out in our office here in the church. Minute men were used

at all regular services for six weeks in advance; literature was freely

distributed. All sermons and messages emphasized the necessity of

establishing Lynchburg College and meeting the needs of a lost and

ruined world. The Lordship of Jesus and loyalty to His word,

together with the absolute necessity of Christian heroism were
stressed. The agency of the Holy Spirit was invoked and recog-

nized. Prayer in private and in public was practised. When the

week for the canvass came, the men, led by captains responsible for

the conduct of their teams, went forth with the feeling that it must
be done and that Jordan could be crossed in the spring of the year

even though the flood was at its height. For ten days they worked
quietly and persistently, going into the homes of the people usually

at the evening hour. They were full of joy in their work.

Lebanon, Indiana. Central. Membership, 724. R. E. Dead-
man, Minister

Old Record, $2,114.00. New Record, $6,300.00

First. The Lebanon Church has been greatly influenced by mis-

sionary education, especially as presented through our Church School

of Missions, which is now an established order in the church program.

Second. The officiary and pastor of the church have full confidence

in our missionary boards, our secretaries and our noble missionaries.

Third. The conviction on the part of the church that God expects

us to render an honest account of our stewardship, that what we
have is entrusted to us and is to be used in His service.

Fourth. The great Interchurch Movement influenced our people

to larger giving as it touched the lives of our leading people through

conferences, and especially through our large county convention,

where all religious bodies came together in the largest religious

gathering the county had ever known.

The Lebanon Church will never again be satisfied with little

things. It has caught a vision of its possibilities and hopes alwavs

to be numbered among the progressive, missionary churches of our

brotherhood.

Akron, Ohio. First. Membership, 1,000. L. N. D. Wells,

Minister

Old Record, $7,774.44. New Record, $13,000.00

In addition to the regular pledge of $13,000 for the ensuing year,

we have raised $46.S00 for education and $35,000, a special gift to

missions, making a total, for missions and education, of $04.SOO.

This tremendous advance was due. I think, largely to the agitation

and the publicity which came through the Interchurch World Move-

ment. It has been inspirational, indeed.

Lawton, Oklahoma. A. P. Cameron.Membership, 350.

Minister

Old Record, $610.75. New Record, $2,635.00

The reason for these increased gifts is (1) Business applied to

the Master's affairs, systematic giving: \-2) Tithing on the part of

many members, even the wealthiest; (3) The influence of WORLD
CALL in the lives of the members, bringing to the attention the

needs of (he fields; (4) Deepening of the spiritual life of the

members.
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Hagerstown, Maryland. First. Membership, 600. W. M.
Norment, Minister

Old Record, $2,260.05. New Record, $25,000 (5 Yrs.)

Missionary atmosphere has been growing in our church for many
years. The Interchurch surveys burdened the heart of the minister

and he had to present the facts to the people. The needs of the world

were emphasized for several weeks. Minute men from the congrega-

tion brought brief, heart-searching appeals in Bible school and church.

There was conformity to the plan of the Chesapeake area. The

canvass was made very systematically and with persistent effort.

The whole campaign was saturated with prayer.

Sioux City, Iowa. Membership, 325. Leonard M. Doreen,
Minister

Old Record, $421.85. New Record, $2,000

The appeal in this campaign was made first on account of the

great needs of the missionary and benevolent societies and emphasis

was particularly placed on the fact that, as a church, we should by all

means endeavor to raise as much money for the relief of others as

we spend on ourselves. This became the slogan of the campaign.

Our church budget is at the present time about $3,500.00, and we
really feel that our present contributions aggregating $2,000.00 for

missions and benevolences, while gratifying as compared with pre-

vious years, by no means represents our possibilities. I confidently

predict a healthy increase another year. Our membership is not

more than 325 all told and our church building is inadequate, but I

firmly believe that progress along all lines will increase as the con-

sciousness of obligation to others becomes more generally recognized

by our members.

Rock Island, Illinois. Memorial. Membership, 450.

L. Hadaway, Minister

Old Record, $687.01. New Record, $1,500.00

There was no "secret of success" in the methods for raising our

funds for the World Movement. It was my good fortune to attend

nearly all the Illinois meetings held in Chicago. I was converted

by the world challenge and in turn I did my best to show the church

what was brought to me and its duty. My people believed in the

Movement and made the canvass in good faith.

Louisville, Kentucky. First. Membership, 1,400.

E. L. Powell, Minister

Old Record, $3,977.25. New Record, $18,000.00

Sentiment, quiet preparation, committee solicitation and pulpit

appeal were factors which explain the victory of the First Christian

Church, Louisville, Kentucky, in the Disciples' World Movement.

The congregation was apportioned $14,000. Not until almost the

day on which the campaign was inaugurated did the pastor receive

notice of the amount to be provided. It was thought by him a

larger sum than could be raised. The sum
apportioned the county, however, made the

$14,000 even less than the First Church

might have been expected to raise. It was

determined, therefore, to do our best in

securing a good sum—whether more or less

than the apportionment.

No "Every Member Canvass" was con-

templated, but, relying on the information

to be furnished on the occasion of the set-up

dinner by the pastor of the church to the

men of the church, and the inevitable en-

thusiasm which would follow heart and head

acquaintance witli the facts of our mission-

ary and educational situation, it was de-

termined to make a pulpit appeal on the

Sunday morning appointed to inaugurate

the campaign—which was Mothers' Day.

This was done and the sentiment associated

with Mothers' Day counted much in the

appeal of the preacher.

Prior to that Sunday a great mass meet-

ing of all our churches in the city was held

in the auditorium of the First Church. Here
Dr. Royal J. Dye gave one of the most
powerful missionary addresses ever heard

in the city. Dr. Dye aided us mightily by
his presence and speeches, both at the men's

dinner and the great meeting for which he was specially invited as

chief speaker.

It should be said that, while we had no "Every Member Canvass,"

approximately $10,000 in pledges was secured by visitors before the

Sunday in which the whole congregation assembled was given the

opportunity to respond. These large pledges, several for $1,000 and
two or three for $500 each, were called out from the pulpit and
served as inspiration to the general giving. A most generous and
general response from the whole membership was made. With the

$4,000 and more which is contributed through the regular channels

of the church for missions, benevolence and education, a portion of

which has already been raised and paid, and the remainder to lie

raised by the congregation in this current year, plus the $14,000

pledged in this special drive and being paid in through the Disciples'

World Movement, there will be provided for the above named in-

terests (missions, benevolence and education) from the First Chris-

tian Church during the missionary year 1020-21 the very admirable

amount of $1S,000.

Fostoria, Ohio. Membership, 356. Nicholas Zulch, Minister

Old Record, $787.39. New Record, $2,000.00

Our aim in the April drive was to make the missionary giving of

the church equal to the local budget. We hope to reach this aim.

Bringing the church face to face with the facts concerning our

missions and colleges and a challenge on the part of the pastor that,

since we are scriptural in matters of doctrine we cannot afford to be

less than scriptural in practice and life, the use of a carefully

planned financial system whereby it could be shown that it was not

only right but also possible, put the whole matter across with the

Fostoria Church, which has only recently become self-supporting.

Swampscott, Massachusetts. First (United). Membership, 171.

G. W. Raney, Minister

Old Record, $92.53. New Record, $3,155.43

Our achievement is nothing phenomenal, only the result which
one would expect when church folks make up their mind to do
something for the Kingdom.

Swampscott Church is a united church (Baptist and Disciples)

and for eight or ten years this plan has worked successfully.

When the Interchurch Movement was in its infancy we began to

hammer away at Swampscott, using missionary sermons, stereopti-

con lectures, returned missionaries, social workers—every means that

would give the people an enlarged view of the world's needs.

Our Baptist brethren were the first to launch a missionary cam-
paign, which was based on a five-year program, and asked our con-

gregation to participate. We were apportioned approximately $3,300.

The time was so short that we did not wait for the Disciples to

say just what they expected of us. We thought it only fair to match
dollar for dollar, and make but the one drive. Using for our motto,

First Church, Louisville, Advances 285 Per Cent in Missionary Giving:
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"And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me," together

witfh the plea for cooperation, the desired results had to come.

We organized our people into twelve units, two to the unit. The

city was mapped and thoroughly canvassed, and in just fourteen

days' time we secured $6,300. The result is a monumental testimony

of what any church can do if its members will just put their hearts

and pocketbooks into the service of the Master.

Lynchburg, Virginia. First. Membership, 426. George H.
Steed, Minister

Old Record, .$1,727.49. New Record, $8,000.00

The First Church, Lynchburg, Virginia, is the home church of

Lynchburg College and, in the recent campaign in the Chesapeake
area for $2,000,000 for missions and education for a five-year period,

"subscribed $40,000. This $8,000 a year is many times more than
they have ever raised before. Pledges were taken for five years to

include current expenses, missions, benevolences and education, and
the goal was $16,000 a year—as much for others as for themselves.

This was reached in one afternoon's canvass. It represents an aver-

age of $1.00 per week for every man, woman and child in the resident

membership, over 90 per cent of whom made pledges. Careful prep-

aration was made and much prayer was used in the accomplishment

of such a worthy task in so splendid a manner.

Omaha, Nebraska. First. Membership, 595. C. E. Cobbey,
Minister. Old Record, $1,831.81. New Record, $6,070.00

The increased cost of living is the challenge by which I led our
people into this special giving. That which had a tendency to be

a stumbling block I tried to turn into a stepping stone. Since living

had increased were we going to allow our sacred missionary enter-

prises to suffer ? Was it not right that we should meet the higher

demands on every hand and not allow the work of the Lord to limp
along on the nickel basis when we had entered into the quarter age?

Lynchburg, Virginia. Euclid Avenue. Membership, 418.
J. T. Watson, Minister

Old Record, $1,145.25. New Record, $14,000.00 (5 yrs.)

We have stressed information. Over eighty families receive World
Call. About 140 homes subscribe to the King's Builders. We pre-

pared for the campaign through several months. For weeks minute
men spoke at each service. We used charts and literature freely.

Many visits were made and letters written. Conferences were held

at which plans were carefully made. The appalling needs and un-

paralleled opportunities were stressed. The pastor and officers led

off with initial gifts. All were given opportunity to give. Very
few refused.

Finally some $16,000 was pledged in the face of our building needs

so pressing that they simply oppress us. We are giving as much to

a new building as to missions and all is being done by one pledge
and a single offering each Sunday through one envelope.

Gibson City, Illinois. Membership, 329. George Reinhardt,
Minister. Old Record, $1,200.00. New Record, $3,440.00

The success of the drive is directly attributed to the inspiration of

the Interchurch Movement. Three other Gibson City churches, the
Presbyterian, Methodist and United Brethren, conducted their drives

earlier and their success was a direct stimulus. Without the impetus
of the Interchurch Movement it is doubtful if this church would
have subscribed its usual missionary quota of twelve or thirteen

hundred dollars, for the church had been without a pastor for some
time. As it was, nearly every member made a pledge and all seemed
anxious and determined that this church should not fail in doing its

part. It was the challenge of the seemingly impossible.

Lakewood, Ohio. Membership, 700. W. Scott Cook, Minister
Old Record, $2,376.07. New Record, $5,200.00

The increase of considerably over 100 per cent in missionary giving

is due in a large measure to the influence of the Interchurch World
Movement. We had set our aim at half that gain but, with the
help and aims of the Interchurch Movement, we easily doubled the

previous year's giving, besides $1,500 for local work, in Cleveland.

The Church has always been missionary in spirit. Its pastors

have all been missionary men working in harmony with our boards.

As a result, in our canvass last spring, less than a half dozen con-

tributors to current expenses failed to make pledges for missions.

I feel that the Interchurch Movement brought in a new day of

missionary giving for the Lakewood Church.

Lincoln, Nebraska. Membership, 239. A. J. Hollingsworth,
Minister

Old Record, $162.03. New Record, $2,760.00

The story of the canvass and the subscriptions is very simple. We
organized our forces, had several preparatory meetings for con-

ference and plans, divided the membership so that the convassing

teams could easily reach those assigned to them and, after a season

of enthusiastic short speeches and prayers, we went to the member-
ship with the result which has been reported.

Gary, Indiana. Membership, 255. O. E. Tomes, Minister

Old Record, $352.30. New Record, $1,760.00

The explanation of the increase in missionary money raised by
the Central Church in Gary is contained in two words

:

First: Education in the Bible school, through missionary stories

and facts frequently presented, and in sermons—through reference,

illustration and presentation of missionary call. Sympathetic men-
tion of our missionary agencies and workers was often made in

announcements and prayers. Stewardship

was taught in Bible school and church.

Second: System. Every member was
canvassed. The number of contributors in-

creased fourfold. Duplex envelopes were

placed in Bible school as well as church.

*.vi^.k ';

Portsmouth, Virginia, J. E. Sloan, Minister, Advances from $300 to $6,000 a Year

Ashland, Virginia. Membership, 131.

W. M. Forrest. Minister

Old Record. $518.20. New Record.
$6,026.75 (5 yrs.)

1st. The wholediearted and unqualified

committal and support of our pastor to the

movement, who by his sermons (which were

delivered only semi-monthly 1 . especially

those on stewardship, prepared the member-

ship for the drive and made them ready for

a generous response.

2nd. The organization and following out

of the program as laid down in the "manual"

as far as it could be adhered to. The minute

men by their enlightening and instructive

talks contributed no little to the success as

they brought the congregation face to face

with the facts. When such is done the

people are sure to respond, esepcially when
they have had the right kind of preaching.

3d. The consecrated and earnest canvassers.
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4th. Absolute dependence on heavenly

guidance.

The effect on the Church has been and

will be most helpful as the membership is

bound together and committed for several

years to a task which makes for spiritual

growth.

Augusta, Illinois. Membership, 270.

F. W. Leonard, Minister

Old Record, $3.94. New Record, $600.00.

1. The church never had a vital mission-

ary program before and only contributed to

a few of our agencies.

2. The pastor had been planning to do

. something this year or give up the field.

3. Then came the pastor's conference of

the Interchurch World Movement at Chica-

go. The pastor attended the conference and

came home with a program for missions.

Some of the members were already seeing

the light. These helped the pastor and after

several sermons and local conferences we
made the canvass. The results should have

been larger, but it is a very good beginning.

Without the Interchurch World Movement

I doubt if it could have been accomplished.

How did it affect the pastor and his relation to the local work?

Soon after the canvass was made the church called their pastor for

the third year with a $200 raise in salary and free rent of the

parsonage.

Lexington, Kentucky. Central. Membership, 1,466. I. J.

Spencer, 31inister

Old Record, $3,081.51. New Record, $12,625.00

The canvass was hurried and incomplete; but the fact that a

few business men made, and secured from others, certain liberal

pledges in advance of the general canvass, assured the success of the

undertaking. The imperative duty of making generous contributions

was urged and the church responded gladly in the name of Christ.

We can never forget the larger vision of privilege and obligation

which the Interchurch Movement helped us to obtain. To know and

advocate true doctrine and to fail to obey the great commandments
of Christ would only increase our condemnation.

Portsmouth, Ohio, C. K. Oakley, Minister, Advances from $3,010.66 to $8,080.08

Every member of the church who pledges to current expense also

pays to missions and benevolences under our single budget system

and we feel that a bigger interest in missions is being generated.

Ellis P. Gish of South Gate, Nanking, China, spoke here the

other morning and the Foreign Society will receive about $200 in

free-will gifts to apply on some new buildings for that mission.

Macomb, Illinois. Membership, 354. A. L. Cole, Minister
Old Record, $185.96. New Record, $660.00

The church at Macomb thus far in 1920 has paid off a big debt,

pledged $660 per year for five years through the Interchurch World
Movement and greatly increased our regular missionary offerings.

Considering our past scale of giving, this is indeed revolutionary.

Our people will respond to the call of sin-cursed humanity when
they look out upon the world from the heights of the Cross. Thanks
be unto God for the far-visioned souls of this congregation. We will

keep the faith and carry on. God forbid that we should be guilty of

treason in His Kingdom by running away from our duty.

Cleveland, Ohio.- Crawford Road. Membership, 400.

A. B. Bedford, Minister

Old Record, $1,005.75. New Record, $2,800.00

The splendid financial condition of this church is largely due to

the leadership of my predecessor, Mr. McCormick, now of Detroit.

Upon the payment of the church building debt, he led the people to

continue this giving power. This has enabled the church to enlarge

its local work and also increase greatly its offering to the United

Missionary Society and to Hiram College.

Bedford, Ohio. Membership, 200. Kyle Brooks, Minister
Old Record, $528.73. New Records, $1,800.00

In addition to the money pledges for missions this year, the Bed-

ford Church has subscribed over $21,000 for a new church building.

The Every Member Canvass, made this year for the first time, is

largely responsible for the splendid increase in our missionary gifts.

Of course, the people were prepared for this through sermons and
distribution of missionary literature.

Oxford, Indiana. Membership, 200. J. G. Smith, Minister

Old Record, $292.68. New Record, $581.50

Our missionary offering for the past year has increased for several

reasons. There has been constant presentation of facts and figures

from the pulpit, in the Bible school, the Woman's Missionary So-

ciety and the Endeavor Society, both by spoken word and by printed

page. The duplex envelope has played an important part. The
canvassing committee presented the needs and put the individual

Christian on his honor to support the work. No pledges or assess-

ments were solicited. Two special days, at least, were observed by

the Bible school. One treasurer handles all the missionary money.

The emphasis has always been placed on getting the individual

rather than just his money. The result is the enlistment of both.

Peoria, Illinois. Central. Membership, 1,000. Cecil C.

Carpenter, Minister

Old Record, $2,717.38. New Record, $5,000.00

Last year the church gave, from all sources, the sum of $2,717.38

to missions and benevolences. This year the membership has pledged

$5,000 to these causes through the weekly envelopes and we will raise

at least $750 from other sources in addition to this amount, making
our giving for the current year over $3,000 in excess of last year.

Cambridge, Ohio. Membership, 200. S. H. Bartlett, Minister
Old Record, $415.54. New Record, $1,150.00

The Cambridge Church is a small one with a great problem but

with vision. The last year book shows our gift to all missions as

$415.54, an average per member of $1.73.

This has been a hard year~ for us. Industrial conditions have
caused a loss of nearly forty members, cutting about $6 per week
off our current expense pledges. At the beginning of the year we
set ourselves the task of cutting off $100 from the support the

State Board has given us, placed our interest, $450, on our current

expense budget and set ourselves the task of paying $100 per month
on the principal of our debt. Our losses have made necessary special

canvasses for interest and coal. When the World Movement appeal

came we knew not what to do, but put it up to the church with the

result that about $10 per week was voluntarily pledged for that in

addition to the rest. We are even with the game on our building

fund and this month will far surpass it. And, best of all, in spite

of all losses, we have more than met our pledges to missions for the

eight months of our fiscal year now past. Our gift to missions this

year will be about $1,150. Our present membership is about an even

200, so that our gift will be an average of $5.75 per member. Best
of all is the constant increase of interest among our members in the

great problem of world redemption.
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The New Opportunity in the Near East
By DR. SAMUEL M. ZWEMER

HERE is only one fundamental problem in the Near

East. Its solution would affect all classes, all nationalities

and all other problems. This problem is that of carrying

the Gospel to each individual and, through the regeneration

of the individual, to society. There is nothing that the Near

East needs so much as the life of Jesus Christ. They know

the history of that life; Moslem, Jew and Christian vie with

each other in crowding to visit the sacred places connected

with that earthly life; but His resurrection power is strangely

absent and the Near East, as one of their poets has said, is

waiting for His lifegiving touch. Was it not Jalalu'd Dine,

the Moslem mystic, who said:

"And granite, man's heart is till grace intervene,

And, crushing it, clothe the long-barren with green.

When the fresh breath of Jesus shall touch the heart's core,

It will live, it will breathe, it will blossom once more."

The present opportunities for evangelism among all classes,

and especially among Moslems who form the bulk of the popu-

lation, is unprecedented. The very doctrines on which Chris-

tianity and Islam are divided by an age-long, bridgeless chasm,

today offer points of contact for our message. These are the

following: (1) The trustworthiness of the Scriptures;

\2) The deity of Christ, His incarnation and resurrection;

(3) The cruciality of the Cross; (4) The place of Mohammed

in history and therefore in life; (5) The sanctity of the home;

(6) The sinfulness of sin; (7) The freedom of conscience.

Not only during the war, but after the armistice, Bible dis-

tribution has been unhindered and on a far larger scale in

Egypt, Palestine, Arabia, Syria and Persia than ever before.

Doors that once were only ajar are now wide open. New
highways have been built. The colporteur can now travel by

fast express from Cairo to Damascus and Jerusalem, from

Jibuti on the Somali coast to the capital of Abyssinia, from

Alexandria to the Province of Darfour and by steamship to

all the ports of the Mediterranean and the Red Sea.

The old question of the trustworthiness of the Scriptures

has been crowded into the background because the Bible is

now becoming the best selling book. The old Oriental theo-

logical disputes regarding the person of Jesus Christ and His

relation to Deity have taken on a new phase. Today we see

the character of Jesus discussed in the daily press. His sin-

lessness vindicated by old-fashioned Moslems against the at-

tacks of the new Islam rationalists. From the school children

to the Sheiks of the Azhar, all classes of society are facing

as never before the fact of the Christ. In a new encyclopedia,

published in Cairo by a Moslem scholar, the article on Jesus

Christ contains a remarkable tribute to His majesty and in-

fluence on history. Officially, the Moslem creed still denies

the atoning death of our Savior. The stumbling-block of the

cross still lies in the way of the enquirer. But the doctrine of

vicarious suffering is no longer strange to the Moslem mind.

We are too apt to forget that the Near East has now had

its Gethsemane. The war has ploughed deep furrows in human
hearts and lives. There are millions of orphans and widows.

There is not a home in Turkey without its vacant place. Islam

is defeated on the battlefield, disillusioned in its outlook and

distracted in its program. People are ripe for the ministry

of friendship and the message of hope. The war has shown

Moslems that Allah is no longer fighting for Islam as he

once did. Their plans of rebellion and revolt, and even those

more subtle endeavors cloaked in a program of nationalism to

crush non-Moslems, have failed. The Jew has come to his

own in Palestine. The Christian in Egypt and Svria dares

hold up his head where formerly he was scorned and despised.

Moslems themselves have begun a critical study of Mo-

hammed's life and teaching. This is evident from the new
commentary on the Koran published as a serial in the leading

magazine of Cairo, "Al Manar." The whitewash is coming off.

Educated Moslems are reading French and English books on

the subject. Lammens, Caetani, Muir, Margoliouth and other

Western writers are being discussed and their books on Islam

studied. S. Khuda Bukhsh of Calcutta, for example, has just

published an English translation of Dr. WeiTs Historv of

Islamic Culture, which goes even further than his celebrated

Essays in its fearless criticism of Islam.

There is new opportunity for the social message of Christ,

the uplift of childhood, the emancipation of womanhood and

higher ideals of marriage. In this effort the missionary has

for his allies all educated Moslems whose standards and ideals

are no longer those of the religion of their fathers. Slavery

has gone, the veil is going, polygamy and Moslem divorce

laws are impossible under new conditions.

Finally, the present situation is one in which tactful gospel

preaching and personal witness is not only possible every-

where but welcomed. Lord Radstock, during the war and

since, has been giving evangelistic addresses in the towns and

villages of Egypt before large mixed audiences, and was every-

where welcomed. This is the more remarkable since he wears

a British uniform as Y. M. C. A. worker, and these meetings

took place at the very time when the nationalists were making

disturbances and riots were the order of the dav.

The political unrest in the Near East is not due half so

much to economic factors or a legitimate desire for more self-

government, as it is to deep religious dissatisfaction. One is

reminded of the words in the book of Judges when Micah said

to the children of Dan :

' %

\ e have taken awav my gods which

I made and the priest and ye are gone away: and what have

I more? and what is this that ye say to me, what aileth thee?"

Some of the lesser gods and priests of the Near East have

had their day. Apostates from Islam have become Apostles.

There is new liberty of conscience, a new freedom of speech,

a new friendliness between Christian and Moslem, a new desire

to work for the common good, a new demand for spiritual

leadership.

Seeing these multitudes one cannot help being moved with

compassion. They are sheep scattered having no shepherd.

Now is the hour for all of us to pay the price of true leader-

ship by special training, a strong faith, self-effacement and

sympathy. Who will offer in this new day? \Uro will come

and help evangelize the new Near East?

Cairo, Egypt, September 4. 1920.

"The missionary movement has been in the world as an in-

strumentalitv of peace and international good-will. \\ herever

it has gone, it has erased racial prejudice and bittnerness. the

great root of international conflict and struggle. It has helped

men to understand one another."'
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A House of the Nations
By ESTHER TREUDLEY JOHNSON

IT
was in the office of the Recruitment Secretary in the

College of Missions Building. Seated about the table were

the members of the Candidate Committee—Mrs. Atwater,

Mrs. Cunningham, Mr. Corey, Mr. D. 0. Cunningham. One

by one, or as husband and wife, the new candidate students

had been coming before the committee to talk over their

individual problems and each one's part in meeting the great

needs of the mission fields. "Has it been hard for you, through

opposition at home, to make this decision?" "Down i your

heart have you fully and irrevocably made up your m.nds as

to the field in which you want to serve?" "What brought you

to this decision?" These were some of the questions which

were asked and answered during those hours of intimate fel-

lowship between the ones who had carried for so long the

burdens of meeting the great world needs and the younger

ones who were just beginning their service by answering with

their own lives the call that had come to them and who were

now entering into the "House of the Nations" to prepare them-

selves more fully to meet their coming opportunities and re-

sponsibilities.

THE secretaries were alone. Face to face with the outstand-

ing needs of each field, they carefully weighed each need

with individual candidates in mind. Six couples had offered

themselves for South America—that land of wonder and ro-

mance which, in its spiritual poverty, could well use a hundred

such young people. Out of these was there not at least one

couple who would give themselves for that far-off table land

of Tibet, who would be willing to risk everything there for

their Lord? And Porto Rico—so near the homeland—where

the workers were so lew that just recently Mr. and Mrs. Car-

penter must return with only half of their furlough spent be-

cause the work could not go on without them! Would not

one of these couples be willing to lay aside their first desire

for this land of need? And how about Japan? The call had

been insistent for at least one outstanding couple to help meet

the great crisis there. Could not that couple be found? And
Africa! How strange that among the several young nurses

that had come for their final year's training not one had offered

herself to that wonderful field of opportunity in the heart of

Livingstone's country. Could not she be found also?

BACK into the office came a young man and woman—

a

couple whose hearts had been set upon South America.

"Have you ever read much of Tibet? Do you know the story

of Dr. Rijnhart, of Zenas Sanford Loftis, of Dr. Shelton?

Have you felt the urge of the impelling need for Christ out

there?" These questions were asked them. "Yes," they re-

plied, "we have been so deeply interested." "Would you be

willing to go if that seems to be the greatest field of need as

far as you are concerned?" "Is it not true," the young man
asked as he turned toward the young woman, "that we have

given our lives to meet a great need and are we not willing to

go wherever that need is greatest?" "Yes," she replied. "Then

if that place is Tibet, shall we not go?" "Yes," was her

response. j.

Another couple, too, had set their hearts upon South Amer-

ica. But Porto Rico is one of our Latin-American fields. With

only one, new, inexperienced couple to man the stations there

and with another couple returning, of necessity, before their

furlough time was even half over, "Would you not be willing

to go?" asked the committee. "Some time later readjustments

may be made and perhaps you can then be sent to the land

of which you have dreamed for so long." Again, it was the

young man who turned to his wife. "I think that we would

be willing. Our whole desire is to fill the place of greatest

need and if Porto Rico is that place, there is no reason why
we should not go, is there?" And the young wife replied, "I

am willing to go." j.

There must be at least one outstanding young couple for

Japan. The situation can wait no longer. With their eyes

and hearts turned toward China, another young man and

woman entered the room. "These are the days when Japan's

future is being irrevocably fashioned. Shall she be pagan or

will Christ be given a greater chance among the people? It
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is imperative that this question be answered and immediately

answered. Would you be willing to answer this insistent call?

Great as is the need of China, we feel that Japan's need, as far

as you are concerned, is even greater." This time the young

woman spoke. "As I see it, our lives have been given abso-

lutely to be used in the place where we can give the greatest

service for Christ. Why should we not be willing to go, if

Japan is the place of greatest need?" "There is no reason,"

he replied. "We are willing."

Upon China her eyes had always been fixed ever since she

had heard the call of Christ. But the committee felt that no

one could better answer the call of suffering Africa than she.

With her bright, happy smile she came into the room. "I

believe," said one of the committee members, "that you would

go into Africa smiling." "I believe that I would," she said.

AND so they have answered the call—these young people of

t ours. There are 52 of them this year, to follow the 116

who have already gone out. These 52 represent 27 different

states and 31 institutions of learning. From our great brother-

hood, in answer to the call of Christ, a steady processional,

ever increasing in numbers and strength, goes and will con-

tinue to go out from the "House of the Nations" unto the ends

of the world.

Lead on, King Eternal,

The day of march has come;

Henceforth in fields of conquest

Thy tent shall be our home.
Through days of preparation

Thy grace has made us strong,

And now, O King Eternal,

We lift our battle song.

Lead on, King Eternal,

Till sin's fierce war shall cease,

And holiness shall whisper

The sweet Amen of peace;

For not with sword's loud clashing.

Nor roll of stirring drums;
With deeds of love and mercy,

The Heavenly Kingdom comes.

Lead on, King Eternal,

We follow, not with fears;

For gladness breaks like morning
Where'er Thy face appears;

Thy cross is lifted o'er us;

We journey in its light;

The crown awaits the conquest;

Lead on, O God of might.

The New Department of Religious Education
By ROBERT M. HOPKINS

THE task of the Bible School Department of the American

Christian Missionary Society has been twofold. Through

its cooperative activities our Bible schools have sought

first to reach the people, and secondly to teach them the Word
of God. This means that the work has been along two lines,

that of extension and that of education. The future of the

Church depends very largely upon the achievement of both

endeavors.

There are twenty-seven million boys and girls and young

people under twenty-five years of age living in the United

States of America, who are receiving no religious instruction

whatever. We must undertake to reach at least our proportion

of these young people. Here at present is the recruiting ground

for radicalism in America. The welfare and peace of the

very nation depend upon the Church reaching this vast army,

and the Bible school supplies the easiest method of approach.

There are approximately half the members of all the Prot-

estant churches who are not enrolled in any regular Bible

study classes. The last United States Religious Census indi-

cates that only eleven religious bodies report as many people

enrolled in their Sunday schools as they have members in

their churches and six of these bodies are small, numbering

less than fifty thousand communicants each. There are close

to half a million members of our own churches who are to

be classed among the non-attendants upon the Bible school.

While the most of them have received in youth the elements of

religious education, they are not now developing along these

lines. The United States Census also shows that in this regard

our people are behind our religious neighbors. While we
stand seventh in the total strength of our Bible schools, we
stand twenty-fifth in the enrollment of our church member-

ship. Here is a second vast army that we must reach, and this

one right in our own ranks.

Then we are told by our statistical department that our

Bible schools for the last year or two have been losing pupils

at the rate of about a thousand per Sunday. While like losses

and in some instances even greater losses are reported from

other religious bodies, certainly it is not heartening to us to

know that we are losing ground. The total loss reported in

all Protestant Bible schools last year was a little more than

half f million. As we have analyzed our own loss, we have

discovered that 85 per cent of our Bible schools reporting a

smaller attendance this year than last year are in the country

churches and the churches in small towns of less than five

thousand inhabitants. In other words, the loss in Bible school

enrollments seems to be due to the general migration of the

people from the country to the city. The city churches have

not yet found these people. They are not taking their places

in the organized church life in the cities to which they are

moving. But whatever the cause, we must overcome these

losses and put our Bible schools back upon a basis of growth

and gain.

As an educational agency, the Bible school is the church's

chief asset. To the development of the educational value of

the Bible school, as well as to its extension into the vast fields

mentioned above, the Bible School Department has been de-

voting its energies not only during the past year, but through-

out its entire existence. The Eleventh Annual Report pre-

sented to the St. Louis Convention sets forth somewhat in

detail the activities of the past year along these lines. In

almost all the states, Schools of Methods, Summer Schools,

Young People's Conferences, Institutes, Rallies, Conferences

and other field activities have helped to bring inspiration and

suggestion to the churches regarding the new methods and

plans and standards for religious education.

Because both phases of the task are so vast and far-reaching

and because they are so different each from the other, it is

difficult to secure workers properlv equipped for the diversified

service required. One is apt to become so absorbed in either

one side or the other of this task as to overlook the other. We
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must have more people reached for religious instruction, we

must have a better teaching of God's Word and Way to those

whom we do reach. Not less emphasis on one but more em-

phasis on both sides of our task, must be our constant plea.

We have at present thirty-one field workers giving full time

to the work of the Department, so located as to make their,

expert service available to every church and mission Bible

school in the United States. We need to develop more of these

religious educational promoters, or promoting religious edu-

cators, as you may please to call them.

As the Bible School Department merges into the new De-

partment of Religious Education of the United Society, its

work will be correspondingly enlarged. While recognizing

the Bible school as a powerful and popular agency for the

accomplishment of religious education, the new Department

of Religious Education must also work through other impor-

tant agencies. Christian Endeavor work is a very vital de-

partment of such service. Week day religious instruction has

already been tried for several years in Gary, Indiana, but it

must be greatly extended and developed through week

day religious instruction, the Daily Vacation Bible School

movement and other means of enlarging the amount of time

available for this vital cause. The correlation of the religious

educational activities of the local church presents a timely and

important field for experimentation. Churches are securing

directors of religious education for permanent service and

local school specialists for shorter duration, and they must

be encouraged and assisted in doing so. Special groups such

as university students must be reached through university

pastors and Bible chairs. One of the crowning features of

the activities of the Bible School Department has been the

endowment of Departments of Religious Education in our

Christian colleges for the training of the ministry and other

Christian workers in the fundamentals of Christian education.

Such endowments must be greatly extended.

The field of religious education is constantly enlarging and,

as the Church develops it, it will be found more and more
fruitful of results.

Civil War at Batan:
By J. C. OGDEN

Chinese Officers and Soldiers at Butang

THE month of June was a time of great trouble for all

in Batang. The Tibetans rebelled against the Chinese

authorities. This rebellion has been brewing for over a

year and numerous unreasonable demands were made of the

Chinese officials. The Tibetan plans were to drive out every

Chinese soldier, merchant and official, or kill them. A year

ago an interpreter let these plans be known and was shot for

his pains, and two others were killed accidentally with the same

bullet. That was an awful thing, we thought.

The first of June the leaders of this rebellion demanded
that the Chinese General vacate the residence of their former

king, and were refused. The General was then given three days

in which to comply or fight. He undertook to arrest the

leaders and they resisted with guns and swords, wounding
several soldiers. The General trained his cannon on the

leader's house and burned it. The leaders escaped to the

country and collected an army. The Catholic priest and I

with others tried to find a way for peaceable settlement, and

finally wrote a paper agreeable to all

concerned, which was signed and sealed.

But the rebels took this occasion to

work deception and attacked the town

at midnight of June 18, broke into the

town and occupied all important houses

near the soldiers' quarters. The General

remained calm, let them shoot till day-

light and ate his breakfast as usual.

About 9 o'clock he trained his cannon

on the Tibetans, demolishing and burn-

ing their houses. The battle raged all

day and the Tibetans were beaten and

driven out. It seemed an awful time to

us. Ten Chinese soldiers were killed

and two officials. About eighty Tibetans

were killed, fifty houses burned and the

whole place looted. The hospital has

about fifteen wounded. The General

ordered the whole town burned to

the ground except foreigners' and

soldiers' places. I went to the General's headquarters and

pleaded with him to spare the rest of the houses and he kindly

consented, but immediately gave a counter order. On the aft-

ernoon of the fighting, Tibetan soldiers and the people of the

town fled panic stricken and left the place empty. Their valu-

ables and goods were looted by the Chinese soldiers.

Another small attempt to retake the town was made by the

Tibetans a few days ago, but it was too weak to be of any

importance. Since then the heads of the two ringleaders have

been brought in and displayed in the streets for several days.

We feel that the trouble is over now, except the poverty and

distress that must follow.

There were only about 200 Chinese soldiers and the Tibet-

ans claimed 600 fighters. The foreigners were not molested

in any way, except for a few stray bullets striking their houses

accidentally. Our places were all used for refugees and we

were all crowded. I have spent several days persuading the

people to return to their homes and the Tibetan soldiers to
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lay down their

arms peaceably,

getting a badge of

surrender from the

General. He gives

each one, who
comes back and

surrenders, a cloth

badge to display

on his outer gar-

ment. Most have

returned. The

guilty ones, lead-

ers, are slow to re-

turn for fear of

punishment and,
no doubt, there

will be a number

of trials, convic-

tions and execu-

cutions. There have already been several. Two or three years

ago the Tibetans had some juat cause for complaint and rebel-

Head of Tibetan Bandit Chief, Acho, and His
Charms that Tailed

lion, but those matters have all been adjusted and a treaty

satisfactory to all concerned made and put into effect. The
Tibetans were in the wrong this time and the Chinese are in

the right from every point of view as I see it.

There are still many rumors and the Tibetans, from other

quarters, are reported to be preparing for late attacks, but

we cannot tell as to the truth. The Chinese are keeping in

readiness and calling for reinforcements and supplies, which

seems to be wise. In these troublous times there is always

danger and we will not be surprised at anything that mav
happen here.

Dr. W. M. Hardy, who recently returned to Batang after his

year's furlough, wrote concerning the leader Acho, "The in-

scription above his head written in both Chinese and Tibetan

reads, 'The Rebel Chief Acho.' The Chinese were anxious to

have the man's charm boxes in the picture so that the Tibetans

could see that all the charms he had did not turn their bullets.

Two of my medical assistants are supporting the head against

the wall." After the fighting, he reports that he had a hospital

full of wounded and a number who were going daily to the

dispensary for the dressing of the wounds.

aThe Bible School an Evangelistic Agency
By E. B. QUICK

»

THE greatest present need of the church is that the teach-

ing in the Sunday school be more efficiently done; that

the atmosphere may be more distinctively evangelical

and that the efforts to lead the pupils to personal decision for

Jesus Christ shall be more definite and compelling." These

are the words of Marion Lawrance, the veteran Bible school

leader. Continuing, Mr. Lawrance gives us some significant

facts dealing with evangelism through the Bible school. "The

number of young people who become Christians in the middle

teen years, especially from 15 to 17, is larger by far than at

any other period. It is estimated that approximately 85 per

cent of those who join the church through conversion or con-

firmation come from the Sunday school. While this is true,

yet not over 20 per cent or 25 per cent of the members of

the Sunday school become members of the church while they

are in the Sunday school and about an equal number become

members of the church after leaving the Sunday school. There-

fore, more than half of the membership of the Sunday school

never unite with the church. A large proportion of churches

put only one-fifth of their time, money and membership into the

active work of the Sunday school though they continue to

draw four-fifths of their membership from it."

These figures, coming as they do from an expert, amount to

a severe indictment of the church. The Bible school is the

most potent and hopeful of all modern church organizations

and much of the church's failure to accomplish its great work

in the world may be traced to neglect of the opportunities it

affords.

Successful evangelism, through the agency of the Bible school,

requires a thorough knowledge of certain fundamental prin-

ciples. The laws governing the unfolding life, physical, men-

tal, spiritual, must be understood by those entrusted with the

sublime work of directing young life to Christ. We can

mention here only the most important of those principles

which should enter into every effort to develop the religious

life of the child and lead him to an intelligent acceptance of

Christ as Lord and Master.

1. Every child, before the age of accountability, has a right

to be considered of the Kingdom of God. Christ recognized

this principle and sanctioned it by word and deed. During
the early years the child must be impressed with the fact that

he belongs to Christ and it is his privilege to obey and please

Him. To quote from Dr. Birney: "To suggest to the child

that he is an alien to God and that some great change must
take place in his own heart before he is really God's child,

plants the first seeds of artificiality and irreligion and gives

him at the very beginning of his religious development a totallv

false conception of Christianity." The Disciples of Christ

have rightly opposed the theory or doctrine that would force

child life into a theological mold and demand of it the testi-

mony of an unnatural experience. A. H. McKinney in a little

book entitled, "The Child for Christ," sums up the matter by
saying that the relation of the child to Christ is not regenera-

tion, sanctification, adult conversion, baptism, confirmation,

church membership, service, feeling, saving or doing some-

thing, but it is a voluntary turning of the child to Christ as

Friend, Helper, Savior, Master in order to love, know, trust

and obey Him.

2. The principle of adaptation must be observed in all

safe Bible school evangelism. Each age has its own spiritual

and intellectual characteristics. The young child has a natural-

istic, materialistic conception of God which does not become
spiritualized until the age of 11 or 12. The sense of personal

responsibility to God, the idea of right and wrong, the clear

notion of spirituality and the sense of sin are not fully de-

veloped until the first years of adolescence are reached. The
power to reason, to question and criticize, personal indepen-

dence and freedom of choice, all come in middle adolescence

(13 to 16 or 17), the natural time of decision. "Each age

has its own precious opportunity to produce religious impres-

sions and purpose, which if neglected is lost forever."

This principle of adaptation applies to individuals as well

as groups. Personal evangelism is needed more among chil-

dren and in early adolescence than with adults. Hereditv.
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temperament, environment, home atmosphere and training, nat-

ural abilities must all be taken into consideration. Because

the child is unable to adapt religious truth to his own needs

he is at the mercy of his teacher, who must know his needs

in order to help him.

3. Religious consciousness is a development. It takes time.

"First the blade, then the ear, then the full corn in the ear."

The worker should know what to expect and not make the

mistake of urging a religious expression which belongs to a

later period or different temperament. Sudden religious pur-

pose has no place in childhood and early youth. Dr. Birney

remarks that to depend upon Decision Day to do the whole

task is indolent, ignorant, wicked, ineffective.

4. "Religious development during the teens means far more

for the perfecting of the life in adult years than any equal

period after the teens." If the child is permitted to pass this

period without obtaining a definitely Christian life purpose,

his chances of finding Christ have been reduced to a minimum.

Therefore, the Bible school worker has the double task of

producing Christian character and producing it during the

period when it will mean most for after-life.

5. The Christian life of the youth in the middle and later

adolescent period should be of a positive character. This is of

great importance. The heroic task of the superintendent, pastor

and teacher is to produce in the young life a deep conviction

which shall become a conscious, controlling force. To quote

again, "The failure to produce the virile type of religious life,

which is willing to serve and sacrifice and suffer, is the greatest

peril of Christian nurture and educational evangelism.

Evangelism through the Bible school depends not only upon

the recognition of certain principles but also upon the methods

by which these principles are applied. While it is true that

there is no universal method for work so vital and personal,

certain well-tried methods, capable of adaptation, are worthy

of consideration.

1. Decision Day, rightly used, may be made of great value

in leading young people to Christ at the crucial period men-

tioned above. The misuse of Decision Day by "precipitating

it upon an unprepared school, or upon the lower grades, in-

ducing premature and hasty religious expression, through over-

wrought emotions on the part of many—to be followed by in-

sufficient attention to training, is one of the most baneful

exercises of the modern church." It is this mistake that causes

parents to hesitate and say that the child "is not old enough

to know what he is doing." With the aforementioned funda-

mental principles in mind, the wise superintendent or pastor

will not permit a professional evangelist to appeal to the

Bible school unless the man and his methods are known in-

timately.

Thorough preparation by conferences and prayer should

be made for the day which should be announced repeatedly.

The purpose of the day should be explained, talks given on the

Christian life and the advantage of an early beginning and,

in every way possible, the young people should be helped to

make a deliberate and thoughtful decision for Christ. To sum
up in the words of a prominent worker, "Decision Day is safe

and effective in any school in the measure in which the spirit

of evangelism is persistent and pervasive throughout the year."

2. The method most highly commended is that in which

decisions are constantly sought by teacher, superintendent and
pastor. This is the normal evangelism. It is an ideal worthy

of our most earnest and prayerful efforts. Any school may
attain this ideal, but it requires officers and teachers who dis-

cern the highest purpose of the Bible school and are thoroughly

consecrated to their work.

3. Another method is for the pastor to visit the various

classes and speak briefly about the Christian life, adapting

the thought to the needs of the scholars. It is most desirable

that the pastor come in close touch especially with those pass-

ing through the teens. One writer recommends that the pastor

take each class graduating from the Junior and Intermediate

department for a series of 4 to 6 weeks each at the Bible

school hour, giving the periods to a study of the Christian

life. For such classes Jesse M. Bader recommends a little

book by L. 0. Bricker of Atlanta, Georgia, entitled "The Chris-

tian Life," especially written for Junior boys and girls. "The

Restoration Handbook," by F. D. Kershner, is very good.

If it be objected that the pastor's class would break into the

graded lessons it may be answered that the aim of the school

is not to complete a certain lesson system but to produce

Christian character.

4. Personal letters written by teachers to pupils on the

subject of deciding for Christ have been found effective, but

they should not be considered a substitute for personal con-

versation.

5. A most helpful method is to keep in close touch with

the parents. By their attitude and cooperation they can render

effective aid if they are consulted about any step to be taken

by their children. Many a pastor has held the trembling

hand and looked into the tearful eyes of a parent as he made
the good confession, influenced to take the stand for Christ by

the sight of a young son or daughter rising from the waters of

baptism to walk in newness of life.

6. This greatest work of the Bible school should be given

a prominent place in the regular meeting of officers and teach-

ers and in the reports. While there will always be need

for adult evangelism, by earnest effort the numbers led to

Christ at the ideal age can be greatly increased and the loss

to the Kingdom lessened.

If some of our churches would spend some of the money

devoted to annual evangelistic campaigns with expensive troupes

of workers, in adequately housing, equipping and grading the

Bible schools and sending their teachers to schools of methods,

the results would justify the change in policy. I know of an

Ohio church which had been in the habit of spending hundreds

of dollars yearly for an evangelistic campaign. Over $2,000

was spent one year. A new pastor came. He asked for an

appropriation sufficient to pay a small salary to a consecrated

Christian woman who became the church secretary. Her chief

work was to look after the Bible school scholars. Every year

during the eight years of that pastorate the church experienced

ingatherings of souls, mainly through the Bible school, that

rivaled any ingathering of former evangelistic campaigns. Best

of all, like hand-picked fruit, these accessions to the church

were the best, for they came naturally at the invitation of the

pastor. Another Ohio church that has a world-wide reputation

has rapidly recruited its membership by giving attention to

the building up of a great Bible school, whose officers and

teachers understand and apply the laws of the unfolding life

in aiding the pastor to receive many into the church yearly

with never the aid of an evangelist.

Bible school evangelism is the hope of the church and the

world. Adult conversion can never cause the Kingdom to

come fully. The world's birth rate is many times the conver-

sion rate and increases more rapidly. "I would rather have

my boy saved by a lighthouse than by a lifesaving crew." "It

is better to form than to reform." "You cannot purify the

well by painting the pump. Begin with the springs of life in

the Bible school."

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Where Will It Lead?
By HERBERT SMITH

IN
the far away borders of Barotsland

the little stream of Lualaba takes its

rise. It is almost too insignificant to

be noticed. It flows northward seeking

the sea. Another stream, the Luapula,

drains the shallow, swampy lakes of Ban-

guela and Mweru. This river likewise

flows northward. Yet another stream

breaks forth from the side of the lake

Tanganyika. This flows west at first, but

later goes northward. These three rivers

join and make the mightiest river of Afri-

ca, the Congo. It was these streams that

made both Livingstone and Stanley think,

if they followed them, they would reach

the Mediterranean instead of the Atlantic.

To see the Congo raging over the Cata-

racts at Stanley Pool, or to meet it out at

sea some hundred miles from the coast,

one would never think it could be so gentle and mild as it is

found at its source.

These three streams do not make up the mighty Congo. In

its 2,000 miles' journey it has gathered strength every inch

of the way; sometimes by a tiny ripplet giving its spoonfuls,

sometimes by powerful rivers giving it water by the millions

of gallons. The greatness of this African river grows upon

you as you travel on its extended bosom, here two hundred

feet deep, there ten miles wide, now studded with islands, now
quiet as a lake, now raging under tropical storm, but night

and day its influence is ever present and significant.

Today, May 23, we have been celebrating our tenth anni-

versary. Naturally we have been thinking of the beginnings,

when Lotumbe was so small that work there was not considered

worth while. Two native evangelists went ahead of the

white man, going with a message so strange and yet so won-

derful that it was better than any fairy tale the Congolese

possessed. Neither of these evangelists could read. They

may have possessed a shirt between them. Their feet had never

touched shoe leather. The gospel was not written in their

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith and Mary Lulu

Main Street of Lotumbe, Belgian Congo

own language. They were poor and ig-

norant, going on a fool's errand, burning

up by day under the tropical sun, cold

and hungry at night, bit and tormented

by tsetse flies and mosquitoes. They were

fools, of course, God's fools, filled with

His love. To the human eye they were
less worthy of notice than the tiny stream

cutting its way from the hillside. When
they spoke, crowds gathered. Their words

were sharp as a two-edged sword. Thev
reasoned of death and life and sin and

judgment and the sweetest name of all,

Yesu. Wonder of wonders, people be-

lieved them; they repented; they set their

faces Godward, even as the little stream

sought the sea.

This was the testimony at the morning

service when seven people told quietlv,

without excitement yet with great enthusiasm, how thev turned

to the Light of the world. There was a bov who went twice

120 miles that he might know what he must do. Now he is

grown. His years of service, we hope, are still before him.

There was a big, strong man with mighty muscles telling rapid-

ly, as if he had not a moment to lose, what 1 esu was to him.

There was a woman who had passed through great sorrow,

thrown over the cataracts of temptation, again sane and serious,

urging that there was but one life worth while, the life that

leads to Him. An old evangelist who has tramped manv a

weary mile through forest and swamp told what great things

the Christ could do in the darkened lives of all. \ et still

another, an elder of the church, showed that he had tried to

keep away from the gospel at first, but later was drawn by its

power. These talks filled the morning hour.

Four hundred people listened with great interest to the

witness of these early Christians. There were some seven

others who did not speak. Of the original thirty-five that

made up the membership only a few are left. Death has

claimed most of them; two or three walk no more with their

Lord. Those who are with us are not

rich in this world's goods, but rich in

the experience of the love of God which

is sweet and powerful to those who re-

ceive it.

No attempt was made to gather in

the Christians from the outpost. Onlv
those who reside in Lotumbe were urged

to be present. W e could have had a

thousand if we had called in the evan-

gelists, but this is the time of vear when
the State Officer goes to the villages to

gather tax and. if we had invited the

people here, it would have greatlv disar-

ranged the village tax lists. Of course,

we always try to follow the Scripture

injunction and submit to the powers that

be. Any other principle would cause

the mission grave trouble. Yet the last

Christian will hear of the meeting and
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Wayside Preaching, Lotumbe, Belgian Congo

the messages. It was a high-water mark in the history of

Lotumbe, the "Lotumbe Impossible" of 1910.

On the present missionary staff at Lotumbe today are:

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hobgood, Dr.

and Mrs. Frymire and Miss Ruth Musgrave. Others who
have worked from time to time are: Mr. and Mrs. Hedges,

Mr. and Mrs. Ross, Mr. R. H. Holder, Mr. and Mrs. Moon
and Miss Goldie Wells. There are but five missionaries in

the station today and two baby girls (Mr. and Mrs. Hobgood

being on furlough). The size of the work, of necessity, is a

great burden to so small a staff.

In 1910 it was considered impossible to establish Lotumbe

station. This was not because it was thought that the field was

unworthy, but because workers and money were not available.

During the decade money has come faster than men. Sometimes

money has been lacking, but the need of the years has been

workers. Lives dedicated to a great cause always call forth the

funds. Seldom, if ever, is a life set aside to a great cause in vain.

There were two evangelists at Lotumbe when the station

was first opened; today there are 143. The term "evangelist"

must not be confused with the same term in the United States.

We have no great meetings of five or six weeks, after which

the evangelists leave to go elsewhere. The native term is

"teacher" and that is their proper function. These native

Christian teachers go to a village and stay for months and

years. At first, when they beat the lohole perhaps no one

comes to them; then they gather up their books and perhaps

a picture and go from house to house. Where they are well

received they sit down and tell some gospel story. After a

while it becomes no longer necessary to go from house to

house because the people come at the call of the drum. Later

on, some one or two believe and are bap-

tized. The teacher still stays on, the little

congregation grows and in course of time

becomes self-supporting and perhaps

helps some other needy place.

Today the church membership is 3,478.

These Christians are scattered over many
villages. There are 138 outposts, or places

where the evangelists live. But Christians

are found in many places. This makes

the work more difficult to superintend, as

the field is upwards of three hundred

miles long and over fifty miles wide. The

Christians gave this year $1,063.35. The
first year they were not able to give ten

dollars. The blessings of the Lord have

rested upon us, lo, these many years.
Farthest Point Visited by Our Missionaries in

Africa

Schools are carried on in 48 different

places. It is openly confessed that many
of these schools are of a very poor

grade. But we are refreshed from time

to time to find some one coming in who
has never been to Lotumbe and yet is

able to read and write fairly well. Ten

years ago not a soul here could read;

now there cannot be many less than

1,000 who know something about that

art. As the station school is improved

these outstations will become better.

Special attention is given to the train-

ing of the evangelists. Special classes

are conducted daily in Bible and other

studies. One of the great hindrances to

such work is the lack of suitable translations. The printing

press, which is at Bolenge, cannot supply the demand of the

mission for the books that are already in the vernacular.

Lotumbe alone could take the great part of all the books that

the Bolenge press can publish.

During the year a school has been conducted for those who
are to go out with first-aid knowledge. These will go out and

be associated with the evangelists. While helping to heal

human bodies, they will also make known the great Healer of

mankind.

Lotumbe today has two dwellings with another well on the

way to completion; a bureau house which is used also for a

dwelling; a hospital; and it is our hope that a church building

will soon be begun. Building in Africa is a slow process, but

our grade of work becomes better as proper buildings are

provided.

And yet while we rejoice, as we count the mercies so richly

given, we have to confess that still greater things might have

been done if we had had greater faith. One cannot think over

the years without recalling that, here and there, were distinct

calls to which we did not respond. None of us has used the

full strength which the Lord was willing to give.

What shall we say of the work yet to do? We have touched

but the fringe of the great possibility. The light which John

saw which was the Light of men has not yet shone in many
a darkened life in these forest villages. It will be our joy to

make that Light shine.

Many who read of this truly wonderful success at Lotumbe

will recall how peculiarly a child of faith this great mission

must be reckoned. The missionaries saw the possibilities of

the field and asked the Executive Committee at home to permit

them to open the station. That meant

men and money, of course. The Society

had neither to send and so cabled, "Lo-

tumbe impossible." But the missionaries

and their helpers could not think so. "All

things are possible to him that believeth."

They believed and prayed. With the

Board's approval they laid the case before

friends in America, and again, as a thou-

sand times before in the annals of the

gospel, that which was impossibble with

men came to pass with God. The Engle-

wood Church of Chicago was foremost in

this enterprise of faith. Today there is

another Lotumbe for every church that is

willing to go into partnership with God
in real consecration.
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Wanderland—Wonderland
Coming to America

By HAZEL A. LEWIS

Long Ago

SUPPOSE you had been a boy or girl living

in 1620 and had come to America on the

good ship Mayflower. You would have come
by way of Holland and it would have been great

fun to see the queer roofed houses, the canals

that quite often take the place of roads and the

people big and little with their wooden shoes.

It would have been thrilling when you went
down to the wharf and walked on board the ship

with its big white sails. It looked very large in

those days, but it would seem
very small by the side of one

of our great ocean liners.

When they finally reached

America the things that they

found here sound very excit-

ing, but they could not have
been very comfortable. The
great, rocky coast with the

waves beating upon it, the

deep, dark woods and the

strange red-skinned men that

they found here were enough
to frighten people who were
not so brave. We must not

forget that during that first

long winter it was the Indians

who kept the white people

from starving by bringing

them meat and grain.

Would it not seem strange

to pretend to come to Ameri-
ca in 1620 and find nothing but the deep forest,

wild animals and Indians?

Today

If you had been born in a land across the sea

and were coming to America in 1920 you would
be a "Pilgrim" just the same, but a very different

America you would find. Suppose I tell you of

three little children who came to America only a
little while ago. They were from the sunny land

of Italy, and their father had come to America
several years before to earn enough money to

bring them.

The boat that brought them here had no big

white sails, but a great engine down in the heart

of it, driving it along faster than the people of

the Mayflower ever dreamed that a boat could go.

It was only a few days until they were in the

harbor of New York City and, with three thou-
rand other people, were crowded into a big room
on Ellis Island, where the officers must see their

papers and the doctor must examine them to

make sure that it was all right to let them come
into America to live. How very different from
the Indians and the big trees and wild animals

!

But it seemed just as strange to these children

and their mother.
Still they must wait until their railroad tickets

could be made just right and father must stand

in a long line of men waiting

in the ticket room. Mother
and the children sat down in

one part of the big room and
felt very queer and strange

with so many people talking

so many different languages,

and all in such a hurry to get

away. But in a moment a

pleasant-faced lady who could

speak at least a few words of

the soft Italian language sat

down beside them and placed

in the hand of each child a

tiny package.

The little four-year-old sis-

ter found in hers a wee doll

just three inches long but
with a gay pink dress and
bonnet. Brother found in his

a ball that just fit his hand
and bounced beautifully,while

big sister found in her package a little thimble

and needle and thread and a piece of bright

calico, and right away she knew what a fascinat-

ing little cushion she could make. They had only

time to thank the lady when she went briskly on
her way, for she had many others to see that

day. She was a missionary, and she stayed in the

big building on Ellis Island to help these strangers

with her friendly words and the gifts which
American children sent to her for these little

foreign children.

When she had gone on her way the Italian

mother gathered her three children closely about
her and said, "See, right away there are friends

in America for us!"

Would it not be fine if every little Pilgrim
of 1920 could find happiness and friends in

America ?

i-''_ -.-.
-" c?
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Highways Through the Heart of Hindustan
By BERT WILSON

"AND a highway shall be there, and a way." The good,

l\ macadamized roads between the main towns of India

represent the "highway." "And a way" represents all

the other roads. How to get over them is the problem. The

first strong impression of any visitor to India is his first ride

in an ox-cart, and unless he is extraordinarily lucky the first

ride he gets will be in an ox-cart. Even the women mission-

aries use oxen. I spent a day at Harda with Miss Mary Thomp-

son, visiting among the homes of the people. She called for

me before seven o'clock in the morning, and I went bumping

around all day behind those faithful oxen which Miss Thomp-

son much prefers to a horse.

Our early arrival at the first humble Indian home was noted

by the neighbors and others in the street. When she had

received permission to bring me in, we entered and sat on a

small bed brought in from an adjoining room. The Indians

sit on the floor, hence no chairs were available for visitors.

The "woman of the house" was sitting rather grumpily on

the floor, and she did not rise to greet us.

I counted ten bracelets on one arm, and eleven on the other.

I told her that the Indian women had lots more jewelry than

the women of America. She pricked up her ears instantly and

said to Miss Thompson:

"Does the new Sahib take note of jewelry?" When assured

that he did, she was very happy, and I noted the rings on her

toes (they're practically all barefooted), her anklets, her ear-

rings and a nose ring. She sent a girl to bring out her silk

sari (dress), informing us that a nearby neighbor woman had

more beautiful jewelry and saris than she had.

Before long a half dozen or more neighbor women were

there, with all their finery, and we had a regular early morning

fashion show. But before I knew just how it was done, Miss

Thompson had artfully shifted the conversation, and was tell-

ing them why I was there and why she was there, and it ended

up in the simple gospel story of the coming of Christ to save

men and women in all lands. Yes, ivomen, even in Hindustan.

After she sang a gospel song, one woman asked her to pray.

As she quietly talked to God in that simple home, it seemed to

me that heaven came down a litlle nearer to those poor, igno-

rant Indian women, who would never hear of our Lord were it

David Rioch and Native Kvang^elists

not for the faithful women workers like Miss Thompson who

go from day to day into their homes, teach them to read, sell

them copies of the New Testament, and thus open up their

minds and hearts to the gospel message.

That day we went into nearly a dozen homes, one among
the weavers, another among the sweepers. She has a list of

one hundred different homes where she and her helpers visit

and teach regularly. She also goes on many long journeys

among the villages, with her oxen, over good roads, and bad,

over roads with dust a foot deep during the dry season, and

hub deep during the long rains. Not only she, but many others

do practically all their traveling over the Hindustani highways

in a bail-gari (ox-cart).

ON reaching Maudha I discovered that a man's evangelistic

outfit consists of more than a New Testament. He not

only has to have that, but he must have a way of getting to the

people with it, so Mr. Rothermel, our evangelistic missionary,

has a tonga (a two-wheeled horse-cart), a motorcycle, a buf-

falo-cart, an ox-cart, and a saddle horse. When he can't use

one, he uses the other, and by this means he and his evan-

gelists are able to reach scores of villages around Maudha with

the gospel message.

One day while I was in Rath, which is twenty-four miles

from a railroad, Mr. Rothermel came over from Maudha on his

motorcycle. On the way an Indian farmer had stopped him

and reported that a panther with sore eyes was in a nearby

field, and urged that the Sahib go over and shoot it. Mr.

Rothermel had no rifle with him, so he came on to Rath, and

reported to John Bierma and me. Instantly there was great

excitement around the mission bungalow. Armed with three

rounds of ammunition and two trusty rifles, with John in front

and me behind, we rode ten miles on the motorcycle to kill a

"blind tiger." We organized a company of men who "honked

up" the field, but no panther showed up.

During the Christmas season, Ray Rice took the Damoh
boys for a ten days' camp in the jungle. I had the privilege

of spending five days with them. Ten ox-carts took three tents,

bedding, rice, food and other equipment on the twenty-five-

mile trip. It was a great procession which wended its way
down the long, dusty highway. It took two days to make the

journey. The 150 boys walked the en-

tire distance, arriving at camp on a Sat-

urday afternoon.

Like a hive of busy bees, these Indian

boys plunged into the jungle, and soon

emerged with great piles of grass and
limbs of trees with which to construct

their own little huts.

On Sunday morning the communion
service was held, the boys sitting in long

rows on the ground, while Mr. Liven-

good preached a short sermon. Then
the emblems were passed to the fifty

or more of the older boys who are

Christians. A half hundred or more vil-

lagers were perched on the side of a

nearby hill watching the proceedings,

more wonderful to them than all the

wild animals of the jungle, and who
knows but that some wild animal might
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have been peering out from the edge of

the jungle, wondering what it all meant.

There was no blue Monday in that

camp. It was the day of the big hunt.

A friendly old Rajah had sent his ele-

phant over for our use. As the Indian

always bows and salaams to the Sahib,

so Jumbo went him one better. He got

down on his knees to us. Mrs. Rice,

Mrs. Livengood, Mr. Livengood and I

climbed aboard and led the way into

the jungle, to hunt his majesty, the wild

boar, and the stately sambar. Did the

elephant wobble? He went up and
down hills, waded the river, wound in

and out among the forest paths with

much less jostling than one gets on the

Rock Island between St. Louis and Kan-

sas City. At Bilaspur and Mungeli Mr.

Moody and Mr. Saum took me on sev-

eral long journeys among the villages,

light night about eleven, Moody's

Wilson, Rothermel and Biernia Starting to Shoot a "Blind Tiger'

One clear moon-

motorcycle ceased to

"function serviceably," when we were six miles out from Mun-

geli. After fixing and fussing and blessing and almost cursing

the thing, we gave up in despair. As the clock was "striking

the hour" we started on "shank's ponies," covering the last lap

of the highway before 2 a. m. On another of these journeys

to the villages, we covered the good roads on the motorcycle.

We then changed to Moody's bicycle and Dr. Jennie Crozier's

fine white horse, Aj ax. (Ajax, you're a dandy. My heart goes

out to you across 10,000 miles of space.)

Coming to many of the far interior villages where not even

a path for a bicycle could be found, we hiked for many miles

across the ridges between rice fields and wheat fields, to reach

villages where there were a few Christians with whom we
wanted to confer.

And what did we do in those villages? Well, that's a whole

story in itself. But here is one picture. Arriving at our tent

one evening, pitched under a great tamarind tree, I went inside

to write up my notes while the cook prepared supper. When
it got dark I went out and inquired for Moody. He had gone

up to the village. I walked a half mile or so up to the village

and came upon a great crowd sitting out in the middle of the

narrow street. Moody was sitting in front of them on a little

bed, telling them the gospel story. An old man had built a

Native Iiujnli on His Way to Damoh

little grass fire, and as he would put on a handful of grass

the fire would flare up, showing the eager brown faces listening

earnestly to every word Moody was saying.

He was trying to get them to see what would happen if the

whole village would become a Christian village. In that vil-

lage of about three hundred, not more than a half dozen could

read or write. There was no school, or Sunday school, or church.

There was no library, no telephone, no telegraph, no hospital,

no doctor, no clean streets nor sanitation. Nothing was there

but those poor ignorant, idolatrous people, with their dogs and

goats, and the miserable mud houses in which they lived.

Everything is yet to be done there. Education, sanitation.

medicine, morality, evangelization, all lacking. Did we do

the job? No. All we did was to put a little leaven in a few

minds and hearts and pass on. Ten thousand villages like

that are still waiting for the whole process of redemption.

Saum and I took a long twenty-mile journey to Fosterpur

and beyond. The first nine-mile lap in a buggy, the only four-

wheeled conveyance in the wdiole Mission. The second eight-

mile lap in an ox-cart, going "on high" at infrequent intervals.

The third three-mile lap on foot. And when we came to the

river "and couldn't get across," the Indian evangelists took us

on their backs and landed us high and dry on the other side.

David Rioch and I on an evangelistic tour were carried across in

the same way. The native evangelists often take a voke of oxen

and make six or eight villages a day. The

oxen rest and graze while the evangelists

preach. When the rainy season comes

there are times when it is impossible

for either horse-carts or ox-carts to

make the trips. In this case the mission-

aries go on horseback or on foot. Many
times the ladies travel in a "dandy."

which is a sort of sedan chair carried

by four men. Stella Franklin says that

often when the rivers are high it is nec-

essary for the carriers to put the poles

on their heads, in order to keep the

dandy from touching the water.

The medical missionary also makes

journeys among the villages, dispensing

medicine and healing. At the mission

stations the people gather from many
villages with many ills, to receive the

help of tlic Sahib medicine man. Yv omen
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.Ui^s Josepha Franklin, in a "Dandy," and Mis* Nicholson, Horseback, Ready for an Evangelistic Trip

bring their babies in baskets, balanced upon their heads.

Whole families loaded in ox-carts come from four to forty

miles. The halt and the lame and the maimed and the blind,

the beggar and the farmer, the goldsmith and the rajah, day

in and day out, they come in a constant stream, hoping to be

bealed of divers diseases.

It was a great picture at Mungeli to see Hira Lai, hospital

assistant, ministering to the people; himself a convert, and

a licensed practitioner, and above all a Christian. He exam-

ined the patients, gave the orders for prescriptions, then got

out his New Testament and read and preached and prayed.

Not only good medicine, but the balm

of Gilead is administered there.

Hindustan is a "multitudinous" coun-

try. It has a multitude of castes, a mul-

titude of languages and dialects, a mul-

titude of religions, a multitude of tem-

ples and shrines, and an "exceeding

great" multitude of people. They travel

up and down "the ways" and "high-

ways" in strange fashion. Women with

loads of hay or wood upon their heads

going to market; families traveling

with one little Indian pony, riding in

relays if the journey is long; a rajah

in state upon an elephant; government

employees on strings of camels, not only

in single but sometimes in double file;

long trains of ox-carts traveling at night

to escape the heat of the Indian sun;

groups of families, men, women and children, moving down
from the hills to help harvest the wheat. People, people,

everywhere, on the roads, in the fields, on the roads between

the fields, on the trains, on the byways, on the paths in tbe

jungle, people almost to suffocation sometimes.

That great, multitudinous, mysterious, ignorant, idolatrous

people is making its mute appeal to the wealth and youth of

our own fair land. May that appeal go on the straight "trail

that leads to the hearts of men," that they, or their sons may
journey across the highways of the world to help heal the

hurt of Hindustan.

The New Emphasis upon the World's Need of

a Savior
By B. H. BRUNER

f AND thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He shall save

l\ His people from their sins." The world is in a bad

way. It needs to be saved. This is the evangelistic

challenge to the Church. The Church has never been blind to

this need nor unfaithful to this call, but it has not always

realized the full meaning of the task. We have been content

to preach a Christ who saves men from future punishment

and the judgment day and have forgotten that this is only

the beginning of the real evangelistic message of the Church.

Men need to be saved from something more than eternal pun-

ishment for their sins. They need to be saved from their sins.

The new emphasis upon the world's need of a Savior should

be based upon an understanding of the purpose for which the

Son of God came into the world, that He might save "His

people from their sins."

Sin as Jesus Sees It

What is sin? A very popular preacher and writer of this

generation after going carefully through the Bible, discovered

that six words are used for sin. The first word means, "miss-

ing the mark," missing the whole aim and purpose in life, the

misdirection of all the worthy energies and ambitions. The

second word is "transgression", going over a boundary line

where one has no right to go. The third word is "iniquity,"

that is, something which is unequal, or a lack of evenness and

harmony in life. The fourth word is "wickedness", which in

modern English means crookedness. The fifth word is "guile",

which means sneakingness, or trickiness. And the sixth word
is "lawlessness".

Jesus always used this first word, which means "missing

the mark", when He spoke of sin. It includes all these other

meanings for, when we transgress, when we abound in iniquity.

when we are crooked and tricky and lawless, we are missing

the real mark in life. Jesus had no theories about sin but in

plain terms He said to men:
"You are missing the mark, the whole purpose and meaning

of life; you are accepting false standards of living; you are

living a poor life; follow me and I will show you how to

live a full life; how to hit the mark; how to keep from going

over the boundaries where you ought not to go; how to level

up the uneven places in your character; how to be free from
crookedness and sneakingness in your dealings with your

fellowmen, and from lawlessness as a citizen of your nation."

This is what Jesus came to do and surely there is need for

His message today. It is never pleasant to draw back the

curtains and look upon the sins of society. It is much finer to

consider the beautiful things of life. But, before the Church

can make the world feel the need of this Savior, it must con-

vince and convict the world of its sins. The real statesman does

not delight in revealing the rottenness and corruption of his
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country. There are many more pleasant tasks for the preacher

than that of revealing the sham and hypocrisy and unchristian

spirit of his church members. It was not a pleasant thing for

Nathan to stand before King David and say "thou art the

man". But no man can ever be an instrument in the hands of

God for convicting the world of sin unless he looks with eyes

wide open to the truth. If he sees hurtful and sinful elements

at work in his state, his church, in the lives of those who rule

either in church or state, or in his own life, he must use the

knife with the firm decision of the surgeon, letting out the

poisoned blood, if necessary, but saving the better part for a

stronger life.

The Death That Makes Alive

In our new emphasis upon the world's need for a Savior

we must consider the "how" of salvation. This is a scientific

age. It is not enough to define the meaning of sin and empha-

size the reality of sin. If Jesus is the world's Savior how does

He save His people from their sins? The whole position of

our church concerning the work of Christ in the salvation of

men can be summed up in Paul's statement in Romans 5:8-12:

"But God commendeth His love toward us in that, while we

were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much more then, being

now justified by His blood, shall we be saved from wrath

through Him. For if, while we were enemies, we were recon-

ciled to God through the death of His Son, much more being

reconciled, shall we be saved by His life; and not only so, but

we also rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through

whom we have received the reconciliation."

Central in all of the evangelistic preaching of the Church

must be the fact that Christ died for our salvation. It is

through His death and not His life that we are permitted to

look into the very heart of God. He said many wonderful

things about God. But nothing which He said about God has

ever melted the heart of humanity. It took the cross with its

revelation of the supreme love of the Father, and of the will-

ingness of the Son to go the limit to reveal that love, to recon-

cile man to God. We are saved from the guilt of being enemies

and strangers to God by the death of Jesus upon the cross.

But we are saved also by the life of Jesus. "I am the way,

the truth, and the life", was one of His sayings. He was the

pioneer of that new type of character which was to be essen-

tial in the Kingdom of God on earth. Every principle in His

program of living was worked out in the crucible of His own

experience before He urged man to accept it. He taught

His disciples the meaning of unselfishness, not in abstract

terms, but in terms of His own unselfishness. He taught them

the meaning of service in His own lowly acts. He taught

them the meaning of compassion in His own compassion for

the hungry multitudes and the sick and the blind. He taught

them the meaning of forgiveness through His own forgiving

spirit. He taught them the meaning of love in His own un-

bounded love for all men.

The Prevailing Power of Love

The greatest power which Jesus put into human society

through His life, is the power of love. The world can never

be saved from its sins until it adopts Jesus' philosophy of love.

There is a widespread misunderstanding concerning the mean-

ing of Christian love. This is because our language provides

otdy one word for all the wide range of application and

shades of thought covered by the concept "love." Ancient

thought, at the lime the New Testament was written, clearly

distinguished four types of love and the Greek language had
four sets ol words for love, each with its own shades of mean-

ing and special implications. The different concepts expressed

were those of sex instinct; love as natural affection; fondness

or warm personal attachment much the same as friendship:

and a "benevolent and kindly disposition, grounded in a sense

of value or worth, disposing one kindly toward another, and
causing him to wish and will and, so far as possible, promote

the other's highest well-being."

It is the word which is used to express this last concept that

is most frequently used in the New Testament. When Jesus

said, "Hereby shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if

ye have love one for another," He used this term. It is this

lerm that is used in the two great love passages of the New
Testament, First Corinthians, 13, and First John, 4:17-21. It

is the one term that expresses the real meaning of Christian

love. It implies a disposition of good will toward God and

toward all men. In the words of Paul, this love which is a

disposition of good will is "very patient, very kind. It knows

no jealousy; it makes no parade, gives itself no airs, is never

rude, never selfish, never irritated, never resentful: it is never

glad when others go wrong; it is gladdened by goodness, al-

ways slow to expose, always eager to believe the best, always

hopeful." It is the one thing that shall abide when all other

spiritual gifts have passed away. It is the permanent power

through which Jesus shall eventually save His people from

their sins.

Our evangelistic message will not be complete until we
emphasize love as being of supreme importance. If Paul

and John were right, it is impossible for a man to become a

Christian without possessing this spirit of good will. With

Drummond we must all say, "the final test of religion at that

great day is not religiousness but love; not what I have done,

not what I have believed, not what I have achieved, but how
I have discharged the common charities of life .... For the

withholding of love is the negation of the spirit of Christ, the

proof that we never knew Him, that for us He lived in vain.

It means that He suggested nothing in all our thoughts, that

He inspired nothing in all our lives, that we were not once

near enough to Him to be seized with the spell of His com-

passion for the world."

Never have men made a more supreme effort to bridge the

gulf between a personal self-interest and an unselfish type of

living which looks to the welfare of the whole race than thev

are making today. But only Christianity holds the key to the

situation. Jesus was right when he demanded that men should

be born again, that human nature should be re-created before

it could live and function in the Kingdom of God. This new

birth implies Christian love, a change from a nature which is

dominated by desires prompted by self-interest, to a nature

which is dominated by unselfish aims. Both in His life and

in His death Jesus teaches men how to love. He is the only

Savior that can restore the broken altars of human life and

bring the world back to God.

The Church will have failed uidess in some way it is able

to enthrone this love in its own life and in the life of society.

It must look toward the hour

"When the walls of this present church

Shall melt away, and in its stead will rise a nobler church,

Whose covenant word shall be the deeds of love.

Not credo then, Amo shall be the password through its gate-.

Man shall not ask his brother any more. Relieves! thou?

but. Lovesi Hum?
And all shall answer at Cod's altar. Lord. I love.

For hope may anchor, faith may steer.

But love, greal love, alone is Captain of the soul."
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American Christian Missionary Society

WITH this report the American Society

rounds ou1 its threescore years and ten.

Its seventieth year was the besl of its

life and !his report is the best of ils history.

In spite of difficulties encountered, in spile, of

perplexities never faced before, (lie Society

received the largest, fullest supporl of 1lie

churches, Bible schools and individuals in our

great brotherhood and in turn carried forward

the most extensive work in the home land ever

committed to its supervision.

The total receipts from all sources amount

to $442,865.07, being a gain of $140,452.12.

There is a gain in receipts from churches of

$13,297.00 and from the Bible schools of $21,-

171.00. The Society received from the Men
and Millions Movement during the year $15b,-

240.00.

The management of the Society's affairs is

in the hands of the Board of Trustees, con-

sisting of 24 members. This Board has met
quarterly during the year and has given care-

ful attention to the principles and policies of

our Home missionaiy work. An Administra-

tive Committee, consisting of eight members,

was appointed to meet every month or when-

ever called, to consider the business of the

Society in the intervals between the quarterly

meetings. The details of the work have re-

ceived careful attention from appropriate

committees such as the Committee on Evangel-

ism, Missionary Appropriations. Bible School

Work, Permanent Funds, Finance and on Im-

migrant work.

Seventieth Annual Report

The supporl of the mission churches is

cared lor by means of careful investigations

of the fields ami in cooperation with state

boards. Increased appropriations were made
during the year to all sections of the country.

During the year a large expansion of our

immigrant work was made in the city of New
York and Chicago. In New York City a care-

ful survey was made under the direction of

A. VV. Vandervort. The Church Extension

Board is more completely furnishing Hie Com-
munity Mouse on Second Avenue and all ar-

rangements are being made for a gradual in-

crease of service through this Community
House to the foreign peoples who so densely

populate this section of the city.

Miss Bertha Merrill is developing in Com-
munity activities, a wonderful program for

the Disciples. She is pioneering in a mission-

ary service of rare value.

In Chicago the Extension Board secured a,

fine church property which has been given

over to the service of our Russian church. In

addition to this the Extension Board has just

purchased a piece of property in that section

of Chicago into which the Russian immigra-

tion first flows. Here a Community House is

being established. Mr. Karl Borders has prov-

en himself a worthy leader of our forces in

Chicago, undertaking to make the influences

of Christ reach the thousands of foreign-

speaking people.

In addition to our work in Xew York and
Chicago, the American Society has enlarged

its quarters in (

eha II and in I he

sylvania under I

have been se

larges. One
nienls in al

inleresf whi

Bible sd I

new families

lleveland under F. I). But-

coke regions of West Penn-

er I!. O. Manley. New lielpers

ured and gradually I he w ork en-

of i he most interesting develop-

Ihese fields has been the great

h has prevailed in the Vacation

work. In these schools many
have been reached.

The Society has developed a. Departineni of

Evangelism during the year. In January
.Jesse M. Bader was secured to organize the

"Win One Campaign" and to lead the forces

of evangelism in our churches, hoping to add

many thousands to our membership by Easter

lime. A great interest was developed b\

conferences, correspondence, public meeting

and through literature, This work has been

eminently successful. Air. Bader, though a

busy pastor, has continued to direct our forces

along evangelistic lines. lie has had the

hearty cooperation of all our preachers, edu-

cators and churches. Without a. doubl the

Convention will authorize the enlargement of

this important service.

A new enterprise inaugurated by the Amer-
ican Society this year is its Indian work.

After careful investigation a work is being

opened at White Swan in the Yakima Valley

in Washington. Eighty acres of land have
been purchased and the local Board of Man-
agers, consisting of four white men and three

Indians, has been organized to take charge of

this mission, subject to the direction of the

Children of All Nations Honor One Flag, Disciples Community House, New York
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Getting All Round Training, With Christian and American Ideals

American Society. This local Board of Man-
agers is now busy with preparations for the

erection of buildings and with plans for in-

augurating the work. The idea is to provide

a Christian home fur Indian boys and girls

while they are attending the adjacent high

school. This home will afford opportunity to

learn many practical things helpful to their

lives and in the atmosphere of Christian

men and women.
One of the important types of service the

American Society renders is through its Com-
mission on Social Service. The work this

year has been largely that of cooperation with

the Interchurch Industrial Department and

with a Social Service Commission of the Fed-

eral Council of Churches. Our Secretary, A.

\Y. Taylor, has rendered most valuable service

in this matter. He has been largely identified

with these general commissions representing

the whole Protestant Church and has collabo-

rated with the leaders of these forces in a

very active way. A great deal of literature

lias been published consisting of leaflets,

pamphlets, magazine articles, newspaper ar-

ticles and books. In addition to this kind of

service Mr. Taylor has been in constant de-

mand for services at conventions, institutes

and public meetings that have to do with the

social and industrial programs of our day.

Mr. Taylor has rendered his services without

stint and without remuneration, save the lit-

tle expense his travel and correspondence have

required. Some arrangements ought to be

made whereby Mr. Taylor could give his en-

tire time to this social service.

The Society has actively cooperated in the

general movement of the Protestant churches

to educate and stimulate our congregations

in rural places for community work. It had
a large part in helping to finance institutes

which were attended by our own preachers

where they might have the benefit of getting

in close, personal touch with the leaders of

the Rural Church Movement.
The Committee on Army and Navy Chap-

lains for the American Society consists of

E. B. Bagby, Ceo. A. Miller and Peter Ains-

lie. This Committee, under the direction of

the American Christian Missionary Society,

has continued its work in conjunction with

the General Committee on Army and Navy
Chaplains of the Federal Council. After

years of effort we have been able to secure

from Congress legislation which removes the

discrimination against .Army Chaplains,

greatly improves their status and. gives them
better opportunities for effective service. Un-

der the new law provision is made for a corjis

of Chajdains administered by a staff of three

Chaplains fairly representing the religious

forces of the country. The number of Chap-

lains is to be in the proportion of one for

every 1,200 commissioned officers and enlisted

men and in rank, pay and allowance they are

to be on equality with other branches of the

service.

With funds donated by the War Time Com-
mission the General Committee of Army and

Navy Chaplains has provided bronze medals

which are to be given to all Protestant Chap-

lains who served in the American Army and
Navy during the war. These medals are the

gift of the churches and are intended to con-

vey in tangible form a message of grateful

appreciation to the Chaplains who were ready

to give up life itself, if necessary, in the

service of their fellows in the Army- and Navy.

The War Department has promised that

after July next provision will be made for

supplying the Chaplains with a fund for

supplies and contingencies. Without such a
fund the work of the Chaplains is greatly

handicapped. Several religious bodies have

agreed to appropriate the sum of $25.00 a.

month to each of their Chaplains to meet

these needs. The Federal Council has asked

each of its constituent bodies to do this.

When the American Expiditionary Forces

were disbanded some of the Chaplains who
had rendered exceptional service were re-

tained. The fact that the number of Disciples

thus kept exceeded their quota was a distinct

compliment to our men. Recently these emer-

gency Chaplains have submitted to a thorough

and rigid examination for appointment to the

Regular Army and for promotion. Our rep-

resentatives made a better showing propor-

tionately in this examination than those of

any other religious body. We now have nine

men serving as Chaplains in the Regular

Army. We have been equally fortunate in

the quality of men who have served as Chap-

lains in the Navy.

One of the very important features of the

work of the American Society is the annual

conference convened under its direction of

Home Missionary workers. The last year this

conference, because of the Interchurch Move-

ment, was enlarged to include all field work-

ers of all boards and institutions of our peo-

ple and was convened in St. Louis. February

25 to 26. 1010. It spent three days and nights

in considering and acting upon the financial

budget which the Disciples promoted through

the Interchurch World Movement.
This year the Society sent its President.

Mr. Burnham. to Europe to attend the con-

ference on Christian Unity at Geneva. Swit-

zerland, and to visit our churches in Norway.
Sweden and Denmark, in order that our work
among them might be more wisely adminis-

tered. Mr. Burnham reports a very interest-

ing visit to our churches. Numerous confer-

ences were held and much information gath-

ered, which will be helpful in the future de-

velopment of our work in those section>.

Foreign Relations

After the conferences in Geneva, Switzer-

land. Mr. Burnham and R. 11. Miller traveled

across Germany. Denmark and part of Sweden
and Norway, meeting groups and making in-

vestigations regarding religious conditions in

general and Disciples" groups in particular.

The "Missionary work in Denmark. Sweden

and Norway was inaugurated by the Foreign

Society in 1876, and by it sustained for more

than twenty-five years. In recent years the

Foreign Society reduced ils support gradually

lii-cause of the needs in other lands more dis-
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tinctively "foreign", because it was felt that

the Scandinavian work ought to become self-

supporting. More recently the Scandinavian

churches again appealed to the American So-

ciety for assistance. Since the war it has

seemed advisable to secure first-hand informa-

tion regarding them.

Messrs. Burnham and Miller reached Copen-

hagen August 25 and there, at the Sofievej

Church, addressed a company of two hundred

and fifty Disciples, Julius C. Cramer, the

pastor, acting as interpreter. There are two

churches of Christ in Copenhagen; the Sofie-

vej Church with a membership of 101 and the

Hillerograde Church, ministered to by 0. C.

Mikkelsen, which is in an industrial portion

of the city, and has a membership of seventy.

In Norway an investigation was made re-

garding fourteen groups of Disciples, and

irjeetings held with two of the strongest

churches, those at Fredrickshald and at Chris-

tiania. The groups are as follows:

.Fredrickshald (Bethel Church), Tistedalen,

Hove, Sharpsborg, Fredrickstadt, Wooler,

Moss, Horton, Naasnes, Nesroden, Christiania,

Bergen, Gjeithus, Aelsund.

Mr. Burnham and Mr. Miller were both

convinced that there were three outstanding-

needs of our churches in Scandinavia. ( 1

)

Educated and trained leaders for pastors of

the churches; men capable o 1
' wisely taking

into their hands the direction of,affairs, of

being pastors of one church and giving over-

sight to perhaps one or two mission points or

out-stations; men capable of thoroughly in-

structing the church and its young people in

the Word of God and of leading them into the

fullest service of Christ and His church.

The brethren of Norway were of one mind,

that only strong men who can preach the

Word, and at the same time assume this larg-

er leadership should be sent to their country.

They strongly urge that two such men be

University Drive Near Our New Church in .Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

sent to them at the earliest possible date.

(2) A second need is for a well-trained,

experienced superintendent to serve under the

Scandinavian Christian Missionary Society

who can take the oversight of this entire re-

gion of lower Norway, western Sweden and

eastern Denmark, visiting every church under

his supervision at least two or three times

per year, giving advice and instruction to

churches and pastors, and leading the way
toward the establishment of some sort of

training school for the future.

( 3 ) The third need, as above indicated,

is for carefully prepared literature, covering

instruction in the Bible and setting forth the

message and plea of the Disciples of Christ,

to be printed in the Norwegian language and

furnished to the groups of these brethren

there.

Messrs. Burnham and Miller think thai

if Mr. Cramer, now of Copenhagen, could be

released from his church and a strong man
put in his place as pastor there, and if lie

could be furnished with adequate salary and
traveling account, he wrould make an admi-

rable superintendent of missions for the Scan-

dinavian region. He is well and favorably

known throughout the region and universally

loved by our people. When pastor of the

church at Fredrickshald he established most
of the work in that part of Norway and

across the borders in Sweden.

Board of Church Extension
Thirty-Second Annual Report

THIS is the Thirty-Second Annual Report

of the Board of Church Extension, and

completes the 30th year of the service

of your Corresponding Secretary. Though but

$12,305.37 was given daring the first year

and 12 churches were assisted to build, we

now have $1,758,739.36 in the Fund and 2,104

churches rejoice in their church buildings

through the timely and practical help of your

Board. Discijdes of Christ everywhere have

a right to rejoice in this accomplishment, and

in reverence, exclaim, "Except the Lord build

the house, they labor in vain who build it."

In the not distant future, we should have a

Fund of not less than $5,000,000 to assist in

the erection of church buildings and neces-

sary parsonages. Our total new receipts are

$203,322.51, a gain of $25,778.77 over last

year.

56 Church Buildings Completed

A large number of churches raised the

question this year, "Shall we build with the

present high prices of material and labor?"

Fifty-six congregations either began their

buildings and completed them, or completed

buildings that were begun last year. An ag-

gregate of $260,745.00 was thus expended.

Promised Loans on Buildings Not Yet

Completed
One hundred and thirteen churches have

been promised loans. These are to be paid at

the completion of the building and when all

debts have been paid in cash down to the

amount of the promised loan. It will require

$S07,750 to close these loans.

Those That Have Come Back
During last year 104 churches paid, their

loans in full. This number exceeded any
previous year. However, this year 111 have

paid all they owed your Board of Church Ex-

tension. These might be properly named,
"Those That Have Come Back." During 32

years, 1.625 churches aided by this Board
have paid their loans and the vast majority

have erected larger and more modern build-

ings which are serving their communities

in every way pleasing to our Lord.

Church Offerings

The church receipts from the regular bud-

pet are $49,354.41, a gain of $10,371.63. In-

cluding $1,225.75 received from churches

through the Disciples' World Movement, the

total from the churches aggregates $50,580.16

—a gain of $11,597.38.

Our Named and Memorial Funds
In the promotional work of the United

Christian Missionary Society, we must re-

member the 35 Named and Memorial Funds
in the Department of Church Erection. These

funds have helped to erect 950 church build-

ings, which stand today as memorials of these

donors. Five thousand dollars constitutes a

Named Fund, or Memorial Fund, payable at

once or at the rate of $500 annually.

The Ceneral F. M. Drake Fund has alone

built 92 churches since February 1, 1SS9.

The total amount returned on loans is $44,-

073.52, and the interest received amounts to

$8,811.24. The total amount of money oper-

ating in about 32 years is $57.8S4.76.

On January 2. 1920. Sol Van Meter of Lex-

ington, Kentucky, established a Fund, and

already $400 has gone to help build the

church at Meridian, Oklahoma. Nothing that

Mr. Van Meter has done will bring him
greater satisfaction than to watch his Fund
operate in building churches in the years to

come.

The Annuity Fund
There have been 589 gifts made to the An-

nuity Fund, which amounts to $604.54S.S6.

This year $46,200 have been given, which is
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i he largest amount in any year except when

Dr. Logan of Kansas City made a special gift

of $55,000. Three hundred and sixty churches

have been built by this Fund.

In going into the United Christian Mission-

ary Society, the Annuity Fund will always be

kept separate, and secured by the permanent

Church Extension Fund, which will always

be kept as a Permanent Fund by the United

Christian Missionary .Society, which will here-

after issue all Annuity Bonds for the various

Departments of Administration.

Men and Millions Movement

The Board has received $30,110.08 from the

Men and Millions Movement this year, which

makes $95,508.64 received to date. The Men
and Millions Movement has made a most

creditable record in collections, both for the

Regular and Emergency Funds.

Requests for Money to Build Parsonages

During this year, fifty communications

have come urgently requesting loans for the

erection of parsonages. These requests have

been coming for many years, but during the

past year, when churches have taken up their

work with a new and commendable zeal, they

have found one of their chief difficulties to be

a place to house the pastor. We believe the

United Christian Missionary Society should

give attention to this need which has grown
more insistent this year. A home for the

minister gathers around it much of the sacri-

fice and pathos of a minister's life.

Gift Department of Church Erection, Main-

tenance Budget, Special Gifts

It should be emphasized that this main-

tenance Budget of $85,000 described below is

for gifts already promised by direction .of the

National Convention at Cincinnati, and that

work on these buildings is started, about to

be started, or is now nearing completion.

These gifts must be paid through the year

iust now beginning or the work will be most

Sources of Receipts

Churches $49,354.41

Churches (Disciples World Movement)
individuals

Annuities

Bequests
Men and Millions Movement
Sunday Schools
Interest

1.225.75

] .037.50

lij.200.oo

2.251. Hi

30.110.08

832.94

72.310.64

Total
Returns on Loam

Grand total for the year.

Fund Statement to September 30, 1920

Amount in Church Extension Fund
Returns on loans since the beginning $2,409,47(5.16

Interest received since the beginning 776.366.60

Total received on returned loans and interest

Total amount in operation for thirty-two years.

Total number of churches built in thirty-two years

Churches that have paid their loans in full

Loans outstanding

Amounts in Different Funds
General Fund .

Annuity Fund
Name Funds _.

$203,322.51

292.476.05

$495,798.56

$1,758,739.36

3.185,842.76

$4,944,582.12

2.104

1.625

479

SS13.924.49

604.548.86

340.266.01

Total Permanent Fund $1,758,739.36

unfortunately retarded. The buildings in

New Orleans, Brooklyn and Chicago are for

our people to do a real community service in

the name of Christ.

New Orleans, Community Building $25,000

Brooklyn, Ridgewood Heights Commu-
nity Building 20,000

Chicago, Community House for Immi-

grants 25,000

Washington, D. Cv Colored Church

Building 5,000

Vancouver. British Columbia. New
Building 10.000

Church at North Little Rock, Arkansas, Aided by I
from Board of C

oan of $2,000 (Frankfort, Kentucky, Church Fund),
hurch Extension

Total $85,000

New Orleans

The St. Charles Avenue Church must erect

a Community Building at once to hold the

field. The work in their community demand-
it. Business and professional men whose fam-

ilies live in the neighborhood request it and

have pledged money to help build it. Other

religious bodies will do the work if the Di—
ciples do not. However, we now occupy the

field and it is our responsibility. The church

and the neighborhood will do their part but

a gift of $25,000 is necessary and the Cincin-

nati Convention endorsed it, and also a $25.-

000 loan.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

On the recommendation of the Cincinnati

Convention, a gift of $20,000 was promised

Ridgewood Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.. and also

a $25,000 loan for the purpose of erecting a

Community Building. Because of the in-

creasing price of material and labor the gift

was increased to $30,000 and the loan to $42,-

500. This includes the loan of $5,500 which

was used to purchase a lot and dwelling

house next door which will be needed for fu-

ture enlargement. This building will be the

most complete ami tip-to-date of any church

building in the East. Sherwood Eddy thinks

so much of this work that he has recommend-
ed an appropriation of $2,400 from the Y. 31.

C. A. for a worker of our own choice. The
Y. W. C. A. also furnishes a worker. These

are in addition to Kirbv Page, the Pastor,

provided by our Home Mission Department,

and the Director furnished by the local

church. All other religious bodies have

turned this industrial center over to the Dis-

ciples of Christ.
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Chicago

It is well known that our Russian Church

in Chicago is the largest Protestant Russian

church in the United States. The Halstead

District is the Ellis Island of Chicago. Here

our Church Erection Department is providing

a Community House at a cost of $25,000

where an adequate service will be rendered

to these men under the direction of Karl

Borders. Then, as the stream of Russian

immigration passes out of this receiving

community in the Ghetto, it flows into the

Crystal Street district where this Department

has already purchased a splendid church

building for worship and religious training.

Vancouver, B. C.

We have had two inadequate church build-

ings in Vancouver, British Columbia. The

World War took so much man power and sup-

port out of Vancouver and our mission con-

gregations that the Board of Church Exten-

sions and American Society proposed that if

the two congregations unite and agree upon a

central location $10,000 would be provided for

a building. The churches voted to unite and

one of the best local ions in the city has been

secured and approved by a careful survey

and this $10,000 luusl be donated according

to promise to back up the Minister provided

by the United Society.

Colored Church, Washington, D. C.

A gift of $5,000 should be made at once to

the colored church in the Capital of our Na-

tion where we have purchased a lot through

this Department and now a building must
be erected. Our colored brethren throughout

the Nation propose to help on this building

and this gift should be readily provided when
needed this year.

Present Obligations

It should be noted that the above arc gifts.

In addition to this, 113 churches have been

promised loans amounting to the sum of

$807,750 which arc to be paid as buildings are

completed. This will be done through the

permanent loan fund as far as it will reach

in its rounds of circulation.

What a tremendous and inspiring challenge

Ihese homeless congregations make to our old-

er and stronger churches to render a service

in laying sure and solid foundations for con-

structive Christian work.

Respectfully subbmitted,

Board

:

Fletcher Cowherd, President,

R. II. Miller, Vice-President,

M. II. Gray, Secy, and Treas.,

Langston BACON, Attorney,

F. N. Daniels,

John A. Sea,

Ceo. W. Muckley, Corres. Secy.,

John H. Booth, Associate Secy.

Christian Woman's Board of Missions
Forty-Sixth Annual Report

277

,138

8

Foreign Fields

Countries where work is carried on

Missionaries 126

Missionaries en route 11

Assistant workers 760

Church membership 10,890

Baptisms during year 1.950

Bible schools 297

Bible school enrollment 9,969

Schools: boarding, day, normal, the-

ological

Pupils in schools

Hospitals

Dispensaries and clinics 3

Medical treatments 101,238

Orphanages and training homes 6

Children cared for 476

liaised on fields (counting only one-

half income from joint fields) $43,195.97

Home Fields

States in which work is carried on 28

Workers sustained or assisted 181

Schools: College of Missions, Bible

chairs, mountain schools, negro

schools, night schools, classes 26

Pupils in these schools 4,856

Cities in which institutional work is

done a

Baptisms 885

Work is conducted in die United Slalcs,

Canada, Mexico. Porto Rico, Jamaica, Ar-

gentina, Paraguay, Africa, India and China.

The forms of work are Evangelistic, Edu-

cational, Social Service, Benevolent, Medical,

Industrial.

The above statistics, in some ways. are.

cold and formal, but make them real, make
them living things.

Below will be named the amount of money
that has come from our people all over this

country to make possible this work. It is

the largest amount our Board has ever had
to administer in any one year of its forty-six

years of existence. How thankful the givers

will be to note that the figures above show
the largest results we have ever reported from
our fields.

Who did the work? This question reminds

us of a leaflet we read years ago, with the

question title, "Whose Sheaves?" The mis-

sionaries did the work. Yes, but what about

the parents who reared these missionaries and

then let them take their lives in their hands

to speed away with the life-giving Word?
Ah. it was the parents who did this work.

But think a moment. There was the Sun-

day school teacher, and the leader of the

Mission Band or Junior Endeavor Society,

who, with loving patience, stimulated the im-

agination and informed the minds of these

missionaries when liny were children. Surely

the sheaves they garner belong to these.

W'bat about (be ministers in the pulpits,

who have not failed to proclaim tin' needs

of the world fields, withouf a knowledge of

Christ, and to insist thai there is no other

Name given thai can redeem the world? Out

in these liclds, today, their sheaves, too, art'

being garnered.

Then the college professors, and even the

public school teachers, may have sown seeds

that today bring harvest on these fields.

A visitor in a home one day put his hand
on a boy's head and asked him a big question.

That boy is answering the question in a hard

field today, and his inspiring friend has some
of the sheaves.

But the money it took to speed the ships,

to open the jungle, to erect the school, the

home and the church, to feed the workers and

support the orphanages? Surely those who
gave made possible these results. Some of

the sheaves arc theirs.

And so Hie imagination works on. in view

of these figures, and lie sheaves are widely

distributed. "The tears of the sowers and the

songs of the reapers are blended together."

lint the. imagination goes on to note from

these figures that forces are being gathered on

all the fields thai add to the power of the

movement toward Christ. The missionaries

no longer do all (be work, the evangelists,

Eighth Grade Graduating Class, Hazel Green, Kentucky
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teachers, Bible women, caretakers and every

humble man, woman or child, won to love

of Christ, becomes a power to win the world.

Report on Development of the Home Base
(As Pro (I to the Convention)

"If my people rise, if my people rise,

I will answer them from the swarming
Where myriad hosts of might
.Shall rise to splendor over night."

skies

And this is God's way of winning the world.

As the full reports are further read and
studied it will be noted that students were

sometimes turned away from our schools for

lack of room and supplies; our homes could

not always take in a needy one who might
have been won to Christ if the ministry could

have been given; the missionaries were not

allowed to open a new station because funds

were lacking and workers too few; and now
and again, we read that workers have broken

down in the attempt to do more than they

were able.

And the big, new fields, with all their op-

portunities, keep up the urge of things yet to

lie attempted. "The Pain of Paraguay" has

yet not been relieved. A whole Republic is

ours to take for Christ, the Great Physician.

Argentina's three provinces, beyond Buenos
Aires, which we said we would cultivate, yet

have none of our forces at work in them,

"white to harvest," they tell us. The more
than a million people in Central Mexico can

be taught of the living Christ if we do our

duty.

We bring to the United Christian Mission-

ary Society a volume of work, at home and

abroad, which, with its inherent and insistent

tendency to grow, might seem appalling were

it not that we bring also, in our accumulated

material resources, in our trained leadership,

in state, district and local organizations, in

the loyalty of a devoted constituency, assets

which will, we believe, be commensurate with

the burden.

Read the full report of the year which
closed September 30, 1920. This is to be

in print for the Convention, and will be

available thereafter.

Children's Health Center, San Antonio, Te.\a>

THERE is much significance in the annual

report of an international missionary or-

ganization. With quickened imagination,

statistical tabulations are translated into life

and progress and transforming power.

There is equal significance in presenting to

those who have made the work possible, the

summaries of their united efforts. Each di-

vision of the army, every detachment and in-

dividual soldier receives new enduements of

courage and enthusiasm when informed of

the greatness and victories of the army as a

whole.

To you, delegates and representatives of the

missionary womanhood of churches of Christ

in America, the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions today presents the report on its ac-

complishments throughout the world, and on

the development of the Home Base which

alone makes possible our conquests in every

Colegio Morelos (Institutional Bui

field. The Avomen. young women and children

in more than three thousand churches have

been constant in prayer and service through

the months that the fruitage of the year

might be adequate. Back of this great audi-

ence we greet today that mighty host and for

them and you render this report on the Home
Base.

The report summarizes the work of officers

and executive committees for forty state

boards, for provincial boards of seven Cana-

dian provinces, and for Xegro Woman's
Boards in ten states—a total of fifty-seven

state and provincial boards.

To carry forward this systematic mission-

ary, educational and promotional work, a

force of forty-five field and secretarial work-

ers is employed for full time, with an equal

number of additional workers employed for

part time. Many members of state and pro-

vincial boards, associate state secretaries and

district and county officers are rendering most

effective service without financial compensa-

tion. To such, as to all local officers who in

glad service of the Christ carry the responsi-

bilities of the local work, the appreciations

of the Board and of the whole church are due.

The power of their work in educating, inspir-

ing and enlisting for service under the Great

Commission the childhood and womanhood
of the church can never be summarized or

tabulated.

This has been the crowning year of the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions, as evi-

denced by the number of missionaries on the

fields, the growth of the work at home and

abroad and the greatly increased receipts lor

support of the work. Because of conditions

peculiar to the year, the full tabulated re-

port for states and provinces will not appear

in printed form at this time but will be sen!

out at a later date. At this time only totals

are being presented. Attention is called to

the fact that, according to vote of the Inter-

national Board, this, the Forty-Sixth Animal

Report upon "Development, covers only a nine-

month period closing with the June quarter

of 10-20. The financial report cover- the

whole year. October 1. 1919, to September 30.

1020.
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Bo.ys of Buenos Aires, Argentina, Our

Iii organizations the records show:

3126 Woman's Missionary Societies.

475' Young Woman's Missionary Circles.

230 Triangle Clubs.

938 Boys' and Girls 5 Organizations.

A total of 5,039 local Missionary Societies.

The methods of re-

porting, on the part

of various states,

were so different this

year that some revi-

sion of the above fig-

ures will probably be

made when fuller and

more accurate state

reports are received.

The constituent

membership of these

organizations cannot

be accurately report-

ed at this time but is

estimated as follows:

In Woman's Mis-

sionary Societies.

10S,400; Young
Woman's Missionary

Circles, 10,500; Tri-

angle Clubs, 4,200

;

Boys' and Girls' Or-

ganizations, 24,500;

ship of about 147,600.

If reports from local societies have enabled

state secretaries to make full reports, the

state leading in the total number of societies

is Indiana with 550 organizations. Indiana

also shows the greatest net gain of 69 socie-

ties. The greatest membership is probably

found in Missouri. Indiana leads the way in

S.4I9 subscriptions to World Call, while

Ohio presents the largest offerings, totaling

the sum of $77,000.

Organizations and individuals supporting

Living Link missionaries number 106. Seven-

ty-two additional churches maintain Living

Links in support of certain stations or insti-

tutions, while sixty-one additional Living

Links supported under two boards make a

grand total of 239 individuals and churches

supporting Living Link work.

The analysis of receipts for the year shows

a total from missionary societies of $394,369;

from churches, $78,161; from individual gifts

and bequests, $140,438; from Men and Mil-

lions Movement, $114,424; from mission fields

and institutions, $109,538; from subscriptions

and sale of literature, $31,031 ; from interests,

rents, etc., $26,S69; other sources, $21,524,

making a grand total of $916,354 in actual

receipts for the year. These figures proclaim

in trumpet tones the confidence and loyalty

of those who are supporting our organized

missionary work in every field!

Throughout the world today destructive

a •'; Aa.1 enlisted member-

Opportunity and Responsibility in South America

forces are unleashed imperiling the welfare

of human society. Nations swept from their

moorings are chaotic, wars continue. States-

manship surrenders to partisan policies.

Governments are unsteady. Greed and injus-

tice are driving blind masses to desperation,

while industrial conflicts are striking at the

very foundations of the social order. Material

prosperity, business efficiency, education, leg-

islation, all the phases and forces of modern
civilization are inadequate to meet the issues

confronting human society. Above the tur-

moil and chaos of the nations is rising in ever

clearer and more authoritative voice, the di-

vine dictum, '"Other foundation can no man
lay than that which is laid, even Jesus the

Christ." The Church is called to the king-

dom for such a, time as this. The whole issue

of the future rests upon the question of saeri-

fieial faith and service by the people of God.

Are we prepared for the acid test?

As the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions in this crowning year brings its far

reaching work to the United Christian Mi>-

sionary Society, it also brings in its organized

constituency a chosen and prepared people

bidding within their hands the possibility of

bringing vision and conviction to thousands

of inert churches, and of winning multiplied

thousands of Christian women for devotion

to the supreme cause of making Christianity

effective throughout the earth.

The aims of the Five-Year Campaign are

not visionary but imperative. Doubtless by

divine impulsion in

these days of confu-

sion and appalling

need we find our-

selves steadfastly set

for the attainment of

these necessary goals.

The Master is saying

to its, with utmost

dependence upon our

devotion and loyalty,

"Behold, I have set

before you an open

door, and no man can

shut it." We must
kindle the missionary

fires in every church,

we must enlist for

this blessed work of

Kingdom extension

every woman and

young woman whose
heart can respond to

the call of Christ. And. as our first and most

sacred responsibility, we must bring to the

children of the Church such instruction and
training as will make possible a victorious

Church in the perilous future just ahead.

Provision is made in the constitution of

All Three Groups Pupils in Colegio Amerieano
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A Sunday School Class of Boys with a Native Teacher, Mungeli, India

the United Christian Missionary Society for

the continuation of all missionary organiza-

tions formerly auxiliary to the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions. The objects and

activities of our missionary societies remain

unchanged except that since October 1, 1920,

we arc auxiliary to the United Christian

Missionary Society, and will give ourselves

to the study and work of the entire mission-

ary and benevolent enterprises of the church

under the United Board. As we stand upon

the threshold of this great new work we are

thrilled with its challenge and its sacred re-

sponsibilities. We now inherit the hundreds

of homeless children in the orphanages of the

church; we will minister to the sick in our

hospitals, and the aged in our Christian

homes; our veteran ministers and retired mis-

sionaries will share in our loving care; in

prayer and financial support we now stand

behind the whole missionary work of the

church at home and abroad, while every mis-

sionary has become "our missionary" and we
help in winning every victory on the field.

In the light of this new call the aims of the

Five Year Campaign come to us with sacred

compulsion. The church sorely needs

6,000 missionary societies;

200,000 missionary workers;

100.000 World Call subscriptions, and $1,-

000,000 from former resources of the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions in this year

of appalling need throughout the world.

If full victory shall come in attainment of

these aims it will be through INFORMATION of

the waiting world and the plan of God;

through inspiration of the Divine Spirit;

through realization of Christian faith and

service.

"Not by might, nor by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."

Josephine M. Stearns.

Secretary.

CHILDKEN ON THE STREET NEAK RUSSIAN CHURCH Ol" CHKIST, CHICAGO

Most of them have Russian parents, but sill, as they would tell you proudly, are themselves

Americans. They have abundant leisure which we can improve with Christian traininsr. if we Will.

There is no park or playground for them. Not only will their lives and happiness, for time and

eternity, be affected by what we do, but our eourse will determine also whether tliey are to be assets

or liabilities to both the Church and the State.
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Lee Tons' and H' s Bible Class, Chinese Christian Institute, San Francisco

Summary of Treasurer's Report

Balance October 1. 1919 $25,421.80

Actual Receipts 916,354.49

Returned Funds 73,526.20

Borrowed Money 38,500.00

Total including balance $1,053,802.49

Total Disbursements 1,038,008.71

Cash on hand $15,193.78

Disbursements

For Foreign Missions $371,322.77

For Work in the United States- 284,466.81

Administration 21,675.70

Promotional 101,470.71

Financial 224,851.81

Miscellaneous 34,S20.91

$1,038,608.71

Invested Funds $499,996.00

Overdraft in General Fund 42,030.62

Bills Payable 37,000.00

Fund Balances 20,224.40

Assets
Balance $15,193.78

Real Estate (Estimated) 1,000,000.00

First Mortgages on Farms 371,525.00

Government Bonds !____ 58,600.00

Stocks and Bonds '__ 10,000.00

Negotiable Paper 52,851.75

$1,508,170.53

Japanese Children Starting: from Kinde
With Food for Poor

The past year has been enjoyable in many
ways. The forenoons I spent studying in

the language school and, in the afternoon. 1

tried to do what I could to help with the

work at South Gate. It was always such a

delightful feeling when there was something

I could do to help Miss Kelly. I always felt,

too, that everything I could do, however
small and unimportant it might seem, was
a help in getting hold of my work. And so

I have had a great deal of pleasure in finding

little things here and there that I could do
in the schools and Sunday schools. Next
year I shall spend much less time studying

and more time with the people, and so I hope;

that I shall be able to do very much more
work.

Miss Kelly is such a wonderful person to

live with. She knows just how to help the

new missionaries get started in their work.

I am so grateful for this opportunity to live

and work with her. It is such an inspiration

to see how devotedly she lives and works wilb

and for these people here. She has not been

so well for the past few months on account

of rheumatism, but she would not give up
because of illness. She went right on hearing

her classes and examinations until the work
was all finished. Her health is gradually im-

proving now and she believes that, before

long, she will gain back her normal strength.

What a fine group of people you sent out

last year from the College of Missions. They
have all done so well in the language and
seem to be making their adjustments so eas-

ily and happily. And we hear that another

splendid group is coming this year. This

certainly is encouraging. They will all re-

ceive a hearty welcome from all of us here.

I am so glad I am here in China and, al-

though sometimes when I am tired and see so

much of the suffering and the burdens and
fears and darkness of these people, I am al-

most overcome by the hurt in my own heart

and mind, still I am so glad I am here where,

perhaps, I can do something to help.

There are so many encouraging things all

the time. Every day we see some fruits of

Christian ideals and Christian living and we
are constantly reminded of how vastly worth
while it is to try in every way possible to

bring Christ to these people.

Th e Mountain School at Morehead, Ken-

liicl.il. sends in an unusually splendid report

for the opening of its fall term: Last year

we held our faculty meeting on the eighth

of September and the enrollment was 151.

Today. September 14, it is 216. Last year,

on September 8, we had 22 boys in Withers

flail and 22 girls in Hodson Hall; today we
have 25 boys and 30 girls, with new students

coining in on almost every train. All this

means that Ave will be more sorely tried in

January this year than last year when we
had to turn away about 100 students. There

are 72 enrolled in the high school.

Delia Legg twites from Kuling, in the

mountains where our workers in China go
during the hot weather: English-Speaking Chinese Children in Sunday School, Portland, Oregon
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Foreign Christian Missionary Society
Forty-Fifth Annual Report

THE missionaries and their associates car-

ried on their work under the leadership

and loving favor of Jesus Christ our

Lord. No one of the number was called away
by death. Several have come home on fur-

lough; and several who were at home have

gone back to the field and to the work to

which they have consecrated their lives. Be-

cause of health conditions two or three have

found it necessary to prolong their furlough

beyond the usual time. Twelve new mission-

aries were sent out.

The receipts of the year amount to $822,-

183.62. This is a gain of $64,067.48 over the

previous year, and is the largest gain in any

year in the history of the Society save one.

the Centennial year. The churches as churches

gave $240,710.59, a gain of $41,144.53. The
gain in receipts, all things considered, is little

less than a miracle.

The missionaries and their associates

preached the gospel in the chapels, in the

schools, in the hospitals, in their own homes
and in the homes of the people, in the zenanas,

and wherever they could find a soul willing to

listen to the message. They conducted Sun-

day schools and taught Bible classes and dis-

tributed literature and did whatever they

could to win the people with whom they had
to do to accept Jesus Christ as Savior and
Lord. As a result many of those who heard

believed and were baptized. Special efforts

were put forth in teaching the believers to

observe all that Christ has commanded.

In all the fields the Christians are provid-

ing for their own support. Nothing has

cheered the hearts of the missionaries more
than this. One man said, "If God can pro-

vide funds through our foreign brethren, why
not through us?" The churches are assuming

a larger share of the pastor's salary and a

larger share of all the current expenses. In

Akita, Japan, the members propose to raise

$2,500 for a new church building. When that

is done the "Jesus Bell" will be heard for

miles around as it calls the Christians to

worship and to rest. In other places the

members are buying land and putting up
buildings. One Chinese church is planning to

build a "Most Holy Place," that the present

building may be used for community pur-

poses. The Christians are given a share in

the work and management of the churches,

and they are showing themselves capable and
willing and efficient. In the absence of the

missionaries they conduct the services on the

Lord's day and throughout the week; they

teach the children in the Sunday schools;

they labor to increase their number and to

increase the attendance at all the services.

The number of unpaid workers is increasing

from j ear to year.

The workers have met with opposition at

times and in some places. In Africa the

witch-doctor taught the people that the in-

fluenza was caused by the presence of the

white men. There was an uprising of the

heathen against the approach of civilization.

;iik1 all who wore clothes were threatened.

In one place a Buddhist priest tried to prevail

upon the people to refuse to rent a room for

a Sunday school. At the same time there are

more doors open than the missionaries can

enter. In China petitions have come from

places where we have no work to establish

churches and schools and promising support.

A member of the Provincial Assembly offered

a large private property rent free if the Mis-

sion would establish a chapel in it, because

he feels keenly the low standard of morals

and education in his home city. Similar peti-

tions have been received from other places.

The mayor of Osaka called in sixteen Chris-

tian leaders to discuss with them how to bet-

ter the moral conditions of the people. This

was a public recognition of Christianity as a

power for good where not many decades ago

Christians were done to death. Prince Konoi
and Marquis Okuma have each given $250 to

the East Tokyo Institute. The Emperor has

given $2,500 toward the expenses of the

World's Sunday School Convention. These

gifts are an indication of friendly feeling,

and will not be without influence on the pub-

lic. In Japan five times as many Bibles,

hymnals, and other Christian books were sold

as in previous years. The missionaries carry

books to every service, and seldom fail to

place one where it will do its work. If all

the Bibles sold in Japan last year were placed

one upon another they would tower above

Fujiyama.

Three years ago D. O. Cunningham estab-

lished a work in a thieving and gambling
village in India. He baptized a few families.

At present this village is the most hopeful

place in the whole Bilaspur area. Three of

the boys have been attending school in Damoh.
When they returned home at vacation they

were so improved in appearance and charac-

ter that other fathers wish to send their sons

to the same place. The Hindus are leaving

off gambling and are showing a friendly at-

titude.

Schools of all kinds were maintained. The
kindergarten is a popular institution every-

where. Parents are pleased with what is

done for their children. The kindergarten

opens hearts and homes to the messengers of

Christ. The graduates and others enter the

day schools where they are taught the com-
mon branches and the Bible and Christian

hymns. Those who were pupils a few years

ago are teachers now. In many schools the

ecpripment is inadequate, but good work is

being done. In most places more boys and
girls apply for admission than can be received.

In the Girls' School in Nanking 75 per cent

of the expenses were paid by the fees. The
music department was self-supporting and
paid for a piano and for all the tuning done.

All the pupils are taught to sing. The pupils

go out and teach schools for poor children

and teach Sunday schools.

The University of Nanking enrolled S04;

the college department, 300; the high school.

200; the model school, 250. Ten years ago

the property was worth $90,000: now, $900.-

000. Ten years ago there were seven mis-

sionary teachers and thirteen Chinese; now
the teaching staff numbers 95. Ten years ago

the budget was $25,000; now it is $230,000.

The College of Agriculture and Forestry has

a faculty of six foreigners, four foreign-

trained Chinese and nine assistants. Seeds

were supplied at cost to all the Provinces but

two. Improved seed corn was sent out to

missionaries for distribution; this seed yield-

ed a havest twice as great as the seed the

farmers had been using.

The Forestry Fund of Shanghai has three

scholarships in Forestry and has established

a Loan Fund of $5,000 to assist needy stu-

dents. The International Commitee for the

Improvement of Sericulture has promised $4,-

330 and another sum of $2,000. The Governor

of Shansi sent thirteen students and paid all

their expenses, besides giving $2,500 toward

the running expenses of the University. Five

Provinces have established scholarships in the

department of Agriculture and Forestry.

The Nanking School of Theology has stu-

dents from fourteen missions and from as

many Provinces. The Union Bible Institute

has a branch at South Gate which is under

the direction of Miss Kellv. Eiszht of the non-

An Ancient Vehicle (Buffalo Cart) Modern Highway of the Philippine islands
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Christian women who entered the Institute

have been baptized. Students from ten

Provinces and fourteen missions attended the

Bible Teachers' Training School. In this

school the students are given Christian work

to do. Each one takes two weekly appoint-

ments, such as teaching Bible classes, evan-

gelistic classes and reading classes, personal

work with patients in the hospital, visiting-

women in their, homes, conducting Sunday
schools, holding missionary and temperance

meetings 'and teaching classes in phonetics.

The Senior Class is taken to some outstation

for a few days' work.

Ginling College is full and running over.

Miss Vautrin is the acting President. The

graduates have undertaken to raise .$350,000

for property and endowment. The YVuhu

Academy is crowded and students are turned

away. The religious life in the school is very

manifest. A number have decided for Christ.

Nine are members of the Volunteer Band. On
Sundays the boys go out to the churches of

the city and teach Bible classes. A class of

Inquirers has been organized.

In Japan there is marked deficiency in

facilities for higher education. Forty-seven

thousand applied for entrance into the gov-

ernment higher schools and only three thou-

sand could be admitted. A single commercial

school had three thousand applicants, and

room for only two hundred. On this account

the former discrimination against private

schools is gone. The opportunity for Chris-

tian schools of a high grade is practically

unlimited. The Girls' School in Tokyo has

outgrown the chapel, the gymnasium and the

dormitory accommodations. Something must

be done to relieve the situation. Christy In-

stitute has had its best year. Besides the

Bible and English, typewriting and shorthand

have been taught. The business department

has paid all expenses and has put $900 into

equipment.

.The workers in Akita hold meetings for the

mothers of the children in the kindergarten.

Friends have given the kindergarten a Vic-

trola and a Baloptican. Offerings Mere made
for Armenia, for Siberia, and for the poor in

Osaka. The teachers work early and late that

the kindergarten may be the means of leading

many to Christ. Out oi 187 applicants for

entrance into the Tokyo Woman's Christian

College sixty-two passed the entrance ex-

aminations and entered the preparatory de-

partment.

Drake College has had a good year in the

main. The young men of Japan are eager

for wealth. Schools that give training likely

to be effective in winning wealth are crowded.

Xot so many are entering the military or

naval or normal schools, and fewer still are

preparing for the ministry. This is cause for

alarm and is a challenge to the churches.

In Africa there is a school for the workmen
at six in the morning, and another for women
at the same hour. There is a school for the

children at nine and a general school for all

in the afternoon. There is at Bolenge a class

for medical helpers. Many schools are main-

tained at the outstations. The school for

training evangelists had an attendance of

from thirty to thirty-five. The refugee women
were given Bible lessons and were taught to

read and write.

In India the Bible College at Jubbulpore

was well attended. Schools were taught in

all the stations. In the Harda School a thou-

sand boys were enrolled. In Damoh, Ray F.

Photograph by H. Suito, Tokyo
Combining a Fascinating; Game (Flayed with Beans) and Useful Employment in Japan

Rice had charge of the Boy Scouts. The blind

were taught to read. In connection with the

Damoh Orphanage, the boys were taught

trades and scientific farming.

The Albert Allen Dormitory has accommo-
dations for eighty-three and enrolled 253.

Students slept on the floor, on benches, on

tables, waiting for a bed. Scarcely a day
passed without applications. No bed was
vacant for more than a few hours. The Laoag
Dormitory was filled beyond its capacity,

and then girls were turned away. The people

of the Northern Province hold the dormitory

in high esteem and give their daughters to it

trusting that all will be well. While the

girls are in the dormitory vital changes come
into their lives, better methods of living are

learned, ideals are raised, and all are better

because of the time spent there. Not only so,

but girls confess their faith in Christ and

are baptized. The dormitories are doing a

work of priceless value.

In the hospitals and dispensaries a very

large work has been done. There is no greater

field of service than in medical missions. The
practical nature of the work done makes an
appeal and finds an entrance, where all other

means might fail or take many years of time.

The healing of the sick is a clear illustration

of Christianity which even the most ignorant

can understand. People say, "I have no use

for the ordinary missionaries, but the medical

missionaries are doing a great work."

The medical missionary keeps the mission-

aries fit for their work; often he saves their

lives. He cares for the victims of cholera,

syphilis, yaws, tropical ulcers, infantile pa-

ralysis, and other diseases. In some places

influenza was followed by epidemics of chick-

en-pox and sore eyes. The most appealing

cases were those of famine children. The gov-

ernment in the Philippines turned over such

children to the hospitals. In Africa state

officers and traders go in increasing numbers
to the mission hospital' for treatment. In

addition to caring for the sick the medical

missionary is preparing native physicians and
nurses.

The press multiplies the missionary's in-

fluence. The printed page can go where no
missionary can go. It can supplement his

oral statements. In the Philippines two
weekly papers, two Sunday school monthlies

and tracts without number are published. In

India a weekly paper, Sunday school leaflets

and several books have been published in the

year. In Africa four persons are at work all

the time. A paper in the language of the

peoph is published quarterly. The evangel-

ists and teachers at the outposts welcome its

coming. It is their only newspaper. The
largest single job of the Congo Press was the

printing of 1,000 copies of the Lunkundo
Hymnal.

Buildings have been erected at several

places. The high cost of material and of

labor has prevented the erection of necessary

buildings in all the fields. A chapel and home
for the minister, both under one roof, have

been built in the Philippines. A second

church building has been erected in Manila.

A third chapel is ready for the roof. The
women of the. church offered to carry the

roof twenty-six miles. The same women car-

ried the flagstones for the floor from the

mountains. In Africa a brick plant of three

large drying sheds, a work shed and a kiln

have been built. Several kilns of brick were

molded and burned. Much lumber was sawed
in the forest and brought into the stations.

The missionaries do what they can to make
the people economically independent. In India

ninety per cent of the people belong to the

rural community and are desperately poor.

To borrow money they must pay from fifty to

one hundred per cent as interest. Failing to

pay interest and principal the borrowers be-

come virtual slaves. The missionaries are

organizing Cooperative Credit Societies which

loan money at six or seven per cent. By bor-

rowing from these societies, the people are

able to buy seed and oxen and other needed
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Copyright Underwood & Underwood, New York.

And the Hills Are Girded With Joy

Thou Crownest the Year With Thy Goodness
Praise waiteth for Thee, God, in Zion:

And tinto Thee shall the vow be performed.

Thou that hearest prayer,

Unto Thee shall all flesh come.

Iniquities prevail against me:
As for our transgressions, Thou shall purge them away.

Blessed is the man whom Thou choosest, and causest to ap-

proach unto Thee,

That lie may dwell in Thy courts:

We shall he satisfied with the goodness of Thy house,

The holy place of Thy temple.

By terrible things Thou wilt answer us in righteousness,

God of our salvation:

Thou that art the confidence of all the ends of the earth,

And of them that are afar off upon the sea:

Which by His strength setteth fast the mountains;

Being girded about with might:

Which stilleth the roaring of the seas, the roaring of their waves.

Copyright Underwood & Underwood. New Verk

The Valleys Also Are Covered Over With Corn
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The Pastures Are Clothed With Flocks

And the tumult of the peoples.

They also that thvell in the uttermost parts are afraid at Thy

tokens

:

Thou makes! the outgoings of the morning and evening to

rejoice.

Thou visitest the earth, and waterest it,

Thou greatly enrichest it

;

The river of God is full of Mater:

Thou provides! them corn, when Thou hast so prepared the earth.

Thou waterest her furrows abundantly;

Then settlest the ridges thereof

:

Thou makest it soft with showers;

Thou blessest the springing thereof.

Thou crownest the year with Thy goodness;

And Thy paths drop fatness.

They drop upon the pastures of the wilderness:

And the hills are girded with joy.

The pastures are clothed with Hocks;

The valleys also are covered over with corn;

They shout for joy, they also sing.

Morning Flag Salute, Daily Vacation Bible School, Broadway Christian Church, Cleveland,
77 per cent of Foreign Born Parentage
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equipment. In addition, they teach them

many tilings about soil and seed. The Or-

phanage farm received a silver medal for an

exhibit of wheat and another medal for an

exhibit of rice. The farmers were amazed and

came to the Mission to learn the secret.

In Tibet gardening, farming, shoemaking

and soapmaking are taught in the schools.

Pupils pay their way by working on the farm

or in the shop. While studying these and

other subjects, the boys are taught the Bible

daily. The Mission is making preachers, doc-

tors, teachers, farmers, shoemakers, tailors,

etc.

The work has been hindered by the political

and industrial unrest caused bv the high cost

Hi living and tin- marked inequality between

rich and poor. Wages have been increased,

but that has brought only temporary relief.

The high prices have caused riots and strikes

and widespread discontent. Boys leave school

after two or three months and work for com-

mercial concerns because of the wages offered.

The world has gone mad after money and for

the pleasure money brings.

But the work goes forward, not as rapidly

as we could wish, but it has not been arrested

and will not be because the Spirit of God is

in it and behind it, giving it direction and

momentum. ''Blessed be His glorious name
forever, and let the whole earth lie filled with

1 lis glory."

Church Membership in China
|.L statement -presented to the Board of Man-

agers of the Foreign Society, adopted by it

at St. Louis, October 18, 1920, approved by

the Committee on Recommendations and
adopted by the International Convention,

after thorough discussion, October 20, 1920]

FROM the fact that the Foreign Society

as an administrative organization is now
turning its responsibilities over to the

United Christian Missionary Society, and

from the further fact that some df its policies

have been called in question by two of our

religious newspapers, it seems wise to the

officers to make a frank statement to the

Board of Managers with regard to the ques-

tions under discussion and to call upon you

to take whatever action you may desire with

regard to these matters.

Both the Executive Committee of the So-

ciety and the missionaries on the fields have

always stood for every advance step in co-

operation and every approach toward Chris-

tian unity which it was possible to take with-

out jeopardy to conviction and freedom. We
have felt that it was not only our duty as a

brotherhood standing for the union of all of

God's people to do this, but both the Executive

Committee and the missionaries have been

ardent advocates of Christian cooperation

and Christian unity and have rejoiced at

every indication of advance in this direction

on the fields. Again and again our mission-

aries have taken the lead in matters of co-

operation in education, in medical work and

in the problem of such a division of the vast

populations to be evangelized so that the

fields could be most quickly covered with the

teachings of Christ, always endeavoring to

eliminate all possible friction and trying to

assume worthy responsibilities in the great

fields.

Especially has it been true that our mis-

sionaries in China have led in plans for co-

peration. Nanking University, one of the

finest Christian schools in all the mission

fields, was largely brought into reality

through the efforts and prayers of the sainted

F. E. Meigs and those who toiled with him.

Our missionaries have had a worthy share in

the organization and growth of the Nanking
Union Hospital. Ginling Union College for

Chinese Women, the Wuhu Union Academy,

the Shanghai Union School for missionaries'

children, the Union Bible Teachers' Training

School, the Nanking Union Language School

for new missionaries and other useful enter-

prises on the field, in no case jeopardizing

our liberty or convictions. Through these

union institutions the spirit of cooperation

has grown rapidly and because of the place

our missionaries have in this work there has

come to our people in China and to our plea

for Christian union a recognition which would

not otherwise have been accorded.

Delivering Coal in China, Where Neither Horse nor Motor Has Lifted the Burden of the Ages from
Human Shoulders

In recent years there have been many en-

couraging steps taken looking toward even-

tual Christian union in China. Large num-
bers of the churches have dropped any de-

nominational title and are simply being called

Churches of Christ; a union hymn book has

been printed and circulated and there have

been many other evidences of progress. Re-

cently there has been much discussion of the

further possible step of organic union between

various Protestant bodies which work in Cen-

tral China.

Following the China Convention of 1910.

a letter was received from China which stated

that a union of churches was being proposed

by the missionaries and Christians of several

communions, and asking what the attitude of

the Society with regard to entering such a

union would be if the union should be eventu-

ally formed. The two main points in the

plan of the union upon which an opinion was
desired were these: (1) the control of the

local churches by a district association, and

(2) the question of the recognition of church

membership as between the different bodies or

what is commonly called ""open membership."

As the question was not imminent and press-

ing and full information had not been sent,

some time was taken to correspond with the

field and obtain further facts. After delibera-

tion the Executive Committee adopted the

following resolutions and sent them to the

China Mission:

1. That we express our gratification at

the growing interest in the subject of Chris-

tian unity among the workers in China and

in other mission lands, as well as here at

home. We cannot but feel that the Spirit of

God is working to the end that His people

may be one.

2. That we express our sympathy with our

missionaries in China, who, passionately de-

siring, as does every true disciple of Christ,

the consummation of such a unity, naturally

seek cooperation in this movement so far as

is consistent with individual loyalty to Christ

and with the interests of the kingdom as they

see them.

3. It appears that no constitution has been

adopted by the missions in China. This being

the case, action on the part of the Executive

Committee would not be either proper or ad-

visable. If any constitution should give to

the district organization authority over local

ehurches, that would be contrary to the teach-

ing and practice of the Disciples of Christ.

4. The Executive Committee is committed

to the program of the organization and main-

tenance of work on the mission field in con-

sonance with the teaching and practice of

the Disciples of Christ in the United States.

Such teaching and practice is clearly that

of receiving into membership those only who
have been baptized by immersion. Recogniz-

ing though we do the fact that the mission-

aries may see many facts in the situation

which we do not see and eager as we arc t<>

use this apparent opportunity to speed any
movement toward unity that will save China

from a divided church, we feel none the less

that to approve anything else than the es-

tablished teaching and practice of the church-

es we represent would be to exceed our au-

thority as an executive committee.

These resolutions can have but one meaning
and that is. that the Executive Committee
does not approve of any control of the local

churches by a district association, or of the

advocacy or practice of open membership
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Dr. Osgood, Chuchow, China, Preparing: to Re-
move a Tumor of 13 Years' Growth

among the missionaries or mission stations

supported by the Foreign Society.

Various statements have been made to the

public with regard to the practice of our

missionaries in China. We wish to state as

we have before that the China Mission is not

practicing or advocating open membership
and never has done so. Persons are admitted

to membership in these churches on exactly

the same terms as among our churches in

America.

E. A. Doan, one of our secretaries, attended

the Annual Convention in China in May last.

He reports that the question of open mem-
bership was not discussed in the Convention

though it was referred to by the President,

Mr. Baird, in his opening address. He ex-

pressed the opinion that the China Mission

was practicing open membership. No doubt

this statement was made by him because he

has always believed that the recognition of

members of other churches as Christians and
the use of them in the work of the local con-

gregation is a recognition of their church

membership. Mr. Doan was in the resolutions

committee of the Convention when the ques-

tion was discussed. He reports that the Com-
mittee agreed that open membership was not

being practiced and that they had no thought

of practicing it. This testimony is corrobo-

rated by eight missionaries now home from
China and in attendance at this Convention,

two of whom served on the resolutions com-
mittee. These missionaries have served in

every station we have in China save one. Mr.
Doan reports that when the discussion was
up in the resolutions committee there was
prompt denial of Mr. Baird's statement, no
one expressing agreement with his conclu-

sions.

Because of discussions which have been go-

ing on in certain of our papers, we would like

to make a further statement with regard to

conditions on the mission fields and some
of the problems which face our workers there.

The background in non-Christian lands is

not the same as we find it here in America
and conditions with regard to the work are

necessarily very different. In a field like

China where the churches are small, Hie

Dr. Song', Graduate of Nanking- University, with
Patient 10 Days after Operation

Christian leaders few and the little bands of

Christians surrounded by millions of heathen

people who have absolutely no conception of

the one true God, it is necessary to make the

very few native Christians coming into the

community, feel absolutely at home in the

congregation of natives, whether they are

members of one of our churches or not. Other-

wise, having no place else to go where the

name of Christ is known, they are very apt to

revert to heathenism. Because of this and
the unique fellowship of the few Christians in

the midst of people utterly ignorant of God,

these Christians are recognized in the activi-

ties of the churches even more than here in

America. If they are people of leadership

they are pressed into service and sometimes

because of the desperate need of workers and

also because of the recognized need of keeping

these people in active Christian service, they

have been used as Christian helpers and even

Bible workers and evangelists. The attitude

of the missionaries and the native Christians

toward them is the same as here. They are

taught the New Testament way as we under-

stand it and, if they desire immersion, are

received formally into the churches. Some-

times, however, such a person prefers to keep

his membership in the home church where

he was converted from the non-Christian

faiths and does not wish to be immersed. His

fellowship in one of our churches may go

on for years and, being prominent in the

work, the distinction as to whether he is on

the membership roll or not might be over-

looked. This may have led in some cases to

such a, person being counted with the regular

membership of the church in the statistics or

even locally. There have been times when
leadership in little native churches made up
of ignorant people, has been very rare, and it

seemed advisable to use some strong, spir-

itually-minded Christian who had not been

immersed to pass the emblems or aid in

guiding the Christian group in something of

an official capacity. The missionaries have

not hesitated to use such people. When such

a Christian, having long had* fellowship in

a certain place has moved where another one

of our churches has been located, a letter com-

mending his Christian character has some-

times been sent with him, so that his wel-

come in the new church might be the warmer
and undelayed. However, such people have

not been admitted to membership in the

churches.

Because of conditions we have set forth, it

will be readily understood that on the mission

fields less attention is paid to a precise or
printed church membership roll than here in

America. The groups of Christians are small

and sharply distinguished from the surround-

ing non-Christians. The chief anxiety on the

part of both missionary and native leaders

is to keep the group of people gathering to-

gether for worship holy in character and good

examples of the Christ life.

The officers of the Foreign Society have con-

sidered themselves, as well as the missionaries,

representatives of the people who support the

work. They have exercised great care in the

selection of missionary candidates. The So-

ciety has never sent a missionary forth con-

cerning whose belief in the position our people

hold there has been any doubt whatever on
the part of the Executive Committee. This

point has always been made particularly clear.

The missionaries have not disappointed us.

No group in the world feels quite so strongly

the tie binding them to their constituency

as do these missionaries who are doing the

work at the front and depending upon us for

the support of prayer and gifts. They may
have personal opinions with which we will not

all agree but they have never departed from
any fundamentals, and they can be trusted

to carry on their work as the great body of

belief among us dictates. In fact we feel

that it would be most fortunate if our

churches at home were conducted with the

careful regard for New Testament simplicity,

doctrine and life which is observed in our

foreign fields. Because of the very fact of

the dependence of the missionaries upon the

home base and their desire to be loyal to

the home constituency, we feel profoundly

that they should be accorded liberty to carry

on their difficult work with the confidence

that they will be true in the future as in the

past, to the trust reposed in them.

A Fine Continued Story Starts

in December World Call

It is at sunset time. Vishnuswami,
a Hindu, and Chunder Singh, his

friend, sit in the open, deserted mar-
ket place in an Indian village. Vish-

nuswami is telling a wonderful story

to his incredulous friend—the story

of a great missionary, Carey Sahib.

As the evening lengthens out into

twilight, starlight, moonrise, and in-

to the lonely hours of dawn, the two
turbaned heads hold quiet conversa-

tion in the silent market place. Final-

ly, with the break of dawn, an early

merchant, coming to fix his stall,

finds them kneeling, gold and scarlet

turbans in the dust, praying with a

glad and humble reverence: "Oh,

God of Carey Sahib, come Thou into

our hearts to reign and make us men
of true religion."

The serial, "The Career of a Cob-

bler," by Margaret T. Applegarth,

begins in December World Call.
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The National Benevolent Association

WE take pleasure in submitting this,

the Thirty-Fourth Annual Report of

the National Benevolent Association.

It is es£>ecially gratifying to note how the

favor of God has rested upon the Association

from its beginning. Every year has brought

to it a larger ministry of mercy, a. more ex-

tended circle of friends and a more willing

support. Unknown and friendless at the be-

ginning, it now has a- host of deeply devoted

friends. Homeless and penniless thirty-four

years ago, it is now operating fourteen homes,

in twelve states, with a property value of

$750,000. Then it was chiefly concerned with

its own existence; now i( ministers in mercy

to from fifteen hundred, to two thousand,

needy persons every year, while an army of

nearly twenty-five thousand who have felt

the touch of its helping hand rise up to call

it blessed. ISTo year of all the thirty-four lias

been more abundantly fruitful than the one

that has just closed. The rapid growth of the

Association's work is one of the surest evi-

dences of our fidelity to first principles. "By
tin's shall all men know that ye are my dis-

ciples if ye love one another."

The High Cost of Living

The continued high cost of living bears

heavily upon those who are the least able to

carry the burden. Indeed, it takes from those

who have not the little they have and they,

the widow with a family and the aged in-

digent, have had to seek refuge in homes

furnished by the friends of the Christ. Con-

sequently our homes that were filled to over-

flowing during the war have remained crowd-

ed. We have strained the walls of every build-

Thirty-Fourth Annual Report

ing in our effort to meet the demand and still

a multitude has stood at our doors and
knocked.

A Year of Gratifying Service

The failure of several of our homes to get

their reports in in time for inclusion in this

report makes it impossible for us to report

the exact number of persons served. This

we regret, but since the supervision of our

homes is a labor of Love on the part of busy

people we must accept what they can give and

be thankful. The fact remains, however, that

never in the history of the Association has it

been used as an angel of mercy to more per-

sons in distress than in this year. The num-
ber of widows aided, the number of children

clothed and fed, and the number of aged dis-

ciples of our Lord sheltered has been limited

only by the capacity of our homes and the

extent of our funds. While ministering to

the usual number of children, we have sus-

tained in comfort far more than the usual

number of aged brethren. The total number
of different persons served during the year

was approximately 1,500. This company was
a procession, rather than a family, for they

flowed through our homes in a constant

stream. The children were passed on as rap-

idly as possible into Christian homes of their

own (hat room might be made for others.

The average number of children in daily

residence was 500. hoys, girls and babies;

and the average number of aged, homeless,

helpless brethren in daily residence Mas 1.35.

The number of sick and afflicted served by

physician and nurse was 301.

This seems like a brief record, of a ministry

The Baby Ward of the Child Saving Institute, Oimihu. Only Three Have Leisure to Watch the
Photographer

of such magnitude and significance. It must
of necessity be brief, for no pen could fully

record the story of broken, pain-racked bodies

mended and made whole; of torn and bleed-

ing hearts healed by the application of Chris-

tian love, of souls in the bondage of despair

liberated and filled with triumphant hope.

For instance, the story of the transformation

of Laura from a helpless little cripple to a
healthy, happy, romping, almost normal child

can never be fully told until it is told in the

presence of our Lord in whose name she was
healed. She is only one of scores.

If we add the record of this good year to

that of its predecessors, it will show 403 aged

needy brethren, 3,608 widows, and 10.347 chil-

dren, a total of 14.408 persons, exclusive of

hospital patients, served and saved in the

name of our Elder Brother.

A Gratifying Year Financially

The blessing of God and the devotion and

increasing liberality of His people have com-

bined to make this the Association's best year

financially. Our records show the most sub-

stantial financial gain ever made in a single

year.

The total amount received from all sources

and for all purposes was •S4S5,692.S5. This

is a gain of -S44.254.51 over last year, the best

year in the Association's history. This gain

is all the more significant because last year's

receipts contained a single gift of $100,000,

the gift of Robert II. Stockton to the endow-

ment of the Christian Orphans' Home. While

the receipts of this year contain a very sub-

stantial gift—that of the home at Marion.

Indiana, with this exception and a small

amount received from the Men and Millions

Movement, the receipts represent the offerings

of churches. Bible schools and individuals.

The record shows that 2.345 churches and

2,374 Bible schools and 314 societies, a total

of 5,033, participated.

The churches, including offerings made
through field men. gave s06.761.23. The gain

in receipts from churches was $22,116.71.

The receipts from the Bible schools were

unusually fine this year. They amounted to

$110,7S7.12. a gain over the record of last

year of $22,474.83.

The Association's most dependable single

source of income is the Easter offering. Upon
this fund more than any other it must de-

pend for its bread and butter. The receipts

from this source this year were $90,980.57.

This is a gain of sl6.SSl.06. These funds

came from both churches and Bible schools

and are credited in part to both. However,

we are indebted to our Bible school workers

for making Easter "orphans5 day" in the

whole church.

In the earlier stages of the Association's

work it depended very largely upon personal

offerings for its support. As church and

Bible school offerings increased, personal of-

ferings fell off. One of the noticeable fea-

tures of this year's receipts is the amount
that came through individual gifts. The total

was $128,128.76, a gain of $S5,136.91.

This has hecn a banner year with Christian

Endeavor, Aid and other societies, chieflj En-

deavor. Their offerings totaled $S.69S.4S, a

gain of S2.S6S.11. This does not represent all
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Summer Comfort in a Children's Home Fountain

the Endeavor Societies did, since many of

them included their offerings with church

offerings.

We had such a fine record of contributions

to this department last year that we hardly

hoped to surpass it this year. However, we
have equaled it with a contribution of $35,-

947.50. This represents forty-two bonds. The
total amount now in the annuity fund is

$303,071.70.

Receipts are still coming in from the Men
and Millions Movement. The amount received

this year is $14,000.94.

The amount received from bequests was
$11,835.86, a little less than last year. This

amount includes the following bequests:

T. C.-Rippy, $200; Emma Gillespie, $5;
Frances Brewster, $107.66; Anna Carr, $500-,

A. Wilson, $3,016.30; ,J. Kitchen, $500;
Blanche Sloan, $100; F. M. Rains, $100;

Sallie B. Neal, $500; Clara Ramsay, $100;

William Phillips, $250; Betty Kimport,

$1,000; Jacob Carson, $25; Leonidas Heck,

$1,931.90; E. W. Railey, $500; A. W. Brown-
line, $500; Lillie Hendricks, $2,500.

From the face of this report it might ap-

pear that the Association has money and to

spare. That we may not be misled it might

be well to look under the surface. Of the

$485,692.85 received this year, $35,947.50 was
annuity money which cannot be used during

the life of the annuitant; $40,000 was a gift

of real estate and entails an obligation; $86,-

120.75 was for building purposes and cannot,

therefore, be used for current expense; $14,-

611.86 is in trust funds belonging to persons

living in the homes of the Association, and
$14,000.94 received from the Men and Mil-

lions Movement is for building purposes. This

leaves free and unrestricted for use $295,-

011.80. Of this amount $30,000 was used to

purchase property in Jacksonville, Florida;

$35,000 pledged in the purchase of property

in Atlanta, Georgia; $60,000 has had to be

set aside for remodeling the building in .Jack-

sonville. Florida. That leaves $170,011.80 for

the upkeep of bhe properties of all the Homes
and for the maintenance of the family and

to take care of many minor improvements and

enlargements.

We are happy to report that an increasing

number of churches, Bible schools and indi-

viduals arc undertaking to furnish the sup-

port for some widow, orphan or aged person.

These arc our Life Lines. The old life line

standard of $100 per year will have to be

abandoned because it is only about half

enough to sustain a person for one year at

tlic present prices.

The Cincinnati Convention recommended
that we undertake a program of enlargement.

On account of the excessive cost of building

construction the board has not felt justified

in undertaking the entire program; indeed,

it has kept the work of building down to a

minimum.
It has added improvements to the equip-

ment of the home in Cleveland. These im-

provements will cost about $6,000.

Atlanta Building

The plans have been prepared for a modern
building on the lot acquired for the Atlanta,

home last year. A campaign is on for the

funds for the erection of this building. It

has yielded to date $40,257. Feeling the need

of a. comfortable temporary home for the

children while waiting for the funds needed

and for building cost to find a sane level, we

have thoroughly renovated the old residence

on the lot. This has cost about $3,000. The

house will be utilized after the new building

is up. In the meantime we will have a fairly

comfortable home for the children.

Children's Home, Dallas

The constant demand upon the Juliette

Fowler Home for the admission of children

lias resulted in another modification of plans

for the completion of the children's building.

The work is now nearing completion. It will

be dedicated at an early date. It is one of

the best buildings for the care of dependent

children in the country. When completed it

will represent a cost of about $125,000. Our

Texas brethren have furnished the money.

They are proud of this home and they have

cause to be.

Jacksonville, Florida

Pui'suant to recommendations of the con-

vention in Cincinnati, the Association made
plans to enlarge its homes for the aged, thai

a few at least of I be many on the waiting Ji-t

might lie received. Plans were made to en-

large the homes at Jacksonville, Illinois, and

East Aurora, New York. 1 1 was found that

these enlargements would cost about $100,000

and when completed would not accommodate

more (ban forty people. About (be time the

plans were completed an opportunity to buy

at a bargain a mosl desirable piece of prop-

erty in Jacksonville, Florida, presented itself.

This property consists of ten acres of land,

with a brick and stone building 50\2<ii) and

now valued at $75,001). 11 was bought for

$30,000. When remodeled it will accommo-

date at least eighty-five persons. This prop-

erty when ready for use will have cost about

$100,000. It will accommodate twice as many
people as the other homes, enlarged, at the

same cost. Florida climate is ideal for old

people. Much credit is due to J. T. Boone

and the First Church at .Jacksonville for

making possible this tine addition to our

facilities for the care of the aged. Work will

be begun on the building at once. Scores have

already made applieat ion and are anxiously

waiting for its doors to open.

Marion, Indiana

The Emily E. Flinn Home for Aged Women,
at Marion, Indiana, was established fifteen

years ago by a local organization. The foun-

ders died off or moved away. Last winter

the home was in danger of having to close

its doors. E. L. Day and our churches of

Marion came to the rescue. Through their

influence this valuable property was offered

to the Association. Upon the recommenda-

tion of the Indiana brethren in state conven-

tion the Association accepted this property

as an outright gift. It is easily worth $50,-

000. It is ideally adapted to the care of the

aged. It is operating today as a home of the

Christian churches under the superintendency

of one of the Elders of the First Church of

Marion. It has already brought relief to our

lone waiting list of asred brethren.
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Board of Ministerial Relief
Twenty-Fifth Annual Report

The Close of the First Quarter

Century

THE Board of Ministerial Relief has seen

large blessings at the hand of God during

the year. The Churches pave $61,938.44.

This is almost equal to the total income of

the Board three years ago. The Bible schools

cheered the hearts of all by an income of

$15,092.90, which is I luce limes thai of an\

previous year. Schools everywhere are learn-

ing the spiritual benefits of the White Gifts

Christmas Service. The active interest is in-

dicated from the fact that supplies are al-

ready being requested. individuals gave

$3,192.

One hundred eighty-one churches reached

or maintained a place on the White Cross

Honor Roll, paying at least 6 per cent on

what -they pay for preaching. In addition,

thirty-six churches gave ^lno or more but

did not reach the per cent. Twenty-eight

Bible schools gave $100 or more and thus

have White Cross standing. Eight individ-

uals remembered the Veterans of the Cross

with contributions of .$100 or better.

Many churches made large gains over last

year. For example: Jacksonville, Florida,

from $140 to $275; Bloomington, Illinois,

First, $107.71 to $353.70; Cedar Rapids.

Iowa. First. $100 to $240; Eldorado, Kansas,

nothing to $150; Louisville, Kentucky, First.

$100 to $300; Detroit. Central, nothing to

$250; Detroit, Grand River Avenue, nothing

to, church and Bible school. $344.14; Kansas

City, Linwood Boulevard, $200 to $400; Lin-

coln, Nebraska, First, $100 to $200; Kinston,

One of the Ohio Veterans of the Cross who has

labored for more than fifty years with a devotion

characteristic' of all those who now share the

supporting fellowship of the churches through

the Board of Ministerial Relief.

Because of his labors in the Gospel he has a

right to support now, when his labors are done,

the same as during his active ministry. This

recognition is not benevolence or even deferred

pay. It is continued pay in return for the invest-

ment of his life in the Kingdom.

North Carolina, from $125 to $250; Canton,

Ohio, $284 to S550; Akron. Ohio, East Mar-
ket, $76.87 to $464.80; Kenton. Ohio. $25 to

$198.99; Oklahoma City, First, $50 to -$400:

Enid, Oklahoma, First. '$50 to $300; Milton,

Oregon, $30 to $154.50; Chattanooga, Ten-

nessee, First. $50 to $150.

The Men and Millions Movement again

showed its strength for all our missionary

work; $28,000 was received from this source

Both ministers and churches are showing
active interest in the Pension System. Five

hundred fifty-five have enrolled, paying dues

of $25,922.77. An allotment of $26,000 as

reserve from the churches makes the Pension

more than $100,000, thus establishing with

greater strength the value of $200 per year

disability benefit and old age pension. $120

death benefit. A conservative growth i-

a large element of strength in a plan which

has such far reaching influence and responsi-

bility.

The relief department continues its rapid

growth. Forty-two were added during the

year. There was a loss of twenty by death

or discontinuance, 16 men and 4 women. The
total number of homes receiving regular pay-

ments is two hundred fifty-one. The total

amount paid, $61,111.05.

The Permanent Fund goes up to the $200.-

000 mark, showing a gain of $40,000, which

indicates the depth of feeling there i- For

provision for the aged minister. This un-

changing monument also honors the donors

for all time to come.

The total receipts for the year are $135,-

532.66. a gain of $19,244.42 over last year.

Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Education
EDUCATION never before has had such a

large emphasis in our national life as

now and, coincident to this quickened

interest in general, there has come a new ap-

preciation of the place and importance of

Christian education. Educational statesmen

are seeing clearly that "the soul of education

is the education of the soul." A nation must

lie made good as well as wise, righteous as

well as rich, pure as well as powerful.

We are considering afresh and with deadly

seriousness Lord Macaulay's immortal saying:

"Nine-tenths of the calamities which have

befallen the human race had no other origin

than the union of high intelligence with low

desires." When education and religion be-

come handmaidens they become the 1 rue evan-

gels. Hence Christian education is the hope

of the nation and of the world.

If this renaissance of learning, which is

now upon us, is to be kept from the pitfalls

of materialism and if this renewed interest

in Christian education is to be capitalized to

the advancement of the Kingdom of Cod. then

the church must awaken to its present-day

obligations and opportunities.

The Board of Education

Those religious communions which today

are wielding the largest influence in the edu-

cational world and which are building up

strong colleges and universities on their own
account are those bodies which have strong,

efficient boards of education.

It is a strange anomaly that the Disciples.

whose progenitors put such emphasis on edu-

cation, should have delayed so long the or-

ganization and support of an agency for the

propagation of those educational ideals for

which the fathers stood and for the perpetu-

ation of those institutions of learning which

they and their successors founded. The

fathers of the Restoration Movement were

intellectual giants. Likewise they were men
who put great emphasis on Christian educa-

tion. Of that quartet whose names are more
closely associated with the beginnings of the

current reformation than any others, three

were educators and the fourth an eminent

scholar. They considered ignorance to be

the eternal enemy of light and truth. The

Campbells, Scott and Stone had as their guid-

ing motto. "Let there be light." The words

of Alexander Campbell in the Millennial Har-

binger of 1840 reads like a prophecy for Ibis

hour: "We have been dreaming for ages, and

are only just now awakening to the impor-

tance of education, and not merely to its im-

portance but to the rationale, the philosophy

of the tiling called education. . . . To this

subject, as essentially connected with the

spread and progress of the current reforma-

tion, a more full and marked attention shall

be paid."'

Yet the Board of Education is only six

years old and this is its fifth annual report.

Not until a little more than a year ago was
there a secretary who should give all his

time to this important matter. However, in

this brief period of the Board's existence,

more has been accomplished in the way oi

increased endowments and betterments for

our colleges than in the two previous decades.

Furthermore, six years ago. education had no

place in the budget of the churches, except

in rare instances: while for the coming mis-

sionary year the Board and its constituent

members are asking the churches to contribute

a total of approximately a half million dol-

lars for current support through the regular

budget witli a very fair prospect of realizing

thai aim. Again the receipts for the current

year, to which we shall call attention later,

are far in excess of anything in our history.

It seem- only fair to say that, based upon
experience, no stub victories would ever have

been won without ibis central agency of pro-

motion and administration.

Purpose of Board

It is perhaps well, in this report, to set

forth once more with clearness and brevity

the functions and work of the Hoard of Edu-
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cation. No better statement can be made
than that contained in Article III of the

articles of incorporation, which reads: "The

object of this corporation shall be to promote

Christian education by assisting the colleges

and other educational institutions under the

auspices of the Disciples of Christ; to pro-

mote comity, cooperation and unity among
these institutions; to enlighten the Disciples

of Christ as to the importance of these insti-

tutions in promoting Christian education; to

encourage and direct the standardization of

courses of study; to encourage colleges and

other educational institutions fostered by the

Disciples of Christ by securing for them gifts

for endowments and betterments of various

kinds and for current expenses necessary to

the successful administration of these insti-

tutions of learning; to cooperate in any gen-

eral movement to secure gifts to be distrib-

uted among the different educational insti-

tutions in such way as may be determined by

this Board or by any agency that may be de-

termined by this Board; to receive annual

offerings from the churches and gifts from
individuals and organizations for the benefit

of the colleges and other educational institu-

tions fostered by the Board, and to make such

distribution among the colleges and other in-

stitutions of funds as may be equitable or as

contemplated in deeds of gift by donors."

Campaigns

In accordance with the above provisions

the Board has, during the past year, under-

taken some very definite pieces of work. The
first of these was the launching of a number
of campaigns for endowments and better-

ments by the constituent colleges acting in

conjunction with the Board of Education.

Most of these were inaugurated immediately

following our last International Convention,

although plans for them had been matured
previous to that date. In many cases these

college campaigns joined forces with the State

Missionary societies. Although a number of

these campaigns were completed before the

Interchurch Campaign was put on and al-

though other colleges conducted their cam-

paigns without any reference to the Inter-

church, nevertheless because the Cincinnati

Convention committed the Board of Education

to the Interchurch Movement as it did also

the Missionary societies and because it was
necessary to have unity in the campaign of

our people as their part of the simultaneous,

united campaign of the Interchurch, if we
were to get anywhere with such a campaign;
the colleges wherever possible, unselfishly

merged their campaigns with that which the

Missionary societies wished to conduct, in

what was known as the Disciples' World
Movement. Separate preliminary reports of

that Movement are being made to this Con-

vention by Mr. J. H. Mohorter, the Executive

Secretary, and Mr. C. W. Plopper, the Treas-

urer; consequently it is not necessary here

to go into that subject at any length. We
are concerned primarily with these college

campaigns and their results.

Hiram College has completed a campaign
for $580,000 for endowment and buildings.

These were short-time pledges and more than

half of that amount is already collected. This

campaign was completed before the Inter-

church got into the field.

Our six colleges in Missouri formed what
Mas known as the Missouri Movement and
launched a campaign for two millions for

endowments and betterments. The state so-

ciety participated. Up to the time that the

Disciples' World Movement came along they

had raised approximately .$800,000 and were
securing pledges at the rate of $5,000 a day.

In the interest of harmony they stopped the

Missouri Movement and entered into an agree-

ment with the United Christian Missionary

Society for a further campaign. All moneys
raised since that time have been divided

between these two organizations.

The three colleges of Texas, together with

the state missionary society and the National

Benevolent institutions of that state put on a

brief campaign for emergency funds, mostly

for buildings. Some $275,000 was secured in

pledges and cash during last autumn. Since

that time Texas Christian University has

been promised a half million for endowment
by a number of generous friends of the in-

stitution.

Drake University, last springtime, con-

ducted a ten days' campaign in the city of

Des Moines for the University. More than

$400,000 was realized in pledges and cash

from that loyal city. A campaign through

the churches of Iowa is now being projected

to increase the endowment of Drake Bible

College.

Cotner College, together with the state so-

cieties of Nebraska and Kansas, has conducted

what is known as the Kansas-Nebraska Cam-
paign and about $100,000 has been pledged

to date.

Phillips University has put on the Tri-

State Campaign in Kansas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas, and approximately $800,000 has
been secured in interest-bearing pledges. The
state societies of those three states partici-

pate.

Spokane University has been conducting a

campaign for a new building and, while we
do not have the exact figures at hand, some
$50,000 has been secured.

Illinois has had its Centennial Campaign
for $2,000,000, quietly moving forward. Eu-
reka College, the Illinois Disciple Foundation,

and the state missionary society are the par-

ticipants. About $200,000 has been realized

to date and the campaign is only fairly begun,

having been postponed during the Interchurch

Campaign.

In Indiana, Butler College has conducted

a quiet campaign for pledges to the three-year

maintenance fund; in the meantime making
preparation for a campaign for enlargement

for $2,600,000. Fifty thousand has been

secured from alumni and friends for this

special fund.

The Indiana School of Religion announces

a campaign for $900,000 for buildings and
endowments.

Milligan College has conducted its own cam-
paign under the leadership of President

Derthick for funds to erect two magnificent

buildings—a college building and a dormi-

tory. These buildings were recently dedi-

cated, without debt. More than $200,000 was
given for that purpose.

Atlantic Christian College is now in a

campaign for $250,000 in which the National

Benevolent Association and the Carolina state

societies have a part. $179,000 had been sub-

scribed at the last report.

Southeastern College of Auburn, Georgia,

had its campaign last year.

Bethany College has conducted no special

campaign but has received a number of large

gifts during the year.

In Kentucky a joint campaign, between
Transylvania, Hamilton and the College of

the Bible on the one hand and the United

Christian Missionary Society on the other,

resulted in over $300,000 in increased offer-

ings and pledges.

Large Gifts

Perhaps the two most successful campaigns
have been those in California and the Chesa-

peake Area. In California a campaign was
conducted in behalf of the new School of

Christianity being established in connection

with the southern branch of the University of

California located at Los Angeles. Some $30,-

000 has been secured in five-year pledges for

this new undertaking. This is the largest

amount ever given by our people for the start-

ing of a college. This was made possible by

the magnificent gift of C. C. Chapman, who
pledged $400,000 upon condition that the

churches of California and friends would give

a like amount. They promptly met this splen-

did challenge. The Chapman gift is by far

the largest amount that any Disciple ever

gave during life to the great cause of Chris-

tian education.

The other campaign of marked success is

the one in the Chesapeake Area, where Lynch-
burg College, the state society and the United

Christian Missionary Society joined forces.

Lynchburg College had made painstaking

preparation for this campaign and intended

putting it on separately, but when our people

launched the Disciples' World Movement it

generously merged its prospects with the

other interests. The campaign has resulted

in $700,000 in pledges to date, and the cam-

paign is to continue until all the churches of

that Area are reached. In addition to the

above amount, the late T. A. Gary of Rich-

mond, the friend and helper of Lynchburg
College in the dark days of its adversity, and
who had given several thousand dollars dur-

ing his life to Lynchburg College, gave at

his death, by the terms of his will, an addi-

tional $340,000, all of which is to be used

for endowment.
The examples of Mr. Chapman and Mr.

Cary are worthy of emulation and it is en-

couraging to know that men of means are

turning their attention in increasing numbers
to the colleges and their needs. Several gifts

of a hundred thousand dollars each have been

reported during the year. Numerous other

gifts of fifty and twenty-five thousand dollars

have been received by the various colleges.

Six Millions Subscribed

To summarize the results of the special

campaigns: More than $5,964,000 (approxi-

mately six million dollars) has been sub-

scribed since the last International Conven-

tion in these special undertakings. While

some of this money will go to the state mis-

sionary societies and still more to the United

Christian Missionary Society, nevertheless the

bulk of the money will go to the colleges, for

most of the campaigns were individual cam-

paigns and had no relation whatever to either

the Interchurch World Movement or even

to our own Disciples' World Movement. This

is a glorious record. It so far exceeds the

amount secured in pledges in any previous

year that there is scarcely a basis of com-

parison. It represents more money than was

given for endowments in our hundred years

of history previous to the organization of the

Board of Education. However, it must be-

remembered that these are for the most part
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Financial Statement of Board

The following summary sets oul in large the receipts and expenditures of the Board
of Education for the lasl missionarj year, ending September 30, 1920.

Receipts

From Churches $24,448.50

From Colleges 2,532.61

Miscellaneous 2,112.82

Interest on Bonds 6.39

From World Movement 29,652.76

Total Receipts $58,753.14

Disbursements
Administration

—

Salaries $4,686.65

Traveling Expenses 2,204.75

Salaries—Stenographers 1.606.49

Office Stationery, Printing and Postage 278.93

Incidentals „_ 492.40

Total $9,269.22

Publicity

—

Newspaper Advertising $2,937.20

Circular Advertising and Mailing 1,184.15

World Call and Year Book , 2,093.44

World Movement Expense 11,138.20

Incidentals 132.29

Total 17,4S5.2S

Miscellaneous

—

Contributions for Colleges $12,884.66

Council of Church Boards 750.50

Incidentals 923.67

Total 14.55S.83

Total Disbursements 41.313.33

Net Receipts $17,439.81

Balance on hand October 1, 1919 5,059.67

Total - $22,499.48

U. S. Bonds on hand 900.00

Cash on hand $21,599.48

Liabilities— World Call Account

Receipts $3,024.46 Expenditures ____$4,233.36

Cash 521.54

Balance due 687.36

$4,233.36

World Movement Receipts

Undesignated _-

Designated

$4,233.30

$22,106.68

7.546.0S

$29,652.70

pledges, and that many of them run for five

years. It is not cash. The colleges are being

terribly pressed for funds and still larger

amounts are sorely needed.

When it comes to money received for cur-

rent expenses, there is a marked increase over

the previous year. We call attention to the

treasurer's report which shows the amount
churches, as such, have given to the Board of

Education and to the colleges direct. Twenty-

four thousand four hundred forty-eight dol-

lars and fifty-six cents has been sent to the

Board for distribution. The colleges have

received from the church offerings $59,813.14.

In addition there has been given to the col-

leges for current expenses by individuals $79,-

771.54. (These last two figures are incom-

plete, as some of the colleges have nol made
report at the time this is sent to press.)

There should be added to these amounts the

money received from the Disciples' World
Movement, as such, since this money is for

the most part from the regular church budg-

ets. The Board has received in both desig-

nated and undesignated funds $29,832.76, and

the colleges $5,594. This makes a total, with

some reports still missing, of $199,280. Of
course this is entirely in addition to the

money which has been received For endow-

ments and betterments and is also in addi-

tion to the special campaign to which refer-

ence has been made. The table which sets

forth the receipts of the Board itself for

the past three years is indicative of the

general growth which has come all along

the line.

Resources

The reports show a remarkable increase

for the year. The gain in endowments over

last year is $1,2S9,988, while the gain in total

assets amounts to $2,637,731.96. The total

resources of these colleges making reports

amount to $13,767,593. It ought to be re-

membered that these figures, encouraging as

they are. do not represent the total assets

or total gain. Our new institutions, such as

the Illinois Disciples' Foundation and the

California School of Christianity, have assets

not reported. Neither do the totals include

cash received since June 30, 1920. The col-

lege year and the missionary year do not
correspond, and from June 30 (the close of

the college wear) to September 30 (the close

of the missionary year) large cash receipts

for endowment and buildings have come to

some of the colleges. Five years ago our

total educational assets were $9,027,000. Thus
we have had a gain since our first annual
report of $4,740,587. That is to say. we have

given more than half as much to the perma-
nent funds and buildings of our colleges in

the last five years as we gave in the first

century of our existence. This is occasion of

rejoicing. It illustrates something of what
organization and cooperation can accomplish.

Notes from College of 3Iissions

The College of Missions year opened with

the annual comment from faculty and friends,

"The finest group of students we have ever

had." The student group, numbering 52.

which is the largest enrollment in the history

of the College, represents 27 differenl states,

provinces and countries, and 30 colleges and

universities. Of our own communion, s are

preparing for Africa, 9 for China, 11 for

India. 11 for Japan. 4 for youth America, 2

for Tibet. 1 for Mexico, and 1 for Porto Rico;

under the Mennonite Board. 2 are preparing

for India, a missionary from India i- lakiiiLr

post-graduate work; under the Friend-'

Board. 2 are preparing for Africa, and one

missionary fom Cuba is taking advanced

work.

Mr. Ts'ung-Pen Liu. of Nanking University,

is conducting the classes in Chinese language
and history, and Mr. Suzunosuki Kato of

Tokyo, is in charge of the Japanese work, at

the College of Missions. New equipment has

been added (o the gymnasium, ami the ath-

letic work i> under the direction of Professor

Alexander Paul.

The College is fortunate in having with

them this year Mr. ami Mrs. 1!. C. lloligood,

of Lotumbe. Coquilhatville. Africa, who have

lately arrived in America on furlough. Mr.

llobgood will have charge of the African

work, conducting a course in the Lunkundo
language and an introductory course with

special study of the Belgian Congo.

Mr. W. II. Erskine of Japan was a visitor

at the College during September.

Mrs. James Butchart of Nanking. China.

spent a few days at the College. Mrs. Butch-

art spoke at the chapel hour and also held

conferences with the students who are pre-

paring for China.
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Contributions Sent Direct to Colleges

l''i(ini

( Ihurches

Atlantic Christian College $8,619.25

Bethany College 1,138.90

Bible College of Missouri 345.95

Butler College 834.70

California School of Christianity-. 915.55

Can- Burdette College ___ 095.89

Christian College 17.02

Cotner University 3,112.68

Culver-Stockton College 373.92

Disciples' Divinity House '"'

Drake University 14.531. 70

Drury School of the Bible 466.72

Eureka College 5,596.74

Hiram College 4.220.81

Illinois Disciples' Foundation 8,046.00

Indiana School of Religion 411.20

Kentucky Female Orphan School 1,558.33

Lynchburg College 5,088.35

Midland College 623.60

Milligan College 1,377.89

Missouri Christian College S69.46

Phillips University 3,730.07

Southeastern Christian College 580.48

Spokane University 1,762.93

Texas Christian University 3,741.58

Transylvania College 1,980.09

William Woods College 231.89

From
Individuals Total

rnder churches $8,619.25

$15,100.00 16,233.90
* 345.95

34,235.41 35,070.11

* 915.55

7,435.71 8,131.60

17.02
* 3,112.68
* 373.02

14,531.79

05.20 531.02

778.00 6,374.74

551. SO 4.778.61

7,090.00 15,136.00

4,134.01 4.545.21

2,228.00 3.786.33

500.00 6,488.35

623.60

19,032.50 20,410.39

20.60 890.06

1.070.00 4,809.07

13,572.12 14.152.60

4,111.00 5,873.93

150.00 3,891.58

14,240.00 16,220.09
* 231.89

$71,772.79 $124,323.35 $196,096.14

None reported.

Association for the Promotion of

Christian Unity
CHRISTIAN unity continues increasingly

to be recognized as the supreme religious

question of the age. The one idea run-

ning through all present-day thought and the

one demand behind all the movements of the

day is fellowship. Men are made for each

other and for God. Fellowship, therefore, is

the secret of life, fellowship with God and

with one another. The Church is the supreme

fellowship, but the fellowship is broken be-

cause the Church is divided. The Association

for the Promotion of Christian Unity is there-

fore deeply grateful for every movement which

seeks to restore the unity of the Church, and

Sis likewise grateful for the interest and sup-

port given by our brethren and churches en-

abling us to have part during the year in the

promotion of the great cause of Christian

unity. This year churches and friends have

contributed a little more than $12,000. This

is the largest amount the Association has

received in any one year.

During the year three great movements
have engaged the attention of those working
for the union of Christians. The first of

these, the American Council on Organic

Union, seeking the union of the evangelical

churches of America, has carried forward its

work to the point of preparing and presenting

a "Plan of Union" which is now before the

church bodies for consideration and action.

The second, the World Conference on Faith

and Order, has this year marked a most im-

portant milestone in its course and in the

history of Christian unity. Its preliminary

meeting held in Geneva, Switzerland, Au-

gust 12 to 20. 1020, was the first world meet-

ing on unity in five hundred years. At this

meeting the World Conference became an es-

tablished fact. A world committee was ap-

pointed to prepare the prog, am and fix upon
the time and place for a still larger meeting
in which the World Conference will take up
the great questions of the true nature of the

Church and of the unity for which Christ

prayed and which the Scriptures command,
together with the question of the place of the

Scriptures and of a Christian creed in the
united Church, and will seek to find a way
out of the present division into the true

"unity of the faith." The third movement
is a new one which has come into being dur-

ing the year. It is the movement for a "Uni-
versal Conference of the Church of Christ on
Life and Work." It aims to bring together

Christians of all countries in a council to con-

sider the great problems of practical Chris-

tianity in personal, social, industrial, politi-

cal and national life, and to unite all Chris-

tians in a fellowship of service for the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom of God in all spheres

of life. A preliminary meeting of this move-
ment was held in Switzerland in August at

which definite steps were taken for the hold-

ing of the "Universal Conference" some two
years hence. The Association for the Pro-

motion of Christian Unity has been happy to

cooperate with all of these movements in

every possible way. At the two meetings in

Europe the Association was represented by
R. H. Miller, Kansas City; F. W. Burnham,
St. Louis; Finis S. Idleman, New York;
Peter Ainslie, Baltimore; H. C. Armstrong,
Baltimore.

11

The Christian Union Quarterly continues

In enjoy wide circulation a)id influence. We
were happily surprised and much encouraged
li\ the prominence given to it and by the fre-

quency with which it was referred to and

quoted in the great conferences in Europe.

It was highly gratifying to find the QuarU rly

regarded by many leaders from different parts

of the world as one of the foremost of the

forces making for unity. Dining the year

a, number of prominent Christian leaders,

American and European, have been added to

the editorial council of the Quarterly. We
can therefore confidently promise that this

journal will be able to render even greater

service to the cause of unity in the future.

Ill

It is with genuine regret that we have to

report that our efforts on behalf of the re-

building of the Protestant churches in France

have not met with the measure of success

which this tragic situation deserves. Never-

theless something has been accomplished. Dur-
ing the year churches and individuals have

contributed $1,078.45. While this small amount
will hardly be of any perceptible help to those

who have lost all in war, it seems to be all

that we can do at this time and the present

effort in this cause will be discontinued.

IV

It is with special interest and gratitude

that the Association for the Promotion of

Christian Unity, "watching for every indica-

tion of Christian unity," has viewed the ac-

tion of the recent Lambeth Conference and
its Appeal to all Christians for the reunion of

Christendom. Full text of the Appeal has

been published in the October number of The
Christian Union Quarterly. Those interested

in keeping up with the march of events will

therefore be familiar with it. With the spirit

and urgency of the Appeal we are in the most
earnest accord. We, as they, most heartily

"believe that the Holy Spirit has called us in

a very solemn and special manner to asso-

ciate ourselves in penitence and prayer with

all those who deplore the divisions of Chris-

tian people, and who are inspired by the

vision and hope of a visible unity of the
whole Church." In the fullest assurance we
too "believe that God wills fellowship." We
agree that "by God's owtl act this fellowship

was made in and through Jesus Christ, and in

its life is His Spirit. We believe that it is

God's purpose to manifest this fellowship, so

far as this world is concerned, in an outward,
visible, united society, holding one faith, hav-
ing its own recognized officers, using God-
given means of grace, and inspiring all its

members to the world-wide service of the

Kingdom of God."

We are particularly well pleased with the

simplicity and directness of the basis of unity

proposed in the Appeal. We most heartily

agree "That the visible unity of the Church
will be found to involve the whole-hearted ac-

ceptance of:—
"The Holy Scripture, as the record of God's

revelation of Himself to man, and as being

the rule and ultimate standard of faith;

"The divinely instituted sacraments of Bap-
tism and the Holy Communion, as expressing

for all the corporate life of the whole fellow-

ship in and with Christ;

"A ministry acknowledged by every part of

the Church as possessing not only the inward
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call of the (Spirit, but also the commission of

Christ and the authority of the whole body."

There are two points, however, in the posi-

tion offered in the Appeal concerning which

future conference and research will have to

make adjustment and bring about mutual

understanding. While holding the great-

creeds of the Church in the highest venera-

tion as expressions of faith, we nevertheless

feel that there would be great practical diffi-

culty in gaining unanimous or universal ac-

ceptance of either the Xicene or Apostles'

Creed as sufficient or necessary statements

of the Christian faith for Christians today.

Moreover it seems to us that, as the baptismal

confession of belief, the confession of the

Apostle Peter is not only the most ancient,

but also the most suitable confession.

Likewise recognizing the value of an order-

ly ministry we are convinced that no one

order holds supremacy over others, hut that

the New Testament doctrine of the priesthood

of all believers furnishes the basis of minis-

terial cooperation and unity out of which the

future ministry of the Church must come,

duly accredited and recognized by the whole

Church. We note with deep satisfaction the

cordial and gracious spirit in which the claim

is presented in the Appeal, and in like spirit

we would commend this important question

to the careful study of all who are interested

in the cause of unity.

We, too. yearn for the day to come when in

a united Church we may all share in that

grace which is pledged to all the members of

the whole body, and in the joy and fellowship

of the Lord's Supper "in which as one

Family we may together, without any doubt-

fulness of mind, offer to the Lord our wor-

ship and service."

Finally, we agree and join most fervently

in the plea for a new outlook and for new
measures. '"We place this ideal first before

our own people. We call upon them to make
the effort to meet the demands of a new age

with a new outlook. To all other Christian

people whom our words may reach we make
the same appeal. We do not ask that any one

Communion should consent to lie absorbed in

another. We do ask that all should unite in

a new and greater endeavor to recover and to

manifest to the world the unity of the Body
of Christ for which lie prayed."

V
With the year now beginning the Associa-

tion for the Promotion of Christian Unity

enters upon its second decade. The need and

opportunity for its work are greater than

ever before. During the ten years now clos-

ing Christian unity has moved definitely to

the center of the religious problem. It will

be from now on the one problem ivpon the

solution of which all others wait. For the

next year the Association will need not less

than $25,000 with which to do its part in the

present great general movement toward the

union of Christians throughout the world.

H. C. Armstrong, Secretary.

Board of Temperance and Social

Welfare
We give thanks to Cod for the blessings

which have come to our nation because of

prohibition. Our cities have less crimes; our

homes are blessed; revelry and debauchery
are rapidly passing. The Liquor Traffic lias

lost its legal standing. Those who engage in

it today are classified as they ever should be,

as outlaws.

Much is being done to rob the people of the

fruits of their victory. Danger lies in two
directions. First, I he loose enforcement of

law. Second, the liberalizing of the Volstead

Act. The security of the people lies in a
sustained interest in the prohibition cause.

Much should be made of the benefits of pro-

hibition. New campaigns should be under-

taken in other lands. Prohibition is a Chris-

tian victory and its benefits should be felt

around the world.

A program for the enlarging of the board's

work was presented to the general Recommen-
dation Committee at Cincinnati, which re-

ceived (heir approval and was subsequently

passed by the International Convention. The
name of the board was changed from "Amer-
ican Temperance Board" to "Hoard of Tem-
perance and Social Welafre."' The lines of

work to be featured were: National prohibi-

tion, world prohibition, anti-cigarette, social

purity, Sunday observance.

Treasurer's Report
(Year ending September 30, 1920)

Receipts
l Cheeking Account)

Balance on hand October 1. 1919___ $5,001.66

Total receipts for missionary year

1919-1920 __1___ 20,237.90

(Of this amount $S.795.34 was re-

ceived from churches, Sunday
schools, individuals. Balance

from Men and Millions Fund.)

Total $25,239.56

Expenditures
Salaries $5,641.18

(For secretaries and office help)

Travel 1,769.20

Foreign work 1,454.50

Campaign work 766.39

Printing (literature, report-, etc.) 773.3S

Advertising 192.05

Office expense I postage, parcel po-t.

telegrams, rent) 472.57

Regional work expense 106.19

World Call expense 924.59

Year Book expense 304.53

Joint Budget expense 154.87

Advanced Joint Budget Committee- 173.50

Sundries 61.00

""To Men and Millions Savings Fund 10.559.23

Total ___$23.353.1S

Balance October 1. 192u $1.SS6.3S

Total Assets October 1. 1920

Checking account •sl.SS6.3S

"To Savings account 10.559.23

"Balance 1918-1919 savings account 5.421.22

Total assets sl7.S66.S3

"(We have regarded the Men and Millions

Money as a Trust Fund and are using only

the interest thereof.)

First Call of the United Christian

Missionary Society

Certainly the first call of the

United Christian Missionary Society

upon the Bible schools of America is

a challenge that must be accepted.

The Thanksgiving offering for Amer-
ican Missions will answer the call of

the largest need that has perhaps

ever appealed to the great Bible

school hosts of America. Oppor-

tunity for a greater service is opened

by the consolidation of the work
heretofore done through the Ameri-

can Society and the important moun-
tain school and mission work of the

Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions. Surely when the whole work
of Christianizing America is put up

to the Bible schools in order that

they may do their full share, they

will respond generously and wor-

thily.

The Bible school of the Gordon

Street Christian Church of Kinston

will strive to do its full part in this

great work.
H. GALT BRAXTON.

Kinston. Xorth Carolina.
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Comparative Statement of Receipts for the Year Ending September 30, 1920

Churches

American Christian Missionary Society

1919 1920

$95,792.54 $109,122.86

Sunday Schools 59,246.45

Christian Endeavor Societies 1,744.14

Individuals 1,532.24

Interest 22,053.90

Near East Relief 2,254.61

Annuities 10,900.00

Bequests 5,618.44

Year Books and Other Literature 1,480.84

World Call pro rata 9,695.70

Men and Millions Movement— 69,710.86

Miscellaneous 22,383.23

80,388.55

1,448.32

2,374.00

29,292.94

7,426.62

8,500.00

4,525.66

3,256.56

15,122.38

156,249.70

25,157.48

Gain

$13,330.

21,142,

295,

841

7,239,

5,172

2,400,

1,092,

1,775.

5,426,

86,538

2,774

$302,412.95 $442,865.07 $140,452.10

Christian Woman's Board of Missions

Churches $50,567.20 $78,161.39

Missionary Societies and Circles 313,950.77 381,457.47

Children's Organizations 18,924.06 12,911.67

Bequests 16,525.14 38,799.73

Individual Gifts 58,129.40 101,638.52

Interest, 20,276.86 22,509.14

Subscriptions and Literature— 22,370.09 12,884.61

Wokld Call pro rata 11,634.72 18,146.85

Mission Fields and Institutions- 21,908.79 25,605.11

Men and Millions Movement ___ 72,119.75 114,423.72

Sale of Property 1,739.16 13,082.50

Raised and Disbursed on Field- 73,602.86 83,932.42

Miscellaneous 10,202.13 12,801.36

$27,594.19

67,506.70

6,012.39*

22,274.59

43,509.12

2,232.28

9,485.48*

6,512.13

3,696.32

42,303.97

11,343.34

10,329.56

2,599.23

$691,950.93 $916,354.49 $224,403.56

Churches

Foreign Christian Missionary Society

__$212,063.48 $252,936.36

161,397.36

21,144.08

64,840.51

46,119.37

13,266.20

58,109.82

18.146.86

186.223.06

.Sunday Schools 161,268.41

Christian Endeavor Societies 20,626.04

Individuals 48,181.84

Men and Millions Movement— 62,965.24

Bequests 18,942.63

Annuities 34,599.54

World Call pro rata 11,634.78

Miscellaneous 186.934.18

$40,872.88

128.95

518.04

16,658.67

16,S45.87'
;i

5,676.43*

23,510.28

6,512.08

711.12- :

$757,216.14 $822,183.62 $64,967.48

National Benevolent Association

Churches ,<4,644.52

Sunday Schools 88,312.29

Societies and Lodges 5,830.34

Individuals 42,991.85

Board, Admission, Patients 26,028.60

Annuities 37,302.50

Trust Funds 4,072.00

Bequests 22,818.38

Endowments 100,500.00

Interest 18,381.31

Men and Millions Movement— 15,412.76

World Call pro rata 7,756.52

Miscellaneous 5,143.79

$96,761.23

110,787.12

8,698.48

128,128.76

31,362.35

35,947.50

14,611.86

11,835.86

27,627.61

14,000.94

12,097.90

5.931.14

$22,116.71

22,474.83

2,868.14

85,136.91

5,333.75

1,355.00*

10,539.86

10,982.52*

100,500.00*

9.246.30

1,411.82*

4,341.38

787.35

$449,194.86 $497,790.75 $48,595.89

Board of Church Extension

$50,580.16

832.94

1,037.50

46,200.00

2,251.19

30,110.08

72,310.64

6,048.95

Churches $39,227.76

Sunday Schools 866.02

Individuals 272.63

Annuities 17,040.00

Bequests 30,847.42

Men and Millions Movement— 18,546.48

Interest 70,205.55

World Call pro rata 3,878.26

$11,352.40

33.08*

764.87

29,160.00

2S,596.23*

11,563.60

2,105.09

2,170.69

Board of Ministerial Relief

1919

Churches $49,089.02

Sunday Schools 4,003.42

Individuals and Men and
Millions Movement 36,654.79

Bequests 8,338.85

Annuities 8,350.00

Interest and Rent 6,416.66

World Call pro rata 1,939.13

Miscellaneous 1,596.37

1920

$61,938.44

15,223.58

32,184.71

4,396.01

6,300.00

6,574.21

3,024.47

5,891.24

Gain

$12,849.42

11,220.16

4,470.08*

3,942.84*

2,050.00*

157,55

1,085.34

4,294.87

$116,388.24 $135,532.66 $19,144.42

Pension Fund October 1, 1919 $52,513.05

Dues Paid by Ministers 26,263.30

Total $78,776.35

Dues Returned on Rejected Applications $446.66

Cash Surrender Value on Certificates 77.50

Disability Claims 350.00

Death Claim 30.00

904.16

Balance in Pension Fund Sept. 30, 1920.

Allotment from General Receipts

$77,872.19

26,000.00

Balance in Pension Fund Oct. 1, 1920 $103,872.19

Board of Education

Churches $8,799.54 $24,448.56

Colleges 2.861.66 2,532.61

Interest 6.36 6.39

World Movement 29,652.76

World Call 1,939.13 3.024.47

Miscellaneous . 804.19 2.112.82

$15,649.02

329.05*

.03

29,652.76

1.085.34

1.308.63

$14,410.88 $61,777.61 $47,366.73

Board of Temperance and Social Welfare

Churches, Sunday Schools and

Individuals

Men and Millions Movement-.
World Call pro rata

Miscellaneous

Churches and Sunday Schools-

Individuals

Disciples World Movement
Men and Millions Movement-
Literature

Interest

World Call pro rata

Miscellaneous

. $6,987.23 $8,795.34 $l,80S.ll

4.931.79 11,094.99 6,163.20

969.56 1,512.23 542.67

578.32 347.57 230.75

$13,466.90 $21,750.13 $8,283.23

amotion of Christian Unity

. $7,446.89 $9,818.95 $2,372.06

1.S68.95 2,315.60 446.65

56.60 56.60

8.56 15.00 6.44

93.75 56.90 36.85

17.1S 29.10 11.92

969.57 1,512.23 542.66

32.25 2.00 30.25

Grand Totals

Churches $

Sunday Schools

Christian Endeavor Societies

Individuals and Men and
Millions Movement

Bequests

Annuities

Interest and Rent
Missionary Societies and Circles

Children's Organizations

Mission Fields and Institutions-

Subscriptions and Literature,

World Call Subscriptions

and Advertising

Miscellaneous

$10,437.15 $13,806.3S $3,369.23

for All Boards

544,674.84 $692,646.37

313,696.59 368,635.55

22,370.18 22,592.40

533,827.14

103,090.86

108,192.04

137,357.82

313,950.77

18.924.06

21.90S.79

74,362.05

344.063.75

704,073.36

75.072.65

155,057.32

161,116.94

381,457.47

12,911.67

25.605.11

94.S34.41

429,602.31

$147,971.53

54,938.96

222.22

170,246.22

28,018.21*

46,865.2S

23,759.12

67,506.70

6.012.39*

3,696.32

20,472.36

85,538.56

$180,884.12 $209,371.46 $28,4S7.34 Loss $2,536,418.89 $3,123,605.56 $587,186.67
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A Pioneer of Today

Sheridan, Wyo., Angus! 9, 1920.

MY dear Brother Lewis: This is the

inaugural address of the first State

Evangelist for the churches of Christ

in Wyoming.

I spent the day yesterday with the church

here in Sheridan, and spoke at both hours

of worship. The church is well pastured and

well organized and is a force for righteous-

ness. We had a long conference with the

board and a number of the interested people

with reference to the work in the stale, and

while we realize the vastness of the work,

there seems to he a spirit of determination

(o push Hie work with vigor and we accept

the responsibility with reverent acknowledg-

ment of our need of divine guidance.

There is no north and south railroad com-

munication and we have to take very long

trips out of the state in order to make rail-

road connections to get back into it on other

transcontinental lines of communication.

A little "Henry Ford"' would save much
time and money in the course of a year.

There are automobile highways between all

important points.

My first work will he to acquaint myself

with the state and get in touch as quickly

as possible with the points of possible contact.

So far as we can determine as yet this is

the only full-time, self-supporting church in

the state and it looks like a specimen of real

heroism to see a church so faithful and yet

•so many hundred miles from any other

church of Christians only.

Last Monday night 1 closed a meeting at

Fruita, Colorado. It was just twelve years

since I had started the work there and they

have held together bravely and most of this

time have been without a minister. They
meet in an old tabernacle which they built

for the purpose. We had twenty-one addi-

tions to the congregation, ten of whom were

by confession and baptism. You will he in-

terested to know the little missionary touch

which was mine in that little meeting. A
woman and her two daughters were baptized

and the life storv of the family moved me

deeply, as the woman told it to me in her

own beautiful home. Briefly, it is this:

The mother was of poor parentage and one

of a family of twelve children, with parents

of Scandinavian origin and Jiving in the

state of Utah. When she was fifteen years

of age her mother traded her to a man
seventeen years her senior, a cow being the

consideration in exchange. She proved a

dutiful servant and wife, became a valuable

"cow puncher" and, during the years, reared

a family of six children, the oldest of whom
is seventeen years of age and is a beautiful

young •'product of nature." She also was

brought up in the saddle until recently, when
the mother moved to the town and purchased

a home where she might give the children

the chance in life which she desired I'm' them.

They had never seen a church or Sunday
school and gladly embraced the first oppor-

tunity to accept Christ as Lord and Savior.

Such tilings as these and scores of similar

conditions which have come within my experi-

ence and observation move me to tears and

spur me to more earnest endeavor.

I am to start in twenty minutes to Osage,

Wyoming, where there is no place, so far as

I can learn, where there will be a bed or

even a place to put one if I had it, for it is

a town of tents and moving vans and auto

camps and board shacks. A great oil field is

open and oil flowing and a stream of people

rushing from all parts to the rapidly spring-

ing population. Meals are a dollar a sitting

and beds usually a blanket and room in a

corner, but I will survey the situation and.

if it seems best, will pitch camp and enter

the work of promoting the kingdom of Christ

along with the others who are promoting

their other interests. I shall lie in constant

communication with Mr. Cooper and you
can reach me via Sheridan at any time. I

have not ready cash to carry me very far

in my survey work, but the brethren here

have agreed to "grub stake" me until the

coming of my first check from you.

It is now near train time, so I must, hasten

away. Please remember us in '"much prayer."

Your brother in ( Ihrist,

(
'. G. Stout.

John Traylor

Home Missions in Indiana

JOHN TRAYLOR of Tike County, Indiana,

did not agree with all the religious con-

ventions of his day. His sense of prac-

tical values found no use for some of the

jnactices of the early times. He was not a

member of the church. Some called him an
infidel, but he had a soul keenly alive to the

welfare of his community. He also had a

high estimate of the value of religion.

He gave ten acres with the church made
of Burr oak logs. When this burned he re-

built the house of frame, which stands as

seen. It is called the Traylor Union Church,

In early days it was common for religious

meetings to he broken up by the fights that

were numerous. More than once the preacher

went out through the window as the quickest

way to safety.

The rent from the ground nets .91(10 per

year, which is applied on the upkeep of prop-

erty and minister's salary. Before his death

Mr. Traylor built a fine iron fence around

the cemetery and church.

Xow. the old days are gone. Peace and
orderly procedure is the program of the com-

munity. The man who gave the property

was right in his belief regarding what reli-

gion would do for a locality.

D. B. Moore is shepherd for the folk of this

church in connection with his ministry at

Winslow. lie is greatly loved bv all.

Traylor Union Church, L'ike County, Indiana

Lest Our Friends Forget

Till-; juices of all food- for both man and

beast have risen to such terrific heights

as to constitute a serious problem in the

care of orphan children. If those who read

these lines could only realize what this means
they would he e.igei to -end s uiething of

their supplies of food and clothing to help

out in the emergency. Anything useful in a

home is doubly useful in an orphanage. Espe-

cially are good, nutritious foods and com-

fortable garments and bedding needed. Care

should he taken that no clothing is sent which

has been used by the sick, as possible infection

might bring greater injury to tin- orphanage

than. benefit by such a gift, but with that

qualification practically anj article oi cloth-

ing to suit children from six years old up

can he u<ed to greal advantage.
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Bible School Briefs

What Our Bible Schools Should Do

EVERY Bible school in America should

plan to take a worthy ottering for Amer-
ican Missions on Thanksgiving Sunday.

Christian people were never more able to give

and surely the need was never greater. The
opportunity for us to help supply America's

needs is close at hand and we, as Christian

people, must not fall short of the sacred

trusts God has given us. We should start

missionary instruction in our Bible schools

immediately if we have not already done so.

Select a live, consecrated missionary com-

mittee. Get leaflets and helps on the subject

and make a place in the school's program,

each Sunday, for definite instruction, then

never forget to give the school proper oppor-

tunity to express itself in missionary giving.

Set a high standard for the school and never

give up until you have reached your aim.

Apportion the amount desired among the dif-

ferent departments and classes; increase

their regular ottering on the percentage basis

sufficiently to make up the standard set.

Place special missionary envelopes in the

hands of each member of the school, early, in

order that they may have time to earn or

save their offering. We must make our giving

a real sacrifice if the aims of the United So-

ciety are to be realized this year. May we
"Remember the words of the Lord Jesus, that

He Himself said, it is more blessed to give

than to receive."

Mrs. C. E. Boren.
Butte, Montana.

Southwestern District Needs

ARKANSAS, Louisiana and Texas, forming

l\ the Southwestern District, cover nearly
- one-eighth of the territory of the United

States. From Texline to Brownsville in Texas

the distance is 1,013 miles. It is 1,200 miles

from El Paso, Texas, to Corning, Arkansas,

and the same from Texline to New Orleans.

To carry on the work for the year closing

April 30, 1920, the writer traveled over 24,000

miles.

There are now only two workers giving
full time to this vast territory, a superin-

tendent for work among young people and
the Southwestern superintendent. Calls for

Schools of Methods, Conventions, Institutes,

Rallies, Office Service and Special Campaigns
draw heavily upon us and we are unable to

adequately serve our schools.

The Texas program alone calls for visita-

tion of 50 rural pastorless churches this year.

Arkansas is pulling hard for full-time service

of some Bible school workers. Louisiana is

responding very liberally in a financial way
and is the home of the Southern School of

Methods. The fifth annual session of this

school was held last June and plans are on
foot to greatly enlarge the work this coming
year with a threefold school, including an
Older Boys' Conference, School of Methods
and an Older Girls' Conference.

Our larger schools are calling for the serv-

ices of a Bible school specialist to spend from
one to two months with them organizing,

training and building.

While these lines are being written our
"(lice is empty. Both of us are in the field

and the mail is forwarded to us on the road.

While our volunteer helpers are loyal and

true, we need a full-time children's division

specialist and a full-time office secretary at

once. There are numberless communities

where schools should be organized. Otherwise

the boys and girls will grow to manhood and

womanhood in ignorance of Christ.

Our friends from Mexico must be taught.

At least one worker to plant and maintain

Bible schools among them should be placed

in South Texas. Among the French people of

Southern Louisiana and the sturdy moun-
taineers of the Arkansas Ozarks there is great

need for teaching the word. The Negro must
not be forgotten.

During the last six years 34 schools of

methods have been held in the Southwest,

enrolling 1,881 students from 440 schools with

a graduating class of 650. We should hold

twelve in Texas, six in Arkansas and two

in Louisiana annually to meet the need for

trained leaders. This service demands more
field and office workers. Don't you feel the

pull? S. W. Htjtton.

Ft. Worth, Texas.

Errett Burgess Quick
"New Southeastern Bible School Superintend-

ent with Headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia.

HE was just rounding out his course at

Bethany when I first met him. Already
he had begun to preach. The church

at Morgantown, West Virginia, had called

him to be its minister. It was my good for-

tune to spend three weeks with the young
shepherd in his first field. Under his leader-

ship the church had been much upon its knees.

One was buoyed up by a rare spiritual at-

mosphere. The young preacher was ambi-

tious as well as spiritual. He called inces-

santly. He threw himself without reserve

into the task. With fine spirit and kindly

word and deed he won for himself many
friends, and ultimately won them to the

friendship of his Lord.

It was at Morgantown, too, that he found
his wife—Miss Drusilla V. Johnson. She
also is a graduate of Bethany and was in-

structor in Greek at the state university in

Morgantown. Her consecration and rare .abil-

ities added much to the young preacher's

power.

Ambition to give the utmost in service to

his Master led him to get further preparation

for his life work, lie went to New Haven
and spent two years in the Yale School of

Religion, adding a B.D. to the A.B. that

Bethany had conferred upon him.

He was brought up in Cincinnati and his

parents are stanch Disciples—witness the

name, Errett Burgess! That ought to be
sufficient identification in any group of Dis-

ciples, lie worked for some time in an office

and the experience had value in making him
methodical. But from earliest boyhood he
looked forward to being a preachc:'.

Since completing his course in ITr.Is he has
served successfully in several pastorates and
loves the work. However, his training in

religious pedagogy, his thorough knowledge
of modern Bible school work and sympathy
with its aims and ideals, together with his

consecration and ability as an organizer equip
him admirably for his new work. The South-

eastern states are assuredly to be congratu-

lated upon securing Errett Burgess Quick to

direct their Bible school activities.

William Dunn Ryan.
Youngstown, Ohio.

The Way California Looks at It

EVERY Bible school in the brotherhood

should, on Thanksgiving Sunday, make
an offering for American missions.

1. It should be worthy of the occasion.

This is the first call of the United Society and
happily it is directed to the Bible schools.

By making a great response we can do much
to assure the success of this united agency

and set a high standard for subsequent calls.

2. It should be worthy of our numbers.
There is a great host in the Bible school, an

army almost a million strong. Make the

offering fitting our strength. We are not a

feeble folk and our offering must show it.

3. It should be worthy of our means. Un-
precedented prosperity has made us rich. We
have almost twice the wealth we possessed a

few years ago and our gifts should show it.

4. It should be worthy of our past record.

Each year has shown a splendid increase in

the Bible school offerings for American mis-

sions. The gain last year was more than 1

1

per cent. This year calls for a much greater

advance.

5. It should be worthy of the needs. The
offering this year will be used to maintain all

the American work formerly done by the Bible

school board, the American Society and the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions. The
field has expanded, the demands are more
insistent and the calls more imperative than

ever before.

fi. It should be worthy of the great plea we
present. No nobler cause ever engaged the

energies of man and none should stir us to

greater efforts or loftier sacrifices.

7. It should be worthy of the Christ we
serve. We owe everything to Him. His gifts

to us are without stint or limit. And they

should be the measure of our own.

H. S. Saxby.

W. J. Brown.
Modesto, California.
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Program Helps
Women's Missionary Societies and Circles

Bible Study

The New Emphasis on the Necessity for

Christ as a Savior.

OUR Lord said, "The .Son of man came to

seek and to save that which was lost.*'

The Samaritans said to the woman,
"Now we believe, hot because of thy speaking:

for we have heard for ourselves, and know
that this is indeed the Savior of the world."'

Men who have been saved by Him and who
spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit

spoke of 1 1 iin as the Savior of mankind.

Thus one said thai He "gave himself for our

sins, Ilial lie might deliver lis from Ibis

present evil world, according to the will of

our God and Father". Another said, "We
beheld and bear witness that the Father hath

sent the Son to be tire Savior of the world.''

Another, still, said that "He is able to save

to (he uttermost all who come to God through

Him."

In our day men are coming more and more
lo believe that the apostolic writers spoke

the truth. There is one Savior, and only one,

and lie is mighty to save. People have fol-

lowed other leaders and tried many so-called

panaceas, but all to no purpose. The hurt was

not healed; the cause of the hurt was not re-

moved.

Before the World War many thought they

could get on very well without Christ and His

saving grace and power. They thought there

was no need of the Church. They lived in com-

fort and were satisfied. They had culture and

philosophy and morality and they thought

nothing more was necessary. The war came
and the tilings on which they relied proved

unavailing. They see now that if the prin-

ciples of Jesus had been adopted, if they had

believed on and obeyed Him, there would

have been no war and the orgy of murder and
destruction, the misery and poverty that fol-

lowed, would have been prevented.

As a result of the World War Christ is

coming into His own. Statesmen and others

have learned that commerce and finance and

the spread of education are powerless when
the passions of mankind are aroused, and

that it is only as men are changed in heart

that good will and fraternity can prevail.

Because of this change in the thoughts of the

responsible leaders of our time, men are

speaking of the need of the Christian religion

and are commending the churches and the

ministry as they did not a decade ago. They
realize now, as they did not before the war,

the necessity of Christ as a Savior from sin,

which is the source of all the ills that afflict

our race. Thus a Japanese editor said, "With
the downfall of materialistic civilization, and

from our own experience in adopting only

the materialistic side of Western civilization,

we feel now, as never before, the necessity for

emphasis in the spiritual training of the

young." A Japanese teacher, referring to the

Christy Institute, said, "The work of recon-

ciling the East and the West and getting

them to live harmoniously can be accom-

plished only by religion." lie added that the

institute was doing a work of inestimable

value. An American publicist has said, "The
value of our investments depends not on the

strength of our banks, but rather on the

strength of our churches. The underpaid

preachers of the nation are the men upon
whom we are really dependent rather than

the well-paid lawyers, bankers and brokers."

Christian leaders feel the need of pressing

the claims of Christ home to the hearts and

consciences of the people. The churches are

not growing as they should. Many of the

youth trained in the Sunday schools drift

away and are lost. The desire to reach and

save these young people and all other people

has led to the motto, "Each one win one." A

December

The New Emphasis on the Necessity

for a Savior

Music.
Prayer.

Business.

Devotional Period.

Song.

Bible Study.

Prayers.

That Christian People may re-

alize as never before the mean-

ing of a personal Savior.

That the Christmas Spirit may
be speedily carried to the ut-

termost parts of the world.

Song.

Talks or Papers.

Personal Evangelism, the Greatest

Work in the World.

The Necessity for a Savior.

Echoes From Everywhere.
Hidden Answers.
Song.

Benediction.

Program Helps:
Leaflets: Story Leaflet, 3 cts.;

Personal Evangelism, the Great-

est Work in the World. 5 cts.

Special Article, "The New Em-
phasis on the Necessity for a

Savior," World Call for No-

vember.

considerable literature on evangelism has been

created. "The Pastor his own Evangelist" is

an ideal for this time.

Archibald McLean.

Important

THE History of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions, a new book by Mrs.

Ida Withers Harrison, is now ready and
can be ordered from the United Christian

Missionary Society, 15th and Locust Sts., St.

Louis, Missouri.

This is a beautiful volume of over two
hundred pages, with eight illustrations, bound
in lavender with silver lettering, "the Christ-

ian Woman's Board of Mission colors", and

every woman will want it for her library.

There could be no more beautiful gift book

than this, hut it will be necessary for orders

to be sent early.

Special Price, One Dollar, postpaid.

Woman's Missionary Day
ff ARE we going to observe C. W. B. M. Day
l\ this year?" i-? an oft-repeated query

these days. "If we are not going to

have our C. W. B. M. Day this year as in

other years, what will we have in place of it?"

is another. These questions show that our

women, while now loyally auxiliary to the

United Christian Missionary Society still

cling to the old traditions grown dear through

the passing years.

There has never been a thought that our

C. W. B. M. Day in the churches, with its

program of education, inspiration and giving

should lie discontinued, but we all realize that

with our Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions now a part of the United Christian

Missionary Society, it would be well to call

the day by a new name.
We have all had the experience of finding

the naming of things a difficult matter,

whether it be of babies or classes or clubs,

and this new day with an old meaning Im-

proved no exception. So after much ponder-

ing it was decided to call it just what it is.

"Woman's Missionary Day" until some one

has the inspiration of a better designation.

In the past there have been different ways

of observing the day. In some churches the

pastors have given the address and we wish

to express to these men our hearty apprecia-

tion of their loyal help and encouragement.

In other churches the women have felt it nec-

essary to secure some "bright, particular

star" from the woman's missionary firmament

to shine in for the day and to shed the rays

of information and inspiration abroad.

But our women are coming to realize that

the better plan is for them to use their own
ability and consecration in giving the pro-

gram, making it beautiful with special music
and decorations, enlisting the help of the

young women in the Circles and of the boys

and girls in the Triangle Clubs. Junior so-

cieties and Mission Bands.

A new program will be ready for distribu-

tion about November first, which can be ren-

dered without difficulty and which will be

found to be both attractive and effective.

Offering envelopes can also be secured free

of charge for all who desire them. Send
orders for programs and envelopes about No-

vember first to the United Christian Mission-

ary Society, loth and Locust Sts.. St. Louis,

Missouri.

Let all our loyal missionary women make
Woman's Missionary Day a greater, more
beautiful C. W. B. M. Day. conserving its

ideals of service, its generous spirit of giv-

ing, its spiritual power, so that the New-

Day may be a fitting memorial of the old.

Ellie K. Payne.

Notiee

THE Program Leaflets for the Woman's
Missionary Societies and Young Woman's
Circles for January-June. 1021. will lie

ready November 1. Price for the set. 35 cents.

No society can afford to miss one of those

leaflets, so it will be advisable to order the

entire series at once rather than mouth by

month.
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Echoes from Everywhere
From, Miss Lela E. Taylor, Dean of Resi-

dence in the College of Missions, comes a rude

that meets a deep response in all of our

hearts: Each day from 5:40 to 6:00 I'. M.,

we, here at the College of Missions, hold a

special intercessory service for you of the

United Society, for the disturbed condition of

the brotherhood and for the coming conven-

tion.

Elina C. Irelan, Aguascalientcs, Mexico—
Our school work is over. The final examina-

tions were necessarily oral and were attended

by a representative of the general superin-

tendent of schools. The "fiesta" was held in

the theatre and many more people attended

than would have been contained in our little

chapel. Both the governor and the superin-

tendent of schools attended.

Note—Miss Irelan is returning to the states

for a year's furlough. She will attend the

International convention held in St. Louis

and, in January, hopes to enter Leland Stan-

ford University for the winter term, begin-

ning January 3, 1921. She writes, "We are

glad to have the new workers here."

Back to Mexico—It has brought great hap-

piness to the Mission in Aguascalientes that

Mr. E. T. Cornelius has been able to bring

his little daughter Charlotte back with him
into Mexico. Charlotte has been with her

grandmother in Missouri since her mother's

death. Mr. Cornelius was married in June
to Miss Lottie Roberts, an experienced high

school and normal teacher and also a volun-

teer to the foreign mission field. Her broad

experience and training will mean very much
in the great, needy field to which they have

gone. Mr. Cornelius, after some time spent

among the churches here, returned to Mexico
with Mrs. Cornelius and Charlotte, in August.

G. Campbell Morgan at College of Missions

Again—On September 20 and 21, Dr. G.

Campbell Morgan, among the foremost of con-

temporary Bible scholars and Christian teach-

ers today, gave a brief series of lectures in

Graham Chapel, College of Missions, before

the student body and friends. The general

theme was "The Bible: Its significance and
interpretation". Dr. Morgan made the Com-
mencement day address last June and he left

a deep impression upon all who heard him.

Mr. F. 8. Huegel, who, with his wife and
little daughter Mildred, has recently gone to

serve in our Mexico field, writes from Aguas-
calientes :

We arrived safely after a delightful jour-

ney. We had a scare or two at the border,

but once we had passed through the custom
house, all went well. We had a delightful

Sunday with the Mr. and Mrs. Childs at the

Institute in San Antonio and really came
to see what a great work they have been do-

ing.

Mr. Dobson and Mr. Edwards met us at

San Luis Potosi. We were astonished to see

what progress has already been made there.

Truly the blessing of God is upon their dear

souls. Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius met us at the

station here. We feel that we have already

known the Fullers and Miss Gibbons and Miss
Irelan for a long time. They have taken us in-

to their hearts and how their love has built us

up! The Colegio Morelos is wonderful. It

is a very paradise of joy and love and life.

Our hearts are so full of gratitude to God for

He has so wonderfully led the way and

blessed us.

Mrs. Moody Edwards, Ran Luis Potosi,

Mexico, in speaking of the recent death of

their five months' old baby, Kathryn, says:

The service was held in the big parlor of

the Colegio Inglis, one end of which was filled

with a mass of lovely flowers. We had a

beautiful service in which a number of the

Mexican ministers took part, as also Mr.

Dobson and Mr. Martin, a missionary under

another Board.

Hidden Answers
1. What African missionary teach-

es in the College of Missions this

year?

2. State three reasons why World
Call is a source of power among the

Disciples of Christ.

3. When does the new conthmed
story begin and what is it about?

4. Why did the warning given by

the Indian contractor to the mission-

ary not prove true?

5. Tell the story of Zeigler Barn.

6. Who were the missionaries re-

turning to their fields on August 21,

1920?

7. What are some of the great

needs of the Negro field?

S. Who is Mafias Caudra?

9. Tell of the ordination of Mark
Njoje.

10. What has recently happened at

Batang?
11. What station has just cele-

brated its tenth birthday?

12. What is the greatest reason

for political unrest in the Near East ?

13. What two men have been close-

ly connected with Lynchburg College?

How?
14. Name the different ways of

traveling in India.

I think that the beautiful way in which

the service was carried out made a deep im-

pression upon our Mexican friends, many of

whom were present. We laid her body away
in the government cemetery. We do appreciate

so much all the loving kindness that has been

shown us during Kathryn's illness and which

is still being showered upon us.

C. Manly Morton, Asuncion del Paraguay,
sent, some time ago, a very significant note

regarding the moral conditions in that coun-

try: An edict which throws considerable

light on the moral condition of Paraguay's
capital was issued during a recent epidemic

which, for two months, reigned over the en-

tire republic and which claimed, according

to one of the leading afternoon papers, an
average of forty lives per day in Asuncion
alone. The edict, issued in the name of the

Municipal Council and published in all the

leading dailies of the capital, reads as fol-

lows:

"Having received the note, Number 1163.

of (he National Department of Hygiene, so-

liciting the closure of picture shows, theaters,

circuses and bouses of prostitution, the coun-

cil resolves: First, That all picture shows,

theaters, circuses and houses of prostitution

shall remain closed from the present date un-

til the 26th of November. Hee<md. That this

notice shall be communicated to the public."

In the same paper was another notice

signed by the Roman Catholic Bishop of

Paraguay, excusing all of the faithful from

the sacred obligation of attending mass and

ordering the churches closed until further

notice. Is it much wonder that 63 per cent

of all children are born outside of the bonds

of matrimony in a city which classes houses

of prostitution along with picture shows and

that places no greater restrictions upon com-

mercialized vice than it does upon church

services ?

Laura Lynne Major, Luchowfu, China, has

written an interesting incident concerning her

work

:

Last Saturday several of us went into the

country for the day. A few weeks ago there

came to us a little seventeen-year-old girl

who said that she was on the way to the

home of her mother-in-law, about five miles

from our city. She herself was a Christian

and she was so happy when she heard that

there was a Christian church only a few miles

from her new home. As you know, it is the

custom here for the bride to go to the home
of her mother-in-law rather than start a new
home of her own and so this young girl had
come several hundred miles to the home of

her husband. We told her that we would

go out to see her as soon as we could and
Saturday was the day. We found a tiny

village of about thirty houses, all the famiiles

being of that one name, Liu. They welcomed

us most heartily, served tea and watermelon

seeds, then wanted to prepare a big meal but

we would not let them. Only one person

there besides the little bride had ever heard

of Christ and I consider the privilege of tell-

ing the story for the first time that day one

of the greatest of my life. I had the children

all about me in one of the larger rooms of

the little mud house and taught them the

words of a song. Everyone was so friendly

and all of them were delighted when we prom-
ised to return next month.

As we came back to the city, toward eve-

ning, we passed through another small village.

When we went out they had enquired where

we were going and as we returned they said.

"Tell us the story." We said that it was
too late in the day but that we would return

some time next month. But they insisted,

"You went past us this morning, why are

you passing us by now?" As far as we could

hear down the road came the cry, "Come back

and tell us. Come back and tell us," and our

Bible woman kept calling back. '"Next time

we will. Next time we will." The hunger in

their faces haunts me in my dreams yet, and

the sound of their cry rings in my heart night

and day as I realize that they are waiting,

waiting, and we can go so seldom and stay

such a short time. But I am deeply grateful

to God for sending that little girl to that

country home, for it will mean the opening of

a district where He might not have had a

chance to go for years.

(Continueel on page 59)
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J. N. Jcssup

The First Offering for Ministerial

Relief

THE work of the Board of Ministerial

Relief, with the Pension system, ought

to make, and I believe it does make, a

peculiarly strong appeal to ministers. It is

performing a ministry for the preachers

which they could not possibly perform for

themselves. It is the united voice of the

ministry. That voice was for years inaudi-

ble. The old minister and the disabled min-

ister had for years a voice of appeal to the

brotherhood for adequate support; a voice

all the more pathetic because unuttered. The
ministers themselves could not voice that

appeal. It Mas too delicate a matter. It

savored too much of personal interest. At
length—and all too lung delayed—that mutt'

appeal found voice in the Board of Minis-

terial Relief.

I remember very well its first inauguration,

largely through the efforts and heart appeals

of A. M. Atkinson. I think the church at

Vincennes, Indiana, where I was then pastor,

was the first church visited by him as he went
among the churches in its interest. From the

first it made a strong appeal to me, although

from my youth and physical health I had no
expectation of ever becoming a beneficiary of

its funds.

When we come to think about it, it is amaz-
ing how slow the Church was in making or

in attempting to make provision for its old

veterans and for its disabled workers. Other

institutions outstripped the Church. The gov-

ernment was more than generous with its

war veterans; followed with retiring pensions

fur its employes in many departments. Many
industrial institutions were pensioning their

old and disabled employees. The Church lagged.

But now the Church has made, or at any
rate is heroically trying to make, such pro-

vision, and it is cause for congratulation and

a source of comfort to every minister. It is

an honor to serve one's country in time of

war and, if it is a. matter of right and justice

for such servant to receive support in the

way of pension from the country he served,

surely it is no less honor to serve the kingdom
of Cod, and surely a matter of justice and

rigid for such servant to receive a pension

in the time of old age or of disability. I

cannot think of any faithful servant hesi-

tating to receive such pension any more than

I can think of a veteran hesitating to receive

a government pension. It ought to lie— it is

—

a mark of honor. Paul said: 'T bear in my
body the marks of the Lord Jesus.'' lie was
branded for Jesus. Old age, if it come in the

way of service of the King and. if it come

beautifully as in association with Jesus old

age ought always to come, it is an honored

mark of the Lord Jesus. The veteran of the

cross is branded with the marks of the Lord

Jesus, and such marks entitle the wearer to

such kindness and support and courtesy as

belongs to the King's servants.

The cause ought to find a large place in

the offerings and budgets of all the churches;

a much larger place in fact than is now as-

signed it. till such time as the funds are

sufficiently large to make adequate provision.

J. Xewtox Jesstt.

Lafayette, Indiana.

Mexicans in the United States

THE study of missionary conditions and
needs in the Southwest among the Mexi-
cans who have come into the United

States, just completed and reported to the

Home Missions Council by Jay S. Stowell,

who undertook the work under the direc-

tion of the Interchurch World Movement,
shows that there are approximately 1,500.000

Mexicans and Spanish-Americans in the Unit-

ed States, with an increase which has been

very great during the war and the troublous

times in Mexico. Texas has the largest num-
ber, Iter Mexican population being estimated

as 450.000. Xew Mexico has about 250.000;

Arizona about 100.000, and California almost

as many, while many thousands are in Colo-

rado, Missouri and Kansas; and they are

scattered through all of the states west of

the Mississippi, and are found also in sec-

tions of Illinois. Michigan, Pennsylvania,

New York and New England. The largest

single colony is at San Antonio. Texas, with

about 50.000. Other towns largely Mexican
are El Paso, Los Angeles, Brownsville, Laredo

and Nogales.

Many of these people are in a very destitute

condition, live in crowded, unsanitary quar-

ters and become ready victims of disease and

crime. Large numbers of them are illiterate

:

the majority of them do not speak English:

many are positively anti-American.

The following church boards are carrying

on mission work for these people: the Pres-

byterian Church in the U. S. A. (North), the

Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist

Episcopal Church. South, the Congregational

Churches, the Presbyterian Church in the

U. S. (South), the' United Brethren, the

Northern Baptists, the Southern Baptists.

the Disciples of Christ. Free Methodists.

Friends and the Protestant Episcopal Church,

besides the Young Woman's Christian Asso-

ciation and the Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation and the Salvation Army.
There are reported 1.757 Mexican children

in boarding schools maintained by these mis-

sions. Under missionary care are 133 sta-

tions. 283 preaching places, with 212 workers.

10,018 church members and 11,023 Sunday
school members. The total expenditures re-

ported for the year 1010 amounted to

$:500.72S.G7.

How Do Our Preachers Live?

THERE are few church members to whom
this question has not occurred in recent

months, but most of them have dismissed
it with a sigh as unanswerable. Some, how-
ever, have not been able to escape the feeling

that a definite responsibility attaches to the

rest of us in this matter. The church is

scripturally and morally responsible for the
minister's living. If it fails to provide fair-

ly, both minister and church must suffer.

Many churches have been keenly conscien-

tious and have raised their ministers' salaries

from time to time as the cost- of living in-

creased.

The International Convention at Cincin-

nati. October. 1010. recommended a moderate
schedule of increases which were made by
many churches, but even yet most ministerial

salaries are far less adequate than they were
before the war. although few of them could

then have been called living wages.

To get away from vague generalization -

and to arrive at definite facts World Call is

sending out a questionnaire to all the minis-

ters of the Disciples of Christ whose ad-

dresses we have, asking each to answer, with-

out giving his name, several questions which
we feel bear directly on the problem. Some
of these questions were answered in the sur-

vey which the Board of Ministerial Relief

made preparatory to inaugurating the Pen-
sion System. About three thousand reports

were received at that time and deductions of

great value were made from them, but hun-
dreds of ministers, no doubt, felt that even

the questions at that time were too personal

to be answered. Since information still more
intimate is desired if we would arrive at fair

conclusions in the matter, no signatures are

asked at this time, so each minister can make
a complete disclosure without any sense of

indelicacy.

We have full confidence in both the ability

and the willingness of the churches to prop-

erly support their minister- if they know
the facts, but we are aware that most church-

es depend upon their ministers to take the

initiative in every advance step. Since many
ministers are unwilling to speak to their con-

gregations about their support. World Call
wishes to serve the cause as a whole by se-

curing the facts and placing them before our
people.

If any one who should have had a copy of

the questionnaire has not received one we
shall be glad to supply him on request.

A Summer In Japan

JULY and August were two month- of very
hot weather. The heat, of course, de-

creases our Sunda\ school attendance, but

by the end of September we hope to have

every school filled. September 26 is the day

set for our big union Sunday school rally

and it is possible thai one or two of the dele-

gates from America to the World Sundaj
School Convention will be here for that oc-

casion.

On the thirty-live days spent in the moun-
tains, aside from the regular Church service.

T attended some kind of a conference, either

for the whole day or part of the day for

twenty-two days, so it was rather a busy sum-

mer. The three days conference for young
women missionaries at which older mission-

aries gave messages out of their own experi-
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ence to help these new workers was the most

inspirational. To see these eighty young wo-

men, so earnest and full of zeal and vigor, so

consecrated and well-equipped, made me very

hopeful of the future in Japan. Home of the

women had to walk three miles barefoot,

in a raging typhoon, to make the train back

to Karuizawa. They went barefoot in order

to have dry shoes and stockings to wear on

the train. Twenty of them were second gen-

eration missionaries, two of them third gener-

ation.

The Mission decided that I take my fur-

lough this autumn and I am trying to se-

cure passage on the S. S. Venezuela, sailing

November 12th for San Francisco. All berths

on all ships are taken up until February,

1921, but I have been promised the first va-

cancy on this boat.

Rose T. Armbruster.
Akita, Japan.

These All Died in the Faith

Mrs. Addie Peterson, October 10, 1919;

Kingston, Washington.

Joseph F. Gilbreath, August 17, 1920;

Kingston, Washington. Husband of the pres-

ident and father of the secretary of the

Christian Woman's Board of Missions Aux-
iliary.

Mrs. Austin Jones, June 21, 1920; Kansas
City, Missouri. Age 75 years.

Mrs. S. W. Gerould, February 25, 1920;

Athens, Pennsylvania. Age 87. Mother of

Mrs. Laura Gerould Craig of Buffalo, New
York. Charter member, life member and, for

many years, a local officer in the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions.

Mrs. W. O. Baker, January 15, 1919; Ok-

lahoma, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Helen Solliday, October 15, 1919; Ok-

lahoma, Oklahoma.
Miss Bessie Margaret Haney, July 22, 1920;

Sidney, Ohio. Life member of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions.

Miss Belle Tilford, July 6, 1920; Martins-

ville, Indiana. Charter member of the Wom-
an's Missionary Society.

Mrs. J. K. Mathews, April 1, 1920; Roth-

ville, Missouri. Age 71 years. Charter mem-
ber of the Woman's Missionary Society.

Mrs. C. M. Stanley, August 2, 1920;' Roth-

ville, Missouri. Age 62 years.

Mrs. J. L. Riddell, August 14, 1920; Roth-

ville, Missouri. Age 79 years.

Mrs. Mary J. Tracy, August 9, 1920; Sa-

lem, Illinois. Daughter of John A. Williams,

a pioneer preacher.

The Transformation of the Ziegler

Barn
w/^ O WEST" was the cry of a generation

I -m- or so ago. Thousands heard the cry

and answered, and today our great

western country is dotted all over with the

homes and farms of those great adventurers.

There are many even now who are living

under conditions much the same as did the

early settlers. Deprived of many of the or-

dinary comforts and conveniences of life, they

are also lacking in opportunities to enjoy

the privileges of church and Bible schools.

This great Rocky Mountain district com-
prises the states of Wyoming, Utah, Colorado,

New Mexico and West Texas, and in this ter-

ritory, as large as the Mississippi Valley, we
have only a little over one hundred Bible

schools, with a total enrollment of somewhat
over thirteen thousand. A great many of

these Bible schools, which have an enroll-

ment of less than one hundred, are in small

towns or open country and are unable to have

the inspiration and benefit which comes from

attendance upon institutes, schools of meth-

ods or conventions, often because they can-

not afford to go. Hence these schools do not

grow either in numbers or efficiency. If they

cannot do for themselves then it is a matter

of our doing for them, going to them with

the modern Bible school program.

The transformation of the Ziegler barn is

an interesting story. The barn belongs to a

dear old woman by the name of Ziegler, out

in the dry land country, twenty-five miles

from the nearest town or railroad. All the

settlers are homesteaders, wrestling with a

great problem—heroic souls, many of them
splendidly educated. Until this spring they

had been living out there without any re-

ligious services. This woman of limited ed-

ucation from the world's standpoint, but lib-

erally educated by the Holy Spirit, living in

a dugout, determined that a Bible school

should be organized. No other place could

be found in which to meet but her barn. No
one could be found to act as superintendent

but herself. With tears in her eyes and
great emotion in her voice, the good woman
said to the Field Secretary when he visited

there, "If only some man would take this

work. I haven't much education, but some-

body must do it." The young people of the

surrounding country formerly used this barn

for their dances but, after the organization

of the Bible school, of their own accord they

decided it would not do to dance in a build-

ing where they were holding religious serv-

ices. Our Lord glorified a stable when he

was born and he is glorifying the Ziegler

barn these days.

Five miles away is another little communi-

ty with a tiny, ramshackle school building.

They heard about the Ziegler Barn Bible

school and they said, "we will organize a

Bible school in our school building." Five

miles in another direction is another tiny

schoolhouse. These folks heard of the Bible

school in the barn and of the Bible school in

the neighboring schoolhouse. They, too, said,

"We will have one."

Out of that little Bible school born in the

great, loving heart of an old woman, living

in a dugout, twent;/-five miles from the rail-

road, there are three Bible schools and a

preaching service once a month conducted by
one of our ministers from the nearest town.

And, how glad they were to see the Field

Secretary. "Come again, we need you so."

These visits bring inspiration, knowledge,

stimulation and a sense of belonging to a

great religious body. "We get so lonesome out

here."

This is not an isolated story. The great

need today is that those situated in places of

comfort, conveniences and plenty, shall hear

the challenge of the great hearts of their

lonely fellow citizens and make it possible for

field workers to go to them more often, to

serve them in a larger and better way.

A. O. Kuhn.
Denver, Colorado.

Don't, Don't, Be Sure

DON'T ship canned goods by freight in

zero weather. If you do, they are sure

to freeze and be lost. Don't fail to

ship the goods. Ship them by express, and

wait, if possible, for mild weather. Be sure

to mail to the home to which the shipment

is being made a copy of the bill of lading.

We need all the donations you can send, but

please send them under conditions that will

furnish a maximum chance of our receiving

them in good condition. J. H. Mohorter.

Outgoing: Missionaries August 21, 1920, on Gang Plank of S. S. China. Left to Riffht—Mrs. J. N.
Lester and Daughter of San Francisco, then Missionaries Miss Griffith, Dr. Fleming:,

Miss Furman, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Davis, Miss Cowdrey and Miss Gray.
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Babies Carried in Baskets on Their Mothers' Heads in India

The Hindu Coolie Woman at a Wage-Earning Task

THE handsomest building which the Dis-

ciples of Christ own in India is the Bible

College in Jubbulpore. During its build-

ing the mission bungalow on the same com-

pound was in course of erection. As many
as three hundred people were at work on these

buildings at the same time. Half of these

were women. They came early in the morn-

ing, so as to get to work soon after sunrise,

and continued with a break at noon, until

sunset. Many brought their tiny babies with

them, curled up in a round basket which the

mother carried back and forth on her head.

One mother had twin babies, and they curled

around opposite sides of the same basket.

The basket was put in a shady place, and the

mother went frequently to look after her

charge. But in the intervals, the children

were tormented by flies, gnats and other in-

sects innumerable. Children a little larger

were also brought; and, if big enough, put to

some light work.

The first thing to be done in building is to

excavate for the foundations. The digging

is done by men and a man fills the small

round baskets in which the earth is carried

away. A man also assists in lifting the bas-

ket to the heads of the women who, steadying

the basket with one upraised hand, walk slow-

ly off' with their burden to the spot where the

earth is to be thrown.

As soon as the excavation is done, the

foundation is put in. The first course is con-

crete rubble. The mortar has been ground in

a circular trench by a big wheel drawn by
buffaloes. But the sand and the lime are

carried to the trench by women. If water
connections are not laid on, women must
carry the water in earthern jars. When the

mortar is ground, it is carried in baskets or

in iron baskets. A man takes the baskets

from their hands and empties them into the

trench. Other women bring the mortar and
it is thrown on the stones and pounded down.
Stone which has been broken at the quarry by

women is carried to the trenches by other

women.

When the time comes for brick work, again

the women have their share. All the bricks,

the mortar and the water are , carried by
women. As the wall mounts and scaffolds

are fastened onto the sides of the building,

women sit on each scaffold and pass up the

bricks and other material. Higher and high-

er the wall climbs and with it the women,
too, climb. The top of the spire is seventy

feet above ground, but on the topmost scaf-

fold the women are still passing bricks and
mortar. Women carry earth to fill in the

foundation inside, for it has no basement and
the floor must be high above the ground out-

side. Tiles and mortar for the floors, plaster

for the house, inside and outside, battens for

the roof, nails, tools, everything has to be

carried by the women. A mason at work on a

building has a coolie woman to hand him
tools and the materials he needs. The car-

penter wants her to pass him his hammer,
saw and nails. Everywhere there is some-

thing for the woman to do and everywhere

she does it.

The work on the Jubbulpore buildings was
begun by a contractor, but later was taken

over by the Mission. The women got 6 cents

a day. On Sunday mornings—the Mission
insisted that no work should be done on
Sundays—the contractor gathered the people

together, and for half a day wrangled with
them over the pay they were to get for their

week's work. Again and again complaints

came that the little sum of 36 cents had been

cut for some reason or other, some days were
not even entered on the contractor's pay
sheet. In addition, every 'worker, even the

women who got 6 cents a day, had to pay a

commission weekly to the man in charge of

employing the labor. Sometimes the con-

tractor would not pay the women for two or

three weeks. Then they would have to go
hungry, or else buy their week's food on

credit at a high interest. The contractor

usually withheld at least a week's pay, lest

the workmen should leave him and find anoth-

er job. If they should have done this, he

would never have paid them the balance.

Sometimes he dismissed the coolies and they

would never get the few cents due them.

At last the mission took the work from the

contractor. He warned the missionaries that

no one would work for them, that if the

coolies were paid all that was due them they

would never return, and made other dire pre-

dictions. But the foreigner was determined

to try his experiment. Every Saturday night

each woman coolie, like the other laborers,

received a little envelope containing the exact

amount she had earned during the week.

.There were no commissions cut and no fines

except for absence from work. The tired

women went off home, glad to have the next

day all to themselves and returned cheerful

<>n Monday morning, bringing others with

them who were eager to labor at even 6 cents

a day until they had to be told that there

was room for no more workers.

G. W. Beow^.

The Opportunity in Mississippi

THE rapid increase in population in the

state of Mississippi presents at once a

challenge and an opportunity. The state

may be considered as one of the frontier

fields of the Disciples of Christ. The physical

reasons may readily be seen. Scientific re-

search and the application of scientific prin-

ciples have made it possible to open up thou-

sands of acres of land, formerly thought un-

inhabitable, which have no equal in fertility

and depth of soil. The character of soil and

climatic conditions are attracting large immi-

gration. Small towns are rapidly becoming

cities ; new towns are springing up ; the coun-

try side, with the coming of hard surface

roads, is being built up with modern homes

and splendid schools.

There is a very progressive commercial

spirit everywhere. Xew industries are de-

veloping rapidly. Millions of dollars are

being spent on manufacturing projects which

are bringing in a steady stream of immi-

grants from the Xorth, East and West.
Hundreds of Disciples have come to the state

in the past year, many of them locating in

communities where we have no church or

where we have only a weak, struggling con-

gregation. Our future depends on the pro-

vision which we make for these people.

The offerings from the Bible schools have

been used with very encouraging results in

developing workers, organizing and stimulat-

ing schools. We have been able with our

small means to assist a few places in standing

alone in promoting the Lord's work. For in-

stance. Hattiesburg, Vicksburg and Columbus
have given ready response to assistance and

will soon be promoting their own program.

They are making a worthy contribution to

their respective communities by maintaining

and promoting the plea of the Disciples

Christ.

A good, strong church at Gulfport, our lead-

ing coast town, would be able to minister to

at least thirty thousand people. Clarksdale

is the most rapidly growing town in Missis-

sippi and is said to contain more wealth than

any town of its size in the south. Many
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other places offering similar opportunities

may be found throughout the state.

In addition to the opportunities of the

towns we have a large population in unevan-

gelized rural areas. There are great stretches

of country where the people have never heard

a minister of the Christian Church preach. A
letter from a minister, recently, tells of the

organization of a church with forty members

in a community which was visited by a Chris-

tian minister for the first time last year.

The efficiency of our Bible schools is very

low, due to the lack of training of the leaders.

One School of Methods was held in the state

this year which proved of untold value in de-

veloping the work. One or more should be

held every year and institutes should be con-

ducted in every section of the state. These

needs, added to the regrettable fact that there

are in Mississippi 750,222 children and youth

under twenty-five years of age who are receiv-

ing no form of religious instruction, ought to

inspire not only interest but sacrifice, if need

be, to give our state adequate instruction con-

cerning the Christ.

The Thanksgiving offering from the Bible

schools this year will help do this work. The

work should be doubled and in order to do

this the offerings must be doubled and more.

Gkace Gilbert.

Viclcsburg, Mississippi.

Ministerial Relief Benefits Never

Forgotten

M ABOUT five years ago my father was on

l\ your list for a monthly pension, which

was of considerable help to him at

that time. We have never forgotten your

kindness and I am now enclosing my check

as a donation for the furtherance of your

noble work. Thanking you for your kindness

and wishing you Godspeed in your work". . . .

So spoke a son who is a physician and a

citizen of influence in his community.

The kindness of the churches to her aged

ministers is never forgotten. Hundreds of

friends of the work have been raised up be-

cause of the benefits the churches have sent

to friends or loved ones. It is a ministry not

only of actual necessities, but of cheer and

comfort, as far as possible with the funds

given. It may well be called the beloved

ministry.

The First Death Claim Under The
Pension System

THE pension system was in operation a

year and a half before the first- death

claim materialized. This puts the plan

beyond the theoretical into the practical for

this part of the agreement. Two cases of

disability were already receiving benefits.

The financial side is only a part of the bless-

ing. To feel that the churches in genera]

have a part in the ministry to the stricken

home brings in a sense of comfort that has

heart-sustaining power. The reassuring fel-

lowship at a time when so much needed is a

part of the pension.

Thomas Jefferson Belcher, Barbourville,

Kentucky, was drowned near his home June
17. His fine trait as a father is exemplified

in this, his last effort. He had promised his

boys he would teach them to swim when they

wished. The older, ten and one-half years,

had learned, the younger, five years, expressed

his desire to swim. Accordingly, he, who had

always been a chum, went to the river, but

had been in the water but a short time when
he was gone. The whole community paid

wonderful tribute to their love for him.

Everything possible for resuscitation was
done. A railway division was kept clear

while a pulmotor was rushed to the scene.

An aeroplane was also pressed into service

to bring help.

He and his beloved wife had labored for

eight years at Williamsburg, Kentucky, and

in the ministry of less than a year at Bar-

bourville had touched the heartstrings of the

whole community. His early years and first

field of service were in Tennessee. The mes-

sage of his ministry was one of conviction.

Early in life he made his way to the plea

for the unity of God's people on the basis of

the Scripture.

T. J. Belcher always loved the church.

From the early years of his life he was in

some position of leadership. The transfer

of his activities from the schoolroom to the

pulpit and wider influence in the community,
was only the natural fulfillment of the deep

passion of his soul. He loved people. He
loved to sing. The entire influence of his

life was wholesome. E. C. Wilson, then of

Knoxville, helped him to decide for the min-

istry. His life ended at forty-one, after thir-

teen years of service, but his spirit goes on
still working. Representations of all the life of

the town came out at the funeral to do him
honor. The lines that usually divide were
ignored in the heartfelt tributes that were
paid him. He was buried in the midst of his

field of labor.

It is a great thing to be such a preacher.

The boy whom he was teaching to swim had
already declared his intention of being a
preacher "just like his father." His death

occurred on Thursday. His work for the

Lord's day was all planned. One of the most
prized possessions of the wife is the news-

paper copy of the program for the services of

the day.

He cooperated in all good work of the

brotherhood. His wife says, "he was always
glad when the day for the missionary offering

came around." He wras a firm believer in the

pension, being among those who signed the

preliminary application and helped get the
plan inaugurated. Just a few days before

his death he told a friend about the pension,

saying that it meant more to him than any-

thing else he had in the way of insurance

policies, not knowing that his claim would be

the first to be sent.

The brave wife with her three boys deserve

the best a loving and generous brotherhood

can give them. In the stead of this good

man Ministerial Relief stands guard for the

churches over this home and says, "We will

not forget." F. E. Smith.

Noted French General to Head
Mayflower Delegation

THE Federal Council of Churches an-

nounces that it has received word from

the French government that it will send

General Robert George Nivelle, former com-

mander-in-chief of the French army, as one

of its delegates to the Tercentenary celebra-

tions of the American Mayflower Council,

which will be held in seventy large American
cities during November, culminating in the

quadrennial meeting of the Federal Council

of the Churches of Christ in America at

Boston, December 1-6.

Robert George Nivelle was born in 1858.

His mother was an English woman, the daugh-

ter of Rev. Thomas Pennington. As a boy,

General Nivelle was much in England with

his mother's family. His father was a colonel

in the French army and commanded the Le-

gion at Dunkirk in 1870.

As a tactician General Nivelle invariably

assumed the offensive; he believed in action

always. On May 1, 1916, he succeeded Gen-

eral Petain at Verdun and the hero.c and
successful defence of that city will always

be associated with the names of these two
generals. On October 28, 1916, his troops

retook Douaumont. For this success he was
made a Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor.

General Nivelle served as commander-in-chief

until May 9, 1917.

It is of interest to many Americans that

during the most critical year of the war, both

the commander-in-chief of the French army
and Admiral Gaucher, head of the navy, were

of the Protestant faith.

Important Notice
To avoid delay and confusion,

Make All Checks
payable to

United Christian
Missionary Society

All offerings which have hitherto

been sent to

American Christian Missionary
Society,

Christian Woman's Board of Mis-
sions,

Foreign Christian Missionary So-

ciety,

Board of Church Extension,

Board of Ministerial Relief,

National Benevolent Association,

Should be sent to

United Christian Missionary
Society

1501 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
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W. K. Hunt

W. K. Hunt went to China in 18S9 from

London, England, and was about the third

worker to reach the field, Dr. Macklin and

F. E. Meigs having preceded him by several

years. He went directly to Chuchow and

opened up the work there. He stayed there

alone two years before Mrs. Hunt came. In

that pioneer outpost he lived for seven years

in a thatched Chinese house and during those

early days he wore Chinese clothes, with his

head shaved and a queue attached in order

that he might not attract undue attention

as he went about the streets. In those days

the appearance of a foreigner in foreign

clothes almost caused a riot because of the

curiosity aroused. Of course, when Mr. Hunt
went to Chuchow there was nothing there

in the way of converts or a church. He stayed

in that city work for twenty-eight years and

when he left there was a city church and
country churches, brought into existence

through his work and that of his fellow mis-

sionaries. Dr. E. I. Osgood has been asso-

ciated with him for many years doing the

hospital work. Mr. Hunt's last two years in

China before coming home on his furlough

were spent as student pastor in Nanking. He
and Mrs. Hunt and their two younger chil-

dren are going on to England to spend their

furlough. His oldest son has just graduated
from Rush Medical College and his oldest

daughter is the wife of Frank Coop, Jr., of

Southport, England.

Why a Red Cross Sunday Has
Been Designated

THE Fourth Roll Call for Membership in

the American Red Cross will be held be-

tween November 11, Armistice Day, and
November 25th, Thanksgiving Day. Sunday,
November 14th, is to be observed as Red
Cross Sunday.

This is not a campaign, but merely the

yearly opportunity for all Americans to renew
their membership and pay their dues.

The work of the Red Cross represents the

united Christian effort of Americans to serve

humanity. For "the least of these His chil-

dren" we are responsible as world neighbors

—

whether across the street or across the At-

lantic.

Our primary obligation is to the service

men. There remains much to be done for

them—with the army of occupation, still com-

prising 17,000 men; in the hospitals of the

army, the navy and the public health service,

where there are 26,000, the occupational,

recreational and social work must go on;

with the discharged men and their families

help of a friendly sort must be given.

At home and abroad—wherever disease, pes-

tilence, famine and disaster stalk—the Red

Cross must aid. The enormitv of the suffer-

ing in Eastern Europe is staggering. All

authorities are agreed that, with winter,

typhus will rage. Our Red Cross knows how
to give assistance and cannot stand look-

ing on!

The Red Cross has found in health educa-

tion and in the teaching of sanitation and
hygiene a work that is a continuation of its

war record. Health centers are being estab-

lished all over the country and more than one

thousand Red Cross nurses are employed to

fight disease and ignorance.

Do you not feel it worth while to help such

a cause?

OFFICE OF

Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

A McLEAN, Corresponding Secretary

ROOM No B5. JOHNSTON BUILDING.

S..W Cor Fifth and Walnut Sis

P O Box 750

Cincinnati,0.,-jU.JJU^ itL<%,

(> do a. cy^+v, \L*jl^ La^yA^uy^ ifv^C

ajiZCLt. /fi-t^C,
CLu<f- (%r^ Gu-uZ ^-^

£-4a<. i

A Characteristic Letter Announcing; the Appointment of W. R. Hunt
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Some Obvious Needs of the

Negro Field

IN
the midst of many needs, it is not al-

ways an easy task to point out the most

needed thing. Six year's work among Ne-

gro Bible schools is long enough to prove that

the undertaking is worth while. The first

Secretary was called to this particular field

without special preparation for the task. The

morning I entered what I called my office, but

what my wife called her front room, a few

leaflets, Sunday school books, a shoe-box let-

ter file and a little table made up the major

part of my office equipment. When I was in

the field my wife served then, as she does at

present, as office secretary. One day, after

the first year of office work, I returned from

a long trip to find a roller top desk and chair

in the office. We next purchased an Under-

wood typewriter, one large letter file and an

index file for names and addresses. At present

we have a nice little library of books bearing

along the line of Bible school work and re-

ligious education.

When the amount of work is considered

that must be done in the office to promote

the work in the field, it goes without saying

that our office is yet inadequate for efficient

service. We are not complaining for we be-

lieve that the United Christian Missionary

Society will do its best some day to give us

better quarters as the growing needs of the

work demand. We are willing to get along

until then. But, in the meanwhile, we are

endeavoring to awaken the Negro Bible

schools to larger giving on their part.

The coming of an associate worker to the

field has already proven to be a valuable as-

set to the work. We have been able to do

more field work, to attend more district and

state conventions, organize more Teacher

Training Classes, etc., than in any preceding

year. I still hope that we may be able to

have a woman who can give her time to study

and planning for the Elementary department

of the Bible school. The safety of any struc-

ture depends upon its foundation and so the

foundation for religious education should be

laid well in the Elementary department.

The rural conditions still present a prob-

lem to be worked out by the church. The

greater per cent of our churches are rural

churches. When their doors close the greater

part of three months in the year it means

that, for twelve Sundays out of fifty-two, the

children and young people are being denied

the training that the church should give. If

this is kept up for twenty-one years there is a

loss of 252 Sundays out of their life training.

The church will sooner or later face this great

and sad neglect. It is much easier to form

character than to reform it.

For nearly half a decade there has been

great unrest among my people in the south

land, many thousands having migrated from

the open country to the cities and from the

South to the North. The deserted plantations

and vacant houses tell the story of their de-

parture; the congested conditions of the north-

ern cities tell the story of their coming. Shall

the Church follow them or allow them to be

lost to the cause of Jesus Christ? The going

of these people may be God's way of taking

the Gospel to the Northern Negro.

P. H. Moss.
Edwwrds, Mississippi.

Typical Kurul Home of China's Millions

Touring In China

IT
is the common experience of all mission-

aries that their descriptive powers wane
after they have been on the field for a

few years, and I am very conscious of this

fact in my own case. However, I am this

year in a situation which is so absolutely

new and different from any in which I have

been before that, had I time to write down
impressions as they come, they would be al-

most as vivid as were my first impressions

on coming to China.

I am in the country, and I have heretofore

been in the city. No American can realize,

however, what that means in China. In Nan-

king we have living conditions that are prim-

itive enough, in some respects worse and in

a few respects better than in a moderately

progressive country community at home. In

Chuchow we are comfortable. But when we
get out to the country districts we get a

taste of the China that exists for eighty

per cent of the people. We abandon the habits

of civilization or, if we maintain them, we do

it in public. The front steps is the favorite

place for indulging the luxury of washing

your teeth, but who can afford tooth brushes

on a monthly income of less than $2 per

month per individual? And again, of what

use are sanitary conveniences when all waste

matter is gathered up by eager scavengers

and sold by them for a pitiful sum to the

farmers and gardeners for fertilizer? One
tiling, however, is true (if you carry your

own bedding, as travelers always do when
they get off the main roads) you have no

difficulty in finding lodgings when you go to

a place where we have a chapel. There is

usually some rice-straw around to be had for

a few coppers and you put it down on the

chapel floor and throw your oilcloth over it

and sleep there. The more the merrier. When
you come in from your journey a wash basin

of hot water with a wash cloth will be pre-

sented to you. You will, if you are not too

civilized, wring the cloth out and wipe face

and hands. This is once when you believe in

social classes, for the foreigner always gets

the first chance, i. c, for this time. It is by

no means probable that the wash-cloth has

not been used many times before since it was

washed. "After you" the same cloth and the

same water is passed around indefinitely. I

don't know that I've observed its being

changed because it "was too dirty; it is some-

times changed because it isn't hot enough.

If there are a considerable number of per-

sons sleeping in the same room someone is

sure to talk late and someone else to talk

early, like a lot of school children. I went to

a wedding at the home of one of our Chris-

tians fifteen miles from the railroad track

and the little chapel at the station. The day

we arrived it was raining and the streets

were one plaster of mud. In the party was
a Chinese boy six or eight years old, and his

mother. The farmers where the wedding was
to take place came in after them. The boy
was strapped to the back of a man weighing
not more than 130 pounds and carried all that

distance without a rest. The woman rode a

donkey which a man led. We went to the

country the next day. All the houses in

this part of China are surrounded by high,

thick mud walls to form a defense against

robbers. All have numerous dogs, which run

out in packs and bark at and menace every

passerby, but they rarely bite and will turn

tail and run the moment you stoop to pick

up a stone. It snowed hard the night we
arrived. In the guest room were hung three

or four sides of pork dressed for the wedding,

together with fish, etc. On the walls were

hung numerous mottoes to decorate the new
home, which would not be new at all, but a

room or two in the father's establishment.

The pastor and his little boy and I slept in

the granary. We were fortunate. We had
our bedding. Many of the guests did not and
the country folk had forgotten to rent—the

common method of providing bedding for a
guest. Town was fifteen miles away and the

fastest conveyance men's legs.

These are pieces of the patchwork which

makes up Chinese country life.

Gut W. Sarvis.
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"Strangers in a Strange Land Are
Compatriots"

One of the brightest passages in the story of Dr. A. L. Shelton's captivity

in the hands of bandits in West China last winter, and his final escape, is supplied

by the efforts of the French priest, Claude Bailly, who has been a missionary in

that rough country for thirty years. He ivorked day and night for over a month
trying to secure Dr. Shelton's release. Here is a letter from Father Bailly to

President A. McLean.

Yunnan-fu le 24 juillet, 1920.

Bien cher Monsieur:

Je suis heureux de vous accuser reception

de votre bonne lettre du 3 Mai, 1920.

Je remercie de tout coeur, Monsieur le

Docteur Shelton, de son bon souvenir, et de

sa reconnaissance. J'ai fait pour lui et sa

famille, ce qu'il eut fait pour moi dans le

meme cas. Les etrangers en pays etrangers

sont des compatriotes.

J'ai bien regu du Docteur Shelton une des

photographies livrees a. la gare de Yunnan-
fu, mais pas celle que je desirai. J'aurai

voulu celle ou je suis avec toute sa famille.

Dernierernent, j'ai remis au Monsieur, dont

voici la carte, les affaires du Docteur a moi

remises par les brigands. lis gardent le fusil

et les jumelles. Les bandits m'ont demandes

ou etait le Docteur. J'ai repondu, en Amer-

ique. lis croyaient qu'il etait sur son retour

de Hongkong et l'attendaient pour le repren-

dre. lis m'ont demandes les photographies

qu'il avait d'eux. J'ai dit il les a emportees

avec lui.

Je suis heureux de savoir que les forces du
Docteur Shelton reviennent vite. Le cher

Docteur avait grand besoin de repos. Vivre

comme il a vecu rare sont ceux qui s'en fus-

sent si bien tires. Que le bon Dieu lui rendre

la sante le conserve ainsi que toute sa bonne

famille.

A l'occasion, je vous prie, cher Monsieur,

d' avoir la bonte de me rappeler au bon sou-

venir de la famille Shelton.

Veuillez, cher Monsieur, avec mes remer-

ciements agreer mes meilleures salutations.

C. Bailly.

Yunnanfu, July 24, 1920.

My very dear Monsieur:

I am happy to tell you of the receipt of

your good letter of the third of May, 1920.

I am thankful, with all of my heart, to

Dr. Shelton for his kind remembrance and
his gratitude. I did for him and his family

that which he would have done for me in

the same situation. Strangers in a strange

land are compatriots.

I have received from Dr. Shelton one of

the photographs taken at the station of Yun-
nanfu, but it was not the one which I desired.

I would like to have that one where I was
taken with the whole family.

Recently I sent to the gentleman, whose
card is enclosed, some of the Doctor's things

which were sent to me by the brigands. They
kept the gun and the opera glasses.

The bandits have asked me where the Doc-

tor was. I have responded, "in America."

They thought that he was on his return from
Hongkong and they were waiting to retake

him. They have asked me for the photo-

graphs which he had taken of them and I

told them that he had taken them with him.

I am happy to know that Doctor Shelton's

strength is rapidly returning. The dear Doc-

tor had great need of rest.

Rarely do those who have lived as he has

lived come back so well. As the good God
returns to him his health, may He also pre-

serve that of all of his good family.

Please, dear Monsieur, accept with my
thanks my best wishes. C. Bailly.

Thomas C. Howe Resigns From
Presidency of Butler College

THOMAS C. HOWE, who for thirteen

years has been president of Butler Col-

lege, has resigned the presidency and
ceased his connection with Butler on Sep-

r , Thomas Carr Howe

tember 1. That date marked the end of

thirty-one years' service as a member of the

faculty, either as teacher or president.

Dr. Howe notified the board almost three

years ago that he desired to end his services

to the institution. Owing to the very great

problems which Butler, in common with other

colleges, faced during the war and since the

armistice, the Board of Trustees of Butler

prevailed upon President Howe to continue

his work year after year and deferred action

upon his resignation. This summer, however,

President Howe decided that he could not

delay his resignation longer and the Board
of Trustees was compelled to accept it with

great regret. They expressed their high es-

teem of his faithfulness and efficient manage-
ment and were unanimous in their desire

that he continue as president of the college.

However, he did not see his way clear to

do so, because of the heavy drain upon his

physical resources, which he was finding him-

self incapable of undergoing, and also because

of the demands which were made upon his

financial resources, which had become more
than he felt justified in continuing to dis-

charge.

When Dr. Howe became president of Butler,

in 1907, the college had an attendance of 300.

It now has an attendance of more than 1,000.

Despite increased prices and higher salaries.

President Howe succeeded in maintaining the

institution on practically the same revenue

it received when he assumed management.
His desire to assist in working out the re-

organization plan on which the college will

be operated in the future, influenced him
largely in remaining president until this time.

President Howe has been connected with

Butler in some capacity since 1884, when he

entered the old preparatory school which was
subsequently discontinued. He was graduated

in 1889 and employed as instructor of Latin

in 1890. He spent the years 1890-92 in for-

eign universities. On his return he was
made head of the department of Germanic
languages. In 1896 he took leave of absence

for further graduate work at Harvard Uni-

versity. He remained there three years and
part of that time he was a teaching Fellow.

He received the degree of Ph. D. from Har-

vard in 1899. He then resumed his position

in Butler College as teacher and head of his

department. In 1907 he was appointed chief

executive of the college under the title of

dean. The following year he was elected

president and has continued as such up to

the present.

The Indianapolis Star, in commenting upon
the resignation of President Howe, spoke ed-

itorially as follows:

"The retirement of Thomas C. Howe from
the presidency of Butler College is a matter

for regret not only to all directly interested

in the welfare and progress of the college, but

to the general community as well. For In-

dianapolis has a high regard for Butler as

one of its most important educational insti-

tutions and has seen it grow in attendance

and repute under his management until his

name has become inseparably associated with

its success.

"In the thirteen years in which he has been

at the head of the college, attendance has

increased from 300 to 1,000, and as endow-

ments have not been added in proportion,

great skill in financial management was neces-

sary, and credit is given to the President

for carrying this through successfully. Pres-

ident Howe's methods have not been spectac-

ular. He has carried out his plans quietly

and it is only as the public has noted results

that it has realized that a force was at the

helm.

"Professor Howe's friends will be glad to

know that he is to remain in Indianapolis.""

In the resignation of Thomas C. Howe the

educational forces of the Disciples of Christ

lose one of their most capable educators, and

the loss is greater than can be replaced. We
have produced and are producing an inade-

quate number of men to head up and conduct

our various educational enterprises, and to

lose a man of the training, character and

capability of President Howe is serious in-

deed.

His successor has not yet been chosen. At

the present it is not known whom the trus-

tees have in mind as the next president of

Butler College. In the meantime Dean J. W.
Putnam is at the head of administration
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A Missionary to the Moros

1
RECENTLY helped ordain a young man
who is going to preach among his people,

the Moros. He is now at work on Siasi

Island, in the Sulu Archipelago. There are

only three other Christians on the entire

island. Matias Caudra, a conscientious Mo-
hammedan some years ago, now an enthusi-

astic, devoted follower of Jesus, knows that

he is going up against a man-sized job. He
has spent his vacations preaching to the

Moros and he is well aware of the fact that

it takes courage and diplomacy and knowl-

edge and an absolute dependence upon God
to make any impression upon them. Caudra
combines these qualities in a remarkable

manner.

The Sultan of Sulu is the head of the

Mohammedan religion there. The Hadjis,

priests, are Arabs sent from Mecca. They

read the Koran in a- language that neither

they nor the people understand. Caudra has

the English version of their sacred book; he

reads it and is very familiar with its teach-

ings; he puts it into the language of the

people when he is talking to them. They

have to admit that he knows more about their

religion than they do. The Moros accept the

Old Testament in large part. They believe

in the patriarchs and the prophets and think

that Jesus was merely one of the latter.

Caudra knows his Old Testament and uses

its stories to good effect as a point of con-

tact for the Christian message. The people

listen with open mouths until he begins to

show that Jesus was God's Son and man's

Savior, then they commence to murmur and

to turn away. It takes tact to hold them

and keep their interest.

Polygamy is a common practice, especially

among the well-to-do. The poor do not go to

the expense of a wedding because the Hadjis

charge ten pesos, five dollars, for their serv-

ices. • Caudra condemns such practices and
tells them of the Christian way. It takes

nerve to do that when there are only three

other people on the island who believe as

you do. This young preacher has courage.

The Christian Filipinos have introduced

cock-fighting and drinking and dancing into

the land of the Moros. This is an illumi-

nating comment upon the type of Christianity

inflicted upon the Philippine Islands by the

Roman church. Of the 167,000 people called

Moros, only 20,000 are Christians.

Siasi is seven days from Manila by boat.

Caudra left Manila a few weeks ago and re-

port comes that he is hard at work. His

ordination took place at the close of the

seminary year, early in January. It was a

union ordination, peculiarly fitting for a man
who was going into a field like Caudra's. His

examination was given by a Presbyterian, a

Congregationalist, a Methodist and a Disciple.

When Matias told his life story and gave

the history of his religious education and
development from the time he was a Moro,

through the period when he was under the

instruction of a Catholic priest, who took

him to Borneo and kept him for several years,

to the date when he decided to cast his lot

with the Protestants, we were all intensely

interested. Then when he attempted to tell

of his love of Jesus Christ and his desire

to preach Him, his emotions overcame him
and he choked up with tears and could go no

further. If the committee had ever had any

doubts about his sincerity and his devotion

to his Lord, they were all removed in that

short session. At the ordination service, the

Scripture lesson was read by a United Breth-

ren, the prayer was given by a Methodist,

the sermon by a Disciple, the charge by a

Congregationalist, and the words at the lay-

ing on of hands were read by a Presbyterian,

while we all united in placing our hands

upon the head of the young man. Mr. Caudra
is a member of the Christian Alliance Church,

and as there is no member of that mission on

the Seminary faculty, we all united in setting

him apart for the difficult task God has

for him. And we are still united in our

interest in him and in our prayer for him.

E. K. Higdon.

Damoh, C. P., India
August the 9th, 1920

Dear Bert

:

Just this line to you today to tell you
that this mission is up against it for men.
We do not know what will happen next year
when some of the folks go home. Our station
is just one example. Benlehr is to go home
and there is not a soul about any other sta-
tion to send here. You know that this is
about four men's job here, and we ought to
have help. If one would put on a boys' work
program in this school and in this district
he would have enough to do. Then all of the
farm and shop and day school and station work
and repairs, and you know the rest.

In short, we must have men. I know that
D. 0. Cunningham is out after them and I

have been trying to help him line up two, but
we have no promises of anyone coming out
soon. Men are needed. Men, I say, yes, men.

Now, Bert, all of us seem to be well
these days, and I know that all of the girls,
and your wife, too, were glad to see you
when you got home. I know that you must have
gotten lonesome when you were out here in the
jungles of India. Moody was up at Pendra
Road the other day trying to get that pan-
ther. A huge tiger with paws as large as an
elephant's came out by the tree where the
Indian D. S. P. was sitting, and for some
reason he did not get him.

Say, when those estimates get in from
Hindustan, try to see that they are not cut.
Let the folks give the money for India. The
Committee cut them down enough. Please do
not take off any more.

Send us some men at once. Send some
like Livengood. Send us some young fellows
who have red blood, who have played the game
at home, and who like to get on with folks.

Yours

,

ICcUuA dX^LX.
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Christian Internationalism—WORLD
CALL as Missionary Literature

Midweek Prayer Meeting Topic, November 10,

1920; References, Isaiah 1:2,11,18;

Romans 1~>:15-21.

THESE are days when, to do the work of

the world acceptably, in any capacity or

in any field, power is needed—power that

comes through specialized training and con-

stant study. If one seeks to lie of real service

in any certain field he must constantly seek

those sources from which power will come to

him for the work which he desires to do.

This is just as true in the realm of spiritual

things as it is in that of material tilings.

One cannot drive an engine or help to settle

the tangled affairs of the world or do the

definite tasks that must be done if the King-

dom of God is ever to come in all its fullness

upon the earth, unless he has developed with-

in himself that power which comes only

through mental discipline and through a real

love and enthusiasm for the chosen field of

service.

For the Disciples of Christ, at least, one

great source of power comes through the

reading of World Call.

I. Because—It presents first-hand, up-to-

date information. '"Knowledge is indispensa-

ble and knowledge is power." Each month
our workers, both at home and in foreign

fields contribute fresh, timely material.

World Call is edited like a newspaper and
even up to the last minute some things are

taken out that newer material may be put in.

"It is made hot out of the time—it is not

served cold."

For example:

"The New Opportunity in the Near East,"

November, 1920, page 8.

"Is China a Republic?" March, 1920,

page 29.

"The New Fields of the Disciples of Christ

in Mexico." April, 1920, page 14.

"Education, the Open Door to Argentina."

July, 1920, page 24.

II. Because—It is inspirational, which, in

turn, develops enthusiasm. Both of these

things are fundamentally necessary to lead

one on into greater service. Many a person

has said that reading of the devotion and
heroism of certain great men and women has

been the turning point in his life and has

meant the setting of his face toward the

ideals exemplified in the lives of those great

souls of whom he had read. World Call fur-

nishes many such articles.

For example:

"F. M. Baird—An Appreciation." April,

1920, page 53.

"Mamma Ji of Bilaspur." June, 1920,

page IS.

"Old Lonjataka Is Dead." March, 1920,

page 24.

III. Because—It enlarges one's vision.

Narrow vision means narrow, provincial, self-

ish living. Our religion is a world-wide re-

ligion—"Co ye into all the world" is our

marching order. Tt is our job, as Christians,

to see that everyone, everywhere, hears the

"good news." Would Call presents many
articles which have the "far vision."

For example:
"Opening the Great Closed Land." Feb-

ruary, 1920, page 0.

"Armenian Relief from Japan." August,

1920, page 23.

"How Can the Church Reach the Lumber-
jack'?" February, 1920. page 29.

"Unredeemed America." May, 1920. page 11.

IV. Because—It develops one's sympathies,

for it touches sympathetically upon the great

needs of the world. Without sympathy, which
comes deep from the heart, our gifts of serv-

ice or money do not count for much. It is

like the almsgiving of many a Mohammedan

—

it brings merit to his own soul, perhaps, but

it matters not what happens to the one to

whom he has given the gift. True sympathy
will always follow up a gift of money with

other gifts just as necessary, of prayer, inter-

est, service. World Call stirs the heart with

sympathetic interest.

For example:

"The Mother Half of the World." Febru-

ary, 1920, page 17.

"Ministry of Healing in the Philippines."

March, 1920, page 26.

"The Immediacy of the Russian Task."

May, 1920, page 46.

"A Bundle of Love Letters." April. 1920,

page 44.

V. Because—It brings encouragement by

showing how others do it. If one realizes that

others, oftentimes with even greater problems

than his own, can "put it across," it encour-

ages one to attempt the seemingly impossible.

The article may meet a problem in an indi-

vidual life or it may meet the need of a

Sunday school or a church. Helpful sugges-

tions will be found constantly in World Call.

For example:

"The Church School of Missions." Jan-

uary, 1920, page 45.

The Development Department page in any
issue of World Call.

"Texas School of Evangelists." July, 1920.

page 29.

"Starting the Boy Scouts in a Community."
August, 1920, page 20.

"Churches That Are Giving Heroically."

October, 1920, page 6.

VI. Because—It helps to deepen one's spir-

itual life. "An unspiritual man is without

the power needed for leadership. If one as-

pires to leadership he should give heed to the

words, 'Be filled with the spirit.' " The read-

ing of the Bible and prayer are absolutely

essential in the life of a Christian, but of

great importance, too, is that literature which
will broaden and deepen in one the longings

for spiritual uplift which is so necessary in

tlie maintaining of one's interest, enthusiasm,

vision and sympathy. The first emphasis in

WORLD Call is always laid upon spiritual

things.

For example:
"The Yellow God." January. 1920, page 25.

"The Loudest Call of All." February," 1920,

page 10.

"The Primacy of Prayer." August. 1920,

cover page.

"The New Emphasis on Spiritual Power."
September, 1920, page 17.

VII. Because—It develops in one a feeling

of personal responsibility toward the needs

of the world. The story is told of Dr. John
Scudder (see World Call. July. 1919, page

28) that, through the reading and rereading

of a leaflet which he picked up from the table

of one of his patients, he was so stirred to

the depths of his soul that he fell on his

knees and prayed, "Lord, what wilt Thou have
me to do?" Literature which can develop in

one's soul that feeling of personal responsi-

bility which will compel him to give of self

and substance, is much needed in this day of

materialism. One can find many such articles

in various issues of World Call.
For example:

"The Will of T. A. Gary." October, 1920,

page 4.

"The High Noon of Missionary Oppor-
tunity." March, 1920, page 37.

"Our Underpaid College Teachers." April,

1920, page 13.

"0 Ye of Little Faith." August, 1920,

page 14.

VIII. Because—It brings a worth-while

message, through its illustrations, to those

who do not find time to read. A greater part

of one's impressions come through the eye.

If one could not read a word of English, would
he not find an appeal in such pictures as

these?

For example:
"Answering the Call." January, 1920, pages

2-35; June, 1920, pages 5-12.

"A Group from the Cleveland Orphanage."
April, 1920, page 23.

"Contrasts to Be Corrected." June, 1920,

pages 32-33.

"The Severed Ivy Chain." July, 1920,

page 41.

IX. Because—It presents the whole task of

the church. It brings messages from "Jerusa-

lem," from "Samaria." and even from the

"uttermost parts of the earth." All of which
tends toward the making of well-rounded dis-

ciples in Christian service because it develops

power through knowledge, through inspira-

tion, through enlarged vision, through syni-

pathy, through encouragement, through the

deepening of the spiritual life and through

the development of the feeling of responsi-

bility.

Prayer Meeting Topics for 1920
November

3. The Apostolic Method of Financing the

Kingdom. II Cor. S:17; 9:6-15.

10. Christian Internationalism. World Call
as missionary literature. Isa. 1:2. 17.

IS; Rom. 15:15-21.

17. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Paul and Righteousness. Rom. 1:16. 17.

24. The Grace of Gratitude. Ps. 145.

December
1. Quest and Conquest. Isa. 55:6: Matt.

6:33; 7:7: Phil. 4:13.

S. Christian Internationalism. The world

evangelized in this generation. Rom.
17:2S-33; Isa. 42:4; Ps. 2:S; Rev.

7:9.

15. Great Preachers and Their Message.

Jesus and the way to live. Matt. 5:

13-16; 43-4S; 6:25-34; 7:13; 14:24-,

29.

22. Peace on Earth. Good Will to Men.

Luke 2:13. 14: 19:38; 23:34.

29. The Passing and the Permanent. Heb.

1; 12:lS-29.
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Traveling in India

OUR second hot season in India has ar-

rived and we are in the hills trying to

keep cool. This place is in the same
range of mountains as Landour, where we
went last year, but some miles to the east.

The chief attraction here is a little lake

girded by mountains. There is a bazaar at

each end of the lake, which is about a mile

long and the mountain sides are covered with

zig-zag paths by which people reach their

houses, which cling to the hillside in all sorts

of precarious positions. Our own house is

more than a thousand feet above the lake,

very near the top of the mountain. It is an
easy matter for us to climb up to a good view-

point from which we can see the great snowy
range to the north and the broad plain to

the south. Just now it is so dry and dusty

that we cannot see very far.

The day before we started up here the

Graingers left Jubbulpore on their way to

America. After they got away we all felt

rather tired and Alice said she did not see

how she could possibly get ready to start

the next day. We got busy, however, and the

next day we had several minutes to spare be-

fore train time. Miss Jeter was to accom-

pany us up here and at the last moment Mr.
Alexander decided to go with us as far as

Katni, as he had to visit Damoh. When
the train got in it was crowded, but we man-
aged to find a small intermediate compart-

ment in which there was just one person.

When we had all of our things in we were
congratulating ourselves that we woidd have
almost room enough to be comfortable when
the head of the Methodist girls' school

dumped two Indian girls in with us with all

their luggage. This so filled up the com-
partment that we could not get the door

The River Front, Benares, India

open at Katni and Mr. Alexander had to go

out through the window. Then we handed
his luggage out to him. About four in the

morning we got off at Benares and had a

good nap in the waiting room before daylight.

It had been hot most of the night, but the

morning was cool, so we decided to see the

sights of the city before the heat of the day.

We got some tea in the refreshment room and
ordered breakfast for half-past eleven. Then
we got into a good rubber-tired carriage with

the same guide I had in 1914 and started

toward the great and holy Ganges. A boat

rowed by a couple of old men took us along

the river front, where we saw all kinds of

people taking their morning baths and per-

forming various kinds of worship at the same
time. Some were washing their clothes and
others drinking of the sacred water, while

here and there the bloated bodies of dead

cats and rats floated about. All along the

shore of the river are temples, bathing places

and caravanserais where pilgrims may stay

while in the city. At the burning ghat we
saw two bodies being prepared to burn while

several others were being consumed in heaps

of blazing wood. While we were watching

a hand suddenly rose up from one of the burn-

ing piles and gradually sank down again as

the muscles were burned away.

After seeing all of these edifying sights

we went ashore and our guide showed us

the wonders of the Golden Temple and of

several other important temples filled with

many idols and crowds of worshiping Hindus.

Outside were the vendors of flowers, per-

fumes and other materials used in the wor-

ship and the air all about was filled with the

stench of decaying flowers trampled under

foot on the floors wet with the holy water
which people were carrying to pour on the

images. As Benares is famous for its ham-
mered brass we went to one of the best brass

shops and bought some finger bowls and vases

much cheaper than we could get them at

home and very pretty, too. By that time it

was eleven o'clock, so we went back to the

station and had our breakfast.

After a good rest in the afternoon we took

the train for a night ride to Cawnpore. We
had a large compartment to ourselves and
slept well until nearly daylight, when we
reached our destination. Mr. Wiser came to

the station and left his man to show us how
to see the points of interest before going to

his home. It took us only a short time to

see the places where the English had defended

themselves during the mutiny of 1857. A fine

church now stands on the spot and on its

walls are memorial tablets to those wTho lost

their lives. In the end they had to surrender

and the leader of the mutineers, after prom-

ising them a safe departure, massacred prac-

tically all of them, saving the women and
children until last and then throwing their

bodies into a well. Over this well a beautiful

memorial has been built and it is surrounded

by a beautiful park. Mr. and Mrs. Wiser

gave us a royal welcome to their home. They

are Presbyterian missionaries doing social

welfare work among the employees of several

large factories. While the ladies rested I

went about with Mr. Wiser to some of the

communities where the people live among
whom he works. That night we slept in real

beds and the next morning were off to the

station for a six o'clock train.

In about two hours we came to Lucknow,

where we again went to see the spots con-

nected with the mutiny. Here the defenders

were able to hold out until help arrived.

They had quite a large enclosure with sev-
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eral thousand people in it. The whole thing

centered about the Residency building from

which floated the British flag. Though the

building has fallen to ruin, the flag still

floats. A veteran who was there at the time

is caretaker of the grounds and he showed

us about, telling us the history of the siege

in a very vivid and interesting way. From
there we went to see some fine old Mohamme-
dan mosques and other buildings connected

with them. Most of these buildings belong

to the eighteenth century and were erected

by the kings of Oudh before their evil rule

caused the British to take away their power.

Lucknow is a beautiful city and we enjoyed

riding about very much.

That afternoon we fell in with some mis-

sionaries going to Landour and when the

train came in we found it so crowded that the

best we could do was to put the ladies into

a small compartment which already contained

three Eurasian women, while the men of our

party got into a third-class servants' com-

partment in the next car. We managed to

get a little sleep before reaching Bareilly,

where we had to leave the Landour people

about midnight. We at once went to the

train which was to take us the last stage of

our journey, but found it all filled except a

couple of third-class compartments near the

front of the train. We got into one of these

and made ourselves comfortable on the bench-

es, but our peace was disturbed at the next

station, where a lot of people piled in. They

crowded all about us, but did not quite dare

sit on us, so we managed to get more or less

rest. At Kathgodam, the end of the railway,

a motor car was waiting to take us to Naini

Tal.

The ride up through the mountains was

very pleasant. There is a climb of twenty-

two miles in which one must go up about

five thousand feet, so the road winds back and

forth very much like the road up Pike's Peak.

We had to get out of the auto at the end of

the lake. The ladies took dandies for the re-

maining distance while I walked. During

the past week we have rested most of the

time, but from now on we expect to do some

walking about. We are to be here about five

more weeks and we want to make the most

of it. Fat E. Livengood.

The Toivers, Naini Tal, India.

Good News from Congo

Report for June, 1920

DEAR Brother McLean : The greater por-

tion of the month was given to the

work of the evangelists and enquirers.

They were here for 25 days. There were 422

enquirers. Out of these 244 were baptized.

One man whom I have known for ten years

became a Christian. He put away four of

his five wives. Another man put away one

wife. He has opposed the Word for years and

has repented at last.

There were 33 marriages during the month.

The above only deals with part of the

evangelistic work. There have been nearly a

thousand enquirers under instruction during

the past half of the year.

There were 76 evangelists returned to the

fields reported above. This is a gain of

eleven. There are five congregations self-

supporting at these outposts.

Hope you are well.

Herbert Smith.

Mondombe, D. C. C. M.,

Coquilhatville, Congo Beige,

West Central Africa, June 27. 1920.

DEAR Mr. Plopper: I am enclosing or-

ders on the Foreign Christian Mission-

ary Society to the amount of ninety-

seven dollars and forty-five cents ($97.45).

Please send this sum to our credit to the

Union Bank of Scotland, London, England.

We are at our new station and well and

happy. We baptized 43 on our arrival about

a month ago. We are now busy building

houses and making gardens.

We are getting school work started and
began Sunday school Sunday before last. We
have Sunday school at the station in the

morning and in four places in the village in

the afternoon. We had a total attendance

of 356 the first Sunday and more last Sunday.

I hope you are all well and that your
little daughter is doing fine. We have only

good news from our children. E. R. Moo>*.

Tolly ami Dorcas, daughters of Dr. Royal J. and Kva X. Dye. Tolly, on the right, was the first white

Child horn in our Congo Mission. She was an object of wonder and admiration to the native women
and the means of winning the confidence through which the first converts were made among: them
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Echoes from Everywhere
(Continued from Page )fl

)

Miss Rose T. Armbrustcr, Akita, Japan,

states that the emperor has made a gift of

50,000 yen toward the expense of the coming

World Sunday School Convention in Tokyo.

Andrew F. Eensey, of Africa, reports 171

baptisms at Bolenge in the course of the year.

The offerings amounted to about frs. 3,300.

The Mission had hoped for ten thousand

francs but the financial crisis has cut down

the offerings a great deal.

Fred C. Hagin reports that the day nursery

in East Tokyo, Japan, opened with 45 chil-

dren. It was necessary to decline scores of

applications. The nursery has an earnest and

consecrated corps of workers. The city offi-

cials and the community have welcomed the

work and are uniform in their praises.

F. E. Earner of Earda, India, writes that

the schools are starting in well. The attend-

ance promises to be considerably larger than

last year, especially in high and middle

schools. Because of the large attendance the

Mission has to engage an extra teacher. The

missionaries are hoping for a good school

year.

The report from the Philippines on the

Tigan medical ivork is as folloivs: Major

operations, 8; minor operations, 125; in-

patients, 28; institutional days, 88; medical

treatments, 300; surgical treatments, 385;

towns visited by visiting nurse, 26; calls by

visiting nurse, 341; visits in town, 22; lab-

oratory examinations, 55.

W. P. Bcntley sends <t cheering message

from the First Church, San Francisco: "We
had a Vacation Bible school, very successful,

total registration 68. This work made friends

for the Bible school and secured new pupils.

The last year's work has been very heartening

and we hope your cooperation will make an-

other year's success possible."

J. E. Moody, BHaspur, India, reports

twenty baptisms. The work never advances

as rapidly in any section of India as the

missionaries would like, but the missionaries

rejoice in the fact that it is advancing. Mr.

Moody has just organized a night study class,

which he feels sure will attract several of

the young men and will be a help to the

young people's work.

Alfred C. Neal, recently located xoith the

c'.iuch m Lynn, MassacMisetts, ivrites: "The
church is small, we need some help. A great

deal of work has to be done here; it must be

done, for the need is great. We have a few
loyal people here and it would be a crime to

desert them. With a little help I will make
a sacrifice 'for His sake.' This is a mission

church. I am going to make it a missionary

one."

C.'E. Robinson, Japan—So great is the de-

mand for English on the part of Japanese

students that the Christy Institute held a

special four weeks' term during the summer
vacation.

Mr. Suzuki and Mr. Kikuchi recently held

an open air meeting in Gose. More than a
hundred people came to hear their message

and the little band of Christians there, who
have no house in which to worship, were very

much blessed by this service.

Mr. Kikuchi is making a good start in his

service with the church in Tennoji, Osaka.

E. K. Eigdon, of Manila, writes that the

Bible discussion classes are well attended and

much interest is shown. He states that col-

lege and university students are very ignorant

of the contents of the Bible. They do not

know where to locate the several books. It

is pathetic to see a man with an A.B. degree

looking in the Old Testament to locate I Co
e

-

rinthians.

R. A. McLeod, of Batang, West Cliina, re-

ports of the fighting that has been going on

there between the Chinese and Tibetans,

"but," he adds, "we think there will be no

further trouble as the Tibetans are hopelessly

beaten and the Chinese garrison has been re-

inforced. There was no bad feeling toward

the Mission and no cause for alarm or worry.

The work is doing well. When things settle

down we expect to baptize thirty inquirers."

C. E. Robinson, Osaka, Japan, reports the

baptism of one student in the Higher Com-
mercial School. Two days later the Chris-

tian boys of his school held a celebration in

honor of this addition to their ranks. Thirty

of them attended the meeting and Mr. Kato,

the Tennoji pastor, preached to them. The
Tennoji Kindergarten has received a memo-
rial gift of $25 from the parents of one of

the little girls who died. Trees, vines and

shrubs will adorn the kindergarten grounds

in her memory.

From McEinley Park, Tacoma, Washing-

ton, W. F. Reagor, the minister, iwites:

"With the opening of school our work has

become about normal. W7e are busily en-

gaged in preparing a meeting for the first

two weeks of October. We have planned a
short, intense meeting to be conducted by
home forces, the preaching to be done by the

pastor. Every indication is that this fall's

work will surpass every phase of the work
last spring. The membership is more en-

thusiastic than ever before."

Mrs. Bierma Recovering—Eary in Septem-

ber word was received from India that Mrs.

J. N". Bierma had been seriously ill of pneu-

monia and other complications in the hospital

at Missouri, northern India. Since no other

information has come of a more alarming na-

ture, we feel sure that she is now on the way
to recovery. Aside from the interest of her

many friends and the cause she represents,

there are three little ones needing her care.

The prayers of our people are constantly

needed for our Missionaries in the far off

lands.

Dr. G. E. Mosher, our only dentist in the

African field, writes of the ordination of Mark
Njoje, one of the evangelists: We ordained

Mark on Sunday, July 4. Most of the native

teachers with a goodly number of engineers

were in from the back country districts. . We
tried to make the services as impressive as

possible. Mrs. Hensey, Mrs. Pearson, Mr.

Eoss and I sang a quartet, then we had

prayer, after which I sang in the Lonkundu,
"Holy Ghost With Light Divine." Mr. Hensey.

Mr. Ross and a native district evangelist laid

hands on Mark. The people said that it was
one of the quietest and most orderly services

ever held here. On the next day Isasi, the

head carpenter, said in his quaint way, "Bo-

lalanga (Mosher), yesterday at the church

the gathering was so good. The music and

the service made us forget we were here on
earth. We thought that we had gone up
to God."

Concerning the icork in Cadillac, Michigan,

our minister, C. E. Pickett, encouragingly

reports: "During August our audiences and
offerings have been good. I have been with

the church every Sunday, although during

the week I was across the lake in attendance

at a boys' 'Y' camp. It was my part to act

as one of the leaders and to give the Bible

studies every day. We had a fine camp and

a good spirit prevailed all the time. This

is the third year I have been invited to do

the same work. We begin the fall's work
with good prospects."

P. Meredith McClucr has recently taken up
the work in Eigltmore, South Dakota, where

we have a nucleus of perhaps fifty members.

He gives us a message concerning a recent

meeting in a country schoolhouse: "A meet-

ing in a country schoolhouse, seven miles in

the country, received a fine response and an
enthusiastic expression of cooperation in

whatever work we undertook out there. Some
were our members though the majority were
unaffiliated with our people. It was a packed

house on the oCv""sion of our second service

and bids fair to p x duce a promising work."

The Northwestern Young People's Confer-

ence, at Crystal Lake, Frankfort, Michigan,

was held August 2 to 7 and attended by 65

persons of whom 30 were young people sent

as delegates from churches in Michigan, In-

diana and Illinois. Each day was happily

compounded of worship, study and recreation.

The natural beauty of the place, the vital

character of the program and the delightful

fellowship of the week made all who were

present enthusiastic in planning for a larger

and better conference next year. Le Roy C.

Stegeman of Lansing, Michigan, is president.

The immigrant peoples are again coming in

large numbers to America. The flow of im-

migrants to this country, which was arrested

by the war, has recently been resumed in

increasing volume. The number arriving in

April, 1020, was 40,135; in May, 47.935; in

June, 58,823; in July, 66,021;" and in Au-
gust, 73.382. It is estimated that the month
of September will show at least S0,000. The

largest number is of the Italian race. Then

the nationalities represented are in the fol-

lowing order: Greeks, Syrians and Armeni-

ans, English. Belgians. To meet these in-

coming multitudes, the Committee on Ports

of Entry, which was formed several years

ago by the Home Missions Council and now
includes in its membership Catholics and

Jews, as well as representatives of the Prot-

estant denominations, has increased its mis-

sionary workers at Ellis Island from 7 to 15,

and is prepared to give adequate assistance

in welcoming, as the Church should do, the

strangers who seek our shores.
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Bible Schools Cheer the Start of the United
Christian Missionary Society

Let us make the first offering to the United Society the largest in our his-

tory.—C. C. Crawford, Koch ester, N. Y.

When thinking of friends we will remember the officers of the United
Society.—A. R. Stansifer, Litchfield, 111.

The day of larger opportunity calls for the consecration of every Christian

endeavor in order that Christ may reign in the active life of men.—H. W.
Himter, Des Moines, la.

We are heartily with you in the first offering and will do our best to make
our contribution a worthy one.—Mrs. J. B. Duncan, Kansas City, Mo.

Our school is proud to be numbered among the first Bible schools in the
missionary work of the United Society.—Ford A. Ellis, Omaha, Neb.

All Good Wishes for the "best yet" Thanksgiving offering.—Mrs. Edna H.
Hite, Felicity, Ohio.

We are glad change is made to United Society plan. A united church plea
should have a united program.—H. F. Barstow, Niles City, Mont.

Central Bible school will do its best in the new regime.—Leland D. Jones,

San Diego, Calif.

You may count on our offering of one hundred dollars to answer this first

call.—Miss Calla Monlux, Oakland, Calif.

We will exceed any previous offering for American missions in this, our
first response to the United Society.—H. L. Stanforth, Mount Rainier, Md.

We will be glad to encourage the new United Society by a worth-while
offering at Thanksgiving time.—W. E. Mercer, Liberty, 111.

We will do the best we can.—E. S. Williamson, Anaconda, Mont.

May every church, Bible school and Christian accept the challenge the
world is holding out to us now. Cod bless and guide the United Society this

first year.—D. W. UpdegrafT, Twin Falls, Idaho.

Good morning to the United Society! Calhoun Street is with you in every-
thing. Expect to increase offering this year fifty per cent.—G. B. Saumenig,
Baltimore, Md.

We must not neglect the work in the home field. We are glad to answer
this first call of the United Society.—Mrs. Clarence Woodrow, Oakland, la.

We expect to raise $000. We will use the program; it is a great help in

raising money. We will support the United Society with all our might.—A. L.
Boatright, Paris, Ky.

Fredonia is going after the biggest Thanksgiving offering ever taken.
Count on us.—Oscar Joneson, Fredonia, Kans.

We will do our best to raise a good offering for the work of the Master.

—

W. E. Parlette, Lima, Ohio.

Our school and church are heartily in favor of the United movement.

—

E. F. Motsinger, Canton, 111.

Our hearts are with you in this great work.—Mrs. Clara Nicholson, Luther,
Mich.

We have a deep interest in the United work. Good luck to you!—Henry
L. Fowkes, Taylorville, 111.

Here are our greetings to the United Society and the hope that our first

offering may be a big one.—J. A. Bland, Tarboro, N. Car.

Alameda Bible school is heart and soul in sympathy with your work and
we are remembering you in thoughts as well as deeds.—Mrs. J. H. Burton,

Alameda, Calif.

AVe hope to reach the century mark again this year for American mis-

sions.—Mrs. C. E. Boren, Butte, Mont.

We bid you God's blessing in all the work of the ensuing year. May har-

mony exist among us all is our prayer.—John Bailey, Greenville, 111.

Here's wishing the United Christian Missionary Society success in the work-
of making America Christian.—Mis. Ira Carney, Harvard, Neb.

The Press in Manila is doing very well. It

is quite likely that it will make a little

money this year, even though the Mission

has to pay good salaries to retain the work-

men. The wages of the bookkeeper have been

increased from thirty to forty dollars and
he remains with the Mission, though he could

get five dollars more a month in some other

office. One clerk has had offers to leave the

Mission at an advance of twenty-five dollars

a month. The Mission believes it pays to

letain tried men. The wages of all Filipinos

are beginning to approximate those of the

Americans.

At Wema, the new station recently opened

in Africa, eight young men have been bap-

tized. Among these were the first from Wema
itself. Bokungu Mark, from Kile, away up
the Lomela, one of the first converts at that

distant post, was sent out as assistant teacher

to his own people. On a previous visit, E. A.

Johnston spoke to a man who had settled

near the station and who proclaimed himself

an inquirer. Eforne is his name. His colony

has grown to several families. Efome has

been baptized. This is perhaps the beginning

of Wema Christian village, who knows?
Wema should become a wonderful work.

On Holy Thursday and Good Friday, near

Manila, in the Philippines, some of the mis-

guided Filipinos went through their annual

program of cutting and lashing themselves,

rolling on the ground and allowing themselves

to be flogged from time to time. They finally

wound up at a little well beside a filthy run.

The blood was washed off and their wounds
treated with macerated guava. On the sec-

ond day two of the missionaries held a gospel

meeting near the course of the flagellants and,

for about an hour, had a good hearing from
two hundred evangelical believers. Then,

upon their request, all adjourned to the

chapel where they sang for a time. A large

number of Americans had come from the city

to witness the flagellations. A few of them
gave respectful attention to the services in

the chapel.

Disciples' Da/i in St. Louis: On Sunday
afternoon, October 3, a unique service was
held in the Union Avenue Christian Church
in St. Louis. The first Sunday in October

has long been known among the St. Louisana

as "Disciples' Day" and has been celebrated

in the churches with appropriate services.

This year it took the form of a welcome serv-

ice for the secretaries and their families and

for all of the office force who have come with

the United Christian Missionary Society to

make their homes in St. Louis. All the

churches in the city joined in making this

welcome a most hearty one. Following the

afternoon service in the main auditorium in

which several local ministers, a layman and

two secretaries. Mr. McLean and Mrs. At-

water, took part, the secretaries with their

families and the office force (nearly a hun-

dred of them) took their places around three

sides of the large reception room and shook

hands with several hundred people who passed

by them. Light refreshments were served

and at five o'clock an enthusiastic union

Christian Endeavor meeting was held under

the leadership of Adeline Ooddard. National

Christian Endeavor Secretary. This was fol-

lowed by another union service at eight

o'clock in the auditorium, at which President

F. W. Burnham and C. M. Yocum spoke.
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Charles P. Hedges and other missionaries

in Africa report difficulty in keeping boys

and young men in school long enough to tit

them for their life work. In Lotumbe young

men and boys leave their homes and go to

the mission station, remaining there one or

two months, and then go to a neighboring

commercial firm at an advanced wage. What
is true in Africa, in this respect, is true also

in the Philippine Islands. Mr. Hanna of

Manila writes that the Mission is trying to

hold the first generation of preachers from

going into business and, at the same time, is

trying to get suitable recruits for the min-

istry.

Dr. Mary T. McGavran, Damoh, India—
Just a month since I came from my holiday

and the work at the hospital is becoming very

heavy. I dread the next three months with

the sickness we always have. Here, Miss

Franklin and 1 are pretty much as we have

been for the last twenty years and dozens of

the people we have known best are dead. We
see old people sometimes, but not often. The

other day we had Miss Franklin's usual after-

noon at home—for the women—and half a

dozen women came from the town to see us,

with a crowd of children. Miss Franklin

asked who the 'old woman' was. She is the

daughter of one of our generation and she is

an old woman! It's raining at last and three

women with three baskets in which are three

babies are seeking shelter on our front porch.

Lulu Snyder Hamilton's Welcome Home-—
On Sunday, September 12, the Jackson Street

Christian Church of Muncie, Indiana, held a

great rally day program at which there was
an attendance of 1,500 people. These services,

held partly at the church and partly at the

Delaware County fairgrounds, were given in

honor of the home coming of Mrs. Lulu Sny-

der Hamilton, a former Muncie woman, and
her husband, Dr. Clarence E. Hamilton, of

Nanking, China. Among those present was
the wife of the organizer of the Muncie
Church, Mrs. George Thompson, of Union
City, Indiana. The church was organized

June 27, 1S6S. The former pastor of this

church, F. E. Smith, now of the Ministerial

Relief Board, and his wife were also in at-

tendance. The present pastor is S. G. Fisher.

Dr. and Mrs. Hamilton both brought splen-

did messages.

Rodney W. Roundy, associate secretary of

the Home Missions Council, has written of

the Negro's progress in business:

The Negro's commercial progress has been

remarkable. Increasing numbers of liis race

have shown unshakable evidence of that

soundest principle of American business suc-

cess—thrift. In 1866 the Negroes of the

country North and South owned 12.000

houses, operated 20,000 farms, conducted 2,100

businesses and had $20,000,000 of accumu-
lated wealth. Fifty years later the number
of homes owned had increased to 600,000,

one out of every four, the operated farms to

981,000, the number of businesses to 45,000

and the accumulated wealth to $1,110,000,000.

In 1867 four hundred Negroes were engaged
in about forty lines of business; in 1017 they

were engaged in two hundred lines and had
$50,000,000 invested. Today there are seventy

or more safe and sound banks in the hands
of capable Negro financiers. Already mem-
bers of the race have received grants for a

thousand patents. In 1866 the valuation of

property used for higher education was $60,-

000; in 1016 it was $21,500,000. For the

same dates the valuation of church property

increased from $1,500,000 to $76,000,000.

Were the figures for increase along all lines

for the last five years available, a much more
marked contrast would appear.

A. G. Maunders, Vigan, Iloeos sur, Philip-

pines, writes that all the Vigan missionaries

are strongly convinced of the need of a girls'

dormitory. There are, in Vigan, from fifteen

to twenty thousand people. Aside from the

residents in the dormitories and the nurses

from the hospital, not more than twenty at-

tend the regular Lord's day services. "If

we go to the homes of the people and teach

a class they will usually listen and sing with
us, but they do not attend the services at

the chapel. We have more than forty boys

in the dormitory and less than twenty girls

in the hospital. Other lads come to our so-

cials. At the last social, twenty boys came
from the Roman Catholic dormitory. There
were nearly eighty boys present and about

twenty girls. If our boys marry Catholic

wives, they are almost certain to join the

Catholic Church."

appointed and set apart officers and arranged
tn organize a Christian Endeavor Society and
a Woman's Missionary Society. We began
in the Presbyterian building but at the end of

the first week were shut out and had to go to

a storeroom. This is the only church of the

New Testament order in the county, and only

the third little church of the primitive faith

and order in all Northeastern Minnesota—the

oilier two being Duluth and Cohasset, I

hope to get other congregations started as

time goes on and, by cooperation, locate pas-

tor-evangelists to care for them. It is purely

pioneer work and the need is great."

S. T. Willis, supported oy the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society in Duluth, Minnesota,

reports having paid another $500 on their

mortgage, making $2,000 paid since he went
there two years ago. The balance of $3,000

is subscribed. They hope to complete the

new church building next spring or summer.
Of this work during August, he writes: "1

spent three of the five Sundays of August in

Duluth. I held evangelistic services for two
weeks, from the 16th to the 30th, at Tamo-
rock, in Aitkin county, sixty miles west of

Duluth. We have a little group of disciples

there. As a result of my two weeks' work,

we organized a church with sixteen members
and a Sunday school with about fortv. We

Edgar Lloyd Smith, South Pacific Superin-

tendent—In the great and growing Pacific

Coast district there are not sufficient workers
to properly carry on the work of religious

education. At present the regional superin-

tendent must supervise this work for all the

Bible schools in Southern California, in

Northern California and in Arizona. He
should also make an occasional trip to the

Hawaiian Islands, should begin work in Ne-

vada, a large state in which we have not a

single organization, and should organize new
schools. In addition to these things, it is im-

perative that he find time to assist schools in

putting on a constructive program of relig-

ious education in local churches by means of

schools of methods, institutes, training

schools, etc.

The needs then ? Sufficient office help to

enable the Field Worker to spend his time

among the schools; at least one specialist

to assist in the field; sufficient office equip-

ment to make possible a proper systematiza-

tion of office records. There should be fre-

quent visitations from the national field

workers in institutes and schools of methods,

and an occasional visit by the national Bible

school superintendent to assist in rounding

out programs. Therefore, there is great need

of a double offering this year on Thanksgiv-

ing Sundav-

William Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.

Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.
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THE HISTORY OF THE FOREIGN
CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

By President A. McLean

This book covers a period of forty-four years.

It gives an account of the founding of the Society
and some account of Officers and Missionaries.

The illustrations consist of 119 portraits and
thirteen pages of buildings and scenes. One mis-
sionary has enjoyed reading it immensely, "It is

so interesting and will be very helpful for ref-

erence purposes."

ROBERT H. ORR, A. I. A.

Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

r-PHURCH FURNITURE
Pews. Pnlpiti, Chain, Altar*, Book

R.ck.Jablei. Deiki—EVERYTHING. The f /\l
finest furniture made. Direct from our fac- \rl(
tory to your church. Catalog free. 1U-'[
DeMon.linBrottCo.Dept. 8 Gfeenville.lll.

B
Write

UNLIKEOTHERBELLS
SWEETER, MORE DUR-

ABLE. LOWER PRICE.

OURFREE CATALOGUE
•WSl-rm'rm !Bi-^~'*~' TELLS WHY.
to Cincinnati Bali Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. 0.

LYMYER
CHURCH

Individual Cups
IEvery church should ose. Clean

land sanitary. Send for catalog

land special offer. Trial free.

Thomas Communion Service Co. Box 488 Lima, Ohio

Could you read with your hands?

Thousands of blind must!

$10 will pay for a Testament

and $2 for a Gospel in blind

type. Souvenir verse free.

Help us also give the Bible

to immigrants, seamen and

the poor.

Write us about Annuity Bonds.

Hvery kind of Bible for sale: Scofield,

Oxford, Bagster, Cambridge,Holman.
Nelson, at Special Discounts.

Universal Bible Sunday, Dec. 5th.

No change in date. Free literature.

NEW YORK BIBLE SOCIETY
675 Madison Ave. (ihth year) New York

i<

From Edith Eberle, Laoag, Philippine Is-

lands—Aside from my work in the dormitory

I assist in the training school work. In fact

Miss Adamson and I share responsibilities

and divide labors in the two departments of

our work. I teach several courses in English,

Bible, Teacher Training and have charge of

the school athletics. I also conduct one chapel

service each week.

1 have had charge of the Laoag Sunday
school which holds not only its regular morn-

ing session, but also sends out a large number
of teachers to conduct afternoon Bible classes.

The banner record for morning attendance

was 182, for afternoon classes 2,456. The
school observed, with appropriate exercises,

Easter, Mother's Day, Rally Day, Cradle Roll

Sunday and the White Christmas. This is

now the third year that our school has "kept

the King's Birthday" in this beautiful way.

Monthly Sunday school conferences are held

with the threefold business, devotional and
educational periods.

The Christian Endeavor, which is one fea-

ture of our student work, numbers forty in

membership and holds regular weekly meet-

ings in English and one dialect service month-

ly. There are seven other Endeavor societies

in the province. I conducted one Student In-

stitute in Batar, assisted by three Christian

high school teachers. The enrollment was
large, the interest splendid, but only twenty

took the examinations and were granted certi-

ficates at a special closing program for which

an ex-representative to the Philippine legisla-

ture delivered the main address.

There are so many opportunities for work
among the students of whom there were last

year eleven hundred in the secondary schools.

We meet them in high school socials, recep-

tions, programs and at our services and find

them always friendly and glad to have us

with them. They are open minded, anxious

for better things, needing moral uplift and
Christian ideals. If only we had more time

to "go up. and possess the land" overflowing

with lives) to be ennobled and souls to be

saved. - -t

James C Ogden, Batang, West China,

writes of the school work in Batang during

1919-1920, which he reports to be the best

year they have ever had, with a regular

attendance of 115. This is the place where

the helpers in the educational, evangelistic and

medical departments are being trained and
already a number have gone out for service.

As a side issue, he has been teaching about

HYMNS FOR TODAY
For the Sunday School and Church

"Meets the need of the hour."—Henry G. Bowden, Secretary Men and Millions Movement.
"The Christian Endeavor World" says: "An admirable general-purpose hook for re-

ligious, social and patriotic gatherings. Designed to fit into the programs of Sunday schools
conducted after the most modern methods. 332 finely chosen hymns and songs, singable,
but free from clap-trap."

Bishop Henderson says: "Ten years ago the favorite hymn was 'When the Roll Is
Called Up Yonder,' but now it is displaced by 'The Son of God Goes Forth to War.' Young
people of today are singing songs of service." This is the sentiment of religious leaders today.

Hymns for Today contains excellent Orders of Services and Indexes pointing out
the material especially adapted to the various departments of the School and Church.

Bound in fine cloth with gold stamp. Price $75 per 100. Sample sent for exami-
nation. Orchestrated.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE 525 Elm St. CINCINNATI, O.

fifty families how to farm. Some of these

families, who were very poor, are now making
a good living, paying off debts, buying farms
of their own, building homes. They are so

happy over what they can raise that they

often vie with each other to see who can
produce the best and bring some of it to

the missionaries first. The influence of the

school and these other side efforts are pene-

trating and far-reaching. The pupils are

from the official and wealthy class as well

as from the poorest. Seven thousand five

hundred dollars has been granted for a much-
needed new school building for Batang, of

which $5,000 has already been sent on.

Dr. C. L. Pickett, Laoag. Philippine Islands,

writes of the return to the States of Mr. and
Mrs. F. V. Stipp for their furlough period:

The leaving of Mr. and Mrs. Stipp for

home was marked by many farewell recep-

tions. At their last Sunday morning service

the church was filled to overflowing; at the

evening service the Governor of the province

spoke appreciatively of the work of Mr. and

Mrs. Stipp in the province. The American
Secretary of Public Instruction spoke on the

necessity of the coordination of the work of

the Church and that the Bureau of Educa-

tion. The pastor spoke in behalf of the con-

gregation. Many expressions of appreciation

of the work of Mr. and Mrs. Stipp in the com-

munity were heard on all sides. It is hoped

by all classes that they may have a pleasant

and profitable furlough and be able to return

to the work at no distant date.

Doctor Pickett also reports the total num-
ber of treatments during a recent month as

2,101; major surgical operations. 3; minor
operations, 72 ; cases of tropical yaws, 56

;

obstetric cases, 2; visits in Laoag. 15; vis-

its to other villages, S; visits of nurses. S;

patients admitted to hospital, 71; institu-

tional days, 179; receipts for the month,

$1,154.06.

Charles 8. Mcdbury, University Church,

Des Moines, Iowa—We are profoundly grate-

ful to God for a great year at the University

Church. A spirit of deepest devotion has pre-

vailed. Our people have sensed the terrible

need of the world today for the Gospel. There

have been three hundred and sixty additions,

one hundred and five by confession and bap-

tism. Nine of our young people have been in the

College of Missions. A number have gone to

the field this year. Drake University and the

Church have had fellowship with a Volunteer

Band of about thirty. Every dollar of a -S'25.-

000 indebtedness has been paid. Every cur-

rent bill is paid. Our general Missionary bud-

get has been increased to upwards of $10,000

and current fund to $15,000. And greatest of

all, financially, in leap of spirit and love of

Drake and belief in its mission, our people,

as individuals, subscribed $100,000 to the Uni-

versity, and the church, as such, assumed $50,"

000 more witli 4% per cent interest on de-

ferred payments. The new year, opening now,

is radiant with promise. I am happy to re-

port for such a people.

Mrs. Kate C. Rambo. who with her husband
has been in orphanage work in Asia Minor

under the Near East Relief, writes regarding

their work (Mrs. and Mrs. Rambo will he re-

membered as having spent some years in

orphanage work in India under the Foreign

Society) :
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Up to the present we have had a won-

derful opportunity for service. We have been

in charge of an orphanage up in the Amanus
Mountains between Adana and Aleppo, an

institution which had been turned over to the

Americans by the Germans. It is a splendid-

ly equipped building, in a most beautiful

spot on the hillside, six miles from the Bag-

dad or Anatolian railroad and twelve miles

from a railroad station. We had with us

nearly 300 children. About the middle of

January we began to be threatened by bandits

who were lurking around outside the village.

They attacked and killed, on March 1st, two

men who had been sent out for wood. Quite

a number of French were garrisoned in the

village to protect us. On March 15th real

fighting began, the French and Armenians on

one side and the Turks on the other. We had

to keep the children for two weeks during the

day in a back shed and stable, then Mr. Ram-
bo went out in the night under rifle fire, to

see the Governor. He sent in a large force

of men and they removed the children and all

the helpers. We were in the house when the

bullets were whizzing through the doors and

windows but not one of the children was

harmed, although a number of the Armenians

and French were killed and many wounded.

We came down here to Adana and Mr. Ram-
bo worked very hard to get the children out

of Turkey before Adana was besieged. The

last of the 300 have been sent to the island of

Cyprus where they are being taken care of by

the English.

We ourselves tried to go to Constantinople

for work among the refugees there, but we
found that the railroad had been cut and

bridges destroyed so we are really prisoners

of war. We are staying with Miss Webb in

her school for girls, and if you care to men-
tion this fact in World Call, that we are alive

and well at this time, it may be a comfort to

our many friends who have been anxious

about us. Tomorrow we have been promised

that letters may be sent out by a French

aeroplane, so I hope that you will get this

in due season.

New Christian Endeavor Secretary.—Geo.

T. Simons of Kentucky has been called to the

Secretaryship of our National Christian En-
deavor work, and it is hoped that he will

become a permanent worker in this office. His
headquarters will be with the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society, in the Missouri State

Life Building, St. Louis. Mr. Simons should

have the interest and cooperation of the entire

brotherhood in carrying forward the impor-
tant work with our young people through the

Christian Endeavor.

Miss Adeline Goddard, who was granted a

"leave of absence" from her work in Okla-
homa, has acted as National Secretary for the

past four months. Her good work has been
made possible by the fine cooperation which
all have extended to her during this period.

Miss Goddard will continue to look after the
Christian Endeavor work in Oklahoma and
will render valuable help in the promotion of

the Christian Endeavor work in every way.

From Mrs. Garst, Alcita, Japan:
Hello, Central. Please give me Long Dis-

tance.

Hello, Long Distance. I want St. Louis.

Hello, St. Louis. Give me Missouri State
Life, 15th and Locust.

Hello, Missouri State Life. Give me Dr.

Burnham, President United Christian Mis-

sionary Society.

Hello, Mr. Burnham! How fortunate I am
to find you in. Do you feel at home in your

new quarters? Oil, of course you wouldn't

recognize the voice so far away. This is Mrs.

Garst in Akita. Never thought I'd live to

talk wireless across the Pacific. The world

moves, but the biggest move yet is the new
Society, we think. We want you to know we
are with you moment by moment in prayer

and hope for the great convention and the

consolidated management. We feel your kind-

ness and sympathy across the space that sepa-

rates. Our Christian love to every officer and
clerk and helper. Goodbye.

The following letter has been sent to all

the pledgors of the Men and Millions Move-

ment. This is merely a notification of change

of address, but it may remind some good folks

who are not up to date in their payments
that a remittance would be quite in order.

Secretary Bowden's report to the Interna-

tional Convention will show that there are

3,726 pledges on which balances are due.

St, Louis, Mo., October 1, 1920.

My Dear Friend:

We are writing you to say that the address

of the Men and Millions Movement has been

changed from 222 West Fourth Street, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, to Men and Millions Movement,
Missouri State Life Building, Fifteenth and

Locust Streets, St. Louis, Missouri.

By courtesy of the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society we are sharing space with it

on the sixth floor of the above building.

You will be pleased to know that the re-

ceipts of the Movement for three months total

$184,187.28, which is a fine showing for the

three summer months.

The collection of unpaid pledges is being

followed carefully,

Very sincerely,

Henry G. Bowden,
Associate Secretary.

ARCHITECTS
J. HAL. LYNCH & SON

Special Work, Institutions, Churches, Schools

Architects for the National Benevolent Ass'n

625 Locust St. St. Louis, Mo.

1798 1920

Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.
Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.
Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine, Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial
and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

1855 1920

BUTLER COLLEGE
A standard co-educational college well located. Indianapolis is the capital

of the State of Indiana and is near the center of the great brotherhood of

Disciples of Christ. Butler College is co-ordinated with the College of Missions
where missionaries for Home and Foreign fields are being trained.

A COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS. Courses may be taken leading to academic
degrees — as A. B., A. M., B. S., and M. S.

A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. Splendid opportunities for Ministerial and
Missionary Education. Butler College and the College of Missions offer forty
courses in religious education, all under competent, well-trained professors.

A COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. Accredited by the State Board of Education
of Indiana for the training of teachers. Butler College last year established
a separate department of Education and is enlarging this department for
next year.

COURSES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. Beginning with the opening
of the fall semester, Butler College will offer new work in Business Administra-
tion.

Winter Semester opens Tuesday, February 1, 1921

For further information addresc

BUTLER COLLEGE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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WHEN YOU BEGIN' TO

THINK OF CHRISTMAS

THINK OF

WHITE GIFTS for the KING
The Ideal Giving Service

COMPLETE OUTFIT 75c

Returnable if not satisfied

MEIGS PUBLISHING COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

A Good College

For Your Boy or Girl

Miner Lee Bates, Pres. Hiram, Ohio

Culver-Stockton College
(Founded as Christian University, 1853)

Standard four year co-educational college.

A. B., B. S., and A. M. Degrees.

Strong ministerial course.

Exceptional preaching advantages.

J. H. WOOD. President

Canton, .'. Missour

President J. T. T. Hundley

IN"
last month's issue of World Call we

announced the munificent bequests of T. A.

Cary, who recently passed away in his

home city of Richmond, Virginia. Among the

many good causes remembered by this good

man was Lynchburg College. Three hundred

forty thousand dollars was bequeathed to

that institution for endowment. It is by all

odds the largest gift ever received by that

institution and one of the largest ever given

to any of our colleges.

However, this is not the first offering which
that good man made to that institution. He
was its most generous supporter in its dark-

est hour. When, only six years ago, the col-

lege was about to be lost for debt, "Archie"

Cary came to the rescue by offering to assume
one-third of the indebtedness if the brethren

in Virginia and other friends would assume
the balance. This they did and the college

was saved. Since then he has made other

generous gifts to the college—one for $10,000

just a short time before his death.

T. A. Cary's interest in Lynchburg College

was largely due to the influence of President

Hundley. The two men were warm friends.

John Hundley's sacrificial attitude in taking

charge of the college when failure seemed
imminent and the businesslike manner in

which he conducted the affairs of the school

challenged Mr. Cary's admiration and in-

spired confidence, as it has done everywhere

throughout the Chesapeake area. The col-

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Cloyd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethanu, West Va.

lege is now in a joint campaign in which ap-

proximately $700,000 has already been sub-

scribed and the end is not yet. John Hundley
has worked night and day for the success of

this campaign. He is building a great college

at Lynchburg.

Strongly Supporting the Religious

Education Department

OUR Church is strongly supporting the

Department of Religious Education of

the. United Society because it would be

criminal for us to weaken in this crucial hour.

The methods of the Department, the wisdom
of a century, are ours for the asking. Its

workers stimulate us to higher attainment,

its demands on us are all too frequently mis-

understood or ignored by those who ought to

be benefited by its contact. Indifference has

so deadened the sensibilities of some church

people that the earnest servant of God is often

driven to despair at meager results from hard

and persistent labor. But our generals, truly

far-sighted and optimistic as to ultimate re-

sults, refuse to curtail their energies or aban-

don the field. The Bible schools of Connecti-

cut have lost 35,000 scholars in three years,

but our two churches have gained during this

trying period in attendance and offerings. The
tide shall be turned.

X. D. Webbeb.
Bridgeport, Connecticut.

A Live School

ABOUT eleven years ago the missionary

L\ movement was instituted in the Seventh

Christian Church (Indianapolis) with

some opposition from a certain constituency.

However, deep devotion to God's cause is open-

ing the gateway to a happy realization of the

tasks before His Church.

For a term of years Seventh has been a

Living Link church. Our organized church

school, instructed in and empowered by the

subject of missions, led by our efficient mis-

sionary superintendent, in the past year be-

came one of the largest pro rata missionary

giving schools in America. With an average

attendance of 2S5 we are proud of the fact

that we contributed $527.46 to foreign mis-

sions and $252.76 to American missions, be-

sides giving $100 to Ministerial Relief.

That we are an enthusiastic school for mis-

sions may be indicated by the fact that our

largest attendance was always on the days

which were devoted to Foreign and American

missions. Throughout the year, on each Lord's

day, the school is kept alive to its missionary

duty by missionary instruction and offering.

Samuel Freeman.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

New Serial Begins in December
World Call

THE life of William Carey, the ••Conse-

crated Cobbler" who introduced the mod-

ern era of missions, has been wrought into

story form from the viewpoint of the men of

India to whom lie brought the gospel story

more than a century ago. We are fortunate to

have this masterpiece of Miss Applegarth for

World Call and will publish the first in-

stallment in December, Tell your friends

that this is one of many attractive features

that World Call readers will enjoy in the

near future.



"AS LONG AS YE
BOTH SHALL LIVE"

THAT reads like a marriage ceremony, doesn't it? How it

turns back the pages of history for us ! We see again our-

selves before the minister and surrounded by loved ones and
friends. The man of God may have had many things to say, but
whether his ceremony was long or short (it seemed long, didn't

it?) he concluded by saying, "And now, do you take this to

be your lawfully wedded , and do you promise to love, honor,
etc., etc.—as long as ye both shall live?" Though your tongue
was as dry as cotton, you managed to say, "I do."

What a sacred covenant that was ! You have kept that vow
and God has blessed you for it. He has given you not alone the

true and everlasting care of your life's companion, but material
things as well. You are now reaching an age when these material
things are not so much a blessing as a bother. Wouldn't you like

to be set free from any further worry or care of your financial

affairs, and the risk of losing what you have, and at the same
time draw a splendid dividend?

The United Christian Missionary Society will take any
amount of money you will send above $100, and if you are fifty

years of age or more, will issue you a non-taxable annuity bond
which will pay you and your wife (or husband) six per cent, semi-
annually

—

"AS LONG AS YE BOTH SHALL LIVE''

Are you interested? If so, fill in the following form

My name is

My address is

My date of birth is

My wife's (or husband's) date of birth is

and mail it today to the

United Christian Missionary

Society
1501 Locust Street St. Louis, Missouri



At the Gate
AT THE port where the great ships come and go, under
l\ the shadow of that gigantic figure holding aloft

-^ -*- her torch to set the world on fire with liberty,

three men have met.
"I have come," said the first, "to meet an immigrant

—

a potential evil, or at best a doubtful good, and one whom
I must scrutinize suspiciously. Let's hope he'll shift well
for himself, how or where's all one, as long as he keeps
out of sight and does not bother me. These men bear
watching. I am sick of them. The law's my name—of
course you know me."

The second spoke: "And I have come to meet a dirty
foreigner. I don't think much of him, but he has uses.

He will work for very little till one puts ideas into his

head. If I had my way I'd lock him up with others of his

kind, before they run amuck with too much liberty."

The third man did not speak at once, for he was
watching an approaching ship, with eager interest in

his face. At last he turned and said: "It is a guest that I

have come to meet—a sort of friend, although I have
not seen him yet. He is a stranger here and will not
know his way, so I shall have to help him. There will be
much to do for him, I think. He does not know our
language. I must teach him that, and show him where
is best to live, and how. Things are so different for him
here. Then he must meet with friendly faces, learn our
social customs, history and ideals, and ultimately found
a home, here in the midst of friendly folk. He will be a
help to the community, I know, for he is bringing many
quaint and thrifty ways and high ideals and aspirations,

too. I think we shall be very glad of him."
The ship draws near and nearer. In the bow, with

eager, wistful eyes, stands young Giuseppe, wondering,
wondering who will meet him.

—From "Foreign-Bom", the Service Bulletin of the National Board, Y. W. C. A.



[OMAN'S YEAR may well be the name
of history for 1920. It was chiefly

by the votes of men* that the liquor

traffic was finally outlawed in the
United States of America ; but it was
for woman's sake and through moral and

scientific education begun and carried on by women.

The other great moral amendment to the Federal Con-
stitution is chiefly a continent-wide tribute to the

wisdom, virtue and devotion that men have always en-

joyed and praised but never before dared to unleash.

Woman's emancipation began when the virgin of

Galilee sang in holy rhapsody,

My soul doth magnify the Lord.

And woman's enfranchisement is not merely political

justice to half of a great nation's citizenship ; it is

another long step in the irresistible forward march of

Mary's Son. America went Christian when woman
began to vote. The majority is not yet large but it is

decisive, and it will grow, it Avill grow, it will grow

DECEMBER 1920 15 CENTS



The War's Effect on
Business

During the war no business was allowed to continue in the

United States unless it was necessary, directly or indirectly, for

the winning of the war. Following the sudden cessation of war
an instant readjustment became necessary. It was a difficult

situation, but business which had been organized on a sound basis

before the war will survive. In the meantime, conservative busi-

ness men are advising investors to place money in safe bond issues

or securities of that sort until the readjustment is complete, and

unsafe stock investments have been eliminated.

The Annuity Bonds of the United Christian

Missionary Society

furnish a sound investment, not only NOW but ALWAYS, for

the man or woman who is seeking first the Kingdom of Heaven.

They furnish a SURE income during your life, and make certain

the use of your money for the Kingdom after you are gone.

A Total of $20,000 Was Placed With the United Society

on this plan during the first thirty days of its existence as a going

concern.

You will either desire to send a check at once for an Annuity
Bond in order that the Annuity may begin without delay, or you
will want more information. You may accomplish either or both

by addressing

United Christian Missionary Society
1501 LOCUST STREET ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI



"World Call in Every Home!"

OCR hearts were made happy many times

timing the Convention by the kind

words spoken by friends of World
Call. It is our desire that every subscribe)'

shall have the same feeling, and that your

interest in World Call may be so deep that

you will help us make good the recommenda-

tion unanimously approved by the Convention

Which is that "WORLD CALL IN EVERY
HOME" be the goal of each church this year

and that ministers and official boards put

this in the program of the church.

We should like to come to you in person

and present the claims of World Call. That,

however, is not possible. Will you not, there-

lore, consider this a personal, earnest appeal

to help place World Call in every home in

your church? Please try to realize that your

influence and a word from you will mean

very much in securing new subscribers. Help

your pastor and literature secretary.

The binders for 1920 World Call are near-

ly ready and we are accepting orders for

them. They are still only $1.50 each, in-

cluding complete index for the year, in spite

of increased cost to us.

We request again that you notify us

promptly if you are not receiving your World
Call. Please do not wait for mouths and

then write us. When you ask for change in

address be sure to give your old address as

well as your new one. This is very important.

Remember that your postmaster will not for-

ward second-class mail unless you furnish the

postage for forwarding. Address, World
Call, Missouri State Life Building, St. Louis,

Missouri.

WORK FOR WORLD CALL.

"The Best People in the World"

I
AST month we asked our subscribers to

. send us back numbers of World Call
for June and July, 1920, our supply of

these issues having been exhausted. The re-

sponse was immediate and generous althougb

no reward was offered and the sender even had
to pay postage. As copy after copy came in

the Chief Subscription Clerk exclaimed, "Our
subscribers are the best people in the world!"
We thank you for this additional demonstra-
tion of that fact, which we never doubted.

Solve Your Christmas Problem
With World Call

IT
IS not too late to send World Call as a

Christmas present to your friends. To all

who wish to do so we supply an appro-

priate card with which to notify those so

honored that they are to receive, not one.

but twelve big and beautiful Christmas gifts,

the monthly numbers of World Call for 1921.

A Fine Field for Christian

Endeavor

I
AST year many Christian Endeavor socie-

ties sent in subscriptions for Army
Posts, Public Libraries and Y. M. and

Y. W. C. A.'s. There is no place a society

can invest $1.50 to greater advantage. In
quire whether the public reading room nearest

your church is receiving World Call regu-

larly. If it is, try the next one in line. If

it is not. put it on the list and have the

satisfaction of knowing that your thought-
fulness will multiply its blessings throughout
a whole year to countless persons.
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This Picture Ought to Haunt You!

WE beg the pardon of this noble woman and her sons for making such a use of their photograph. Are vou giving your

minister and his family a living support? Do you insult them with more or less useless Christmas presents instead of an

increase in salary? Do you degrade the ministry by thinking of your pastor as a sort of hired man to be paid the least that will

get and hold him? Do you realize that no worthy minister of the gospel can be paid for his services: that all we can do is to

provide his living in order that he may be free to serve God and humanity? Do you not agree that the complete and life-long

consecration which we demand of our ministers requires from us complete and life-long support for them and those dependent

upon them?

Will You Face These Facts?

1. The head of iliis little family has died suddenly. He had

given the utmost of devotion in fruitful service to the church, lie

had done everything possible to provide for his family" both while

lie was with them and in such a calamity as has fallen upon them:

a good life insurance policy for a few thousand dollars, all that his

income would carry: a Pension certificate with the Board of Min-

isterial Relief; loving provision for their daily needs.

2. She is as heroic in her widowhood as she was in her minis-

terial partnership, and is taking such employment as she can get,

determined to keep the boys together and rear and educate them for

useful lives. After paying debts and funeral expenses she is trying

to hold the insurance money for the education of the boys. How
else can one of them realize his ambition to follow his father in the

mi nisi ry 1

.'!. Tlie Pension plan provides for old age and disability benefits

of $loo a year, on account of the preachers' own payments of due*,

with additional benefits up to $400 a year from church contributions

am] other sources, with three-fifths of these amounts as death benefits

to widows and minor children. The contributions from churches

have thus far duplicated the ministers' payments, and so the Pension

certificate is worth $120 a vear to 1 li is widow and her children. If

the. churches should suddenly wake up and put. the Pension system

on a maximum basis it would yield them $300 a year.

May the Picture Haunt You Until You See That It Is Done!

4. Then the brotherhood's plans for its ministry include the main-

tenance and upbuilding of the Relief fund, parallel with the Pension

fund, to meet necessities that go beyond the exact provisions of the

Pension certificate. Is not this clearly a case where there should

be a liberal supplementing of the $300 a year":

5. The obligation for complete support inheres in the necessary

relation of the minister to the church. '"Even so did the Lord ordain

that they which proclaim the gospel should live of the gospel." Be-

fore there was a Hoard of Ministerial Relief, before there was a

Ministerial Pension system, before there was a-United Christian Mis-

sionary Society, the obligation was there. It still holds for every

one of our five thousand ministers and their families.

(i. It holds with double strength for the 555 who have made the

additional sacrifice and taken the extra care, a* the head of this

little family did, to pay the dues of the Pension system inaugurated

by tin- brotherhood for their protection.

May the Picture Haunt You Until You Make Good the Motto.

"WE WILL NOT FOUGFT"
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Woman's Sphere Is—The Whole Earth
THIS is no play upon words but a solemn statement of a

great truth. Geographically the whole habitable globe

has always been open to woman. But everywhere there

were limitations upon her work, her social relations and her

civil rights. She was a subject rather than a citizen.

The ancient rule, all but universal, was that a woman had no

rights apart from some man. An independent woman was an

impossibility. There are many grotesque survivals of this

primitive order in the laws and customs of our North American

states and provinces.

Step by step the emancipation of woman has been proceed-

ing ever since the star of the East stood over Bethlehem. Each

advance was a concession made by men under the influence

of Christianity and enlightenment. Now that women have the

ballot their other disabilities will be removed far more rapidly.

They have the tools with which to strike off their own shackles.

Woman and the United Society

It is more than a coincidence that simultaneously with wom-

an's political enfranchisement in Canada and the United States

the international boards of the Disciples of Christ were united

in the United Christian Missionary Society, with the funda-

mental provision that women shall stand in full equality with

men. Among us henceforth every work of Christ and His

church is within woman's sphere.

Hers are the Philippine Islands as well as Mexico, Japan

as well as Paraguay, Tibet equally with Argentina. Butchart's

Bohemians in Cleveland, Borders' Russians in Chicago and

Miss Merrill's polyglot friends in New York are as much the

concern of each local Woman's Missionary Society and Young
Woman's Missionary Circle as the Orientals of Portland, Los

Angeles and San Francisco and the Mexicans of San Antonio.

Woman and Our Debt of Honor

Just as the United Society begins its career of beneficence a

large and imperative task is laid upon its members. The finan-

cial failure of the Interchurch World Movement throws back

upon the international missionary and educational boards of

the Disciples of Christ obligations that total $600,000, pay-

ment of which they had underwritten or guaranteed to New
York banks by direction of the Cincinnati Convention, in full

confidence that they would never be called upon for a dollar.

Now the St. Louis Convention has advised the raising of this

entire amount as a special fund to avoid drawing upon the

already overtaxed regular funds of the several boards and

institutions. After a week of self-denial and prayer, Sunday,

December 12, is the day for a great free-will offering in all our

churches to fully discharge our Debt of Honor.

The Week of Prayer and Sacrifice begins on the Annual

Woman's Missionary Day, and the first one after the effective

union of the societies. Maybe it is a providential test of our

mettle. Certainly it is a challenge that we cannot ignore.

The fact that the Board of Education, which is not formally a

part of the United Society, is involved equally with our other

international boards is an added incentive, since Christian edu-

cation is second to nothing in the hearts of Christian women.

Woman and the New Age

At last the Christian women of America can begin to see

their task whole. It is a bleeding, suffering, starving world
that is laid at their feet. Always it has been woman's task to

repair the ravages of war. Now, for the first time, the tools

with which to work effectively are coming into her hands.

While she mourns her sons who are gone, she has the ballot

with which to decree that never again shall such a holocaust

occur. While she feeds the starving children of Europe and
ihe Near East she can take effective steps against ever allowing
wholesale murder to stop the supply of bread and milk.

It is not so much a right as a duty into which woman has
come; not so much a privilege as an obligation; not so much
a prerogative as a service; not primarily a pleasure but a great

responsibility. As at Bethlehem the cave of the manger was
too deep and the pangs of motherhood too severe to allow Mary
to hear the angels singing above the hills, so today humanity
can be born anew, born from above, born to righteousness and
peace, only as woman travails in agony of body and soul. The
world's redemption is no holiday affair. Maybe the exalta-

tion of the Magnificat was with Mary through the suffering at

Bethlehem and sorrow of Calvary, and through all the wistful,

troubled, joyous years between, but certainly it was long after

her day before Christmas became a holiday.

So thousands of young men died and thousands of mothers
wept, before there could be July Fourth year after year for a

free and rejoicing nation. Again millions of young men died
and millions of mothers wept before Armistice Day broke upon
the world with jubilation.

Can the greater victory for permanent peace and perpetual
righteousness be won. without trial and sacrifice? Can men
rise higher than their mothers' dreams? When woman gained
the ballot did she lose her ideals that have ever been the bea-

cons of the world's best effort?

The price is still to pay, the price of pain and prayer, of

sacrifice and service, but now woman is free to choose her fields

of service, to name the terms of her sacrifice, to safeguard the

fruitage of her labor. She serves as love constrains her, she

toils in hope, by faith she exults in the complete victory of

which the objectives already gained are sure guarantees. "It

is daybreak everywhere!"
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Paying Our Debt of Honor
AT the Cincinnati Convention in 1919 the Board of Eduea-

l\ tion and the various hoards composing the United

Christian Missionary Society were advised to cooperate

in the campaign of the Interchurch World Movement. They

were also authorized to underwrite the Movement for five per

cent of their askings. The askings of the Board of Educa-

tion were $6,000,000, and the askings of the constituent

hoards of the United Society were $6,000,000, a total of $12,-

000,000. Five per cent of these askings made a total sum of

$600,000. This sum the various boards underwrote by giving

their bonds to the Bankers Trust Company, acting for the

associated banks, in New York City. It was the hope of the

leaders of the Interchurch World Movement that the funds

from its financial campaign would pay the underwritings at

the banks so that no board would be called upon to pay. The

collapse of the Movement made this impossible, hence the

various underwriting boards and agencies were called upon

by the banks to pay their underwritings.

Action of St. Louis Convention

"By the advice of the International Convention in 1919, and

by the action of each of the underwriting organizations in Con-

vention assembled in 1919, these organizations are obligated

to the extent of their underwritings and their obligations must

be met. It is the desire of the executives of these underwrit-

ing agencies that no dollar given specifically for missions,

benevolence and education, shall be taken to pay the under-

writings.

"Therefore, we recommend that these underwriting agencies

set up such organization as they deem best or use any existing

organization to raise the amount legally due the Interchurch

World Movement, by voluntary contributions from churches

and individuals.

"In connection with the underwritings, we recommend that

the Board of Education cooperate with the United Society in

whatever plan is adopted to raise and pay the underwritings.

And that all underwritings be included in one sum and be

raised by a united campaign, and applied without discrimina-

tion in the liquidation of said underwritings."

The General Plan

In pursuance of this action, representatives of the United

Christian Missionary Society and of the Board of Education

met and, after conference, decided upon the following plans:

1. December 12 is the day set apart upon which to pay

our Debt of Honor.

2. A cash offering on this day is asked from churches, in-

dividuals and organizations.

3. A minimum of a day's income is asked from all mem-
bers, and large gifts are solicited from well-to-do people.

4. If churches wish to include this extra offering in their

budgets, they are asked to raise and pay the Debt of Honor

portion of the budget on December 12.

5. The week of December 5 to 12 is designated as a week

of prayer and sacrifice.

6. All money on hand or previously pledged on the Inter-

church campaign should be collected if possible and forwarded

on December 12.

7. All offerings from churches, organizations and indi-

viduals should he senl as follows: Treasurer Underwriting

Fund. 1501 Locust Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

Agreement of the Banks

The question has been raised as to whether or not our obli-

gations cease when our notes have been paid in full. Under

dale of November 6 we have the following guarantee:

"As each Guarantor makes payment on account its liabilitv

for further interest accruals will correspondingly diminish and

upon payment of its own full amount its liability for accruing

interest will cease.

"Wben a Guarantor completes the payment of the principal

amount named in its guaranty, with interest determined as

above, the Guarantor will receive back its instrument of guar-

ty with a letter from the Trust Company stating that the

Guarantor in question is released from further liability on

the guaranty."

Notes Now Past Due

The last note was clue at the bank on November 8. The

banks have kindly extended these notes for a short time with

interest. December 12 should be the day upon which we give

the money to pay off every dollar of this obligation so that

the notes can be redeemed and the bonds returned.

What Other Churches and Boards are Doing

The various agencies of the Presbyterian Church underwrote

$1,000,000. They are now in the midst of the campaign to

raise the money. Several other of the boards have paid in

full and have received back their bonds. Still others are car-

rying on their campaigns at the present time to raise the funds

with which to pay off their notes at the bank. It is probable

that by January 1 the entire sum of about $6,000,000 under-

written by the various agencies will be paid in full. The Dis-

ciples of Christ should not be the last in paying the obligation

of their boards in this campaign.

What the People Think About the Campaign

It is encouraging to know that practically the entire broth-

erhood is unanimous in saying that this Debt of Honor should

be paid. The following are some of the statements just re-

ceived :

Chicago Leads the Way
"T have asked for the privilege of being the first congregation to

get under the Interchurch World Movement deficit for $1,000. This
our congregation has unanimously decided to do.

C. G. KINDRED, Pastor.

Chicago, Illinois. Englewood Christian Church,

J. B. Briney Thinks the Underwriters Acted

in Good Faith

While, for reasons that need not he mentioned here. I did not favor

entrance upon our part into the Interchurch World Movement, yet

I think that this Debt of Honor should be met by the brotherhood,

for the following reasons:

1. These underwritings were authorized by the Cincinnati Con-

vention, which was a representative body, and the underwriters

acted under the sanction of that body.

2. The underwritings were made from the standpoint of security,

with no expectation of having to pay; but the unexpected happened,

and. as is often the case with securities, the obligation fell upon the

underwriters to pay, and the brotherhood should back them up in it.

3. The underwriters acted in good faith, and for what they be-

lieved to be for the good of the cause of Christ, and they deserve

the sympathy and support of their brethren. While this is a dearly-

bought piece of experience, it may be of value to us in the future.

Crestwood, Kv. J. P>. BRTXEY.
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Two Voices From Indiana

General Z. T. Sweeney writes:

Replying to your esteemed favor of November 5, I beg to say that

I. think we ought to pay this $600,000.

First: Because the heads of our organizations promised to pay.

Second: Because other religious bodies will meet their obligations

and I am not willing to see our people "go to protest."

Third: I am not willing to pay this money without others who
are likewise pledged pay theirs, nor am I willing to pay one dollar

for which we are not legally obligated. I have no sentiment about

dealing with Wall Street.

Also:

The failure of the Interchurch World Movement has left a financial

responsibility upon the churches of America that can not be shifted

with honor.

1. The Movement was inaugurated and the underwritings were

made in good faith. The success or failure of the enterprise in no

way affected the moral obligation.

2. The cause of Christ sits at the judgment bar of the unchurched

world. Failure of the church to meet its obligation can not but

have a prejudicial influence in the minds of many, against the

Christian religion.

3. The church has already reaped benefits from the surveys and

the splendid system of publicity that, in the end, will more than

recompense it for the amount paid in underwritings.

Indianapolis, Ind. T. W. GRAFTON.

A Sacrifice That Must Ultimate in Victory

1. It is an obligation thoroughly made and must be honorably

paid.

2. It is a debt made for a great ideal—the ideal of a united

clunch. This ideal has not left the earth. In the future it will

assert itself anew. It must not be handicapped by a failure to meet
this obligation.

3. The Disciples of Christ are thoronghly committed to the union

ideal. It is in our blood. We went into the Interchurch World
Movement whole-heartedly.

We bore a testimony to our century-old faith. Our testimony

must not now be weakened by slowness to pay.

4. Let us not think of this as an effort to pay for a "dead horse."

Let us rather think of it as a sacrifice for our dream born out of

deep convictions—a sacrifice that must ultimate in victory.

St. Louis, Missouri. GEO. A. CAMPBELL.

Kansas Wants Less Machinery and Noise in

Kingdom Enterprises

The Churches of Christ should meet their underwritings to the

Interchurch World Movement:
1. Because it is right and honorable to do so. The raosl of us

went into it in good faith, believing that it would accomplish much

good for the kingdom of Christ; and that much good was accom-
plished in several ways is a fact recognized by us all who are seek-

ing to do the Lord's work in a large way. That the movement failed

in some respects is no reason why any religious body should withhold

its promised help. I, and the churches I have served, have many,
many times put money into work that has not turned out as we
had hoped.

2. We cannot afford to let our obligation go unmet. Our reputa-

tion as an honorable religious body is at stake. In the language of

Brother Book, "Let us pay it and then not go into any similar

movement"; to which I would add. until the matter has been studied

most carefully; plans perfected; all Christian people thoroughly in-

formed and a more unanimous sentiment in regard to it has been

created.

3. Because some valuable lessons have been learned. It is some-

times a good thing to pay a large price for certain kinds of expe-

rience! One of the most important lessons we have learned from the

Interchurch World Movement is that sometimes the kingdom of God
suffers from too much machinery and noise! The conviction is

dawning upon some of us that we are afflicted with too much ma-
chinery and it takes too much oil to make the thing go! That is one

of the reasons why I hailed with delight and am supporting with

all my power the United Christian Missionary Society. It will com-

bine and strengthen several agencies of a similar nature and require

less machinery and do the work more efficiently.

Let us pay our underwritings and then turn our attention more
carefully to evangelization at home and abroad, "each one winning
one", and the blessing of the Father will be upon us.

Walter Scott Priest,

Wichita, Kansas. The Central Church,

Christian Women Will Help

1. We should pay the $600,000 pledged to the Interchurch World
Movement by the societies composing the United Christian Mission-

ary Society and the Board of Education, because it is a legal and
honorable obligation which they assumed in good faith, hoping for

a- great forward step in world evangelization.

2. We should not force the societies to pay this obligation from
their incomes, which were given for the support and advancement

of the enterprises committed to their charge.

3. It was recommended at the St. Louis Convention that this in-

debtedness should be liquidated by "voluntary contributions from
churches and individuals," and, in my judgment, this is the equitable

and brotherly way to meet this Debt of Honor.

Lexington, Kentucky. IDA W. HARRISON.

How to Send the Money

Checks, postoffice money orders and drafts should be made
out and sent as follows:

TREASURER UNDERWRITING FUND,
1501 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A Week of Prayer and Sacrifice, December 5-12

IF
we are to raise $600,000 on the 12th day of December lo

pay our underwritings to the Interchurch World Move-

ment, we should be much in prayer before that day. The

amount of money needed is very considerable. But it is not

beyond our ability. In the War Emergency Drive three years

ago we raised twice this amount, and no one was burdened

above what he was able to bear. For a people as numerous

and as prosperous as the Disciples of Christ, the raising of

$600,000 in one day, over and above all that the work in hand
requires for its maintenance and enlargement, is not an im-

possible task.

To many it appears that in paying our underwritings we are

paying for a "dead horse." That is not the whole truth. On
its financial side the Interchurch World Movement failed. But

the ideal at the heart of the Movement will never die. This

ideal was the ideal of our Lord when He spoke of one flock

and one Shepherd, and when he prayed that his disciples might

be one, even as he and the Father are one. Much of the work

done has an enormous and permanent value. When we have

paid all we promised, we can hold and maintain that the

Movement was well worth $600,000.

But let us not think for a moment that the raising of $600,-

000 in one day and for the purpose named is not a very con-

siderable undertaking. It can be done and it will be done,

if the people in the churches will address themselves to it in

earnest. But ample preparation of mind and heart is neces-

sary.

In order that we may raise the money needed and get a

great spiritual return, a call to prayer and sacrifice during the

week preceding December 12 has been issued. Our Lord and

his apostles believed in the efficacy of prayer. They believed

that prayer is more than a soliloquy ending with its reaction
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on the soul that offers it; they believed and taught that prayer

accomplishes things that, in the absence of prayer, would not

be accomplished. Our Lord said, "If two of you shall agree

on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it shall be

done for them of my Father who is in heaven." Again, "And
all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye

shall receive." When the disciples asked why they could not

cast out the dumb spirit, the Lord replied, "This kind can come

out by nothing, save by prayer." He said again, "Ask and it

shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall

be opened unto you; for every one that asketh receiveth; and

he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be

opened." The aspostles prayed much.

Let us pray God that the minds of all may be enlightened so

that they may recognize this obligation as an honest debt and

be disposed to pay it. The giving of one day's income will

bring a blessing to every one that gives it as unto the Lord.

Let us pray that $600,000 may be given to wipe out this debt;

thus will we be able to retain our self-respect as a people and,

what is more important, have a conscience void of offense

toward Cod and toward man. What is still more important is

that in giving this money we shall glorify God.

The raising of $600,000 in the way proposed calls for sacri-

fice on the part of many. The sacrifice involved should be

made without reluctance and without regret. The Lord loves

the cheerful giver, and he loves the sacrificial giver. He went
before his disciples in the way of sacrifice. We have a debt

of $600,000. There is only one thing to do with a debt, that

is, to pay it. There is no other honorable course. We can
not afford to default.

It is very desirable that this debt be paid out of money given

for the purpose. Some good people strongly object to the

taking of money given for missions to pay the underwriting-.

It will be a great thing if 8600,000 is raised on the 12th dav
of December. In that event the churches and Sundav schools

and Endeavor societies and individuals can be assured that no

dollar given for missions or education or benevolence will go

to defray our Interchurch obligations.

If we make the week suggested a week for praver and sacri-

fice, and if on the last day of the week all the members of our

churches calling themselves Disciples of Christ will each give

the income of one day, we shall have abundant reason for re-

joicing with joy unspeakable and full of glorv.

Let us make the 12th of December a high dav in our

churches, a day in which we shall honor the Lord Jesus Christ

by such an outpouring of generous gifts as the interests of Hi-

cause require from us, His loyal followers.

Let us pray for the raising of this Debt of Honor.

Let Us pay for it also.

Two Letters from Frank Garrett

IN this issue of World Call will be found the action of the

Board of Managers of the Foreign Society on the question

of open membership in China, and the report of the Com-
mittee on Recommendations which was read by C. S. Medbury

and adopted by the Convention. This discussion of open mem-
bership grew out of a letter written by Frank Garrett and pub-

lished in the Christian Standard by R. E. Elmore.

Mr. Garrett's attention was called to his letter and he was

asked for an explanation. The two letters that follow are his

answer to the inquiry of the Society. These letters make all

clear and plain, and confirm the statement of the officers of the

Society to the effect that open membership had been neither

practiced nor advocated by the China Mission. The letters

speak for themselves.

A. McLean, October 11, 1920.

St. Louis, Missouri.

Dear Brother McLean:

In reply to your letter of August 27, I want to say that my letter

of August 11, 1919, was not clear in one statement. When I said.

"Our committee was asked by unanimous vote to present to your
committee this question for your consideration, with the under-

standing that the step has the approval of the China Mission." I

seemed to state that the China Mission had given its vote in favor

of open membership. This was not the case. The Mission voted

only that the conditions be presented to you. There was no vote

on open membership. My statement that the step had the approval

of the China Mission was my own effort to place before you the

favorable attitude which it seemed to me the Mission would take

on this question if the brotherhood at home approved. The vote

of the Mission did not authorize me to make this statement. Tin-

North Park, Nantungchow, China, Part of the Splendid System of Improvements Being Made by Chang Chien
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Chang Chien, Magnate and Philanthropist of Nantungchow, Entertaining John Dewey, the Eminent Educator

Left to Right, Mrs. Frank Garrett, Miss Howry, Mrs.
Chien

Chang Chien, Miss Dewt
Chang Chien's Brother,

Mrs. Dewey, Chang Chien,
Alexander Le

John Dewey, Frank Garrett, Chang

resolution is number twenty-three and reads: '"'That the present

status of the Union Movement be presented to the Executive Com-
mittee for their consideration."

My statement that no one opposed the introduction of the practice

should be understood to mean simply that all were willing to give

the question a hearing without opposition at the present stage of the

discussion. No vote was called for and we were not asked to line lip

for or against. We had been told that many of our leading men in

the brotherhood at home approved of this practice and that an in-

creasing number of churches were introducing it. We did not wish

to go further without full consultation with you and the brotherhood.

Hence the resolution and my letter.

I quite realize that it is quite difficult to write on these questions

without making some error or misleading statement. I hope that in

the future you will write very promptly for an explanation of any
passage or statement that gives you trouble.

You say "If he (Mr. Elmore) represents the situation as it is,

etc." Well, he does not, and, if possible, the Christian Century is

farther from the truth in its article the week of August 27. There

is no reason why the brotherhood at home should be alarmed about

the China Mission if we missionaries would only be careful to write

clearly the plain truth and the home papers would print only the

truth!

To illustrate howr easily a misunderstanding may arise, I need but

state some facts about our many local "churches." They are not the

organized, finished product that you may have in mind when you see

the name "Clrarch". In Nantungchow we have no organization such

as you would recognize as a proper church. We have no elders or

deacons. We have thought best to- wait until we have some men
who come nearer the Scriptures' requirements. Naturally, our work
in all stations begins by using all those who are walling to stand for

Christ, and we try to form a working group of these. They are not

a church in the sense commonly accepted, but we may at times re-

fer to them as our churches.

It would be rather surprising if there was never a mistake made in

thus referring to our working group or if at some time we did not

include in our report some one who had not been immersed. But the

China Mission has never taken the position that we would practice

open membei-ship in our churches, and has never recognized as proper

the reporting of the unimmersed either for our local conventions or

for the home churches in our annual report.

The first person to be baptized in our Nantungchow new church

baptistery was one who had worked with us for years as a Christian-

When our Chinese Christians come together in their Annual Conven-

tion, they allow the unimmersed friends to1 attend, but they have

constantly refused to allow the unimmersed to be elected to office.

This is a good indication as to the kind of teaching they have had
from the missionaries.

As I plainly stated in my letter, the China missionaries desire to

be in perfect harmony with the brotherhood at home. We want to

do just what our supporters expect us to do. We wrote you for in-

formation on this point. I am very sorry that our letter was not

perfectly clear. I am sorry that it has been allowed to remain a

misunderstood letter for more than a year. I am sorry that we did

not get a prompt reply stating that our brotherhood was not willing

for us to proceed on the union lines that looked toward open mem-
bership. As we said, this is a question that faces us. We will now
know clearly our limitations. It is unfortunate if our honestly fac-

ing this question and submitting it to the brotherhood has been done

in such a bungling manner as to cause the brotherhood to lose con-

fidence in us. Please write fully and freely to us on any question

that may arise, and I feel siire that the China Mission, when under-

stood, will be highly respected. It is worthy. I well know that I

cannot properly do the work as secretary. I will be very glad when
I can step aside. If my recall will help to restore the confidence of

the brotherhood in the China Mission, do not hesitate a minute. I

will rejoice in any action on your part that is for the best interest

of the work, and I am perfetly willing to acccept your judgment on
this question. I would expect to remain in China in missionary work
of some kind.

With very sincere regrets that you have been caused all this

trouble, and praying that the kind Master may comfort, strengthen

and guide through it all. I am
Very sincerely yours.

Fraxk Garrett.

Woosung, October 15, 1920.

Dear Brother McLean

:

; I am just returning from a meeting of the Board of Managers of

the University in Nanking. While in Nanking I saw the Christian

Century of September 16 with your article signed by the Executive

Committee on the situation in China.
"' I wanted to tell you I wrote my letter of October 11 before I saw
your statement. I think your statement is very good indeed and
true to facts, and I hope the brotherhood will accept it as such.

I also saw more copies of the Standard in which my recall- is de-

manded. I am not a quitter. I won't resign until you ask me to do

so. But if you do ask it, be sure there won't be a sore spot on me be-

cause of your request. I will take it as much as the Lord's will

as I did my appointment. Don't worry about me. Act for the

good of the work. Sincerely,

Frank Garrett.
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Unity and Permanence
By FINIS S. IDLEMAN

An address thai made a profound impression upon the St. Louis Convention and which is as good to read as it was to hear.

The two considerations which most comfort the heart and give joy about one's work at the end of the day are
the assurance that it belongs to all men and that it will endure. To look back upon a day or a life and recog-
nize it unrelated to the whole of human society, or to discover that it is but temporary, is to be overwhelmed with
a sense of inexpressible defeat. If the fabric of one's loom will not match the cloth that shall permanently make
the seamless garment, then life has been in vain; while the least we do is transfigured when it is seen to fit into

the sum of all human effort and is destined to endure.

THIS days program marks an epoch in the annals of the

Disciples of Christ and is prophetic of a new order. It

both symbolizes the unity of our common ministry and

gives assurance of its perpetuity.

Under the direction of the inclu-

sive supervision of the United

Society of all our home and for-

eign ministries, we have shared

this day's outlook upon the

world as the field. It is far

more than efficiency which we

have gained in the unification of

our work. It is the sense ol

unity which binds our total

Christian leadership in a bond ol

mutual dependence and gives it

a common obligation for the

whole world. It is our recogni-

tion that none are peculiarly

near, none far away; that there

are no great among us save in

service; no small except in spirit.

It declares that we hold in com-

mon affection and esteem all who
everywhere, according to their

ability, bring tidings of great joy

to all who sit in deep darkness.

It reveals an even closer bond

where the strong have obligated

themselves for the weak, and the

surrounded and protected as-

sume the unfailing support for

the isolated and imperiled. This

simple and democratic unifica-

tion of all our sacred tasks gives

a precious and satisfying sense

of the universality of all we do

because it is bound up with world-wide interests.

Neither could we share the day without being impressed

that we have here a most reassuring earnest of the perpetuity of

our gifts and service. It bears witness that the humblest mes-

sage and the lowliest gift are to be caught up and carried on

by the sincere and glad cooperation of an entire people. It

gives a comfort to all who have contributed to the Kingdom,

either of spirit or of substance. Our joy is to recognize the

solid proof of permanency which this day celebrates. That

some one will "catch the golden thread again and finish what

we here began" is the benediction after prayer for the sacri-

ficing comrades of Him who said: "Others have labored, and

ye have entered into their labors."

It is the corporate strength of a free and earnest people

reassuring us that nothing shall be lost of the joint treasury

I'iuis IS. Idlemau

that love brings to the altar. It pledges to us the determination to

"carry on" until all that has been wrought by this and successive

generations shall be preserved and joined eventually with all that

faith of every name will bring to

place at His unhindered com-

mand and so abide forever.

This sense of universality and

permanency cannot come too

soon. Along with other demo-

cratic bodies of Christians, we

have suffered a great loss in not

being able to conserve what ha<

been gained, nor surely per-

petuate the achievements of one

generation to the next. But more
especially is the assurance of

I his day needed because subtle

and insidious forces threaten to

lessen the available resources of

Christian leadership. We shall

be wise both to be aware of the>e

hindering forces and then to lift

our eyes to the hills from whence

the present challenge of the min-

istry must come.

The Strain of Economic
Conditions

An unprecedented rise in

prices and an unequal rise in sal-

aries placed a host of devout

Christian leaders in deepest per-

plexity. They had assumed ob-

ligations they could have borne

in normal times, but the new
conditions gave them no means

either of readjusting their obliga-

tions or of bearing them. Their unequal resources wasted their

energies and frayed their courage. IVIanv who were overborne

by the essential duties of providing daily food and family needs

reluctantly left the ministry. It is not enough to answer then-

going by implying lack of courage. There are abundant ways
for a minister to prove his courage without being willing to

go to the poorhouse. Of those who remained, under such

anxiety, the Church lost the rich treasure of an unworried mind.

The Deadly Blight of Materialism

Along with this strain is the deadly blight of materialism

which has come upon the whole world since the war. It has

choked the channel of our supply. Young men who planned

to enter the ministry have been turned into other avenues. The

ministry in America has always been a choice of determined
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idealism, for it has never had either the prestige or the support

which would make it a choice for worldly amhition. It has

been said of Scotland that once every Scotch lad looked for-

ward to the day when he could wag a head in the pulpit, for-

getting that whether that was a useful thing to do depended

primarily on whether there was anything in the head. But the

chance to get on in America has never given our pulpit the

embarrassment of social aspirants. More

especially has the blight of mad desire

for present mansions since the war rested

on every expression of our social life. It

is a temporary decadence, but it is deadly.

The newspapers, magazines, public ad-

vertisements, too often college curricula,

street and club conversation have the

dominant note of commercial success.

The average Christian home is not lifted

far above it. Most of our sons and

daughters decide for college and prepare

their courses without even an intimation

from Christian parents that the chief end

of man is to glorify God through a life

of self-denying service. Life plans are

laid with personal profit as the chief cor-

nerstone. It is a long journey from such

a home to the humble Scotch door where

a life decision changed the currents of

civilization and opened the doors of a

continent to the gospel. It was after

many a prayer and psalm through the

long night that Neil Livingstone set out

with his son on that solemn journey to

the shore where young David embarked

with his father's blessing to the darkest

spot in the world.

Well may we be burdened for the

Christian leadership both in the pulpit

and on the mission field for the next

quarter of a century. With the loss of so

many young men by war and its attendant

sickness, and by the breaking up of edu-

cational plans and by the enticements of

commercial openings, the future leader-

ship has become a cause of real alarm

to thoughtful Christian statesmen every-

where. Something stronger than the ap-

peal to rebuild the physical world must

be made to our youth to see that no

foundations are secure until they are

built into the eternal purposes of God.

The Challenge of Liberty

Neither do we fail to observe that a

capable ministry has been lessened by the

consciousness of a narrowing theological

restraint. It seems to have been a joint

retrenchment with political reaction.

The sense of finality which numbs and paralyzes the

free and eager spirit of youth has caused many to shrink

from the limitations imposed upon the mind in its search

for the will of God. When in other avenues a young

man finds the appeal to bring the newest that personal experi-

ence has proven, he remembers all too many unthinking souls

in religion who assert that all our tomorrows must be as to-

day—all the future level with the past. It would release the

Key Words in Idleman's

Message
There are no great among us save

in service; no small except in spirit.

There are abundant ways for a
minister to prove his courage with-
out being willing to go to the poor-
house.

How else (except in liberty) can
we hope that a minister shall be a
voice rather than an echo?

The New Testament Faith means
adventure, self-abandonment, risk
for a worthy cause. It was "not a
way of talking but a way of walk-
ing."

The Church cannot make history
and play safe.

Only the timeless elements of
Christian faith can avail now and
their reaffirmation is the one hope
of the world;

Never from the couch of luxury
but always out of peril comes the
victorious music of the gospel.
He begins to rebuild the world

while it is yet night, and when the
morning comes, lo! the foundations
are all laid and the Eternal becomes
man's dwelling place.

That it (denominationalism)
should survive human slavery and
piracy and the burning of witches
seems unthinkable in modern Chris-
tianity.

The disbelief in the Church is

not because men distrust what it

believes, but because there is no
faith in its mercy and compassion.
We forget also that it is impossi-

ble to preach the gospel without
causing unrest.

For if a man is worth more than
a sheep, then he is worth more than
a mill or a factory or a railroad.

But if the heart of a divided
household is moved with the agony
of Jesus for the expression of vital

unity, then the Kingdom shall be
restored to Israel.

Be it humbly avowed that, in
many particulars, never a people
were so prepared to meet the chal-
lenge as the Disciples of Christ.

most capable young men for the ministry if they could hear

the whole Church repeat the exhortation of John Robinson

to his departing followers. As that brave company of 102

set out in a mere lifeboat of 120 tons to venture upon an almost

certain death, the stout soul of the preacher is not concerned

now about urging the need of courage, nor even to remind
them of the providence of God to which they are committed.

Edward Winslow, one of that company,

recalled the preacher's message that day

in the following words:

"He charged us to follow him no fur-

ther than he followed Christ, and if God
should reveal anything by any other in-

strument of His to be so ready to receive

it as ever we were ready to receive any

truth by his ministry. For he was very

confident that the Lord had more truth

and light yet to break forth out of His

holy word. He took occasion to bewail

the state of the reformed churches who
were come to a stop in religion and
would go no further than the instruments

of their reformation. They will rather

die than embrace further than Luther

saw or more than the truth taught by
Calvin. They stick where the reformers

left them, a misery much to be lamented.

For though they were shining lights in

their time, yet God had not revealed His

whole will to them and were they now
living they would be as ready to receive

further light as that they had received."

Such language makes the heart leap

even if we may not see its present appli-

cation. If the Church sent out her

young ministers and missionaries to the

foreign field with such high words of

committal to the leading of the Spirit of

God, there would be both a more worthy

response to the call and more reverence

toward all that has been proven true in

Christian experience. How else can we
hope that a minister shall be a voice

rather than an echo? Fearing such an

eclipse of vision, many open-minded

spirits turn away to other channels of

human service.

The Unity of Camp and Trench

In the catalogue of deterrent forces that

hinder capable men from entering the

ministry we must name the fact of a sur-

viving sectarianism. Bad as denomina-

tionalism looked in other generations, it

never looked so hideous as now. That it

(denominationalism) should survive hu-

man slavery and piracy and the burning
of witches seems unthinkable in modern Christianity. The
service that more than 8,000 ministers were able to render

the camp and trench during the war gave a new outlook

upon the possibility of the gospel ministry when un-

divided by sectarian interests. Men found a joy in that ex-

perience they scarcely believed possible. It was John Wesley's

inclusive declaration personally realized: "The Avorld is my
parish." But when they returned to their communities they
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found the old entrenchments still up and the various Christian

groups often with little contact or cooperation. The Church

lost to other Christian agencies many such preachers, while

scores of young men who contemplated the ministry have en-

tered the home and foreign service of the Y. M. C. A. and

kindred religious and philanthropic agencies. It may be in

the providence of God to compel unity through the very lack

of ministers due to the unwillingness to be less than an am-

Coiiyrignc Underwood & Underwood
DESTITUTION IN BERON, GER3IANY

Flesh of Horse Killed in Riots Cut Off for Food

bassador of Christ to the whole community. The very spirit of

sectarianism which may and does exist in all communions,

and eats at the heart of good will, and makes odious the fairest

name and the dearest scripture, must die. Forward-looking

youth of the Kingdom of Christ will not pledge their lives to

perpetuate such a travesty on the name and spirit of Jesus.

The last of the hindrances we pause to mention is the lack

of adventure in the modern church. No surer guidance is

needed than the evident fact that the soldiers "had a religion,

but they did not have our religion." Their life was a life of

adventure and only such a religion could meet their needs.

Our church life was so rarely of that kind. While we were

employing the most sacred terms of the gospel we were robbing

them of their meaning. We spoke often of "cross-bearing,"

but made it to mean mere fortitude—patient endurance under

suffering. When Margaret Fuller said, "I accept the universe."

Thomas Carlyle said, "She'd better, what else could she do?"

But cross-bearing is not mere resignation. It is written, "He
bearing His cross went forth." It is the supreme adventure

upon the unknown in sacrificial abandonment. Or again we
speak of "Faith" and immediately we think of a body of doc-

trines or of accepted forms. We reduce it to a state of low

mentality. But the New Testament faith means adventure, self-

abandonment, risk for a worthy cause. It was "not a way of

talking but a way of walking."

What appeal can such a Church make to the adventurous

spirit of courageous youth? Where would Abram have found

a place in it, he who went forth "not knowing whither he

went"? How could a Church that plays safe and insures

against risks appeal to such as the Pilgrim fathers (falsely so

called since their leaders were but 27 and only two of the

total were over 40) ? They could have remained in lovely

England and been buried in pleasant graveyards like their

forbears but, breathing the constant atmosphere of adventure,

they preferred to take the risk for freedom and sailed out to

an unknown fate. The highest peaks of human history are

the points where youth took the supreme risks for some worthy

cause. The Church cannot make history and play safe.

'"'The men of tlie East may watch the stars

Their signs and seasons mark.
But the men of the sign of the Cross of Christ

Go gaily in the dark."'

The Call to a New Crusade

While we look upon these influences that have hindered the

present enlargement of the ministry at home and abroad, where

shall we turn for a sufficient challenge to inspire a Christian

leadership sufficient to the need? Is it not in seeing clearly the

evil spirits that now afflict the world, and calling for a new
crusade to go out to conquer them by the reaffirmations of our

holy faith? The very urgency of the unparalleled crisis of

the world is the strength of our hope that many a young Isaiah

will answer to the voice of God crying, "Whom shall I send

and who will go for us?" by the quick response, "Here am I;

send me." It is not a time for negations and protests. One
should be ashamed to be called a Protestant if his chief virtues

were negative. Only the timeless elements of Christian faith

can avail now and their reaffirmation is die one hope of the

world. If you went out in search of mankind, where would
you find them grouped in this year of our Lord? May we
venture to suggest they are chiefly in four groups: Despair,

Reaction, Revenge and Violent Unrest. For each of them a

new spirit must be found. The ambassadors of the Eternal

Christ are challenged to find it.

The Gospel of Hope for the Hosts of Despair

First there is the group under the black banner of Despair.

How dark that banner is and what a multitude are gathered

about it, is difficult for us in America to calculate or believe.

We were so largely untouched by the war. Our countrv was

unscarred and our calm undisturbed. ^ e never knew the

horror of beleaguered nights and the unremitting terror of

four years of war, end on end. Most of our voung men came
home to us and our financial debts are not grievous. Our

sufferings have been chiefly from our selfishness since the war.

Over against this picture is the desolate picture of nations

with their young men sleeping beneadi new wooden crosses,

with old men broken in health and children without a youth

:

of wasted cities and spent fortunes and intolerable burdens

of debt. Some of them are without credit, raw materials, coal

or markets. Saddest of all, they have lost faith. "Vi e be-

lieved our rulers and they lied to us: we trusted our news-

papers and they lied to us; we believed the Church and it lied

to us—whom can we believe and Avhere can we turn?" This

picture of despair is not confined to the continent ot Europe.

Multiplied thousands stoutly looked for the war to release new

potencies for human good. Brave-hearted optimists saw a sil-

ver lining in the darkest day of the war. but now find it impos-

sible to withhold dark forebodings. They can see nothing but

deeper depths of human suffering yet for all Europe before

the dawn can come. Philip Gibbs was one of the greatest

—

if not the greatest inspirer of faith and courage as a war cor-

respondent. Never a defeat so bitter nor a day so dark but

he wove into it a gleam of gold. The cheer he saw and the

hope he quickened were of incalculable influence in nerving

America to the utmost endeavor. Now he is retracing the

fields of battle and restudying the nations drained to make

that Golgotha. His song is turned to a dirge and all his cheer

seems to have congealed into a moan. L nder the topic. "Is

Europe Dying?" he writes one of the saddest commentaries on

current history.
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But it was in such an hour of the world's life that Christ

was born. It is in such hours Christianity is always reborn.

Never from the couch of luxury but always out of peril comes

the victorious music of the gospel. It is in such an hour faith

makes its first great reaffirmation that, "The Eternal is thy

dwelling place and underneath are the everlasting arms." That

the God whom we worship is not dead; that He is not simply

ageless; that He is the God of the dawn—forever becoming;

that He is not brooding over twilight in human history, but

is releasing the first shafts of dawn and the morning after the

long night; that He begins to rebuild the world while it is yet

night, and when the morning comes, lo, the foundations are all

laid and the Eternal becomes man's dwelling place; this is the

gospel of hope which the Church of America must carry to

a world that bitterly asks, 'Ts there hope in Israel? Is there

balm in Gilead?" To all who stoop with aching back and

broken heart to pick up the trowel to rebuild their leveled habi-

tations; to all who mourn youth cruelly taken by war; to all

who toil at hopeless tasks; to those who see no hope for the

three hundred million people still fighting, starving, dying of

plague, and leaderless,—the ministry from America must carry

through the world the conquering faith of God "who worketh

hitherto and will work."

It is the faith of Matthew Arnold given personality: "There

is a power making for righteousness which is not of us." Or

better still, of James Russell Lowell, "Behind the dim un-

known standeth God within the shadows, keeping watch above

His own." Or nobler still, of the Apostle Paul, "In Him are

all things held together." Man must fall back upon some-

thing. Shall he fall back upon Fate or upon blind force?

Go up on your housetop and cry aloud, "Upon neither!" Fall

back you must, but be sure when you do you will be in the

arms of God your Father,—that the Eternal God is thy dwelling

place and underneath are the everlasting arms. Like the great

artist who conceived the world held in loving, brooding em-

brace in the immortal picture of the "All Pervading" by

Watts, so the strength of abiding faith must be preached in

all the world until again men shall say out of experience.

"Thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations."

For the black spirit of Despair the Church of America must

substitute the spirit of confident faith.

The Substitution of Idealism for the Spirit of Reaction

The second challenging temper under which more multi-

tudes are grouped is the spirit of Reaction. One can scarcely

believe that he dared to make the prophecies that seemed so

well founded less than two years ago. It was believed in

common that the war had cast up new forces and leveled old

entrenchments of society. The democracy of rich and poor as

they fought side by side, or toiled at home in the huts for the

welfare of our lads, seemed full of promise. Old political

differences were forgotten as we made common cause. The

final blow to the legalized liquor traffic surprised the most

sanguine and lifted the hearts of Americans to talk of a ncv.

order wherein dwelleth righteousness. Idealism possessed an

entire nation and nothing seemed impossible of accomplish-

ment that was forward-looking and uplifting.

Then came the reaction following the war. Democracy began

to yield to class struggle. Our political unity broke up into

shameless contest for supremacy that has cost the world im-

measurable grief. Our unselfishness was choked by the mad
struggle for the prizes of fortunes to be made so easily. The

war to end war was left unfinished in the scramble for world

markets. Even now, when the two greatest opportunities a

nation ever had are ours, viz.. the conscious enforcement and

demonstration of national prohibition for the sake ol the

nations that stand on tiptoe to know what its values are, and
the nation's entrance with the concert of civilized nations al-

ready leagued for the peace of the world, we scarcely give

them honest consideration. It is as if our political idealism

had swung to the end of the pendulum in its reaction. No
wonder Clemenceau categorically remarked as he left for India,

"America is making a cult of Nationalism: the end is Prus-

sianism."

What is true of our political reaction seems equally true of

our religious reaction. The efforts looking toward cooperation

and unity at the close of the war have little claim upon the

majority of the Church now. Where is the pain of disunion?

Sermons preached upon it are too often made into opportuni-

ties to preach distinctive and peculiar doctrines. The essential

proof of unity is when "sorrow flows from eye to eye and joy

from heart to heart;" that if "one member suffers all the mem-
bers suffer with it."

Yet does the Church burn with shame for the common crime

which has been committed in denying to German Christians

the privilege of missionary passion and sacrifice—knowing

full well that no church that is so denied, externally or in-

ternally, can possibly keep its candle burning. These are but

hints of a religious reaction which envelops the present hour.

Shall the ministry of Jesus, however, hang its harp upon
the willows of Babylon and weep for the visions that have

perished? Or shall the Christian leadership choose between

two evils and follow the line of least resistance, vainly trusting

for the spirit of the times to swing back to idealism without a

challenge?

Isaiah's lofty ideal comes to inspire the forthteller of the

good tidings. Catching the figure so common in his daily

experience, where some granite rock reared its mighty shoulder

to the desert sands that blew and checked the drift, so said this

prophet of the social gospel: "A man shall be as an hiding

Copyright Underwood & Underwood
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place, as a great rock in a weary land." It is the noblest chal-

lenge man could hear outside of sonship to God. This drift of

reaction has come down upon the world. Men and nations are

sorely tempted to seek the selfish ends and, being weary of

burdens, let the cross-bearing ones bear them if they can, or

fall under them if they must.

But the ambassador of that Messiah who arrested the might-

iest drift of the ages will now rather put his soul against this
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deadly drift and at his feet the flowers of a new idealism will

dare to live and bloom again because he is there.

The darkness of the present reaction is a supreme challenge

to the ministry of Jesus for a reaffirmation of the Sermon on

the Mount in its boldest ideals, for the rebuilding of human
society that has suffered the immeasurable loss of its purest

visions. For the spirit of Reaction the ministers of America

must proclaim the idealism of Jesus.

The Substitution of Reconciliation for the Spirit

of Revenge

It is an open secret that the readjustments brought about

by the war did not assuage the spirit of revenge. Even the

victors cherish a remembrance of suspicion and bitterness that

runs through every international relationship, while the van-

quished, stoically await the day when the scepter of power shall

pass to other hands. The very instrument of the treaty meant

lo bring peace has inspired a world of revenge. No diplomacy

can dispel it. No alliance can overawe it.

What is true of the immediate war area is equally true in

all nations, wherever harsh and barbarous laws have operated

in society. A social revenge springs up that no mere enactment

of more laws can cure. Has it cured seditious speech to whip

men at the tail of a cart? Have lynchings checked lawlessness

among t lie Negroes'? Has imprisonment of conscientious ob-

jectors decreased their number? If history has any clear word

for us it is lhal crime has never yet been checked by harshness;

that the very disproportions of the penalty inflamed men's

minds to the commission of wrong. The revenge expressed in

the character of our jail and penitentiary treatment has not

given us back redeemed men but rather criminals made tenfold

worse by virtue of the spirit of revenge which such penalty

inspires.

There is but one cure for this evil spirit. Only one law has

ever yet overcome revenge and that is the divine law of rec-

onciliation expressed in the most compact sentence in Holy

Scripture, "While we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.""

This law of reconciliation has broken the bitterly cold heart of

man in adoring love before the cross—because it is God's heart

uncovered to the world.

This is the sacred privilege of the ministry, to preach this

gospel of reconciliation to a generation that is tempted to have

a heart of stone. It is the supreme test of Christianity, for if

it has not a love different from the love of the good for the

good, then it has no message to our generation. The disbelief

in the Church is not because men distrust what it believes, but

because there is no faith in its mercy and compassion. Chris-

tian men are seen to be as dependent upon the strength of the

law and the force of arms and the securitv of the jail as other

men. What is there in all this attitude that would remind men
of Jesus, who loved bad men into goodness and conquered

them by the plenitude of his mercy and sympathy?

Whenever that spirit has broken out in isolated cases, men
have quickly recognized it and answered to it: Judge Lindsev

sending his boys to the reform school with no one to accom-

pany them; Father Dolling surrounded bv thieves and dis-

solute, and winning them to a new life by" the matchless storv

of redeeming love; General Booth with incorrigible culprit-

for his warp and woof and weaving them into priceless tapestrv

for Him; General Grant saying for the Southern soldiers. "Let

them keep their horses, they will need them for the spring

plowing"; Abraham Lincoln, accused of breaking down dis-

cipline by his courage to practice the gentle compassion of

Jesus, but rewarded by the response of a deathless valor:

Bishop Bienvenu saying to the culprit in his presence, "I have

bought you from evil and sold you to good." We have got to

preach the love of God as the social dynamic. We have to

substitute the divine spirit of forgiveness for the human spirit

of revenge if the present yawning chasms in our social and

religious order are to be bridged. Not all the armed forces of

the world can guard the peace that now is threatened. 1 et

the power of a divine compassion, inspired by the gospel of

the Love of God. will resolve that avenging spirit into the

common love of all.

The Substitution of the Spirit of Unity for the Violence

of Unrest

As one may trace a storm at sea for days by the turbulent

heaving of its depths, so the convulsion of the last five year-

has left the whole human race in tumultuous upheaval. Much
of this unrest had come before the war. It was overdue and

perilous because so long repressed. \^ e forget also that it i-

impossible to preach the gospel without causing unrest. "'I

came to cast fire upon the earth." cried Jesus, and with un-

utterable longing of spirit added, "w ould that it were already

kindled!"

When Jesus said, "A man is worth more than a sheep." he

kindled a flame that shall never he pul oul until the last man
stands erect as brother to all men and is consciously a son

of God. For if a man is worth more than a sheep, then he i-

worth more than a mill or a factory or a railroad. And ever\

man whose heart Jesus has touched loses a corresponding in-

terest in dividends and gains an increasing appreciation of

released manhood. He knows there is a time coming when a

Christian will not be willing to make a fortune but whose
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wealth will rather consist in the riches of his brotherly con-

tacts. The struggling soul of the race in its discontent and

unrest is an unwillingness to belong to less than the whole of

mankind. It is the hunger for the consciousness of a total

human brotherhood. What if the race is being lorn with the

agonies of volcanic eruption? May it not be because the

social crust is so hardened? For be assured this unrest is a

profound thing like the groanings of the spirit which cannot be

uttered. It is the voice of man, not of men or of classes. He
is struggling for breath for his soul. It is the inarticulate

speech of the lowest saying to the highest: "We too are men
of like longings and aspirations as yourselves. The chasm

between us is wrong. All that is noble and good must become

available for all men. We cannot remain submerged and keep

faith ; you cannot deny us and keep Christ."

If we walk with Jesus and look upon this unrest, we shall

see it as "a field white unto the harvest." He is a wise minister

or missionary who does not beat the dumb ass of human ig-

norance for its brazen speech, but who pauses to listen to the

voice of God breaking out in such an unexpected source and

reverently bows his head before the revelation.

Just as the deep churning of the earth in Flanders has cast

up seeds that now bloom, for which botanists have no name, so

the upheaval that now urges the social deep to the surface

will cast up new revelations of sacrifice and love out of the

deep subsoil of human nature for which we have no com-

parison.

The ambassadorship of Christ is not alarmed nor dismayed

by this changing order. Christ cannot be lifted up without

lifting up all men. His spirit is recognized as the source of

this most tragic groping of the Christian centuries. It is seen

by those who catch His spirit to be the upward push inspired

by His teaching of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood

of man. The very strife becomes the evidence in our time that

our unrest is rooted in our social unity. It is even more. It

is the spiritual hunger that cannot rest until it rests in Him.
It becomes the supreme privilege of the ministry of Jesus to

speak to our unhappy agonizing generation which blindly seeks

hope, crying:

" 'Tis the weakness in strength that I cry for,

My flesh that I seek in the Godhead,"

ana answer:

"It shall be a face like my fa<T that receives thee,

A man like to me thou shall love and be loved by forever,

A hand like this hand slialJ throw open the gates of new life

to thee,

>Sec the Christ stand."

Nor shall we forget the compassionate appeal which may
now be made to fill up the sufferings of Christ for the religious

discontent over our partial fellowships. For in spite of Reac-

tion there is an unhappiness that is keen with spiritual pain

over the present divisions which deny man the wealth of the

entire Christian fellowship. There never can be peace again

in the Christian consciousness so long as those denials exist.

The deep of each great heart cries out for the deep of every

other. Like the social urge, religious unrest will find no place

for its feet until it can say again, "All things are ours—whether

of Paul or of Cephas or of Apollos; whether of Augustine or

Luther or Fox or Campbell—all are ours and we are Christ's."

h,uch a ministry cannot be preached as a shibboleth nor

made into a doctrinal peculiarity. To do so is to distort the

message and defeat unity. But if the heart of a divided house-

hold is moved with the agony of Jesus for the expression of

vital unity, then the Kingdom shall be restored to Israel.

Be it humbly avowed that, in many particulars, never a

people were so prepared to meet the challenge as the Disciples

of Christ. With the youth and vigor of a young David, we
should advance to meet the threatening Philistines that terrorize

the world. We do not even have to put off obsolete armor. We
answer the challenge in the simplicity of the shepherd lad:

"Thou earnest to me with a sword and a spear and with a

javelin; but I come to thee in the name of Jehovah of Hosts."

Unencumbered by custom, dogma or tradition, and free with

the freedom of him who declared, "Henceforth let no man
trouble me," we have but to be able to say, "For we bear

branded in our bodies the marks of the Lord Jesus." When we
join to the scriptural plea for unity a scriptural passion; when
to the irresistible message of "seeing no man save Jesus only,"

we reveal in very truth "the prints of the nails," then will we
be prepared to share that Kingdom whose coming shall "be

fair as the moon, bright as the sun, and terrible as an army
with banners."

A Day with the Bible in India
By MRS. D. O. CUNNINGHAM

EIGHTEEN miles southwest of Bilaspur, Central Provinces,

is the village of Sawatahl where dwell Mohammedans,
Brahmans, Chamars and a few Christians among whom

are two evangelists and their families. These two families

are respected by all who live within the town. Outside this

village is a beautiful grove of mangoes and neam trees, be-

neath which are four tents and two small improvised grass

houses. In one corner of the grove is a large tent, for the

time being the home of a missionary family. Not far along

the west side is a smaller tent and going in and out of this

a lady doctor and a nurse are seen.

Farther down the grove are two smaller tents, in one of

which six evangelists are preparing to bake their bread and to

cook their morning meal on the fire which is burning just

outside the door. In the other tent are the Bible women and
Indian nurse preparing their food, attending the children,

washing some garments, completing tasks necessary to be done

before they start out upon their day's work in the neighboring

villages. It is not yet six o'clock in the morning, but every-

one seems happily engaged in setting things to rights about

the camp.

Morning

At six-thirty a bell is rung and all the camp gather in front

of the big tent for morning study of the Bible (30 minutes).

After the study and worship period the plan for the day is

presented. Two of the evangelists go with Dr. Crozier, another

two with Miss Johnson, the nurse. The remaining two go with

Mr. Cunningham. The Bible women, Indian nurse and myself

are given another route. The plans all discussed, the lessons

to be given that day talked through, we each take Bibles, hymn
books and tracts for distribution and sale in the villages as-

signed us.
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As our group crosses the fields I following foot paths) we
meet a company of woodmen going out to work. After the

usual greetings these men inquire where we are going and upon

what business. Then we tell them about the business of the

King. Perhaps some of them will buy a Gospel or a song

book and go on their way. Soon we come into the first vil-

lage where we meet scores of women with water-pots upon

iheir heads and clothes across one arm, while in the other arm

is held a child who is comfortably seated astride the mother's

hip. Going out to the all too scant pasture there are shepherds

with their goats, and herdsmen with their buffaloes and cows;

while behind follow women and girls with baskets upon their

heads in which to gather the manure to take home for use in

plastering and waxing their floors. There are also men going

to work with plows upon their shoulders; but both these classes

are too much occupied with their duties to do more than give

us a kindly greeting as we go by.

We pass the well as we go into the center of the village,

known as the market place. We seat ourselves upon raised

earth around a tree and open our books and begin to sing. Soon

we have a crowd around us. Women on their way to draw

water at the well pause to hear the song. Farmers going out

to work stop to listen a while. Old men and women of the

village, boys, girls, young men and women stop a moment
then pass on. After Ave sing a couple of songs we explain their

meaning, then take a story from the Bible and tell this in the

simplest way and sing again. Then perhaps some come asking

us to go to their house to see a sick one.

If not, we preach and teach for a while, then go to the chief

man of the village and ask him if he and his household would

like us to come in and sing a few songs for them. We are in-

vited into the outer court of the house of the master of the

village. He orders a bed brought outside, and upon it a sheet

is spread, in order that we may sit while we sing. Soon the

news spreads through the village that we are at the big

master's house and the court-yard is filled with wondering

folks.

We exchange greetings, inquire into the village life, hear

their trials and troubles, then we tell them we have come to

bring them good news, tell them of the Savior who will help

bear all the burdens and trials that are so common to us all.

They see in the happy faces of the ones bearing the message

a proof of what faith in this Master of masters will bring.

Some ask for different portions of the New Testament that

contain the story that we have been telling them so that thev

may have it to read after we have gone. Our salaams are said

and we go out into the street.

We are met at a corner by a group who want to stop and

argue. We answer their questions by asking them a few
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questions in return. Thev are not in a mood to receive our

message so we pass on with a smile and a kindly word. Their

scoffing and unkind remarks about Christians do not discourage

us for Ave know that the gospel Ave preach is the poAver of God

unto salvation and the onl\ hope for even these. As Ave leaAe

this village, women, men and children folloAv us to the edge of

town; we are invited to come again soon, to send teachers and

preachers to live among them.

As we go to another village Ave do not meet a great many
now in the road. They are at Avork in field. Avoods and in their

houses—some Aveaving. some grinding, some cooking, some

Avorshiping. This village is very quiet: a feAv here and there

motion us to come their Avay and offer us a seat and proffer us

the courtesies of their simple a illage life. But all at once some

one comes in Avith a very sad contenance begging us to go

home with him. Going with him we find a home Avhere there

is intense suffering. The head of the house is sick unto death

and we are called upon to save him from die fierce anger ot

their gods. The sick one is Avrapped in filthy garments, lying

upon a bed within a room all dark and no fresh air. Lnder

the bed near his head is a pan of ashes and smoking coals: the

room is thick with smoke. We tell them what to do and a*k

some one to come with us to our tent for medicine. W e talk

a while Avith the members of the family, sing a song, offer a

prayer and go out. In this way two or three villages are

visited, then Ave go back to our tents for our noonday meal.

Afternoon

All evangelists and ivorkers have told the villagers that from

1 :30 to 3 Avill be the afternoon clinic at the tent. Sometimes

vou will see men, Avomen and children sitting around from 10
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o'clock in the morning until 3 o'clock in the afternoon in order

to speak with the doctor and get some medicine for their ills.

The dispensary is a very simple arrangement. Out beside the

tent are two medicine boxes containing the medicines and in-

struments of the doctor. Near by on another box are a couple

of wash basins and a large bucket of water (the river is near).

Seated upon the ground all around the tent are patients from

the villages near and far. Before the dispensing begins the

Bible is read, the story of the Good Physician is told, tickets

are handed out to the patients giving each a number and upon

the other side a scripture verse. These tickets they may take

to their homes. The minor operations are performed right

there, but the major ones are taken into the hospital at Bilas-

pur, eighteen miles away.

One thing a doctor and nurse always remember. First and

always they are missionaries and servants of Jesus Christ,

teaching the people through healing to know Him.

The afternoon is hot. Miss Johnson's group and my group

of workers have gone on ahead of us to the village lying to

the left of our tent. We finish up the odds and ends, then she

upon Ajax and I on Blackie (our faithful horses) follow

shortly and meet the others in the market place. They have

stationed themselves at one side of the large square and are

already teaching and preaching. Here are gathered men and

women from all the country round with their wares offering

them for sale. Crowds of men and women passing to and fro

are selling and buying. Usually these markets are held twice

or three times a week, Sunday being the big day. This makes

it hard for our Christian families who like to buy when they

can get the nicest things the cheapest, but many prefer to take

what they can get on Monday rather than form the habit of

buying on Sunday.

In this square you will find men and women selling potatoes,

onions, cabbage, egg plant, spinach, radish tops for greens,

parsley, radishes, cucumbers, pumpkins, red peppers, cocoa-

nuts, spices, water-pots, brooms made from palm leaves and

different kinds of homespun cloth, ropes made of grass, and

other such things as are commonly used by those in that district.

We stand by, sing a few songs, take turns in preaching, then

we sell our song books and Gospels, giving away tracts and

talking to those who wish to talk about our Bible and the

truth that is found therein.

Twilight is creeping down and we must hasten home as it

soon will be dark. There are two streams that must be forded

before we reach our tent. In crossing the last stream before

reaching home Miss Johnson's horse decides he will take a

bath, so lies down in mid-stream and of course Miss Johnson,

being a good horse-woman, jumps off, saving herself an in-

jury. Ajax seeing he has lost his rider decides upon a different

course and runs for the camp at full speed. My horse, seeing

him go, starts to keep up but I succeed in turning him. How-

ever, before I get back to Miss Johnson she is up and on

her way home.

Evening

After supper is over and work done up about the camp, into

the near village we go with our Magic Lantern pictures. First

around the big bonfire of dry grass, leaves and twigs brought

that day for the purpose, we hear the complaints, troubles,

victories or defeats of any who care to come for advice. Then

we teach them the Scriptures, encourage the weak Christians,

help them to draw nearer to the source of strength and be

strong. Last of all the pictures are shown and explained. At

the close a song is sung, prayer is offered and we go home to

rest on our camp cots, trusting the work of the day to the One
who can overrule all mistakes and still cause His truth to

march on victoriously.

NOTICE

THE Annual Reports of the six boards forming the United

Christian Missionary Society were bound together in one

volume of 374 pages for the St. Louis Convention. The ex-

pense of printing and mailing is so great that copies of this

paper-bound book will not be sent out promiscuously but may
be had on request accompanied by ten cents to pay postage.

Write to United Christian Missionary Society, Missouri State

Life Building, St. Louis, Mo.

J. E. Moody, Congregation and Church Building, Napanya, India. What Will Geo. W. Muckley Think of This House?
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Old Letters of Rare Value
By MARY J. JUDSON

Mary J. Judson

A T the International Convention held in Des Moines, Iowa,

j-\ in October, 1916, Mary J'. Judson, for twenty-four years

Treasurer of the Christian Woman s Board of Missions,

laid down her office, feeling that the time had come when a

younger woman should be called to take up the ivork which had

grown to such large proportions during those years. With utter

self-effacement she stepped aside because she believed that the

thing of first importance was the work of the Kingdom and that

it should be committed to the one in whose hands it could be

most effectively done. It was in this same spirit of deep de-

votion that during all these years she has given for missionary

work more, each year, than her salary has cost the Board.

\ ears ago, after the death of her mother, the last of her family,

when a certain friend predicted that she would become a mis-

sionary she remarked, characteristically, "I am too old for that

now and I never teas ivorthy of that high calling, but I like to

help send better people." That has been the passion of her life.

Ever since she resigned her official position with theW Oman's

Board she lias been found, day in and day out, at her desk in

the College of Missions Building, happy in doing any task that

needed to be done, no matter how detailed or mechanical that

task might be. W hen the Christian Woman's Board of Mis-

sions, now a constituent part of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society, moved to St. Louis, it was decided to still retain

a room in the College of Missions Building where necessary-

office work could be taken care of and it is this office of which

Miss Judson now has charge.

In going over the old files of correspondence, the accumula-

tion of many years, for the purpose of destroying whatever

seems unnecessary to retain longer, she has come across some
letters which she is "not ivilling to consign to darkness and ob-

livion without making an effort to give them publicity." There

are letters from Mrs. Pearre "telling of her prayer time z/i

which the thought of a woman's organization came to her, as

she felt, God given'. There are statements in regard to the

first missionaries to India. "I presume you may know," she

writes, "that they went out on what was called 'the faith prin-

ciple', without any stipulated salary. This was changed one

year later, but I feel that that was a crusade of which the story

should be told." "I would like to make extracts from the cor-

respondence of our first missionary to Jamaica, who went out

forty-four years ago. I would like, too, to give voice to such

women as Persis L. Christian and Ehnira J. Dickinson and

others who have wrought righteousness in the long ago." And
so the story of those early days is growing in her hands and

the work has become to her, "the most interesting thing I have

ever done". She has expressed the hope that these articles

may savor of life, not death, and in the writing of them, with

her usual spirit of unselfishness and consecration she writes.

"I sometimes wonder—what am I that I should have this su-

preme privilege?"

Packet No. 1.

THE Christian Church of the present has entered into a

rich heritage because of the seed sowing of her patient

toilers in the past. Their influence is all-pervading and

their very thoughts, as they wrote them, come to us now like

the fragrance of flowers.

Mrs. Caroline Neville Pearre will always be remembered

because of her initial service in the enlistment of our great

sisterhood in missionary endeavor. The letters are still in hand

in which she wrote the story which long since became a part

of the history of our organization. In them we get a beautiful

picture of her life toward God. She wrote in part as follows:

(Addressed to Miss Elmira J. Dickinson)

I thank you for your kind words about my penwork. Dr. Pearre
says he preached a funeral sermon once in a position where he
could not; see one of the audience. I should fee] about my writings

as 1 imagine he did were it not for the loving hearts that have
held to me through thick and thin— I imagine them my audience.

On the 10th of April, 1S74, about ten o'clock in the morning, at

the close of my private devotions the thought came to me with an

irresistibleness that almost took possession of me that the women of

our church could and ought to do something for missions as others

were doing, and I felt that the work must be begun. I promptly con-

ferred with Brother Munnell. who was then corresponding secretary

of the General Christian Missionary Convention, to know if he

thought it practicable. He reported at once that "This is a flame of

the Lord's kindling, and no man can extinguish it." I then wrote

to Mrs. L. S. Major of Chicago and. she quickly responded encour-

agingly and then I wrote to six others in different states, all. I think,

before the end of April. 1 felt encouraged to begin at home, and on

the second Lord's day in May. I think, we organized at Iowa City.

At any rate, we had had two meetings when Brother Errett came
out. in June to deliver the University oral ion. My letter to Airs.

Rogers was taken to the Missouri Sunday School Convention, where
Brother Garrison got hold of it and begged it for publication. That.

1 am pretty sure, was in May. Brother Errett wrote his editorial

for us. "Help Those Women." at our house in .Tune and sent it right

off for next week's paper. The work in organized form was begun
in Iowa, Illinois. Indiana. Ohio and Pennsylvania. 1 think, before the

Cincinnati Convention. Jamaica and its needs was not the starting

idea, but the necessity for having some objective point soon suggested
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thai abandoned mission as an open field for a force as weak as ours

would be, because a start was already made there, they were of our

own language and living would be comparatively inexpensive. I

rather think, however, thai Ibis idea grew uji later in the sitmmer.

1 am always glad to bear from you.

Lovingly,

(.'. N. Peabke.

Mishawaka, Indiana, July 9, 1891.

The first missionaries employed by the new organization

were W. H. Williams and wile of Platte City, Missouri, who

sailed from New York for Jamaica, January 29, 1876. They

went with bright hopes for long service, but failing heallh

compelled their return to the homeland three years later. His

letters, voluminous, interesting and beautifully written, both

in penmanship and expression, are still available, and a few

extracts are here given. We append also a brief message from

a devout Jamaican who was long in the service.

(Addressed to Mrs. Sarah Wallace)

Kingston, .Jamaica, W. I., April 10, 1S76.

Sister Jameson's letter of March 24th is to hand. Earnest thanks

for sympathy for us and interest in our welfare. We truly feel that

the prayers of Christians are ascending in our behalf. True, my
first letter is not a burst of enthusiasm. I aimed to state facts

rather than express immature opinions. Even yet I am not pre-

pared to speak very positively on some matters. For although al-

most unparalleled success has attended our labors so far, still we
may find calculations, based on this short experience, for future

success quite erroneous. However, I am hopeful and have no doubt

of success within a reasonable time and by the use of proper means.

Sincerely praying God that the work so cheerfully begun may not

meet with any hindrance, and that lie will strengthen me to continue

it to His own honor and glory and the salvation of souls and that

this initial work of Christian women may be so blessed as to become
an example worthy of imitation to others, I remain,

Truly yours,

W. J I. Williams.

(Addressed la Mrs. I'. II. .lam

Our convention of country brethren was a s

•son)

January, 1S7S.

uccess. Bringing

sending a donkej load of
'

provisions to be cooked for them al the

Mission House, or a nione\ contribution to belji buy food for their

use, it was a study to see them. Our American music, modern sing-

ing, well regulated Sunday school and church services, the Sunday
School Jubilee in which a ship loaded with presents spread oul all

over the rigging and caused to turn entirely around before the large

audience, and, above all, the ordination of brethren Tilley and
Sniccton, all was interesting to them, giving them, as they declared,

"something to think about for. a year." Il would have been a feather

in Mrs. Williams' hat could the Board have seen her feeding them.
Preachers, school teachers, elders, deacons and others. Some well

dressed, others bare-footed, and many grades of education and re-

finement, all eating at one large, long table prepared in a piazza

of the chapel. Some of them could scarcely wait for "grace," Hie

odor of well-prepared food was so alluring. But Mrs. Williams.

with a knowledge of these people that to me is surprising and a

tact that women seem to have, managed them like so many children,

they being perfectly docile in her hands, and not a little proud that

the "Missus" "cared them," i. e., eared for them with her own hands.

Mrs. Williams was astounded at the quantity of food consumed.
I set before them "my policy" and endeavored to awaken those

without schools to the importance thereof, offering help to those who
first helped themselves. Then came a speech, or rather set of speeches,

from Brother Olipbant and others touching the difficulties of labor in

the gospel among the superstitious classes in the mountains of St.

Mary's parish. These things took me quite by surprise. But I

fortunately thought to set the more enlightened ones to answer and
explain "What must be done in such cases?" Better answers could

not have been given, and the interchange of opinions by those breth-

ren from different parts of the Island was a most beneficial ami
interesting thing—a feast of fat things to them.

Sincerely yours,

W. II. Williams.

(Addressed to Mrs. Sarali E. SJiortridge)

What a mercy it is that one is allowed, to keep the harness on so

long. My health is just as good as it was when I had the never-to-be-

forgotten pleasure of meeting you and many dear friends at Island

Park, Indiana. Not unto us, Lord, but to Thy name be all the

praise! Farewell for a little while, and then no more care.

Always your brother in the Lord,

Johx T 1 1om psox.

Halfway Tree P. ().. Jamaica, October 27, 1886.

Jamaica, Where Nature Is Bountiful and Man Is in Need
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The Glory of the Ministry
One of the Great Addresses of the St. Louis Convention

By CHARLES S. MEDBURY

IT
IS a beautiful and wonderful word with which Paul

closes the ninth chapter of Second Corinthians. The

thought of giving is before him and the rich benefactions

of God are in emphasis. It is He, he exclaims, "that supplieth

seed to the sower and bread for food/' It is He that "shall

supply and multiply your seed for sowing and increase the

fruits of your righteousness." Finally, as the whole sweep of

divine munificence comes to possess him, his grateful spirit

struggles to voice itself in the

cry, "Thanks be to God for his

unspeakable gift."

Now, what is an "unspeakable

gift"? It is simply a gift that

defies speech. It is something

bestowed that laughs at the nar-

row limitations of verbal expres-

sion. How appropriate then is

the term "unspeakable" to God's

gift of the Christ to men! What

an utter breakdown of speech

there is when we try to thank

God for Him! And it is always

so in the great realm of love.

We can thank men for greatest

gifts of houses or lands. Gold

does not defy acknowledgment.

But who has ever felt that he

has succeeded in voicing his

gratitude for friendship, for for-

bearance, for genuine affection?

Our speech that will declare so

much breaks down completely

when these "unspeakable gifts"

are bestowed.

Who would not have fellow-

ship with God in giving "un-

speakable gifts" to men? It is

the glory of the ministry that

more than all others it has this

privilege! Who can thank one who is truly a shepherd?

Who can in words voice gratitude for one of whom Paul's

great sketch is true as he cries,

| "Ye remember, brethren, our labor and travail: working night and

day, that we might not burden any of you, we preached unto you the

gospel of God. Ye are witnesses, and God also, bow bolily and

righteously and irnblamably we behaved ourselves toward you that

believe: as ye know how we dealt with each one of you, as a father

wilh his own children, exhorting you. and encouraging you. and

testifying, to the end that he should walk worthily of God. who
calletb you unto Mis own kingdom and glory."

Even men of the world who lea I understand the gospel

ministry will never question the place or power of men who

so view their high calling in Christ Jesus the Lord.

What Is the Minister?

Our day and this hour alike demand something of an anal-

ysis of this man who is called a pastor ol churches, an evan-

gelist, a missionary—a minister of the Word. What is asked

Charles S. Medbury

of him within spiritual realm, that is not asked of other men,
at least in like degree?

He Is a Leader. Great souls ask this of him. Others love

God as much and long as deeply for the conquest of truth.

But they are not privileged to say, "This one thing I do."

Pursuits of various kinds, creditable and honorable, take their

time and strength. They must depend upon him who is with-

holding himself from other interests—who is not making
money and does not want to

—

to tell them how and when and

where to strike great blows for

God. These who are mightv

in life—outstanding men—await

eagerly the voice of a lowlv

spiritual leader to marshal the

forces of righteousness and to

lead them into effective action.

They only ask of him big views

of things that are on in the

world and broad sympathies and

the courage of his convictions.

They want him almost to com-

mand but not with the arrogant

voice of one who esteems him-

self more highly than he ought

but with the gentle insistence of

his divine Lord. They want the

breath of passion that speaks of

hours with Him who said: "All

authority hath been given "unto

me—Go ye therefore and make
disciples of all the nations."

He Is a Servant. It is this

that saves to leadership its

power. He only leads well who
also serves. In this as in all

else our Master is the great ex-

emplar. The minister of the

Word who grows proud in his

leadership loses it. He only retains his power to lead in

spiritual realm who has constantly before him that text of

all successful spiritual service that speaks of the Son of

Man "who came not to be ministered unto but to minister

and to give his life a ransom for many." The testimony

of such a man. himself a monument of the grace of God. can

no more be set aside than could the miracles of Jesus be dis-

counted in the presence of the one who was healed.

He Is a Sympathizing Friend. For his own sake the min-

ister needs to read again and again the sixteenth chapter of

Romans—the first part of the chapter. It is more than a

jingle of names. In these verses the door opens wide into

the soul of the great Apostle. He was a mighty man. a man of

culture and standing among men. and a man marvelouslv des-

ignated of God for distinctive service. Tremendous interest

pressed upon him. He had many grounds for human pride.

But how he tied himself to the common hearts of those about

him! Some are his "fellow workers" and he remembers that

lor him thev had "laid down their own necks." Another he
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remembers gladly as "the first fruits of Asia unto Christ." It

is in his heart that another "bestowed much labor" upon him.

Still others are his "fellow prisoners." Another is his "beloved

in the Lord." Another is "the approved in Christ." Others

are greeted as those "who labor in the Lord." All these he

would have saluted by a grateful Church. To all of ihese he

gave himself fully. He evidently cherished them in bonds of

sweetest friendship. We have his words about them. Their

words about him, could we have them, would fill unnumbered

volumes.

He Is a Proclaimer of the Word of Jehovah. Perhaps this is

the preeminent designation. And yet it is the leader of men
and the servant of men and the friend of men who can tell of

God to men in ways to win them. And, oh, the glory of this

spokesmanship ! Has anyone in all the glorious line of the

prophets of God ever truly sensed the amazing privilege of one

permitted to reach up to heaven for the bounty of God to be

given them, by his own hands, to the needy in the streets of

men? Perhaps Paul felt it when he cried in a word that has

both exhortation and warning in it for our day:

"And I, brethren, when I came unto you, came not with excellency

of speech or of wisdom, proclaiming to you the testimony of God.

For I determined not to know anything among you. save Jesus

Christ and Him crucified. And I was with you in weakness, and in

fear, and in much trembling. And my speech and my preaching were
not in persuasive words of wisdom but in demonstration of the spirit

and of power: that your faith should not' stand in the wisdom of

men but in the power of God."

He Is a Shepherd of Souls. This brings us to still higher

ground. It is one thing to win men to Christ. It is quite an-

other to confirm them in their faith. What wondrous apostolic

precedent we have for eagerly anxious concern about those

whom we have seen own their Lord in the repeated journeys

of the great Apostle to die fields of his early work to see how
brethren fared in the good things of their new life! And what

an appeal to a love that lives is found in the gentle word of

John, "Greater joy have I none than this, to hear of my chil-

dren walking in the truth." Here is an emphasis of the stew-

ardship of soul! Our God will call us to account for those

to whom we point the way ! What appeal is here for nurturing

and shepherding, for the very Christlike in love to men. And
if a man, a minister of the Word, at all adequately measures

up to these great requirements; if he is indeed a leader of

men in spiritual realm, directing thought from earthly things

to heavenly; if he is indeed a servant of men, bowed under

human burdens as his Master before him; if he does befriend

men—high and low alike; if he does from the very housetops,

declare the councils of Jehovah, halting those about him in

their mad race for wealth and pleasure and challenging sin's

fascination; and if at the last his joy is found not in what

he is nor in what he has but in what he does and if that doing

anchors souls to God, is not the man, however lowly, giving

to the earth "unspeakable gifts" and should he not have the

truest of love's upholdings?

The Field of the Ministry

As young men plan their careers it is really a remarkable

thing that not more come to realize the absolutely unique op-

University Church of Christ, Des Moines, Iowa, Where Mr. Medbury Has Preached for Many Years
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portunities of the ministry—its challenge to everything great

within a man and its more than abundant rewards. In com-

parison with, every other walk of life the ministry makes pre-

eminent appeal. The laws of men may well occupy great

minds but the laws of God are a loftier challenge. It is hard

to name a more sacred service than ministry to the human

body in all its lines of needed help and healing, but ministry to

the human soul is a still greater thing. Business life, espe-

cially in this day when the promotion of great enterprises and

the problems of salesmanship have been reduced to a science,

makes a vital appeal, but still the business of God with all its

ramifications, moves thoughtful human life yet more deeply.

It is great to work for a local community's uplift in splendid

lines of civic service, but it is incomparably greater to work

every hour of the day in the light of the whole world's need.

It is a big thing to be concerned deeply as to any group of

people, however small, but it is a perfectly amazing thing to

be constantly under the constraint of service for all the people

of the earth. It is a notable thing to build for long years of

time, but what shall be said of a work that has eternal reaches?

Such is the ministry; and while others have the same obliga-

tions and in their exalted souls give large place to them, they

are not permitted, as is the minister, to center all of thought

and life upon spiritual interests. These men and women who

are the ministry's support, the more they grow in Christian

graces, come almost to envy the man whose whole time and

strength may be given to the unfolding of the fundamental

things of faith.

It seems to me that if all things were understood and young

men were only able to measure accurately in the realm of life

values, that the halls of our colleges would be crowded by

those seeking equipment to proclaim the Word of Jehovah and

our churches would have more joy and pride in dedicating men

to the ministry than in almost any other phase of their activity.

I wish that I had the power to sketch in a word that could not

die the glory of this work. If a man stays within his own field,

determining with the great apostle to know nothing save Jesus

Christ and Him crucified, the greatest of the earth will gladly

sit at his feet and he will cleanse and beautify and ennoble

the thinking of men who mingle with each other in every rela-

tionship of the world. And, oh, the tenderness of some ap-

proaches that will be made to him, sounding human life to its

very depths. The starving will come to him for the bread of

life. The weak will come to him for the strength that only

Christ can give. The sinful will hang upon his utterance as he

voices the gospel's assurance of pardon. The lost will come

to him seeking acquaintance with the Savior. What a position

in relation to humankind for any man of flesh and blood to

sustain! He has at his command the only solution for the

world's deepest needs. It is his to name the one universal

Leader. It is his to speak to all peoples, the men "of every

tribe and tongue and people and nation" for whom the Son

of God died. And his message lays hold of all the years of

lime and anchors in the eternal reaches of the infinite Jehovah.

Yet men sometimes question the place and power of this pe-

culiarly designated spokesman for God. His work is com-

pared with the work of others. There is no comparison. Right

thinking about this wondrous calling should lead all lovers of

llic Christ lo long to preach the Word, multitudes of us crying

out, however, "God help me. I am not worthy such spokes-

manship for Tliec. Who am I thai 1 should be intrusted with

Heaven's 'Unspeakable Gift' to men?"

The Board of Ministerial Relief and the Ministry

Remembrance of the Aged and Broken. The Board of Min-

isterial Relief sustains a threefold relationship to those who
have caught the vision sketched above. It is the clearing house

for our problems in youth and middle years and age. First

of all, and it was this impulse that gave the Board its birth, it

stands for loving and increasingly generous remembrance of

the veteran in our service no longer able to stand the heat and

burden of the day and those who have literally burned out for

our God and found themselves with shattered vitality in the

far younger years of their ministry. These are they to whom
all honor is due. They have literally laid their lives upon the

altars of holy service. Forgetting themselves and remembering

only Christ and the world He died to save, thev have preached

the Word practically without monev and without price. Even

though the churches have often forgotten that the Lord Himself

ordained that those who preach the gospel should live by the

gospel, these have gone on with their work to the very limits of

the sacrificial. Much that we are as a brotherhood toda\ we

owe to them. The fact is, the whole earth is in their debt, for

their line has gone out to the ends of the world. But multitudes

whom they have blessed do not even know their names, so

hidden and unselfish have these servants of the Lord been.

But we know our indebtedness and in trving to make good to-

day what has been the neglect of the churches of the past, we

must remember always that it is a debt that we are paving and

that not one dollar that is bestowed is charity. Infinitely more

than we can give them now have these devoted men and women
earned in toil and tears for Christ's dear sake.

Names cannot be given here but numbers speak. On the

Honor Roll of the Board there are now 251 names. Of these.

136 are preachers of the Word; 101 are the widows of preach-

ers sharing all sacrifices and enduring often more even than

their husbands were called to endure: 14 are missionaries of

the cross who have come home from the far fields, giving a

brotherhood's grateful heart the opportunitv of expression. It

stirs one profoundly to have in mind the service record of

those in whose behalf I now speak. Seventv-four of the homes

that are represented on the Board's Honor Roll stand for a

service for Christ of upwards of 45 years; fifty-four of the

homes represent each a period of upwards of 50 years. One
saint of God to whom our people may send now their monthly

greetings of loving and praverful upholding represents in him-

self 65 years of consecrated representation of the Master before

men, a service reaching from the dawn of his manhood at 21

to the glory of his old age at 86. Is it not a tenderly beautiful

thing that to all such the mails may" carry at stated intervals not

only a little remittance that speaks of the daily comforts of

life, but a fellowship word which these dear souls prize even

more? That you may know something of the spirit that

breathes forth from the Board of Ministerial Relief I have

obtained a copyr of a letter addressed to the sacred company of

the Honor Roli the 25th of August. 1920. Such words as this

are sent with each remittance in the effort, as it has been stated,

to supplv for these so tenderlv cherished far more than bare

daily bread. The effort is to emphasize the great brotherhood's

comradeship with them and to keep to the front the finer

things of the spirit. The letter follows:

Greetings to you and each one of our '"dear ones" in the family

of Faith. Our love goes out to you us you arc remembered for your

labors in the gospel.

How we are drawn si ill closer to you in 1 1 1 i
— sacred fellowship a^

we learn more of you. How we wish we could (01111' in personal

touch with each one a* ii is our privilege now and then when we
are in the locality where our people live.

Will \mi tliis time pray for our young people who go to college
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that large numbers may be led into the ministry? Also ask for

others who may not think of college that they may go and become

leaders in the Kingdom. We rejoice that you can have this effective

part in the work of the Master.

May the richest blessings attend the enclosed check. Would that

it might mean still mure comfort to you. Many of you have heavy

burdens which you bear heroically without complaint. We are not

unmindful of your trials and sufferings as we remember you before

the throne of grace.

It is to such fellowship that the Board of Ministerial Relief

is calling the churches. Our gifts of money are needed, God

knows, but, after all, they are the least pari of our expression

of love and gratitude toward these aged or broken saints of

God. Money would be forthcoming almost beyond our needs

if only the brotherhood could get the heart touch for which

this great cause stands.

Adequate Support of the Present Ministry. The second ap-

peal of the Board of Ministerial Relief is a definite appeal to

the churches themselves not for money with which to meet

the need of the aged and the broken, but for such support

of present heralds of the cross that in coming days our aged

may retire with at least a modest competence and that fewer

younger men may break clown in life's great middle years

under the double pressure of exacting spiritual tasks and des-

perate personal anxieties as to the financial support of them-

selves and families. I cannot believe that our churches mean

to continue the fateful tragedies of the past. I cannot believe

that the men and women of our great brotherhood have ever

meant to impose the burdens that they have. My confidence

is that with the light of better understanding there will be a

glad support in adequate way of those who turn from all else

to the ministry of the Word. And it is a great service that

the Board of Ministerial Relief is rendering for the preachers

who often feel that they can say so little for themselves. The

churches, too, are going to be moved not only by the motives

of simple justice but by the thought of the better service that

will return to them themselves when our ministers are relieved

of the really pitiful strain to which multitudes of them have

been subjected and are given some privileges not only of

needed books and magazines and of increased family comforts

and free educational plans for their children, but when it is

made possible for them to get a refreshing breath of the world

without, through at least some advantages of travel. Men of

means and culture sometimes criticize their preachers for lack

of breadth and far reach of sympathetic understanding when

these" lowly men of God have never had an open door into

one single hour of unhampered enjoyment of those things

which an the commonplaces of those who question and dis-

count them. I do not speak of this in bitterness but only in

hope of awakening really good men and women who often

wound terribly not knowing what they do.

For more than a score of years I have had daily fellowship

with young men and women preparing for the ministry and

the mission fields. Their lives are to me as the pages of an

open book and I could break the hearts of those who hear me
if I were to tell a hundredth part of what I know as to the

sacrificial heroism of a multitude of those whose pathways

have crossed my own. I could tell of men and women in

this convention out of college for long years, but never able

yet to clear themselves from obligations that were incurred

in the days when they were making their preparations for

gospel ministry. Their credit is perfect. They would rather

die than not have it so. By sacrifice of morning, noon and

night within their homes, sacrifices that little children must

share, they protect the church which has not yet sensed its

obligations. I could tell of graves in foreign lands that I do

not believe would be there today had the way ol student mis-

sionaries been made easier and their health protected. I could

tell of a fruitful evangelist whose children, during his college

days, were long held from school because they had not shoo.

I could tell of a young man now in one of our universities

working himself through college, getting ten dollars a week at

a mission church, who just recently during a four weeks' meet-

ing paid a man sixty cents an hour each evening to do his

work where he was employed that he might be present in the

services and call people to the confession of their faith in

the risen Lord. But it is enough. I could literally call names

far beyond the number of those inscribed in Holy Writ "of

whom the world is not worthy." There are those in this day

who discount every life. There are those who say that every

man has his price. It is false—wickedly false. I could myself

prove it false unnumbered times by living flesh and blood with-

in our ministry. And when our churches come to know the^c

things they will meet their obligations.

Pension Provision for the Future. Only recently the Board

brought to our ministry the carefully wrought out Pension

plan which is the third great phase of its effort in behalf of

our preaching force. In this address there is oidy time for

the briefest reference to this vital matter which demands for

just treatment very careful and quite detailed presentation.

Perhaps the first great appeal of the Pension fund is in

behalf of the preacher's self-respect. It is something he can

do for himself in fine fellowship with his brethren, that pro-

vides against disability in middle years or the needs of more

advanced age. It is a most gracious provision, too, made bv

one's own heart and hand, for those dependent upon him. To

be sure the income provided is not great, but it will often

prove the margin between distress and modest comfort.

Up to date there has been an enrollment of 555. This is

a promising beginning, but it is only a beginning. It is a

little hard to understand why there should not be an immediate

acceptance of the provisions of the Pension fund by thousands

of our men. The cost to some of us who are in the middle

years is quite considerable. But many of us have counted it

not only an honor to be enrolled among those first enlisted,

but we have felt that every wise business principle urged our

acceptance of the Pension provisions. It is a thing earnestly

to be desired that the great body of our young men should hold

pension certificates. The quarterly payments at their low rate

will not prove embarrassing and it is the certain way by which

they may have a quiet confidence that in the event of prema-

ture disability they will not be obliged to depend upon others.

however lovingly that help might be extended, but that their

emergency needs will be met by their own provident planning.

Up to date only 58 of our ministers under 30 years of age

have taker) advantage of the Pension fund. When it is remem-

bered that this matter has been worked out on the lines of the

actuary tables of the old line life insurance companies and

that it is an absolutely dependable provision against a day of

need, it is a bit surprising that the enrollment of our younger

men is not larger. Perhaps it grows out of the fact that in

the sturdy strength of youth we often fail to realize how un-

certain after all is our claim upon health and strength. It

is a striking thing to bear to the ranks of our young people

that in some communions an enrollment under the pension pro-

visions is required at the ordination of men for the ministry.

These bodies evidently feel that when they have put the matter

of self-help so easily and generously within the reach of their

young men, that they should not leave open the likelihood of

their coming to be dependent upon others. Within the ranks

of those between 31 and 40, 168 certificates have been issued.
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Between the ages of 41 and 49, 204 men have enrolled. In

the next decade—between 50 and 60—there have been 122

certificates granted. Only three certificates have been issued

to those who are 60. Of course for men who have attained

this age the expense is very considerable.

In this address my emphasis of this particular matter must

be only in a word. I appeal for the Pension fund on five dis-

tinct grounds. First, it is thoroughly businesslike. It credits

the man who avails himself of it. In the day of disability or

age it will be a difficult and an embarrassing thing to explain

why this provision was not made to meet the demands of such

times. In the second place it gives freedom for his tasks to

the man of limited resources. In the background of multitudes

of preachers' lives is the disquieting fear of a clay that will

come when even the meager income will be cut off and loved

ones be dependent. The Pension provision lessens such anxiety

and, consequently, increases power. In the third place it is

fair to the brethren. What one can do for himself he ought

to do. In the fourth place it is fair to one's loved ones. They

should not be forced to turn even to those whose ministry

would be a very tender thing when the necessity for turning to

others at all could have been averted by the thoughtful pro-

visions of one upon whom they had the right to depend. In

the fifth place the Pension fund suggests a great fellowship.

Through it we come to be splendid helpers of each other.

The closing word needs only to recall to mind first of all

the glory of the ministry. In just the moment let us see again

the Christian minister as the bearer of "unspeakable gifts" to

men. Let us sense his leadership and the exaltation of his life

as a servant and a friend. Let us rejoice again in thinking of

his high privilege as a proclaimer of the ^ ord of the Lord.

Let the heart grow tender as we recall him in service like his

Master's, a shepherd of souls. And then let us have in mind
his preeminent and limitless field. Let us see him as sent

of God to every man alive, the bearer of the thing that everv

man needs. And when we have so seen the herald of the cross

again let us grant that such a man is entitled to a loving brother-

hood's honor and support. And with this in mind let us bear

up before God the Board that specially stands for him, that

remembers him when he is aged and broken, that supports his

just claims in the years of his strength and that now seeks to

provide a way that will relieve him from anxieties of uncertain

days that often await the man whose thought is first for others

and last for himself. And then, lest there be something left

unsaid that should be spoken to tell of the majestv of the

service of the preacher of the Word, let him be reminded that,

while this hour speaks of adequate provision for him, after all,

perhaps, of men he is the richest and reallv needs the least

that earth can give.

Xo wealth is comparable to the wealth of the lowly soul who
is really a voice making known the way of the Lord. More
love is his from more hearts than conies to any other man.
More aged hold him up with hands that tremble except when
they lay hold of the throne of God, than turn to any other.

More children pray for him than breathe any other name in

their petitions. More strong men and women in life's middle
years change their words and conduct on the streets because
of motives he has voiced, than through any power in all the
world. More misery yields, more joy is born in all the lands
of earth because of good tidings he can speak, than through
all other agencies of human uplift. How can he envy any
man—this bearer of the treasure of heaven to the need of the
world?

The Career of a Cobbler
(As told by Vishnuswami on the edge of a deserted bazaar in India)

By MARGARET T. APPLEGARTH
""Nor knowest thou what argument

Thy life to thy neighbor's creed hath lent."

—Emerson.

CHAPTER I

Sunset: Vishnuswami Introduces the Cobbler

ACHATTERING monkey or two frisked overhead in the

palm trees which skirted the village market place, desert-

ed now that the sun was setting. But to your eyes and

mine the objects of conspicuous interest would have been two

turbans, like gaudy tulips of gold and scarlet, nodding in the

slow, unhurried conversation of the East, as their owners sat at

the edge of the bazaar, facing the sunset.

"Now, concerning the white sahib, it is to be admitted that

he died full of good works," agreed Chunder Singh with com-

placent indifference.

"You must indeed admit it," said he of the golden yellow

turban, "although his death was as nothing compared to his

life. I that speak unto you have made inquiries and surely no

hero in all India, no god in all our sacred books performed

such deeds as his. Seventy-three years is old age, my kinsman,

and had I the tongue of a speaker I would fill your ears with

the tale of it."

"Impostor! Time is endless," drawled Chunder Singh, "and

"Copyrighted hy the Federation of Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions
of North America.

here I sit with endless leisure. The cool of the evening is upon

us, so tell me in all truth—think "sou that the gods in truth

have liked this man? Did not thev let rain clouds burst with

violence on the dav of his funeral?"

Vishnuswami nodded: "Put down vour ear and listen to

me, Chunder Singh, for I myself was in the crowd of Hindus

and Mohammedans who lined the roadway on that most un-

happy day. It is true that rain poured on us: but on reaching

the grave the sun shone out in splendor, so I ask: What make

you of that omen?"

"Ah! I am consumed with curiosity! Tell me of this hero

whose paths the gods made smooth, giving him a glorious end.

Behold I sit in silence. \ou have inquired with fullness, so

spare me no details. Was he. perhaps, of high caste and of

great wealth?"

"My friend, you mistake: for even in England, where they

have not the castes of India, he was despised for his low-caste

occupation. ^ ou will have noticed that these Englishmen

wear leather shoes upon their feet? Well, by trade he was

a cobbler, one who makes poor men's shoes for a living."

"A worker in leather? Ah! one who stoops to deal with

skins of dead animals is low caste indeed." said the man in
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A Citizen of Rath, India, Listening to the Preaching of John Bierma,
Unaware that He Was Being Photographed by Bert Wilson. Just So
Chunder Singh Is Supposed to Have Sat and Listened to His Friend,
Vishnuswami; Respectful but Doubtful, Interested but Unconvinced. So
Millions of India's Most Intelligent Men and Women Are Today Ready to
Hear the Word of God—and Finally, to Believe on the Son of God!

the scarlet turban, scornfully. "You hardly need weight your

tongue with the tale of a mere pariah! It is beneath our

notice."

"No, no, you mistake! Think not to despise him for the

work of his hands," begged Vishnuswami earnestly. "For

though of humble parents and quite poor, he was fed by

sacred fire, and when only a lad he sat up in the boughs of

a tree with his young comrades and caused their very hair to

rise on end with strange new tales of far-off countries, which

men of England had discovered. Even when he grew older

those far-off places beckoned to his inner spirit until, from

pieces of brown paper, he pasted together a map of the whole

wide world; places, my brother, of which you and I do not

dream. Englishmen also did not know much nor care much,

but he cared. And he hung his home-made map upon the wall

opposite his cobblers bench. On it he wrote in the English

language facts about every country until it was as if all the

world had come to dwell in his heart where the sacred fire was

burning. Fix it before your eyes, my brother; one poor un-

known cobbler, with never enough to eat, stretching out his

arms to the ends of earth, while others throughout England

were indifferent."

"Why should I fix a paper map in my memory? The whims

of low-caste cobblers do not interest me!"

"You will do well to write it on your heart, however. For

one day in every seven this cobbler ?poke to gatherings of

Christians in houses known as churches, until finally he was

ordained to be a person called a minister. I ou must not think

this like our priesthood, since he did not play on the fears of

his people in order to wheedle gold from their girdles, neither

did he seek to live in luxury. For be it known to you that

even while exhorting them most eloquently, one day in every

seven, he was still so poorly paid that he made shoes on all

the other days, and even for a space of years he taught school

to support his wife and children."

"What! Do you say he was a pundit, scholarly and

learned?"

"My friend, it was the sacred fire again. He could not rest

until the unknown was known, yet never could he go to places

of high learning, colleges and such. Picture him, with nails

and leather, making boots, but always with a book beside him.

This was his college, a poor cobbler's cottage with roses grow-
ing round the doorway and his wooden sign swinging on its

hinges. A simple life, yet he became a man of six new
tongues!"

"A strange word you say; what can you mean

—

six

tongues?"

"Ah, friend of my childhood, surely it is known to you

that in India many tongues are spoken. It is even so outside,

in other places; there are tongues of men long dead and gone

and tongues of men still living. This cobbler Carey learned

six languages while cobbling shoes, although they say when
but a child he learned the speech called Latin. There was the

tongue called Greek; when he first saw its curious hooks and
curves he traced them on a piece of paper, and walked long

miles to ask a man of his acquaintance in a distant village what

language this might be. By walking to this man for lessons,

he grew master of that tongue. Hebrew, also, he learned as

well as Dutch and French, while cobbling shoes and gazing on

As in the Days of Carey, the Mass of Women in India Are Still Burden
Bearers. This One Was Overtaken by Bert Wilson and John Bierma on the
Road to Rath. "How Far Are You Carrying- Your Load?" "Six Miles."
"How Often Do You Stop to Rest?" "I Do >"ot Stop; I Keep on Going-."
"For How Much Will You Sell This Uoad of Wood?" "Three or Four
Annas" (7 or 8 cents). "What Will You Do With the Money?" "Buy Grain
for Food."
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his curious map. No wonder that the sacred fire was warm
within him!"

"Now, concerning this sacred fire," said Chunder Singh, with

curious heart, "if it could turn a man who worked in leather

into some one wise and learned, of what nature was it?"

"A wondrous thing, my brother, for it was of an unselfish

nature. They who would sit comfortably in England and wor-

ship the Living God, were doing wrong he felt; for there were

words in his Holy Book of Heaven which continually spoke to

his heart. They were the parting words said by the Living God
while on the earth long years ago; listen, while I quote them:

'Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to all nations

—

and lo, I am with you alway!'

'

Chunder Singh nodded his scarlet turban approvingly: "The

words are clear, the meaning also. It is a strange command."

"Ah, what a curiosity! Clear to you, a Hindu; and clear

to me, a Hindu; but to Christian men in England it was most

unwelcome that the cobbler should make mention of it. Pic-

ture him one day among a crowd of Christians,—all preachers,

Chunder Singh, the same as he: and with solemn calls to

service he quoted the command, and made earnest pleas to

send the gospel to the waiting world. Well, you should have

heard the disapproval! 'Sit down, young man!' said one sahib

of many years. 'You are a miserable enthusiast for asking such

a question. Certainly nothing can be done before another

Pentecost, when an effusion of miraculous gifts, including the

gift of tongues, will give effect to the commission of Christ as

at first'. And before another moon had waxed and waned a

preacher of the Living God assured him: 'If God wishes to

convert the heathen he will do it without your help or mine!'
'

Chunder Singh smote his knee uneasily: "Your cobbler had

no feet to stand on, had he? But I am puzzled as to the men
you name as heathen, who may they be?"

"Even you and I, and all the men of India who bow down
to idols and ignore the Living God of Heaven. It was of us the

cobbler dreamed across the sea in England."

Chunder Singh shifted his position and raised his arms

toward the sunset skies: "A Living God—what news is this?

And yet I tell you truly, from a child I have had hunger like

that, and always do I seek him among our million gods of

India. Tell me more of the low-caste cobbler, surely such

as he could not hope to triumph over men of other castes?"

"You mistake in naming them castes, since England has no

such divisions. But think you that a man who tends a sacred

fire could hold his silence? Since none would listen to his

spoken words, this man of toil had recourse to a paper voice

and wrote a survey of the outside world, continent by conti-

nent, island by island, race by race, faith by faith, kingdom

by kingdom. Oh, my brother, consider what a stir it made in

England, that a cobbler should have had the whole world in his

heart and have spread it out on paper! What man of culture

could have done as much, seeing the sacred fire burned only

in the heart of Carey Sahib and one other, newly roused, named
Andrew Fuller. They two prayed many prayers that they

might wake up the sleeping Christians. Then came a yearly

gathering of these Christians and Carey Sahib was called on

to speak: a curious sight,—a poor cobbler urging them with

stirring words to

'Attempt great things for God,

Expect great things from God.'

All listened with rapt attention, much impressed; but like

men before a chasm, they were afraid to step, and were return-

ing to their distant homes when Carey Sahib said in great dis-

tress lo Fuller Sahib: 'And are you, after all, going to do
nothing?'

"From this imploring plea they wrote it on their books that

a plan should be made to form a society which, vou must
understand, is the thing these English have to run all business."

"Now, as to that society—I do not grasp its business, do I?"

"Have I not said it? To send news about the Christians'

God to every man on earth. I ask you to consider well the

bravery of those men, my brother, since they were only twelve

in number, preachers also, without riches, meeting in the town
of Kettering, a place of no worldly importance, in the house of

one named Widow Wallis."

"What say you—a widow? Bah, you make me think but

little of this enterprise: a low caste man who works in leather,

twelve poor preachers, and—a widow^ ! What ? Was there none
else who owned a roof, that they must stoop so low to share

her house?"

"Poor dweller in the hut of ignorance! What blunders vou
commit with haughty lips. I tell you truly that in England
they think not as we do in India about widows. Behold, let a

man die, and the neighbors shower consolations on his widow,
and nobody blames her for her husband's death. I have made
special questions of this thing! So to this day the name of

Widow Wallis is well loved by Christians, since in her humble
house was formed the new society. I will make mention of

its title, for these English have a love for lengthv words:
—

"The

Particular Baptist Society for Propagating the Gospel Among
the Heathen.' Before I pass to other matters I would have

you write it on your heart that this marked the first such enter-

prise the Christians of that day had ever started."

"Why should I write it? Twelve men of povertv can't

travel far from home. I marvel how this cobbler got to

India."

Vishnuswami checked his sneering: "I smiled in doubt my-
self, since on that day of starting their society the most thev

could collect was £13 12s 6d. \ou. being quick at figures, can

see how small a sum of rupees that would be to send a man
across the many seas to India! Yet when Andrew Fuller Sahib

rose, he said: 'In India is a gold mine, but it seems almost as

deep as the center of the earth. Who will venture to explore

it?' And Carey Sahib answered promptlv: T will venture to

go down, but you must hold the ropes.'
"

Chunder Singh looked Avith interest at the first pale star

twinkling in the evening sky before he said disdainfully: "Must

you tear out your heart in praise? I make no doubt the cob-

bler knew it was his chance to bring great glorv on his head,

to win great merit from the men of England—he. a mere no-

body!"

"How you babble!" laughed Vishnuswami softlv. "for the

lofty men of England only sneered, and the men high up in

London muttered in their beards, 'Can anything come out of

Kettering, that little town of no account?" Moreover, the

father of the cobbler said in much disgust: 'Is William mad?"
and his wife with all the strange perverseness of most woman-
kind, refused to come to India with him. There was much
toil in raising money for the passage and to crown it all the

very ships objected to receiving him on board. So I ask vou.

where was glory in all this?"

"You bury me in deep surprises." sighed poor Chunder

Singh. "I only ask one question: Why, in the teeth of separa-

tions, trouble, povertv and certain death, did he set sail for

India?"

"Ah. you shall hear!"" cried Vishnuswami. "you shall hear!"

(To be continued)
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International Convention of Disciples of Christ
The Coliseum, St. Louis, Mo., October 18 to 24, 1920

MINUTES

IN
FUTURE chronicles of the Disciples of Christ, the Convention of 1920 will be remembered for four things: First, Never

before was there held a Convention so girded under and round about with prayer. Each day began with an early morning

prayer service at eight o'clock. During every period, in an "upper room" of the Convention building, continuous interces-

sion was offered. All over our country in united groups or in quiet places alone, prayer was ascending continually to the

Father for blessing upon the Convention.

Second, The Convention marked the close of the year of the Great Adventure of the Disciples of Christ in uniting the six

international missionary and benevolent boards of the church which had been carrying on work individually for periods ranging

from a quarter of a century to full three-score years and ten.

Third, Acting independently through the year while perfecting plans for the United Christian Missionary Society, these

boards came with rejoicing at the high tide of all their years of achievement, to present greater reports than ever before, in

work accomplished on the fields and in offerings for their treasuries.

Fourth, The Convention demonstrated again the power of the slogan of our fathers, "In essentials unity, in non-essentials

liberty, in all things charity," to help with the Spirit of Christ in adjusting differences and solving problems.

On the day preceding the opening of the

Convention, were held the International

Board meeting of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions and the meeting of the

Board of Managers of the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society.

The meetings of the Board of Managers of

the United Christian Missionary Society were

held on Monday afternoon and evening and

on Tuesday morning.

Report of Executive Committee to Board

of Managers United Christian

Missionary Society

The United Christian Missionary Society

was. organized at the Cincinnati Convention,

October 20, 1919, by the adoption of a con-

stitution and by-laws and by the election of

a president, two vice-presidents, secretaries,

and the board of managers.

After the election of officers by the Society,

Attorney Davidson presented the following

resolution which was adopted:

t;Be it Resolved, That the members of the

Board of Managers, and the officers this day

Selected be. and they hereby are authorized

and empowered to take such steps as they,

under competent legal advice, may determine

as necessary and proper to legally incorporate

the United Christian Missionary Society; said

board and officers are further authorized and

directed to proceed as soon as possible, after

the filing of the articles of incorporation of

the United Christian Missionary Society, to

legally adopt, for the corporation, the organi-

zation which has this day been created in-

cluding the formal election of the Board of

Managers and officers Ibis day elected, and
t Tie President is authorized to call such meet-

ing or meetings as may be necessary to carry

out the intent of this resolution."

Upon the adjournment of the session of the

meeting in which the Society Mas organized,

the President called for a meeting of the

Board of Managers, but it Mas found that

there Mas not a quorum present.

After the Convention some time Mas re-

quired to secure the addresses of all the mem-
bers of the Board of Managers, to communi-
cate with them, and to make arrangements for

a meeting. The Board was called together in

the Union Avenue Christian Church, St.

Louis, December 30, 1919, and it there organ-

ized by electing Judge Frederick A. Henry
chairman and Mrs. Latshaw clerk.

i. ouganizattox of the executive
Com suttee

At this meeting, also, the Board appointed

the Executive Committee as provided for in

By-Laws No. 1. The Executive Committee
chosen was as follows : Myers Y. Cooper,

Ohio; E. M. Bowman, New York City; Mrs.

Maud D. Ferris, 111.; W. Palmer Clarkson,

Mo.; Fletcher Cowherd, Mc; A. B. Philputt,

Ind. ; Carey E. Morgan, Tenn. ; W. Hume Lo-

gan, Ky. ; A. R. Teachout, Ohio; Edgar De-

Witt Jones, 111.; C. M. Chilton, Mo.; Mrs. Ida

W. Harrison, Ky. ; Mrs. F. J. Cramer, Ohio

;

Mrs. T. W. Grafton, Ind.; Mrs. L. C. Fill-

more, Ohio; Mrs. R. S. Latshaw, Mo.; Mrs.

J. D. Case, Ind.; Mrs. N. L. Carney, Tenn.;

Mrs. Mary Carpenter Craig, Iowa; Mrs.

Frank L. Scott, Mo.
Since that time changes in membership

have occurred as follows:

Mis. F. J. Cramer, Ohio, resigned; Mrs.

C. S. Weaver, now of Texas, elected to till

the vacancy. The Board of Managers voted,

"That the matter (of General Headquarters)

be referred to the Executive Committee, when
elected, said Committee to imestigate cities

asking for headquarters of the Cnited Society,

and report to the Board of Managers," (as

per provision of the by-laws).

This Executive Committee met late on the

same day with Mrs. Latshaw acting as; Re-

corder, pro tempore. Regular meetings of the

committee were determined upon and its rou-

tine duties taken up. Myers Y. Cooper Mas
chosen temporary Treasurer and Mrs. L. C.

Fillmore temporary Recorder. In the meet-

ing of January 27. the fourth Tuesday of

each month was established as the regular

date for the meetings of the Executive Com-
mittee. Subsequently the Executive Commit-
tee selected 0. W. Plopper, Treasurer, and
Mrs. Ellie K. Payne, Recorder.

II. Actions Re Incorporation

In view of the action of the Board of Man-
agers committing to the Executive Committee
and to the officers the further steps toward
incorporation and the completion of the or-

ganization of the United Christian Mission-

ary Society, the Executive Committee mi

January 27, after having heard the briefs

submitted by several attorneys, authorized the

President to secure the services of Judge
Frederick A. Henry, as legal advisor. This

was done. Judge Henry reviewed the investi-

gations previously made, took counsel of the

attorneys of the several Boards, carefully ex-

amined the laws of the several states to deter-

mine under the laws of which state the United
Christian Missionary Society might best be

incorporated. He guided the Committee with
legal counsel, keeping in mind the steps al-

ready taken. His investigations covered sev-

eral months. The Society was finally incor-

porated under the laws of Ohio, July 21, 1920,

and all of the legal steps provided for in the

action of the Society were, thereupon, com-
pleted. The brief of Judge Henry, the Arti-

cles of Incorporation, and the other actions

taken will be found in the Corporation Record
submitted herewith.

III. Actions Re Headquarters

Necessarily the completion of the organi-

zation of (be United Society involved the

question of united headquarters which had

also been referred to the Executive Committee
by the Hoard of Managers. The Committee
on Unification, which served for two years

preceding the organization of I lie Society, had

gathered a considerable volume of data re-

garding the advantages of Mir several cities

under consideration. In the January meeting
of (he Executive Committee it was derided

to make this a special older for the March
meeting in Cincinnati. Al the March meeting

after carefully going over the entire matter,

the Committee voted In make St. Louis the

headquarters-city and to submit their decision

to the Board of Managers for approval by

mail. The result of the expressions by mail

has been transmitted to the Board of Man-
agers individually; three members reserved

the right to vote in a session of the board

meeting, two declined to approve St. Louis,

and the remainder voted approval. The Board
of Managers should now confirm this action

by formal vote. The Executive Committee
next took tip. through a sub-committee, inves-

tigations as to office space suitable for head-
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quarters of the United Society in St. Louis.

The services of Mr. Clarkson and others of

the St. Louis brethren were of great value.

Mr. Clarkson gave a great deal of time and
personal attention to this matter. A consid-

erable number of places, more or less suitable,

were investigated and proposals for lease se-

cured. At last, however, it was found that

suitable space could be secured on the sixth

floor of the Missouri State Life Insurance

building, corner of Fifteenth and Locust

streets. Officers of the several societies were

called into consultation. A chart was made
of the floor plan, with tentative assignments

of floor space, to assure all that the entire

work of the United Society could there be

accommodated for the present. When satis-

factory results had been attained and terms

agreed upon the Executive Committee author-

ized the execution of a lease for two years

beginning August 15, 1920, at an annual

rental of eleven thousand dollars for a total

of approximately nine thousand square feet

and the use of the Directors' Room for meet-

ings of the Executive Committee, the lessors

to install the necessary partitions and furnish

light, heat, elevator and janitor service. The
records covering this transaction are in the

minutes of the Corporation Record and the

lease is submitted herewith.

IV. Actions Re Organization of Society's

Forces

The bringing together of six organizations,

each of which had worked independently for

a period of years, and the putting of these

forces into one office, under one management,

so as to work harmoniously and efficiently,

was no small undertaking. Necessarily the

questions involving form of organization, de-

partmental arrangement, the assignment of

Secretaries to these departments in the new
organization, all had to be worked out in

advance. Study was made of the methods of

similar organizations and the counsel of Mr.

John Williams, a managerial expert of New
York City, was secured. Mr. Williams was
consulted a number of times in New York.

where our plans were laid before him, and at

the meeting of the Executive Committee in

St. Louis, April 26, Mr. Williams in person

presented a tentative plan of organization,

and discussed the underlying principles in-

volved. Later he submitted a printed chart

of the proposed organization and a written

resume of his statement of principles. Fur-

ther consideration and study was given these

mailers at subsequent meetings; and at the

meeting of the Executive Committee on June

23, a form of organization along the lines of

the chaii submitted by Mr. Williams was
adopted and the process of perfecting the

organization, as experience and practice

should prove to be wise, was begun. An Of-

ficers" Council meets monthly for mutual un-

derstanding, for co-ordinating the work of

the several departments and for presenting

an agenda of business to be transacted by the

Executive Committee. A smaller Staff or

Cabinet, also, has been authorized, but has not

ye! been sel up.

V. Actions Re Removal of Offices

Decision having been reached regarding the

local ion of united headquarters and the So-

ciety having been incorporated and its form
of organization determined upon and a lease

having been secured upon suitable office

space, the next step was tile actual removal

of the operating offices to flic united head-

quarters. It was important that this be done
as early as convenient in order to take over

the work at the beginning of the new mis-

sionary year, October/ 1. The midsummer
seemed to be the best time, all things con-

sidered, for making this transfer. It seemed

wise that, as far as possible, all the Boards
should move at the same time so as to avoid

confusion when, the offices were once estab-

lished and to secure harmonious co-ordina-

tion at the earliest possible date. It was,

therefore, determined that this transfer

should be made about August 15. Secretary

Grant K. Lewis was put in charge of the

transfer, and made temporary office manager.

In this capacity lie rendered double service

to the United Society. The resulting dispatch

and efficiency with which the transfer was
made and the united office put into operation

is largely due to his untiring efforts. All of

the Boards are now installed in the united

headquarters, with their full secretarial force

at work there, except the Board of Ministerial

Relief and the Treasurer of the Board of

Church Extension, which are waiting action

at this convention to remove the last vestige

of possible legal inhibition. Tt is expected

that their transfer will follow immediately.

VI. Nature of Unification

It should be remembered that the United
Christian Missionary Society is not, tech-

nically, a merger of the several cooperating

boards but a new corporation acting as the

agent of these boards and assuming the func-

tions which they formerly performed separate-

ly. Each of the cooperating societies main-

tains its legal existence and corporate iden-

tity at its legal residence in the state under

whose laws it is incorporated. Each will re-

tain its own Board of Trustees as required

by law and such trustees will continue to be

responsible for the handling of its funds and
the proper conduct of its affairs. No one of

these separate Boards assumes the legal

responsibilities or liabilities of any other or

of the United Society itself. The trust funds

of each will be held intact. The legal integ-

rity of each society is thus maintained and

safeguarded. This was kept clear in the

original Articles of Agreement adopted in ad-

vance of the organization of the United So-

ciety, q. v.

"Whereas, It seemed impracticable, at the

present time, to dissolve or merge these exist-

ing societies; it is now. therefore, agreed by
and between them (hat a new organization

shall be created for the purpose of perform-

ing the duties and functions now performed
by these various societies, and that this new-

society shall be formed upon the following

terms and conditions:

"Article IV. The undersigned societies do
hereby agree that they will transfer all their

present activities, functions and funds to the

said United Christian Missionary Society as

soon as this may legally be done, for the pur-

pose of managing the same, in order to better

carry out the objects for which said funds

have been contributed and accumulated: it

being understood that the undersigned socie-

ties shall retain their legal existence and shall

not be dissolved until, in the future, it shall

appear certain that their dissolution or the

dissolution of any one of them will in no way
injuriously affect the funds which they now
or in the future may possess."

On the oilier hand flic purposes sought in

unification are attained as far as was con-

templated for the present. By common agree-

ment, declared by each Board prior to the
organization of the United Society at Cincin-
nati, the functions of promotion and of serv-

ice which it previously performed are hence-
forth to be performed by and through the
United Christian Missionary Society, and all

gifts and contributions for these purposes
are to be sought in the name of the United
Society and to be sent to its treasury: so

that, hereafter, practically the only function
left to the old boards will be the handling
of accumulated trust funds, until such time,
if ever, it becomes possible legally to merge
them into the United Society. The work of
the several societies has been unified. Their
operative offices have been brought together
into one headquarters, under one manage-
ment. Their support is henceforth promoted
in a united budget and gifts and offerings

therefor received into one treasury, and these
funds are administered, in turn, by one Ex-
ecutive Committee which is responsible to one
Board of Managers and through it to the
LTnited Christian Missionary Society. Thus
all our general missionary and benevolent
work will be unified, bringing harmony, vis-

ion, efficiency, economy and impartiality to
the whole task. Thus, also, the United* So-
ciety is proceeding according to the purposes
which led to its organization a year ago at
Cincinnati, and at the same time there is

being conserved by each of the old boards the
heritage bequeathed to it by faithful servants
of God in the past.

VII. The United Christian Missionary

Society in Action

With the assistance of the Officers" Council
the Executive Committee worked out the pro-
gram of departmental organization, assigned
all the secretaries and personnel of the dif-

ferent boards to the departments, each with
its department chairman. October 1. 1920.
the transition was quietly made from working
as separate units to departmental service in
the United Society. These departments are
now actually at work, their relationships be-

ing harmoniously coordinated and the entire
task of the United Christian Missionary So-
ciety, in all the fields of the world, is being
carried forward according to the purposes
determined upon and set forth by our breth-
ren and sisters in convention assembled at

Cincinnati one year ago. Tin- office opens
each morning witli a period of devotion, which
is attended by every employee and every Sec-

retary who is in lite city. Prayer is made for
the work and the workers in every depart-
ment, on all the fields and fur the churches
and their .ministers. Your Executive Com-
mittee takes pride in this achievement. So
smoothly and efficiently i- the work of the
united offices moving forward, that a public
accountant of the city of St. Louis, who has
been at work on the books in the ot\\n\ re-

marked that lie knew of no more busy or
i fficient office in the city, except that of the
Simmons Hardware Company. The coopera-
tion of the several boards lias been heart y
and thorough; the fellowship of the Secre-
taries and their determination to work to-

gether harmoniously and efficiently under the
new conditions has been both cheerful and in-

spiring. The whole vast and intricate task
which, at times, presented problems and dif-

ficulties that seemed almost insuperable, lias

been wrought out, to date, iii a way which
luing- great satisfaction to your Executive
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Children of the National Benevolent Association in a Beautiful Program at the St. Louis Convention

Committee and which seems to indicate clear-

ly the constant leading of the spirit of God.

On behalf of the Executive Committee Mr.

Clarkson submits with this report the sched-

ule of assignments of offices and secretaries

to the several departments and the respec-

tive salaries which have been determined by

the Executive Committee. There is appended,

also, a statement regarding the Interchurch

World Movement, although the United So-

ciety, as such, was not a party cooperating

in that movement. There is also appended

a statement regarding ideals for the future

of the United Christian Missionary Society

and a proposed resolution to fix its fiscal year.

On behalf of the Executive Committee, re-

spectfully submitted.

F. W. BuiLXHAM, President.

Tuesday Afternoon

The International Convention opened on

Tuesday afternoon in the Coliseum, with a song

service conducted by W. E. M. Hackleman.

the leader of music throughout the Conven-

tion, ably assisted by Mrs. H. G. Bowden and

other accompanists. '"Faith of Our Fathers''

was the first song that sounded the call to

loyalty and was followed by "I Need Thee

Every Hour," the call to consecration. Presi-

dent Kaphael Harwood Miller called the Con-

vention to order at 2 o'clock and introduced

C. R. Hudson, of California, as the leader

of the devotional service. Mr. Hudson read

the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians

and offered prayer.

After singing, "Far and Near the Fields are

Teeming," President Miller formally opened

the International Convention with fitting

words of welcome to the large number of

delegates gathered, and then introduced

Frederick W. Burnham, President of the

United Christian Missionary Society.

President Burnham responded with a brief

message of greeting and presented the report

of the year's work of the Executive Commit-

tee of the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety, which is given above.

The report had already been approved by

the Board of Managers of the United Society

and was referred to the Committee on

Recommendations.

President Burnham then called for the re-

port of the American Christian Missionary

Society for the year, and this was given

briefly by Grant K. Lewis.

Introducing the report, Mr. Lewis said that

the American Christian Missionary Society

had. with the past year, rounded out its full

threescore-years-and-ten of history, and that

the last year was the best of all, with re-

ceipts amounting to $442,865.07.

Robert M. Hopkins reported for the Bible

School Department of the American Society,

the work of its eleventh year of history, and
John H. Booth presented briefly the thirty-

second annual report of the Board of Church
E ctensi6n.

With this report. George W. Muckley
reached his thirtieth anniversary as secretary

of the Church Extension Board and was pre-

sented at its close to the Convention. Mr.
Muckley spoke of having traveled 30,000 miles

annually during these thirty years to visit

churches in order to understand their condi-

tions, and to develop the Church Extension

fund, now amounting to $1.758,739.36—$209,-

371.46 having been received during the year.

Three brief reports were given of the work
of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions
for 1919-1920. one on the "Fields," by Miss
Daisy June Trout; one on the "Home Base,"
by Mrs. Josephine M. Stearns, and the third

on the "Boys' and Girls' Work," by Mrs. Lida
B. Pierce. These reports showed gains in all

departments, that in receipts being especially

noteworthy, showing a total of $916,354.49.

Stephen J. Corey jnesented the first report
of the Foreign Christian Missionary Society,

giving especial mention to the fine reports

from the fields. C. W. Plopper gave the

Treasurer's report, showing receipts of $822,-

183.62. C. M. Yocum gave the report for the

Home Base, emphasizing the very moderate
cost of administration of the work. The na-

tive churches had contributed sufficient to pay
all such expense and, in addition, added $12,-

000 to the treasury of the Foreign Society.

J. H. Mohorter presented a brief report of

the work of the. National Benevolent Associa-

tion for the thirty-fourth year of its history.

The first year's offering was $84, and the

work was the care of a widow and four chil-

dren. During the last year 1,500 persons

received care in the homes of the Association

and the total offerings amounted to $497,-

790.75.

F. E. Smith presented a fine report for the

Board of Ministerial Relief and Pensions,

speaking of the beautiful ministry that was
caring for two men. among others, who had
each contributed more than sixty-five years

of active service for their Lord in preaching

the gospel. The total offering for the year

of this Board was $138,692.59.

The total contributions of these Boards
amounted to $3,024,098.05, a large increase

over any previous year in their history.

For the first time these reports, while in-

dividual in preparation, were bound in one

large volume of 374 pages.

These reports were referred to the Commit-
tee on Recommendations of the International

Convention of Disciples of Christ, which or-

ganized by electing C. C. Chapman of Cali-

fornia, Chairman; Graham Frank of Texas.

Vice-Chairman, and Mrs. Letta P. Ashley of

Iowa. Secretary.

President Burnham made an appeal for

larger consecration of life and money in view
of the needs of the fields, home and foreign,

and presented the four following resolutions,

which had been passed by the Executive Com-
mittee and Board of Managers of the United
Society.

1. That the fiscal year for the United
Christian Missionary Society be from July
1 to June 30.

2. That Article Seven, Paragraph Four, of

the Constitution be amended to read:

"At the first election twenty men and twen-
ty women for a term of three years; twenty
men and twenty women for a term of two
years, and twenty men and twenty women for

a term of one year; and at each subsequent
election twenty men and twenty women for

a term of three years. After the first three-

year period no man or woman shall imme-
diately succeed himsslf or herself on the
Board of Managers."

3. It is the earnest desire of the executives

of our different organizations that no dollar

given specifically for missions, benevolence or

education, shall be taken to pay the under-
writings of the Interchurch World Movement.
Yet, by the action of the last Convention,

these organizations are obligated and their

obligations must be met. Already a number
of men and women have signified their desire

to assist. They are unwilling that the work
should suffer because of the financial failure

of the Interchurch World Movement. It is

believed that if, upon the advice of its Com-
mittee on Recommendations, the Convention
would set a week for prayer and consecration

and name a Lord's Day upon which all the

churches should take a special offering to

meet these underwritings, and if some such
goal as "One Day*s Income" per member were
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accepted, it would be possible tbus to raise tbe

entire amount required and that no individual

or church would be caused to suffer thereby.

Such a consummation would both relieve the

credit and the good name of the Disciples of

Christ.

4. Coming into existence as it does, in this

hour of after-war transition and need, when

conditions arc in rapid change, when nations

and races arc unsettled and expectant, when

traditions are broken and doors stand wide

open on every hand, the United Christian

Missionary Society faces boundless oppor-

tunity everywhere. Springing from a broth-

erhood with a noble plea to propagate, with

its sense of stewardship as yet largely unde-

veloped, with great areas of effort as yet

barely entered with workers, and facing the

challenge coming from oilier communions

which are appointing large numbers of work-

ers and raising vast sums of money to sup-

port them, the United Society begins its work

with a weight of responsibility which perhaps

no similar organization has ever in its be-

ginning assumed. With overlapping of work

eliminated, with economy of effort and ex-

penditure assured, with the most democratic

organization our people have ever had. with

unity of program made possible, and with a

united front presented to the task, which

should be a challenge to unity and confidence

on the part of the whole brotherhood, the

("a i ted Christian Missionary Society faces an

outlook unprecedented in its possibilities for

development and advance. As tbe need for

workers on the foreign fields is far beyond

(hat of any period we have experienced, as the

needs in all departments of the work in the

homeland are most critical, as the cost of

carrying on missionary effort everywhere has

greatly advanced, and as the gifts of our peo-

ple to the constituent boards of the United

Society, even with the great advance in in-

come for this last year, are an average of

only about two dollars per capita, or less than

lour cents per week for our whole member-
ship, we are convinced that the immediate

goal of the Society should mark a revolution-

ary advance. We are very reluctant to set

a definite aim in dollars and cents because

any arbitrary figure of this kind is inadequate

as a spiritual ideal. This is the richest

period in all history, money is dangerously

plentiful in America and our people are not

at all keeping their increase in giving abreast

of their increase in wealth. We believe that

a call to real sacrificial stewardship cannot

ba expressed in terms any lower than at least

;i tenth of one's income, not as a legal re-

quirement, but as a spiritual obligation, to

the individual, and "as much for others as

for ourselves,*' for each local church. We
believe such a goal eagerly sought after would

bring such an outpouring of blessings upon

our people as we have never experienced in

our history and enable them to use to the

fullest measure this new instrumentality

which they have been led to create for the

accomplishment of the will of God in our

generation.

These resolutions were referred to the Com-
mittee on Recommendations.

II. A. Armstrong presented the report of

(he Commission on Christian Unity, and II.

G. Bowden that of the Men and Millions

Movement. Mr. Bowden reported that $7,-

1 0.5.342.(13 in cash and pledges had already

been received from this Movement. Hie re-

ceipts from October 1, 1910, to September 30,

1920, reaching the large sum of $929,344.87.

Mr. Burnham announced a meeting of the

Nominating Committee, after which H. 0.

Pritchard, General Secretary of the Board of

Education presented the Fifth Annual Report

of that board. The report contained a his-

tory of the accomplishments of the past year

and outlined a program of work for the year

lo come. The report of receipts was as fol-

lows:

There was sent direct to the board for dis-

tribution, by the churches making regular

offerings to education, $24.448. .5(5. The col-

leges received direct from regular church of-

ferings $71,772.79. In addition there was
given toy individuals for current expenses a

lotal of $124,323.35. From the World Move-
ment there had been received by the board

$29.832. 70 and by colleges, for current ex-

penses, $."3,594.11(1. This makes total receipts

for current expense $2.1.5.971.44. The gain in

endowments of the col leges for the year was

$1,289,988.00, while the total gain in assets

of the colleges of the board was $2,637,731.96.

This makes a grand total of all reecipts

amounting to $2,893,731.4(1.

These three reports were referred to the

Committee on Recommendations.

At tbe close of an afternoon filled with

fine reports of souls won to Christ, of fine

gains in offerings and enlarging work, L. X.

D. Wells led in a period of intercession and
the meeting adjourned until 7.30 o'clock.

Tuesday Evening

The evening song service began early with

the singing of "Crown Him with Many
Crowns," followed by devotional hymns and
the repeating of the Lord's prayer by the

audience.

At 7:30 the Convention was called to order

by Mrs. Mary Carpenter Craig, Vice-President

of the International Convention, who intro-

duced E. II. Wray as the leader of the devo-

tional service.

Mr. Wray gave impressively, from memory,

parts of tbe third and fourth chapters of

Ephesians and offered prayer.

"Hark the Voice of Jesus Calling'' was
sung, and then Mrs. Craig, introducing the

President, Raphael Harwood Miller, the

speaker of the evening, said that the great

audience before her was like a home-coming
from all parts of our great country and the.

ends of the earth, of people interested in

the Father's work; that the supreme chal-

lenge was tbe truth that, if this work is to

be done, it must be done by men and women.

Mr. Miller gave the President's address on

"The Necessity for Christ"' and held the at-

tention of the great audience of thousands

of people until its close.

At the ending of the service the audience

sang

'"•lesus shall reign where'er the Sun
Does his successive journeys run,"

and was dismissed with prayer.

Wednesday Morning

The Convention opened at 9 o'clock in the

Coliseum, Archibald McLean. Vice-President

of the United Society, presiding. After the

usual opening song service. Mr. McLean pre-

sented W. W. Sniff, of Indiana, who led the

devotional service.

The program of Wednesday was devoted i"

the subject of Foreign Missions, including

the work done bv both the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society and the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions.

The first item on the program following

the devotional period was a business session

of the Foreign Society, in which the follow-

ing recommendation from the Executive Com-
mittee and Board of Managers of the Foreign
Christian Missionary Society, was preseiited:

"It appears necessary, from a legal point

of view, that the Foreign Christian Mission-

ary Society retain and manage its permanent
and annuity funds until such time as a com-
plete merger is effected. It appears neces-

sary for the Executive Committee of the For-

eign Christian Missionary Society to transfer

its current fund- by vole from lime to time.

On this account it will be necessary for the

Executive Committee to meet, perhaps once

a quarter or oftener, for this purpose. It

would seem that, in the interest of economy.

the number of officers that constitute the

Executive Committee might he reduced and

that, for the sake of convenience, they might
all be located in or near Si. Louis. Willi

this thought in mind the Executive Commit-
tee suggests to the Board of Managers that

Article IV of the Constitution which now
reads

:

" Tts officers shall he a President, seven

Vice-Presidents, a Recorder, three or more
Secretaries, and a Treasurer, who shall l>e

elected annually.' be amended so as to read:

" Tts officers shall consist of a President, a

Vice-President, a Recorder, two Secretaries

and a Treasurer, who shall be elected an-

nually.'
"

This amendment was. on motion, adopted,

and C. M. Rodefer called to the chair while

the Committee on Nominations of the For-

eign Christian Missionary Society made re-

port through S. M. Cooper, chairman, as fol-

lows :

President—Archibald McLean.
Vice-President—R. A. Doan.

Secretaries—S. -I. Corey. Bert Wilson.

Treasurer—C. W. PJopper.

Recorder—C. M. Yocum.

This report was adopted, and the officers

named declared elected.

The regular work of the day continued with

tbe singing of "Faith of Our Fathers" and a

season of prayer. At this point a resolution

was presented by Mark Collis, of Kentucky,
as follows

:

"That inasmuch as we should remove as far

as possible every obstacle to tbe progress vi

our cause in the Foreign Field, and inasmuch
as Frank Garrett of the China Mission has

indicated by a letter to the Foreign Board
his willingness to adopt open-membership in

the interest of church union.

"Be it Resolved. That we direct the For-

eign Hoard to recall Brother Garrett as soon
as it can be properly done."

This resolution, without debate, was re-

ferred to the Committee on Recommendations.
The program was then resumed and H. C.

Ilohgood of the Disciples of Christ Congo
Mission gave a message from Africa, speak-

ing of the increasing power of the gospel in

the Congo mission. This was followed by a

message on Latin America by s. <;. Inman.
Secretary of the Commission on Cooperation
in Latin America, closing with the crj of thai

great region. "Light. More Light."' Leslie

Wolfe, of the Philippines, closed this group of

brief addresses, giving the call oi these Is-
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lands, "The Philippines for the Filipinos and

Christ for the Filipinos."

One of the happy features of the Conven-

tion was the introduction of the missionaries

home on furlough. Mr. McLean introduced

first, the group that are working for India,

allowing two-minute speeches from each. The

following responded: O. J. Grainger, Mr. and

Mrs. D. 0. Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. C. G.

Elsam.

The workers for China followed: Dr. ami

Mrs. C. H. Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

Plopper, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Paul, Mrs.

James Butchart, Miss Effie McCallum, Miss

Lillian B. Collins.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wolfe responded for

the Philippines, and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hob-

good and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hurt, for

Africa.

Japan was represented by W. H. Erskine

Joseph, have been adopted into the home of

Dr. and Mrs. Hugh T. Morrison, of Spring-

field, Illinois.

As a fitting close to the spiritual uplift of

the morning, a memorial service for Francis

Marion Rains, so well known and loved by the

churches during his twenty-six years as sec-

retary of the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society, was conducted by C. J. Tannar, of

Ohio. Before his address, Mrs. Charles Reign

Scoville sang, "I Want to See Jesus, Don't

You?"
At the close of Mr. Tannar's address, I. J.

Spencer, of Kentucky, offered prayer.

Mr. S. J. Corey next presented a statement

on the situation in China, adopted by the

Board of Managers of the Foreign Society

and presented as part of the Report to the

Convention, as follows:

From the fact that the Foreign Society

Kofoert Neal Hobgood, from tin- Congo, and His Parents, .Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hobgood. Like All the
Missionary Children, Robert Was a Center of Attraction at St. Louis, As He Is at Home in Africa

and Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Oliphant. Miss Elma
Irelan responded for Mexico and Dr. A. L.

Shelton, for Tibet.

The messages from these missionaries were

a fitting introduction to the next number on

the program, which was furnished by the

students of the College of Missions at In-

dianapolis.

The entire student body, fifty-two in num-
ber, with the entire faculty, were present on

the platform and were a source of inspiration

and encouragement for the whole Convention.

After the singing of the college song, "Col-

lege of Missions, We Love Thee Well," the

students were introduced in groups represent-

ing the different fields of service for which
they were in preparation. India, China, Ja-

pan, Africa, Latin America, Tibet, the Philip-

pines, each had its group and all were warmly
greeted by the great audience present. Presi-

dent Paul also introduced the members of the

faculty and spoke a brief message concerning
the "ten years of history of the college, look-

ing forward with great hope to its future
years of service.

The program closed with a missionary song
by the College of Missions Girls' Quartette.

All hearts were touched when, at this time,

Mr. McLean brought forward three sturdy
lads and introduced them as the sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Eldred, who gave their lives

for Africa. These boys, Ray, Ward and

as an administrative organization is now
turning its responsibilities over to the United

Christian Missionary Society, and from the

further fact that some of its policies have

been called in question by two of our religious

newspapers, it seems wise to the officers to

make a frank statement to the Board of

Managers with regard to the questions under

discussion and to call upon you to take what-

ever action you may desire with regard to

these matters.

Both the Executive Committee of the So-

ciety and the missionaries on the fields have

always stood for every advance step in co-

operation and every approach toward Chris-

tian unity which it was possible to take with-

out jeopardy to conviction and freedom. We
have felt that it was not only our duty as a

brotherhood standing for the union of all of

God's people to do this, but both the Execu-

tive Committee and the missionaries have been

ardent advocates of Christian cooperation

and Christian unity and have rejoiced at

every indication of adA7ance in this direction

on the fields. Again and again our mission-

aries have taken the lead in matters df co-

operation in education, in medical work and
in the problem of such a division of the vast

populations to be evangelized so that the

fields could be most quickly covered with the

teachings of Christ, always endeavoring to

eliminate all possible friction and trying to

assume worthy responsibilities in the great

fields.

Especially has it been true that our mis-

sionaries in China have led in plans for co-

operation. Nanking University, one of the

finest Christian schools in all the mission

fields, was largely brought into reality

through the efforts and prayers of the sainted

F. E. Meigs and those who toiled with him.

Our missionaries have had a worthy share in

the organization and growth of the Nanking
Union Hospital, (Jinling Union College for

Chinese Women, the Wuhu Union Academy,
the Shanghai Union School for missionaries'

children, the I'nion Bible Teachers' Training

School, the Nanking Union Language School

for new missionaries and other useful enter-

prises on the field, in no case jeopardizing

our liberty or convictions. Through these

union institutions the spirit of cooperation

has grown rapidly and because of the place

our missionaries have in this work there has

come to our people in China and to our plea

for Christian union a recognition which would
not otherwise have been accorded.

In recent years there have been many en-

couraging steps taken looking toward even-

tual Christian union in China. Large num-
bers of the churches have dropped any de-

nominational title and are simply being called

Churches of Christ; a union hymn book has

been printed and circulated and there have
been many other evidences of progress. Re-

cently there has been much discussion of the

further possible step of organic union between

various Protestant bodies which work in Cen-

tral China.

Following the China Convention of 1910.

a letter was received from China which stated

that a union of churches was being proposed

by the missionaries and Christians of several

communions, and asking what the attitude of

the Society with regard to entering such a

union would be if the union should he eventu-

ally formed. The two main points in the

plan of the union upon which an opinion was
desired were these: (1) the control of the

local churches by a district association, and

(2) the question of the recognition of church

membership as between the different bodies or

what is commonly called '"open membership."
As the question was not imminent and press-

ing and full information had not been sent,

some time was taken to correspond with the

field and obtain further facts. After delibera-

tion the Executive Committee .adopted the

following resolutions and sent them to the

China Mission:

1. That we express our gratification at

the growing interest in the subject of Chris-

tian unity among the workers in China and

in other mission lands, as well as here at

home. We cannot but feel that the Spirit of

God is working to the end that His people

may be one.

2. That we express our sympathy with our

missionaries in China, who, passionately de-

siring, as does every true disciple of Chris*,

the consummation of such a unity, naturally

seek cooperation in this movement so far as

is consistent with individual loyalty7 to Christ

and with the interests of the kingdom as tiny

see them.

3. It appears that no constitution has been

adopted by the missions in China. This being

the case, action on the part of the Executive

Committee would not be either proper or ad-

visable. If any constitution should give to
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the district organization authority over local

churches, that would be contrary to the teach-

ing and practice of the Disciples of Christ.

4. The Executive Committee is committed

to the program of the organization and main-

tenance of work on the mission field in con-

sonance with the teaching and practice of

the Disciples of Christ in the United States.

Such teaching and practice is clearly that

of receiving into membership those only who
have been baptized by immersion. Recogniz-

ing though we do the fact that the mission-

aries may see many facts in the situation

which we do not see and eager as we arc to

use this apparent opportunity to speed any

movement toward unity that will save China

from a divided church, we feel none the less

that to approve anything else than the es-

tablished teaching and practice of the church-

es we represent would be to exceed our au-

thority as an executive committee.

This report was referred to the Committee

on Recommendations. '"Take Time to Be

Holy" was then sung, following which T. W.
Grafton, of Indiana, led in a period of inter-

cession. J. B. Briney pronounced the bene-

diction and the Convention adjourned until

2 o'clock.

Wednesday Afternoon

The usual song service preceded the formal

opening of the afternoon meeting, and the spir-

ited music of "We're [Marching to Zion" called

the great audience to attention. Mrs. Anna
R. Atwater, Vice-President of the United So-

ciety, called the Convention to order at '2

o'clock and presented C. G. Kindred, .of Chi-

cago, as the leader of the devotional service.

Mr. Kindred read a Scripture lesson from the

fourth chapter of Philippians and offered

prayer.

Announcement was made of the Nominal Lng

Committee of the American Christian Mis-

sionary Society as follows : George A. Miller,

John D. Ellis." J. N. Green, C. J. Tannar and

David II. Shields.

Mrs. Atwater presented a letter from R. .1 1.

Stockton, of St. Louis, regretting his inabil-

ity to be present at the Convention and urg-

ing the delegates and friends to visit the

Christian Orphans' Home of St. Louis, one

of the fine philanthropies of the National

Benevolent Association.

In connection with the message of Mr.

Stockton. Mrs. Atwater presented the names
of a number of friends and benefactors of the

church, who had recently been "called Home":
Mrs. Josiah Coe, Mrs. Mary P. Holbrook,

Mrs. E. M. Bowman and T. A. Gary. She
also spoke of friends who had been in the

Conventions in former years and who now,

although still greatly interested in the work,

are not able to attend: Mrs. A. M. Atkin-

son, Mrs. Gerould, Mrs. Post, Mrs. Rogers

and Miss Cynthia, Allen. All these are held

in loving remembrance with many others.

Li a brief business session of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions, Miss Mary A.

Lyons, of Ohio, in the absence of Mrs. Louise

Loos Campbell, presented the report of the

Nominating Committee as follows:

Officers for the year 1920-1921—President,
Mrs. Anna R. Atwater; Vice-President, Mrs.

Ida W. Harrison; Secretaries, Mrs. .1. M.

Stearns, Mrs. Effie !>. Cunningham, Mrs, Ellie

K. Payne, Miss Daisy June Trout, Mrs. AllYa

It. Anderson, Mrs. rida B. Pearce, Mrs. E. T.

Johnson; Treasurer, Mrs. Susanne Motl'et.

For Resident Members of I lie Executive Com-

mittee, Mrs. J. D. Case. Mrs. Maud D. Fer-

ris, Mrs. T. C. Howe, Mrs. J. W. Putnam.
Mrs. W, C. Smith.

Recommendation was also made to ratify

the election of the presidents and secretaries

in the states and provinces of boards aux-

iliary to the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions. This report was signed by Miss

Mary A. Lyons. Miss Ada L. Forster, Mis.

L. E. White. Mrs. 0. II. Greist. Mrs. A. E.

Jackson, Mrs. George Day.; Mrs. Jessie L.

White, Miss Mary Johnson. Mrs. Birdie Omer.

It was voted to adopt this report and de-

clare the officers elected as nominated; also

to ratify the election of the presidents and
secretaries in the states and provinces of

boards auxiliary to the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions, and composing the Inter-

national Board of that organization.

The song. "I Love to Tell the Story," was

the Convention, Mr. Martin withdrew the

motion.

The Committee on Fraternal Relations next

presented its report as follows:

Fraternity is one of the hopeful words of

the world. Its meaning has been and is still

obscured by the divisions in the church, but
we are hopeful. Recent events indicate the

incoming of a warmer atmosphere. It must
be the atmosphere from heaven. The fog that

has separated the church so long is either

being lifted or melted, for somehow we are

all discovering that we have erred and that

cooperation and unity lie along the common
jiathway of penitence, prayer and love.

The Disciples are cooperating on the mis-

sion field with other Christian bodies and
thereby are bearing practical Avitness to the

necessity of cooperative work among Chris-

tians. Y\> are likewise cooperating in the

FOB WHOM THE GOS
In the Center Is Old Lonjataka, the Congo Chief

out <

sung, after which 1). 0. Cunningham. Recruit-

ment Secretary of the Foreign Department of

the United Society, gave an address.

Alexander Paul followed with an address

on China and Bert Wilson on India. These

were stirring messages, from intimate knowl-

edge of the fields to which the large audience,

under most unfavorable conditions in the

Coliseum for hearing, listened with profound

attention.

A letter Mas presented, written "To the

Mission Churches of the World." but not read.

It was voted that this be referred to the

Committee on Recommendations.

Mrs. Atwater made an appeal and presented

the challenge that we give our money and our

life, and do it in Ibis generation. President

R. II. Miller then opened the session of the

International Convention and recognized S.

M. Martin who made a statement that he had

received information on the situation in Mexi-

co and concerning the action of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions that bad cleared

up the matter for himself, lb' further stated

that in bis opinion this board had the right.

if they thought it best, to exchange the

smaller for the larger opportunity of service.

lie also made a motion thai (
'.

(
'. Morrison,

of Chicago, be asked to make a statement

in the Convention. The motion was referred

to the Committee on Recommendations, bu1

such large opposition becoming apparent in

>KI. CAME TOO I.ATE
Who Befriended the Missionaries bat Died AVitli-

hrist

work of the Federal Council of the Churches

of Christ in America and thereby testifying

again to the necessity of cooperative work

among Protestants. We have likewise joined

hands in the internationalizing of the Federal

Council idea and are already a part of the

Universal Council of the Church of Christ

for Life and Work.

Through the las! ten years the Disciples

have cooperated with the Protestant Episco-

pal Church in its move for a World Confer-

ence on Faith and Order, and have again

borne witness to the necessity of cooperative

work. In August the Preliminary Confer-

ence on Faith and Order was held at Geneva,

Switzerland, and the Disciples had a large

representation there that received cordial

courtesy in the conference. They are glad to

testify to the fine sipril in all these national

and international gatherings thai have to do

with the cultivation of brotherhood, and their

prayer is that the day may hasten when out-

lines of distinction will be abolished ami the

oneness of all will be as clear a- the sun in

his meridian strength.

Your Committee is glad to announce out-

cooperation with the American Bible Socielv

in the last year for the furtherance <^' the

printing of the Bible. We have not hereto-

fore had am channel through which contribu-

tion- could Im> made to this great organization

and we regret to sax that in the la-l ten
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years perhaps there are only fifty items on

the books of the American Bible Society cred-

ited to the Disciples. The amounts have

been small, while our Presbyterian. Baptist

and Methodist brethren have contributed

funds of thousands of dollars, and 1 lie Bible

Society has gone on its way in rendering

one of the chiefest services in both the

proclamation of the gospel and unifying

of the Church. We, however, hope and

urge that in this Convention plans will be

devised whereby the United Missionary So-

ciety will be able to take care of a definite

contribution annually for the American Bible

Society, both because of its call tn us and

because of its opportunity in cooperating with

other Christians for the proclaiming of the

simple word of God.

We feel that these are the days for a fresh

valuation of Christian experiences and ideas.

With no criticism of the past, but with the

challenge of the present, we urge that all our

ministers and churches shall seek for definite

cooperation with Christians in their cities,

towns, villages and counties in order that we

may not be forgetful of the trust committed

to us more than a hundred years ago, of prac-

ticing brotherhood with all believers and mak-

ing simpler the way of good-will to all man-

kind.

(Signed) Peter Ainslie, W. P. Crouch, Mrs.

T. W. Grafton, Amos Tovell, Howard T.

Cree, S. T. Willis.

At this time C. C. Chapman. Chairman of

the Committee on Recommendations, was pre-

sented by Mr. Miller and gave the first item

of the report of the Committee as follows:

In A^iew of the statement of the Board of

Managers of the Foreign Christian Missionary

Society in regard to the situation in China

that has caused so much comment in the pa-

pers of our brotherhood and so much unrest

amongst our people,

Be it therefore resolved, That we do most
heartily endorse the position taken in this

statement in regard to the matter of our

churches entering into a union with other

churches in that field, and also the position

on the so-called question of open membership,

in that and all other mission fields.

Mr. Chapman moved the adoption of the

resolution, and request was made from the

floor that the resolutions from the Board of

Managers of the Foreign Society be re-read.

These resolutions were read by S. J. Corey.

J. B. Briney made a statement that he felt

he could not vote intelligently on the question

and asked that Mr. Morrison produce proof

of his contention that the China Mission does

practice open membership.

President Miller stated that lie could not

ask Mr. Morrison to appear before the Con-

vention, hut if he desired to appear he could

do so. The audience demanding to hear Mr.

Morrison, he appeared on the platform, pre-

sented his statement, read correspondence

from Mr. Baird of China, and answered ques-

tions from the floor.

After a lengthy discussion, the resolution

was referred back to the Committee on Rec-

ommendations.

The Convention then adjourned to meet at

7 : 30 o'clock.

Wednesday Evening

The Convention sang "Let the Lower Ligbts

Be Burning," and at 7:30 President Burnham
opened the evening service and introduced

Stephen E. Fisher as leader of the devotional

service. Mr. Fisher read the thirteenth

chapter of First Corinthians and offered

prayer. After the singing of "Stand Up for

Jesus," President Burnham introduced R. A.

Doan as the first speaker of the evening. Mr.

Doan in announcing his subject, said his

theme would be "The High Cost of Spiritual

Living in Japan." Mr. Doan's intimate ac-

quaintance with the conditions and work in

Japan, from recent study on the field, made,

his address of much practical value.

Dr. A. L. Shelton, of Tibet, gave the clos-

ing address of the evening, and his recent,

thrilling experiences in China as a victim of

bandits, lent unusual interest to his address.

At its close Mrs. Russell F. Thrapp, of

Seattle, sang a beautiful solo. This was fol-

lowed by a duet by Mr. and Mrs. Clare Hard-

ing, of Missouri, after which President Miller

pronounced the benediction.

Thursday Morning

Thursday was "Home Missions Day" of the

Convention, and "Glory, Hallelujah" and

"America" were the songs that called the peo-

ple to their places in the Coliseum.

President Burnham called the Convention

to order at 9 o'clock and presented F. M.
Rogers, of California, as the leader of the

devotional service. Mr. Rogers read the six-

ty-second chapter of Isaiah and offered

prayer.

There was a brief business period of the

American Christian Missionary Society, in

which John D. Ellis, of Ohio, presented the

following amendments to the Constitution

which had previously been adopted by the

Board of Trustees:

That Article V. Section 1, be amended so

as to read as follows:

"Section 1. The Board of Trustees shall

consist of nine members, who shall be elected

by the Society upon the adoption of this arti-

cle. At the first election under this/ article

three members thereof shall be elected for one

year, three for two years, and three for three

years. Thereafter annually there shall be

elected three persons to hold office as mem-
bers of said Board of Trustees for a period

of three years and until their successors are

elected and qualified. Their term of office

shall begin on the first Monday following

their election. All vacancies therein may be

filled by the board itself. Said Board of

Trustees shall exercise and control all the

powers, business and property of the Society

and shall have power to appoint its own
meetings and elect its own Secretary. Said

Board of Trustees may establish such depart-

mental agencies as the interests of the Society

may require. It may appoint and remove

missionaries and other workers, fix their com-

pensation and direct their labors, and make
all appropriations from the treasury of the

Society for the prosecution of its work, and

at each annual meeting of the Society it shall

report its proceedings for the past year to the

Society for such action as it may see fit to

take. The Board of Trustees shall meet as

often as the business of the Society may re-

quire, but at least twice a year, one of such

meetings to be just prior to the annual meet-

ing of the Society. Five members of the

Board present shall constitute a quorum."

By striking out all of Section 2.

That Article VII be amended so as to read

as follows:

"The Society shall annually elect from the

Board of Trustees, a President, who shall also

be president of the Board of Trustees. The
Society shall also elect a, Vice-President, Re-

cording Secretary, Secretaries, Treasurer, Au-
ditor and a Board of Trustees as provided in

Article V. Said Secretaries, Treasurer and
Auditor so elected shall hold the same office

in the Hoard of Trustees, but need not be

members of said board. The Secretary of the

Hoard of Church Extension shall be, ex-officio,

a. Secretary of the Society."

That Article IX be amended so as to read

as follows:

"Section 1. The Society shall annually

elect five brethren to serve as a Board of

Church Extension, two of whom shall reside

in or near St. Louis. They shall, subject

to the provisions of Article X, have control

of all funds raised to be loaned to the church-

es needing assistance in building houses of

worship and parsonages; have power to raise

and collect funds for this purpose, and for

necessary expense incurred in the manage-
ment of the fund; to appoint their own
meetings; make rules for their government;

elect their own officers, including a Treasurer,

who shall give bond and report annually to

the Auditor and Treasurer of the Society.

The Church Extension Board shall report at

the annual meeting of the Society. All ex-

penses of the Board shall be met from the

Church Extension fund, but no part of the

principal shall be used for this purpose.

"Section 2. This Board shall also receive

and administer as a gift fund all offerings

from churches and individuals that shall be

so designated by the donors, such gift fund to

be used only in the establishment of our

work among the foreign populations of our

larger cities by the purchase of lots and the

erection of buildings.

"Section 3. The Board of Trustees shall

annually appoint at its January meeting a

Committee of not less than three members
which committee shall constitute the Bible

School Department of the American Christian

Missionary Society. The Society at its an-

nual convention shall elect a Bible School

Secretary, who with the cooperation of the

Department and subject to the approval of

the Board of Trustees shall choose such de-

partmental associates as the needs of the

Bible School Department may require. The
Bible kSchool Department shall report to the

Board of Trustees and at the annual meet-

ing of the Society."

That Article X be amended so as to read

as follows

:

"All the powers exercised under Article IX
shall lie under the control of the Board of

Trustees of this Society. All money shall be

raised and invested under the general direc-

tion of the Board of Trustees of this Society

and said auxiliary organization and board

mentioned in said article IX shall report to

said Board of Trustees of this Society period-

ically."

These amendments were referred to the

Committee on Recommendations.

The report of the Committee on Prayer

Meeting Topics was received with the thanks

of the Convention.

The Committee last year centered about

Cotner University. The following names were

proposed as the Committee for 1021-1922.

the members living near Culver-Stockton Col-

lege: Messrs. Peters, Alcorn, Armstrong,
Robison. Wharton and Miss Goodin.

The report of the Nominating Committee
(Continued on page 34)
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Ready for the White Gifts for the King Christmas Service in the Central Christian

The Spiritual Benefits of White Gifts

THE White Gifts Christmas Service is

amply justified by the good it does in the

individual Bible school and church. Those
who have made proper preparation testify to

(.he line results from such a Christmas.

Time was when the festival season for our

Lord was robbed of much of its joy and glorv

by the observance we held. Much of selfish-

ness was in the motive. The spirit of gel-

ling was placed to the front. Many were the

disappointed hearts and no! a little envy and
jealousy were aroused. Thoughtless people

sometimes paraded their gifts and giving be-

fore others, forgetting entirely the Christmas

spirit. We trained the children to expect a

"treat,"' many of whom had much better at

home. We added to the boisterous spirit by
playing up Santa ('laus and everyone forgot

reverence for the house of worship.

Willi the light use of While Gifts for the

King the spirit of Christian appreciation is

fostered. A reverent joy enters into the serv-

ice and in many places the children here learn

their chief lesson of reverence for the house

ot God. Tin' giving motive that enters into

all of il sweetens and mellows not only the

life of the church, hut also reaches the whole

community with its wholesome influence.

Ministers freely testify thai White Gifts

makes their work easier. The srpirit of help-

fulness and cooperation becomes contagious.

In many churches it is made a special time of

decision for the Christian life. It is easy to

win people when they are thinking of God's

great Gift. The beauty of this service touches

new depths of devotion and turns the heart

toward God.

It is also a time of consecration. Many
lives are caught up in a new devotion which
expresses itself in a- willingness to give time

and effort to the .Master. In the suggestion

blank there are fifty spaces where people may
indicate new forms of service they will take

up. A few of them are: more faithful

church attendance, regular Bible reading,

work as soul winner, attend prayer meeting,

teach in Bible school, enroll in Bible school,

lead young people's meeting, contribute to

missionary work, become a member of the

Woman's Missionary Society. The spirit of

consecration lives in the service, ready to

bless the school that prepares for it. Prep-

aration should begin in time so as to receive

the largest good from the effort.

One of the chief glories of (he White Gifts

is the fact that it ministers to the faithful

preachers of Cod who have given their lives

in unreserved service to the King. There is

here a lender appeal to which all hearts gladly
respond. People thus brought to remember

their debt to the ministry come to hold their

own preacher in greater appreciation. Young
people are brought to think of the claims of

leadership in the church. The hearts and
homes of those who are aged, or disabled and

now kept from the glorious service they once

had, are cheered and warmed as they realize

they are not forgotten.

Every Bible school in the whole brotherhood
should plan for a White Gifts Christina-,

using this year's program, "The King's Birth-

day." The benefits are large for the church

and the offerings gathered minister to the

saints of God who have brought us thus far

on the way home.

The Value of White Gifts Decorations

MAXY churches have demonstrated that,

b\ the use of beautiful decorations, the

While Gifts Service at Christmas can

be made a mailer of large inlercM in an\

community and produce a lasting and whole-

some impression on all who attend, especially

the children.

One church turns away as many people as

can got into the building which seats a thou-

sand or more. It i- the greatest event of the

year in the life of the church. The decora-

tions are not mere display. They are studied

and put on with artistic effect. The while
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Church, New Albany, Indiana, Which Finds Increasing Blessings Year After Year

atmosphere is charged with devotion and rev-

erence. The attitude of the younger folk

toward the church lias been changed to respect

and appreciation. The decorations in white,

the cross, and gifts of self, service and sub-

stance produce an effect that does good to all.

In creating the decorations those in charge

should secure the help of every person possi-

ble. Each one who helps will feel an interest

and Will talk of it. Children like to help and
will spread the news of the service and its

beautiful decorations wherever they go. Peo-

ple who have helped do not tire of it but,

in succeeding years, are more willing to give

themselves to it because they realize the large

possibilities of worth-while decorations. More
people come to help when they see what a fine

thing can be made of it.

The decorations are not an end but are a

valuable means. Much should be made of

them. People will come from far to see a

beautifully dressed church. This gives op-

portunity so to impress them that they will

want to come again. The color scheme should

be white. In a dim light it creates a beauti-

ful effect and helps materially to carry out

the principle of White Gifts. White can be

had anywhere and is easily adapted to any
kind of building.

The expense of suitable decorations need

not bo large. A church that has featured

White Gifts for several years in a great way
spends an average of not more than fifteen

dollars a year. Their results more than jus-

tify the small outlay. The preacher says the

effect of White Gifts is better than a revival.

Indeed, they make of it a revival of a deeply

spiritual kind, by which many are added to

the church each year through the gift of self

as well as service and substance.

Good photographs of the decorations should

be taken and sent in so others may know of

your success. A description of your observ-

ance will be appreciated. Your ideas will be

of benefit to the whole cause.

The Help of White Gifts

CHRISTMAS, among our churches, is the

preacher's time. At no other season of

the year is special thought given to the

labors of the ministry. Our debt of gratitude

rises highest then, as we think of the sacri-

cial devotion that has builded the church.

The whole sentiment can profitably be

turned in the direction of the ministry. The
Near East Relief workers, knowing of the

preoccupation of the season, have graciously

withheld their campaign in our schools until

another date. Last year they brought the

appeal on behalf of Armenia in February.

We are assured that the same policy will pre-

vail this year. Let every Bible school there-

fore plan to face squarely and honorably the

claim of the aged and disabled of our min-

istry who look for our help at this the only

season when their claims are given the right

of way.

The mellow feeling produced by the Christ-

mas spirit makes it a favorable time to pre-

sent the call to the ministry and missionary

service. It is a time for the church to lead

people close to the heart of God. In the

sacred hours thus created, sons and daugh-

ters will rise to God-given leadership, if only

the present leaders will press home the call

of unselfish service for God and humankind.

Ministerial Relief counts on the offerings

from the White Gifts as a very substantial

part of the resources for carrying on the

Avork. Last year five hundred Bible schools

gave $15,000. The interest increases at such

a rate that Ave believe that a thousand schools

will avail themselves of the benefits of this

beautiful service, with offerings for our aged

and disabled Veterans of the Cross, amount-

ing to $30,000. The average offering per

school is such that if a thousand schools will

cooperate this sum will be raised. This is

half the amount given by the churches last

year. All supplies are furnished free to

schools sending an offering. See order card

in adA'ertiscment. F. E. Smith.
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of the American Society was presented by

George A. Miller of Washington, D. C, as

follows

:

Officers of the Society: President, F. W.
Burnham; Vice-President, J. W. Hagin; Re-

cording Secretary, C. R. Stauffer; Secreta-

ries: Grant EL Lewis. Robert M. Hopkins;

Treasurer, Miss Sarah Bird Dorman; Au-

ditor, Stanley Spragens.

Trustees for one year:

F. W. Burnham, J. W. Hagin, C. R. Stauf-

fer.

Trustees for two years: Grant K. Lewis,

Robert M. Hopkins, B. L. Humbert.

Trustees for three years: Oscar Barrett,

John D. Ellis, George W. Muckley.

For Trustees, Board of Church Extension:

Fletcher Cowherd, George A. Campbell, G. W.
Muckley, M. H. Gray, John H. Booth.

(Signed) John D. Ellis,

David H. Shields,

Justin Green,

C. J. Tannae,
George A. Miller,

Committee.

On motion, this report was adopted and

the Officers and Trustees nominated declared

elected.

Following the business session, the differ-

ent fields of the American Society were pre-

sented in seven-minute talks, by workers in

those fields: Karl Borders spoke on Immi-
grant Work; S. G. Buckner, on Indian Work;
Jesse M. Bader, on Evangelism, bringing a

recommendation that was referred to the Com-
mittee on Recommendations. C. J. Sharp

brought a message on Group Methods and
A. W. Taylor on Social Service. These were

all valuable presentations, causing regret as

to their brevity.

President Burnham also introduced to the

Convention Frank D. Butchart, of Cleveland,

Miss Bertha Merrill of New -York, and Miss

Bessie Becket of Western Pennsylvania, all

doing social -service work among foreigners

in our- country.

Mrs. Anna R. Atwater then presented the

Home Fields of the Christian Woman's Board

of Missions with the following representatives

who spoke briefly, as follows : Mrs. Rosa

Brown Grubbs, on Negro Work ; Mrs. Efiie L.

Cunningham, on Work Among Spanish-

Speaking People in the United States; L. E.

Garrett, on Highlanders; Arthur Braden, on

Bible Chairs, and Mrs. Afl'ra B. Anderson on

Orientals 'in the United States.

Mrs. Atwater introduced Mr. and Mrs. J.'B.

Lehman, who have given thirty years to edu-

cational and evangelistic work among the

Negroes of the Southland; also Ben N.

Mitchell of Seattle, who spoke of 11.000 na-

tives from India in British Columbia. The

report of the Scandinavian churches was in

have been given at this time by Mr. Burnham,
lmt owing to the lateness of the hour and the

remaining numbers on the program. Hie Pres-

ident announced that the information Mould

be found in November World Call, and the

report was omitted.

Finis Idleman of New York City gave the

(dosing address of the morning on "Unit y and

Permanence"' and I. J. Spencer and Dr. A. L.

Slielton offered prayer.

The Convention then adjourned until 2

o'clock.

Thursday Afternoon

The Thursday afternoon program was de-

voted to the work of the Bible schools and
the Convention was called to order at 2:00

o'clock by Mrs. Atwater.

'"Onward, Christian Soldiers'' was sung, and

an announcement was made at this time of

the assignment of visiting ministers to the

St. Louis pulpits for the following Lord's day.

E. L. Smith of California led the devotional

service. The Scripture lesso" was read from
the eleventh chapter of Hebrews and Clifford

A. Cole led in prayer.

J. W. Hagin of Kentucky gave the first ad-

dress of the afternoon on "A Decade of Serv-

ice," and was followed by Myron C. Settle,

who spoke on "Week-Day Religious Instruc-

tion." Cleveland Kleihauer of Seattle pre-

sented "The Opportunity oi the University

Church"; Robert Goodin, pastor of our Negro

church in Washington spoke on "Our Invest-

ment in Colored Bible Schools." and W. C.

Pearce on "Cooperation in Religious Educa-

tion." These addresses were valuable from

the practical experience of the speakers in

the subjects they presented.

President Miller then took the chair for

the session of the International Convention

and the presentation of the report of the

Committee on Recommendations. Those on

Foreign Work were presented by the chair-

man, C. C. Chapman, as follows:

We approve the report of the Foreign

Christian Missionary Society as presented to

the Convention. Realizing that this is the

last annual report of this individual organ-

ization we take great pleasure in heartily

commending the work and accomplishments of

this organization during the many years of

its splendid history. The steady growth and
achievements have shown the wisdom and ex-

cellent management of the various officers and
committees of the Foreign Christian Mission-

ary Society, and we are hoping and trusting

that the work so well done during the past

years will be further developed under the

management and guidance of the United

Christian Missionary Society of which it

now becomes a part.

Your Committee submits the following rec-

ommendations concerning the foreign work
of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.

1. Hearty cooperation in the final year of

the five-year campaign with a splendid finan-

cial aim of one million dollars.

2. The completion of the sanatorium at

Pendra Road for the treatment of tubercular

patients, realizing the immediate necessity

for the same.

3. That the United Society lie urged to

make Burgess Memorial School for girls at

Bilaspur . adequate to _ needs.

4. The enlargement of the hospital at Bil-

aspur as far as possible and that the nurses'

draining school may become a reality as soon

as funds, will allow.

5; The challenge of the great Nantungchow
field in China leads us to urge that.we occupy

the field as rapidly as the board finds itself

able; also, we are hoping that our .people

will do their part in the support of Ginling

College, which is a union college and the only

one for women in the whole of the Yangtze

valley.

(!. We realize the wonderful opportunity in

our new station at Mondonihe. Africa, and

hope that the progress of its development

may continue.

7. We feel that Paraguay, in Central South
America, can be taken for our Lord by the

Disciples of Christ, if they only know the

day of their opportunity and do their duty.

8. In view of the disturbed condition of

Mexico and the persistent efforts made by
interested parties to stir up strife between

Mexico and the United States, it appears to

us of the utmost importance and we urge that

the work be enlarged and advanced as quick-

ly as possible.

9. The need for missionaries was never

greater. Practically every country in the

world is ready and waiting for the gospel

story. Many of our young people are re-

sponding splendidly, saying, "Here am I.

Lord, send me."

We recommend that better equipment he

provided for our missionaries, espeeially

stressing the need of adequate transporta-

tion. Remembering the Scripture, "Go quick-

ly and tell." we ask that sufficient cars and
where necessary, launches be furnished to ex-

jiedite the work of the missionary, not only

to save time, but also to conserve the

strength of our missionaries who are sac-

rificing their lives that others may learn of

the Savior whom they love so well. We can

no longer ride in our luxurious cars while

our missionaries are compelled to use ox-

carts, and we want to put it in the hearts

of our people to rise to the occasion and
donate a number of cars for this purpose.

Be it resolved. That we heartily commend
the unselfish devotion, wise leadership and
constructive policies of the executive officers

and administrative boards of our Woman's
Missionary Society.

Be it further resolved, That it is the sense

of this Convention that all encouragement

and help possible be given to the Woman's
Missionary organization in the local churches,

functioning under the auspices of the United

Society.

It was voted that these recommendations

be adopted.

The following recommendations on the

work of the American Society were pre-

sented.

Your Committee hails with pleasure the

splendid financial reports of the American
Christian Missionary Society in the seventieth

year of its existence, noting that the total

receipts from both the churches and Sunday
schools are the greatest in its history. Also

that the total receipts are far greater than

any preceding year. The managers and exec-

utive officers are to be congratulated on this

achievement. .There are a few suggestions

emphasizing special feature- To which we wish
to call attention.

1st. We recommend that the American
Christian Missionary Society use all dili-

gence to adjust the difficulties before it that

now prevent its completely losing its identity

in the United Christian Missionary Society.

2nd. We recommend especially the report

of Mr. Burnham and Mr. Miller concerning

the work in Scandinavia and urge upon the

Society to use every possible means to aid

our brethren in Scandinavia in the arduous

ta-k of establishing the pure gospel of Christ

in that region.

3rd. We an 1 profoundly thankful that

through the mercy of God the leaders of the

work in Russia have been preserved and th-vt

they are now using every open door presented

them in propagating the much-needed truth

of God in that sorely tried country. If any
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of those brethren should visit this country

the Society should make arrangements to re-

ceive them and aid them in every possible

way.

4th. We rejoice in the success of the pre-

Easter "Win One" campaign, and recommend
that the same diligence and energy, if pos-

sible, be used throughout the entire year.

We also recommend that the Society employ

a man to give his entire time as Secretary

of Evangelism and would suggest the name of

Jesse M. Bader as a suitable person for the

work.

5th. In view of the great social unrest

and industrial strife of our day and inasmuch

as the gospel is the only antidote for all

poisonous doctrines, we commend the Amer-
ican Christian Missionary Society for the

work which is being done among the immi-

grant groups and urge that such work be

prosecuted with increased scope and zeal.

6th. Inasmuch as our Indian brethren are,

as a race, the only true North Americans

and inasmuch as the rest of us foreigners owe
them a special debt of obligation, we com-

mend the Society for its shown interest in this

people and recommend that this work be

made a permanent and regular work of the

Society.

Your Committee desires to express its grat-

ification over the work of the Board of

Church Extension for the painstaking care

in the handling of the sacred funds entrusted

to it; that it has manifested such extreme

diligence in adding to and conserving these

special interests, both of the local churches

and for the kingdom at large; and it be-

lieves that this year's report is a most fit-

ting crown for the thirty years of faithful

services rendered by George W. Muekley,

Senior Secretary.

The Committee further desires to commend
most heartily the suggestions of the Church

Extension Board embodied in their annual

report as to the future work of this depart-

ment in the United Society, especially approv-

ing the suggestion to extend the privilege

of loans, for the purpose of erection of resi-

dences for ministers.

Regarding the Bible School Department,

your Committee reports as follows:

1. We recommend and approve the sug-

gestion made by our general Bible School

Department, laying emphasis upon our

Thanksgiving offering for our Bible schools

and reiterate their feeling regarding the sa-

cred import of the Tercentenary of the land-

ing of the Pilgrim fathers.

2. We urge the state boards and conven-

tions to make the best possible provision for

the Bible school and religious activities of

the churches, and we commend the plan of

regional supervision whereby, in such states

as may desire it. there may be secured de-

partmental specialists to assist the general

superintendents in meeting the needs of the

churches for the Schools of Methods, Insti-

tutes and other forms of specialized training

and help.

3. We recommend that earnest effort be

made to place two full-time workers in

Canada.

4. We approve the work of the Bible School

Department among our colored brethren and
recommend that an elementary specialist be

added to our force of workers as soon as

possible.

5. We endorse heartily the report of the

Bible School Department on Schools of Meth-

ods and most strongly urge our people every-

where to take advantage of their opportuni-

ties in this important matter.

Ci. We approve the Bible School Depart-

ment's report on "Standard of Efficiency" and
heartily support their belief that "much more
attention be paid to the Standard of Effi-

ciency by our publications, by our field force

and by our local Bible school workers every-

where.
-
'

7. We heartily approve the report on Evan-

gelistic Campaign relating especially to the

pre-Easter decision plan and recommend its

continuance, together with the suggestion that

there should be a like campaign of evangeli>in

carried on in the latter part of the year, as

well as in the spring season.

8. We recommend a more emphatic atti-

tude towards a more loyal support of the

proposition to maintain a Training School

for our Bible school field workers.

0. We endorse the movement to place with-

in each of our colleges and universities a
Chair of Religious Education.

10. We recommend that our brethren be

urged to give earnest consideration to the

interdenominational activities as outlined in

the report of our Bible (School Department.

11. We recommend that our Bible School

Committee cooperate with the International

Sunday School Committee on the advisability

of continuing the survey begun by the lnter-

church World Movement, under the direction

of Professor Athearn, providing this is ap-

proved by the Executive Committee of the

United Society.

12. We approve the cooperation of the

Bible schools in the matter of the offerings

for the Near-East Relief and recommend fur-

ther that credits for such offerings appear in

our Year Book.

13. Because it is vitally important that

the instruction in our Bible schools shall keep

pace with education along other lines, and

Field Workers in Religious Education at St. Louis Convention
First Row, left to right—P. M. Trout, Roy K. Roadruck, E. T,. Smith, J. D. Zimmerman, Ida M. Irvin.
.Sitting—Charles Darsie, Cynthia P. Maus, R. M. Hopkins, Hazel A. Lewis, Theresa C. Felix.
Standing—P. H. Moss, Mrs. McArdle, Grace Gilbert, Paul B. Rains, Mrs. S. P. Moore (Hidden). Adeline Goddard, Jesse Filsoll, D. Park Chapman, Katherine

E. Staub, J. S. Mill, Mrs. Mary Furbish, E. B. Quick, A. O. Kuhn, H. L. Olmstead, Lin D. Cartwright, Roy N. Cloyd, Garry L. Cook, Florence Car-
michael, J. H. Jones, S. W. Hutton.
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further because the highest possible standard

of teaching efficiency is none too high in the

giving the Word of God to a needy world,

we commend the efforts of our Bible School

Department in laying stress upon Teacher

Training and urge every Bible school among
the Churches of Christ to maintain at all

times at least one class in Teacher Training

and that constant and persistent stress be

given that work by our local Bible school

leaders.

We enthusiastically commend the national

slogan or aims for 1920-21 set forth by our

colored brethren in the Bible school reports,

as follows:

1. Each state represented in the National

Convention.

2. One hundred new Teacher Training

classes organized.

3. One hundred Standard Bible schools.

4. $1,500 for Bible school extension.

5. $500 of the amount reported in the

Convention.

6. $1,000 raised by field secretaries.

We also urge that our Bible School De-

partment lend every encouragement to help

these brethren to attain these splendid ideals.

We recommend that the amendments to

the Constitution of the American Christian

Missionary Society as presented in the Con-

vention, be adopted

It was voted that these recommendations

be adopted.

The following recommendations regarding

the home work of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions were presented

:

1. We congratulate the Board on the suc-

cess of the College of Missions, which we un-

derstand has the largest enrollment in its

history, and urge that plans for a larger en-

dowment fund, which is badly needed, be

made as soon as possible.

2. We wish to express our pride in the

fine work being done in our mountain schools,

especially that of Livingston, Tennessee,

whose enrollment in all departments during

the past year was 642. The accommodations

are totally inadequate and the outstanding

job for the present year is the erection of a

new main school building to cost $50,000.

We urge that as soon as practical this be

done.

3. We realize as we review the many race

riots during the past year how necessary, we
might say imperative, is the . extension and
enlargement of our Negro work ; we heartily

endorse the purchase of land near Louisville,

Kentucky, on which to erect a Central Chris-

tian Institute for the training of Negroes and

recommend that we do proceed in the erection

as soon as possible.

4. We notice the need of the two new
school buildings in our Negro school, the

Piedmont Christian Institute, located at Mar-
tinsville, Virginia, each building to cost $25,-

000, in all $50,000 needed. This money will

be needed in the next eighteen months and

we beg that it will be raised and our Negro

work, which even now commands the admi-

ration of all communions, be kept up on a
high grade.

5. VVc wish to express our gratification

for the large and growing social service work
being done among the Negroes at Flannel'

House, Indianapolis, and feci that such serv-

ice as this is helping to solve the Negro prob-

lem.

It was voted that these recommendations be

adopted.

The following letter was read by Mr. Gra-

ham Frank, with the recommendation from
the Committee that it be sent to all our

mission churches on the foreign fields:

The churches of Christ in America and Can-

ada to those churches in Asia and Africa

and in Mexico. South America and the Is-

lands of the Sea, which have been estab-

lished through the preaching of the Word
of God by men and women, sent forth from

us under the sacred commission of our

Lord, Greetings

:

We rejoice deeply that you have obtained

a like precious faith with us in the righteous-

ness of our God and the Savior Jesus Christ,

and the report of your steadfastness is con-

stant occasion for our gratitude to God in

your behalf.

We know of the taxing hardships—the

pitiful persecutions that have befallen many
of you because of your obedience to Christ,

and we send this message of sympathy and
this assurance, that unceasingly we bear you
up before the throne of God in our prayers.

We would remind you, as we do ourselves,

that our Lord has said, "Blessed are they

that are ])ersecuted for righteousness' sake,

for their's is the Kingdom of Heaven." And
we want you to know, too, dear brothers and

sisters in the Lord, that we have not only

been helpers of you, as we greatly hope, but

that you, by your devotion to Christ, are con-

stantly helpers of us. Your faith to God-

ward is gone forth to the very ends of the

earth. More than you can possibly know, we
live if you stand fast in the Lord.

We rejoice to learn by the faithful testi-

mony of those who have returned for a period

of rest from their labors among you, and
from others who have visited you, of your

growth in grace and in the knowledge of the

Lord and of your cheerful acceptance of those

duties and responsibilities that come upon
the churches, as such, and upon the individ-

uals of their membership. We remind you

that it is still true, here with us and with

you, that all that we are and all that we do

is open before Him whom we serve. Jesus is

still saying, "T know thy works."

Though separated by great distances;

though of different races and tongues; yet

we are of one Church—bound together in one

great brotherhood voicing a common faith

and a common love toward the one Savior of

us all. This is a bond that is stronger than

all the powers of evil and it holds in spite of

all distances and physical differences. How
wondrous such a fellowship! Though, in

most instances, we shall not meet till we
stand together before God, how holy a thing

it is that, widely separated as we are, we may
yet be comforted and sustained each of us by

the other's faith, both yours and ours!

As those through whose efforts, under God,

you have been called into the precious light

and liberty of the gospel, we would entreat you
to remain steadfast in your faith in Jesus as

the only begotten Son of God and in your

loyalty to Him and to the Word of His grace.

And in these things we urge you to pray

also for us. Let us together petition the

throne of God that we may conduct our-

selves with all purity of life, sotting forth

before the world that knows not our God
nor His divine Son the beauty of holiness

that will commend to all men our precious

Faith.

Recognizing (be grace of liberality thai is

already manifest in you, we would encourage

you to press forward to the complete self-

support of your churches and pastors, having
in mind the responsibility that is yours to

make known the unsearchable riches of God
in Christ Jesus to those of your countrymen
who do not yet know the Lord. In the great

social awakening of our time and in the midst
of the national movements that are trans-

forming many non-Christian lands, we see an
amazing opportunity for you to present in

your own way to your own people the fullness

of the gospel of Christ which is the only
safeguard of human liberties and the only

means of the salvation of the souls of men.
"Now unto Him that is able to guard you

from stumbling and to set you before the

presence of His glory without blemish in

exceeding joy. to the only God our Savior,

through Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, maj-
esty, dominion and power, before all time,

and now, and forevermore, Amen."
It was voted that the recommendation be

adopted.

The following recommendation on the re-

port of the Board of Ministerial Relief was
presented

:

Your committee wishes to approve the

Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Board
of Ministerial Relief of the Church of Christ,

and to commend the effective administration

of this sacred enterprise.

As the work of this board is now bein<_r

merged in the United Christian Missionary
Society, we take this opportunity to com-
mend the Board of Ministerial Relief for its

faithfulness to its trust, for its achievements

thus far, and for its far-seeing and compre-

hensive plans for an adequate Pension sys-

tem. We desire to urge the ministers and
churches to give the fullest possible support
to the Pension system.

It was voted that this recommendation be

adopted.

The Committee on Recommendations pre-

sented further:

—

That, regarding Brother Collis's resolution

to recall Frank Garrett, your Committee re-

ports unfavorably thereon, and suggests the

following

:

That inasmuch as we should remove as far

as possible every obstacle to the progress of

our cause in the foreign field, and inasmuch
as it appears there are such obstacles growing

out of some teaching by some member of the

China mission, that we urge the Foreign

Board to take such steps as will remove the

difficulties in the way.

There was spirited debate on this resolu-

tion with the result that it was finally voted

to refer it back to the Committee on Recom-

mendations.

The following resolutions on Near-Fast Re-

lief were referred to the Committee on Recom-
mendations:

Whereas, A most desperate and deplor-

able condition exists today in Asia Minor,

due to the cruelties and persecutions of the

Christian people of that region on the part

of the Turks, the chief sufferers being the

Armenians, who have been most fright fully

decimated as a result of the oppression of

their enemies;

Whereas, The rescue of the people of Ar-

menia from complete extinction is being ac-

complished in a large measure by the relief

in various forms which has been extended to

them by I be people of America through the

service of the Near-East Relief, an organiza-

tion incorporated by an ad of Congress, which
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Board of Managers of the United Christian Missionary Society at the St. Louis Convention

is feeding the starving, sheltering the home-

less, caring for the sick, the widows and the

orphans, stimulating the industries and agri-

culture, and in many other ways is assisting

in the repatriation, rehabilitation and re-es-

tablishment of the suffering and dependent

people of the New East.

Be it resolved : That, we commend the great

work being done in Armenia. Syria. Pales-

tine and other countries of Bible Lands by

the people of America through the agency of

the Near East Relief, an organization charged

by our government with feeding the thou-

sands that are hungry, clothing the naked and

nursing the afflicted and dying. But for the

generous giving of our people and the heroic

service of relief workers in the Near East, the

whole Armenian nation would have been blot-

ted out by the cruelty of the Turk.

Also, We recommend that our churches and

people continue their gifts to this worthy

cause and, realizing the suffering that will

come to thousands in the Near East when the

rigid winter season sets in if prompt relief

is not at hand, we suggest that wherever pos-

sible gifts be made now that relief may be

given before winter takes its toll of human
lives.

Four other resolutions were referred to the

Committee without reading. Telegrams of

greeting were read from Judge Frederick A.

Henry of Ohio, and from the several boards of

the Christian Church assembled in joint ses-

sion in Dayton, Ohio, through G. F. Coffin,

Chairman and J. F. Burnett. Secretary of

the Commission on Christian Unity of that

Church. It was voted that these greetings be

returned from the Convention.
,

President Burnham then called a business

session of the United Christian Missionary

Society, to hear the report of the Nominating

Committee.

All but three members of this Committee,

representing thirty-five states and areas,

were present, as follows:—
Alberta O. E. Payne
Arizona G. K. Berry

Arkansas B. B. Davidson

California. (North) C. F. Hutslar

(absent)

California. (South) F. M. Rogers

(absent)

Colorado Mrs. Susie E. Flint

Georgia Tohn H. Wood
Indiana 1 V. W. Blair

Illinois W. F. Rothenburgcr

Iowa B. S. Denny
Kansas Sam I. Smith

Kentucky J. H. Mac Neill

Louisiana I. E. Adams
Maryland. Delaware

and D.C. C. N. Jarrett

Michigan A. H. Martin

Minnesota Frank S. Bartlett

Missouri G. L. Bush
Nebraska 0. L. Smith

New Mexico. West

Texas Milo Atkinson

New York E. H. Wray
North Carolina B. P. Smith
North Dakota Earl M. Griggs

Ohio L. G. Batman
Oklahoma I. N. McCash
Oregon Mrs. W. B. Swope
Pennsylvania, ( East ) C. H. Frick (absent)

Pennsylvania, (West) — C. M. Smail

Saskatchewan W. G. Kitchen

South Dakota Mrs. Robt. C. Moore
Tennessee Lee. E. Glass

Texas H. C. Garrison

Virginia. G. H. Steed

W. Virginia E. P. Wise
Washington S. G. Buckner

Wisconsin Gerald L. K. Smith

W. F. Rothenburgcr of Illinois, Chairman,

presented the report as follows

:

T. For the Committee on Time and Place

:

W. E. Crabtree. 0. E. Payne, Mrs. A. B.

Brown, C. M. Watson, Mrs. John Fletcher,

Alexander Adamson, S. B. Lindsay, Brown
Funk, W. S. Shoup, Wallace Tharp, B. F.

Archer, Roger T. Nooe, Colby D. Hall, L. E.

Brown, A. E. Asher.

This section of the report was adopted.

II. For membership on the Board of Man-
agers, terms expiring 1923 the following:

Alabama, L. M. Omer; Arkansas. Mrs. Clio

Harper; California, H. 0. Breeden; Florida,

Mrs. Florence P. Haden ; Idaho, W. A. Moore;
Illinois. Stephen E. Fisher. Mrs. Neva Ford

Cowling, Mr. Hendricks; Indiana, Hilton U.

Brown, Mrs. E. W. Cole; Iow^a, Mrs. Letta

P. Ashley; Kansas,. Mrs. D. F. Cross. Arthur

Long, I. W. Gill; Kentucky, Everett S. Smith.

Mrs." Allen Thomas. Jos. W. Porter; Mary-

land, Delaware. District of Columbia, W. M.

Norment; Michigan, Mrs. F. T. Hicks ;Minne-

sota, Dr. D. 0. Thomas; Missouri, Geo. A.

Campbell, Mrs. R. S. Latshaw and Mrs. P. H.

Rea; Nebraska, Mrs. Henry Fishback. 11. J I.

Harmon; New England, Mrs. Harry Minnick;

~S^ew York and New Jersey, G. M. Kirby;

New Mexico and West Texas, Milo Atkinson

;

North and South Dakota, Mrs. Robt. C.

Moore; Ohio, Mrs. F. A. Cramer. Mrs. L. C.

Fillmore, F. A. Henry; Oklahoma, Mrs. I. N.

McCash; Oregon, H. H. Griffis; South Caroli-

na, J. C. Richardson ; Tennessee, G. C. Slier-

rod, Mrs. Lee E. Glass, Carey E. Morgan;

Texas, Graham Frank, Mrs. Colby D. Hall,

Mrs. C. S. Weaver; Virginia, J. P. McCon-
nell; West Virginia, Mrs. W. W. Hume.
The following were nominated to till vacan-

cies on the Board of Managers, terms to ex-

pire in 1921:

Louisiana, W. H. Allen; Wisconsin. Mrs.

J. C. Thurman; Colorado, Claire L. Waitc.

It was voted that this report be adopted

and the persons declared elected.

The following officers of the United So-

ciety were nominated:

President. F. W. Burnham; Vice-President,

Archibald McLean; Vice-President, Mrs. An-

na R. Atwater: Recorder, Mrs. Ellie K.

Payne; Treasurer, C. W. Plopper.

It was voted that this report be adopted

and the officers declared elected.

The following secretaries of the United

Society were nominted:

Grant K. Lewis. R. M. Hopkins. W. F. Tur-

ner, John 11. Booth. G. W. Muckley, J. H.

Mohorter, Mrs. Effie L. Cunningham. Mrs.

J. M. Stearns. Miss Daisy June Trout. Mrs.

A. B. Anderson. Mrs. Susanne Moffett, Ste-
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phen J. Corey. C. M. Yociun, R. A. Doan,

Bert Wilson, M. H. Gray, W. R. Warren, Mrs.

Esther T. Johnson, F. E. Smith.

It was voted that this report be adopted

and the secretaries declared elected.

Thursday Evening

The evening service began with the singing

of '"Break Thou the Bread of Life", following

which Mrs. Evans led in prayer. "God Will

Take Care of You" was sung, after which the

audience read, responsively. from the loth

chapter of John's Gospel, and Dr. Royal J.

Dye led in prayer.

J. B. Briney then brought to the attention

of the convention an article from one of the

city papers, noting that it gave a wrong im-

pression in reporting a recent session of the

Convention.

This matter was referred to the Committee
on Recommendations.

At this time Mr. McLean, who was presid-

ing, introduced Joseph J. Franklyn of Austra-

lia, who presented official greetings from our

churches in that far-off land. It was voted

that Mr. Franklyn he asked to carry back

with him the Christian greetings and good
wishes of the Convention.

"Jesus Keep Me Near the Cross" was then

sung, after which E. F. Daugherty of Cali-

fornia gave the first address of the evening

on "Religious Bolshevism." Geo. W. Muck-
ley followed with an illustrated lecture on

"Church Extension".

The Convention then adjourned.

Friday Morning

On Friday morning the Convention was
called to order by W. R. Warren, President

of the Board of Ministerial Relief. "Jesus,

Lover of My Soul" was sung, and the devo-

tional service was led by J. J. Castleberry.

.After the singing of "Faith of Our Fath-

ers", Mr. Warren introduced F. E. Smith,
Secretary of the Board, who briefly reviewed

I lie report of the work of the Board for

(lie year. This report indicated growth and
progress especially in the department of Pen-
sions.

Charles S. Medbury of Iowa gayfi the ad-

dress of (he morning on "The Glory of the

Ministry", after which Waller M. White
offered prayer.

S. M. Martin at this time presented a num-

ber of resolutions which were referred to the

Committee on Recommendations.

This closed the session of the Board of

Ministerial Relief and Pensions.

At 10:30 W. Palmer Clarkson, President of

the National Benevolent Association of Hie

Christian Church, took the chair and intro-

duced Lee W. (Irani, who gave the report of

the Treasurer of the Association for 1919-

1920. It was voted thai this report he

adopted.

The report of the Nominating Committee
was then presented as follow.-:

Your Committee on nominations for mem-
bers of the Central Board of the National Be-

nevolent Association beg to report as follows:

President, \V. Palmer Clarkson, St. Louis;

Vice-President, .1. W. Perry, Kansas City,

Missouri; Vice-President. R. A. Long. Kan-
sas City. Missouri: Treasurer, Lee W. Grant,

St. Louis; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. J.

K. Hanshrough. St. Louis; General Secretary,

J. H. Morhorter, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. F.

M. Wright, Frank Henry, 0. E. Scott, Mr. md
Mrs. S. H. Thomson. E. F. Harris, Dr. C. C.

Cowdrey, Mr. and Mrs. C. Oiv;r. Mr. and

Mrs. II. H. Hodgdon, I. R. Kelso. Mrs. W. H.

headers in the Children's Program in the St.

T^ouis Convention and Wards of the Church
in the Christian Orphans' Home

Elliott, John E. Mitchell. Dr. and Mrs. G. H.
Gibson, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Scott, R. L. Lund,
•las. C. Pettus, all of St. Louis; Dr. W. E.

Miner. Kansas City. Missouri; I. W. Gill,

Wichita, Kansas: C. C. Chapman. Fullerton,

California: Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carrison. Los
Angeles; Noyse P. Gallup, Cleveland, Ohio;

Eli II. Long." Buffalo. New York; Ripley H.
Ilarwood, Dallas. Texas: Gabriel Jones. Den-
ver. Colorado; A. E. Cory. New York City;

J'. •(. Spratling, Atlanta, Georgia.

(Signed j Mrs. Ceo. W. Muckxey,
W. A. Moore,
J. T. Booxe.

It was voted that this report be adopted

and the officers and members of the Board
declared elected.

Then followed a very interesting program
of addresses. A. C. Rice of Illinois spoke on

"Our Aged Brethren. Our Guests"; Mrs.

11. II. Hodgdon on "The Widow and Her
Child"; Mrs. B. R. Brown. "Giving the

Children Their Chance": and Mrs. F. M.
Wright, "The Young Baby, Its Salvation and
Care".

These addresses all showed the practical

work of the Board, women and children be-

ing brought to the platform as demonstra-

tions of its efficient Christian care.

A most interesting program followed, of

singing and drills, given by the children of

the St. Louis Christian Orphans' Home, with

Mrs. Daisy Asman as leader. The children

sang a closing song "God Will Take Care of

You" and the Convention was dismissed.

Friday Afternoon

The Board of Education occupied Friday

afternoon, the President of the Board, I. X.

McCash of Oklahoma, presiding.

"America" was sung, and the devotional

service was led by Henry J. Derthick of Ten-

nessee.

A quartette of girls from William Woods
College, Fulton, Missouri, delighted the au-

dience with two songs, after which President

McCash introduced II. 0. Pritchard. Secretary

of the Board of Education, who gave a brief

review of the report of the work for the

past year.

President A. D. Harmon of Cotner College

followed with an address on "Christian Edu-

cation and Leadership."

At the Left Is One of Seven from (he National Benevolent Association Adopted and Reared hv the
Mother at the Right. Curlyloehs Is the Foster Daughter's Own Child
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A sextette of girls from Christian College,

Columbia, Missouri, greatly pleased the Con-

vention with a group of songs, after which

the International Convention resumed its

business. President Miller in the chair.

Recommendations regarding World Call

were presented by W. F. Rothenburger of

Illinois and referred to the Committee on

Recommendations.

The report of the Publicity Committee was

given through B. E. Elliott, chairman, as

follows

:

Your Publicity Committee has promulgated

advance announcements of this Convention

through the several church papers and also

through the secular press of the entire United

States. Hundreds of columns of newspaper

space have been accorded this news.

The newspapers of St. Louis, up to today,

have printed approximately thirty columns

of news of this Convention. We would call

your attention to the fact that this news

has been vitally related to the Convention and

no large space has been used for the airing

of controversy.

The Associated Press has carried from five

hundred to one thousand words daily over

their wires to thousands of newspapers

throughout the entire United States.

Much of the matter that has been printed

in the St. Louis newspapers was supplied by

your Committee on Publicity, in advance.

The Associated Press was handled by your

Committee and two stories were furnished

this press association each day by your Com-
mittee.

Newspaper clippings show that tlie news

of this Convention is being published. We
have in hand clippings from points as far

away as Dallas, Texas; Spokane, Washington,

and Jacksonville, Florida, testifying to this.

We wish to suggest that more attention

( night co be paid to the distribution of news

of our movement, not only with reference to

our International Convention, but all during

the year with regard to our progress in every

possible way. It is quite difficult, as you will

agree, to gather and distribute the news of an
entire year in the very short time allowed

during a Convention, when many matters are

demanding the attention of our leaders. The
only way that this can be done is by a well

appointed publicity organization with a suffi-

cient appropriation to do the work and do it

well. The newspapers in our Convention

cities marvel at the amount of news one of

our Conventions makes and recommendations

have been offered repeatedly that this de-

partment ought to receive constant attention

and action.

The handling of the publicity of this Con-

vention has been largely in the hands of the

Chairman of this Committee, because of other

members being vitally concerned and occupied

with other Convention affairs. The work has

not been done as well as we might hope, but

under the circumstances we present this re-

port without any apology.

Graham Frank presented the report of the

Committee on Recommendations as follows:

I. Your Committee reports unfavorably
upon the John T. Brown resolution,

That it is the sense of this Convention
that the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety shall give its entire time to the admin-
istration of its own affairs and not to inter-

fere in any manner whatsoever with the work
of any person or organization.

It was voted to approve the Committee's

report.

II. Your Committee begs leave to make the

following report on the Report of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Hoard of Managers of

the United Christian Missionary Society:

(a) We hereby commend the United So-

ciety in the selection of the city in which

headquarters have been located and the office

building in which the space for the offices

has been selected.

(b) We further commend the Society for

the painstaking care which has been taken

in safe-guarding the legal steps in the in-

corporation of the Society.

(c) By advice of the International Con-

vention in 1919 and by the action of each of

the underwriting organizations in Convention

assembled in 1919, these organizations are

obligated to the extent of their underwritings

and their obligations must be met. It is the

desire of the Executives of these underwrit-

ing agencies that no dollar given specifically

for missions, benevolence and education shall

be taken to pay the underwritings. Therefore,

we recommend that these underwriting agen-

cies set up such organization as they may
deem best or use any existing organization

to raise the amount legally due the Inter-

church World Movement by voluntary contri-

butions from churches and individuals.

(d) We recommend that the fiscal year

of the United Society be from July 1 of each

year to June 30 of the following year.

(e) Including the above commendations,
recommendations and amendments, we here-

by recommend the adoption of the report of

the Executive Committee to the Board of

Managers of the United Christian Missionary
Society.

These Resolutions were voted.

III. Concerning the Board of Education
your Committee reports as follows:

(a) Whereas, the Board of Education has
been eminently successful in unifying our ed-

ucation program, in increasing interest in

our educational institutions and in raising

funds for their maintenance,

Be it resolved, That wTe express our grati-

fication for the splendid work of the Board,
and for the notable progress of our educa-

tional work, and that we highly commend
those whose consecrated efforts have achieved

these results.

(b) We recommend that the fiscal year
of the Board of Education of the Disciples

of Christ be made to correspond with that, of

the other organizations of the brotherhood,

from July 1 of each year to June 30 (inclu-

sive) of the following year.

(c) We recommend that the Board of Edu-
cation be financed the coming year by a levy

of two cents per member as per the Year
Book of 1920, with the provision that in re-

gard to the raising and distribution of funds
in the various' college territories the same
principles shall obtain as during the year
just closed; and with the further provision

that if the next year is made to end June 30,

1921, then the toll shall be three-fourths of

the two cents per member.
(d) In connection with the underwritings

we recommend that the Board of Education
cooperate with the United Society in what-

ever plan is adopted to raise and pay the

underwritings, and that all underwritings be

included in one sum and be raised by a united

campaign and applied without discrimination

in the liquidation of said underwritings.

(ej We recommend that the following

recommehdatioi s of the Board be approved:

That we undertake the employment of

three additional secretaries as rapidly as the

right men can be secured and financed, said

men to head up respectively departments of

Promotional Work, University work and Vo-
cational Guidance.

Definition of the duties of Secretaries are

sketched thus:

/. General Secretary

Shall give attention to education ideals

and policies:

1. By encouraging and assisting in the

creation and maintenance of worthy educa-

tional standards.

2. By seeking to create a knowledge of the

fundamental place of Christian education in

the life of the church.

3. By maintaining representation of the

Board of Education in interdenominational

and educational councils.

4. By maintaining representation of the

Board of Education in the various agencies

and activities of the brotherhood.

5. By organizing and articulating the

various activities of the Board of Education.

//. Promotional Secretary

1. He shall promote the regular budget

for the Board of Education and its cooperat-

ing institutions by means of literature, at-

tending conventions and by working through

college and state promotional agencies.

2. Constant cultivation of individual and
large gifts for education.

3. He shall cooperate with institutions in

special endowment and building campaigns.

///. University Secretary

His work shall be

:

1. The coordination and development of

present agencies at state schools.

2. Initiation of agencies in fields as yet

unoccupied.

3. Cooperation with other religious bodies

in centers where we do not care to establish

independent work.

4. Fostering the development of efficient

local church facilities and activities in order

to care for the inspirational ana religious life

of students in university centers.

5. Establishing and maintaining contact

with groups of Disciples in educational cen-

ters where we have no conserving agency.

(J. Gaining the cooperation of pastors,

churches and parents in interesting students

in conserving agencies at work in state

schools.

TV. Vocational Guidance Sccrelari/

1. The purpose in general shall be the dis-

covery, development and direction of the abil-

ities of our young people with a view to their

largest usefulness as Christian men and wom-
en.

2. The means to be used are literature,

young peoples' conferences, conventions and

college visitation.

3. Some points to be stressed are

:

(a) Directing the attention of pastors and

leaders of young people to their responsibility

in keeping boys and girls of ability in the

high school until graduation and then seeing

to it that they go to college.

(b) Development of a literature to be

used in Sunday schools and Endeavor Socie-

ties which will create a desire for training

and will acquaint these young people with

our own educational agencies.
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(c) Conferences with young people both

in local churches and in educational institu-

tions with a view to aiding them to the

wisest choice of a vocation.

(d) Participation in all summer confer-

ences for young people.

(e) Development of a literature that can

be used by ministers in the vocational guid-

ance of their young f>P°ph'-

(f) Conferences of preachers on vocation-

al guidance and preparation of a manual of

suggestions for preachers.

These recommendations were voted.

IV. We heartily commend the resolutions

of the Near-East Relief Committee as read

before the Convention.

V. Stewardship—Notwithstanding o a r

increase last year in giving, we view with

humiliation the fact that our average gift

for all missions as shown in the Year Book

was the pitiful sum of $1.23, and the total

average gift for both ourselves and others,

was less than 2% cents out of every dollar

that we receive as stewards from the Divine

owner.

(a) Therefore, in view of the appalling

need for a re-united church on the New Test-

ament platform that the simple gospel of

our Savior may be given to a waiting world,

we recommend immediate employment by our

United Christian Missionary Society of a full-

time national stewardship secretary and such

other field workers as may be necessary to

make a continuous campaign of education

and training effective. And thai the national

stewardship secretary be authorized to pre-

pare the necessary literature and assist and

direct the field secretaries in putting the

stewardship plea before our student bodies,

convention assemblies and churches in the

shortest possible time.

(b) We further recommend: That the

Program Committee of the next Convention

be instructed to set apart a reasonable space

of time for the presentation of the important

subject of Christian Stewardship.

These Resolutions were voted.

VI. We recommend that the reports of the

General Secretary of the International Con-

vention and of the Treasurer and the finan-

cial statement of the Men and Millions Move-

ment be approved.

These Recommendations were voted.

VII. Concerning the Mark Collis resolution

we submit the following and call upon Dr.

Medbury to read this report :

Your Committee reports back to I be Con-

vention the resolution introduced by Brother

Mark Collis in relation to Brother frank

Garrett, with its disapproval, and recommends

the adoption of (be following resolutions

covering the situation involved:

Whereas. The seal of the approval of God
has been upon (be work of our brotherhood

in the year that is passed, and we have been

permitted to see not only wondrous growth

in generosity on the pari <>l our churches

but to rejoice in precious sheaves gathered

for the garner of God in all fields of our

activity, and

Whereas, In the conduct of our great

work in the freedom of our democratic life,

unavoidable differences have arisen, and to-be-

expected questions as to methods have been

forced to the front, and even loyalty to the

fundamentals of our faith been made an is-

sue, be it resolved :

1. That we thank God and take courage

as we view our whole people and think of

the unquestioned faith and love and zeal

thai mark them and their fundamental unity

in the advocacy of those things most certainly

believed anions us all summed up in the

headship of Jesus over His Church, and be it

further

2. Resolved. That we voice our thanks

in Him whom we serve for the completely re-

assuring attitude of the Board of Managers

of the Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

—whose report the Convention made its own
—when, in view of the earnest and anxious

questionings of devoted but troubled men and

women they declared first. "Gratification at

the growing interest in the subject of Chris-

tian unity among workers in China."' second,

"Sympathy with our missionaries passionate-

ly desiring, the consummation of such unity."

but third,, '"that the Executive Committee is

commit ted' to the program of organization and

maintenance of work on the mission field in

consonance with the teaching and practice of

the Disciples of Christ in the United States"

and as a further interpretation of their own
resolutions declared. "These resolutions can

have but one meaning and that is that the

Executive Committee does not approve of any

control of the local churches by a district as-

sociation, or of the advocacy or practice of

open-membership among the missionaries or

mission stations supported by the Foreign

Society." Now, be it further

3. Resolved, That this statement of the

Foreign Christian Missionary Society, voic-

ing as we believe it does the heart of our

brotherhood as to points at issue, be sub-

mitted by tlie United Society to men and

women engaged in service under their direc-

tion whose teachings or practices have been

called in question, to the end that their open

avowal of loyal support of such an expression

of the thought and life of the brotherhood

may restore in the hearts of all. complete con-

fidence in them or, if in the liberty of con-

science such avowal is impossible, may indi-

cate the wisdom of a prompt cessation of ser-

vice as representatives of the Disciples of

Christ.

4. Resolved, That we request the United

Society to report to the next convention the

results of their action in harmony with the

above resolutions.

(Signed) Mbs. W. B. Craig,

John' R. Golden,
1). M. Walker,
L. D. Axdersox.
C. S. Medbury. Chairman.

These resolutions were unanimously voted.

VTII. Further—
We recommend that (be report of the Com-

mittee on Fraternal Relations be accepted and

therefore recommend that the United Society

make provision for a worthy appropriation

to the American Bible Society in their annual

budget.

Tliis recommendation was voted.

IN. Feeling the great need of keeping alive

in the hearts of the people a keen interest in

the question of world-wide prohibition and

its enforcement, we most heartily commend to

the sympathetic cooperation of all our breth-

ren, the work of the Board of Temperance

and Social Welfare in this greal field. Both

in pulpit and press we urge the widest pub-

licity and that prayer be made for this cause

continually. We urge that all laws for the

enforcement of prohibition be strictly ami

steadfastly enforced.

We recognize that the use of alcoholic

liquor is a world habit and that it is a men-
ace to the welfare of our common humanitv
the world around; and that it is a hindrance
to the work of our missionaries.

Therefore we commend the Board of Tem-
perance and Social Welfare for their educa-

tional program in foreign fields and urge that

literature be placed in the hands of the edu-

cated classes in these countries so that an
intelligent moral leadership shall lie prepared

to do valiant service against King Alcohol.

We deprecate the increasing use of cigar-

ettes among boys of eighth grade and high
school age. and recommend that a program
of education lie vigorously carried on to

create sentiment which will act as a deterrent

to this baneful habit among those of ten-

der age.

We recognize the fact that there are great

forces at work in our American life to make
our Lord's day a Continental Sunday, and
call upon all Christians to express their fidel-

ity to the purposes of this day by attendance

upon the services of the Lord's house, and
using their influence against the commercial-

izing of the day.

These resolutions were voted.

N. On the work of the National Benevo-

lent Association, we submit the following:

1. We approve a budget of $300,000 for

maintenance of the National Benevolent As-

sociation.

2. We heartily approve the purchase of

property in Marion. Indiana, as a home for

the aged, and recommend that the 85,000

needed for repairs be raised as speedily as

possible.

3. We feel that as the home at Long
Beach. California, has been and is being pat-

ronized by brethren from all over the Stale-.

for the benefit of their health and also to

enjoy that climate, we think it only fair that

it be nationalized and all the brethren help

to support it.

4. We heartily endorse the plans for a

tubercular sanatarium for the brethren and

recommend that it be made one of the ob-

jectives to be obtained as soon as practicable.

5. The need of a horne for incurables

where we can place those of our needy breth-

ren, also needing treatment, seems to u~ an

urgent need. We should make such a home
one of our goals for the future.

(i. We wish to express our pride in ihc

fact that we have a hospital in Kansas City,

Missouri. We understand that the National

Benevolent Association can obtain this hos-

pital and we feel thai the Disciples of Christ

should acquire and endow hospitals in every
center as rapidly as possible. While we
strongh urge this policy, yet we wish to

give the Executive Committee all discretion-

ary power in handling this mailer, relying

upon their wisdom and decision in the policy

that is best.

7. We wish to express our admiral ion ol

the Christian and capable management of our

benevolences, feeling thai this is the most
lender ministry among mil' brotherhood, tak-

ing care of the widow, the orphan, the aged,

nor would we forget those who. after giving

the best years of their life in preaching the

gospel of our Lord and Savior. Jesus Christ,

are now our most honored guests for the re-

mainder oi their lives.

8. We recommend that the purchase ol

i he propertj in Jacksonville, Florida, be ap-

proved and that every effort be made to

secure the funds with which to remodel and
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furnish the building and that it be opened

without delay.

These recommendations were voted and

the meeting closed with prayer by John 11.

Wood.

Friday Evening

The Board of Education continued its pro-

gram at 7:30 o'clock, with a service of song,

and devotional period led by E. M. Waits.

The Christian College sextette then de-

lighted the audience with special music, after

which H. 0. Pritchard, Secretary of the

Hoard, gave an address on "An Educational

Program for the Disciples of Christ."

After the quartette from William Woods
College gave another of its beautiful songs,

John E. Pounds gave an address on the sub-

ject, '"Our Most Neglected Duty," giving spe-

cial emphasis to the subject of annuities,

wills and bequests.

A very interesting feature of the evening

was the presenting of medals by E. B. Bagby

.Smith; Treasurer, Eben H. Wolcott; Mem-
bers of the Board for three years; Edward
• Jackson, Jesse E. Martin, E. L. Day, Jabcz

Ball, Otis E. Gulley; to fill a vacancy in a
membership expiring 1921, L. E. Sellers.

E. L. Day gave the report of the year's

work, which had previously been submitted

to the Committee on Recommendations.

A quartette then sang with fine effect,

"The Liquor Traffic Must Die," adding as an

encore, "Tobacco Has (Jot to Co."

In the absence of Edward Jackson, Presi-

dent of the Board, Milo J. Smith, Secretary,

gave the address of the morning on "Com-
pleting the Prohibition Victory."

It was voted that his address be printed.

Prayer was offered by Archibald McLean.
The following resolution was offered, and

referred to the Committee on Recommenda-
tions :

Whereas, It is a scientific fact that nico-

tine is a poison and its use in the form of

Copyright, Keystone View Co., X. Y.

Presentation of Chaplain Medals at Washing-ton, D. C.

Second from Left is E. B. Bagby, then the Chief Chaplain of the Navy, Secretary Daniels,
McDowell, Secretary Baker and the Chief Chaplain of the Army, Major Axton

of Washington. D. C, under the auspices of

the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in

America, to the chaplains of the Disciples of

Christ who had served in the World War.
There were more than forty of these present,

including Major Dickson. Dean of Chaplains

of the United States Army.
A brief address in response was given by

James A. Moore, President of the Association

of Chaplains.

The Convention adjourned with benediction

by L. 0. Lehman.

Saturday Morning

The Board of Temperance and Social Wel-
fare opened its session on Saturday morning
at 9 o'clock with a stirring song service led

by Charles M. Fillmore.

L. C. Howe presided at the session and
introduced S. G. Inman, who read from the

second chapter of Philippians and offered

jrayer.

In a brief business period the report of

wie Nominating Committee was presented by
Clay Trusty, voted, and the following offi-

cers declared elected:

For President, Edward Jackson; Vice-

President, L. C. Howe; Secretary, Milo J.

tobacco injurious to the physical, moral and

spiritual life of the people; and,

Whereas, Its use is growing at an alarm-

ing rate each year; be it

Resolved, That we in convention as-

sembled express our sympathetic attitude to

the No-Tobacco League of America in its

work to overthrow the use of Tobacco as a

commodity for personal consumption, and
request our Temperance Board to give the

tobacco question careful consideration to de-

termine a suitable and effective course of

action for future work.

At 10 o'clock the International Convention

was called to order by President Miller for

its General Business Period. After the sing-

ing of "America," Graham Frank presented

his report as General Secretary as follows:

Dear Brethren and Sisters:

As your General Secretary, I herewith sub-

mit my report covering the activities of the

Executive Committee and of the General Sec-

retary for the year ending September 30,

1920, .as follows:

By action of the Cincinnati Convention the

following were elected to membership on the

Executive Committee

:

For terms expiring in 1921:

\\
r

. II. Sheffer, Huntington, West Virginia.

Mrs. Walter M. White, Memphis, Tennessee.

VV. F. Rothenburger. Springfield, Illinois.

Oeorgo If. Combs, Kansas City, Missouri.

• I. H. Goldner, Cleveland, Ohio.

For terms expiring in 1922:

Horace Kingsbury, Owensboro, Kentucky.

W. S. Priest, Wichita, Kansas.

Mrs. G. W. Muckley, Kansas City, Missouri.

B. II. Melton, Baltimore, Maryland.

B. S. Ferrall, Buffalo, New York.

Those whose terms had not expired at I lie

time of the Cincinnati Convention arc:

L. 0. Bricker, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mrs. C. H. Morris, Denver, Colorado.

C. M. Chilton, St. Joseph, Missouri.

Frederick A. Henry, Cleveland, Obi".

Z. T. Sweeney, .Columbus, Indiana.

These fifteen constitute the Executive Com-
mittee, of which Committee the President

and General Secretary of the International

Convention are, by provision of the Constitu-

tion, ex-officio members.

The officers of Convention elected by the

Cincinnati Convention are as follows:

President, R. II. Miller, Kansas City, Mis-

souri.

Vice-Presidents, Miner Lee Bates, Hiram,
Ohio.

Mrs. W. B. Craig, Des Moines, Iowa.

1. W. Gill, Wichita, Kansas.

General Secretary, Graham Frank, Dallas,

Texas.

Treasurer, W. Palmer Clarkson, St. Louis,

Missouri.

Recording Secretary, R. E. Elmore, Cincin-

nati. Ohio.

There has been but one meeting of the full

Committee during the year. This meeting

was held in St. Louis, December 29, 1919. At
this meeting the work of the Convention for

the year was taken up and gone over in the

most careful and detailed manner. At the

same meeting the action of the Cincinnati

Convention in so far as it touched matters

of administration in the bands of the Execu-

tive Committee were carefully studied and
the work was projected in harmony with such

action.

Immediately following this meeting of the

Executive Committee, and on the same date,

there was held a joint meeting with repre-

sentatives of the several missionary societies

and boards, at which meeting plans for hold-

ing the next convention were discussed and,

in general, agreed upon. At this meeting ac-

tion was taken looking to the appointment by
the United Christian Missionary Society of

a Committee to act with the Administrative

Committee of the International Convention

in carrying out all preparations for the next

Convention.

On March 12. 1920, there was a meeting

of this Joint Committee on Arrangements in

St. Louis, at which time the invitation of

St. Louis to hold the next Convention in this

city was formally accepted and all necessary

committees were appointed to look after the

details of the Convention.
'

From the time of this meeting of March 12

until now the several Committees, both local

and general, have done their work with zeal

and effectiveness as is evidenced in the large

and representative attendance at the present

Convention, and in the infinite care and effi-
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ciency shown in every detail of the Conven-

tion's entertainment.

The General Secretary has acted with and

through all these meetings. His office serves

as a sort of clearing house for all convention

plans and arrangements, JDoth in the promo-

lion of the convention attendance and in the

arrangements for the holding of the Conven-

tion. He has particularly stressed the selec-

tion by the several states and provinces of

their representatives on the Committee on

Recommendations and, in accordance with in-

structions of the Executive Committee, has

acted as the convener of this important Com-

mittee. He is glad to report that the Com-
mittee on Recommendations of the present

Convention is larger and more representa-

tive than ever before and that more of the

states and provinces have selected and sent

their representatives to serve on this Com-

mittee. In his judgment this Committee on

Recommendations is one of the wisest addi-

tions to the effectiveness of our National

Conventions which many years have produced

and he feels that the General Secretary of

the Convention can in no way better insure

both the democracy and effectiveness of the

Convention than by seeing that each state

and province is fully represented on this

Committee each year.

In this brief resume of the work of the

year, there is no place for recounting all the

details incident to carrying forward the work
of promoting and holding one of our Inter-

national Conventions. It will be enough to

say that the General Secretary and the offi-

cers and members of the Executive Commit-

tee have come, through the experience of the

years, to feel that there is no finer or more
necessary single piece of work needed among
us than that of convening each year the

largest and most representative gathering of

our people which it is possible to convene,

under the best possible conditions and in the

proper frame of mind and heart, to hear from

our general agencies the reports of their work
and to counsel with them in wise and cour-

ageous planning for the future. Tn the judg-

ment of the General Secretary, there should

be much time in our Conventions for careful

and deliberate discussion of any and all ques-

tions and policies which have to do with the

extension of the Kingdom of God. To con-

vene such a gathering and to make suitable

arrangements for its comfort and effectiveness

is the task assigned by the Constitution and

to this task the Executive Committee and

the officers of the Convention have freely

given their best thought and attention during

the year just closed.

It is a source of satisfaction to lie aide to

report that all this work lias been carried on
during the year without expense to the mis-

sionary societies and boards. The entire work
has been financed from the registration fees of

I lie Cincinnati Convention. Detailed report

of the expenditure of this fund will be given

in the Treasurer's report.

In our work we have had the fullest and

most happy cooperation of the officers of the

several missionary, benevolent and educa-

tional societies and boards, and I am glad to

record that the spirit at the heart of our or-

ganized work is one of unselfishness, of loy-

alty to Jesus Christ and of brotherly regard

for each other.

Assuring you that those whom you have
called to this important ministry have faith-

fully tried to carry out your expressed de-

sires and that the spirit of cooperation on

the part of churches and church members
throughout the brotherhood has been greatly

appreciated. I hereby submit this record of

the work of the year.

It was voted that this report be adopted.

President Miller expressed personal grat-

itude and deep appreciation to the General

Secretary for his most efficient cooperation in

arranging for the International Convention.

GKOKGE A. AULLEK
President of the International Convention of

Disciples of Christ

W. Palmer Clarkson, Treasurer, presented

his report as follows:

The International Convention ok Dis-

ciples of Christ—Report of Treasurer

from October 1. 1919, to September 30, 192(1.

Receipts
task on hand October 1. 1919 $484.52

Received from Cincinnati Conven-

tion Registration Fees 2,504.05

*3.9ss.57

Disbursements
Amounts paid mil as follows:

Committee travel $455;15

Secretary's travel 335.00

Printing 30S.00

Office supplies 4H.27

Postage 36.00

Transportation Committee- 5.53

Publicity Committee 250.00

Secretary's salary 1,200.00

Stenography '. 259.75

Telegrams .''7.37

( 'ash on baud October !>•_>( i_

$2,933.07

L.055.50

$3,988.57

It was voted that this report lie adopted.

At this time Mrs. Howler Jameson sang

"I Think When 1 Read That Sweet Story of

Old.''

The Committee on Attendance reported a

total to date of 3.294 registrations and a

Convention attendance averaging from 6,000

to 7,000 people.

The Committee on Transportation, George
W. Muckley. Chairman, reported as follows:

Arrangements were made with the rail-

roads throughout the United States for re-

duced fares to this Convention. Sixty thou-

sand identification certificates were supplied

to our people for their use in obtaining this

reduction in railroad fare.

Suitable arrangements so far as possible

were made with the railroad companies for

the proper handling of the persons traveling

to St. Louis for this Convention. A railroad

transportation office has been established in

the Registration Department tor the conveni-

ence of our people.

All during the year your committee has
served the missionary and benevolent agencies

as has been done for a number of years. This

service is very valuable to our work and
means a saving of many thousands of dollars

in traveling expenses of the secretaries.

The adoption of this report was voted.

The Committee on Xominations presented

the following report:

For Officers of the International Convention

of Disciples of Christ

:

George A. Miller, Washington, D. C. Pres-

ident.

Mrs. Ida W. Harrison, Lexington. Ken-
tucky, Vice-President.

S. M. Cooper, Los Angeles, California, Vice-

President.

Graham Frank. Dallas, Texas, General

Secretary.

S. G. Buckner. Yakima, Washington, Re-

cording Secretary.

Arthur A. Everts, Dallas. Texas. Treasurer.

Executive Committee members

:

Mrs. F. M. Wright. St. Louis. Missouri.

T. T. Boone, Jacksonville, Florida.

C. G. Kindred. Chicago. Illinois.

II. H. Harmon. Lincoln. Nebraska.

Mrs. Hugh T. Morrison, Springfield. Illinois.

(Signed) Robert X. Simpson,
Mrs. F. M. Weight,
Russell F. Thrapp.
L. D. Anderson.

Committee.

It was voted that this report be adopted

and the officers and Executive Committee
members elected.

President Miller presented the President-

elect. George A. Miller, who responded with

a brief message of acceptance.

There was no report of the Committee on

Time and Place, this matter lieing referred to

the Officers of the International Convention

in conference with representatives from other

organizations concerned. Invitations from

cities desiring the Convention were requested

sent to either the president or secretary.

Tin 1 Committee on Necrology. Meade E.

Dtitt. Chairman, presented a report that was
much appreciated by the Convention, and

which, with 1 i — t of names of those gone be-

fore, is filed with the minutes.

It was voted that this report be adopted.

l. B, Briney offered prayer.

Earle Wilfley of Washington. D. C. was

voted lime to present the following resolu-

tion :

Whereas. At the 1919 Convention at Cin-

cinnati the project of a representative Broth-

erhood Church at Washington. D. C. was
approved by the Convention and referred to

the Church Extension Board for action, and.

Whereas. It was expected that funds for

this project would come through the Dis-

ciples
9 World Movement, and.
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Whereas, The receipts from said World

Movement do not justify the Church Exten-

sion Board in making an outright gift for

this purpose; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Convention again ap-

prove of the proposition of the Vermont Ave-

nue Church of Washington, D. C, for a new

church adequate for their needs, impressive

in character and thoroughly representative of

our brotherhood in the national capital, and

we heartily commend the project to our

churches and to our brethren generally for

their moral and financial assistance.

It was voted that this resolution be

adopted.

A number of miscellaneous recommenda-

tions were presented by the Committee as

follows:

1. In regard to the recommendation on

Church Federation presented by Mark

Collis—
"That while we are in full sympathy with

helpful Christian cooperation, be it

"Resolved, That this Convention is opposed

to every form of church federation which

restricts us in our duty of preaching the

gospel and establishing congregations in any

community, churched or unchurched," we de-

sire to submit the following substitute:

"Be it resolved, That we are in full sym-

pathy and appreciation with the ideals which

have characterized the work of church fed-

erations from the beginning, in so far as these

ideals do not restrict the Disciples of Christ

in our duty of preaching the gospel and in

establishing congregations in any community,

churched or unchurched, at home or abroad."

The substitute resolution was voted.

2. The resolution in regard to chaplains is

approved. The resolution reads:

Inasmuch as some of the ministers of our

brotherhood are serving as chaplains in the

army of the United States, and since their

status is affected by certain acts of Congress

recently passed, we, Disciples of Christ, in

Convention assembled do, in conjunction with

other Protetsant organizations in America

respectfully request of the War Department

that the matter of adjustment be reported

to the United States Congress for its con-

sideration and that it be urged that the

chaplains be given equal consideration in

privileges and matters of rank with that of

the Medical Department or similar corps.

This resolution was voted.

3. We recommend the approval of the re-

port of the Secretary of the Association for

the Promotion of Christian Unity. There-

fore, we recommend that steps be taken to

raise the $25,000 asked for by the Association

to carry on the work for the current fiscal

year.

This resolution was voted.

4. We recommend that the report of the

United Christian Missionary Society on its

budget of askings be approved as follows:

That the total Maintenance Budget of Ask-

ings for the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety from October 1, 1920, to September 30,

1921, be distributed among the different

causes represented in the Society, Home
Work, Foreign Work, Benevolence, Minis-

terial Relief and Pensions, Church Erection,

Religious Education, Missionary Education,

as follows:

Foreign Missions $1,250,325

Home Missions 651.000

Church Erection 85.000

Benevolence 320,000

Ministry 199,750

Religious Education 130,981

Missionary Education 99,766

$2,736,822

That the Executive Committee recommend

to the International Convention askings for

the United Christian Missionary Society and

its auxiliaries for the year beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1920, of approximately .$5,000,000.

That these askings shall be prepared and

presented in two divisions, one for the regular

maintenance, amounting to $2,500,000, ap-

proximately; and the other, approximately

$2,500,000 for necessary enlargement.

That the budget for maintenance shall be

proportionately distributed to the churches,

and that the askings for necessary enlarge-

ment shall be presented as a challenge to the

brotherhood, but not distributed to the

churches.

That in presenting the annual budget to

the churches the needs on which this budget,

is based shall be presented and the church be

given a suggested goal, based upon its inter-

est in the missionary program of the brother-

hood and its ability to give; and in order to

do this intelligently, that the churches be

studied and grouped.

That the churches be asked to send all

funds intended for the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society and all funds intended for

its auxiliary organizations directly to the

treasury of the United Christian Missionary

Society.

This recommendation was voted.

It was recommended that the United Chris-

tian Missionary Society, International Con-

vention, Board of Education, Board of Tem-

perance and Social Welfare, and the Commis-
sion on Christian Unity collaborate in the

publishing of the minutes of the Convention.

This recommendation was referred to the

Committee.

On the preceding day of the Convention a
bulletin was distributed which had been issued

for information by the Publicity Committee.

Objection was voiced to this bulletin on ac-

count of a number of unintentional errors,

and it had been referred to a Committee for

correction. Announcement was made at this

time thai the corrected bulletin was ready

inr distribution.

An incident full of human interest and heart

touch occurred when .J. B. Briney arose and
said that he had opposed the International

Convention in the past but was now ready to

lend his assistance in every way possible, lie

asked Graham Frank to come forward and,

while shaking his hand, said he wished to

retract anything he might have said against

Mr. Frank or the Convention.

The Convention then adjourned.

Saturday Afternoon

President Miller opened the afternoon

meeting at 2 o'clock and "Glory, Hallelujah"

was sung. A. E. Cory led the devotional

service with a responsive Scripture reading

and offered prayer.

After singing "Faith of Our Fathers," Dr.

11. L. Willett gave an address on the "Origin

and History of the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ."

This was followed by an address by Dr.

W. C. Bitting of St. Louis, who was present

as the official representative of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America.

Peter Ainslie spoke for the Association for

the Promotion of Christian Unity, urging

that the offerings to this work be made more
generous during the coming year.

Finis Idleman of New York announced a
meeting of the Federal Council to be held in

Boston in December, and proposed the names
of the following delegates and alternates:

Delegates: B. A. Abbott, Peter Ainslie,

F. W. Burnham, George A. Campbell, C. M.
Chilton Irving Chenoweth, A. E. Cory, R. H.
Crossfield, John Ray Ewers, Graham Frank,

J. H. Goldner, John R. Golden, Ray E. Hunt,
W. H. Hoover. Finis Idleman, Edgar D. Jones,

R. A. Long, F. H. Main, A. E. MeBee, I. X.

McCash, C. S. Medbury, H. O. Pritcllard,

W. F. Rothenburger, C. M. Rodefer, A. W.
Taylor. L. N. D. Wells, Earle Wilfley, H. L.

Willett.

Alternates: Z. T. Sweeney, F. D. Kersh-

ner, Carey E. Morgan, W. H. Sheffer, Miner
L. Bates,' C. E. Cobbey, E. M. Waits, W.
Palmer Clarkson, F. M. Gordon, B. H. Lin-

ville, E. H. Wray, Dr. Riley, Samuel B.

Lindsay. M. W. Williams, T. E. Winter.
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A World Call Subscription from Japan
Japanese currency for five "Yen," normally equivalent to $2.50, handed to R. A. Doan by Naotaro

Otsuka, one of the teachers in our Boys' School, at Takinogawa, Tokyo, who was educated in America
and so finds the magazine doubly interesting.
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Courtesy of the Christian Evangelist.

The St. Louis Convention Committee
Back Row, Reading from your left: J. H. Coil, Reception; O. A. Bryant, Restaurant; Dr. Geo. H. Gibson, Communion; W. S. Campbell, Registration: B. A.

Abbott, Pulpit Supply. Middle Row: C. E. Miller, Publicity; Dr. J. C. Morfit, Hospital; Oreon E. Scott, Clubs; S.H.Thomson, Treasurer; G.L.Williams.
Building; W. C. Sheridan, Post Office, Telephone and Telegraph. Front Row: B. H. Brunei-, Secretary; Geo. A. Campbell. Vice-Chalrman: W. Palmer
Clarkson, Chairman; Earl M. Johnston, Assistant to Chairman; E. S. Hallett, Entertainment; Ralph E. Alexander, Ushers. Members not Present: R. H.
Stockton, Finance; Geo. W. Britt, Information; Mrs. T. D. Sheaffer, C. W. B. M. ; I. R. Kelso, National Headquarters; Lee TV. Grant, Counsellor.

H. D. C. Maclachlan, J. B. Ilunley. 0. M.
Watson, P. II. Welshinier, L. G. Batman,

Cloyd Goodnight, C. 0. Morrison, E. B. Bag-

by,*A. B. Philputt, A. McLean, G. M. Kirby,

E. M. Bowman.
For the Executive Committee: Peter

Ainslie, F. W. Burnham, Graham Frank,

A. E. Cory, H. L. Willett. Alternates:

F. H. Main, J. II. Gohlner, J. R. Ewers, B. A.

Abbott, David W. Tcacho.it.

It was voted that this report bo adopted.

President Miller then announced that a

telegram had just been received with the

news that the girls' dormitory of the South-

eastern Christian College had been destroyed

by fire, but without loss of life. President

J. H. Wood was introduced by Mr. Miller,

and lie made a brief statement regarding the

loss. After a period of silent intercession,

Mr. Miller offered prayer.

The next half hour was given to the sub-

ject of "Evangelism*' and addresses were

made by C. R. L. Vawter on the subject, "The

Evangelization of the World Through Teach-

ing" and John T. Brown on '"Evangelization

Through a United Effort."

G. Marion Sims next spoke briefly on the

"History and Work of the American Tract

Society." An appeal was made for Armenia,

by Krikor Behesnilian, a native of that

country.

At 4 o'clock the International Convention

held its closing business period, and the Com-
mittee on Recommendations presented its last

report as follows:

1. Concerning Would Call, we offer the

following:

Whereas, Those who are most familiar with

the facts of the various fields of missions,

benevolence and education are most generous

in their contributions both of service and

money, and.

Whereas, The combining of five former pub-

lications in WORLD Call has given us a mag-
azine of extraordinary interest and merit,

affording an indispensable medium of com-

munication between the workers in all lands

and all dejmrtinents. and those who are sup-

porting them.

Therefore, we recommend that in further-

ance of the fine work That is being done by

the Woman's Missionary Societies in securing

subscriptions for the magazine, each church

set as one of the chief goals of its year's

work: World Call in every home, and that"

the minister and official board put this aim
into the program of the church as a church.

This recommendation was voted.

2. In regard to the resolution on the

League of Nations:

That the matter be laid upon the table of

the Convention for future consideration.

The recommendation was voted.

3. We recommend that the report of the

Committee on Fraternal Relations be ac-

cepted, and that the United Society make pro-

vision for a worthy appropriation to the

American Bible Society in their annual
budget.
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This recommendation was voted.

4. We recommend that the resolution on

the "Open Shop" be referred to the Com-

mission on Social Service.

Voted.

5. We recommend that the convention re-

ceive in Christian fellowship communication

from the congress recently in session in this

city,

That, the' resolutions therein contained be

referred to the respectful consideration of

those severally concerned.

We further recommend that one day of

the Convention be set aside for open discus-

sion of Restoration principles or any matters

of interest to the Brotherhood and in lieu of

which that no congress be held by any of

our brethren just prior to the convention.

Mr. R. A. Long suggested that the latter

clause of the recommendation be amended to

read, "and in view of this fact we trust that

it may not be found advisable to hold a con-

gress prior to the convention."

The amended recommendation was voted.

6. We recommend the report and resolu-

tions of Jesse M. Bader as follows:

Since there is an unusual need in our world

just now for a great religious awakening for

the sake of the millions out of Christ and

for the sake of the Church of Christ that

needs to seek and save the lost to save her-

self ; and,

Since the passion for New Testament evan-

gelism has been such a potent factor in the

rapid growth of our people and in the posi-

tion we occupy in the Christian world today

and because New Testament evangelism is

still dear to the hearts of us all; therefore,

be it

Resolved, (1) That we recommend the im-

mediate entrance into a five-year world-wide

program of New Testament evangelism seek-

ing to have one million additions to the

ehurch, at least five hundred thousand of

whom shall be by baptism.

That in order to attain this goal and to

render this world-wide service we urge the

enlistment of all our missionary and benev-

olent agencies, all our colleges and universi-

ties, all our religious journals and periodi-

cals both state and national, all our evan-

gelists, missionaries, pastors and church mem-
bers on every field of every country where
we are working and that we place a new em-
phasis upon individual witness-bearing and
personal soul winning on the part of all in

the church and that we also emphasize the

necessity of keeping careful records of re-

sults and the reporting of the same for the

annual year book.

(2) That throughout the five years we seek
not only to win but to hold and conserve flie

new members by training them in the obliga-

tions and privileges of a Christian and the
giving to them some definite task in the
Church to perform.

7. We recommend that the Executive Com-
mittee of the United Christian Missionary
Society and the Executive Committee of the
International Convention, together with a
representative from the Board of Education,
the Association for the Promotion of Chris-
tian Unity and the Board of Temper-
ance and Social Welfare, publish in one vol-

ume, minutes of the entire convention.

Voted.

8. Your committee considers that the "No
Tobacco" resolution is covered in the report of

the Hoard of Temperance and Social Welfare.

9. We recommend that the following sug-

gestions be referred to the Executive Com-
mittee of the International Convention:

That, since this International Convention

is a. convention of the entire brotherhood, the

Program Committees for future International

Conventions should see that all our educa-

tional, missionary and benevolent work, that

allow the Convention to audit their books,

may have recognition.

We suggest further that the Year Book of

the Churches of Christ contain a report of

the work and receipts of all such agencies.

Voted.

Insofar as the press reports have conveyed

the impression that this Convention regards

open membership as equivalent to Christian

Unity, or that it has officially or otherwise

approved of the theory of "open membership,"

we respectfully request that proper and ade-

quate correction of the erroneous statements

be made.

We further recommend that the Publicity

Committee of the Convention send a copy of

this recommendation to each of the news-

papers of this city.

10. We request that the President of the

Convention express our appreciation of all

the courtesies shown to us by the people of

St. Louis.

Before taking the vote. President Miller

spoke with much appreciation of all the
courtesies extended the Convention by the

people and institutions of the city of St.

Louis.

lie further introduced W. Palmer Clarkson,

Chairman of the Local Convention Commit-
tee, who with his large force of helpers had
worked so untiringly throughout the year to

make the Convention attain the high success

it had achieved.

The request was voted with enthusiasm.

The motion was made from the floor that

the thanks of the Convention be given the

Committee on Recommendations that "it had
kept us out of war." A sense of humor that
helps in difficult situations is a feature that

distinguishes the Conventions of the Dis-

ciples of Christ.

President Miller spoke a few closing words
and the Convention adjourned.

Saturday Evening

President Burnham presided at the Satur-

day evening session, which opened with a
cornet solo, "The Holy City," rendered more
pleasing because it was rendered by a boy
from Denver. This boy also assisted at the

evening session, which was the Christian En-
deavor session.

R. E. Alexander led the devotional service,

inviting the audience to join in the Scripture
reading by reciting verses from memory.
Many responded, after which Mr. Alexander
offered prayer.

Karl Lubke brought a word of greeting

from the Christian Endeavorers of Missouri,

and John D. Zimmerman gave an address on
"You Have Been True to the Task."

Miss Adeline Goddard spoke on the Chris-

tian Endeavor Outlook for 1920-1921. and
introduced G. T. Simons, the new National
Superintendent of Christian Endeavor.

After the singing of "Glory. Hallelujah/'

Earle WilHey of Washington, D. G, gave an
address on "Falling Fetters."

The session closed with prayer and bene-

diction by A. R. Moore.

The Communion Service

The Communion Service on Sunday after-

noon is always anticipated as marking the

high spiritual hour of the Convention. A
half hour before the service opened at the

Coliseum crowds were filling the auditorium,

and Mr. Hackleman conducted an appropriate

song service during this time which kept the

audience in a spirit of worship.

The service was conducted by Z. T. Sweeney
of Indiana, who led in the responsive reading

of the Scriptures from the Book of Isaiah,

and the repeating of the Lord's Prayer.

J. B. Briney and Mark Collie offered the

prayers of thanksgiving for the bread and
the wine, and the great audience was served

by the elders and deacons of the St. Louis
churches, under the leadership of Dr. George
It. Gibson.

The usual offering for Ministerial Relief

was taken, amounting to $1,263.25.

J. J. Morgan offered prayer. After the

singing of "Jesus, Lover of My Soul," George
A. Campbell pronounced the benediction.

The Five o'Clock Hour of Prayer

A service dear to the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions, through the years, has

been the Hour of Prayer at 5 o'clock on

the Sunday afternoons of the Conventions.

The service of 1920, held in the Union Avenue
Church, was led by Mrs. Ida W. Harrison ot

Kentucky. It was a service full of spiritual

uplift and blessing.

At the same hour, 5 o'clock, simultaneous

conferences on Christian Endeavor, Sunday
Schools, Young Ladies' Circle and Triangle

Club work, were held at the Washington -

Compton Presbyterian Church. After these

very helpful conferences, led by specialists, all

united in a mass meeting for a worship and
expressional service, with addresses on "Life

Work."

Sunday Evening

The closing service of the Convention was
under the auspices of the Association for the

Promotion of Christian Unity, with Peter

Ainslie presiding. "Faith of Our Fathers"

was sung, and II. L. Willett offered prayer.

Mr. Ainslie gave a brief report of the Con-

ference on Faith and Order held at Geneva,

Switzerland, during the summer and at

which a number of delegates from the Dis-

ciples of Christ were present.

He then introduced George W. Richards,

Professor of Church History in the Seminary
of the Reformed Church at Lancaster, Penn-

sylvania, who gave an address on "The Union
of Protestant Churches in America."

This was followed by an address by Bish-

op Charles H. Brent of the Western Diocese

of New York, on "The European Conferences

on Christian Unity."

These addresses by the distinguished repre-

sentatives of other communions were much
appreciated.

The closing feature of the Convention was
the presentation to Bishop Brent by Mr.
Ainslie, of the "Chaplain's Medal", such as

had been presented to the Chaplains on Fri-

day evening. This was under the auspices

of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ

which did much for the chaplains in the

army and navy during the recent world war.

After a song by Mr. and Mrs. Clare Harding,

the Convention adjourned with prayer.

Ellie K. Payne,
Recorder, U. C. M. S.
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night unless he had bidden the men good-

night and personally looked attar their com-
fort.

In Portland, they were properly clothed

and given every attention. Even the barrier

I an unknown tongue seemed a minor matter,

for the language of love i^ always understood.
In due time Captain Murray brought them
back to Shobuta where they were much sur-

prised to find themselves deified.

Anxious relatives had given them up as

lost, after weary weeks of watching, and had
placed tablets on the god shelf and conducted
appropriate ceremonies according to Shinto
riles. Others, more optimistic, vent to Bud-
dhist" priest- for conference. The priests, after

certain observances, declared the men alive

and claimed the gods had saved them. On
inquiry after tbe return of the men it was
found that the date set by the priests as that

of their rescue wa- considerably later than
the actual one on which Captain Murray took

them aboard his ship.

The fishermen declared they wished to in-

vestigate the God of the kindly captain. It

is not unlikely that the unusual incident will

lead to a Church of Christ in Shobuta. Love's

way always wins.

Lau;:a DeLaxy Garst.

Photograph by H. Suito, Tokyo.
Japanese Fisherman Mending llis >>t

The Opening of a College

THE fall opening of a college has grown
to be a commonplace occurrence even in

the Orient, but one just from America
could not easily escape the spirit which char-

acterized the exercises at the Margaret K.
Long School for Girls in Tokyo this morning.

In fact, it is doubtful if many college- in

Christian lands have opened this year with

an atmosphere more in-breathed with the

spirit of Christ and of devotion to the ideai-

of cultured womanhood than that which the

school enjoyed today—this girls' college to

which Miss Bertha Clawson gives direction

and through which -lie give- to the world the

everlasting impress of her Christian spirit.

The exercises were presided over by Profes-

sor Y. Hirai, Dean of the school. He an-

nounced a hymn and the girls sang with genu-

ine sincerity and ze-t. ""Holy. Holy. Holy."

Professor Hirai read the first nineteen verses

of the second chapter of Philippians and called

on one of the lady teachers, a Japanese girl.

to pray. It was no lifeless invocation, but

a long prayer which touched the source of

Love"^ Way

THIS summer, at Shobuta. near Sendai.

a quiet seashore retreat off the east coast

of Japan, some Japanese men asked the

privilege of expressing to the Americans
recuperating there, gratitude for a wonderful

experience and deliverance.

A few months ago fifteen fishermen, nine of

whom were present on ibis occasion in the

cottage of Roy Fisher of the Baptist mission,

put out to sea in a seventeen-ton schooner.

They ran into a terrible storm and their frail

craft Mas wrecked. Almost miraculously the

liny lifeboat survived five days in the fright-

ful seas, steadily driven northward. Drinking

water almost exhausted and food reduced to

a few grains of uncooked rice, these men
poured oil on their scant garments and fired

them as signals. A .small American freighter

hound t'oi- Portland. Oregon, picked them up
and cared for them tenderly. The kindly
captain, Murray by name, could not rest at

Photograph l>

'ietnresque Fishing Bouts of Japan in Home Waters
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power. She prayed for the World's Sunday

School Convention, that God might send its

influence throughout the Japanese Empire

and especially that it might touch the hearts

of the college women of Japan. She prayed

for the local school, that God would keep the

girls in health through the year and enable

them to grow in true wisdom and love.

After the prayer, Professor Hirai read

Mark 14:8, "She hath done what she could,"

and spoke briefly of the influence of woman-
hood in Japan, laying stress upon humility as

an indispensable quality for refinement and

character. He spoke of wisdom as being more

precious than rubies but said that character

was of first importance, then adding that

there is no true character without faith in

Christ and the spirit of Christ. He quoted

what Jesus said after washing the disciples'

feet and said that Jesus' desire was to put the

spirit of service into his disciples.

Professor Hirai introduced Miss Edith

Hagin as the latest addition to the college

faculty. He said that she came to Japan
when a child, returned to the United States at

fourteen, was educated in the Normal College

of California, had done splendid work as a
teacher in American schools, but had returned

to live in and for Japan. He greatly pleased

the girls by saying that Miss Hagin had done

what no other American had ever done, that

she had completed two years of Japanese lan-

guage study in seven months. Miss Hagin

responded by saying that she had reached

the place for which she had been wishing and

working a long time—that of a teacher of

Japanese girls.

There were a number of missionary visitors

present and they were introduced. Some were

courageous enough to attempt a Japanese bow

but not one dared to speak. Those present

were, Mr. and Mrs. Scott and their two chil-

dren, Mr. and Mrs. Davis, Dr. Jennie Fleming
and Miss Olive Griffith—all of India; Miss

Nina DuPee of China; Mrs. Harvey Madden
of Tokyo and the writer. The girls then

sang, "I Will Sing for Jesus," and the exer-

cises were closed with prayer by a Japanese

teacher from the kindergarten.

After all, is it a commonplace thing for two

hundred girls, choice young women from the

heart of a non-Christian city, to come for in-

struction and guidance to a college dedicated

to the task of teaching and exemplifying the

precepts of Christ? If Jesus considered it

worth while to tarry by the well and teach

one woman from a heathen city concerning

the water of life, then what a privilege be-

longs to Miss Clawson and her co-workers

who have in their hands the future possibili-

ties and influence of these two hundred young
women

!

Joe Hunter.
Tokyo, Japan.

Christian Endeavor, Young People's

Movement of the Church
A Message from Our National Superintendent

NEARLY forty years ago a group of fifty

boys and girls gathered in the Pastor's

study in the Williston Congregational

Church in Portland, Maine, and pledged them-

selves to attend and to take some part in a

weekly prayer-meeting of their own. and once

a month to hold a consecration meeting. Other

duties of a social, religious and literary na-

ture were assigned to each boy and girl. Such
was the humble beginning of a movement of

the young people of the Church which has

swept nearly all religious bodies in every

country on the globe. Today, there are some
eighty-seven communions in forty countries,

enrolling between four and five millions of

young people, in a single organization, The
United Society of Christian Endeavor. Be-

sides this, many denominations have organi-

zations, patterned after but not affiliated with

the societies represented in this undenomina-

tional and international organization. The
history of this movement, encompassing the
last half-century, is one of the most interest-

ing of any of the movements of the Church.
Young people of the Disciples of Christ

early participated in this movement. Be-

cause of its democratic form of organization

and thus its receptivity to new methods, the
movement rapidly grew to large dimensions
among the local churches. In the report of

a commission, appointed by the Kansas City
General Convention in 1917, regarding a sur-

vey of the Young People's societies of the Dis-

ciples, 9,000 societies with the conservative

estimate of 225,000 active members (on a
basis of 25 members per society) were given.

There were 5,100 Young People's societies,

2,500 Junior and 1,400 Intermediate societies.

For many years there have been state organ-

izations and a national organization for the

past ten years. The work of these organiza-

tions having been carried on mostly by vol-

unteer service with a meager amount of mon-

ey to finance it, an efficient organization and

an adequate literature have been hard to

create and maintain. The work of John D.

Zimmerman, of Kansas, National Secretary

under the National Board of Christian En-

deavor for the Disciples, and of Miss Adeline

Goddard, of Oklahoma, was a very marked
contribution to this effort. With the new
relationship with the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society. Christian Endeavor has a

bright future among the Disciples. Not only

is recognition as an essential element of the

church given to it, but the work of its pre-

vious organization is supplemented by that of

the field secretaries of the Department of

Religious Education, giving it a large force

of trained workers.

Our goals in the Fortieth Anniversary

Campaign of the United Society of Christian

Endeavor are: 600 new societies, 10,000 new
members, 8,000 decisions for Christ, 500 life

recruits, 90 per cent of C. E. membership in

church attendance, $60,000 for Missions; and
25.000 members enrolled in Bible Study. Mis-

sion Study, Personal Evangelism. Social Serv-

ice, C. E. Expert, or other classes. The
$60,000 missionary goal is divided as follows:

Foreign Missions, $25,000; American Mis-

sions, $5,000 ; State Missions, $8,000 ; Nation-

al C. E. work. $3,000; Benevolence $3,000;

Junior C. E. $16,000. These apportionments

are based upon last year's effort. It is felt

that with the general impetus given Chris-

tian Endeavor by its connection with the

United Christian Missionary Society and its

added field force, these goals ought to be

easily reached and surpassed.

Supplementing the statistical goals of the

Star C. 10. Standard just outlined, the Depart-

ment is encouraging the use of a program of

living issues and activities for Intermediate,

Senior and Young People's societies (age 12-

3(1).

'I'iie program has five sections. The first-,

'"Education," includes general instruction on

world problems and regular C. E. topics in

the Sunday meeting and some ten courses of

study for mid-week, or home classes, or for

problem studies in the regular meeting. The
second is "Service". Pledges to the four

missionary goals, service in the local church,

community service, Junior and other Exten-

sion work and fellowship with Disciple and
General Christian Endeavor Unions, are

stressed in this section. The third, "Recrea-

tion," deals with Christian principles of recre-

ation, a social program for the society and di-

rected recreational activities. Intelligent and
wise direction of the recreational life of the

young people the Department takes to be one
of the most responsible tasks of the Church.

The last two sections deserve greater em-
phasis than passing mention in the outlining

of this program. They are "Leadership Train-

ing'' and "Life Commitment". They deal

with the most fundamental of Christian En-

deavor essentials. The Department would have

the societies produce not only men and women
of Christian character, but trained for effi-

cient service in the many-phased work of the

church as well. It urges the membership to

enroll in training courses, to send delega-

tions to leadership training schools, summer
schools and conferences, delegations to Dis-

ciple and union conventions, and to carry on a
constant program of life work recruiting in

the society throughout the year. In "Life

Commitment", decisions for Christ,- uniting

with the church and church attendance, per-

sonal devotion, stewardship and personal com-

mitment to Jesus' program of a Christian

world order are listed.

Many of the things outlined here are not

new to Christian Endeavor. Essentials change

slowly. The purpose of the Department is

to present a program in which the five great

elements of Christian Endeavor stand out as

guideposts to the Young People's movement
among the Disciples and about which the

many activities of the societies may be gath-

ered and successfully promulgated.

There are many tasks before the Depart-

ment as it seeks to adequately meet the needs

of the Christian Endeavor among the Dis-

ciples. The creating of a consciousness for

Young People's work in the churches, obtain-

ing complete records of the many societies,

the production of a literature and a leader-

ship for Young People's work (it has many
more calls for both for this new field than

can be supplied ) and sufficient funds to

enable the Department to be a medium of

enlarging service to our vast army of young
people are tasks demanding immediate at-

tention.

The youth of the church today will be its

leadership and constituency tomorrow. The

church of the future will function largely in

proportion to its effective work with young

people today. Let us leave no task undone,

now. which will help the future work of the

church by guiding aright and giving substan-

tial assistance to this Young People's move-

ment. George T. Sijxoxs.
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Women's Missionary Societies and Circles
Program Helps

Bible Study

JESUS said. "The soicer sowelh the Word;
the seed is the Word of God. And these

arc they by the wayside, where the Word
is sown; and when they have heard, straight-

way cometh Satan, and taketh away the Word

which hath teen sown in them. And these

in like manner are they that are sown upon

the rocky places, who, tvhen they have heard

the Word, straightway receive it ivith joy;

"And they have no root in themselves, but,

endure for a while; then, ivhen tribulation or

persecution ariseth because of the Word,

straightway they stumble. And others are

they that are sown among the thorns; these

are they that have heard the Word,

"And the cares of the world, and the de-

eeitfulness of riches, and, the lusts of other

tilings entering in, choke the Word, and it

becometh unfruitful.

"And those are they that were soxon upon

the good ground; such as hear the Word, and

accept it, and bear fruit, thirlyfold, and sixty-

fold, and a hundredfold."

The Bible lias a large place in the thought

and life of many intelligent non-Christians in

India. So long as they do not break caste or

abandon the worship of the Brahraans, they

are free to read the Bible as much as they

please. Many educated Indians love and hon-

or Jesus Christ as presented in the New
Testament, even though they do not accept

Him publicly as their Savior and. Lord.

Many read the Bible and admire its teach-

ings, even though they do not obey its pre-

cepts. Thus a leading Hindu, in addressing

a body of students, showed them his well-

worn pocket New Testament and told them

that it had been his daily companion for

thirty years. He recommended to them his

daily habit of reading the Epistle of James
before dawn, to lift their thoughts to God;

An Indian Prince said, "If I were a mission-

ary I would not argue, I would distribute

the New Testament". Another Prince said,

"Where do the English get their knowledge,

intelligence, cleverness and power? It is their

Bible that has given them these things; and

now they have translated it into our lan-

guage, bring it to lis and say, 'Take it, read

it, examine it and see if it is not good.' Of

one thing I am convinced, do what we will,

oppose it as we may, it is the Christian Bible

that will, sooner or later, work the regener-

ation of our land."

Mrs. Montgomery refers to the 00,000.000

of out-caste people in India, who are called

"untouchables", and affirms that Bible teach-

ing does uplift these people intellectually and

socially to such a degree that in many parts

of . India they are no longer considered "un-

touchables". Some of them teach the child-

ren in' caste schools, and some have won Uni-

versity degrees.

Mrs. Montgomery tells how the beaching of

tlie Bible has affected the status of women in

.India. 'During the bundled years in which

India lias been under the impact of Bible

ideas these changeless customs and inhihi-

January

The Bible and the Nations— India
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Song.
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Leaflets: Translations of the Bible

in India, 3 cts.j

Teaching the Bible in India, 3

cts.

Special Article, "A Day with a

Bible Woman in India," World
Call for December.

lion- affecting women have been silently un-

dermined until, today. India is about ready
publicly to break with many custom-; Long

buttressed by religion. Indian women are

demanding education, are entering profession-

al life and are coming out of their seclusion.

There is not a department in their life un-

affected by contact with Christian women of

the West and by the diffusion of the Christian

Scriptures."

The Bible is read and studied and loved

by the Christians in India. Many have no
other book in their homes. In all mission

schools one period of each day is devoted to

the study of the Bible. In the zenanas the

Bible is used as a text-book. At the mid-

week meeting and in all the services of the

church the Bible is in the hands of the

members. The blind read its great and pre-

cious promises through the Braille system.

In the kindergarten the children who cannot

read commit verses to memory.

The great words spoken by the Spirit of

Cod through the Prophet are still true; "For
as the rain cometh down and the snow from
the heaven, and returneih not thither, but

watereth the earth, and maketh it bring forth

and bud, and giveth seed to the sower and
bread to the eater; so shall my word be that

goeth forth out of my mouth: It shall not

return unto me void; but it shall accomplish

that which I please, and it shall prosper in

the thing tchereunto I sent it."

Archibald McLean.

Echoes from Everywhere
Twenty-five Foreign Missionaries

at the St. Louis Convention

Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Elsam, Bina. India;

Dr. Jenny E. Crozier, Bilaspur, India; Miss

Elma C. Irelan. Aguascalientes, Mexico; Miss

Lillian B. Collins, Luchowfu, China; Mr.

and Mrs. II. C. Hobgood. Lotumbe, Africa:

Mr. W. H. Erskine, Akita, Japan; Mr. and

Mrs. L. D. Oliphant. Tokyo. Japan ; Dr. A. L.

Shelton, Batang. Tibet; Mr. and Mrs. C. IT.

Hamilton, Xanking, China; Miss Effie McCal-

lum, Nanking, China ; Mr. and Mrs. Alex-

ander Paul, Wuhu, China ; Mr. and Mrs. C. IT.

Plopper, Wuhu. China; Mrs. Nellie Butehart,

Xanking, China; Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Grain-

ger, Jubbulpore. India; Mr. and Mrs. D. O.

Cunningham. Bilaspur. India; Mr. W. II.

Edwards. Bolengc, Africa; Mr. Leslie Wolfe,

Manila, Philippine Islands.

A Peaceful Invasion

of Mexico

One of our Mexican missionaries reported

at the St. Louis Convention that Christian

cooperation in Latin America has caused great

uneasiness on the part of the present religious

leaders in Mexico. Not content with the

revival of activities among their own follow-

ers, they have begun a campaign of ridicule

and persecution against all Protestants, 'such

as has not been known in years. Our mis-

sionary movement has been called an invasion

lor the peaceful taking of Mexico. Our mis-

sionaries have been accused of child-stealing:

our Bible has been condemned as mutilated

and its reading prohibited; excommunicai ion

lias been threatened against all those who
would send their children to our schools. Yet.

in spite of all this, in less than a year, many
friendships have been formed, successful

schools have been established and have gained

the recognition of government officials. Such
conditions challenge n> to stand behind our

new and greater work in central Mexico.

"Silver and Gold Have I None; But
What I Have That Give I Thee"

"Yesterday." T. X. Hill of Bina. India,

writes, "an interesting thing happened. The
Hindu festival was on. during which each

fastens a band on his arm. It is supposed to

afford protection to the wearer. I had seen

the various sorts of hands on sale at the last

bazaar. A pundit who had been reading John

and Mark came with Mark to return it to me.

He wanted to know more. He also wanted
to fasten a Ralchi or Raksha Bandhan, as the

band is called, on my arm. He told me that

it was customary for the one receiving the

decoration to give to the decorator an [nam
or gift. T told him to go ahead and added in

tin- words of Peter. 'Silver and gold have 1

none, hut what I have that give I thee."

Then I read the story of Peter and John at

the gate and handed him a New- Testament.
lie was very much disappointed as he had

come with complete confidence thai 1. his

"lather and mother.* would give him an Inam
by which his stomach would he tilled. 1 as-

sured him that 1 could not sive him anvthinir
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more valuable than that. He was too polite

to contradict ine but his faith in my state-

ment was indeed small.

"He is reading with interest and, more, he

oftentimes reads to an audience of Hindus.

Undoubtedly the Christ he is beginning to

know is appealing to him, but he seems to

see nothing which conflicts seriously with his

own religion. I do not know how much to

hope. They see no difficulty in admitting all

religions to be true—except it is not right for

us to kill cows!"

An Ingathering from the Woman's
Home in Kulpahar, India

Mrs. Clarke, of Kulpahar, writes that re-

cently twenty-one women were baptized, two

of them from Mohammedanism and nineteen

from castes, all living in the home. Immedi-

ately after the baptismal service one of the

women was married to a convert of a year's

standing. The man has two little girls and

the woman a little hoy of two and a half

years. All Mere very happy and it was a

pretty sight to see the children together ; the

little girls glad to have a mother and brother,

the little boy to have a father and sisters.

This family will live in Mahoba.

A Summer in

South China

Lillie F. Abbott, a teacher in Miss Lyon's

Girls' School in Nanking, has written of some

of her experiences in Fukien, South China,

where she spent her summer vacation: As

usual, when I went down on the boat, I

had an unusual experience, that of being the

only foreigner on the boat. It was a two-day

trip from Shanghai to Foochow, the port of

Kuling. There were only two staterooms on

1he boat and no deck space at all for foreign-

ers. That did not make much difference to me
for I was too seasick to get out of my cabin,

but day and night the Chinese were crowded

around my porthole, yelling at the top of their

voices, it seemed to me. The dialect of Foo-

chow is so different from that around Nan-
king that I could not talk at all and would

have been at a loss as to what to do had

there not been on the boat an English-speak-

ing Chinese Mho looked after my baggage and
ordered coolies for me as considerately and
courteously as any American friend would
have done. I had been introduced to him
when I first went on the boat by one who had
been his Sunday school teacher.

Fukien is different from Nanking not only

in language but in customs. Here, for the

first time since my arrival in China, I saw
women with three long knives in their hair.

The story is told that long years ago, when
the men were fighting, these women went out

to help. With their aid the victory wTas won
and in honor of this victory these knives were

worn. Some of these women also wear ear-

rings, as large around as saucers, which rest

upon their shoulders. I should think that

they would be a hindrance to them as they

M'ork but they do not seem to find them so.

If I had to be a poor Chinese woman, I would
prefer to live in central China rather than in

the south. I have never gotten used to seeing

men hitched up as horses or carrying such

heavy loads as we have seen them doing in

Nanking but, down here in Fukien, to see the

women carrying trunks and all sorts of bur-

dens up and down the mountains, as well as

across the plains, seems far worse. Even the

children carry the lighter boxes and baskets

and so tret in training for the heavier burdens

which will come later, (hie of the mission-

aries one day asked a woman why she did not

go to the dispensary and get some medicine

for her eye, which was very much inflamed.

The woman replied that she did not have the

necessary dime but was going to try to get

a load to carry down the hill the next day
and then she would have Hie money. When
are we going to lighten the physical and spir-

itual burdens of these unfortunate people?

School opened last week, here in Nanking,

and I am more than busy, but I am glad of

that. It Mas good to see the new mission-

aries who arrived last week. Miss Teagarden

is to live with us and we are all very glad.

I feel quite like an old missionary now.

Where Figures Talk
for the Kingdom

Recently, the general reports of the work
for the months of June and July have come
from Batang, Tibet, and without exception

each report tells of the disturbed conditions,

due to the recent revolt of the local Tibetans

against the Chinese garrison.

Roderick MacLeod in reporting for the

evangelistic work says that many people are

without homes, some are in hiding and all

are afraid. One member of the church was
killed and three were wounded. Their place

of meeting M7as threatened by fire when the

adjoining house was burned to the ground.

They are hoping that this experience will, in

some way, have a beneficial reaction. His re-

port reads as follows:

June July

Average attendance at services 32 29

Average attendance at Sunday
school 157 111

Average attendance at the inquir-

ers' class 17 15

Mrs. Ogden, for the Orphanage, reports an

average attendance in her Sunday school class

of 14, which she says is smaller than usual

because of the rebellion and the fact that the

harvest wras on. One new orphan M-as added

during July.

Regarding the school wTork, James C. Ogden

writes: Just in the midst of final examina-

tions the Tibetans rebelled and scattered our

school. No attack Mas made on the school

but homes Mere broken up, one small boy was
accidentally killed and one of the larger boys

Mounded. For June the enrollment M'as 117.

Mrs. Nina P. Hardy reports that during

June, there were seven women patients in the

hospital and that during the rebellion she

had helped in caring for the Mounded sol-

diers who had been brought in. During

July the M'ork in the woman's ward M-as very

light. Mrs. Hardy has a Sunday school class

of girls with an average attendance of 14.

Dr. W. M. Hardy's report is as follows:

June July

Dispensary new patients 109 80

Out calls' 113 121

Dispensary treatments 462 580

Hospital newT patients 26 7

Operations 6 7

Charity patients fed 87 44

He adds that during the trouble all the as-

sistants M'orked hard in the hospital and made
several trips out to bring in the wounded.

Early in July tMTo deaths resulted from

Mounds received during the fighting on

•Tune 23. He also reports an increase in the

number of sore eyes during the harvesting

season.

Items of Interest from the Chinese
Christian Mission, Portland, Oregon.

I am very happy over our splendid begin-

ning this fall. Last Sunday we had inure

children oul for Sunday school than we have

ever had and 1 think that they Mill continue

to come. I doubt if any of the churches here

in Portland have a young men's Bible class

of sixteen or eighteen men from the ages of

twenty to thirty years as we have in the

Mission. Three non-English-speaking Chinese

women came to the Mission for the first time

last Sunday. They expect to come regularly.

I have taught two of them in their homes
and they want me to begin teaching them
again. The only trouble is that my hours are

crowded too full and so Mrs. Case, our new

worker, Mill teach some of these women that

I have formerly been taking care of. It cer-

tainly makes the long, hard days seem easier

to see that our efforts are being appreciated

by the Chinese people. They all know that

there is true love for them back of our Mork.

however imperfect that work may be.

Emma G. Grundy.

Echoes from Dr. Shelton's Experiences
with Tibetan Bandits

One of the men who went out from Chu-
ehow, China, to help, if possible, in obtaining

the release of Dr. Shelton from the Tibetan

bandits some months ago, Mas Dr. Elliott I.

Osgood. He has written recently a personal

letter concerning that experience : Some let-

ters recently received from the homeland
make me wonder just what I did to merit any
such expressions of appreciation. I just went
where I Mas called—that Mas all. I didn't

do anything Monderful or out of the normal
as far as I can see. To be sure, I went into

(Continued on page 51)

Hidden Answers

1. What are the new dates for the

missionary year?

2. Who' Mas W. II. Williams?

3. Name five Mrays in which a min-

ister serves.

4. Who is the new president of the

International Convention ?

5. What is the new slogan for

World Call ?

0. What is the special day set apart

at Christmas time? For what are

the funds used?

7. What is the fourth "key" sen-

tence in Finis Idleman"s message?

S. What is it that China needs

most ?

9. State three reasons why the Dis-

ciples of Christ should pay their In-

terchurch uhderwritings.

10. Why did the woman have to

leave the Mahoba hospital before she

was healed?

11. What is the new book written

by A. McLean?
12. What request did the adminis-

trator of a district near Mondombe
make of the missionaries? Why?

13. What three tilings did the Chi-

nese woman say M'ere more important

than eating?

14. What is a good way to M'ork up

a Go-to-Church campaign?
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New Advance In Africa
W'mW^*"-' w<

23. Miss Wells is here with us and the
Pearsons are to come when the Bargers re-

turn from the states.

Our school has begun. In many places, vil-

lages that were in uprising a few months ago
are now building churches and dwellings, ask-

ing that our evangelists be sent to them. The
administration of the worst district up this

way asked us to send teachers to the most
savage village in this territory. The Catho-

lics are there, but they only get worse. The
administrator says that if we go there the

village will soon become quiet. Other vil-

lages that fought the state sis months ago

and tried to kill all who wore clothes have

been visited since by our evangelists and the

chiefs ordered that none should go fishing,

hunting or off to work that day. that all

shoula stay and listen to the words of God.

The field is ripe and very few places have

yet been visited by the Catholics.

We are happy in the work and praying for

a useful service here. E. R. Moox.

Primitive Saw Mill at Wemi

MONDOMBE is the new station, six days'

sailing above Monieka, which has just

been opened by Mr. and Mrs. Moon and
Miss Goldie Wells. Miss Wells and Mrs.

Moon are probably as isolated as any white

women in all Central Africa. There are no

women of our own Mission closer than Monie-

ka, two hundred miles away. This is the

section which was explored by Dr. Frymire

and Mr. Johnston on their six months' jour-

ney three years ago.

The reception given to the missionaries is

very wonderful considering the wild state of

the natives and their absolute unaequaintance

with any missionary endeavor. Mr. and Mrs.

Moon's two little children are in Oregon with

their people. Miss Wells went out from Eu-

gene Bible school last fall, after a year in the

College of Missions.

This is the first new station established in

the Ten Year Program for the occupation of

our Congo field. The program contemplates

the opening of another station at. Wema, be-

tween Mondombe and Monieka, and the better

manning and equipping of all of out- stations

in Africa.

Mr. and Mrs. Moon have been begging for

over a year to be allowed to open this new

station. The Societies were hesitant because

no medical missionary was available to go

witli them and they would be such a long

distance from Monieka, without any steamer.

The early return of Dr. and Mrs. Barger to

the field, however, will release Dr. Pearson

and his wife this fall to go with them. This

will give them assurance of protection in this

distant location. We should have nine

workers for Africa to man more strongly

this difficult outpost and to properly strength-

en (he stations down the river.

Mondombe, Coquilhatville,

Congo Beige, Africa.

We arrived at Mondombe on the evening

of May 7 to take possession and begin work

according to the vote of our last conference.

We are quite comfortably situated in an adobe

house, and will begin burning brick tomorrow

for pillars under the frame house which we

framed at Lotumbe.

It has been a busy time for, as we arrived.

the evangelists from the nine out-stations

came in. We are closing one out-post and

opening up six, new ones, so we now have

fourteen. We baptized forty-three on May

Monieka. Coquilhatville.

Congo Beige, Africa.

I want to give you a little report of my
recent visit to Wema. This work will have
to be considered soon, for the work is too

big to leave in charge of a black man, how-
ever good. We should go there at least by
1922. If there were a doctor available I

should say go at once, even though we might
have to hurry the building some. So please

find the doctor. We are beginning on the

building.

It was for that and to meet the teachers in

Wema's first ekitelo. that I made the trip in

May. I was there from the 4th of May till

the 6th of June, when the Oregon brought me
home on her return from placing Mr. and Mrs.

Moon and Miss Wells at Mondombe.
Paul Xjoku has been in charge there from

the first with Bongonda Stephen as his school

teacher. Little has been accomplished either

in the school or church, but with the assist-

ance of from a dozen to thirtv bovs and

The Work Gang at Wema
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Allan Johnston and Some of His Friends at Monieka

young men they have managed to clear not

quite a third of the station and to build two
fairly good native mud houses, one of them
for themselves and the other for the visiting

white man.

Since then they have put up some out-

houses around the white man's house and
fenced in a small garden. They also built a
big work shed and set out several acres of

plantains. They managed to keep the paths

open also. Without the white man they do
not seem to be able to hold the necessary

workmen and, consequently, when I arrived

this time the grass was beginning to reclaim

its own over most of the cleared area.

The first thing was to set all the smaller

boys to work to cut the grass and young
underbrush. For a while we kept a few men
putting out more plantains. Some of the

boys and two of the young men were set to

work to dig up and plant the garden. Be-

fore I left, soy beans, white beans and corn,

as wellas sweet potatoes and peanuts were all

up and doing well. Food for the white folk

is difficult. I had a chicken house built and
hoarded all the fowls that I could get for Mrs.
Johnston since one can hardly get a chicken

any more at Monieka, and if so, only at from
two to five francs. Some of the followers

of the mission are fishermen, so I had an oc-

casional fish, but most of my diet was native

foods or tins. Palm nuts are scarce even in

Wema for some strange reason. They grow
well there. I had some planted and there

are a good many young trees coming up on
our clearing. Water is distant. There will

have to be either wells dug or some arrange-

ment made for pumping water from one of

the three streams, the nearest at least a half

mile. away. Probably both will be the ulti-

mate solution of the problem, for there will

have to be a big supply of water for so large

a station. We laid out some new paths and
cut through to the river to see where we
would come out if we asked for land to the

river. We also got the grade from the river

back to the site for the new adobe house. We

had thought that there was a dip and a

swamp on our path to the river, but we were

agreeably surprised to find that there was an

almost unbroken rise for the whole distance

from ten feet above high water at the river

to a hundred and eight feet at the house.

On clear days one can see the distant heights

on the other side of the river, over the tree

tops. The trees are not young. Many of

them are larger than I have seen anywhere

else in the Congo. One that we cut measured

ninety feet to the first branches. There were

several others almost as big. These were

some that the natives had left when they

made their gardens. The station is located

really on old native garden sites, long over-

grown. The big fellows threatened the

bouses or we would have left them to stand

guard with the other noble old fellows that

remain 1o show vvhal the virgin forest was.

tf ever we have the good fortune to get that

saw mill up to Wema we can. if the slate will

let us have the timber, cut all the lumber

thai we shall need and to spare. A mile or

two of portable track and a few small cars

and we can bring down the hillsides to the

mill work for a decade.

We do not have the saw mill so we put up

a scaffold and went to work to get out some

timbers for the new house. We got a fine lot

of logs from the trees we felled, but the supply

is augmented by the fallen timber that the

natives had left on the ground. It was from

these that I had sawed the sticks for the un-

derpinning, hoping thus to get timber that

would withstand the ants. This good supply

of ready timber will make the house cheaper

than if we had to make all new. We are

really clearing the land at the same time

that we make lumber.

I am trying a composite of timber and mud
blocks. The latter are to be a foot long and

six inches square. I was fortunate enough

to find an old state workman that had made

bricks. He took right hold and I hope to

find, when I go back in August, a lot of good

sun-dried African cement blocks. The boy

was one of the enquirers who was baptized.

The teachers helped get out the timbers

while the regular crew were at other tasks.

One of the teachers was a hunter and brought

in a number of monkeys, much to the satis-

faction of the men. The regular school was
continued every school day and a school for

the enquirers was carried on by the teachers.

They had meetings almost every night as well

as on Sundays. I taught them most of the

twenty lessons that we had outlined for the

Monieka teachers in the book of Matthew*.

We had a good time together, all considered,

and got everybody started back to his work

in good spirits.

E A. Johnston.

Mud House at Wema Built by Njoku for White Man
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Is It Charity or Back Pay?

THE pressing need of food, clothing and

shelter, and the conscious inability to

earn them compels that bronzed and griz-

zled veteran to allow his name to go on the

list of those "We will not forget." He is

horrified to think of himself as an object of

charity. It chafes him to the quick, wounds

his pride and causes much hesitation before

revealing the condition in which he finds him-

self.

He remembers many opportunities when by

quitting the ministry he would have gained

wealth, but his grip on the gospel was so firm,

and the calls were so plaintive and many for

those who could preach it, that he felt it

would be a sin to quit. And so he kept on,

hoping that other preachers would soon share

in the work and the field be sufficiently tilled

to allow him to provide for himself and fam-

ily. But the hoped for preachers delayed

their coming, until his once splendid manhood
was exhausted by reason of his incessant

labors and failure to collect a fair compensa-

tion for the work.

And so here we have him now. He feels

that he only did his duty and that present

conditions, prosperous churches and hopeful

outlook are largely due to the sacrifices he

made. He is right. He rejoices that his labor

was not in vain in the Lord. The present gen-

eration is enjoying the fruit of his toil.

Is he an object of charity? Is it merely an

act of benevolence when he is given a small

sum each month to keep soul and body to-

gether? Or is it, as the sainted Orcutt said,

"only back pay for services already per-

formed?"
When the churches and brethren feel that

way about it and tell the old veteran so, his

wrinkled face will smile and his heart will

beat with joy that cannot be expressed in

mere words.

If these few lines move anyone to contribute

to the holy work of the Board of Ministerial

Relief, may the Lord greatly bless that soul.

Senex.

The White Gifts Offering

THE White Gifts offering meets with a
natural and generous response. The

spirit that pervades the whole service,

when rightly observed, makes people want
to give.

The season is one of good cheer. People

expect to give in an unusual way. The whole

atmosphere of the Bible school, if guided only

a little, is one of gracious generosity. It

needs only the appeal of a worthy cause, to

let loose the full tide of liberality.

The cause of Ministerial Relief, coupled

with the spirit of giving that lives in the

Christmas season, makes a splendid occasion

for pouring out our rich treasure for those to

whom we owe all we are and have in the

gospel. This offering from the Bible school

is in addition to the support by the church.

The six per cent should be paid just the same

or the tendency will be to lower the total in-

come for the work.

This giving nurtures the grace of liberality

and enriches the soul of the church. People,

if given a fair chance, will with joy bring one

of the largest offerings of the whole year, all

in the name of the King and for His faithful

servants. The Christmas season should be

used to teach people the joy and character-

building power of Christian giving.

Twenty Questions and Answers
Regarding Underwritings

1. What is meant by our underwritings?

They are legal papers signed as security to notes given by the Interchureh World Move-
ment to the New York banks for money which it borrowed from them.

2. Why were underwritings necessary?

The Interchureh had no income. It must have money to project its work if it did any-

thing. The only way open was for it to borrow until a campaign could be put on. The
banks loaned the money to the Interchureh. on condition that the various boards sign as

security.

3. Who underwrote from among the Disciples, and for how much?
The missionary boards that now compose the United Society, and the Board of Education.

The missionary boards underwrote for $300,000.

The Board of Education underwrote for $300,000.

The United Christian Missionary Society as such did not underwrite.

4. Why did these boards underwrite?

It was necessary in order to participate in the Interchureh .Movement, and to this end

they were advised to do so by the Cincinnati Convention.

5. Did any other bodies underwrite?

Yes, representatives of every great Protestant body in America, except the Southern

Baptists and the Episcopalians; also many of the smaller communions. Sixty-one different

boards and communions underwrote a total of $6,561,261.73.

6. Are these other boards and bodies paying?

Yes, some have paid in full. Many are having to do just what we are, namely, make a

special appeal for funds with which to pay.

7. Why doesn't the Interchureh pay ?

It has no funds. The campaign for funds for itself failed. It took what money it did

get to pay the other outstandi7ig obligations, leaving the underwriters to pay the amounts
they had guaranteed at the banks.

8. When does his money have to be paid?

Now! The last note at the banks was due November 8, 1920. The banks have served

legal notice demanding payment.

0. Can the banks enforce payment ?

Yes. They can sue and get judgment and then take all property available until the debt

is paid. We do not want the scandal of a court action.

10. Why don't our boards pay?

They haven't the money. While reecipts were greater last year than ever, so also was

the cost of maintaining the regular work. Some of the missionary boards already had heavy

debts. The United Society is now having to borrow to carry the work until offerings come

in. They do not want to use missionary funds to pay underwritings. The Board of Education

has no funds whatever with which to pay.

11. Did the colleges underwrite?

No. The Board of Education underwrote in their behalf. Even if they had. many of

them have not received a penny from either the Interchureh or the Disciples World Movement
campaigns.

12. If we pay our underwritings, will our obligations cease?

Yes. The banks have given assurance in writing that they will return underwriting

papers when they have been paid with interest and release the Boards from further obligations.

The banks deal with each board as a separate unit. Hence one does not stand responsible for

another.

13. Are we continuing in the Interchureh?

No. The Cincinnati Convention took action for one year only. That year has already

expired. No further action lias been taken.

14. Why not put underwritings into the regular budgets of the various boards and pay

that way?
The total budget asked of the churches this year is necessary to maintain the regular

work. It would confuse the matter still more to add underwritings as an item. Many people

object to missionary, benevolent and education money being used to pay underwritings. The

St. Louis Convention thought best to meet it by special gifts.

15. Why not wait until next spring for this special call?

The money must be paid now. It cannot be put off. The boards cannot even borrow it.

The only course left is to raise it now and pay it now and let it be a thing of the past.

16. When a church or individual gave to the Disciples World Movement last April,

wasn't that a gift to the Interchureh ?

No. The gift was to our own boards for our own work. The April drive was our coopera-

tion in the financial campaign of the Interchureh; but pledges made by our people were

strictly for our own work. These pledges are valid and should be paid. The failure of the

Interchureh in no way affects them.

17. Weren't underwritings included in the Disciples World Movement Campaign?
No. At that time it was not expected that we would ever be called upon to pay the

underwril iii^s.
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18. What made the boards think so?

Because they were given repeated assurance by the Intcrchurch leaders that the.} would

never be called upon to pay anything. The leaders believed the Inlercliurcli would succeed

in raising funds to meet its own obligations.

19. Why should one who opposed the [nterchurch help pay underwritings

?

Boards who underwrote, and the Convention which advised them to do so. believed

thev were doing the right tiling. All arc willing to admit that a mistake was made. Let's

be big enough to overlook mistakes, and for the sake of these hoards which are our servants,

and of the great purposes which they serve, help lift this millstone from about their necks.

Many who opposed the Intcrchurch arc lending hearty and generous support to the raising

of this underwriting fund.

20. Why call this a "Debt of Honor"?

While no board, nor all of them together, represented the Disciples of Christ as a people,

the world in general will not make the distinction which is clear to us. The obligation

of these boards will be thought of as the obligation of the Disciples. Therefore, to maintain

our honor, we must pay. Failure to pay wili reflect upon the church.

LET'S PAY THIS DEBT OF HONOR
DECEMBER 12.

Send all offerings to Treasurer Underwriting Fund, 1501 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

Notes from the Missionary Breakfast

Miss Efiie McCallum—China. The greatest

strength we have far out in the China Mission

is in the realization that the Board back home

will understand.

Mrs. James Batcliart—China. I am count-

ing my many blessings. My dear boys are in

school at Mereersburg, Pennsylvania, where

the students give $2,000 a year for missions.

I am able to keep them there, because of the

missionary purpose of that school, for $150

each year instead of $800.

Samuel Guy Inman—Latin America. My
work is under the direction of 31 Boards and

the only opposition I have to the United So-

ciety is the fact that it cannot be the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions also. 1 want

to call your attention to Paraguay, that lone-

ly republic of South America, which is the

spiritual mandatory of the Disciples of

Christ. If we do not take the gospel to them
there is no other way.

Mrs'. Maria Ford—I am glad you still hold

me as a missionary. I have been in the Red
Cross where West meets East in their prob-

lems. Mohammedan and Christian face each

other day by day in the common problems of

humanitv.

Miss Lillian Collins—China, People have

been asking me if I enjoy my work in China.

What a strange question to ask! II would

break my heart not to be able to go back.

The missionary does not make any sacrifice.

Mrs. Elma 0. Irelan—Mexico. Recently in

our work in Mexico when things seemed dark

we were encouraged by some fine friendships

which we had formed. A terrible edict had

been proclaimed and immediately we got a

beautiful gift of flowers from the Knights of

Columbus and from the governor of the prov-

ince.

Mrs. Elsam—India. One of the most touch-

ing things I ever heard an Indian woman ask,

"Will your God hear if I pray in my own

language?"

Mr. Elsam— India. In this last census of

India it has been discovered that the Chris-

tian population has grown fifteen times as

fast as the total population during the last

decade. If we can maintain that growth for

seventy years, India will be Christian.

Dr. Jennie Crosier—India. 1 am at the

Bilaspur hospital. It is the only institution

of the kind for 250 miles. I am asking you

for an enlargement and some nurses and an

additional doctor for these numberless people.

H. C. Hobgood—Africa, I want vou to

know that the church at Lotumbe is trying

to be a New Testament church. When the

board of elders and deacons meets, four-fifths

of the time is occupied in discussing the spir-

itual life of the members of the church and

any matters of discipline and the reclaiming

of members. They do nol occupy their time

in discussing a pipe organ, the coal bill or the

church debt.

0. J. Grainger— India. The little churches

out in the foreign fields need the consciousness

(hat we here in America arc hack of them.
Our recognized fellowship in prayer and in-

terest means much to them.

Mrs. D. 0. Cunningham— India. I hope I

can go back to the Cbettinger people to love

them into the Kingdom.
D. 0. Cunningham—India. If the Master

were here this morning what do you think He
would say? I believe He would say—"Look
upon the fields, for they are white unto the

harvest."

The Chinese Language Simplified

IT
TAKES the Chinese twenty years to

learn their own language well. Europeans

or Americans never master it thoroughly.

The difficulty arises from the fact that the

Chinese language has no alphabet and that to

attain a knowledge of its writing it is neces-

sary to memorize between thirty and forty

thousand separate characters. Recently a syl-

labic alphabet containing thirty-nine letters,

or symbols, has been invented. By the use of

this alphabet, every wrord in the language

can be expressed. This alphabet has been

adopted by a number of the Chinese authori-

ties and is being introduced into their schools.

There are, at the present time, ninety-five

million children of school age in China who
are not in school. The number of persons

unable to read or write is three hundred and
twenty-four millions. A large part of the

New Testament has been printed in the new
type and between July and November of last

year, forty-nine thousand copies of Mark's

Gospel were printed and sold. This invention

will be a great thing for the Chinese, them-

selves and also for the missionaries that work
in China.

Missionaries and Some of Their Friends in the Annual Breakfast Given by President McLean
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Medical Work in India
By Dr. Bertha Mangon Thompson

"TT never rains but it pours," is an old

B saying that often comes true in our medi-

cal work in India. Three years ago this

fall I took charge of the Mahoba hospital and

dispensary. My four-months'-old baby and

my household was also my "charge" at that

time. The following January was a very busy

month, a time when the medical work poured

in upon us.

I had been up the greater share of one night

with a case in the hospital. The nurse su-

perintendent relieved me at 7 o'clock in the

morning so I went home for a little break-

fast. One of our lady missionaries was sick

at the time and word had come that I must

go to see her as soon as possible. So, after

a little breakfast, I was hurrying across the

hospital compound toward her bungalow

when quite a "regiment" of folks met me to

tell me the tale of the woman who had just

arrived in a doli. I said, "I must see the sick

missionary first, then I'll see her." So I went

and ministered to the needs of the missionary,

then returned to see the patient in the doli.

A doli may be a very simple affair or it

may be much more elaborate. Usually it is

a small cot or bed with poles up over it so

that a sheet of some kind can be spread over

the top to act as a canopy and shield the

patient from the sight of people. Most all of

our purdah women cases are carried to us in

this sort of vehicle, there being one coolie

man at each end of the carrying pole. The

patient I speak of was brought to us in a

more elaborate doli. It had a substantial

covering and was built more like a covered

carriage. This woman was the wife of a

shopkeeper so could afford a better kind.

Upon examining the patient I found that

she had been gored by an angry ox, whose

horn had pierced the abdomen at one point.

This accident had happened twenty-four hours

before and she had been carried fifteen or

sixteen miles in the doli, the distance between

Kulpahar and Mahoba.
I decided that an exploratory incision was

necessary to ascertain how much internal in-

jury had been done. The process of getting

the surface clean enough for incision was al-

most endless, but at last we succeeded and

performed the operation, although it was not

an enviable task after losing a night's rest

and having no assistant but a native nurse

or compounder.

The people began to ask at once how soon

the woman could go home. We told them she

ought to stay two weeks at least, but it would
depend on how well she got along. We soon

found that the initial wedding ceremony of

her seven-year-old son was to be celebrated in

two weeks so, for this reason, they were
anxious to know whether or not she could be

home for it.

The case did not do as well as we had
hoped. It was infected and healing did not

take place rapidly. It is very hard, too, to

properly nourish Hindu sick folks because

they will not touch eggs or any kind of meat
broth. Milk or gruel from cereals is all that

can be used for their diet. We did prepare

some egg albumin in water and had this

woman take it from a bottle every two hours
as medicine.

Ten or twelve days after the operation the

people came to take this woman home. I

could hardly believe at first that they really

wanted to take such a weak, sick woman with

an unhealed abdominal wound, and for a jour-

ney of sixteen miles, too! I told them she

might die on the road if they tried to carry

her that long distance. But no amount of

persuasion or advice had any effect upon
them. This wedding day of the seven-year-

old son had been set by astrology ; the priest

had been paid three hundred rupees (about

$100) for the job and nothing but death could

change the date of it. The mother must be

present. If she died on the road, she died.

Nevertheless, they must take her. I finally

said, "If she dies you will be murderers,"

but that did not bother them. They took no

such responsibility as that. If she should

die it would be simply fate. So the nurse

superintendent gave them some gauze and
cotton and explained as well as demonstrated

how to dress the wound as she had been doing

it. Then they took her home.

I saw the woman in Kulpahar a month and

a half later. She was simply a shadow of her

former self. The wound had healed, all ex-

Waiting nt the Door of Healing' in India

cepting one small place, but she was weak
and broken in health.

At another time we had a rush of work
in the hospital when we did five major oper-

ations during the month. Of course this

would be a very small number for a hospital
at home, but when the total number of major
operations in the whole year is eleven or
twelve, five is a large number for one month.

One of these five cases was a man with a
compound fracture of the shin bone of the
leg. When the man came to the hospital it

bad been ten days since this bad fracture had
been received. The flesh was almost rotted
from the bone in a space larger than one's

hand. The wonder is that more of these people
do not die of blood poisoning with such severe

untreated infections.

We gave the man chloroform and went at

the job of setting the limb. The break was
complete and the edges of the bone saw-

toothed. The bone had protruded through
the flesh at the time of the fracture and for

this reason the flesh had sloughed away. The
muscles were worked in between the saw teeth

of bone. I began to think I would never get

all this worked out and the edges of the bone
cleaned and scraped so there would be some
hope of its uniting. Finally I thought it was
done well enough and then came the hard
pull to get those overlapping edges of bone
to come into apposition. I finally succeeded

and the saw teeth all seemed to fit together

nicely. Then we splinted, dressed and ban-

daged the limb. The next day I had to leave

for the hills, as it was May first and the heat

was becoming too severe. The flesh wound on

this limb healed beautifully and began filling

in rapidly. But the bone that had been
broken for so long refused to unite. As the

nurse had charge of the hospital alone she

felt that the man must be sent to another hos-

pital where there would be a doctor to look

after him. So he was taken to Banda, forty

miles distant by rail, and placed in the gov-

ernment hospital, where a civil surgeon could

look after him. We never heard how he got

along. But the failure of the bone to unite

was caused by the sad fact of his coming so

late. This is one of the most unfortunate and
discouraging things about the medical work
in India. People wait and waste time on

native quacks and hakims until the hope

for recovery is almost past. Then they come
to the mission doctor and think that in some
miraculous way they will be healed at once.

Thus we are not given a proper chance to

serve them or bring about the desired result.

The religious life of the people is much
the same way. They cling to their old re-

ligions hoping against hope when in reality

there is no hope. At last they come down to

death hopeless and lost because they did not

take advantage of their opportunity when
they had the chance.

The blind and partially blind eyes that wo
see every day and on every band in India is

one of the sad and heartrending sights in this

country. So many little children, too. arc

blind or partially so. A large per cent of

the people one meets have a large white spot

in one or both eyes, the scar left by a corneal

ulcer. A great many have cataracts, too. on

their eyes.

A young woman came to the hospital one

day whose people had turned her out because

she was blind and of not much tise. She was
suffering intensely because of the terrible in-

flammation in her ca
-
cs. A very bad case of
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A Young Mohammedan Woman Being Brought to the Hospital in a Doli

conjunctivitis had resulted in a corneal ulcer

which ate a hole into the eyeball and caused

it to rupture. One can hardly imagine the

terrible agony and pain she had suffered (lin-

ing this process as the eye is such a tender

organ. It took days and days of treatment

to get the intense inflammation allayed. She

received relief but the sight was gone and no

hope of restoring it. She could see just a

slight bit with the other eye and this helped

a little in getting about. We let her grind

the grain at the hospital and later she went

to the Kulpahar Women's Industrial Home.
There,, too, she does grinding and some other

work which the blind women can do. She

lias become a Christian and so has some hope

in life and a good home even though she is

blind. This very same thing happens to the

eyes of so many in India and just because

they do not receive proper treatment at the

proper time. Some of the native treatment

given to poor, sick eyes in India is too cruel

to describe and hundreds and thousands of

blind people are the result.

In all these cases, the religious customs of

Hinduism are the curse of tbe people and are

the real root of all their troubles and suffer-

ing. We need doctors and nurses for India

to heal the suffering bodies of the people, but

even greater and more crying is the need of

the physician for the soul and the moral life.

When the religion with all of its evil customs

and low standards is changed the whole life

of the people is changed and the physical suf-

ferings, too, are greatly lessened.

Mahoba, India.

A New Volume by Archibald McLean
The Primacy of the Missionary

(380 pages, $2.50, published by The Christian

Board of Publication. St. Louis)

WHEN a little more than a year ago

Mr. McLean came into my office and
laid on my desk the manuscript of this

book, my surprise was beyond expression.

He was just completing that monumental
volume, A History of the Foreign Society,

and how he had found time in his busy life

to write this other also was beyond my com-
prehension. As I read the manuscript my
surprise grew and now as I read the finished

book my heart burns with wonder and ad-

miration.

I think I have read all of A. McLean's
books. His Circuit of the Globe was the first

3nissionary book I ever read that really stirred

my soul. It was in 1S06. I was a Sopho-

more in college and out with a little evange-

listic band attempting my first public speak-

ing. The volume was in the guest room where
I was entertained and I slept little that night.

His other volumes have always been read

with keen delight: Missionary Addresses,

Hand-Booh of Missions, Alexander Campbell
as a, Preacher. Thomas and Alexander Camp-
bell (these last two are indispensable to the

well-informed preacher), that classic among
biblical expositions. Where the Book Speaks,

Epoch Makers of Modem Missions and The
History of the Foreign Society.

Most men who write many books occasion-

ally fall far below par. Not so with A. McLean.
Every volume is a highly finished product

—

a gem of rich thought and stirring appeal.

His writing grows richer with the years. He
is our strongest and most outstanding writer

and he does it along with a busy life filled

with many responsibilities and often heart-

breaking burdens. Late at night and early

in the morning his light burns in his room,

where he lives with his books and writes out

of his full heart and fertile mind.

How this last book stirs the soul and chal-

lenges faith and activity! His message rings

out to a neglectful church and ministry like

that of John the Baptist.

The book bears the title of the first chap-

ter: The Primacy of the Missionary. How
Ave have retrograded as a church from that

early conception of the missionary. Paul and
Barnabas were the most powerful and suc-

cessful home preachers of the age. in the

great city of Antioch, with a wide field and

wonderful opportunities. Yet God chooses

them, because they are the greatest preachers,

to be missionaries and the church gladly

sends them forth. How many great, success-

ful preachers of today would consider the call

and how many churches would release them
to go? Has not the missionary task been

relegated from the first place to the last

place by the average modern church?

One is refreshed by the chapter on The
Missionary Dynamic. Christ himself i-> the

dynamic, the driving power. Paul's Ambition
is a very strong chapter. The apostle longed

to preach where Christ had not been named—
to build his own foundations. How this

drove him out and away from kindred and
country.

Two chapters which every Disciple of Christ

should by all means read are The Lord's

Supper and World Evangelization and Bap-

tism and, Missions.

The greatest chapter in the book is The
Place of Missions in the Thought of God.

This is the heart of the whole book. To my
mind this is as outstanding a message as any
of the great sermons of Frederick W. Robert-

son, Bushnell, Brooks or Beecher. If the

truth of this chapter should he accepted by
the ministry of today it would work a revo-

lution in the advancement of the Kingdom
of God. Here are two paragraphs from this

striking chapter:

"We often wonder how any man can read

the Xew Testament and not discover the con-

ditions of pardon. I will tell you of some-

thing stranger than that. It is that so many
can read the New Testament and not see the

missionary cause looming up like Mt. Shasta

above the plains.

"Giving missions the preeminence they have

in the Xew Testament would end all oppo-

sition. A Christian would see at once that in

opposing missions he was opposing God. lie

would no more think of contending against

missions than he would of contending against

the immersion of a penitent believer or

against weekly- communion. He would prefer

that his hand should lose its cunning and that

his tongue should cleave to the roof of his

mouth. He would see that to disbelieve in

missions is to disbelieve in Christ, in His

essential deity and in His unlimited author-

ty. It would be to repudiate the Book which

he claims to be his sole rule of faith and

practice. He would realize that in fighting

against missions he was fighting in the same

rank as the infidel."

The one who has not read this new volume

has before him a rich feast of exposition and

down-to-the-minute missionary fact and ap-

peal. Stephen J. Corey.

Invitations for the Next Convention

BY ACTION of the St. Louis Convention,

the Executive Committee of the Interna-

tional Convention was authorized to re-

ceive invitations for the 1921 Convention and

to make a choice out of the places inviting the

Convention. Invitations have already been

received from a number of places, including

San Francisco, Philadelphia, Atlantic City.

New York, Hot Springs, Winona Lake. Oth-

ers desiring to invite the Convention should

send their invitations to the General Secre-

tary, Graham Frank. Central Christian

Church. Dallas, Texas, at an early date, stat-

ing what facilities they have in the way of

convention hall, hotel accommodations, etc.

The Executive Committee will have a meeting

within the next few weeks to consider these

invitations and decide upon a place for the

next Convention.

Graham Frank,

General Secretary.
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A Church Extension Valedictory

AT THE last meeting of the Board of

l\ Church Extension in Kansas City, before

its final adjournment, Judge Langston

Bacon made a short address and. at the earn-

est solicitation of the Board, he consented

that his remarks might be published. They

were as follows:

"It seems meet and proper before this

Board adjourns sine die that I should say a

ROBERT H. ORR, A. LA.
Consulting Church Architect

1301 Van Nuys Bldg. Los Angeles, Cal.
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tory to your church. Catalog free. iWl
DeMonlinBrot&Co.Dept. 8 Greenville, 111.
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to Cincinnati Ball Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, a
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word, inasmuch as T have been continuously

on this Board for practically thirty-two years.

It will be thirty-two years the third of No-
vember since this Board was organized in

Kansas City.

"Of the first Board of seven members, the

majority are dead. G. A. Hoffman, who re-

sides in Southern Missouri, is still living, and
Judge W. 0. Thomas, of this city. E. P.

Graves, D. 0. Smart, T. P. Haley and T. P.

Bryan have passed on. They were notable

men, zealous in the Lord's work, sound in doc-

trine and wise in business.

"The Board first met and organized in the

office of Smart & Graves, in what was known
at the Commercial Block, southwest corner

of Eleventh and Main Streets. Afterwards,

the meetings were held for a while at the

First Church, Eleventh and Locust Streets,

and finally, the meet ing place of the Board
was moved to my suite of offices in the Water
Works Building, Sixth and Walnut Streets,

where the meetings were held some fifteen

years, until the offices were removed to the

New England Building, where the Board has

been something like twelve years.

"Judge Thomas, the first Secretary and
Attorney, held the office for a few months
after his election, until May, 1888, when I

was elected Secretary and Attorney of the

Board. I held those offices until the year

1894 when, not desiring to do the work of

the Secretary, I conceived the idea of having

united the offices of Secretary and Treasurer.

Brother Bryan, the Treasurer at that time,

somewhat hesitated upon taking the office of

Secretary but, upon my assurance that I

would assist and advise him in the work, he

WHITE GIFTS
Christmas Service forYour School

Deservedly popular because of large and lasting benefits. The service this year

is "The King's Birthday."

The gift of Self, Service and Substance fosters an unselfish spirit. Many are

added to the church. Greater service comes from consecration of self to new church
activities.
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hundred and fifty-three homes expect you to "keep faith."

Last vear 500 schools gave $15,000. This year we want your school to be one of

1,000 giving $30,000.

Prepare early so as to receive the largest benefit.

USE THIS ORDER CARD
Scud White (lifts supplies for our school of average attendance, with

the understanding that an offering will be sent for Ministerial Relief.

Post Office

( tffiee in School Street or Route

Name oil < Ihurcli

BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF
Cooperating with United Christian Missionary Society

627 LEMCKE BUILDING INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

did so and removed his office to the suite I

was occupying in the Water Works Building.

With my assistance and advice, as the mem-
bers of this Board know who have been with
the work, he conducted the office of Treasurer
and Secretary in an eminently successful

manner and has been worthily succeeded by
Brother Gray. I have continued as Attorney
of this Board since my election, something
over thirty-one years.

"I would state that the members of this

Board, all these years, have worked with
eminent harmony. There have been little dif-

ferences, but they were honest difference-,

where the respective parties had the welfare
of the work at heart and spoke with the cour-

age of their convictions. Such differences us-

ually do not breed ill will or enmity, and I

dare say there are no hard feelings existing

between any of the persons who ever sat on
this Board, but gracious good will.

"I have always taken a vital interest in

this work, so much so that I heard once that

some one said that I ran the Board. Of course

that was an error and no such condition

existed, unless to be an advisor to the Treas-

urer and Secretary when the Board was not
in session. Brother Bryan, the former Secre-

tary and Treasurer, never did anything of im-

portance without consulting me. It was a

daily occurrence and his successor, Brother
Cray, I believe, will verify my statement that

he has followed his footsteps. If that is

running the Board, I have done it. I will

admit, though, that I have had a strong in-

fluence in shaping the course of this work on
conservative lines, which has built up a fund
of from a few thousand to over a million and
a half, and I would say that if this fund is

t<> remain in its entirety and be increased

and preserved henceforth, the same conserva-

tive policy must prevail, and I sincerely hope
that such may be the case.

"It is somewhat touching, after over thirty-

one years of association in one line of work,

and for years with the same brethren, to say
good-bye. but I do so with the greatest good
will and with a God bless you and the work."'

Report from Laoag,Pkilippine Islands

WORK on the girls' school and dormitory

is going forward. All the cement and

iron for reinforcement, sand, gravel and

considerable lumber are on the ground. The
foundation is all in. and a goodly force of

laborers are at work constantly on the job.

The. contractor completed the requirements for

the first payment of $10,000.

The baptisms for the month number seven.

We sent one delegate to the World's Sunday
School Convention in Tokyo, and are making
up his expenses from various sources.

Medical statistics for the month are:

Total treatments 'i.-i'^

Minor surgical operations SI

Major surgical operations .">

Injections for tropical yaws 63

Obstetric case 1

Professional visits in Laoag 15

Visits to other towns 1

Nurses'" calls <>

Institutional days lfi*

Patients admitted to hospital 81

Receipts from the work $1,269.82

Expenditures $1,461.62

Graduate nurses on salary 2

Student nurses 1.'!

Consulting physician 1
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Echoes from Everywhere
(Continued from page Jfi)

the unknown but many a man does that every

day. There was a call and I answered it, not

of my own free will, but because others

pointed out to me that it was a call that I

should answer. After all, it was not my go-

ing that released Dr. Shelton. God took care

of that. All I could do was to help him
back to his family and encourage him and

be with him as far as the coast. Any other-

Christian worker would have done the same

had it fallen to his lot. What I see is that

I had one of the greatest experiences of my
missionary career and an experience that will

be an inspiration to me all through the years.

This summer in Peitaiho, the people heard

that I Mas there and asked me to tell them

of my Yunnan trip. Instead, I told them of

Shelton's experiences. There was nothing par-

ticularly unusual about mine unless it was
the privilege of traveling with Frederick

Smith, of being guarded by government-

troops, of traveling, eating, sleeping with

Chinese officials and the eating of rice cakes

and honey on the top of those mountains

while I waited, on my birthday, for Dr. Shel-

ton to round that rocky promontory.

I am trying to cut loose from all medical

work and get back to my first love, the min-

istry. It is not easy to do. I am planning to

go with Ko Luen-pu to various ones of the

outstations this winter and hold special meet-

ings for the deepening of the spiritual lives

of the Christians and for winning others to

Christ. Oh, China needs Christ, needs the

contact of prayer with God, needs the power

of the Holy Spirit!

Miss Edith Eberle Returns

to the Homeland
A cable states that the Mission in the Philip-

pine Islands has found it necessary to send

Miss Eberle home on account of sickness. She

has done remarkably good work and no one

regrets the necessity of her coming home so

much as Miss Eberle herself. It is hoped

that after a period in the homeland she will

be prepared to return to the Philippines to

engage again in the work to which she has

dedicated her life.

"What Will We Do When
He Goes Home?"
Frank E. Harnar of Harda, India, writes:

The schools are going very well this year.

Plague broke out in the File so we had to

close that school about six weeks ago. The
other schools are having a good attendance.

The high school has the largest attendance

it has had for a number of years. In the

first English class alone there are sixty-four

boys. This year we have had to employ three

new teachers. I feel that we have a pretty

good staff now\ We are wondering when the

Society is going to give us an answer to the

high school proposition. We have been wait-

ing for that word for some time. We can't

do anything until we hear. We have the

contractor practically engaged. He is just

waiting for the final word. I trust we won't

have to wait much longer. In the meantime
Hie people are asking if we are really intend-

ing to build and the government is keeping

at us because of our inadequate plant and
cramped quarters.

Dr. Drummond is very busy. Many days
lie attends to from one hundred and fifty to a

hundred and eighty patients a day. A few

days he has had as many as one hundred and
ninety. Then he calls at the homes of the

people. He is getting pretty well tired out,

but perhaps he will not have such heavy work
very much longer. This season of the year is

always a time of much sickness. The people

surely do appreciate what he does for them.

Many, many times they stop and tell me
what a wonderful man Dr. Driunuiond is

and what a, great work he is doing for them.

Already they are saying, "What will we do

when he goes home?"

Harnessing up World Call

for Service

"In connection with our work at the College

of Missions this year we wish to make special

use of World Call. This will be done in the

class in the Science of Missions, in which

special efforts Mill be put forth to orient our

students and future missionaries into the

aims and activities of our own Board and
brotherhood. It is our purpose to assign and
require definite and systematic readings in

each number of World Call throughout the

year. To do this advantageously without loss

of time, I wish we might have one dozen

copies of World Call each month from now
until June.'' Charles T. Paul.

Some Interesting Experiences
of a New Missionary

In a personal letter, Blanche A. Parker,

Mho has just gone out to China to take up
the work as business secretary for the Lu-
chowfu hospital, writes of her trip across and
of her first impressions after reaching Nan-
king where she. with the other neM' mission-

aries, Mill spend some time in the language
school: Our voyage Mas a very comfortable

one and Mre found the Asia a fine boat. We
stopped in Japan for a little sightseeing and
enjoyed so much our visit with the Tokyo
folks. We Mrent from Tokyo to Kobe by train

and caught the boat again at Kobe.

Rose Garrett M'elcomed us at Shanghai and
everyone who could possibly get aM~ay met us

here in Nanking. If our M'ork together here

is as pleasant as our welcome we Mill be

happy indeed. Our first impression is that

we have the finest folks ever in Nanking and
we are assured that they are a sample of the

whole mission. Miss Whipple and I are be-

ginning our life in China with Miss Kelly

and I know that I shall be very happy in the

fellowship and atmosphere of her home.

We have learned to get around a little by
ourselves and, with the use of our hands and
the limited use of Chinese, we can make our-

selves fairly well understood. Language
school opens on October first. We are so

anxious to learn to talk.

We hope the offices are settled in St. Louis

and that everyone connected with them Mill lx>

happy there. We wish the very best of things

for the United Society.

A Family Won
for Christ

Miss Zona Smith, secretary of our South
America Mission, writes us of the recent bap-

tism of a father and mother and daughter.

The daughter has been very active in helping

our missionaries as they have gathered chil-

dren for the Sunday school and women for

the special meetings that are held for women.

A Recent Report from Edith Eberle,

Laoag, Philippine Islands

I am very busy these days. Miss Adamson
has gone to Japan for the World's Sunday
School Convention. I find that I have a man-
size task on hand, and how I do love it! I

have fifty-four girls in my family and two
others are here during the day. I enjoy it

all, and how I M'ould revel in the task if I

only had the strength equal to my enthusi-

asm! But I can never catch up with my
work. It is always piled up ahead and that

troubles me. The only really trying or hard
part of the whole proposition is the hours

M7hen I am off duty, just because I haven't

the strength to keep going. But I intend 1<>

get there yet. Surely Mdien I love it all so

much, I will not have to give it up. I have

greatly appreciated the kindly sympathy and
the attitude of the people in the Home office.

STATKMK.NT OF THK OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,

Of World Call, published monthly at Indian-
apolis, Indiana, tor October 1, 1920.

State of Missouri,
County of St. Louis

Before me, a notary public in and for the state
and county aforesaid, personally appeared J. W.
Allen, who, having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is the Business
Manager of the World Call, and that the follow-
ing is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24,

1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form,
to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
ager are:

Name of

—

Publisher, Men and Millions Movement, Inc.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Editor, W. R. Warren, St. Louis, Mo.
Managing Editor, None; Associate Editor, Mrs.
Esther Treudley Johnson, St. Louis, Mo.

Business Manager, J. W. Allen, St. Louis, Mo.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad-
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of the total amount of stock.) Men and Millions
Movement, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. This is a re-
ligious corporation not for profit and has no
stockholders. A. McLean, St. Louis, Mo., Pres.

;

G. K. Lewis, St. Louis, Mo., Recording Secretary;
A. E. Cory, New York, N. Y., General Secretary;
J. W. Allen, St. Louis, Mo., Treasurer.

ss:

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and se-
curity holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholders or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is

given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscrib-
ers during the six months preceding the date
shown above is (This information is

required from daily publications only.)

J. W. ALLEN.
(Signature of business manager.)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st day
of October, 1920.

Notary Public, City of St. Louis, Mo.

[SEAL] AMOS P. PARKER.
(My commission expires March 23rd, 1924.)
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Could you read with your hands?
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Two Annuity Gifts

Received Recently

Within the month two gifts have been re-

ceived on the Annuity Plan; one for three

thousand dollars and one for fifteen thousand

dollars.

Pioneering

in Tibet

At the request of many friends and admir-

ers Dr. Shelton has written an account of his

life and of his experiences as a missionary.

He tells the story of his capture by Chinese

bandits and his escape from them very much
as he tells it on the platform. Xo missionary

since the days of Livingstone has had such

experiences as Dr. Shelton has had. At the

St. Louis Convention when the audience was
asked if they would be interested in such a
work, three thousand hands were raised. This

book is being published by the Fleming H.
Revell Company and will lie ready for de-

livery in a few weeks. The price has not yet-

been fixed. World Call will announce the

price when the book is ready.

A Splendid Group Volunteers

for Christian Service

In reporting the attendance at the state

convention and the young people's training

school for life service, F. S. Bartlett, Jr.. our

missionary pastor in the Minnehaha church,

Minneapolis, writes that there were twenty-

i wo decisions for life service and many of

these were for foreign work. He says that

of this number, one from the Minnehaha

church volunteered for foreign service. He
closes his message to the office by saying. "We
are beginning our fall work with lots of hard

work, faith, hope and good cheer. The bar-

vest looks promising."

The Cleveland Children's

Home at Work
September has been a busy month. The

children who have been away for a vacation

have returned and had to be gotten ready for

school. One of our boys fell very proud be-

cause he had received the second prize in the

school vegetable contest. He had taken good

care of his garden. Two of our girls are in

high school.

The children have been unusually well but

the doctor has consented to re-examine them
before very long. I have a chart for records

of weights and heights and will make use

of them each month.

We have as help in the home, one governess

for the girls and one for the boys, a cook who
gives tis four or five davs a week, a utility

Bethany College

Founded by Alexander Campbell in 1 840.
A standard College offering courses in the
Arts, Sciences, Education and Religion.
A well trained faculty.
A fine body of students.
Athletics given due attention.
Expenses low. Opportunities for self help.

For Catalogue address

Clogd Goodnight, Pres.
Bethanu, West Va.

woman who, with her mother's help, does most
of our cleaning and laundry work. Then we
will have some office help from a young wom-
an who is in the Library school through the

day.

Two of our older girls are teaching in the
Junior department of the Highland Avenue
Christian Church and they are also attending
the Teacher Training class which meets on
Thursday evening. We have a number of boys
in the Boy Scout organization. They were
very happy to take part in the Legion of

Honor parade recently given in Cleveland.

There are a number of things which ought
to be provided in the home very soon. Our
friends all seem to think that we look cozy
and homelike and we like to hear this because
we feel that this should be a home and not an
institution. But do tell the friends that we
are looking to them for a new building and
that we have prayed that the way would be
open to realize this before many months.

Mrs. J. C. B. Sttvebs.

A Correction—Another
Living Link

Through a mistake in the preliminary
printing of the Annual Report of the Chris-

tian Woman's Board of Missions, the church
at Logansport, Indiana, of which E. Richard
Edwards is the pastor, was omitted from th<-

list of Living Link churches. This church
has been a Living Link for several year-,

supporting E. T. Cornelius, now of Aguas-
calientes, Mexico.

Hard to Leave Even
for Furlough

Mr. Andrew F. Hensey of Bolenge, Africa,

writes: "We are at last thinking about going
home. We hope to get away in December or

in January at the latest. It seems good to

have the Bargers back and Dr. Barger is al-

ready away for a short itineration.

''We have had an interesting trip up the

Nbangi and Xgori rivers, baptizing S4. which
makes a total of 255 thus far during the year.

"These last days are very busy ones and
tinged with sadness, too. It is good to think

of being at home again, but so hard to leave

the work here."

What Does the "Quiet Hour"
Mean to Me?
From one of our Africa missionaries comes

this message: I wish you to know how much
good the vacation you have given me has done

me. Words cannot express my gratitude,

for I could not realize beforehand what the

trip to Xtondo would do for me. I spent twen-

ty-two days at that point enjoying my mid-

term vacation and learning all I could about

the girls' work. Tins is one of the best sta-

tions for girls
3 work in Congo.

Up to the time I left Lotumbe I was jzet-

ting stale in my spiritual life and didn't

seem to know it. 1 did my work each day

and liked to do it. but I was doing it with-

out asking God whether I was doing it His

way or not. I loved Him .jum the same, but

was slipping away from His loving touch.

My visit to Xiondo rested me and gave me
time to be alone with God. Oh. that word

'"alone"! 1 wish you knew what it means

to Us. It i- as one finding a diamond by

the wayside. Being alone with my Savior I

got back tlie joy T used to have at home but

bad lost in my hurry. At Bolenge I tried to

find an hour with Him where there is no liv-

ing soul to disturb. The people here are
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always wanting something or wanting to help,

so that we never have an unoccupied moment.

1 use the hour now, before the first bell in

the morning, to commune with God. Oh, the

joy that is mine all day ! It gives me strength

to do the work plus the guiding of His hand

and the peace of His presence again.

Thank you for. the outing you gave me. I

wish that every other person might receive

a blessing equal to mine, when his vacation

time arrives.

A New Church Organized
in Oklahoma

J. G. Parsons, superintendent of the North

West District of Oklahoma, reports a church

organized during the month of September at

Wheeless, Oklahoma, with thirty-seven mem-
bers, seventeen of whom recently made the

good confession and were baptized. There is

also a union Sunday school in the town.

Greetings from Gretchen Garst,

Akita, Japan

We are getting ready for a union Sunday

school rally in preparation for the big con-

vention next month. Several representatives

of other missions are to be here and we shall

be consulting about the part we missionaries

should be taking in educating the church

here along the lines of union! An ocean is

between, but we are "on the same job," aren't

we? Letters will be following as we can

write them. With greetings and best wishes

to all.

Another Church Omitted by Mistake
From List of Living Link Churches

The Woman's Missionary Society and the

church at Muskogee, Oklahoma, support, as

their Living Link, Miss Ina Smith, who went

to Mexico in September. John L. Brandt is

the pastor of this church and, because of his

own missionary spirit, he has had much to

do in developing interest in the missionary

cause among his church people. His name
should have appeared in the Annual Report

as pastor of this Living Link church.

A Church That
Will Grow
Dear Publishers: I have inspected World

Call very closely. I consider it a good assist-

ant pastor and I am sure I can place it in

enough homes of my church so every member
shall have access to it. The following names
constitute my first order for it. Other names
will follow soon until the entire membership
has access to the greatest missionary paper

I ever saw. S. E. Wilkin,
Minister of Church of Christ, Prague, Okla-

homa.

Splendid Prospects for the

New Year's Work
From the Northwest the following comes

from W. F. Reagor, pastor of the McKinley
Park Church, Tacoma, Washington: During
the month the pastor conducted a two weeks'

meeting. Beside the visible result of thirteen

additions, it gave the church a good start

into the fall work. The whole work is well

organized at this time. The meeting ended
with a homecoming day which was also the
annual business meeting. The report showed
an increase consistent and permanent through-
out the year. Our Christian Endeavor has
grown to nearly 75; the Sunday evening au-
dience has increased about 100 per cent. We
are entering the New Year with a splendid
outlook for success in every line.

Work Among Russians
in Chicago Grows
John Johnson, our missionary pastor anmn^

the Russians in Chicago, writes: On Satur-

day, September 25, a special evangelistic meet-

ing was held in Douglas Park section of the

Russian colony. The meeting was a very suc-

cessful one. Notwithstanding a hot weather

wave, the hall was almost filled to its ca-

pacity and all were very much interested in

the program. It is possible that we may be

able to open a branch mission in that section

of the city and our church is looking

toward it.

New Testaments in Lonkundo
for Africa

The last word received from W. R. Holder
and family on their way back to Africa, is

dated October S. This note was written on

board the steamer Anversville. Mr. Holder
wrote

:

"We have a very happy party. The Byer-

lees and Miss Allumbaugh are growing en-

thusiastic over Lonkundo and getting along

very well indeed for the time we have been

able to give to it. I called at the British

and Foreign Bible Society in London and.

they assured me our Revised New Testament

will be ready in six months j the Gospels

and Acts, in two months."

"She Is Not Even Afraid of

Cockroaches or Lizards."

Miss Florence Mills, who has been living

alone for some time in the little house in

Bayamon, Porto Rico, is delighted to think

she again has companionship. Frances Car-

penter, the elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

V. C. Carpenter, is to stay with her and go

to school in Bayamon and Miss Mills rejoices

in the coming of the new missionary. Miss

Fanny Carlton. She says: "Miss Carlton

is fitting in well. I think I have never seen

anyone 'accustom herself,' as the Spanish say,

so readily. She is not even afraid of cock-

roaches or lizards." Miss Mills further says:

"It surely was good to get the Carpenters

back again, all looking well and enthusiastic-

over the future of the work. They are al-

ready deep into it."

The New Church Building in

Kingsport, Tennessee, Progresses

PL L. Patterson, minister of the Kingsport,

Tennessee, church, writes: Progress has been

made on the construction of the new building.

The roof is finished all but two squares which
are uncovered because the tiling gave out

and had to be shipped in. This has caused-

a delay and will keep us from finishing the

work on schedule time. The plasterers will

take charge in a few days and, after they

are through, the finishing work will not take

long. Half of the month was given to this

work. I attended the state convention at

Memphis and was given a place on the pro-

gram to present the work at Kingsport. We
have Avon many friends by this opportunity

which will materially help in placing our
church on a self-supporting basis.

Two New Missionaries Arrive; One
in India, One in Africa

Word has come of the birth of a daughter,
on October 5. 1920, to Mr. and Mrs. T. Newton
Hill, of Bina, Central Provinces, India. They
have named her Mary Lynne Hill.

A cable from Bolenge, Africa, says that a
son was born, on October 26, to Dr. and Mrs.

G. J. P. Bargei.

PELOUBET'S

Select Notes
The World's Greatest Commentary on
the International Sunday-School Lessons

By AMOS R. WELLS, Litt.D., LL.D.
Let us send you a pamphlet contain-

ing the first lesson taken from
the volume of 1921

Price $2.00 Net: $2.10 Delivered

W. A. WILDE COMPANY
120 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Rand-McNally Building, Chicago

FREE All Chai'ges Prepaid
Subject to Examination

Easiest
Reading-
Bible
The Bible has never
heen published in
any form in which
the reading of it

has been made so
attractive to both
old and young as in
the "International"

CHRISTIAN
WORKERS'
BIBLE
By an entirely new
plan, a thread of red
ink, running from
Genesis to Revela-
tion, binds in one
harmonious whole
each leading topic.
All the precious
truths w hich lie
hidden under the
mass of unconnec-
ted matter and
escape the mere
reader are brought
to light and tied
together.

The Rev. Jesse Ly-
man Hnrlbut, D. D.,
the popular authority

in Bible themes, has ar-
ranged on this plan Three
Thousand Selected Texts.

PROMINENT PEOPLE'S
OPINIONS

John Wanamaker: Inter-
national Christian Workers'
Bible is an advance on any-
thing hitherto attempted in
making the Bible usable.

Lyman Abbot : Valuable to
Christian Workers in their en-
deavor to get at the teaching of
the Bible directly and immediate-
ly, and not through the medium

of commentaries.
BOUND IN GENUINE LEATHER, divinity
circuit, with overlapping covers (like illus-
tration), round corners, gold edges, red under-
neath. Size of page 5 1/i -aS 1/2 inches, beauti-
fully printed in extra large clear type on
extra fine paper; also contains Latest Teach-
ers' Helps to Bible Study.

SPECIAL The Christian Workers* Bible will
/-vT7iT7ix?ii> be Sent Free for examination
VVVli,Ll All Charges Prepaid. If it does/ ^not please you, return it at our expense.,/ ,,Cy

v

If it does please you, remit special >' » V
price. Published at $".50. but for
a limited time we offer this hand-,/ -^
somest, most usable Bible at^/ ^fS sr+£$\<~
the Special Price of
•1!4.!)0. Send no money but./ ,s<V

fill in and mail couponv
THE JOHN C
WINSTON CO.
Philadelphia,Pa
Largest ./ <j / „<cy
American ,/ *,/ ./^^Z? •"

Bible Pub/ *y /L^V^e
lishers./ ^»> •*JK s~ />V

if^-ro^
tfsas

#•'&y<M#&fj&ii9
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Transylvania College and

College of the Bible

Lexington, Ky.

FOR MBN AND WOMEN

AN INSTITUTION WITH
Rich history and valuable traditions.
Exceptional location in the Bluegrass.
Adequate and well trained faculty.
Modern equipment in all departments.

PREPARES FOR
Teaching, social service, the ministry
and mission field. Also for technical
courses in Law, Medicine. Agriculture,
Engineering, Business Administration.

DEGREES CONFERRED
A. B., B. S., M. A., P. Th. B., B. D.

AFFORDS SPECIAL AID TO
Sons and daughters of ministers, honor
graduates of high schools, ministerial
and missionary students.

Address R. H. CROSSFIELD, President

Is This the "Best Circle in

the United States"?

At the beginning of the Five-Year Cam-
paign the Winchester, Kentucky, Mission Cir-

cle was accepting .$50 a year as their aim.

This past year (1920) they have paid $500

toward the scholarship and support of a

young woman now in the College of Missions,

who is preparing for .service in India next

year. Recently they sent in 14 Life Member-
ships and they report 33 World Call sub-

scriptions among their membership. Next
year they will undertake this young woman's
support in India at $1,000 and they say that

there is another girl in the Circle who desires

to enter the College of Missions next year to

prepare herself for Africa. The happy circle

mother writes, "Now, isn't Kentucky's Win-
chester Circle the best in the United States ?"

A Panther Terrorizes the District

About Pendra Road, India

"Since taking up the work at Pendra
Road," writes Mr. W. G. Menzies, "we have

had twenty-seven baptisms and five added

otherwise. The church has come forward

greatly in her gifts and missionary zeal.

Nearly all the Christian farmers have been

helped with a loan for their seed grain out

of a fund given by two of the Christians

whom I helped in the early days of their

discipleship. One of them I took just after

he came out of the hands of the police and

today he is the brightest student we have in

the Bible College in Jubbnlpore. Dr. Mac-
dougall says he does not think the college ever

had a finer student.

"Within the last two months a panther has

been playing some of his tricks around Pendra
Road. He went right into the village near

the sanatorium and took a woman who was
asleep in the house with her children and
mauled her before she could utter a sound.

He dragged her out of the village and helped

himself until he was satisfied. A few nights

later he took a man in another village and,

since then, he took the old temple priest who
has his little shrine by the roadside, between

1920

BUTLER COLLEGE
A standard co-educational college well located. Indianapolis is the capital

of the State of Indiana and is near the center of the great brotherhood of

Disciples of Christ. Butler College is co-ordinated with the College of Missions
where missionaries for Home and Foreign fields are being trained.

A COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS. Courses may be taken leading to academic
degrees — as A. B., A. M., B. S., and M. S.

A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. Splendid opportunities for Ministerial and
Missionary Education. Butler College and the College of Missions offer forty

courses in religious education, all under competent, well-trained professors.

A COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. Accredited by the State Board of Education
of Indiana for the training of teachers. Butler College last year established

a separate department of Education and is enlarging this department for

next year.

COURSES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. Beginning with the opening
of the fall semester, Butler College will offer new work in Business Administra-
tion.

Winter Semester opens Tuesday, February 1, 1921

For further information address

BUTLER COLLEGE INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

our bungalow and the Sanatorium bungalow.
The panther left thirty-two wounds on the

body of the priest besides helping himself to as

much as he wished of the priest's body. The
old fellow felt that being a Sadhu, or holy

man, he was immune to tigers and panthers.

The old lady Sadhu is an object of admiration
these days. She knew nothing of what oc-

curred until the next morning when the

blood marks and the indications of a terrific

struggle were evident at the wayside shrine.

The panther had dragged the priest into the

jungle about fifty yards away.

"We are making a trap to catch the pan-

ther. This is missionary service. If we can
save the lives of men by catching and killing

the panther, we will be doing a great service.

The panther has killed four people and this

morning wounded another."

Three Things More Important
Than Eating

"One rainy afternoon a bright little woman,
one of our near neighbors, came in for a call."

writes Edna P. Dale, of Nanking. China. "As
she began talking we realized that this was
no ordinary visit but that she was deeply

concerned over some problem and had come
for help. She soon began to talk about two
friends of hers who are Christians and deeply

interested in personal work.' "The three of us

and our husbands,' she said, 'have agreed that

every day we will put soul-winning in the

first place in our lives. There are three

things that shall be more important than the

eating of our three meals and, until we have
done these three things, we will neither eat

nor sleep. First, every morning for an hour,

we will pray for our country to be brought to

Christ. Secondly, we will give our money to

the church. Before we buy our rice or touch

a cent for ourselves we will put one-tenth

into the Lord's treasury. Thirdly, we will

speak about Christ to someone every day.

We will not sleep at night until we have car-

ried out this program. We know that the

only hope of our count ry is the Christian re-

ligion and now we are going to act as though
we believed this. Our first object will be to

bring our friends and neighbors to Christ.

I have been a Christian lunger than either of

my friends and. naturally, they come to me
for help in understanding the Bible. But il

has been a long time since 1 have studied:

there are many things that I cannot explain.

1 need to be taught myself. If we are going

to lead people to Christ we must know how
to teach them. Would it be possible for all

of us to come to the Bible Teachers' Training

School and lake sonic classes?' Our heart-

thrilled in response to her earnestness and

we knew that we must rind a way. The- 1
'

women were not prepared to cuter our regu-

lar classes, but we made a quick decision to

arrange a special class and have one of our

most capable students teach it."

What a School of Missions Means
to One Tennessee Church

Lee E. Class of Memphis writes under date

of November S asking for twelve copies of

the volume of Annual Reports oi the societies

composing the United Christian Missionary

Society for the use of their teachers in a

School of Missions in the near future at the

McLemore Avenue Church. He adds: "Last

year we had an enrollment of 156 in our

School of Missions and we hope to have at

least 200 this year. We attribute the increase

in our missionary offering largely to the edu-

cation received in the School of Missions."
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OUR DEBT OF HONOR
TO BE PAID
December 12,1920

By the direction of the Cincinnati Convention, our National Boards coop-

erated with the Interchurch World Movement and guaranteed its expenses to

the extent of five per cent of the $12,000,000 they hoped to secure.

The financial failure of the Movement makes it necessary for us to pay
our underwritings. The St. Louis Convention advised a special appeal to

churches and individuals to pay the $600,000 required.

It should be kept clearly in mind that some of our boards which under-
wrote have no money with which to meet the obligations. Unless this appeal

for special gifts is answered generously, they cannot pay. This means that

not only is their very existence in jeopardy, but what is more important, the

honor of our people is at stake. We must either pay or repudiate. In order
to pay, the money must be given.

PLAN
1. A cash offering. The money is needed NOW.
2. A minimum of a day's income from all mem-

bers. Large gifts from well-to-do people.

3. If this offering is included in the Budget,
churches are asked to raise and pay this Debt
of Honor portion of the Budget on December
12.

All previous pledges to the Interchurch cam-
paign should be collected and forwarded on
December 12. The demand for the money is

urgent.

The Notes at the Bank Are Now Past Due
The last note was due November 8. The banks have extended the notes

for a short time, with interest, with the understanding that they will be paid
at an early date.

The Bonds Will Be Returned
Letter of November 6 from the bank—"When a Guarantor completes the

payment of the principal amount named in its guaranty, with interest
determined as above, the Guarantor will receive back its instrument of guar-
anty with a letter from the Trust Company stating that the Guarantor in

question is released from further liability on the guaranty."

How to Send the Offering
Checks, drafts and post office money orders should be sent as follows

:

Treasurer, Underwriting Fund,
1501 Locust Street,

St. Louis, Mo.
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Florida First State

United Society

Dear Brother Burnham:
Tlie Florida Christian Missionary Society

and the Florida Christian Woman's Board of

Missions have united into one society as an

auxiliary of the national United Christian

Missionary Society.

There will be some little delay perhaps in

getting our lines set so that there will not

be friction in the work. T think it would be

wise for you brethren to get to us as quickly

as possible with directions, information and
suggestions with regard to the work.

As I have retired from business and am in

moderate circumstances, the convention

thought it wise to elect me as President of

our United Florida Society. Whether they

have done a wise thing or not in this regard

Crannell's Pocket Lessons
for 1921

Contains all of the International Sunday School
Lessons for 1921, with References, Daily Bible
Readings, and Analyses. Vest pocket size.
About two hundred pages clearly printed on
good opaque paper. Size, 2^ x 5^ inches. Sub-
stantially bound in cloth. Just the thing for
the busy teacher or scholar.

Price, 40 cents

THE JUDSON PRESS
1701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

remains to be. seen. I have accepted the posi-

tion first of all because my heart is in the

work and. secondly, because I was anxious

that the State of Florida should be put on the

map of our brotherhood. The indications arc

flattering for a year of advancement and de-

velopment.

It is well to bear in mind that on account

of the weakness of the churches in Florida

as a whole. Florida is almost entirely a mis-

sionary state. The self-sustaining churches
are very few. We have scattered disciples all

over the state—people who have moved here

from other sections, but we are credited with
about 4,000 members in the largest state east

of the Mississippi river.

We are going to give to the United Society

the most loyal and enthusiastic support for

the coming year.

Assuring you of my high personal regard

and praying that the good Lord may bless

you in the work you are trying to do in His
Kingdom, I am.

Your brother in Christ,

Rufus A. Russell,
President Florida United Christian Mis-

sionary Society.

Another Famine Imminent
in India

Miss Mary Kingsbury of Bilaspur, who soon
returns to America for her furlough, writes:

Conductor of Music, Soloist and Cornetist

in Evangelistic Meetings

ILLUSTRATED STUDIES IN STANDARD HYMNODY AND
RELIGIOUS ART WHICH LEAD TO RECONSECRATIONS

:: AND DECISIONS ::

W. £. M. HACKLEMAN, Irvington Station, Indianapolis, Ind.

~7

llliam Woods College
A fully accredited Junior College for young women.

Faculty of twenty-two trained specialists. Besides first

two years of standard college course also offers in pre-

paratory department last three years of high school.

One of the very latest and best sound-proof Conserva-

tory of Music buildings. New academic building with

most approved laboratories and Domestic Science equip-

ments. Five separate dormitories, three on cottage

plan. Present productive endowment of $300,000, with

quarter of a million yet due from Dr. Woods' estate.

For catalog and picture book write

Joseph A. Serena, President, Fulton, Mo.

I am looking forward with great pleasure to

another visit in the homeland. All that are

left of my family are in California, so I shall

take the Pacific route for the first time. It

will be fine to be in California for a while
and especially to spend the winter in a mild
climate. I- am really in excellent health and
have very much to he thankful for.

Famine is at our door again and our hearts
are very heavy for the suffering that will be
the portion of the millions of the poor of

this country.

A Good Method for Working Up
a Go-to-Church Campaign

From F. A. Poffenberger of Waynesboro,
Pennsylvania, comes this report: Rally day
was observed in the church school on Sunday.
September 20. with an attendance of 181.

Plans were made during the month of Sep-
tember for a Go-to-Church campaign for the
month of October. Preliminary to the cam-
paign, a visit was made in every home of the
church membership and also in the home of

every non-church member in Waynesboro. Lit-

erature was left in each home and an invita-

tion rr?.s given to attend the services during
the month. This visitation was made by a
committee of thirty-five.

A Day of Prayer for Missions,
February 18, 1921

The first United Day of Prayer for missions
Mas observed last winter on the first Friday
in Lent, the day set for its annual observance.

A joint committee from the Federation of

Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions and the

Council of Women for Home Missions is now
preparing the program for February IS. 1921.

when the Day of Prayer will occur this year.

Reserve this date!

Local committees should begin preparation
as soon as possible, not forgetting to include

provision for definite preparatory prayer. The
program will very soon be obtainable at the

headquarters of the United Christian Mission-
ary Society. Missouri State Life Builidng,

St. Louis, Missouri.

The Best
Month Yet

W. P. Bentley, located with the First

Church. San Francisco, California, sends an
encouraging word: This month of September
is the best in our pastorate here of three and
a half years. We had evangelistic services

during the whole month, led by Mr. LeGrand.
About forty came forward. Already thirty

have been added to our church. Most of these

are substantial members and add greatly to

the strength of our congregation. Our Bible

school is having a remarkable growth, from

about 100 to nearly 200. and the Endeavor
has taken on new life. Prospects are brighter

than they have been for several years.

Children's Home in St. Louis
Remembered

A brief letter received from Charles A.

Roper, superintendent of the Sunday school

in Republic, Missouri, says that a barrel of

apples was sent to the children's home; thai

A. T. Day of the cooper shop and a member
of the church in that place gave the ban-el

and the Sunday school paid the express. The
wish Mas expressed that the children Mere
enjoying them.
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World Call in Every Home
Report of the Committee on Recommendations of the St. Louis Convention

1. Concerning World Call, we offer the following:

Whereas, those who are most familiar with the facts of the various fields of

missions, benevolence and education are most generous in their contributions both

of service and money ; and,

Whereas, the combining of five former publications in World Call has given

us a magazine of extraordinary interest and merit, affording an indispensable me-

dium of communication between the workers in all lands and all departments,

and those who are supporting them

;

Therefore, we recommend that in furtherance of the fine work that is being

done by the Woman 's Missionary Societies in securing subscriptions for the maga-

zine, each church set as one of the chief goals of its year's work: World Call in

every home, and that the minister and official board put this aim into the program

of the church as a church.

This recommendation was adopted unanimously by the Convention.

A number of churches hare already reali-

ized this aim. Some of them did so imme-
diately after the separate magazines were
united.

There are both country and city churches,

large and small, newly organized and long
established, in this group. All of them find

the life and work of the church locally, as

well as its fellowship in the world-wide ad-

vancement of the cause of Christ, greatly

helped by the congregation's fuller acquaint-

ance with the wonderful facts of modern mis-

sions, benevolence and Christian education.

What is the use of living in this new age

and not availing ourselves of the advantages
and blessings it puts within our reach? Why
should a church that spurns tallow candles

and split-log benches leave its members ig-

norant of the great brotherhood's supreme
achievements ?

In the whole range of present-day publica-

tions there is nothing beyond their local news-

papers that will prove more interesting to

your friends and neighbors.

Farmers, miners, merchants, mechanics and

bankers, as well as teachers and ministers,

testify to their actual fascination with

World Call.

The final word of convincing proof as to

the magazine's attractiveness comes from a
great military school. A vigorous boy of six-

teen remarked in a letter to his mother, "Jack

is reading my World Call. The copy in the

library is about worn out."

The American Boy magazine was guessing
right when it decided to make a serial feature

of the sort of material World Call is pub
lishing all the time.

Solve Your Christmas Gift Problem by Sending

World Call. Only $1.50 for a Whole Year!

WORLD CALL Missouri State Life Building ST. LOUIS, MO.
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CHRISTMAS in a far-away

Chinese town! Can you

imagine what it would be

like? And what would you have

for dinner? Let me tell you of the

wonderful dinner that an Ameri-

can family ate one Christmas day

in a town in China, hundreds of

miles from railroads, or the sea

coast. Just a queer old Chinese

town along the road that travelers

used when they were on their way

out of the country.

In this American family there

were a father, mother and two

girls. They were brave and happy,

but there was no use trying to pre-

tend that they were not hungry for

a good Christmas dinner. The

only thing of which there really

was enough was rice, and that does

not sound very promising for

Christmas Day!

Mothers can nearly always find

a way out of every difficulty, and

this one did. She sent the father

and the girls away and told them

not to come back until dinner time,

for she was going to be very busy.

They went exploring in the queer

streets of the town, wondering all

the while what could possibly hap-

pen, or what mother could do to

get a Christmas dinner for them in

that strange place.

When they returned, she was

waiting for them with the queerest

smile on her face!

"Come in," she said, "the grape-

fruit is ready and waiting; but

you must not be too long in eating-

it, for the soup must be hot.

"Grapefruit and soup! You

would never have thought such a

thing possible. And then Mother
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brought in the turkey, with oyster

stuffing and cranberry sauce, and

mashed potatoes, and the best

gravy! She served it all with the

merriest laugh, and every time she

brought in a new dish the family

applauded and ate all the more.

She warned them to "save room
for the dessert," but she wouldn't

tell them what it was. Finally she

brought it in, covered up tight and

put it on the table.

"Plum pudding," she said, "for

nothing else would do for such a

Christmas dinner."

At last the dinner was over and

the family voted it a great success.

Would you like to know the secret.

and just where the mother found

that dinner? It is very easy—out

of her head ! Just the same place

that fairies and castles come from.

She had pretended it all! The only

way that father and the girls knew

it was grapefruit, or soup, or tur-

key, or plum pudding, was because

Mother called it that! Each time

she brought another dish they wait-

ed to hear what she said it was and

then they enjoyed every bit of it.

For you see, all of the dishes had

in them the same thing—rice!

In the Arabian Nights you will

read a story of a Barmecide Feast,

which was all pretended. But 1

think this was a braver, happier

feast than that. W ould you like

to know the names of those Amer-

icans who ate the strange Christ-

mas dinner in a Chinese town? It

was Dr. Shelton and Dorothy and

Dorris, and the clever mother who

thought about it was dear Mrs.

Shelton—all of them brave, happy

missionaries to far-away Tibet.



UNITED CHRISTIAN
MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Substance of an Inaugural

Statement by President

Burnham in the St. Louis

:: :: Convention :: ::

ESTERDAY you elected officers for

the United Christian Missionary

Society for the ensuing year. I

think I can speak for my colleagues

as well as for myself when I say

that we have not sought these positions nor

asked a living soul to use his influence on our

behalf. We are not unmindful of the confidence

you have reposed in us; but the offices of the

United Christian Missionary Society are not

prizes to be striven for, but responsibilities to

be assumed with a sense of humility, with faith

in God and with a willingness to spend and be

spent in the service of Christ.

As regards the United Christian Missionary

Society, we are trying by means of it to present

unto our Lord an efficient instrument for the

carrying of His gospel unto all the world. It

is a human instrument, but it serves a divine

purpose. We have reported to you the steps

which have been taken thus far to bring the

Society into effectual operation and these have

had your approval. "> We do not overlook the

fact that there is danger in the centralization of

power. There is, however, no accumulation of

authority in the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety. It is the unification of missionary and

benevolent boards for the purposes of harmony,

efficiency and economy. It is machinery which

is thus centralized. The power is in your

hands. We want no ecclesiasticism and we are

determined to have none. The antidote for that

toxin is democracy and the United Society is

organized on a democratic basis. We shall all

be on guard to keep it so. If there is any lurk-

ing ecclesiasticism in the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society microscopic inspection has failed

to reveal it. It is yours and we, its officers, are

your servants in the ministry of Christ.

It shall be our purpose to execute the will of

the Convention as expressing the heart of our

brotherhood. You have today declined to form-

ulate a creed. You have refused to put any

yoke upon the disciples other than His own easy

yoke of loving loyalty and service and we rejoice

in the liberty thus preserved for us all. The

Society will faithfully carry out the spirit and

purpose of the resolution just adopted (The

Medbury Resolution). It will keep you in-

formed of the life and work of the missionaries

and other workers in all the fields. There shall

be no withholding from them or from you any

facts needful for mutual understanding or for

harmonious labor and support. We shall wel-

come and use every true agency of publicity

which will give aid to this helpful intercourse.

But may I say, in all frankness, that if the

Society and its officers are to be held responsible

for the conduct and the service of its workers on

the field then those workers, in turn, must bear

a single responsibility, under Christ, to the So-

ciety and to it alone. Of course missionaries

will be free to conduct their personal corre-

spondence and to write to churches and to indi-

viduals of their work; but consideration of mat-

ters involving policies of the Society must be

submitted only to the Executive Committee and

the Board of Managers. There must be no tam-

pering with the workers by overzealous parti-

sans at home, no courting of missionaries to fol-

low leadership which is not responsible to the

Society or to the brotherhood. You will expect

us to be impartially prompt to rebuke any such

intermeddling whether it emanates from the

right wing or from the left.

With due caution, born of experience, it shall

be our aim to have the United Christian Mis-

sionary Society share in the great cooperative

movements of the Christian forces of our times,

so far as it may do so without any compromise
of conviction or position or any surrender of

our testimony on behalf of the plea we all love.

We shall not be entangled in any alliances which

will prevent our going anywhere we ought to go

or doing anything we ought to do in the interest

of the Kingdom of God.

Your executives purpose for themselves the

highest personal loyalty to Jesus Christ, our

Lord, and genuine devotion to the will of God
as revealed in the New Testament scriptures and

they will expect from every servant of the So-

ciety a corresponding purpose. We are con-

stantly humbled by the devotion, the sacrifices

and the utter abandon to the service of Christ

on the part of our missionaries on the far out-

posts abroad and upon the frontiers in the home
land. It shall be our endeavor to share their

spirit and to help transmit an increasing measure

of it to you and to the churches at home. In

loving devotion to Christ we shall find our free-

dom, and in our loyalty to Him we shall main-

tain our unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.



LITTLE town of Bethlehem,, how still we see thee

lie!

Above thy deep and dreamless sleep the silent

stars go by;

Yet in thy dark streets shineth the everlasting light;

The hopes and fears of all the years are met in thee

tonight.

For Christ is born of Mary, and, gathered all above,

hile mortals sleep, the angels keep their watch of

wond'ring love.

morning stars, together proclaim the holy birth!

And praises sing to God the King and peace to men on

earth.

Hoiv silently, how silently the wondrous gift is given!

So God imparts to human hearts the blessings of His

heaven.

No ear may hear His coming, but in this world of sin,

Where meek souls will receive Him still, the dear Christ

enters in.

O holy Child of Bethlehem, descend to us, we pray;

Cast out our sin, and enter in; be born in us today.

We hear the Christmas angels the great glad tidings tell;

0, come to us, abide with us, our Lord Emmanuel!
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CHURCH of the NATIVITY,
BETHLEHEM
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